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Rqht Bac
As the present world crisis grows in

scope and intensity, gripping one industry

after another furrowing its way to the very

core of the complex capitalist structure, a

good deal of ideological hardware under-

goes a process of rapid corrosion. Not so

long ago, "American" rationalization "sci-

entitfic management" and the "technical re-

volution" were the inspiration of the entire

capitalist world. This wave of enthusiasm

imdulated from the desperate Right wing
of the bourgeoisie, the Fascists to its most
servile Left, the Social Democrats, who
pointed to America as the "workers' para-

dise",

Today when the super-capitalist Arca-

dia has blown up, with millions of workers

pounding the pavements with an unpre-

cedented tie-up in trade and an overloading

of warehouses while countless families go

unfed, unclothed and unprovided for—a dif-

ferent song is being sung. Capitalist spokes-

men today speak with alarm of "techno-

logical unemployment", ask themselves

"whether technical and managerial im-

provements do not cause unemployment
after all," etc. A few simple figures tell

the story;

Vol. of Indus. Vol. of Fact.

TeJtr Pro^«c. Index Emp. Index.

1923 101 . 104.2

1924 95 96.2

1925 104 99.8

1926 108 101.4

1927 106 98.8

1928 111 97.2

1929 118 lOl.S,

In the six years between 1923 and 1929

the index of production rose 17 points, the

index of employment, at the same time fell

2.4 points! *So striking is the contrast, so

telling the consequences that even among
the capitalists large number are seized 'A^ith

panic. Senator Wagner, for instance, quot-

ing these figures before the Senate, con-

cludes:

"Into every home that the problem of

anemployment has entered it has brought

with it a doubt as to tlie TalltHty of an eco-

nomic system ivltlch permits such catastro-

pbies to happen. It is as yet only a doubt,

but if we do not take the action that seems
obvious and essential tlint (loiil)t will ma-
ture into an advcrne conviction."

Discounting the interplay of politics

directed against the Hoover administration,

the fear expressed and the concern with

the problem of "technological unemploy-
ment" remains genuine nevertheless, and
are doubtlessly shared by the capitalist

class as a whole. What the Senator does

not make clear is how the bosses Intend to

dnd an issue out of the straits imposed
apon them by this crisis. Theoretically

the bosses* plan of action has been voiced

very clearly by one of the most prominent
representatives of German capital. Dr.

Friedrtch Lemmer, in the Deutsche "VVIrt-

litcliaftzeltnng of last February.

The Theory of Capitalist Offensive

"Rationalization " wrote Dr. Lemmer,
"means substitution of labor costs . . . Since

the productive apparatus is today over-

developed . . . further progress in rational-

ization ... . is unthinkable," Invoking the

"iaw of diminishing utility" he concludes

that "rationalization becomes ever less and
less profitable", and urges as an antidote

to the ills of rationalization—a wage cut-

ting drive all along the line.

This is the basic strategy of the bosses

In the presenti crisis: to utilize the division

of forces and the demoralization brought

into the working class by unemployment
in order to shift further the burden from
their own shoulders by slashing tihe wag§s
of the workers still in 'Industry. This is

their plan fn Germany, this is (their plan

here and everywhere. In Germany the

wage cutting campaign has already assum-
ed huge proportions in the recent past. The
strikes in Mansfeld, in the Northwest the

recent Berlin metal workers' strike, were
all part of the weak resistance organized

by the treacherous reformists, which t'he

campaign has swept aside.
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In the United States, despite the fake

industrial conefrence called by Hoover lasti

year, despite the promises made by the

bosses to "retain the high living standards
of the workers" the wage cut drive, though
still cloaked, has already made terrific in-

roads. Only Green and the high priests of

the A. F. of L. have kept their part of the

bargain, by doing their best to obstruct and

prevent anything resembling a struggle on

the part of the workers.

The Department of Labor announces

«Order Prevails Throughout Spain»
Andres Ntn, Leader of Spanish Left Opposition, Arrested and in Danger

The Madrid coup d'Etat attempted by the

bourgeois republicans, headed by the avia-

tor Franco, has been crushed by the Ber-

enguer dictatorship without much difficulty.

In Jaca, the attempted uprising has met
with a similar fate. The iron fist has de-

scended upon the militant labor organiza-

tions, their headquarters raided, their lead-

ers arrested and imprisoned, and the strikes

which were assuming a distinctly political

character have been suppressed by violence.

The republican bourgeoisie, failing and

fearing to rely upon the masses who alone

can overthrow the monarchy and lead the

revolution to a decisive conclusion, h^s

made a pitiful debacle. One camp, further

visioned and fearful of the mass movement
of the workers that would be aroused by

a popular insurrection has rallied to the

decrepit monarchy of Alfonso and the

brutal dictatorship of Berenguer. The other,

equally contemptuous of the masses in

whose name they pretend to speak, and

whom they prefer to have act as soldiers

obeying without thinking, has made the

feeble and theatrical attempt to stage a

novel revolt from the air which failed to

inspire the masses to insurrection and was

as ineffective as a spent rocket. The pro-

letarian leadership of the revolution, which

is still to be consolidated showed a fatal

absence and unpreparedness.

An Unstahle Dictatorship

The power of the Berenguer dictator-

ship, however, remains extremely tenuous.

It was constituted on the pledge to restore

those measures of "democracy" which the

Primo de Rivera regime had so high-hand-

edly abrogated. But the first step towards

a loosening of the bonds, combined as it

was with the accentuation of the economic

crisis in the country, unleashed -the dor-

mant forces. of the proletarian movement

until acute strike struggles were raging

from one end of the land to the other.

Harrassed on one side by the repub-

lican movement, on an other by the Catal-

onian separatists, on the third by the re-

vivified labor movement, and In general by

the popular dislike of the monarchy and the

dictatorship, the Berenguer regime imme-

diately showed that it was distinguished

from its predecessor only by more militant

violence. In the first important test of

arms it has issued the victor. But it will

be of brief duration if the forces maturing

for new skirmishes and insurrections come

to a head.

In the work of suppressing the revo-

lutionary movement, even at its initial stage

of political strikes against the dictatorship,

the Berenguer regime has been able to

rely—and how could it be otherwise?!—
upon the warm support of the social demo-

crats and reformist trade union leaders of

the General Union of Workers. Like their

brethren everywhere, tljey are in favor of

violent revolution only in one country

—

the Soviet Union—but vigorously opposed

to an insurrection agaihst their own bour-

geoisie. In all the important strikes that

broke out after the fall of Primo de Rivera

the Reformists played the servile game of

scabs by fighting against the extension of

strike aims beyond the narrow limits of a

trade union struggle. Their kin in the

ranks of the anarcho-syndicalists have ar-

dently supported the other section of the

bourgeoisie, the republicans. There is no

reason at all to believe that there will be

any change on their part in the coming
struggles

, The revolutionary situation has not been

liquidated. The economic crisis has not

been solved. The fighting moods of the

workers have not been entirely dampened.

The official Communist Party, character-

istically enough with all its talk of the

"third period", was caught entirely un-

awares by the events of recent weeks. It

had been taught in recent months, under

Manuilsky's tutelage, that a "partial strike"

is of vaster import than a revolution of

what he called the "Spanish type". The
Left Opposition however, has been very

active in the struggle, particularly in the

Barcelona working class where it has con-

siderable influence. A number of our most
active comrades, including Pedro Lavid

and others, have already been sentenced to

imprisonment.

Further, we read the following alarm-

ing report in the Barcelona correspondence

by the well-informed Jules Sauerwein to the

New York Times of December 23 1930, who
quotes Don Ignacio de Despujol captain-

general of Catalonia.

"The result was an easy task when the

disturbers began marching against the gen-

darmerie. There was no violence to speak of

and we quickly arrested the ringleaders.

Among them ,wis a notorious disciple of

Trotsky who spent a long time in Russia

and is a Soviet agent here now,"

>'In In Danger!

The reference is unmistakably to com-

rade Andres Nin, leader of the Spanish Op-

position, and one of'the principal founders

of the Communist Party In Spain. For years,

he was secretary of the Red International of

Labor Unions. A steadfast supporter of the

Opposition, this irreproachable rebel was
finally expelled from the Soviet Union's

borders a few months ago by the Stalinist

apparatus. Tij^ bourgeois press has fre-

quently reported concerning his activity

in Barcelonia which he managed to reach

after bein.g expelled as a "counter- revolu-

tionist" by the G. P. U. His arrest now
means a serious blow to the whole labor

and revolutionary movement. Every ef-

fort must be bent by the militants in all

oountries to force the release of comrade

Nin. and the other rebels imprisoned by the

Berenguer dictatorship.

The Spanish revolutionists need the

support of the international working class.

Let us raise our voices in protest against

the murderous work of the Spanish bour-

geoisie which has already occupied a num-
ber of districts with the notorious Foreign

Legion, composed of janissary scum of

three continents, for the purpose of sup-

pressing the workers' movement. The
oanise of Spanish labor is the cause of every

worker. S.

ensivel
alongside with a 2.."> percent drop in em-

ployment a oA percent slump in payroll

totals, or a 2.fi percent wage reduction for

the month of November alone. "Per capita

earnings in manufacturing industries," the

repOi't reads, "in November 1930 were 3.5

percent lower than In October." Still more
serious are the general index figures for

the entire year of November 1929 to Nov-

ember 1930:

Kniploynicnt Pay-totals

Nov. 1929 94.8 95.1

Nov. 1930 76. 68.5

While employment fell 18.3 points pay-

roll totals dropped fully 26.8 points. A dis-

crepancy which indicates the cut that the

bosses have already made into the living

standards of the American workers, and

which reveals the seriousness that this

trend will asume in the future.

Against this careful and well-planned

offensive of the bourgeoisie only a solid

and compact united front of the workers

and Jobless can be effective. Every step,

in order to strike back must be organized

on the broadest possible scale. If ever

the slogans of the class struggle could be

brought home to the American proletariat

it is now.

But this cannot be accomplished by

simply expecting the workers to rush to

the revolutionary banner under the threat

of being denounced as fascists or social-

fascists but by going to the workers, by

entering every mass organization in which

they are to be found, by fighting for their

support, by pointing out the way to them

constantly and persistently,- The only way
to encounter the bosses' offensive now is

by organizing the fighting defensive of the

workers.
—SAM GORDON

Malkin Welcomed Back

A hundred workers, members and sym-

pathizers of the Communist League and

members of the Needle Trades Workers In-

dustrial Union, gathered at Grand- Central

Station on December 20, to greet comrade

Maurice L. Malkin upon his release from

Comstock prison, where he served two

years of the term to which he had been

sentenced as one of the defendants in the

MineoUi frame-up. From the Station the

comrades inarched through the streets,

singing revolutionary songs, until the head-

quarters of the Communist League at 84

Bast 10th Street were reached. An im-

promptu get-together was held, which gave

way, later in the evening to a comradely

gathering of dozens of workers to celebrate

the release of Malkiu and his return to the

ranks of the active fighters for the Left

wing in the trade unions and the Commun-
ist Opposition which he was one of the first

to join.

The New York branch of the League

has decided to hold a formal New Year's

entertainment and dance to which all work-

era are invited to greet Malkin. It will be

held on December 31, at the Militant Hall,

84 East 10th Street, when the' New York

Reds can get together for a hearty good

time. Comrade Malkin will speak. The
entertainment with music and dancing and^

eats, begins at 8 o'clock.

Comrade Kote Zinzadze^s Life in Dangerl
We have just received the following

alarming report about our comrade Kote

Zinzadze, a sterling Bolshevik fighter who
was exiled by the Stalinist apparatus for

supporting the struggle of the Opposition.

For some time now he has been in a very

dangerous condition, which we mentioned

in a recent issue of the Militant. The re-

port follows:

It is a month now that comrade Kote

Zinzadze has been in a dying condition. In

this time he has suffered two blood hemor-

rhages were accompanied by heart attacks.

so that he was almost strangled. The doc-

tors offer little hope for his recovery. The
only hope of saving him, according to the

doctors, is an absolute change of climate

such as is offered by Suchum. The climate

of Crimea where he is located, is fatal.

Comrades have tor a long time been en-

deavoring to obtain his transfer to Suchum.
For two months, OrdjonJkidze has promised

to get the transfer for him, but so far no
permit has been received ... It will proba-

bly arrive when comrade Kote Zinzadze

has died.



Danville Strike Prospects
A. F, of L. Leaders Prepare the Surrender of the Workers Struggle

IN i:\GLISH IX GEBJIAN

After two months of heroic struggle,

the strike of the 4,000 textile workerK of

Danville and Schoolfield, Va,, is continuing

militantly in spite of tlie "pacific" policy

of the United Textile Workers. At the pre-

sent the strike of the Virginia workers in

the only major industrial conflict taking

place in the United States and what it

will lead to is of paramount importance to

all workers, especially insofar as the future

of the National Textile Workers Union Is

concerned.

A litle over a year ago, the N, T. W, U,

lead the historic strike in Gastonia which
we were told, was the beginning of a series

of mighty struggles south of the Mason-
Dixie linft. At that time, the U. T. W. had
a base only at Elizabethton, Tenn. and
Marion, N, C. Today, it has support in

many textile centers of the South while the

N. T. W. U, is all but liquidated every-

where, including Gastonia,

The Danville workers are feeling the

heavy club of the capitalist class iuat as

their comrades did in Gastonia in 1929 in

New Bedford in 1928 and in Passaic in

192&. Tear gas bombs are used to break

up mass picket lines formed in spite of the

reactionary U. T. W. leadership. Strikers

to the number of EiO are arrested at one
time and the National Guardsmen with

glistening bayonets patrol the roads lead-

ing to the mill to prevent picketing.

When the U. T. W. protested to Gov.

Pollard against the use of guardsmen to

escort scabs to their homes, the governor

referred the protest to Col. H. C. Opie of

the National Guard for investigation and
action. It so happens that Col. Opie is in

command of the more than TjOO guardsmen
who are doing strike duty in Danvillel

Recently tliree strikers were evicted from
the company owned houses and similiar

eviction notices were served on 47 of the

most active strikers. When a protest was
made to the governor he answered as fol-

lows:

"The 47 who were given eviction no-

tices were known to be guilty of unfair

and in many* cases unlawful interference

with the lawful right of other mill workers

to work in the mill."

Most of the strikers live in the com-
pany owned iiouses and there is but little

doubt that a wholesale eviction campaign
will soon be started. At that time the

crucial period of the strike will be reached,

for the U. T, W, will not be willing to con-

duct a strike of such proportions that will

result in evictions on a broad scale.

Policy Leads to Sell-Out

Already we have seen that the U. T. W.
policy leads directly to a sell-out of the

workers as took place in Elizabethton Mar-

ion and elsewhere. The futile appeals to

Gov. Pollard who has shown clearly that

he is an agent of the mill owners, is one

telling example. The turning over of K. T,

W, U. organizers to the police authorities

in the early days of the strike in another.

It is a clear Indication that the strikers

are greatly bewildered and do not know
who are their real enemies. The strikers,

who have in the past belonged to a com-
pany union are not so much to blame as

the U. T. W. officialdom who in a critical

period, can be depended upon to serve the

mill owners and betray the interests of the

workers.

The strike is the result of a 10 p c.

wage cut given the workers last February.

Altho the workers who all belonged to the

company union, objected, nothing took place

immediately. Later the United Textile

Workers Union sent organizers into the

field and on Sept. 2& called the strike^

In passing it may be asked: where was
the N. T. W. U. all this time? According

to the reports we have been reading in the

Daily Worfeer for the last six months or

more the South is honeycombed with N.

T. W, U. organizers. Of course, we know
that it is not true, and is printed in th«

Party press like so many other exaggera-

tions to fool the Party membership and
allow glowing reports to be sent to Mos-
cow-

Only after the strike had been on tor

several weeks did the N. T. W, U, take no-

tice of the situation and send down one
man, Bill Murdoch, without any money or

other resources. Before he was able to

go he cooled his heels for several days

in the corridor of the national office of the
Party while Bedacht decided if money could

be "spared" for that purpose. Bedacht told

Murdoch to hike to Danville, to which Mur-
doch rejoined by asking liedacht if he hikes

when he goes on a tour for the national

office. The whole situation brings up an
interesting question: does the Party intend

to keep the N. T. W. U. only as a decoration

to issue an occasional statement in the
Party press and send paper delegates re-

presenting nobody to the many "mass" con-

ferences called by the Party, or does it

intend to liquidate the organization and
call for the building of a Left Wing the

U, T. W.? According the present line it

will not do the latter. Yet the Party is not
doing anything seriously to develop the N'.

T. W. U, altho it calls it the organization
of the mass of textile workers. It must
not be allowed to become a mutual admira-
tion society but a dynamic force for or-

ganizing the hundreds of thousands of un-

organized textile workers in the South, New
England and elsewhere. At tiie same time
militant workers in the U. T, U. must be
organized to fight against the McMahon re-

gime and for the support of the Danville
strikers.

\. T. W. U. Has Virtually Disapiieared

1 n a series of articles contributed
to the Militant in the last year, warning
was given that unless the policy of the

Party was changed the N. T. W. U*. would
virtually disappear from the scene, Kvents
have more than juslijfled the warning. To-

day practically no N, T. W. V. exists. The
national office of the union is located in

New Bedford where there is a member-
ship of less than 200, A small group can
be found in Paterson, N. J. and a sprinkling
here and there. . It is by no stretch of the
imagination a national organization and
unless immediate action is taken even the
skeleton will disappear.

Once again we appeal to the militant
workers in the N. T. W. U. to stop the ruin-
ous policy of isolation and the suppression
of those who do not accept the Stalinist

program, and to rebuild the union on a
broad basis. There is a big field in the
United States for a militant textile union
and there is no reason why the N, T. W, U.
should not be that instrument. As its first

task it should start a nation wide cam-
paign for the support of the Danville strik-

ers and a warning to the strikers against the

ultimate betrayal by the U, T. W. The Daily
Worker is strangely silent on the strike.

Why?

—SYLVAN A. POLLACK.

"TUB TURN IN THE COMMUNIST
INTERNATIONAL AND THE
GERMAN SITUATION"

By Leon Trotsky

A penetrating examination of the dis-

placements in the relationships of

social forces evidenced by the recent

elections in Germany the meaning of

the sensational Fascist victory, its

connection with the new policy of the

Stalinist apparatus, and a proposal

for action and perspective for the Com-
munists. The edition, printed only a

few weeks ago, is almost exhausted.

Quick response will bring your copy

immediately—in English or German,
at the same price: 10 cents each or

7 cents in bundle order rates.

Order from
THE MILITANT

SI East IMh Street, >'ew York, \. Y.

CACHIN'S FORTY YEAKS OF SERVICE

"On the 18th of November," we are in-

forjned by the Dstily Worker, "comrade
Marcel Cachin, the leader of the French
Communist Party, completed 40 years of

activity in the service of the French and
the international proletariat , . . I/Hmnan-
ite published a special 'Marcel Cachin 40

Years Supplement'. Meetings, demonstra-
tions and celebrations have been organized.

However much we might ordinarily re-

frain from breaking in rudely on a cele-

bration, we should nevertheless like to

ask: Are there included in the "40 years of

activity in the service of the French and
internatiqnal proletariat" the services ren-

dered by Cachin to French imperialism dur-

ing the war, when he so warmly defended
the bank accounts of the bourgeoisie, and
their colonies; when he was sent to Italy

to win the socialists there to the cause of

the Allies; and other services of the same
kidney?

Well, you interrupt impatiently, if

you're going to mention that, why do you
omit the leaders of other sections in the in-

ternational Stalinist apparatus? What about
Foster, leader of the American Party, and
his unblemished record of Liberty Bond
sales to make the world safe for demo-
cracy? Or Smeral, leader of the Czech
Party, and his unremitting efforts to win
the war for his beloved fatherland?

And try as we may, we can't think-
as Ring Lardner would put it—of a come-
back.

THE STRATEOy OP THE
WORLD REVOLUTION

By LEON TROTSKY

** brilliant summary and analysis of the policies pursu-

ed since 1923 by the leading group in the Communist In-

ternational on the most important problems confronting

the revolutionary movement « « « An invaluable con-

tribution to the issues of the day and an indispensable part

of every worker's library » » »

On« Hundred ^as£<^s

23 conts a copy : : in bundles IS cents

OllOEU ¥ROW THE MILITANT, 84 E. lOtli ST., >EW YORK, S. Y.

Militant Goes to New
Headquasters

More room more light, more facilities,

better location—that describes the new
headquarters to which the office of the Com-

munist League and the Militant have just

moved. The new quarters are at 84 East

10th Street, between Third and Fourth Ave-

nues, right on the lirst floor. The quarters

we occupied previously at 25 Third Avenue
proved to be too small for our purposes. In

the new place, it will now be possible not

only to have an efficient national office but

also the local New York office. The tech-

nical equipment of the organization will

also be there, and there is a large hall at-

tached to the office which will permit the

holding of regular branch and committee

meetings, classes, and public forums.

In the process of moving, naturally, the

expenditure of quite a sum was required.

The local New York organi^.iition of the

league after discussing the advantages of

the new quarters, voted to share the ex-

pense of the moving. A number o^ con<-

K'des made special pledges which they have

already paid, and it is 'largely to them that

we are indebted. The contributors are aa

follows:

Nathan Berman, $25.00; Brown, $10.00;

A. M. Glotzer, $10.00; M. Sterling $10.00;

IVIorris Lewit, $10.00; Zipkin, $0.00; Phii

Shulman, $5.00; Pauline Cutringer $3.00;

Schwartz, $2.00; Sympathizer, $1.00.

In addition, after an appeal made by

comrade Cannon »at the public forum ad-

dressed two weeks ago in New York by

Shactman, comrades and friends in the

audience contributed a total of $14.00.

In the moving itself a number of com-
rades contributed invaluable assistance in

carting over our furniture and equipment

in the most economical manner. These in-

cluded, comrades Pete Hansen, Joe Fried-

man, Russ Blackwell, George Clarke, Jack

Carmody, Sam Gordon, M. Morris. Many
of them, including Paul Schwalbe, Max
Fngel and others, donated their services to

arrange the hew place in the best possible

order.

A library and reading room is to be set

up in the meeting hall to which Left wing
and Communist workers are invited. Re-

member the new address: 84 East 10th St.,

New York X. Y.!

Our Open Forum

Ever increasing attendance is the fea-

ture of the most successful open forum

scries yet held by the New York branch of

the Communist League. The last forum

at which comrade James P. Cannon spoke

on "Prospects for the American Revoki-

tion", we had the largest attendance yet:

some 130 workers, who listened closely to

the end and then stayed for questions to

the speaker and discussion from the floor.

One ol; the most significant sides of the

forum is the increasing number of Party

members who come to the meetings, parti-

cipating through the questions and discus-

sion in the most comradely manner. The

plan of the New York branch in holding

these meetings at the Labor Temple every

Saturday night is to illuminate some cur-

rent question from the viewpoint of the

Left Opposition as well as to deal with the

more fundamental questions that lie at the

basis of the revolutionary movement. Com-
rade Max Shachtman, editor of the Militant,

will speak on January 3, 1931 on "Align-

ments for the Next War". Unemployed pre-

senting membership cards in their Council

are admitted free.

p.....W.W.W-7-»f-<-<.M.M.......W.WAW.W.^^^^^^^

WELCOME
MALKIN!

New Year's Eve, Dec. 31st

at Militant Hall, 84 E. 10 St.

Music : : Entertainment : . : Speaking"

Comrade Malkin Will Recount His Prison

Experiences

Admission: 35 c. All Invited
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Lovestone Prepares the Front with Musteism
It is a bare two years ago that the

Jjovestone faction, then in control of the

Party, combined with the iiresent Ktratiim

of incomijeteiits of tlie Foster grouii, to

expell the Left Opiiostion from the Party

for demanding a, discussion of those vital

issues that lie at the bottom of the pre-

sent struggle in the Communist movement.

The principal weapons of the TjOvestone

faction then- as they are of the Foster

faction today—were calumny and misrepre-

sentation of our point of view, combined

with the use of such powerful arguments

as the blackjack, the thug's knife and the

burglar's jimmy. Their later "change of

heart", while it eliminated the more "pow-

erful arguments'' did not cause them to re-

ject the "principied" weapons in their ar-

senal, and they have continued to use them
to this day,

LoYstone's First Acciisatioii

One of the main chti.rgos made against

us by the I^ovestone faction in the early

days of our expulsion was that, aside from

being the agents of world imperialism and

cotmter-revolution, we were also the allies,

or tools (every thesis worded it differently

In conformity with the author's tempera-

inent) of the reformists of the Muste school,

Sghing against Communism and the Party,

tiovestone, it will he remembered, was then

advancing the brilliant postulate that the

"Troskyists are the crassest expression of

fixe Right danger", while he and his fac-

tion were the Old <ii:ard Bolsheviks of the

purest water. Idiotic as this sounds today

(and it was no less idiotic when first for-

mulated), it was seriously placed before

the Party bureaucracy who just as solemn-

ly voted nine to one that it was gospel

truth.

We said and proved at that time that

the Lovestone faction was the American
representative of the International Right
Wing, that it was composed of corrupt op-

portunist leaders and apparatus men, the

logic of whose position would compel them
to go over further to the Right and end
in the swamps of social reformism. As to

our estimation of the "progressives", it was
not affected by Lovestone's spurious cries

about the "Trotsky-Muste alliance" any more
than it is affected today by the hoarse
shouts of the Browder-P^oster-Bedacht com-
bination. We established our point of view
on the progressive movement and its lead-

ers from the very beginning and have had
no reason to change it to suit factional ex-

pediency, which was done, however, as has
now become as clear as day by the Love-

stone group. In the Militant of March 1,

1929, we said:

"The virtual abandonment of the old

unions by the Communists, who have stood

at the head of most of the opposition move-
ments in the past five years, facilitates the

emergence of the reformist group and af-

fords the Socialists an opportunity to re-

gain some of their lost positions. The new
movement (i. e., the C. P. Ij. A.) is a chal-

lenge to the Communists for tlie leader-

ship of the coming fights.

"These 'progressives' are weather-cocks
ivho reflect certain winds blowing in the
iabor movement. Their emergence now
with demands which connote militancy is

an indicator of the radicalization of the
workers growing within the old unions as
well as in the ranks of the unorganized
masses. Their role, objecfhely spealiiiifr, U
to express this radicalization in ivords^ to
Jianiess it in action and to heitd it oiTf from
any real collision witli tlie €ai»italists and
(he A. F. of L. niacliine."

In our Platform, published February
15, 1929, we said further:

"The recent manifesto of the pseudo-
progressive group of the Labor Affe is pri-

marily a refiection of this discontent in the
ranks of the unions wliicli the reforniistf;

seek to divert into Iiarmless channels, the
appearance of the new movement, even in

a nebulous form with pseudo-progressives
at its head, is a sign of the abdication of

the Communists and the Left wing who
in recent years have led these movements.
The Party must penetrate every movement
of opposition and revolt against the bureau-

cracy, forming united fronts with all honest
progressive workers, exposinf? the particu-

larly deoei)tive and dangerous role of the

pseu(lo-"Lelft'* and psendo-progressive lead-

ers and struggling against them for the

1ead!ership of the opposition moTements."
Later in the same year, in the Militant

of September 15, 1929, we continued to ex-

press the point of view we still hold to:

"Without the Communist leaven the

new progressive movement will have no
backbone. It will retreat on all basic ques-

tions before the onslaught of the entrench-

ed reactionaries and become a shield for
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them. The movement which ,lffHste and

similars seek to stnltliy is a genuine move-

uient from below. It has strength, it is

growing and will continue to grow as the

growing horror of capitalist rationalization

drives discontent deeper into the ranks of

t!io masses of the workers. Without asking

anybody's permission the Communists must

become a part of it influence it from with-

in, ]3ush it to the Left and help to sliape it

into an effective fighting force. Kutliles;S

criticism oif the 3liiste leadersiiip is an in-

dispensable part of this work for the future

of the nioyement.'"

How the Ksfiniates Have Been Tested

The two years that have elapsed eince

our expulsion has afforded more than am-

ple opportunity to test the validity of all

the contentions in this question; Ijove-

stone's and ours. Tlie latter has been ver-

ified by a dozen experiences; the contempt-

ible record of the MMuste adherents in the

Illinois coal fields; their persistent genu-

flections before the A. F. of L. high priests

in the textile field, particularly in the

southern strikes; their respectable cam-

paign on unemployment; their anti-Com-

munist virulence which is backed up by

the solid So<'ialist front of Oneal, Thomas
and Co.; and so on and so forth. As to

Lovestone's contentions concerning the

"Trotsky-Muste alliance'', they were put

forward in cynical disregard of established

facts, and were thrown overboard just as

cynically and with just as little explanation.

But for that, in striking confirmation of

our evaluation of these Right wing adven-

turers the fantastic allegations of "unity"

made against us have given way to the

reility of unity between Ijovestone and
Muste—and worse. It is not the ihrst time

that such displacements have occurred in

the struggle against the Left Opposition!

Lovestone's formal change of front,

(formal, because it has been his view for

a long time), comes simultaneously with

the transformation of his paper into a

weekly, which is to be the jioint of depar-

ture for a "deep participation in mass
work". For the Right wing, this "partici-

pation in mass work" has always been ex-

pressed in the most di;igracet'ul o[)portunist

maneuvering E:nd unity with any faker in

the labor movement who was comjielled to

daub his cheeks with a sjiot of rouge in

order to distract the attention of workers
moving to the Ijeft.

In recent years, this game has been

played by the Right wing under the war
cry against tiie Left of "Down with the

sectarians". It was in the fight against

"sectarianism" that the Chinese workers
and peasants were finally put under Chiang
Kai-Shek's iron heel; that the Communist
Party was harnessed to the LaFollette-Fan

Noli chariot so as to draw the jietty bour-

geoisie to power over the proletarian bar-

riers; that the Communist Iamb united with
the PureelHan lion in the deadly comfort
of the Anglo-R'ussion Committee. Incapable

of working like Bolsheviks among the

masses the Right wing fed the tendencies

towards real sectarianism on the one hand,

and of social reformism on the other. The
same holds true of Lovestone's i)resent

"mass work" and "united fronts", which
on the one hand give the Centrist sectar-

ians demagogic arguments against a genu-

ine united front of workers, and on the

other hand, buttress the ramparts of re-

formism, Muste style.

Oitlow on the I'rofrressives

The official announcement of the

change comes in an article by Ben (Mflow

entitled "Progressives and Left Wing" (Ke-

volutionary .\ge, 12-13-1930.) To those who
are at all acquainted with the Lovestone
method of elaborating policies, it is evi-

!ent that the article is not a beginning but

a culmination. That is to say it was writ-

ten by agreement, for the record, and only
after the ])reliminary negotiations had been
held around the table with blinds drawn,
between Lovestone and IVtuste,

In this article, Gitlow discovers, almost
two years after the fact, that the official

program of the Muste group "is acceptable

to the Communists and the left wing in the

trade unions." And if the matter were al-

lowed to rest there, things might not be

so bad. But Gitlow continues to evaluate

the Muste group by what he writes and
even more by what he carefully omits to

write. As the prospective ally of Muste
within the executive committee of the C.

P. L. A., that is, as a prop from the Left

for Muste's ax-grinding against the extreme
Right wing of Oneal and Co., it is essen-

tial for Gitlow to utter a few well-chosen

words of criticism. One is directed with

one eye peeled for the Lovestoneite rank

and file, at the "movement in general", in

which its ijolicies are gently chided being

based on "faith in the bureaucracy," Lest

anyone should misjudge this entirely loyal

and well-intentioned "rebuke", Gitlow has-

tens to add: "It is the duty of the Com-
munists in the trade unions to build up the

Left wing forces in the unions so as to

make possible a closer union and possibly

an amalgamation of the genuine progress-

ive forces of the Muste movement into the

Left wing."

Since amalgamation is a rather serious

afiair, and assumes a closer political affin-

ity than is required for a bloc we are en-

titled to know who are the "genuine pro-

gressive forces". Gitlow sheds illumina-

tion on this point with a heavy hand: "A
definite break with the Socialist Party is

inevitable just as soon as the progressives

make a clean break with the bureaucracy.

Such elements as .Tames Oneal and J. B. S,

Hardman (Salutziiy), the errand boy of

Sidney Hillman, have no place in a genuine

progressive movement." By the process of

eliminating these two elements, we arrive

arithmetically at the "gemuine progress-

ives": Muste, Bright ' Budenz, Norman
'Thomas, Stanley, llo^lscher et tutti quanti.

>Vho Are The Mustes.

These are the people who play the

same role in the American movement—with

all due regard to proportions—as the Pur-

cells and Cooks played in the British move-

ment. When the workers move to the Right,

they are indistinguishable from the open

bureaucracy or else lie fallow and un-

needed. When the workers move to the Left,

they act as sieves straining all the mili-

tancy out of the workers' moods for strug-

gle, preventing the full force of the work-

ers from striking at the body proper of the

iabor lieutenants of the capitalist class.

That they serve at the same time as a

channel through which the workers ex-

press their discontent is also true, and does

not change the fundamental fact of the

function they ]>erform. Their wordy radi-

.caiism is not costly and obligates them to

nothing; it is cheap, considering how ef-

fectively if temporarily, it deceives work-

ers into faith in Left social reformism and
retards their development to Communism
and revolutionary struggle. In every sense

of the word, they are brakes on the Left-

ward movement of the workers,

(Mtlow does not say a word about this.

The whole article fails to utter a word of

<;riticism or even to mention Muste at all,

except for the incidental reference we liave

just quoted, because to all intents and
purposes, the Ijovestoneites have already

"amalgamated" with the Muste section of

the C. P. 1j. a.—amalgamated behind the

scenes, by purely diplomatic negotiations

at the top without incommoding explana-

tions to the rank and file workers of the

Right wing.

The Right wing, i. e., the liquidation-

ist point of view on trade union work,

which does not and cannot have anything

jji common with the revolutionary point of

view is to strengthen this brake. It unites

either integrally or in bloc with tlie Left

reformists by putting the Communists un-

der their command. If a bloc or united

front with Left social democrats is neces-

sary and tactically advisable- -and very

frequently it is, and should be made— it

can only be done hy rigidly maintaining

the organizational and political indepen-

dence of the revolutionists, by making tem-

l)orary agreements even with the reformist

leaders in order to set the workers in mo-

tion—but to set them in motion can be

accomplished only by an incessant struggle

against these leaders. Lovestone follow-

ing here the classic position of the Right

wing under which the Stalin-Bucharin re-

gime operated for years in their unity with

the national bourgeoisie of China, the labor

bureaucracy in England, and others, pur-

sues a directly opposite path.

The Right wing is the principal in-

strument—whether it is conscious of it or

not—of the forces opposed to revolution

for the liquidation of the Communist move-

ment, and its degradation to the position

of the social democracy. The unprinci-

pled merger with Muste and his associates

is only a replica of what has happened with

the Right wing groups in other countries.

One need not be the seventh son of a

seventh son to foretell the role the Love-

stone group will play in the .Muste move-

ment. We have had a harbinger of the

next future in the shady game the Right

wing has just played in the International

Ladies Garment Workers Union Ijocal 1,

New York. There the Lovestoneites made
a united front to elect the notorious T.iOUi3

Levy as local manager, t!ie same Levy who
expelled the Left wing workers from the

union, and who now hyj)' critically poses

as a "progressive" i)ecause Sigman, whose
Icyal henchman he has always been is at

odds with tiie ruling ;>cf;tion of the bureau-

cracy. Against Levy, the Itevoliitionary Age
had not a single word of criticism to make,

but on the contrary, practised a deliberate

deception announcing in the first issue of

its weekly "MILITANTS ('.) WIN IN LOCAL
1". In other words the "mass work'' and
the "united fronts" of the Right wing eon-

.sists of investing treacherous elem.cnts like

Ijevy with the approbation of a revolution-

ary label. If so thoroughly discredited a

type as Levy can find aid aii;J comfort, even

for a day, from Ijovestone, why shouldn't

Muste and Thomas expect at least as gen-

erous a deal?

Not the least characteristic phase of

this whole situation is the manner in which
the Lovestone leaders have consummated
their plans. Their problem is indeed, no
Small one: to lead their membership into

a merger with social reformists of the I^evy

or Muste stripe, to confront the workers
in the Right wing camp with a blunt deci-

sion would never do for the Lovestone lead-

ers, first, because it would be the honest
way and second, it would shock them out

of faith in the leadership. It must there-

fore be done gradually almost 'impercepti-

bly, hy "enlightenment" while the arrange-

ments have already been signed and sealed

at the top.

Little by little, therefore, the tone of

criticism of the Muste grouj) is moderated,
thinned down to a whisper. Yesterday's

social reformists and weak-kneed pseudo-
progressives become today, "militants" and
"genuine progressives"; tomorrow they

will be irreproachable comrades-in-arms.
Yesterday, the Revolutionary Age, out of

habit and regard to the membership, still

spoke of Lore's VolksTreitimg as "counter*

revolutionary''; today, it isn't such a had
paper after all, especially when you recall

that bore is on tlie C P. L. A. executive

committee. Muste is brought down to the

Lovestone ojien forum, not so much as an
ideological opponent witit whom fo dispute,

but to show the rrsnics that he is not half as

black as he is painted uiiid Muste, it should
be added in justice, delivered a speech
which [fitted this plan like a glove; he has
his own troubles with Oneal and doesn't

mind so harmless an ally as Ijovestone).

The idea is to put the thing over "in smaH
doses", for it would be too hard for any
worker trained in the Communist movement
to swallow at one guli).

In turning his face to " mass work",
that is, to tiio role of chamberlains of the

Left social democra(-y, Lovestone at the
same time inevittsbly turns his back upon
the Comtiiunist Party and the Left wing,
that is,, upon the bulk of the revolutionary

movement in tlie country. The desire for

a second party hanging between social

democracy and Comnuniism^has been at

the hack of the Lovestone leaders' minds
from the beginning. Naturally, the resist-

ance of the Communist workers in the
ranks is encountered here.

The first feeler is out now, in the per-

son of Bert Miller, who accuses the lead-

ership of "sectarianism", that is, of not go-

ing fast enough away from Communism.
This is no faction fight; it is a division of

labor. Miller demands an accelerated tempo
and does it as clumsily as he always does
everything else. Ijovestone holds back so

as to yield "reluctantly and under press-

ure" later on. That Miller is condemned,
means little, if anything. It should be re-

men\bcrert that Lovestone took his followers

out of the Party under a barrage of attack

on Hedacht because the latter-scoundrel

that he was!—favored -^iffiliation to Brand-

ler. While shouting at Pedacht, Lovestone

led his followers into Brandler's camp

—

"Si!i3rully" and by degrees. Miller today is

Bedaclit yesterday. An incidental figure

Jiim.self he is nevertheless the dusk of

I.*ovestone's twilight.

Bertram Wolfe, who has coined more
luckless phrases than any other two men
in the Right wing, once accused the Jjeft

Opposition of "travelling with express

Sliced" away from Communism. We are

not prepared to say at exactly what rate of

speed the Right wing has moved away frorfl

Communism, in the last two years especi-

ally but it has become pretty plain that

they are not impeded in their voyage by
any heavy principled baggage. And the lit-

tle they took along wi^h them at the start

cannot last long at the rate they are going.



m^L KJ^wlO O" t*»^ Campaign Again!

at l^eXt f Russian Right Wing
insi th(

By the time tliis issue is off the press,

the campaign agaiiifit the Right wingers will

probably have been completed by decisive

organizational conciusions: the remiival of

Rykov, Tomsky and Bucharin from the Cen-
tral Committee (perhaps Rykov only from
the PoliUca! Duresu). "Whether matters
will como to the expulsion of the Right

wing leaders from the Party and to their

administrative punishment at the next

stage, depends partly upon the conduct of

the Right leaders* but primarily on the

extent of the acuteiiess with which the

Stalinist staff M-ill feel the need o£ making
a turn to the Jii^Iif. For this is how mat-
ters now stand at the top. Jus-t as the

smashing of the Left Oi)j>osition at the Fif-

teenth Congress in tlecember 1927 immedi-
ately preceded the Left turn, which offici-

ally opened on February lo, 1928, so the

inevitable turn to the Right will have to

be jjreceded by an organizational smash-
ing of the Right OjiposUion, Why must it

be preceded? Because if this turn should
be made with the presence of the Rights in

the Central Committee, the latter would de-

clare tbeir solidarity with the turn, and
by that, would not only make their expul-
sion from the Party difficult but in general

would additionally mar the perfection of

the general line. But this is only one side

of the matter. There is also another, no
less important.

IVho is to lie liflsponsible for the Past

Long before tlie decisive organizational

crushing of the Left Opposition, a new split

was being prepared in the bosom of the

leading majority of that time, without

which the turn to the Right could not even

be thought of, not to spealv of the fact that

there would be nobody to blame for the

Right wing course of yesterday. And now
when the inevitable turn of the general

line to the Right is being delineated on the

horizon, one must presume, a priorU that

a new split is taking shape in the ruling

group which will be revealed only after

the turn to the Right, U cannot be other-

wise. For, on the one hand, not only in

the Party—there is no need to speak of

this—but even in the apparatus itself, there

are elements who took the ultra-Iveft zig-

zag seriously as a systematic Ijeft course:

these elements will resist the approaching
turn. On the other hand somebody has to

bear the responsibility for the dizziness

and for the turns on a State-wide scale.

And one can even guess beforehand "theo-

retically" along what line the sjilit will pro-

ceed, or more correctly has already pro-

ceeded, by applying the method of elimina-

tion. To attribute the excesses in indus-

trialization and collectivii'ation to Vorosch-
ilov and Kalinin, is impossible. For every-

body knows well enough where the sym-
pathies of these two eauUvcs of the Left

zig-zag are directed. To attribute the re-

sponsibility for the political dizzinesjs to

Kuibis<;hev, Dudzutak or Mikoyan, is im-

possible, because here too, nobody would
believe it: for political dizziness some-
thing akin to a political head is required.

.Thus tliere remains only one—MnloLov,

The conclusion arrived nt by the meth-

od of elimination iti substantiated by sev-

eral ybscow sources. We are informed

that, for a considerable time Stalin has

been very diligently sjireading r it mors
through various channels that Molotov has

become conceited, and that he is always

obedient, and interferes with him, Stalin,

in conducting a completely infallible "gen-

eral line" pulling at his eoat-sEeeves from

the Left. The mechanics of the new zig-

zag are thus clear in advance because they

reproduce the past we already know. But

there is also a difference which consists of

reieallng the itieclianics and acceleratinfr

tlielr teitilM*. An over greater number of

people know how it is done and by what

phrases it is covered. It is becoming clear

to ever broader circles of the Party that

the basic source of two -handedness in the

general secretariat, wliicii systematically

deceives the Party: it says one thing and

does another. An ever greater number of

people come to the conclusion that Stalin's

leadership is too costly to the Party. Thus,

in the mechanics of the Centrist zig-zags

and the apparatus crushing, a moment ar-

rives when quantity has to be converted

* Bucharin has repeated another rite of re-

pentance. The others will probably follow

after -him. Very little of the nature of

things will be changed by this. But the

character and the order of administrative

punishment may turn out to be different.

There is no need of saying that our policy

does not in the least depend on the waver-

ings within the framework of the apparatus

autonomy as a whole.

into quality.

The Soviet and Party bureaucracy raised

Stalin on the wave of reaction against

the October revolution, against War
Communism against the convulsions and

dangers rooted in the policy of international

revoiutiouw in this lies the secret of Stal-

in's victory. Beginning with 1924, new
generations were being reared, and the old

ones were being re-educated in the spirit

of the theoretical and political reaction of

a national-reformist character. Stalin's

"Left" reservations—reservations of a cau-

tious Centrist—did not interest anybody.

What entered the conscioiisness w^as:

quietly, bit by bit we will build up social-

ism without any revolutions in the West;

one must not skip over stages; the slower

you go—the further you get; why not con-

clude a bloc with Chiang Kai-Shek, Purcell,

Raditch? Yv'hy not sign the Kellogg Pact?

(Even a piece of string may come in handy

on a trip) And above everything—down
with the "permanent revolution"-—not the

theory, with which the majority of the

bureaucrats are not in the least concerned,

but the international revolutionary policy

with its disturbance and risks, when here

in the IT. S, S. R., there is something real

at hand.

This is the philosophy upon whicli was

reared the Stalinist apparatus, numbering

millions of people. The majority of the

real Stalinist bureaucracy feels deceived by

its leader since 192S. "A peaceful growing

over" of the October regime into a national

state capitalism did not—and could not take

place. Coming to the edge of the capitalist

i)recipice Stalin- -even though he is no

lover of jumps—made a breakneck jump
to the Left. The economic contradictions,

the dissatisfaction of the masses, the tire-

less criticism of the Left Opposition, com-

pelled Stalin to make this turn in spite o£

the partly active and primarily passive re-

sistance of the majority of the apparatus.

The turn took place with a gnashing of the

teeth of the majority of the bureaucrats.

This is the most direct reason why the new
stage of "monolitbism" was accompanied

by an open and cynical establishment of

the plebiscitary-perscnal regime. Only by

utilizing its last inerita can Stalin still

carry out the smashing of the Rights and

also tlie new turn which will cost him im-

nieasurably more than all the preceding

ones.

About a year ago we said that a new
squeak is being heard in the apparatus.

Since then the squeak has become a clat-

ter. What import has the fact that Syrzov,

placed in a high jiost for the purpose of

easing out Rykov, turned out to be the head

of tlie soealled "two-handed", that is peo-

ple who vote officially for Stalin, but think,

and if they can also act differently. How
many such Syrzovs are there in the appar-

atus? Alas, these statistics arc inaccesis-

ble t.o Stalin. They can be revealed oniy in

action. The ofRcial press characterizes

Syrzov as 'a Right winger. The fast that

Syrzov sought a bloc with the Left- Cen-

trists of the type of Lominadze and Scliatz-

kin not only marlts an extraordinary con-

fusion in the ranks of the apparatus but

also shows that Syrzov is one of those dis-

orientated Right wing apparatus men who
have, however, become frightened at tlie

Therm id or.

The Faction of Toadies

There are also others. They are those

who vote against Syrzov and I..ominadze

demand the expulsion of Rykov and Buch-
arin, swear fealty to the only and beloved

leader, and at the same time think a deep

thought: how to betray to the best advan-

tage. These are the Agabekova and others.

The toadies of the revolution, its bureau-
cratic flunkeys, have succeeded in showing
themselves sufficiently in foreign countries.

Jumping over the fence, they soon sell

themselves to the new boss. How many of

them are in the Soviet apparatus inside the

country? It is harder to count them than
to count the frightened Rights and the

honestly confused Centrists. But there are

many of them, Stalin's successes, with all

bis zig-zags systematically settled down in

the apparatus in the form of a faction of

toadies, who remained devoted "without
adulation" even five minutes before com-
plete betrayal, Fo'r any kind of indepen-

dent political, and what is more, historical

role this human abomination is absolutely

incapable. But it can well play the role

of a banana peel upon which the plebisci-

tary perfection of Stalin will slip.

Once slipping, the Stalinist apparatu.s

will no longer find its previous balance.

It has no support of its own under its feet.

Will it find support to the Right? No. Two
sectors are there: confused and even des-

pairing oppcfrtunists, incapable of any ini-

tiative, and bureaucratic flunkeys capable

only of initiative for betrayal. At the Right,

the Centrist elements will ifind no support.

And at the Left? Only here, from the Ijeft

wing is it possible to repel the Thermidor-
ian-Bonapartist danger, aggravated by the

policy of the Centrists. Does this mean a

bloc with Stalin? The struggle of tlie Bolsh-

eviks against Komilov who directly at-

tacked the Provisional Govcrnment^waV'-i

that a bloc with Kerensky? In the face of

direct counter-revolutionary danger, a com-
mon struggle with that part of the Stalin-

ists which will not prove to be on the other

side of the barricades, is self-understood.

But this is not the main question. Tlie

moment the ajiparatus split by contradic-

tionis and falsehoods, begins to rock, the

situation can lie saved not by any parts or

particles of the apparatus itself but by the

Party, the vanguard of the proletariat. Here
is the task! Meanwhile the Party as an
organizational whole is non-existent. The
acoumulation of fiunkeys in the apparatus

has meant the destruction of Bolshevism

and the Party. In this lies the historical

crime of Stalin. But the elements of the

Bolshevik Party are extraordinarily num-
erous, alive and indestructible. Ko matter

how much the apparatus should strive to

set them by their ears, the worker-Bolshev-

iks draw their own conclusions from heavy
lessons. Tens of thousands of old Bol-

sheviks, hundreds of thousands of young
potential Bolsheviks will arise in the mom-
ent of danger. The bourgeois restoration

which will attempt to stretch out its hand
towards power will be left without hands.

The Task oi the Opposition

The Left Opposition is the vanguard

oC the vanguard. In relation to the official

Party the same qualities and methods are

demanded of it which under normal condi-

tions are required of the Party in relation

to the class : an unwavering principled

hardness, and at the same time a readiness

to move together with the masses, even the

smallest step ahead.

In the Party, the voice of alarm must
be raised in the nearest future. The Party

must begin to fiud itself. This is inevit-

able. It flows from the whole situation.

By what road will this process go for-

ward? It is im])OssibIe to foretell. But

matters will come to a deep internal real-

ignuient, tiiat is. to the selection and weld-

ing together of the real revolutionary pro-

letarian Party from the human dust tram-

iiled underfoot by the apparatus.

In the face of the sharp convulsion^

and acute ehans^es in the situation, it would

he doctrinary to bind oneself beforehand by

any sort of partial unjirincipled organiza-

tional-technical slogans to which the slogan

of a coalition Central Committee is parti-

ally related. We wrote on this subject

several weeks ago, on the eve of the last

campaign against the Rights, -Since then

much has ciiangcd. But we tliink even

now, that the slogan of a coalition Central

Committee may ai)i>ear to the broad circles

of the Party us the only one capable of

finding a way out of the chaos. It is un-

derstood tliat the coalition Central Com-
mittee in itseif would not solve anything;

but it could make it easier for the Party

to solve the task.t^ before it, giving it the

possibility to find itself with the least pos-

ffible convulsions. Without a deep inter-

n;)l struggle this is no longer possible; but

we must do everything to exclude from this

internal struggle a great service to the

Party in the most critical moment. It is

not the ]3oIshevik-Leninists who will assist

such an agreement. But making it they

can now less than over before, renounce

their traditions and their Platform. We
must say outright: there is no other ban-

ner at present!

N^ y^ OPEN
PORUM

EVERY SATCKDAT NIGHT
. at the LaI)or Temple

14th Street and Second Avenue

JANUARY 3. ALIGNMENTS FOR THE
NEXT WAR

—Max Shachtman,

How close is the next world war? What
will be the line-up of the imi)erialist

powers? What role will the United

States play in it? What will be its

eifect on the Soviet ITnion? These
are some of the points that will

be discussed at the lecture.

Admission 25c Come Early

Unemployed admitted free upon presenta-

tion of Unemployed Council card.

Auspices: New York branch of the Com-
munist League o' America (Opposition).

The Red Fleet Visits

Greece
We have received the following letter

frcm our comrades of the (^ireek Opposi-

tion:

"The Red Fleet of the Black Scfi ;'"-

rived at Phalerus on October U; it re-

mained there until the 14th, We profltfed

by the occasion to distribute OpposUi-"= "^

leaflets in Russian among the sailors. A

group of 50 comrades, supplied with :'

leaflets, endeavored to board the ships. Our

comrades apijroached the Soviet ships >;:

boats to the tune of the Internationrl. '

the Fleet Commander issued the o^-d"

prevent tihem from boarding. A i)aci^

of leaflets was then thrown aboarf^

"Tcheraonetz Ukrainy," The officers of

this ship prohibited the sailors from reat\-

ing them and threw them into tihe sea.

"About a hundred comrades on t-^i

Phalerus shore threw leaflets into the mo-

torboats that bore the sailors. Tlie police

arrested three comrades, but the distribu-

tion of leaf.ets to the sailors and workers

of the port (in Greek) contiinues neverthe-

less,

"Other groups, scattered in the streets

of Athens and Piraeus, especially in t'-"

sections visited by the sailors (the Ac--

polis, museums, etic.,) conducted the p"- '

work. In spite of the prohibition by tb;

officers, more than 100 sailors took - .,

Iteaflets. Miany of them showed a H'^''.

sympathy which they ^vied to conceal hr.

fore the officers."

In this leaflet, our Greek comrades

explain to the Soviet sailors the real sit-

uation in the Greek Communist Party a-!il

tjhe whole international Communist move-

ment*. They point out the internal and ex-

ternal dangers threatening the U. S. S. R.

and vow to defend with all their might

the U. S. S. R., and the October revolution.

They invite the Red sailors to speak out

against the errors and crimes of Stalin

"who deports Rakovsky and puts Besse-

dovsky in his place; who shoots the Left

Oppositionist Blumkin and replaces him

with the traitor Agabekov."

It is very characteristic that the sail^

ors received the leaflets with sympathy,

while the Red Fleet Commander prohibii^^d

the workers who sang the International

from getting aboard.

Our comrades of the Greek Opposition

fraternized with the worker-sailors of the

Red Fleet, Their example should be fo!*-

lowed everywhere by Oppositions who have

the opportunity of making contact with

the sailors of the proletarian country.

o—0—0
KO>V STALIN FOUGHT BLOOD-LETTINW

in the concluding remarks on Ohe poli-

tical report to the Fo^irteenth Congress of

the Communist Party of the Soviet Union,

(1.E)2ro, Stalin declared:

"The Leningrad Provincial Committee

passed a resolution demanding the expul-

sion of comrade Trotsky. We, that is to

say, the majority of the Central Commits

tee, were not in favor of such a step.

('Quite right!') After a struggle, we wer«

able to persuade the Leningrad comrades

to delebe the sentence' about expulsion from:

their resolution, A Httle later, when ('he

plenum of the Central Committee met, the-

Lecingrad members, supported by comradR

Kamen?v, proposed the immediate exclu-

sion of comrade Trotsky from the Politi-

cal Bureau. Wo could not accept this pro-

posal of the,- opposition either. We were

in a majority on the Central Committee.

and were content to remove comrade Trot-

sky from his position as people's com-

missary for war. We did not agree with

comrades Zinoviev and Kamenev, for we

knew that t)he policy of lopping-off might

entail grave dangers for the Party, Tke

method of loppin^-off, the method of blood-

letting (it was bIo«d-letting they wantted)

is dangerous, and infecticftis. Today, you

lop off one limb; tomorrow, another, the

day after tomorrow, a third—and what is

left) of the Party?" (Applause),

o—o—
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IN THE NEXT ISSUE!
This issue has been considerably de-

layed because of the difficulties entailed by

moving from our old headquarters to the

new. In addition, the Militant has been

compelled to omit a considerable amount
of material of importance, for lack of

space. Next issue will contain among other

other things an article analyzing the thesis

of the recent Plenum of the Party Central

Committee, an article on the Bank of the

United States crash and the Party's policy

of organizing the shop-keeper depositors a

review of the recent events in China, an

article by comrade Trotsky on Thermidor-

ianism and Bonapartism etc, etc.



what Is to Be Learned from the Moscow Trial?
The act of indictment in the case of

the' sabotagers' center (the "Industrial
Party") is of exceptional interest, not only
because of its directly political significance
but also from the point of view of the
struggle of the tendencies within the Com-
munist Party of the Soviet Union. The Op-
position asserted and repeated in all of its

documents that the minimalist provisions
of 1923-192S in the sphere of industrializa-
tion and collectivization were dictated on
the one hand by the Kulak, and on the
other—by the foreign bourgeoisie, through
the medium of the Soviet bureaucracy.

The leading Soviet specialists, called to
responsibility, show what an intensive
struggle they developed in the past tor the
minimaliat program in the Five Year Plan.
Thus, it is pointed out by Ramzin particu-
larly the most important measure of the
sabotagers m relation to all the basic
branches of industry was "the slowing
down of the tempo of development, which
is particularly clear in the old Five Year
Plan, worked out under the influence of
the Center," (that is, the center of the
sabotagers).

The Opposition and the Fhe Year Plan

The old Five Year Plan, in its day,
was submitted to the most crushing criti-

cism by the Opposition. It is sufficient to
quote from the Platform its general evalua-
tion of the first Five Year Plan of Stalin-
Ramzin: "The gigantic advantages of the
nationalization of land, the means of pro-
duction, banl:s, and centralized direction,
that is, the advantages of the socialist re-
volution, are not all reflected in the Five
Year Plan." (Page 30.) The Central Com-
mittee declared our criticism of the Five-
Year Plan to be of an anti-Party nature.
The Fifteenth Party Congress declared that
we lack faith, because we became "fright-
ened" of the allegedly unavoidable decline
in tempo of the reconstruction period. In
other words, during 1923-1928, th&t is, in
the period of the development of the strug-
gle against the Left Opposition, the Central
Committee was the unconscious political
instrument of the specialist sabotagiers
who, in turn, were the hired agents of the
foreign imperialists and the Russian emi-
grant compradores. But didn't we always
assert that in the struggle against the Left
Opposition, Stalin Is fuelling the social
qommand of the world bourgeoisie and dis-
arming the proletarian vanguard? What
were once sociological generalizations are
now strengthened by irrefutable juridical
proof in the act of indictment.

Intensity is the heart of the Five Year
Plan. On the beating of the heart depends
the life of the whole organism. But who
were the ones to determine the rhythm of
the heart itself? Ramzin makes a very
precise reply to this:

"The execution of the basic provisions
of the Industrial Party (that is, the party
of the sabotagers) in the sphere of intens-
ity was assured by the fact that the basic
organs deciding the given question were
wholiy In tlie hands of the Industrial
Party."

This is who directed the Stalinist strug-
gle for a number of years against the "su-
per-industrialists"!

Wliat the Sabotagers Aimed At
Is it not clear that the act of indict-

ment of Krylenko against the Industrial
Party is at the same time an indictment of
the Stalinist upper layer, which, in its

struggle against the Bolshevik-Leninists
was really the political weapon of world
capitalism? But the matter did not end
with the old Five Year Plan. The same de-
fendants show that "beginning with the
second half of 1928"—observe the exacti-
tude of the division into two periods!—"a
continued reliance upon the slowing up of
the tempo became impossible because," as
Ramzin says, "of the energetic execution
in life of the general line of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union." The second
half of 1928—Is jus't the time when tb«
Central Committee turned down the Five
Year Plan for a criticism of which Opposi-
tionists were sent to Siberia. However, did
the Sabotage of the specialists cease since
1928? No, from this time onward it was
particularly strengthened in view of the
expectation of istervention, but in the
words of the same Ramzin, it took on a
different character: "The basic measures in

the sphere of industrialization"—he shows—"were supposed to be directed towards
the deepening of the economic diflSculties,

unavoidable In any cas«."

But here Ramzin doe« not speak out
entirely, or else Krylenko does not quote
Ramzin's evidence to the end. In spite of

this, the matter is quite clear. The method of

the specialists working under the direction
of Krzhyzhanovsky consisted of "deepen-
ing the economic difficulties", that is, of

itrengthening the disproportion of different

branches of industry and of economy as a

whole. Since, beginning with the second
half of 1928, this aim could not be accom-
plished by a slowing down of tempo, the
opposite road remained : an excessive ac-

celeration of tempo of individual branches
of industry. It is quite evident that one
mfethod is just as effective as the other.

In thi.s way, we get what may ap-

pear to be an unexpected, but in reality

a quite natural, explanation of how and
why the State Planning Commis'sion, in

which the sabotagers were the basic kernel
and where they led their "superior" Krzhy-
zhanovsky by the nose without difficulty,

so easily passed from minimalist to maxi-
malist tempos, and without any resistance
sanctioned the conversion of the unverified
Five Year Plan into a four year plan. The
specialists understood perfectly that the
unbridled acceleration of individual branch-
es of industry without verification, without

foresight, without capable regulation, re-

sults, on the one hand, in a disproportion

and, on the other hand, lowers the quality

of production, in this manner preparing the

explosion of the Five Year Plan at its suc-

ceeding stage. In this way it flows with-

out the least doubt from the act of in-

dictment that in the period of its economic
lagging—up to 1928—as well as in the per-

iod of its economic adventurism^beginning
with the second half of 1928—the Stalinist

economic leadership acted under the dicta-

tion of the sabotagers' center, that is, a

gang of agents of international capital. For
the struggle against this "leadership", the

Bolshevik-Leninists were put in jail, exiled

and even shot. Here is the naked truth

which cannot be refuted by any shrewd
concoction!

Pravda and the Planning Commission
The act of indictment, revealing the

picture of the sabotagers' command of the

State Planning Commission and in the All-

L'nion Council of People's Economy, is pub-

lished in the November 11th issue of

Prnvda, and a day before, the same paper.

in a feuilletion under the extraordinarily

fresh title: "Merciless Fire against the

Right-Left Bloc", writes the following with

regard to the snares of the Opposition:

"And this means the usual factioTial

trick: by attacking, let us say, the State

Planning Commission and the control fig-

ures for the 'bureaucratism of the economic

organs'—they conduct an attack upon the

Central Committee, upon the policies of the

Party and the Party leadership."

This quotation seems absolutely incre-

dible. A criticism of the State Planning

Commission, for a number of years a toy

in the hands of the bourgeois wreckers

is made identical by Pravda with a criti-

cism of the Central Committee and by that

alone is declared to be blasphemy. Didn't

somebody play a "trick" here on Pravda

itself? And in the approaching crisis we
will iflnd Out from the second act of indict-

ment that the Stalinist super-tempos,

against which we issued a timely warning,

were ordered from the sabotagers by the

oompradores. Such is the logic of the Stal-

inist regime!—L, T.

Imperialist Gunpowder in the Air : : By Paul Sizoff
PARIS—

A wind of panic seems to have swept
over the French bourgeoisie since the last

speech of M-ussolini. From the perpetual
revenge-mongers of the Echo d* Paris te
(he "Pacifi(sts" of the sacred union of Popu-
lalre, all are talking of the coming war.
The former are rubbing their hands: an
excellent opportunity for them to militarize

the country a little more, to squander new
billions in order to satisfy the appetites of
the munitions dealers who pull them on
their strings. As to the latter, they profit by
refurnishing their pacifist armor, greatly
discolored by years of social-patriotism;

fhey launch themselves upon the country
demanding peace and disarmament through
merciless struggle against nationalism and
Bolshevism.

After the Versailles Peace

The victorious imperialist state which
has least profited from the Versailles peace
is incontestably Italy. The treaty gave her
neither sources of raw material nor mar-
kets, the two poles of capitalist produc-
tion. Kept out of Africa by France and
England which had carved themselves the

lion's share there, the dismemberment of

the Austro-Hungarian Empire had no other
result than that of favoring the vassals of

French capitalism—Jugo-Slavia Roumania,
Czecho-Slovakia, which defend themselves
behind their tariff walls against Italian

penetration. In this chiefly agricultural
country, Italian capitalism has no internal

market because of the extreme misery of

the peasant masses; it has no external
market in the midst of the world crisis of

over-production. The trade balance reaches
a deficit of six billion francs but Italian

capitalism has not as much exported capital

as its French or English neighbors to off-

set its passive trade balance.

On the contrary, it is only by repeated
loans from the United States that Fascism
has been able to develop and to rationalize

its industry. The lowest wages in Europe
and unemployment are the ransom that
Italian and American capitalists extort
from the toiling masses crushed by the
Fascist terror.

The economic situation is so tragic, the
Fascist power so distrustful of its political

future, that Mussolini, while reenforcing
his anti-working class terror, plans to re-

cruit collaborators from the former parlia-

mentary ministers of the Giolitti govern-
ment.

This is the moment that Mussolini
chose to make his loud voice heard over
Europe. By his threats and by his war-
music he seeks to restore the inner co-

hesion of Fascism, undermined by its con-
tradictions, he hopes to group the van-
quished powers and Bulgaria in a united
front of resistance to French hegemony.
The bourgeois press is pleased to compare
his attitude with that of 'William II before

the war. And that serves as a pretext for

the nationalist crowd to increase arma-
ments. However, there is nothing In com-
mon between the Germany of 1914 and the

Italy of 1930.

1914 and 1930

Germany in 1914 was the foremost in-

dustrial power in Europe with a consider-

able productive capacity, a highly develop-

ed technique and the greatest army and the

second navy in the world. Finally, she

had, as did her French and English foes

an unprecedented accumulation of capital

—the slitews of w«r. This abundance of

capital was the result of long years of pros-

perity, interrupted only by periodical

crises which appeared over Europe and
from the point of view of economics, the

war replaced this crisis. If it has mass-
acred millions of men it has also destroy-

ed billions in cafital at the same time, and
ruined and impoverished the majority of

the European countries, transforming cre-

ditor nations into debtors. The war served

as a safety-valve for capitalist over-pro-

duction, but it was possibe only due to that

superabundance. The Italy of 1930 is suf-

fering from the world crisis more severely

than siQst of the greater capitalist coun-
tries. She has not England's reserves nor
Germany's technique. Her war fieet, her

only guarantee in case of war, amounts to

no more than three-ififths of the French
fleet. Her capital reserves are very weak
and the crisis consumes them more and
more every month. That is moreover, the

common feature of imperialist war and the

crisis of overproduction. Both are on a

world scale, both destroy some capital and
while the one massacres the proletariat,

the other condemns it to a slower death.

Italy would not be able to sustain an im-
perialist war except insofar as she will be
aided by a powerful imperialism, that is

Yankee imperialism.

The Pole of America

The crisis is also shaking American
capitalism and its attitude at the London
Kaval conference shows clearly that in the

l^resent situation it is interested in pre-

serving a conciliatory attitude on the mili-

tary terrain. A course towards armament
at this time would be very unwelcome
to the American bourgeoisie (excepting the

clique which gravitates around Hearst),
and Hoover attached great imi)ortance to

the ratification of the naval accords, an
importance which he has underlined in a

recent speech. The American press rails

at the pretensions of Mussolini and com-
pares them with the feeble means at hie

disposal. Gibson the American delegate
at the disarmament conference went to

Rome to remind the Fascist government of

its dependence upon American capital. The
Washington government is anxious to ob-
tain a temporary Franco-Italian accord
which will permit it to put the Treaty
of London into application the treaty which,
as We have frequently emphasized, actually
consecrates the naval supremacy of the
United States.

As the banker of Italy and as an Im-
perialist power of the first order, it does
not want to steer into an international con-
flict in which it would necessarily be em-
broiled. Especially in the present state of

the crisis in which its own economy is in-

volved.

The Keal Banger
War does not depend upon the political

form assumed by the bourgeois state, but
on the real economic and military relation-

ship of forces. Hitler and Mussolini are

not dangerous becauise of their nationalist

bravado but because they represent the

physical destruction of the proletariat, its

economic and political subjugation to the

most ferocious exploitation of the bourge-

oisie. They are dangerous because they re-

present concretely the desire of the bour-

geoisie to solve the crisis on the backs of

the proletariat.

The proletariat must fight them to the

death; not because they want the revision

of the Versailles Treaty, but because they

are the bloody rampart of capitalism la

distress. The Versailles Treaty will b«

much more surely destroyed by the pro-

letarian revolution than by the parades of

Hitler and Mussolini, It will be suppres-

sion with the suppression of the capitalist

class, whether it calls itself Mussolini or

Tardieu Hitler or MacDonald,

Without attaching too much Importane*

to the-phrases of IVBuHsollni, it is true that

war, without being probably Imminent, is

a perpetual menace of capitalist society^

This menace will become more precise ac-

cording as certain big capitalist powers are

able to disentangle themselves from th«

crisis and enrich themselves at the expense

of the others. For this competition 'France

occupies the foremost place. She abound*

in gold and in capital; she abounds in sol-

diers, in cannon and in airplanes; she

abounds in allies who are the police of

Ettrope. The fortncations of Tardieii hav«

a firmniess quite different from the bellicose

speeches of the nationalist agitators. By

its existence alone in the midst of a ruined

Europe, of a shaken world, she constitutes

a genuine danger of war.

The French Communists do not have to

fight directly against Hitler they must pre-

cipitate the defeat of their own bourgeoisie,

of their own government before its dream

of hegemony finds its realization in a
bloody venture.

<]—o—
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A TEKY OBLIOINO REPLY

An Associated Press dispatch of Dec-

ember 8 reprinted in numerous papers in-

cl'uding th New York Evening Post, gives

the following bit of instructive informa-

tion:

"Mr. Henderson (British Foreign Sec-

retary), despite heckling as to whether he

intended to permit the case to rest in the

present state, deferred his answer the pro-

test against a recent broadcast in English

from Moscow in which miners were urged

to resist the owners' terms. The broadcast

had been made by a trade union station

over which the Soviet Government has no
control, the message explained.

"However, it continued that 'taking

into consideration Foreign Secretary Hen-
derson's declaration of the undesirability

of such broadcasts, in the future it will

be impressed on the Union of Central Coun-

cils that no such messages should be trans-

mitted'."

Henderson the Labor minister considers

messages to the British miners urging re-

sistance to the capitalist offensive as "un-

desirable", while Stalin promises to impress

the Riissian trade unions not to send such
messages again. There are such things,

under certain conditions as good agree-

ments with reformists, but Stalin seems
to have the sorry knack of always making
bad ones.

If the number on your wrapper is

60
then your subscription to the MllUant has
expired. Renew immediately in order to
avoid missing any issues.



The Bloc of the Left and the Right
Revealing the real or fictitious bloc of

Syrzov with Lominadxe a-s a bloc o£ the

Right and "Left" (*) elements, Praida re-

peats: "We have already witnessed such

unprincipled blocs many times, beginning

%ith the Aug-nst bloc," That the August
bloc, calculated to reconcile the Bolsheviks

with the Mensheviks, was a mistake, is

irrefutable. Brft this took place in 1913 for

a period of two or three months—since then

much water has passed under thg bridge.

But Stalin, in March 1917, on the eve

of Lenin's arrival, advocated a fusion of

the Bolshevik Party with that of Tseretelli.

Under the influence of Stalin and his like,

the majority of the social democratic or-

fednizations during the February revolution

had a united character, that is, they con-

sisted of the Bolsheviks and the Menshc;
viks. In such proletarian centers as Eka-
terinburg, Perm, Tula, Nizhni-Novgorod,
Sernsovo, Kolomna, Yosovka, the Bolshev-

iks separated from the Mensheviks only

at the end of May 1917. In Odessa, Nikol-

aev, Elizavetgrad, Poltava, and other points

in the Ukraine, the Bolshevike did not have
any independent organization as late a^
the middle of June 1917. In Baku, Zla-

tousto, Bezhitsko, Kostroma, the Bolsheviks

split decisivelj' from the Mensheviks at the

end of June. Is it in place here to recall

the August bloc of 1513?

StiUin »ml the Tlloc viith tl)« Right
But there is no need to look back to

Stalin's position in 1917. The fictitious

Lefts (Lominadze, Sehatzkin, etc.), who are

really Centrists in despair, are accused of

a bloc with Buchavin, Rykov and Tomsky,
They see Bucharin's chief guilt—and cor-

rectly so—in his advocacy of the Kulak
growing into socialism. But it is precisely

for the exposure of this theory and the

practice flowing from it, that the Opposition

was expelled from the Party. And Stalin

was in a bloc with Biicharin and Rykoy
against the Left Opposition—not for two or

three months, but for eight years—pre-

cisely at the time when Bucharin developed
the theory of the Kulak growing into social-

ism, when Kykov relied on the backward
village and resisted industrialization. On
whose part, then, was there a bloc with

the Rights? Lominadze, Schatzkin, Sten

and others are put forward as Lefts, "Trot-

skyists" and "semi-Trotskyists''. All of

them, however, in a bloc with Stalin wrote
(nto the history of the struggle against

Trotskyism a not very glorious but unusu-
ally lucid page. Are they really in a bloo

with the Right? In what ia this bloft ex-

pressed? "What is its program? The Party
knows nothing about it. The ahamelessness
of Pravda in inner-Party falsifications is

unexampled, and has its source in the days
of Bucharin, Pravda dresses up some as
Lefts, others as Rights, combines the ones
with the others—it has a free (alas, illiter-

ate) hand in everything. But the Party is

unable to verify any of it.

The attempt to base the legend of a
bloc of the Left Opposition with the Right
on ideological considerations and not only
on new revelations of the G. P. U., has a
very sorry and unwise appearance,

Tlte Problem of the Kegrinte

In the first place, says the Stalinist

press, the Rights as well as the "Trotsky-
ists" are not satisfied with the regime and
accuse it of bureaucratism. As if, by the

way, anybody in the world could be satis-

fied with the regime of spurious plebiscites

and inevitable double-handedness which
grows with just as insurmountable a force

^s the isolation of the Stalinist top from
the Party and the working class. As for

us, Bolsheviks-Leninists, we never looked
upon Party democracy as freedom for Ther-
midorian views and tendencies. Party
democracy, on the contrary was trampled
underfoot in the defense of the latter. By
the restoration of Party democracy we un-
derstand the conquest by the real revolu-

tionary proletarian core of the Party of

the possibility to curb the bureaucracy and
really to purge the Party, to purge the

Party of Thermidorians in principle as well

as of the unprincipled and careerist breth-

ren who vote according to the command
from above; not only from the tendencies

of ehvostism but also from the numeroufs
factions of fiunkeyism, whose name should
not be derived from Greek or Latin but
from the truly Hussion word for fiunkey in

its contemporary, bureaucratized and Stalin-

ized form. This is only we need demo-
cracy! !

The Rights have suddenly come to need
democracy in order to have the possibility

to conduct a consistently opportunist
policy which irritates all the classes and
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disorganizes the Party. But a consistently

Right wing policy, no matter what the in-

tentions of Bucharin, Rykov and Tomsky
may be, is the policy of Therniidor. Where
is the .ground here for a bloc, or even the

shadow of a bloc?

But, says the Stalinist press, the Left

Opposition is "against" the Five Year Plan

in four years and "against" complete col-

lectivization.

Stalin's Juggling of Figures

Yes, the Left Opposition has not ex-

perienced the dizziness which is inevitable

for the Centrist bureaucracy that has made

a turn of 180 degrees. When the Party

press, in the spring of this 7«ar, blew the

trumpets about a sixty percent collectivi-

zation of the peasantry, we exposed this

nonsense, self-deceit and deception—before

the dizziness was attested to by the respon-

sible director of the zig-zag. Stalin very

soon made a rebate of twenty percent, ex-

pressing the hope that forty percent of th»

peaoants would remain in the collective

farms, Pravda of very recent date writes

that indvidual farms embrace three-fourths

of the peasantry, so that to the share of

the collective and Soviet farms are attri-

buted only twenty-five percent. We see

how shaky are all these data, and how, by

one stroke of the pen, tens of millions of

peasants are thrown from the camp of

socialism into the camp of petty bourgeois

commodity production, which nourishes

•capitalism.

If the turn back from th» [general lina

consists of 140 percent (25 percent of those

who are now supposed to be in the collec-

tives are what is left of the 60 percent who

were driven out of them!) then it is clear

that in the place of the 140 percent turn

there is room for a Left a-nd a Right, not

to speak of Stalin himself who came out

against the maximalism of his own faction

after the fact.

But no matter how many peasants are

actually collectivized now, twenty, twenty-

five or thirty percent, we do not consider

this sector, as a whole, "socialist", because

the collectives, without the necessary in-

dustrial base, will inevitably produce Ku-

laks froin their midst. To represent com-

plete collectivization on the basis of pea-

«ant stock as socialism means to revive

the Bocharinist theory of the Kulak grow-

ing into socialism, only in an adminstra-

tively masked and tberefore a still more

malignant form.

We are for industrialization and col-

lectivization. We are against bureaucratic

charlatanry against reactionary I'topias

in their openly Thermidorian as well as

in their masked Centrist form. Where is

the ground here for a bloc with the Right?

But we are also against the distorted,

arbitrary, unprincipled, bureaucratic pure-

ly Stalinist methods of punishment of the

Right because we want a gencr»l deli in i-

trtfion along the whole Party Hue and not

apparatus chicanery, exile, and the noose.

It is precisely for this general delimitation,

that we need, above all democracy. Where
is the ground here for a bloc with the

Right?
But if it should appear—-which is not

the case—that there is a tactical coinci-

dence or an episodic crossing of the two

differing, irreconcilably hostile strategical

lines, would that bring nearer the lines

theniiSelves? When at the conference of

1907, Lenin voted with the Mensheviks

—

against all the Bolsheviks, including, it is

understood Stalin too-—for participation in

the Third Duma, did that bring Lenin closer

to the Mensheviks?
Finally, are the disputed questions ex-

hausted by the tempo of industrialization

and collectivization in the coming year?

What a sorry administrative-national limit-

edness! We Marxists do not construct

socialism in a single country, like Stalin

and Bucharin, We stand on the position of

international socialism. Where is our com-
mon ground with the Right?

What the Kiglit Wing Thinks

The American organization of the Right

wing (Lovestone and Co.) recently declared

in a resolution of principles that with the

Comintern that is, with Stalin and Molotov,

they have only tactical differences, but with
the Left Opposition—not only tactical but

also programmatic differences. This is ab-

solutely correct. The Brandlerites In Ger-

many, who constantly defend the economic
policy of Stalin-Bucharln against u» as the

only possible one have the same position.

Or perhaps, the Workers and Peasants
Partyites in France, who voted for the reso-

lution of the Sixth Congress are closer to

us than to the official policy of the Comin-
tern, which they supported against us until

yesterday? The Right Opposition in Czecho-
slovakia establishes its solidarity in all

basic questions with the Brandlerites, and
declares the Left Opposition to be a "cari-

cature of the Comintern" that is, a worse
edition.

Ail these Right wing organizations stand

on the ground of the present jtrognim of

the Coniintern, elaborated by Siaiin and
Bucharin that is, the Centrists and the

Rights, We reject this program becanse
on the most basic points it betrays Marxism
and Bolshevism. It is a program of na-

tional .socialism and not Marxian interna-

tionlism, out of which it tears the scientific

and practical basis by its theory of social-

ism in one country. On the question of

colonial rtvolutions and the role of the

bourgeoisie in them, this program eluci-

dates the treachero'us policy which was
conducted in China by the bloc of StaliQ

and Bucharin, including also their alliance

with Chiang Kai-Shek. Under the treacher-

ous slogan of "deniocrafic dietatftrshii*^ in

opposition to the dietatorshij) of the prole-

tariat, the program of the Comintern is pre-

])aring new defeats for the young proletar-*

iat of the colonies. For this program tht
bloc of the center and the Right is respon-
sible. This bloc cannot be called the "Au-
gust" bloc, because it did not endure for

one or two months, as in 1913, but for eight
years (192,^-1930) and even after the for-

mal semi-break still survives in the most
authoritative document: In the prof^nim el

the romintern. And these people, who hav*
squandered their basic Marxist principles

in unprincipled machinations, have the
audacity to speak of our bloc with th«
Right!

Stalin-Bucharin and the Chinese Revolution
A LETTER BY TCHEN DU HSIU

(Continued from Last Issue)

BuO the reasons given by the present

Central Committee for expelling me from

the Party are:

1, They said : "Fundamentally, he is

not sincere in recognizing his own mistake

in the opportunist leadership of the period

of the great Chinese revolution, and has

not decided to recognize where is his real

past error, so that he m^ust inevitably con-

tinue his past erroneous line." In reality,

1 was expelled because I sincerely recog-

nized where the error of the former op-

portunist leadership lay, and decided to op-

pose the present and future continuation

of wrong lines.

2, They said: "He is not satis'^ed with

Obe decisions of the Communist Interna-

tional. He is fundamentally unwilling to

come to Moscow to be trained by the In-

ternational." I have been trained enough

by the Corpmunist Intiornational, Former-

ly, I made many mistakes because I took

the opinions of the Third International.

Now I am expelled because 1 am not satis-

fied with those opinions.

3, Lastt August 5, I wrote a I'ctter to

the Central Committee in which there were

the following sentences: "Besides, what is

the fundamental contradiction between the

economic class interests of these two class-

es? Before and after the Canton uprising,

1 ivrottc several letters to the Central Com-
mittee pointing out that the ruling power

of the Kuo Min Tang would not collapse

as quickly as you estimated. At present,

though, there are some mass struggles

it is not enough to take them as t'he symp-

toms of the coming revolutionary wave."

"The general legal movement, of course, is

to give up the attempt at revolution. But

under certain circumstances, when it is

necessary to develop our power, 'all possi-

ble legal measures, without a burning char-

acter' (Lenin) should also not be given up

in this (t'he transition) period." The Cen-

tral Committee changed these sentences to

read ambiguously: "There is no contradic-

tion between the bourgeoisie and the feud-

al forces. The present ruling class is not

going to be overthrown and the revolution-

ary struggle is not beginning to revive

but to decline more and more. He advo-

cates the adoption of legal forms." Fur-

thermore, they put a quotafdon mark around

each sentence so as to make them seem

like my original statement. This is another

reason for my expulsion.

The Aoed for Democratic Slogans

4. 1 wrote another letter to the Cen-

tral Committee on October 10 saying: "The

present period is not a period of the revo-

lutionary wave, but a period of counter-

revolution. We should elaborate democra-

tic slogans as our general ones. For in-

stance, besides the eight hour day demand,

the confiscatSon of land, we should issue

the slogans 'Nullify the unequal treaties,'

'Against the military dictatorship of the

Kuo Min Tang,' 'Summon tiie National Con-

gress,' etc., etc. It is necessary to make
the broad masses active under these demo-
cratic slogans; then we can shake' the

counter-revolutionary regime, go forwards

to the revolutionary wave, and make our

fundamental slogans 'Down with the Kuo
Min Tang government,' 'Establish the Sov-

et regime,' ete., the slogans of action in the

mass movement.

On October 26; comrade Peng Shu Chi

and I wrote a letter to the C. C. saying:

"This is noti the transitional period to dir-

ect revolution, and we must have general

political slogans adapted to this period;

then we can win the masses. The workers
and peasants Soviet is merely the propa-

ganda slogan at present. If we take the

struggle to organize Soviets as a slogan of

action, we will certainly geti no response

from the proletariat." But the C. C. stated

that we substitute for the slogans "Down
with the Kuo Min Tang government" and
"Establish bhe Soviet regime" the present

general political slogan of "Summon the

National Congress". This is also one of

the reasons for my removal.

,"). I said in a letter that '.ve should

point out "the policy of treason or spolia-

tion of the country by the Kuo Min Tang
in the Chinese Eastern Railway", making
the "broad masses still imbued with na-

tionalist spirit able to sympathize with us

and oppose the maneuver of t'he imperial-

ists to attack the Soviet tlnion by utilizing

the Kuo Min Tang and making the Chinese

Eastern Railway problem an excuse." This

was to help the slogan of defense for the

IL S. S, R. penetrate the masses. But the

C. O. said I wanted to issue the slogan of

opposing the spoliation of the counbry by

the Kuo Min Tang in place of the slogan

of supporting the U. S. S. R. That is an-

other reason why I was expelled,

6. I wrote the C. C. several letters

dealing with the serious political problems

within the Party. The C. C. kept them

from the Party for a long time. Further,

the delegate of the Comintern and the C, C.

told me plainly that the principle is thafl

different political opinions cannot be pro-

nounced in -the Party. Because there is no

hope of correcting the mistakes of the Cen-

tral Committee by means of a legal com-

radely discussion, I .'should not be bound

by the ordinary discipline of the organiza-

tion, and it is not necessary to prevent com-

rades from passing my Jetiters to others for

reading. This is also one jof the reasons

why I am expelled.

The Correetiiess of Trotsky's Views

7. Since the "August 7" conference,

the C. C. has not permitted me to partici-

pates in any meetings, nor has it given me
any work to do. Still, on October 6; (only

forty days before my expulsion), they sud-

denly wrote nie a letter saying: "The C. C.

has decided to ask you to undertake itoe

work of editing in the C. C. 'under- the

political line of the Party, and to write an

artiicle 'Against the Opposition' within a

week." As I had criticized the Central

Committee more than once for continuing

the line of opportunism and putschism,

they tried to create some excuse for expul-

sion. Now I have recognized fundamental-

ly that comrade Trotsky's views are identi-

cal with Marxism and Leninism. How would

I be able to write false words, contrary to

my opinions?

S. We know that comrade Trotsky has

decisively opposed the opportunist policy

of Stalin and Bucharin. We cannot listen

to the rumors of the Stalin clique and be-

lieve that comrade Trotsky, who created

the October revolution hand in hand with

Tjcnin, really is a counter-revolutionist (it

may be "proved" by the rumors created

about us by the Chinese Stalinist clique,

Lee Li-San, etc.) Because we spoke of

Trotsky as a comrade, the Central Com-
mittee accused us of "having already l«ft

the revolution, lef* ''e proletariat and gone
over to the eounter-i evolution", and expel-

led -us from the Party,

(To Be Continued)



Doonping/or, the Stalin School Orientalist Speaks Up
Once again the noted scholar Doonping

tries his hand at "Trotsky-killing" in the

current issue of the Communist While
ostensibly discussing the present events in

China in relation to the Comintern's policy

there, he devotes most of his time to a
ruthless (!) attack on comrade Trotsky and
the standpoint of the L^ft OpposHion. But
to what avail? Has he not informed us
that "the revolutionary proletariat and op-

pressed . masses in the colonies can only

laugh at the embarrassment and doomed
fate o£ the these renegades"? (Contmoiilst,

March, 1930) Or is he merely trying to

develop the sense of humor of the colonial

oppressed? Be that as It may.

Some of the points raised have already

been taken up in the Milifcmtin a reply

to Doonping's previous article. I will there-

fore limit myself to some of the n^ore oat-

standing arguments presented.

As t« the characterization of the pre-

sent period in China and the stage of the

revolutionary movement Doonping repeats

the Stalinist fable about 70.000,000 workers,

peasants and soldiers being under Soviet

rule in China, led by the Chinese Commun-
ist Party. He does not explain or mention

the "if this is true" of Stalin, or why the

official Party press is compelled to quote

the capitalist press in Shanghai on the ac-

tivities of the peasants in China, that Is,

activities which the Communist Party, is

•supposed to be leading: Added to this is

the unique statement that "the struggle of

the proletariat js no longer lagging behind

the forward march of the agrarian revolu-

tion." This light-hearted exaggeration is

one of the greatest barriers for a real

awakening of the revolutionary spirit of the

Chinese proletariat by the Communist
Party.

* * * *

Comrade Trotsky, immediately follow-

ing the Sixth Congress of the Comintern
wrote a letter to a comrade in this connec-
tion (Militant—3-in-1929. "Some Remarks
on the Sixth Congres,s"). There Trotsky
speaks of the necessity of transitional de-
mands which would correspond to the ob-
jective situation, the "Stolypin period of

Chiang Kai-Shek", in order to arouse the
masses in preparation for the organization
of Soviets and the proletarian dictatorship.

Doonping .gets excited about Trotsky's
characterization of the period as the "Stoly-
pin period of Chiang Kai-Shek". This Is

Interpreted as a belief in a long democratic
period for China, as "Hquidatlonism," ete.

Anyone who understands even the broad
outlines of Trotsky'a theory of Permanent
Revolution (even Doonping's confused no-
tions of it might suffice!) and its applica-
tion to the problems of the Chinese Revo-
lution knows how false and intentionally
dishonest such an interpretation is. The
meaning of Trotsky's phrase is obvious. Just
as the period following the defeats of the
Russian Revolution of 1905 was character-
ized by a depression in the revolutionary
mood of the workers and peasants; a period
of reaction to which the Bolsheviks, led by
Lenin, adapted themselves by raising demo-
cratic slogans, fghting for immediate eco-
nomic interests of the workers, consoli-
dating their forces and preparing the
ground for the proletarian revolution,—so
it is with the period following the Chinese
revolution of 1925-27. The duration of the
"Stolypin period," and even certain of itb

economic characteristics are obviously not
identioal when applied to conditions and
relation of forces as different as those in
Rm5sia after 1905 and China after 1927. To
be sure, Doonping is not entirely unaware
tof this simple fact; but he is cautious
enough to omit any acknowledgment of it,

« * :» «

Doonping even mistakes the offlcia-l

position of the Comintern as expressed both
in its activities in China since 1925 and l*i

the colonial theses adopted at the Sixth
World Congress. Instead of the activities of
the Communists In the colonies being divid-

ed into two stages (struggle for a "bour-
geois-democratic dictatorship of the pro-
letariat and peasantry" and then a prolet-

arian dictatorship) as Doonping would hove
us believe, the Comintern held that there
should be three stages. The two mentioned
above were preceded both theoretically 1,

e., on paper, and practically, by a joint

national revolutionary struggle of all "anti-

imperialist classes" (i. e. the bourgeoisie,

the urban petty bourgeoisie, the peasantry
and the proletariat, united into one na-
tional organization) (the Kuo Min Tang)
which was supposed to struggle against

foreign imperialism and lOr a people^s gov-
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eriiment. For example, the Enlarged Ex-
ecutive Coiiimittse meeting of the Comin-
tern in February-March 1926 stated in its

resolution on China:

"The Canton government, which is the
vanguard in the liberation struggle of the
Chinese people, serves as a model for the
future revolutionary-democratic order of

the whole country. The Communist Party
and the Kuo Min Tang should help in ev-

ery way to extend the work of democratiz-
ing on the lines of the Canton government,
freedom of speech, press, assembly, etc."

organizing democratic local organs in the
various localities, into agrarian reforms.
(Impreecor, Vol. VI No. 40 p. 648), Doon-
ping very carefully omits this and is

thereby able to accuse Trotsky of
having "democratic illusions", of being
a "liquidationist" and playing the game of
the Left Kuo Min Tang! The Stalinists are
trying to forget that period of the Chinese
Revolution! But their programmatic and
strategical position, as elaborated in the
Program and Colonial Theses of the Sixth

Congress, basically condones such policies

and thereby makes possilbe or rather, in-

evitable, debacles in India, Latin America,
etc. This in spite of the "Left" feioUcai

changes in India today.

Doonping poses the, quintessential ques-
tion: "What is the difference between the

deinocratic dictatorship of the proletariat

and peasantry and the dictatorship of the

proletariat if the proletariat plays the lead-

ing role in both? And after "proving" how
the Opposition confuses the question by
speaking oE the "democratic dictatorship"

as bourgeois democracy, Doonping adds:

"The dictatorship of the l^rolctariat

and peasantry differs from the dictatorship

of the proletariat in the same way as the

bourgeois-democratic revolution differs from
the proletarian dictatorship"! Here is

breath-taking profundity for you! An or-

dinary polemic seems futile against it, un-
til the next sentence is read:

".Just as there are no 'pure* types in

the revolutionary process, there is neither

'pure democratic-dictatorship of the pro-

letariat and peasantry nor 'pure' dictator-

ship of the proletariat. Whether a govern-
ment is the one or the other depends upon
the relative share of the yroletiiriat, |)ea,-

saiitrj' and city t>oor in the power of the

state, as well as the predominant charac-
teristics of the socio-economic policies of

the state which are concrete expressions of

the stage the revolution has reached."

(Our emphasis, J. C). In the "democratic-

dictatorship of the proletariat and peasant-

ry" of Doonping, the proletariat is to have
the hegemony, which means that the firsT,

distinction (emphasized in the quotation)

is done away with, therefore the real dif-

ference must apparently lie in the second,

that is, "the predominant characteristics of

the socio-economic policies," in other

words, since the socio-economic content is

anti-feudal, (bourgeois democrat;c"i, the re-

gime will have to be a democratic-dictator-

shij). Then what were "the socio-economic

policies" of the state in Russia following

the October revolution? It executed the

tasks of the "democratic revolution" in the

agrarian- revolution, workers' control, etc.

Then why was it a proletarian revolution?

In other words, the Comintern superficially

calls for the same kind of revolutionary

government in China as came into exist-

ence in October 1917 in Russia. Yet in one

case, it is called the democratic dictator-

ship, while in the other, the proletarian

dictatorship! Doonping does not answer
this question and thereby gives no reply to

his own rhetorical question mentioned

above,

* * * 5*

However, the quotation above gives

him away. For does it not mean that the

"democratic-dictatorship" is a form of gov-

ernment where the "relative share . . .

in the power of the state" of the proletar-

iat is unfavorable as compared to the

"peasantry and city poor" (read urban

petty bourgeoisie, J. C,)? That is precisely

the point! The "democratic dictatorship"

in real life means either a proletarian dic-

tatorship or "revolutionary" Wuhan gov-

ernment, a Kerensky regime. And this i^

why today after the October revolution,

after the experiences in China—1925-27 the

slogan of democratic -dictatorship must be

rejected. It leaves the door open for

workers' and peasauts' parties," for in-

tegral unity with the petty bourgeoisie of

the "I>eft" Kuo Min Tang for the establish-

ment of another "Wuhan government", or

even worse traps for the proletariat.

However for China the question has

special significance. The interconnection

between the gentry and the city capitalis's,

the intricate relation between the usurer,

—who is one of the chief exploiters of the

poor peasantry—and the town and city, the

relation between the rich peasantry (kulak)

and the poor peasantry the intimate eco-

nomic and political relation>s between the

native bourgeoisie and foreign capital,

make the character of even the first stage

of the revolution, anti-bourgeois, i. e. so-

cialist, as well as anti-feudal. That is the

agrarian revolution and the democratic re-

volution in the cities, cannot be carried out

without at the same time encroaching on
bourgeois property rights. The Comintern
leadership, which even ais late as tlie Sixth

Congress laughed at the idea of a "kula)c

question" in China now calls for leader-

ship of the "poor and middle peasants" (as

a matter of fact the latter form an insignl-

ifloant p;).rt of the peasantry) instead of its

previous slogan of the struggle of the

"whole peasantry" in the revolution. The
Canton uprising of December 1927 was a
direct proof of the contention of the Left

Opposition; the proletariat in face of the

Comintern's official standpoint, was imme-
diately compelled to make inroads on
bourgeois property rigiits.

Doonping repeats the wisdom borrowed
by Stalin-Kuusinen from Kamenev in 1917

about the democratic revolution '"peaceful-

ly growing into" the proletarian dictator-

j;hip. How this is to take place neither

Stalin, Kuusinen nor, to drop a few pegs,

Doonping tells us. All we are told is that

it will not be a "violent revolution", that

there will be "a continuity of 'government'

"

with a "gradual progressive shifting of the

class forces" (p. 1025.) And all this is

handed out as Marxism, as Ijoninism! It

runs directly counter to the Marxist view
of the role of the state in a revolution; it

is almost word for word a repetition of the

phrase-mongerings of the "Left" Social

Democracy, Kven a casual perusual of

Lenin's "State and Revolution" should make
this clear even to a Doonping! A peaceful

growing over of the "bourgeois democratic

revolution," characterized by its anti-feudal

social content, to a socialist phase can only

take place as two stages of the proletarian

dictatership.

Nevertheless let us see how and when
this "growing into" is scheduled to take

place. The colonial theses states;

"As in all colonies and semi-colonies,

so also in China, the development of pro-

ductive fdi'ces and the socialization of la-

bor stands at a comparatively low level.

This circumstance, together with the fact

of foreign domination and also the presence

of powerful relics of feudalism and pre-capt-

talist relations, determines the character of

the immediate stage of the revolutionary

movement of these countries. In the revo-

lutionary movement of these countries we
have to deal with the bourgeois democratic

revolution, 1. e., of the stage signifying the

preparation of the prerequisites for the

proletarian dictatorship and socialist revo-

iution>"

In other words, the present stage is to

be a prolonged one, for surely it would take

some time for such "minimum prerequis-

ites" for a proletarian dictatorship to devel-

op. This paraphrasing of Kautsky Plech-

anov. MartoV, and Co., about the "absenc*

of minimum prerequisites for a proletarian

dictatorship and socialist revolution," is

a result of the logic of the Stalin-Buchaarin

theory of national socialism that is, state

power should be taken by the proletariat

only where it has the possibilities of devel-

oping a complete national socialist eco-

nomy (where it has "the material prequis-

ites for the building of socialism"). We
can reply to such arguments in the same
manner as Ijenin answered the pseudo-

Marxists of 1917: Since the entire worH
has the material prerequisites for social-

ism (as Kautsky had already stated in

1909, in his "Path to Power") the question

is not whether an individual country is ripe

for socialism, but rather this: Are the con-

ditions present for the leadership of the

peasantry by the proletariat so as to make
the revolution, in that country a link in the

chain of the world proletarian reTolutlon?

("The Proletarian Revolution and Kautsky

the Renegade," Lenin,)

At the Sixth Congress the confusion

wrought by the Comintern's theories and

policies on the colonial question was espe-

cially reflected in the disouission on the

question ot the socalled "growing into".

Neumann—who at the time of the Canton

uprising saw in it the ending of the "bour-

geois-democratic" and the beginning of the

proletarian revolution, that is, the actual

"growing into"—stated that the "mutation"

("growing over") is a question, of the rela-

tion of forces; is "decided by the strug-

gle." A number of other speakers express-

ed similar views. This is obviously a re-

pudiation of the "minimum prerequisite"

theory. Kuusinen, the author of the colonial

thqses, polemized against the latter ani

reiterated the formulation of the theses.

Since then little progress has been made
in clarifying the question; on the contrary

more confusion has been injected by the

"Left" turn after the Sixth Congress. For
example an editorial in Pravda stated:

"Changsha under the Soviet rule means the

proletarian revolution In South China has

captured its fiirst big town"! (Our em-
pliasis, ,1, C, quoted in Dally Worker—§-

16-30. What does Doonping think of the

slogan in the October 12th statement of the

Central Comniittee of the Chinese Com-
munist Party: "Long live the socialist re-

volutionary dictatorship of the proletariat

and the peasants of China"! (My emphasis.

—J, C. (Daily Worker—12-2-30). To us

this is but an added sign of the confusion-

ist and bankrupt position of the Comin-
tern. And even after Doonping's arjicle

under consideration appeared, peculiarly

enough, confusion still exists!

However, nothing seems to deter Doon-
jiing! Ho continues to make logical ( !

)

the Illogical; shatters the illuisions and
false views of the reader! "It is some-
times erroneously assumed that there can
only be Soviets in a proletarian revolution"

and then he adds that this is wrong be-

cause Lenin spoke about the propaganda
for the idea of Soviets for the East as

early as the Second Congress of the Cora-

intern. Perfect! What happened in 1926-

27 to Lenin's advice on China? In May
1927, that is, seven years after Lenin's

jspeech, the Plenum of the E. C. C. L, in its

decision on China stated: "... With the

development of the revolution, when it be-

giiis to change from a democratic into a
socialist revolution (t will be necessary to

set up Soviets of Workers', Peasants' and
Soldiers' deputies, (as) the slogan of the

Party". And the Stalinist specialist on
China at that time commented: "The pro-

posal to organize Soviets sounds very Left

Wing. In the tenth year of existence of

the Proletarian Republic we cannot regard
the Soviets merely (!) as a form of organ-
ization and mobHization of the masses. The
Soviets live in the eyes of humanity as an
Incarnation of proletarian dictatorship. The
organization of Soviets can be advocated
only when it is a question of undertaliing

the revolution, under the leadership of the

proletariat, with the purpose of establish-

ing a new proletarian government. Other-

wise to advocate Soviets is merely playing
with words or deception pure and simple."

("War—-the Communist International Posi-

tion," by A, J. Bennett.)

"It is sometimes erroneously assum-
ed"! We are literally at a loss for words.

And by whom has this erroneous assump-
tion been made? It was made by the Com-
intern spokesman of an earlier "period"
And not by Bennett alone, but by the sacro-

sanct Stalin himself, to saying nothing of

the official theses of the C. L To quote
Bennett, then, we would say that not only
Doonping but also his teachiers in the in-

ternational Stalinist apparatus, are either

"playing with words or deception pure and
simple." They are adept att both.

o— —

o

aroLOTov ox xhe skidsj

Slsewhere in this issue, we indicate

that the scapegoat for Stalin's ultra-Left

swing, as soon as he prepares to shift to

the Right, will be Molotov. The subsequent
removal of Rykov and his replacement by
Molotov, would seem to invalidate this pre-

dicion. But only supertScially. Molotov
has been removed as one of the Party sec-

retaries, and as head of the Comintern, and
Invested with what has become a more or
less formal post. It should be remembered
that Rykov and Syrzov both occupied the

place Molotov was just given. And look

at them today!
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A Worker on Hillmanism
JUSTICE FOR ORGANIZED WORKERS, by

Louis Kirshbaura, Post Office Box 200

Station A„ Brooklyn N. Y,

In simple narrative form the writer

of this booklet, a rank and file member of

the Amalgamated Clothing Workers Union
gives an account of his experiences with
the officialdom of the union, of the condi-

tions in the shops of the policies of the

organization and the existing regime that

make^ the maintenance of these conditions

and the continuation of these policies pos-

sible.

The facts dealt with in this book are

not of the out-of-the-ordinary type with

which the membership of the A. C. W. is

not familiar. If such facts as are men-
tioned in the book were recorded by every

member of this union they would fill vol-

umes. But just for that very reason, they

are of importance and significance The
average member of such unions as the A,

C. W. has been accustomed to the rotten

actions, and practices of his officials that his

sense of justice has ben dulled or atrophied

and he endures them indifferently without
protest. This condition is in a great meas-

ure responsible for the persistence of the

evils in the trade union movement, and for

that matter in all labor organizations.

A Ten Tear Struggle

The writer of this booklet appears be-

fore the reader as a brave fighter for jus-

tice and a defender of the elementary rights

of the rank and file in the trade union or-

ganization. For a period of ten years he
carries on his struggle against the A. C, W.
officialdom and their treacherous policies.

The struggle starts with a minor official of

a Brooklyn local for his arbitrary settle-

ment of a grievance in the shop where the

writer was employed whereby the work-
ers suffered a loss of from ten to fifteen

dollars a week; it expands to the highet

offices until it involves the entire machine
of the A. C. W. administration, including

the socalled impartial machinery and the

Unemployment Insurance offices, the official

press of the union, and even the general

press. AH these struggles are carried on
in a legalistic manner on a constitutional

union basis and with the writer as the

participant and victim. In the end he suffers

a crushing defeat. He is summarily sus-

pended and deprived of all chances to con-

tinue his fight within the organization.

The facts brought out in this fight pre-

sent to us a picture of the most rotten

type of a reactionary union, steeped in

graft and corruption functioning in the in-

terests of the bosses and the fat boys of

the "machine", demoralizing the workers

and ruining their lives. Graft and corrup-

tion permeate the organization from the

very bottom to the very top, from the "in-

ner circle" of the favorite supporters of

the local "machine" to the highest offices

of the union and the "impartial" chairman.

It is a vicious ring of conspirators and be-

trayers of the clothing workers in which
the officials of the A. C. W. and the bosses

are linked through numerous offices and
institutions: an intricate network in which
the interests of the officials and bosses are

closely interwoven and where the workers
are entrapped and mercilessly exploited.

The official is the boss, the union the ad-

ministrator, the judge and the executioner

and from his arbitrary rule there is no
redress and no escape as long as the work-

er is in the industry.

But all this is done not in the open
and in public but under the cover of "pro-

gressiveness", "militancy" "realism" and
by a (fine system of organized publicity that

is deceiving not only the outside world but

even the membership of the A. C. W. which
makes the fight against it the more difficult

and complicated. It is worth while men-
tioning here the vulgar phrase "company
union", so frequently heard from the lips

of the official Communists to denote the A,

C. W. The A C W is a thousand times

worse than a company union but just be-

cause of that more harmful and the meth-
ods to be used against it are therefore also

more complicated.

The booklet of Louis Kirschbaum is a
most valuable contribution in this respect.

It helps tear off the mask of the conspira-

tors and traitors and gives the lie to the

hypocrites and pen prostitutes in the liber-

al and "progressive" ranks among whom
we find so prominent a personage as the

editor of the official organ of the A. C. W.,

Tile Advance.
However, in spite of the great merits

of the book for which we recommend it

to every worker, it contains ideas and no-

tions that are confusing and misleading.

These ideas and notions are partly due to

the liberal ideology of the writer whicii

bursts through every line of the book and
partly to his ignorance of the general la-

bor movement.
False liemedies

The writer lays too much stress on the

differences between the immigrant unions

and the unions of "native Americans"
which are more imaginary than real, and
he overlooks the specific conditions in the

industry that are of economic origin. Like-

wise, the writer in spite of his rich ex-

)>erience in the A. C. "\V., whicli should have

taught him the proper lessons in regard to

methods to overcome the evils against

which he is fighting, arrives at false con-

clusions and suggests remedies whose adop-

tion without a correspondly radical change
in the policies and leadership, would just

help to perpetuate these evils by thickening

the mask and complicating the system of

deceit which the A, C, W. has so carefully

elaborated, and to which his own failures

are largely attributable.

The writer sharply criticizes the ex-

tremists and philosophers contending that

they are blind to facts. But the facts he

cites in his little book have been known to

the "extrfemists" long before the writer

came into contact with them, and it is on

the basis of these facts that their theories

were formed, while the writer after a de-

cade of sruggle and study emerged as con-

fused and ignorant in regard to solutions as

the average worker who is not class con-

scious. His vague liberal ideology inclines

him in the direction of parliamentary and

legal reforms which are always used as a

oover for false economic foundations. He
fails to see the roots of the evils ravaging

the labor movement. These roots lie on

an economic plane and not on a parliamen-

tary one. A true militant union, based on

class struggle policies is the only guf^r-

antee for justice for organized workers, A
leadership that truly represents such pol-

icies will not resort to methods used by

a reactionary bureaucracy. Methods must
correspond to aims, and the aims of a

trade union organization, which are its

bases are economic.

The author suggests a series of rem-

edies of a constitutional nature, forgetting

that he himself fell victim to these consti-

tutional by-laws, because they were either

used against him or disregarded in cases

where they could be used in his favor. If

all the suggestions of the writer were ad-

opted the "machine" would be greatly

strengthened and the struggle more com-

plicated. If "impartial" chairmen can be

bribed and lawyers "neutralized" and courts

"influenced", as the author clearly shows

in the book in what degree would the cause

of justice be enhanced through a multipli-

cation of laws courts, judges and other

paraphernalia of class rule? It is clear

that the cause of justice would be harmed
in the degree that these laws, courts etc,

were increased, so lon^ as the foumlafioiis

of tlie union remained iintoiiclied, because

graft, corruption and deceit would increase.

The author, however, is thoroughly

consistent in his line. His suggestions are

no mere slip but an elaborate system -of

reforms of a purely political character

which to he realized, must be completely

torn away from a class basis. He s^ig-

gests, for example, as one of his major

remedies the creation of an Industrial

Forum for impartial investigation of the

truth about the aims and methods of the

labor movement. Does the author serious-

ly think that the betrayers of labor like

Hillman Green or Wol! would participate

in such forums? Would the "impartial"

chairman and commercial lawyers -become

pure idealists?

The Fantasy of a Forum
The writer complains pathetically that

there is no means of learning the truth

at present because of the absence of such

a forum. Does not the writer thereby ad-

mit that he has not learned the truth in

spite of his experience, or that he also

wants Hillman and his conspirators to

learn the truth, or perhaps to expose the

truth about themselves to others? Surely,

he does not mean that. Whom he possibly

has in mind in connection with a Porum is

individuals in the labor movement who are

not connected with union offices. But does

he presume that these individuals are at

present not seeking and investigating the

truth and doing all in their power to

spread it?

There is one suggestion by the author

which might be constructive and that is

his appeal to the individuals of all groups

in the labor movement belonging to dif-

ferent political schools to unite in questions

where the cause of justice is involved. But
this suggestion }s made as a mere gesture
to please some radicals. The author's eyes
are turned in the direction of "pure" im-
partial men and women who have no phil-

osophical theories to prejudice them and
whose sole purpose in the movement is to

serve justice, seeing the guarantee for it

in constitutional by-laws.

The practical remedies proposed in the

hook, being of an idealistic or abstract na-

ture arc not only worthless but even harm-
ful to a degree, because they are mislead-

ing. Some of them could at best be of

some use only as secondary demands or
slogans and then only on ccmdition that

they are subordinated to the major aims,

but not as remedies for the evils against

which the author is conducting his strug-

gle. These evils can be removed only by
an organized struggle of the class consci-

ous workers guided by revolutionary trade

union principles. If justice for organized
workers is to become a fact the workers
must strive not for constitutional or paper
guarantees but for real control of their

unions for the reorganization of their eco-

nomic foundations.

Notwithstanding all the defects of the

book we recommend it to our readers.

—ALBERT ORLAXD

Members of the Comnnmist League
and its sympathizers who have received

the Christmas ten cent coupons are urgent-

ly requested to send in their collections to

the national office as fast as possible.

All branches of the League are asked

to put the Christmas campaign on the

agenda of their next meeting. Find out

through a roll call how many members
received the coupons, and how many re-

mitted to the national office. Those who
have not sent in their collections should

account at the branch meeting. Those
who have not received any coupons should

make contributions. The national office is

working under great handicaps and every

individual member is personally responsi-

ble for deificiencies in the administrative

work. Kach member must take it upon him-

self and herself to make the Christmas

campaign a financial success so that the

necessary improvements can be made at

the center which will enable us to function

more efficiently by increasing the staff.

Xo organization can function properly

without tlie necessary staff at the center.

At present we have only one member on

the staff. This is an intolerable condition,

and must immediately be remedied. It is

up to each individual member. We must
ea<^h take upon ourselves the personal re-

sponsibility and the duty to make the urg-

ent improvement without further delay.

Collect on the Christmas campaign and
.-iend your collections to the national office

or tlirough your branch secretary at once,

o—o—
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HOW STALI> FJ;fOTECTED THE
BLOOD OF «U< HAEIX

In his concluding remarks to the Four-

teenth Congress of the Communist Party

of the Soviet Union, (1925) Stalin declar^^d

in answer to the Left critics of Buchari"

and t'he Right wing:

"Are these facts known to the Opposi-

tion? Of course they are. AVhy, then, do

not these comrades cease raising a clannor

against comrade Bucharin? How much
longer are they going on with their talk

about comrade Bucharin's mistake?"

1 know tlie mistakes that certain

comrades made ^or instance, in October

(November) 1917, and they are so great

that the mistakes of comrade Bucharin are

hardly worth speaking of in comparison.

These comrades did not merely go astray

at that time but they had the 'impudence'

to infringe on two occasions extremely jm.-

portant) resolutions of the Central Commit-

tee, resolutions adopted under I^enin's

leadership and in his presence. Neverthet-

less, the Party condoned these errors as

soon as the comrades in question admitted

their mistakes. In comparison with the

comrades of whom 1 am speaking, com-

rade Ducharin's mistake was a trifle. He
did not infringe any resolution, of the Cen-

tral Committee. Why, then, all this indig-

na,tion againstr Bucharin? What do thev

really want of Bucharin? They are out

for his blood ! That is what comrade Zinl

oviev demands when, in hie conclud'--

words, he returns to the Bucharin question

with so miuch acrimony. You want Buch-

arin's blood? Well, you won't get it." (Ap-

plause) .

'So much for comrade Bucharin's mis-

take."

Belgian Group Splits

For more than a year, the development

of the Belgian Opposition has been serious-

ly held back by a serious crisis. The dis-

putes were already distinguishable during

the conflict around the Chinese Eastern

railway, in connection with which the Ex-

ecutive Bureau adopted a position which

was rejected by the International Opposi-

tion,

For some time the workers grouped

around the Charleroi Federation of the Op-

position demanded of the leaderaihip "a

militant Communist struggle which has not

as its objective to destroy on an interna-

tional scale the official Communist Parties

and the Communist International, but to

lead them back, under the pressure of the

just criticism of the Opposition and the

pressure of the revolutionary workers, to

a really Communist policy by readmitting

the Left Opposition into the Comintern."

They vigorously attacked the policy of

the leadership and of Van Overstraeten,

and fought their deviations which, by their

unstable and temporizing attitude, drew the

Opposition on to the path of a second Party

set it up in reality against the Comintern,

renounced in fact the policy of the united

front with the Communist workers, aban-

doned the revolutionary defense of the U.

S, S. R,, and suppored the anti-Communist
"pure syndicalists". The false policy of

the Executive Bureau was based on the

refusal to take a genuine and clear position

and the Soviet Union. One of the results

of the work of redressing the International

on this course was the alienation of the

Executive from the workers in the ranks,

the development of what was becoming a

purely national base, so far as relations

with the rest of the International Opposi-

tion were concerned.

This false policy led not only to stag-

nation but to the constant decline of the

Belgian Opposition which, at the time of

its foundation, grouped together the ele-

ments of a serious political development.

In the eyes of the Belgian workers, it dis-

torted the countenance of the Opposition

which should appear to them as the health-

iest and most active force in the Commun-
ist movement.

The open discussion between the E, B.

at Brussels and the Charleroi Federation

took place in the columns of the central

organ, Le Commiiniste^ for a number of

weeks. In the discussion, it became clear

that the Executive Bureau had only deep-

ened the wrong lines in its course. In the

trade union question, it adopted the false

position of the "autonomists"; in the ques-

tion of perspective, it proposed to drive

for the constitution of a second party; in

the question of the character of the Soviet

State its position was very little distin-

guishable from that of Urbahns and the

ultra-Leftists: in its attitude towards the

International Opposition, it adopted the

position of a very cold, distant cousin. The
discussion led to the meeting of the Cen-

tral Committee at Brussels, where a dele-

gate from the International Bureau was
present and supported the position adopted

by the Charleroi Federation which was
identical with that of the International Op-

position,

It was clear during the meeting that

the discussion could produce no more re-

sults. The Charleroi comrades demanded
the convocation of a Congress for the en-

tire organization t<x be called upon to ex-

jiress itself. The leaders of the B, B. op-

posed this alleging that the position had
already been taken. This refusal consum-
mated the ruj)ture.

The Brussels leaders have made clear

their opposition to the work of Communist
redressment of the International Opposi-

tion, can only lead them, as it did to their

])rogenitors, Urbahns and Paz, to extinction

or to an anti-Communist orientation.

The Belgian Left Opposition, under the

vigorous impetus of the Charleroi Federa-

tion will now be able to take up the huge

tasks before it in the ranks of the Belgian

workers, betrayed by the social democracy

and poorly served by the small clique of

Stalinists around ,Iacquemctte, The most

active elements of the Opposition at Brus-

sels, Gand, Verviers, Malines Anvers and
Liege, will rally to its ranks. Our Inter-

national Bureau has decided to support it

in achieving its aims and conducting its

work. The clarification of aim and per-

spective in Belgium will lead, as it did in

France and Germany, to the advancement
of the movement.
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The American workitig-cla^ faces the

year 1931 with heavy losses behind it and
with long, hard and militant struggles in

front of it. If it is to resist successfully the

savage onslaught against It in the future.

In one of the country's foremost bourgeois

economic reviews, we read

:

"We estimajte that the current rate of

annual income of all workers, exclusive of

those in agriculture and Federal employ, Is

approxianately 35 billion dollars, as com-
paxed with a peak rate in 1929 of about
44.6 billion. This represents a decline of

9.6 billion, or 21.5 per cent. The m<^ sev-

ere reductions have occurred in the building

and metal trades. In manufacturing indus-

tries, unusually severe declines have been
registered in mtost branches of textiles and
iron and steel, and in lumber, leatlier, brick

and tile, glass, brass and bronze, automo-
^biles, agricultural implements, electrical

equipmert, pianos and organs, rubber pro-

ducts and automobile tir^."

The Decline in Workers' Income
This decline in the workers' income is

hardly transitional. As was pointed out to

the Ifust issue of the Milii»it, it is the ex-

preaal'on of a definite trend in boss class

strategy and has only reached the first

stages of development. With the fall in

the purchasing power of the masses, the

eooDomic orisis continues to deepen. Accord-
ing to the bourgeois statisticians, business
has dropped about 30 percent "below nor-

mal." Despite all of Hoover's optimism,
despite the promises of the politicians and
the mockery of the "buy now" campaigns.
Bales have descended -to new lows, r^ard-
less of the corutinuous downward curve of
commodity prices.

An extremely interesting computation
has been made by Dr. Lewis H. Haney of
the N. Y. U, Bureau of Business Research

(see the statistical table printed below)
Highly significant are not only ithe com-

posite figures, which are comprehensive
enough, but also those for macliine tool w-
dere, which Dr. Haney terms "barometric".
The difference there is one of more than
95 points between November 1929 and Nov-
ember 1930, with 1926 as "normal" or 100.

To predict a quick recovery on the basfet

of these figure is beyond all reason. Even
the rise in automobile production is ehar-
aoterized as "of doubtful significance. . .

In our opinion, consumer purchasing power
[payrolls, Ed.] has been so reduced that
autiomobile producers must i:<emain close-

ember 1, 1930 as compared with $87, 073,-

680,423 or $83.06 per share, for 1,048,359,362

shares on October 1, 1929." While the num-
ber of shares has risen by about 250,000,000,

their value as a whole has fallen by close

to $33,000,000,000 within the last year or
to nearly one half their value per share.

"In banking, outstanding credit has been
reduced by $5,000,000,000. . . . PuUy
$16,000,000,000 to $18,000,000,000 of our
member bank funds eouitinue tied up in

loans on securities and in inv^tments."
With the results that : Failures of banks
in the XT. S. in 1930 were more than double
in number and more than four times geater

Nov. Oct. Nov, Oct, High Low
1930 1930 1929 1929 1929 1927

Manuf. Products 83.0 86.0 105.0 117.0 128.0 99.0
Employment 76.9 79.0 95.5 98.8 101.0 93.2
Automobile Prod. 61-0 61.0 98.6 130.2 175.0 61.2
Machine Totol Orders 49.0 71,1 145.2 254.2 305.9 103.4
Sales, Finished Steel 60.3 73.5 82.4 127.0 169.9 92.9
Unfilled Orders 70.9 88.4 86.7 97.7 75.2
Stocks Manuf. Goods 123.1 118.9 119.0 113.8 118.6
Wholesale Sales 77.0 85.0 98.0 102.0 103.0 92.0
Dept. Store Sales 98.0 102.0 108,0 112.0 114.0 104.0
Payrolls 73.9 77.5 102.9 109.1 112.6 99.2

Composite 72.4

>•!
78.1

as •
104,5 131.3 151.2 93.1

reefed during the first half of 1931." This
abysmally low ebb of production In the basic
industries, combined with the perpetual, can-
cerous agrarian crisis has had similarly dis-

astrous reverberaitions on the stock market.
The World Almanac for 1921 tells us that:

The Bank Failures

"Total listings [on the Stock Exchange]
increased nearly one-third at 1,296,845,244
shares, had a market value of $55,025,710,617
or an average of $42.43 per share, on Nov-

A New «( Relapse Into Trotskyism^ In Russia
In the course of the last four weeks,

Pravda has once more been devoting great

atttention to "Trotskyism", which has al-

legedly been dead and buried for some time.

Pravda in recent days regretfully establishes

the fact that "the new Oppositionists come
forward for the most part under the i)an-

ner of Trotsky", that "the straggle must be
conducted unremittingly against the relapses

into Trotskyism", etc.

We will only set down a few quotations.

Pravda of December 12 says: "It has been
discovered (!) that in the nucleus of the

shoe factory 'The Paris Commune' in Mos-
cow, the bureau, including the chairman of

the trade union section and all the other re-

spcttisible party functionaries, was composed
of former Trotsltyists," A number of names
are cited. So, despite the capitulations and
recognitions of the "general line", the work-
ers in "The Paris Commune" have once more
succumbed to the counter-revolutionary

Trotskyiats! Or is it perhaps a question of

petty bourgeois who retreat befoi-e diflieul-

ties? . . .

A Terrible Traitor

I^a^vda of December 18: A long, two-
column article declares that -the nucleus of
the Communist Academy at Leningrad con-

ceals many opportunists. There are today,

for instance, still eight members who pre-

sented a resolution in which they declare
that Fthe Central Committee and Pravda are
"responsible for the mistalies of recent
times." At the voting, five others, beside
the eight who voted in favor, abstained,

Pravda treats them as conciliators. It ap-

pears that the rector of the same Academy.
Uvarov, wrote a book "The Economic Policy
of the Soviet State", which, in its 179 pages,

does not as much as make the slightest at-

tack against the Right. A certain comrade
K:uTX)tskin catehes the fact and—mark you

—

Kurotskin is expelled from the university
fox that and Is jeered at as the most vulgar
of traitors.

Now, after 'the central bodies have in-

tervened, the nucleus has once more been
obliged to correct its "errora". . .

Anot-her comrade. Belov (of the same
Academy) declares in an article that "the
party undertook the attack gainst the eapi>

tallst dements onljr in the recent period".

This juatifled reproach is called by Pravda

a "confused conception".

In the nucleus of the Oentrosoyuz also,
all is not in good order. Pravda of Decem-
ber 12 speaks "of the necessity of uprooting
all the symptoms of ithe disease." This time
it is comrade Ignatiev, the nucleus secretary
who is raked over the coals in the usual
way. Pravda prints the title; "The Lead-
ership of the Centrosoyuz Nucleus under the
Fire of Self-Criticism".

The inspector of a whole district in the
Donetz Basin openly defends, at a pari:y
meeting, the opinions of Trotsky and de-
clares that the general line of the party is
wrong. Pravda speaks of "counter-revolu-
tion hidden in the party" and other things
»f the same stripe. Many comrades, exper-
ienced as old militants of the party, who
still occupy responsible posts declare openly
in conversaitions that "comrade Trotsky was
right in his criticism of the internal regime
in the party, in the question of the rhythms
of industriallxation and collectivization,"
that "one can hardly breathe in the party,"
that "the old cadres of the party are being
destroyed while the youth is not being edu-
cated in the Marxist spirit," that "the whole
struggle has long ago ceased to have a poli-
tical character and revolves solely around tre
recognition of the infallible leader Stalin".

Rykov is liquidated. None of his capi-
tidations did him any good. Bucharin has
left hi? partisans in the lurch. Hundreds
of them have been driven out of .the party.
Radek is loyal, but "Stalin is very conserva-
tive in his conceptions and does not want

continued on page 2

in liabilities than in 1929," With "the num-
ber of failures as 934 and the liabilities as
$908,157,788 compared with 437 involving
$218,796,562 in 1929" (Report by B. G. Dun
and Co.)

The failure of the Bank of the U. S. at
the end- of the year was by no means a
culminating point in the process. On the
contrary, it was simply proof that ithe big-
ger banks would not escape the ravages of
the crisis and that the future wUl further
undermine their solvency. A Washington
dispatch to the New York Times of January
8, states

:

"The daily average volume of Federal
Reserve credit outstanding during the week
ending Jan. 7, as ^reported by the Federal
Reserve banks, was 11,355,000,000. a decrease
of $44,000,000 compared with the preceduig
week and of $220,000,000 compared with the
corresponding week in 1930."

The shrinkage of credits extended by
the Federal Reserve Board, coupled with
the 'tie-up in funds—in loans on securities
and in investments—involves a whole ser-

ies of new bank crashes very shortly, and
all the attempts of the government 'bo ex-
ecute mergers, to intensify control, to force
through a system of separate "thrift ac-
counts" and restrict loans, as well a« all

other preventive measures of a similar na-
ture, are bound to hit against 'the wall of
inner contradictions of the profit system,
especially aggravated by the crisis.

It is the duty of the Communists to
point out these developments and 'their con-

sequences, as well as to propagate them. To
compete with bourgeois demagogues in or-

ganizing the petty-bourgeois bank depc^ltors
for the "struggle" around their bank books
and grocery stores, by inflaming all their
petty and futile property-instincts—as is be-

ing done so disgracefully by the official Com-
munist party leadership—is to make a cari-

cature of revolutionary tasks, and to com-
promise Communism in the eyes of the class-

conscious workers. The task of Communists
in respect to the small bourgeoisie, is to
explain and convince them of the absolute
inevitability of the collapse of capitalism.
Politically, to neutralize and detach them

from the bourgeoisie. As to the workers
who are hit by these events, (their struggle
bears a very distinct ela«ss character but
the tasks before them are concentrated on
an entirely different front.

To think that the capitalist system has
already reached the precipice, however, is

utter self-deception. The fiight of American
capital to foreign enterprises, the opening
up of the Chinese market by a stabilization

of the silver standard in the Orient (in
which American capitalists are taking the
initiative), further rationalization at home
and above all the extension of layoffs and
wage-cuts, th^e are the ways by which
stricken capitalist economy Is attempting a
solution. The degree of their success or
failure depends in very great part, upon
the militancy of the American workera.

The oflBcial organ of the labor skates,
who only last year sang eulogies of the
bosses and their "rugged American individ-
ualism" < for workers only ) concluding
class truces with them and lulling labor into
inaction, reports "with alarm":

"Figures for dividend payments of all

corporations for 11 months of IflSO vrere
above 1929 by $346,600,000^11 pereeot
Adding interests payment to dividends, the
figures are $7,287,600 for 11 months in 1930
against $6,882,300,000 for the same period
in 1929, an increase of $405,300,300. Stan-
dard Statistics estimates the decreased in
wage payments in all industries this year
has been $8,800 million. (American Fe*
erationist, January, 1931.

But are the bureaucrats of the A. F. of
It. thinking of struggle even now? Hardly.
They merely ask, in the voice of the timid,
boot-licking lackeys that they are, "whether
the

. profits of the recent prosperity have
been wisely spent." They whiningly plead
(that pittances granted to the workers from
these profits "would be a sustaining force
not only to business but to the social stan-
dards [sic!} of our whole naaon."

While the labor fakers strive to keep
d^wn the proleUriat by their z^Ious ser-
vice to the Tjosses, the -task of the CJom-
munists is to expose them and to rally the
workers for struggle by a broad united front
on a basis of immediate demands such as
the thirtSy-hour week w;ithou* wage-cuts,
recognition and credits to the Soviet Union,
social insurance paid hy the bosses and
their government. The organization of real
mass unemployment councils on an indus-
trial basis, uniting the workers and the job-
less must be carried out without the meth-
ods of mechanical control which only serve
to abort them. The main danger to the
revolutionary movement lies in a relaj^
into opportunism, so illuminatlngly revealed
by the recent election and petition cam-
paigns of the Stalinists, who today pretend
to advance the Communist party. A broad
united front led by the Communists must
unfold the defensive of the workers and
train them in eoHeetive struggle for class
solidarity and the successful offensive.—S.G.

ress
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N^ y^ OPEN FORUM
EVEBY SATUBDAT NIGHT

at the Labor Temple
14th Street and Second Avenue

Admission 35c Come Early

Unemployed admitted free upon presenta-
tion of Unemployed Council card.

Auspices: New York branch ol the Com-
munis Leagrua o^ America (OpBDBttloit)„

JANUARY 17:

The Present Crisis - What Next?
Speaker: ARNE SWABECK

JANUARY 34:

The Theory of the Permanent

Revolution

Speaker: MAX SHACHTMAN

Hoover Attacks Labor P
Ever since the 'beginning of 'the present

crisis, the capitalist politicians, 'the capital-
ist press and the government have been con-
ducting a tierce attack on working-class or-
ganizations and particularly against their
press. The Fisb Committee was the official
signal for the campaign. Thus far we have
witnessed serious attacks on the flanks of
the Communist movement. The Right-wiog
Revolutionary Af*' Vida Obrera, Spanish
organ of the Communist Party, The Young
Worker, official paper of the CommuuM
Youth League, and the Liberator of the Am-
erican Negro Labor Congress, have aU been
banned from the mails within recent months.
Fish and the government patriO-teers are
organizing anti-Ck>mmunist meetings, prepar-
ing the mob spiirit against the Eeds, calling
for the ruthless suppres^on of Communistic
propaganda, etc. The entire revolutionary
labor press is under fire. All classK»nscious
workers must come to the defense of their
papers and join actively In the fight agai"-'
the threats and reprisals of th*
emment.



Molotov Takes Ryl<OV*sPlace The Sponsor Plan a a ron GROSS
The decision of the Central Committee

of the U. S. S. E. to free Kykov from httt

functions as chairman of the People's Com-
missars of the XI. S. S. R. "npon his own
request", has only confirmed a state of af-

fairs that has existed for many monHis.

This measure was prepared by many stages

:

campaign In tlie press, cutting off a part

of .fche power by the designation of Syrzov

to the chairmanship of the People's Com-
missars of the Russian Republic, vaca-

tions "for reasons sof health", and final-

ally dismissal "upon his own requ^t". The
fiftruggle against the Bight is now entering

into what could be called the stage of or-

ganizational measures-

The continuous fire of the press which

prepared the attack has accomplished its

task : now it is the "light cavalry" of the

Control Commission, of the agents of the

G. P. U. within the party, of the whole of

Stalin's apparatus of secret repression which

is beginning to funotion.

The organizational measure against Ry-

fcov was only the beginning of this attack.

The TASS agency reports that Tomsky,
Dogadov and Ossinsky have been relieved

of their functions as vice-presidents of the

Supreme Council of National Economy of

Che U. S. S. R.

Why Stalin Damps the Right

Why does Stalin find the moment pro-

pitious to rid him^lf of the Right wing?

What is the political significance of the at-

tack launcfhed by Stalin against the Right?

The Bulletin of the Russian Opposit!(»i

which has just appeared writes in an arti-

cle on the campaign against ithe Right

:

"Just as the smashing of the Left Opposi-

tion at the Fifteenth Congress in December
1927 immediately preceded the Left turn,

which officially opened on February 15, 1928,

so the Inevitable turn to the Right willMve
to be preceded by an organizational smash-

ing of the Right Opposition. Why? Be-

cause if ifhis turn should be made with the

cause if this turn should be made with the

presence of the Rights in (the Central Com-
mittee, the latter would declare their soli-

darity with the turn, and by that, would

not only make their expulsion from the

party difficult but in general would addi-

tionally marr the perfection of the general

line." (Militant, January 1, 1931.)

The symptoms that proclaim the turn to

the Right in economic policy and, later on,

in the whole policy of the Comintern, sym-

ptoms which we have signalled on the oc-

casion of the last capitulation of Bucharin,

is making itself manif^t today in a clear

manner. Centrism remains faithful to It-

self, to its own nature. After having taken

adventurist flights in economic policy {the

five year plan In four yeans a^nd complete

collectivization ) . Stalin could no longer come
to a timely halt, and adapt the development

of production to the real forces of fhe coun-

try, as comrade Trotsky counselled In his

articles and comrades Rakovsky, Muralov

and others in their declarations of April

and to the Sixteenth Congress. Today, so

as not ito end In ruin, Centrism is obliged

to make its customary brusk change in the

opposite direction by resorting to the Right,

But in order at the same itime to save, as

comrade Trotsky says, the "perfection" and
the "prestige" of his general line. Stalin con-

tinues to employ the same perfidious man-
enver which consists of ideologically strip-

ping his adversary afiter having destroyed

him by apparatus measures.

An Open Secret

This game is effective and capable of

lulling the masses so long*iis it is not un-

masked, so long as the marked cards are

not uncovered. Today, the Stalinist tactic

has become an open secret. Inside the party,

among :thc working masses, in the factories,

they speak oi>g'nly and translate into work-
ers' language the perfidious malice of the

"gensek" (general secretary), TJie bourge-

oisie too, is beginning to disclose the com.

hlnation and is already calculating the pro-

fits lit can draw from it. The petty bour-

geois journalists of the capitalist press

are already announcing the judical

chancre to the Right of the one they

call with unacknowledged admiratioii "the

flexible Georgian". Also, the correspondent

of the Tjondon Sunday Times telegraphs from
Moijjcow in joyous accents: '"The necessity

of trimming the sails to the Right has now
become urgent : Rykov, Tomsky and the

others are withdnawn so as Ao give Stalin

the possibility of realizing by himself, whol-

ly or partially, the program of tie Right

opposition."

This new administrative change of

Stalin has two aspects: he liquidates the re-

preserutatives of the Right in the Soviet in-

stitutions in the person of Rykov, Tomsky
and others, and rids the Communist Inter-

naftlonal of the outstanding representatives

of the "third period" in the person of Molo-

tov. The aim is always the same : the meth-

odical preparation of the turn to the Righ.t

on a national and international scale. The
correspondents of the Bnlltitlii of the Rns-

sian Oi^iosition stress that for a certain time

already the relations between Stalin and

Molotov have become "spoiled". Stalin was
very much dissatisfied with Molotov*s policy

in the C, I. and accused him ... of having

Invented the "third period" and of having

led the C. I. to its decline. It Is not dif-

ficult to foresee that "the best disciple of

Lenin and the chief of the world proletariat"

{see the pamphlet on the fiftieth anniveraary

of Stalin and the prefece to it) will unload

all the ultra-Leftist mistakes he committed

with Molotov in the Comintern upon tbe

latter, and the Soviet press will undentake

to make the new president of the People's

Commissars understand that he will remain

alone in bearing the responsibility for the

policy, consistent in its stupidity, of the

"third period". For the high post of Presi-

dent of the People's Commissars of the U.

S. S. R., after the luckier experience of

Rykov, will not for a moment hinder the

'Stalinist apparatus from treating the 'head

of the Soviet government with every name
in order to safeguard the prestige of the

general secretary of the party.

New Right-Center Bloc?

W'hd is going (to lead the Comintern now
in Molotov's place? The return of Buch-

arin to the leading circles of the C. I. Is

spoken of. A new Stalin-Buchartn bloc,

then, is being realized. The personal com-

bination is of little import, it is the tendency

of a similar bloc that seems possible to us.

But the objective conditions of the U, S. S,

R. have changed considerably since 1925-27.

The Thermidorlan elements are more num-
erous and bolder than before. They can in-

terpret this new turn to the Right as an
encouragement to the liquidation of all the

Imstitntions of ftbe dictatorship of the prole-

tariat. There is no doubt that they will

try to put over their work under cover of

the new Centrist zig-zag. The Left Opposi-

tion warns the Centrist leadership against

this danger. The possibilities of maneuver-
ing between the Left and the Right become
ever more restricted. The Stalinist leader-

ship will be compelled by advancing events

to choose between the Leninist positions of

ithe Left Opposition or the complete dis-

creditmcnt of its "prestige" and the eon-

qu^ts of the October revolution, —M. MILL.

CONTRIBUTIONS
The following donations have been re-

oeivefl by the Milltaat since December 15,

We know that our members and eympath-

izers can do much better than this and we
hope 'that the next list will show Improve-

ment. Thos^ whso are not in position to

give much of their time to the organization

should tax themselves from ten to twenty-

five per cent of their weekly income and
send in their contributions regularly. An
increase in the Income will mean an imme-
diate increase in the literatuiie output, and
a return to a weekly paijer. How much
can you pledge weekly?

New York Branch $82,00

Chicago Branch 21.00

Helen .Tudd, Chicago 50.00

Kansas City Branch 30.(X)

N. Herman, N. Y. C 3.'>.00

A. Glotxer. N. Y. C 10,00

M. I^wit 10.50

H. Sftone. N. Y. C
M. Sterlloig, X. Y. C
P. Koeppel, N, Y\ C
A. C. Miller, Williston, N. D,

Blecher, N, Y
I. Gitlin, Newark, N. J
Anonymous. Cambridge, Mass.

Wm. Peterson, St. Paul ....

L.Shafron, Sharon, Pa
Anonymous,) N. Y. C
Anonymous. Brotoklyn

Vincent Dunne, Minneapolis

D, Plarinios, Youngatown, O. flor

C, C. Chelot, S. Prank.,

Lucas Basky, Palisades, N. J
Frank Basky, L. I. City..,

Louis Weserk, Chicago ....

A. Cohen, Baltimore .,;....

R. N, Davis, Piittsburgh Pa.,

Anonymous Minneapolis,. .

.

Sue Weeks, Pateraon, N. J.,

Jos, Keller, Cleveland, O.

,

B.H^edus, So. Bend, Ind. .

Geo. Roberts, St. Ijouis Mo
Anonymous, Minneapolis .

.

Rose Powell, Richmond. Calif

A. Friend, Newrak N. J

C. Ch^kis, Boston. Mass...

Jas. Sifakis, Pittsburgh. Pa

5.00

3.00

3.00

8,00

1.00

5,00

2.00

3,00

3.00

,50

1.00

6,00

6,00

1.00

1,00

1.00

3,00

1.00

3,00

1,00

1.00

1,00

3.00

1,00

2.00

3.00

2.00

3.00

Did ycu read "The Turn in the Com-
munist International and The Situation in

Germany" by Leon Trotsky? Also "The

Strategy of the World Revolution" by Leon

Trotsky? If yon have, you undoubtedly no-

ticed in the foreword an acknowledgment to

thc«e comrades who made the printing of

these two pamphlets possible. That is what

We caU the sponsor plan. One or more com-

rades get together and oonitribute in ad-

vance the cost of printing a pamphlet. We
print it and distribute it thrt>ugh our or-

ganization, reaching out to as many class

conscious workers as we can possibly reach.

Just at this writing we have ready for

printing the next pamphlet by Trotsky,

"Unemployment and the Five Year Plan."

But we have no sponsors for it as yet.

Bnanches and Individuals who csan under-

itake the sponsorship of "Unemploymeiut and
the Five Year Plan" are strongly U'rged to

communicate with the national office at once.

Next In order of publication will be

"Syndicalism and Communism" a pamphlet,

and "'The Permanent Revolution" a book,

both by comrade Trotsky, Sponsors are

wanted for all of these.

INTERNATIONAL BULLETIN OF THE
LEFT OPPOSITION COMING OUT

IN ENGLISH
The Internititional Bulletin of the Left

Opposition, published by the Intemaitiional

Secretariat of the Opposition at Paris, Is

soon to appear in a complete Knglish edi-

tion. Hitherto, the Bulletin hiis been pub-

lished In the French and German languages,

which has made it Inaccessible to many
comrades in tMs and other countries. By
a decision of the National Committee of the

Communist League of America (Opposition),

the Bulletin is now coming out in English

as well.

Tbe first numl)er of the English edition

will be a double number, publishing all the

maiterial that appeared in Noss. 1 and 2 of

tlie Paris edition. The complete contents

have l)een translated and the Bulletin will

be ready for distribution in a very few days.

It will contain highly important articles

on the posiition of the various groups of the

Jjeft Opposition thnoughoot the world. It has
the first manifesto of the Paris International

Conference, aiiticles on the msovement in

France, Germany, Belgium, China. Bulgaria,

Greece, Austria, etc., etc. It is invaluable

for a knowledge of the Opposition movement
and should i>e in the hands of every class

conscious militant.

The English editioai will sell for 10

cents a copy, postpaid, and 7 cents in bun-
dles of Ave or more. Since only a limited

amount are being Issued, all comrades are

urgently requested to send In their orders
immediately so as to insure delivery in time.

Orders and funds should be forwarded dir-

ectly to The Militant, 84 East 10th Street,

New Y'ork, N. Y.

HAVE YOU THESE MISSING COPIES?
The National Office is anxious to bind

the past three years of the Militant so that

they can be had in a pej^nanent ilorm. Un-
flortunately. our files have been depleted,

particularly of some issues. In order to

bind :them. we mut?t have an additional

amount of two copies esiwcially : Vol. 1

,

No. 1, of November 15, 192S. and Vol. II,

No, 4, of February 15, 1929. Comrades who
have these on hand are urgently requested
to forward them to us Immedlatelv,

IK ENGLISH Iir GEEMAN

"THE TURN IN THE COMMUNIST
INTERNATIONAL AND THE
GERMAN SITUATION"

By Leon Trotsky

A penetrating aiamination of the dis-

placements in the relationships of

social forces evidenced by the recent
elections In Germany the meaning of

th« sensational Fascist victory, its

connection with the new policy of the
Stalinist apparatus, and a proposal
for action and perspective for the Com-
munists. The edition, printed only a
few weeks ago, is almost exhausted.
Quick response will bring your copy
Immediately^in English or German,
at the same price: 10 cents each or

1 cents in bundle order rates.

Order from
THE MILIT.INT

U East Iflth Street, New York, N. T.

On Saturday, January 3, 1931, Aarc

Gross, one of the well-known leaders of the

Left wing and Communist movement in the

needle trad^, died of heart failure, at tihe

age of 38. Born in Poland, he came to the

United Stat^ shortly before the war and
became active in the needle trades union.

Later on, he joined the Communist Party

and was prominently identified with the

Left wing movement in the needle trades,

and particularly In the International Fur
Workers Union of which he became vice-

president. He was at the head of the fam-

ous furriers' strike of 1926 which the Left

wing led and which brought the conflict be-

tween it and the Bight wing bureaucracy to

a sharp point. It was during the strike of

1927 that Gross was savagely assaulted by
Right wing gangsters who cut him so ser-

iously with knives that his life was in dan-

ger for a while. The injuries he suffered

at that time contributed to a large extent

to the illness which compelled him to de-

part for Los Angeles a while ago in an en-

deavor to recover his health. His deoiCh came
suddenly. He leaves a wife, Sarah, and
two sons, Morris and Arthur.

During his years in the party, comrade
Gross was always associated with the Love-

stone group in general and with the Zlm-
merman-Wortis-Gold faction of opportunists

in the needle trades in particular. A devoted,

energetic and courageous worker in the

movement, he was nevertheless always on
that side of the struggle in the Left wing
wJii-ch opposed the adoption and execution

of a genuinely Communist course. Like
many of his intimate collaborators in the

Left wing, and later in (the Needle Trades
Workers Industrial Union, he was subsequ-

ently made one of the scapegoats for the

whole past policy of 'the party In the needle

trades upon the advent of the recent ultra-

Leftist course. He was expelled from the

party together with other supporters of the
Right wing faction. He did not live to see
the consummation of the bloc befjween his

party fraction and a section of the trade
union bureaucracy against wbom he helped

lead the neetile trades workers in some of
their most brilliant tjoititles. . . ,

Though we were on opposite sides of

the struggle in the Communist movement,
the Left Opposition bows In tribute before

this fallen fighter who rose from the many-
thousand ranks of the bitterly exploited

needle trades workers and helped in their

heroic upward struggle to freedom.

The Relapse into Trotskyism
r

(Continued from page 1)

to entrust him in 'aJiy case with leading

work." So much for the information of our
trustworthy men who are absolutely sure.

Who Teaches Leidnism

A certain Shanduns has come upon the

scene In recent times as a big figure (right

now he Is a member of the Central Control

Commission of tJae party, responsible direc-

tor of tbe department of cotton).

He fulminates against all the deviations

and passes for one of the defenders of "Len-
inism" (see Pravda of December 14), A
few words to characterize him : in 1927, he
was an adherent of the Left Opposition.

Member of the Central Committee of the

Armenian party, he was unmasked by the
Stalinists. This hero became frightened
and renounced all his ideas. But that is

not all. The next day he was pressed to the

wall by the workers' nucleus to which he
belonged and which followed the Left Op-
iKKsltion. To the question: "Why didn't you
defend your conceptions in the Central Com-
mittee," this fabulous hero i-eplied : "I fool-

ed them in the Central Committee, my soul
belongs to you." And this Individual is to-

day one of the pillars of "genuine Lenin-
ism", It is an eloquent fact that it is such
wretched creatures who are educating the
new generation in the spirit of loyalty, cour-
age and militancy. At the same time, the
best revolutionists are perishing in exile.

ZINZADZE IS DEAD! This organizer of
the c'vil war in the Caucasus, president
of the Caucasian G. P. U., member of the
party since 1903 who helped bo crush the
Meiislievik insurrection of 1924, imprisoned
for years by czarism, escaped from Men-
shevik prisons in 1920, in short, one of the
exemplary and mo^^t courageous chiefs of
the old Bolshevik party dies in exile, and
Pravda ha.s not a word for him except for
a farewell of his wife and children. These
facts must be explained to the party mem-
bers. The struggle must be carried on with
them against the Stalinist regime which does
nothing but weaken the resistance of the
party and endanger the Soviet power.

—SBNINE.
$11 fiiiiint!ff3[nmnimntniiiiRiDUfiiilimine
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«Austro-Oppositionism)»
The Austrian Opposition movement is organizational maneuver usefol for oover-

.•ertainly not lacking in surprises. Unfor-

tunaitely, tiieee surprises are rarely rejoicing.

At tJie very moment -wlien, aliter two years

of *^orts ibo overcome incredibly petty and
unprincipled quarrels the question of creat-

ii^ a united seotioo, of ithe internatitHial Lett

Opposition ajssumed concrete forms in Aus-

tria and the International Bureau began to

elaborate its concrete pi»posals, the leader-

ship of the Austrian Communist Party (Op-

position) announces in a letter signed by

Frey and 16 other comrades, their formal

withdrawal from the Initeornational Left Op-

position. The declaration is formulated to

these words:

"To the International Secretariat of the

Iieft Oppc^iition, Paris:

"Since their visit to Vienna, we announ-

ced to comrades Molinier and Mille that

while l>eing in political agreement—this poli-

tical agreement still exists now—we have

for some time considered with growing doubt

and without confidence the false &ai dishon-

est oTgaoizational methods which comrade

Trotsky and the International Secretariat

ranidoy In practise.

"We hoped that this would be changed

after the impressions comrade Mille and

Molinier obtained In Austria. But we have

been greatly deceived. The letter of com-

rade Mille of November 12, and above all,

tliiat of comrade Trotsky of November 16,

1930, as well as the supplements it contained,

have deprived us of the last bit of c<Hifld-

ence.

"Consequently, we formally withdraw

our adherence to the International Left Op-

position.

"A supplement on the decision on the

expulsion of Stift is enclosed.

"The above letter was adopted by the

unanimous decision of the Opp<^ition lead-

ership.

ing up private factional interests. So that

we see in Austria a very unedifying spec-

tacle where, in alternating cycles, one of

the Left Oppostion groups makes the best

of its solidarity with the International Op-
position while it hoi>es thereby to hit a blow
at the other group.

As t(x the letter of oomrade Trotsky, in-

cluding the supplements of November 16,

it doubtlessly concerns the copy of a letter

from comrade Trotsky sent to the admini-
stration of the A. C. P. (Opposition) and
addressed to Stift and four other comrades
expelled from' the A. C. P. (O.) following

upon internal disputes in which, considering

themselves as expelled, these comrades con-

tinued to call themselves members of the

International Opposition and partisans of

any movement for Austrian unity, and 'had

appealed to the International Bureau. With-
out desiring to anticipate the .formal deci-

sion of the Intenia'tional Bureau or ex-
pressing any final opinion on the differences

(considering that some had attributed capl-

tulationist tendencies to these comrades),
comrade Trotsky, in a most cautious man-
ner, had admitted the possibility of modify-
ing the internal regime of the Austrian Op-
position. (Moreover, for the united Oppc«i
tion which was to be formed, he liad made
quite precise proposals as to the internal re-

gime a;id the relations with the International
Opposition.)

It seems that these doubts, which com-
rade Trotsky expressed in a very prudent
manner, concerning the organizational meth-
ods of the administration of the A. C. P.

(0.) were enough for Frey to Tesume his
old lamentations on the methods of Zinov-
lev-Bucharin-Stalin in the Initemational Op-
pc«!ition and to take flight "formally". To
call the International Left the "caricature
of Ithe Comintern" is the favorite method of
the Brfindler-Neuraths, who liave created a

The letter speaks of false and dishonest cailcactire of the pre-war International un-

(ithat is, anti-Communist) organizational

methods of the International Opposition, and

above all of its secretariat and comrade

Trtotsky. The lightness and unspeakable

lack of scruple of 'this accusation which

requires no comment for any serious Left

Communist, are shown by the fact alone

that the accusers are in no position to give

their estimate a precise political expression,

based on facts and couched in Communist

language. They resort to diplomatic figures,

speaking of "growing doubts", "confidence",

"personal impressions" and the like. In-

stead of answering for their charges before

the international tribunal, they reveal them-

selves in a ridiculous and shameful manner.

Certainly these are not the methods of the

International Left Opposition.

It is not the first time .that Frey {we

speak of him as the' representative of the

administration of the A. C. P. [Opposition],

believe he must feel himself greatly de-

ceived." From the very beginning, Frey

gave his adherence and his "confidence" tc

the International Opposition on the sole con-

dition that the latter express a priori its

confidence in his organization and his whole

past activity, and that it proscribe all the

other Austrian Opposition groups, with

which Frey had had or still has more or

less important differences — differences

which, in any case, have no importance now
for the International Opposition. On this

question, there was an exchange of letters

between comrade Trotsky and Frey and his

friend which lasted for months, in which

comrade Trotsky, given the absence of any

programmatic or 'tactical divergences, re-

commended a broad unity move on the basis

of a common platform, as the only possibil-

ity of rallying in a revolutionary manner
the Left Communist elements. The conclu-

sions drawn by Frey, at various periods in

the correspondence, were rich in changes as

to his formal attitude towards the Interna-

tional Opposition.

In September 1&29, he declared that he

wanted to retain a "free hand" towards

the International Opposition and 'bo remain

a "sympathizing" member. In April 1930,

refused to participate in the International

he had to "settle" the "disputes" in ques-

oonference of the Left Opposition, because

tion with the Ru^ian Opposition. After ,the

"final" formal adherence, he again played

(during the sojourn of the French comrades

in Vienna) with the idea of reigning, in

order to preserve "elbow Toom" for "settl-

ing*' the nastty Austrian affairs. Now he

tak^ refuge in abandoning the "last bit of

confidence". This puerile and formalistic

hocus-pocus can only arouse astonishment

and regret. But if one considers further

the obstinate refusal to collaborate actively

In the International work, one concludes that

Frey, by now occupying the position of na-

tional-Communism, only quits the position of

a fictitious intemafioiialism. He does not

!ee in his adherence to the International

jeft Opposition the coi^equence of a oom-

uuBlty of action and program, but a fornurl

der the foi-m of a flexible union of the vari-

ous national currents who are greatly con-
cerned about their own "autonomy". Frey,
on his part, demands for the A, C. P. (O.)

more thaft "autonom, complete "noo-

intervention" of the Inti ional, exclusive-

ly tmder the form of an uaretricted eanc-

tionlng of all his measures. Obviously these

are not the methods of the Intematixxnal

Left

In Austria, considerable sections of the

present Oppositionist giroupings (a'l>ove all

the group around Frey) were at one time

(since 1^22) already engaged within the

party in violent and ceaseless faotion flghts

which, while being objectively the expres-

sion of the regroupings in the Communist
camp, nevertiieless revolved around specific-

ally Austrian questions. The traditions of

the old factional groupings are today still

the basis of the internal friction of the Aus-

trian Opposition movement, and liave given

birth if5o a species of Austro-oppositionism,

the principal character 'of which is the lack

of international orientation based upon ve^
marked fractional principle and pettiness,

which is well illustrated by the resignation

of the administration of the A, G. P. (O.)

which caniie in 24 hours. But Frey and
his comrades are not the only ones in this

case: the Mahnruf group which, not with-

out internal obstacles, declared its adher-

ence to the International Opposition, has

not yet come to the point of translating it

in its journal, which does not appear as the

organ of the Left Oppceition hut as the

"organ of the workers' stru^le"

Prey and his comrade, in quitting, say

at the same time that they are politically

in complete agreement with the Internatlon-

ai Left. They believe it possible to substi-

tute for the community of struggle with the

Left, which is indissolubly bound -ap with

its program and its activity, the isolated

existence in one country. In other words,

they wiant to put a national-socialist basis

under the revolutionary program of the Left

Isn't it absurd to speak in such a case of

political agreement? No, the International

Left Opposition has nothing in common with
this oppontunism.

The document underlines the unanmity
of the decision. It is sad that among the

leading comrades nobody opposed this clear

turn to nationalist Austro-oppositionlsm.

Thus, one can only hope that the worker-

members of the A, O. P. (0.) will know how
to defend internationalism againat Austrian

provincialism. —JAN FRANKEL.

.Mnllo J^. Hflella
This January tenth is the second an-

niversary of the death Id Mexico City of
comrade Julio Antonio Mella, assassinated
by hirelings of the Machado regime in Cuba.
With Mella's death the Latin-American and
world Communist movement lost one of its

ablest 'and most devoted fighters. The mur-
der was only one of a long series commit-
ted by the Wall Street-supported Cuban dic-

tator on the persons of working class lead-
ers. Too numerous even to mention have
been the Communist party members and
leaders and the militant trade unionists
assassinated by the "tropical Mussolini" in

his attempt to impede the growth of a
strong working class m'ovement capable of
overthrowing what is doubtless the most
odious of all the puppet regimes of Latin-
America. Assassinated on the streets, tor-

tured to death in their cells, fed to the
sharks of Havana Bay, massacred in the
streets, the number of Cuban revolutionists
murdered in this struggle is already legion
and the total continues to mount under the
pressure of the general industrial crisis and
general mass discontent on the island.

For a number of years comrade Mella
was the outstanding leader of the Cuban
m'ovement. Even in his student days, he
distinguished himself notably for bis edu-
cational aetiviti^ among the Havana work-
ers with the organization of the "Universi-
dad Popular—Jos6 Marti", and for his lead-
ership in a number of student movements,
so intense in their agitation against the
Machado regime, that Machado had to close
the National University in 1925.

Exiled from Cuba
Julio McIla, together with a number of

other comrades, mostly Communists was

posed "bomb plot". They were held illegal-

ly 'Without trial for some time in spite of

the efforts of 'the worliers and studenibs to

have them freed. Finally, through a 19 day
hunger strike, which brought about a con-

tinent-wide protest movement, Mella's lib-

erty was granted on condition that he im-

mediately leave the country. He was sent

to Honduras, from which county he was
deported to Guatemala and then re-deported

to Mexico. The Mexican government of
Calles, at that time posing as an anti-im-

perialist government, offered him asylum.

In Mexico, in spite of continual dis-

agreements with the opportunist heads of

the Mexican party, Mella soon became one
of the outstanding leaders. Because of in-

structions', the Mexican party practically

compelled Mella, as well as many other

foreign comrades, to dedicate themselves to

anti-imperialist Work almost exclusively.

Mella was for a considerable period general

secretary of the Continental Secretariat of

the All America Anti-Imiierialist League,

and in this manner liis energies were to a
great extent side-tracked from the fields

where he would have been most useful to

the movememt. Later, however, for a period

in 1028, Mella occupied provisionally the

general socretarysliip of the C. P. of Mexico.

But upon the return of the delegation from
Mos(?ow after the Sixth World Congr^s of

the Comintern, comrade Mella was not only

removed from this provisional post but was
also summarily removed from the Central

Committee, ui>on the insistence of the right

wing C, E, C, led by Martin (Stirner) and
Carrillo, In a former period Mella had been

accused of "Trotskyism", and only through

a formal renunciation of the point of view
frame<.i up by the Havana police in a snp-of the Ijeft Opposition which was probably
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IS THE PROLETARIAN DICTATORSHIP

NECESSARY?"
James P. Cannon

the greatest political mistake of his party

career, was he allowed to remain In Ui«

leadersliip.

At the time of Mella's occupancy of the

general secretaryship, the C E. C. tor the

first time discussed seriously a definite break
with the national bourgeoisie. During the

whole past period, the orientation of the
party on trade union questions had con-

tinually been towards work within tl»
CROM, and In an "autonomous" sense only
insomuch as a close collai>bration with "pro-

gressive" state governors made this possible.

At the time of the breakdown of the

CEOM, when whole labor federations of
atat^ and of trades, (Puebla, printing

trades, etc.) were declaring themselves in-

dependent of the reformiat center umler
the Left slogan of "against the bureau-
cracy," etc., the convocation of a unity con-

ference of the autonomous unions became
quite opportune. Such a step, if taken at
the right time, w'ould have served to separ-

ate not only "oar own" unions of Jalisco,

Tamaulipas, etc., from the local politiciane,

but also would have prevented the Obregon-
ists from establishing ^liieir hegemjony over
the organizations recently rebelled from the
CROM.

Mella ftgainst the Bight Wing

At this time it was inevitable that large

sections should reorientate themselves on
this question, and comrade Julio Mella was
«mong the first to come forward in the
Mexico City branch in support of the call-

ing of a trade union unity conference for
the formation of a new center. For thi*

reason, and through a revival of the old

"Trotskyist" accusaitions, the Bight wintgere

drnounced him as disloyal and he was re-

moved from the C. E. C,

In September 1928, an emergency con-
ference of the party was called to discuss
the change in the political situation. At
this conference, Mantin demanded the ex-
pulsion of Mella for the crime of working
against the party line in the difrection of
"dual unionism." The Bight wing proposed
a united front with the reformists agatost
the Obregonists (and Left wing CROM mem-
bers) who were splitting the unions. But
instead of Mella being expelled from the
party at that time, he was successful, to-

gether with the Mexico City delegation, in

rallying the whole conference, with one ex-

ception, to a stru^le against ithe opportun-
ist tail-endism of the Central Committee,
This is not the time and place to discuss
at length the manner iu which the C. E. C,
still dominated by the Right wing, carried

out the dAcisions of the September 1928 con-
ference. From a policy of sabotaging the
decisions they soon flopped over, under the
influence Of the new winds from Moscow,
to an adventurist sectarian opsiition. Lack
of mobility in the most opportune moment,
and lack of serious organization afterwards,
wrecked from the start what might have
become under a more able leadeiiship, the
greatest force in the Mexican labor move-
merit.

Much of Julio Mella's activity while in
Mexico was wrapped up in. the organization
known as the ANBRC (Association of New
Revolutionary Emigres from Cuba) and the
publication of its Cuba Libre (Free Cuba).
Numerous differences arose between the
comrades of the Communist fraction of the
ANERC in Mexico and the C. E. 0. of the
C, I', of Mexico, and the relations between
Mella and tlie party leadership became ex-
ceedingly temse towards the end of 1928. In
the very last daj-s of the year, barely two
weeks before his assassination by the agents
of President Machado, comrade Julio Mella
was expelled from the party by the decision
of .the C. E. C. They had taken advantage
of a very rash letter in .which he had de-
clared his inability ito collaborate with the
party leadersliip, tendering his resignation.
No excuses for this great mistake on Mella's
imnt can be made but it goes without say-
ing tha,t the C. ,E C. adopted anything but
the correct attitude when he was so sinn-
marily expelled. One week later, that is

about January 3, 1929, Mella requested a
reconsideration, making a complete recogni-
tion of this error on his part. It was de-
cided to rcinstajte him in the party, with
the stipulation that he was to bold no pcrats

of responsibility for a period of three years.
On January lObh he was shot dead in the
street by Machado's assasins. . . .

—RUSSELL BLACKWELL.
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AUSPICES; JOINT ARRANGEMENTS COMFITTEE.

THE CLASS IN MARXIAN ECONOMICS

Our class in Marxian Economics has
been reorganized, with comrade Arne Swa-
beck ('recently arrived from Chicago) as
instructor.

This class, sponsored by the Communist
League of America (Opposition) N. Y.
branch, is open to all cla^ conscious workers
desirous of obtaining a serious and correct
Marxi.=3t education. A method of student
initiative Is being pursued.

All workers inter^ted in taking the
course communicate with the '---al oflSc**

84 Bast 10th Street.



Thermidorianism and Bonapartism
Historical analogies must be dealt with

ftbly, otherwise *tihey are easily converted
Into metaphysical abstractions and do not
help the orientation but, on the contrary,

lead one astray.

Some comrades in the ranks of the Op-
position abroad see a eontradlctlon in the
facft that we sometimes speak of the Ther-
midorlaa tendencies and forces in the Soviet
Union and sometimes of the Boo^artist
features of the regime in the C. P. S. U., and
they even draw the conclusion tbat we have
revised our evaluation of the Soviet sbate.

Thds is a mistake. It flows from the fact

that th^e comrades conceive the Mstorlcal
terms (Thermidorianism, Bonapartism) as
abstract categories and not as living, that
Is, contradictory processes.

A successful socialist construction la

developing in the U. S. S. R. But this pro-

c^ advances in an extremely contradictory
manjier: and because of capitalist encircle-

ment, the eounffcer-actlon of the internal

anti-proletarian forces and the incorrect
policy of the leadership, it fails under the
Influenoe of hoartile forces.

Can the contradictions of socialist con-
struction, generally speaking, reach a degree
of tension under which they would Wow up
the basis of socialist construction laid by
the October revolution and strengthened by
the subsequent economic successes, partic-

ularly by (fche successes of the Five Year
Plan? They can-

Possible Successtffs to Soviet Kule
Under such a condition, what would

come as a substitute for the present Soviet
«>ciety taken in its entirety (economy, class-

es, state, party)?

The present regime, a transition from
capitalism to socialism, could give way only
to capitalism under the condition mentioned
above. It would be a capitalism saturated
with contradictions which exclude the possi-

bility of its progressive development. Be-
cause all these contradictions which, accord-
ing to our hypothesis, might bring about
the blowing up of the Soviet regime, would
immediately reconstitute themselves into in-

ternal contradictions of the capltalisit re-

gime, they would very soon acquire even
greater acuteness. This means that inside

of the capitalist counter-revolution there
would i>e the elements of the new October
revolution.

The state is a superstructure. To con-

sider it independenit of the character of the
productive relations and the forms of owner-
ship (as Urbahns, for Instance, does in re-

lation to the Soviet state) means to re-

nounce the foundation of Marxism. But the
state no more than the party Is a passive
superstructure. Under the influence of the
convulsions emanaiting from the claiss

basis of society, new processes occur in the

state and party superstructure which—with-
in certain limits—have an independent char-
acter, and when combined with the process-
es of the economic foundaition itself, may
acquire a decisive significance for the class
nature of the whole regime, turning develop-
ments in one or the other direction for a
considerable period.

It would be the worst form of doctrin-

arism, "Urbahnsism" turned inside on-t, to

consider that the fact of the nationalization

of industry, supplemented by the high tempo
ef development, in themselves assure an un-
interrupted development to socialism, re-

gardless of the processes in the party and
the sta*^e. To think this means not to un-
derstand the functions of the party, Uts

double and' treble function in the only coun-
try of the proletarian dictatorship, at that

an economically backward country. If we
as^«ume for a moment thait those in charge
of industry, on the one hand, and the lead-

ing strata of the workers, on the other,

break loose from party discipline, which is

fusefl with tha-t of tlie state, then the road
to socialism will be blocked : nationalized

Industry would begin to he differentiated be-

tween the struggling groups, the conflicts be-

tween the trust administration and the
workers would l)egin to assume an open
character, the trusts would acquire an ever
greater independence, the beginnings made
In planning would naturally be reduced to

zero, dragging along with them the mono-
poly of foreign trade as well. All these pro
cesses leading to capitalism would inevitably

amount to the crushing of the proletarian

diefsatJorship.

Does the pr^ent party regime, in spite of

economic successes, threaten the party with
the disintegration of bonds and discipline?

Undoubtedly. To underestimate the dangers
of the decay of the party and state fabric,

because of the economic successes, would
be criminal. The party, as a panty, does
not eren exist today. The Centrist appar-
atus has strangled it. But the Left Opposi-
tion, which the Centrist apparatus fears

like fire and under whose lash it performs
nn Kig-'!^ag8. does exist. It is precisely this

correlattion between the Left Opposition and
the Centrist apparatus that Is a sub^itute

' - nar nd keeps th^ Rights In check.

By LEON TROTSKY
Even with a complete and open disruption

of party bonds, the party will not disappear-

Not fciecause there te an apparaitus: it will

be the flrst victim of Its own crimes—but
because there is a Left Opposition. Who-
ever does not understand this, understands
nothing.

But what we are considering now is

not how and hy what patlis the Opposition

can fulfill its basic task: to help the jito-

letarian vanguard bar the counter-revolution

from the socialist development. Hypothe-
tioally, we will make our point of departure

the ^sumption that we did not succeed in

this, so as to picture to ourselves more con-

cretely the historical consequences of such
failure.

The smasliing of the dictatorship of the

proletariat, as we have already said, could

mean nothing but the restoration of capital-

ism. But the poUtleal forms in which this

restoration would (take place, how these

forms would alternate and how they would
combine—that is an independent and com-
plicated question.

It is clear that only sightless persons
could think that tihe rebirth of oompradore
capitalism is compatible with "democracy".
To anyone who can see, it is clear that a
democratic counter-revolution is excluded.

But the concrete qu^tion of the possible

poliftieal forms of the counter-revolution ad-

mits only of a conditional answer.

Thermidor: in France and Russia
When the Opposition spoke of the Ther-

midorian danger, it had in mind primarily

the very important and considerable process

within the party : the growth of the stratum
of Bolsheviks who have separated them-
selves from the mass, who feel secure, who
have connected themselves with non-prole-

tarian circles and are satisfied with their

social condition. anal<^ous to the stratum
of bloated Jacobins who became, in part,

the supports, and primarily the executive
apparaitus of the Thermidorian overturn in

1794, paving the road in this way for Bona-
partism. Analyzing the processes of the
Thermidorian degeneration in the party, the
Opposition was far from saying that the
counter-revolutionary overturn, were it to

occur, would necessarily have to assume
the form of a Thermidor, that is, of a
more or less lasting domination of the bour-
geoisified Bolsheviks, with the formal re-

tention of the Soviet sj'^tem—similar to the
retention of the Convention by the Therml-
dorians. History never repeats itself, par-
ticularly when there is such a profound dif-

ference in class basis.

The French Thermidor had its founda-
tion in the contradictions of the Jacobin
regime. But these very contradictions were
also the foundation of Bonapartism, that is,

the regime of the military-bureaucratic dic-

tatorship, which the -bourgwisie tolerated
over itself so that, under cover of it, it

could all the more securely take over the
domination of society. In the Jacobin dic-

tatorship, there were already included all

the elements of Bonapartism even though
they are found there in an undeveloped form,
particularly the struggle with the sans-cu-
lotte elements of the regime. The Thermi
dor became a necessary preparatory stage
toward Bonapartism and that is all. It is

not accidental that Bonapante created the
bureaucracy of the Empire out of the Jac-
obin bureaucracy.

Revealing in the present Stalinist regime
the elements of Thermidor and the elements
of Bonapartism, we are far from falling

into a contradiction, as is thought by those
to whom Thermidorianism and Bonapartism
represent abstractions and not living ten-

dencies, one growing over into the other.

What state form would be assumed by
a counter-revolutionary overthrow in Russia
were it to succeed (and that is far from be-

ing so simple) depends upon the combina-
tion of a number of concrete factors, in the
first place on the-degree of acuteness reach-

ed by the economic contradictions at the
moment, on the correlation of the capitalist

and socialist elements in economy; further,
on the correlation of the proletarian Bolshe-
viks and the bourgeois "Bolshevik.s", on the

groupings of forces within the army ; final-

ly, on the specific gravity and character
of the foreign intervention. At any rate,

it would be the sheerest absurdity to think
that a counter-revolutionary regime must
necessarily go through the stages of the
Directorate, the Consulate and the Empire
in order to be capped by a restoration of
C7;arism. But no matter what the counter-
revolutionary regime might be, the Ther-
midorian and Bonapartist elements, at any
rate, would find their place in it, a bigger
or smaller r61e would be played by the
Bolshevik-Soviet bureaucracy, civil and mili-

tary and at the same time the r4gime it-

self would be the dictatorship of the sword
over society in the interests of the fccnr-

geolsie and against the people. This is why
it is m Imiwrtnnt at present to ft>now how

these elements and tendencies are being
formed la the womb of the official party,
which, under all conditions, remains the
laborattvy of the future; that Is, under the
condition of an uninterrupted socialist devel-
opment as well as under the condition of a
oounter-revolutionary break.

Does what was said above mean that
we identify the Stalinist regime with the
regime of Robespierre? No, we are as far
from vulgar analogic in relation to the
present as we are In relation to the possi-
ble or probable future. From the standpoint
of the question that interests us, the es-

sence of Robespierre's policy consisted of
an ever greater aocentuatiou of the struggle
on two fronts ; against the sans-culottes, that
is, the propentyless, as well as against the
rotten "d^enerates", that is, the Jacobin
bourgeoisie, Robespierre conducted a policy
of a pettty bourgeois, attempting to elevate
himself to the absolute ruler. Hence the
struggle against the Left and against the
Eight. A proletarian revolutionist may also
be compelled to conduct a struggle on two
fronts, but only episodically. His basic
struggle is the one against the bourgeoisie:
class against class. But petty bourgeois re-
volutionists, even in the epoch of their his-
torical apogee, have always and unalterably
been compelled to conduct a struggle on two
fronts. This is what brought atwut the
gradual strangulation of the Jacobin party,
the mortification of the Jacobin clubs,
the bureaucratization of the revolutionary
terror, that is, to the self-isolation of Robes-
pierre which made it possible for the bloc
of his Right and Left enemies to remove
him so easily.

Differences and Similarities
The features of similarity with the

Stalinist regime are very conspicuous here.
But the differences are profounder than the
similarities, BoI>espierre'8 histjoric service
consisted of his merciless purging of society
of the feudal rubbish; but in the face of
the future society, Robespierre was power-
less. The proletariat as a class was non-
existent, Socialism could have had only a Uto-
pian character. The only real perspective
could be the perspective of bourgeois devel-
opment. The fall of the Jacobin r%ime was
unavoidable.

The Lefts of those days, basing them-
selves on the sans-culottes, the property-
less plebeians—a very insecure prop !-^ould
not have their independent i^oad. By this,
the bloc with the Rights was predetermined,
just as In the end the supporters of Robes-
pierre, in the vast majority, supported the
Rights in the future. This was the politi-

cal e ptesslon of the vie

development over the pi ,^
petty bourgeoisie and the revolutiooar
spurts of the plebeians.

It is needless to say that Stalin has no
basis for claims to Robespierre's B«rvices;
the purging of Russia from feudal rubbish
and the crushing of the restoratlonist at-
tempts were quite completed in the Lenin-
ist period. Stalinism grew out of a break
with Leninism. But this break was never
complete, nor is it now, Stalin carries on
not an episodic, but a permanent, systema-
tic, organic struggle on two fronts. This Is
an innate feature of a petty bourgeois pol-
icy. At the Righit of Stalin-H±e unconsci-
ous and conscious capitalist restoraitlonl^B
in different stages. To the Left—the prole-
tarian Opposition. This diagnosis has be^
tested in the fire of world events. Stran-
gulation of the party by the apparatus is
called forth not by the necessity of a strug-
gle against the bourgeois restoration—on the
contrary, this struggle demands the greatest
activity and alertness on the part of the
party—but by a struggle against the Left;
to put it more precisely, by the necessity
for the apparatus to liberaife itself for con-
stant maneuvering between the Rights and
the Lefts. Here we have a similarity with
Robespierre. Here are the roots upon which
were nourished the Bonapartist features of
his ruin. But Robespierre had no choice.
His zig-zags denoted the convulsions of the
Jacobin regime.

Is a consistent revolutionary policy in
the Soviet Union conceivable or inconceiv-
able at present-^n a proletarian basis
which Robespierre did not have? And If It
is conceivable, can it be calculated that IMs
policy will be supported early enough by a
revolution, in other countries? Upon the
reply to these two questions depends the
evaluation of the perspective of the drug-
gie of the antagonistic tendencies in the
economy as well as in the politics of the
So\iet Union, To both of these questions,
we Bolshevik-Leninists reply in the afiSrm-
ative and will continue to reply in the af-
firmative—so long as history does not show
the contrary by facts and events, that is,

by a merciless life and death struggle.
In this and only this way can the pro-

blem arise for revolutionists who feel them-
selves to be the live forces in the process,m distinction from doctrinaries who observe
the processes from the sidelines and dis-
member it into lifeless categories.

We expect to return to this queetiob
in another connection in the coming num-
ber. Here we only wished to sweep away
the grossest and most dangerous misunder-
standings. The Left Opposition, at any rate
has no reason for revising its basis so long
as this revision is not placed on the order
of the day by great historical events.

Exit Weisbord.
As our readers know, Albert Weisbord,

who was expelled from the party a'bout a
year ago, made certain approaches in re-
cent months to the Left Opposition, and at
times even represented himself as a support-
er of our principled standpoint. Those who
have read his statements and our replies
which we published in the Militant for the
information of our readers, already know
that on a number of the mk>st important
questions he was separated from us by a
wide gulf. We pointed this out in our com-
ments on bis declaration of last fall and
again on his proposals for an unemployment
program.

As his various statements showed, his

politioal line in general represented an at-

tempt to substitute for the principle line of

the Left Opposition, on nearly all the main
questions, a melange of opportunism and
confusion borrowed in part from the Right
wing and in pant from the Centrists. It

was this conflict in principle between his

line and ours which obliged the National
Committee of the Ijcague to reject his ap-
plication for membership. Upon his failure

to gain admission into ithe Communist Lea-
gue, Weisbord then made an alternative pro-
posal to collaborate with us in certain
pha;?^ of our activity until such time as
political accord would make his membership
possible.

He represented himself as sympathetic
to our movement and anxious to work in

our direction. Taking his representations in

good faith, the National Commlbtee decided
to accept his offer of collaboration and as-
signed him to conduct a class in Marxian
economics in our school. In this capacity,

Weisbord was not long in demonstrating
that he had by no means freed himself of
the Pepperistic conception of politics in
which he had received his party training.

He undertook to organize a secret factional
grouping in the Communist League on the
opportunistic,platform of a bloc between the
Left Opposition and the I^ovestone Right
wing against the oflicial papty. After some
weeks of these unprincipled maneuvers of
Weisbord—reminiscent of the c<ontemptible

methbds of petty bourgeois polltldandom,
with which the Pepper-LoTeatone leaders
poisoned the partj Ufe for »o many 7«ar8—

the National Committee decided to bring
the whole question into the open through a
principled discussion.

Accordingly, a meeting of the New York
branch was devoted to a thorough consi-
deration of the principle basis of the three
factions In the Comintern and the funda-
mental line of the International Left Opposi-
tion, -which excludes the possibility of any
bloc with the Right wing. In this connec-
tion, the question of our perspectives and
tasks as the Marxist wing of the movement
were fully set forth. In order to give the
members of the New York branch the full
opportunity of contrasting the opportunist
and the revolutionary points of view, the
national committee took the responsibility
for inviting Weisbord to attend the meeting
and expound his standpoint. As a -result
of this discussion, the unprincipled faction
maneuvers of Weisbord collapsed like a
house of cards, A few of the younger com-
rades who had been temporarily influenced
by Weisbord's prescription for ' a "simple"
and "quick" road to a mass movement, were
thereby enabled to arrive at a clearer judg-
ment. In the end, Weisbord's opportunistic
platform as well as his behind-the-scenes
maneuvers to disrupt the Opposition, were

repudiated.
The branch showed its complete solidarity
with the line of the National Committee and
declared itself in favor of a severance of all
relations with Weisbord. This decision was
formally made by the National Committee at
its last meeeting.

The Weisbord incident, insignificant
enough in itself, is of value in affording a
contrast between the Pepperistic method of
unprincipled faction fighting and the meth-
ods of the Internatl'onal Left Opposition. The
latter welcomes all Communists who are
attempting to break the unwholesome regime
in the party and the Comintern and to seek
their way to platform. We stand ready to
assist them in every comradely way. But
we Tvill have nothing to do with those who
try to smuggle into the Opposition the con-
traband platform of opportunism and the
petty bourgeois methods that always ac-
eompany It. The exit of W^sbord serves to
give point to this principle of conduct.



Lovestone Looks with Favor at the Socialist Party
In the last issue of the RfOitimt, we In-

dieated by a number of indisputable facts

the direction which the Lovestone Bigbt

wing is taking: away from Communism and

towards the social democracy. The few

days that have elajsed have only served to

furnish additional, and even more striking

confirmation of this stajbement. The addi-

tional material, furnished by Lovestone him-

self shows that the hypocritical claims that

tibe Right wing is anxious to work t<^ether

with the pseudo-progressives in a "trade un-

ion bloc" against reaction, are set up In

reality in order to camouflage the rapidly

developing political Woe of the Bight wing

and the social reformists almli^ at tie

liquidation of the Communist movement and

Communist influence in the working class.

ZIMMERMAN DISCOVERS THE
VIRTUES OF LEW

"We have already revealed the "united

front" which the Lovestone faction made

with the Sigman henchman, Levy, in Local

1 of tiie International Ladies Garment Work-

ers Union. At that time, we did not have

at hand the official apologlum of Lovesitone.

Its publication only makes the case worse

for the Right wing. As was easy to fore-

tell, the "bloc" met with the^ unconcealed

hostility of the vast majority of the Com-

munist and Left wing workers in the needle

trad^. Like Lovestone, they are thorough-

ly acquainted with Levy and his stripe. Levy

was one of the outstanding leaders of the

Right wing In expelling 'the Left wing work-

ers from the I. L. G. W. U. a few years ago

and thereby splitting the union in the inter-

ests of the bureaucracy and the manufac-

turers. Only the sheerest simpleton can re-

gard this struggle as a "dispute" between

"two sections of the labor movement." As

every class conscious worker, at least, un-

derstands, it was a struggle between those

elements repr^enting the interests of the

workers and those elements representing

the interests of the capitalists. Levy, and

his boss Sigman, was and remains a member

of 'the latter "faction". That he is not dis-

inclined to have himself called a "progres-

sive" today and to oppose the dominant bur-

eaucracy is attributable to two facts: the

dispute beitween the Schlesinger clique in

office and the Sigman clique out of office;

the revival x>f the fighting moods among the

militant workers who for a dozen reasons

(which we shall not deal with here) have

been driven into into the Right wing union

again in the last couple of years.

The task of those who have at heart

the interests of the Leit. wing and Commun-

ist movement (which are and must 'be iden-

tical with the interests of the working class

as opposed to those of the bourgeoisie and

its labor agents), is to reveal the mechan-

ism which has actuated the Levys in the

past and moves them to their "new*' posi-

tion today. For the Levys, large and small,

represent an accidental, individual pheno-

menon, generally speaking, no "erring sin-

ner who sees the light" but a distinct class

influence in the labor movement. How do

the Ix)vestoneites measure up to this task?

By joining hands with Levy and using their

own somewhat tarnished "Communist" re-

putaition to give him what amounts to a

clean bill of health. The leading Right wing

opportunist, Zimmerman, who transferred

his allegiance from the party to the Love-

stone faction without disturbing his own

equilibrium for a moment, lamely explains

the shabby affair as follows:

"Their fi. e.. Levy's] program is mildly

progressive and on a number of questions

unclear and confused. Some of the leaders

of the Trade Union Center [the Levy group]

have a bad record in the union because of

fcbeir former support of the expulsion pol-

icy. But at the present time the Trade

Union Center is carrying on a fight, against

the policies and regime of the reactionary

administration of the union. At the present

time these leaders claim [so!] that they

recognize their mistakes and that they de-

finitely and openly repudiate the expulsion

policy." (Rev. Age, No, 4.)

It Is not true that the "Trade Union

Center is carrying on a fight against the

policies and regime of the reactionary ad-

ministration" ; it is the channel through which

the Sigman clique is fighting the Schlesin-

g«r clique, and the victory of the former

would not result in a less reactionary ad

ministration at all. It is not true that the

Levy.s recognize their "mistakes", nor that

they make this "claim"; it is true that the

Lovestone faction is deliberately adorning

Ijevy in order to make him, and consequent-

ly the bloc, acceptable to the rank and file

militattts.

"It is clear for us," says the leaflet Is-

sued "independently" by the Lovestone group

(and if we know the Lovestoneltes, with the

tacit consent of Levy), "that some of those

with whom we are making this bloc have

<iinne<l considerably against the workers.

Tliey will have to work actively to make up

for their past They will be able to do this

By MAX SHACHTMAN
only -ttirotifih proving thir""":h action thait

they are willing to fight in tke Int^ests of

file workers, that is, to fight for union con-

ditions in the shops, to fight against every

leadership which will pursue harmful pol-

icies in the union and in relation to the

boBses." (RcT. Age, No. 4.)

Tblat Levy will "work actively" in the

future (for Sigmanism) is inoontestable.

niat he will "make up for their past" by

continuing to gut the real Left wing move-

ment, by betraying the workers' interests,

by trying to expel the miUbants once mor»
as soon as they threaten all the seettous of

th« bureaucracy—that is equally incontest-

able. The Lovestoneltes mean sometiiing

alsa, however. They consciously spread the

illoilon that the fake "progressives" a la

Levy ha,ve it In than to "fight in the inttr-

«»ta of the workers". What an "indepen-

dent" leaflet should do is to point out that

thMe people can do no such thine because

they represent, in essence, one wing of th*

capitalist bureaucracy in the union. There
Is atiil another aspect to -this leaflet: 'Hie

Levys, it says, will have to work actively

In the future to make up for their black

past. That Is, they have not yet made up
for their past—except, perhaps, by a few
faarmle^ words which bind thean to nothing.

The Ijovestoneites, therefor*, have m|tde a

speculative bloc, based on the "possibility"

and "hope" titat the Levys will become
working class fighters and the leopard will

change bla spots.

Why does Levy make the bloc? It may
be asked. The answer 1«: Why shouldn't

Levy make the bloc? W,hat does he lose

by getting the support of the Lovestone

group? Nothing! On the conttrary. he gets

a nice, new, shiny coat of whitewash end
a number of vot^. But the minimum pro-

gram of tie bl'oc? What about that? Doesn't

it obligate Levy and Co. to a progressive ad-

ministration? Nothing of the kind. Th«
minimum program of the bloc betw«en tha

Lovestone group and Levy (printed in full in

Rev, Age, No 4), has a distinctly reaction-

ary foundation, upon which are erected a

number of other points which nine avowed
reactionaries out of ten in the I. L. G. W. U.

would acknowledge as correct. The main
point in the bloc's program reads:

6. "We fight against every clique rula

in the union because we want that th9 union

should be conducted in an honest, democra-

tic and progressive manner through the

memt>ership of the union. No discrimina-

tion, persecutions or any sort of swindles

must be practiced at meetings and elections

of any sort."

So far as the Lovestone section of th«

bloc is concerned, this sort represents a be-

tirayal of Communism, neither more ilor

less. The "fight against every clique rule

In the union" Is directed essentially ait the

Communists, and specifically at the official

party. This reactionary slogan has become
the time-worn rallying banner of every bur-

eaucrat in the labor movement who Is

threatened by the militant workerswhbse van-

guard is ev«rywhere constituted by the Com-
munists. It Is the main "practical" aspect

of the theory of "no politics in the union"

faithered on the one side by the Gompers
hierarchy and on the other by the latter-

day reactionary philosophers of syndicalism

—the theory which always means no revo-

lutionary politics in the union, no working

class politics, but bourgeois politics. "No
politics" in the A. F, of L, always meant
Democratic and Republican party politics. "No
clique control" in the French trade union

movement today means, so far as the triple

alliance of Right wing (Sellier, Loves.tone's

colleague), the "progressives" in the reform-

ist trade unions, and the syndicalists' In the

Left unions ar-e concerned means swinging

as many workers as possible into the Right

wing union under the actual control of the

French Socialist Party.

More than three years ago. Gold, head

of the Furriers' Left wing, made a bloc with

the Sorkin group of "progressive" bureau-

crats, in which "no clique control" was also

the outsitanding point. At that time, the

Lovestone group, though in control of the

party, was still compelled by the protest of

the party minority to condemn Gold and
repudiaite this reactionary point as a betray-

al of Conununrem. What a perfect contrast

would be presented by printing, side by side,

the minimum program of the Levy-Love-

stone bloc and the 1927 Party Political Bur-

eau condemnation of the Gold-Sorkin bloc!

But Lovestone will not print it. He is too

busily engaged in liquidating Communism,

LOVESTONE DISCOVERS THE
REVOLT IN THE S. P. . . ,

"The revolt of the membersMp In the

social democracy and a pronounced Left-

ward movemenit primarily among the social-

ist youth is not a phenonenon limited to

Oemany," we learned from RtmlaUotmty
Ase (No. 5); "it Is manlfeirtlng Its^ in

various forma In a number of countries in-

cluding the U. S. A- Here, too, tiie Tipeels

are playing a prominent rdle in the strug-

gle within the Socialist party against the

gross refomnkim which chaimeteriMS that

party's political line and leadeiBhipi.'*

Tliere Is no doubt of tie development in

the ranks of reformism of a Leftward move-

ment of the workers. Only a Stalinist func-

tionary, blinded by the scintlUajting phrase-

ology of the "third period", which divides

the working class into Communists on the

one side and "soc^l fascists" on the other,

can deny Its existence. The leftward move-

ment In the social democracy fiows from the

antagonism between the treacherous course

of the socialist bureaucracy and the clai^

Interests of the workers in the ranks. This

antagonism creates a chasm between the top

and bottoan layers of the social democracy.

The problem of the Communists is to win
the "bottom", the workers, to the revolu-

tionary movement by deepening the chasm
and making it unbridgeable. This can only

be done by the maintenance of the sliarp^t

intransigeance lu principle and the applica-

tion of the policy of the united front on

issues of the day. To set these workers In

motion for militant struggle requires their

disillusionment with the theory and practise

of reformism, in other words, the dlslodg-

ment of the reformist Leadership.

In seeking to solve the problem of win-

ning the Lefitward moving socialist workers,

the Communists are confronted by an ex-

tremely dangerous foe: the Left wing of

reformism. Their function is to serve as a

bond between the avowed class collabora-

tionists and the discontented workers, to

bridge the ever widening chasm. The fact

that they straddle the two Is due, first, to

the fact that the workers are pulling in dif-

ferent directions, and second—what is even

more important for us—to the fact that they

hope to draw their two poimts of support

together again. Purcell came forward as &
"Left winger" in order to hold the workers
in the organized camp of Thomas and Mac-
Donald, and—when the time was ripe—^to

binid them to the latter ideologically again
The fact that he was given such Invaluable

aid in this work by Stalin-Bueharin and
Co. does not change the essential character

of his rflle. We name Purcell only as a
symbol for SeydewLtz in Germany, Zyromskl

In France, and on a much smaller scale, for

Stanley, leader of the American S. P, "Left."

These are not confused workers groping for

the revolutionary road; they are skilled

leaders who aim to make reformism radical

enough to retain the restless workers and
yet keep it reformist enough to mollify the
far-sighted Hillquits. Against this "Left"

variety of reformist leadership, the Com-
munists can conduct only the most implace-

able and irreconcilable struggle.

In the Ijeninist period of the Comintern,

this was always the policy puRsued, and
with excellent results for the movement. It

was this relentless attitude that prevented

the International from being diluted and
corrupted by suqji people as Orispien and
Dlttmann in Germany, who even pretended

at one time to support the Idea of the pro-

letarian dictatorship and the Soviet system.

Even in the United States, the Comintern
warned the revolutionary workers against

such Centrists as Engdahl, Kruse, Olgln,

Trachtenberg and Co., who were even more
"radical" in their words than Crispien was
or than Stanley is today. Now that Love-

stone, in his feverish hunt for allies, has
discovered the S, P. "Left wing", let us see

how he approaches these miniature Cris-

piens. In the Teport of the New York con-

vention of the S. P. dealing with the trade

iniion question we read

:

"The discussion was rather inadequate

as far as the supporters of the Stanley reso-

lution were concerned. Not once during the

discussion did t'hey refer to the fusion of

the Socialist Party leadership with the trade

union bureaucracy. They avoided in the

discussion on and in the resolution the de-

mand for organization of the socialists into

groups in the various organizations." (Rev,

Age, No, 6. Our emphasis.

)

Incredible as it sounds, it Is there

—

black on white. The principal complaint
Lovestwne lodges against the Stanley group
is that they failed to fight for the organi-

zation of socialist party members into trade

union fractions! But fi:>actions are organ-

ized for the purpose of extending their

paiity'5 ideological and organizational in-

fluence alad control in the unions. At least

that is the aim of the Communist fractions;

we assume that It would hold equally true

for socialist fractions. But since when has

it become the task of the Communists to

demand the organization of the reformists

Into compact fractions which must inevit-

ably seek to liquidate the influence of Com-
munism? We have always been under the

Impression that It Is the duty of the Com-

munists to make it Impossible for reform^

ist fractions to establish themselves. The
Right wing liquidators. In their march
from (Communism to the social demo-

cracy, pick up their natural allies on
the le*t flank of the latter. And to make
their newly-discovered allies acceptable to

their own soldiers, to the workers in the

Lovestone group who want to remain Com-
munists, the Lovestone leaders must need*

present the Stanleys In a favorable light by
monstrously exaggerating their "revolution-

ary" caliber;

"The clearest expression of the differ-

ences wi'thln the S, P.," the report therefore-

continues, "Is to be found in the question

of the attitude to the Soviet Union.'*

That Is true, not In the sense of the

liberals whose interest in the Soviet Union
is limited to its existence as an "intserestlng

experiment" and an object of American
diplomatic reoognition, but in the sei^e of
Its realization of revolutionary strat^y and
principles of Marxism. Now, Lovestone
adds:

"The resolution submitted by the Stan-

ley group Is one of the clearest and most
consistently Left ( M ) resolutions that has
come from any group in the S. P. since the
1919-21 split. It is a resolution which, bas-

ing itself on the proletarian character of
the Soviet state, very closely approximates
a Communist position." (Rev. Age, No. 6.)

"Close" enough, we take it, to make un-

ity between l/ovestone and Stanley both de-

sirable and atitainable. This is not at all

a fantasy. Quite the contrary. Lovestone
already has one foot in the camp of Muste.
Standing right next to Muste in /the C. P.

L. A. Is Stanly. To think that the Muste-
Lovestone unification involves only a "trade

union bloc" is to entertain the utterly grote-

sque notion that there are two distinctly

different Stanleys : the partisan of Muste
and the leader of the S. P. "Left wing".
It is clear: Lovestone is reconciling his

group, in the characteristic manner of the
opportunist, to a return to the fold, as we
will see in another minute. The rate of
speed is a subsidiary consideration ; the forms
of this reconciliation and the stages it will

pass through, are also of secondary im-
portance. Will It, for instance, go through
the stage of a Two-and-a-Half Initernational

movement? It may, because the compon-
ent elements are at hand, in various stages
of development : the Muste faction of the C.

P. L. A. (ardent admirers all of the I. L. P,),

Lovestone, the Stanley group, the group
around the Italian Musteite daily, H Nuovo
Mondo, strong tendencies around the Ger-
man Volkszeitung and the Verband Interna^

tionaler Arbeiter, etc., etc. But that would
only 'be a half-way house of short occupa-
tion. The S. P. looms ahead.

ZAM DISCOVERS THE DIFFER-
ENCE BETWEEN S. P. AND S. L. P.

Lovestone going l>ack to the S. P.? Isn't

that a bit strong? Doesn't he claim to be
a faction of the Communist party? Do^n't
he even go so far as to demand that the
party return -to Leninism? But pretension

and intention are two different things. What
I^ovestone pretends to aim towards we find

out from his "holiday" pronouncements. What
he intends to do we find out by examining
the various measures of "preparaition" to

lead the Communis workers off the revo-

lutionary path. Not the least of these meas-
ures is the one assigned to Zam, who has
been sent forth like a scout Into the far
lands of the socialist ]arty and who has
returne<i with glowing accounts: Yea, tlicy

are fiowing with milk and honey.

Zam's findings are recorded in two il-

luminating articles in the Revolutionary .4ge

(Nos, 5 and 6), "Lenin or DeLeon", which
have as their aim to prove the superiority

of the Socialist party over the official Com-
munist party as a hunting ground for the
Lovestone faction. How? By showing that,

first, the S, P. was more fertile ground for

Communism than the S, L. P,. and second,

that the official C. P, today is more or
less identical with the S, L. P.: therefore,

it appears, the S. P. is more fertile ground
for Communism than the C. P. But let us
have Zam's own words, which, with all the

circumspection of the cowardly opportunist,

are suflSciently eloquent

:

1. "It was not the '-revolutionary' S.

L. P. but the 'reformist' S. P. [Why is '*re-

formist" quoted?] that gave birth to the
Communist movement , . , The looseness:

of and lack of discipline In the S. P. made it

possible for a revolutionary wing to develop
withiii it and to secure leadership over the
mass of its members, which led to the es-

tablishment of various Left wing groupings
and papers, and finally to the original Left
wing which became the Communist Party.*'

2 But the sitrictly disciplined and
centralized S. L. P. made impossible such
a development. On the contrary, every new
tendency In the S. L. P. was crushed with
a ruthleiss hand, and expulsions became a
by-word".

Continued on V'



A Retreat in Full Disorder
In the anniversary number of Pnivda

<November 7), Mamiilsky once more shows

-what the present leadership of the Comin-

tern Is worth. We will analyze briefly that

part of his anniversary reflections devoted

to China, and which amounts, in essence,

to a cowardly, consciously confused, and

therefore all the more dangerous semi-capit-

ulation bo the theory of the permanent revo-

lution.

1, "A revolutionray-democraitic diotatorsMp

of the peasantry and proletariat in China",

Manullaky writes, "will differ essentially

from the democratic dicbatorship outlined [!]

by the Bolsheviks in the 1905-06 revolution."

The democratic dictatorship was "ouit-

lined" 'by the Bolsheviks not only in 1905

but also in 1917 and in all the years between

the two revolutions. But only outlined.

Events served as a test. ManuILsky. like

his iteacher Stalin, does not reflect upon the

points of resemblance and the points of

difference of the Chinese revolution with

the three Russian revolutions—no, with such

comparisons they would be unable to pre-

serve the fiction of the democratic dictator-

ship, and together with it, the fiction of

their theoretical reputations. Therefore these

gentlemen do not compare the Chinese re-

volution with the real Russian revolution,

but with the one that was "outlined". It

is much easier in this way to confuse and

to throw dust in ithe eyes.

Russia and China

2. In what respect then does the revo-

lution taking place in China differ from the

one "outlined" in Russia? In fact, we
are taught by Manuilsky, that the Chinese

revolution is directed against the "whole

system of world imperialism!" It is true

that this was the basis upon which Manuil-

sky yesterday depended for the revolution-

ary r61e of the Chinese bourgeoisie as

against the Bolshevik position "outlined in

1905." Today, however, Manuilsky's con-

clusions are different: "The difficulties of

the Chinese revolution are tremendous ; and

this is precisely why the victorious move-

ment of the Chinese Red Army on the indus-

trial centers of China had to halt at Chang-

sha." It would have been much more sim-

ple and honest to say that the partisan

peasant detachments, in the absence of revo-

lutionary uprisings in the cities, found them-

selves powerless to take possession of the

Industrial and political centers of the coun-

try. Wasn't this clear to Marxists before-

hand?
But Manuilsky must needs resciie Stalin's

speech at the Sixteenth Congress. Here is

how he fulfills this task: "The Chinese re-

volution has at its disposal a Red Army, it

Is in possession of a considerable territory,

at this very moment it is creating on this

territory a Soviet system of workers' and
peasants' power in whose government the

Communists are in the majority. And this

condition permits the proletariat to realize

not only an ideological but also a state hege-

mony over the peasantry," (Our emphasis.)

The fact that the Communists, as the

revolutionary and most self-sacrificing ele-

ments, appear at the head of the peasant

movement and the armed peasant detach-

ments is quite natural in ttself and is also

extraordinarily important in the symptom-

atic sense. But this does not change the

fact that the Chinese workers find them-

selves throughout their vast country under

the heel of the Chinese bourgeoisie land

foreign imperialism. In what way can the

proletariat realize "state hegemony" over

the peasantry, wlien the state power is not

in its hands? It Is absolutely impo.=;sible to

understand this. The loading role of the

Isolated Communists aiul the isolated Com-
munists group-i in the i>easant war doe.s not

decide the question of power. Classes de-

cide and not parlies. The i^eiisant war may
support the dictfl.tor^hip of the proletariat,

if they coincide in point of time, but under

no circumstances can it bo .substituted for

ihe dictatorship of the proletariat. Is it

possible that the "leaders" of the Comintern

have not learned even this from the experi-

,enees of the three Russian revolutions?

Manuilsky's Democratic Tasks

3. Ijot us listen to Manuilsky further

:

"All these [?] conditions lead to the fact

that a revolutionary-democratic dictatorship

in China will be confronted with the nec^-

sity of a consistent coniiscation of the en-

terprises belonging to foreign and Chinese

capital." (Our emphasis.)

"All these conditions" is a commonplace

whose purpose is to cover up the gap that

was created in the old position. But the

center of gravity in the phrase quoted above

is not in "all these conditions" but in one

single "condition"; Manuilsky has been in-

structed to maneuver away from the demo-

cratic dictatorship and to K»ver up tbe

This is why Manuilsky so diligent-

""f 'kllfully, wa^ his tall.

The democratic dictatorship can be con-

trasted only to the proletarian socialist dic-

tatorship. The one differs from the other

by the character of the class holding power
and 'by the social content of its historical

work. If the democratic dictatorship is to

occupy itself not with clearing the road for

capitalist development, as the Bolshevik

schema "outlined in 1905" stated, but on
the contrary, with a "consistent confiscation

of the enterprises belonging to foreign and
Chinese capital", as "outlined" by Manuil-
sky, then we ask : Wherein does this demo-
cratic dictatorship differ from the socialist?

In no way. Then does it mean that Manuil-
sky, for the second time afiter a lapse of

twelve years, has bitten into the apple of

the "permanent" theory? He bit without
really taking a bite; this will yet 'be seen.

4. We read one phrase after another.

"The presence of socialist elements will be
the specific [ ! ] pecularity of the revolution-

ary-democratic dictatorship of the proletar-

iat and peasantry in China," Not a bad
"specific" peculiarity

!

The democratic dictatorship was always
thought of by the Bolsheviks as a bourgeois-

democratic dictatorship, and not as a super-

class one. and was contrasted to the socialist

dictatorship only in this—the only possible

—

sense. Now It appears that in China there
will 'be a '''democrattic dictatorship with
socialist elements". Between the bourgeois
and socialist r6gimes the class abyss thus
disappears, everything is dissolved into pure
democracy, and this pure democracy is sup-

plemented graduall.v and planfuUy by "soc-

ialist elements".

The Tutor of Manuilsky
Who did these people learn from? From

Victor Chernov. It is precisely he who, in

1905-06, outlined such a Russian revolution

as would be neither bourgeois nor socialist,

but democratic and would gradually be sup-

plemented by socialist elements. No, Man-
uilsky did not make much use of the apple

of wisdom!
5. Further; the Chinese revolution in

its transition from capitalism to socialism

will have more intermediate stages (than our
October revolution ; but the periods of its

growing over into a socialist revolution will

be considerably shorter than the periods out-

lined (!) by the Bolsheviks for the demo-
cratic dictatorship in 1905.

Our astrologer has drawn the balance
to everything in advance: to the stages, to

the periods, and the length of the periods.

He only forgot the A B C of Communism.
It appears that under democracy, capitalism

will grow over into socialism in a series of

stages. And the power—will it remain the

same in this process or will it change? What
class will hold power under the democratic
diotatorship and whait class under the soc-

ialist? If different classes will hold power
then they can supplant each other only by
a new revolution, and not through the

"growing over" of the power of one class

into the power of another. On ithe other
hand, if it is assumed that in both periods
one and the same class will dominate, that
is, the proletariat, then what is the meaning

of the democratic dictatorship as against
the proletarian? To this there is no answer.
And there will not he. Manuilsky Is ordered
not to clear up the question but to cover up
the traces.

In the October revolution, the democra-
tic tasks grew over Into socialist—und«: the
unchanged domination of the proletariat
One can therefore draw a distinction (It is

understood, only relatively) between the de-
mocratic period of the October revolution
atid the socialist period ; but one cannot dis-

tinguish between the democrastic and the
socialist dictatorships because the democra-
tic was—non-existent.

In addition, we have heard from Man-
uilsky that in China the democratic dicta-
torship, from the very 'beginning, will be con-
fronted with a consistent confiscation of the
enterprises, which means the expropriation
of the bourgeoisie. This means that there
will not even be a democratic stage of the
proletarian dictatorship. Under th^e con-
ditions, where will the democratic dictator-
ship come from?

M a nuilsky's injudicious construction
would be entirely impossible were he to com-
pare the Chinee revolution with the Rus-
sian as it actually developed, and not with
the one that was "outlined", and at that,
to confuse and distort 'the outline. And to
what purpose is all this? In order to re-
treat without retreating, in order to give up
the reactionary formula of the democratic
dictatorship or, as they say in China, to
save face. But on the face of Stalin-Man-
uilsky have already written, first, Chiang
Kai-Shek and then Wang Chin Wei. Enough t

The face is already sufiiclently descriptive.
They will no longer succeed in saving it
Manuilsky's theoretical confusion is directed
against the basic interests of the Chinese
revolution. The Chinese Bolshevik-Leninisb
will reveal this.

A Ferment in the German Right Wing Group
BERLIN—

The more acute the crisis becomes In

Russia, the quicker the Rights are forced

to take an open position regarding the fund-

amental questions of socialist construction.

The leadership of the Eights has had to

express itself on these questions only of

late. After Bucliarin had once fttore~per-

hapg finally — capitulated, Brandler and
Thalhelmer hastened to emphasize in loud

and audible tones their approbation of

Stalin's general line.

Brandler's perspective is very transpar-

ent. Departing from the view that a vic-

tory for fascism in Germany would mean
an extraordinary aggravation of the war
danger for the Soviet Union, he is hoping

that thru the complete failure of the party

leadership in the struggle for the masses,

Sitalin will be forced to drop ThSlmaim-
liemmele-Xeumann. or, at least, to form a

coalition central committee of Centrists and
Rights, All the preparations are now l)eing

made for this longed-for bloc. Brandler

knows that the E. C. C. I. is ready to con-

cede in purely German questions, provided

the correctness of the Stalinist general line

is acknowledged. Thus, for instance, a com-

promise has been concluded hetween the

party leadership and the Cllstein nucleus,

the strongest in the party. The nucleus was
readmitted after it had remained outside

the party for months. Such a compromise
was possible^as the nucleus leaders in their

consultations with us had declared from the

first^only after their approval of the Stalin-

ist general line had safe-guarded the retreat.

While Brandlcr-Thnlhcimer are adopt-

ing a course towards Stalin, there is grow-

ing, on the soil of the opportunism sown
by them, a conception among the member-
ship of the Rights that the C. P. G. can be

considered as already lost. In a whole
series of organizations thronjjhout the coun-

try, the Rights are adopting a path towards

a split in the left S. P. G. and for a new
edition of the Independent S. P. G.—that
is, towards capitulation, Fnndametnally,

these two tendencies are not to be distin-

guished from one another and will separate

only when the hopes of Brandler are rea-

lized, when Stalin grants acceptable condi-

tions for capitulation. Momentarily, this

does not seem to be the case.

Of laite, a third tendency has begun to

erystalize among the Rights, in Berlin as

well as in the country. Doubtless this

tendency has come under the infiuence of our

own clarification work. A tendency of Left

conciliaitors is being formed which has not

yet been consolidated into a group, which
is as yet In itself incoherent, but whose
development we must follow with the great-

est attention. This tendency of Left con-

ciliators which is represented in Czecho-

slovakia by Michalec, and in Austria hy Isa

Stra^er, is represented in Germany by
Fr^lich, Walcher and Bnderle, Fr61ich goes

a good bit further than the others. In 'the

membership meeting of the Berlin Bights
he stated:

"Our decisive mistake was the fact that
we did not recognize 'the Iconrectness of
Trotsky's proposals in 1927, when he de-

manded la rational and appropriate temjK) of
industrialization and colleotivization. Trot-
sky's pamphlet on the German situation con-
tains a wealth of positive points of view.
We must attempt to come closer to these
groups."

However, in the resolution introduced
by Walcher, Enderle and himself, the poliU-
cal shynes.s—shall we say—of the Left con-
ciliators finds very strong expr^sion. The
loyal critics of the Thalhelmer tendency do
not even dare to declare that they consider
the theory of socialism in one country to

be fal^e, but content themselves with talniu-

dlstically diplomatic remarks.

"We must state that the realization of
socialism is not only a social-economic and
technical problem. The tasks of socialism
can only be completed as the conscious work
of the working class. The working class can
become mature for this work only through
Its own conscious activity."

Thus the altogether too shy Left concil-

iators try to remove the question of social-

ist construction from the central question of
perspective (national sooialist society or
solution of the contradictions by the Inter-

national revolution), to the question of the
internal regime of the party, in the faotor-

ies, etc.

The professional opportunists of Brand-
ler's or Thalhelmer's cut naturally detect in
this tendency a very serious danger. It is

true that they do not particularly fear the
"loyal opposition" (Walcher, Frolich, End-
erle, Rosie Wolfstein. Krna Halbe, Jacob
Schl<5r, etc.) but they do fear and rightly
so, that the poison of "Trotskyism" will
penetrate into the cadres of the Rights. And
so Brandler again paints the specter of
"anti-Bolshevism" on the wall and proves
by old factional documents that he and Thal-
heimer had already in Moscow taken a posi-
tion against Trotskyism without any reserva-
<ions, and that the "Opposition now demands
a revision of our basic views". The means
by which Brandler-Thalhelmer and Leo
(Thalheimer's young man) proceed against
their loyal opposition, are known from the
days of the Brandler C. E. C., and have
not changed in the least: banality, which
masquerades as "proletarian bluntness"
{Brandler, the building trades worker), the
application of the clumsiest demagogic twists
in order to distort the views of the Opposi-
tion.

At the plenum of the Rights on Decem-
ber 4, the Brandler majority received 91
votes while the minority numbered 43. At
the national conference of the Bight wing
on December 13, the Berlin organization is

to be presented by three delegates
of the minority and two of the
minority. These internal struggles of the
Bights are partially reflected in their press.
G^en den Strom, No. 49, publishes a dis-

cussion article of the Brandlerite Hubert,
who goes quite a bit further t'lan even
FrSlLch, (nevertheless stiill dragging altong

all the trappings of Left conciliatlonism. At
any rate, this comrade has read our litera-
ture—and not without profit—as his posi-
tion on the Russian economic problem*
shows. Among other things, he says

:

"No further clarification is necessary
to establish the fact tha.t colleotivization
can raise the productivity of agriculture only
in the measure in which the state is able
to provide the necessary technical 'basis.

"With an exiaggerated tempo, the dan-
ger always exists that the prescribed quan-
tity will be obtained at the cost of quality

At the same time, Hubert declares that
"the shooting of three Trotskyists and the
course towards the physical destruction of
prominent Oppositionists" (Hubert, of
course, means primarily Rakovsky, but does
not mention his name) will have "disinte-
grating effects" on the party.

Hubert then turns in his article against
the demagogic polemics of Stalin against

Trotsky, Bucharin, Rykov, etc., at the Six-
teenth Party Congress" and demands;

"We non-Russian Communists must de-
fend the point of view that the voice of the
Oppositionists must be given expression on
the basis of party democracy and that soli-
tary confinement, expulsion, banishment,
exile (Trotsky) must be rev<oked. , .

"

Hubert does not differentiate between
Lefts and Rights, He opposes Stalin's at-
tack against the Lefts as well as against
the Rights. That is ,the sheerest sort of con-
cihationism. We are not opposed in prin-
ciple to the struggle of the party against
members who hold different views, not even
'to organizational measures when there isno other way left. But we will resist withan our power a Cmtrist party bureaucracy
which has been usurping power thorough
toree and unprecedented pressure, expelling
and persecuting the revolutionary Bolshevik
group- It was we who demanded the strug-
gle against the Rights.

When we look with great scepticism onbtahns struggle against the Rights It is
bocau.se Stalin, through his adventur/st pol-
icies since the middle of 1928, has .created

\'l'^'l^^l^^^Ser basis for a consolidation
of the Rights than the purely administrative
expulsion campaign contributes to weaken
them. Bueharin may capitulate ten times
over, Stalin himself is creating every hour
the prerequisites for a new growth of lessfamous but nevertheless more substantial
leaders of the Right, We must look these
facts m the eye and draw the conclusions
from them.

At any rate, this voice of an "unknown"m the paper of the Rights Is remarkable
proof that the wise doctors of the Tha.lhei-
mer school have not as yet found an effec-
tive^ method against the "poison of Trotsky-

We Left wingers nurture no illusions.
But we are attentively observing these ra«-
cesses and we will Jeave no st«ne unturned
to point out the road forward to the work-
ers of the Right wing.



TheRussian Bolshevik-Leninists on the Present Situation

(We publiBh here only the conclusion

of the declaration of Rakovsky and his

comrades. We hope to publish, the balance

of it in an early issue.—^Ed.)

P n t r o d u c t t o n

In its declaration made to the Central

Committee and the Central Control Com-

mission on October 4, 1929, the Bolshevik-

Leninist Opposition pointed out the need

for a unification of all the Commfunist and

revolutionary forces around the five year

plan of industrialization, for the struggle

against agrarian capitalism and against

the Right wingers. Such a unification, em-

bracing also the Democratic Centralist*,

on the basis of a recognition of a mono-

lithic Party, is still most indispensable to-

day when the solid proletarian ranks must

be opposed to an. advancing Thermidor. To

the extent, however, that the realization of

the slogan for .unification of all Communist

forces signifies the end of the period of the

political monopoly of Centrism, the Cen-

trist bureaucracy will ifight against it with

the same fury as in the past. The sl<^»n

of the unification of all tiie peTOIotlonary

Comntnn&sts can be realized solely by the

masses ©f the Party in the stroggle against

the Centrist bnreaticracy.

The Cl^s I^eIatioIliships

What are the class relationships within

the country? The political situation is

characterized by distrust on the part of the

Party—thoroughly merited — towards its

leadership, and the growth of the distrust

of the working class, of the poor and middle

peasantry towards the Party and the pro-

letarian dictatorship, which is not merited.

The leadership has discredited itself by

manifesting with material evidence the un-

principled character of its policy which has

changed so many times in a few weeks (for

instance: the resolution of the Moscow

Party Committee on the abolition of the

New Economic Policy, which was; itfeelf

abolished after a few weeks because, we

were told later, it was a mistake of the

. . . typist). In the eyes of the working

masses, the leadership of the Party has dis-

credited the Party and the trade unions.

Neither the first nor the second has been

able to give the proletariat any defense

against the bureaucrafe. On the contrary,

the Party and the trade unions seemed to

support the bureaucrats against the work-

ers.

The poor peasantry has treated th«

complete collectivization with great dis-

trust. The facts are witness to that. In

it, it has seen, on the one hand, a depriva-

tion from the tax exemptions it enjoyed up

to then, and on the other, the danger of

being submitted to the middle peasants and

the Kulaks who joined in with the collec-

tive farms. (The facts show that even in

the communal farms, the cards are staked

on the peasant proprietor). The socalled

groups of poor peasants are a fiction anal-

ogous to what, for the workers, are self-

criticism, purging of the Party, patronage,

and the other shoddy bureaucratic substi-

tutes for Party and workers' democracy.

The o^cultimU workers, willy-nilly,

had to enter the collective farms, for there

was no other way out for them,

A special role will be played in the

coming period by the middle peasant. He

is becoming again the central figure in the

class struggle. The love of the Centrists

(and the Right wingers for the middle

peasantry was pure demagogy, a means

of hunting down the Bolshevik-Leninist

Oppositionists. In effect, the Centrists and

the Right wingers gave the middle pea-

santry an apparatus, the mouth of which

utters more threats than words, threats

which influence by violence and arbitrari-

ness, and apropos of which Lenin Baid that

it humiliates the Soviet eiticens who ar«

obliged to be in contact with it.

The llfflddle Peasant in the CoIle*tlve»

In the complete collectivization, the

middle peasant has seen primarily a meani

to extort bread and other products for him-

self and to overwhelm with good will th«

poor peasantry with the aid of his live and

dead stock (instruments, beastB, etc.) In-

stead of the example of which Lenin and

the program of our Party speak—the liv-

ing example which should convince and

persuade the middle peasant of the advan-

tages of the collectives—he is offered a

noose. To a collectivization of this sort,

he has replied with his usual procedure:

the active and passive strike, or entrance

into the collective in order to break it up

from within, by technica'l disarmanent (de-

struction of beasts, etc.)

The political task now put before the

Party consist of reestablishing the con-

fidence whose lack facilitates the work of

th*^ subterranean Thermidorian forces. No

serio-iis struggle against advancing capital-

ism is im?)glnable unless the principal posi-

tions of the Party have iflrst been consoli-

dated—the proletariat end the poor pear*

After iome delay, we have fflnally re-

ceived the declaration of comrades Rak-

ovsky, Muralov, Koaaior and KaaparoTa

with which these comrades addressed them-

selves to the Party a little before the Six-

teenth Congress. By a fatal chance, the

copies of the declaration sent to us at the

time were seized. In spite of this great

delay, the document which we publish en-

tirely retains Its importance. In spite of

the ters^ess of formulation, the document

presents clear estimations of the economic

and political processes, calling by their

name the dangers which are not far off but

quite close.

This declaration is intimately linked

with the declaration that Rakovsky made
at the time when Centrism's turn to the

Left still preserved its freshness and was
not sufficiently checked by experience. And
at the same time, these two documents are

distinguished as two steps of different

stages on the same road. The first declara-

tion recorded the turn of the leadership In

the sense which the Opposition defended

for the past number of years. At the same

time, it warned against the possible dangers

on the new road, demanded the activity of

the Party to surmount these dangers, and

put the forces of the Opposition at the dis-

posal of the Party. This manner of posing

the question—in the spirit of the united

front policy—appeared to some "capltula-

tionist" or at the very least, seml-capitula-

tionist. To be sure, these accusations didn't

come from a very serious source.*

Already at that time, we pointed out

that politics does not consist of a simple

repetition of formulae that can serve in

every condition of life. Rakovsky did not

eHtertain the slightest illusion about the

political line of Centrism at the time of the

Left turn. Hte clearly and plainly develop-

ed his appreciation of Centrism in the

theses written at the same time as the first

declaration.

* The pretty thin character of this critic-

ism was branded above all by the fact that

at its head was inscribed Pas, for whom
the accusation of capitulation against Rak-

ovsky waa necessary iolely In order to

abandon the revolutionary ranks. In which

he was but a bird of passage. We cannot,

however, forget that In a bloc with Paz

against R»kov«ky, there waa also found

comrade Treint, who, with all the mis-

takes he has committed and still commit*,

ic yet, we should like to hope, no chance

figure in the arena of the revolutionary

struggle.

But the task did not consist of simply

repeating in the declaration what was said

in the theses, but to assist the Party, even

a small part of it, to assimilate what was

said in the theses—or at least a part of

It. With the stifilng of the C. P. S. U., It

is very difficult to check what was the im-

mediate repercussion of the first declaration

in the ranks of the Party. It cannot, how-

ever, be doubted that the declaration of

Rakovsky, which made a breach In the

wall of lies and calumnies built -up by the

Stalinists, was one of the causes for the

revival of the rabid struggle against the

Left Opposition before the Congress. Still,

we have another living verification of the

question which interests us, outeide of the

U. S. S. R. Comrade Ferocl, one of the

leaders of the new Italian Opposition, haa

told In an article of the great Impression

produced by Rakovsky's declaration even

on the Central Committee of the Italian

Communist Party, and certainly, upon its

Left section especially. Thus, the declara-

tion of Rakovsky not only did not bring

anybody to capitulate, but on the contrary,

served as one of the impulsions to the

formation of the new Italian Opposition.

The new declaration we publlah now

for the first time, draws the balance to the

policy of the Left turn at the very moment

of a new half-turn to the Right. All these

circumstances are submitted in the docu-

ment to a clear appreciation to which little

can be added today. We consider it neces-

sary to emphasize only two points.

The Union of Peasant Poor

In the declaration, they mention that

while preventing the creation of the Union

of the Poor Peasantry, the Stalinist leader-

ship nevertheless tolerates this organiza-

tion in the Ukraine. It should merely be

added that if the attempt by Stalin-Buch-

arin-Rykov-Kamenev and others In 1924-25,

to suppress the organization of the poor

Ukrainian peasantry did not succeed, it is

solely thanks to the firm opposition of the

revolutionary wing of the Ukrainian Party

under the leadership of comrade Rakovsky.

The second point we wish to speak of

here deals with the capitalators. The de-

claration establishes, with perfect Justice

and pitilessly, that these people have lost

"any right at all to the confidence of the

Party and the working class." In natural

connection with this, the declaration re-

peats that no persecutions will prevent the

Leninist Opposition from fulfilling its duty

to the very end.

October 22, 1930. U TROTSKY.

and for fundamental investment in in-

dustry.

We repeat our demand of October 4,.

1929: the thorough adjustment of the five

year plan, as to its internal parts and as

to the needs of the working class—the re-

vision of the collective agreements in the

sense of an improvement of the material

conditions of the working class, the scrup-

ulous examination of the results of the un-

interrupted working week considered as

a temporary, exceptional measure, admis-

sable only with the agreement of the work-

ers, the establishment of a bond between

the nominal wage and the increase of tho

budget, the reestabllshment of the real

activity of the trade unions.

The policy of the Party in the country:

formal abolition of the complete collecti-

vization, halting of the de-Kulakization in.

mass, and the explusion of the Kulaks from

the countryside, except in isolated case*

provided for by law, but without bringing

the already expelled Kulaks back to their

former localities.

The Poor Peasants' Unions
Exceptional attention by the state to

the movements of the collectives, by giving

them necessary financial and technical aid,

creation of Unions of Poor Peasants. This

measure is indispensable for creating a
political base for the collective farms
movement and as a political support both
for loan policies and social culture in the
country.*

The question of settling the problem
of providing fhe country with food products!

and agricultural raw materials, through
consolidating the building of collectives,

while conserving the rhythm of industrial

development, is now put before the Party.

It is an unquestionably heavy task, but It

is converted into a practical, even technical

task, if the political premises for its solu-

tion are created.

We propose no new program to the

Party, we are only fighting for the reestab-

llshment of the old program tested in hard
combats and in glorious victories, and of

the tactical line of the Communist Party
(Bolsheviks),

April 1930. Christian Rakovsky.
V, Kossior,

N. Mural oT.

gantry.

Theoretically, this problem is solved

with relative ease insofar as it is a question

of the working class and the agricultural

day laborers. The matter Is more diffi-

cult with the middle peasant. Will he be

satisfied with the reesablishment of the N.

E. P., and revolutionary legality, or will

he ask for the Neo-N. E, P. and supple-

mentary demands which are incompatible

with the existence of the proletarian dic-

tatorship? How is the middle peasantry

to be satisfied without ceasing the struggle

against the Kulak? It is already a ques-

tion that can be settled with clarity in

practice. We can only affirm with pre-

cision that the establishment of Party and

workers' democracy and the Union of Poor

Peasantry against which the bureaucracy

revolts, is the means by which the demands

of the middle peasantry can be kept within

limits compatible with the foundations of

the proletarian dictatorship. Democracy in

the Party, as well as Soviet democracy In

the country, will be the shield against un-

bridled bureaucratic arbitrariness. Without

the establishment of a free regime within

the Party, the middle peasantry will not

believe that revolutionary legality Is really

established.

The period of politically deceitful slo-

gans is passed. Only an honest and con-

scientious Communist policy can save the

proletarian dictatorship. The Sixteenth Con-

gress of the Party takes on an exclusively

serious importance. It is most likely, how-

ever, that the Centrist .leadership will seek

to make it the most insignificant Congresi

ever held. Even though the Congress Is

already on the threshold, no matter what

the discussions are in the Party, we can

have no illusions. The Party cannot permit

such a contempt of its rights. Especially

must it reject it at such a critical moment.

The I>emands of the OpposiUon

The whole world has seen the Centre-

Right bureaucracy at work. The results

are at hand. Every member of the Party

sees them around him. We demand a free

discussion in the Party and free elections

to the Congress, In the discussions and

the elections, etery shade of Opposition

should participate which recognizes the

principles of the united Party and the road

ol reform.

We demand the liberation of the incar-

cerated Oppositionists, and the withdrawal

of the application of Article S8. We de-

mand the recall of L, D. Trotsky from ex-

ile and his reinstatement into the Party.

We demand that the Central Commit-

tee publish the existing documents of the

Opposition in the period of 1927-30, and

also the articles by Lenin on the national

questJion as well as his political testament.

These demands are only preliminary. The

question of Party and workers' democracy

must be posed in all amplitude before the

Congress itself.

Withmit Party and workers* democracy,

all the corrections will inevitably be con-

verted into deformations. Only the revolu-

tionary control of the masses is in a posi-

tion to keep the apparatus under its hand.

We deem indispensable the reorganization

of the Central Committee and the Central

Control Commission and the restitution to

the Congress and the Party of the rights

torn away from them formally and trans-

ferred to the C. C. and C. C. C.

We deem indispensable the suppression

of the post of general secretary and to

diminish the role of the Party secretary

to the execution of technical functions,

with the transference of the political func-

tions to the Political Bureau as a whole.

We deem indispensable the changing

of the present method of allocating work

to the members of the Party.

We demand the complete reorganiza-

tion of the Organizing Bureau, which Is to-

day the principal prop of the apparatus dls-

tatorship.

We demand the exbension to aVf the

elective organs of the Party of the system

existing at the elections of the Central

Committee and the Central Control Com-

mission.

We demand a substantial reduction of

the Party apparatus, as well as that of the

trade unions, cooperatives, the state,—in

order to liberate resources and to destine

them for additional investment in the con-

struction of Soviet and collective farms,

• In the meantime, the Centrist leadership,

which does not permit Unions of Poor Pea-

sants in a part of the territory of the U.

S. S, R., is obliged to admit them in the

Ukraine, and to put in their hands the work
of collectivization. The Committees of

Poor Peasants in the Ukraine were main-

tained because they knew how to defend

themselves and did not permit the policy

of liquidation of the years 1924-25 to go

further than to transform them from or-

ganizations of a semi-compulsory type into

organizations of a free type,
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Stalin-Bucharin and the Chinese Revolution

A LETTER BY TCHEN DU HSIU
CSonttnued from last issue

Comrades! The Central Committee has

mow weated these false reasons in order

to ext»l me from the Party and put the

name of "counter-revolutionist" upon me

without any proofs. I believe that most of

the comrades are not clear about this case.

Even the C. C. itself has said: "There may

be some who do not understand it!" But

they expelled me and said I went over to

the counter-revolution when some comrades

do not understand it. Nevertheless, I un-

derstand quite weli why they falsely ac-

cuse us as "counter-revolutionists." This

is the weapon created by the modern Chi-

nese for attacking those who do not belong

to them. For instance, the Kuo Mln Tang

accuses the Communists of being "counter-

revolutionists" in order to cover their own

«tns. Chiang Kai-Shek tries to deceive the

masses with the signboard of revolution,

considering himself as the personification

of revolution. Those who oppose him are

-counter-revolutionists" and "reactionary

elements."

Many comrades know that the above-

mentioned false reasons given by the C. C.

for expelling me are only the formal and

official excuse. In reality, they have be-

come tired of hearing my opinions express-

ed in the Party and of my criticism of their

continued opportunism and putschism of

the past and their execution of a policy of

bankruptcy:

The Qnestion of "Feudal Bcmnants"

In any number of the bourgeois coun-

tries of the entire world, there are feudal

relics and methods of seml-fendal exploi-

tation (Negroes and slaves of the South Sea

archipelago are like those of the pre-feud-

allfit slave system), and there exist rem-

nants of feudal forces. China is even more

like this. In the revolution, of course, we

cannot neglect this; but the Comintern and

the C. C. unanimously recognize that in

China the feudal remnants still occupy the

dominant position In economy and politics

and hold the ruling position. There-

lore, they consider these relics as the ob-

ject of the revolution and let the enemy, the

oppressor of the revolution—the forces of

the bourgeoisie—be passed over and regard

all reactionary actions of the bourgeoisie

as those of the feudal forces.

They say that the Chinese bourgeoisie

Is still revolutionary, that they can never

forever be reactionary, and that all those who

are reactionary cannot be the bourgeoisie.

Thus, they do not recognize that the Koio

Mln Tang represents the interests of the

bourgeoisie or that the national government

Is the regime representing the interests of

the bourgeoisie. The conclusion must be

that besides the Kuo Mln Tang, or the Nan-

king section of It, there is or will be, now

or in the future, a non-reactionary and re-

volutionary bourgeois party. Therefore, in

tactics and in practical actions, they simply

follow the Reorganizattonists at present,

and do the military work of overthrowing

Chiang Kai-Shek; in the platform they say

that the character of the third revolution

m the future must still be that of a bour-

geois-democratic revolution, opposing any

antagonlzatlon of the economic forces of the

bourgeoisie and the issuance of the slogan

of the dictatorship of the proletariat. Such

an illusion concerning the bourgeoisie and

such contimial longing for it, are not only

calculated to continue the opportunism of

the past, but to deepen it. It must lead

to a more shameful and sad failure in the

future revolution.

The Slogan of Soviets

U we consider the slogan "Establish

the Soviet regime" as the slogan of action,

we can issue it only when the objective con-

ditions have ripened into a revolutionary

wave It cannot be issued at any time at

pleasure. In the past, during the revolu-

tionary wave, we did not adopt the slogans

"Organize Soviets" and "Establish the Sov-

iet regime". Naturally, it was a grave

error In the future, when the revolution

takes place, we shall immediately have to

organize the workers,' peasants and sol-

diers* Soviets. Then we shall mobilize the

Tuasses to a struggle for the slogan of

"Establish the Soviet regime." Furthermore,

it would be the Soviet of the dictatorship o£

the proletariat, and not the Soviet of the

workers and peasants democratic dictator-

shlo In the present period when the counter-

revolutionary forces are entirely victorious

and when there is no wave of
^^^^J^^^^'

lutlonary movement, the objective conditions

for "armed uprising" and "Establishment

of Soviets" are not matured. At the ^pre-

sent time "Establishment of Soviets Ii

only the propaganda and educational slo-

gan If we use It as a slogan of action,

and' mobilize the working cl^«
^^,°f« ^°

-ele practically for the "Establishment

w« will certainly be unable to

nf the masses.

In the present situation^ we should

adopt the democratic slogan of "Struggle

for the convocation of the National Assem-

bly". The objective conditions for this

movement have matured and at present

only this slogan can move large masses to

issue out of the legal political struggle to-

wards the revolutionary rise and the strug-

gle for the "armed uprising" and the "es-

tablishment of the Soviet regime." The pre-

sent C. C, continuing its imtschism, does

not do this. They consider that the rebirth

of the revolution has matured, and re-

proach us for regarding the slogan of the

"establishment of workers and peasants

Soviets" as only a propaganda slogan;

thus, they logically consider it a slogan of

action. Therefore, they constantly compel

the Party members to come to the streets

for demonstrations in workers' quarters,

and compel employed comrades to strike.

Bhrery small dally struggle must be artifi-

cially enlarged to a big political struggle,

making the working masses and working

comrades leave the Party more and more.

More than that, at the Klangsu repre-

sentative conference recently, it was re-

solved "to organize the great strike move-

ment", and "local uprisings". From last

ffirmmer to the present day, there have

been signs of small struggles among the

Shanghai workers, but when they appeared

they were crushed by the policy of putsch-

Ism of the Party, and afterwards, of course,

they will be constantly crushed. If the

resolutions of the Kiangsu representative

conference are executed, they will be d^-

troyed. Our Party is already not the guide

who helps the wave of the workers' revo-

lutionary struggles to come, but is becom-

ing the executioner rooting up the branches

of the workers* straggles.

The present Central Committee, sincere-

ly basing Itself upon the bankrupt line of

the Sixth Congress, and under the direct

guidance of the Comintern, is executing the

aiwve bankrupt policy and capping the op-

portunism and puitschism of the past by sur-

rendering the party and the revolution. No
maitter If it was the Comintern or -the Chin-

ee Communist Party which committed the

errors of opportunism in the past and made

the revolution fail, it was a crime ; now th^e
errors have been pointed out plainly by the

comrades of the Opp(Kition, but they still

do not acknowledge their past mistakes and

consciously continue their past erroneous

Line. Moreover, for the sake of covering up

the errors of a few Individuals, they deliber-

ately violate the organizational policy of the

Bolsheriks, abuse the authority of the su-

preme party organs, prevent self-criticism

within the party, expelling numerous com-

rades from the party for expressing different

political opinions and deliberately splitting

the party. This is the crime of crimes, most

stupid and most shameful. No Bolshevik

should be afraid of open self-criticism before

the masses. The only way for the party to

win the masses is to carry out self-criticism

courageously, never losing ithe masses for

fear of self-criticism. To cover up one's

own mistakes, like the present Central Com-
mittee, is certainly to lose the masses.

Comrades! All we know is that who-

ever opens his mouth to express some critic-

ism of the errors of ithe party is himself

expelled, while the mistake remains uncor-

rected. But we should draw a baliance.

Which is more important: to save the party

from danger or save ourselves from having

our names dropped from the party list?

The Policy of Armed Uprisings

Since the "August 7" conference, which

determined upon the "general direction of

the armed uprising", and the uprising were

carried out in several places, I wrote many
letters to the Central Committee at that

time, pointing out that the revolutionary

sentiment of the masses then was not at a

high point, that the regime of the Kuo Min

Tang could not be quickly exploded, that

the unconditional uprisings only weaken the

power of the party and isolate it more from

the masses ; that we should change the policy

of uprisings into that of winning and uniting

'the masses in their daily struggles. The

Central Committee thought tha.t widespread

uprisings were an absolutely correct new

line for correcting opportunism, and that to

estimate the condition of the uprisings and

to consider how .to insure the success of the

uprising, is opportunism. Of- course, they

never took my opinion into consideration and

regarded my words as a joke. They pro-

pagated them everywhere, saying that it was

proof that I had not corrected my opportun-

ist mistakes. At that time, I was bound by

the discipll-ne of the party organization, and

took a negative attitude, being unable to

go over the head of the organization to

struggle determinedly against the policy of

the Central Committee In destroying the

party.

I am to be held responsible for this.

After the Sixth Congress, I still had a false

comprehension and still entertained the il-

lusion that the new Central Committee had

received so many lessons from events that

they themselves would awaken to the fact

that it was not necessary to follow blindly

the erroneous line of the Comintern after

all. I still continued my n^ative attitude

and did not retain any different theories so

as to involve a dispute within the party,

though I was fundamentally dissatisfied with

the line of the Sixth Congress, After the

war between the Chiang Kai-Shek and the

Kwangsi cliques, and the "May 30" anniver-

sary movement, I felt deeply that the Cen-

tral Committee would oljstinately continue

its opportunism and putschism, and mani-

festly could not change by itself : that except

throu^ an open discussion and criticism by

the party members, from the lowest to the

highest ranks, the seriously false line of

the leading organ could not be corrected.

But all the party members are under the

domination and restriction of party discip-

line, in a state of "daring to be angry but

not daring to speak".

At that'time, I could not bear to see the

party (created by the warm blood of innum-'

erable comrades) destroyed and ruined un-

der the lasting and essentially false line.

Thus I could do nothing but begin to expresKS

my opinion from August onward, in or-

der to fulfill my responsibiity. Some com-

rades sought to dissuade me, saying that the

people in the Central Committee -regard the

itnerests of a few leaders as more important

than the interests of the party and the re-

volution, that they attempted everywhere to

cover up their mistake, and could never ac-

cept the criticism of comrades ; that since

I was criticizing them so frankly, they would

use it as an excuse for exi)eiling me from
the party. But my regard for the party

compelled me to adopt resolutely the path

of not caring for my own interests.

(Concluded in Next Issue)
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Lovestone and the SI
Continued from page 5

3. *'.
. . the present party and Comin-

tern leaderships have abandoned I>eninist

tactics in the trade union field in favor of

DeLeonism. Not only has this estimate

been proven ifcrue, but it must be said that

along the entire front, the official leaders

of the Comintern and of the American Party

are joining in the adulation of DeLeon
which has up to now been the sole monopoly
and incidentally the sole stock In trade of

the sectarian S. L. P. . . . The whole course

of the party leadership today is a departure

from the principles of Leninist strategy in

the direction of its direct opposite, DeLeom-
ist sectjarianism." (itev. Age, No. 5.)

Since neither Zam nor his commission-

ers are particularly interested in writing

abstract philosophical reminiscences on the
respective historical merits of DeLeon's S.

L. P. and Hillquit's S. P., it is plain that the

comparisons have a very modem and prac-

tical purpose. Zam is not prepared to make
it clear in all its implications—the Commun-
ist workers in -the Right wing ranks are not
yeft fully "prepared." But the implications

are there for anyone to see. As for the

dummy labelled "S. L. P.", with its "strict

discipline", "centralized", "expulsions", "sec-

tarianism"—why, that's not the S. L. P.,

it's 'the C. P. that Zam is punching at! And
the S. P.? It's just as "loose" and "on-
diisciplined" today as it was when these

exemplary qualities enabled a revolutionary

wing to develop within it." And what law
of nature or politics is to prevent what hap-

pened once from happening again ? If a
revolutionary wing came out of the Socialist

party, why can't it go in again? These are

the only possible inferences to be drawn
from the exeuTsioms of the Right wing poli-

ticians into history.

Our inference is fortified by a proposal,

made three years ago by Lovestone while
occupying the post of Communist party sec-

retary, to send a number of party members
into the Socialist party "for the purpose of

working for our labor party policy in the

socialist panty" ( Polcom Minutes. Decem-
ber 14, 1927). Loveatone's orientation to-

wards the Socialist party did not begin yes-

teirday. Nor did our opposition to it. At
that time, comrade Cannon introduced a
motion of principle declaiping this "tactic"

to be false and calling for a policy of frontal

attack against thfe S. P. all along the line,

with particular emphasis against the so-

called "Lefts". Lovestone was forced to re-

treat on his proposal at that time, but not

to give it up, as is now quite clear.

No, it did not begin yesterday. It Is

rooted In the whole past history of the post-

Leninist regime in the Comintern, which is

the history of the war upon "Trotskyism".
It is not by chance that Lovestone and Co.
were for years the official oolor-'guards of

this reactionary campaign against the pro-

letarian wing of the International and the
fundamental principles of Marxism it de-
fended. It is not by chance that Lovestone
was the one chosen to expel us from the
Party, with the brotherly cooperatipn' of
Foster, and the papal ble^ing of Stalin.

For a long time the issues were muddled
and falsified. For a long itimethe Cammun-
ist workers were confused and unable to
orientate themselves upon a Marxist course.

Lovestone is now helping to clear the atmos-
phere—in a negaitive sense—by his natural
evolution towards unity with reformism.
The Fosters, Browders, Bedachts and Stach-
els are still doing all they can to obscure
the greait problems of the Communist move-
ment by their bewildering zig-zags, ttheir un-
principledness, their ignorance. They occupy
a no less menacing position today than Love-
stone, who grew out of the same soil—the
soil of the Stalin-Bucharin bloc— did yes-
terday. With itheir ultra-Leftist eourae,
they continued to strengthen the Right wing
even after Lovestone's expulS'ion, and to de-
ceive the Communist workers with this coun-
terfeit "radicalism".

The Communist workers understand the
Loyestones and Wolfes better today than
they did yesterday. They will undersitand
the Fr^fers and Browders better tomorrow.
It is our work to help them in this under-
standing in time—in time to preserve the
foundations of the Communist movement
which the Centrists are undermining, and
to rebuild upon them.

In the article "What Nest?" contained
in the last issue of the Militant, a typo-
graphical error occurred which eonfused the
meaning of the conclusions drawn. Where
it says: "Without a deep internal struggle
this is no longer possible; but we must do
everything to exclude from this internal
stru^le a great Service to the Party in the
most critical moment. It Is not the Bol-
shevik-Leninisits who will assist such an
agreement"—it should read: '"but we must
do everything to keep out of this internal
struggle all elements of civil war. An agree-
ment on this basis may do a great service
to the party in the most critical moment
It Is not the Bolshevlk-Lenlnlsts who will
resist such an agreement."
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In -the present period, witr tre mtensi-

flcation of the organic ills and weaknesses

of capitalism, -with the dawn of new and

broader horizons of class struggle, war

ft-nd revolution, the vanguard of the work-

ing class, the OommuTiists., muat more than

ever look to Lenin for inspination. for guid-

ance. It was Lenin who characterized our

epoch as one of social convulsions, as one

of international struggle for the proletariat,

Lenin was the founder and organizer of

the party of the working-class, the Com-

munist International, which as the consci-

ooe arm of the class -will inevitably lead

it to victory.

Today the epigones of Leninism are

in power in the International. Today the

teachings of Lenin and of Marx are being

grouTid underfoot, while reactionary theor-

1^ like that of socialism in one cotintry are

proclaimed ithe acme of Communist wisdom.

The Communist International has been crip-

pled a'nd pairalyzed by the Stalinist bur-

eaucracy, at timcss playing the role of an

international pacifist society, at timers that

of an irresponsible adventnirist sect. The
Russ an revolution which Lenin held up as

the torch-light of emancipiW ion for the

world^ proletariat, is being run into national

socialist channels.

The years of opportunist policy, in the

Soviet Union and in tlie Intermitional fol-

lowing the death of Lenin, have crystallized

a Bight wing group in the Communist move-

ment, based on the theory of socialism in

one country. For tliem. for the Love^^tones

and the Brandlers, all the teachings of

Lenin are summed up in his meticulous at-

tention to national peenliarities. They only

disfigure and misrepi-'csen t Lenin the Inter-

nationalist. They turn him into a monstrous

caricature, th{?,t of the nationally limited

"exceptional ist". These people Iiave broken

with the fundamental tenet of revolutionary

Marxism, with proletarian Internationalism.

The International Left Opposition alone

bases and supports itself on the rigorous

and far-sighted principles of Leninism. It

is the true heir of Lenin. Under the lead-

ership of the co-worker of Lenin, L. D.

Trotsky and of the cream of Bolshevism—

the Rus:~ian OppoMtion— tre Communist Left

fights for the defense of Leninism and for

the regener£.Cion of the Communist luter-

naitinal in the spirit of Lenin. For us as

for Lenin it is clear that ^we live in the

framework of world economy, in which

every country forms an inseparable link.

For us as for Lenin the enemy is imperial-

ism, monopoly — world capitalism. The

struggle of the proletariat is an interna-

tional struggle. Our daily struggle against

American capitalism is for us a battle on

ome particular front in the war against

world capitalism. With Lenin, we look

upon the Russian revolution upon the Soviet

state as the first step of the international

revolution. The only way to defend it is the

Leninist way : "hard work at developing

the revolutionary struggle in one's own hmd
and the support of sueh and only such strug-

gles and policies in every countr>' without

exception." We reject tlie Stalinist brand

of mechanical internationalism, which sets

en arbitra^ry date for international action

regardless of the degree of readiness of the

different sections and irrosi>eot ive of the

objective situation (first of August. 6th of

March etc.) For Leninists revolutionary

action com^ists of the applioiition of an in-

ternational line that a-s5;igns specific tasks

to every national section on the basis of

the situation of its country in tiie Cf>mplex

of world economy. Th'is is the way Lenin

regarded the tasks of the Russian Com-

munists :

"Tiie Russian proletariat,'* Lenin said,

"cannot single-handed bring the Socialist

revolution to a victorious conclusion. But

it can give the Russian revolution a mighty

impetus such a3 would create most favor-

able conditions for a socialist revolution and

would in a sense, start it. It can help to

create more favorable circumstances for its

most importMit, most trustworthy and most

reliable collaborator, the European and Am-
erican proletariat, to join the decisive bat-

tles." (Farewell Letter to the Swiss Work-

ers.)

It is In this lig'ht (that we reject the

theory of socialism in one country as un-

Leninist, It is in this sense that we cr^n-

demn the Bucharin-Stalin policy of "En-

rich Tonrselves!" the Stalinist policy of

"one-hundi-ed percent conect-ivization" and

the bureaucratic "liquidation of the kulak

as a clas>;". as difEetrent sid^s of one and

the same reactionary theory, that of the

national socialist Utopia—-as a bntrayal of

the interests of the revolut:ioii.

Only with a Leninist iwlicy can the

revolution be succe.-<.sfully concluded, only on

an international scale. It is for such a

policy that the Left Opposition has suffered

suppres-^^ion, exile, expulsion and physical

riolence. But it has become hardened in

tht^ i;truggle. It will not yield. On the

solid rock of I^eninist principle it will

build up its revolutionary cadres, fight for

the <-onfidence and support of the Commun-
ist workers and, with them, lead the prol-

etariat to viotory under the banner of tlie

reirenera ted Ijeninisfc Comintiern.

To thc«e who mock at us because of

our present smallness of numbers, we hold

up the glorious example of Lenin, who with

a tiny band of courageous revolutionists,

raised the standard of proletarian itnema-

tionalism at Zimmerwald in the face of

world reaction ; of Liebknecht, who alone

and isolated defended this same interna-

tionalism in the Reichstag in the face of

slander and viMflea'tioh against the German
Boeial-chauvinists: of Rose Luxemburg, who
with a little group of Spartacists, persecuted

and hunted down by the treacherous iNoske

and Soheidemann, by the dogs of reaction,

formed the first nucleus of German Com-
munism. We too stand alone today. We
are accused of being sectarians, of isolating

ourrselves from the mass^. But we know
well—and we have rich and fert*ile Marxist

experience to back us—^t:hat the massies are

not clay to be played with, that intransige-

ance of principle on our part today gives

birtli to the inspired actions of the mass^
tomOR^row. Today our task is to clarify,

to solidify our ranks on the basis of prin-

ciple. We are now defending, as a small

minority, the living heritage of Marxism,
even as Lenin did in the days when the

Kamenevs and the other fictitious "old

Bolsheviks" thundered against him and his

sectarianism. Our task today Is mass pro-

paganda. It is bearing fruit. The seventh

anniversary of Lenin's death finds 'the Len-

inist Left Opposition definitely on the up-

grade.

Kote Zinzadze Dead

!

A brief note, a few perfunctory lines

in a recent issue of Pravda, announce the

death in Stalinist exile of comrade Kote
Zinzadze. We recently mentioned comrade
Zinz{\dze's case in the Militant, pointing out

his extremely .serious condition and the fact

that permission for the change of climate

promised him by tre party leaders iwotild

pro!>ably arrive in time for his funeral. Our
worst fears have now been realized.

Why was our comrade allowed to die

when his life might have been saved? He
committed the crime of every Bolshevik Op-

positionist; he remained loyal to the herit-

age of the October revolution. An irre-

proachable revolutionist, he joined the Bol-

shevik party in 1903, and '^\'as one of the

organizers of the October revolution. After

the victory of the Russian workers, he work-

(Cotinued on page 4)

Lenin's Will Must Be Carried Out by the Party I

By the stability of tlie Central Com-

mittee, of whicii I spoke before. I mean
measures to prevent a split, so far as such

measures can 1)0 talten. For. of course,

the White Guard in RassUye Mysl (I think

it was S. I'j, 01denl)urg) was right when,

in the first phice. in his play against Soviet

Russia he i«uiked on the hoiK> of a split

in our party, and \Wien, in the second

place, he banked for that split on serious

disagreements in our party.

Our party rests upon two cla.sses. and

for that reason its instability i.s possible,

and if there cannot exist an agreement

betweeji these classes its fall is inevitalde.

In sucii an event it would be useless to

take any measures or in general to di.scuss

the stability of our Central Committee. In

such an event no measures would prove

capable of preventing a split. But I trust

that is too remote a future, and too im-

pix>bable an event, to talk about,

I have in mind stability as a guanrntee

against a split in the near future, and I

intend to examine hero a series of con-

siderations of a purely personal character.

I think that the fundamental factor in

the matter of stability—from this point of

view^is such members of the Central Com-
mittee as Stalin and Trotsky. The relation

between them oonstltuBes, in my opinion,

a big half of the danger of that split,

wihich might be avoided, and the avoidance

of -which might be ppomotsed in my opinion,

by raising the number of members of the

Central Committee to fifty or one hundred.

CSomrade Stalin, having become Gen-

eral Secret;ary. has concen.trated an enor-

mous power in his hands ; and I am not

sure that he always knows how to use that

power witli suffici«it caution. On the other

hand comrade Trotsky, as was proved by

his struggle against the Ceoitral Committee

in connection with the question of the Peo-

ple's Commissariat of Ways and Communi-
cation, is distinguished not only by his

exceptional ability—personally he is, to be

sure, the most able man in the present Cen-

tral Committee-- but also l)y his too far-

reaching self-confidence and a disposition to

be far too much attracted by the purely ad-

ministrative side of affairs.

These two qualities of the two most

able leaders of the present Central Com-
mittee might, quite innocently, lead to a
.split, and if our imrty does not take meas-

ures to prevent i^t, a split might arise un-

expectedly.

I will not further chaTacterize the

other members of the Central Committee

as to ithelr personal qualities. I will only

remind you that the October epfisode of

Zinoviev and Kameneff was not, of course.

acdidental, but that it ought as little to be

used against them as the non-Bolsherism

of Trotsky.

Of the younger members of the Cen-

tral Committee, I want to say a few words

about Piatakov land Bucharin. T^ey are,

in my opinion, the most able forces ( among
the youngest), and in regard to them it is

necessary to bear in mind the following:

Bucharin is not only the most valuable and

biflgest theoretician of the parity, but also

may legitimately be considered the favorite

of the whole party ; but his theoretical views

can only with the very greatest doubt be

regarded as fully Marxist, for there is some-

thing scholastic in him (he never has learn-

ed, and I think never fully understood the

dialectic.)

And then Piatakov—a man undoubteflly

distinguished in will and ability, but too

much given over to the administrative side

of things to be relied on in a serious politi-

cal question.

Of coulee, both these remarks are made
by me merely with a view of the i>re^sent

time, or supposing that these two able and
loyal workers may not find an occasion to

supplement their knowledge and correct

their one-sidedness.

December 25, 1922

P(3istseript: Stalin is too rude, and this

fault entii-ely supix>rtable in relations

among us Communists, becomes unsupport-

able in the office of General Secretary.

Therefore, I propose to the conu'ades to find

a way to remove Stalin fi^m thai position

and appoint to It another man who in all

respects differs from Stalin only in super-

iority — namely, more patient, mwe loyal,

more polite and more atteiUive to comrades,

less capricious, etc. This circumstance may
seem an insignificant trifle, but I think that

from the p<^nt of view of preventing a split

and from the point of view of the Telation

between Sfcalin and Trotsky which I dtecus-

sed above, it is not a trifle, or it is such a
jtrifle as may acquire a decisive slgnifieance.

January 4, 1923. —LENIN.



Towards the New York Dressmakers Strik
The call for the dressimakers' sifcrike of

New York is about to be issued. Although

it is to be a strike of only one branch of

tbse industry it is neverthel(^ss of concern

to all needle trades workers. The condi-

tions csf work prevailing at present ate

practioally >the same in every branch : fierce

exploita'tion :bliroug:h the piece work sys-

tem, constant rtKlaction of wages and
fhe complete abandoTiment of regular hours.

To be able to pull tbroupch in any way,
witlh the existing stendards, the needle

trade workers in many oases work seven
days a week besides putting in long hours-.

While the cost of living has been reduced
tsomewhat here and there, ^liiges have de-

clined from 25 to GO percent. The sltua-

^tioQ varies very little in the different

branches of the trade.

The Assault of the Bosses

The onlangbt of the bosses against the

standards of the needle tradi^ workers is

assuming pbeiiomenal proportions. In the

completely unorganized shops, the bosses

proceed with a general slashing of wages,

cutting down fhe earnings of the workers

to the very rock bottom, meeting with
praaticially no reisistan<'e. In the «;hops un-

der control of tihe Right wing union, the

bossa*? have the tacit support of the ad-

ministration in ithe wage cutting campaign.

The Itight 'wing betrayers help the bossos

pacify the workers, subdue their spirit of

iresistance, utiiizing the ttmtrol over the

membership and the apparatus of the union

as a profit-raising macihine for the bosses

and again?it the workers.

The most fundamenttal principles of un-

ioniism have been wiped out and replaced

by open hand-in-glove work with the bo.sses.

This clafts collaboration iwlicy is threaten-

ing to de.'iftroy the last vestige of power of

the organized needle workw and stall off

the orgariiaifion of the unorganized, further

and further. The needle trade workers,

eeix^cia Ily the class conscious ones, cannot ,

and must not allow tlhese conditions to

continue. We must call Q halt, and that

wiiChout delay.

The strike of (the dressmakeiisi, being

oalU^ by the Needle Trades Workers In-

dustrial Union, must l>eeome a rallying

point for all needle tirade workers in their

fig'ht agiiinst the bcK>'<ef^ for l)etter conditions,

for sh<^)rtest hours, for week work, against

the "sfiagger system", against the class col-

iaboraition policy of the Right wing official-

dom, again?^-t terror in the unions, land for

the organization of the unorganized. The

economic initcrebts of the workerw, organ-

ized and unorganized, are identical. The
economic interests of the workers in the N.

T. W. I. T-. are just the ^-^ame as those of

the workei-s who, Iveeaiise of job control,

are at present in the Right wing union.

Even the working conditions of the two

grouix=? of workers do not differ to any de-

gree and their m^ds are Identical.

This identity of interests of the needle

workers in the Industrial Union and in ithe

Right wing International must become clear

to aH workens, and should be the guide for

a common .vtruggle against the bosses. The
fiact that for the present or even for some

time in the future, these 'w^)rkers are div-

ided in tiieir union aililiiiition. mus;t not for

one moment befog their common aim. Those

workers who are fighting under the I)anner

of the N. T. W. I. U., being the most ad-

vanc<-'tl section of the needle workers, mu^^t

continuously and tirelesstly work in the dir-

ection of 'helping the workers in the Right

wing unions free themselves from itihe yoke

of the tireaoherous bureaucracy. Our isola-

tion up till now hias only helped the Inter-

naiiomil to spn^ui the notion among its

workers that the Industrial Union exists

"only for politics". Such propa^ganda can

be eradicated only through persistent work
in building the Industrial Union as a mili-

tant organization, as well as through a
fighting group in the International for the

interests of the thousands of needle work-
ers there. The sooner we do that the soon-

er will we separate the needle workers
from their ^reformist leadership.

Party Policy and Ours
The policy of the N. T. W. I. U. in re-

lation to tihe workers in the Initernational.

whicli has been changed somewhat under
the pressure of the Opposition's criticism,

has led the w^orker,'^ to t^onfusion and isola-

tion, By calling the broad masses of tihe

By SYLVIA BLEEKER
policy of fhe party has been ch^jinged, the

attitude and approach to the Right wing
membership is still erroneous. In essence,

the changed policy mnsf, be a call to t^e
worker of the needle trades, regardless of
their union affiliation, for a common strug-

gle against iCheir class (enemies, the bosses,

and t)hetr reformist agents. The two-

front policy p(ropoKe<l I>y tiie Communist
League { Opposition ) was originally re-

jected and condemned. 'We said, "What is

needed is a tu-^o-sided policj' of t?trengthen-

ing the new Union and simultaneously
working within the old Unioriis, with a sin-

gle object-ive : to unite the workers on a

broader basis under the Left wing banner.

... To liquidate the new unions would
meian to deprive t^he workers of 'tihe conccn-

tratKHl gaiiis of theiir Hong .struggle and
partsilyze their lighting power for a long

time.

The La«Ii: of Preparation

Up to now, the preparations for the

dress strike iiave not been mu(!h rto speak
of. to put it mildly. Kinct^ the last monfer-
enoe in June 1930. Inhere were only phmsef^,

but no orgardzairional preparation. The
famous ^eory t^eit all workers of the A, P.

of L. unions are "social fascists" made It

impossible for the Industrial Union to or-

ganize opposition groups in the Initerna-

tlional and raLse the sentiment for tihe

strike. Ijeiaflets. open forums, are essential,

but cannot ttike the place of diriec^t and de-

finite organization. The making of contacts
in the open and Kig^t wing ^=«hops has been,

conducted in a loose mianner, with very ob-

vliously merger results. I>ue to t:he me<'han-

ical di.s<'nss,ion at the vanious meetings of

fhe union, the interest of our meml)ei-ship

is not sufficiently deejvgoing. This has been
<lemonstrated by the small attendance from
the sihot-^ controlled by the Industrial Umion
to -tihe dress conferences, and l)y the shop

delega^tes' council meetings. The machin-
ery of the strike now, about two weeks be^

fore the call is to be issued, hiiia not las

jiOt been organized, constituted and puJt

into a workable body. When is ali this to

b<^ tlont>—tills puzzles every needle trades

•worker. Su<'!h fraternal organizations as

the Workmen's Circle, the Imdependent
Workmen's Circle, and a number of other

labor fraternal organizations, were not
asktvl to support the strike. The reason
given for tihis attitude by the leadership un-

til opposibion comra{les in the strike com-
imittiH' made t-he proposal, was titat they
are boisses' orgsmiza ions, and that the In-

ternational Workei-s Or<ler has the juris-

diction in ithis field.

Of <'Ourse, this policy of the Oommnnist
party for the trade unions is thoroughly

wrong. By maintaining tills i>olicy, fhe

Comnumist tKUty is only aping the reac-

tionarj' A. F. of L. whieli recognizes no
"dTOil" organization's regardleiss of tlieir

position, .strength and efftytiveness. Thiis

policT is only i\ remnant of the preceding

iSiOlation coursie of the i>arty. mhich con-

idered every \\'orker not a direct, supporter

of fhe party a "social fascist" or woi-se.

There are certainly many Iionesif workers
In these organisations and fhey must be

ap[)ealed to, to show their sc>li<larity witii

the dress strikensi.

What Should Be Done?

To insure a favorable outcome of thie!

strike we must immediately intensify the

orgianaza'tion within the Right wing unions
and rally the workers around, fhe oi\ll for

t(he dress strike. We must fippeal for aid

to ail labar and fraternal organizations

without exception ;and urge the meml>ership

to exert pressure ui>on their officialdom to

make Hie strike of the dressmakers the

fight of all the workers, so that the strike

suc^cessful at the present crisis will have a

far-r(>achiiig effeot on all the'^^^o.rkers. Si>eiiik-

er« for all our nwetings s^hould come from

The Strike -- As We Go to Press
since the article i>y comrade BltM'-ker

was wratttm, umd just as we go to press, we
have received, the following information:

At the party ne<?dle trades fm<'tion

in(*eting on .Tanuibry 29. 1931, with Amter
. i.n the <rliair, Foster, .Toihnstone, Statliel and
other party leaders pi-cisent, and under tlieir

pressure, it wa« decided to chamge the

\^'hole basis of t'iie <!<>iniing dr^ssmjikers'

^strike. Instead of a strike for the wonomic
demands of fhe workerr^ in the trade (hours,

wages and <if)nditions), the dx^cision was
adopted ito e>()nduct the strike SOLKIjY on
tlie basis of a struggle for the "rocogni'tion

of the undon." This marks a diwtLiictly

ba(!kwar<l step, which robs the whole i>i-o-

posed st.rike of its genuine isignificance. At
the present time, when the mstin task must
be the strengthening of tlie Indus-trbil Un-
ion in the face of tfhe severe onslaughts of

the bosse,s upon the dressmakers' cmiditions,

a strike merely for "recognition" makes it

virtually impossible to draw into the s-trug-

gle file thousands of workers who are nn-

m-gan.ized or in the Right wing nniion. H
is always tihe policy of the labor lieutem^nts

of capitalijsm in control of the A. F. of L,

to .[londu'cf strikes purely for recognition

fnun fhe bc'^ses, and not for the amelioi-a-

tion of the workers' conditions. The I^eft

wing c^'lnnot asKl must nof, follow tiliis rtwid.

What is behind this oveiiiight change
of i>oli<-y. First, a bekited ireoognition by
the jiarty bureaucmts that the preimrations

for the strike have been .grossly insufficient

up fio now. Second, the idea of making a
dicker iiehind the scenes with one sectiofn

of the boss^, tliose with whom Ithe Indu-
pfiiial Uni;on already has an agreement, for

the riMidoption of this agreement—denuding

tlie (.strike of ifrs real ol)jective and of all

militancy.

The Left wing militants must bear this

in mion: Under iiresent conditions a strike

for "recogiiittion of the Industrial Union"
will not move tiie non-Industrial I'nion

members to stm^ggle. The demand is aai

abs-tract one unless it is iiound up with the

struggle for ecronomic <iondiiitioris, "^^'*orkers

join in struggle for the improvement of

their <iondition.-^ ;ind only under that ban-

ner, and not for an abstraction.

What does tfhe Left Opposition pnipose

at present? The point of viiew .exrcssed- in

comrade Blocker's article remains entirely

correct. If a strike is called, it must be
cialled on the ixisis of Hie conditions of the

workers and their improvement, and with
ade(piate preparntious and a correct ai>-

pi^H-h to the majorLty of flhe workers who
do not yet follow the Left wing. If it is

proiK)sed to call a strike merely for "re-

cognition*'—^the strike will be devoid of its

real objective, for whi<'li the party Imrcau-
crats will bear tihe full resi>onsibi]i'iy, lia-

Jther than such a "strike"', we propose that

the present wtr.ike committtH> Ite ransformed
into AN ORGANIZATIONAL UOMMm.^EE
with a <-aani>;ngn worlted out to lay the

gixmnd solidly for a real strike In (he fu-

ture, Tliese are the proposals which the

Legt wing as a whole nuist adopt.

It goes without saying that regardless

of w^at stops are taken by the Industrial

Uniom.. the Left Opposiition will iw found
fighting on the side of (he Left wing and
in the very front ranks. Our interests are
theirs ; their struggle is ours.

We shall return to this question in

gresii.ter detail in the next issue.

ir^i^rrfTlf^ t-v^'t j\^\ n ' /^ r* Tr i^ T»ct V\tt <-iHf
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MAX EASTMAH
Will Speak On

MARXISM AND LENINISM"
(Tnc Sclence_> or R^evolution)

at the

the working class movement, and we must
make an effort to get all tiose who de-
finitely (rapport the strike. All workers,
members of our umion, should be drawn into
activities regardless of their political opin-
ions. R^jular and systematic shop meet-
ingss hinst be called of ail tihe eonnectionis
t3mt we have made so far in the Right wing
and non-iinion sihops, to discuss their
grievances and bring them to a head at tlie

time of the strike call. Kvery shop con-
fjrolled by the Industrial Union should
spare one or more members for (xjlonissatiou

in non-union and Right wing shops. The
stirike committee must begin to function
properly by assuming its legitimate func-
tiions immediately. We cannot delay tihe

perfection of this apparatusL All members
with experience in strikes and willing to
be active, should t)e drawn into the work.
The conference in prc'parajtion for Jan. ,31,

must work in (he direction of sending out
a call to the I. L. G. W. U. demanding from
them not to see the machinery of the union
to scab on the dressmakers, and call upom
the workers there to exert prew^ure upon
the officialdom—and join the ra>nks of the
strikers. The strike of the dressmakers
should become the fo<?al point aroun<l which
the issues of the newile workers will be
ci^yK-tJallizetl and a <lef]nite l^ft, wing or-
ganized in the Right wing unions will
emerge. To this emi, every class conscious
worker must strive. We must try to make
up for the criminal lack of preparation by
our devoted work. Our tireless and whole-
hearted participation mnst become the
backbone of the dressmakers in their figiit

against the bosses. The C/ommunist Ijeagiie
of America (Opposition) calls up<m all its
meml>ers. its sympatih.izers and the needle
(rades workero in general to Join the ranks
of the striking dressmsiikers and help them
carry it to a vidorious conclusion. The
dressmakens will [lave the way for a mili-
tant, fight of the i\^t of the needle workers
against the greedy attacks of fhe manufac-
turers.

We stand with you, di-e-ssmakers. and
will do all in our i>ower to help yon win
the strike and build the Industrial Tnion.

GOLD ON THE SKIDS
From friends .in France we learn;
At the rwent intemationial <^onference

of 'the "revolutionary litterateurs" in
Odessa, a miost anstrucitive episode l>roke the
otiierwise even calm of the proceedings. Not
unexpe('tedl,y, the tumult centered around
the noted "proletarian artist". Michael (iold,

(Kli'tor of the New Masses. In the <.iourse of
the discussion, one of fhe .tVjuerican dele-
gatt^s. Kuidtz, directed a few telling sfric-
turt^s at Gold, iminting out that the man
was simply sliding fast to a comfortable
bourg(;ois outlook and . . . existence. As
we pointed out once in the Militant, Kunitz
pointe<l out at the cxmference how tihe

finwmcial motif ran through all of Gold's
work, Befx>re .Tack Robinson could be said,
GqU] simply upiKKl and engaged in a fist-

fight with Kunitz. The Russians, of course^
took the side of Kunitz—not physically, but
"ideologically". (Md's hints for a liiit of
subsidy, later on, were met with a cold
statement: "Print flic Massx^ on a mimeo-
graph machine", he was advised. We can-
not fully agree with this advi<e. We woifid
like -U> know: why should it be printeil at
all'?

'•'•'''''''''''''''''' .M-M-M.M.I...,................,.,.„.>

N^y^ OPEN
PORUM

EVERY SATUKDAT NIGHT

FEBRUARY 7: RECENT STRIKES IN
EUROPE-STRIKE STRATEGY,

by Arne 8waJ[>eck

Strikes Jbgai-nsit wage <*uts in Germany

—

Strikes against the stretch-out system in

Kngland—Strikes asjainsf the insimim'e
sys^tem in France ~ What have tJiey

ac^ievefl? What was the role of file

reactionaries? What was fhe role

of the CommuniS'ts'? .— What is

the position of (the Red I.^n-

ions? What are the iwospects
for revolutionary activity

withan the refonmist un-
ions?—Wha t constitutes

revolutionary strike stI^a-

tegj^? All these (jucs-

tions and others re-

latevl to pfbe snbiect



What 1$ Happening in the Soviet Union Today?
AT THE END OF AlJilUST

I will inform you briefly and fleefcingly

—eo as not to lose the freshoess—of the

impressions of my jouimey, my observations

and enoouinters. I shall not speak of the suc-

cesses, tlhey are indispuitable and are ex-

pressed in figures, even ithougtb not always

exiaet ones. I will only speak of the min-

uses, because they are pass^ over in sil-

ence. In the meantime, they aire aocuma-

lating into an ever greater danger. It is

the duty of a revolutionist today not to

pday the official tune but—against the

stream—to speak the trutih, and not only

speak it but sfhout it aloud.

. . . "Tlie approaching sliuyt-dowai of

msany big machinery plants is being spoken

of beeamse of itihe laick of raw malterials.

This Information was also oonflrmed by N,

N, wtio, as you know, works in this sphere.

The c!haos in transportation is beyond des-

eription.

The situation in ithe Donetz basin is

very critical. You must have noticed it by

the way. tlhrough the reflections in Pravda.

The miners are tfhrowing up Kheir jobs en

masse. They now are called "loafers".

There is nothing surprisiing in this situa-

tl«n. A friend of mine, a teohinieian work-

ing in the Donetz Basin, an honest non-

party worker, and completely pro-Soviet,

told me that i3ie situation was catastropfhic,

and What if the material conditionK of the

workers' existence were Jioit improved, the

Tealization of the production progKim would

thave no chance of realization. A» things

staaiid now^accord img to this same friend

—half of the miners receive en average

wage of fifty rubles a month . , . The co-

operatives naturally, have nothing in stock

and the prices of commodities in the free

market are extraordinarily ;higTa.

A situation sunttla-r to tlhe "I>on-bas"

has also been noticed in other places. Un-

der (these conditions, to speak about "pro-

ductive enthusiasm", is, to put it mildly,

an exaggeration, "When you speak to the

miners about increasing production' V the

^te<Sinician told me, "they unanimously reply

that they must first be fed." The produc-

tion meetings, as well as the trade union

meetings, are almost unaltteaided. In the

textile industry, the situation is no better.

I do not know if you are informed that

in the summer the paper mills were nearly

all closed down for a period of almost two

months as a consequence of the same
reason: lack of raw material. Once again,

the adventurism of Ithe leadership was vivid-

ly proved. They had establiished the unin-

terrupted working week and the system of

three shifts without a prelitminary inventory

of tihe raw materials ait hand. As
usual, 'responsibility -was shifted to the ad-

miniiSttrators. I can verj' well imagine tlie

fSate of the administna-torft had they said,

at t'he 'height of the uminterrtiptod work-

ing week, tha-t there was insufficient raw
material. We 'have a similar situation in

the leather and tobacco industries. In the

cooperati^-es, there was not unjtil recently

the possibility of buying even a single

cigarette or a pin<'h of tobacco. Allotted

cigarotites are ^'^Id only in factories and

institntions. On thi> private market, at

fantastic prices.

Queues at the stores have been stand-

ing for meat, {women wailt at the doors

of the coopm-atives from 8 to 9 o'clock in

the evening until the following morning)

for biscuilts, for caramels and . . . for shoe

repairs. For some ofUhe other commoditi^

the question of "queues" was solved very

simply: they simply did not exist,

TextUe, ixaper and silk prod-ucts woav

not to be obtained even on the free market.

In the coopepR lives, tihere are absolutely no

shoes. Tlieir distribution haw now been

begun at the factories, but in a completely

insufficient quantity. On the market, sIkx>s

sold at fabuIou«: prices; 70 rubles as a min-

imum. 200 as a maximum.

Tbc crisis in small currt^noy lias as-

sumetl oaitastrophic dimen-sions. There was

no p(«i«ibility of changing money. You ought

to see the intildents this produ<'ed! People

were buying absolutely unnecessary things

only in order to run up the bill to one

ruble Or (to three. Ijately even t'he imper

ruble has been miKsi'ng. Excitement runs

high. At the top. they close tlieir eyes to

the general restson for thJte very well known
phenomenon, produc*e<l by inflation.

Aft the faetori'^, the campaign for the

"Five Year Plan in Four Years"—^loan was

execut^iid with great difficnltj'. In majny

fiaetories, especially in the textile factoriess

it wa« very difficult (to organise meetings

for the loan. In some places, they utilized

the notm hour for rthetse meetings, but the

workers did not wanlfc to lioten. Generally,

the textile workers are the most dissatis-

fied: because of the extremely low wage

amd the intensifiealtion of labor. One woman
icomnade, a viery good textile worker, a
member of the party, told me that Che Oom-

muKists in itbe fa-ctory where she works

(one of the factories of the "Mieskvoshei")

can no longer bring in any propOKals; to

the factory meetings and whenever anytiiing

has ito be proposed, they sec'k out a non-

party tworker, because the workers will , not

lis.ten to them.

Because of the lack of footlstuffs thei-e

is a serious crisis In Mie i>eiiKonnel of the

Leningrad port.

The workers I had occasdon to inter-

view on the lack of products, told me that

they consider the present situation worse
ithaji that of 1919, This opi'iiion sitruck me
(for<'ibly. To my doubts, they replied that

tin that epoch ittbey were assurtnl of ii;iti<ms

—

this lis not the case now. Tliey also said

that personally, fhey are fed mmv or less

decently at the factory dining rooms, but

that this does not solve the problem of

feeding the family. Besides that at t^e

factory they eat only once a day when to

be satiated at least threti meals a day
are needt^d, and as for the remaining two
meals it is impossible to find any, or almost

any provisions.

Some workers to wfhom I si)oke told me
a very interesting sfcory al>out the "sihock

brigades". These famous brigades do not

always include the best elements. In every

factory, they try to crt^tite a gixiup of pri-

vileged workei-s who are better paid than

the rest, a sort of an aristocracy, upon
which the CenfVist bureaucracy can support

itself. Excellent workers, actually capable

of productive enthusiasm, ^re often forced

to stand idle because the materials are

given to the brigade first. In addition,

this creates an antagonism inside the fac-

tories and the '^hock brigades" often be-

come the object of a grow,ing iintagonism

on tilie part of the workers.

Last summer a strike of the Odessa

dock workers took place. To take the place

of the stickers. Communist Youtih were
sent in. They were beaten up by the work-

ers who, ait the same tinie, insulted them,

calling tihem strike-breakers, etc. In Nov-
orossisk, as a consequence of the lack of

products, serious disturbances occurred. De-

monstrations of women marched thix)ugh the

streets. Stones were tlirown into the

building of the local Soviet

I also wish to communicate to you the

impressions of a comrade wlio was In Sib-

eria for party work at the beginning of

April, where 5ie remained unifcil tbe end
of JuIIy. I must tell you that this was a

comrade whom I know as a "one hundred
percenter", who never risked a criticism

and who had no sympathies for us. Neither

was lie a Right winger. When I met him
I hesitated for a few minutes even to

greet him, because I assumed that ihe would
not even wisih to undergo the risk of a

conversation with me. But to my astomish-

menlt,, he himself came to meet me. Here
is approximately our conversiation

:

"How are you?" I asked him. "You
look very bad. You look tired."

"Why not? You would look bad too

iif you had been where I was for a number
of months, in the village ... I will tell

you right off : if Hie bourgeoisi(^ liad si^nt

us au<? wreckers, it could not iliave done aii.v

better than Stalin. One is inclined to be-

lieve that we are under a colossal pro\-oca-

tion. . .
"

And he procet^de<l to tell me atiout the

adventures! carnied out during tlie fannoua

perio<l of "dizziness'.' I shall not repeat

it, bt^cause the picture ^\'5^s Mie same every-

w'here , . . Stalin put up vigain.'^'t the party

not only tlie middle pesisants but also the

poor peasant Communists, the former par-

tisan lighters.

The .same comrade told me. by the way,

tbalr 'lie could not find u singh' pound of

butter during his journey, wliich included

the whole of Siberia.

At the end of July. 1 si^Kike to a

Ukrainian worker who sptmt his vacation

in 'his native village. He is a meml)er of

the party since 1918. a particii^int in the

civil war, an excellent comrade, sympathetic

fro U.S a <rertain extent. His village is near

B, Into some of the collective farms tht^

worst elenient.s of tlie village entered, the

least K-onscloiis ... In some eolUx,'tive farms

he kmnvs, tliert> is no lai)or discipline; there

is i\ food crisis. In onler to ^^ilenee tlie

memtiers of the collectives, flour wais dis-

tributed among them, to a quantity that

wouild be sufficient "for two to thi^eo <iays.

A trainload Otf grain for the workers of

Kiev was attacked I>y a gi-oup of collectiv-

izeil fanners.

All the comra.des who have been in the

village confirm the presence of great dis-

satisfaction, but at the same time they as-

sure Us caltegorieally tihsat the iieasants re-

main Wiith the Soviets, that iss, deeply bound
up with the regime. It is interesting thatt

in maiuy places, particularly in the Ukra;iiie,

the peasants, even at (the acutest moments,

did not reveal any bad feelings towards the

local repr(^s{^ntatLi\<'S of the party. They
look upon them as viotimts of the policies

higher up. One must assume, therefore

tlhat the members of the panty themselves

do everything iiossible to represent, them-

selves as tsitmple executons of the decrees

of the Centml C^ommittee. A situation like

tbjis, as you undei'^tand. is full of dangers.

AH those who have been in the village

confirm the great progress in the consciousi-

nese of tihe peasants. They speak in a

firmer voice. They see clearer than before.

*'We," a peasajiKt told me, "see clearly that

the collective is better. But we want col-

lectives rfor ounfpelves and not according

to the decrees from aiiove," This is also

indicative,

BEGINNING OF SEPTEMBER
Ijately. in some places, n very sharp

dharactcr was a.^snmed by the antagonism
betiween tiie Russian and the foreign work-
ers. The latter, as Is known. haVe much
more favoral)le t'ondiltions, to be prwise.

tihey receive a special ration that assures

them a living minimum, whi{?h the co<ipera-

tives (?annot give to the Russian workers.

In spite of this, the foreign workere
are also ndfc always satisfied. Even though
'tiheir material position is considerably su-

erior ito that of tttie Russian workers, it

is nevertflieless considerably inferior to the

position wliach the Communists press re-

presented depicting the TJ, S. S. R, as a
country in which socialism has been com-
pleted at leajst ninety percent. The ridicul-

ous official exaggerations produce an un-
avoidable reaction, Over-zealousn^s to the

point of absurdity produces as always, not

good but harm.
The inevitability of a break betweeni

Stalin and . . , Molotov is being spoken
of very persisten tly. It is lejwrted that
Sitalin threw the responsibility for the
'i;ums" in party policy for the village upon
the latiter, and that even though against

his own will, Molotov finds himself com-
pelled to go over into opposition. This
would be a spectacle for (the gods. The fact,

at any rate, is sucSh that in the* honorary
presidiums and other lists, Molotov no long-

er figure in the seoond, but in tthe third

and fourtth place, the Red professors have
oompIeJtely stopped quoting Molotov, but for

that they have begun to quote the complete

works of Kaganovitch.

NOVEMBER
In the apparatus, dn connection with

the "double-ha'ndedne.ss" of Sy.rz(t)\- and Lomi-

nadzei, etc., there is a great confusion. Cir-

cles close to Ordjonikifdze were informed

that "double-handedness" has made a spe-

cial impression on him. He complains thalt

nobody can any longer be trusted, even

frieods and assistants, and (he expresses

gi"eat (helplessness.

Syrzov was trusted by Stalin until

the last minute and was supported t)y Iiira.

Lominadze and Sten (?) issued an appeal

in the Caucasus, They were called to Mos-

cow. In their negeoia'tions witSi Stalin tihey

declared that this was a "mistake" on tiheir

part, ( Repentence is cheap no^^'adays )

.

Bult right after this they wont to Syrzov

for a meeting. When Syrzov's house was
raided, they found there minutes of meet-

ings through ^\''hic!h tliey succeeded in ex-

posing the bloc, Syrzov is presumably un-

der "house-arrest". ' It is also reported thalt

Zinoviev is playing at Opposition, after

having been refused the floor at the <3ou-

gre®s to make Ithe meet sincere and the

final irepentence.

In exile, under surveillance, and in the

jails, etc.. there are over 7,006 Bolshevik-

Leninists (Left Opi>osition). The^r num-
ber grows because the arrests and exiles

are continued.

Alt the same (time, the Soviet press, day
in and day out, talks about the renewed ac-

tivities of the "Trotskyists" — tihe very

same, it is underslfcood, remnants and chips.

In the factori^ with every shake-up,

"Trotskyists and semi-Trotskyists" appear,

who demand more correct bonds and more
systematic work. They are undoubitedly

correct. The Opposition will reoovcr from
the continued organizataonai pogroms only

on the basis of the factory nuclei, even

though they may consist of two or three

workens each.

The official slanders against the Left

Opposition are not credited by anybody.

Everybody knows—^they are lies. But some
think it is "useful", and otShers tibink they

are hideous. Here lies the whole difference-

—N. N.

Olgin: Now and Then
It has 'been a long time since the Stain-

less Knight of Bolshevism, Moissaye J.

Olgin, last entered the lists, scarred lanoe

In hand, to defend his liege lord from the

assaults of the pagan Trotskyists. We 'hasten

to add that we have no special cause to

regret his absence, because every time he

appeared In the past he brought with him
an unmistakable odor not calculated ito im-

prove the appetite: the odor of the incur-

able Menshevik so similar to that of un-

cured ham. All the more distasteful Is it,

therefore, to comment upon his most recemt

appearance in the columns of the Daily

Woriier (12-29-1930) and the Freiheit with

an offensive against the socalled Right-Left

bloc of Syrzov, Jjomtnadze and Ce., during

which he pulls out of the old hag of tricks

the customary "revelations" against the

"Trotskyists". So long as Olgin maintained

what could graciously be called a penitent

silence, we were willing to do likewtse, hop-

ing that even if he could not learn the wis-

dom of Bolshevism he could at least learn

the wisdom of discretion. But it appears

that hopes for Olgin learning anything are

doomed to disappointment.

We have no need to elaborate here upon

the characterization of Lominadze and his

colleagues as "desperate Centrists" which

we established in a past issue of the Mill-

itant. The bloc between them and the equ-

ally desperate Right wingers should be char-

acterized not as a "Left-Right" bloc, hut

far more precisely as a bloc between the

Right wing and a section of the Stalinists,

(than whom there had been for years no more

fiercely loyal a supporter thau Lominadze

himself. Is it necessary to add that Olgin

does not even intimate this? On the con-

trary, he seeks to leave the impression that

the Lominadze tendency is a direct reflec-

tion of the Left Opposition.

"You listen to Syrzov and you seem to

hear Abramovitch; Lominadze speaks and

his voice sounds strangely like that of Kaut-

sky," says the tiotorious fo<; of Atiram-

ovitoh, Olgin, We will not speak of the

members of the American party, nor even

of the Soviet party; but where did Olgin

"ILsten to Syrzov" or hear "Lominadze

speak"? What documents containing their

views has he ever read, and where were

they ever printed? We don't know, and Olgin

Is no wiser than we. But Olgin fulfills a

special function, that of executing blindly

and willingly the orders of his superiors

who say : Write this way, and then : Write

exacty the other way, and Olgin does that,

too.

In consideration of the selentlfi.cally

established fact that environment is so de-

cisive in shaping the human being, Ol^m,

like 'the poor working girl who went wrong,

is more to be pitied than censured. For

years he worked in the miasmatic environ-

ment of the respectable business men's pa-

per, the Jewish Forward. When Abe Cahan
ordered an article saying that the Sisson

documents—"proving" that I.fenin and Trot-

sky were German spies—were valid, Olgin

wrote about the Bolshevik-Kaiser (the Left-

Right t ) bloc of those days. Now Stalin or-

ders an article to say that the Left wing of

the Party is in a bloc with the Thermidor-

lan Right, and Olgin, out of sheer deep-

seated habit, complin again, Cahan used

to order half a dozen article to prove that

the Bolsheviks were speculating on the ruin

of the country in 1913, and Olgin promptly

filled ithe order, as the records of the F<*-

war^ still show. Now Stalin orders a few
articles saying that Trotsky is speculating

on the ruin of the Five Year Plan, and
Olgin is his man. Who will in the future

take the place in Olgin's life occupied the

day before yesterday by Cahan, yesterday

by Ijo^'estone and today by Stalin—we do

not venture to foreteU, although the predic-

tion would not present insurmountable ob-

stacles : (there is something in the nature of

the man—in the nature of the type of man

—

that facilitates such a prediction with the

same assuredness that it guarantees th«

change in master.

In his exliaustive and authoritative study,

"Treatise on the Natural Evolation of

Woman" (Vienna, 1903), Dr. Friedrich Adal-

bert Von Eckenberger remarks : "These

wretched creatures are divided into two

principal categories. The one adopts its

vocation under the pressure of economic

neeti ; the other, drawn from all the walks

of life, engages in iits reprehensible work
because it feels the need of thrilling experi-

ence." Those who know Olgin at all, know
that his fairly comfortable economic posi-

tion puts him under no compulsion to do
what he does because of the want of a lit-

tle change in the pocket. He commits bis

indecencies, according to the only other al-

ternative, because he gets a kick out of It,

Really, there are such people

!

^0

We do not live merely in a statte but

in a system of states and the existence of

the Soviet republic side by side with im-

perialist s(tate« for any length of time is

inconceivable. In the end, one or the ^'

must triumph.
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The Communists and the Unemployment Crisis
Without any lot-up, the economic crisis

has been hitting deeper and the ranks of

the unemployed workers have increased

from diiy to day, with the beginning of

1931 so fair showing itht? very lowest ebb.

Consequently, the economic exjierts and the

financiers, in their New Year "messages",

maintained an exti-emely eantioiis tone, in

everything except their demands for wagc-

euits. From the International Ijabor Bur-

eau at (Geneva comes the inmonncem-ent that

the worI<rs unemplo.ved \^'-orIt(*r.s today count

20.()(M).()()0. the Ku'rropean share lieing 11,-

000,000—<on a whole, a rather m<Klorate es-

timaite.

That there has been a -constant rtwrease

of jobs in the United States with an al-

most exactly corresiwnding growith of bread-

lanes i,< evident even to the casual observer.

The New York Industrial Commissioner,

Frances I'erkins. reports factory employ-

ment in the state hiitting the lowest level

on record for December since ifhe establish-

ment of the bui-^au in June, 1914. The
December index for factory employment
showed 77.."), a drop of 4.1 from Noveml>er,

which is ag4iin the largest decline of any
single month since 19^0. Steel output dur-

ing December reachieA its Ibwest in siix

years, production for the month being

38.57% of capacity. Foreign trade during

the year 1930 fell off a -total of $2,737,780,-

000. There has bt^n an epidemic of bank
failures and while, to <an extent, this re-

flects the struggle between chain and unit

'banking, on a whole it is only additionally

symptomatic of the ravages of the economic
crises grtmling inevitably out of the capi-

talist system of productlion,

H«over*s Promises

Even to the most gullible, the "opti-

mistic" promises, made at the fanuous Hoo-
ver confei-em-es more than a year ago, to

bolster up the waning K-onfidence in this

sy.stem. for 'initiating large scale industrial

"emergency" undertakings, alleged to be
miounting imto billions of dollarrs to alleviate

unemployment, should now have proven
themselves incontrovertibly as nought. The
railroad magnates stepped up with the

largest single item of alleged expanrfon hurt

at the en<l of September, 1930 showed a
drop n>f employment on all Class A roads
of 261,000 Jobs: from 1,747.810 to 1,485.906

or 15 per cent. Mr. Wollman of Hoover's
Unemployment Commi.'ssion reponts a de-

crease of number of workers engaged in

public works in .Tune 1930 from the same
month of the preceding year. All in all

sufficient proof of the fact fhat capitalism.

in order to maintain its existence needs
an industrial reserve army.

Uiidoubtedly there have been "valiant"
effoPt.« ion the part of the capitalist owners
of industry to <lispose of the large stocks
of "surplus" products on hand together
with a curtailment of production in pre-

paration for a revival. Alxwe all. this is

expressed in what is politely Called "ef-
forts to rediK'e mst of production", in other
words, to increase {he rapacious .speed-up
sy.'stem and further reduce wages. The
automobile output, for example, has come
down to an estimated total of 3.350,0(K) for
the year compared to the 5.350,000 for 1929.
Mr. Wiggin, the president of the Oha^e Na-
tional Rank, in his New Year's "message",
added his voice to the many other exploiters
demanding a further wage reduction,

.Most certainly there have been similar

"valiant" efforts by V. S. capitalism in the

ferwious .struggle for further re-divisions

of the worl'd market. One need only cast

a .glance at the latest South American "rev-

olutions" made to onler by Wall St.. and
at the proi»osed silver loan for the stabili-

zation of China ; in othcrr words, attempts

at saddling part of the burden of American
capitiTlist restitution upon tlie shoulders of

the wiirkers abroad.

Economic Cycles of Caiiitalist Production

Despite the efforts of the masters of

industry we have now for more than one

yeM- been in the midv^t of this crisis, an in-

evitable outcome of the cyclic nature of

capitalist production constantly proceeding

tJirou'jh its course : depression^"prosperity"

to depression again. That this crisis is

mciTc <-oijvulsive and more deejvgoing than
precetl i ng ones is a na tura 1 ou tgi-ow th of

the developing process of contradiction be-

tween increasingly socialized production and
indivi^lual oapitaliist appropriation. It is

caused mainly by the general de<rline of

imperialist cEipitalism especially in t^urope

«nd the growing interde[>endence of world

<."apitaHst economy, mailing the crisis ap-

pear almost simultaneously in every capi-

talist country, and i)ecoming m6re acute in

all its maTtlifestions, It it^ causey] by the im-

mensely increased expansion of productive

capacity due to technical application of sci-

ence to the machinery of production, grow-
inir ra.tionaIi»ation and speed-up. It Is caused

the growing .standing army of uneni-
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ployed cast off from industry even during

its "favorable" r^eriod when employment de-

creased despite the increase in production.

It is further caused by .the growing intensity

of the struggle to reduce the working class

standard of living as a wliole through what
is euphemistically called "reduction of the

cost of doing business". These are some
of the main factors in the present situation.

The contradictions of the savage system

of capitalist production and rule have in-

creases! enormously, becoming of serious

portent for the future. First we must re-

gist?>r t:he fact tlrat neniceforth we will

have in the ricii United States a large

standing unemployed army creating a cen-

tral prt)blem for correct Communist i>olicy.

Present Status of Working Class Movement

At the present nwanent. the outstand-

ing feature of the situation is still the capl-

alist offensive, the working (dass attitude

being exi>ressed in a distinctly defensive

manner. A ferocious slashing of wages,

both directly and indirectly, to a point

where many standard trade unions are un-

able to maintain their oiJicially set scale;

R murderous increase of the si>eed-up sys-

tem, pitting the employed workers against

the unemployed ; efforts to saddle the scant

charity pittances to the "most needy cases"

entirely uix>n the Imcks of the workers

;

brutal dispersal of unemi)loyment and otheir

working class demonstrations, and mass
arrests of the CommunivSt vanguard.

Is there as yet an actual working class

resistance to this ofren.sive? UncpiestJon-

ably, there is a growing widespread mass
discontent which has not yet assumed con-

crete forms: the illusions of the capitalist

chjuriity <'rumibs as a solution still prevail;

tlie -working clas^ political ideology has not

yet reached beyond the Ixmndaries of the

cari'if''iiist parties but -still swings within the

sphere of transfering allegiance from the

Kepublican-s to the Democrats — here and
f'her(> growing supi^ort to reformism ; 1930

shows fewer -strikes on record than any year
during the post decade despite the drastic

wage cuts; there is not yet a mass response

to ithe fight for the unemployed led by the

Communist vanguard. In fact, we must re-

cord a decided drop in such response once
manifesto, largely, however, due to the

blundering tactics of the Communist Party
leadership. In sum and subsitance the sit-

uation presents itself to us at this moment
as a downward curve of the working class

movement,

FYom Wrong Estimates flow

Wrong Conclusions

At the very inception of this crisis the
Iwttom fell ouit entirely from the liarty

leadership'\s estimate of t:he general trend
and from the tactical ix)Iicies it pursued, re-

sulting in a c(mstant narrowing down of the
movement and preventing the rich potent-

ialities from materializing. Its cry of wide-
spread workers' radical ization. workers'
offensive struggle already culminating in a
revolutionary upsurge came to nought,
sthattered upon the rock of realities and
further negaite<l by its own inclination to-

ward opportunist distortions of the slogans
for immediate demands.

We witnessed in the early part of the
struggle the attempts to set up a national
organization of unemployed councils, ready
made by mere administrative orders from
above and within the artificial Limitations
of the T. T', IT. i^. i,f remained con-
fined to the party and circles immediately
syinpathetic to it unable to develop
roots in the life of the masses. There
can. of course, be no other result from this

sort of short cut manouever, which attempts
to .skip over a ^vhole stage of diligent pre-
paration essentialfor an actual mass founda-
tion upon which to set the workers into
motion and from which alone can ,spring

genuine organization. Correct tactics dur-
ing tJie i>eriod of the low ebb be-
come the preparations

. for tiie flood
tide^the rise of the movement. But just
as isurely, the hitting of a too righ ke>- from
a note of an entirely fictitious revolutionary
upsu<rge prfxbK'es a relapse, a setback.
In serious matters of revolutionary p-Iitics
from this relapse flows the inevitable con-
sequence— downward Kli<ling. This be-
came expressed in the opportunist tendency
of the party leadersliip to com-enfrate al-
most exclusively on the slogan of relief,

embodied in a spurious "unemployment re-
lief bill". Further, In a collection of signa-
tures for the bill, also to be presented to
congress, turning the workers' attention in
that direction and to that extent away fi-nni

the powerful dynamics of ma.ss struggle.

Playing into the Hands of Reformism
I-s it surprising th^it the jJarty leader-

ship found itself in a petition unable to

make any other disftinction from social, lib-

eral «nd ordinary bourgeois reformer^, also

framing "relief bills"., except the vulga-r op-

portunism of tJie amount of dollars and
-cents demanded for each worker per week?
Next; the leadei'ship even reduced its ori-

ginal demand ftw $25.00 weekly benefit per

worker to $15.00, putting it exactly on a

par with a similar "Mil" for $15.00 pea-

week now proposed by a newly oi-ganized

New York commi&tee representing civics

social welfare groups and conservative trade

union leaders. Such a jKdicy will in no way
serve as prepartUion for the next st;ige, for

the coming ujiturn in the movement for ac-

tive resistance to the capitalist oiTensive.

It cannot mobilize .the workers under the

Communist banner but on the contrary helps

to put new life into «n otherwise rather
feeble social reformism.

In the 'revolutionary movement tliere is

no es<\ii)e from the inevitable logic of er-

mnec.us policies. A general f;trategy which
runs counter t<) (he basic curve of the sik^-

cific period lead.s to a continuous decimating
of the forces available. In this respect

nvitters ^liind not any better with tiie

hunger marches of unemployt^l now ini-

tiated by the party Iwulership. The very
slogan itself, hungw march, is wrong. a.s :it

lead.s, even under the best of circumstances,
to a .separation of the unemployed from the
employed. With the objwtive of m;n-<diing

to reinforce the demand for the fifteen Imcks
weekly relief, however, just as gliiily jiro-

mised by the civic reformers and. pursuing
methods whicli delibemtely make the small
Communist vanguard an easy target for
ix)lice dispersion, .we must not be surprised
at the working masses remainiing passive
bj-standers. Thus tliere are ver.\' good
reasons that, (lespite the splendid prerequis-
ites for the beginning of a real proletarian
movement this negative result is all that
the balance sheet can show to date.

The next immcvliate future will un-
doubtedly bring n further rise of prere-
quisites of a class movement of the Ameri-
ca]! \^-(n-kers. The low ebb will be foHowe<i
by an upward curve of workers reassem-
bling jtheiir forces, entering into active re-

sistance and gfnadually a^sumijig the of-
fensive. With this in vi^w the problem of
the Communist movement of correct revolu-
tionary poIi<'y becomes a serimisly pressing
mabter.

What Must Be Done?

Bracing a coming crucial period of an
upward 'turn, our masis activities* must l>e

of su-eh a nature as to effectively prepare
for its success, give the corre«t direction
for the working class struggle and estab
lish (.'ommunist leadt-rship. This means
first of all a correct evahi.-ition of the pre-
sent defensive character of the movement,
secondly it means a correct program for
today and in anticipation of the next steps,

'When fighting for immediate demands, a
shari>ening of the general line of dema-rca-
tion from reformism. Concretely the fol-

lowing iK>ints nmst be emi)hasized

;

1. It is atxsolutely nece-^sary to make
clear the general object and limitations of
immediate partial demands and not to
arithmetically add new demands for every
ill of the present ^ituatioti api>earjng as
solutions in themselves, such ends only in
reformism puix> and s'imle. Partial de-
mands for partial objectives are advam^ed
by the Communists essentially for the ptir-

pose of setting the workers into motion
againat their class enemy and in such a
way that the struggle will lead ever more
toward the revolutionary goal. In this un-
employment si!tuati(io. with its slashing
capitalist offensive, pirticularly the de-
mands which unite the unemi>Ioyed with
the employed and prepare for a working
clas-; offensive. We must make clear tbat
pariial demaaids are never advana.'d by
Comnuinists in the reformist -sense of be-
ing in themselves a solution, we must .say

definitely
: 'There i-s no ^oluflion tx) the

unemployment problem under capiitalism."

2. Ba.sed upon 'the abtve considerations
the demand for the six-hour day uithout
any reduction in pay must become tiie cen-
tral immiediate demand. It should be clear
tha-t this demand has .rhe widest base of
api>Bal and tends the most directly to set
into motion and embrace unitedly both the
unemployetl and employe<l workers. As a
direct slogan of action it can l>ecome a very
effective means of preparation for the \^-ork-

ing class offensive in the next stage.

3. Other demands to be linked up with
this most outstanding one should be formu-
lated n'-:t from the view of having a< many
as possible, seemingly <'overing every need.,

but from the view of becoming d(>finite

rallying points. For example: (a) Innne-
difitte unemployment relief from tlie bosses
and itiieir government; (b) extension of large

scale credits to the Soviet Union. The last

mentioned demand >has la particularly direct

bearing on the world aspect of unemploy-
ment (find furnii.s-hes, a means of c^^menting

the natural interesits between the Soviet

Union and the world proletariat.

4. The forms, methods and tactics ap-

plied in the agitation struggle for the un-

employed are of ais equally vital impoirtance

and can become correct only when thorough-
ly inspirod by .-^'erious c-fforts toward a
broad united front basis. The hunger
marches must be made demon.stration.-^ in

which all workers can pnrticipiito and fur-

ther tight- jointly their for common inter-

estis undi^ tr(^ proper broad slogans.

It is necessary to effect a reorganization

of the unemployed councils genuinely on a
unite<l front foundation. Kspecially siiould

serious efforts iie made to include the exist-

ing trades unions and working class or-

ganizKitions even to the extent of such
who.se leadership, in an effort to off.set pos-

Lsible rank and file revolts, pretends to be
championing the ncsxls of tiie unemployed.
Efforts toward a cnrrtn^t IjCninist united
front poHcy includes in particular the
direct approach to the rank and file through
the workshops, the breadlines, the union
meetings but also the formal apiM'oa<'h to

the organizations ofiicially.

5. Almve all it is necessary for Com-
munists to draw the complete revolutionary

implications of the unemployment struggle.

To tie up the agitjbtion for the immediate
needs in an indissoluble bond with the
struggle for the socialist Tevolution and in

such a manner that each step for the reali-

zation of the former becomes progrtKssively

a *;itep t(nvad this final goal, is an inescap-
abte duty of tre 'Comnumist mhvementi.

Kote Zinzadze Dead

!

(Continue<l fi-om page 1)

ed .secretly in Menshevik Georgia and did

the pioneer work of arousing the proletariat

in tlie civil war that finally liberated

Georgia from the yoke of British imperial-

ism and its Menshevik handmaidens. For
a time, he served as he^ad of the Georgian
G. I', i:., iielping to crush the enemies of

the proletarian revolution, 'with the same
courage ^.and devotion he demonstrated
when he fought CKarism befare tiie revolu-

tion and wa,-^ im]>risoned by the Ochrana.
After the death of Lenins csomrade ZinaJidze

found himself in the i-anks of the OpiH)si-

tion to which he adhered until his death,

defying the abominable pressure of the
Stalinist apptiratus. which sought but wuld
not find in him a capitulator of the stripe

of Kadek land t'o.

lie who fought for tfie living teachings

of Lenin and the victory of the October

still lived to see the counter-revolutionists

aginst whom the Oi)position organize<1, come
to trial in Mo.>icow_ The liamzins and their

ilk found the ready inen-y of the Stalinist

apparatus, caught red-handed though they

were in their nefarious plot against the

workers' state. But Zinzadze, who strug-

gled with his <'omrades against the Ther-

midorinns inside and outside the party. wa«
allowed to die in exile by a cyniciii r>arty

regime.

What a bitter and ilJnminating com-

mentary on the present leadership t.hat they

find it po.ssible to work in harmony with
the counter-revojutionary and rerstorationist

forces for years, but cannot tolerate in their

rtniks rhe best l*o5sheviks of yesterday, .to-

day and tomorrow! The Stalins. llolotovs,

and their creattires thiymghout the Inter-

mitional. who <les(^crate the memiory and
teachings of I^enin at their hyiXH-ritical

menifirial meetings, rest uneasy while the

Z.nzadzcs, the Hlumkins. the Kiakovskys,

and thousands of (be best sons of the Kus-
sian revolutionary proletariat, continue to

live. The revohitiouiists must die. mu.st be

anurdered on their sick beds cr in the <'Ourt-

yard of the G. 1*. U_. so that the legend of
Stfilinist infallibility and the permanent^ i>f

Stalin's rule may pre^^ail.

The Thermidorian Right wing remains
a .source of blocs and maneuvers for Stalin,

while Zinzadze dies in exile and Rakovsky
is threatened Wiirh the same fate. The
Ramzins and Kondiratievs come forward in

new editions every day, produced out of the
loins <nf the apparatus, iwhile the Blumkins
are shot down in the dead of night. The
proletarian heart of Russia is enfet^I)le<l by
the crushing grip <;f the aiiparatus aiwl the
party is strangled by the noose of Stalinism.
But out of the soil that producwl the legion-

aries of Russia's 0(-tober rev<5lution will

rv^-w new Zinzadze^ and Blumkin.-i. new
Bolsheviks from tlie new generation, who
will yet achieve the triumph of the liv ng,

rea,l Leninism in the Iimternatyitmal. The
comimg victory will be the memoi-iai to

those who have died in battle
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THE KNIGHTS OF ANTI-TROTSKYISM

The Pravda accuses Riutin—Kiutin !—of
Trotskyism and the party must listen to all

this and suffer^ This is what we have come
(to ! Let us briefly recall the jm.'^t. The
initiators of the «ti'uj<ste agaiinst Trotsky-

iean were Zinbviev anirl Kanienev. After

some time they themselves came over to

th« batmor of Trotsky iism ; the fact that

they Later deserteil this banner does not

change the matter. The chief, or rather,

the only theoretician of anti-Trotskyism was
B\icharin, who fo.-*teiiie<i the ^'holt; Ofim-

paisii. He turned oiit to be—Bucharin, the

author of liie projiram of tJie Comintern!—"A bourgeois liberal" and "an afj^ent of

tihe wreckei\s ins.Lde the ivarty" His re-

peate<I r(>ixTitance <loes not change this fact.

The Moscow organizalion was entrusted into

Uglanov s hamls especially to carry on the

stmggie against Trot.-'kyism, His serviws
in this sphei*e were more than once given
offit*ial rccjogn-ition. 'Bu.t no soone^r had he
crushed Moscow Trotskyism than he him-
self wa.-; exix)sed as an echo of the Knlak-
Nepman. At the Jiead of the Moscow Cen-
tral Control Commission which was expell-

ing Trotskyites was the not unknown Moroz,
No sooner had he completed his work of
expulsion tlian it was recognized at the

joint st^sion of the Movseow Committee
and the Control Commission under the
diirection of Stalin, thiiVr iloiroz, who was
the pe-rsonification of the "party conscience"

On the Moscow scale, in reality lacks all

cxmscience 'whatsoever ( liiterally \ ) . At the

hea<| of tlie KraJ?snopresnensk district, the
mmn proletarian <listrict in ifoscow stood
Riutin, the pillar and hope of I'glanov, the
main theoreti-cian of aiiti-Tr^>tsky1sm in the
Moscow o>rganization. Now he has been
stamiKMl a former Menshevik, a renegade,
a wrecker, and is exi)ened from the iRirty.

But nevertheless, between his ilenshevism of
1917 and his wrecking of mm he has suc-

ceeded in execnting the chief work of the
Moscow organ'jzation in its struggle against
Trotskyism,

We could continue this compendium* in-

definitely beyond the confines of the C, S.

S. li. In all the sections of the Comin-
tern t!ie majority of those who ditreot the
K't-niggle against Ti'otskyism proved to l>e

Bights, counter^revohiitionar-ioK and rene-
gades. We must ask, did not their rene-
gacy <'onsi«t precisely in the fact that they
^mdneted a struggle for the extermination
of tlH^ only Marxist, the only Lemniist fac-

tion of (()ntemporary communism?
HECKEBT TEACHES
LIEBKNECHT

Fritz He<*kert writes in an anniversary
article of the Pravda on the defeat of the
German i-evolution of 1918-1019: "It was
a great inistake that tlie Spartacist union
considered itself as merely a propag!;indi»t
group in the ranks of the Social Democratic
par'ty." Further on, he accuses Karl Lieb-
knecht. Kosa Luxemburg and Leo Jogisches
of "not hiaving understood tlie role of the
revolutionary party."

In. tliis remark tliere rests iji grain of

truth even tliough it is expressed pedanti-

cally, torn out of its com-rete historical

context". But this is not what we are con-

eerne<l with now.

If it can be at all con;;?idered a

mi-stoke that Kosa Luxemburg and
Karl Ijiebknecht maintained the Spartacus

group in the ixisiti-on of a revolutionary

faction inside the Social Democratic party

too long, and by that impeded the victory

of the German revolution, then what can

be said about the gentleman who forcibly

compelled the young ComniuniS't party of

Chin« to enter a purely tourgeois party,

abide by its discipline, 'and even to give up
its duty of opposing Marxism to Sun-Yat-

Senism?

Hut it wa^ precisely thi.s crime that

was committed during 1923-1928 by the lead-

ership of the Comintern. Nevertheless it i^nas

Fritz Het'kert who unfailingly defended the

{•riminal iwHcy of the liiglit -Centrist bloc

against the Left Opix^ition. Isn't it cie^ar

t.hat Heckert should have been a bit more
ciareful in relation to Ktirl Kiebknecht and
Rose Luxemliurg?

THE STALINIST
RECRUITMENT

The newspapers print in almost every
numl>er

:

"We non-party workers, in reply to the

double bookkeeping of the Opportunists de-

clare our adiierence to the party,"

After this always follows a Ii.-<t of work-
ers wi^h a note atta<'hed to eacii : twenty
y-f-ans of ijidustvia! experience, twenty-five,

twent.v-nine aiul even thirty-tiiTee. Thus it

is a matter of woi-kers fi\)in forty to fifty

,yea.rs of age. AH of them were imiture at

th.» t«ne nf tlie October revolut!()n and the

Civil War. Tliis <lid m)t prevent tliem from
remaining ouHtde the pa^ty. Only tlie dou-
ble bookkeeping of the two Chairmen of the

Council of Peoples' Commissar.s—Rykov and
Syrzov—induced them to join the p:u*ty.

What sort of workers are these who

sueceeded in retaining ithelr jobs in a fac-

tory, very often in the same factory, for

a period of 15 to 20 years prior to the rev-

olution V These are the meekest, thte most
«ui)miissive, very often simply servile ele-

ments, tlip iifirticipants in the religious pro-

cessions, those who bring gifts to the boss

on his birthday. In tlie first years of the

i-e^-olution they did not even dare to think

of entering the party. But once it is or-

dered by the l>os«es, by the authorities, they

cannot refuiw. These are the elements and
layci-^ inside the working class to which
centrism looks more •ami more for supi>ort,

gagging at the same time, the most advanced
workers,

THE GREATEST CRIME
Pi-avda has now fornuilat-ed a new kind

of crime: "the Trotskyists' methods of dis-

ci-^iiifing tht> l)est pupil of Lenin and the

recognized leader of the piarty, comrade
v>talin". Unfortunately, the most serious

beginning of this Ti-'Otskyist method was
laid down ih Lenin'.s Testament where "the

best pupil"' is awused of rudeness. dis-Io.val-

ty. and the tendency towards the abuse of

power, and where the party is recommended
to remove hitn from his ix)St.

THE OPPOSITION'S YESTERDAY
Pravda (NovemlR-r 21) criticizes in a

lengthy article the mistakes of A. P, Smirnov,
tiie former People's Commissar of Agricul-

ture, and his successor U, E. Teodorovitch
(1920-1027), and reveals their adherence^ to

the Kondratievs and others. Tlie article

is fundamentally a paraphrasing of the

written declarations which the Opposition
presented to the Central Committee in 1926-

1927. and which met with tiie indignant re-

j(*ction of Stalin. Molotov and the others.

And so poor Pravda repeats the Opposition's

yesterday.

"EVERYBODY REMEMBERS"
The paper For Industrialization, which

is cond.utted, by the way, in a very frivolous

manner, wri'tes : "everylxjdy I'emembers the

idea, advanced at one time by the wreckers
of the southern metal industry, that tlie

Dnieprostroy station should he construofed
only when there would l>e sconsniuers for the

power on hand. In other words, only after

the factories will h'ave demanded ix>wer
.shoukl the construction of the station be-

gin. This was directed against Dnieprstroy"
(November 3. 19.m)

"Everybody reniembersi But some ahso

re]!ieml)er. bf^ides this, that all these argu-
ments were the basic arguments of the

Political Bureau in IHio

Voroschilov-Kaliniin-Rykov—were all against

Dnieprostroy, with the exception of the

Ukrainians who were for Dnieprosfcry foor

Ukrainian considerations. Stalin declared

that to construct the Dnieprostroy station

might be oompareid to a peasant buying a

phonopgrapli instead of a eow. Voroschilov

clamored that it would be ridiiculous to con-

struct a power station for factories that do
not yet exist.

All this is preserved in the sitenographic

minutes of the Central Committee meetings,

THE MYSTERY OF REPENTANCE
Soviet Siberia inforni.s us that in Kal-

atchinsk "the chief work and concern of

the (^ommunists of late, has f>een the re-

cognition of mistakes and self-fl'agellai ion,

which is done with a ixirtieular pleasure

and frivolit.v.

Only in Kalatchinsk?

They now repent as easily as they blow

their nose. The not unknown lioguschevsky

who, for a number of months, was the pro-

verbial extreme Right (in reality, he wiis

not a Right winger, he simply did not catch

the sigmil at the right moment and con-

tinued to play the old record), is now not

only the resiK>nsibIe editor of the paper

For Industrialization but he also conducts a

furious campaign against the Rights, Wliat

was required of him for this high post?

Nothing in particular : to cut his hair, take

a bath and rei>ent. And the fellow is again

uti good as new—until a new zig-zag.

After these lines had been written, the

Moscow papers brought the latest news:
Boguschevsky was called on the carpet for

callii^ the rei>ent^ince of Bucii,a-rin, his

(eacher of .vesterday, double-bookkeeping.

Again, he did not cateh the signal on time

and—he overreachofl himself. It can't be

he!i)cd. it's tlie risks of the trade.

THE BALI>-HEADED
COMMUNIST YOUTH

Why dio you keep silent,

Nicolai Ivanitch?

A few lint^ to you ami Rykov
We are ready to devote.

This is a fragment of verses of Bezy-

mensky. the accusor of those who cannot
defend themselves. Nussinov, who was ex-

pelled from the psirty. he <'alls "a most
villainous aboinin.'ition*'.* Tiiere's fa bold

and truick-witted ixiet for .vou ! Further on
he speaks of the "villainous can-ion of all

opxKisitions", even though the eminent Bezy-

mensky himself once belonged to one of the

oppositions. And all this is in the style

of bald-headed Communist Youth,

*A play on the Russian name Nussinov.

Onoosni means abomination.

The Trend of the Economic Crisis
The yea'r 1930 closed with indi<^atioiis

of a prolongation of the crisis in American
capitalism and the further unl'oading of

the burden of this crisis uiK>n the slioulders

of the working class. This condition exists

despite the rei)eatetl forecasts of the econ-

omists and business leaders to the eftwt
that the revival would bt^gin during the

I'atter part of last year.

The months of November and December
1980 witnessed imn-easing dei'lines in ini.sine,ss

activity and a growth of unemployment.
December closed with an index figure of
75.7 for "business activity," which marked
a drop of two-tenths points from the Nov-
ember figure of 7rj.9. The significance of
this figure, is ifhat it is tiie lowest |)oint

reached since March, 1908. These figures i-e-

pre.scnt a «urvey of the basic and most im-

IX)rtant industries, numbering ten in all. Of
the ten tyix^s. automobile and bituminous
coal ])rodu<'tion alone, show an upward
curve. But the rise of automobile and bit-

minous eoal production is purely seasonal.

The month of January 1031. one in

which a rise is to be expeeted t)e<'ause of

its spring preparatory character, sho^^'s an
unshifting position. Indices of steel and pig

iron production dropi>ed sharply during the
first two weeks of the month. In addition
new orders in steel are far l>elo<w the ex-

pectations of the economists in spite of the

exixH'ted seasonal rise and the advance 5n

automobile production. Other factors iK>int-

ing to the continuation of the crisis exisff

in the decline of fi-eight loadings and the

deorease in electric ])ower production. It

is with the above indications in mind that

Benjamin Baker, e^Mtor of the Aiiiiajist, is

prompted to remark in the i.ssue of January
1(>. V,rM that "it may be that tlie compara-
tive stability of the business index for the

last two months of 1930 indicates that the

bottom of the curi-ent depression has been
fully readied, hut it is not easy to i>e con-

fident on 'this point."

The irresistible force of the crisis has
effectively answered the myth of unending
prosperity and the super-power of American
capitalism. The object of capitalism at this

stage is to strive to emerge from the pre-

sent crisis in a comparatively short period
of time. Reams of paper tare written to

convey this propaganda to the masses of
workers in or'der to quiet the growing dis-

fiatis£aetl<Hi.

If past experiences are to be considered
in evaluating the length of time that it

will take to reach a stage of "noirnialcy",

then it is within reason to expect that an
economic revival will not take place for

at least another year and a half. In the

table below, which ap]>eared in the .4«iialist

of J'anuarv Kith (1930 review issue) figures

api>ear showing the lowest ixiint reached
in the business index during past crises and
the number of months required in reach-
ing "normalcy."

Bottom Leiigth of

of Recovery to

Depression Nor'l (Mos.)
February 1885 77 IT

June 1894 72 V,i

NoveJutar IS9fi 78 If)

March 1908 76 15

November 1914 81 10
MWrch 1921 82 19
It will be noticed that the average

length of recovery totalled alnK>Kt 15 months.
However, with the ex<'eption of March
1921, the figures six^ak of a pei-iod of the
ast^cnt of world .capitalism. In the first

crisis following the world war, and taking
place in the period of the world decline
<)f capitalism the grei;itest number of months
required for a revival was i-eached. With
the month of Decemlier closing at the lowest
point reached in twenty-two years and (5.3

points below the first post-war crisis of
1921. in addition to the factor of a decay-
ing system, it is evident that a revival is

a long way off.

In the field of foreign trade a decline
of $2,737,780,000 frtmi 1929 was rcwrded.
The total exports declined 25 ix^r cent, in

value, and 20 percent, in (iuantlty, Europe^in
exi)orts dropped 20 i)ercent. below 1929,
while the decline in areas exclusive of
Euroi)e declined 30 percent.

The mming year will witness the at-
tempt of American capitalism to issue
from the crisis by a two-fold policy of in-

creased aggression in the tiehl of foreign
tirade and 'a twntinuation of the offensive
against the American wcvrking-cla.ss. This
Ls inevitable with the contraction of the
world and home market and the growing
competition of the imrx-rialist lowers in
effoirts to issue out of their difhculties. The
tendencies in this dire<*tion are long exist-

ent; they are an integral pant of imperialist
capitalism, but in the present iKriod of a

within the t'rotngest imperialist country

in the world, they will be a-ccentuated many
times. Already the United States is mak-
ing aggressive efforts to defeat the British

Empire in the struggle for winning the Latin

American market. The same tyi)e of pene-

tration is to be observed with regards to

the Orient. The Young Plan, the War
Debts, and similar instances of attempts at

economic domination point to the efforts

made in putting Euroix? completely on ra-

tions.

The efforts to emerge fi'om the crisis by
dominating the world market more com-
pletely can have nothing but catastroiihic

results for capitalism. In the struggle for

supremacy the rnited States will meet ter-

rific resistance from the other capitalist

powers and vice-versa. We are living to-

day in a period of the decline <if world
capitalism, a period which Ixniin <lescril)ed

as one of "wars and revolution". There-
fore the struggles for donnnation of the

world market «in have no other effect but
that of weakening capitalism still fur-

ther and preparing its eventual destruction.

At h(nne ithe t>uixlen of the <'risis rests

entirely uixm the shoulders of the working
class. Capitalism has proved again that

it cannot an<l will not provide for the work-
ing class.

Kvery crisis in capitalism finds the

working class suffering the burdens of such
criVses. The t^tandanri Statisth-s CorpiJra-

tioii estimates that during the first nine
months of 1930 dividends increased more
than a billion <loilars over the year 1929.

while wages during this same period de-
rlined over $8,800,000,000. The Annalist fig-

ures point t(^ a drop in fatitory emp'oyment
81.2 for DcK'eniber as against 82.1 for N<iv-

ember. It ^s also 'recorded that facCiory

payrolls are at the lowest point since Apnl
1922. declining to 72.2 for December from
the November index of 73,;"). The estiiimted
<lecrease hi wages for the entire .vear of
1930 is plactHl at a billion dollars ;) month!
The whole tendency is toM-ard further ra-

tionalization,

T'. S. capitalism is making efforts to

overcome the crisis by increasing the ex-
ploitation of the workers. Tiiis will be ac-
C(mipanied iiy continued unemployment, in-

crease of ithe working hou-rs. and nation-
wide wage-cuts. The table beh>w taken
from Labor's News is illuminating in re-

gaixls to the tendencies toward 'wide-sprcad
wage-cutting.

.\pril

Wage Increases 32
Wage Decre^ases 25

Sept.

42

33

Oct.

3(5

June
5(5

^7

Nov.

40

93

July Aug.
44 33 —
68 03 136

The above figures represent the num-
ber of business organizations that instituted
either wage ijjcreases or wage cuts. The
gtTOwing wage^'uts are easily obtaine<l.
The ratio of this table shows that for every
15 workers that, receive wage increases. 85
workers experience wage cuts. Of addi-
tional importance is the fact that the grant-
ing of wage-increases was conlined in the
main to the organized workers, while the
great ma.ss of unskilled and unorganized
workers suffered heavy issses.

In <*onsiderati(m of past exix-rience. and
the added difficulties of a moribund capital-
ii^m the end of the crisis is far to seek.
The effects of the jiolicy of American capi-
talism can have but a two-fold effect. It
will, on the one hand, accelerate the anta-
gonisms of world imperialism and the sti'ug-
gles of the working clasw at home. The
American working class has a long way
to go to ireach the stage of class conscious-
ness, and a will to struggle. But that it is

on that vimd ;nid will continue to travel
it, is indisputahle. The coming year will
witness no ap])re<'iable improvement in the
present crisis. But the burden of that
crisis will be placed more heavily upon the
backs of not only the American working
<'Iass inir the world proletariat as well.

—ALBERT (JLOTZER.

kV.V.V.V.V.V.'.'.'.'.>.>.>.VJJJ.lJ...>....»Mi.iiu....,,,.—
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M[o. 17-19
Bl LLETIN of the RUSSIAN OPPOSITION

The latest issue of the official organ of the
Russian Bolshevik-Leninist Opposition, pub-
lished as a double nunihc'r, has just been
receivwl. Some of the material contained
in this highly interesting issue is as follows:

Success of Socialism and the Dangers of .-Id-

venturism — Declaration of comrade Rak-
ovslty and Others—Statement of Rakov-
sky, Miiralov and Others to the C^.n-

tral Conimtttec of the Russian Party
— Comrade Selin'tchenko in Stal-

inist Exile — A New Victim of
Stalin (Comrade Kote Zinzadze)

etc., etc,

25 Cents a Copy

Order from
THE MILIT.4NT

84 East 10th Street New York, N. Y.



The Party and the Left Opposition
By LEON TROTSKYDear Comr'ades:

In sending yotir conference my warmest

greetings, I want to express myself onee

more and as briefly as possible regarding

the general line of the German Oommun'ist

Opposition.

It is clear to every one of us that the

Geirman Lieft Opposition is still extremely

weak in comparison with the tasks posed

before if; by the entire isitiwtion. This weak-

ness has been inherited from the past, and

Is tlie result of objective historical wndl-

tions as well as of the false policies firat

of the Masl-ow-Fischer, and then, of the

ITrbahns leadership. These people believed

and taught all Opposition workers bo be-

lieve that the official party must inevitably

collapse and I'ose in influence, and that the

Opposition, reinforced in iits struggle with

the party, will arise as a new party on Its

Tuins. Consequently, every serious worker

had to ask himself: if all that has been

created in the course lof the last ten to

twelve years mu«t collapse and new people

build on new ground, what guarantee Is

th(?re that ithe results are going to be bet-

ter? This question is -tiorrectly posed. The

only guarantee lies in the living experiences

of Che proletarian vanguaird, and experience

is gathered in event,*;; and years. Wide cir-

«les of revolutionary workers will begin t*

follow and confide in the Opposition, only

when they are convinced by experience that

it not only does not renounce all of the

experiences accumulated—by Communism in

Germany and in the entire world—but on

the contrarj, that it bases itelf on these ex-

periences in order to draw from them, to-

gether with the proletarian vanguard, the

correct conclusions.

THE STRENGTH OF OVB PARTY
IS OLR STRENGTH

Of course, t"he w.orking-class, too, has

its casuists, mere critics who form little

groups that remain for years on the peri-

phery ot the labor movement and content

themselves with impotent criticisms, apart

from the la/rge tasks and persitectives. Th^e
sprouts of ultra-Leftism rejoice over every

failure of the Communisc party, and hope

Kuperstitiously that out of the failures of

the proletarian vanguard there will some-

how grow up their own power.

With these sectarians, who in Germany

play all the colors of the rainbow, we have

not and can not have anything in common.

For us, the victory of our policies depends

not upon a weakemng but a strengthening

of the Communist pajrty.

Is there any contradiction in {his? Do
we hear the possible objection—even a two-

fold contradiction

:

First : Can we expect a consolidation

of the Communist pairty under the present

leadership?

Second: Dfjes not a consolidaition of the

party lead to a consolidation of the present

leadership, which experience has provf^ in-

capa'ble of leading the proletariat to victory?

Both objections are incorrect, because

they are not dialectic.

That the influence of the party can grow

despite the present incompetent leadership

has been proved anew by the last election.

A correct leadership Is the indispensable

condition for durable successes and more so

—for the complete victory of the proletariat.

But a growth of the party's influenee can

take place in spite of the incompetent lead-

ership, through the intercession of objective

causes. We tisn say wJfli <'ertainty that the

German party leadership has done nothing,

beginning with the March .days in 1921 and

especially in October 1923, to t'his very

day, but weaken the revolution, the prol-

etariat. On the other hand, we have fhe

hopeless international position of Germany,

the avaricious and malignant policy of the

German bourgeoisie, the Infamous and

treacherous role of the social-democracy,

which force huge masses to tread the road

of revolution. The fact that the bureau-

cratic Stalinist leadership, blind and self-

confident, deaf and ignorant, opportunistic

and adventuristic as it is, by its entire

policy prevents the revolutionized mass^
from Tallying to the banner of Communism
—-this fact constitutes under the present

c-ircumstances .a very serious source of

strength for national socialism.

The increase of Communist votes at the

last elections seems important by itself,

when it is mea<?ured with the parliamentary

yard stick. But it is extremely unimpor-

tant from the point of view of revolutionary

possibilities and tasks.

We can say that at the last elections,

the party gained fhe arithmetical difference

between those masses whom the bourgeoisie

and the social-democracy 'have driven to-

wards it and those whom the leadership

of the C. P. has repelled And we can add

with full justice that the gains of the Ger-

man C. P. as those of all the other sec-

tions of the Comintern, would have been

incomparably smaller, their losses tar great-

er, were it not for the voice of censure and

admonition of th(; Left Opposition, its anal-

ysis and its prognosis. No matter how

weak we still are organizationally, we have

nevertheless already 'l)ecome a serious factor

in the inner life of the Communist I<arty,

and a factor of its consolidation at that.

The Role of the Thalmanns

But does not this consolidation ICad to

the strengthening of the present letidership?

And is not the present leadership the main

obstacle on the road to the prolefarian rev-

olution? The latter is absolutely correct,

Thalmwm, Remmele, Neumann are a com-

bination of the worst features of bureaucra-

tic Irresponsibility, philistine self-satifaction.

barracks discipline and a peculiar adventur-

ism of subordinates, one in which adventures

are executed on command from the author-

ities and in which the adventurers know

in advance that they will be left unpunished.

From political extremism, for which

nothing exists save the "conquest of the

streets" in the name of the immediate dic-

tatorship of the proletariat (on iMii>er),

such a leadership can without any disturl>-

ance go over to possib'llism by turning witth

every wind that blows from the petity bour-

geoisie, even as far as chauvinism. The

head of the officious Centrist is so con-

structed that all the winds of ecleoticism

constantly whistle within It. The revolu-

tionary German workers would never tol-

erate this kind of leadership voluntarily.

It is apiwinted, supported rescued and

foisted upon the vanguard of the German

prolet^ariat by the Stalinist faction in Mos-

cow. This is absolutely indisputable. But

is it correct to say tliat a strengthening of

the influence of the Communist party in

the ranks of the German proletariat leads

to a strengthening of the present leadership.

No, that is not correct This is the essential

contention, false to the core, of ail and

every sort of ultra-Loft and psucdo-Left

sectarianism.

The Stalinist bureaucsracy was able to

attain its present power in the U. S. S, R.

as well as on a world scale, only thanks to

tlie endurdng revolutionary ebb.

The StaluHst faction delivered its first

blow at the Left wing, after the Brandlerist

leadership had so disgracefully neglected

the revolutionary situation en 192v?.

The Stalinists submitted the Left Op-

position to a merciless destruction, after

Chiang Kai-Sihek, yesterday Stalin's con-

federate, had destroyed the Chinese revolu-

tion. The years of capitalist stabilization

were years of consolidation for the Stalin-

ist apparat.us. And that is by no means

an accident. The decrease of mass activity,

the decline of the revolutionary mood of the

masses, the growth of apathy — these

causes alone could make i>o,ssiI)Ie the enor-

mous growth of party bureaucratism, sup-

ported on the state apparatus for material

means and for means of repression.

Defeat of the Opposition

Weakens Party

Thus the defeats of the international

revolution, the weakening of the Communist

parties, the weakening of the Left wing

(Bolshevik-Leninists) within the parties and

the growth of the power of the Stajinist ap-

paratus have proved to be parallel and in-

terconnected processes.

This simple and indisputal)le general-

ization alone permits us to construe several

prognoses, A real radicalizatlion of the

mases and influx of workers under the ban-

ner of Communism will not mean a consoli-

dation but a collapse of the bureaucratic ap-

par'at.us. Thal'mann, Itemmele, Neumann

—

we repeat—can hold on to their leading posi-

tions only through the enfeeblement and
the sterility of the revolutionary movement,

only through a decline in the activity of the

workers. Growth of Communist masses

means a growth of revolotionary tasks, a

growth of the requirements of leadership.

The experiences of the last twelve years have
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not been in vain. They have been stored up

in the minds of thousands and tens of

thousands of advanced -workers, covered by

it. crust of formal discipline, but they will

break open with all their force with the

rise of the revolutionary period, when the

advanced workers look with entirely dif-

ferent ey^ upon the leadership that] is

destined to lead them in the decisive strug-

gles.

The present increase of Communist

votes, alongside of the growth of the fascist

danger, must already have raised the rev-

olutionary conseiou-sness of the proletarian

vanguard, and its critical spirit toward its

own leadership as well. With this, the

possibilities of propaganda and agitation

inerea:se rtlso for iihe Bo)isilu>vik- Leninists.

What could, destroy the Opposition, is

the spirit of the street comer sect, which

lives upon defeatism and malice, hopeless

and 'Without any perspectives.

In order to fulfill its historic r61e the

Opposition must be impressed with the in-

separable connection between the successes

of the party and its own successes. Only in

this way will the Opposition find its way
into the ranks of the proletarian vanguard,

from which it has been isolated by the com-

bined forc^ of capitalist stabilization, the

reprisals of the apparatus and the mistakes

of its own leadership.

From what has been said it is clear that

an unbridgeable chasm separates us from

the Brandlerites and that the split with the

Urbahns League was correct and salutary.

Therein lies the essence of the present

situation: that while the Stalinist apparatus

has become a deeply reactionary force sup-

porting itself on capitalist stabilization and

political sterility, the Opposition, on the con-

Eiuuary .noe ami itue j u^

der 'the banner of the party.

The further march of developmfflrfs will

reveal ever more clearly, p-:«Tided we have

a correct policy, that the ruling ajtparatus

has fallen into complete antagonism to the

needs of the party, while the fate of the

Opposition, on the other h^id, has become

bound up with that of the party and the

proletarian revolution.

DE^ngers Confrontii^ the

Opposition

In the past half year the German Op-

position has acc^mplishtHl a gfMKl Mt of

preparatory work. A separation^ of the

fundamental lines has been executed, a

separate organ, Der Kommunist, has been

ereated and it has struck a correct course

In relation to the official party. Finally,

hand in hand with the other sections, the

basis has been laid for an international oir-

ganization of the Ijeft. All this, in its en-

tirety, forms the conditions for tfce devel-

opment of a correct policy and consequently

also for the growth of ithe influence of the

Bolshevik-Ijeninisfc faction. And yet, only

an insignificantly small part of the historic

work, whith faces the Left wing of Com-
munism, has b€H^n accomplished. Loss of

time, as well as the neglect of a revolution'-

ary situation is a thoroughly real danger,

posed not only before ofiicial Communism
but before the Opposition as well.

Experience has proved anew how much
Ftime is lost by petty conflicts and group

struggles which are inseparably bound up
with the life of sectarian circles. There
is no other method of getting irid of this

in'Iierita nee of the i>ast than tliait of iiolding

up to view the gigantic revolutionary tasks

in all their greatness, and that of .mobilizing

the spirit of sacrifice and devotion of the

best elements of the Opposition for their

solution. I whole-heartedly hope that your

conference will do justice to this great task.

With firm Communist gircetings,

L. TROTSKY.
Prinkipo, September 17, 1930.

Father Manuel and Comrade Epstein

SAN ANTONE
THIS IS THE MAN
EL PADRE MANUEL
GOD IS WITH US

CROSSES, ROSARIES, MEDALLIONS,
HOLY PICTURES
HARRV EPSTEIN
4 23 Delmar St.,

San Antonio, Texas

This legend, illustrated by a picture of

the Virgin Mary and the Christ Child, en-

circled by a host of angels, is inscrif)ed on

a calendar hanging fiom the wall of many
Mexican workers' homes in San Antonio.

God's sun 'has rarely shone on so pious

a creature as Father M-anuel. A perfevvid

proselyte, a man of piety and devotion. A
true defender of the oatholic faith.

"I went to six o'clock mass this morn-

ing," he reproaches his customers, "why
were you missing?"

"Verily, God must be in him", murmurs
every good oatholic, leaving him with a

benedicbion.

The good people of the Cat>holie fold

in San Antonia know him as Father Manuel
when he changed his personality by a

draught of tiie magic chemical. And even

so is Fatiher Manuel. At the isttroko of

six:, t;he holy father is wondrously tran-

substantiated, out of the l)ody of Christ',

and into the person of Comrade Epstein,

leader of the San Antonio branch of the

Communist Party of ithe T'nited Stntes, sec-

tion of the Communist International! Hard
to believe? But Lt is neverCheless true.

Mr. Hyde, in his transformation, would

trample children to death in his mad rage.

Comrade Epstein tramples underfoot the

Trotskylst itraitors. The welkin rings with

his denuneiation of these counter-revolution-

ists! How he demands their blood—noth-

ing less! Just as he affirms hjjs faith in

Pius XI up to six o'clock, he affirms his

faith in Stalin I after sfix. He shuns the

sullying confciact of the infidel before six,

and of the N^ro and Mexican "ignorant

workers" after six. The eaereti fiie burns

within him at all time.

At six in tihe morning, he is again trans-

substantiated. Comiade Epstein once more
becomes Father Manuel. Again, like a

humble frilar, he wends his way from door

to door, urging the benighted to greater

piety and selling them his crosses, rosariefc,

medallions and holy pictures. Of such Is

the Kingdom of God, This is the resurtrec-

tion and the fa:itti.

This is a true lecture of a party mem-
ber in San Antonio. We invite the Daily

Worker to challenge it. The rest of the

party membership t'here is not much better.

They make an economic living by fleecing

the Negipo and the Mexican, and save their

political soul by shrill prot«sts of loyalty

to the latest party "line". It goes <wit!h-

out saying that they corusader Trotsky worse
than wirong. How^ long will this rubbish

be tolerated in the party?

—CHARLES CURTISS.

After this wias wrftten, the Daily Worker
publifihed a statement announcing the ex-

pulsioil of Epstein. The other Epsteins of

varying shades remain. It is barely nec-

essary to add that ithe statement also makes
an attack on the "Trotskyists" and on
comrade Curtiss in particular, Tlie at-

tacks on the Opposition are not new ; they

are an un-original (repetition of Father

Manuel's political philosophy. The attack

on comrade Curtiss is, of course, a typical

Stalinist "payment" to the Opposition for

the crime of having pointed out in time

an open sore in the movement which the

Stalinists themselves only discover long

aftei-wards.
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DEBATE
"IS THE PROLETARIAN DICTATORSHIP

NECESSARY?"
James P. Cannon
Communist League of America

says. YES! at the

LABOR TEMPLE
I4th Street and Second Avenue

on

SATURDAY, EEBRUARY 14, 1931

Walter Starrett

"Road to Freedom"

says, NO!

Admission: 35 CMte
AUSPICES:

8 P. M, sharp

JOINT ARRANGEMENTS COMFITTEE.

OCR NEW PAMPHLET

Right after this issue of tJie Militant

goes ofT the press, we are preparing to print

a new pamphlet in the serit^ w-hich we
have planjied. It is "World Unemployment
and the Five-Year Plan" by Iveon Trotsky.

The ijamplhlet deals with the proposal ad-

vanced by the Left Opposition for combin-

ing the unemployment crisis 'wi't:h the de-

mand for the extension of credits to the

Soviett Union to enable it to make more
rapid progrt^ssi with Ithe industrialization

and colltHitivization of tlie country. In

addition, it <'Onrt:ainK a reply to tttie objec-

tions nmde to this proposal by the Rude
Pravo, official organ, of the Czedho-Slovakian

Comlmunist Party. The pamphlet is admir-

ably suifre<l for distribution, eepecially at

the present time. The Introduction is writ-

ten by Ame SwjU>eck, wth special refer-

ence to the siltuation in tflie United States.

Orders should be sent in immediaitely. The
rates are 10 cents per copy and 7 cents

in bundle ordens of five or more. Send, funds

and orders to the Militant,
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The crisis in wihfh the Left wing In

the Amalsamatea flnds itself at present, is

a result of a series of errors committed by

the Party le«de>rship in their misconduct of

the T, U. E, L. and T. U. U. L. in genpral,

and tlie A. C. W. in i>iirti<'ul'ar. They ;vr£> er-

rors of a fundamental character, and are a

reflection of the inconsistency of thf' Com-

munist movement in the whole period since

1924. Durins this period, adventurism and

opportunism alternated with earh other in

rhythmic succession, caxising the movement

to pass through periodic crises.

The Left wing in the Amalgamated has

also gone through this period and suffered

the results. The united front with IliUman

and his lieutenants in the period of the Left

wing's ascendancy in the A. C. W., its con-

sequent defeat due to Hillman's betrayal.

followed by a period of adventurist defiance

of the Hillman machine and another repeti-

tion of the same game which culminated in

the organization of ithe Men's Clothing Sec-

tion under the Needle Trades Workers In-

dustrial Union.

To issue succcwsfnily out of this crisis

it is necests-iry for the T^eft wint^ workers

in the menV clothing iudustiry to tnke up

a serious ansilysis of pais^t inistakes iin<l

adopt a correct Ijcninist ^"ourse of working

within ithe exii^atiinj;; union whifh (-niibrju'cs

-the bulk wf the workers in tUie industry,

i. e. the A. C. W, A correct Lcniniisft

course imi>lies a corrtH-t united front with

ehose menilKM--s willing to take up sincerely

the struggle for tlie <.x>n<'rete needs of the

membership.

Hie Present Line and its M^n Features

The new line underlying the organiza-

tion of the Needle Trades Workers Indu-

strial Union, as well as all the other unions

of the T. I?- U. L., as formulated by the

fourth congress of the R. I. L. U., Is "to

build independent revolutionary unions and

combine these into a New National Center.

The old T U. E. U, based on minorities In

the old unions, becomes the T. \L V. L., the

general organization of tlie revolutionary

unions. We no longer urge the unorganized

workers to join the A. F. of L. but to affili-

ate themselves to the T. U. V, L. unions.

The work of our organized groups in the re-

formist unions based upon the tactics of

the united front from below is subordinated

to the building of the revolutionary unions.

It is orientated upon drawing these trade

union workers under the ideological leader-

ship of the T. U. U. L. and, as speedily as

practicable, into mass affiliation with It."

(The Communist, October, 1930, article by

Poster.

)

What are the reasons for the change in

line? The reasons for the adoption of the

new line are outlined in the same article

as follows:

1. The pressure of the masses on the

T. U. U. L. leadership for the organization

of new independent unions as exemplified

by the independent movement of the Passaic

workers, the miners and the needle trades

workers, in which cases the leadership lag-

ged behind the masses- The Pepper-Love-

tone leadership was consciously opposed to

the organization of independent unions.

2. The onrush of the "third period"

with its accompanying radicalization of the

workers and the sharpening of the class

struggle which necessitates independent re-

volutionary organization and leadership.

Basic Mistakes of •'Third Period" Ideology

These reasons, given in justification of

the ultra-Left policy of which the first is

aimed to prove the soundness of the second,

i. e., the theory of the "third period" which

is held sacred by the Party bureaucrats and

on the altar of which no sacrifice is too big

to be brought, are not only false as justi-

fication of the new policy but, in their con-

ne<-tion. are artificial and historically un-

true.

If we are to draw the proper lessons

from the experience of the Left wing, parti-

cularly in the needle trades unions, we must

analyze the struggles in connection with the

objective conditions which they were con-

ducted and not upon the basis of the abs-

tract theory of the "third period'*, which

was manifestly Invented to cover up the

mistakes of the past. That the leadership

of the I^eft wing in the needle trades union

committed a terrible mistake by surrender-

ing the masses to the Sigmans and the

McM-iihtms. we agree <'omp!etely. Bur tha/t

i« no earthly i-eason why new "revolution-

a>nj' unions" t^hould l)e built in such in-

dustries iwhere the maiai bulk of the woj*k-

ens are already organiw!<l %nd cc)iii<l hv

drawn into this new union only iiuliv.dual-

ly or in small groups,

(^•iTtainly in general (he objective con-

di^'ons Jtre rii)en'ng for the ^iipplicnlion of

a <-<nir(H-t policy of Iniihling new mass

unions in tthe u'no.rg;iinize<l industries. In

the men'.- <'lothing industry specifically the

task as no(t to apply the split policy of

withdrawing members piecemeal fn)m the

existing union, but, on fclie contrary to win

By ALBERT ORLA ND

this membership for militant unionism

whiidh prcsupiHXses a asmpMre seiwOration

from land eliminati-on of the existing re-

actionairy union l'e^;ulen-^hip. This must be

recogiiizod .decisiv*;ly i)efore any "new

turn'* can l)C<^ome a correct turn.

The theory of the "third period" and

the ultra-Left policy based upon it, have

no connection with reality. The theory is

iji mere phantom evoked by the Co-nnntern

leadership to bring them salvation from

their sins, and the ultra-Left line Is the

price they must pay for that salvation.

The new line was an unavoidable re-

action to the opportunistic policies which

caused terrible defeats to the movement. It

was bound in its turn to bring fresh defeats

and disappointments—^the signs of which are

already noticeable.

The "New" Change of Tactics

The latent indications of a change In

tactics by the Needle Trades Workers Indu-

strial Union have given rise to various con-

jectures as to its character, some of which

have been entertained by the writer. In a

previous issue of the Militant, I ventured

the opinion that "'the change in tactics, which

is undoubtedly attempted, and which points

in the opposite diret?tion, is not, however,

fundamental. For a fundamental change In

tactics must be preceded by an analysis of

the mistakes of the past and a clear state-

ment of the new* tactics, neither of which

has been attempted and brought out into

the open. What then can we expect from

the change except disappointment?

What does the change consist of? The

slogan joining the new union has been re-

placed by the slogan of "rank and file com-

mittees". The workers are no longer urged

to join the new union individually, but the

orientation is made on shops. This is a

step in the right direction. But has the

basis of activity been changed? The orien-

tation is still on the new union, which is

basically a wrong orientation. The N. T. W.

I. U. is an abstraction today as far as the

clothing workers are concerned. There ts

not a single shop undei Its control and the

membership from the ranks of the clothing

workers is negligible. Before a foundation

is to be laid for a new union in the cloth-

ing industry, the influence over the masses

must lie won and that can only be done In

a struggle again.^t the A. C. W. officialdom

through a series of preparatory stages. Such

a struggle can only develop by participation

in tlie daily struggle of the masses for

which all channels, legal and extra-legal

must be utilized. But for tha.t, a radical

change in the organizational and ideological

outlook of the leadership is necessary. The

leadership, however, has its roots in the

"third period" ideologically, and Is orien-

tated on the N. T. W. I. U. All their prac-

tical activities must necessarily collide with

their theoretical outlook. The winning of

the masses in the A. C. W. requires patient

and .systematic activity, coupled with con-

fidence in the masses. It retiuires a broad

united front with workers of various politi-

cal beliefs or affiliations on the basis of

their common interests.

The leadership, however, regards the

A. C. W. as a recruiting ground for mem-

bers into the N. T. W. I. U., true, not for

Individual members but for groups, but that

difference is not basic. As to united fronts

from below, the leadership has never been

sincere about it. They have always adhered

to mechanical control, and the atmosphere

created around their close range of followers

has been poisoned so systematically as to

make any real united front physically Im-

possible.

All these considerations lead us to the

conclusion that the latest change in tactics

will not produce any change in the situation.

For a real change in the situation, a change

In the fundamental policy is necessary and

the party leadership has not yet committed

Itself.

What Is to Be Done?

The Left Communist Opposition should

Initi«te the work of rebuilding the Left wing

in the A. C. W, A clear statement de-

fining the aims, policies ,and activities should

be made and distributed among the rank and

file militants In the union, this statement

to contain a review and analysis of the

policies, past and presenit, of the T. U. U. L.

The following points must be emphatically

stated

!

1, An open and unequivocal rejection

of the slogan of a "new union" and the

attempts to witli<lraw the inembersbip in-

divdduaily cfa* in small groui:^ from the

A. C. W. now embr<^cing tiie bulk of the

workers in the indusitry. The sutetirution

of the plogan of "militant industrial un-

ionism" and the building of a left wing
organization to attain thiis object.

2. A figbifc against the Lovestone op-

portumsm which leads direct to unity with

fake progressives and (heurce with the re

aetionarit'^ themselves completely sacrific-

ing the Tx^ft wiuK i>tleok>t^ically and or-

ganizational ly. A fight agai-nsit "third per-

iod" advent;uri^mi wliich proct^eds fi'oni a

condemnation of all existing unions as

[ompiiny unions and thiw to liquidiition of

<^orreftt ' Left wing activities within them.

3. United fronts based on the Left

wing's program with sincere rank and file

elements.

4. Participation In all forms of legal

expression of the rank and file of the union

membership, such as elections, referendums,

cKmventLons, the struggle for deuiocratic

o<Jntrol,. et<^

The activities should be based on ex-

isting divisions in the industry and the un-

ion, such as trade bran-ches, local units and

shops, so as to provide outlets for direct

and immediate expression of the demands

and grievances of the workers. These ac'

itivitifts, however, should be carried on un-

der the direction of a centralizeu body,

representing ail branches, to be elected l>y

a democratic vote.

A program should be worked out embody-

ing all the immediate and ultimate aims of

the Left wing opposition, to possess enough

flexibility to be applicahle to varying situa-

tions but to be clear, and consistent so as

not to allow a distortion of principle.

The activities should be based on cur-

rent issues concerning the workers, with a

view to developing them to embrace the

broad masses and creating a basis for mass

action for the realization of the ultimate

aims of the Left wing movement.

The above propositions, not being a com-

plete program, can, however, serve as a

basis for the beginning of the work of the>

Left wing in the A. C. W. A

Stalin-Bucharin and the Chinese Revolution

A LETTER BY TCHEN DU HSIU
<Coutlnued from last issue)

The Communist Internaitiouai and the

Central Committee have for a long time op-

posed any review of the record of failure

of the Chinese revolution. And now, be-

cause I liave constantly criticized them,

ithey have suddenly invented the following

declaration: "He (i. e., I) Is not sincere in

n>cognizing his own enxn- of opjx)rtunist

leadership in the period of :t.he great revolu-

tion and has not decided to recognize where

his real past errors lay; tiierefore, he must

inevit'ably pursue his past erroneous line."

These words are a self-revelation. In real-

ity, if I were to stultify my mind, and care

nothing alK)ut the interests of the proletar-

iajt ; if I had not decided to recognize my
real past ern>rs, and had been willing to

do their dkity work and have them continue

wiitJi fiheir past false line, they would never-

theless, as before, de[>end upon the old op-

portunist's (i. e., my ) pen and mouth to

artack sioealieii Tnitskyism in order to cover

up rheir errors. How could they expel me
from the p;irty? Am I, who have struggled

against evil social forces for tlie greater

pant of my tife, willing to do such a base

work—(to i-onfuse right and wrong? Lee

Li San sa'id : "The Chinese opportunists

are unwilling to absorb itccurately the If*s-

sons of the failure of the past great revolu-

tion. I)ut try to hide behind the banner of

Trotskyism 'in or-der to cover up their own
mistakes." In reality, the documents of

comrade Trotsky accuse me juuch more
severely tlian do tliose of Stalin and Buch-

arin ; and I c;ould not bu't recognize that

the lessons of the past revolution pointed

out by him are one hundred i>erceut cor-

rect, and 1 could never rojiTt !its words

because he criticizes nie. I am willing to

accept the severest criticism of my com-

rades, but unwilling to bury the lessons

and experiences of the revolution. I would
rather be expelled now by T^ee Li San and

a few others th^Jtn to see the party crisis

without attempting to save the party and
he blame^l in ithe future by the in!iss<'s of

the party members,

Comrad(.«; ! I know that my expulsion

from the i>arty by the Central Committ(ve is

the act of a few meu for the purpose of

covering up their error.s. They not only

want to save them.sclves (he "trouble;" of

hearing my oinnions expressed within f,he

party and advoca.ting an open di.scussion

On political pmblems, but also to dcmon-
'strate by my expulsion that all tiie com-
ra'de.s must keep tiieir mouths cl-osed. I

know that the masses of the party mem-
bers never entertained the idea of expell-

ing me. Though I have been exi>elled l)y

a few leaders at the top of the party, yet

there has never been any hostility or bad
feeling Ix^twtH'u the lua.^jses ii! the ranks

iind mj-self. I shall cont:inuc to sef^e :!je

l>n)Uitafriat hand in hand with all those

conu-ades vvlm are not following the op-

portunist poH-cy of St'il-in's cliqu*' 5-. th in

the Interna tifMial and in China,

Comrades! The present errors of the

party ave noit p'litlnl or ar"-ideni';tl pro-

I'leins: like in the p;i.s>^, Uiey fi.re fhc mani-

fe>3tation of the whole opportunist policy

eonduyted by Stalin in Cliina. The rcspn^i-

sible heads of the Central Committee of the

Clilnese Communist Party, who are willing

to be the phonograph of Stalin, have never

shown any ix>litical consciousness and are

growing worse and worse : tiiey can never

he saved. At the Tenth Conference of the

Russian party. Lenin said : "It is better to

have a s:n:ill organization if there aire

fundamemtnlly different polHicnl op^ni-'ii-s

and there is no w;iy of s{)]viTi" t'"- P'"i-

blem." Ifeised on this theory, he led the

faction of the liolshevik iiKtvenuMi^. N^ w.

in our party, there is nn o^ier wjiy per-

nuitted (legal or open disfuss'on in the

party) to'overcome the prurty crisis. Every

party member has the obligation of saving

the party. We must return h> the <pir'+ 'nd

political line of Bolshevism, unite together

solidly, and sitand straightforward on the

side of the Imternation'al Opposition led by

comrade Trotsky, that is, under the banner

of real Marxism and Ijeninism. and deci-

sively, persistenrly and thoroughly fight

against the opportunism of the Comintern

aud the Central ('onunittee of ttu^ Chinese

party. We are opixi.-^Hl not only to the

opportunism of Stalin and his like, bult

also to tlie compromising a ttitnde of Zin-

oviev. We are not 'afmid of the socalled

"jumping out of the ranks of the party"

and do not hesitate to sacrifice everything

in order to .save the party and the Chinese

revolution!

TCHEN I>U-HSIU.

December 10, 1920.

Norwegian Fascists and

Comrade Trotsky

ComratJe Trotsky, as already I'Oiiortfd

hy t.lie capitaliist pres,s. has btH-n invited

by the Xt>rwi^ian Student's Allijince to conic

to Oslo (o lecture before this l^ody, ;tnd

iias been granted iR'niiission by it lie Xor-

wcgiiUi govermiieut to enter the country tay

an eiglit days' visrit to be strictly confined

to the purpose stated and fin condition that

Comra^Je Tix>tsky does not infc^rfi're in Nor-

wegian "politics". So far the other capitnl-

ist ixjwers have lias>tened their reJ<;c(ion of

a visa for passage through their territories,

and whether Comirade Trotsky can acrtuaily

reach Norway remains to be seen, IVIean-

whiie. 'however, tliis ([ucstioii h;is created

some interesting developments in Norway.

The lK>urgeois press of itiie country un-

ajiimously raised a terrific howl of protesi

against the visa. "Xationen". the officiiil

fijiscist oTg-an. takes tJie lead <';illi?jg upon

the "sons of Norway" to n<:' iiliys.ical -I'm e

to prevent Trotsky's entry. To this iirovtica-

tion the ()r^an of the labor party of Csk>

remarks: "Ir is hardly Ito Ik^ assumed that

the jrovernnient could atToJxl to ct>mpromise

ifsclf (to fbe extent of -withdrawing its per-

mission for entry, .jis that would make of tlie

Norwegian l>ourgeois so{'iiety a lauj^lilug

stock of the world . . . To the faacist pre-s

we wiil just calmly reply that if 'Hhey should

uuderrake such insane a't.-itiO'ii as using force

agaiaist tlie entry of Trotsky tlsey will ln'-

come <v>nvince(i (h;u tlK'i'e are several rhou-

sand sons of Noi-^vay—ami of a iK'tlter surr

—who will feel proud of tb-e v-Lsir to their

country of a man like Trotsky. ITliat lie

bas been victorious in a wsiir with superi*iv

eui'inies. with the botu'gwdsic of ICngiaud,

FraiK'C and the United States, ,!< well as

with tlie Uussian white guards; Ira^ secured

f^u' Iiim a place of ihon-or in the hiisiory of

Uk' inlternationgil lahfir inoveiiienf— -ve.uiii-<i-

less of internal fart ion struggles."

lIass-mu,rTlerer is the title the bourgeois

press bestows upon Trotisky. It cannot t'ovfjive

him for supplying the red army witii .liuns

and cannons which btvame <laiigerous to

tlu' enemy. He was suilieiently inhuman

and brutal to fight iihe rouiiter-irevolution-

isti-^ witii iibeir own weapons. An<J he

found«l a {>owerfuI im'ans of defe-nse wbi-ii

makes it eveir ntore dangerous for world

initienialisim to carry out lis foul <lesi^n.«

<if an ai^mcKi .cru-^ade against the workers"

Soviit: ytate. ui>on which the Russian wiii;e

s:uar<i emigrants still pin their li'^ives.'*

So lon-ir as our St>viei !Ti)ui)iii' wil! re-

niaiin the only boi'der land surnamded !iy

Ihc wiiole lapiialist wori<i, so louj:; will it

he an absolutely ridiculous fantasy and

Utopia 't-o tliink of our (^(nnph^te (\-o;no)iil<'

indeiK'ndence and of the disapix^arance of

our dangers — IjENIN'.



IN THE LEAOUE
For the period of the coining three

months one of our plans «ill for an inten-

sive campaign for new snbseribei's to the

Militant, Our goal is the definite return to

the Weekly at the end of this period. With
the proper resptmse from our branches, our

readers and symixa thissers the goal will be-

come a reality.

Our branches should make up competing

teams and set to work with some induce-

ment for the winning team, that is, the

one securing the most subs on a yearly

basis. We offer for this period a special

three months trial subscriptton of 25c sil^

a special combination offer of either one

of the three books with a yearly subscrii>

tion. "Criticism of the Draft Program of

the Communist International", or "The
Stiategy of the World Revolution*' (both

by L. D. Trotsky), oi- "Sint-e Lenin Died"
(paper cover) by Max Eastman, for the

price of ,$2.0<>. good only for thi;^ period.

This campaign commences Feb. 1st, con-

tinuing up until May 1st. What is your
a nswer ?

Wv will also have special prizes for

tjiie best individual sub, getters. A suffici-

ent number of new sul)s offea-s the opimr-

tunity for the active comrade of acquiring
either "ily Life" by L. I>. Trot^-^ky or "The
lieal Situation in liussia !"

* * * *

Our permanent pledge fund for publica-

tion of revolutlonai-^- literature and stren-

gthening of our organi»ation is jusit l>e-

ginning to get under wjiy. Any <'omrade

interested in our work of publishing funda-
mental Marxian literature—in addition (o

the recent works of C^omrade Trotsky also

those of the revolutionary classics not yet

published in English—should by all means
enter this regular pledge fund, set the sum
he feeis able to advance regnlariy ev-(M*y

monfh aTiil nseet tiic payments. Oomrrades
Vincent Dunne of Minneapolis, T. I^oisnert

of IjOS Angeles, Calif., and Antodnette Konl-
Icow of Boston, Mass., have been the first to

enter the fund with a regidar pledge of

$5,00 nionf-hly. The lvans!a-s (M.ty branch
pledges Ji;20.00 monthly and tli>e New York
i>ranch $75.00.

* * * *

Kecent developments in the revolution-

ary movement and in ithe general situation
of 'the country have brought new life to

our organization. Thus in I'hiladelphia and
in Cleveland where our sui)porters had for
some time showed a lack of activity in an
organizational sense, tlie comrades now re-

port that riiey ore gehting together, en-

deavoring to build up regular organizwl ac-
tivity once more.

In the International I.eft Communist
movement, there are many interesting devel-
opments, particularly in the form of new
adherents to our movement, wihich are all

recorded in onr "intei'national Bulletin", .so

far printed in French and German only.
This material is now being translated and
each momt-hly issue of the bulletin repro-
duced in min!eographe<l ftmn. Issue No. 1

is out and copies can be ordered from the
Militant oifice at 10c each.

* * * *

Our Minneapolis branch repf)rts that in

a special ward eleetaon to be held in tlie

-city, upon the failure of the official party
leadership to file a candidate, our comrade
John S. Brinda will carry the Communist
banner as an officially filed candidate.

Comrade Brinda was one of the leaders

of a splendidly fought eleven months up-

hoLsterers' sitrike in Minneapolis in 1927.

liis revolutionary iK>sition is well known in
the ward and the campaign, we can con-

clude in advanoe, will bring additional

strength to the Communist movement.
* * * *

The Chicago branch is conducting a
class in Marxism with comrade Hugo Oeh-
ler as in.structor evei^ Wednesday 8 p, m.
at 1214 N. Washtenaw Ave. The branch
is ithe miain active force in building up the

Workers Forum held every first and third

Friday, 8 p. m. at Fleiner'ti Hall, Iti38 N.
HaLstead St. It invites all intent^ted work-
^.r^ to join in both of these activiti^,

OPEN FORUM
For the pas^t few raontliii, the New York

Branch of the Ijeague has been conducting
very .successful Forums at the 14th Street

Labor Temple, These Forums have l)ec(mie

an institution in New York, a clarification

ground for Oimmunist workers. The most
^ital problems and principles of commun-
ism have been taken up and discussed. Ex-
perienced speakem and working class lead-

ers of long standing like comrades James
P. Cannon. Arne Swabeck and Max Shacht-
num 'have presenttKl the i'iew,s of the Left
Opposition on such imiwrfiant topics as
"Prospedts of fibe American Revolution",
"Alignments for the New War", "The His-

toric Role of the Oi)position". ''The ffnem-
ploynient Question", "Tlie I'resent Crisis—
What Next" etc. in a uiost interesting and
infoimative manner,

Tiie diaeu?%>ion. in which all are given
the floor and in -which jjarty meml)ers and
sympiithizers i)articularly have participited,

has -shown a remarkably high level of in-

terest and intelligence. All sorts of ques-
tions i-elated to the struggle of the Opposi-
tion and to the Communist movement in

general have I)een raise^i at these lecturt^.

They fcave received the ntmosit attention
from the speakers, who give clear and un-
equivoc^al answers.

Some of the problenss fo be discussed
js'hortly arc: "Can -fhe Left OpiK>siHon Make
a Bloc With the Right". "Recent European
Strikes — Strike Strategy". "Dialectic
Materialism" an<l the "Communists and the
Progr(\ssives*' etc. All workers are urged
to attend and participate in the discussion.
A<lmission: 25c. Free for Unemployed Coun-
cil members. Look for tbe exact date in the
Militant.

Weisbord and the

Liquidators
The "Textile Unity Committee of the

XatifOnal Textile Workers Fnion", that is,

the group of Luvestone adherents whosb
aim has been to liipiidate tlie Left wing in
'the textile industry, has now taken a fur-
tb<'r step in its evolution, imi)Licit in Tjove-
stoiie's p(dicy from tlie very beginning,
whicli should now make clear the Right
wing',s role in the Oommun,ist movement .to

every jnilifant. We learn of this recent
step from a letter .sent out by Alliert Weis-
bord, who was in alliance witli the Love-
stoneites in this, movement from itts in-
ception.

When the "Unity Oonuniftee" was first
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organized by the Lovetstone faotion, with
the aid of Weisbord, the latter made every

endeavor to draw the Left Opposition to its

support as a good "united front" proposal.

Ait that time, several months ago, we re-

jected the whole plan and warned Weisbord
and others that the Ijovestone committee
wais a liciuidattoidst movement which would
reveal it.self completely as soon as Love-
stone was able to delude a sufficient num-
ber of textile workers to g-o along with it.

Weislxird, intent uiion doing "mass work"
at all costs, and determined to realize his

plan of a bloc with the Right wing in

order to wave the Communist, movement
from . , , Menshcvisin, continued not only

as a member of the committee, but came
forward as its most active spokesman His
role in the committee, wllly-nilly. was that

of bell-wether, leading the textile workers
among whom iiis rtxrord and prestige still

held into the Lovestone camp. It goes
witJioiiit saying that Ijovestone had this

role of cH)mc-on well marked out for Weis-
bord from the very beginning.

Utilizing Weisbord—^and not utilized by
him—L[)vestone succeeded in holding a few
meetings of textile workers in the East and
making ready for his next step, just as lie

has already done in the needle trades, among
the food workers, in the miners' tmion and
everywhere else that the liiglit wing has
a fw>thoId. At the last meeting of the com-
mittee, the Lovestone faction adopted a
stand which, according to Weisbord now,
"stood for the liquidation of the National
Textile Workers Union and for a united
fnont with the United Textile WorIters and
the AsBociaited Silk Workers' officials".

This "new program" is not at ail unex-
IK'cted. It is part and parcel of thu Love-
fitone cour.se In the trade unions, which con-
sists of a bloc with discredited reactionaries
posing as "progrt-ssives" directed against the
Communist party and Communist influence
in the la!K>r movement in general, all under
the guise of '-mass work". That course did
not b(>gin yesterday, or at the "last meet-
ing" of tlie Textile "TTnity" Committee. We
warned a.gaimst it in time and rejected any
bloc with the Right wing faction to further
this aim. We called the liquidators liquid-

ators, wliile Weisbord was protesting, only
a few weeks ago, that it was not a liquid-

ationist niovcment. He writes now : "The
committee is n-o more a committee to put
fight into ami to build up tlie N, T. W. TJ,

but a commitee to help the A. F. of L, and
t.he Muste fakers to sell out and to betray
the workers." The fact is : It never was
a committee to put fight into the \. T W.
U. It was from its inception a committee
to liqnidafe the Left wing in the textile
Industry, and Weisbord contributed his
modest services in tins direction.

This is not the first instructive instance
of where individuals have c<une forward
with *tihe acknowled.gment that the stand-
point ot fbe Left Opposition against a bloc
with the Riglit wing is correct for .

Germany or France or Iceland but <locs not
apply in ... the TTnited States. The i>e-

Ktdts of the sboirt-Hved and clesti'uctive ex-
perience witli the "Textile i:nity Comnnt-
tee" are rich witii proof of just how much
wisflom is contained in such a ixdnt of
view, (lefended by Weisbord and rejected
by us. At a time when clarification on all
the principle, <yf. all the strategical and
taotical questions in the Connnunist move-
ment Is a burning necesity, muddlers and
eonfusi'onists are the most dangerous o!)-

stacle. The Left Opposition has not yet bad
the occasion to depart from its principled
position. The latest experience of Weisbord
has, far from invalidating it, only served
to confirm its correctness.

o—~—

A WORD FROM BERLIN
A comrade writes us from Berlin:

The situation in Germany has become
extremely accentuated. The moods of despair
grow among the masses, the whole country
is in a state of det^p social ferment which
must le;id to an expulsive outbreak. The
disparity between the strong Communist
sentiment in the masses and the radius of
action of the party is frightful. Despite
its four and a half million votes, the party
sets in motion throughout Germany tens of
thousands at most in any move, as a con-
sequence of its tactical blunders. The re-

sults of this incapacity in the party are
ruinous. The cadres of the party do not
recognize that the b;funo for this catastro-
phic condition is not Iwrne by the masses,
but that the policy of the party makes it

impossible to unleash the stored-up energy
of the masses. That is how pessimism to-

waVds the masses rises in the party itelf,

as well as a certain mood of despair.

W'herever we have fractions, our influ-

ence has generally grown. In Berlin, that
is, especially in Wedding, the most revolu-
tionary and decisive working class quarter
of Berlin, our comrades harass the party
apparatus and we frequently learn from
leading party functionaries that in many
nuclei, with which we <have no connections
at all as yet, our conceptions and very of-

ten our proposals are defended. . , .

Proletarian Party Meet
The i'rolctarian Party, we learn from

Chicago, is to hold the national convention
in Detroit in May of thi« year. The signi-

ficance of this gathering 11^ in the fact

tliat the more than four yesirs that have
elapswl since tlie last national convention
of the party have constitutetl a period In

which the Communist movement has passed
through its severest crisis from which it is

far from issuing today. It is precisely in

these years that the revolutionary move-
ment has witn(.\ssed tlie trahsformation of
the I^nini^t International into the inter-

national apparatus of the Centrist faction of
Sta.lin. It lias not only been a period of
one crashing defeat for CJommunism after
another {British general strike, uprisings In

l^)Iand and Vienna, the catastrophic con-

clusion of the .second Chinese revolution,

etc.. etc.), but also of a th«>retical back-
sliding into the morass of revisionism in

the most fundamental conceptions of Marx-
ism.

Tlie Proletarian Party, as is known,
has considertHl itself a Communist organi-
zation, loyal to the principles of .Marxism—
and the international proletarian revolution,

even though it remaine<l outside the frame-
work of the Commuinst International. In
socalled specifically American questions, the
P. P. has maintained a sectarian bostiiity

to the official Communist Party, refusing
the instructions of the Comintern to merge
with its American section: in international
questions, the ofiicial ])osition of tlic P. P.

has i>cen an unqualified endorsement of the
prevailing ixdi<'ies of the official Interna-
tional leadership not only in EuTOpe in
general, but in tlie Soviet I'nion especially.
So far as its attitude towards the struggle
within the <"ominfern is concerned, its

principal declaration has been a disgraceful
article liy one Nowak, which repeats all

the dreary an<l phititudinous slanders
sigitinst the Opi>osition borrowwl from the
files of tile Injirecorr.

This nationally-restricted outlook, large-
ly akin to that of the Right wing Brandler
grotip in (jcrmany. has not met with the
unanimous api)robation of the P. P. mem-
bersliip, whose schooling in the elements of
Marxism has nuule it difficult to swallow
the fet^ble substituttv for Marxist science
which are put forward by the "thtwretic-
iaiis" of the Stalin school. In some sec-
tions of the membership, notably in Chicago,
a new interest ba.s Ix^en aroused in the
fundamental quo-^fions of principle! raised
by (he Left Opi>osition, ac<y>mpanied by a
desire to study, to understand and to take
a definite position on them. The realization
is penetrating some of the members of tiie
r. P. that the Communist movement today
is no longer a whole. !>u,t a iiody divided
ini-o tinw parts: the liquidationist Right
wing, the Centrist swamp, and the Marxist
Opposition. The leanings in the direction
of (he latter which have been manifested
by some of the P. P. com,rades are the
healthiest sign of a ferment in the Prol-
etarian Pai-ty that have been .seen for years.

Xot eveji the isolated existence of tlie
P. P. can forever be a barrier to the entry
of the ftinflamcntal disputed questions.
Whetlier these questions will actually come
up for discussion at the P. p. convention
depended in large measure upon the ability
of the advanced members compelling such
a discussion despite the unwillingness of
some of the iwrty leaders. It can he said
that should the convention take place with-
out such a discussion, it will end without
having accompli.sihed anytJiing and could
just as well never have I>een held—a gather-
ing of revolutionists which refuses to take
up these questions that have split the move-
ment is a gnatihering from which all life is
removed because it is removed from life
itself. We hope that this will not be the
ease. becans<. an objective and honest ex-
amination of the disputed questions wotdd
niairk a big step forward hy the P. P,

In future issues of the 'Militant,' we ex-
pect to return to tiie question ^f the Prol-
etarian Party and its Detroit convention.
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United Front on Unemployed
Mooneyes Betrayal by

the Labor Bureaucrats

Two men have been in the prisons of Cali-

fornia for some fifteen years now, as in-

nocent of the crime for which they were

convicted as any man who walks the streets.

Their names are known to the working

class in every part of the world. Around

them, at various times, have been created

movements of thousands, of hundreds of

thousands and more, -who have marched the

streets, who have raised their voices in

militant protest at their imprisonment, who

have demanded in unmistakable language

that the two be released immediately- Their

names have become a banner of working

class struggle. For "Mooney and Billings"

have for more than a decade symbolized the

crime of American capitalism against

our class, the abyss of bourgeois class jus-

tice.

This has been known to every progres-

sive-minded worker in the country: Mooney

and Billings alone are a sufficient revelation

of the cynical hypocrisy of all those who

prate of "justice" for "rich as well as poor"

under capitalism. Mooney and Billings were

sent ito prison and have been kept there

only because of tbeir activity in the labor

movement and in spite of the fact that not

one year has passed since their trial with-

out new evidence being piled up to prove

their guiltlessness and the fact that the

wliole case -was a vile frame-up of the mas-

ter class.

Hie Treachery of the Bureaucrats

But what has not been so widely known

about the case is a feature of it which ex-

ceeds all others in shamelessness, duplicity

and crime against labor: the treachery of

the American labor leadership. The revolu-

tionary vanguard has known of this black

page in working class annals ; others have

felt it indistinctly but without much proof

at hand; the bulk of the workers has not

realized it at all. Yet the facts are there

as large and real as life: from the very be-

ginning of the historic case, the overwhelm-

ing majority of the American labor leaders

have worked hand in hand with the capi-

talists and the capitalist politicians, not

only to keep Mooney and Billings in prison,

but to put them there in the first place.

Rarely lias DeLeon's classic phrase,

"the labor lieutenants of the capitalist

class", been invested with more eloquent

significance than by the whole record of

the Gompers and Green scQiool of labor

chieftains in the Mooney-Billings case. The

defense of the latter, at every stage of the

struggle, lias been confined to a small sec-

tion of devoted, courageous militant work-

ers who encountered the direct sabotage of

the labor bureaucracy at every turn. How
many have known of this great betrayall

Very few, we have said. And this ignor-

ance has been caused not only by t-he con-

spiracy of the labor leaders, but to a cer-

tain extent by so many of those false "lib-

eral friends" of the prisoners, who feared

to "antagonize influential authorities". But

this recedes into the background in the

face of the revelations finally made in full

by Tom Mooney himself and by his Defense

Committee in a pamphlet just made public

under the title: "Labor Leaders Betray Tom
Mooney".

The Agents of the Frame-Up

it takes your breath away, this docu-

ment does! As relentlessly as the judicial

bloodhounds of California capital ran down
Mooney and Billings, so does Mooney im-

placably pursue the record of misdeeds of

the reactionary bureaucracy wiich American

capital has foisted upon the labor move-

ment. With fact heaped lupon document,

and document upon fact, he erects a eru^-

ing tombstone to any claims the labor

skates may make to defending the inter-

ests of the working man. He marshalls

and parades them before our view: Paul

Scharrenberg, of the California State Fed-

eration of Labor; P. H, Carthy, czar of the

building trades; A. W. Brouillet, who was
(Continued on page 2)

AN OPKN LETTER TO THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF AMERICA

Unity of action by the working masses in the strug-

gle for the unemployed millions requires first of all united

action of the workers vanguard. The National Committee

of the Communist League (the Left Opposition) is in

favor of such a unity of action. As a means of bringing

it about we submit to you the following analysis of the

problem and a concrete program of action. We ask your

serious consideration, and that of all Party members and

class conscious workers, to this appeal for a common strug-

gle.

Unemployment is increasing and with it increases the

inability of the capitalist system to provide the workers

with the means of existence. The number of workers who

search in vain for a job mounts ever higher. This is a

problem of great proportions for the American working

class movement, and particularly of its revolutionary sec-

tion,—the Communists.

The crisis still continues in its downward sweep. As

yet there is no change in this course. Even the bourgeois

economic experts are extremely cautious in their predic-

tions. But they have with brutal frankness demanded a

further reduction in the general cost of production, which

means essentially further wage cuts. The capitalist owners

of industry, utilize the unemployment situation to play the

unemployed against the employed. They see in the situa-

tion an opportunity to force downward the standard of

living of the workers in order to increase their own profits.

From the standpoint of the proletariat the organization

of a militant movement of resistance, uniting the widest

masses of workers, stands first on the agenda.

It is not only Americans involvement in world

economy that has produced the present crisis. It

grows, the same as any former crisis, with deadly pre-

cision out of the capitalist system of production itself.

This must not be forgotten. Ever so often crisis recurr when

the production cycle reaches the saturation point and the

market is. glutted. This is a fundamental contradiction of

capitalism. In recent years rationalization and speed-up

of the workers has rapidly increased the productive capac-

ity. This only made the contradiction more acute. The

res.ult has been a great excess of means of production on

the one hand, and an excess of laborers without employ-

ment and without means of existence on the other.

To present this as the final crisis of American capi-

talism would be false. It is still the world dominant power

within a declining capitalist imperialism. It is preparing

now by all possible means to climb out of its economic dif-

ficulties upon the backs of the workers of America and

abroad. But so much more, in order to maintain it& exist-

ence, does it need an industrial reserve army—the un-

employed. This army will hence be with us as a permanent

phenomenon; millions of workers condemned to remain with-

out work and without means of existence.

There will be more crises of capitalist production.

They have already become world wide in character. The

ranks of the unemployed are augmented everywhere, except

in Russia where capitalist unemployment has disappeared.

Within the capitalist world the contradictions are thus

growing and multiplying; the class struggle will increase

in intensity. There can be no solution to the wnemploy-

ment problem under capitalism. The solution can be found

only in the socialist revolution, and finally only on a world

scale.

In its ruthless efforts to find a way out American capi-

talism has embarked upon its savage campaign of slashing

wages and crushing any workers' resistance. Its main fire

is concentrated on the Communist vanguard. In the seri-

ous matter of correct Communist policy for the unemploy-

ment problem this outstanding feature of the moment must

be given first recognition. Secondly, we must recognize

the present defensive character of the general working

class movment. There is not a "widespread workers radi-

calization", nor a "revolutionary upsurge of the American

masses" at the present time. To proceed from such a

fictitious analysis can lead only to fundamentally false

conclusions and isolation of the Communist forces. But

the situation is full of promising potentialities for a rise

of the labor movement, for its entering into more active

resistance and struggle for its needs. By means of a cor-

rect policy the Communist forces can connect up with this

main stream they can help to prepare effectively for this

new rise and give it to a positive direction.

The endeavor to keep the unemployment movement

within the narrow bounds of the Trade Union Unity League

is wrong. This policy hems in the movement instead of

broadening it. It is false to center the unemployment pro-

gram, and the activities and demonstrations, around the

deceptive opportunist petition campaign to Congress, And
it is doubly false to represent the Social Insurance bill

as a panacea for unemployment. Such departures from

Marxism only create reformist illusions. A militant strug-

gle for real and immediate relief is indispensable, and this

requires the closest unity of employed and unemployed.

The slogan of "hunger marches", at a time when this unity

is far from established, may tend to separate the unem-

ployed from the employed and thus to narrow the struggle.

The net result of these errors is a situation in which

the demons^trations become demonstrations only of the small

Communist vanguard as an easy target for policemens*

clubs while the main body of the working masses stands

aside as passive bystanders. We must follow the opposite

road, we must first of all endeavor to unite the working

masses, with the Communist vanguard in the lead, in the

struggle for the unemployed. In this struggle, those at

work, suffering under the ravages and degradations of the

capitalist offensive, must have their place side by side with

the unemployed. Given such direction, no policemens' clubs

can beat back the movement.

Our principle object is and remains the proletarian

revolution. Our agitation and tactics must naturally vary

to correspond with the objective developments, with the

rhythms of the ebbs and flows, the upward and the down-
ward curves of the working class movement. In each spe-

( Continued on page 3)

False Steps in the New York Dressmakers* Strike Preparations

The decision made by the leadership of

the Needle Trades Workers Industrial Union

to drop the economic demands in the New

York dressmakers* strike, which we an-

nounced in our last issue, has been com-

pletely confirmed, and not only the fact of

the change, but also the bad results which

it would inevitably entail. A strike based

on a struggle to improve the rotten working

and wage conditions of tlie dressmakers

would undoubtedly arouse a conslderoble

section of the workers to follow the strike

call of the union. As it is now, the an-

nouncement that it would be what amounts

to a simple strike for union recognition

has had the effect of a cold shower on the

needle trades workers as a whole, and

has served to set back the whole strike

movement Two very clear manifestations

indicate this: the triumph with which the

Right wing liquidators of the Loves&one

camp have greeted the change in policy as

a vindication of tlieir opportunist policy,

and secondly, the spiritlessness and fewness

of the workers who have thus far rallied

to the Industrial Union for the strike.

Unwilling or not able to meet this situa-

tion with the adoption of a correct policy

of mobilizing the workers, and especially

of drawing into the struggle those workers

still following the Right wing union, the

Industrial Union leadership is now planning

to take another, even falser step, which is

fathered by desperation and mothered

by an inherent opportunism. At the last

meeting of the Trade Union Unity Council,

and in the Union strike committees them-

selves, the old, reactionary and discredited

policy of "pulling committees" for the strike

is being put tov adoption. In the best of

cases, these pulling committees as a substi-

tute for the response of the workers, is a

sign of lack of belief in the workers them-

selves; in the worst case, it is a sign of

tlie weakness of the r^ponse which the op-

portunists seek 'tx> make up for by coercing

the majority.

Should tlie Left wing adopt this pro-

posal it would undoubtedly have disastrous

effects. It is the policy which the old lead-

ership of the needle trades Left wing-
Zimmerman, Wortis, Gold and Co.—made

notorious. Itt is only a few months ago

that Johnstone and his colleagues conducted

a violent sham battle against this and sim-

ilar methods and labelled them the acme

of Lovestoneite opportunism. Now, made

desperate by the poor results of their course,

they are resorting to the very same steps.

When the great majority of the dressmakers

remain unmoved as yet by the strike call

—and that is the case now—the "pulling

committees" can only result In alienating

and antagonizing the workers against the

Left wing movement. The proposal must be

rejected forthwith by the rank and Ale Left

wingers. The plan we proposed in our last

issue, for making the struggle a real strike

for the economic conditions of the workers,

or failing that, to transform the strike com-

mittees into organization committees to

prepare a sound basis for a struggle in the

near future, must be adopted. It is not yet

too late. The Johnstones, Sazers and Hy-
maijs >are taking the road that ends in the

disereditment and -weakening of the Left

wing. The ranks of the movement must
take the union off this road and on to the

highway of victory.



Onth Miinois fviiners
(The Militant publishes the following

letter from comrade Gerry AUard of Ill-

inois as a discussion article because it

cannot agree with some of tlie statemenits

expressed in it. We refer especially to the

aanbiguous remarks on working within the

United Mine Workers of America, which,

in Its "reorganized" Fisthwick secfSon in

IUlm>i3, has become the dominant factor,

embracing thousands of miners in the dis-

trict in rn^hose ranks the Left wing is oblig-

ated to -work «o as not to remain isolated

from the masses and leave them at the

mercies of the bureaucrats, The present

attitude of the official Communist Party

leadership means to transform into a fetish

tbe empty shell of the Left wing union,

Mine, Oil and Smelter Workers Industrial

Union, which has no foothold at all in Ill-

inois. With the remarks comrade Aliar'l

makes concerning Ilowat we are quite in

agreement, except where he imputes ito com-
rade Angelo the opinion that the Left wing
movement must be bull t around Howait.

The article by Angelo contained no such
statement ; on the contrary, it pointed out
the need of the Left wing rank and file

movement being built regardless of the

attitude adoptefl by "leaders", past and
present, of the miners who, consciously or

not, have made them5?elves .the instruments

of the Fishwicks and Farringtons, With re-

gard to comrade Allard, however, it should

be remembered that firmness in principle

should noit be confined to a criticism of

the TjCft reformists of the Howat caliber

in one particular field or industry. Such
firmness mus.t he manifested especially in

the fundamental questions that have div-

ided the revohitionary movement, in recent

years—the very questions which are of

such decisive consequence 40 every tactical

and momentary issue that arises for

our movement. Comrade Allard himself has

not alway-s manifested this firmness, parti-

cularly at the time of his capitulation from
the Opposition, We are gratified to note,

however, that his recent position is being

developed in ever cIO:?er harmony to that

of our movement.—Ed.)

OX ANOKLO'S ARTICLE
The rsltuation in the coal mining In-

dustry in recent months has steadily be-

come worse. A-s in all i)asie industries, in

searching for a clear policy to meet the

deplorable situntiun, iiu! IlUnois district

holds t:lie limcHght with various important

events in the last ye;u-. The Katiimal Min-

ers Union, the Fislnvick-Lewis fight, the

rank and file movement, occasional glimpses

of tlie I. W. W.—all these present to the

coal miners factors of tremendous import-

ance in the way of education. The arena pre-

sents various political groups in practical

struggles, where workers may deduce their

Ttarious aims, tactics, jwlicies, etc., as well

as reveal the soundness or weakness,

the good and bad i>oints. As a whole, it

gives one a real sizing-up of tlie various

tendencies, from tlie reformist to the ultra-

Leftist revolutionii?t, in action.

To the militant workers, the reaction-

ary Fishwick and Lewis groups whic'li con-

trol the remnants of 'the U. M, W, of A.,

are provc-d traitors, agents of the bosses

and the first lieuitenantsofcapitalin stifling

real working class actiiom There cannot

under any circumstances be any excuse for

the colossal betrayals of these fakers

through hard years of struggle on the parit

of the rank and file.

Comrade Angelo, in his recent article

on the Illinois siiuaii<m apologizes in an oi>en

way for Ilowat, Although IIowa.t's record

has uk'tny liigh spots of sacrifice and cour-

age in facing the enemies of the eoal min-

ers, yet his record is spotted with numer-

ous pclitiical, coinfusJona. weakne.syes and

discouragement in facing various tendencies

on poiitic'fil issues. The actions of Howa.t

in the Sast four years prove beyond much
doubt hi-s weaicening, yes, and even oppor-

tunistic motive^?. Howat to my knowlege

lias proved beyond a doubt his disqualifica-

tion to become a national leader of the eoal

miners. He docs not possess the makings

of a general in the class struggle. W^ould

I be pei-mitted to ask comrade Angelo these

questions?

On Howat
1. Was Ilowat elec.te<l by bona fide

rank and file delegates at the Springfield

"reorganization" convention, or was he

elected by Fishwi<rk and Farrington?

2. Do you agree with Howat's s,tate-

ment to John L. Lewis' executive board

\c^erein he promises not to embarrass the

administration if It permits him to return to

the U. M. W. of A. 7

3. Has How»t ever voiced publicly

his opposition to a stolen agreement between

the miners and operators which is today

imposing the rottenest conditions ever im-

agined by a socalled 100 percent organized

district?

4, Has Howat ever publicly denounced

Fishwiek, Nesbit, Walker and the gunman
district board of the "reorganized" move-

ment?

Comrade Angelo and the militant labor

movement waste their time if they focus

their destiny on the actions of an indivi-

dual. Instead of making Howat "itiie tail

end", there is ta danger of making the prin-

ciples of our movement the tail end of

Howat, This is absolutely in contradiction

to Ijcninism, on which the Opposition is

firmly basefl. Comrade Angelo greatly ex-

aggeraites the socalled "respect and confid-

ence of the rank and file". In Southern

Illinois, Ilowat is placed by the rank and
file in the same category with Lewis, Fish-

wick, et al.

The "educational groups" referred to

in comrade Angelo's article receive a higb

consideration. Whether these "educational

groups" are so organi^ced as to legalize

themselves in the face of the U. M. W. of

A. couititution, I do not know. However,

the outline of Angelo's plan of work is in-

adequate. Not to neglect the rank and file

miners in ihe U, M, W. of A, is an impor-

tant thing. But to rely solely on boring

from within the U. M. W, of A, is just as

bad as neglecting the miners in these re-

formist organizations and isolating our-

selves in sectarian "dual" unions.

The nuiin point of our struggle must be

to win over the majority of the coal miners

to our cause. To rely mainly on capturing

the degenerated, corrupted, ^ying U. M. W.
of A, is futile. The numerical inferiority

of the TJ. M, W, of A. from a national

standpoint places us in a position where

other steps must be taken. If we can or-

ganize tlie masses of unorganized miners

into the U. M. W, of A. we can organize

Ihe masses of unorganized miners into the

U, M. W, of A. we can organize real in-

dustrial unions. Why ultimately take over

the U. M. W. of A. and hinder our prestige

and retard progress?

The absence of a real functioning Com-
munist party in Illinois coal fields, after

years of great influence and energetic work,

presents a calamity to the revolutionary

movement. The best example of the weak-

ness of our party is the fact thait in Frank-

lin County, the largest coal producing sec-

tion, Freennan Thompson, president of the

^r. O, S. W. I, T^, iwlled only 24 votes run-

ning for Senator on the C, P. ticket. True,

the results of capitalist vote-counters are

not our barometers for gauging the degree

of class-conscious, nevertheless, the com-
plete collapse of the party apparatus and
the non-functioning of a single union local

is a clear-out example of weakness in a
county where over 400 party members once

belonged and a year ago, ome 5,000 members
were enlisted into the National Miners
Union.

These facts must not be received sarcas-

tically by ,the miiitant workers. It means
a weakening of our fight in the face of sev-

ere complications in the capitalist machin-

ery. Thousands of miners are hungry, mil-

licms of workers starve. Capitali.sm faces

.serious opposition on a world-wide scale.

We must redouble our efCorts, we must drive

ithe message home, we must put our party

on the right track.

Christopher, 111. —GERRY ALLARD.
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The Weisman Case
From the Organizer, the weekly bulletin

of tlie New York Party district, we learn

the following in the section devoted to the

Control Commission decision : "That com-

rade Weisnran acted in a most bureaucratic

manner in general; that specifically he, just

before his leaving [as self-appointed dele-

gate (0 the Profintern Congress,—ed.], set

up a secretariat without consulting the lead-

ing union committee, aiitl also lias kept him-

self aloof from the anembership of the un-

ion [ihe Food Workers Industrial Union];

iuid th:it his personal conduct as to indul-

gence in aiooholics . . . (otc,,) has injured

the prestige of the party and the union in

the eyes of the workers." In addition, the

District Control Commission "investigated

n5so rumors about financial irregularities

and about personal conduct" and found that

"comrade Weisman went to the R. I. L. U.

Congress with the knowledge and permission

of the party, but that he pursued various

maneuvers [so I"} towards this end; that

the finances -of the union have been handled

in a most irresponsible manner due to which

the union finds itself in a bad financial

condition," The finni decision on Weisman,
It continues, severely censures him, removes
him from all posts and committees, and
prohibits his holding office for a year.

Insignificant an individual though Weis-

man is and has been, the case is never-

theless not witiiout instructive features. It

is an almost classic instance of the inter-

nal regime of the party and the organizations

it controls, and the disastrous consequences

of thi^ regime. How would it be possible,

given a normal functioning of the party

and the Left wing union, for an individual

under party and union control to manipu-
late finances in a shady, manner, that he re-

tain a post wliiie conducting himself in a

manner that destroys the prestige of the

party, to net generally in a Imreaucratic

manner, virtually to appoint himself the

representative of the workers to interna-

tional congresses, etc, etc., and yet retain

his post as leader of the union, as Weisman
did? Tlie answer is simply this: with a
norijial functioning, this situation would be

impossiijlc, or at the very least, most im-

probable. It lias happened, does happen
and will happen precisely because there is an
abnormal, bureaucratic, irresponsible regime

(Continued on page 7)
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Mooney*s Betrayal
(Continued from page 1)

finally run out of the leadership of the

'Frisco Labor Council for his treachery

;

the camarilla of the T^imsters' Unions

:

Michael Casey, James Wilson, William Con-
boy, Walter Dryer and Co, ; and from them
to the national bierarehy, the Greens and
Wolls, he takes us in the final step.

"They are scabs at heart," H, L. Menck-
en wrote to Moone once ; and the latter

adds: "They are scays in action." Mooney'g
jailers, *those who framed him, received the

constant support of these labor leaders;

31-ooney's defenders received their constant
tire. The sentiment of the mass of Amer-
ican labor was deliberately ignored by llabor

fakerdom, and all activities in the defend-

ants' behalf undermined, because Mooney
and Billings had been "trouble-makers",

"agitators" and "Heds" in the trade unions
—and a thorn in the side of the business-

men. "Why, if you let his kind go about",
.John O'Connell, secretary of the 'Frisco

Labor Council and chum of the Chamber of
Commerce i)resident, declared at one time,

"no one would be safe . . . there is only
one thing to do—to put him away for life—
where be can't do any harm." This has
been the attitude of nine out of ten of the
A, F. of L, le^idcrs, fmm O'Connell up to

Green

!

That is why Mooney is a hundred times

right when he says in his letter to his fel-

loiw-prisoner, Billings : "Our struggle for

fi'eedom is inextricably Iwund up with the

whole question of the future of the Amer-
ican workers. Our victory will be a guar-

antee that they too must; win if there is a
leadership capable of strengthening the A.
F, of L,, and noft keeping it Sitagnant or
weakening it. Out of the present leader-

ship, which is thoroughly aorrupted, no
fundamental progress can be expected . . .

Those lieutenants of capital masquerading
as labor leaders should be exposed ; they
are the worst enemies of a i-eal organized
labor movement. It is our duty to help
exixise their culpability. Tbey are our
^^orst foes. The^y are the foes of all mili-

tant workers,"

A hundred times right: For the battle

to liberate Mooney and Billings is not, as
thoir lil)eral "friends" believe, a fight to

vindicate "American justice", l)u,t a class

struggle against "American justice" and its

beneficiaries, the capitalist class and its

labor agents. Each one of the latter run
out of the labor nwn-ement means another
bar wrenched, out of the sockets of the
prisonens' cells; every new fortification of

the Left wing in the working class is an-
other stone crushed in the walls of the
penitentiary.

The latest declaration of Mooney, fol-

lowing uiK)n the recent Supreme Court de-

cision, is an invaluable document. It was
tardy in publication, because what it says
held true from the very beginning, and its

expression would surely have advanced the
cause of the frame-up vicUnis to greater
success than it has hithorto attained. But
it is not too late. The workei*s' movement
in this country has also been tardy, in let-

ting two of its l>c>-it sons rot in prison for

fifteen years without compelling their re-

lease, lint that iilso is not iiTemtxliable,

it is not yet too late to act.

With this new turn in its struggle as
a point of new departure, to which added
weight is Iieing given daily by new arrests
of militants workers, new imprisonments,
the burning need of the moment is a broad,
national defense movement to free all the
class war prisoners, a movement tliat must
break down the treacherous barriers of the
la!(or bureaucracy, that must reach into ev-
ery lalK)r organization, to the w-orkers in
every city and town, until it has gathered
such power and momentum that it can
break through the walls that hold our class
war figli,ters. The initiative and spirit must
nwessarily be furnished principally by the
Left wing nnd Communist forces. They are
under command and obligation. With in-

telligent boldness, a power can be created
in the labor movement reaching lieyond the
confines of the .s.trugglle for the class war
prisoners, and nceomplishing successes of
gigantic dimensions.

The International Labor Defense, which
remains the only militant workers' defense
organization on a national and internation-
al scale, nuist set alwut its task immedi-
ately. Tf can and will be done, but the
prerequisite for success is to throw over-
board the disastrously sectarian chart by
which the ship of the Left wing is now be-
ing steeitHl. That in turn is the task of
the more conscious and farsighted militants.
They must proceed to solve this task so
that Miooney. Billings, McNamara, the Cen-
tralia boys, fhe dozens upon dozens of Com-
munists and their prisoners of our class
are liberated. Our aid is pledged in ad-
vance.^M, S,
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What 1$ Happening in the Soviet Union Today?
AT THE END OF AlJilUST

I will inform you briefly and fleefcingly

—eo as not to lose the freshoess—of the

impressions of my jouimey, my observations

and enoouinters. I shall not speak of the suc-

cesses, tlhey are indispuitable and are ex-

pressed in figures, even ithougtb not always

exiaet ones. I will only speak of the min-

uses, because they are pass^ over in sil-

ence. In the meantime, they aire aocuma-

lating into an ever greater danger. It is

the duty of a revolutionist today not to

pday the official tune but—against the

stream—to speak the trutih, and not only

speak it but sfhout it aloud.

. . . "Tlie approaching sliuyt-dowai of

msany big machinery plants is being spoken

of beeamse of itihe laick of raw malterials.

This Information was also oonflrmed by N,

N, wtio, as you know, works in this sphere.

The c!haos in transportation is beyond des-

eription.

The situation in ithe Donetz basin is

very critical. You must have noticed it by

the way. tlhrough the reflections in Pravda.

The miners are tfhrowing up Kheir jobs en

masse. They now are called "loafers".

There is nothing surprisiing in this situa-

tl«n. A friend of mine, a teohinieian work-

ing in the Donetz Basin, an honest non-

party worker, and completely pro-Soviet,

told me that i3ie situation was catastropfhic,

and What if the material conditionK of the

workers' existence were Jioit improved, the

Tealization of the production progKim would

thave no chance of realization. A» things

staaiid now^accord img to this same friend

—half of the miners receive en average

wage of fifty rubles a month . , . The co-

operatives naturally, have nothing in stock

and the prices of commodities in the free

market are extraordinarily ;higTa.

A situation sunttla-r to tlhe "I>on-bas"

has also been noticed in other places. Un-

der (these conditions, to speak about "pro-

ductive enthusiasm", is, to put it mildly,

an exaggeration, "When you speak to the

miners about increasing production' V the

^te<Sinician told me, "they unanimously reply

that they must first be fed." The produc-

tion meetings, as well as the trade union

meetings, are almost unaltteaided. In the

textile industry, the situation is no better.

I do not know if you are informed that

in the summer the paper mills were nearly

all closed down for a period of almost two

months as a consequence of the same
reason: lack of raw material. Once again,

the adventurism of Ithe leadership was vivid-

ly proved. They had establiished the unin-

terrupted working week and the system of

three shifts without a prelitminary inventory

of tihe raw materials ait hand. As
usual, 'responsibility -was shifted to the ad-

miniiSttrators. I can verj' well imagine tlie

fSate of the administna-torft had they said,

at t'he 'height of the uminterrtiptod work-

ing week, tha-t there was insufficient raw
material. We 'have a similar situation in

the leather and tobacco industries. In the

cooperati^-es, there was not unjtil recently

the possibility of buying even a single

cigarette or a pin<'h of tobacco. Allotted

cigarotites are ^'^Id only in factories and

institntions. On thi> private market, at

fantastic prices.

Queues at the stores have been stand-

ing for meat, {women wailt at the doors

of the coopm-atives from 8 to 9 o'clock in

the evening until the following morning)

for biscuilts, for caramels and . . . for shoe

repairs. For some ofUhe other commoditi^

the question of "queues" was solved very

simply: they simply did not exist,

TextUe, ixaper and silk prod-ucts woav

not to be obtained even on the free market.

In the coopepR lives, tihere are absolutely no

shoes. Tlieir distribution haw now been

begun at the factories, but in a completely

insufficient quantity. On the market, sIkx>s

sold at fabuIou«: prices; 70 rubles as a min-

imum. 200 as a maximum.

Tbc crisis in small currt^noy lias as-

sumetl oaitastrophic dimen-sions. There was

no p(«i«ibility of changing money. You ought

to see the intildents this produ<'ed! People

were buying absolutely unnecessary things

only in order to run up the bill to one

ruble Or (to three. Ijately even t'he imper

ruble has been miKsi'ng. Excitement runs

high. At the top. they close tlieir eyes to

the general restson for thJte very well known
phenomenon, produc*e<l by inflation.

Aft the faetori'^, the campaign for the

"Five Year Plan in Four Years"—^loan was

execut^iid with great difficnltj'. In majny

fiaetories, especially in the textile factoriess

it wa« very difficult (to organise meetings

for the loan. In some places, they utilized

the notm hour for rthetse meetings, but the

workers did not wanlfc to lioten. Generally,

the textile workers are the most dissatis-

fied: because of the extremely low wage

amd the intensifiealtion of labor. One woman
icomnade, a viery good textile worker, a
member of the party, told me that Che Oom-

muKists in itbe fa-ctory where she works

(one of the factories of the "Mieskvoshei")

can no longer bring in any propOKals; to

the factory meetings and whenever anytiiing

has ito be proposed, they sec'k out a non-

party tworker, because the workers will , not

lis.ten to them.

Because of the lack of footlstuffs thei-e

is a serious crisis In Mie i>eiiKonnel of the

Leningrad port.

The workers I had occasdon to inter-

view on the lack of products, told me that

they consider the present situation worse
ithaji that of 1919, This opi'iiion sitruck me
(for<'ibly. To my doubts, they replied that

tin that epoch ittbey were assurtnl of ii;iti<ms

—

this lis not the case now. Tliey also said

that personally, fhey are fed mmv or less

decently at the factory dining rooms, but

that this does not solve the problem of

feeding the family. Besides that at t^e

factory they eat only once a day when to

be satiated at least threti meals a day
are needt^d, and as for the remaining two
meals it is impossible to find any, or almost

any provisions.

Some workers to wfhom I si)oke told me
a very interesting sfcory al>out the "sihock

brigades". These famous brigades do not

always include the best elements. In every

factory, they try to crt^tite a gixiup of pri-

vileged workei-s who are better paid than

the rest, a sort of an aristocracy, upon
which the CenfVist bureaucracy can support

itself. Excellent workers, actually capable

of productive enthusiasm, ^re often forced

to stand idle because the materials are

given to the brigade first. In addition,

this creates an antagonism inside the fac-

tories and the '^hock brigades" often be-

come the object of a grow,ing iintagonism

on tilie part of the workers.

Last summer a strike of the Odessa

dock workers took place. To take the place

of the stickers. Communist Youtih were
sent in. They were beaten up by the work-

ers who, ait the same tinie, insulted them,

calling tihem strike-breakers, etc. In Nov-
orossisk, as a consequence of the lack of

products, serious disturbances occurred. De-

monstrations of women marched thix)ugh the

streets. Stones were tlirown into the

building of the local Soviet

I also wish to communicate to you the

impressions of a comrade wlio was In Sib-

eria for party work at the beginning of

April, where 5ie remained unifcil tbe end
of JuIIy. I must tell you that this was a

comrade whom I know as a "one hundred
percenter", who never risked a criticism

and who had no sympathies for us. Neither

was lie a Right winger. When I met him
I hesitated for a few minutes even to

greet him, because I assumed that ihe would
not even wisih to undergo the risk of a

conversation with me. But to my astomish-

menlt,, he himself came to meet me. Here
is approximately our conversiation

:

"How are you?" I asked him. "You
look very bad. You look tired."

"Why not? You would look bad too

iif you had been where I was for a number
of months, in the village ... I will tell

you right off : if Hie bourgeoisi(^ liad si^nt

us au<? wreckers, it could not iliave done aii.v

better than Stalin. One is inclined to be-

lieve that we are under a colossal pro\-oca-

tion. . .
"

And he procet^de<l to tell me atiout the

adventures! carnied out during tlie fannoua

perio<l of "dizziness'.' I shall not repeat

it, bt^cause the picture ^\'5^s Mie same every-

w'here , . . Stalin put up vigain.'^'t the party

not only tlie middle pesisants but also the

poor peasant Communists, the former par-

tisan lighters.

The .same comrade told me. by the way,

tbalr 'lie could not find u singh' pound of

butter during his journey, wliich included

the whole of Siberia.

At the end of July. 1 si^Kike to a

Ukrainian worker who sptmt his vacation

in 'his native village. He is a meml)er of

the party since 1918. a particii^int in the

civil war, an excellent comrade, sympathetic

fro U.S a <rertain extent. His village is near

B, Into some of the collective farms tht^

worst elenient.s of tlie village entered, the

least K-onscloiis ... In some eolUx,'tive farms

he kmnvs, tliert> is no lai)or discipline; there

is i\ food crisis. In onler to ^^ilenee tlie

memtiers of the collectives, flour wais dis-

tributed among them, to a quantity that

wouild be sufficient "for two to thi^eo <iays.

A trainload Otf grain for the workers of

Kiev was attacked I>y a gi-oup of collectiv-

izeil fanners.

All the comra.des who have been in the

village confirm the presence of great dis-

satisfaction, but at the same time they as-

sure Us caltegorieally tihsat the iieasants re-

main Wiith the Soviets, that iss, deeply bound
up with the regime. It is interesting thatt

in maiuy places, particularly in the Ukra;iiie,

the peasants, even at (the acutest moments,

did not reveal any bad feelings towards the

local repr(^s{^ntatLi\<'S of the party. They
look upon them as viotimts of the policies

higher up. One must assume, therefore

tlhat the members of the panty themselves

do everything iiossible to represent, them-

selves as tsitmple executons of the decrees

of the Centml C^ommittee. A situation like

tbjis, as you undei'^tand. is full of dangers.

AH those who have been in the village

confirm the great progress in the consciousi-

nese of tihe peasants. They speak in a

firmer voice. They see clearer than before.

*'We," a peasajiKt told me, "see clearly that

the collective is better. But we want col-

lectives rfor ounfpelves and not according

to the decrees from aiiove," This is also

indicative,

BEGINNING OF SEPTEMBER
Ijately. in some places, n very sharp

dharactcr was a.^snmed by the antagonism
betiween tiie Russian and the foreign work-
ers. The latter, as Is known. haVe much
more favoral)le t'ondiltions, to be prwise.

tihey receive a special ration that assures

them a living minimum, whi{?h the co<ipera-

tives (?annot give to the Russian workers.

In spite of this, the foreign workere
are also ndfc always satisfied. Even though
'tiheir material position is considerably su-

erior ito that of tttie Russian workers, it

is nevertflieless considerably inferior to the

position wliach the Communists press re-

presented depicting the TJ, S. S. R, as a
country in which socialism has been com-
pleted at leajst ninety percent. The ridicul-

ous official exaggerations produce an un-
avoidable reaction, Over-zealousn^s to the

point of absurdity produces as always, not

good but harm.
The inevitability of a break betweeni

Stalin and . . , Molotov is being spoken
of very persisten tly. It is lejwrted that
Sitalin threw the responsibility for the
'i;ums" in party policy for the village upon
the latiter, and that even though against

his own will, Molotov finds himself com-
pelled to go over into opposition. This
would be a spectacle for (the gods. The fact,

at any rate, is sucSh that in the* honorary
presidiums and other lists, Molotov no long-

er figure in the seoond, but in tthe third

and fourtth place, the Red professors have
oompIeJtely stopped quoting Molotov, but for

that they have begun to quote the complete

works of Kaganovitch.

NOVEMBER
In the apparatus, dn connection with

the "double-ha'ndedne.ss" of Sy.rz(t)\- and Lomi-

nadzei, etc., there is a great confusion. Cir-

cles close to Ordjonikifdze were informed

that "double-handedness" has made a spe-

cial impression on him. He complains thalt

nobody can any longer be trusted, even

frieods and assistants, and (he expresses

gi"eat (helplessness.

Syrzov was trusted by Stalin until

the last minute and was supported t)y Iiira.

Lominadze and Sten (?) issued an appeal

in the Caucasus, They were called to Mos-

cow. In their negeoia'tions witSi Stalin tihey

declared that this was a "mistake" on tiheir

part, ( Repentence is cheap no^^'adays )

.

Bult right after this they wont to Syrzov

for a meeting. When Syrzov's house was
raided, they found there minutes of meet-

ings through ^\''hic!h tliey succeeded in ex-

posing the bloc, Syrzov is presumably un-

der "house-arrest". ' It is also reported thalt

Zinoviev is playing at Opposition, after

having been refused the floor at the <3ou-

gre®s to make Ithe meet sincere and the

final irepentence.

In exile, under surveillance, and in the

jails, etc.. there are over 7,006 Bolshevik-

Leninists (Left Opi>osition). The^r num-
ber grows because the arrests and exiles

are continued.

Alt the same (time, the Soviet press, day
in and day out, talks about the renewed ac-

tivities of the "Trotskyists" — tihe very

same, it is underslfcood, remnants and chips.

In the factori^ with every shake-up,

"Trotskyists and semi-Trotskyists" appear,

who demand more correct bonds and more
systematic work. They are undoubitedly

correct. The Opposition will reoovcr from
the continued organizataonai pogroms only

on the basis of the factory nuclei, even

though they may consist of two or three

workens each.

The official slanders against the Left

Opposition are not credited by anybody.

Everybody knows—^they are lies. But some
think it is "useful", and otShers tibink they

are hideous. Here lies the whole difference-

—N. N.

Olgin: Now and Then
It has 'been a long time since the Stain-

less Knight of Bolshevism, Moissaye J.

Olgin, last entered the lists, scarred lanoe

In hand, to defend his liege lord from the

assaults of the pagan Trotskyists. We 'hasten

to add that we have no special cause to

regret his absence, because every time he

appeared In the past he brought with him
an unmistakable odor not calculated ito im-

prove the appetite: the odor of the incur-

able Menshevik so similar to that of un-

cured ham. All the more distasteful Is it,

therefore, to comment upon his most recemt

appearance in the columns of the Daily

Woriier (12-29-1930) and the Freiheit with

an offensive against the socalled Right-Left

bloc of Syrzov, Jjomtnadze and Ce., during

which he pulls out of the old hag of tricks

the customary "revelations" against the

"Trotskyists". So long as Olgin maintained

what could graciously be called a penitent

silence, we were willing to do likewtse, hop-

ing that even if he could not learn the wis-

dom of Bolshevism he could at least learn

the wisdom of discretion. But it appears

that hopes for Olgin learning anything are

doomed to disappointment.

We have no need to elaborate here upon

the characterization of Lominadze and his

colleagues as "desperate Centrists" which

we established in a past issue of the Mill-

itant. The bloc between them and the equ-

ally desperate Right wingers should be char-

acterized not as a "Left-Right" bloc, hut

far more precisely as a bloc between the

Right wing and a section of the Stalinists,

(than whom there had been for years no more

fiercely loyal a supporter thau Lominadze

himself. Is it necessary to add that Olgin

does not even intimate this? On the con-

trary, he seeks to leave the impression that

the Lominadze tendency is a direct reflec-

tion of the Left Opposition.

"You listen to Syrzov and you seem to

hear Abramovitch; Lominadze speaks and

his voice sounds strangely like that of Kaut-

sky," says the tiotorious fo<; of Atiram-

ovitoh, Olgin, We will not speak of the

members of the American party, nor even

of the Soviet party; but where did Olgin

"ILsten to Syrzov" or hear "Lominadze

speak"? What documents containing their

views has he ever read, and where were

they ever printed? We don't know, and Olgin

Is no wiser than we. But Olgin fulfills a

special function, that of executing blindly

and willingly the orders of his superiors

who say : Write this way, and then : Write

exacty the other way, and Olgin does that,

too.

In consideration of the selentlfi.cally

established fact that environment is so de-

cisive in shaping the human being, Ol^m,

like 'the poor working girl who went wrong,

is more to be pitied than censured. For

years he worked in the miasmatic environ-

ment of the respectable business men's pa-

per, the Jewish Forward. When Abe Cahan
ordered an article saying that the Sisson

documents—"proving" that I.fenin and Trot-

sky were German spies—were valid, Olgin

wrote about the Bolshevik-Kaiser (the Left-

Right t ) bloc of those days. Now Stalin or-

ders an article to say that the Left wing of

the Party is in a bloc with the Thermidor-

lan Right, and Olgin, out of sheer deep-

seated habit, complin again, Cahan used

to order half a dozen article to prove that

the Bolsheviks were speculating on the ruin

of the country in 1913, and Olgin promptly

filled ithe order, as the records of the F<*-

war^ still show. Now Stalin orders a few
articles saying that Trotsky is speculating

on the ruin of the Five Year Plan, and
Olgin is his man. Who will in the future

take the place in Olgin's life occupied the

day before yesterday by Cahan, yesterday

by Ijo^'estone and today by Stalin—we do

not venture to foreteU, although the predic-

tion would not present insurmountable ob-

stacles : (there is something in the nature of

the man—in the nature of the type of man

—

that facilitates such a prediction with the

same assuredness that it guarantees th«

change in master.

In his exliaustive and authoritative study,

"Treatise on the Natural Evolation of

Woman" (Vienna, 1903), Dr. Friedrich Adal-

bert Von Eckenberger remarks : "These

wretched creatures are divided into two

principal categories. The one adopts its

vocation under the pressure of economic

neeti ; the other, drawn from all the walks

of life, engages in iits reprehensible work
because it feels the need of thrilling experi-

ence." Those who know Olgin at all, know
that his fairly comfortable economic posi-

tion puts him under no compulsion to do
what he does because of the want of a lit-

tle change in the pocket. He commits bis

indecencies, according to the only other al-

ternative, because he gets a kick out of It,

Really, there are such people

!

^0

We do not live merely in a statte but

in a system of states and the existence of

the Soviet republic side by side with im-

perialist s(tate« for any length of time is

inconceivable. In the end, one or the ^'

must triumph.
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The Communists and the Unemployment Crisis
Without any lot-up, the economic crisis

has been hitting deeper and the ranks of

the unemployed workers have increased

from diiy to day, with the beginning of

1931 so fair showing itht? very lowest ebb.

Consequently, the economic exjierts and the

financiers, in their New Year "messages",

maintained an exti-emely eantioiis tone, in

everything except their demands for wagc-

euits. From the International Ijabor Bur-

eau at (Geneva comes the inmonncem-ent that

the worI<rs unemplo.ved \^'-orIt(*r.s today count

20.()(M).()()0. the Ku'rropean share lieing 11,-

000,000—<on a whole, a rather m<Klorate es-

timaite.

That there has been a -constant rtwrease

of jobs in the United States with an al-

most exactly corresiwnding growith of bread-

lanes i,< evident even to the casual observer.

The New York Industrial Commissioner,

Frances I'erkins. reports factory employ-

ment in the state hiitting the lowest level

on record for December since ifhe establish-

ment of the bui-^au in June, 1914. The
December index for factory employment
showed 77.."), a drop of 4.1 from Noveml>er,

which is ag4iin the largest decline of any
single month since 19^0. Steel output dur-

ing December reachieA its Ibwest in siix

years, production for the month being

38.57% of capacity. Foreign trade during

the year 1930 fell off a -total of $2,737,780,-

000. There has bt^n an epidemic of bank
failures and while, to <an extent, this re-

flects the struggle between chain and unit

'banking, on a whole it is only additionally

symptomatic of the ravages of the economic
crises grtmling inevitably out of the capi-

talist system of productlion,

H«over*s Promises

Even to the most gullible, the "opti-

mistic" promises, made at the fanuous Hoo-
ver confei-em-es more than a year ago, to

bolster up the waning K-onfidence in this

sy.stem. for 'initiating large scale industrial

"emergency" undertakings, alleged to be
miounting imto billions of dollarrs to alleviate

unemployment, should now have proven
themselves incontrovertibly as nought. The
railroad magnates stepped up with the

largest single item of alleged expanrfon hurt

at the en<l of September, 1930 showed a
drop n>f employment on all Class A roads
of 261,000 Jobs: from 1,747.810 to 1,485.906

or 15 per cent. Mr. Wollman of Hoover's
Unemployment Commi.'ssion reponts a de-

crease of number of workers engaged in

public works in .Tune 1930 from the same
month of the preceding year. All in all

sufficient proof of the fact fhat capitalism.

in order to maintain its existence needs
an industrial reserve army.

Uiidoubtedly there have been "valiant"
effoPt.« ion the part of the capitalist owners
of industry to <lispose of the large stocks
of "surplus" products on hand together
with a curtailment of production in pre-

paration for a revival. Alxwe all. this is

expressed in what is politely Called "ef-
forts to rediK'e mst of production", in other
words, to increase {he rapacious .speed-up
sy.'stem and further reduce wages. The
automobile output, for example, has come
down to an estimated total of 3.350,0(K) for
the year compared to the 5.350,000 for 1929.
Mr. Wiggin, the president of the Oha^e Na-
tional Rank, in his New Year's "message",
added his voice to the many other exploiters
demanding a further wage reduction,

.Most certainly there have been similar

"valiant" efforts by V. S. capitalism in the

ferwious .struggle for further re-divisions

of the worl'd market. One need only cast

a .glance at the latest South American "rev-

olutions" made to onler by Wall St.. and
at the proi»osed silver loan for the stabili-

zation of China ; in othcrr words, attempts

at saddling part of the burden of American
capitiTlist restitution upon tlie shoulders of

the wiirkers abroad.

Economic Cycles of Caiiitalist Production

Despite the efforts of the masters of

industry we have now for more than one

yeM- been in the midv^t of this crisis, an in-

evitable outcome of the cyclic nature of

capitalist production constantly proceeding

tJirou'jh its course : depression^"prosperity"

to depression again. That this crisis is

mciTc <-oijvulsive and more deejvgoing than
precetl i ng ones is a na tura 1 ou tgi-ow th of

the developing process of contradiction be-

tween increasingly socialized production and
indivi^lual oapitaliist appropriation. It is

caused mainly by the general de<rline of

imperialist cEipitalism especially in t^urope

«nd the growing interde[>endence of world

<."apitaHst economy, mailing the crisis ap-

pear almost simultaneously in every capi-

talist country, and i)ecoming m6re acute in

all its maTtlifestions, It it^ causey] by the im-

mensely increased expansion of productive

capacity due to technical application of sci-

ence to the machinery of production, grow-
inir ra.tionaIi»ation and speed-up. It Is caused

the growing .standing army of uneni-

By ARNE SWABECK
ployed cast off from industry even during

its "favorable" r^eriod when employment de-

creased despite the increase in production.

It is further caused by .the growing intensity

of the struggle to reduce the working class

standard of living as a wliole through what
is euphemistically called "reduction of the

cost of doing business". These are some
of the main factors in the present situation.

The contradictions of the savage system

of capitalist production and rule have in-

creases! enormously, becoming of serious

portent for the future. First we must re-

gist?>r t:he fact tlrat neniceforth we will

have in the ricii United States a large

standing unemployed army creating a cen-

tral prt)blem for correct Communist i>olicy.

Present Status of Working Class Movement

At the present nwanent. the outstand-

ing feature of the situation is still the capl-

alist offensive, the working (dass attitude

being exi>ressed in a distinctly defensive

manner. A ferocious slashing of wages,

both directly and indirectly, to a point

where many standard trade unions are un-

able to maintain their oiJicially set scale;

R murderous increase of the si>eed-up sys-

tem, pitting the employed workers against

the unemployed ; efforts to saddle the scant

charity pittances to the "most needy cases"

entirely uix>n the Imcks of the workers

;

brutal dispersal of unemi)loyment and otheir

working class demonstrations, and mass
arrests of the CommunivSt vanguard.

Is there as yet an actual working class

resistance to this ofren.sive? UncpiestJon-

ably, there is a growing widespread mass
discontent which has not yet assumed con-

crete forms: the illusions of the capitalist

chjuriity <'rumibs as a solution still prevail;

tlie -working clas^ political ideology has not

yet reached beyond the Ixmndaries of the

cari'if''iiist parties but -still swings within the

sphere of transfering allegiance from the

Kepublican-s to the Democrats — here and
f'her(> growing supi^ort to reformism ; 1930

shows fewer -strikes on record than any year
during the post decade despite the drastic

wage cuts; there is not yet a mass response

to ithe fight for the unemployed led by the

Communist vanguard. In fact, we must re-

cord a decided drop in such response once
manifesto, largely, however, due to the

blundering tactics of the Communist Party
leadership. In sum and subsitance the sit-

uation presents itself to us at this moment
as a downward curve of the working class

movement,

FYom Wrong Estimates flow

Wrong Conclusions

At the very inception of this crisis the
Iwttom fell ouit entirely from the liarty

leadership'\s estimate of t:he general trend
and from the tactical ix)Iicies it pursued, re-

sulting in a c(mstant narrowing down of the
movement and preventing the rich potent-

ialities from materializing. Its cry of wide-
spread workers' radical ization. workers'
offensive struggle already culminating in a
revolutionary upsurge came to nought,
sthattered upon the rock of realities and
further negaite<l by its own inclination to-

ward opportunist distortions of the slogans
for immediate demands.

We witnessed in the early part of the
struggle the attempts to set up a national
organization of unemployed councils, ready
made by mere administrative orders from
above and within the artificial Limitations
of the T. T', IT. i^. i,f remained con-
fined to the party and circles immediately
syinpathetic to it unable to develop
roots in the life of the masses. There
can. of course, be no other result from this

sort of short cut manouever, which attempts
to .skip over a ^vhole stage of diligent pre-
paration essentialfor an actual mass founda-
tion upon which to set the workers into
motion and from which alone can ,spring

genuine organization. Correct tactics dur-
ing tJie i>eriod of the low ebb be-
come the preparations

. for tiie flood
tide^the rise of the movement. But just
as isurely, the hitting of a too righ ke>- from
a note of an entirely fictitious revolutionary
upsu<rge prfxbK'es a relapse, a setback.
In serious matters of revolutionary p-Iitics
from this relapse flows the inevitable con-
sequence— downward Kli<ling. This be-
came expressed in the opportunist tendency
of the party leadersliip to com-enfrate al-
most exclusively on the slogan of relief,

embodied in a spurious "unemployment re-
lief bill". Further, In a collection of signa-
tures for the bill, also to be presented to
congress, turning the workers' attention in
that direction and to that extent away fi-nni

the powerful dynamics of ma.ss struggle.

Playing into the Hands of Reformism
I-s it surprising th^it the jJarty leader-

ship found itself in a petition unable to

make any other disftinction from social, lib-

eral «nd ordinary bourgeois reformer^, also

framing "relief bills"., except the vulga-r op-

portunism of tJie amount of dollars and
-cents demanded for each worker per week?
Next; the leadei'ship even reduced its ori-

ginal demand ftw $25.00 weekly benefit per

worker to $15.00, putting it exactly on a

par with a similar "Mil" for $15.00 pea-

week now proposed by a newly oi-ganized

New York commi&tee representing civics

social welfare groups and conservative trade

union leaders. Such a jKdicy will in no way
serve as prepartUion for the next st;ige, for

the coming ujiturn in the movement for ac-

tive resistance to the capitalist oiTensive.

It cannot mobilize .the workers under the

Communist banner but on the contrary helps

to put new life into «n otherwise rather
feeble social reformism.

In the 'revolutionary movement tliere is

no es<\ii)e from the inevitable logic of er-

mnec.us policies. A general f;trategy which
runs counter t<) (he basic curve of the sik^-

cific period lead.s to a continuous decimating
of the forces available. In this respect

nvitters ^liind not any better with tiie

hunger marches of unemployt^l now ini-

tiated by the party Iwulership. The very
slogan itself, hungw march, is wrong. a.s :it

lead.s, even under the best of circumstances,
to a .separation of the unemployed from the
employed. With the objwtive of m;n-<diing

to reinforce the demand for the fifteen Imcks
weekly relief, however, just as gliiily jiro-

mised by the civic reformers and. pursuing
methods whicli delibemtely make the small
Communist vanguard an easy target for
ix)lice dispersion, .we must not be surprised
at the working masses remainiing passive
bj-standers. Thus tliere are ver.\' good
reasons that, (lespite the splendid prerequis-
ites for the beginning of a real proletarian
movement this negative result is all that
the balance sheet can show to date.

The next immcvliate future will un-
doubtedly bring n further rise of prere-
quisites of a class movement of the Ameri-
ca]! \^-(n-kers. The low ebb will be foHowe<i
by an upward curve of workers reassem-
bling jtheiir forces, entering into active re-

sistance and gfnadually a^sumijig the of-
fensive. With this in vi^w the problem of
the Communist movement of correct revolu-
tionary poIi<'y becomes a serimisly pressing
mabter.

What Must Be Done?

Bracing a coming crucial period of an
upward 'turn, our masis activities* must l>e

of su-eh a nature as to effectively prepare
for its success, give the corre«t direction
for the working class struggle and estab
lish (.'ommunist leadt-rship. This means
first of all a correct evahi.-ition of the pre-
sent defensive character of the movement,
secondly it means a correct program for
today and in anticipation of the next steps,

'When fighting for immediate demands, a
shari>ening of the general line of dema-rca-
tion from reformism. Concretely the fol-

lowing iK>ints nmst be emi)hasized

;

1. It is atxsolutely nece-^sary to make
clear the general object and limitations of
immediate partial demands and not to
arithmetically add new demands for every
ill of the present ^ituatioti api>earjng as
solutions in themselves, such ends only in
reformism puix> and s'imle. Partial de-
mands for partial objectives are advam^ed
by the Communists essentially for the ptir-

pose of setting the workers into motion
againat their class enemy and in such a
way that the struggle will lead ever more
toward the revolutionary goal. In this un-
employment si!tuati(io. with its slashing
capitalist offensive, pirticularly the de-
mands which unite the unemi>Ioyed with
the employed and prepare for a working
clas-; offensive. We must make clear tbat
pariial demaaids are never advana.'d by
Comnuinists in the reformist -sense of be-
ing in themselves a solution, we must .say

definitely
: 'There i-s no ^oluflion tx) the

unemployment problem under capiitalism."

2. Ba.sed upon 'the abtve considerations
the demand for the six-hour day uithout
any reduction in pay must become tiie cen-
tral immiediate demand. It should be clear
tha-t this demand has .rhe widest base of
api>Bal and tends the most directly to set
into motion and embrace unitedly both the
unemployetl and employe<l workers. As a
direct slogan of action it can l>ecome a very
effective means of preparation for the \^-ork-

ing class offensive in the next stage.

3. Other demands to be linked up with
this most outstanding one should be formu-
lated n'-:t from the view of having a< many
as possible, seemingly <'overing every need.,

but from the view of becoming d(>finite

rallying points. For example: (a) Innne-
difitte unemployment relief from tlie bosses
and itiieir government; (b) extension of large

scale credits to the Soviet Union. The last

mentioned demand >has la particularly direct

bearing on the world aspect of unemploy-
ment (find furnii.s-hes, a means of c^^menting

the natural interesits between the Soviet

Union and the world proletariat.

4. The forms, methods and tactics ap-

plied in the agitation struggle for the un-

employed are of ais equally vital impoirtance

and can become correct only when thorough-
ly inspirod by .-^'erious c-fforts toward a
broad united front basis. The hunger
marches must be made demon.stration.-^ in

which all workers can pnrticipiito and fur-

ther tight- jointly their for common inter-

estis undi^ tr(^ proper broad slogans.

It is necessary to effect a reorganization

of the unemployed councils genuinely on a
unite<l front foundation. Kspecially siiould

serious efforts iie made to include the exist-

ing trades unions and working class or-

ganizKitions even to the extent of such
who.se leadership, in an effort to off.set pos-

Lsible rank and file revolts, pretends to be
championing the ncsxls of tiie unemployed.
Efforts toward a cnrrtn^t IjCninist united
front poHcy includes in particular the
direct approach to the rank and file through
the workshops, the breadlines, the union
meetings but also the formal apiM'oa<'h to

the organizations ofiicially.

5. Almve all it is necessary for Com-
munists to draw the complete revolutionary

implications of the unemployment struggle.

To tie up the agitjbtion for the immediate
needs in an indissoluble bond with the
struggle for the socialist Tevolution and in

such a manner that each step for the reali-

zation of the former becomes progrtKssively

a *;itep t(nvad this final goal, is an inescap-
abte duty of tre 'Comnumist mhvementi.

Kote Zinzadze Dead

!

(Continue<l fi-om page 1)

ed .secretly in Menshevik Georgia and did

the pioneer work of arousing the proletariat

in tlie civil war that finally liberated

Georgia from the yoke of British imperial-

ism and its Menshevik handmaidens. For
a time, he served as he^ad of the Georgian
G. I', i:., iielping to crush the enemies of

the proletarian revolution, 'with the same
courage ^.and devotion he demonstrated
when he fought CKarism befare tiie revolu-

tion and wa,-^ im]>risoned by the Ochrana.
After the death of Lenins csomrade ZinaJidze

found himself in the i-anks of the OpiH)si-

tion to which he adhered until his death,

defying the abominable pressure of the
Stalinist apptiratus. which sought but wuld
not find in him a capitulator of the stripe

of Kadek land t'o.

lie who fought for tfie living teachings

of Lenin and the victory of the October

still lived to see the counter-revolutionists

aginst whom the Oi)position organize<1, come
to trial in Mo.>icow_ The liamzins and their

ilk found the ready inen-y of the Stalinist

apparatus, caught red-handed though they

were in their nefarious plot against the

workers' state. But Zinzadze, who strug-

gled with his <'omrades against the Ther-

midorinns inside and outside the party. wa«
allowed to die in exile by a cyniciii r>arty

regime.

What a bitter and ilJnminating com-

mentary on the present leadership t.hat they

find it po.ssible to work in harmony with
the counter-revojutionary and rerstorationist

forces for years, but cannot tolerate in their

rtniks rhe best l*o5sheviks of yesterday, .to-

day and tomorrow! The Stalins. llolotovs,

and their creattires thiymghout the Inter-

mitional. who <les(^crate the memiory and
teachings of I^enin at their hyiXH-ritical

menifirial meetings, rest uneasy while the

Z.nzadzcs, the Hlumkins. the Kiakovskys,

and thousands of (be best sons of the Kus-
sian revolutionary proletariat, continue to

live. The revohitiouiists must die. mu.st be

anurdered on their sick beds cr in the <'Ourt-

yard of the G. 1*. U_. so that the legend of
Stfilinist infallibility and the permanent^ i>f

Stalin's rule may pre^^ail.

The Thermidorian Right wing remains
a .source of blocs and maneuvers for Stalin,

while Zinzadze dies in exile and Rakovsky
is threatened Wiirh the same fate. The
Ramzins and Kondiratievs come forward in

new editions every day, produced out of the
loins <nf the apparatus, iwhile the Blumkins
are shot down in the dead of night. The
proletarian heart of Russia is enfet^I)le<l by
the crushing grip <;f the aiiparatus aiwl the
party is strangled by the noose of Stalinism.
But out of the soil that producwl the legion-

aries of Russia's 0(-tober rev<5lution will

rv^-w new Zinzadze^ and Blumkin.-i. new
Bolsheviks from tlie new generation, who
will yet achieve the triumph of the liv ng,

rea,l Leninism in the Iimternatyitmal. The
comimg victory will be the memoi-iai to

those who have died in battle
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THE KNIGHTS OF ANTI-TROTSKYISM

The Pravda accuses Riutin—Kiutin !—of
Trotskyism and the party must listen to all

this and suffer^ This is what we have come
(to ! Let us briefly recall the jm.'^t. The
initiators of the «ti'uj<ste agaiinst Trotsky-

iean were Zinbviev anirl Kanienev. After

some time they themselves came over to

th« batmor of Trotsky iism ; the fact that

they Later deserteil this banner does not

change the matter. The chief, or rather,

the only theoretician of anti-Trotskyism was
B\icharin, who fo.-*teiiie<i the ^'holt; Ofim-

paisii. He turned oiit to be—Bucharin, the

author of liie projiram of tJie Comintern!—"A bourgeois liberal" and "an afj^ent of

tihe wreckei\s ins.Lde the ivarty" His re-

peate<I r(>ixTitance <loes not change this fact.

The Moscow organizalion was entrusted into

Uglanov s hamls especially to carry on the

stmggie against Trot.-'kyism, His serviws
in this sphei*e were more than once given
offit*ial rccjogn-ition. 'Bu.t no soone^r had he
crushed Moscow Trotskyism than he him-
self wa.-; exix)sed as an echo of the Knlak-
Nepman. At the Jiead of the Moscow Cen-
tral Control Commission which was expell-

ing Trotskyites was the not unknown Moroz,
No sooner had he completed his work of
expulsion tlian it was recognized at the

joint st^sion of the Movseow Committee
and the Control Commission under the
diirection of Stalin, thiiVr iloiroz, who was
the pe-rsonification of the "party conscience"

On the Moscow scale, in reality lacks all

cxmscience 'whatsoever ( liiterally \ ) . At the

hea<| of tlie KraJ?snopresnensk district, the
mmn proletarian <listrict in ifoscow stood
Riutin, the pillar and hope of I'glanov, the
main theoreti-cian of aiiti-Tr^>tsky1sm in the
Moscow o>rganization. Now he has been
stamiKMl a former Menshevik, a renegade,
a wrecker, and is exi)ened from the iRirty.

But nevertheless, between his ilenshevism of
1917 and his wrecking of mm he has suc-

ceeded in execnting the chief work of the
Moscow organ'jzation in its struggle against
Trotskyism,

We could continue this compendium* in-

definitely beyond the confines of the C, S.

S. li. In all the sections of the Comin-
tern t!ie majority of those who ditreot the
K't-niggle against Ti'otskyism proved to l>e

Bights, counter^revohiitionar-ioK and rene-
gades. We must ask, did not their rene-
gacy <'onsi«t precisely in the fact that they
^mdneted a struggle for the extermination
of tlH^ only Marxist, the only Lemniist fac-

tion of (()ntemporary communism?
HECKEBT TEACHES
LIEBKNECHT

Fritz He<*kert writes in an anniversary
article of the Pravda on the defeat of the
German i-evolution of 1918-1019: "It was
a great inistake that tlie Spartacist union
considered itself as merely a propag!;indi»t
group in the ranks of the Social Democratic
par'ty." Further on, he accuses Karl Lieb-
knecht. Kosa Luxemburg and Leo Jogisches
of "not hiaving understood tlie role of the
revolutionary party."

In. tliis remark tliere rests iji grain of

truth even tliough it is expressed pedanti-

cally, torn out of its com-rete historical

context". But this is not what we are con-

eerne<l with now.

If it can be at all con;;?idered a

mi-stoke that Kosa Luxemburg and
Karl Ijiebknecht maintained the Spartacus

group in the ixisiti-on of a revolutionary

faction inside the Social Democratic party

too long, and by that impeded the victory

of the German revolution, then what can

be said about the gentleman who forcibly

compelled the young ComniuniS't party of

Chin« to enter a purely tourgeois party,

abide by its discipline, 'and even to give up
its duty of opposing Marxism to Sun-Yat-

Senism?

Hut it wa^ precisely thi.s crime that

was committed during 1923-1928 by the lead-

ership of the Comintern. Nevertheless it i^nas

Fritz Het'kert who unfailingly defended the

{•riminal iwHcy of the liiglit -Centrist bloc

against the Left Opix^ition. Isn't it cie^ar

t.hat Heckert should have been a bit more
ciareful in relation to Ktirl Kiebknecht and
Rose Luxemliurg?

THE STALINIST
RECRUITMENT

The newspapers print in almost every
numl>er

:

"We non-party workers, in reply to the

double bookkeeping of the Opportunists de-

clare our adiierence to the party,"

After this always follows a Ii.-<t of work-
ers wi^h a note atta<'hed to eacii : twenty
y-f-ans of ijidustvia! experience, twenty-five,

twent.v-nine aiul even thirty-tiiTee. Thus it

is a matter of woi-kers fi\)in forty to fifty

,yea.rs of age. AH of them were imiture at

th.» t«ne nf tlie October revolut!()n and the

Civil War. Tliis <lid m)t prevent tliem from
remaining ouHtde the pa^ty. Only tlie dou-
ble bookkeeping of the two Chairmen of the

Council of Peoples' Commissar.s—Rykov and
Syrzov—induced them to join the p:u*ty.

What sort of workers are these who

sueceeded in retaining ithelr jobs in a fac-

tory, very often in the same factory, for

a period of 15 to 20 years prior to the rev-

olution V These are the meekest, thte most
«ui)miissive, very often simply servile ele-

ments, tlip iifirticipants in the religious pro-

cessions, those who bring gifts to the boss

on his birthday. In tlie first years of the

i-e^-olution they did not even dare to think

of entering the party. But once it is or-

dered by the l>os«es, by the authorities, they

cannot refuiw. These are the elements and
layci-^ inside the working class to which
centrism looks more •ami more for supi>ort,

gagging at the same time, the most advanced
workers,

THE GREATEST CRIME
Pi-avda has now fornuilat-ed a new kind

of crime: "the Trotskyists' methods of dis-

ci-^iiifing tht> l)est pupil of Lenin and the

recognized leader of the piarty, comrade
v>talin". Unfortunately, the most serious

beginning of this Ti-'Otskyist method was
laid down ih Lenin'.s Testament where "the

best pupil"' is awused of rudeness. dis-Io.val-

ty. and the tendency towards the abuse of

power, and where the party is recommended
to remove hitn from his ix)St.

THE OPPOSITION'S YESTERDAY
Pravda (NovemlR-r 21) criticizes in a

lengthy article the mistakes of A. P, Smirnov,
tiie former People's Commissar of Agricul-

ture, and his successor U, E. Teodorovitch
(1920-1027), and reveals their adherence^ to

the Kondratievs and others. Tlie article

is fundamentally a paraphrasing of the

written declarations which the Opposition
presented to the Central Committee in 1926-

1927. and which met with tiie indignant re-

j(*ction of Stalin. Molotov and the others.

And so poor Pravda repeats the Opposition's

yesterday.

"EVERYBODY REMEMBERS"
The paper For Industrialization, which

is cond.utted, by the way, in a very frivolous

manner, wri'tes : "everylxjdy I'emembers the

idea, advanced at one time by the wreckers
of the southern metal industry, that tlie

Dnieprostroy station should he construofed
only when there would l>e sconsniuers for the

power on hand. In other words, only after

the factories will h'ave demanded ix>wer
.shoukl the construction of the station be-

gin. This was directed against Dnieprstroy"
(November 3. 19.m)

"Everybody reniembersi But some ahso

re]!ieml)er. bf^ides this, that all these argu-
ments were the basic arguments of the

Political Bureau in IHio

Voroschilov-Kaliniin-Rykov—were all against

Dnieprostroy, with the exception of the

Ukrainians who were for Dnieprosfcry foor

Ukrainian considerations. Stalin declared

that to construct the Dnieprostroy station

might be oompareid to a peasant buying a

phonopgrapli instead of a eow. Voroschilov

clamored that it would be ridiiculous to con-

struct a power station for factories that do
not yet exist.

All this is preserved in the sitenographic

minutes of the Central Committee meetings,

THE MYSTERY OF REPENTANCE
Soviet Siberia inforni.s us that in Kal-

atchinsk "the chief work and concern of

the (^ommunists of late, has f>een the re-

cognition of mistakes and self-fl'agellai ion,

which is done with a ixirtieular pleasure

and frivolit.v.

Only in Kalatchinsk?

They now repent as easily as they blow

their nose. The not unknown lioguschevsky

who, for a number of months, was the pro-

verbial extreme Right (in reality, he wiis

not a Right winger, he simply did not catch

the sigmil at the right moment and con-

tinued to play the old record), is now not

only the resiK>nsibIe editor of the paper

For Industrialization but he also conducts a

furious campaign against the Rights, Wliat

was required of him for this high post?

Nothing in particular : to cut his hair, take

a bath and rei>ent. And the fellow is again

uti good as new—until a new zig-zag.

After these lines had been written, the

Moscow papers brought the latest news:
Boguschevsky was called on the carpet for

callii^ the rei>ent^ince of Bucii,a-rin, his

(eacher of .vesterday, double-bookkeeping.

Again, he did not cateh the signal on time

and—he overreachofl himself. It can't be

he!i)cd. it's tlie risks of the trade.

THE BALI>-HEADED
COMMUNIST YOUTH

Why dio you keep silent,

Nicolai Ivanitch?

A few lint^ to you ami Rykov
We are ready to devote.

This is a fragment of verses of Bezy-

mensky. the accusor of those who cannot
defend themselves. Nussinov, who was ex-

pelled from the psirty. he <'alls "a most
villainous aboinin.'ition*'.* Tiiere's fa bold

and truick-witted ixiet for .vou ! Further on
he speaks of the "villainous can-ion of all

opxKisitions", even though the eminent Bezy-

mensky himself once belonged to one of the

oppositions. And all this is in the style

of bald-headed Communist Youth,

*A play on the Russian name Nussinov.

Onoosni means abomination.

The Trend of the Economic Crisis
The yea'r 1930 closed with indi<^atioiis

of a prolongation of the crisis in American
capitalism and the further unl'oading of

the burden of this crisis uiK>n the slioulders

of the working class. This condition exists

despite the rei)eatetl forecasts of the econ-

omists and business leaders to the eftwt
that the revival would bt^gin during the

I'atter part of last year.

The months of November and December
1980 witnessed imn-easing dei'lines in ini.sine,ss

activity and a growth of unemployment.
December closed with an index figure of
75.7 for "business activity," which marked
a drop of two-tenths points from the Nov-
ember figure of 7rj.9. The significance of
this figure, is ifhat it is tiie lowest |)oint

reached since March, 1908. These figures i-e-

pre.scnt a «urvey of the basic and most im-

IX)rtant industries, numbering ten in all. Of
the ten tyix^s. automobile and bituminous
coal ])rodu<'tion alone, show an upward
curve. But the rise of automobile and bit-

minous eoal production is purely seasonal.

The month of January 1031. one in

which a rise is to be expeeted t)e<'ause of

its spring preparatory character, sho^^'s an
unshifting position. Indices of steel and pig

iron production dropi>ed sharply during the
first two weeks of the month. In addition
new orders in steel are far l>elo<w the ex-

pectations of the economists in spite of the

exixH'ted seasonal rise and the advance 5n

automobile production. Other factors iK>int-

ing to the continuation of the crisis exisff

in the decline of fi-eight loadings and the

deorease in electric ])ower production. It

is with the above indications in mind that

Benjamin Baker, e^Mtor of the Aiiiiajist, is

prompted to remark in the i.ssue of January
1(>. V,rM that "it may be that tlie compara-
tive stability of the business index for the

last two months of 1930 indicates that the

bottom of the curi-ent depression has been
fully readied, hut it is not easy to i>e con-

fident on 'this point."

The irresistible force of the crisis has
effectively answered the myth of unending
prosperity and the super-power of American
capitalism. The object of capitalism at this

stage is to strive to emerge from the pre-

sent crisis in a comparatively short period
of time. Reams of paper tare written to

convey this propaganda to the masses of
workers in or'der to quiet the growing dis-

fiatis£aetl<Hi.

If past experiences are to be considered
in evaluating the length of time that it

will take to reach a stage of "noirnialcy",

then it is within reason to expect that an
economic revival will not take place for

at least another year and a half. In the

table below, which ap]>eared in the .4«iialist

of J'anuarv Kith (1930 review issue) figures

api>ear showing the lowest ixiint reached
in the business index during past crises and
the number of months required in reach-
ing "normalcy."

Bottom Leiigth of

of Recovery to

Depression Nor'l (Mos.)
February 1885 77 IT

June 1894 72 V,i

NoveJutar IS9fi 78 If)

March 1908 76 15

November 1914 81 10
MWrch 1921 82 19
It will be noticed that the average

length of recovery totalled alnK>Kt 15 months.
However, with the ex<'eption of March
1921, the figures six^ak of a pei-iod of the
ast^cnt of world .capitalism. In the first

crisis following the world war, and taking
place in the period of the world decline
<)f capitalism the grei;itest number of months
required for a revival was i-eached. With
the month of Decemlier closing at the lowest
point reached in twenty-two years and (5.3

points below the first post-war crisis of
1921. in addition to the factor of a decay-
ing system, it is evident that a revival is

a long way off.

In the field of foreign trade a decline
of $2,737,780,000 frtmi 1929 was rcwrded.
The total exports declined 25 ix^r cent, in

value, and 20 percent, in (iuantlty, Europe^in
exi)orts dropped 20 i)ercent. below 1929,
while the decline in areas exclusive of
Euroi)e declined 30 percent.

The mming year will witness the at-
tempt of American capitalism to issue
from the crisis by a two-fold policy of in-

creased aggression in the tiehl of foreign
tirade and 'a twntinuation of the offensive
against the American wcvrking-cla.ss. This
Ls inevitable with the contraction of the
world and home market and the growing
competition of the imrx-rialist lowers in
effoirts to issue out of their difhculties. The
tendencies in this dire<*tion are long exist-

ent; they are an integral pant of imperialist
capitalism, but in the present iKriod of a

within the t'rotngest imperialist country

in the world, they will be a-ccentuated many
times. Already the United States is mak-
ing aggressive efforts to defeat the British

Empire in the struggle for winning the Latin

American market. The same tyi)e of pene-

tration is to be observed with regards to

the Orient. The Young Plan, the War
Debts, and similar instances of attempts at

economic domination point to the efforts

made in putting Euroix? completely on ra-

tions.

The efforts to emerge fi'om the crisis by
dominating the world market more com-
pletely can have nothing but catastroiihic

results for capitalism. In the struggle for

supremacy the rnited States will meet ter-

rific resistance from the other capitalist

powers and vice-versa. We are living to-

day in a period of the decline <if world
capitalism, a period which Ixniin <lescril)ed

as one of "wars and revolution". There-
fore the struggles for donnnation of the

world market «in have no other effect but
that of weakening capitalism still fur-

ther and preparing its eventual destruction.

At h(nne ithe t>uixlen of the <'risis rests

entirely uixm the shoulders of the working
class. Capitalism has proved again that

it cannot an<l will not provide for the work-
ing class.

Kvery crisis in capitalism finds the

working class suffering the burdens of such
criVses. The t^tandanri Statisth-s CorpiJra-

tioii estimates that during the first nine
months of 1930 dividends increased more
than a billion <loilars over the year 1929.

while wages during this same period de-
rlined over $8,800,000,000. The Annalist fig-

ures point t(^ a drop in fatitory emp'oyment
81.2 for DcK'eniber as against 82.1 for N<iv-

ember. It ^s also 'recorded that facCiory

payrolls are at the lowest point since Apnl
1922. declining to 72.2 for December from
the November index of 73,;"). The estiiimted
<lecrease hi wages for the entire .vear of
1930 is plactHl at a billion dollars ;) month!
The whole tendency is toM-ard further ra-

tionalization,

T'. S. capitalism is making efforts to

overcome the crisis by increasing the ex-
ploitation of the workers. Tiiis will be ac-
C(mipanied iiy continued unemployment, in-

crease of ithe working hou-rs. and nation-
wide wage-cuts. The table beh>w taken
from Labor's News is illuminating in re-

gaixls to the tendencies toward 'wide-sprcad
wage-cutting.

.\pril

Wage Increases 32
Wage Decre^ases 25

Sept.

42

33

Oct.

3(5

June
5(5

^7

Nov.

40

93

July Aug.
44 33 —
68 03 136

The above figures represent the num-
ber of business organizations that instituted
either wage ijjcreases or wage cuts. The
gtTOwing wage^'uts are easily obtaine<l.
The ratio of this table shows that for every
15 workers that, receive wage increases. 85
workers experience wage cuts. Of addi-
tional importance is the fact that the grant-
ing of wage-increases was conlined in the
main to the organized workers, while the
great ma.ss of unskilled and unorganized
workers suffered heavy issses.

In <*onsiderati(m of past exix-rience. and
the added difficulties of a moribund capital-
ii^m the end of the crisis is far to seek.
The effects of the jiolicy of American capi-
talism can have but a two-fold effect. It
will, on the one hand, accelerate the anta-
gonisms of world imperialism and the sti'ug-
gles of the working clasw at home. The
American working class has a long way
to go to ireach the stage of class conscious-
ness, and a will to struggle. But that it is

on that vimd ;nid will continue to travel
it, is indisputahle. The coming year will
witness no ap])re<'iable improvement in the
present crisis. But the burden of that
crisis will be placed more heavily upon the
backs of not only the American working
<'Iass inir the world proletariat as well.

—ALBERT (JLOTZER.
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M[o. 17-19
Bl LLETIN of the RUSSIAN OPPOSITION

The latest issue of the official organ of the
Russian Bolshevik-Leninist Opposition, pub-
lished as a double nunihc'r, has just been
receivwl. Some of the material contained
in this highly interesting issue is as follows:

Success of Socialism and the Dangers of .-Id-

venturism — Declaration of comrade Rak-
ovslty and Others—Statement of Rakov-
sky, Miiralov and Others to the C^.n-

tral Conimtttec of the Russian Party
— Comrade Selin'tchenko in Stal-

inist Exile — A New Victim of
Stalin (Comrade Kote Zinzadze)

etc., etc,

25 Cents a Copy

Order from
THE MILIT.4NT

84 East 10th Street New York, N. Y.



The Party and the Left Opposition
By LEON TROTSKYDear Comr'ades:

In sending yotir conference my warmest

greetings, I want to express myself onee

more and as briefly as possible regarding

the general line of the German Oommun'ist

Opposition.

It is clear to every one of us that the

Geirman Lieft Opposition is still extremely

weak in comparison with the tasks posed

before if; by the entire isitiwtion. This weak-

ness has been inherited from the past, and

Is tlie result of objective historical wndl-

tions as well as of the false policies firat

of the Masl-ow-Fischer, and then, of the

ITrbahns leadership. These people believed

and taught all Opposition workers bo be-

lieve that the official party must inevitably

collapse and I'ose in influence, and that the

Opposition, reinforced in iits struggle with

the party, will arise as a new party on Its

Tuins. Consequently, every serious worker

had to ask himself: if all that has been

created in the course lof the last ten to

twelve years mu«t collapse and new people

build on new ground, what guarantee Is

th(?re that ithe results are going to be bet-

ter? This question is -tiorrectly posed. The

only guarantee lies in the living experiences

of Che proletarian vanguaird, and experience

is gathered in event,*;; and years. Wide cir-

«les of revolutionary workers will begin t*

follow and confide in the Opposition, only

when they are convinced by experience that

it not only does not renounce all of the

experiences accumulated—by Communism in

Germany and in the entire world—but on

the contrarj, that it bases itelf on these ex-

periences in order to draw from them, to-

gether with the proletarian vanguard, the

correct conclusions.

THE STRENGTH OF OVB PARTY
IS OLR STRENGTH

Of course, t"he w.orking-class, too, has

its casuists, mere critics who form little

groups that remain for years on the peri-

phery ot the labor movement and content

themselves with impotent criticisms, apart

from the la/rge tasks and persitectives. Th^e
sprouts of ultra-Leftism rejoice over every

failure of the Communisc party, and hope

Kuperstitiously that out of the failures of

the proletarian vanguard there will some-

how grow up their own power.

With these sectarians, who in Germany

play all the colors of the rainbow, we have

not and can not have anything in common.

For us, the victory of our policies depends

not upon a weakemng but a strengthening

of the Communist pajrty.

Is there any contradiction in {his? Do
we hear the possible objection—even a two-

fold contradiction

:

First : Can we expect a consolidation

of the Communist pairty under the present

leadership?

Second: Dfjes not a consolidaition of the

party lead to a consolidation of the present

leadership, which experience has provf^ in-

capa'ble of leading the proletariat to victory?

Both objections are incorrect, because

they are not dialectic.

That the influence of the party can grow

despite the present incompetent leadership

has been proved anew by the last election.

A correct leadership Is the indispensable

condition for durable successes and more so

—for the complete victory of the proletariat.

But a growth of the party's influenee can

take place in spite of the incompetent lead-

ership, through the intercession of objective

causes. We tisn say wJfli <'ertainty that the

German party leadership has done nothing,

beginning with the March .days in 1921 and

especially in October 1923, to t'his very

day, but weaken the revolution, the prol-

etariat. On the other hand, we have fhe

hopeless international position of Germany,

the avaricious and malignant policy of the

German bourgeoisie, the Infamous and

treacherous role of the social-democracy,

which force huge masses to tread the road

of revolution. The fact that the bureau-

cratic Stalinist leadership, blind and self-

confident, deaf and ignorant, opportunistic

and adventuristic as it is, by its entire

policy prevents the revolutionized mass^
from Tallying to the banner of Communism
—-this fact constitutes under the present

c-ircumstances .a very serious source of

strength for national socialism.

The increase of Communist votes at the

last elections seems important by itself,

when it is mea<?ured with the parliamentary

yard stick. But it is extremely unimpor-

tant from the point of view of revolutionary

possibilities and tasks.

We can say that at the last elections,

the party gained fhe arithmetical difference

between those masses whom the bourgeoisie

and the social-democracy 'have driven to-

wards it and those whom the leadership

of the C. P. has repelled And we can add

with full justice that the gains of the Ger-

man C. P. as those of all the other sec-

tions of the Comintern, would have been

incomparably smaller, their losses tar great-

er, were it not for the voice of censure and

admonition of th(; Left Opposition, its anal-

ysis and its prognosis. No matter how

weak we still are organizationally, we have

nevertheless already 'l)ecome a serious factor

in the inner life of the Communist I<arty,

and a factor of its consolidation at that.

The Role of the Thalmanns

But does not this consolidation ICad to

the strengthening of the present letidership?

And is not the present leadership the main

obstacle on the road to the prolefarian rev-

olution? The latter is absolutely correct,

Thalmwm, Remmele, Neumann are a com-

bination of the worst features of bureaucra-

tic Irresponsibility, philistine self-satifaction.

barracks discipline and a peculiar adventur-

ism of subordinates, one in which adventures

are executed on command from the author-

ities and in which the adventurers know

in advance that they will be left unpunished.

From political extremism, for which

nothing exists save the "conquest of the

streets" in the name of the immediate dic-

tatorship of the proletariat (on iMii>er),

such a leadership can without any disturl>-

ance go over to possib'llism by turning witth

every wind that blows from the petity bour-

geoisie, even as far as chauvinism. The

head of the officious Centrist is so con-

structed that all the winds of ecleoticism

constantly whistle within It. The revolu-

tionary German workers would never tol-

erate this kind of leadership voluntarily.

It is apiwinted, supported rescued and

foisted upon the vanguard of the German

prolet^ariat by the Stalinist faction in Mos-

cow. This is absolutely indisputable. But

is it correct to say tliat a strengthening of

the influence of the Communist party in

the ranks of the German proletariat leads

to a strengthening of the present leadership.

No, that is not correct This is the essential

contention, false to the core, of ail and

every sort of ultra-Loft and psucdo-Left

sectarianism.

The Stalinist bureaucsracy was able to

attain its present power in the U. S. S, R.

as well as on a world scale, only thanks to

tlie endurdng revolutionary ebb.

The StaluHst faction delivered its first

blow at the Left wing, after the Brandlerist

leadership had so disgracefully neglected

the revolutionary situation en 192v?.

The Stalinists submitted the Left Op-

position to a merciless destruction, after

Chiang Kai-Sihek, yesterday Stalin's con-

federate, had destroyed the Chinese revolu-

tion. The years of capitalist stabilization

were years of consolidation for the Stalin-

ist apparat.us. And that is by no means

an accident. The decrease of mass activity,

the decline of the revolutionary mood of the

masses, the growth of apathy — these

causes alone could make i>o,ssiI)Ie the enor-

mous growth of party bureaucratism, sup-

ported on the state apparatus for material

means and for means of repression.

Defeat of the Opposition

Weakens Party

Thus the defeats of the international

revolution, the weakening of the Communist

parties, the weakening of the Left wing

(Bolshevik-Leninists) within the parties and

the growth of the power of the Stajinist ap-

paratus have proved to be parallel and in-

terconnected processes.

This simple and indisputal)le general-

ization alone permits us to construe several

prognoses, A real radicalizatlion of the

mases and influx of workers under the ban-

ner of Communism will not mean a consoli-

dation but a collapse of the bureaucratic ap-

par'at.us. Thal'mann, Itemmele, Neumann

—

we repeat—can hold on to their leading posi-

tions only through the enfeeblement and
the sterility of the revolutionary movement,

only through a decline in the activity of the

workers. Growth of Communist masses

means a growth of revolotionary tasks, a

growth of the requirements of leadership.

The experiences of the last twelve years have
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not been in vain. They have been stored up

in the minds of thousands and tens of

thousands of advanced -workers, covered by

it. crust of formal discipline, but they will

break open with all their force with the

rise of the revolutionary period, when the

advanced workers look with entirely dif-

ferent ey^ upon the leadership that] is

destined to lead them in the decisive strug-

gles.

The present increase of Communist

votes, alongside of the growth of the fascist

danger, must already have raised the rev-

olutionary conseiou-sness of the proletarian

vanguard, and its critical spirit toward its

own leadership as well. With this, the

possibilities of propaganda and agitation

inerea:se rtlso for iihe Bo)isilu>vik- Leninists.

What could, destroy the Opposition, is

the spirit of the street comer sect, which

lives upon defeatism and malice, hopeless

and 'Without any perspectives.

In order to fulfill its historic r61e the

Opposition must be impressed with the in-

separable connection between the successes

of the party and its own successes. Only in

this way will the Opposition find its way
into the ranks of the proletarian vanguard,

from which it has been isolated by the com-

bined forc^ of capitalist stabilization, the

reprisals of the apparatus and the mistakes

of its own leadership.

From what has been said it is clear that

an unbridgeable chasm separates us from

the Brandlerites and that the split with the

Urbahns League was correct and salutary.

Therein lies the essence of the present

situation: that while the Stalinist apparatus

has become a deeply reactionary force sup-

porting itself on capitalist stabilization and

political sterility, the Opposition, on the con-

Eiuuary .noe ami itue j u^

der 'the banner of the party.

The further march of developmfflrfs will

reveal ever more clearly, p-:«Tided we have

a correct policy, that the ruling ajtparatus

has fallen into complete antagonism to the

needs of the party, while the fate of the

Opposition, on the other h^id, has become

bound up with that of the party and the

proletarian revolution.

DE^ngers Confrontii^ the

Opposition

In the past half year the German Op-

position has acc^mplishtHl a gfMKl Mt of

preparatory work. A separation^ of the

fundamental lines has been executed, a

separate organ, Der Kommunist, has been

ereated and it has struck a correct course

In relation to the official party. Finally,

hand in hand with the other sections, the

basis has been laid for an international oir-

ganization of the Ijeft. All this, in its en-

tirety, forms the conditions for tfce devel-

opment of a correct policy and consequently

also for the growth of ithe influence of the

Bolshevik-Ijeninisfc faction. And yet, only

an insignificantly small part of the historic

work, whith faces the Left wing of Com-
munism, has b€H^n accomplished. Loss of

time, as well as the neglect of a revolution'-

ary situation is a thoroughly real danger,

posed not only before ofiicial Communism
but before the Opposition as well.

Experience has proved anew how much
Ftime is lost by petty conflicts and group

struggles which are inseparably bound up
with the life of sectarian circles. There
is no other method of getting irid of this

in'Iierita nee of the i>ast than tliait of iiolding

up to view the gigantic revolutionary tasks

in all their greatness, and that of .mobilizing

the spirit of sacrifice and devotion of the

best elements of the Opposition for their

solution. I whole-heartedly hope that your

conference will do justice to this great task.

With firm Communist gircetings,

L. TROTSKY.
Prinkipo, September 17, 1930.

Father Manuel and Comrade Epstein

SAN ANTONE
THIS IS THE MAN
EL PADRE MANUEL
GOD IS WITH US

CROSSES, ROSARIES, MEDALLIONS,
HOLY PICTURES
HARRV EPSTEIN
4 23 Delmar St.,

San Antonio, Texas

This legend, illustrated by a picture of

the Virgin Mary and the Christ Child, en-

circled by a host of angels, is inscrif)ed on

a calendar hanging fiom the wall of many
Mexican workers' homes in San Antonio.

God's sun 'has rarely shone on so pious

a creature as Father M-anuel. A perfevvid

proselyte, a man of piety and devotion. A
true defender of the oatholic faith.

"I went to six o'clock mass this morn-

ing," he reproaches his customers, "why
were you missing?"

"Verily, God must be in him", murmurs
every good oatholic, leaving him with a

benedicbion.

The good people of the Cat>holie fold

in San Antonia know him as Father Manuel
when he changed his personality by a

draught of tiie magic chemical. And even

so is Fatiher Manuel. At the isttroko of

six:, t;he holy father is wondrously tran-

substantiated, out of the l)ody of Christ',

and into the person of Comrade Epstein,

leader of the San Antonio branch of the

Communist Party of ithe T'nited Stntes, sec-

tion of the Communist International! Hard
to believe? But Lt is neverCheless true.

Mr. Hyde, in his transformation, would

trample children to death in his mad rage.

Comrade Epstein tramples underfoot the

Trotskylst itraitors. The welkin rings with

his denuneiation of these counter-revolution-

ists! How he demands their blood—noth-

ing less! Just as he affirms hjjs faith in

Pius XI up to six o'clock, he affirms his

faith in Stalin I after sfix. He shuns the

sullying confciact of the infidel before six,

and of the N^ro and Mexican "ignorant

workers" after six. The eaereti fiie burns

within him at all time.

At six in tihe morning, he is again trans-

substantiated. Comiade Epstein once more
becomes Father Manuel. Again, like a

humble frilar, he wends his way from door

to door, urging the benighted to greater

piety and selling them his crosses, rosariefc,

medallions and holy pictures. Of such Is

the Kingdom of God, This is the resurtrec-

tion and the fa:itti.

This is a true lecture of a party mem-
ber in San Antonio. We invite the Daily

Worker to challenge it. The rest of the

party membership t'here is not much better.

They make an economic living by fleecing

the Negipo and the Mexican, and save their

political soul by shrill prot«sts of loyalty

to the latest party "line". It goes <wit!h-

out saying that they corusader Trotsky worse
than wirong. How^ long will this rubbish

be tolerated in the party?

—CHARLES CURTISS.

After this wias wrftten, the Daily Worker
publifihed a statement announcing the ex-

pulsioil of Epstein. The other Epsteins of

varying shades remain. It is barely nec-

essary to add that ithe statement also makes
an attack on the "Trotskyists" and on
comrade Curtiss in particular, Tlie at-

tacks on the Opposition are not new ; they

are an un-original (repetition of Father

Manuel's political philosophy. The attack

on comrade Curtiss is, of course, a typical

Stalinist "payment" to the Opposition for

the crime of having pointed out in time

an open sore in the movement which the

Stalinists themselves only discover long

aftei-wards.
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DEBATE
"IS THE PROLETARIAN DICTATORSHIP

NECESSARY?"
James P. Cannon
Communist League of America

says. YES! at the

LABOR TEMPLE
I4th Street and Second Avenue

on

SATURDAY, EEBRUARY 14, 1931

Walter Starrett

"Road to Freedom"

says, NO!

Admission: 35 CMte
AUSPICES:

8 P. M, sharp

JOINT ARRANGEMENTS COMFITTEE.

OCR NEW PAMPHLET

Right after this issue of tJie Militant

goes ofT the press, we are preparing to print

a new pamphlet in the serit^ w-hich we
have planjied. It is "World Unemployment
and the Five-Year Plan" by Iveon Trotsky.

The ijamplhlet deals with the proposal ad-

vanced by the Left Opposition for combin-

ing the unemployment crisis 'wi't:h the de-

mand for the extension of credits to the

Soviett Union to enable it to make more
rapid progrt^ssi with Ithe industrialization

and colltHitivization of tlie country. In

addition, it <'Onrt:ainK a reply to tttie objec-

tions nmde to this proposal by the Rude
Pravo, official organ, of the Czedho-Slovakian

Comlmunist Party. The pamphlet is admir-

ably suifre<l for distribution, eepecially at

the present time. The Introduction is writ-

ten by Ame SwjU>eck, wth special refer-

ence to the siltuation in tflie United States.

Orders should be sent in immediaitely. The
rates are 10 cents per copy and 7 cents

in bundle ordens of five or more. Send, funds

and orders to the Militant,
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id OrganizatioB Notes
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Our small branch in Kansas CHy 1ms

stepped into the lea.(l. Its pledge of $20.00

monthly for the sustaining fund^ to secure

the regular appearance of the Militant and

to help build up the Lerft Opposition is be-

ing met on the dot. Not content with this

accomplishment these comrades decided to

sponsor tlie publication of the coming pam-

phlet "Communism and Syndicalism" and

already forwarded ?30.00 for 'this purpose.

Comrade Buehler reports tha.t the mem-

bers are very actively disposing of our ex-

cellent propaganda literature and reaching

many workers. The branch has sent in its

order for our unemployment leaflet.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Our branch here has engaged most ac-

tively in an election campaign in the sixth

ward. Minneapolis. Upon the failure of the

official party to file a candidate, our com-

rade John Brinda was entered to utilize

the opportunity for Communist propaganda.

Our branch held meetings and issued a leaf-

let containing our unemployment demands

and clearly emphasizing the proletarian rev-

olution as the only solution.

Our Minneapolis braneli members have

been very active for years within the trade

•union movement in building up Communist

influence. Recently they have become the

live forces within the cify-wide trade union

committee of organization and educa>tion.

This committee has carried on quite a

broad campaign for unemployment relief.

Our members 'have made it a special point,

and with some success, to push it forward

closer toward a realistic and correct pro-

gram of unemployment demands. The con-

ference called by this committee on Jan.

18 to adopt an unemployment program had

an attendance of 175 trade union delegates.

Our Minneapoli-s branch is now dis-

tributing 5,000 of our unemployment leaflets.

TORONTO, CANADA
From across the border we have also

received the kind of support which actually

makes the publication of more Communist

literature possible. Our Toronto branch de-

cided to sponsor a new pamphlet and for-

warded a check for $32.00 for this purpose.

They tell us if it is not sufficient they will

send more.

During the last provincial elections the

official Canadian party failed to really in-

crease its vote despite ithe economic crisis.

It naturally reflects a failure of growth,

4ue mainly to mistaken policies. Our branch

did its part by issuing a leaflet of Commun-

ist propaganda. It was given good distribu-

tion.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Our branch here, after being strength-

-ened by the return to the city of a couple

of active comrades, is now functioning well.

The members are availing themselves of the

opportunity to speak ajt a working class

forum in the city, with good effect. They

have started out on real literature distrihu-

tlon ordering our unemployment leaflet and

a good supply of pamphlets. Needless to

say they are also beginning to make prompt

returns for material received.

OUR SUBSCRIPTION CAMPAIGN
Although it is as yet a little early to

report concrete results we already have nev-

ertheless news from various points of first

steps being taken to increase the Militant

circulation. The national office has proposed

to tlie branches to organize competing teams

to gather new subscriptions, new contacts

and also paid renewals. For 'the three

months period up to March First, the spe-

cial trial sub. offer for three months at

25c holds good. Also for each regularly

paid yearly sub. of $2.00 we offer during

this period in addition, and for the same

price, ithe choice of either of the following

pamphlets: "Criticism of the Draft Program

of the Communist International", or "The

Strategy of the World Revolution", both

by Trotsky, or "Since Lenin Died" (paper

bound) by Eastman.

The best individual sub. getters will

return prizes, upon return of sufficient num-

ber of our subs., of either the book "My
liife" by Trotsky, or "Tiie Real Situation in

Bussia".

CHICAGO, n.L.

Following right upon the heels of the

increasing unemployment situation our

branch in Chicago has suffered further de-

pletion of its ranks by several of its active

memlsers leaving the city. But efforts are

being made to regain what Is thus lost by

building -up new contacts. The branch con-

templates several public meetings during the

month of March more effectively to bring

the Left Opposition viewpoint forward.

Our New Propa£anda Literature

In addition to the books and pamphlete

filr-eady on hand we can now announce ready

for sTiipment one ne\v pamphlet "World' Un-

employment and the Five Tear Plan" by

1j. D. Trotsky with an introduction by Arne

Swabeck. It sells at 10c, bundle lots 7c.

Our unemployment leaflet is off the press

and the branches are already being supplied.

Those who have not yet placed their orders

should hurry before the supply is exhausted.

We have also just received from com-

rade Trotsky a new manuscript for a pam-

phlet entitled "The Revolt in Spain". Within

about 10 days it will l)e out in pamphlet

form selling at 10c. Our pamphlets on

"The Communists and the Trade Unions"

by Trotsky, with an introduction by James

thereafter.

Another big step ahead in organization-

al expansion is contemplated and, the first

splendid response is already beginning to

become a reality. It can be epitomized in

the slogan "A Marxist Library at a price

workers can afford". Its realization step

by step will mean simultaneous strengthen-

ing of our movement. The actual steps to

be taken are clearly explained in the Na-

tional Committee resolution appearing be-

low and really needs no further comment.

Suffice only to add that in presenting

this resolution before our New York branch

the response immediately turned it into a

live reality. $450.00 became the actual

starting point. The branch further pledged

itself to raise a total of $1,000.00. With such

splendid response duplicated by other sec-

tions of the country the contemplated steps

will follow in rapid succession.

Resolution on Program of Expanded Activities for 1931

After a thorough consideration of ttte

situation in the I^eague, the resources and

mos't pressing tasks—to which two meetings

of the committee hare been devoted in ad-

dition to a number of sub-committee meet-

ings—tthe National Committee makes the

following decisions

:

The present resources of the organiza-

tion, even without any substantial gains in

membftrship in the next future, make po»sl-

ble and realisable a program of organiza-

tional expansion of our work during the

coming year. With the full cooperation of

the membership the National Committee

will undertake to execute the following

plan in progressive stges:

1, To prepare t^e Second National Con-

ference of the League early in the summer.

2, To organize a publishing company

which will insure the regular and systematic

publication of Marxist classics at prices

which wll put them within the reach of

workers.

3, To return the Militant to weekly

publication on a sound basis.

4. To begin the publication of a theor-

etical magazine,

5. To .=!trengthen the staff of the Na-

tional organization by making further addi-

tions to the office and editorial forces and by

providing for a field organiser,

6. To organize at least two national

lecture tours.

7. To publish the International Bul-

letin in pjuglish regularly.

The financial phase of the program can-

ters a round the decision to provide the

means for extended publication of literature.

It is to be done on such a basis tliat it will

create new sources for the sale of literature

as well as the distribution of it through the

channels of the League.

The amount necessary to be raised is

$2,000. The financial phase of the whole

program outlined above will be concentrated

in the campaign to raise the fund for tie

establishment of extended publishing ac-

tivities. The profits from this in addition

to our regular revalues will release the

necessary funds for the financing of the other

The funds are to be raised in two ways:

1. Flat contribationa of substantial

amounts from comrades or sympathiaers In

a position to make them.

2. Soliciting regular ten dollar contri-

butions for which receipts will entitle

holders to a discount of one^third on

all publications of the publishing com-

pany. In view of the fact that this Is one

major fl,naneial campaign of the year on

which the wliole program depends every

member of the organization will be ex-

pected to make at least one such contribu-

tion.

Smaller contributions and payments on

the pledge fund wtU not be applied to the

publi.shing fund. The pledge fund and

the other regular financial revenues of

the organization mu»t be continued as be-

fore separately. The publishing fund

is an EXTKA campaign to make possi-

ble the program of expansion. It requires

a little extra effort and sacrifice from tSae

meml>ership, and in view of the real for-

ward steps in all fields it will make possi-

ble, we believe the comrades will all re-

spond to it with enthusiasm.

The whole program -win be developed

and realized In sections. As aoon as the

first five hundred dollars la raised for the

project the publishing activity will be im-

mcHliately increased. When the first thousand

dollars is realized in .the campaign tfee

Militant will return to weekly publication.

When we reach the fifteen hundred mark
the National Conference will be held. With
the raising of the last five hundred the

theoretical magazine will be laundhed ami
the further strengthening of the staff wUl
take place.

Adopted by the National Committee

Communist League of America

If the number on your wrapper Is

61
then your subscription to the iHilltant has

expired. Renew immediately.

The Lcsend of the Public Works Panacea
No sooner are ail the indications eA

the crisiis so visible tlfcat none but the

completelv blind can fail to admit theix

existence, than assurances begin to flow

from all official sources that an increase in

public works construction will be initiated

and the crisi-s, ipso facto, done away with.

Almost every day we are given to under-

stand that so many and so many milUcii*

of dollars hare been approprjaited by thia

or that legislature for public works and

the alleviation of unemployment.

Let us, however, pry from the mass of

trash with which we are ted daily, the

Information as to whether there has been

an increase In expenditures for public

works construction or not.

The matter of poblic works is impor-

tant as a branch of the building trades and

a substantial increase in 'the former would

to a certain extent aid in the rehabilitation

of that industry. The total of public works

construction (including roads) averaged,

for the years 1925-1930, about 40 percent

of all construction, according to a report

of the Engineering News Reeord (January

1, 1931). Its importance should therefore

not be minimized. It is of course foolish

to believe that Increased government ex-

penditures can eliminate unemployment,

but at the same time it is also foolish to

ignore an item that composes 40 i>erceiit

of the building trade totals.

No Gains Aslied

Now we begin to ask: Was there In

1930, and will there be in 1931, a substan-

tial gain in public works construction, as

the government executives would have us

believe? The answer is, Xo—emphastically
no. The increase, wherever there has been

an increase, is negligible when compared

to the totals expended and when adjusted

for long time trends, we can say definitely

thait rather than an increase in most public

construction programs f3Iiere has been a

decided drop.

From articles appearing in the Engineer-

ing News Record (January 1-2, 1931) we
learn that if we are to take 1928 as 100,

the index for total public works expendi-

tures 'would be as follows

:

Average

1928 1929 1930 1925-30

100 95 97,8 89

What do the above fifeures show? That

while the general trend from 1925 through

1928 was on the decrease, since then the

total volume has gone down. During the

year when most noLse was made about in-

creased public works expenditures (1930)

the actual folnme was only 3 percent high-

er than in 1929 and was 2.2 percent lower

than in 1928.

The above relates to (total expenditures.

It would be interesting to examine the

figures for what is considered an an edit-

orial of the Record as "the largest factor In

public works extension, road building",

lit is here that it is possible to obtain con-

crete figures both nationally and for the

separate states. At the beginning of

each year the estimate for the com-

ing year is released by the state high-

way departments. In regard to this, one

must remember that road construction, as

is also true of large buildings, does not

begin immediately upon somebody's desire

to start. Never does less thn six months,

and usually over a year, elapse from the

time the designe begin iinitil the actual

construction is started. Work to be done

in 1931 is tius already planned in 1930.

Only as much as has been designed will be

constructed, and not more. It is with this

in mind that we can understand the 1931

estlmata.

Little Oiange Recorded over 1930

Quoting from the Contractors and En-

gineers Monthly (January 1931), we read:

"Twenty-four states are increasing their

1931 expenditures (over 1930) seventeen are

spending less, and seven remain the same-"

The total estimajted expenditure for the 48

states by the state highway departments

(including federal aid), compared to the

1930 l;gure, is as. follows :

1930 19;U

$935,000,000 $937,000,000

This shows the negligible increase of

two million in a totjal of a billion dollars.

Combining the figures from the "Statisitical

Absitract of the United States" (Depart-

ment of Commerce) with the above, in or-

der to obtain an idea of the long-'term

trend, we find the percentage increase over

the previous year to be the following:

1927 (over 1926).. 12 percent

1928 18

3930

1981 0.2

For the year 1931, the year of prepara-

tion for which was 1930, we find an in-

crease of only 0.2 percent. And this, mind

you, was the year in which most of the

bunk was spread concerning increased road

expenditures.

As far as New York state is concerned,

there is to be an actual decrease in road

construction for 1931 as against 1930. Ac-

cording to figures issued by the Commission-

er of Highways Brandt, we find the total

for the yers 1930 and 1931 as follows:

1930 1931

$60,000,000 $55,000,000

There is to be a drop of five million

dollars in total expended. At the same
time ithat Governor Roosevelt yms giving

newspaper Interviews assuring the unem-

ployed of increased public construction, the

Commissioner of Highways, S. W. Brandt

sent out a letter ito all adult engineers

(October 28, 1930) in which he says:

Brandt Offers Little Hope
"Without question, tthe legislature and

the governor will be interested this winter

in doin.g everything possible to relieve un-

employment. One of the best means at the

<I<spojal of the state governmenjt is the

construction of highways. I iiave received

most of the reports on 'the progress of plans

for 1931 construction and reconstruction and

they indicate that wliile our plan

work is going along about as usual for

ordinary conditions, they are not going along

fast enough to permit this department to

take a leading part in the relief of un-

employment."

This was written by the nmn directly

in charge of highway construction through-

cut the entire state. Yet the papers con-

tinue to publish article after article re-

lating the "special road building cam-
paigns".

Figures for federal government ex-

I)Gnditures tell exactly the same tale. Quot-

ing from the Engineering News Record

(January 22, 1931) : "This week's estimate

of total public works construction in 1929-

31 includes federal government figures tot-

alling as follows:

1929 $342,370,000

1930 285,068,000

1931 346,974,000

plus $150,000,000 of the

emergency fund.

The Record considers the "emergency
construction fund" item in the 1931 figures

for the federal government. In actually

analyzing this $150,000,000 we find thalt,

first, it is not $150,000,000 but only $116,-

000,000 (the former was asked for by
Hoover, ithe latter was appropriated). Sec-

ondly, only about 815,000,000 is really being

used for federal government purposes, the

rest being advanced to the various states

as loans for highway construction. The
"increase" in road buildiing haa already

been discussed. So that we find that while

there has been an increase over 1930, com-
pared to 1929 however the increase is

trifling. One could continue in this way
state by state and department by depart-

ment. The increase in expenditure is no-

where to l)e found, Increased expenditures

mean increased tax rate and ithe latter is

avoided like the plague.

The Communists must reveal these

fraudulent construction campaigns of the

politicians. The workers derive no return

and cannot be fed by assurances of em-
ployment even if these promises emanate
from "-high authorities". The crisis con-

itinues to stare them in (the face. Only by
united action on the part of the workers
and workless can the present miserable

conditions be ameliorated and eventually

done away with. Together with the capi-

talist system must go Its glib politicians,

its unemployment and its wholesale misery.

The workers must strive towards this aim.

—H. S.



Voices of Protest from the Bolsheviks in Exile
(Belated though H is in publication

here, the declaration which follows retains

all Its timeliness and importance. It was
addressed as a supplement to the declara-

tioa of the Bolshevik-Leninist Opposition

by 'the group of Oppositionist deportees at

Kansak and sent as a protest to the Six-

teenth Conf;ress of the C. P. S. U.—Ed.)

<t>

For fwo and a half years, the vanguard
of the Bolshevik party has been submitted

to a mei-cilcss repression. During this

time, all the means of repression lEiave been
etmployed in the struggle against the Op-

- position : calumny and provocation, raids

«nd arrests, deportations and solitary prison,

up to assassination itself. The apparatus,

assisted by 'the G. P. U., with the manifest
sympathy of the domestic and international

counter-r<>volution, has deported many hun-
dreds of Bolsheviks to the Siberian taiga,

to the stepijes of Central Asia, to tJtie damp
sections of the TIpiHM'-Uraks, of Cheliabinsk,

of Tomsk and Kuz^il. Up to the Sixteenth

Congress, a special commission for the Op-
position has been -functioning unknown to

the party and the working class. The re-

pressiion against the Opix)sition has not

taken place withouit leaving its traces in

the country. Since then, espionage, pro-

vocation, raids have become frequent and
customary phenomena in the workers' quar-

ters, in the university comanttnes, and even
in rhe factorie-^. The arrests and the expul-

sions of old Bolwheviks, of ^^'orkers, mem-
bers of 'the Party and the Communist Youth,
have a painful effect uixm the party, de-

moralize the working class -and unleash the

bureaucracy. There is the most obvious re-

sult of t.he last two years ! For its petty

factional interests, the ai>paratus has sur-

roundtHi the party with a system of espion-

age so that a denunciation ot a secrert

agency prevail over tlie decision of a whole
organization of the party.

THE PRISONS FOK
OPPOSITIONISTS

The miost monstrous and alisnrd ac-

cusations have been flung at t.lie Opposiition,

and continue to be Hung without being

supportwl by any proof. The socalled

"ideologicaT' struggle conducted against the

Opposiition. whicli never went Iieyond swind-

ler's maneuvers has now reached an un-

preceiflented persecution. Tliis pei-secution

has become a savage repression w:hieh haa

long ago lost every slire<l of legality and

is now entirely aimed at the liquidation of

the Opposition, without even reckoning be-

fore the party and the working class,

brings to the attention of tlie Congress:

(1) in the old prisons which served under

czarism for the imprisonment of revolution-

ists, the Bolshevik-Ijenini-sts are now lan-

guishing. At the beginning, they chose as

their point of control for the isolation of the

Leninist wing of the party tlie central

prison of Tobolsk, but wlien it overflowed,

they addixl to the system of isolating the

Bolsheviks the prison of T'])i)er-Urals which

was far from adapttxl to receiving political

prisoners. At pre.sent, the Oppositionists

in prison are divided in tlie prisons of ev-

ery corner of the U. S, S. It. In the sin-

gle 'solitary prison of Upper-Ural.s there

are more than 150 men. Many Bolsheviks

do tlieir common law term in the Chelia-

binsk prison where formerly only the es-

caped and second offent^e prisoners had to

serve. At the Tomsk station, in the solitaries

of Viatka, of Riuzsal and SvenUovsk, they

are also Bolslievik-Loninists, For some time

now, hnally. Oppositionists have been sent

into the trentral prison of Alexandrovsk, int<,

the Ural solitary, tiiat is, into the prisons

that served exclusively for criminals and

in which there is no political regime. The
terms of imprisonment of all t.he comrades

are arbitrarily fixed, the rule being three

years, but in certain isolated cases it ranges

from five to six years. In the political

solitaries the old prison regime prevails

whicli gives the prison administration the

monopoly of a limitless autocracy. Cases

are known where complaints addressed to

the Central Control Commission and to the

collegium of the G, P. U, were -withheld

and not remitted to the addressee, or they

were re<turned with the address of the C,

C. C, erased ( Urals ) . Very often the

prisons are submitted to the gauntlet (Up-
per-Urals, Sverdlovsk, et«.).. to icy douches
(Upper-Urals), to the threat of being shot,

which fortunately was not carried out

thanks to the revolutionaiy consciousness

of the Red soldiers (Toi)olsk). They had
medical assistance refused to the badly ill

(Tomsk, Uralsk, etc.,), suffered imprison-

ment under -conditions which condemned
them to physical extermination (for ex-

ample, at tipper-Uralsk, where the prisoner

does not have a space aequal to that of a

tomb), continual raids applied to the Men-
sheviks, 'the Social Revolutionists, the White
Guards, until ithe arrival of our comrades
in solitary (Suzdal).

At Che time of the Sixteenth Congress,

dozens of old Bolsheviks lead the terrible

life of prisoners, condemning their health,

undermined by (the illegal work before the
revolu'H-on and by the civil war, to certain
ruin. In the Tomsk prison, subjected to

conditions of fatal isolation, lives comrade
Sosnovsky, suffering from diabetes at an
acuite stage. Previously, he was submitted
to detention at »Cheliabinsk where he was
imprisoned for the second time (the first

time on the eve of the imperialist war).
Comrade Sosnovsky has not tlie possibility

of feeding ;himself normally (prohibited by
the prison iidministration), and has fallen

into the hands of incorrigible gendarmes,
void of ail feeling of incorrigible gendarmes,
the workng class. These are Rotchin, chief
of (he secret section of the G. P. U. at
Toni.sk and under (Jetention now far more
is (ireenstcin, an old IV5lsbe\1ikf former
member of the Political Bureau of the Cen-
tral Commiittee of the Communist party,
seriously ill, cruslied under the blows of
the penitentiary administration. At Viatka,
is Kavtaradze. At Suzdal, M. Smirnov,
who has already gone through ithree soli-

taries and two places of deportation since
1021). B. Elzin, Sapronov and many others
are isolated in such a manner that it is

not even known in what prison holes they
may he.

PHYSICIAL DESTRUCTION
OF LEFT OPPOSITION

(2) From deportation and ijuprisonment

in solitaries, which have not produced the

effect hoped for, the apparatus has passed
to more criminal means of repression. For
a long time now, a group of Opposition-

ists lives on the Solovsky Island in a

concentration camp. In flagrant contradic-

tion to the decree of the U, S. S. R. in

1920, interdicting lihe dispatcli of political

prisoners to Solovsky. the G. P. U., even at

the end of 1927, incarcerated the Opposi-
tionist Pitersk there. In ithe protest ad-

dressed in the nanie of the colony of de-

ported Oppositionists at Tomsk, the follow-

ing facts are fo be found: "At Solovky, a
fow dozens of our comrades are imprisoned.
One of them commenced a prolong<Hl hun-
ger strike in order ,to deniiand that the
political regime be applied to him. He was
thrown into {he liole. Wlien he leflt it,

he tried to send a protest to the center, in

which he revealed the arbitrary and mon-
atrous regime in solitary. This protest

was intercepted. Some time later, this

comrade was condtu-ted much further and
he has not returned. The official version
of the Solovky a<Inunistration -was the fol-

lowing: "Killed in an attempt at flight."

The acts of physical destruction of the
Bolshevik-Leninistts are carefully hidden by
the G. P, U. : nevertheless, the Opposition
has succeeded, back in the spring of 1928,

in reveaHng the circumstances that pro-

voked the death of comrade Bntov. who
died after a jirolonged 'hunger strike. The
death of Bulov was a heroic protest against
the provocation framed by the G. P, U.
with tlie ol:iject of calumniating the Opposi-
tion. Iri November 1928. comrade Tlaenri-
clisen, worker in the ''Red Triangle" fac-

tory, was cruelly l)eaten to death. The
mjtHlical certificate notos wounds on the
tH>dy and the appearance of stran.srulation.

In January 1930, the collegium of the G. P.

U., based itself upon treacherous informa-
tion of the renegade Karl Radek, condemned
fco capital punishment conwade Blumkin,
member of the C. P. S. U. to his last day.
Under conditions that have remained ob-

scure, the collegium of the G. P. U, sen-

tenced to death comrades Rabinovitch and
Silov, members of the C, P .S. U., who were
a<:'cused at their trial of belonging to the
Opposition, At the same time, the old Bol-
shevik, Yosselevltch was condemned to capi-
ta! punishment, commuted to ten yeara erf

riognnis isolation—solely for the crime of
having remained loyal to the Opposition
after his return from deportation.

THE DESPER.\TE METHODS
OF CENTKISM

(3) The Oppositionists who are de-

poiifed are constantly exposed to various

repressions. Tlie political isolation, the

physical and material privation, that is the

fate of many hundreds of comra<les deiiorted

beyoml the Urals, thousands of miles from
the industrial centers. The insignificant

aid, frequently given belatedly, the lack of
work, almost dooms the families of the de-

portees to starvation (Narj'm, the region

of Priiitngarsk, Karapalpakia. many regions

»f Kazakstan, .the region of the North
the territory of Komy, etc. Very few of

the comrades live under ^conditions of ma-
ferial security., above all in the cities. The
deported Bolshevik-Leniniv^tts, deprived of

all ri'.ihts. even of the right to defend them-
selves against the arbitrary actions of the
lo«tl chieftains, have actually been out-

hiwed. Under one pretext or another, the
most al)surd and severe persecutions are

ondertaken against them, they are pro-

hibited from using the libraries, the lecture

halls, the movies (Kansk), they are evicter!

from their homes (Ilodjent), tlie gauntlet
is practiced againsit them with the aid of

the militia ( Yalutarovsk, Yeneseisk), tlielr

food allotments are diniinislied (Narym,
i-egion of the North, etc.) The term of de-

portation as a rtile is not limited for any-
lK)(iy and it liappens after a year and a
half or two years that a new three years
are added on tiie simple excuse of having
corresponded with deporttxl comrades. But
li'lie most atrocious pensecutions strike those
who are to continue in the deix>i'^tation the
struggle against the bureaucracy, the local

Soviet organi;;atiors and the party. For
having revealed the "rottoune.ss" in the O.
P. U. of Cbebokarsk (Chuvachia), the
colony of the Bolshevik-Leninists was sub-
mitted to a pogrom. A group of comrades
who discovere<l a nesif of former White
guards of Koltchak in tlic district G. P. U.
ami the local sections of the party (city of
Kamen. Siberia ) were transferred tp
N'arym.

Their declarations and protests, ad-
dressed to the Central Connnittee and the
C. C. C. remaiiuMl without a response. The
poMal isolation dei>rives the deportees of
political relatious, even of correspondence
with relatives is not assured of an excep-
tion. For a good remuneration, the O. P, U,
floods the deportees with paid agents who,
under the mask of Oppositionists, provoke
'amalgams'' (Barnaul, Ichim),

The Case of Weisman and Bureaucratism
(Continued from page 2)

in tlie party—a regime whicli is the inevit-

able accomi)aninient of an untenable ix)licy

that only a bueaucratic apparatus can en-

force because it would not he tolerated un-
der conditions of w*n'!;ers' democracy.

The Weismaus make tlieir way to the

top because tli<>y have one qualitication

:

unquestioning obedience to the higher au-
thorities and readiness to jam any decision

down the throats of the workers conce-rned.

They adopt a new decision for "self-critic-

ism*' ;ind against "bureaucratism" every six

months—cynically and without giving it a
second thought, i)ecause they know it is only
for the record. The workers never con-
sulted by the Stalinist apparatus about the

'"leaders" that are handed down to them in

a new edition every other week. They are
toLd to accept and keep their mouths shut.

They are not allowed a single word about
this whole procedui-e, not to speak of hav-
ing any control over their otfidals. And the
Weismans kuow that they are under no
control from below. It is precisely this

condition—tlie essence of bure;iucra'tism^
which gives the Weismans flie opportunity
to conduct themselves as they do. And there
will be rso Weismans only when the work-
ers destroy the roots from which these foul
blossoms of Stalinism flourish and pf) son
the atmosphere of the movement.

And is all well now that he is shifted
out as the convenient, goat for the system
of bureaucratism? Not at all, not at all.

There is no essential d fference between the
removed Weismans and the remaining

Krambergs and Obermeiers. They remain,
but the workers do not. The movement
pays heavily for the Weismans and those

wIh) make them what they are: the upi)er

layer of apparatus men. The Food Work-
ers Industrial Union, with blunder after

blunder to its record, blunders conceived
by the Fosters and faithfully executed by
the Weismans, has lost heavily in memi>er-
ship. The workers 'iiost frcfiuently reply

to bureaucratism with a hopeless passivity.

Many have returned to (he A. F. of 1j.

Others, i-etictiug from Fosterian luireaucra-

tism and mechauical control, are seeking

refuge in the I, W. W, which, significantly

enough is now making a measure of head-
way aniong the cafeteria workers, the for-

mer stronghold of the Left wing. The
Weismans of the second class and the Weis-
juans of the first class cannot carry on with
impunity to the movement. Whatever Midas
touched turned to gold under his fingers,

whatever is tcuched by these bureaucrats,
trained in incompetence and irresponsibil-

ity, crumbles into dust.

The F, W, I. r., which has been in a

conistitnt crisis since its inception, must he
put under the control of the revolutionary

militants, those fighters in tiie ranks which
it still has in goodly number, who can guide
its destinies intelligently and succes.sfully.

The other method, the method of the Wcis-
mnns and OlK^rmeiers and ,P;hn -tones, has
been given more trials than it ever deserved.

It has yielded eloquent results. Weisman's
case has but served to illuminate them
in a hai-sher brilliance.

The mass repression undertaken in the
deportation on thtt eve of the Sixteenth
Congress has as its object the achievement
of the extermination of the Leninist cadres
of the party. In recent' weeks, the best
comrades who resistetl capitulation, were
snatched out of deiwi-tation. At Archangel,
Alma-Ata, Krasnoiarsk, Milousinsk, Tomsk,
Sarakul, Slavgorod, Ufa, Ilodjent, Kansk,
even on the Angar, hundreds of miles front

a railroad, there have been repeated the
comedies of raids in w.hich accusatory ma-
terial was assembled like personal letters,

ex-tracts from Soviet painrs and from the
works of Lenin and Plechanov, books pub-
lished by the Soviets, etc. The repression
ytill continues today, embracing an ever
wider circle of victims. It seems that a
new crime is being i>repared for the Six-
teenth Congress: a "spicy dish" in the words
of Lenin, diret^ted solely at masking and
justifying all the sordid affairs carried ou
by the Stalinist leadership against its own
party, in order to slander once more the
Opposition, to lead the party and the work-
ing class into error. Provocaition serves as
a mask for a shameful repression^ slander
encourages the criminal method of strug-
gle. With this object, the apparatus black-
Tnaihvl the party on tlie eve of the Fifteenth
Congress with the aid of the "Wrangel
officer", allegedly connected with the Op-
position. But it turned out that he was
an agent sent in by tlie G. V. U. (see the
stenographic record of the Plenum of the
Central Committee of Ootoher 1927). With
this object, criminal and charlatanist, Yar-
oslavsky, on the eve of the Sixteenth Con-
gress, atributes to the Opposition the In-
tention af "putting itself at the head of
peasant uprisings" and to the Bolslievlt-
Leninists w;ho are arrested in the deporta-
tion, the false accusation Is presented of
creating anti-Soviet organizations on the
U. S, S. li scale. We warn the Sixtenth
Congress that tlie Stalinist faction, in the
struggle against the Opposition, Is employ-
ing an ever im-reasing system of repres-
sion. In the face of the class enemies, un-
der the coniditions of a heavy economic
crisis and of the enormous efforts of the
proletariat, the apparatus lias employed th«-

state's resources fcu' the aims of tlie fac^
tlonal sitruggle; in fighting against 'tlie Op-
position, the apparatus distracts the atten-
tion of the G. P. IF. from the real enemies
of the revolution. P>y its int(>lerance for
conscious revolutionarv thought, the appar-
atus is destroying the cadres of the party.
In associating itself thoroughly with the
general proposals of tfhe Oppoe:itiont, ei-
pounded in the document signed by com-
rades Rakovsky, Muralov, Kasparova and
Kossior (removal of paragraph 58, return of
L. D, Trotsky from exile, the readmisslon
into the parity of ail t.he Oppositionist Bol-
shevik-Leninists, etic,), the KJamsk colony
poses before the Congress the following de-
mands :

THE DEM.INDS OF THE
OPPOSITIION

(a) the congress should elect an in-
vestigation commiiitee on all the activity
'Of the C. C. C, and tlie G. P, T^, jjgainsr the
IloLsaievik-Lenini:Sts, especially on tlie ac-
tivity of the "secrdt eouncil", to demand
of the C, C. <^ and the G. P. V. all material
concerning 'the repression; to raime an in-
vestigation committee on all fhe activity
of the C. C. C. and the G. 1'. U. towards
the Bolshevik-Leninists to ask for the ma-
terial the C. C. C. and tiie G. P. t:. have con-
<-erning the repression—to demand of the
commission to inquire into the conditions
of exile and imprisonment of the Bolshevik-
Leninists,

(2) to deitermine 'the i)ersonal culpa-
bility of all those who iiear a responsibility
in the assassination of comrades Bntov,
Ilnenriclisen, Bhnukin. Ilnbinovitch, Silov,
and the excesses of Solovsky; to turn over
the guiiity to party and state justice.

(<i) as an immediate measure, to free
all fhe Oppositionists from common law
prisons and the Solovsky correction prison;
nntl a final clarificafion, to cease all de-
portation into the concen'trat-ion camps, to
transform to norm.'il conditions the depor-
tation and imprisonment. To free complete-
ly fhe sick comrades and give them the
I)o.ssi!.i.]i,ty of curing themselves immediately.

(4) to prohibit categorically the G. P.
n. from interfering in fhe internal party
stru'-gle^ find 'to suppress the system ae-
cordinir Co which tlie members of the Poli-
tical Bureau ars subjected to poHc? sur-
veiMance,

(')) fo publish the complete reailts of
tlHS -nquiry to rirohihit secret sentences
and fhe secret destruction of the Rol hevik-
Lcninists,

(Si.^i-ncd)
: The Kansk Group: Ar-
ranov,sky. B'lrdtmal, Zaf^-

ovskv, Zaichuk, Ku'>iii;nn-

skata, Micho^lov. Roma.sko,
Ra--oveno9. Suvitskv Sov-
khi, Fortusldn, Smiti.
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BLUMKIN^
One Year after his Murder
A year ago Stalin liad our comrade Blum-

kin shot. It i« our duty to refresh the

memory of the revolutionary work-ens on
this Stalinist crime against the Left wing
of the Bolshevik party. The assassination

of Blumkin was one of the most cowardly,

most perfidious betrayals on the part of

Stalin against the entire Leninist party and
against the working class that is sincerely

attached to the work of the October rev-

olution.

Ever since we received news of the

crime, we have not ceased to demand of

Stalin and of the party bureaucrats the

reasons for which they have destroyed one
of the most valiant militants of the rev-

olution. Neither Stalin nor his subordinates

of the American party have been able^. to

give us an explanation to justify this ass-

assination. More than that, they have not
had the courage to admit openly, before the
whole iworking class, their responsibility for

this action.

We pause particularly on this fact be-

cause it describes especially well the anti-

communist and anti-Soviet character of the
Stalinist repression against the Bolshevik-
Leninists.

Physical repression against the enemies
of the Soviets has been and remains the in-

disputable right of the proletarian dictator-

ship. This right was loudly proclaimed bj
the Bolsheviks -without any of that hypo-
crlcy w:hich generally accompanies capital-

ist repression in the so-called 'democratic"
coontrles. During the most tragic momente
ot the revolution, the Soviets and the party,
led by Lenin and Trotsky, did not hesitate
to severely punish the enemies of the rev-
olution and to take upon themselveB full

responBlblllty for their actions. Let ub not
ft>r^t that th« trial of the Social Bevolu-
tJonlsts, the moBt ferocious enemies of the
reToLutloa, took place before the eyes of the
working ctese oi.- the entire world and un-
der the immediate control of the Russian
Oommunlst Party. The dictatorship of the
proletariat only profited all the more by this
openness. The confidence of the working
class in the institutions of the proletariaa
dictatorship was Increased.

The correct policy of the Bolshevik
party, its internal regime based on work- ^

era' democracy, the devotion and the sacri-
fices of its militants, the absolute conftdence
In its leaders were sufficient security for
the proletariat against the abuse of the
power of repression and a guarantee that
the sword of the revolution would be used
only against the enemies of the workers'
state.

Since the reign of the bureaucratic re-
gime of the Stalinist apparatus, things have
changed radically. In the hands of the
irresponsible bureaucrats, the weapon of re-
pression against the bourgeoisie and its de-
fenders has become an arm of persecution
against the ideas of the Bolsheviks,

To the G. P. U., which had am Iba pur-
pose the repression of the cla^ enemy,
Stalin has added another function; that of
suppressing Inside the working (class and
its party aU that struggle against the bur^
eaucratlc degeneration of the proletalan dle-
tatorshlp.

The working class does not and will not
accept this repression, dictated by the In-
ter^ts of Boclal classw hostile to the prol-
etarian power. The laboring maizes do not
approve of the terrorist methods which
Stalin employs against the proletarian rev-
alatloaarles. That fe -why Stalin has hidden
from the working class his crime of Febru-
»iT 1830, perpetrated on the person of Blum-
kin.

The Left Opposition will denoanc» ev-
erywhere the Stalinist repression and the
centrist policy in the name of -which this re-
pression Is carried on. The names of Blum-
kin, Zinzadze, Siloff, Rablnovltch and the
numerous other victims of the bureaucracy
will remain alive in the memory of the rev-
olutionary workers.

o
"COMMUNISTS AND PROORESSIVES"
This subject, which has become especially

Important with the recent development of
the C. P. L. A., will be discussed at the
lecture by James P. Cannon, on Saturday
evening, 8 p m., March 7, 1931, at the Labor
Temple, 14th St., and 2nd Avenue. Auspices

:

New York Branch Communist League of
America (Opposition).

awrence on Strike

!

Textile Workers Rebel Against Wage-Cut and Speed Up System
Definite signs of active workers' resis-

tance to the capitalist offensive are here.

In Lawrence, Mass. a total of 10,000 textile

workers have strutfk the American Woolen
Co.'s mills against an increased "-speed up
system 'and a wage cut. These strikers

immediately began militant mass picketing.

It has t'hus become one of the early small
beginnings of a rising labor movement.

On Feb. 16th, 1931, the strike began
with only 33 workers coming out of th«

Washington Mills combing dept. against the

instituted new schedules. It became spon-

taneous. By Feb. 21st it increased to 8,000.

Despite the fact that only fragmentary un-

ion organization exists the strike continued

to grow to embrace 10,000 workers.

The new schedules provided for increased

speed-up. It instituted wage cuts in the

form of abolition of all overtime pay and
abolition of extra pay for night shifts. It

provided for placing of efficiency experts

throughout the mills to increase the labor

intensity.

The strike involved mainly the three

mills of the American Wool Co. The Wash-
ington, Wood and Ayer Mills. The Workers
demanded time and a half for overtime,

double time for holidays, withdrawal of
efficiency experts, no discrimination and
recognition of the Mill committees to settle

special grievances.

The employers fear of these signs of ac-

tual resistance became immediately expres-

sed in the brutal efforts of the police to

break up picketing. The Company offered

to restore the old schedules if the workers
would return. Furthermore, as usually hap-
pens in suoh eases the "better citizens" ral-

lied to the company offering their services

through an ^tablished gltizens committee.

The small section of the National Tex-
tile Workers Union existing in Lawrence,
took a militant lead in this strike. This
the employers feared and they refused to
deal with these workers' representatives.

They called the ofl^ials of th N T. W.
"outsiders". However, that is always so in

a strike; workers representatives are cas-

tigated as "outsiders".

On Feb. 26th, the employers succeeded
in getting the strikers to take a vote on
returning to work granting the concession
that there would be no eflflcleney experts,

that the old schedule in force prior to Feb.
16 will be put back into operation and that

a committee of mill workers will be met
to consider any disputes in the future. They
refused to grant time and a half for over-
time. Following immediately upon the vot-

ing the police-force raided the N. T. W.
union headquarter?;, arresting 11 workers. Of
those arrested the following 5—Ekllth Berk-
man, Pat Devine, William Murdock, John C.
Czarencki and Alex Danilevich are held un-
der bail aggregiating $100,000. Of the 10,000
strikers only about 2,000 participated in the
voting, the result of which is announced
as 1,651 in favor of i-etuming to work and
453 against. On the face of it this does
not look like an expression of the workers'
sentiments.

While this strike is entirely of a spon-
taneous and isolated local character its

significance lies in It being a b^lnning of a
new basic tendency. A tendency towards
^working class resistance. It did not have
any previous preparation enabling It to
spread on a large scale.

In this fact the present C. P. leadership
has a serious responsibility. For a long
time it has not only criminally neglected
to build a union in the textile industry but
has by its narrow factional attitude towards
the working class movement removed one
after another of officials elected by the un-
ion, finally substituting for elections the
method of appointing. It permitted a splen-
did movement in t-he textile industry of the
South to completely collapse. The net re-
sult is a union, in an industry holding
great promises, reduced to almost nothing.

Two Philly Oppositionists Held for Sedition
Two of our comrades, membiir-s of the

Philadelphia branch of the Communist Lea-

gue of America (Opposition) have been
arrested on charges of sedition and an^ be-

ing held under $1,000 bail for distributing

leaflets in front of a "shelter for homeless
men" and for calling on the employe.l and
unemployed workers to demonstrate on In-

ternational Unemployment Day at the mass
meeting of the unemployed on City Hall
Plaza.

Comrades Goodman and Morgenstern
were distributing our unemployment leaf-

let. The passage in the leaflet (the Open
Letter to the Central Committee of the

party ) for which they were indicted and
which the District Attorney termed sedi-

tous, reads as follows

:

"There can be no solution to the un-

employment problem under capitalism. The
solution can be found only in the Socialist

revolution and, finally, on a world scale,"

For calling upon the workers to flgtlt

against unemployment and for the six hour
day, against capitalist rationalization and
for unemployment insurance paid by the

bosses and their government, for long term
credits to the Soviet Union (where unem-
ployment does not exist) in order to gain

employment for more American workers and
at the same time to help put through the
Five Year Plan and lastly, for pointing
out to the workers that unemployment can
be abolished only by the world revolution,

our two comrades have been snatched up
by capitalist class justice. Together with
scores and hundreds of other courageous
working class militants they are threatened
with imprisonment and with isolation from
their class brothers in struggle.

Under the outrageous Plynn Sedition
Law of the state of Pennsylvania the Com-
munist fighters Peltz, Holmes, R^etar,
Muselin and Zlma have already been incar-

cerated, while Bill Lawrence, Tess Ryder
and Anna Lynn are awaiting sentence and
Leon Goodman and Herman Morgenstern
are up for trial. The ravages of capitalist
justice must not be allowed to go on un-
hampered. The entire i-evolutionary work-
ing class of America must be aroused to
action in defense of their valiant pioneers.

Comrades Goodman and Morgenstern, as
well as the other arreted Communists need
the help of the united forces of the w-hole
communist and Left wing movement In this

country, in the fight for their freedom. Thus
far, they have been furnished only with an
attorney by the Civil Liberties Union. The
local organization of the I. L. D. has been
appealed to for help, and we are awaiting
their response.

On Sunday, March 1, an Anti-Sedition

Conference has been called by the I. L. D.

in Philadelphia, to organize the struggle

against the Flynn Sedition Law as part of

the struggle against capitalist class justice

all over the country. This Anti-Sedition

Conference must be made into a real, united

front conference in defense of all class war
prisoners, into a real fighting weapon of the

working class.

In these times of deep capitalist crisis

and growing workers' unrest, the savage

onslaught of the bosses and their govern-

ment against the liberties and ri^ts of the

workers, as well as against their living

standards, can be repulsed only by the com-

bined efforts of the entire working class,

by the fighting unity of its revolutionary

vanguard. Only a broad united front of

struggle, composed of all elements fighting

<npitalist justice on a revolutionary class

hr.sis can save Goodman and Morg^fustern.

Peltz, Holmes, Lawrence, Ryder and Lynn
and the others from the fangs of the bosses

and tlit'ir government —

C

In view of these beginning signs of
working class resistance our slogan against
rationalization and speed up assumes real

importance. But above all in general agi-

tation the slogan of the six-hour day with-
out reductions in pay should be put for-

ward, as a propaganda slogan. It can be-

come the unifying slogan of working class
struggle. It is the main slogan of the ris-

ing labor movement. —A. S.

Stalin

We extract the following from a letter

of the Russian comrades:
. . . "mass arrests have been performed

in December. The reprisals have been re-

enforced especially after the wave of pro-
tests e-v-oked by the death of Kote Zinzadze.
For eoinmunication with the exterior (r«-
ceipt or report of short news from or to
friends) there are arrests or indictments for
"communication with the foreign counter-
revolution". Apart from this, the material
conditions of the deportees are growing
worse and worse and they are all completely
deprived of work. The deportation camps
are more isolated than ever. Not only are
no letters received from other deportees,
but the mails do not even deliver letters
from relatives. For several months there
has been no news of R^ovsky.

During the month of December a whole
series of deportation colonies has been ar-
rested. According to the incomplete infor-
mation received from Central Asia the fol-
lowing comrade have been arrested; Akir-
tava, Bogrotov, Japp, M. Joffee, (the wife
of the late A. A. Joffee), Kinkadze, Okud-
java, Pekler, Proletarsky, Zivzivadze and
others.

To these new Stalinist reprisals, the
deported and imprisoned Bolshevik-Lenin-
ists have replied unanimously : "No repris-
als can suppress us. We remain fij-m and
courageous."

Moscow, January 23, 1931.

Alarming news has reached us about
Victor Serge (a Franco-Russian opposition-
ist and the French translator of the works
of Lenin). Already imprisoned as an op-
positionist in 1928, Victor Serge has been
removed from all work and exposed to-
gether with his family to dire destitution.
Tomorrow, no doubt there will be imposed
deportation upon him also.

The repression against communists has
nothing in common with the defense of the
revolution. It tends to amputate the arm
of the class: the party. It falsifies the
whole concept of proletarian repression and
fielivers material into the hands of the en-
emies of the revolution.

The party must react and cry out
aloud

:

Put a stop to this shameful repression
against communists!

Fire Destroys Trotsky Home
Capitalist press dispatches from Con-

stantinople inform us that a fire which
swept the house in which comrade Leon
Trotsky and his family were living on the
island of Prinkipo in the Sea of Marmora,
compelled the inhabitants to flee at dawn
and take refuge in a nearby hotel. Comrade
Trotsky and his wife, comrade Natalia Ivan-
ovna, have both been 111, with the former
confined to bed. The united front of Stalin
and the bourgeois governments of Europe
has hitherto prevented Trotsky from obtain-
ing the urgently needed medical aid. The
fire, whose origin is not yet known, de-
stroyed a number of valuable historical
documents, including many manuscripts
which had not yet been published anywhere.
The extent of the destruction done by the
fire—as to that we are not yet able to say.
We are awaiting further and more reliable
news.
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HOW THE MINERS
WERE DEFEATED

The article of Gerry Allard in the last

number of the Militant paints a picture of

catastrophe in the Illinois mine fields, the

old-time seat of labor militancy and the

stronghold of Communism. His remarks on

the situation have a value, but that value,

unfortunately, is a purely negative one. They

are an excellent example of how not to

solve the problems of Communism. ¥or

that reason, and that only, thev deserved

publication in our paper.

The Left wing for years was a power

in Southern Illinois, based on mass support

of the militant miners. The "Save the

Union" movement under Left wing leader-

Bhip challenged all the fakers for supremacy.

The coal t;owns and camps were dotted with

thriving locals of the Communist party

—

the surest sign of a conscious movement.

But as has been told before, and as comrade

Allard's article points out again, this whole

movement has slipped away. The mighty

revolt of the miners has been broken for

the time being. The rebels have ben cor-

ralled again by the labor fakers with the

help of Howat and other so-oalled progres-

sive©.

And with it there is "the complete col-

lapse of the Party appanaitus" and "the non-

functioning of a single local union lot the

Left wing miners' union]". In the recent

elections the party candidate for senator

"polled only 24 votes" in PranKlin County

where we once had "over 400 party mem-

bers" i So says comrade Allard, and he

ought to know because he is on the spot.

He cites these facts as "a clear cut exam-

ple of weakness." Weakness indeed! Bet-

ter to say an example of catastrophic de-

feat. And better yet to ask what are the

real causes of it. Instead of that comrade

Allard muddles the Issue further by argu-

ments over secondary questions.

For the results in the Illinois mine fields

there is a chain of causes, one linked to

another. Fishwick and Farrington, the dir-

ect agents of the mine o^'ners, were suf-

ficiently discredited. They could not recap-

ture the revolting miners by themselv^.

For this they needed Howat and other

pseudo-radicals. This explains the neces-

sary prominence, as decorations, of these

elements in the Fishwick union.

But H-owat and the other "progreissives"

In turn could not harness the miners again

to tlie chariot of the mine bosses, driven

by Fishwick and Farrington, by their own

efforts alone. In order to a-ocompllsh this

thQj needed the disruption of the workers'

vanguard—the party. The policy of Foster

accomplished this for them from within.

The policy concocted to fit the exigencies

of the spurious "third period", was crimin-

ally false. The course of expelling and

blackguarding the most reliable Communist

militants was absolutely reactionary. By

these means Stalinism <lisorganized the van-

guard and prepared the way for the betrayal

of the "progressives" and the victory of the

reactionaries and the bosses. Foster helped

Howat no less than Howait helped Fishwick

and the mine owners.

The Communist miners will not be able

to take a single step forward out of this

blind alley of defeat until they understand

its whole chain of caus^ and their connec-

tion with each other. Comrade Allard bears

a direct responsibility for the present sad

state of affairs. At a critical moment of

the fight he deserted the banner of the

Opposition and capitulated to the Centrist

bureaivctats who were organizing the defeat

of the vanguard from within. It is quite

necessary to expose the r6le of Howat.

The function of "progressivism" as a come-

on for reaction is graphically illustrated by

the Illinois experience. Even the Opposi-

ition, which suffered very little from illu-

sions on this score, can learn something

from this example. But -we cannot allow

a discussion of this factor in the defeat

to cover up an even more decisive one—the

disarming of the workers' vanguard by the

bureaucrat!? of Ccntrism.

An emphasis on this side of the ques-

tion is doubly necessary when covirade Al-

lard is speaking. This is the first and most

important lesson of 'the Illinois defeat.

When comrade Allard begins to explain this

to the miners we can begin to have some

coiifidence that he wftl be able to se-n- the

interests of the party and the working class

again and to mnke good some of the f;re!it

harm ho has done. As long as he avoids

thi-! question he puts a chasm brtweeii him-

self and the principled policy of the Opposi-

tion. We are not in the least interested

in self-humiliating "confessions" according

to the Stalin ritual- We only want the
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questions put straight and the lessons clear-

ly drawn.

Not the least of the crimes of Lovestone

and Foster was their poisoning the move-

ment with diplomacy. This diplomacy, this

muddling, hiding, twisting and obscuring

the principle questions, is not a proletarian

but a bourgeois method. Let us have none

of It in the Communist League.

MILLER GOES OVER TO MUSTE

When a man bites a dog—that's news,

said Dana; and on the same principle that

the unusual is always interesting, when a

man goes so far to the Right that he gets

expelled from the Lovestone faction, the

incident deserves a little notice. Such It

seems is the fate—or the fortune, if you

prefer^of the well-known Bert Miller and

a half dozen or so others who have pooled

their intellects in order to produce one

great thought. The thought is that the way

to serve the cause of Communism in Amer-

ica is to join the Muste organization (the

C. P. L. A.) without further parley and

to accept its platform. So much we learn

from the last issue of the Revolutionary

Age in which Ben Gitlow reads Miller out

of Lovestone'M organization for the preserva-

tion of Leninism as Lenin never knew it.

ThJe matter has been a topic of con-

versation on Fourteenth Street for quite a

while and the facts were well known be-

fore the item appeared in the paper. There

ere people who, on the grounds of fair play,

sympathize with Miller and consider his

expulsion a frame-up, or at least a mis-

carriage of justice. Crime, say these ex-

ponents of the Rights of Man, is qualitative

not quantitative. If a man is not put in jail

for stealing a nickel why should be be ar-

rested for taking a dime? If one is not

penalized for mistaking Lovestoneism for

Communism, he should not be condemned for

making the same error in regard to Muste-

lem. It is only, they say on Fourteenth

Street, a question of degree.

Miller's mistake however, from the

Lovestonefiistic standpoint, is a mistake of

tactics. He wants to walk directly to the

point of objective instead of circling

around to it. In this he violates the tradi-

tions of the Lovestone faction; and, more-

over, he spoils the strategy. The Bight

wing movement, it is true, is a break with

Communism and a new bridge to social

democracy. But there are some Commun-

ist workers in the Right wing camp—driven
there by the crimes and absurdities of the

party leadership^who do not know this yet.

They have to be prepared and maneuvered

step by step. Lovestone understands this

and leads his movement accordingly.

Miller, who is difEerent only because he

is dumber, doesn't understand it. He wants

to go too fast. Therefore he had to be

pushed out and the gate was slammed be-

hind him with a loud and virtuous bang.

"He is breaking with Communism", cries

Gitlow wi'th crocodile tears in his voice.

But the case is not really so bad for Miller

and he need have no fear of a permanent

separation. The whole character of the pro-

paganda and activity of the Right wing is

an assurance that they will catch up with

and rejoin him after a while.

Miller, the recruit of Musteism, which

is nothing but a wing of social democracy,

served his noVitiate in the war against

counter-revolutionary Trotskyism. As the

District Organizer in New York, be put his

whole little heart into that crusade. H«
was the organizer of the slugging squads

which attacked our comrades on the street

and broke up the meetings at the Labor

Temple. Now already, and quite logically,

he has developed further the implications

of that struggle. This is all true to form.

The campaign against the Left Opposition

was for him, as it has been for many
throughout the world, the starting point

and the transition stage for a transfer of

class allegiance.

The fight against the Left Opposition

has been the training school for treason to

Communism. Bessedovsky fought Trotsky-

ism valiantly. He was rewarded with Rak-

ovsky's i>ost as ambassador to France, and

then he jumi>ed over the fence of the em-

bassy into the arms of the white guards.

Agabekov, a tried warrior against Trotsky-

ism, took the place of the murdered Blum-

kin shortly before he imssed over to the

camp of the class enemy. The bottoms of

many a soldier in the war against the Left

Opposition throughout the World are al-

ready firmly wedged into the functionary

chairs of social dem-ocracy.

Tell us, tell uis. Communist workers,

why do so many Trotsky-killers turn out

to be social democrats and white guards?

TRIFLING WITH THE NEGRO
QUESTION

In its struggle against the workers' em-

ancipation movement capitalism plays upon

all the dark sentiments of ignorance, pre-

juice and superstition. This is seen

daily and hourly in its endeavors to divide

the workers and oppressed people along na-

tional, radical and religious lines. The

very air we breathe is saturated with these

prejudices which arise from class society

like foul odors from decaying matter. The
revolutionary struggle for the solidarity of

labor is also a struggle for knowledge and

light on these questions.

These problems have a particular im-

portance and acuteness In America where

the proletariat, enslaved by bourgeois ideo-

logy, is infiamed against the foreigner, the

Jew aind the Negro. Communism cannot be

other than the mortal enemy of these de-

vastating prejudices, and the Communist

party is charged with an irreconcilable
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stru^ie against them. In no small d^ree
the party of the proletariat is to be judged

by the vigor, and also by the wisdom, with

which it conducts this struggle. And it ia

self-evident that the Negro question takes

first place within it. Communist ideas,

Communist teaching and practise must break

down the artificial wall which bourgeois

prejudice has reared between the races; the

Communists must be the heralds of a genu-

ine solidarity between the exploited workers

of the white race and the doubly exploited

Negroes.

'I^his is no question to be played with.

Its seriousness and its difficulty are enor-

mous. The deep-seated prejudices of the

white workers will not, be extirpated by

force or terror any more than the justified

suspicions of the Negroes will be removed
by cajolery. In this field education takes

the first place—patient, unceasing and sys-

tematic explanation combined with a genu-

ine policy of equality in practise. Such a

policy must be as free from discrimination

on the one hand as it is free from flattery

and demagogy on the other. Only along

this path will real progress be recorded,

During their career as leaders of the

party, Lovestone, Minor & Co., did their best

to spoil this work, as they did others. For

discrimination against the Negroes—the in-

stinctive attitude of all petty-bourgeois ele-

ments, but an attitude formally impossible

in the name of Communism—they substi-

tuted an unscrupulous demagogy, and a pol-

ity of flattery, condescension and bribery

of Negro intellectuals and careerists on the

make. By this they attracted not a few
outright scoundrels and adventurers while

they repelled the self-reliant type of prol-

etaria-n militants of the Negro race—the
type which is offended, and justly so, no
less by discrimination than by its bwin,

condescension. Thereby they arrested the

real work among the Negroes and trans-

formed the whole question into a factional

football.

The Foster leaders, who have set for

themselves the historic task of matching the

Lovestone regime in unworthy demagogy
and combining it with a stupidity all their

own, are now having their fling at the

Negro question—and a t the Negro, They
seem to labor always under a psychological

fixation that their time is short and that

what they do must be done quickly. The
eradication of racial antagonisn^, like the

creation of a new trade union movement,
is a small task for t^ese high-pressure peo-

ple ; a task to be accomplished between

plenums, by command. Prejudice against

the Negro, that ugly poison which has been

injected faito the veins of the white work-

ers, is to be removed at one stroke.

The Daily Worker of February 24 fea-

tures the announcement of this major op-

eration. Comrade Yokinen, a member of

the party in Harlem, is accused of mani-

festing a prejudical attitude toward Negro

workers. One might think^if this is really

the case and not a frame-up as we knew
of in the days of the Ijocvstone leaderehlp

—that the incident could be made the oc-

casion for an education of the party on the

concrete case. Bdtieation however, particu-

larly on such a question, requires a calm

atmosphere; an atmosphere free from de-

magogy, hypocrisy and incitement; an atnu-

spliere created by teachers of the proletar-

iat, not by terroizers.

But such methods are alien to the blus-

tering vulgarians who feel the need to shout

down their own prejudices of yesterday.

They are going to summon the offending

comrade to a mass trial! "This trial", they

announce, "must be packed with Negro and

white workers." Workers' organizations

are asked to send delegations to the sport.

The mass trial, they say further, "will be

the forerunner of similar trials all over

the country." And all this is to be done

"so that the Negro workers will know that

the Communist party is in deadly earnest

in its fight for the Negro masses." Other-

wise they would not know.

Just a moment, gentlemen! Aren't you

insulting the intelligence of the Negro mass-

es just a little? Aren't you stultifying the

party with this stupid campaign of terror?

If you have been educating the party pro-

perly how does it happen that race pre-

judice among party members is manifested

"all over the country"? For the Negro

masses radical persecution is a bitter actu-

ality that confronts them every moment of

their lives. They have learned to recognize

all forms of this reactionary poison, In-

cluding that form of so-called freedom from

it which protests too much. Take care,

trificTS, Jest your indecent demagogy be-

comes a boomerang for the party. Take
care lest the N^ro masses ask : If your

own conseience is clear, why do you shout

so loud?

—J, P. C.
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Recent Lessons in Strike Strategy
Last summer, some very militantly

fought strikes took place in the northern

industrial section of France, About 150,000,

mainly metal and textile workers, struck

against the provisions of a check-off from
their wages instituted by a new Social In-

surance Act. Their demands were for a

wage increase commensurate with this

dheck-off.

Of the greatest importance for the

strategy of the revolutionary vanguard in

such a situation becomes the question : What
is the basic tendency of the working class

movement ? To stop a moment here, one
notices immediatelf the upward curve of

working class struggle. Beginning with the

latter part of 1929 strikes again increased

in France, in numbers, in participants, in

militancy, as distinct from the preceding

years. First they embraced merely the

lighter idustries but by July last entered

also the heavier metal industry. Even the

unemployment crisis had not yet invaded
France. Conditions were excellent for an
offensive struggle.

Was the Communist party strategy based
upon such an upward curve? No, on the

contrary. Tiie French party had already

early in 1928, following Molotov's "brilli-

ant" example at the Tenth Comintern Plen-

um, placed France in the front trenches of

a decisive revolutionary situation. This,

of course, did not corrosi>oiid with objective

reality. The reaction produced drove the

party, way back to the rear and it found
itself at the tail of events when the work-
ers of the North pressed forward in strug-

gle. HLstory is niercile^^s with those who
are at the tail of events. The party failed

utterly to prepare for this struggle and
even to recognize its actual significance.

Worlters Divided in the Strike.

The workers of the industrial n«rth are

divided in the two existing unions. The
major section belongs to the 0. G, T., which
is under reactionary leadership. The mili-

tant union, the C. G, T, U., counts only a

minority within its ranks. The latter, as
a matter of fact, bas witnessed a period of

decline throughout the country during the

last few years. From its high point of over

500,000 members it has droppeti to about
250,000. The party's keeping this union in

mechanical leading strings has by no means
been a healthy factor. While in the final

analysis the question of mechanical control

"esolves itself into whether or not correct

slogans and correct programs are advanced,

this is precisely where the party failure lies.

Unquestionably this also had something to

do with the direct decline of membership
and influence. Meanwhile, the union un-
der reactionary leadership lias suffered less

decline and has even gained a foothold

within the militant union in form of a
syndicalist opposition going to the Right.

Upon enforcement of the social insur-

ance check-off last July the workers of the
north took the Initiative in strike over the
head of the bureaucrats of both unions. The
latter, as a matter of fact, found themselves
compelled to move only after about 50.000

workers were already out. The party, caught
unprepared, at first advanced a Blo^n
against the social insurance law. Later it

corrected itself to the quite ordinary posi-

tion of demanding a 10 sous hourly wage
increase to meet the insurance tas. The
reactionaries of the C. G. T. demanded a 5
sous increase, the amount of the actual tax.

With no greater distinction prevailing, the

majority support went to the reactionaries*

demand as one seemingly easier obtainable.

The latter were not slow in taking advan-
take of this development to complete their

rSle of betrayal in finally entirely drop-

ping this demand.

A Cajrlcature of Strike Strategy.

Only a few months prior to this out-

break a conference, initiated by the Profin-

took place in Strassburg, Germany, The
0. G. T. U. had its representatives there.

The French party leaders were represented.
Its "momentous" msults were pretty well
reflected in the inglorious record of the
party and C. G. T. U, leadership in the
strikes in the north. The truth is that the
confereuice failed to discuss even, problems
approximately strike strategy but merely
produced long resolutions on the technique
of smaller tactical problems And yet even
such small tactical problems, when actually
faced in the strike, suffered from bureaucra-
tic abuses by this leadership. Through the
Inprecorr (Vol. 10, No, 35), weare informed,
that the party members carried on endless
discussions on the forms of strike commit-
tees while the workers forged ahead con-

ducting their own struggle. And in a later

issue we are told that when strike commit-
tees finally came into being they were not
even democratically elected.

Both unions established their strike

committees, each trying to lead indepen-
lently. This simply meant that the strikers

remained practically leaderl^s. The card-

inal necessity in such a situation—a cor-

rect united front policy, was completely ne-

gated. The party and C. G. T. U. leader-

ship rejected it. The capitalist agents of

the C. G. T. had, of course, no interest what-
ever in a united front struggle. Theirs was
solely the role of betrayal and it was made
more easy by the failure of the revolution-

ary section to apply this correct policy.

Through the final defeat ensuing, the syn-

dicalist bloc, those who are turning back-

ward to the Uight, have now been streng-

thened in their advocacy of unity of organi-

zation. Such advocacy has, of cour.^^e, noth-

ing in common with the united front policy.

While the former can at the present mom-
ent mean only the solidification of the con-

trol and influence of the reactionaries, the

latter policy, correctly applied, would go
a long way toward weakening their hold

upon the masses.

Little by little the capitalist agents of

the C. G. T. and the Socialist party, rein-

forced by the police and military suppres-

sion, were finally attle to divide and defeat

this splendid struggle of the workers, driv-

ing them back section I>y section with notli-

ing gained. The many failures of correct

policy-—yes, of correct strike strategy-
helped to turn a potential victory into de-

feat.

Recent German Experiences

In Germany the most recent lessons be-

come of practically decisive importance be-

cause of the extremely acute stage of the

qlass struggle. Only a couple of instances

need be cited : the Berlin metal workers

strike last September and the Itubr miners

strike in January this yt>ar. Both of thera

in different ways became major events. la

both instances, the treacherous crawling of

the sotualist trade union leaders before

their masters broke the workers' ranks.

But we must add that the serious mistakes

committed by the revolutionary vanguard

slashed with the sharpness of a razor edge

further into the already deep wounds of

the German workers.

Basically we note in Germany a sweep-

ing capitalist offensive to lower further the

already miserable standard of the workers.

With the long duration of the crisis, capi-

talism could no longer effectively use the

Qoalition social democratic government to

stem the tide of working class unre.'3t. The
Bruening government came and carried on
openly and boldly the wage cutting formerly

more cunningly concealed under the social

democrats. We note a rise in revolutionary

potentialitiesr and simultaneously a men-
acing growth of fascism. These basic ten-

dencies were particularly reflected in the

latest Reichstag elections on September 14,

1930.

In this situation the metal corporations

advanced their demand for a 15 per cent

wage cut to take effect September 30. The
ingenious invention of the social democrats,

the compulsory arbitration machinery, set

into motion and ordered an 8 per cent wage
cut with 6 per cent for all young workers,

140,000 metal 'workers struck, bowever, only

to become disintegrated and return about
two weeks later on a promise of a new
arbitration award. Yet, to capitalist Ger-
many, it became a breath-taking demon-
stration of working class power. But how
did the revolutionary vanguard square with
its responsibility?

A Sample of Party Strategy

Unfortunately the party leadership,

—

the German Stalinist edition—had already

gauged the decisive revolutionary situation

in Germany long before this. Its noisy pro-

clamations for conquest of the streets only

left a gap between itself and the working
class. Its shrill exhortations against the

"social fascist unions" had practically crip-

pled all revolutionary activities among the

organized workers. The consequent firmer

control over the unions by the treacherous
social demoeratis officials in a strike situa-

tion, as we shall see, also became extended
to the organized section.

Among the Berlin metal workers strike

about half were unorganized. Nevertheless
they followed the lead given by the or-

ganized section. The party and Red Trade
Union Opposition proceeded, not to endeavor
to gain influence over these masses through
the unions, but through the establishment
of their own strike committes and a small
rival union to separate further the Left
wing from the masses. It proclaimed ths
abstract slogan of a political general strike

instead of starting direct from the economic
fssue of wage cut to turn the struggle
directly against the system and its politi-

cal state which were the executors of the
wage reduction. It could thus not become
the factor unfying the workers in a revolu-

tionary direction. This tactic of openly
splrttiug the workers in struggle before
their support had been won for a revolu-

tionary ideology could only repel these

workers. The revolutionary object is not

to split away from the masses but to split

the masses away from the reactionary lead-

ers. Thus when the new arbitration award
came, providing for the original wage cut

to be applied in installments, tlie workers
found themselves compelled to accept th«

award.

The strike itself, a powerful incentive

to the advancing struggles of the German
workers, did not attain that objective. The
immediate results were a victory for reac-

tion. In this, the serious mistakes of the

revolutionary vanguard played their part.

This general line of policy of the Com-
munist party also led to practical disaster

in the Ruhr region when continued there.

The mine owners served notice of a wagd
cut of 12 per cent affecting 300,000 miners,
to take effect Jan. 35. The reactionary un-
ion officials intimated their willingnes* to

accept a 4 per cent cut, thus greatly Inceni-

ing the rank and file workers. Naturally
here was a great opportunity to win mass
sentiment, to lead directly all the miners,
both organized and unorganized into strug-

gle against the will of the officials; to win
mass influence through correct union and
strike tactics. The essential point should
have been to agitate and organize broadly
for a united resistance at the actual com-
mencement of the wage cut. Instead, the
party rushed ahead icalling a strike en-

tirely over the head of theunions to com-
mence Jan. 1. About 40,000 miners re-

sponded, mostly unorganized, but with real
militant spirit. The overwhelming major-
ity, however, including the organized sec-

tion, assumed a waiting attitude, wanting
to see what would happen when the wage
cut was to take effect on Jan. 15, This
again demonstrated that while the organ-

ized section can easily become the rallying

point for the unorganized in a struggle, the

opposite can rarely be the case even under
the best of conditions. The picketing in-

stituted by the strikers against the work-
ers, otherwwise willing to resist the bosses'

onslaught but to do it in such a manner as

to make the union carry the fight, created

a wall of antagonism between these two
sections. Simultaneously an immense police

terror set in.

The party again here advanced as the

main slogan *'the political general strike"

and made the strike object the building of

a new revolutionary union. Rote Fahne
commented: "The Red Trade Union Opposi-

tion is pregnant with new unions" (quite

similar to what one has heard from the
T. U, U. L.).

On Jan. 4, this strike collapsed com-
pletely. It failed to draw in the majority
of the workers. It lasted only four days.
The defeat immediately instituted more
police i-epression to crush any further pos-

sible resistance—primarily, however, in

anticipation of the final arbitration award
to be made. When this comes the workers
will already have suffered their major de-
feat, its advanced section crushed for the
time being and the militants further isolated

from the masses.

Needless to say that in the serious
situation now prevailing in Germany, par-

ticularly with the threat of fascism to crush
all working class organization, it becomes
obligatory upon the revolutionary vanguard
to alter fundamentally its strategical line,

and to pursue the tactics which will enable
it to play is historic role.

—ARNE SWABECK.
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NEW YOKK: Our branch, here, is the to put it over big." From Chicago likewise
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The members are taking active part in the program of expansion is correct and has
workers' mass movements! those who are un- real prospects of success. From Toronto,
employed participate in the work of the Un- Canada, the secretary tells us that while
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For the Program of Expansion
Tailng everything Into consideration,

the American section of the Opposition gave

a good aocoiinit of itself in the two yeara

that have gone hy since its expulsion from

the party. The achievements of those two

years—modest as they are when measured, in

the gigantic scale of the proletarian rev-

olution—will undoubetdly have a place of

honor in the history of American Commun-

ism. Their significance consists in the fact

that they represent a beginning. And be-

ginnings always have an historic impor-

tance. Our militant flght during these two

yea-rs has signified ithe appearance of a

counter-current against the stream of retro-

gression in the Communist movement of

America ; a small one. but a real one.

Those who have contributed in any way

to this historic work may well take pride

in it. But the satisfaction which we justly

feel with the accomplishments of the first

two years does not give us the right to view

them as a completed 'task. Their impor-

tance, as has been said before, is the Im-

portance of a beginning. Their real vin-

dication will come only if we remember

that, if we build on them and multiply them

in the coming months.

The pioneer work has accumulated for

the Opposition some reisources in the form

of supporters, sympathizers and experiences.

This capital, as it may be called, justifle?? a

program of expansl-on for the coming year.

We have grounds to plan for a leap forward

in 1931 ; and if we work wisely and harmon-

iously the plan will surely be realized la

life. Such is the considered opinion of th*

National Committee, as expfeeaed in tb«

resolution adopted at a recent meeting and

published in the Militant for February 15th.

THE TWO THOUSAND
DOLLAR FUND

On the one side the resolution asks for

a special fund of two thousand dollars, of

which the New York branch has already

pledged to raise one-half. On the other

Aide, Tvith this special fund, the National

Com'mitte will undertake to guarantee th»

holding of our national conference; to es-

tablish a publishing concern which will ex-

pand and systematize our publishing activ-

ities ; to return the Militant to weekly pub-

lication ; to found a theoretical magazine';

to strengthen the staff of the national or-

ganization and provide for a field organizer;

to organize at least two national lecture

tours; and to bring out the International

Bulletin in English regularly. These art

all tasks which cannot be postponed.

To many people this argument may fli^-

pear, at first glance, as an impossible bar-

gain. But it isn't so, as we will prove when

the fund is provided. Every item on th«

«ide charged to the responsibility of th©

National Committee will be made good. Th»

items in the program do not stand separ-

ately. They dovetail into each other, and

the realization of one will help the realiza-

tion of the others.

No one should dismiss this resolution

lightly as a mere gesture made in a fit of

temporary enthusiasm. We have never been

inclined ito leap over the barriers of cir-

cumstance and to promise the unattainable;

and the experience of the Opposition strug-

gle have not been calculated to nurture sucli

a tendency. The difficulties of the fight and

the hard blows we took have beaten a stern-

er realiBon into our heads. The resolution

of the National Committee is not a mere

paper resolution. It is a realistic plan of

action 'Which can be fulfilled in every point.

And, unless we sadly miscalculate the ac-

tual possibilities and the spirit of our move-

ment, it will be realized without imposing

an undue strain on the members and sym-

pathizers of the Communist League.

For some months now it has been evi-

dent that the Communist League has been

turning the corner and overcoming the

slump which took place in our activity af-

ter the first big push. For a time we suf-

fered from a certain stagnation which was

not without internal difiiculties and symp-

toms of crisis in the organization. The

weight of objective circumstances prised

down upon us and our movement seemed to

progr^s at a snail's pace. In such condi-

tions frlctione are always accentuated, and

difRcultles assume abnormal proportions.

Isolation puts endurance to the test. Only

those groups which have a firm liase in

principle, which are bound together by uni-

form conceptions can hold out against it.

It is thanks to the vitality of our prin-

ciples in (the first place, and to the habit

of collective work which we brought with

us from the struggles of the past, that we
*eTe able to emerge from this stagnant In-

terlude without fatal convulsions and

splits. Other sections of the Interna-

tional Left Oppc^ition have not been

so fortunate, as we know, and for

reasons inherent in ithe concrete conditions

which surrounded them. Nor are we insured

against such convulsions for Che future. But

By JAMES P. CANNON
with all that, it is quite manif^t that the

elements of cohesion are uppermost now in

our organization ; that we are definitely on

the upward grade. Our last Plenum marked

the beginning of this turn. The period

which has intervened since that time has

registered some advances, and most of all

it has prepared the ground for others.

THE PROGRESS IN
NEW YORK

The strengthening of the forces engaged

in the national direction of the League, and

the improvement of its functioning gener-

ally, has already shown positive results. As

was to be expected, the New York branch,

which works In the most intimate contact

with the National Committee, refiects the

Improved situation first. The activities of

the New York Branch have been multiplied

at least four-fold In the past six months,

and its Communist character has been

strengthened on all sides. If the fact that

Weisbord's pitiful maneuvers could cause a

flurry in the Branch was evidence of a rem-

nant of its earlier weakness, the vigorous

and emphatic manner in which it repulsed

them when the Issue became fairly joined

was a sign of its progress towards political

stability.

The bmnch consists in large part of

comrades who are new in the movement

They have to assimilate the A B C's of

Communism at the same time that they

wage a fight over the complicated problems

involved in the work of fhe Opposition. This

presents difficulties, but they are not insur-

mountable. Ignorance is fatal only for

those who are unwilling to learn. One of

the first things revolutionaries mus't learn,

if they do not want to disgrace the name,

is that speculation over the great (tasks of

the future is not sufficient. It is necessary

to understand the task of the moment, the

accomplishment of which will lead us a

step nearer to the bigger ones of tomorrow,

and to attack it resolutely. Not to pass a

resolution on it and then forget it; but to

pass a resolution, and mean it, and do it.

In this respect, we have already seen a great

progress in the New York branch in the past

six months. And this record gives us the

confidence that the promise of the branch

to raise one half of the two thousand dol-

lar fund needed for the program of expan-

sion will be fulfilled to the letter.

From the National Committee and the

New York branch the spirit of accomplish-

ment will spread to the other branches. The

organization nationally will soon begin to

gird itself for another advance. Everything

argiies for this confidence. The part as-

signed to the various branches to make this

advance possible is simple, and compara-

tively easy. The theory that the members

of the Communist Ijeague have been over-

loaded with responsibilities and duties is

absurd. Hp to now only a handful have

really exerted themselves in a manner

worthy of BoLshevik-I^ninists, and nobody

has been hurt. The program outlined In the

resolution of the National Committee only

calls on the membership to move one step

faster. The real march is still to come.

THE SECOND NATIONAL
CONFERENCE

The Second National Conference, already

definitely scheduled for 'the summer,, will

mjeet—if we are not greatly mistaken—un-

der the sign of a tightening up of the or-

ganization all along the line. "Platonic"

members who have fallen into the habit of

wearing the proud badge of the Opposition

without doing anything to deserve It will

be called to order. The Conferente should

tell everybody that enrollment in the Op-

position means not a release from party

obligations but the assumption of double

ones. The Opposition has assumed a great

historic task which cannot be trifled with.

What we want and what we must have is a

body of militants for whom the revolution

is the most serious concern in life; for

whom the demands of the movement stand

first and above everything.

The Communist League is not yet such

an organization, and it cannot become such

over night. It will be the task of the Con-

ference to say resolutely that we are going

to move in that direction. The program of

expansion adopted by the 'National Commit-

What the London «Worker>» Won't Print

(The following letters were written by

a prominent member of the British Commun-

ist Party to the editor of the Daily Worker

of London. That the letters did not suc-

ceed in passing through the Stalinist cen-

soi-ship does not affect their validity in the

least; on the contrary, it indicates the

bureaucratic fear of criticism which fills the

British representatives of Stalinism, -when

confronted by the first voices of discussion

emana ting from Left Oppositionists In

England, who are beginning to advance In

the necessary strength and clarity required

for the constitution of a firm core of Bri-

tish Marxism which has been made a mock-

ery of by the Murphys, Pollitts, Bells and

the other "leaders" who, under instructions

from the International Stalinist apparatus,

have reduced the promising Communist

Party of England to a shadow. The letters

of comrade Davis follow.—Ed.)

The Editor, Dally Worker
Dear Comrade:

I ask you to publish the following:

In the central organ of the party, the

Daily Worker of today's date, appears a

short r^sum^ of comrade Pollitt's activity.

The article purported to show that com-

rade Pollitt could maintain his claim to be

the only workers* candidate in the White-

chapel by-election—which of course he is.

But, how did the party organ try to

demonstrate to the .workers that Pollitt was

really a revolutionary worker?

By pointing to his trade union activity

and NOT ONCE m^itionlng ills role as a

leader of the Communist Party!

This is an ultra-Right line. A hiding

from the workers that leadership of the

Communist party constitutes the highest

claim to be representative of the workers.

The article is an open denial of the leading

role of the party.

Fraternally yours,

David Davis

Just in this period, when the working

class is in a trough of depression, just when
the working class is going through a period

of bitter disappointment and realizing the

treachery of the trade unions and the La-

bour party, just at the very crucial moment
when the workers need the tonic effect of

a call to vigorous action against the bour-

geoisie, Pollitt comes forward with his re-

formistic program!
Pollitt is deliberately leading the party

into "tail-endism". He has sunk into the

mood of the masses and is dragging the

party with him. Hence his sneers : "In the

pasft, we have thought it treachery if we
ever put forward demands that did not

go the whole hog and Include everything

under the sun, culminating wlti frantic

calls for a revolutionary workers' govern-

ment."

If comrade Poilitt ever "frantically called

for a revolutionary workers' government"

we can be sure that it was only when he

was so instructed. We have not forgotten

the "frantic" calls for street activities on

August the First! What is the basis for

this sudden about-turn? Distrust of the

workers! The Pollitts argue: "The workers

did not respond to our 'frantic' calls in

August, therefore they want a reformist

Charter and we, the leaders of the work-

ing class, must give it to them."

The Left trade union reformists of the

Pollitt class do not learn from the history

of the working class (though of course they

are very susceptible to changes taking place

in the policy of the International, being

ready to jump this way and that at the

slightest hint from above!).

It is only in periods of ascendancy, or,

just after such periods, when the masses

are flushed with successes and the repres-

sion is only just beginning, that the workers

spontaneously make strong economic de-

mands. But after a long series of defeats,

with capitalism, also in a period of deep

depression, the working class needs and re-

sponds to calls which may be termed "fran-

tic" by the Pollitts but which give expres-

sion to the class hatred of the masses for

the bourgeoisie. This does not mean Stal-

inist adventurism and ultra-Left zig-zags,

but steady propaganda in the factories and

among the unemployed. Propaganda which

lays bare and exposes the cause of the work-

ers' oppression, which sharpens the class

hatred of the workers and at the saiHe

time gives assurance of ultimate victory.

The propaganda of international soli-

darity and final aims among the masses, the

encwuragement of discussion in the party

of fundamental problems around present af-

fairs in the International. These are the

tonic needed.

This has nothing in common with Au-

gust the First adventurism ! To take part

In the daily struggle of the workers means

a daily struggle against pessimism, but this

has nothing in common with the reformiist

Charter of Pollitt which springs from the

womb of pessimism.

P. S. It might be remarked that after

the August First adventure followed the

"Charter" of pure reforms, unlinked with

any political issue. Then, after this arti-

cle was written, the British C. P. issued, a

few weeks ago, a manifesto which ended

in a call for a Soviet Britain ! Slaps from

the Left, slaps from the Right. Zig-zag

!

tee calls for the first step only. Bat it 1»

the next step, and therefore the most im-

portant at the moment. Let ns concentrate

on this campaign and finish it before the

Conference! Bigger things will follow.

On the «cSectdrians»...
"As a result of the situation (in the

French trade union movement ) a strong

movement for trade unity has developed in

the ranks of labor. Recently this movement
reached organizational expression. A com-

mittee has been established, made up of

representatives of Left wing elements in the

reformist C. G. T. and of opposition ele-

ments in the revolutionary C. G. T U. (re-

volutionary syndicalists, supporters of the

Workers and Peasants Party, etc.), for the

purpose of developing the movement to

anialgate the two trade union centers and
establish one 'trade union federatHon iai

France. This movement has already made
considerable headway. It is significant that

this movement has met with the determined

resistance of the 'Unitary Opposition' in the

C. G. T, U. which is the shadow of the

French Trotskyttes, These people always

prafe of 'united front' and of 'unity' but

wlien it comes to concrete questions they

take a position absolutely indistinguishable

from the ofKcial II I. L. U.—Revolutionary-
Age, 12-20-1930.

"The Revolutionary Age of December
20, 1930, reported on the appeal recently

issued by a group of members of the C, G.

T. ( reformist trade union federation ) , of

the C. G. T. U. (Red trade union federa-

tion), and of autonomous union organiza-

tions for trade union unity, the formation

of one united trade union federa'tion in

France. Wlhatever may be the errors con-

tained in this appeal (a syndicalist non-

political orientation ) , the course towards
trade union unity is certainly correct and
corresponds to the interests of the French
working class. The old leadership of the

Trotskyist group 'hesitated' a little on this

question and seemed about to give way In

the direction of trade union unity. But
Trotsky discovered this deviation from
Trotskyism in time !"—Revolutionary Age,
2-14-1931.

So much for Lovestone, who so frequ-

ently over-reaches himself in his anxiety

to find allies for "mass work", for "unity",

—and for the liquidation of Communisnk
We learn from him that the new move-
ment for surrender to French reformism is

following a course which is "certainly cor-

rect"—despite a trifling error or so—while
the infernal Trotskyists who always "prate

of unity" are the only fly In the sweet oi? t-

ment of unity. Now let us hear from Herr
Brandler, Lovestone's German colleague,

who, if he is not l^s anxious to liquidate

Communism in the interests of reformism,
is at least a good deal more cautious than
Lovestone, especially since he has more
than half an eye cocked towards a possible

reconciliation with the Stalinist apparatus.

In the German Right wing organ, we read
the following about this same French move-
ment which inspired Lovestone to such
praise:

"If the theoretical basis of the trade

union unity agitation of the 22, as they
are generally called, is thus thoroughly
false and indistinct, then its action in the

present situation leads to nothing le^ than
a capitulation before the reformism of the
majority of the C. G. T. leadership and tf

the enlistment in the anti-Bolshevist front

of imperialism together with the wihole

Second International. The struggle is only
one-sidedly conducted against the leadership

of the Communist Party of Prance and th4

C. G. T. U., but in no case against reform-
ism in the C. G.' T. . . It is not only the
wrong manner of intervention of the present
Comintern and B. I. L. V. leadership in the
affairs of the organizations, that is attacked,

but in reality tlie conceptions of Commun-
ism. . . . The French working class must
have its attention called to the fact that
the road of ilonatte and his comrades leads

o reformism, to anti-Bolshevism and by that
to the struggle against the proletarian rev-

olution in France and other countries."
Gegen den Strom, 2-14-31.

The contributor to Gegen den Strom has
his own reasons for taking the position he
does. For the moment it does not concern
us here, except to remark that the German
Right wing's obsen-ations on the French
situation reek with hypocrisy, when one con-

siders its fervid flirtations with the French
P. O. P., which is such a staunch supporter
of the "new movement" towards reformism.
What does concern us here is the charac-
teristic attitude of Lovestone, which is ii

no essential different from that of the Right
wing slides back another pace from Con.
munism towards reformism, it covers u
this retreat to the social democracy by
barrage of criticism of . . , the Trotsky
sectarians. In truth, it is now axioms
that whenever j-ou read an attack upon
Left Opposition's "sectarianism" in the
Right wing press, you may be certain tkat
the Right wing is seeking to conceal a nttv

step in the liquidation of Communism.—S.



Stalin*s Speech on the Five Year Plan
StaUn's speecli at the conference ot the

responsible directors of industry in the Sov-

iet Union, gives us once airain an oppor-

tanitr to speak to the French workers abont

the real situation in the U. S. S. R. More
than any other official speech, this last

speech of Stalin's distinguishes itself by

its bragging, boastfulness and bluff. Stalin

has nothing new to say to the responsible

leaders of industry—his speech only in-

creases by a degree the spirit of irresponsi-

ble adventurism of the centrist leadership

in Soviet economy: the slogan of "The flv«

year plan in 4 years "is replaced by the

slogan of "the five year plan in 3 years".

Stalin's reasoning U very simple, of

the simplicity of the lower bureaucrat. In

order to realize nn increase of 45 percent,

in production in 1931 over that of 1930.

two main conditions are necessary: (1) the

objective conditions and (2) the subjective

conditions. When Stalin attempts to de-

cipher these altogether new and profound

formulae, he does not succeed in making
us understand even the most elementary

thing. Wliere are the new factors which

make for a change in the economic policies

of the Soviet Union in the direction of an
accelerated rhythm of industrialization?

Among the objective conditions favor-

able for the realization of the Five Year
Plan (in the decisive industries) in three

years, Stalin enumerates the following: na-

tural resources (minerals, ores, coal, oil,

wheat, cotton) a strong power; the support

of the laboring masses; a solid party etc.

But Stalin bas discovered this new America
for at least the second time: the first time

he used these arguments about the resources

of Russia (rubber excepted, it is true) in

his polemic against the Left Opposition, in

order to create his theory of socialism in

one country. It was at that time that he
"panneled off" the countries ripe and unripe

for the construction of socialism according

to the their quantity of natural resources.

The Soviet Union was classed among those

countries which thanks to the resources it

possesses is equipped with everything neces-

sary for the construction and completion of

socialism within its own boundaries. Now,
it is clear to everybody, that if there are
enough resources to transform the entire

backward economy of the U. S. S. R. Into

a socialist economy there must certainly be
enough to realize at least a part of the

plan of socialization such as that of the
third year of the Five Year Plan. The re-

sponsible directors of Industry, gathered at
the congress in order to determine the best

methods of realizing the figures prescribed

by the Five Year Plan for the third year,

heard from "the best disciple of Lenin"
clearer indications than these and particu-

larly more concrete ones. As one indication

Stalin issued the slogan of "The Five Year
Plan in 3 years". If for us, who read
these trite and primitive reflections! In

Stalin's speech, this slogan appears to be
unexpected and in crying contradiction to

the entire mode of reasoning of the author,

the directors of industry, the responsible

executors of all the caprices of the general
line, must have received this new slogan
with rage in their hearts and fear in their

souls. Which did not prevent them from
applauding the orator excitedly.

In order to be able to judge if industry
is capable of accelerating the rhythms of
production in the year to come, we must
pose one simple and logical question : the
rhythms that had been prescribed for the
past year—have tbey been attained? In
spite of all the red tape of the official press,

despite all the ever favorable statistics "en-
listed in the service of the general line",

Stalin was forced to admit that "industrial
production which should have increased by
32 percent, in 3930 only increased 25 per-
cent. The plan was not realized", Ordjon-
okidze, the reporter of the conference, had
to add to this bitter admission "that the
reduction of the cost price was not real-

issed eJtber" and in an even more danger-
ous measure: 7 percent, instead of 11 per-
cent" (Pravda, Feb. 2, 1931.)

Let us not forget that between the sec-
ond and the third year there was inserted
a supplementary trimeter: the second year,
which was to end the 30 of September was
extended three months, to the 31 of Decem-
ber, that is to say, that instead of the 32
percent, increase prescribed for 12 months
only a Z5 percent, increase was realized In

15 months.

But the slowing down of Soviet Indus-

try did not stop with t^he eve of the new
year, on the 31 of December : socialist pro-

duction, even less than capitalist production

doe-! not take stock in the superstition of

the calendar, that the Stalinist bureaucrats

have.

The Pravda of February 1, 193t, the

very day of the conference of the directors

and several days before the speech of Stalin,

published tihe following note nnder the title

"Alarm Signals": '^e month of Janaary
d d not bring any changes in the realization

of the industrial plan. The figures that we
publish elsewhere show that If Industry does
not measure up to the previsions of the

plan, ih( first trimester of the third year
will be i^ravely compromised. These poor
indices of industrial work are, of course,

caused partially by the poor transport work,
th-! functioning of which has been impeded
by the hardships of winter. But that is

no excuse. The resulte of the industrial

work of the 35 days of January are—an
alarm signal (emphasis by Pravda.)" The
statistic tabl^ of the work of the most im-

portant branches of industry for January
1931 published in the same number of

Pravda, show that not a single one of the

branches attained 100 percent, of plan this

month. There are t>ranches that realized

<mly 39 percent, of the provisions. The per-

centage of monthly realization for most of

the branches, like coal, coke cast iron, steel,

tractor production varies between 50 and (50

)>er cent.

We have witnessed then, only a few

days ago, a considerable slo^' down for the

first month of the third year. Added to

this enormous slow down at the end of

the second year, this global slow down very

clearly endangers the realization of the Five

Year Plan in four years. Under such con-

ditions, what should have been the task of

a serious leadership, conscious of its re-

,sponsibilities? Such a leadership should

have posed the real problem before the

responsible leaders of industry and before

the entire working class, that is, the task

of Soviet industry to overcome its lagging

behind in order to be able to advance. In-

stead of this, Stalin announces in a spirit

of bragging and pomposity a still greater

increjise of the industrial rhythms and de-

crees the completion of tihe Five Tear Plan

In three years. Pure bluif and sleight of

hand, for industry cannot be condncted by

speeches nor by exclwnations so narrowly

and stupidly chauvinistic as: "there la not

a fortress which we will not be able to

capture."

The unheard of efforts of the working

class of the Soviet Union are creating won-
ders. In these times of general economic

crisis. Soviet production, equipped with a
pC'Wi^rful weapon such as the concentrated

power of the proletariat and a safeguard-

ing armor like the foreign trade monopoly,

progresses in unprecedented proportions.

But the figure w^hicb Pravda gives and the

alrcjietlier contradictory conclusions which
Sialiu draws from them in his speech, as-

sure us once more that the magnificent

achievements of the Soviet proletariat are
filitained despite and against the Stalinist

leaders'bip. Stalin's speech will only cause
the accumulation of new difficulties instead

of liquidating the very burdensome ones of

the two preceding years. The new slogan

of Stalin endangers the realization of the

Five Year Plan as a whole.

Stalin's speech from the first word to

the very last, bears the imprint of a na-

tionalist spirit,

"There is nothing Impossible for the

Russians". What support can Stalin ex-

pect from the international proletariat and
the Comintern when he says disdainfully:

"the Cominljem? Cut off its victuals and
it will no longer exist." (As the "chief of

the world proletariat" confided to Lomin-
adze )

.

Stalin devoted only a few words to the
foreign countries ; only to mock at Churchill
and at Poincar^ who "foam with rage
against our party". The explanations of
Stalin about the campaign of the bour-

geoisie against the U. S. S, R. are just as

Ghandi Makes His Peace with Imperialism

By ALBERT GLOTZER
The splendid revolutionary struggle of

'the Indian masses against the rule of Bri-

tish imperialism has suffered another be-

trayal by their leader, Gandhi. It is not

the first 'time that the "little man" played

this ignominious r61e. In 1922, when the

struggle for independence reached propor-

tions threatening to the Empire, Gandhi
was again at the helm of the movement

—

and then, as now, he was there to call off

the fight at the moment when the fennent

in 'the masses reached a point too danger-

ous to the tottering rule of Great Brltian.

While the bourgeois press speculates as

to who will profit more through the pact

signed by Lord Irwin and Gandhi on March
4, 1931, the betrayal is unmistakable fact.

In clause Five of the pact, it states:

"Civil disobedience will be effectively

discontinued and reciprocal action will be

taken by the Government. By effective dis-

continuance of the civil disobedience move-

men't is meant the effective discontinuance

of all activities in furtherance thereof by
whatever methods pursued and in particu-

lar the following:

(a> Organized defiance of the provisions

of any law; (b) Movement for non-payment
of land revenue and otlier legal dues; (c)

Publication of news sheets in support of

the civil disobedience movement; (d) At-

tempt to influence civil or military servants

or village officials against the government
or to persuade them to resign their posts,"

(Emphasis mine—A. G.)

Gandhi adds, as if to make this more
effective, I shall strain every nerve to make
the provisional peace a PERM.4\ENT one."

(Emphasis mine—A. 0.). In the name of

the Nationalist Party, the Mahatma calls

off the civil disobedience movement, the de-

fiance of the salt laws., non-payment of

taxes, illegal assemblies, and mass picket-

ing of factories and shops selling British

goods. In return the Nationalist Party will

be allowed to participate in the round-table

conference to discuss Indian independence,

and will 'have the right to continue the pri-

mitive manufacture of salt, which will how-
ever, continue to remain under the mono-
poly of the Empire.

The meaning of this truce is anite clear.

It seeks to liquidate the revolutionary strug-

gle and force into submission the i-ebellious

masses. It leaves the proletariat and pea-

santry defense!^ against the bitter ex-

pLoi'tation of the British as well as their

own bourgeoisie. In a word, it fulfills the

wishes of the British imperialists and proves
again that Gandhi is their loyal servant.

He writes, on March 2, 1931, to Lord Irwin,
"... I feel no hatred for the British, nor
the least wish to harm their legitimate

rights in this". Legitimate rights ! This
can only mean the right of British imper-

ialism to loot and exploit India at its will.

Britain's fierce struggle against Indian

independence is easily understood when it

is realized that without India, there is no
British Empire. This is the key to the
question. What is necessary for the revolu-

tionary proletariat of the world as well as
for India, is to determine the r61e of Gandhi
and the Nationalist Party. They represent

the interests of the native bourgeois and
petty-bourgeois classes and in the present
struggle, as in all others, they reflect the

deep fermentation in the masses. When the
movement of the revolutionary workers and
peasants becomes too threatening, they en-

act the r61e of traitors,

Gandhi's policy of "non-violence" is a
rejection of the revolutionary methods of

struggle. It signifies capitulation to Great
Britian, and in essence expresses a deep
fear of the proletariat. It is this small but
highly developed Indian proletariat that

can give leadership to the impoverished
peasant masses in the revolution, and it is

the proletariat alone tliat can successfully
carry through its tasks. This is precisely

what the native bourgeoisie, in the person
of Gandhi, fears most. Gandhi expresses
this clearly when he says : "It is dangerous
to make use of the factory proletariat".,

The significance of the revolution lies

in its niasrf character, and ithe will to power
by tlie masses. The objective conditions are
ripe for the seizure of power. There re-

mains however, the burning question of

leadership in this struggle. It is upon the

.solution of this problem that the success
of the Indian revolution depends. At pre-

sent it constitutes the greatest weakness of

the revolution.

The native bourgeoisie and the petty-

bourgeoisie have conclusively demonstrated
that they cannot lead the revolution to a
victorious conclusion. They fear the revolu-

tion, and more than that they fear the pro-

letariat. Only the Communists organized
into a revolutionary party, with a correct

program, can achieve the victory of the
revolution. They can achieve it only as a
dictatorship of the proletariat and in no
other way. There are the lessons of all

revolutionary struggles under imperialist

capitalism.

What is needed today in India, is a
strong Communist party to give leadership

to the Indian masses. It is necessary to

put forth the strategic aim of the dictator-

ship of the proletariat immediately. With-
out it one of the main barriers in the road

of the emancipation of India's workers and
peasants—that is, the barrier artifieally

erected by Roy and the Right wing on one

hand, and its Stalinist ca-ricature on the

other—will remain In the way.

simple and as impotent as the ar^oments

in ifavor of the slogan ot the Five Tear
Plan in three years: "why these yelps and
tihese enraged attacks? Because onr poI>

icies are correct".

The Marxist analysis of the antagon-

isms in the capitalist world is here replaced

by the banality of the agitator. The capi-

talists who fight each other in a grave crisis

seek to throw on the shoulders of fche work-

ing class the burdens of this crisis (by

legislation, through flnanical and economic

Pleasures). But that is not enough. Men-

aced by this economic crisis, which in its

development causes the crumbling of the

regime, the bourgeoisie is forced to throw
the responsibility of the crisis on its irre-

concilable external enemy, the Soviet Un-
ion. It is alone with the aim of discredit-

ing the Soviet Union in the eyes of the

workers and to make it responsible for all

the ills that strike them, that the bourge-

oisie carries on its furious campaign against

the U. S .S. R. In fact, when it raises a
howl in its entire press against Soviet

"dumping", it is not because the 1.5 percent.

of Soviet trade "threatens to destroy civili-

zation", or even to prevent capitalism from
solving the present crisis, but in order to

divert the attention of the masses from
the responsibilities of its regime in this

chronic post-war crisis and to direct their

mratb against the Soviet state. The Soviet

bogy has become a weapon of mass propa-

ganda in the hands of the bourgeoisie.

The Temps of February 7 says, com-
menting on Stalin's speech, that the strug-

gle against "dumping"—as a result of the
achievements of the plan—"is a vital ques-

tion for 'the laboring masses ; it is an eco-

nomic and political question of prime im-

portance for all of the civilized world".

The demagogic preocupation with anti-Sov-

iet propaganda is far stronger in the author
of the article than the real fear of the
achievements of the Five Year Plan. What
other political value can one attach to this

talk, when the most "serious" journal of

the French bourgeoisie, studying in a

fundamental article the question of indus-

trialization in the U. S. S. R., speaks of the
previsions of the Five Year Plan which ac-

cording to it, are made "for the next four
years". The pen slaves of the bourgeoisie

do not even take the pains to study serioiro-

ly the formulation and the functioning of
the Five Year Plan. They must arouse the
readers. They must make anti-Soviet pro-

paganda. For that purpose all lies about
the Soviet Union are good enough. The lie

about the famine and the lie about the
Soviet chaos have given place to the lie

about "dumping" and about the threat to
civilization that the Five Year Plan con-
stitutes.

The methods of the bourgeoisie have
not changed : the bourgeoisie always rules
over the sentiment of the masses by means
of lies. But must we Communists facilitate

tlie work of the bourgeoisie by the same
methods of falsehood and bluff?

Stalin at Moscow and the official party
press abroad deceive the masses and deceive
themselves when they say that the Five
Year Plan, which 'has not to the present
moment iieen realized within the limits of
four years and which can hardly be real-

ized in five years, is going to be completed
in three years, that is to say, in 11 months.
These methods of exaggeration and bluff

are alien to the revolutionary movement.
They arouse distrust and apatihy in the
masses. Stalin's speech and the campalga
of the entire oflicial party prtess around the
false and deceptive slogan of the Five Year
Plan in three years only lulls the watchful-
ness of a great part of the international
proletariat and deepens the distrust of tne
broad masses of the people.

The Left Opposition does not hold a
defeatist position in regard to the Soviet
TTnion. The defense of the U. S. S. B. is

one of the most important principles of
iits activity. But it poses the quicstlon of
the defense of the U. S. S. B. and of the
ctmstruction of socialism in the Soviet land
in relation with the international movement
of the proletariat The fate of Soviet eco-

nomy and of the Five Year Plan depends
in a large measure upon the intensity of
the struggle of the world proletariat against
capitalism. That is why the workers must
know what the real situation of Soviet eco-
nomy is. They must render themselves an
account of the enormous difficulties that the
Soviet workers face in the course of con-
structing socialism.

Stalin's speech and his slogan of the
Five Year Plan in three years is full of
exaggerations and big talk and throws dust
into the eyes of the workers That is why
we say that it constitutes a new danger for
the Five Year Plan

MILL,



Elections in the Amalgamated: What For?
The approaching annual elections in Cut-

ters Local 4 of 'the Amalgainateti Clothing

Workers of America have caused not a lit-

tle trouble to the local administration and

also at the same time led to an outbreak

o£ indignation and protest by the cutters

against their chief official, manager Philip

Orlofsky.

1 Elections have long been a serious pro-

blem to the Tammany labor official. Know-

ing well that his rule is hated by the mem-

bership, the local king, since his ascension

to power several years ago, has never taken

a chance in an election without first "mak-

ing it safe" for himself, to use the Wilson-

ian expr^sion. Various methods have been

used for that purpose, from manipulating

votes to the more effective means of en-

tirely removing oppositions from the ballot.

In this manner the present manager of the

cutters' local has succeeded in re-electing

Ihimself to office year after year together

with his administration of dummies whom

he carefully picks from among the most

unscrupulous and basest elements in the

local.

Abolishing Elections

At this time, howevei% of unprecedented

unemployment and great discontent among

the membership, the safest thing for Orlof-

sky and his lieutenants is not to have any

election at all and assure themeslves the

offices for another year, and things would

fare fairly well with them. The former

"opposition" 'has, with the 'help of Hillman,

been liquidated by a rapprochement with

its office-seeking leaders who were placed

in soft jobs a long time prior to the elec-

tions. The administration will even be

able to pretend that it is very much con-

cerned about economy, and would rather

divert the money which an election entails

into tthe relief fund for the unemployed.

But—and here is where the trouble

comes in—there is a mischievous child in

the house, and a member of the family at

that. The present chairman of the local, a

staunch supporter and trusted accomplice of

Ph. Orlofsky in all his machinations, is

determined at this time to advance himself

to A paid office in the organization.

And io and behold! This mischievous

boy has proved to be a real "rebel". He

refuses to budge for any consideration. A

way must be found to remove him from the

liallot. He must, in addition to that, receive

bis due punishmonr for defying his chief-

tain. The integrity and wisdom of the ad-

ministration on the otlier hand, must be

demonstrated before the membership.

A membership meeting of the local was

called to consider a recommendation by the

Executive Board to disqualify the candidacy

of 'tile present Local chairman for Business

Agent at the coming elections on the ground

that he has been engaged in selling insur-

ance policies. Simultaneously, a recom-

mendation has also been brought to bar all

those engaged in sidelines while belonging

to the union from seeking office for a period

of two years.

The membership that crowded the large

meeting room watched the performance of

the verbal encounter between the corupt of-

ficals on the patform ike a crowd watches

a sporting game without being concerned

about the outcome, as though they were not

directly involved. They have become so ac-

customed to such performances that these

hardly produce any moral effect on them.

Tbev'have long convinced themselves of the

corniptness and treachery of their officials

and therefore show indifference on such oc-

casionH.

However, as 'the fight between their

manager and chairman progressed, the mu-

tual attacks and accusations, as well as

cynical utterances, revealed facts of corrup-

tion and treachery that caused a spontan-

eou-s outbreak of uncontrollable protest

from the ranks that almost turned into a

riot. With great difficulty order was estab-

lished after general commotion. But the

meeting ended in a "victory" for Orlofsky.

Rank Corruption

What were the facts brought out at the

meeting? Tlie following:

The manager accused the chairman of

striving to advance bis insurance business

through the medium of a union office (there

are strong rumors prevalent that the mana-

ger himself is engaged in a big business I),

namely; in the manufacture of canvas for

the clothing trade.

The chairman stated that in 1929. in the

year previous to his election to the office of

chairman, he sold insurance to the value of

$385,000 and that in the year 1930, while

chairman of the union, he sacrificed his

business and is ready to give it up entirely

and devote bis entire energy to the union.

(He did not, however, say to whom he sold

his insurance). The manager proudly de-

clares that he fears no opposition since he

knows how to deal with oppositions.

The chairman accuses him of stealing

By ALBERT ORLAND

elections, eliminating oppositions by means

of intimidation and electing his executive

hoard and staif in advance of the elections

(which re a farce). The manager answers

that the chairman has been an accomplice

in all of his acts in the union and therefore

cannot shake off his guilt for them.

The chairman makes a demagogic ap-

peal to the meml>er3 for support. He swears

loyalty and devotion to the best traditions

of the A. C. W. which are l>eing trampled

upon by Hillman and his hosts of conspira-

tors. He claims to champion the member-
ship's elemenitary rights to elect their own
officials against the manager's autocratic

rule.

The manager threatens to "chain and

muzzle" him until he submits to his will.

Such are the facts laid bare before the

members of the cutters' local at the meet-

ing called bv their officials on the eve of

the coming elections in the Local. These

facts have not been unknown to the mem-
bers before, Imt the cynical and frank man-

ner in which they were brought out by their

officials were too insulting and irritating not

to provoke an outburst of indignation on
their part. Their patience has already been

overtaxed and they are showing signs of

awakening and a readiness for struggle.

The struggle will be a hard one. But a be-

ginning will have to be made. The cutters

have for a long time kepft aloof from the

struggles of the A. C. W, members against

their corrupt officials and their treacherous

policit^. Now they are facing the effects

of the worsened conditions in the clothing

industry and must join the tailors in their

fight to defend their common interests. The
cutters are beginning to realize this. The
cutters' officials at the last meetingr received

a warning of the approaching storm in the

organization. They .will attempt tb stave it

off or sftem it. But they cannot succeed.

The misery and sufferings of the masses of

the clothing workers has reaolwd the

climax. Too many grievances have aoeumu-

lated. A revolt in the A. C. W. is unavoid-

able. In this revolt, the cutters will play

their part. They may he destined to strike

the first blow.

It is characteristic bow the Advance of

Marcli 6 reports this meeting. In its cus-

tomary lying manner the bureaucrats'

mouthpiece tries to convey the impression

to its readers that the entire membership

present at the meeting participated in the

voting and that the rank and file expressed

their views in the discussion. At the same

time the real question involved in the whole

affair, the question of the elections and the

maneuvers of the officials, is carefully cov-

ered up. No mention, of course, is made of

the protests of the membership and the dis-

turbance. The voice of the membership is

not very pleasant to the bureaucra'ts' ears.

It does not harmonize so well with the muoh
vaunijed '^Amalgamated spirit" 'of which

they prate in the columns of Advance.

Well, Advance is published not for the

A. C. W. membership but for the outside

world to broadcast (the glory of the Amal-

gamated leadership and to win medals for

Hillman. So why bother about it?

The Stalinists in the Hunsarian Bureau Run Amuck
It took somewhat more than three years

for Pepper, Lovestone, Gitlow and Wein-

stone to turn the Hungarian Buro of the

party into a good Stalinist bureaucratic

machine. It was not an easy job. Com-

rades of long standing in the movement had

to be removed and expelled, to be replaced

one by one with servile petty bourgeois ele-

ments of the declassed type, ready to serve

any master. Yes, it was a hard job but

it 'was done and for a number of years

this petty bourgeois appai-atus bas been

sitting in the sadle firmly and serenely, not

only in the Hungarian Buro but in the

auxiliary organizations as well. They are

rather \-unning amuck in consequence of

some events which came like a bolt from

the blue sky, or, to put it in a more prosaic

way, from the Hungarian Sick Benefit and

Educational Federation, the only Hungarian

mass organization under party eontrol.

Charges of Cori'uption

,Thi3 organization is the mainstay of the

tlj Elore, the party's Hungarian daily. With

its nearly five thousand members it is a

recruiting ground for the party. It gives

valuable support to the various party cara-

piiigns. It is a considerable financial

source for the party. Looking over its fin-

ancial report for the year of 1930, w'e find

the following items in the expenditures;

For the official organ (Uj Elore) $9,626.78

for educational and organizational purposes

$4,643,88: for defense $509.72. The sum

first mentioned went directly to Uj Elore,

the sc<?ond amount was spent by organizers

appointed by the Hungarian Buro, the third

went to the I. L, D. In various ways more

than ten per cent of the total income was

placed at the disposal of the party. Out

of almost five thousand members not more

than half a dozen used to protest once in

a while against this support given to the

p-ji-ty,—some non-working class, reactionary

members, insignificant in numbers and de-

void of any influence. The organization was

called a milch cow for the party by all the

reactionary newspapers as well as by the

T W, ^Vf. and the S. L. P. In the face of

attacks and reproaches from these sides,

the organization took the correct and proud

position of support to the leading, revolu-

tionary party of the working class as the

elementary duty of 'a labor organization

worthy of the name,

oil the other hand it must be admitted

that such a correct position should not be

taken by the party leaders as a license for

mismanagement of the organization, for mis-

use of its fund for corruption in general.

And this is what the party leadership stands

accused of even by such members of the

organization who for many years have been

staunch supporters of the party.

Here are the facts:

Some time ago a hint was given to mem-

bers of the Astoria branch by Friedenfeld,

a party member, president of National Ex-

ecutive Committee, to the effect that "some-

thing is rotten in Denmark", an "investi-

gation of the books of the organization

would be in order," and so on. The branch

took the hint and appointed an investiga-

tion committee, to go over the books of the

national organization, such procedure be-

ing the constitutional right of any branch.

Independently of the Astoria branch, a simi-

lar committee was elected by the New York

(Yorkville) branch. Both committees found

and reported the following cases of mis-

management and misuse of funds:

1. The Active Press, a party institu-

tion, got a loan of six thousand dollars

from the Sick Benefit and Educational Fed-

eration. This loan was given for three

years in 1927, In three years $1,100 was

paid, at present the notes for the balance

are in the safe of the organization, but in

the meanwhile the Active Press was liquid-

ated by the party and there Is no one to

pay the balance. Furthermore the Active

Press owes to the organization $2,300 for

rent and moving expenses. Since the Ac-

tive Press was liquidated by the party this

amount also must be regarded a« bad debt.

2. The Daily Worlier just now is mak-
ing a strong and justified attack upon the

Russky Golos for publishing an ad of some
swindling real estate venture. The Uj Elore

did something just as bad or worse. It ran

the ads of a swindling stock scheme of

Partes, the head of the Cornell Drug Stores.

Although some of the bourgeois papers ex-

posed the swindling operations of Partes

and warned the Hungarian workers to be-

ware of this faker, thousands of workers

bought the worthless stocks because of the

ads tliey read in the Uj Elore. This fellow

paid for the ads with notes and after ix)c-

keting hundreds of thousands of dollars,

ran his corporation into bankruptcy. The
notes which the Uj Elore held for the am-
ount of $1,800 became worthless. But this

matter did not cause headaches for the

Hungarian Buro, It turned over these

worthies.-^ notes to the Sick Benefit and

Educational Federation for cash,

3. The investigation committees found

in the safe of the organization bad checks

to the amount of $2,333, issued by the Ac-

tive Press and the Uj Elore.

4. They found in the safe a note sign-

ed by Louis Kovess, a party leader, indorsed

by Gustave Mayer, anotlier party leader,

for the amount of one hundred dollars. The
note was payable in the month of March,

last year. They found a bad check cashed

for Hugo Gellert in the month of April,

last year. They found other notes for var-

ious sums given to party members.

5. For several years there was a grow-

ing demand for the replacement of the as-

sessment system with the more sound rate

system. This proposition was rejected by

the Hungarian Buro as "anti-prylctarian".

Tlie proposition is now given up by the Buro,

but the party leaders made an agreement

with a Philadelphia lawyer who for the

consideration of three thousand dollars un-

dertook to secure permission from the In-

surance Department of the State of Pennsy-

lvania to let the Pennsylvania branches re-

tain tlie unsound assessment system till

1932.

There were other instances of misuse

of funds and mismanagement found by

the investigation committees of the two

braches. The Astoria committee submitted

its report to the National Executive Com-

mittee of the organization. The party lead-

ers denied tbe charges at the meeting, but

something unexpected happened. The two

national auditors took the floor and made
a statement to the effect that every charge

was true, they know of these cases of mis-

management and corruption, they kept sil-

ent about them under the pressure of the

party leaders, but they refuse to shoulder

the responsibility for such mismanagement.

As a protest against it they tendered their

resignation. One of these auditors, Pisko-

thy, was a party member for a long time,

left the party just recently, but remained

a supporter of the Buro up to the time

of these exposures.

Supporter Turned into "Fascists" Overnight

The party eaders took action at once.

Day after day articles were published in

Uj Elore about a great fascist conspiracy

against the organization. Party members

and ardent supporters of the party for

many years, W'ho da-red to raise their voices

against the corrupt acts of the party leaders

were branded as fascists and the allies of

fascists. They were turned into fascists

by the party leaders overnight. In order

to reinforce this campaign carried on in the

party organ, four organizers were sent on

the road to visit the branches throughout

the country to expose the great "fascist con-

spiracy". Pressure was brought upon party

members in various cities to send in corre-

spondence expressing the unlimited con-

fidence of the workers in tbe party leaders.

The number of party members not t>eing

very impressive, letetrs were published in

Uj Elore allegedly written by members and
workers with signatures of "a member" and

"a worker"

In some cases the attacks made on

some members of the investigation com-

mitter^ have some justiflcation. Two or

three members of these committers had for

years a very strong anti-Communist atti-

tude, not so much on a theoretical basis but

rather because of dissatisfaction wtih the

way the affairs of the organizations were
Iiandled by the party. But the overwhelm-
ing majority of the opposition has always
been composed of sincere and loyal sup-

porters of the party. They are known as

such by the masses of the workers. By
branding them as fascists the party leaders

hope to turn them against the party, to

make tbeui anti-Communists and then to

have tlieir charges dismissed on the ground
tbar these charges, coming from a counter-

revolutionary camp, are not worthy of consi-

deration.

So far they have failed. The action

taken by the committees is anything but

anti-Communist, They made their report

and recommendations to the branches. They
demand tbe removal of the guilty party lead-

ers. They reject any tendency to withraw
support from tbe party or to overthrow tbe

party control. They insist that rank and
file party members should be elected to tbe

National Executive Conmiittee and that

party confrol should be ideological rather

than mt'chanical. Th(?y demand workers'

denitocracy in tbe organization. In the face

of all tbe provocation they declare that

they are going to carry on the struggle with-

in the bounds of the organization not for

the dissolution of the relation between the

organization and the party but for the

elimination of corruption.

If tbe opposition sticks to this line,

it will deserve support.

Beware of Dangers!

The appearance of any opposition with-

in ttte movement is taken by all anti-Com-

munist elements as a signal for a concerted

attack upon the party, upon Cx)mmunism.

These elements will try to attach themselves

to oppositions in the Communist movement.

An opposition, no matter liow justified, will

degenerate if it does not reject such ap-

proaches in a clear-cut, decisive manner.

The opposition in the Hungarian Sick Bene-

fit and Educational Federation has failed

to do this. This is a dangerous failure and

if not corrected at once, will lead to its

degeneration, Anti-Communist elements

will offer help. It must be repudiated. The

I. W, W. has taken up this fight and offers

a reme<ly ; to fight against corrupt leader-

sliip—replace the Marxian-Leninist theory

with syndicalist notions. The opposfition

must disassociate itself from such elements

in an unmistakable manner. Failure to do

this means disaster for it and tbe streng-

thening of the very bureaucracy against

whose corruption it began the fight.

There is another shortcoming of this

opposition. It is its failure to understand

the basic reasons for the situation- We
shall take up this question in our next ar-

ticle. —^ S.



Appeal to the Party Members in the Needle Trades
FOR A UNirED FRONT OF THE PARTY AND THE LEFT OPPOSITION AGAINST THE REACTIONARIES, THE PSEUDO-PROGRESSIVES, AND THE RIGHT WING

LIQUIDATORS! (fiie Lovestoneit^)

The pressure of facts in the struggle,

aad 'the eriticiism of the Opposition, has

compelled the party leadership to take the

first steps in a turn from the former ultra-

Leftist position it occupied in the needle

trades situation. Insofar as you will com-

pel the Centrist leadership to make it a real

turn it will facilttate a closer working to-

gether of our "^Joint forces, FV)r this reason

we approach you with the question o-f form-

ing a united front against the black reac-

tionaries, the pseudo-progressives and the

Lovestone liquidators. A necessary pre-

liminary to this is to put the situation in

the needle trsules clearly. The beginnings

of the above mentioned turn are evidenced

by the following facts

:

Indications of the Turn

1. The setting up of Left wing slates

in various elections that have taken place

in the Right wing unions : the Hatters, the

Amalgamated Clothing Workers, the Rain-

coat Makers etc., in contrast to the former
policy which was tantamount to boycotting

ell these elections and leaving the worker*
In the Right wing unions at the mercy of

the <?orrupt bureaiieracy and the fraudulent

"progressives".

2. The dropping of <the policy for the

Amalgamated Clothing Workers of with-

drawing every inxiividual Left wing worker
and affiliating him to the Needle Trad^
Workers Industrial Union.

3. The recent meeting of the General
Executive Board of the Left; wing union,

and subsequent declarations, in which the

false analysis of the Right wing unions as

"company unions" was partly abolished and
those bodies were more properly character-

ized as reactionary unions in which the

Left fwing must function in order to win
the workers to its cause,

4. The leaflet issued to Local 42
(Blockers) in which the "company union"
policy of a few months ago is revised and
the proposal made for a fight against the

reactionaries within the A. F. of L, union,

as the Opposition has been demanding for

some time.

These are a few of the indications of
the turn that is being made. The Left Op-
position which has from the very begin-

ning called upon the Communist workers
to conduct a stru^le against the pseudo-
Comimunlst policies of the party leaders in

the needle trades, can only welcome this

turn. The policy of yesterday which has
not yet been completely caist aside, had the

most pernicious results for the Left wing
and its union. The once powerful move-
ment infliienced by the party in the needle
trades was virtually wrecke<l by the policy

of opportunism pursued in the days cf the
Lovestone leadership and the subsequent
policy of ultra-Leftist sectarianism which
was introduced by the present party leader-

ship. The influence of the party and the

Left wing lias been radically reduced among
the needle trades workers who once follow-

ed it by the tens of thousands. The Left
wing union has been cut down to the merest
shadow of its former strength : in the cloak-

makers, furr'iers, milliners—in a word, ev-

erywhere except in the dre.-^s trade where it

still has a small hold, it has been virtually

eliminated as an organized force. Despite
our warnings, the party leaders, under the
inspiration of the spurious philosophy of
the "third period", cast aside the tested

policies of Leninism and adopted instead a
nari^ow \and sectarian poli-cy. The Right
wing unions, not the smallest reason for
whose growth was the blunders of the Left
wing, were simply denounced as "company
unions" and boycotted. The proposals for
Left wing work within these unions was
rejected as the proposal of "renegades". The
workers in the Right wing unions were
lumped together with the bureaucrats and
covered with the single label of "social fas-

cists". In an attempt to retrieve ground
lost by the mistakes of the past, the Left
wing leadership embarked on a course of
ajdventurisra, organizing strikes without real

foundation in the position of the union or
the worker. As the result of the wrong
appreciation of the Right wing unions, the
Left wing was unable to make any progress
in the strike called by the Right wing: the
party leaders could not even decide, at one
stage in the Right wing strike, whether the
Jjeft wing workers should be called out as
well or remain at work in the shops!

This uninterrupted series of mistakes of
the past, for which the party leadership
bears the entire responsibility, has not
passed without leaving deep scara on the
Left wing movement. Only a recognition,

an examination and an absorption of the
lessons of the past will enable the Left wing
to lay a solid foundation to build on for
the coming per'iod. Without such a thorough
study, the new turn will be a meaningless

bureaucratic maneuver which will only make
the confusion worse confounded.

What must the Left wing understand
before it can proceed with its work?

Preliminary Steps for the Left Wing

The Right wing unions have been enor-

mouisly' strengthened. The drift of the work-
ers has been in their directon. The Left
wing has been defeated all along the line,

and we must proceed with the open and
honest recognition that we have suffered

defRtt. The bosses have become more arro-

gant than ever before.

The strategy of the bosses has been
to support and even revive the Right wing
unions through whiteh their labor agents
could help to weaken the Left wing and
eliminate it as a factor. But the ideal of
the bosses is not the Right wing union or
any other union. Their ideal is a com-
pletely unorganized trade. They prefer the
Right wing to ithe Left wing, and an unor-
ganized mass to any union whatever. The
bosses want the workers to bear the burden
of the crisis of capitalism, to accept the old,

murderous conditions of low wages, long
hours, and intense speed-up.

The plans of the bosses to impose ever
worse conditions upon the workers cannot
be carried through without tthe open or
concealed assistance of their 'labor agents,
the Right wing union leaders. On the other
hand, the workers, compelled for a number
of reasons to join the Bight wing unions,
will resist these plans.

It is this conflict which deepens the gulf
between the bureaucracy and .the union
membership and creates a broad basis for
the activity of the I^eft wing and a revival
of its influence. If the Left wing pursues
a correct policy, it can again become the
recognized champion of the interests and
needs of the workers and win them away
from the Right wing bureaucracy and into
the ranks of the militant movement. The
problem of the revolutionary elements at
the present moment is the speediest aecom-
plishment of this end.

How is this to be done? The Left wing
must immediately proceed with the organi-
zation of all the militant and Left wing
workers within the reactionary unions. Can
this be done under the slogan of the workers
in the Right wing unions joining the Needle
Trades Workers Industrial Union immedi-
ately? It cannot. All recent experience
demonstrates that this is an abstract slogan
for the Right wing union workers to which
they pay no attention and which only alien-

ates them further from the Left wing. The
basis for the organization of the militants
in the Right wing unions can only be: The
fight for democracy in the union ; the un-
relenting struggle against the bureaucrats
and capitalist labor agents in the organiza-
tion ; the mobilization of the workers for
united action against the offensive of the
bosses. Does this mean that the Bight wing
unions can be transformed into genuine in-

struments of struggle against the manufac-
turers? The party leaders reply with the cate-
gorical! denial.To make such absolut^ed^lara-
tions in advance means to place huge obstacles
in the I'oad of working within the reaction-
ary needle trades unions. The fact is that
this question can only be settled In the
course of the struggle, which, in turn, can-
not be fitted arbitrarily into a rigid mold
cast in advance and so inflexible that it

cannot be adjusted to meet the ever new
realities of a situation. The fact is, and
this is demonstrated by the recent history
of the needle trades themselves, that the
Left wing, by working persistently and in-

telligently, has been able to win the bulk
of the workers in the reactionary unions.

This was the case in the Joint Action
fight, in the furriers' union, and elsewhere.
Despite the blunders of the past and the
manner in which the oflicial leadership of
the Left wing has compromised the struggle,
the lost ground can still be recovered and
a beginning made.

The Theories of "Social Fascism"

It is necessary in the first place to re-

ject completely the whole theory of "com-
pany unionism" and "social fascist" union-
ism, as applied pto the reactionary unions
by the party. This theory only erects an
artificial barrier between the workers in

the Left wing union and those in the Right
wing union, W'hich only works to the advan-
tage of the Schlesingers and their kin. The
organization of the Left wing militants in

the Right wing unions must be begun and
carried on systematically and seriously. The
immediate aim of the Left wing minority
musit be to oust the reactionary bureaucracy
and introduce tested policies of t5ie class
struggle in place of class collaboration. We
have no illusions about the "desire for un-
ity" of the Right wing bureaucrats. They
are the agents of the manufacturers in the

labor movement. There is not the slightest

doubt that in a desperate attempt to break

the workers away from the growing influ-

en-ce of the Ijeft wing, they will again seek

to split the unions. They have done this

in the past and will in all likelihood seek

to do it again. On the banner of the Ijeft

wing, however, must be inscribed the slo-

gan of 'Working class unity against the

capitalist class. Our aim must be to unite

and win over the working class. The bur-

eaucrats- are the splitters of the Labor move-
ment: the Conmiunists and the Left wing
are its unifiers, not in the name of an ab-

stract unity for its own salie, but unity on
the basis of the class struggle.

Is there a basiii for Left wing activity

in the Right wing unions? All the indica-

tions are that such a basis not only exists,

but is constantly being extended under
pressure of the contradictions between the

labor buTeaucPacy and the real needs' of the

workers. The Left wing must build on this

foundation.

Whose resistance, besides that of the

boss^, the state and their direct labor

agents, 1% encountered in this work of re-

generating fhe power and influence of the

Left wing?

1. The pseudo-progressives. Th^e are

people, like Levy in the cloakmakers' union
and similar elements in the other unions,

who have a thoroughly discredited past,

but, in spite of tliat, are sensing tihe mood
of discontent among the workers, and seek

bo mount the rising movement by attaching

themselves to a few "progressive" phrases.

These phrases mean nothing to them. Peo-

ple without principle — except the "princi-

ple" of clique control—they serve as chan-
nels into which the discontent of the work-
ers is harmlessly diverted. They are the
shields for the Schlesingers and Goldens,

Their position in the struggle, whiich will

assume an ever moi^e dangerous aspect as
the Left wing really begins its work, must
l)e relentlessly exposed to the workers as a
whole.

The Lovestone LIquidato!«

2. The Lovestone, Right wing liquid-

ators, The role of the Right wing faction

is to liquidate the influence of Communism
and the Left wing in the working class.

Taking advantage of the blunders and false

line of the oflicial party, which are only a
continuation in another direcOion otf the

blunders made yesterday by the Lovestone
leadership, the Bight wing has been able

to mobilize a number of workers who re-

acted against the uitra-Ijeftist line. But
instead of directing their protest in Coip-

munist channels, the Right wing has used
these workers to pursue a policy of liquida-

tion. The policy of the Right wing group
In the needle trades particularly, is sum-
med up in their bloc with the discredited

Levy Iclique, which only serves to reha-

bilitate the Levys in the eyes of the workers
and to hamper the development o* a genu-
ine Left wing movement in the reactionary
unions. The problem of the Communist*—
to liquidate the Right wing Mqaiidat«re

—

can not be accomplished merely by words
or violence, but by opposing to their policy

a correct policy, and an intelligent enlighten-

ment of the workers as to the r^ie they
play. But a prerequisite for this defeat of
the opportunists is a unification of
the genuinely Communist forces, com-
binetl ^\ath a struggle within the party
and the Left wing itself against bureaucra-
tism and adventur^m, the counterpart of

the Right wing itself. It is towards such
a unification that the Left Opposition is

striving and is ready to cooperate on a com-
radely, militant basis with the members of

tShe party.

Does the -program of building a Left
wing within the rea)ctionary unions mean
the liquidation of the Needle Trades Work-
ers Industrial Union? Not at all! That Is

the aim of the Lovestone Right wing, but
it is not our aim. The greatest hindrance
in the way of the clarification of the Com-
munist workers is the unprincipled and
cynical identification of our line with the
line of tihe Right wing, which is made with-
out conviction or proof by the party Icadersv

The Left Opposition proposes a program to

strengthen and not to liquidate the N. T.

W, I. U. The truth is that the whole sec-

tarian course of the party up to now has
resulted in a -weakening of the I^eft wing
anion, and helped greatly to liquidate it

in practice. The responsibility for this

ruinous course cannot be shifted onto our
shoulders, but must be borne by those who
pursued the course and defended it, who
still excuse it today, and by creating this

bureaucratiic confusion made it difficult to

adopt a correct course, to carry out a REAL
TURN TO THE CORRECT POLICY.

The N. T, W, I. U. must be -built trp,

not on the basis of abstract or false slogans,
but in the process of struggle. We have
pointed out the need of organizing the Left
wing in the reactionary unions as an aid to
those workers organized in the N.T.W.I,U-
Equally important is the need of system-
atically organizing the Left wing workers
into groui^ in the shops controlled by the
Right wing union. In the unorganized
shops, a profound and well organized cam-
paign of organization into the N, T. W. I,

U. must be started. We speak of a serious
campaign and not one based on paper, with
headlines in the party press as their main
substance, which naturally dle'out in a few
weeks. In the mixed shops, i. e., wher«
there are Left wing and Right wing work-
era, the militants mnst work for the forma-
tion of Joint Committees of Action of sU
workers, at the same time strengthening the
N. T. W. I. U., by recruiting into it ail pos-
sible individual workers. These Joint Com-
mittees of Actiou, which have a basis o*
existence in hundreds of shops, can beeom«
a powerful lever for ousting the labor bur-
eaucrats from the trade union movement
and strengthening the Left wing immeaisur-
nbly.

Should not these policies be taken up
later, after the dress strike is over? No.
On the contrary, they go hand in hand with
the question of the dressmakers strike, and
tJieir execution will be of great aid to ife»

victory. The strike will never be won by
the dressmakers alone. It will he victoriou«
only if the workers in the other branchy
<rf the Industry are aroused to its support,
OTganlzatiOBally as well sus financially. These
poliflM are correct for adoption now. The
Left Opposition is wholeheartedly behind the
strike. Our criticism, which we do not with-
draw at any time, of the false leadership,
of its lack of preparatloB, of the half-way
measures that are being taken to win over
'fihe Tv-torkere In the Bight wing union to the
support of the strike—^11 thl* do^ not for

e single moment affect our complete snp
port of the workers In tils struggle. On
the picket lines, in the strike committees.
In our press, in our meetings and organiza-
tion—everywhere, our comrades will be
found in the most active ranks of the strike,
fighting for its success. The proposals we
make for the strike, like our other pro-
posals, will always be dictated by the deep-
est concern over the strength and triumph
of the Communist and Left iwing movement,
for we have no interests separate from the
interests of the working class in general,
and the Communist movement in particular.

One Step Fonvaird Has Been Taken
That is why, especially in this critical

period of the Left wing's existence, we greet
the partial turn In the correct direction,
which the party has made, although w«
realize thoroughly all the limitations of the
turn, the fact that the old and false foun-
daitions have not yet been destroyed, the
fact that -those who ai-e in iHf lea ders^Jiip,

who are to ex&; ite t^-. turn, iviil heap
liuLder upon blunder becaus:; Ontusni is
pollifcally incapable (if purs-jinjc n persis-
tently correct line.

It is precisely because of rhi5 inherent
fvature of the Cent^kr ieadersh

.

.->, thai; wo
raise here, also a warning against tlie dan-
ger that, turning from the position of ultra-
Leftism that it occupieti yesterday and still

occupies in part, the leadership will move
rapidly to the position of open opportunism.
Disappointed in its failure to weaken the
trade union bureaucrats merely by calling
fthem "social fascists", the Centrists will
toml to swing in desperation—as they have
done in the past—to a policy of unprinci-
pled allianees with sections of the union
bureaucracy. An alarming symptom of this
swing to opportunism is seen in the helpless
vacillations of the party leadership in mak-
ing a decision on the dressmakers' strike!
In the latest meeting of the party f;-action,
the leadership came forward with a pro-
posal to put aside the demands for wages
land conditions and to strike only for th«
recognition of the union. In this cohnectten
they no doubt have in the back of their heads,
the idea of a quick dickering with one sec-
tion of the bosses thus robbing the strike
of all validity. This is not a revolution-
ary trade union policy—this is business
agent unionism. There has been more than
enough of this opportunism in the party for
which the Foster and Lovestone factions,
jointly, were responsible.

We do not therefore conceal the fact
that we are not in the slightest degree re-
conciled with the Centrist leaders of the
party, or with their Centrist policies. We
propose the unification of the (Communist
and Left wing ranks. Side by side in the
struggle against the bosses, against the
pseudo-progressives, against the Right wing

(Continued on Page 6)



THE YOUNG VANGUARD ^

WKat Is the Situation in the Y. C. L.?

Tbe convention of the Young Oommun-

!st League has been long overdue. It Is now

more than half a year since It should have

been held. Wh-at is the reason for this

long delay? For whom and for what pur-

pose is the convention continually defer-

red? Merely to ask this question is to re-

Teal in a flash that the Y. C. L. is in a

bad crisis. For if any slight but real ad-

Vftnoe out of the retrogression could have

been detected, we may rest assured that

the convention would have been held

promptly behind a barrage of denunciation

of the "renegades" and loud cheers foT

Stalin, as is now the custom. But those

responsible for the present critical condition

of the League have preferred periodic post-

ponements with the hope that this would

give them an opportunity to crawl out of

the morass into which their stupid policies

had dragged the League. But they have

not succeeded in improving the situation.

The Young Communist League was never

so impotent as an independent youth fac-

tor in the class struggle as it is today. In

a period of economic crisis and mass un-

employment of young workei-s it has become

a negligible, insignificant, and utterly inef-

fectual instrument of the class conscious

young T^-orkers. This is vividly shown in

the inability of the League to rally any

young workers and to put up any kind of

an effective fight against the deprivation of

second etess mailing rights of the Young

Worker by the U. S. Postoffice. The Y. C.

L- finds itself isolated not only from the

broad sections of the young workers but

even from the more advanced and class

conscious yoitng workers who in the past

followed its leadership. This Is not ap-

parent to many members of the Y. C. L.

who do not understand the functions of the

League as a youth organization and who

mistake the comparatively greater power

of tiie party lo mobilize masses for their

own strength.

To whatever phase of youth activity

supposed to be eonduicted by the Y. C. L.

one turrs. It is found that it either does

not exist or else has the semblance of liife

which reminds one of 'a paralytic old man.

The youth sections of the revolutionary un-

ions do not exist except in name ;
general

economic trade union work—we need not

even trj' to speak of it; opponent youth

work there is none; anti-militarist activity

^ there Is any it must be ingeniously

concealed; work among the Negro youth-

abortive attempts; pioneer work—we hear

no shouts of jubilation from this direction,

What 'then? Has there been an increase

in membership? 1700 members are claimed

(undoubtedly exaggerated) which is about

one-half the number at the time of the last

iconvention. The rapid turnover in member-

ship is incontestable. Is there a single sub-

stantial achievement to which anyone can

point? We <are afraid that the champions

of the Stalinist line in the League can only

resort to their specious self-criticism.

What have been tlie results of the

famous "Shock Plan" which was supposed

to liave eliminated Ks achievements on

September 30, 1930? Or has it been es-

ftended ad infinitum? What were the re-

sults of the industrial youth conferences In

eight industries, the Negro youth confer-

emcas against lynching in seven League dis-

tricts, the mass unemployment youth con-

ferences, all prescribed in the plan? Has

a mass Negro youth organization been

formed, and the Labor Sports Union trans-

formed into a mass organization? Has the

League membership been doubled? How

}R&uy of the 48 shop nuclei have been

fcreated, and how many of the 85 shop bul-

letins issued? How many of the 10,000

young workers have been recruited into the

T. U. U. L„ 'and how many of the 500 young

Negroes into the Y. C. L.? What happened

to it all? Has it all been relegated to the

archives together with Steuben and Har-

vey? And were we wrong when we con-

demned it as stupid adventurism?

One of the most alarming features of

the whole situation is that the licague is

ceassing to function as a Communist youth

league and is being transformed into a sort

of junior section of the Communist Party.

A significant indication of this process is

that for ;the first time the Y. C. L. did not

hold its own Llebknecht-Luxemburg memor-

ial meeting (N. Y. C.) and permitted the

party to combine this memorial, which was

always considered the privilege and duty of

the youth to hold, with the Lenin memorial

of the party. In the unemployment cam-

paign the special demands of the youth

ihave gained no prominence or attracted any

attention whatsoever, while through ita own
efforts the Y. C. L. has not succeeded in

rallying around its demands any unemployed

young workers. In the party's election plat-

form not a single youth demand was raised.

In the election campaign period the Young

Vanguard pointed this out and proposed a

youth platform. One week before the elec-

tions the Young Worker carried a long list

of youth demands. The Young Woriter im-

mediately following the elections carried a

leading editorial: "ruthless Bolshevik self-

criticism"—in true Stalinist style—of the

I'ateness of the appearance of the demands,

the lack of any League election activlti-ra,

etc. ! The regular occurrence of suoh events

these days makes one suspect that errors

are committed so that one can get a chance

to "self-criticize" ! In short, the tendency

is for the League to carry out less and less

its own independent youth activities and

youth campaigns, and to participate only in

the campaigns of the party.

The greater proportion of the member-

ship in the League is extremely immature

and inexperienced, having been in the or-

ganization a comparatively short time. They

possess no knowledge or previous experi-

ence with which to judge critically the pol-

icies and the regime of the apparatus. In

fact they require 'an elementary education

as to what a young Communist league is,

how it functions, and what makes it dif-

ferent from the party. Thus they have no

criterion tiy which to guide .themselves. They

urc faught that the Stalinist lines and pol-

icies are sabred and infallible. Any critic-

ism of policies that anyone of them ven-

tures to make is condemned forthwith as

Trotskyist. Ideological development con-

sists in convincing oneself that all the Stal-

inist strategy and tactics are correct. If

there are failures and shortcomings it is

because the unquestionably correct line is

applied incorrectly. In such an atmosphere

which does not permit the right and the

duty to question the formulas presented,

revolutionary thought and growth is crush-

ed and hampered.

Despite this, however, there is a vague

dissatisfaction with the Centrist policies. It

is unclear and timid. It expresses itself

in disapproval of certain minor features of

the unemployment campaign and in critic-

ism of the conduct of the dressmakers'

strike. It is unable to see the whole crisis

in the Communist movement, and the logic

of tlie sjtruggle for trying to correct the iso-

lated false policies which are perceptible to

tt. Further developments and new Centrist

zig-zags are bound to clarify and sharpen

the process.

We must attempt to arouse discussion

on all the problems that confront the Lea-

gue and relate them to the fundamental

questions of the Communist movement in its

prefeent crisis. We must force the discus-

sion out of its low, narrow, meaningless re-

petition of commonplahce trivalitles and

Stalinist stupidities on to a higher plane

which will enable all sincere young Com-

munists to see the movement in its broad

and historic perspective.

A fresh breeze from the Left Opposition-

must be blown into the stagnant and depres-

sive inner life of the League. To this pur-

pose, to enable the comrades of the Young

Communist League to find their way to the

road of Leninism, we must intensify our

relentless criticism of the opportunist Cen-

trist i>olicies in the Y. C. L. and pursue a

policy of aggressive united frint with it

—GEORGE RAY.

Kaganovitch Teaches!
At the Ninth Congress of the Y. C. L.

of the Soviet Union (which we will treat

with at a later date) the spokesman for

the Stalin regime in the party, Kaganovitch,

made some inter^ting and revealing re-

marks : ( Inprecir—Vol. 11, No. 5. )
.

in

contrasting the economic situation of the

Soviet Union with that of the United States,

this learned Marxist (?) informs us:

"We in Soviet Russia are buying new

machines; we are building works and fac-

tories in order to set going new and more

rapidly working machines. In America tilings

have come to such a pass that they are

prepared to place people at slower working

machines, to lay idle hoisting cranes and

other machines in order to employ as great

a number of people as possible. We, on the

other hand, want to erect new works for the

conistruction of cranes and other means of

transport. In America they no longer wish

to have short-hand typists but to liave ev-

erything written by hand. We, however,

are building tyi>ewriter factories and wish

also to make setting machines. We are go-

ing forward to a new technique^—in Amer-

ica, however, they are seeking to find a way

out by means of technical retrogression!"

(Page 108)

And this "theoretician" pilemizes against

the Trotskyites ! Such is offered as un-

questionable reality to the Comsomol Con-

gress! The latter surely is now able to

understand the relations I>etween the Soviet

Union and the capitalist world, knows how

to proceed. For has not Kaganovitch car-

ried out the instructions of Stalin, who we

are told by the former, "designated inter-

national education of the Y. C. L. as one

of the mist important tasks"?

Youth Notes
The Young Vai^uard, the voice of the

Left Opposition youth, is henceforth going

to appear as a regular monthly section of

the Militant. Through these columns we
will endeavor to speak to the youth leagu-

ers, as well as to the general working youth,

on the problems and tasks of the young

workers and their vanguard, the Oommunst
youth; to rally them around the banner of

the Communist League of America (Opposi-

tion). The need for an organ which would

be the 'VK>llective organizer" of the working

youth, by reflecting their every day life

and struggles : by disseminating elemenitary

Marxtet education ; through articles on

fundamental Communist youth tasks and

policies, is exceptionally acute today when
the potentialities far outstrip the actual-

ities.

To this end, to help the communist youth

movement to create such an organ—we make
our beginning -with a section in the Militant.

Readers of these lines should send in con-

tributions. Youth leaguers, young workers,

students write!

t*i

The Dilemma of the War Department

The economic crisis which is sweeping

the entire world today has created a dil-

emma in the War Department, if we are to

judge by the letter reproduced below. In

the past it was customary to recruit men

from tenement neigliborhoods and cheap

lodging districts, such as the Bowery. Men

out of work and facing starvation would

enlist just to get food and a place to sleep.

The present depression has of course

increased the army of unemployed enor-

mously, and widespread starvation and mis-

ery should make tt comparatively easy for

the recruiting service to get all the men

they need for the army. But therein llee

the dilemma. An army composed of city

proletarians driven by hunger and privation

to enlist, would not be made of the right

material for a staunch defense of capital-

ism. Such have too little regard for law

and order and our established institutions

generally. Their natural sympathies would

lie with the workers.

The American ruling class realizes quite

well that the time is not so far off when

it will have to depend on armed force to

maintain the tottering throne of private

property, nor does it require military genius

on their part to understand that an army

composed chiefly of proletarians would not

be a dependable army.

No, army recruiting must be more "sd-

ejetive" than in former days. Reading

between the lines, one sees that the War
Department wants men permeated with the

idea that the established order has been

ordained by God, men who have been eo

dbloroformed by the sky pilots that they

will blindly do the bidding of their pastor*

and masters.

What kind of response may be expected

on the part of the ministers of God thu«

appealed to? It is to be expectied that they

will obligingly lend a hand in the noble

project of leading the sheep to the slaughter.

We saw that in the last World War.

The following is a reproduction of the

letetr sent iut by military oflScials to

all the religious shepherds of the ruling

class

:

HEADQUARTERS , . . Recruiting District

February, 1931.

Dear Reverend:

In keeping with recent instructions of

the War Department to make recruiting for

the Army more selective, it has been iwinted

out that leading clergymen can aid material-

ly the Recruiting Service in its effort to

secure only high class [sic!] men for the

Army.
The Recruiting Service is mindful that

many parents appeal to their pastons for

advice in matters affecting the welfare of

their children. It follows therefore, that

an assurance from ministers, priests, rabbis

and leaders of various faiths to parents

who seek advice in matters pertaining to

an enlistment, will play a large part in aid-

ing parents to reach a decision.

A comprehensive publicity campaign is

^elng prepared wia the idea in view of ac-

quainting the public at large and parents

In particular with the manifold benefits of-

fered to the youths of this country through

an enlistment in the U. S. Army.

An open testimonal from representative

clergymen will aid materially in carrying on

this campaign. It is therefore kindly re-

quited that you express your opinion in

answer to the following ;—"Would you re-

commend an enlistment in the Regular Army

to a man of good moral character?"

For your informaition there is enclosed

a pamphlet issued by the Army Recruiting

Service.

Tour reply will be appreciated.

Very truly yours

(Signature)

On February 5, in Philadelphia, Pa.

two members of the Young Communiist Lea-

gue, Tess Ryder and Anna Lynn were tried

and convicted of sedition. The offense con-

sisted in distributing leaflets for a Lieb-

knecht anti-war meeting to the Philadelphia

National Guardsmen. The indictment how-

ever is much more serious : It aims at the

illegalizatlon of the Young C<Mnmunist Lea-

gue and through it of all workers organiza-

tions. It reads: "Anna Lynn did unlawfully

become a member of an assembly, society,

or group, called the Young Communist Lea-

gue of Philadelphia, Pa., of which the pol-

icies and purposes are seditious."

Why now, more than ever since the 1919-

20 Palmer raids is the offensive of the

bosses intensified, especially against the

Communists? Why the taking away of sec-

ond class mailing privileges from the Young

Worker. Vida Obrero, Revolutionary Age and

the Young Comrade? Why the attempts to

outlaw the Communist movement? The

party and league officials answer in unison:

Because we are a mass movement; as a war

maneuver against the Soviet Union. The

first reason has only one weakness^it iis un-

true. The party still has not gotten com-

pletely out of its swaddling clothes. The

League is insignificant. The second reason

given, while containing some truth, does

not however hit the basic point. The at-

tack on the workers' press, the attempt to

illegalize the Communist movement is an

organic and inseparable part of the general

offensive of the capitalist class against the

workers. The bostees, who are trying to get

out of the present crises at the expense of

the workers—which means lowering of

wages, worsening of conditions of labor,

greater speed-up, mass unemployment—un-

derstand that the workers will make des-

perate efforts to resist. From this they con-

clude that a vigorous offensive against the

working class, especially the Communist, or-

ganizations is on the order of the day. In

a word, the possibilities for the growth and

expansion of the party and league, due to

the deep-growing discontent of the workers

exist and all means are and will be taken

to crush these organizations, that is. so as

to be able more ruthlessly, and unchallenged

to exploit the workers. This explains the

attack on the League, on the Young Worker,

etc.

The workers should answer this chal-

lenge with a broad united front. The party

and league can lead such a movement only

with correct strategy and tactics. The Lea-

gue, especially, is now accorded an opportun-

ity to get out of its sectarian isolation, to

make contact with the mass of youth work-

ers, in a word, to become a mass Commun-
ist youth league. At present, the calling

of youth united front conferences for the

defense of the Young Worker, for the de-

fense of comrades Ryder and Lynn should

be taken as a first step.

HEAR! HEAR!
The Young Worker of February 16, in-

forms us: "Comrade Minerich, who is now
in the Pittsburg diistriict, writes us something

which we want to call to the attention of

the whole League, A notice appeared some-

tinte ago in this column about two new
units in East Ohio, Comrade Minerich, go-

ing thru this section, found that the two

'new units' were merely hopes ; they didn't

exist. We warn the comrades that we will

expose every exaggerated report sent into

the National OflSoe." (Pg, 6.) Hear, hear!

comrade. We'll do our bit to enforce this

warning

!

—JOSEPH CARTER.
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I have already written you that one

of the "jailors" of L. S. Sosnovsky in Tomsk
prison was arrested for having transmitted

letters from comrade Sosnovsky to our

friends. This fact is now precisely verified.

The prison employee who transmitted the

material of L, S. Sc^novsky to the outside,

was arrested and then shot by the G. P. U.

I guarantee the veracity of this news.

"Uncertainty and disorder prevail in the

G. P, U., as everywhere else. The distrust

of everybody and everything is incredible.

For the least suspicion, often based on
nothing, for example, for a polite attitude

towards the Oppositionist prisoners, or for

an "indulgent" raid, etc., the G, P. U. work-
ers are dismissed. For the slightest negli-

gence, there are arrests. For any support
or assistaaee to the Opi>osition, a shooting

takes place so as to terrorize the others.

It must also be said that the distrust

of the head of the G. P. U., even of its own
oollaborators, is very comprehensible. Dur-
ing the raids in deportation and even in

prison, wo often run into semi-sympathtzers

among the agents of the G. P. U. Of coursev

they do not show themselves openly, but

they carry out their dirty-work, as far as

we are concerned, with disgust. There have
often been instan<.'es where raids have been
made among us In such a way that nothing

is found.

Among the arrested Oppositionists, com-

rade Philip Schwalbe i^ under the hai*shest

conditions. It is now almost ten months
that he has been in the internal prison of

the G. P. U., and that he is literally wasted

by tuberculosis (he loses blood in great

quantity). His two brothers are arrested

with him. No connnunication is permitted

with him and absolutely nothing is known
about him. He is bein^- held in the most
savage isolation. Comrade Philip Schwalbe
(former secretary to Kamenev) is accused
by the G. P. U. of having transmitted to

the Le^t Opposition the report of the fam-
ous interview between Kamenev and Buch-
arin.

Besides the Schwalbe brothers, 12 Op-
positionists are incarcerated—students of

the Ju4;o-Slav section of the Communist
University of the Western Peoples.

The great poverty of skilled workers,
e>;p6cially in the distant provinces, some-
times (it is the exception) compels the

giving of work to deported Oppositionists

(to workers of high skill) in some economic
institution or another. But there too, it

does not happen without petty meanness.
For instance, the OppoMtionist workers are
deprived of the right ... to eat in the
restaunmt of the enterprise where they
work. Those are the methods by which
one is obliged to defend the "general line."

H. M. Sjerninks, the former secretary

to comrade Trotsky, has been deported for

three years now 'to he city of Cherepvts,
He is deprived of all work. ^11. H.

/ PARIS X
COMMUNE

Hold Open
Saturday, March 21, 1931

FOR *HE PARIS COMMUNE
CELEBRATION
organized by the

New York Branch, Communist

League of America (Opposition)

at the

HUNGARIAN HALL, 323 East 79th Street

A Prominent Band WUl Furnish Music

Admission 50c 60e at tlie Door

Meet«r rogessives»
Middle Class Impotence Can*t Solve the Burning Problems of Labor

Following a session of Congress which
failed to contribute one iota to solving the

problems ravaging the economic life of the

country and inflicting indescribahle misery

upon the working class—a Congress which
not only marked the stark reaction of the

Hoover administration but also the impo-

tence of the "progressive group" in the

S-enate—the latter summoned a conference

in Washington where the flower of Ameri-
can middle class liberal thought gathered

to express themselves on the problems that

Hoover's Congress failed to solve.

What attitude did the Progressive Con-
ference assume towards that section of the
population upon whom practically the whole
()urden of the deep-going crisis has fallen;

the workers? That is the test of any poli-

tical group in the country, especially now.
And it is precisely on this point that the

"progressive" leaders demonstrated their

incapacity to rise above their source, their

bloodless impotence, their inherent inability

to break from the class of big business and
big finance, behind which they are con-

stantly trailing.

Norris, LaFollette jr., and the small
group of Senators and Representatives that

follows their leadership, are the represen-
tatives of the largest petty bourgeoisie in

the world. The fu'tile aspirations of the
farmer squeezed by finance capital, and the
ur'ban middle class, are reflected in all the

principal actions of the progressives. For
years, sin«> the days of the activity of the
elder LaFollette and even before that, the

middle class progressives in both of the

old parties have followed a more or less

common course, attempting in vain to steer

between the representatives of finance capi-

tal who control Congress, and the interests

of the only historically progressive class—
the working class. The fight "against the

trusts" conducted by a declining middle
class—a fight doomed from its inception

—

was no less hopeless than the fight the

middle class, railed from all sides by the

fire of the crisis, is now conducting to

save its social and economic position in

highly centralized American capitalist soc-

iety. For the big bourgeoisie seeks to issue

from its crisis not only at the expense of

lowering the standard of living of the work-
ing class, but of further assaults upon the

middle class as well.

Torn between the fear of finance capital

on ithe one hand, and the working cla^s on
the other, the representa'tives of the mid-
dle class—-and those spurious "labor" lead-

ers like Sidney Ilillman and William Green
do not fall entirely outside of that category
—convened and accomplished absolutely

nothing. The mildness in attitude towards
Hoover expressed in the resolution adopted
created surprise even in the capitalist press.

Outside of an empty criticism of the ad-
ministration for failing to act upon the
unemployment problem, the progressives

themselves advanced no program that the
working cliiss might rely upon to relieve

it in these times of wretchedness and mis-
ery. The problem of relations with the

Soviet Union was officially tabooed by the

conference, and the only mention of it waa
made by the faithful servant of capital,

William Green, who spoke with the voice

of reaction against the workers' republic. And
this at a time when the recognition of Rus-
sia and the extension of long-term credits

that would enable it to purchase machinery
here would aid considerably in ameliorating

the position of the unemployed.

Fear to act, inability to act ; windy
protest and political impotence—th^e are
the characteristics with which the Washing-
'ton conference was fatally invested in ad-
vance by the very nature of its sponsors and
the interests they represent. No more strik-

ing symbol of middle class futility could
be given than the transfer of "leadership"
from Xorris fo the younger LaFollette, ac-

companied by the ^dstful regret that he
would not live to see the sun rise above
the mountain. The American petty bour-
geoisie will never sc^ the sun rise for it-

Here, as everywhere else, it is incapable
of playing a leading role in society. Its
fear of falling into the ranks of the pro-
letariat it despises drives it at every crucial
moment to seek shelter under the wing of
big capital. It is powerles%s to defend itself,

it is infinitely less capable of defending the
class interests of the proletariat. To free
itself from the mental enslavement to the
decrepit middle class leaders, and from the
l>ett-y bourgeois labor leaders, is the fir^
l)n>-re<niisite to independence and victory
for the working class.

Anti-Communist Repression Spreads Throughout the Country

I.LD. Refuses to Aid Philly

Defendants
PHILADELPHIA.—

The habeas corpus action for the re-

lease of comrades Leon Goodman and Ber-

nard ilorgentsern, members of the Com-

munist League of America (Opposition) ar-

rested on International Unemployment Day
for distributing our leafEets, and held for

sedition, w;is argued on Friday afternoon,

aiHl the judge took the matter under con-

sideration, asking both sides to file briefs.

As soon as the proceedings were finished,

Morgensteln was bailed out, and, with Good-

man already out, this automatically termin-

ates the H. C. proceedings. It is now a

clear-cut matter that they are out on ball

awaiting trial for sedition and distributing

seditious literature. Trial will take place

within the next two months.

We attended the Anti-Sedition Confer-

ence of the International Labor Defense to-

day. It was, as usual, a party affair with

delegates from only their shadow organiza-

tions present. There were, however, per-

haps a score of workers pre.sent who were
not delegiiites. Al»out 60 to 70 present in

all.

Engdahi made the usual speech about

a mass struggle and outlined a campaign
of activities for collecting signatures for

petitions to repeal the Flynn Sedition Act.

The Local organizer of the I. L. D.,

(Ross) who had told comrade Goodman
that he would take up the matter of the

arrests, had evidently "taken it up", be-

cause in his si)eech he carefully ignored

our case. After his speech, the floor was
thrown open and I was given five minutes.

I called the attention of those present to the

fact that while Ross had known of the

arrests, he had ignored them. I pointed out

that they had been arrt^ted while distri-

buting leaflets, and also a notice to workers
to attend the demonstration of the party
at the City Hall Plaza on February 25. I

pointed otut that Engdahi had said that the

bosses had a united front, and I urged that

the workers form as broad a one as possi-

ble, I asked them not to let factionalism

obscure the fact that a conviction of Morgen-
stern and Goodman meant a blow to them
also. I concluded -by asking that they help

us, and that they permit us to cooperate
with them.

Of course, when I had finished, a party

nienil)er took the floor and said the usual
tripe.

All this was lost on the loyalists. They
have no function other than to raise their

hands, we know, but it did have consider-

able effect upon newer and less fractional

elements. One young fellow, seemingly na-

tive American ( we don't know him ) took
the floor and said political differences should
not govern in this matter; that the I. L. D.
not being a political organization, should
not make that the basis for discrimination.

He wanted a committee to be electe<l to In-

vestigate our status, and if we were genuine
workers, that we be seated and not excluded
beeau.se of our political differences. An-
other asked that the matter be not closed

but that more di.scussion be given to it.

Several wanted the floor, seemingly not sat-

isfied with the exclusion, but the motion
was finally railroaded through.

In spite of the deliberate sabotage of

this obligation to defend workers picked out

by capitalist class justice, our comrades
intend proceeding with the work of setting

in motion a united front movement to fight

against tlie indi<'tmeiijt and against Hie Sedi-

ti(m Act which is aimed at the militant labor
movement as a whole.

—K, M, WHITTKN.

The national office of the Communist

League has written to J. Louis Engdahi,

secretary of the I, L. !),, on this mater,

pointing out the significance of tiie Phila-

delphia arrests and requesting the inter-

vention of (the I. L, D, in accordance with

the later's expressed policy of defending

all workers regardless of political or eco-

nomic viewpoints. Up to this writing, no
reply has been received ,And that is not

entirely surprising. The bureauehats in

charge of the I. L. D, are more interested in

the maintenance of their factional solidity

than in defending a "Trotskyist" worker.

Their attitude appears to be that the "Trot-

skyists" may rot in jail for committing the

crime of questioning the correctness of the

course pursued in ithe Communist movement
by the Fosters, Stachels, Kngdahls and other

agents of the Stalinist apparatus. No more
criminal attitude than this can be imagined.

We espeot little better from these sold souls.

But what do the workers in the I, L. D.,

to whom the class struggle is not a faction

football, say to this procedure?

Police Raid Minneapolis

Opposition Forum
Following a siiarp encounter between

unemployed workers and the police which
took. pla<'e in Minneapolis on Internationaf
Unemployment Day {February 25), occas-
ioned by the attempts of the workers ren-
dered desperate by their state of misery to
seizing foo<i at one of the well-known city's
markets. the police have launched a violent
campaign <if suppression against the revolu-
tionary movement. The citndel of Farmer-
Lahor party reformism in the Xorth-west is
now the scene of an anti-Red hysteria
reminiscent of the Pahner days in 191ft-

1920. Stricken with fear at the militancy
of the hungr>' and jobless workers who are
getting fed up by the capitalist politicians
and their empty promises, a concerted at-

tempt is being made to drive the whole
Communist movement underground so as to
cut down its effec'tiveness in flgbting for
the newls of the workers.

Vincent Dunne. Twin Cities Opposirion
le<Mler, writes us:

"We are having quite stirring and ev-

entful times bere. The Conununist party is

tindergronn<l to all intents and purposes.

The Communist I^eague is also sharply af-

fected. Our last open forum was broken

up by an ;)rmy of police and our hall closed.

We will of course make an issue of it and
put up a figlit. The I^eague. bwause of its

basis in the unions, is in much better shap«
ns to mass contact than the party. We have
succeeded in having a resohition of protest

(covering .the whole business of police sup-

pression of workers' meetings) pa-ssed by
the Organization Committee of the union
movement. A fight will be made in the

Central Tjabor I^nion for further agitation".

The attack on the Communists is aa
attack upon the vanguard of the labor move-
ment. Through it, tlie capitalists seek to

sever the head from the shoulders of tlifr

working class. While the reformists plead

for a crnmb to the starving workers so
as to lull them into passivity, the Com-
munists are fighting for the relief of the

workers driven into poverty and suffering.

The capitalists recognize this keenly enouglu
They are assailing the working class as a
whole through the assault upon the van-
guard. The workers must present a solid

front against the reaction.



MORE TREASON TO THE MINERS

Events oE the past week in the IlUuols

coal fields provide another striking illustra-

tion of the role ot pseado-radicaiism as a

come-on for reiietion- The great revolt of

the miners there, which broke out of the

bonds of Lewis and his outspokenly re-

at'tionary poHcy. was corralled more than

a vear ago by the Fishwick-Walker-Howat

fac'-tion and diverted from its purpose. They

could not do this by talking as Lewis talked.

In order to head off. and tame, and finally

break the uprising of the miners the Illinois

leaders were obliged to put on the mask

.,( -progressivism". They appeared to ex-

press in words the militant aspirations of

the insurjrent workers. By this means, and

with the help of the entire national move-

aneni of counterfeit progressivism, they de-

,;eived the miners and led them Into a blind

alley. Now, itfter having broken find dis-

organized the revolt, they have put the

vn^wning touch to their betrayal.

Press reports from Springfield carry the

news now of the liquidation of their sham

oiitlJe with Lewis. Tiiey have .signed a

court dPcrtH' recognizing the Ijcwis faction

;js bends; of the Tntornationai L'nion. and

have issued a statement calling upon Lewis

to join in a niove with them to "end all

warfare'*. With the miners once more at

the mercy of the coal operators, nothing re-

mains except ;i
division of spoils between

Jhe reactionaries and their progressive

whips.

To the very end the latter ran true

to form. It is all in the interest of the

miners. "To continue this fight," their

statement says, "would mean the absolute

destruction of the Tlnited :Mine Workers

of America." Which Is their way of say-

ing: The miners are defeated—what is there

left to fight alKtut?

This shameful betrayal of a really

magnificent movement of the miners was

made possible by 'the policy of the official

Communist party. nriven by events and

the criticism of the Opjwsition to a break

with the opportunist course they followed

in union with Lovestone, the Fosters plung-

ed—in the characteristic manner of un-

principled Centrism—into a policy of wild

adventurism that had no relation to the

facts of the situation. They disrupted the

party and Left wing forces by their mad

campaign against the best revolutionaries

within them. They "boycotted" the conven-

ition where Fishwick and Walker, with the

^elp of Howat. were consolidating their

-movement. The false radicals were thus left

a free hand. All the rest followed from

that.

In the tragic experience of tlie Anglo-

Hussian Conunittee there was written, as in

gigantic letters on n vast canvas, an exam-

l)le and warning for all time of the per-

iidious function of reformism, and particu-

larly of its "I^eft" section. Every concrete

experionc<\ such as that of the Illinois

miners, only serves to reiterate that warn-

ing. Reformism is bourgeois poison in the

tabor movement. Tlie workers can be vlc-

iorious only in irreconcilable struggle

Mu^ainst it.

'\a\INHT EXAGGERATION."

if you live long enough, they say in

Missoin-i, you will see everything. The pro-

verb is not without ra^erit. It affords a sort

..>!: philosophic protection against aixjplexy

from shocks and surprises. No doubt there

-ivere many who remembered it gratefully

In that sense the other day when they read

file front page editorial in the Daily Worker

entitle<] -Against Exaggeration". In that

editorial it was promised that henceforth

there is to be no more padding of figtires

regarding attendance at party demonstra-

tions. And to make it more authoriativo a

iday or so later "lied Sparks" himself pro-

mised to tell the truth from now on. He
acknowledged that "exaggeration" is a "bad

habit" ; and he pledged himself, with all

the fervor of a man who has come to Christ

la'te in life, that he also would overcome

it. I>ater followed articles on the subject.

The movement against "exaggeration" has

lietome a campaign.

Is this a moral regeneration? Have

tliese people given up the idea that they can

lie the capitalist system out of existence,

and with it 120 million "fascists"? Such

hopes are optimistic and exaggerated. The

whole thing has a political explanation.

During the "third period" which was

allegt-d to be characterized by ;i "revolu-

tionary upsurge o£ the masses" it was nec-

fssarv—in order to substantiate the theory

—to have huge crowds at all demonstra-

tions organized l)y the party. And if the

masses didn't exist at the demonstrations

it was necessary to invent them. That is

why the crowds which marched throu.gh the

streets were always outnumbered, five or

ten to one, by the legions marching through

the colunuis of the Daily Worker.

Now it is different. The "third period"

theory is being dropped (without saying so)

and the party leaders are marking out tac-

tics for a two-and-a-half period. Adventur-

ism is giving way to minimal reformism.

The sunng from fighting the police and cap-

turing the streets to knocking on back doors

with modtwt petitions requires different re-

ports about the attitmie of the masses. If

the "third pcri«)d" needed exaggeration in

this respect the pi-esent jteriod calls for the

opix>site. The crowds must grow smaller

as the slogans and demands lHK*ome more

moderate. This is the explanation of the

campaign against "exaggeration."

MILLER'S MANIFESTO

The poet {Joldsmilli in "The Deserted

Village" drew an inunortal picture of the

schoolmaster whose as.sorted knowledge was

the marvel of .-ill men. Ilis listeners—who
didn't understand bim—stood open-mouthed

before his display of wisdom, fascinated by

the spectacle. (Joidsmith tells it, if mem-
ory serves

:

"And still they watched and still their

wonder grew
That one small head could carry all

he knew."

<5oldsnntli's pedagogue perished inglor-

lously with the doomed village of the poet's

lament. But his undying spirit rises from

the dust and finds reincarnation in a school

teacher of our own day, one whose liead

is also cranuntxl with knowledge that is

Iiidden from otiior humans.

We refer of cour.se to Bert Miller, the

Trotsky-killer, who has leaped into the

white light of fame with a discovery which
he has proclaimed to the world in a mani-

festo. This unique document was printe<l

in the March 7th issue of I^ore's paper, the

New York Volkseltung* And with an un-

erring newspaper instinct the editor ran it

in the department headed "Of Interest To
Everybody." Miller has been looking around
—prospecting, so to speak—for a grouping

that can serve as the center and directing

force for the Left wing. He has found It

he says, not in tlie Communist movement
but in the Musff^ organization—the C, P.

L. A.—and with the enthusiasm of the 49'er,

who found gold in the gravel l)ottom of a

shallow creek, he shotits aloud liis discov-

ery.

What are the merits of the reformist

organization of Muste and Co. which entitle

it to replace (lie Oonnuunist movement as

the organizing center of the workers' van-

guard? Miller lists a number of them.
Among other things, "it is distinctly Ameri-
can in Its approach". As we know, the C. P.

L. A. has been fighting the Communists,

But this slight defect—if it can be called

a defect—is more than compensated for

by the fact that "it provides a common
gixjund for cooperation with Leftward mov-

ing elements suoh as the 'Militants' in the

Socialist party".

Miller, it is clear, is no "sectarian".

And he is not one of those who learn noth-

ing and forget nothing from experiences

and defejits. It i^ true he analyzes defeats

in his own peculiar way—in order to re-

peat them. The international experience of

the Communist movement under the Stalin-

Bucharin leadership has not passed without

carving its mark on Miller's brain. The

fact that the C. P. L. A. has a political

character, as a v^-ing of social democracy,

does not deter him. He asks the rhetorical

quesiJm, "Is it permissable for Commun-
ists to join midd!c-of-the road political,

non-Communist organiz4itions?" And. in-

structed by the catastrophic defeats suf-

fered by the Comintern in the East, he

answers, Yes! "It is not only ixirmissible",

he says, ''but it is absolutely necessary".

And how does he know? Because it has

lieen shown by our cxi)erience with tihe

Indian Nationalist movement, the Kuo Min

Tang and the British Labor Party."

He might have added that it. is also

shown t>y the large number of people who
have passed over in recent times from the

Tlight wing of Communism to the social

democracy. This step, as we have pointed

ont before, is the culmination of Right wing

logic. The fact that Miller, and with him

a group of nine others from the Lovestone

camp, are jumping ahead of the faction as

a whole in this resjject does not signify a

comfiict in principle.

MiUor, like Goldsmith'^ hero of the

same profession, is a man of learning, and

like all savants, a bit of a philosopher.

Communism, as he ses it now, is a nebulous

thing in America, while social reformism,

like truth, i=: concrete; and its slogans, as

Muste formulates them, "are well suited

to the present stage of development of the

American labor movement." If he is rush-

ing where Lovesotne still fears to tread,

it is merely a question of tempo. The phil-

osophers of movements are always in ad-

vance of the politicians and organizers.

Lovestone will catch up. Give him time.

A GREAT STEP FORWARD.

Slowly but none the less surely the

Communist League forges ahead. As this

number of The Militant goes to press we
are able to record another signal achieve-

ment in the publication of the English edi-

tion of the International Bulletin of the

Left Opposition. For an organization of

our limited resources even such an accom-

plishment, involving additional technical

and editorial labors and expense, is worthy

of note. And we should value it all the

higher I>ocause of its paramount political

im]X)rtance.

The Left Opposition is first, last and

alwa.vs the faction of revolutionary inter-

nationalism. In the name of international-

i.sm we have taken our stand and under

its banner we conduct our fight. Stalinism,

with its circumscribed outlook of national

socialism, has dealt powerful blows to the

international movement of the ^^'X)rkers' van-

guard and is still dealing them. We will

not accept the caricature it attempts to

substitute for the international organization

of the proletariat projected by Lenin, and

before him by Marx. Neither will we adopt

the Brandler idea of platonic relations be-

tween independent and autonomous nation-

al sections. We have broken forever with

the spurious internationalism of bureau-

cratic command. But all the more are we
obliged to replace it—in the policy we de-

fend before the entire movement and in our

own work—with a living internationalism

consciously and deliberately achieved.

We do not l)elieve in the theory of soc-

ialism in one country. And no more do we
believe the various national sections of the

world Communist movement can live iso-

lated national lives and solve their problems

exclusively by their own resources. This

conception holds for the faction no less than

for the party.

The internationalism toward winch we

strive is the fraternal union of the Com-

munist workers of tlie entire world under

one single flag. We strive for a reconstl-

tution of the international Ijcnin army, im-

bued with a common ideology and r^ulated

t)y international discipline. In anticipation

of this, and in order to make our work

fruitful for its realization, the internation-

al faction of the Left Opposition must be

so organized. Tlie I^eft. that Is, the Marx-

ist faction is and must be at once the

fundamental nucleus and the advance guard

of tiie reconstituted Lenin International.

How will we guarantee this? Not by

say-so merely, and not by trusting to the

al>ility of the various sections to work out

a correct line on national and international

proidems without mutttal ^sistance. Sad

experience has already spoken on this point

in the most einpUaic manner. No, we must

push forward at all cost toward the con-

solidation of the Left Opposition on an in-

ternational scale into a single organization,

and function as such. Real progress has

already been made, as 'we know. The con-

ference of last year and the constitution of

the International Bureau were historic

milestones along this path. It is a self-

evident necessity to cooperate heartily with

the International Bureau and strengthen its

authority.

But thai is not enough. All sections

must steer a deliberate course toward real

participation in the affairs of the others

and in the common international tasks.

This duty is particularly insistent for us be

cause we inherit from the past a certain

insularity and we are hampered by barriers

of distance and language. All the more

necessary, therefore, is a conscious struggle

to surmount them. The translation of the

International Bulletin and its publication in

English creates the primary conditions for

the .success of this struggle. We have no

doubt that the members of the Communist

League will recognize the importance of

this event and make the most of it.

It mill be remembered in this connection

that the publication of the International

Bulletin was listed as one of the items in

our program of expansion for the current

year. Its speedy realization has been made
possible by the prompt response of the New
York branch to the campaign for the two

thousand dollar fund to finance this pro-

gram. The other items in the program

will follow in order as the other branches

get in step.

—J. P. C.

Our Sabsetptton llri%^e
The drive for new subscriptions and renewals is just lieginning to get under way.

Some of the branches have already sent in results. To stimulate the campaign, we are

making the following SPECIAL OFFERS, good only during the duration of the driTe.
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The Strike Strategy of the Left Wing
In a serious discussion of problems of

strike strategy the most determining fac-

tors should receive first consideration. Un-
fortunately that has not been the ease with-

in the recent exi>erience of the revolution-

ary movement. In an effort to overcome
that failing, but with no pretense of hav-

ing ready-made solutions, we enumerate the

following points

:

1. The problem of correct analysis of

existing conditions.

2. The question of attitude toward
union organiiiation.

3. A well defined l^eninist united front

policy.

4. The strike issues, demands and slo-

gans.

5. Independent leadership of the rev-

olutianarj' vanguard.

It should be quite superfluous to em-

phasize here that the general attitude to-

ward strike policy of the present reaction-

SLTy A. F. of L. ofiicials oan only be the

sharpest condemnation. As agents of capi-

talism, progenitor.s of the theory of partner-

ship between labor and capital, their views

are definitely against all strikes. When
compelled by rank and file pressure to get

inlo motion they seek to limit the strikes

within narrow craft bounds and look to-

ward the first avenue of escape through be-

trayal. This must alwtiys be borne in mind
and as much as possible guarded against in

a strike situation. Moreover, this very

qu^tion assumes vital proportions even in

case of strikes led by independent unions

of the T. U. V. Tj. At least in all such

instances in the recent past the A. F. of L.

officialdom, or sections of it have played

their part.

What Strike Strategy is Not

But we have recent experiences also in

the attitude and conduct of the I^eft wing

in serious workers' struggle of what strike

strategy is not. For example, the irre-

sponsible manner in which the slogan for

strike has been promulgated. One need re-

call only August first two years ago when

the party leadership called for strike

aginst the war danger. The American

workers would have been quite justified

then in i>osing the ques^tion. -why strike

against war danger on just that date? To

such a strike call not even Ihe independent

unions^, (whicli then had somewhat of a

meniborship) under tlie party c(mtrol, could

respond. And, of course, there was no

strike.

We may also recall the time of the das-

tardly murder of Ella May Wiggin by the

Black HundretU of southern reaction. The

party leadership immediately made a grand

gesture, calling upon the American workers

to strike in protest. Such a strike, if it

came, would naturally be of a highly poli-

tical character and require at least some

ideological preparation. Such was not the

case and the eall left the workers entirely

unltouchefl. Neither in this case could l)e

independent unions even think of getting

their menil>ers to respond, and they did not

try. Strikes are quite serious actions, and

should not be played with in such light-

minded fashion.

In the simple matter of the method of

calling strikes we have iiome very good les-

sons of how not to do it. When, for example,

the Marine Workers Industrial Union under

party leadership, called the strike of the

Philadelphia water front workers last year,

the small matter of first consulting the work-

ers was entirely overlooked. So at least

reporteii Wm. Lawrence in bis "«elf-critic-

ism*' in the Daily Worlter at the time. Is

it any wonder that the strike extended only

to 'the party functionaries of the union?

ITiese light-minded, bureaucratic triflers

came in grave danger of being run off the

water front. But what 1.-; far more serious

is the fact that the union lost all prestige

on the water front becau.se the grievances

of these workers were sufficiently deep-

seatetl for serious strike action. Similarly in

the Illinois miners strike, during December
1029. the Centrist bureaucrats in leadership

did not consider it necessary to take a rank

and file strike vote or to make any serious

preparations for strike. Hence, d^pite the

favorable situation of miners l)eing aroused

by the heavy assaults upon their working
conditions and being in revolt against their

old union officials, the strike failed to rally

any appreciable support. It was easily

crushed by the united efforts of the mine
owners, the old union reactionary officials

and the state armed forces. As a conse-

quence the National Miners Union was
wiped out in Illinois, leaving no trace be-

hind.

When the results of the present strike

of the New York Needle Trades Workers
Industrial Union caa be fully accounted it

is quite certain that another sad chapter

may be added to this blundering policy.

Bevolutionary strategy must particu-

larly take into account the basic tendencies

By ARNE SWABECK
of ttte given period. In a strike situation

it assume the form of very definite fac-

tors to be correctly analyzed, viz. ; What is

the basic curve of the working class move-
ment, is it an upward or a downward one
—an offensive or a defensive one? How
fully have the issues matured and prepara-
tions been completed? What is the rela-

tionship of forces and how fully can the
workers be mobilized?

Needless to emphasize that in the ex-

amples already cited on this very first es-

sential, the one of correct analysis, the
party leadership also made its first mis-
takes. From wrong estimates naturally
flow wrong conclusions. However, when cor-
rect estimates are made, other factors being
equal, a revolutionary strilte leadership,
while it can never guarantee victory in ad-
vance, can at least secure a basis for grow-
ing influence upon the masses.

The question of union organization.

—

tlie relation of the independent unions to
the A. F. of L..—is by no means settled
by the empty formula of "revolutionary un-
ions" vei^us "company unions". Neither of
these terms are correct in the present situa-
tion and when made the foundation for a
revolutionary attitude towards the problem
become entirely false. Unions in order to
function as unions must naturally embrace
a sufficiently decisive section of the work-
ers in an industry. As such tliey will re-
flect the general level of the working class
and cannot at this time t>eeome a simple
reflex of the revolutionary party. Nor
should they he made a battle ground for
its iwssible political differences. This the
party leadership has attempted with its in-
dependent unions and it is one of the rea-
sons that they have been reduced in several
instances to paper organizations.

The object must not he to transform
the independent unions into auxiliaries of
the party for momentary aims. It must be
rather to gain influence over the masses
through the unions.

The A. F, of L. unions are, oi course,
not company unions but merely organiza-
tions of workers under the influence and
domination of the reactionary officials and
their policies.

To assume the attitude ot A, F. of L.
fompany unions will inevitably create a
wall of liostility between these two sections
of the workers wliere, instead, efforts to-
wad rank and the unity in struggle should
be fjppliod. Problems of strikes are inti-
mately bound up witli union organization.
With a coming rise of the labor movement,
whicli is hound to occur, tlie prospects for
organization of ww independent, unions
are very ^ood. But we may conclude that
for sonic time to come, at least, the A. F.
of Ij, unions will he a factor to reckon with
even in industries where new unions can
be organize<1,—and likely a major factor,
Suc<>es;s for the new union movement can
best he assured with cor re.'jponding efforts
also to influence tlie wm-kers through the
A, F. of L. In otiier words it involves
also the problem of building a Ueft wing
in the old unions to become an instrument
for <'0-operation in tiie task of organizing
th(> American working class into militant
unions.

The rnited Front Policy In Striiie Strategy

This brings us to the question «f ap-

plying the united front policy as Ijenin

taught it. Particularly is this imperative

in the union field and in strikes despite the

resistance that reactionaries will offer.

Their charges against the independent un-

ions of being rival or dual unions should

not frighten anybody. But we must re-

cognize that the independent unions so far

are rather insignificant, hampered in their

natural growth t)y all sorts of foolish blun-

ders and wrong conceptions, though even
with thi« being eliminated they will per-

haps for some time remain a minority. How-
ever, being organized on the basis of the

class struggle they must become the initia-

tors of the united front policy, particularly

in. strikes. With the Left wing co-operating

from within the old unions the prospects

for success become more favorable. With
such a policy pursued preparatory to and
in the present strike of the New York
Needle Trades Workers Industrial Union
the outlook would have been a different one.

It is perhaps best to illustrate by a

concrete example how the united front pol-

icy could be correctly applied. During the
struggles in the Southern textile industry

we recall that with ^hort intervals the

strikers of Gastonia and of Marion suffered

the murderous attacks of the Black Hun-
dred gangs organized by the texMle barons.

The former were memljers of the N. T. W.
affiliated with the T. U. U. L., the latter

were members of the U. T. W., affiliated

with the A F. of L. The National Textile

Workers Union, directed by the party lead-

ership, made an effort to unite the workers
of both mill towns for the struggle under
its own auspices. The results were practi-

cally nill and most likely due to the fact;

that this effort was tantamount to asking
tlie Marion workers to give up their organi-
zation, which could not be expec-ted. Un-
doubtedly, the possibilities were excellent
for the setting up of a genuine united front
l)ody comprising the local membership of

both organizations. The fact that the rt;

actionary leaders of the U. T. W. would
rosist should have been no deterrent, Th&
workers would be sure to be in favor, whicli
would swing them all the more under the
influence of the correct policies propose*
by the Left wing.

Clarity of Stiike Issues Essential

Too many strikees of recent date, under-

party leadership, have suffered from lack:

of ehirity as to the issues involved. In

some cases the demands have been alto-

gether out of proportion to the objective

IKJSsibilities, while others have exiMjrienceif

so many detailed demands that the vital

issues have been obscuTcd. Consequently

the slogans became too far removed from
the life of the workers. Demands and
.slogans must first of all i)e ba.sed on the

correct objective analysis of the workers
needs, of the basic tendencies available and
of the possibilities at hand. They must
particularly have the quality of setting the

workers into motion and unifying them in

struggle. Naturally this does not preclude'

the ne<'essity, at times, when settlements

are to be arrived art. of certain compromises
being made.

Thorough preparation in an ideological

sense, so that the workers may clearly per-

ceive what the fight is about', should be »
foregone conclusion. But just as essential

is thorough preparation of the strike itself,

its machinery, etc.

To attain independent leadership by the
revolutionary vanguard In strike struggle?

is, of course, our aim. But that is by no
means reached by the method of splitting

off small working class seution.'^ to lead.

The real object should be to win the work-
ing masses away from their present rea&-

tionary leaders and bring them under out-

infiuence. Workers are quite unsophisticated
and do not accept as their leaders those
whom we may think should lead, merely
l>ec'ause of our thinking so. They accept
as leaders only those who by virtue of their

accomplishments have shown their ability

and the sui>eriority of their program. Labor
skates may lead for a time but ultimately
correct programs, courageously applied^
will win.

The Anti-Red Drive in Greece
For several years now, the white ter-

ror of tlie Venezelos dictatorship has been

ravaging the labor movement of Greece

witli particular vieiousne^^s. By means of

the outrageous Anti-Communist Law, the

best revolutionary elements in the country

have been thrown into the prisons of the

dictatorsliip in Inindreds, and subjected to

unheard of torture and repression. In the

army too, an insufferai)Ie regime has l)een

Instituted, protlucing widespread discontent

and even mutiny; Of late, the government's

reprisals have taken on an especially acute

character, hitting hardest the members of

the Greek Communist party and our com-
rades of the Left Opposition, the "Archio-

^larxists". In face of all this, the neces-

sity of united class action and workers
solidarity in the struggle against the ter-

ror is slowly penetrating the consciousness

of all Greek communists,

liecently, the mutiny of Kalpaki, (a mili-

tary concentration camp) led by the Com-
munist army nucleus there, has resulted In

a broad protest movement in the Greek
working class. The soldiers of Kalpaki,
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under the leadership of comrade Vlatas, hadf
p<>titioned against the intolerably long hours
of hard labor imposed upon them. When
their petition was answered by increased
arrogance on the part of the officers they
refused to return to work. The sergeaot
in command flred on them, whereupon ttte

Communists Markovits and Panousis jumped
forw;ird and unarmed him, receiving wounds^-
in the shoulder and in the leg. A drum
head court martial <>ondemned the two Com-
munist soldiers to capital punishment. Im
mediately, a defense movement arose in the
industrial cities in Greece, in which the
Communists liave taken a leading part. The
movement is still growing and is assuming
International proportions.

Thus far, the consolidation of a fight-

ing united front in defense of Markovitis
and Panousis, has made hut little progress.
Communist soldiers of the I^ft Opposition
who had serve<l at Kalpaki have been re-
fused by the party lawyers of the Greek
I. L. I>, as witness€^s in the retrial of the
^wo militants. The party has not yet ans-
wered officially to the Opposition's united
front proposal. Nevertheless, the "Arcbio-
Marxists" are, for their part, applying the
tactic of the united front in practise, re-
gardless of the party's attitude.

On January 12, the retrial was to be
held. A week before the trial our comrades
issued a leaflet calling upon the workers
and students of Alliens and Pireus to de-
UH-nstrate and bring pressure upon the
court. Two of our comrades, who wer»
distributing the leaflet in Pjreus, were at-
tacked by thi^ ixjijce and wounded. In re-
spon.se to the leaflet, about 800 workers
and students came to the demonstration.
Although our comrades were in disagree-
ment with the party's slogan to meet at a
distance away from the courthouse, and
for a demonstration right in front of it^

they nevertheless complied with the party's
slogan -so as not to divide tlie forces. In
the Islands {Crete, etc.), 5 of these com-
rades made a real united front with the
C, P. comrades, our comrade S . . , receiv-
ing fl fractured arm, while defending a
placard bearer of the party, 20 comrade
were arrested. The tribunal has condemned
18 of them to from 8 to 10 months imprison-
ment and to 5 months of deportation to
the Islands (Crete, etc). 5 of these com-
rades are members of the Left Opirosition.

The Greek press reports that the police
has discovered an A rchio-Marxist nucleus
at Sjtlonica. .A.mong those arrestfnl were
four women wmrades, two of them students,
one a teacher and one a working woman!
At the same time there are reports that the
police have information about several ele-

(Cxmtinned on page 8)



THE SUCCESSES OF THE DANGERS OF

SOCIALISM AND ADVENTURISM
We liave always emphasized the unl-

versal and historical importanee of the ex-

periences and the economic successes of the

U. S. S. R.. and it would be a superfluous

repetition on our part to emphasize it here

oiM?e more. Nothing bc-tter reveals today

th*. strikinjj degradation of the world social

democracy than its openly maiiifested de-

sire to make the t'. S. S. R. return to the

path of capitalism, as well as its aetivfe

political solidarity with the imi>eriali8t con-

spirators and the bourgeois sabotagers. No-

thing beter characterizes -the cowardice and

the vilenftiis of the ruling classes of bour-

S^Msie society, the social democracy in-

cluded, than their protestations against

forced lal>or in the TT. S. S. R. at a time

when thp clerk of the hereditary slave-own-

ers, MacDonald, with the aid of the Second

International, is oppressing three hundred

millions; in India and keeping the Hindu

pe<)ple in colonial servitude. Can the com-

parison bt^ made for one instant between

the scurryings of the "coalition" or "op-

I>ositional" social democracy and the gigan-

tu- work which the people roused up by

Ihe 0<:tober revolution is ac<H>mpIishing to-

wards a new life?

aiiat is pwcisely why we Marxists are

obliged to put the working class of the

whole world on guard with special force

and insistence against the dangers that are

heaping up and threatening the dictatorship

of the proletariat, dangers which are th«

result of the false policy of a leadership

that has l<jj;t its bead.

The official chiefs, the pr^s, the econ-

omists—everylwdy recognizes that the labors

of the five year plan converted into a four

year plan are being accomplislied under ex-

treme tension. Tlie administrative methods

of "emulation" ^how that the rhythnLs are

attained in large measure at the expense

of muscles and nerves. We do not for a

moment Aouht that, a certain stratum of

workers, alwve all among the Communists,

i>ring a genuine enthusiasm Into the work,

and that the broader mass of the workers

is drawn by this enthusiasm from time to

time into different undertaking. But one

would have to be totally ignorant of lui-

man psychology and even physiology to be-

lieve in the possibility of a mass "enthusi-

asm." for a work that lasts for a whole

number of years.

MASS ENTHUSIASM IN THE
CIVIL WAR

The work is carried on to day with the

same methods that were used during the

civil war. During the war, as i^ known,

our experience and our munitions vi-ere not

up to snuff. The masses made up for the

omissions by their own superiority in num-

bers, their dash, their enthusiasm. Even

during the war, this enthusiasm was not

general, especially among the peasantry.

The evaders and the deserters at that time

played the same role as the drunkards who

are frequently missing from work and the

"floaters" who are constantly changing

factories. But in certain periods, under the

attacks of the Whites, not only the workers

but also the peasants flung themselves into

*-he struggle with a genuinely revolutionary

ilan. That Is how we triumphed.

The civil war lasted three years. To-

wards the end of the civil war the general

fftD.sion h!)d reached the extreme limit. We
gave up the second Polish campaign, in

spite of the onerous conditions of the Riga

treaty. A profound reaction against the

een.sion and the privatioms of the three

years of civil war began among the masses

of peasants and workers. Among the pea-

j^snitry, this reaction led to uprisings which

embraced the tieet and the army. In work-

ers* circles, it was translated into strikes

and the so(.'alled "stalling". Inside the

party, the "Workers Opposition" began to

gain in influence. Its strength obviously did

not lie in the semi-.syndicalist naiveness of

t-t.'i leaders—in general, the dispute of that

rime did not at all concern the trade un-

ions, as is taught by the stupid official man-

uals—but in the protest of the masses

against the continual tension of forces and

in the demand for rest.

In the famous discussion of 1920-1921.
'

In reality, under conditions of very

poor productive forces, or better yet, of mis-

erv~wIthout the New Economic Policy, that

Ls, without the introduction of private in-

terets on the basis of the maTket—there

were not and could not be any other meth-

ods than those of war Communism. Before

the passage of the X. E. T., the discussion

alway.s swerved around the question. The

passage to the N. E. P caused the very

ob.H*t of the discussion to disappear. Only

Zinoviev, and to a certain extent Tomsky,

continued to repeat the rigmarole on the

ABC of trade union (piestions, without

over having understood what it was all

about.

By LEON TROTSKY

the principal argument against tihe "Trot-

skyists" of those days, which produced the

greatest effect upon the masses, was this:

"They want to carry on the work of econ-

omic construction with the same methods

employed to make war*."

It is in the atmosphere of the reaction

against the period of civil war and war

Communism that the economic philosophy

of the present majority of the Stalinist fac-

tion took form: "Slow but sure." The re-

treat before private peasant economy, tlie

contempt for planned methods, the defense

of minimal rhythms, the detachment from

the world revolution^all this constitutes

the essence of Stalinism for tlie epoch of

1923-1028. But the well to do middle pea-

sant—the prop and hope of this policy—be-

came, by the force of things, the rich pea-

sant (Kulak) and seized by the throat the

dictatorship of the proletariat, whose indus-

trial basis proved to be terribly backward.

The period of presumption and indulgence

gave way to a period of panic and precipi-

tation. The slogan was issued : "Cateh up

with and surpass in the briefest possible

time." The minimum five year plan of

Stalin-KrzhvKhanovsky approved in princi-

ple by the Fifteenth Congress was replaced

by tlie new five year plan whose essential

elements were borrowed from the Platform

of the Opposition. That is what determines

the character of the declaration of Rakov-

sky to the Sixteenth Congrtws : You have

adopted a plan which can become a more

serious step on the right road and we are

prepared to offer you our most loyal coop-

eration without giving up any of our ideas

and reserving the right to defend them in

all the disputed questions.

When the Opposition defended—first the

necessity itself of elaborating a five year

plan, and then of fixed rhythms (the real-

ity proved sufficiently that the rhythms we

proiHJsed were not at all illusory, as all

the members of the present Political Bur-

eau, without exception, clamored at that

time), in a word—-when the Opposition

fought for an accelerated industrialization

and collectivization against the line of 1!)23-

1928, it regarded the five year plan not as

a dogma but as a realizable hypothesis.

The collective verification of the plan jnust

be made In the process of work ; as to the

elements of this verification, they do not lie

solely in the figures of socialist l>ookkeep-

ing, but also in the muscles and nerves of

the workers and the political sentiments of

the peasants. The party must take all this

into account, prolte it, verify it, sum it up

and generalize it.

HOW THE ECONOMIC Tl'RN

WAS CARRIED Ol'T

In reality, the economic turn towards

industrialization and collec-tivlzation took

place under the lash of administration

panic. ThLs panic still rages. It is enough

to see the front pages of all the Soviet pa-

pers today : there is a complete adaptation to

the slogans, the formulae and the appeals

of the civil war: front, mobilization, breach

in the front, cavalry, etc. ... the whole

seasoned now aiid then with sporting snoi(-

bishness : start, finish, etc. How all this

mu-st sicken the serious workers and dis-

gust everybody! While, under the terrible

conditions of the tivil war, we introduced,

not without hesitation, the Order of the

Red Flag as a provisional measure (Lenin

was at first opposed to it and only ac-

cepted it later on as a temporary measure),

today, in the tliirteenth year of the revolu-

tion, there are four or we do not know how
many more different Orders, But what is

more important is tlie introduction of the

uninterrupted working wtH>k, the attach-

ment of workers to enterprises, the extreme

augmentation of the intensity of labor. If

the realization of these exceptional meas-

ures has become possible, it is due to the

fact that in the mind of the vanguard stra-

tum they have a provisional character,

closely bound up with the idea of the five

year plan. Just as during the period of

the civil war, the workers and peasants

bent all their strength to crush the enemy
and assure tliemselves the right to labor

and to rest, the vanguard elements of the

working class of today sincerely count upon
"catching up with and surpassing" the ad-

van(«d capitalist countries and of guaran-

teeing themselves against economic and
military dangers. Theoretically, politically

and psy<>bologically, the idea of the five year

plan has become for the masses the problem
of the construction of an armored wall

around .socialism in one country. Tlie

workers find in this the only justification

for the extreme tension imposed ui>on them
by the party apparatus.

On the twelfth anniversary, Stalin

wrote: "We shall yet see which countries

are to be ranged among the most backward

and which among the most advanced." Such

declarations and others still more categori-

cal were published and reprinted without

end. They set the main tone to all the

work of the five year plan. In the way of

posing these (luestions before the masses,

there are elements of deceit, half delll>erate

and half unconscious on the part of the

bureaucracy, which wants to have the

masses l>elieve that the realization of the

Jive year plan will put the U. S. S. R. at

the head of the capitalist world. Does not

the Kautsky of the apparatus—Varga—be-

lieve that the theory of socialism in one

country, however absurd in itself, is never-

theless necessary to encourage the workers;

the deceptions of the priests for the good of

the soul?

STALIN'S "CATCHINCi LP T-VITH

AND SURPASSING"
For his reiwrt to the Sixteenth Con-

gress, Stalin ordered, among many other

figures, statistics to prove that at the end

of the five year plan the U. S. S. R. "will

catch up with and surpass" the capitalist

world. The traces of this order are found

again in the speech of Stalin. Coming to

the central point in the report of the re-

lation-s between Soviet economy and world

economy, the reporter confined himself, un-

exptH^tedly, to the following phrase: "We

are terribly behind, with regard to the

level of development of our Industry, the

advanced capitalist countries." And he

promptly added : "It is only the acceleration

of the rhythms of development of our in-

dustry that will permit us to catch up with

and surpass technically and economically

the advanced capitalist countries." Is a

single five year plan assumed here or a

series of five year plans—of that nothing

is known!

With his theoretical rudiments, Stalin

was simply frightened by the unexpected

information with which he had himself sup-

plied, and instead of presenting the party

with exact data of our backward state and

showing the real extent of the task which

consists of "catching up with and surpass-

ing", Stalin confined himself to smuggling

In a small phrase on "our terrible back-

wardness" (so as to use it in case of need

as a justification: there lies the whole art

of his politics). As for the mass propa-

ganda, it continues in the spirit of bluff

and deception.

But it is not a question of the Soviet

Union. The official organs of all the parties

of the Comintern do not cease repeating

that at the end of the five year plan the

T'. ?5. S. R. will 1h> placed in the first ranks

of [he Industrial countries. If that were

right, the problem of socialism would be

solved at the same time on a world scale.

After having caught up with the advanced

countries, the Soviet Union with its popu-

lation of ICO.000.000 inhabitants, with its

enormous area and riches, would, already

in the course of the second five .vear plan,

that is, in three or four years, have to

gain a position, in relation to the rest of

the capitalist world, of much greater dom-

inance than that which is enjoyed today

by the T'nited States. The proletariat of

the whole world would be convinced by ex-

perience that socialism in one of the most

backward countries has created in a few

years a living level for the people Incom-

parbly higher than that of the advanced

capitalist countries. The lK)urgeoisie would

l)e unable to resist for another day the

impulsion of the working masses. Such a

path for the liquidation of capitalism would

be the simplest, the most economical, the

most "human" and the most certain, if it

were . . - correct. In reality it is notbiufif

but a fantasy,

Tlie realization of the five year plan

began in 1028-102rt, at a level verj- close to

that of pre-war Russia, that is, at a level

of misery and barbarism. In the course of

1 !>24-l t),SO, enormous successes were achi-

eved. Tvevertheless, the Soviet Union still

finds itself today, in the third .vear of the

five year plan, from the point of view of

its productive forces, much closer to czar-

ist Russia than to the advanced capitalist

countries. Here are some facts and figures.

Pour-fifths of the whole productive

population with us is engaged in agricul-

ture. In the United States, for each per-

son engaged in agriculture there are 2,7

engaged in industry.

iTidustrial work with us is five times

as productive as agricultural work. In

America, agricultural work is twice as pro-

ductive as it is with us and industrial work
—3.5 times. The net production per person

in tiie United States is thus nearly ten

times higher t^an with us.

The power of primary mechanical in-

stallation in industry in the United States

is calculated at 35,800,000 horse power. In

the U. S. S. R. it i^ 4,6(X),000, that is, al-

most one tenth as much. If the power of

a horse power is compared to the power
of ten men it can l)e said that in the
United States, three steel slaves are at work
in industry for every inhabitant while in

the U. H. S. R, there is but one steel slave

at work for every three inhabitants. If the

nKX'hanical motive power is taken into ac-

count not only in industry, but also in

transportation and in agriculture, the oem-
parison would be even more unfavorable
for us. Yet mechanical motive power is the

surest measure of the power of man over
miture.

At the end of the five year plarL, the

Soviet Union, in case the whole electrifica-

tion program arranged for should be real-

ized, will dispc^e of a fourth of the electric

power of America, of a sixth of it if the
difference in i)opulation is taken into ac-

count, and of a still smaller fraction of it

if the difference in area is considered; and
this coefiicient assumes that the Soviet plan
is realized entirely and that the United
States doe not advance one step.

In 192B, the United States produced
38,000,000 tons of pig iron, Germany—12,-

000,000 tons, the Soviet Unions,330,000.

Steel: United States—52,000,000, Germany
—14,(X)0.000. the Soviet Union—4,000,000.
In the first year of the five year plan our
metal production was equal to that of the
United States in 1880: just a half a century
ago. tlie United States produced 4,300,000
tons of metal, with a population equivalent
to about a third of the present population
of the U. S. S. R. Tn 1929, the U. S. S. K.
produced about 5.000,000 tons of crude
metal. This means that the consumption
of metal for each citizen of the Soviet re-

public today is close to a third of what it

was a half a century 'ago for each citizen
of the United States,

The present metallurgical production in
the United States is 28 percent higher than
agricultural production; with us, metallur-
gical production is almost one-eighteenth of
the agricultural production. At the end of
the five year plan this relationship should
he figured at 1 :8. It is needless to explain
the significance of metallurgy for the in-

dustrialization as well as for tlie collec-
tivization of agricultural economy.

(Continued in the Next Issue
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Communist Movement and Revolu-
tionary Perspectives
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30 N. Weils St, Chicago

The lecture scheduled for comade Mas
Shachtman at the Chelsea I./abor Lyceum,
to be held Man-h 33 was called off by ac-

tion of our national committee. The reason
is the following:

Very recently a conflict arose within the
I^abor L.vceuin between two forces : on the
one hand comrades, members of the party

and on the other hand non-party workers
with the result that the party members were
e.iei'tpd from the L,vceum hall. While we
are iit all times eager to bring the revolu-
tionary message to workers wherever they
may gather we were not willing to keep this

speaking engagement which could too easily

become interpreted as :i supiwrt to the fight

against the party. Wo continually carry on
our fight against false policies of the party
leadership but will not become implied par-

ticipants in a fight against the party.



Stalin*s Speech on the Five Year Plan
StaUn's speecli at the conference ot the

responsible directors of industry in the Sov-

iet Union, gives us once airain an oppor-

tanitr to speak to the French workers abont

the real situation in the U. S. S. R. More
than any other official speech, this last

speech of Stalin's distinguishes itself by

its bragging, boastfulness and bluff. Stalin

has nothing new to say to the responsible

leaders of industry—his speech only in-

creases by a degree the spirit of irresponsi-

ble adventurism of the centrist leadership

in Soviet economy: the slogan of "The flv«

year plan in 4 years "is replaced by the

slogan of "the five year plan in 3 years".

Stalin's reasoning U very simple, of

the simplicity of the lower bureaucrat. In

order to realize nn increase of 45 percent,

in production in 1931 over that of 1930.

two main conditions are necessary: (1) the

objective conditions and (2) the subjective

conditions. When Stalin attempts to de-

cipher these altogether new and profound

formulae, he does not succeed in making
us understand even the most elementary

thing. Wliere are the new factors which

make for a change in the economic policies

of the Soviet Union in the direction of an
accelerated rhythm of industrialization?

Among the objective conditions favor-

able for the realization of the Five Year
Plan (in the decisive industries) in three

years, Stalin enumerates the following: na-

tural resources (minerals, ores, coal, oil,

wheat, cotton) a strong power; the support

of the laboring masses; a solid party etc.

But Stalin bas discovered this new America
for at least the second time: the first time

he used these arguments about the resources

of Russia (rubber excepted, it is true) in

his polemic against the Left Opposition, in

order to create his theory of socialism in

one country. It was at that time that he
"panneled off" the countries ripe and unripe

for the construction of socialism according

to the their quantity of natural resources.

The Soviet Union was classed among those

countries which thanks to the resources it

possesses is equipped with everything neces-

sary for the construction and completion of

socialism within its own boundaries. Now,
it is clear to everybody, that if there are
enough resources to transform the entire

backward economy of the U. S. S. R. Into

a socialist economy there must certainly be
enough to realize at least a part of the

plan of socialization such as that of the
third year of the Five Year Plan. The re-

sponsible directors of Industry, gathered at
the congress in order to determine the best

methods of realizing the figures prescribed

by the Five Year Plan for the third year,

heard from "the best disciple of Lenin"
clearer indications than these and particu-

larly more concrete ones. As one indication

Stalin issued the slogan of "The Five Year
Plan in 3 years". If for us, who read
these trite and primitive reflections! In

Stalin's speech, this slogan appears to be
unexpected and in crying contradiction to

the entire mode of reasoning of the author,

the directors of industry, the responsible

executors of all the caprices of the general
line, must have received this new slogan
with rage in their hearts and fear in their

souls. Which did not prevent them from
applauding the orator excitedly.

In order to be able to judge if industry
is capable of accelerating the rhythms of
production in the year to come, we must
pose one simple and logical question : the
rhythms that had been prescribed for the
past year—have tbey been attained? In
spite of all the red tape of the official press,

despite all the ever favorable statistics "en-
listed in the service of the general line",

Stalin was forced to admit that "industrial
production which should have increased by
32 percent, in 3930 only increased 25 per-
cent. The plan was not realized", Ordjon-
okidze, the reporter of the conference, had
to add to this bitter admission "that the
reduction of the cost price was not real-

issed eJtber" and in an even more danger-
ous measure: 7 percent, instead of 11 per-
cent" (Pravda, Feb. 2, 1931.)

Let us not forget that between the sec-
ond and the third year there was inserted
a supplementary trimeter: the second year,
which was to end the 30 of September was
extended three months, to the 31 of Decem-
ber, that is to say, that instead of the 32
percent, increase prescribed for 12 months
only a Z5 percent, increase was realized In

15 months.

But the slowing down of Soviet Indus-

try did not stop with t^he eve of the new
year, on the 31 of December : socialist pro-

duction, even less than capitalist production

doe-! not take stock in the superstition of

the calendar, that the Stalinist bureaucrats

have.

The Pravda of February 1, 193t, the

very day of the conference of the directors

and several days before the speech of Stalin,

published tihe following note nnder the title

"Alarm Signals": '^e month of Janaary
d d not bring any changes in the realization

of the industrial plan. The figures that we
publish elsewhere show that If Industry does
not measure up to the previsions of the

plan, ih( first trimester of the third year
will be i^ravely compromised. These poor
indices of industrial work are, of course,

caused partially by the poor transport work,
th-! functioning of which has been impeded
by the hardships of winter. But that is

no excuse. The resulte of the industrial

work of the 35 days of January are—an
alarm signal (emphasis by Pravda.)" The
statistic tabl^ of the work of the most im-

portant branches of industry for January
1931 published in the same number of

Pravda, show that not a single one of the

branches attained 100 percent, of plan this

month. There are t>ranches that realized

<mly 39 percent, of the provisions. The per-

centage of monthly realization for most of

the branches, like coal, coke cast iron, steel,

tractor production varies between 50 and (50

)>er cent.

We have witnessed then, only a few

days ago, a considerable slo^' down for the

first month of the third year. Added to

this enormous slow down at the end of

the second year, this global slow down very

clearly endangers the realization of the Five

Year Plan in four years. Under such con-

ditions, what should have been the task of

a serious leadership, conscious of its re-

,sponsibilities? Such a leadership should

have posed the real problem before the

responsible leaders of industry and before

the entire working class, that is, the task

of Soviet industry to overcome its lagging

behind in order to be able to advance. In-

stead of this, Stalin announces in a spirit

of bragging and pomposity a still greater

increjise of the industrial rhythms and de-

crees the completion of tihe Five Tear Plan

In three years. Pure bluif and sleight of

hand, for industry cannot be condncted by

speeches nor by exclwnations so narrowly

and stupidly chauvinistic as: "there la not

a fortress which we will not be able to

capture."

The unheard of efforts of the working

class of the Soviet Union are creating won-
ders. In these times of general economic

crisis. Soviet production, equipped with a
pC'Wi^rful weapon such as the concentrated

power of the proletariat and a safeguard-

ing armor like the foreign trade monopoly,

progresses in unprecedented proportions.

But the figure w^hicb Pravda gives and the

alrcjietlier contradictory conclusions which
Sialiu draws from them in his speech, as-

sure us once more that the magnificent

achievements of the Soviet proletariat are
filitained despite and against the Stalinist

leaders'bip. Stalin's speech will only cause
the accumulation of new difficulties instead

of liquidating the very burdensome ones of

the two preceding years. The new slogan

of Stalin endangers the realization of the

Five Year Plan as a whole.

Stalin's speech from the first word to

the very last, bears the imprint of a na-

tionalist spirit,

"There is nothing Impossible for the

Russians". What support can Stalin ex-

pect from the international proletariat and
the Comintern when he says disdainfully:

"the Cominljem? Cut off its victuals and
it will no longer exist." (As the "chief of

the world proletariat" confided to Lomin-
adze )

.

Stalin devoted only a few words to the
foreign countries ; only to mock at Churchill
and at Poincar^ who "foam with rage
against our party". The explanations of
Stalin about the campaign of the bour-

geoisie against the U. S. S, R. are just as

Ghandi Makes His Peace with Imperialism

By ALBERT GLOTZER
The splendid revolutionary struggle of

'the Indian masses against the rule of Bri-

tish imperialism has suffered another be-

trayal by their leader, Gandhi. It is not

the first 'time that the "little man" played

this ignominious r61e. In 1922, when the

struggle for independence reached propor-

tions threatening to the Empire, Gandhi
was again at the helm of the movement

—

and then, as now, he was there to call off

the fight at the moment when the fennent

in 'the masses reached a point too danger-

ous to the tottering rule of Great Brltian.

While the bourgeois press speculates as

to who will profit more through the pact

signed by Lord Irwin and Gandhi on March
4, 1931, the betrayal is unmistakable fact.

In clause Five of the pact, it states:

"Civil disobedience will be effectively

discontinued and reciprocal action will be

taken by the Government. By effective dis-

continuance of the civil disobedience move-

men't is meant the effective discontinuance

of all activities in furtherance thereof by
whatever methods pursued and in particu-

lar the following:

(a> Organized defiance of the provisions

of any law; (b) Movement for non-payment
of land revenue and otlier legal dues; (c)

Publication of news sheets in support of

the civil disobedience movement; (d) At-

tempt to influence civil or military servants

or village officials against the government
or to persuade them to resign their posts,"

(Emphasis mine—A. G.)

Gandhi adds, as if to make this more
effective, I shall strain every nerve to make
the provisional peace a PERM.4\ENT one."

(Emphasis mine—A. 0.). In the name of

the Nationalist Party, the Mahatma calls

off the civil disobedience movement, the de-

fiance of the salt laws., non-payment of

taxes, illegal assemblies, and mass picket-

ing of factories and shops selling British

goods. In return the Nationalist Party will

be allowed to participate in the round-table

conference to discuss Indian independence,

and will 'have the right to continue the pri-

mitive manufacture of salt, which will how-
ever, continue to remain under the mono-
poly of the Empire.

The meaning of this truce is anite clear.

It seeks to liquidate the revolutionary strug-

gle and force into submission the i-ebellious

masses. It leaves the proletariat and pea-

santry defense!^ against the bitter ex-

pLoi'tation of the British as well as their

own bourgeoisie. In a word, it fulfills the

wishes of the British imperialists and proves
again that Gandhi is their loyal servant.

He writes, on March 2, 1931, to Lord Irwin,
"... I feel no hatred for the British, nor
the least wish to harm their legitimate

rights in this". Legitimate rights ! This
can only mean the right of British imper-

ialism to loot and exploit India at its will.

Britain's fierce struggle against Indian

independence is easily understood when it

is realized that without India, there is no
British Empire. This is the key to the
question. What is necessary for the revolu-

tionary proletariat of the world as well as
for India, is to determine the r61e of Gandhi
and the Nationalist Party. They represent

the interests of the native bourgeois and
petty-bourgeois classes and in the present
struggle, as in all others, they reflect the

deep fermentation in the masses. When the
movement of the revolutionary workers and
peasants becomes too threatening, they en-

act the r61e of traitors,

Gandhi's policy of "non-violence" is a
rejection of the revolutionary methods of

struggle. It signifies capitulation to Great
Britian, and in essence expresses a deep
fear of the proletariat. It is this small but
highly developed Indian proletariat that

can give leadership to the impoverished
peasant masses in the revolution, and it is

the proletariat alone tliat can successfully
carry through its tasks. This is precisely

what the native bourgeoisie, in the person
of Gandhi, fears most. Gandhi expresses
this clearly when he says : "It is dangerous
to make use of the factory proletariat".,

The significance of the revolution lies

in its niasrf character, and ithe will to power
by tlie masses. The objective conditions are
ripe for the seizure of power. There re-

mains however, the burning question of

leadership in this struggle. It is upon the

.solution of this problem that the success
of the Indian revolution depends. At pre-

sent it constitutes the greatest weakness of

the revolution.

The native bourgeoisie and the petty-

bourgeoisie have conclusively demonstrated
that they cannot lead the revolution to a
victorious conclusion. They fear the revolu-

tion, and more than that they fear the pro-

letariat. Only the Communists organized
into a revolutionary party, with a correct

program, can achieve the victory of the
revolution. They can achieve it only as a
dictatorship of the proletariat and in no
other way. There are the lessons of all

revolutionary struggles under imperialist

capitalism.

What is needed today in India, is a
strong Communist party to give leadership

to the Indian masses. It is necessary to

put forth the strategic aim of the dictator-

ship of the proletariat immediately. With-
out it one of the main barriers in the road

of the emancipation of India's workers and
peasants—that is, the barrier artifieally

erected by Roy and the Right wing on one

hand, and its Stalinist ca-ricature on the

other—will remain In the way.

simple and as impotent as the ar^oments

in ifavor of the slogan ot the Five Tear
Plan in three years: "why these yelps and
tihese enraged attacks? Because onr poI>

icies are correct".

The Marxist analysis of the antagon-

isms in the capitalist world is here replaced

by the banality of the agitator. The capi-

talists who fight each other in a grave crisis

seek to throw on the shoulders of fche work-

ing class the burdens of this crisis (by

legislation, through flnanical and economic

Pleasures). But that is not enough. Men-

aced by this economic crisis, which in its

development causes the crumbling of the

regime, the bourgeoisie is forced to throw
the responsibility of the crisis on its irre-

concilable external enemy, the Soviet Un-
ion. It is alone with the aim of discredit-

ing the Soviet Union in the eyes of the

workers and to make it responsible for all

the ills that strike them, that the bourge-

oisie carries on its furious campaign against

the U. S .S. R. In fact, when it raises a
howl in its entire press against Soviet

"dumping", it is not because the 1.5 percent.

of Soviet trade "threatens to destroy civili-

zation", or even to prevent capitalism from
solving the present crisis, but in order to

divert the attention of the masses from
the responsibilities of its regime in this

chronic post-war crisis and to direct their

mratb against the Soviet state. The Soviet

bogy has become a weapon of mass propa-

ganda in the hands of the bourgeoisie.

The Temps of February 7 says, com-
menting on Stalin's speech, that the strug-

gle against "dumping"—as a result of the
achievements of the plan—"is a vital ques-

tion for 'the laboring masses ; it is an eco-

nomic and political question of prime im-

portance for all of the civilized world".

The demagogic preocupation with anti-Sov-

iet propaganda is far stronger in the author
of the article than the real fear of the
achievements of the Five Year Plan. What
other political value can one attach to this

talk, when the most "serious" journal of

the French bourgeoisie, studying in a

fundamental article the question of indus-

trialization in the U. S. S. R., speaks of the
previsions of the Five Year Plan which ac-

cording to it, are made "for the next four
years". The pen slaves of the bourgeoisie

do not even take the pains to study serioiro-

ly the formulation and the functioning of
the Five Year Plan. They must arouse the
readers. They must make anti-Soviet pro-

paganda. For that purpose all lies about
the Soviet Union are good enough. The lie

about the famine and the lie about the
Soviet chaos have given place to the lie

about "dumping" and about the threat to
civilization that the Five Year Plan con-
stitutes.

The methods of the bourgeoisie have
not changed : the bourgeoisie always rules
over the sentiment of the masses by means
of lies. But must we Communists facilitate

tlie work of the bourgeoisie by the same
methods of falsehood and bluff?

Stalin at Moscow and the official party
press abroad deceive the masses and deceive
themselves when they say that the Five
Year Plan, which 'has not to the present
moment iieen realized within the limits of
four years and which can hardly be real-

ized in five years, is going to be completed
in three years, that is to say, in 11 months.
These methods of exaggeration and bluff

are alien to the revolutionary movement.
They arouse distrust and apatihy in the
masses. Stalin's speech and the campalga
of the entire oflicial party prtess around the
false and deceptive slogan of the Five Year
Plan in three years only lulls the watchful-
ness of a great part of the international
proletariat and deepens the distrust of tne
broad masses of the people.

The Left Opposition does not hold a
defeatist position in regard to the Soviet
TTnion. The defense of the U. S. S. B. is

one of the most important principles of
iits activity. But it poses the quicstlon of
the defense of the U. S. S. B. and of the
ctmstruction of socialism in the Soviet land
in relation with the international movement
of the proletariat The fate of Soviet eco-

nomy and of the Five Year Plan depends
in a large measure upon the intensity of
the struggle of the world proletariat against
capitalism. That is why the workers must
know what the real situation of Soviet eco-
nomy is. They must render themselves an
account of the enormous difficulties that the
Soviet workers face in the course of con-
structing socialism.

Stalin's speech and his slogan of the
Five Year Plan in three years is full of
exaggerations and big talk and throws dust
into the eyes of the workers That is why
we say that it constitutes a new danger for
the Five Year Plan

MILL,



Elections in the Amalgamated: What For?
The approaching annual elections in Cut-

ters Local 4 of 'the Amalgainateti Clothing

Workers of America have caused not a lit-

tle trouble to the local administration and

also at the same time led to an outbreak

o£ indignation and protest by the cutters

against their chief official, manager Philip

Orlofsky.

1 Elections have long been a serious pro-

blem to the Tammany labor official. Know-

ing well that his rule is hated by the mem-

bership, the local king, since his ascension

to power several years ago, has never taken

a chance in an election without first "mak-

ing it safe" for himself, to use the Wilson-

ian expr^sion. Various methods have been

used for that purpose, from manipulating

votes to the more effective means of en-

tirely removing oppositions from the ballot.

In this manner the present manager of the

cutters' local has succeeded in re-electing

Ihimself to office year after year together

with his administration of dummies whom

he carefully picks from among the most

unscrupulous and basest elements in the

local.

Abolishing Elections

At this time, howevei% of unprecedented

unemployment and great discontent among

the membership, the safest thing for Orlof-

sky and his lieutenants is not to have any

election at all and assure themeslves the

offices for another year, and things would

fare fairly well with them. The former

"opposition" 'has, with the 'help of Hillman,

been liquidated by a rapprochement with

its office-seeking leaders who were placed

in soft jobs a long time prior to the elec-

tions. The administration will even be

able to pretend that it is very much con-

cerned about economy, and would rather

divert the money which an election entails

into tthe relief fund for the unemployed.

But—and here is where the trouble

comes in—there is a mischievous child in

the house, and a member of the family at

that. The present chairman of the local, a

staunch supporter and trusted accomplice of

Ph. Orlofsky in all his machinations, is

determined at this time to advance himself

to A paid office in the organization.

And io and behold! This mischievous

boy has proved to be a real "rebel". He

refuses to budge for any consideration. A

way must be found to remove him from the

liallot. He must, in addition to that, receive

bis due punishmonr for defying his chief-

tain. The integrity and wisdom of the ad-

ministration on the otlier hand, must be

demonstrated before the membership.

A membership meeting of the local was

called to consider a recommendation by the

Executive Board to disqualify the candidacy

of 'tile present Local chairman for Business

Agent at the coming elections on the ground

that he has been engaged in selling insur-

ance policies. Simultaneously, a recom-

mendation has also been brought to bar all

those engaged in sidelines while belonging

to the union from seeking office for a period

of two years.

The membership that crowded the large

meeting room watched the performance of

the verbal encounter between the corupt of-

ficals on the patform ike a crowd watches

a sporting game without being concerned

about the outcome, as though they were not

directly involved. They have become so ac-

customed to such performances that these

hardly produce any moral effect on them.

Tbev'have long convinced themselves of the

corniptness and treachery of their officials

and therefore show indifference on such oc-

casionH.

However, as 'the fight between their

manager and chairman progressed, the mu-

tual attacks and accusations, as well as

cynical utterances, revealed facts of corrup-

tion and treachery that caused a spontan-

eou-s outbreak of uncontrollable protest

from the ranks that almost turned into a

riot. With great difficulty order was estab-

lished after general commotion. But the

meeting ended in a "victory" for Orlofsky.

Rank Corruption

What were the facts brought out at the

meeting? Tlie following:

The manager accused the chairman of

striving to advance bis insurance business

through the medium of a union office (there

are strong rumors prevalent that the mana-

ger himself is engaged in a big business I),

namely; in the manufacture of canvas for

the clothing trade.

The chairman stated that in 1929. in the

year previous to his election to the office of

chairman, he sold insurance to the value of

$385,000 and that in the year 1930, while

chairman of the union, he sacrificed his

business and is ready to give it up entirely

and devote bis entire energy to the union.

(He did not, however, say to whom he sold

his insurance). The manager proudly de-

clares that he fears no opposition since he

knows how to deal with oppositions.

The chairman accuses him of stealing
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elections, eliminating oppositions by means

of intimidation and electing his executive

hoard and staif in advance of the elections

(which re a farce). The manager answers

that the chairman has been an accomplice

in all of his acts in the union and therefore

cannot shake off his guilt for them.

The chairman makes a demagogic ap-

peal to the meml>er3 for support. He swears

loyalty and devotion to the best traditions

of the A. C. W. which are l>eing trampled

upon by Hillman and his hosts of conspira-

tors. He claims to champion the member-
ship's elemenitary rights to elect their own
officials against the manager's autocratic

rule.

The manager threatens to "chain and

muzzle" him until he submits to his will.

Such are the facts laid bare before the

members of the cutters' local at the meet-

ing called bv their officials on the eve of

the coming elections in the Local. These

facts have not been unknown to the mem-
bers before, Imt the cynical and frank man-

ner in which they were brought out by their

officials were too insulting and irritating not

to provoke an outburst of indignation on
their part. Their patience has already been

overtaxed and they are showing signs of

awakening and a readiness for struggle.

The struggle will be a hard one. But a be-

ginning will have to be made. The cutters

have for a long time kepft aloof from the

struggles of the A. C. W, members against

their corrupt officials and their treacherous

policit^. Now they are facing the effects

of the worsened conditions in the clothing

industry and must join the tailors in their

fight to defend their common interests. The
cutters are beginning to realize this. The
cutters' officials at the last meetingr received

a warning of the approaching storm in the

organization. They .will attempt tb stave it

off or sftem it. But they cannot succeed.

The misery and sufferings of the masses of

the clothing workers has reaolwd the

climax. Too many grievances have aoeumu-

lated. A revolt in the A. C. W. is unavoid-

able. In this revolt, the cutters will play

their part. They may he destined to strike

the first blow.

It is characteristic bow the Advance of

Marcli 6 reports this meeting. In its cus-

tomary lying manner the bureaucrats'

mouthpiece tries to convey the impression

to its readers that the entire membership

present at the meeting participated in the

voting and that the rank and file expressed

their views in the discussion. At the same

time the real question involved in the whole

affair, the question of the elections and the

maneuvers of the officials, is carefully cov-

ered up. No mention, of course, is made of

the protests of the membership and the dis-

turbance. The voice of the membership is

not very pleasant to the bureaucra'ts' ears.

It does not harmonize so well with the muoh
vaunijed '^Amalgamated spirit" 'of which

they prate in the columns of Advance.

Well, Advance is published not for the

A. C. W. membership but for the outside

world to broadcast (the glory of the Amal-

gamated leadership and to win medals for

Hillman. So why bother about it?

The Stalinists in the Hunsarian Bureau Run Amuck
It took somewhat more than three years

for Pepper, Lovestone, Gitlow and Wein-

stone to turn the Hungarian Buro of the

party into a good Stalinist bureaucratic

machine. It was not an easy job. Com-

rades of long standing in the movement had

to be removed and expelled, to be replaced

one by one with servile petty bourgeois ele-

ments of the declassed type, ready to serve

any master. Yes, it was a hard job but

it 'was done and for a number of years

this petty bourgeois appai-atus bas been

sitting in the sadle firmly and serenely, not

only in the Hungarian Buro but in the

auxiliary organizations as well. They are

rather \-unning amuck in consequence of

some events which came like a bolt from

the blue sky, or, to put it in a more prosaic

way, from the Hungarian Sick Benefit and

Educational Federation, the only Hungarian

mass organization under party eontrol.

Charges of Cori'uption

,Thi3 organization is the mainstay of the

tlj Elore, the party's Hungarian daily. With

its nearly five thousand members it is a

recruiting ground for the party. It gives

valuable support to the various party cara-

piiigns. It is a considerable financial

source for the party. Looking over its fin-

ancial report for the year of 1930, w'e find

the following items in the expenditures;

For the official organ (Uj Elore) $9,626.78

for educational and organizational purposes

$4,643,88: for defense $509.72. The sum

first mentioned went directly to Uj Elore,

the sc<?ond amount was spent by organizers

appointed by the Hungarian Buro, the third

went to the I. L, D. In various ways more

than ten per cent of the total income was

placed at the disposal of the party. Out

of almost five thousand members not more

than half a dozen used to protest once in

a while against this support given to the

p-ji-ty,—some non-working class, reactionary

members, insignificant in numbers and de-

void of any influence. The organization was

called a milch cow for the party by all the

reactionary newspapers as well as by the

T W, ^Vf. and the S. L. P. In the face of

attacks and reproaches from these sides,

the organization took the correct and proud

position of support to the leading, revolu-

tionary party of the working class as the

elementary duty of 'a labor organization

worthy of the name,

oil the other hand it must be admitted

that such a correct position should not be

taken by the party leaders as a license for

mismanagement of the organization, for mis-

use of its fund for corruption in general.

And this is what the party leadership stands

accused of even by such members of the

organization who for many years have been

staunch supporters of the party.

Here are the facts:

Some time ago a hint was given to mem-

bers of the Astoria branch by Friedenfeld,

a party member, president of National Ex-

ecutive Committee, to the effect that "some-

thing is rotten in Denmark", an "investi-

gation of the books of the organization

would be in order," and so on. The branch

took the hint and appointed an investiga-

tion committee, to go over the books of the

national organization, such procedure be-

ing the constitutional right of any branch.

Independently of the Astoria branch, a simi-

lar committee was elected by the New York

(Yorkville) branch. Both committees found

and reported the following cases of mis-

management and misuse of funds:

1. The Active Press, a party institu-

tion, got a loan of six thousand dollars

from the Sick Benefit and Educational Fed-

eration. This loan was given for three

years in 1927, In three years $1,100 was

paid, at present the notes for the balance

are in the safe of the organization, but in

the meanwhile the Active Press was liquid-

ated by the party and there Is no one to

pay the balance. Furthermore the Active

Press owes to the organization $2,300 for

rent and moving expenses. Since the Ac-

tive Press was liquidated by the party this

amount also must be regarded a« bad debt.

2. The Daily Worlier just now is mak-
ing a strong and justified attack upon the

Russky Golos for publishing an ad of some
swindling real estate venture. The Uj Elore

did something just as bad or worse. It ran

the ads of a swindling stock scheme of

Partes, the head of the Cornell Drug Stores.

Although some of the bourgeois papers ex-

posed the swindling operations of Partes

and warned the Hungarian workers to be-

ware of this faker, thousands of workers

bought the worthless stocks because of the

ads tliey read in the Uj Elore. This fellow

paid for the ads with notes and after ix)c-

keting hundreds of thousands of dollars,

ran his corporation into bankruptcy. The
notes which the Uj Elore held for the am-
ount of $1,800 became worthless. But this

matter did not cause headaches for the

Hungarian Buro, It turned over these

worthies.-^ notes to the Sick Benefit and

Educational Federation for cash,

3. The investigation committees found

in the safe of the organization bad checks

to the amount of $2,333, issued by the Ac-

tive Press and the Uj Elore.

4. They found in the safe a note sign-

ed by Louis Kovess, a party leader, indorsed

by Gustave Mayer, anotlier party leader,

for the amount of one hundred dollars. The
note was payable in the month of March,

last year. They found a bad check cashed

for Hugo Gellert in the month of April,

last year. They found other notes for var-

ious sums given to party members.

5. For several years there was a grow-

ing demand for the replacement of the as-

sessment system with the more sound rate

system. This proposition was rejected by

the Hungarian Buro as "anti-prylctarian".

Tlie proposition is now given up by the Buro,

but the party leaders made an agreement

with a Philadelphia lawyer who for the

consideration of three thousand dollars un-

dertook to secure permission from the In-

surance Department of the State of Pennsy-

lvania to let the Pennsylvania branches re-

tain tlie unsound assessment system till

1932.

There were other instances of misuse

of funds and mismanagement found by

the investigation committees of the two

braches. The Astoria committee submitted

its report to the National Executive Com-

mittee of the organization. The party lead-

ers denied tbe charges at the meeting, but

something unexpected happened. The two

national auditors took the floor and made
a statement to the effect that every charge

was true, they know of these cases of mis-

management and corruption, they kept sil-

ent about them under the pressure of the

party leaders, but they refuse to shoulder

the responsibility for such mismanagement.

As a protest against it they tendered their

resignation. One of these auditors, Pisko-

thy, was a party member for a long time,

left the party just recently, but remained

a supporter of the Buro up to the time

of these exposures.

Supporter Turned into "Fascists" Overnight

The party eaders took action at once.

Day after day articles were published in

Uj Elore about a great fascist conspiracy

against the organization. Party members

and ardent supporters of the party for

many years, W'ho da-red to raise their voices

against the corrupt acts of the party leaders

were branded as fascists and the allies of

fascists. They were turned into fascists

by the party leaders overnight. In order

to reinforce this campaign carried on in the

party organ, four organizers were sent on

the road to visit the branches throughout

the country to expose the great "fascist con-

spiracy". Pressure was brought upon party

members in various cities to send in corre-

spondence expressing the unlimited con-

fidence of the workers in tbe party leaders.

The number of party members not t>eing

very impressive, letetrs were published in

Uj Elore allegedly written by members and
workers with signatures of "a member" and

"a worker"

In some cases the attacks made on

some members of the investigation com-

mitter^ have some justiflcation. Two or

three members of these committers had for

years a very strong anti-Communist atti-

tude, not so much on a theoretical basis but

rather because of dissatisfaction wtih the

way the affairs of the organizations were
Iiandled by the party. But the overwhelm-
ing majority of the opposition has always
been composed of sincere and loyal sup-

porters of the party. They are known as

such by the masses of the workers. By
branding them as fascists the party leaders

hope to turn them against the party, to

make tbeui anti-Communists and then to

have tlieir charges dismissed on the ground
tbar these charges, coming from a counter-

revolutionary camp, are not worthy of consi-

deration.

So far they have failed. The action

taken by the committees is anything but

anti-Communist, They made their report

and recommendations to the branches. They
demand tbe removal of the guilty party lead-

ers. They reject any tendency to withraw
support from tbe party or to overthrow tbe

party control. They insist that rank and
file party members should be elected to tbe

National Executive Conmiittee and that

party confrol should be ideological rather

than mt'chanical. Th(?y demand workers'

denitocracy in tbe organization. In the face

of all tbe provocation they declare that

they are going to carry on the struggle with-

in the bounds of the organization not for

the dissolution of the relation between the

organization and the party but for the

elimination of corruption.

If tbe opposition sticks to this line,

it will deserve support.

Beware of Dangers!

The appearance of any opposition with-

in ttte movement is taken by all anti-Com-

munist elements as a signal for a concerted

attack upon the party, upon Cx)mmunism.

These elements will try to attach themselves

to oppositions in the Communist movement.

An opposition, no matter liow justified, will

degenerate if it does not reject such ap-

proaches in a clear-cut, decisive manner.

The opposition in the Hungarian Sick Bene-

fit and Educational Federation has failed

to do this. This is a dangerous failure and

if not corrected at once, will lead to its

degeneration, Anti-Communist elements

will offer help. It must be repudiated. The

I. W, W. has taken up this fight and offers

a reme<ly ; to fight against corrupt leader-

sliip—replace the Marxian-Leninist theory

with syndicalist notions. The opposfition

must disassociate itself from such elements

in an unmistakable manner. Failure to do

this means disaster for it and tbe streng-

thening of the very bureaucracy against

whose corruption it began the fight.

There is another shortcoming of this

opposition. It is its failure to understand

the basic reasons for the situation- We
shall take up this question in our next ar-

ticle. —^ S.



THE MILITANTS' BOOKSHELF ^

LENIN AND THE XSKRA PERIOD

Volume IV, The Collected Works of Lenin;

The Iskra Period, Book 1. 336 Pages.

International Publishers, N«w York.

Thirteen yeiirs after the Ktissian rev-

oIuLioii and seven years after Tjenin's death

a serions beginning i.s made with the pub-

lication of his eollected works in English at

a price workers can afford. Such unpar-

donable tardiness; has. of course, its own
significance which neeti not be dealt with

here. It is most important now to report

that four volumes -comprising six books

liave recently been published in the popular

priced eflition. American militants thus

have access now to at least a j^wd part of

this long-buried treasure. For thiw we must

be grateful. The first l)ook of volume IV,

devoted to the early Iskra period, can only

be a source of deep satisfaction to one

who has the opportunity to re-ul it.

\Vliat the incomparable leader wrote in

this bonk, which covei*s! a part of the forma-

tive period of the Bolshevik Party (1000-

1902), has the most vitid import for the

American Oppositionists who follow in his

path and who ,^tand. as Lenin and his co-

workers istood then, before the task of as-

sembling and training the nucleus of the

future party of proletarian struggle and
victory. No duty is more pres.sing than the

eanseientious study of thase volumes ; no
task will be more quickly and abundantly

compensa tetl, Tlie words of Lenin himself,

in contradistinction to the interpretations

of those who speak in his name, reveal the

indissoluble unity of the ideas of the In-

'ternational Oppositlou with the ideas of

Lenin and reinforce conviction in them,

"Our teaching", said Engels, "is no
dogma but a manual of action.'* And no
less can be said of the teaching of Ijenin

wlio understood the doctrines of Marx and
Eagels in this sense and so applied them.
The study of his works therefore cannot be

a mere exercise in historical research. His
writings are to be conceived rather as text-

books on the strategy of the proletarian

revolution. They dishonor and distort Lenin
who reduce his teaehings to a system of
lifeless formulae. The thing is to grasp
their living essence, and its application to
our own time and place. In other words
to study his writings not as pedants but as
revolutionaries.

The Iskra "Declaration"

Iskra [The Spark], as most of our
readers know, was the paper founded by-

Lenin in 1900, One of the most interesting

documents in the volume under i-eview is

the "Decharation by the Editorial Board of
Iskra" which appeared in its first issue and
outlined the ideas and aims of the editors.

Iskra made it?i first appearance at a time
of rise in working class activity, when the
spontaneous hibor movement was running
ahead of its conscious political organiza-
tion. Tlie ideas of "Economism"—that is,

of limiting the political work of the Social
Democrats—were being propagated by an
intiuential group of leaders. The Social-

Democratic movement of the time consisted
of loosely connectetl circles, and was lack-
ing in a nnifonn program and cohesive or-

ganization. Lenin dedicated the Iskra to
the task of uniting the political movement
and overcoming the opportunist doctrines
of Economism,

The "Declaration" declared war on re-

visionisui, on Economism and the "effort

to push into the background the task of

forming a revolutionary party to lead the

struggle at the head of the whole people"

Thus from the very t>eginning Lenin
brought revolutionary theory into the fore-

ground, "Narrow practicality'*, he wrote
In the first draft of the Declaration, "de-

tached from the theoretical conception of
the movement as a whole may destroy the

contact between Socialism and the revolu-

Konary movement in Russia on the one
hand, and the spontaneous labor movement
on the other." These words have a direct

and immediate imijort today. esi)eciany for

those Communists immereed in trade union
work who tend to "lose" themselves in

details. The conception of the party, as the
highest form of proletarian organization

—

its unifying and directing force—was al-

ways uppernio.st in Lenin's thought as it

is unfolded on the pages of this book.

The Ameri-can Communist movement,
including all of its factions, represents far

less a political force than did the Social

Democratic movement of RuRsia during the

early Iskra period. And in view of its dis-

injtegration into factions it cannot justly

he said that it is more united. If the Social

Democrats of Ruf?sia at the time constituted

a disunited propaganda body, no more can
be .said for our present movement. How
then does our party regime, with its re-

gimentation of thought and ita barracks-

discipline, compare with Lenin's appraisal

Off the situation and the tasks? In the De-

ciaration Lenin poses the question of unit-

ing tlie movement. Po^ster, if we are not

mistaken, also stands for unity—only the

methods are somewhat different,

Ijcnin proposed a free discussion in the

colunms of the two journals {Iskra and
Zarya), "They must reflect", he wrote,

"all shades of opinion, all local peculiarities,

and all the various political methods." His

plan was to unite the movement through a

free i<leologica! .=ttruggle in which polemics

would nOt l)e suppressed Itut rather encour-

aged.

He wrote: "Open polemics, conduetetl

in the sigiit and hearing of all Russian Soc-

ial l>emocrats and class-con^scious workers,

are nc^cessary and desirable in order to ex-

plain the profoundness of the differences

tiiat exist, in order that disputed questions

may be discussed from all angles, to com-
bat the extremes into which representatives

of various views, various localities, or Tar-

ions branches of the revolutionary move-
uHMit invariably fall. Indeed, we regard
one of the di-awbacks of the present-day

movement to be tlie absence of open ]>olemics

between avowedly differing views, an effort

to conceal the diffei*enc^ that exist over
extremely fundamental questions," (Our
emphasis,) One has only to read these lines

to eomprehend the chasm which separates
the real Lenin from the epigones.

And that is not to say that Lenin had
in. mind a discussion from 'which no con-

clusions would be drawn. His aim, was to

draw clearly the lines of demarcation. The
publication was not to be merely a "store-

house for various views. On the contrary,

we shall conduct it along the lines of a
strictly defined tendency. This tendency
can l>e expressed by the word Marxism."
TTnity. said the heretic of 1!XK), "cannot be
brought about by simply giving orders."
FV»r that idea alone he would be expelled
in 1931.

Lenin the Orthodox Marxist

Lenin was an orthodox Marxist. This
fact leaps out from every page of his writ-

ings. They are profoundly wrong, there-

fore, who attempt to set Lenin up as a
theoretician beside Marx, that is, in opposi-
tion to Marx. Lenin's own writings refute
this idea. Bolshevism came into being, as
he himself sai-d in "Left Sickness," on the
granite foundations of Marxian theory. A
study of Lenin's works is therefore at the
same time a study of Marxism. If Engels
was the greatest popularizer of Marx's doc-
trines in a general sense, then Lenin was
undoubtedly the greatest popularizer of the
same doctrines in a special and particular
sense, Lenin's method was primarily the
method of polemic and of concrete applica-
tion. Through Lenin the word of Marx was
Illustrated in the deed. It was Trotsky
who once remarked that the best road to
Marx was through Lenin, In this lx)ok,

which from first to last is a demonstration
of .Marxist truth in the heat of polemical
butties, one can see a remarkable confirma-
tion of this thought.

This is .shown with singular clarity
in the pamphlet, "The Agrarian Question
And The Critics of .Marx," which makes up
a full third of the first of the two books
devot(^ to the Iskra period. Here some of
the most difficult problems of Marxism are
elucidated with an A. B. C. simplicity.
Moreover the pamphlet demonstrates the
painsf.'iking and thorough research with
which the destined leader of the Russian
revolution had informed himself for this
<-onfiicr with the "critics*'. Thereby he was
not only able to rout the 'iaw of dimin-
iS'hing retui-ns" on theoretical grotmds alone.
Tills "law", brought forward by the "cri-
tics" in support of the "superiority"' of
small-scale farming, was also demolished
in Lenin's pamphlet by a detailed analysis
of statistics showing the actual trend ofthe
development of agriculture in the opposite
direction.

How significant tliis polemic was for
the Russian revolution can l)e estimated,
for example, by citing a couple of well-
known historic facts. Ijenin, wlio defended
Marxism on the agrarian question, stood,
in the decisive hour, at the head of the
victorious proletariat

; Chernov, against
whom the polemic was directed, didn't re-
cognize the revolution when it arrived and
foand himself on the other side of the bar-
ricade with his Social Revolutionary party.
n is no secret that American revolution-
aries have yet to undertake a serious study
and application of Marxism on the agrarian
queistion. That nece.ssary study can very
well begin with I.^nin's pamphlet referred
to here.

Lenin was an all-sided leader, unique

in all history. Nothing escaped Mm or was
beyond his attention. The party he created,

for which history has no comparable ex-

ample, bears testimony to the work of a

genius in whom theory and practice, in all

their ramifications, were united. Take the

single question of the rdle of leaders, and

the collective work of the group of leaders

—which he truly described as an art, and

an art, we may say parenthetically, which

is all too little known—and see with what

attentiveness he studied the problem, and

solved it in advance, Lenin, the theorist

anfl practical leader in one, knew ~ what

ped'ints and formalists will never know-
that such a question as the personal rela-

tions between leaders can often play an
enormous, even if not a finally decisive rBle.

Did he not speak in tlie last testament to

the Party of the rudeness of Stalin and
"the relations between Stalin and Trotsky"

as constituting "a big half of the danger

of tluit split" he wanted to prevent? In

direct «mnection with this danger of split

lie ma<le his proposal to remove Stalin from

the i)ost of Party Secretary. And in this

Ijook there is a very illuminating article

which bears the title, "How The Spark Was
Nearly Extinguished" Therein he shows
how the newspaper enterprise with its great

l)0liticai aims was once on the point of

disruption because of the arbitrary cinduct

of Plekhanov and "the spoiled personal re-

lations" which ensued from it. Leaders who
master the art of working together greatly

enhance thereby their usefulness to the

revolution.

Not the least of the qualities of Lenin's

matchless genius was his unfailing ability

to combine realism with far-sighted vision.

He knew what he wanted and how to get

it. And he also knew tlie next step. Tliat

is a remarkable combination, and a rare

one. Trotsky, in his Autobiography, speaks
of the Menshevik Martov who, in revolu-

tionary situations had thoughts for all

questions "except the all-important ques-

tion: What to do next?" And of Lenin
he remarked that in all his preoccupations
with matters great and small the goal was
never absent from hi's thought. But to-

gether with that, as has been said, he con-
centrated on the task of the moment. He
used the expression about grasping "the
next link in the chain" so often that it has
become a truism for the movement ; re-

peated often enough, unfortunately, by peo-
ple who could not grasp it as surely as
Ijenin did. If one could sum up the im-
pression received from this first book of
writings during the Iskra period in a word
it would be to say : Lenin gives here a
series of object lessons in the art of keep-
ing sight of the goal and knowing what to
do next in the struggle toward the goal,

">Vhere To Begin"

This is the essential quality of the not-

a!)le article reprinted from the fourth num-
ber of Iskra which api)eared in May. 1901,

and called, "Where To Begin" There he
outlined a system and plan of practical ac-

ti\ity which would be consonant with the
permanent interests of the movement and
lead in the direction of its final aims. This
article sfirreil up a great conmiotion
throughout the ranks of the Russian Social-
Democrats and—in an extended form^lny
canu" the basis upon which the future nuc-
leus of tlic Bolshevik faction was concen-
trated. Tlie scattered and disunited char-
acter of the movement, the kind of an or-

ganization needed, and the first steps toward
its creation—these were the questions he
put and answered in "Where To Begin",

First ol" all ht; called f(u- the formation
of a fighting political organization. "Work
for the estal)lishment of a fighting organiza-
tion [he said] nuist be carried on under
all circumstances, no matter how 'drab and
peaceful the times may be, and no matter
how low the 'depression of revolutionary
spirit' has sunk. More than that, it is pre-
cisely in such conditions and in such per-
iods that this work is particularly required:
for it would be too late to start building
such an organization in the midst of upris-
ings and outbreaks. The organization must
be I'^ady when the moment arrives." These
words were tnie for Czarist Russia thirty
years ago, and they are no less true for
America today. Even now it is necessarj-
to prepare for the future day.

The organization he projected was to
be a political organization ; in other words
a party. Lenin was an irreconcilable foe
of all eclecticism, narrow-mindedness and
localism. The movement had to Ite united
on a national scale; it had to invest all its

detaikxl activities with a sweeping per-

spective of revolutionary overthrow. He
wrote: "Our movement, intellectually as
well as practically (organizationally), suf-

fers most of all from being scattered, from

the fact that the vast majority of Social-

Democrats are almost entirely immersed in

local work, which narrows their point-a£-

view, limits their activities and affects their

conspiratorial skill and training. It is to

this fact of being scattered that we must

ascribe the vacillation and the hesitation to

which I have referred above".

The R6ie of a Newspaper

And the fir.st task upon which he de-

manded the concentration of the movement,

in preparation for its unification on a prin-

cipled basis into a political organization

which, in turn, would organize the revolu-

tionary victory of the proletariat, was the

establishment of a newspaper. "The first

step toward removing this defect" said the

article, "and transforming several local

movements into a united national (All-Rus-

.sian) movement Is the establishment of a

national All-Russian newspaper. Finally,

it is a political paper we need. Without
a political organ, a political movement de-

serving that name is impossible in modern
Europe. . . .

"But the rOle of a paper is not con-

fined to the spreading of ideas, to political

education and to procuring xwlitieal allies.

A paper is not merely a collective propa-

gandist and collective agitator, it is also a
collective organizer."

The article "Where To Begin" was a
brief synopsis of the views he was to ela-

borate a few months later in his famous
pamphlet "What is to be done?". In this

pamphlet, which became a cornerstone of

Bolshevism, Lenin settled accounts with the
Economists and, with the revisers and
"critics" of Marx. He elucidated the limit-

ations of trade unionism with a profound
insight wiiieh the whole history of inter-

national syndicalism has completely vindi-

cated. He outlined the r61e of the Party

—

extending and concretizing Marx's theory
of the vanguard—and brought forward for
the first time the project of a body of pro-

fessional revolutionaries who would devote
their lives wholly to the revolution and
take upon themselves the leadership and
direction of the entire movement. "What
Is To Be Done" is part of the contents of

the second book of the volume devoted to

the Iskra period and as such will be the
subject of review another time.

—J. P. C.

THE REPRESSION IN SPAIN

PARIS.—
The repression of Admiral Aznar yields

in no respect to that of Berenguer, It is

directed against the worker militants. The
monarchy wants to stifle in advance the
voice of the proletarian revolution, while
it plays the politician with the bourgeois
republicans to whom it offers ministerial
portfolios in its golden cage.

The Spanish Communist Party hardly
exists. At the present moment, it has
neither unity, nor cadres, nor clear per-

spectives. The first task of the Commun-
ists in Spain is to invest their party with
organization and a political platform. This
work has hardly been begun. Let us add
tiiat it canjiot be conductetl properly ex-
cept through the tenacious efforts of the

Ol)position.

Jn the meanwhile, tiie militants are be-
ing constantly flung into prison. The ap-
proa^{.-h of a period of electoral agitation
now an dthen (-auses some doors to open
while others are iieing closed. Our com-
rade Andres Xin, who Iiad been arre:sted
dfiring the December events, has now been
released. Tlie same is true of our comrade
.lose Soriano. Estcban Bilbao and Justo
Solozabal have also been let go.

But Our comrade Lacroix remains im-
prisoned in Valencia, where he has been
for more than eight months. Comrade
Garcia Lavid, condemned to five years im-
prisonment, remains at Ocana. His brother,
Luis Garcia I^vid, has also just been ar-
rested at Bilbao, In the same city, our
comrade Leonato Miguel has been arrested
too.

AH these Opposition Communists are
in the front ranks in the revolutionary
struggle. Tiiey are setting the example in
political firmness and proletarian conrage.
\ye shall return to the general political
situation in Spain in a coming numlier.

HAS YOrR SURSCRIPTION EXPIRED?

TItis issue of The Militant is No. 65
If the number on your wrapper is less than
65, you should renew your subscription. All
expirations will be cut off the mailing list

unless renewal is i-eceived before the next
number goes to press.
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LEHERS from the MILITANTS

BOSTON—Our branch here is now on

e better working basis. For some months

diflScnltieB existed, arising out of disagree-

ments on how to proceed with practical ac-

tivities, with the result that the branch

work suffered and opportunities available

were not fully taken advantage of. These

difficulties are now eliminated.

At the public meeting arranged Feb.

2&th, comrade Swabeck spoke, substituting

for Oannon who was unable to be present

About 75 workers attended the meeting and

several took part in a very lively discussion

on the subject "Prospects for the New Un-

5on!a." This became the beginning toward

overcoming difficulties. At a brp^nch meet-

ing which followed, the existing problems

came up for exhaustive discussion. Com-

plete agreement on all fundamental princi-

ples very soon ironed out all past differences

end plans for future work could go ahead.

Our members in Boston are very ac-

(tive in the trade unions, in other workers'

organizations as well as in the unemploy-

ment movement. A record of years of de-

voted work in the front ranks of tlie work-

ers' struggles has gained for them consi-

derable influence, so much so that petty

factional attempts by local Stalin bureau-

crats could not in the least impair their

standing. This is one very good promise

for even better success in future activities.

CHICAGO—Beginning with March first

our Chicago branch has conducted a series

of lectures every Sunday, 2:30 P. M., at 30

N. Wells St. with. local comrades speaking

on subects vital to the working class move-

ment. The first meeting held March 1st,

was a success. Hugo Oehler spoke on the

subject of "Trotsky, Stalin and the Theory

of Socialism in One Country." A little bet-

ter than 75 workers attended, several of

them representing their views in the dis-

cussion following the lecture.

These meetings are being continued

through the month of March. By the time

this ipsne goes to press the second and third

lecture of the series will have been held.

For r;he second lecture the subject was

"Trotsky, the I^eft Opposition and the Five

Year Plan" and for the .third "Unemploy-

ment, the Six Hour Day and the Commun-
ist Party". The final lecture for the month

will be by Hugo Oehler on March 22, on

the subject "The Three Currents of the

Communist Movement and Revolutionary

Perspectives".

ST. LOUIS, MO.—From a point of in-

tense activities, leading a sui^tantial un-

employment demonstration and conducting

lectures during the early part of the present

crisis, our small branch in St. Louis wit-

nessed somewhat of a relapse. Activities

decreased up until almost the present mom-

ent when the comrades are again pulling

themselves together and taking steps to re-

establish the branch as a functioning unit.

Arrangements are now made for a speaking

date in the city for comrade Oehler for

which further definite announcements will

appear in the next issue. His visit will also

be utilized for a special branch meeting to

take up concrete plans for practical activ-

ities for the future.

THE PACIFIC COAST—Scattered con-

tacts in the San Francisco and Los Angeles

territories are beginning to spread our

literature more effectively. It is speeded

on by the general increase of work-

ing class activities on the Pacific Coast.

Comrade Curtis, who is traveling thei-e, has

uptilizod the opportunity to help along get-

ting a better distribution for the Militant

and foir our general literature. That there

is something in the offing is very definitely

indicated bv the increasing orders for the

Trotsky pamphlets. One agency in IjOS

Angeles, the Belmont News Company is dis-

tributing a large s^upply, one order alone

running to 200 pamphlets.

FROM THE NATIONAL OFFICE—Our
Second National Conference is now defin-

itely scheduled to be held in New York Ci>ty

the first week in .Tuly. Within a few weeks

we will begin publication of draft theses

and resolutions and prepare for a discussion

based upon this material.

Our first supply of 25,000 unemployment

leaflets is now just about exhausted. Prac-

tically all of the branch^ have taken part

in the distribution. Our publishing activ-

ities now include six different pamphlets

by comrade Tti-otsky all of which are off

the press and in circulation. Full descrip-

tion with price, etc., appears elsewhere.

We now have in preparation "The Perman-

ent Revolution" also by L. D. Trotsky,—

a

book of about 200 pages.

THE PROGRAM OF EXPANSION

CAMPAIGN
Beeent information from England shows

the definite development of two organized

gPO»pB adhering to the International Com-

mAnist Left Opposition. One, a group of In-

dian comrades now In London and the other

a group of raemfbers of the British Commun-
ist Party. With that, there has been a rapid

Increase of our literature sales. Militant

bundle sales have trebled within the past

few weeks, pamphlet sales have witnessed

an almost similar increase. Both of these

developments urge more speed toward the

completion of our Program of Expansion.

We are, however, only just beginning.

In addition to progress formerly reported,

we now have word from our small New
Haven branch, each member of which will

take one certificate. The Kansas City

branch secretary states : "we endorse the

program and wilt do all we can to put It

over 100 percent with cash also. The pro-

gram is sound and you will soon receive a

check from us as a starter". When the

Kansas City branch members speak tills

way we know they mean it. It is attested

by their regular remittance each monh, on
the dot, of $20.00 for the sustaining fund.

The New York branch has proceeded to

complete its part of the program in a sys-

tematic manner. Each member making
pledges for a cash contribution has a defin-

ite time limit set when payments are to be

completed. A committee has charge of or-

ganization. When a member misses a meet-

ing he is communicated with on his pay-

ment. In a similar manner sympathetic

workers are being approached, first by a

letter and followed up by a personal visit.

The first steps have been taken to launch
the publishing company and print the cer-

tificates for the $10.00 contributions. This

is the first part of the program becoming
a reality. The International Bulletin of

the Left Opposition Is now appearing. The
first issue is out, price 15 cents, the sec-

ond issue will be out In less than a week.
Thus step by step as the branches, mem-
bers and sympathetic workers give the

necessary support, the plan is being real-

ized.

Contributions received since last report

are as follows

:

Roll Call OR tile Progra^i of Expansion

M. Lewitt $ 10.00

H. Capelis 15.00

M. Sterling 10.00

M. Engel 15.00

M. Rose 2.00

X P. Cannon 5.00

L. Basky tO.OO

Total $ 67.00

Previously reported 122.00

Total to date $ 189.00

Expansion Program Record

HELP
LIFT
THE
BLACK

$1,000. KrIIHB*

$1,500.

$500.
Collected

to date

$180.

I

PARIS COMMUNE AFFAIR

The New York branch of the Commun-

ist League of America (Opposition) is hold-

ing a celebration of the sixtieth anniver-

sary of the Paris Commune on Saturday,

March 21, 1931, at the Hungarian Hall,

323 East 79th Street. The arrangements

committee has made every effort to assure

an enjoyable evening for all the rebels of

New York who come down to the affair.

There will be music by a capable orchestra,

dancing and other entertainment. Brief re-

marl^ will be made by one of the active

comrade on the significance for the working

class and revolutionary movements of the

Paris Commune of 1871. Tickets for the

affair are fifty cents in advance and sixty

cents at the door (hat check included in the

ticket). All friends and sympathizers of

the movement are very cordially Invited.

STALINIST DECAY IN ENGLAND

LONDON.—
I suppose the situation over here must

seem rather perplexing to one abroad, and

it would be very different to explain In a

letter. At the present time dissatisfaction

exists everywhere. It doesn't matter with

whom one comes in contact: members of

the C. P., I. L. D.. Labor Party, Minority

Movement, trade unionists, and so on, dis-

content is everywhere. The question is of

course how to harness this diseontent.

In every big dispute of late, and we
have had a few—miners, textile workers,

etc.,—our crowd have been absolutely out

of the picture. I could give quite a few
insitances here In I^ondon of just local

strike in which the workers were solid

and preparetl to fight, but the offer of assis-

tance and help from the Minority Move-

ment or the Communist party was point

blank refused. Two good comrades whom I

know quiite well were met only a couple

of weeks ago with 'Hhe only assistance we
want is : keep away". The last desperate ef-

fort of the party here to make a splash is

the "Workers' Charter" campaign they're

running, but from reports I am of the opin-

ion that the big conference will be a wash-
out. That Is, as far as 'being a represen-

tative conference Is concerned. Instructions

have been sent out that delegates must be
got, no matter what they represent. So we
are going to have the usual mass meeting
of a thousand people called delegates, and
every group of ten or more will be allowed
to send their number as delegates.

According to the latest data, the party
membership is now below 1,000. It started

ten years ago with 5,000, during the Gen-
eral Strike it reached nearly the 10,000

mark. The DaJIy Worker circulation has
dropped from 10,000 when it started to less

than 5,000. When one thinks that at one
time the Workers' Weekly reached the 70,{KX>

mark, and the Sunday Worker at one per-
iod reached 110,000, it makes one want to
vomit.

—BLACK DIAMOND.

THE INDIVIUDAL AND THE
REVOLUTION

CHICAGO.—
Of late my only source of real Com-

munist information seems to be the Militant,

and so I decided to ask you to be kind

enough to clear up the following question

for me.

One of the comrades made a statement

that "If not for Lenin and Trotsky the

Russian revolution would have been a fail-

ure", meaning that it would not have

worked out to be a proletarian revolution.

Now, with all the respect that I have

for these two people—in fact, I feel that

if something ?!erious should happen to Trot-

sky I don't know who there Is to look to

as' an authority from the Marxisit point

(jf view—I still don't think the above state-

ment is correct. If it were correct that

would mean that leaders are responsible for

historic events and not conditions. Please

tell me what I can read on the subjeot and

also express vour opinion.

—H. MASHOW.

(It is in no sense a violation of the

Marxist conception of historical develop-

ment—on the contrary, It is its living es-

sence—<to say that objective conditions alone

are inadequate for the accomplishment of

the proletarian revolution. Just as one

chemical reagent is required to act upon

another to make a precipitate, so man, soc-

ially organized, is required to intervene at

given stages of historical progress, is en-

abled to influence the course of history to

an enormous degree. Man makes his own

history, said Marx, although not out of

the whole cloth ; to make it, he must use

the materinls at hand at the given moment.

This is especiially true at the moment of the

proletarian uprising. Given the objective

conditions, without which not even the most

superhuman efforts of men can "make" a

revolution, it is possible for the most clear-

headed, far-sighted, boldest elements of the

working class-^the revolutionary party—to

place itself at the head of the proletariat

and establish It as the ruling ckiss by the

overthrow of bourgeois class domination.

This is what happened in Russia, but the

ground for it was laid mainly by Lenin

after his arrival from Swiss exile. The

fact is that prior to his arrival, practically

every single one of the Bolshevik party

leaders did not see an inch further than

the bourgeois revolution. To put on the

order of the day the seizure of power by

the proletariat was as far from the minds

of Stalin, Rykov, ZInoviev, Kamenev, Molo-

tov, Nogin, and the others as the- sun from

the moon. To read Lenin's polemical writ-

ings at that time (particularly against Kam-

enev, one of the leaders of the Right wing

who accused Lenin of Trotskyism ) Is

to understand the enormous obstacles Lenin

found in the way of swinging the party

chiefs to his point of view which was, of

<rourse, identical with Trotsky's. Had It

not been for Lenin's historic struggle in-

side the party, which culminated in the

final adoption of the famous April theses, it

Is oi^en to considerable doubt if the Bolsh-

evik party would have accomplished in time

that "ideological re-armament" of which
Trotsky speaks. And without this rearma-

ment. The Bolshevik party would have
ml-ssed the revolutionary opportunity created

by objective conditions as surely as It was
missed by the Brandler-Thalhelmer leader-

s-hip in Germany In 1923.

We are not partisans of the petty l>our-

geols theory of "great men" and -tJieir all-

determining role in history. But there Is

no virtue, and no Marxism, in the theory

that men, grouped together and even singly

at times, have no particular bearing on the

shaping of history, A vivid picture of the

eonltrary, relating especially to the point

raised l>y comrade Mashow, is given by com-
rade Trotsky in various sections of his

book "My Life".—Ed.)

THE NEW YORK OPEN PORUM

The Open Forum of th« New York
branch of the Communist League, on Febru-

ary 28 and March 7, at the Labor Temple,

14th Street near 2nd Avenue, where Mai
Shachtman and .lames P. Gannon respec-

tively led the discussions were mtrat inter-

esfting. The respective subjects were closely

related. Max having spoken on the third

division in the Socialist party (the "Mili-

tant" gornp) and Cannon having explained

and exposed the socalled "progressives".

Present at both meetings were paitty mem-
bers and Lovestoneites. Animated discus-

sion took place each time.

The Leninist principle of the united

front, rather than the zig-zags of the Cen-

trists and in contrast to the liquidationist

tendency of the Right wingers, was ably

championed as the only means of ending

the infiuence of the Stanleys and Mustes and
bring their worker-supporters closer to Com-
munism.

The more there are of such meetings

as these, the clearer It will become to all

honest and intelligerii^ workers that the

political position of the Left Opposition is

revolutionary to the core.

—GEO. .T. SAUIi.

THE ANTI-RED DRIVE IN GREECE
(Continued from page 3)

mentary propaganda and educational nuclei

of the same organization.

The tribunal has condemned the fol-

lowing Archio-Marxists under the anti-Com-

munist law : Panaghiotidos, to 8 months In

prison and two In deportation : Moustakos,

to the same sentence; Tsirigotis, to six

months in prison and two in deportation;

Papnlcolaou, to four months imprisonment
an two in deportation : the others, to 75

days.

The -correspondent of the newspaper
Acropolis writes from Salonica:

"For two years the Communists have
been divided into two camps, fighting each

other bitterly. Prom this struggle have is-

sue<l fortli the Archio-Marxists whose
new theory is based on a firmer and more
scientific organization of the followers of

revolution. The Archio-Marxists are work-
ing on the basis of precise instructions and

a complete program. They are filled with

faith and fanaticism and are ready to die

upon command. They are a sort of Cheka
I.?].

"In the house of Panaghiotides there

were arrested ifhe day before yesttttrday,

young men and women who have l>een Ini-

tiated into Communism. The students ar-

rested have for the most part confessed

:

"Yes, we have come to learn lessons in.

Communism in order to teach others. The
working class is being heavily oppressed.

The present regime must; be overthrown.' "

Against the terror and the attacks of the

capitalist class in Greece and everywhere,

the Communists of the entire world, no mat-

ter what faction they belong to, must pre-

sent a united front of revolutionary strug-

gle. In Greece, in Spain, in France and In

the United States the members of the Op-
position have suffered under the lash of

ruthless capitalist justice, together with all

real Communist militants. The members
of the Left Opposition have been and always
will be found in the ranks of the class

struggle. In our fight side by side with the

militants of the party we shall yet have
occasion to propose concrete lines of work-

ers' defense. In the meantime, we call

upon all workers to protest energetically

against the white terror in the Balkans.

Protest against the reprisals of the

Venizelos dictatorship!

Free all class war prisoners!
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inoisMi
What Has Happened

in Illinois f

By JOSEPH ANGELO
SPRINGFIELD, ILL^—

Tlie compromise and the capitulation

'between the Lewis and the Fishwick-Walk-

er factions in the Miner's Union is neither

surprising (see my article, Militant, Nov.

15, 1930) nor is it anything new in the af-

faire of the miners' union. The compromise

enriohas the aresnal of tlie rank and file

and will unqnestionally result in a strug-

gle for the formation of a new miners'

union.

Both the Lewis and Fishwick-Walker

factions "blame" Judge Edward's decision

as the reason for the cessation of the sham
warfare. Yet, the facts and action speak

louder than the lips of these self-confessed

labor fakers. It was the attorneys hired by

the Lewis and Fishwick-Walker factions

that prepared a written decision in line

with Judge Edwards pronouncements and

which t^e Judge signed. Judge Edwards

was merely a P«ppet of the Lewis-Plshwick-

Walker faction when he signed the lawyers'

decree which stipulated that the injunction

of Fishwick-Walker against Lewis be made
permanent . . . that Lewis' union and con-

stitution is the "only United Mine Workers

union" . . . that district dnes must be

paid to Walker and the international dues

to Lewis, etc. Everybody knows that Pres.

Green of the A. F. of L. was in Springfield

at fhe time of the last trial and that both

Walker and Lewis had conferences with

him, from which resulted the decision that

the Judge made. Again, immediately after

the oral decision made by the Judge in

Springfield, both Lewis and Walker left for

Washington, D C, where undoubtedly to-

gether with Green the compromise was fur-

ther perfected to be presented to the Chicago

conference. The reason for "blaming" the

Judge who carried out their plans is to

soothe tlie rising militancy of the rank and

file miners and then shove the Lewis-Walk-

er union down their throats.

As soon as the rank and file miners

heard about the compromise between the

labor-fakers, they went into motion rapid-

ly. According to official report 6,700 min-

ers slopped paying dues to Pishwick the

first week of compromise. Since then, one
local after another has stopped paying dues

to both Lewis and Fischwick, Today, there

are hardly a dozen locals in Illinois that

are sending dues to either Lewis or Fish-

wick. Not only does the rising revolt of

the miners express itself against the labor

faktrs in the stoppage of dues, bHt against

the coal operators as well. The picketing of

mines, fighting for a division ot work am
burning of railroad bridges near the min^
In West Frankfort and the three thousand

mine pickets on three mines that tfied

to lower the wages in Belleville show that

the miners have lost hope, as far the ofiicia!

fakers are concerned, to settle their griev-

ancee. Therefore, the rank and file miners
are attempting to settle their grievances

themselves. The compromise has aroused
tremendous anger among the rank and file

which will express Itself in many local

strikes for better conditions and against

any wage-cuts in Illinois.

Immediately after the compromise was
made the adherents of the Howat faction

who were left In the cold to shift for them-
selves, together with the Muste group called

a conference in St. Louis for the purpose
of organizing a new international union.

It was decided to call the convention in

St, Louis on April 15th, It calls upon the

rank and file to organize a militant rank
and file union, stresses the organization of

the unorganized and doing away with Lewis
bossism, yet it is a. weak-kneed document
—^typical of the Muste-Howat group. It

does not even openly attack its erstwhile

friends—the Walkers, Fishwicks, etc.

The position of Howat is far from sat-

isfactory to any Left winger. Since the
agreement between Lewis and Walker, How-
at has not uttered one syllable openly
against either Walker or Flshwlck who have

me
gone back Into the Lewis organization after

spending hundreds of thousands of the

miners' hard-earned dollars, Howat has not

told the miners of Illinois why Fjshwick
and Walker kept such Left wingers as Mor-
gan and Leech of Staunton, and Besson of

Tayorville off the 'ballot at the last elec-

tion of the re-organized miners* union. The
rank and file miners, especially the Left

wing, must insist that no doors be left open
for Walker, Fishwick, etc., at the conven-

tion called in St. Louis.

There is no doubt that the position of

Oscar Ameringer in calling for a district

convention, as outlined in the last two is-

(Coaitinued on page 8)

ers In i\evo
Rank and File Rebel Against Fishwick-Lewis

Agreement; New Union Call Issued

Once'again a scoundrel's agreement has

been made in the Illinois mine fields. The
John L, Ijewis and Fishwick-Walker cliQues,

with all their big and petty officials, have

settled their little "differences" and agreed

upon the place for each to take around the

flesh pots.

Significantly enough this agreement was
reached, signed and sealed in a capitalist

court. The Fishwick-Walker combine is

divorced from the so-called reorganized U.

;5-«S^%*'rfSifei-;

A Photograph of comrade Leon Trotsky at his work-desk in Prinklpo, taken a short

time before the ftre broke out which buraed down his home^ destroying his library and
many other valuable material.

Help Rebuild Trotsky's Libraryl
Authoritative reports from Prinkipo con-

firm in all their essentials the dispatches

of recent date in the capitalist press con-

cerning the fire which destroyed the home
of comrade Trotsky in his island exile. By
rare good fortune, the manuscript of the

history of the Russian revolution which he

is completing, an invaluable file of corre-

spondence with Lenin, and a number of

other documents were rescued from the

flames. But the entire library of comrade
Trotsky was destroyed, not to speak of many
other personal effects.

The exact cause of the conflagration has

not yet been established. Whether it was
accidentlal, or due to the dastardly efforts

of a Stalinist hireling—and the whole past

of Stalin's persecution of the Opposition

in general and Trotisky In particular makes
the latter alternative not at all inconceiv-

able—is not yet known. But in any case,

the destruction of his library has placed

the greatest handicaps upon comrade Trot-

sky and his work as the leader of the In-

ternational Left Opposition (Bolshevik-

Leninists). Laboring under the difficulties

of his Turkish exile—imposed upon him
by the united front of Stalin, Kemal Pasha
and the rulens of "democratic" Europe

—

has been an enormous hindrance in the

recent past. The fire has multiplied the

difficulties a hundred fold.

The assistance of every revolutionist,

in every part of the world, is imperatively
needed now to overcome these d:fficultles as

much as possible. The International Sec-

retariat of the Left Opposition has launched
an appeal to all militants to help restore

the library of comrade Trotsky. This can
be done in two ways: (1) send j<ll the books

you can, books by Marx, Engels, Lenin and
Trotsky written in Russian, German, French
or English, or books on subjects related to

their work (History, economics, sociology,

etc.,) to the headquarters of the Communist
League of America, at 84 Ea.^t 10th Street,

so that they may be foi^warded immediately
to comrade Trotsky in Turkey; (2) send all

the money you can lafford for an interna-

tional fund which is being collected for the

same purpose. All moneys will be strictly

accounted for, find sent immedistely to the
International Secretariat in Paris. Make
all checks and money orders payable to The
Militant, 84 Eest 10th Street, New York,
N, Y.

We urge all our friends and supporters
to act upon thl? matter immediately. The
need is great. The response nuist be equal
to it. Help restore the library of the gifted

leader of the International I^eft Opposition,
Leon Trotsky,

N. Y. OPEN
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M, W, It ha.s become the recognized Illin-

ois di^itrict administration, Lewis with-

draws his provisional officers fiom the dis-

trict and is recognized as the head of the

V. M, W. of A,—that is, whatever is left of it.

And then, in an effort to prevent the ex-

pected wrath of the rank and file member^
ship to become cr^'stallized in an actual

rebellion, the attorney in charge of this

agreement, J, Londrigan, denounces any con-

templated convention as "an ict of secee-

sion and an open attempt to form a dual
organization."

The rank and file memberiiiiip will now
be exi>ected to pay the enormous bills of a
court litigation between thesa two cliqu^t

which began Oct, 1920, They wil! be ex-

pected to pay continued royalties to these

mercinary otlicials who have been leaving

behind them a trail of wreckiigt; of a one©
splendid organization and of miners' homes
forced down to the lowest point of de-

gradation. The bills are expected to be
paid through the check-off from miners*

wages collected by the operators. The lat-

ter are to get their share of the reward of
the spoils to accrue from the agreement
through increascxl profits derived by further
lowering of the miserable conditions of the
miners.

Will maters pan out as these thieves-

contemplate? Hardly—Discontent is now-
seething, a rank and flle revolt movement
is on foot, Staunton has become the strong-

hold of the rebellious forces. Shortly after

the consummation of the agreement, 300
coal miners from several point.s in Illinois

met in Staunton, denounced the agreement-
and <:lecide<l upon the calling of a special

convention. This to be held in St. Louis
on April 15. C'learly enough there can h&
no alternutive for this moVemert to consider
seriously except a complete break with the
corrupt officials and their who e line of pol-

icy of treason.

One year ago, on March 10, a wide-

spread, healthy miners' rebellion was frus-

trated and harnessed into delusive chan-
nels. The revolt was a healthy one in the

sense that it strove already then for a
complete break with John L. Lewis and
the whole tradition of his corrnpt admini-
stration. It was, however, capitalized

by the Fishwick-Walker-Farriiigton com-
bine, who, with tiieir whole string of rapac-
ious petty officials, succeeded in turning
this movement into one for personal spoils..

To make such complete diversion of a heal-
thy rebellious movement possible this com-
bine cleverly utilized the "progressive'

front of Howat, Brophy, Hapgood and
others, Howat, despite his long experience
with the corrupt officialdom of the U. M.
W. of A., allied himself with these old
hands at the game of treason. Previously
he had been an ally of the^ Communist*
and genuine Left wing forces but the weak-
ened condition rea<-hed by the latter through
a continuous blunder policy made possible
the backsliding of Howat, He no longer
needed any such silHances. The result
of this period .since the beginning of the
rebellion a yrar ;tgo, in which Howat played
such a miserable role, are now epitomised
in the sell-out agreement. It becomes a
powerful object lesson of what rhe road
of reformism actually leads to.

Alexander Howat, who was eased out
of his office by the I.*wis-Fishwick-Walker
agreement, has now with the other Muste
type of "lea(iers", becf)me one of rhe ac-
tive sponsors of the present lebellion. A
warning must be issued against this type
of "Ieadep,s" who during the whole exist-
ence of the socalled reorganized U. M. W.
of A. failed to fight the contemplated trea-
son of the Fishwick-Walker a<lministration.
Thus they played the game of stalking
horses for the reactionaries, lieing in the
Fishwick camp one day only to return
to the camp of other reactionaries a while-
later. The miners will win out if they-
rely on their own class strength.

(Continued on page 4)



HERBERO QUOTES TROTSKY

We learned from Shakespeare that the

devil can cite scriptures for his purpose,

and this maxim, is called to mind by the

attempt of the Eight wing of American Com-

munism to make use of a quotation from

Trotsky. In the March 14th issue of the

Revolutionary Age, Herberg takes a few

sentences from the revolutionary writings

of the leader of the International Left Op-

position and tries to fit them into an oppor-

tunist frame. In his search after an "au-

thority" for the Idea that objective causes

pre-determine the passivity of American la-

t>or in the crisis, be cites, as "explanation

wthich deserves serious consideration", the

following remarks in Trotsky's autobiogra-

phy:
"After a period of big battles and de-

feats, a crisis has the effect of depr^sing

rather than arousing the working class. It

undermines the workers' confidence in their

power and demoralizes them politically. Un-

der such conditions only an industrial re-

vival can close the ranks of the proletarlajt,

pour fresh blood into its veins, restore its

confidence In itself 'and make it capable of

further struggle."

As a general proposition it cannot be

'denied that International experience has

tended to confirm this clear and precise

formulation of the question. If Herberg

were referring to it in that sense no one

oould object. But in offering Trotsky's gen-

eral formula to explain away a radical per-

spective of the American crisis, Herberg dis-

torts its meaning and applies it to a spe-

cific and concrete situation where it does

not fit. Trotsky s oonclusions, as quoted

by Herberg, presuppose a number of fac-

tors which are absent in the concrete case

of the American crisis and its effect on tlie

la'bor movement.

In the first place, our cri?5is did not

follow "a period of big battles and defeats",

of the workers, except in the case of the

miners. In the second place, the passivity

of the workers did not arise from the crisis,

as Herberg Implies, but existed over a long

period before it and arose on the basis of

the prosperity. And finally, we maintain

that the crisis has already exerted more of

a radicalizing than a depressing influence

on the working class of America. Illustra-

tions: The unemployment demonstrations;

the increase of Communist and Socialist

votes; Lawrence strike, etc. Prom all

these facts, which are specific oeculariaties

of the American crisis situation, it is clear

that ihe opportunist 'has quoted the Marxist

only to distort him.

How significant is this little incident!

Out of the voluminous literary productions

of Trotsky—a veritaWe library on the theme

of how to grajjp the revolutionary situation

and win the victory—the American Brand-

lerites extract one small paragraph devoted

to retreats and defeats, and quote it, wifh

approval, in a false connection. Anything

y^ill (Jo—even a chance word from Trotsky

—to bolster up the theory that "the re-

serves of American imperialism" remain un-

shaken. The "reserves" of the masters of

America are undoubtedly very great, but

the reserves of the proletariat are even

greater. In our opinion the crisis is serv-

ing and will serve to awaken more workers

rto the consciousness of .this fact.

Contradictory forces are at work in the

orisis, but its main effect, already revealed

to a certain extent, is to arouse wide sec-

tions of the workers out of the stupor and

passivity induced by illusions of permanent

prosperity. The crisis is thus maturing the

conditions far a militant labor revival on an

unprecedented 'scale. In view of all the

•circumstances of America's setting in the

world situation, it is most reasonable to

calculate that this development, once well

started, will march with seven league boots.

Proletarian Communists, in contradis-

tinction to opportunis.t theorizers of defeat,

will hold such a perspective and work for

it. On this point a quotation from comrade

Trotsky (not one torn from its context and

mis-applied, bu one directly contributed to

the American situation) will be in order.

In his letter to the first National Confer-

ence of the Communist League in the early

part of 1929 he said :

"We must not for a moment lose sight

These clear and refreshing words out-

line a bold revoluifionary perspective for the

American proletariat. For that reason

Right wing snivellers, who seek to invoke

his authority for an opportunist policy,

would never ithink of repeating them.

LAWRENCE GIVES THE SIGNAL.

The Lawr'^i e strike ended suddenly in

a compromise, but the twelve-day demon-

stration of the textile workers there had

a nati lu-wide significance. It was heard

from one end of the country to the other

like a thunder-clap in a dead calm, warn-

ing of a coming storm. There Is no doubt

that it had a heartening influence on the

conscious sections of the workers every-

where, stirring them with the thought that

the signal for struggle had been sounded by

an authoritative voice.

Lawrence is a name to conjure with.

The tradition of 1912 has lost none of its

luster with the passing of the years. The

memory of that heroic example is a part of

the armament, not only of the workers of

Ijawrence, 'but of the entire labor movement

of America. That is why the militant, if

short-lived, demonstration of the past weeks

was a national bugle call.

The masiters of America, sitting uneasily

on a volcano of working class misery in the

crisis, were no less alarmed than the work-

ers were inspirited by the strike. This was

shown by the feverish attempts to get it

settled before it could consolidate its or-

ganization and extend its scope. The fren-

zied persecution of the strike leaders was

prompted 'by their iterror, as also were their

concessions to the strikers, offered so soon

after the strike began—a procedure quite

unusual in the textile industry. The direct

and immedia'te intervention of the federal

igovernnient, with deportation warrants

against some of the strike leaders, was a

clear recognition that the strike was re-

garded by the eapi"talist over-lords as a

national affair.

The National Textile Workers' Union

appeared in Lawrence as the organization

for the strike. That is also a sign of the

times. A militant organization is ^the prere-

quisite for an effective strugge by the tex-

tile workers of Lawrence or anywhere else.

To allow tlie corrupt machine of McMahon
the right of way in a textile workers' strike

is to condemn It in advance to betrayal and

defeat.

A real and serious preparation for the

great battles yet to come in ithls field presup-

poses the strengthening of the National Tex-

tile Workers' Union »s against the treason

machine of the U. T. W. This must never

be forgotten. To help the N. T, W. prepare

for the coming days means also to insist

on a correct policy and a correct regime

within it. This must not be forgotten

either.

THE TRADE UNION TURN

It has been demonstrated many times

that apparatus Centrism, which dominates

the Comintern and the party today, is not

a stable political tendency and is not cap-

able of carrying out a consistent line of

policy on any question. The th^is of the

Right wing, which characterizes the regime

as "sectarian" and attributes all evils to

that, is superflcial and incorrect. "Sectar-

ianism", even in the worst sense, implies

a certain constancy and conduct that un-

principled Centrism cannot even dream of.

Just the contrary. The statesmen of

Stalinism are distinguished above all by

the a'bility to jump from one position to

its opposite; and by the readiness to de-

nounce on one day what they advocated on

the day before- Witness the liquidation of

the "third period" and the tactics flowing

from it. Witness, in the realm of tactics,

the right-about-face in trade union policy.

The Right wing is obliged to deny obvious

facts in order to maintain its thesis. That

is why their insistence on 'ulta-Left sectar-

ianism" is losing all point, and consequent-

ly all power to influence the party members.

On several occasions, and particularly

in the statement issued by our group in the

needle trades, the Opposition has called at-

t^mtton to the Tnanlfftst sicn'S of the turn in

would be changed and that our criticism

would be a factor in hastening it.

Events have already confirmed this pre-

diction, and unavoidably so. The party

does not and cannot operate in a vacuum.

It is an organ of the class struggle and

lives constantly under its pressure. In the

trade union field, the field of the basic and

elementary organization of the masses, an

arbitrary and unsound policy cannot fail to

bring violent repercussions. Errors, especi-

ally a system of errors, on the trade union

question brings swift and inevitable pun-

ishment. That is what has happened.

?And already we find the party leaders

admitting in the Dally Worker for February

28th that "our party has not yet learned

the proper way to carry on trade union

work." Of course it Is somewhat dishonest

to blame "our party", because it Is the lead-

ers who are responsible for the policy. But

^ven In this they do not disappoint us. To
demand honesty from Poster and Stachel

would !be to convict oneself of utoplanism

;

of asking for things which are not attain-

able.

When we establish the fact that the

panty leadership is attempting to make a

turn in trade union policy we do not mean
thereby to express any confidence In them

for the future. And our distrust is In no

way diminished by the fact that they repeat

now, with literal precision, phrases and
formulae taken from the Opposition's plat-

form. We have seen that happen before.

They climb out of one ditch only to fall

into another. Centrism has no ideas of its

own; it must borrow from the Right or

from the Left as occasion demands.

In this article they say:

"No systematic and persistent work is

carried on for winning over the workers

who are members of reformist and other

reactionary trade unions". {Yesterday they

were "company unions".

)

Again

:

"Bring into the revolutionary trade un-

ions ALL WORKERS IRRESPECTIVE OP
THEIR POLITICAL VIEWS, INCLUDING
THOSE WHO DO NOT AGREE WITH THE
COMMUNIST PARTY." (The emphasis is

in the original to call special attention to

a truth which they have just discovered.)

A third quotation

:

"In no ease should they permit the dir-

ections of the party leaders on the funda-
mental questions of trade union activity to

be carried out mechanically." (This Is said

by the people who called the Illinois miners
out on strike without even the formality

of a strike vote.)

In this article in the Dally Worker,
which is prefaced with a note about Its

"extreme importance," a clear change of

policy is indicated. The bureaucrats have
been compelled to lay aside their counter-

feit Leftism in the trade union movement.
Their pseudo-radical policy was proved by
events to be completely bankrupt. Thtey
could no longer conceal the fact that the
position of the party in the trade union
movement was undermined by it.

The danger now is a big swing to the
Eight in the characteristic manner of Ceif-

trism. In cooperating wth the party's effort

to extricate itself from the evil consequ-
ences of the "third period" tactics we must

warn tie Communist workers against this

danger.

THE DEATH OF JOHN DONLIN

John Donlin, veteran of the revolution-

ary labor movement, is dead at Kansas City

at the age of 68, In this tragic event the

Communist movement suffers a real loss.

The memory of this exemplary man and
revolutionist is very dear to thc^e who
fought beside him in the past and it is not

easy to speak of him as of one no longer In

the struggle. For tie writer of these lines

the name of John Donlin stands today

—

as it has stood for twenty years—as the

symbol of a model soldier for whom devo-

tion and service to the cause of the pro-

letariat is Its own justification and its own
reward.

John Donlin was not a consplcious fig-

ure, not a hero acclaimed by the crowd. He
lived and worked obscurely as a man of the

rank and file. He was a true "Jimmy Hig-

gins"-—that ideal militant of Ben Hanford's

portrayal. He never made a speech, but he

carried the soap-box for many a speaker.

He was not a writer, but he could distri-

bute the literature written by other men

—

and throw a dollar Into the hat to pay for

it. He was not a leader and never pre-

tended to be one. But he could set before

leaders an example of unwavering allegiance

to principle. His biography, like that of

uncounted thousands who have worked in

quiet places, can be written simply: He
lived, he worked for the revolution, and
he died.

With his death the Communist move-
ment in the middle West has lost a person-

ality which was a bond uniting it with the

best traditions of the past—with the Social-

ist Panty of Debs and Hanford and with
the I. W. W, in its days of glory. In the

person of John Donlin the revolutionary

proletariat was represented by the figure of

a man who was able, in a rare degree, to

rise above tlie mean and petty self-concern

generated by the class society of the pre-

sent day and to approach the dignity and
stature of the Commuist man of the future.

By contemporary standards John Don-
lin was not a success in life. He was a
worker, and as such his rewards were
meager. The beat energies of his manhood's
prime were given to the revolution. Physi-

cal ailments, joined with the direst pov-
erty, assailed him like twin monsters in

his declining years. But his unconquerable
spirit rose triumphant over all the vicissi-

tudes of personal fortune, and he remained
to the last a confident revolutionist. The
old warrior never shirked his duties, even
though his duty—as he saw it—consisted In

the distribution of a leaflet.

While carrying out such a task he w^
arres;ted and confined in the hell-hole of
Leeds Farm where once before he served a
sentence In the Free Speech Bight of 1913.

The Indignities and abuses he suffered there
brought on his death. Thus, despite his

great infirmities, he died in harness as a
worker and fighter for the cause. By our
standards such a life represents a real suc-

cess. It will be vindicated. A new genera-
tion of proletarian revolutloaari^ will pick
up his banner and carry it to victory.

J. P. C.
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For Economic Collaboration with Russia
The last census figures record more than

six million workers out of a job. Consider-

ing the usual disparity experienced In the

past between the oflScial data and the actual

numbers, this means in reality, close to

ten million unemployed. 10,000,000 workers
witihout jobs. With their families, addition-

al millions are condemned to a starvation

diet. Meanwhile, industry still remains clog-

ged up, the crisis keeps on swelling, draw-
ing more and more branches of production

Inflo the jam, and no outlet is in sight.

Another capitalist country, only recently

said Eo be going through a period of "be-

lated capitalist bloom"^France—has enter-

ed the ban of the world wide depression.

There too, the unemployment figures are
mounting, misery and discontent are grow-
ing. The world market "has shrunk."

One country alone shows signs of bus-

tling economic life. That is the Soviet Un-
ion. While capitali>sm is on the down slide,

while capitialist anarchy once more, and to

a far more serious degree than ever .be-

fore, up.set« the already shaky balance of
the existing social conditions, planned, soc-

ialized industry in Soviet Russia advances
by leaps and bounds, pointing out the in-

evitable road that world economy must take
in the future.

On the one side, we have world un-
employment, an expression of the failure

of the capitalist system. On the other, we
have the Five Tear Plan, an example of
successful socialist construction.

In the capitalist United States, the last

census figures tell us that new millions of

workers have been thrown out of industry.
In Soviet Russia the latest statistics show
that nearly a million new workers have been
introduced into industry, in the course of the
execution of the Five Year Plan. The
second year shows that the plan has been
far surpassed in aie oil output, and h!as

registered enormous rises in steel, machin-
ery and electro-technical production. The
collectiviaation of agriculture, which, ac-
cording to the figure given, has reached 50
per cent in the grain area, has enabled
the Soviet Union to export threefold the
amount of grain exported in pre-war years.
The seven hour day has been established
for 43.5 per cent of the total number of
workers and the average wage has been
increased by 12.1 per -cent for the period
of the first two years of the pian. All in

all, an especially pointed proof of the sup-
eriority of the socialist sy.^tem of produc-
tion over the capitaist methods, particu-
larly offset by the depression and decline
of world economy.

These indisputable successes stand firm.

The Five Year Plan has confirmed the ex-

pediency of socialist production and has
guaranteed successes for the future. But
the Five Year Plan cannot be carried out
without the aid of the outside world. The
backwsirdness of Russian industry cannot
altogether be wiped out. Finished products
(shoes, clothing, etc.) are needed to raise
the living standards of the workers, to
replenish the energy, the material resources
of the Russian workers who have spared
no sacrifice in their enthusiastic execution
of the plan. Light machinery must be import-
ed in large quantities to supplly these needs.

The basic product of Soviet export

is grain. The collectivization of argiculture,

based on high class technique, can bolster

up the grain export immensely and thus
greatly increase the purchasing power of

the Soviets with which industrialization,

planned economy would receive new, more
stupendous impulses. For this purpose too,

large imports of agricultural machinery are
required.

At present, the capitalist governments,
despite the deep-going depression that is

undermining them, are unwilling to facili-

tate these Imports to the Soviet Union,
which would give work to thousands upon
thousands of workers in their own coun-
tries. They prefer to divert the workers' dis-

content away from the real caus^ by fairy

tales of "Soviet dumping." They want to

force the workers' state to retreat from
Its hard-earned socialist positions. They
fear the great sweep that the Five Year
Plan gives to international revolutionary
action.

Soviet Russia, despite its great achieve-

ments, is not an isolated, self-sufficient eco-

nomic unity. It is bound up by the threads
of world economy and must act as part
of it, utilizing its strengthened positions

as a weapon of the world revolution. The
Soviet Union needs the aid of world eco-

nomy for the success of the Five Tear Plan.

The capitalists are reluctant to grant this

aid. The workers of the capitalist coun-
tries are out of work in large numbers.
Soviet orders from their countries means
work for -ahousands of them. The workers
are t±e ones that must fight for long term
credit grants to enable the Soviets to buy

By SAM GORDON
machinery with which to assure the suc-

cess ;)f the Five Tear Plan.

Soviet orders to the United States, even
under the limited credit possibilities of the

present, have already given work to thou-

sands of American workers, who would
otherwise have been thrown into the gutter.

"Had it not been for these Russian orders

[for machine tools]" writes the Cleveland
Plain Dealer, "many Cleveland factories

would have faced a shutdown when auto-

mobile orders temporarily stopped." "Em-
ployment for severisrt hundred additional men
will be furnished , , . in filling a contract

... to recondition thirteen steamers re-

cently acquired (by the Soviet government
from the U. S. Shipping Board." The last,

an item from the Bostoa Herald.

Tractor factories, auto«tobile plants,

transportation enterprises and all sorts of

industrial undertakings have been kept going
by Soviet orders. A group of American busi-

ness men is even ^now negotiating with the

U. S. government for -credits to the Soviet
Union. Their leader. Col. Cooper, the en-

gineer of the Dnieprostroy Power Station
In Russia, stated in a speech before the Am-
erican-Russian Chamber of Commerce re-

cently, that

*'It requires but a small amount of

study from my point of view to visualize

%he not far distant time when we can be
exporting to Russia at least one billion

dollars per annum".
And he ^ve quite Substantial reasons

to back up his contention. Yet, even if his

estimate were a bit optimistic, there can-
not be any doubt that th« possibilities for
Soviet purchases here would offer serious
relief to large sections of the unemployed
here in the states.

What then is the task of the Commun-
ists under these conditions. The task at
the Communists is to link up closely this
demand for the extension of long term
credits to 'the Soviet Union with their gen-
eral struggle for unemployment relief. To
concretizse before the workers the possibil-
ities that these long term credits offer for
their immediate relief, in the shape of fill-

ing orders required by the Five Year Plan.
To make clear to them on this opportune
occasion the superiority of the socialist sys-
tem. And to mold on this basis their in-

ternational class solidarity with the workera

of the Soviet Union. In this popular and
ooncrete maniner of irevoiuitionary propa-

ganda, supported by facts and by a clear

Marxist principle position ithat recognizes

the international character of the working
class movement at all times, unheard of

progress can be made in the way of devel-

oping the class consciousness of the Ameri-

can workers and advancing the class strug-

gle in the United States as well as in exery

other capitalist oountry.

But what is the official party leader-

ship doing in this dire jn? Absolutely

nothing. The aid that the Five Year Plan
can be in relieving unemployment in the

capitalist countries, finds no ext lanation,

no place in the propaganda of the party

around the unemployment problem. Why?
Because such propaganda is in direct con-

tradiction to the Stdlinist theory of the

building up of socialism in one country,
which rejects the close international bonds
'between the construction of socialism in

Hussia and the class struggle in the rest

of the world. Instead of asking the aid
of the proletariat of the West to obtain
credits for Soviet industry, Stalin deals
with the capitalists behind the backs of the
workers under the shameful un-Marxist
and anti-revolutionary banner of "the peace-
ful cohabitation of capitalism and Com-
munism.'* The workers of Europe and Am-
erica are not drawn into the concrete every
day struggle of the heroic workers of Sov-
iet Russia. The tasks of the Communists
in the capitalist countries are considered
isolated and apart from the tasks in Rus-
sia—if they are not held to ibe altogether
insignificant. International revolutionary
action is precluded by the narrow un-LfCn-
inist policy of national socialism. The
Stalinist leadership in the U.S.S.R. and in the
Comintern looks upon the international pro-
letariat not as upon the indispensible allies

in the struggle for the construction of soc-
ialism as part of the world revolution, but
rather as upon admiring spectators who will
some day, somehow be moved to emulate
the example of Soviet Russia.

What happens under such circumstances?
A recent event in Germany serves as a
good illustration. A group of German capi-
talists, after a visit to the Soviet Union de-
cided to grant the latter credits to the ex-
tent of $250,000,000. Immediately, the
Berlin Rote Fahne, the central organ of the

German Communist pt ty, follows tais

with a headline "Piv© Tear Plan Qiv^ Work
To Tens of Thousands of German Workers".

What part was played in this matter by
the German Communists? Absolutely none*

Tliat is not at all. The credit grant ha»
come up before the Reichstag for ratifica-

tion. The ractionary Brilning government,

supported by the yellow social democracy,
refuses to guarantee the credits in sum,
but purposes on the contrary to take up
each case of credit extension seratim

:

a process tha t delays the shipment
of machinery absolutely iie<«ssary to

meet the requirements o£ the Five Year
Plan. But in all this, the Communist party
is caught off guard. Opportunities come and
go without being utilized, without being
exploited to revolutionary advantage.

The Five Year Plan, executed wibhout
an international revolutionary perspective

and in the well known hureaucratie manner
of the Stalinist adventurers, has been con-
siderably endangered in the past. The
"one-himdred-percent collectivization" policy

weakened it greatly on the peasant front.

The irresponsible excesses on the industrial

front, carried out in the name of "the Five
Year Plan in three yearr^, inflicted consider-
able damage in the way of bringing about a
definite and dangerous lagging behind the
program, which the Pra.vda recently points
out under the title: "Alarm Signals". There
is a great shortage in finished goods. The
material conditions of the workers are not
keeping pace with the rapid strides in indus-
try. The Five Year Plan needs help. Already
the Centrist bureaucracy under Stalin is pre-
paring to capitulate before the difficulties

by a Right wing turn in the direction of
a "Neo-Nep". All Communists must be on
guard against the return to the opportun-
ist swamp and fight against it.

The slogan of long term credits to the
Soviet Union must penetrate the broadest
layers of workers and unemployed in the
formation of a solid united front of strug-
gle. The fight around the slogan of long
term credits to the Soviets is a fight that
eventually results in mutual benefits to the
workers of both the United States and Rus-
sia. It cements the bonds of working class
solidarity on an international scale, based
on the actual needs of the moment. The
slogan of long term credits to aid the execu-
tion of the Five Y''ear Plan unites the
Workers of America and of Europe with
the workers of Russia in a com'bined strug-
gle against capitalism and for the victory
of world socialism. It is the duty of the
Communists to carry it deep into the
masses.

The Slogan of the Six-Hour Working-Day
For almost half a century the slogan

of the eight hour working day was one of
the most powerful slogans of the working
class throughout the world. Everywhere it

became inscribed upon the proletarian
banners, inspiring solidarity, and unifying
the struggles. It was violently contested
throughout by the capitalist enemy.

To the capitalist class the longer work-
day represents so much more absolute sur-
plus vialue produced without any additional
investments in the instruments of produc-
tion owned by them. More surplus value
spells more profits. This is the basic
reason for their bitter opx>osition to

any shortening of the workday. They have
no Intention of granting it without the most
severe struggle In fact they would rather,

pressed to the wall, grant many other con-
cessions which do not cut so directly into
their profits. They know that the shorter
Workday is a real gain for the working
class.

A "Visionary" Sloran

The eight hour work day is not as yet

established for the working class as a whole
in any country. Nevertheless, would it be
more "visionary" today to advance the slo-

(gan of the six hour workday without re-

duction in pay than it was when the eight

hour work day slogan was first promulgated
preceding the struggles of the '80s? Not at

all!

Could victory in a struggle for realizing

the six hour work day appear within the
realm of practical possibility to the Ameri-
can workers today? The answer must be:
"Yes." One need only remem'ber that al-

ready in 1922 the United Mine Workers con-
vention, by rank and file pressure, adopted
a program of fight for the six hour work
day. At this moment within the various
conservative railroad unions there is devel-
oping a demand for the six hour work day
without reduction in pay. One may also re-

call the proposal of the last A. F, of L.
Metal Trades Department convention for a
five hour work day without taking it ser-

iously in the sense of expecting a struggle
for its attainment.

It is, however, primarily as an offen-

sive slogan for the coming rising labor
movement that the demand for the six hour
work day without reduction in pay assumes
Its real importance. Secondly, it can be-

By ARNE SWABECK
come a powerful means of unifying tiie

working masses, employed and unemployed
alike, and set them into motion against
their class enemy. Thirdly, it corresponds
with the working class needs today. Parti-

cularly in the industrially highly developed
United States has machine production reach-

ed such a stage that the very right to live

for millions of workers becomes bound up
with a drastic reduction of the pr^ent
working day.

The Workers' Resistance
Working elass re.<:istance to the capital-

ist offensive is appearing now in Its first

early manifestations. The short strike of
the Lawrence textile workers has been fol-

lowed by others in the New England textile

region. At the Kensington, Pa. mills, sev-

eral thousand workers have fought militant-
ly against the increased speed-up. So far
It is only embracing light industry, but in

southern Illinois also groups of coal miners
and metal workers have resisted the bosses
in the face of jt most terrific onslaught.
Likewise in the unemployment movement
there is a growth of militancy. AH in all,

these early signs are the harbingers of great
strugies to come.

Even a possible revival of the capitalist

production cycle would not seriously alter
this perspective. Such a possible revival
would have as its foundation more speed-
up aufl more wage reductions. It would
only make so much more inevitable the re-

sistance of the working class.

A general reduction of the American
working class standard is the avowed pol-
icy of the capitalist masters, Pa.rticularly
is the unemployment crisis being taken ad-
vantage of for a drastic wage-cutting cam-
paign. Demanded for "reduced cost of pro-
duction'' are continually reiterated in pub-
licity material from the big banks of the
country. The extent to which actual wage
cuts are being enforced may be noted from
late reports of the Labor Bureau, Inc, Dur-
ing February wage cuts were twice as num-
erous as increases.

The Mioers and Railroad Worker
The coal miners and the railroad work-

ers look forward to the establis^hment of the
six-hour day as a means of diminishing the
ravag(« of unemployment. We remember

the impudent demand of John L, Lewis,
made iback in 1928, to eliminate front the
industry 250,000 coal miners. In reality,,

more than that number have already beeq
either definitely eliminated from the indus-
try or remain there—in the standing army
of unemployed. In the railroad industry
on the Class 1 Roads, between Deeembe<r
1929 and December 1930 a total of 248,527
workers lost their jdbs according to the
Bureau of Statistics of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. In other industries,
similarly, the machine developments are
rapidly displacing labor power, adding to the
ranks of tshe unemployed even during the
favorable periods of the capitalist production
cycles.

It may thus appear as if the demand
for the six hour work day without reduc-
tion in pay, in the present unemployment
situation, becomes purely an objective of
amelioration. While naturally this is one
of its purposes, it is by no means the whole.
Such a demand presented at tliis time and
adopte<i iby the organized section of the
working class, would efi:'ectively help to pre-
pare for the general workers' offensive
which will i)ecome so essential.

Immediate demands by their very na-
ture are limited in scope and cannot pre-
.'^ent any solution to the working class prob-
lems. They do not by themselves reach be-
yond the bounds of reformism and always
carry the danger of strengthening of re-
formist illusions. But an actual demand for
the shorter work day when obtained can
become a source of further strength to the
w'orking class in its advance toward the
i-evolutionary goal. The struggle for its
attainment can become a powerful lever to
set mass forces into motion. Moreover, by
virtue of the fact that it embraces the in-
terest of the employed and unemployed
workers alike it will similarly become a
powerful instrument for unity of the masses.

The six hour work day slogan, which
does not exclude other necessary slogans
but supplements them, particularly poss-
esses this quality. It further becomes the
general focal point for all efiorts towards
the shorter work day. This is already now
a life's necessity for the American working
class. The six hour day witihout reduction
in pay should become the central slogan
of the toiling masses.



THE SUCCESSES OF THE DANGERS OF

SOCIALISM AND ADVENTURISM
(Continued from liasfc Issue)

At the conclusion of tlie five year plan,

"the eoal consumption per inhabitant in the

V. S. S. R. will be one-eighth that of the

United States. The Soviet production of

oil is seven percent of the world production,

the United States producing 68 percent of

it, that is, ten (times as much.

More favorable relations exist in the

tex'tile industry, but even here the differ-

en<-e in our disfavor is enormous :
the Uni-

ted Slitt^ has 22.3 percent of the weaving

machines. England—34.8 percent, the Soviet

Union~4.2 percent. These figures become

all the more striking if one applies the num-

ber of weaving machines .to the population

figure.!?.

The Soviet railway system will be in-

creased by the five year plan by 18.000-

20,000 kilomeftera and will thus reach 80,-

000 kilometers as against 400,000 kilometers

of American railways [a kilometer i« ap.

five-eighths of a mile]. Out of every 100

square kilometers in area, the United S^tntes

has ra.f) kilometers of railway. Belgium lias

370 kra.. the European part of *he TJ. S. S.

R. has 13.7 km., and the Asiatic pant has

.t km.
The figures of the mer^'hant marine are

still less favorable. England's share in the

world merchant marine is 30 i)ercent, the

United Sta'tes' is 22.J) percent, tiliat of the

Soviet T^nion—0..^i percent.

The United States, in 1927, had almost

SO percent of 'the world total of aut-omobiles,

while the share o the Soviet Union was not

even to be calculated in tenths of a per-

cent. At the end of the five year plan,

158.000 automobiles are provided for in the

country. Tliis means: one machine for

more than 1,000 people (today, ihere is one

machine for every 7,000 people). Accord-

ing to Ossinski, at the end of the five year

plan we "will easily outstrip Poland" (if it

remains at its present level).

Fal:ie theory indubitably signifies mis-

takes in policy. From the false theory of

"socialism in one country' flows not only a

vitiated general perspective, but also a crim-

inal tendency to paint up the present Soviet

reality.

HAVE IVE ENTERED INTO THE
TERIOD OF SOCIALISM"?

The second year of the five year plan

is cfharacterized in all the speeches and ar-

ticles in this manner: "The national eco-

nomy of the country has entered into the

period of socialism." Socialism is declared

already realized "at its foundation'*. Every-

body knows that socialist production, be it

only l)y "its foundation" is a production

that satisfies the direct needs of man. How-

ever, in our country, with a frightful scarc-

ity of merchandize experienced in the land,

lieavy industry increased last year by 28.1

percent, and light industry by only 13.1 per-

cent, putting a hindrance upon the basic

program. Even if this proportion which has

been realized is acknowledged as ideally

right (whioh in no way corresponds to the

reality t there will nevertheless follow that,

in the interest of a sort of "primitive soc-

ialist accumulation'* the population of the

U, S. S. R. is obliged to tighten its belt

more and more. But this indicates pre^

cisely t hat socialism is impossible with a

low level of production and it is only the

preparatory steps towards socialism that

:are possible.

Is it not monstrous: the country does

not rise out of the scarcity of merchandize,

f;he feeding difficulties exist every day, tlie

children lack milk—and the official Philis-

tines declares : "The country has entered

Into the period of socialism.'* Could social-

ism be more fraudulently discredited

In spite of all the economic successes

in industry and agrarian economy, the stor-

age of grain today represents more of a

"political campaign** than an economic op-

eration, in other words, it is realized by

-state coercion. During the reign of the

epigones, the word "symtobka" (alliance with

the peasants) was spoiled in every sense,

but dhcy forgot to give it the only correct

sense, which consists of creating economic

relation^ between town and country which

permits the country to exchange its pro-

ducts, voluntarily and with ever-increasing

Interest, for indu.strial products. Tlius. the

success of the alliance with the peasantry

consists of :the diminution of "political"

methods for the storage ot grain, that is,

of coercion. This can be attained only by

the clasing of the scissors of induS'trial and

agricultural prices. But Stalin has affirmed,

thiriteen years after the Octdiwr revolution,

that the scissors are only "bourgeois pre-

judices". In other words he acknowledged

that the scissors are spreading instead of

closing. There is nothing surprising in the

fact that the very word "smytchka" has

completely dissappeared from the official

dictionary.

A grain storage official, in explaining

tlie slowness of the storing by the insuf-

ficient pressure of the local power on the

Kulak, makes the following reflection: "The

calculations and the maneuvers of the Kulafc

are not at all comirfkated. If h© is taxed

with three tons, he can make up for them

by a penalty of 406 rubles. It is enou^ for

him to sell upon the spettulative market

half a ton in order to recover Ills penalty

witli a surplus and thus retain for himself

two and a half ton of grain." This strik-

ing reckoning means that on the speculative

market the price of grain is at least six

times higher than the state price, perhaps

even eight or ten times higher, since we do

not know at what tihe surplus is to he

valued. This is how the scissors, which are

only bourgeois prejudices to Stalin, pierce

through Pravda and show their two points.

The communications on the progress of

grain storage are given every day in Pravda

under the epigraph : "The struggle for grain

Is the struggle for socialism." But when

Lenin employed this phra^se he was far from

thinking that the country had "entered"

into the period of socialism. The fact that

one is Obliged to figQit—yes, to fight!—for

grain, simple grain, shows that the country

is still extremely far off from the socialist

regime.

The elementary foundations of theory

cannot be trampled upon witn impunity.

One cannot confine himself to the socialist

forms of production relations—forms which

are immature, rudimentary, and in agricul-

ture, exceedingly fragile and conflicting—

and make an abstraction of the principal

factor of social development—the produc-

tive forces. The socialist forms themselves

have or can 'have an essentially different

social content in accordance with the level

of technique. The Soviet social forms on

the basis of American production—'that is

already socialism, at least in its first stage.

The SoviH forms on the basis of Russian

technique—are only the first steps in the

struggle for socialism.

If one takes tfhe level of present-day

Soviet life, the daily life of the toiling

masses, the cultural level, consequently, and

the number of illiterates—and ,if one do^
not lie, does not stuff his mind, if one does

not deceive himself or others, if one Is

not addicted to the vice of bureaucratic de-

magogy—then it must ibe honestly recogn-

ized that the heritage of bourgeois and czar-

ist Russia constitute 95 percent of the daily

life, morals and customs of the overwhelm-

ing majority of the Soviet population, while

the elements of socialism represent only 5

percent. And this i« in no way in contra-

diction with the dictatorship of tilie prolet-

ariat, the Soviet regime, and the enormous

successes in economy. AH this is the scaf-

folding around the futui-e ediflce, or rathcir

around one of the corners of this edifice.

To tell the worker-builders who are erect-

ing this scaffoling with brlclcs and cement,

who frequently do not appease their hun-

ger and are liable to fatal accidents, to tell

them tttat they can already move into tJhiH

house—"we have entered Into socialism!"

—

is to make fun of the builders and of soc-

ialism.

FOUR YEARS OB FIVE?

We are deeidely opposed to the light-

ness with which the untested five year plan

has been converted into a four year plan.

What do the facte tell us on this suibjeot?

The official figures of the growth of In-

dustrial production mount for the second

year to 24.2 percent. The growth provided

for tile second year of the five year plan

(21.5 percent) is thus exceeded by 2.7 per-

cent, but It is behind the four year plan by

almost 6 percent. If one takes into ac-

count that with regard to the quality and
the retail price there is a considerable re-

tardation and that the calculable coeflBclent

is attained by the lash, it will be clear that

in reality the second year unfolded Itself

according to the rhythms of the five year

plan ajid in no case according to the rhytJims

of a four year plan.

In the. field of fundamental construc-

tion, the provisions for the year 1929-1930

have not been realized; almost twenty per-

cent is lacking ; the greatest retardation

shows itself in the construction of new
gigantic metallurgical factories, in the In-

stallations of coke production, in elementary

chemicals and electrical construction, that

is, in the fields which constitute the basis

of all industrialization. At the same time,

the decline in construction costs of 14 per-

cent provided for in the plan has been real-

ized only up to 4 percent. It is clear,

without; commentary, wSiat is the meaning
of this bookkeeping four percent dragged out

by the hair: let us be thankful if the con-

struction costs have not increased. The

combined coefficient of retardation of the

plan wiU thus be greater than 30 percent

and not 20 perx^nt. There is the heritage

which falls to the third year in the sphere

of capital construction.

The "gaps" in the plan cannot be filled

at the expense of light industry, a« was

usual to a certain extent in the fi.rst two

years, since the most important retardation

in the plan is to be observed precisely in

the sphere of the production of finished otb-

jects. According to the five year plan, light

industry should have risen in 1929-1930 by

18 percent; according to the four year plan

—by 23 percent. In reality. It rose only by

11 percent (according to other data, by 13

percent). Yet, the dearth of merchandize

requires extraordinary efforts in the sphere

of light Industy.

It has been stated that one of the spe-

cific tasks of the supplementary quarter*

introduced between the second and the

"third" years was the "stabilization by ev-

ery possible means of the monetary circu-

lation and of the entire financial system".

This is an official admission for the first

time that the financial system is shaken up

at tihe end of the first two years of the five

year plan by an empirical leadership devoid

of all planning. The monetary infiation

signifies nothing less than an uncertified

loan contracted at the expense of the years

to come Therefore it Will be necessary to

repay this loan In the next few years. The

appeal for the stabilization of monetary

circulation demonstrates .^hat although "we

have entered into the period of socialism"

it Is necessary not to liquidate the eher-

vonets, but rather to keep it intact. As to

the theory, here it is simply turned upside-

down.

PAST MISTAKES AND
THE FATE OF THE PLAN

In this ailing state of the chervonetz

all the errors, all the false calculations,

all the precipitations, disproportions, gaps,

deviations and dizziness of the economic

direction of the Centrists Is summed up.

The ailing chervonetz constitutes the herit-

age of the first two years of the five year

plan. To surmount the inerlta of inflation

is BOt on easy task. The application of

the financial plan in the first montlh of the

supplementary trimester belars witness to

This year the termination of the econo-

mic year has been carried forward from

October to January—which inserts a sup-

plementary quarter.

that. But what we must not forget above

ail is that the success of the stabiliza.tion

of the chervonetz (which is absolutely indis-

pensible) Ijear the germs of a no less great

deflation in industry and in economy as a

whole. Uncertified, and especially, secret

loiins, made at the expense of the future

do not go unpunished.

As to the general growth of industrial

production for the past two years, the figure

is 52 per cent against 47 per cent provided

for by the plan, that is to say, an account-

al)le increase of only 4.5 per cent. If we
take into account the retardation from She

point of view of quality, we can say with

certainty that in the best case we have

approached during the first two years the

previsions of the plan, and that "as a whole"

only, that is to say, if we regard a whole

series of internal disproportions only In

the abstract.

The charaeterization that we have made
of tlie weighty heritage of the first two

j-ears of the five year plan does not reduce

in the least the significance of the successes

that have been acquired. These successes

are enormous In their historical importance

and all the more significant because they

were obtained despite the uninterrupted er-

rors of the leadership. At the same time,

the actual acquisitions not only do not

justify the lightheadedness with which the

jump is being made from five years to four

years, but do not even give any guarantee

for the execution of tihe plan for^^en for

five years, because that necessitates the pay-

ment exacted by the disproportions and
"gaps" of^the firsst two years In the course

of the three years to come. The less the

leadership will prove capable of foresight,

of raising t;heir ears to warning, the heavier

will the debt become.

To verify the progress made by the

five year plan, to keep an eye on some
branches, to curb others-—not on the basis

of a priori figures that are inevitably in-

precise and conditonal, but on the basis of a

concientious study of experiences—that is

the chief task of economic direction. But
it is precisely this task that presumes de-

mocracy in the party, in the trade union*

and in the Soviets. The good progress of

9(X!ialiist construction is impeded by the

ridiculous and at the same time monstrous
principle of the infallibility of the "general"

leadership, which Is in reality only incon-

sistency and the general danger.

(To b& Continued)

The Rank and File of the Miners Revolt
(Continued from page 1)

Where are the Communist party and

National Miners Union forces now when this

new rebellious movement is taking shape?

T^nfortunately their complete departure from

the correct policy of building the Left wing

within the existing mass movements, even

though these may be under control of re-

actionaries, has brought them to a posi-

tion of complete isolation—If not to use

the stronger term—complete discreditnient.

The N. M. U. is non-existent a.^ an organi-

zation in Illinois, and there could be no

better proof of fatal results from a de-

parture from correct policies. Today there

is a splendid opportunity for a united Left

wing to give actual leadership.

The misery of the conditions of the

miners in the IMinois fields can hardly

be described. Unemployment and stark

misery stalks the eoal producing territory.

The Orient Mine No. L the biggest in the

country, worked exactly 70 days during

1930. Several small strikes are now in pro-

gress in southern Illinois, fought tooth and

nail by the union officialdom, by the coal

operators, and by the state police. The
mercenary combination the rank and file

miners will henceforward find yet more

solidly opposing them. Their road is not

an easy one.

The National Committee of the Com-

munist League (Opposition), in view of the

situation now existing in the Illinois coal

fields calls upon the coal miners to oppose

with might end main the putting into ef-

fect of the Lewis-Fishwick-Walker agree-

ment. 'We propose to the Communist party

and the National Miners' Union forces the

establishment of a united front of all Left

wing elements in support and possible lead-

ership of the present rank and file opp(^i-

tion movement. It should by ail means be

strengthened to bring a powerful delegation

to the St. Louis convention on April 15.

If at this convention there is a substantial

delegation actually representative of the

membership, the only correct road for the

convention to take must be a complete break

with the new unified clique of the officialdom,

their policies, and their views. This should

result in the formation of a new miners'

union on a class basis. Our X. E. C. has

as it.s further policy the establishment of

one union of all the coal miners of the

country through the amalgamation of this

new union to he formed with other

sectional organizations opposing the Lewls-

Fishwick-Walker machine, such as the new
union organized in West Virginia and the

National Miners' Union. Such a union, in

order to fulfill its role, must come about

through this amalgamation on a devnite class

basis so that it will really be able to strug-

gle against the operators under a militant

leadership and give the necessary guaran-

tees for rank and file control tlirough com-

plete union democracy and all the measures

necessary to carry this into eifect.

We urge the coal miners to make the

experiences of the past, fundamental ol)ject

lessons for the future. These experiences

should be utilized as a warning against

corrupt officials and opportunist careerists

penetrating their ranks for the sole aim
of acquiring office in order to t.ecome better

agents for the operators. It is. necessary

that the coal miners also learn a serious

lesson from the activities of Howat and
the part he played by becoming a "prc^res-

sive" shield for the underhanded treason

of the Fishwick-Walker combination. The
severest criticism and strictest vigilance will

help in safeguarding against repetiton. It

is necessary that the Left wing demand from
Howat as a condition of joint action of all

forces of the opposition movement now dev-

eloping in Illinois that he agree to this

policy here outlined and that he be willing

to cooperate with the Left wiug, including

the X. M. U. forces, for the realization of

this policy.—A. S.

THE PHILADELPHIA CASES
From Philadelphia, we hear that the

I. L. D. is finally taking up the question of

the defense of comrades Leon Goodman and
Bernard Morgenstern, two members of the

Left Opposition arrested February 27 and
held 'for sedition. No definite action has

yet been taken, but we know from letters

received from many cities that protests of

I. L. D. members played a distinct role in

compelling a change of front on the part

of the organization's directors.



The Communists and the Progressives
Two years ago when the Muste move-

ment began to take ^hape in the Confer-

ence for Progressive Dabor Action we de-

voted a number of articles to the question

of the "progressives" and the Communists

in the Militant At that time tihe Lovestone

Right wing held the leadership of the party

and—strange as it may seem in the light of

- later developments—they were repudiating

any idea of a united front. The Opposition

waged a polemical battle against the of-

ficial position. We analyzed the new "pro-

gressive" movement from a dififerent stand-

point and drew different tactical conclu-

sions.

In our Platform and in several special

articles and editorials we advocated the pol-

icy of the united front toward the new move-

ment. In doing so, we emphasized the faet

that the movement of "Progressivism" had

a two-sided character. On the one side,

we said, it reflected "radicalization of the

workerii growing within the old unions as

well as in the ranks of the unorganized

masses." On the other side we defined the

rfile of the leaders of the movement as fol-

lows : "Their rdle, objectively speaking, is

to express this radicalization in word5, to

harness it in action and to head it off from

any real collision with the capitalists and

the A. P. of L. machine." We said: "The

new movement is a challenge to the Com-

munists for the leadersihip of the coming

fights;" and we advocated the tactic of the

united front as the weapon of the Commun-
ists. (Quotations from the Militant, March

1, 1929.)

The events of the past two years, and

especially the more recent developments,

have revived interest in this dispute and,

incidentally, have eonfinnetl the opinion

we expressed In the fbove mentioned article

that the question would remain a live one

and take on even greater importance. In

our opinion the policy of the Opposition has

stood up and could be restated now as the

correct line for the Communists. The em-

phasis, however, must now be shifted to

another phase of the question, because the

positions of the factions have radically

changed.

The Foster faction is on the verge of a

big swing to the Right. The Lovestone

faction has already made the swing. It is

no longer necessary to explain to the Klght

wing that Communists must not reject the

idea of a united front under certain con-

ditions with reformists, including the so-

called progressives. They are shouting so

loud now for a united front at any price that

they recall the Russian proverb which Lenin

quoted to people who contradicted them-

selves: "Don't spit in the well—you may

want to drink out of it."

Nf), it is necessary now to discuss

the problem from another angle. Two years

ago the weight of argument had to be placed

on the tactic of the united front against

people who were opposing it in principle.

Now we must emphasize the conditions and

the limits of the united front. This ap-

plies to the Right wing already today, and

to the Fosterites—who are swinging to the

Bight—it will be necessary tf-morrow.

There is nothing in the conduct of the

pseudo-progressives for the past two year

to merit any more confidence than we ex-

pressed in OUT first analysis of their move-

ment. On the contrary, the estimate of

them should be written in harsher words

of condemnation. And this applies to the

entire "progressive" leadership witiiout any

Msoeptions. Every single one of them, from

Muste to Howat. has played the contempti-

ble r61e of decoy for the reactionaries. The

latest, and most flagrant Instance, Is the

shameful betrayal of the Illinois miners,

a betrayal made possible by the so-called

progressives who rallied the insurgent min-

es and led them back into the reactionary

camp.

There is good reason to think that the

present crisis is preparing a much wider field

for the exploration of the progressives and

thereby will magnify the problem of the

Communist attitude.

The staggering burdens of the crisis are

being loaded onto the shoulders of the

workers. Millions have been torn away
from their fancied security and hurled into

the ranks of fhe unemployed, ililtions of

others are suffering drastic reductions of

their income, by wage-cuts and part-time

employment. A wholesale lowering of the

workers' living standards is ibeing effected.

What result can this have on the minds

of the workers?

As we see it, the main effect will be to

shatter the illusions which Ihave been the

greatest barrier against the organization of

a militant class movement. The discontent

of the masses will increase by leaps and

bounds and will seek for radical expression.

And this will not be confined to the period

of the crisis. It Is perhaps more reason-

able to calculate that the crisis represents

By JAMES P. CANNON
primarily a period of mental preparation of

the workers for great struggles which will

really get under way as the cycle turns to-

ward economic revival.

If phrase-mongering "Left" demago-

gues have proved to be a disrupting force

and a shielding of reaction in the first

tentative manif-^tations of labor insurgency,

then in the coming period they will con-

front the militant labor movement as the

greate-^t menace. How to cope with this

menace, how to defeat the attempt to de-

rail the workers* revolt with the empty

phrases of fake radicalism, how to streng-

then the revolutionists as against the re-

formists—this is the crux of bhe problem.

One way to insure defeat is to adopt

the ostrich policy of ultra-Left adventurism

which the official party has pursued over a

period of two years. The complete bank-

ruptcy of these tactics htus already been

demonstrated. But an even more certain

guarantee of failure would be the attitude

toward the "progressive" reformists re-

commended and demonstated by the Love-

stone Right wing—That is, of fusion with

Muste and Co. Tlie crudest expression of

this policy is represented by Bert Miller

who has gone over, bag and baggage, to the

C. P. L. A. and is advertising It as the

rallying center of the Left \^ing.

For joining the Muste organization he

and his group have been expelled from the

Lovestone faction, but at bottom their posi-

tions are identical. The confiict between

them is more formal than real. The Rev-

olutionary Age advocates a bloc with the

C. P. I-. A. "for the development of a pro-

gressive, a Leftward movement in the

trade unions." And in doing so it puts

no conditions to the progressives, it does

not criticize and expose their actual rftle

and warn the workers not to trust them.

On the contrary it deliberately misleads the

workers into the belief that the division of

lal>or between "Rig'ht and "Left" In the

C. P. L, A, is a confiict in principle, and

It holds out the illusion of "a union of the

Left forces in the C, P L. A. with the

Communists in the building up of a Left

wing movement In the trade unions". (See

Gitlow's article in the Feb. 14th issue.)

Such a policy would deceive and dis-

arm the Left wing workers. If Muste and

other Bo-called "Lefts" can be expected to

mak£ "£ sslon** trtth the CcdTRunists, why
have they organized the C. P. L, A. as "a

union" with the reactionaries against the

Communists? Why did they support Fish-

wick and through him Lewis against the

Left wing? Why did they support McMahon
in the Textile field against the National

Textile Workers' Union? Why did they

expel Calhoun, the lone Communist or Com-
munist sympathizer, from the faculty of

Brookwood College? Was all of this—and

much more of the same which could be

menitioned— a preparation for "a union."

with the Communists—an evidence of "good

faith", so to speak. What is the difference

between joluing the C. P. L. A, while keep-

ing silent about these damning facts and

making a bloc with it while keeping just as

silent? There Is no serious difference.

At the very best it is tihe most naive

conception of politics to represent, as Git-

low does in his article, that a united front

between the Communists and the C. P. L. A,

of itself "will hasten the schism between

the reactionaries and progressives, the Left

and the Rig^t, in the O. P. L. A." Why
should it? It is mucii more apt to hasten

the "schism" between those who make such

a united front and the standpoint of Com-
munism, For this inference we already

Iiave the fate of Miller and his group to

show. For the other inference thwe is

nothing to show. And there can be nothing.

The united front, as Lenin taught it,

is a means of mobilizing the masses and
leading them in the direction of the revo-

lution. It is not a "partnership" with re-

formists but a form of struggle against

them. It does not mean to rely on them

but to distrust them. Its value arises from

the form in which it is proposed more than

in actual agreements, and it is more fre-

quently realized in that way, although agree-

ments can and should be made at times.

On this last point the "third period" stra-

tegy—which rejects all agreements with re-

formists is profoundly false and reduces

the whole conception of the united front

to a raeaningle^ caricature.

From this point of view we think the

Communists should attack the "progressive"

menace to the awakening labor movement
with the proposal of a united front on the

concrete questions of the day. This pro-

posal should be made openly and should

contain certain stipulations and demands to

be complied with before the agreement and
as a condition for the agreement. One of

these conditions—since we don t take any-

thing on credit—should be the immediate

"schism" with all elements tied to the re-

actionary bureaucracy of the A. F. of L.

and the Black Hundreds in the needle

trades, the Jewish Daily Forward, etc.

In making such a proposal for a united

front the Communists should tell the work-

ers plainly that the 'progressives" are not

to be trusted and that a revolutionary pro-

gram is the only program from which a real

fighting policy In the daily struggle can flow.

If the pressure of the workers for radical

action is strong enough to compel the

pseudo-progressive leaders, or a section on

them, tc meet our conditions, we will make
the agreement and go with them into a com-

mon struggle.

In the course of the struggle we, of

course, will maintain our separate organi-

zation, drive them forward at every step

and criticize every vacillation and weak-

ness they manifest. We will conceive of

it all the time as a temporary agreement

which we are ready to break at any moment
they betray their promises.

We know—as world-wide experience has

demonstrated to the hilt — that most of

them "Will betray. But if we have con-

ducted ourselves properly from the Btart,

allowed ourselves no illusions and created

no illusions among the workers, the beti^y-

al will weaken them and strengthen the

party. Some of the leaders, and the maj-

ority of the workers, who started as pro-

gressives, will be swept along with us into

the stream of Communism. Most of the

present leaders of the Communist parties

came through this door and they should be
the last to deny that others can do iSne

same.

The Lovestone opportunists regard the

united front tactic as something that can-

not be applied without an actual agreement
of some kind with the reformists. That is

why fiheir principal activity consists in snif-

fing around the back door of some faker
or other offering "blocs" whicn cost the

fakers nothing. Witness the deal with
Levy {read: Slgman) in the I. L. G. W. U.
To menti<m little things with big ones,

Weisbord also offered to "educate" us along
this line.

That conception is wrong. It derives
from Brandler, not from Lenin. The valid-

ity of the united front tactic do^ not at

all depend upon formal agreements with re-

formists. It depends only on such a formu-
lation of the demands and conditions that
they are comprehensible to the workers as
the necessary basis of stru^le for their

burning demands. The question whether
the reformists accept the conditions does
not depend on their wishes. They are
weather-cocks. The decisive factor is the
pressure of the masses. From this it fol-

lows that the most Important aspect of the
unitel front tactic is not "negoeiations" but
widespread and Intelligesitly-conducted agi-
tation.

Under such clreumsfcances the refusal
of the reformists to agree to our proposals
only serves to unmask them and to rob
their demagogy of Its power to Influence
the workers. On the other hand it provide*
the basis to extend and give point to our
work among t3ie masses for the practical
program embodied in our united front pro-
posals. We still appear before the workers
as the advocates of the united front and the
result, no less than In the case of a formal
agreement, is to widen the mass movement
and strengthen the influence of the Com-
munists within it. And that is the real
purpose, and the justification, of the policy
of the united front.

Towards a Left Opposition Movennent In Great Britain

LONDON.—
The revolt against the bureaucracy of

inefficients which controls the C. P. in this

country makes slow progress. The great

difficulty with us, lacking a full time or-

ganizer, is to make contacts and to discuss

the situation—with which thousands of

good revolutionaries are disgusted—with Op-

positionists in other parts of the country.

Our greatest handicap is the lack of any-

thing in the nature of your excellent paper.

However, everything has to have a be-

ginning and we are helped by the fact

that the tide is setting strongly in our

favour. The party, under the present lead-

ership, is regarded as a joke by its oppon-

ents and a tragic failure by its would-be

friends.

Nothing is more certain at this time,

when great masses of workers ai-e in revolt

against worsened conditions, against the

"surrender" advice of their leaders, than that

the party is helpless and hopeless—-that if

the workers are to be successful In the new

wave of struggle it must be under the lead-

ership of those who, although at present

unorganized, will in the future constitute

the Opposition in Great Britain,

Who are the C. P. bureaucrats who
have brought the prestige of the party so

low? And why has it happened?

Harry PoUitt is general i;ecretary of

the party. For years this comrade fougM
a good fight in the Boilermakers' Union, in

the Labour Party, and, particularly, In the

factory. His stock stood high among the

workers, and because he was a good party

member, working in the only way that Com-

ninnists can work if the party and the work-

ing-class are to benefit to the greatest possi-

ble extent, the party gained in prestige and

strength.

In the past few years, Pollitt's real

revolutionary work decreased in proportion

as the comforts of "work" at headquarters

attracted him. Today the workers know
him no more. 'He sits with the rest in a

high chair at King Street, drafting mani-

festos and voluminous instructions which

betray his present lack of understanding of

the real needs of the workers, and which,

because of their impossibllist nature, have

helped to drive thousands of rank-and-file

comrades out of the party in disgust, while

repelling other thousands of potential mem-
bers.

Pollitt is no whit worse than his col-

leagues in the bureaucracy. Will Gallacher,

in the war years and the years immediately

after, commanded a great following among

the engineering and allied workers for his

fine work on the Clyde. He became a ser-

ious challenger for the leadership of the

Engineering Union.

Where does Gallacher stand today?

True, he still works hard, hut where once

he was a leader of organized workers, his

"following" now consists o* a few unorgan-

ized workers whom he addressed at the

street corner and in lecture halls. Without

disparaging the work on the street corner,

it must be obvious to all that work in the

trade union movement is the more valua-

ble.

Tom Bell and others also haunt King

Street and an occasional street corner to

the exclusion of trade union work. Tears

ago these comrades mattered among the or-

ganized workers. Today their names are

unknown.
And so the party has suffered. Protests

from a rank and file which has always

been weak, and so much engrossed in ser-

ious work among the masses as to have no

time for the problems at headquarters, have

nevertheless often been utered—especially

at district conferences—but these have all

been "machined" over as ruthlessly as

though they had been uttered In the Labour
Party.

What is to be done? The machine is

strong. It has the support of Stalin and
the C. I.

But if the i-evolution is to live in Bri-

tain—unless Fascism is to gain the follow-

ing, of millions of disgusted and disheart-

ened proletarians—the bureaucrats must be
removed.

Under their control, the Dally Wwker,
which at this moment should have a cir-

culation of 50,000, has in fact fewer than
5.000 subscribers and much fewer readers.

The party, which once certainly had 20,000

members exerting in-fluence out of all pro-

portion to its numbers, has now fewer than
500 active adherents.

This at a time when millions of work-
ers are on the verge of struggle and when
thousands of militants who might lead the

struggle are helpless to do so because the
party has become a joke and revolutionaries

have no other organizations.

We have a big job. But we're getting

on with It.

SPARTACUS.

IN THE NEXT ISSUE
Pressure of space compelled us to omit

from this issue a considerable amount of
timely material which will be included in

the next issue of the Militant. The forth-

coming number, therefore, will contain an
article on the recent developments in the
Soviet Union, the continuation of the arti-

cle revealing the state of affairs In the
Hungarian Benefit Society, the "Young Van-
guard" page devoted to the problems of the
working youth, in addition to many other
articles on events of Importance to the rev-

olutionary and labor movements.



DressmakerStrike Ends
On March 18, the Daily Worker pub-

lished a brief official announcement that

the New York dresmakers' strike called by

the Needle Trades Workers Industrial Un-

ion had been called off. As has become the

custom in recent years with the incompet-

ents foisted upon the Left wing movement,

the statement makes no serious endeavor

to sum up the results of the strike or to

draw any intelligent conclusions from it

We have come to expect this light-hearted

procedure which distinguishes the irre-

Bponsible and bureaucratic opportunists.

The statement does say, however, that "the

big general strike committee will he trans-

formed into an organization committee to

spread the Industrial Union throughout the

industry". A more pitiful instance of bank-

ruptcy in leadership and policy than this

—

so characteristic of the whole strike move

—can scarcely be imagined. By its shame-

faced silence, the statement tells an elo-

quent story of defeat and the policy of the

party and union leadership which was cal-

culated to 'guarantee this defeat in advance.

Prior to the actual calling of the

strike, the leadership of the Industrial Un-

ion adopted a position which was calculated

to rob the strike of its Immediate interest

and concern to the workers—hours, wages,

•onditions—the party leadership of the Un-

ion proceeded to drop all these demands.

It viriually confined the strike to the de-

mand for "recognition of the Union". In

other words, the strike was to be conducted

along precisely -those lines of business-agent

unionism which Johnstone, Foster, Potash

and Company had so virtuously condemned

as ocxrrupt "Lovestoneism" in their "ex-

posures" of almost a year ago.

As soon as this thoroughly false plan

was adopted, the Left Opposition, through

the columns of the Militant, declared:

"If it is proopsed to call a strike mere-

ly for 'recognition'—tlie strike will be de-

void of its real objective, for which the

party bureaucrats will bear the full respon-

sibility. Rather than such a 'strike' we

propose that the present strike committee

be transformed into an ORGANIZATIONAL
COMMITTEE with a campaign worked out

to lay the ground solidly for a real strike

in the future. These are the proposals

which the Left wing as a whole must

adopt." (IVPlitant, No. 62.)

Unfortunately, tb^e proposals of the

Opposition were not adopted. Ill-prepared

in general, its organization weakened, the

membership robbed of their natural enthu-

siasm by a previous destructive course,

and, on top of that, the devitalizing of the

strike demands, the Union entered the

strike with the odds heavily against it. For

the results, as we declared, the "party bur-

eaucraits bear the full responsibility".

It is hardly necessary to elaborate here

upon the vain misrepresentation and journ-

alistic sensationalism of the official i>arty

press during the strike. The policy of

lying about successes that are non-existent,

about victories that are defeats, about gains

that are losses, ha's progressively deprived

jt:hp Stalinist press of any standing for truth

in the eyes of the advanced workers. Cer-

tain it is that the bulk of tihe needle trades

workers were not deceived by the boastful

headlines and stories in the Daily Worker

and Freiheit which announced "new shops"

and "new thousands of workers" on strike

every day. The needle trades workers—if

nobody else—knew quite well that the

strike, carried on as it was, brought out

not the 8,000-10,000 "estimated" by the

party press, but rather between 2,000-3,000

w^orkers. No dressmakers* strike could he

conducted in New York today with so feeble

a response.

The situation would undoubtedly have

been a much happier one had tlie party and

the Union, which is under its leadership,

pursued a policy that would draw closer to

the Tjcft wing the tliousands of workers or-

ganized by the Right wing union and the

even greater thousands of workers who are

outside of either unidn. But the recent

past, in which the arch-stUpid theory of

"social fascism" prevailed—^^the theory which

puts every worker outside of the party and

Ijeft wing into the camp of fascism—could

not paiss by without inflicting the greatest

punishment upon the Left win:: and serving

as grist to the mill of the labor lieuten-

ants of capitalism.

The payment which the I^eft wing had

to make for the obstinate comedy of er-

rors of 'the Stalinists has been the aliena-

tion of the non-Communi(St workers. And
the payment has not yet been made in full.

The party leaders 'have not acknow-

ledged the strike results for what they are:

a derfeat, a new blow at the Left wing. With-

out such a recognition, the past will be

repeaited, that is, no progress at all will

be made. We can easily understand why
the Fosters, Stachels, Amters and brethren

are averse to undertaking a seriou$ re-

view of the sitrike policy, and even more,

of the whole policy of the party, particu-

larly in the trade union field: iiie result of

such an invesitigation could only be mur-

derous for them and their positions. But

that is precisely why the Left wing and

Communist workers as a whole must un-

dertake such an examination.

But such ft review is "legally prohi-

bited" by Stalinism. At the party frac-

tion, following the strike, Phil Aronberg

proposed an elaborate discussion of the

whole affair, with the provision tliat every- •

body present should he given the opportun-

ity to criticize any and all features of the

strike policy. Naturally, such a proposal

found an immediate echo among the com-

rades, for it could only produce fruitful

results. But they reckoned without their

host, tills time in the person of Amter, the

party district organizer, who put the bur-

eaucratic heel down upon the su^estion by

announcing that there wag; no need for

such a discussion because the "comrades

have faith in their leadership and its

policies." After such an arbitrary and

contemptible ruling, there w^as, of course,

no discussion. Even Aronberg refused to

take the floor. And the results of this

failure to adopt the proposals of the Op-

position for the strike, and our proposals

for an open and honest discussion in the

party? The results are a greater passivity

among the Left wing workers, discourage-

ment, cynicism,—and the loss of numerical

support and prestige for tJie Left wing as

a whole.

The discussion which the Amters fear

and prohibit must nevertheless be con-

ducted, for the life of the movement is

involved. If it is not done within strictly

party channels, it must be done elsewhere.

The Militant will seirve as a forum. We
shall therefore return to this question In

the coming issue.—S. J.

Los Angeles* «Radical» S.P.
LOS ANGELES, Calif.—

"Permit or no permit, we are- going to

parade."

"They can't stop us from marching to

the city hall."

"The cop who wields the first club

makes history."

The above are characteria/tic statements

made by William Busick, chairman of the

executive 'board of the Socialist party of

California, to 3,000 unemployed workers in

the socialist-controlled unemployed confer-

ence. These words were greeted by the

hungry workers with enthusiasm.

The city council, however, refused the

permit and Busick, the bombastic, promptly

changed his tune and urged the workers

"... to accept defeat . - . and march

to the polls, and use our organization as

a power for law, order and the return of

consttitutional government."

This, I 'think, is the premier attempt of

the socialisite to use the unemployed, and

deserves careful attention and analysis by

every worker. As the crisis drives deeper,

the misery of the workera increases and sim-

ilar socialist activity will appeal* elsewhere.

A number of questions spring to our

mind. How come that the Socialist party

is organizing 3,000 workers in three weeks,

while the T. U. U. L, has not even one-

tenth that number after 18 months of ef-

fort? Why were the socialists refused a

perDiit to parade? Why were rhc rank and
ille so docile in the face of betrayal?

The reason the socialists succeeded in

rallying 't^e unemployed where ths i.eft

wing has failed is that the socialists had

The Agrarian Congress in Puebia
A state agrarian congress was held in

Puebia, Mexico, from February 1st to 4th,

The whole affair was very carefully organ-

ized by those sponsoring it and its petty

"bourgeois character was clearly distinguish-

able from the first speech to the last.

Governor Leonidas Andreau Almazan,

governor of the state of Puebia, presided at

the opening session, and numerous other

bourgeois politicians were present including

Governor Adalberto Tejeda of Vera Cruz,

tlie governor of Guanajuato, representative

of the governors of the states of Yucatan,

San Luis Potosi and Tlaxcala, and a host

of senators, deputies and petty politicians

of all colors from the "pink revolutionists"

to the blackest reactionaries. The national

anthem was sung by the 1,500 delegations

present and every one received food and

lodging during the period of the congress

at the expense of Governor Almazan. In

.short, for those of us who have a bit of a

memory, it appears to 'have been very simi-

lar to any number of former Mexican agrar-

ian congresses, in which during the "Kuo
Min Tang" period of the Mexican move-

ment, the Communist party collaborated

with Tejeda, Portes Gil and others, in the

"organization of the peasantry".

In the Puebia congress, the closest col-

laboration was to be noted -between the

"Left" petty bourgeois politicians (Tejeda,

Almazon, Cedilla) and all of the closest

henchmen of the late Galvan, our party's

kulak- "Communist" leader of former times.

Among the "Galvanites" present in the role

of collaborators of Almazan, Tepeda and Co.

were Caroline Anaya, Isaac Fernandez,

Juan Jacoho Torres. Vargas Rea, Enrique

Flores Magon (Martinez) and Celso Cepeda.

Another "Galvanite", Julio Cuadros, was
elected president of the congress. Also pre-

sent, having already definitely abandoned

the ranks of Communism, were several ex-

RigQit wingers of the Mexican Communist
Party including German List Arizubide,

Raul Argudin, and Luis G. Monzon, all of

whom treated the assemblage to a barrage

of liberal "revolutionism" in the form of

speeches.

The congress accomplished absolutely

nothing for the poor peasants. Why should

it? That is not why it was called 'together.

A reunion of this nature can only serve the

political interests of those that organize it,

and is consequently unable to be of any aid

to the poor ejidatarlans and landless pea-

sants. The whole affair had the aspect of

a comical dramatic sketch in which many of

the most outstanding political representa-

tives of the opposition petty bourgeoisie ap-

peared as actors, the peasant delegates be-

ing nothing but bored spectators waiting for

the curtain to ring down and the barbecxte

to be served. There was not, as in the Vera
Cruz state agrarian congress, celebrated

in Jalapa at the end of October, any Com-
munist fraction whatsoever. The voice of

our party was heard only through the leaf-

lets distributed among the peasant delegates

by outsiders having nothing 'to do with the

meeting.

Several very pertinent questions sug-

gest themselves to us att this time. What

lias happened to the dozens of agrarian

communities in divers parts of the state,

where our party is supposed to have had

such extensive influence and "control"?

Where are (t!he thousands of peasants of

Atlixco and other sections of the state, who
supported the "Workers and Peasants Bloc'*

in the last presidential elections? Let the

party leaders explain why there was no

Communist fraction at the Puebia state

agrarian congress if, as they shout from th6

housetops, the party is now so much strong-

er, more consolidated and more steadfast

than ever before.

The Puebia congress repr^ented a new

step on the part of the "]>ft" elements of

the petty ibourgeoisie to fortify their posi-

tions, increilsing their pressure in this way

on the federal government. These "Left"

elements with their promises and their de-

magogy will utilize the peasants as cannon

fodder in their attempt to seize power. All

that was dealt with in the congress con-

cerning the armament of the peasants, the

democratization of the army and the contin-

uation of the agrarian reform, is something

more than simple demagogy to fool the pea-

sants. It indicates the determination of

Tejeda, Almazan and Co. ito carry the strug-

gle to other fields when the opportune mom-
ent arrives. The role of the Communists in

the coming struggle between the two bour-

geois factions is a question deserving of the

most profound attention and study.

In its manifesto of February 25. 1030,

the central committee of our party affirmed

in the most cock-sure manner, that Ortiz

Rubio would succeed in uniting the whole

of the bourgeoisie, the large landowners of

both the new and the old regimes, into a

single counter-revolutionary l)loc, establish-

ing a complete "fascist state" in the service

of American imperialism. Tbis analysis

was completely false. Our "theoreticians"

forgot the whole series of internal contra-

dictions within the national bourgeoisie,

and undereastimated the remaining strength

of British imperialism. In November 1930,

however, after the Jalapa agrarian congress

a't which Tajeda-Almazan showed their

teeth to tlie ruling faction of Ortiz Rubio,

the leadership of our party changed its

analysis again and decided on an indepen-

dent armed insurrection simultaneous with

the outbreak of hostilities (between the bour-

geois factions. According to the statement

of one of the Mexican Party leaders himself

(The Commmtisft, March 1931) it was a

speech of Manullsky given in Moscow that

gave the firat inkling to the Mexican Party

leadership that perhaps a putsch wasn't

quite the thing yet. The "third period" is

kicking Its last and the poor third period-

ites of the smaller parties of the Comintern

are just beginning to find this out.

What is necessary now in order to as-

sure the party of the best utilization of the

developing situa'tion in Mexico, is a real

Leninist analysis of the whole situation in

which Mexican realities are considered in

relation to the world economy in general.

Without such a correct policy we will be

oePtain to repeat the blunders and failures

of March 1929. —RUSSELL BLACKWELL.

never attempted to do anything in the situ

tion. They were a last hope.

The Communists had been tried by the

workers and foimd wantji^- The hungry

workers looked to the Left wing to lead

them to bread, they were led instead in

unsucc^sful demonstrations.

With each demonstration for the last

ten months the futility of following the

present leadership of the Left wing becomes

more and more apparent and the di^ppoint-

ment of the masses in the leadership of the

Left wing is shown in the constantly de-

creasing number attending the demonstra-

tionss. The Socialist party, an untried fac-

tor, entered the situation and a staunch and

determined mass fell into line behind it.

The workers discouraged in the would-be

leaders of the T. U. U. L. fall easy prey

to glib charlatans.

Why were the socialists refused a per-

mit to parade? The answer is to be found

with the Communists. The Communist-led

councils have never been able to develop

into a real force for the struggle against

misery and the city council felt that the

danger from this source was not great

enough for the socialists to enter as light-

ning reds to detract the masses from mili-

tant action. They felt that the hungry, as

led by the Communists, could as yet be met

with gun, bomb and club.

Chief of Police Steckel, in a burst of

candor sftated: "If your parade is going

ahead against the wishes of the city coun-

cil some of your people will be killed. We
Iiave to take steps to protect constituted

authority."

("Constituted authority and government,"

it may be remarked, has an unbroken line

of defense reaching from Steckel to, "Red*

Hynes, to Busick.)

For his . eagerness to serve the powers

that be by disrupting the movement (the

"socialist" demonstration was called for

February 6, four days before the previously

announcement T. U. U. L. demonstration),

Busick received a sound drubbing.

Had ithere been sufficient pressure from

the rank and file, pressure of a sort that

only the Ijeft wing could generate, possibly

Mr. Busick would have carried out bis threat

in spite of his masters' opinions. That Left

wing was ahseut, had no contact with this

mass of eager material and Busick was left

to carry out his betrayal unhindered. This

is the reason the mas^ies took this betrayal

so docilely.

The sheer helplessness of the official

leadership of tihe Communist party in this

situation is obvious. It is due to two
causes.

1- The putsch-like ordering of demon-
strations. Demonstration has followed de-

monstration but from each one, from each

attempt to reach the city hall, the workers

have returned without work and without

wages. Wit h the decline of the workers'

support, the brutality of the police has
grown and recent demonstrations have be-

come ultra-Leftism personified; the gather-

ing of a few Left wing workers, the shout-

ing of a few slogans-, the raising of a few
'banners, the scattering of a few leafiets and
a windup of bomb and billy. The situa-

tion demands a digging in, organizational

work and flexibility of tactics that wil'l

make our demonstrations assemblages of

strength and not of weakness.
2. The second factor that prevents us from

being effective is the a'bsolute rejection of

the united front tactic by the Stalinists. An
appeal to the unemployed workers in the

socialist council for joint action between
them and us would have had and can still

have telling effects. Busick would oppose
itbe united front but with the cry of solid-

arity we could expose Busick as an agent
of the bosses and establish contact with the

rank and file.

Another tragi-comedy is that those who
in !the "second period" were quite willing

to make a united front with any faker, in

the "third period" can see no distinction be-

tween the misleaders and the misled, and
hold that a united front witJh the socialist

unemployed conference would be the same
as a united front with the socialist mislead-
ers. It goes without saying that Busick
and his ilk should be severely criticized by
the Left wing in any united front.

By the way, the "third and last i>eriod

of post-war capitalism" t!hat was repeated
in every paragraph of the Daily Woriter,

and with which every unit literature agent
opened his report has, of late, been making
but shy appearances few and far between.
Explain, Jorge!

The ultimate source of the poison that
is making our movement Impotent is to be
found in the tactics of the revisionist Cen-
trLsts. Only by a return of the movement
to the Marxist-Leninist course pointed ou.

by the Left Opposition can our movemerf
be rendered healthy again. ue

—CHARLES CURTIS?^^*



The European Grain Meet
The American Bis Stick Succeeds in Disrupting the Conference

A num'ber of moDttts ago, Aristide has been artiflcally held much -above that

Briand announced that definite steps had of the world ]ua.rket, with the aid of the

been taken to insure the birth of a United tariff. Thus, while December wheait in 1931

States of Europe. On B>bruary 28, we read was selling on the market in Chicago at 76

of the results o* the first attempt—alas! cents, in Winnipeg, fihe same wheat was
it was a miscarriage, a miscarriage caused quoted at 54 cents^. To repeat, the Grain

by what in time may tie recognized as the Parley set itself the task of first stabilizing

midwife of "European consternation", the the price and at the same time distributing

United States. the world surplus.

We refer to the recently concluded rpj^^ solving of the grain problem was
"Turopean Grain Parley" held at Paris on ^^ ^ jj-s immediate purpose- But in addi-

Pebruary 25-2S. At the time Briand ad- ^j^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^j. j-ather superseding this, it

vaneed his theory of an All-European Un- ^,gg ^^ serve as the first step in the Pan-
ion, it was recognized by all that the major E„ropa scheme. Discussing the conference,
consideration would have to be economic co- j^^ Business Weds (March 4, 1931 >, has the
op*-ation. Poljltioal unity, yes, but only following to say;
through economic cooperation. Dr. Hjalmar

Schacht. of the German Reichsbaok, writing ^l^^t ^^ why Briand, m opening the

for the Yale Review Winter 1931) has the "meeting, called it the first real test ot the

following to say in regard to Eriand's plan: ^^^^ «* European solidarity which he has

"It was interesting to notice that at
'^een fostering for the past year. If it is

taie recent session of the League of Nations successful, it may not only have immediate

Assembly the mere political approach to
P^^^tical effects on the European market,

the Pan-European problem made by France ^o"* American products, but it will be a long

was supported fey almost nobody. But tHe ^^^P toward realization of the French scheme

economic side of the problem was emphas- f^"* « United States of Europe as a poli-

ized by spokesmen of several of the smaller ^leal and economic counterweight to the Uni-

nations. The Austrian Chancellor. Mr. ted States." The Pan-European movement of

Schober declared that the first move to a »"«^ ^^s, in the words of one of tie Latin

European Federal Union must be made in
American representatives to the League of

ftihe economic sphere and that in his opinion
Nations 'to Have as its underlying policy

the most practical method immediately pos- ^^^ ^^^''^ '^^ ^^^^ ^«^^P^ ^^^^^ ^^^ P'^^^"*

sible was to attempt to bring about econo-
economic imperialism of North America '

mie agreements among the countries in-
^'* ®- '*' ^ ^^' ^•'•

volved." The economic problem first to be The countries "have their places on the

solved through the Pan-Europc^n plan was board, Ihe moves are not' such as are

the grain problem. easily analyzed. Europe is fighting for its

"Too Much W'lieat" life, economically speaking, Europe feels

The major item under the question of the necessity of a united face against its

grain is of course wlheat. A few lines North American opponent. Cooperation

would be proper to indica'te the type of among competitors, however, cannot be eas-

prriblem the conference attempted to solve. Hy achieved. Germany takes a step towards

To state the matter briefly, the world has Fra^nce, then looks coyly towards Wall

"too much whe&t", discounting all rumors Street. Italy is also kept busy racing be-

of starving millions in the cities. And of tween Paris and New York City. More than

course directly linked up with *he question ever are Trotsky's words, written in 1928,

of a great over-production is that of a true today: "In a critical epoch the hege-

drop in price. mony of the United States will prove even

The wQieat producing industry is like more complete, more open, more ruthless

all others, being torn between the vice of than in the period of boom . . . The United

a discrepancy between capacity for produc- States will try to overcome and ^t out

tion and capacity for consumption. Even of its difficulties and helplessness primarily

though actual production is much below the at the expense of Europe." Written over

oapaeity for it (with the Farm Board of two years ago, we see the correctness of

the U. S, still agitating for smaller acre- the prognosis every day.

ages), "the wheat year statistically was «.<k<km^««-».-k«m-*.«-«->.->.m<^-..n..-..n^<k-..nk-«.«-».-»--.n.

idharacterized iby an excess of supplies over

needs/* (Annalist, November 16, 1930.) The CI fCT/^II^PD
world is divided between what are termed ^<J\^4J I /\ll ^Wl^
whea't-esporting an wheat-importing coun- , . .

tries, the major wheat-exporting countries ^^'^^ P«^<^ ^^ L^^' ^^^^ ^<*"^^* '°

being the United States, Argentina. Austra- ™i° the fountain of youth, the economists

lia, Canada, and now once more the Soviet «^ capitalism-the professional apologists

Union. The price of wheat and the gen- f'^'" ^he prevailing system of exploitation—

enal condition of the market is determined ^^^^ likewise for permanent or sustained

on a world scale. This of course means Prosperity. And while the fruits of their

that what is most importat is the difference
wisdom are so useful scientifically as alch-

between the quantities exportable and those ^^^ ^'^ «^ ^^^ ^^ P*^^^^" ^^^' *^«^^ perform-

needed by wheat-importing countries. The ^^^« reminds one of a dog chasing his tail.

total worid production of wheat for 41 During the period when the alleged pro-

countries representing 96 percent of the ^^^^^^^ ^'^^ surfeiting tbe broadest circles

worid's wheat crop outside of Russia and ^ ^he parastic ruling class (they re

China, compared as follows (Crops and "^^ exactly starving now, either, in

Markets, January 1931) • bacchanalism and luxury — and grinding

1929 \. 3.348,154,000 bushels <i<>^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ muscles of the

1930 3,649,656.000 busihels
working class—the capitalist ideologists

Thus we see that there was an Increase ^^^^ sounding the heavens with their

of 9 percent in world production in 1930 ^^^^"^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^°^ ^^^ unsurpassable sys-

over 1929. Were Russia to be included In
'^^^ ^* individual initiative. But now con-

the totals, the flnal increase would undoubt- fronted with the stark reality of the crisis,

ediy be much larger than 9 percent In ^^^ discontent of the uhemployed and starv-

connection with the above, we must remem- ^^^ workers as well as the hard-hit sections

ber that there was being held in store-
°* petty-bourgeoisie, they grope mystically

(houses what is technically known as a ^°^ ^^^ elusive formulae which will create

carry-over of over 418,000,000 bushels. ^^^ unattainable sustained prosperity.

Looked at from the point of view of ex- Thus, four ardent defenders of capital-

ports and imports there was available dur- Is™, authorities, men outstandingly compet-

ing 1930 (Annalist) ent, we are informed, to identify 'Hhe fund-

for export 1,678,000,000 bushels amentals of sustained prosperity" divulged

for import 820,000,000 bushels the mysteries at a dinner of the Economic
In simple language this means that for Club in Hotel Astor recently. Each one of

every bushel that a country like England the wise men had his own particular pre-

needed there were available two bushels, scriptlon for the sustained prosperity, but

The above condition could result in only i^ common, as the reporter of the New Yorii

one tiling: an enormous drop in price, which Times puts it, "they agreed simply on gen-

did take place. eralities of the present situation, such as

The Price Decline th^t it is a cure for unemployment to put

From the Crops and Markets report of
^"^'^ ^o work." Surely, they cannot be re-

the Department of Commerce, we see a
P^^o^^^^fi *^r ^^«^ of simplicity in tbeir

gradual drop In the price paid to the Am- ^o^nmon solution! But in their individual

erican farmer for a bushel of wheat: panaceas they supplemented this simplicity

Dec-ember 1929 108

1

with the profundity of an Einstein,

March 1930 91.9 Magnus W. Alexander, consulting en-
Juue 1930 87.9 gineer for -the General Electric Company and
September 1930 70.3 chairman of the National Industrial Con-
November 1930 60.0 ference Board, thought that what this eoun-
December 1930 61.3 try needs is a change in the anti-trust laws
Average 1929 105.1 —bigger and better trusts; deplored pur-
Average 1930 60.8 chases on the instalment plan ; ano adduced

The aifK)ve gives one an idea of the prob- sound advice such as : don't overproduce,
""em t.ackled by the Grain Conference. Stab- don't overspend, don't oversave, don't ignore
ization of the price, and in regard to the the law of reason in economic activities!
ove, the problem is even greater than that If only our leaders of finance and industry
ica'ted by the figures for the United would follow the advice of Mr. Alexander!
t^. The price of wheat in the U. S. And especially if they retained their reason.

As a first move in his general economic,

and later, political unity plan, Briand called

together twenty-four European countries-

On February 26, they met for a two-day

s^sion in Paris. On February 27, tbe sec-

ond day of the conference, a bombshell was
thrown into the meeting. The U. S. Farm
Board announced its intention of selling

35,000,000 (bushels of wheat In the European
market. A vivid account of the reception

this news mot with can be seen from the

report of the Paris correspondent of the

New York Times (February 27) :

"A feeling closely akin to consternation

developed in the European grain confer-

ence late this afternoon when it was learned

that the United States Farm Board has de-

cided to sell 35,000,000 bushels of wheat
in continental markets at a price consider-

ably below that maintained at home . . .

Some of the delegates hesitated to believe

the American government would."

The feeling of "consternaition" soon
changed to one of "sound business". In
the same report we read : "Good will has
not been laclring, but in the words of one
del^ate, 'Business is business and import-

ing countries cannot he expected to buy
wheat at higher prices just to further the
theory of European Union'."

Talk of a future grain parley is taken

with very little enthusiasm. The United

Sitates government, according to an an-

nouncement in the Times ( March 9) de-

clined to attend future conferences "the

reason being that this government does not

consider that an international wheat con-

ference at this time would accomplish any-

thing of value to American producers". The
market is taking on a runaway character,

parrticularly considering tbe fact that "there

is no guarantee that the American market-

ings mig'ht not exceed the quantity men-
tioned" (ithe Farm Board has a .total esti-

mated holding of over 200,000,000 fbusbels

of wheat).

The United States has made its move
and it was certainly done In a "ruthless

manner". Faced by a falling profit at home,
the United Sta'tes among other methods for

keeping its total profit up, has taken this step

of continuing to "put Europe on rations".

The results of such a policy are best sum-
med up in these words : The repercussions

of this policy will be heard in Europe in the

deeper rumblings of the crisis and the has-

tening of many revolutionary upheavals.

Wall Street has become the "organizer of

revolt."

—H. S.

Communist Tasks and

the Workmens Circle

(NOTP]: The contribution which fol-

lows was made by a sympathizer of the

Left Opposition who is an active militant

in the Workmen's Circle. It Is published

as a discussion article on a subject of con-

siderable importance to tiie Communist and
Left wing movement and we invite all

workers active in the field which comrade
J. B. discusses to send in their opinions for

publieation.—Ed,

)

PROSPERITY*
which it seems deserted then a long time

ago—and forever.

Alexander D. Noyes, financial editor of

the New York Times, also spoke warnlngly

about instalment purchases. In regard to

Btabilizing prosperity he spoke of "the re-

straining, if not the abolishing of the ex-

travagant 'booms' in trade and on the stock

market which precede and precipitate the

hard times." There you have a solution in

a nutshell! Hard times are precipitated by
good tinies. In order to avoid precipiting

hard times let us abolish good times alto-

gether !

William T. Foster, director of the Pol-

lak Foundation for Economic Research, dis-

agreed with both the preceding speakers.

He thought that what this country needs is

increased consumption, "One of the funda-

mentals of sustained prosperity," Mr, Fos-

ter said, "is tbe making and selling of more
and more of the so-called luxuries." Righto

!

There was always lurki-ng in the minds of

all workers th.^ suspicion that the reason
this country isn't prosperous was that each
one of them didn't pc«sess a Rolls-Royce,

a house of his own, a Stromberg-Carlson, a
yacht and several other small luxuries. All

workers should retrieve this mistake im-

mediately and attain sustained prosperity.

But for the solution par excellence we
must listen to George E. Roberts, vice presi-

dent of the National City Bank. His pro-

gram is so realistic and practical that tt

is being applied unhesitatingly by the capi-

talists of the country. This hard-headed
financier of Wall Sitreet said : "The war
caused an enormous demand for man-power,
foodstuffs and many raw materials, result-

ing in a general rise of wages and prices.

Now in the great fall of prices which has
occurred since the war, and particularly in

tihe last year, prices and wages have not all

come down together. Wages do not move
readily at any rate downward." The con-

clusion is clear : Slash .wages ! Reduce low-

er and lower the workers' standard of liv-

ing ! Load the burdens on the backs of the

workers, and there will be sustained pros-

I>erity—the workers sustaining on their

backs the prosperous oppressors. Such is

the real solution of capitalism for "sus-

tained prosperity". All the rest is mere
prattle.

—GEORGE RAY.

History repeats itself. Again we pose
the question: What are the tasks of the
Communists in the fraternal organizations?

Will it not sound ridiculous to some com-
rades? Yes, but only to those that have
been so blind or asleep as not to notice

the violent convulsions the Communist
movement has gone through, especially since
the ultra-Left turn due to the birth of the
theory of the "third period" by the "great
theoretical" of our time, comrade Molotov.

Tlie task of the Communists, as formu-
lated by Marx and Engels, is: to give a
revolutionary consciousne^ to the struggles
of the working class. How can this be
accomplished? The present leadership of
the Comintern wants to accomplish It by
the S. L. P. method, i. e., by building "real"
revolutionary unions and fraternal organi-
zations' overnight. The Bight wing (Love-
stoneites) are for going back to the organi-
zations which they left because of "unity",
and with the Right wing, imity is above
everything now.

Instead of trying to gain the hegemony

over the working masses by activity, parti-

cipation in the daily struggles of the masses

the "greatest pupil" of Lenin has introduced

tbe system of mechanical control and. In

lorder to gain this end, a system of lies,

deception and all other tricks of corrupt

politicians. He found fertile soil for it be-

tween his proteg6s In the U, iS. A. of the

Lovestone and Foster types.

How did that affect the work in the

Workmen's Circle and other fraternal organi-

zations? Before answering this question It

is advisable to say a few words about the

leadership tiiat was put at the helm of this

lactivity. This leadership consisted mostly

of those that came to the Communist move-

ment after the second split and as long as

there was a semblance of discussion on

theoretical questions they did not find them-

selves at home. Their intellectual poverty

was. astonishing, but they had gone through

the school of the S. P. and the Forward
politics and learned all the "tricks of the

trade".

With the introduction of the "new"
Leninism, the situation became more bear-

able for these people. Since then, it has been
easy sailing. Their platform has become
"loyalty" and the group of Saltzman, Siegel.

Pollack, Costrell, Sultan, etc., have become
tbe greatest leaders of the Communist move-
ment in the fraternal organizations. And
they arc well qualified for the work. The
tricks they brought with them have become
their "stock in trade". The issues of cor-

ruption and honest elections obscured every
other issue. Is it any wonder that we have
been l-c^ing ground in the W. C? See the

difference between the delegation of 1925
at the convention in New Star Casino where
we had 225 delegates and the following con-

ventions.

The situation became hopeless for these
people. They could show no results but loss

of ground and were desperate.

But lo! All of a sudden we heard the
playing of trumpets. What happened? What
was all this noise about? It was to herald
the arrival of the "the third period" We
are on the threshold of the social rev-

olution! We have entered into the revolu-

tionary situation "with both of our feet"

(Molotov), etc., etc.

Of course, with the arrival of the rev-

olutionary period, the army has to be reor-

ganized; tbe tactics must be changed and
overhead goes everything that is still left

of Leninism. A Council of War is called

( in which Lovestone and his protege, B.

Lifschitz, participated and concurred in the

decisions, but after their expulsion from the

party, changed front overnight) , and the

call Is sent out to witiidraw the army from
the enemy's territory and declare every
worker not answering the call a traitor, a

social'fascist and what-not. This was met
with a sigh of relief by the above-jmentioned

leadership. This wa.s a wonderful chance
to cover up their political bankruptcy and
simplify the work by just, indulging in self-

praise and declaring themselves the ad-

vance guard, etc.

(To be continued)

OPPOSITION I.ECTIjRE AT BROOKWOOD
Max Shachtman, editor of the Militant,

will, speak before the student body of the

Brookwood Labor College on Friday, April

24, 1931. The subject of his lecture will be

tbe Program of the Left Opposition.



Expansion Prosram Headway . Organization ISfotes

Tlie Sob I^rive
Our Program c^ Expansion is on the

way. TI e results so far are very gratify-

ing and testify to the vitality of the Left

Communist Opptraition movement. of the staff and the publication of a theor- FOR 500 NEW SUBSCRIBERS
Its central object is, of course, the one etical monthly. AND RENEWALS

of building and strengthening this move- The organization of the publishing com- r^jj^ Mutant does not scare you with

ment. In substance, it provides the organi- pany will naturally mean much greater ex-
s<,peeohing headlines about tie "danger of

zational measures of progress intended for tension of our propaganda possibilities. It suspension" unl^s you do thus and thus and
coordination with our advance in a poli- will facilitate both the publication of more

^j^^g^

tical sense. Marxian literature as well as extend its rp^^jg ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^n however that

Are we making any such advance? Un- avenues for circulation. But this, impor- rpj,^ MlitMit comes out of magic. Only

doubtedly everyone of our comrades and tant as it is, will be small compared with YOUR CO-OPERATION makes it possible,

supporters can notice a perceptible upward the next step to follow, the establishment rj.^^ National Executive Committee has

turn m several respects. General political of the Militant permanently on a weekly followed tiie policy <yZ working within the

steps taken cannot, of course, he disasso- basis. Through a weekly paper we can so
limits of the possibilities of the organization,

ciated or considered separately from much more seriously think of becoming a porward stej^ have been taken when it was
organizational ones and certainly not within factor in the general working class move-

fgij. jj^^t the membership and sympathizers

*he Communist movement having a definite ment and wield actual influence with our
j^ ^^^ g^j^ ^^^j.^ ^.^^^y ^^^ fjigj^j^

political object and requiring an organiza- views. A weekly Militant, reflecting our
j^ reviipw of the organization for the

tion to carry it into life, a'herefore we platform in every day life, becoming a
^^^^ ^.^.^ ^^^ ^ j^^jf y^^rs shows a positive,

may start in recording an advance on the guide in stru^les and speaking regularly gjea^y, solid growth—even if a slow one.

basis of a verv healthy increase in the ac- to the workers ;
this, together with an ac- YOUR CO-OPERATION made it possible,

tivities of our various branches. There are tually functioning organization will spdtl
^^ ^^^.^ ^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^ _^^^^^^ ^^

definite reasons for this. First, there is a real advance and simultaneously lay the
^^^^ ^^onfident that the circulation of The

growth of opportunities in the slowly ns- foundation for yet bigger tasks.
j^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ substantially increased.

Ing activity of the working class. Our num- Our second National Conference is to
yq^jj^ cO-OPERATION is needed

bers are gradually increasing and several be held soon. Our National Committee is
VOII HFTP*>

of our branches have been better consoli- preparing the theses and preparing for the
tp VftiT Irp A WPAnFlt OP THF

dated. But above all there is the streng- discussion to take place. For us prcpara- ^^
„Vt TTrT^T ^rSsrmnFt

thened conviction of our membership as to tions of such theses do not mean merely
vftlT arf A ir^R^rRmPR-^ET ONE

the correctness of the position which we to arrive at formulations of problems and IF ^OU ARE A SLBSCBIBER-GET ONE

have taken. Proofs of tHis correctness, are ta^.ks to (be used for quotation purposes or
crfR^rRT^TON HA*; FXPIRFD

multiplying daily in the experiences of the to be scrapped when the whims of a new IF lOUR SUBSCRIPTION HAS EXPIRED

class struggle. Gradually we are also sue- turn arrive. We expect our theses particu-

ceeding better In carrying our plaltforra lar to supplement our platform in the sense Thus far we have received only 31 new

into life in the sense that in its every day of drawing the necessary conclusions from subscriptions and renewals. They came from

application, we translate it. more firmly developments since it was written. We ex- the following branches: Now York—8;
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Since our last report of progress on our

PiV)gram of Expansion we have received

further definite word from various braches.

The Minneapolis branch definitely pledge
to raise $500.00. The Boston branch pledges

$100.00. Two of our small branches, one

in Montreal, Canada and the other in New
Haven, Conn., pledged one certificate per

number. The Chicago branch estimates that

it will be able to raise about $2.00.00 its

first; definite pledge amounting to about

$35.00.

The Boston Branch has forwarded $25

as the first installment on this pledge.

From the Kansas City Branch we have re-

ceived $50 as a first contribution to further

the program.

During the last two weeks we have been

circularizing a number of sympathizers and
supporters endeavoring to explain just what
we have in mind with our program of ex-

pansion and asking for their support. It

is yet too early to expect definite replies

but past experience leads us to believe that

the appeal to such comrades will bring re-

sults. However, there are many more such

supporters throughout the country who may
not be on our mailing list. It is therefore

important that our comrades, where we have
branches, make a canvass of their city and
bring this program before sympathetic ele-

ments and follow up with a planned cam-
paign asking for definite support.

From the National Office we are follow-

ing up to carry out our parr of the pro-

gram. The formal launching of the pub-

lishing company only awaits tlie completion

of the first $500 contribution, all the pre-

paratory arrangements being ready,

Contributionis received since the last

report are as follows

:

ROLL CALL ON THE PROGRAM OF
EXPANSION

2,000—

Year

G. Saul $ 1

G. Clarke 4

Glotzer 5

Lewitt 5

H Stone 25

Gutringer 4

Friedman 2

Sterling 5

Swabeck 10

Berensmeyer 10

M. Fisher 10

Anonymous 1

Boston branch 25

Kansas City

Branch 50

157,00

Previously

repor*pd 189.00

1.500—

1,000-

-1,750

—1.250

—T50

500—

—250

Total to date $346.00

THE SYMBOL MUST BE PROTECTED! What Has Happened in lILf

Mflhafma Gandhi, who recently quit the

Lovestone group to join bands with Mac-

Eto-nald, is having an exceedingly uncom-

fortable time of it in India. Despite the

fact that Lovestone announced a while ago

that Gandhi was the "symbol of the revolu-

tion" in India, t.here seems 10 be a large

number of Indian revolutionists who, ac-

cording to press dispatches, are violently op-

posing the treasonable pact between Gandhi

and Britain. At Karachi, Gandhi almost

had his skull laid open. It appears to us

that for the sake of Auld Lang Syne, and

for the bcKlily protection of tiie "symbol of

fhe revolution", the Lovestone group should

have the decency to send, let us say, Ben

Gitlow to India as Gandhi's bodyguard. It

is true that Gitlow has an overpowering

inclination to being' kidnapped from time to

time, but we feel that even this danger

erhould be risked to protect a so much abused

**symbor'

embracing affiant's full knowledge and belief

as to the circumstances and conditions un-

der which stockholders and security holders

who do not appear upon ihe books of the

company as trustees, hold stock and secur-

ities ; and this affiamt. has no reason to be-

lieve that any other person, association, or

corporation has any interest direct or in-

directs in the said stock, bonds, or other

securiti^ than as so stated by him.

Max Shachtman, Managing Editor.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 30th

day of March 1931.

Geo. Lorcb, Notary Public.

(My Commission expires March 30, 1931.)

(Continued from page 1)

sues of the American Miner, is not for any

real interests of the miners, but eithe» to

form a independent Illinois miners union

with Frank Farrington at the head or else

to lull the militancy of the miners to sleep

and then drive them into Lewis' union.

Playing up the name of Frank Farrington

in the lajst two issues of the American

Miner would seem that Ameringer is head-

ing in the first direction. Regardless of

what Ameringer attempts to do, his infiu-

ence among the miners is small and he will

not get very far which every way he turns.

The most potent force in the present

struggle is tlie rank and file movement,

especially the Kducational Body at Staun-

ton, where for the last two Sunday meet-

ings, miners from all parrs of Illinois and
even Indiana have gathered together, en-

dorsed the calling of an international Min-

ers Union to meet in St, Louis and further

went on record ifor the following; For
division of work ; shorter work day ; power

to the pit committees to settle local griev-

aces ; Union control of the loading mach-

ines; organize the unorganized: etc.

The calling of the convention for the

purpose of organizing a new international

Miners Union is a healthy sign and should

meet with the approval of the rank and file

miners of this country. It is now the duty

of the Left wing, especially the Communist
miners to clear out of the ranks of the

miners the last remnants of reaction

and elect men from the pits as officials o
the new miners' organization, to adopt t

demands of the Staunton Educational Bor
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Republican i\evolution i

Mil. Hfltnovs' Com^ontioii
As this issue appears, the rank and file

miners' movement against the treacherous

reunion of the Lewis and Fishwioli cliques

in the United Mine Workers of America

will come to a head at a convention in

St. Louis to determine the course the min-

ers shall pursue. The movement which

has as its chief driving power the desire

of the miners to cut loose from the domina-

tion of the reactionary union sk-ates, has

already won the support of some of the

most militant section of the Illinois mine

fields, oif the new independent union in

West Virginia, and of sections of the coal

territory in Ohio, Indiana and Kansas. Be-

trayed, traduced, used by their leaders aa

pawns in dickers with the coal operators,

suffering the intense misery from the ef-

fects of the general crisis added to the spe-

cific crisis in the coal industry—the most

militant elements among the miners are

overcoming the spirit of demoralizing and

despair. It is these elements who are at

present most active In the work of laying

the foundation stones for a new union move-

ment, based on the class struggle, able and
willing to defend the interests of the min-

ers, free from the bureaucratic and reac-

tionary ineubus that has destroyed the once

powerful nnion of the American mine work-

ers.

The Unity of F^shwkk and Lewis

The revival of the milirant spirit so

characteristic of the miners comes at the

end of a more than one year dispute between

two sections of the labor ofiicialdom^the

International office headed by John L. Lewis

and the Illinois district, which split away
last year and ^tablished an autonomous

union under the leadership of such die-

e dlted touts of the coal operators as Fish-

wick, John H, Walker. This entirely un-

principled dispute came to a conclusion "by

<jourt order**, but in reality because the

union had been sapped to such an extent

that the diminished resources available to

both groups of the officialdom compelled

them to seek refuge in each other's arms.

Over night, Fishwick, who had de-

nounced Lewis for every crime in the de-

calogue ,returned to the fold of this same

Lewis who, in his turn, had been working

tongue and pen with might and main to

prove that Fishwick and his associates

were scoundrels of the deepest dye. The

sudden reconciliation, however, did not re-

Bult in bringing the miners' rank and file

dcteilely under the domination of the re-

united skates. Throughout Illinois, the out-

raged miners not only refused to pay dues

to the Lewis machine but expressed strong

sentiments for cutting loose from the .hulk

to which the U. M. W. A. has been reduced,

and establishing in its place a new union.

In West Virginia, a notorious scab field

because of the deliberate satwtage of organi-

sation work by the Lewis clique, the new
union movement has already assumed dis-

tinct form and embraces, according to var-

ious reports, from 7,000 to 9.OO0 members.

In Kansas, for many years a stamping

ground for militancy, the same sentiment

prevails. To a lesser extent, Indiana and

Ohio have echoed the aspirations of the

Illinois miners.

The convention to be held in St. Louis

oh April 15, 1931 is the rallying point for

this sentiment. The ircumstanc^ and au-

spice surrounding Its convocation furnish

an illuminating comment on the relationship

of forces in the mine field. The prime mov-

ers officially in the fore for this convention

are the "progressives" associated with the

C. P. L. A., the Muste group. Keenly

awtare of the spirit of revolt spreading

among the miners, these professional damp-
eners of working class militancy, yesterday's

open and concealed adjutants of Fishwick

and Co., have taken advantage of the ab-

sence of any substantial and genuinely mili-

tant leadership capable of opposing Lewis-

ism and have sought to ride the wave of

sound rank and file revolt. With yester-

day's loyal agents of the Ft^wick apparatus

like Wm. Daech and slmllanst* joined with

the professiona'l "progressives" of Hap-
good, Broi)hy, Stevenson and Co., who col-

lapsed and left the miners in the lurch at

every decisive moment, and continuing to

us)p Alex Howatt who ft'iiowed P'^shwick

and Co. to use his reputation of bygone

militancy a« bait with which to entice the

nii-ners into the reactionary net—with this

agglomeration of pseudo and quasi-progress-

ives the Muste group is seeking to establish

its domination of the new movement and

perform its assigned function of keeping

it from "going red."

The BlQ»dMS of Stalindnn

That the Muste group of reformists has

thus far succeeded in a measure to put it-

self at the head of the rank and file move-

ment is eloquent testimony to the decrepit

state of "the Communist movement, particu-

larly in the Illinois mine fields, and to the

virtually complete disappearance of the Na-

tional Miners Union in that state. With the

eruelest effect, yesterday's blunders of the

Stalinists have come home to roost. The

bankruptcies and defeafis of yesterday bur-

tJin the revolutionary movement just at

this particular moment, when the possibil-

iti^ for a revival and consolidation are

especially favorable. Yet, with the miners

(above all, i<n Illinois) rapidly experiencing

a disillusionment with the two gangs of

labor leaders and ready for a new move-

menti the appeal^ of the National Miners

Union are failing on deaf ears.

That is how the rank and file miners

are repaying Stalinism for the stupidities

and crimes of the past : for the bureaucra-

tic, arbitrary, supercilious regime in the

Left wing union which repelled those work-

ers who sought in it a democratic instru-

ment for advancing their interests; for the

irresponsible, adventurist, ill-b^ o 1 1 e n
"strike" of l^t year, called without con-

( Continued on page 3)

Penn. Sedition Act Seeks Victims
With the conviction of comrade Bill

Lawrence, active militant of the Communist

party in Philadelphia, who was tried, found

"guilty" and sentenced last week under the

notorious Flynn Anti-Sedition act of Penn-

sylvania, the cases of other workers ar-

rested In that state under the same law

assume particular significance. In addition

to a number of members of the Communist

party indicted under the act, there are two

Philadelphia members of the Oommunist

Ijeague of America, (Opposition), Leon GU>od-

man and Bernard Morgenstern, against

whom the court has just returned a true

bill, with their trial to come up in short

order.

It is clear that particulaily through-

out Pennsylvania, the ruling class is pur-

suing a deliberatie piolicy of picldng off

one militant after another, prosecuting them

quietly and dispatching them to years of

imprisonment for the crime of fighting the

battle of labor. As usual, this vicious cam-

paign is being directed in the first place

against the vanguard fighters of the work-

ing class, the Communists, with the aim

of intimidating labor as a whole and ham-

pering its struggle against the wage-cut-

ting and standards-lowering offensive of the

lK)sses, It is on this basis, and in the gen-

eral interests of working class solidarity,

that every worker and labor organization

must assemble their strength of fight back

the capitalist prosecutors and defend the

class war prisoners,

Morgenstern and Goodman were arrest-

ed in Philadelphia for distributing the leaf-

let on unemployment issued by the Com-

munist League, together with a circular

urging workers to attend the unemploy-

ment demonstration organized on February

25th by the Communist party and the Left

wing movement. On the basis of the de-

claration in the League leaflet that only

the socialist revolution can finally solve the

ills of the working class, the arrests were

made and the indictment set forth against

the two militants.

The International Labor Defense, which

its Stalinist commissars have sought to con-

vert into one of their factional appendages,

at first refused to take up the case of these

two workers. At the united front confer-

ence held a few weeks ago, delegates from

the Philadelphia branch of our League were

unseated in the presence of the I, L. D.

national secretary, Engdahl, It was only

after profits from a number of workers

and branches of the I. L. D., to which we
refer elsewhere in this issue that the

Philadelphia local of the latter organiza-

tion agreed to take up the "legal defense"

of Morgenstern and Goodman, which meant
not to make a class fight in their case.

To make clear their position and the posi-

tion of the League, the two comrades have

sent the following letter to the Philadel-

phia I. L. D.

"Comrades

;

"The recent conviction of comrade Bill

Lawrence and others under the Flynn Anti-

Sedition Act must not be allowed to pass

without the creation of the broadest possi-

ble protest movement. These cases, and
others of a similar nature, are of the same
type as the case of the undersigned. Taken
together, they indicate that the ruling class

is engaged in a brutal attack upon the

vanguard section of the labor movement
which must be repulsed by all the strength

at our command,

"Up to now, the I. L, D. contrary to

Its long established policy, has refused to

give us anything but 'legal defense', which

means to destroy the class significance of

the whole fight. We earnestly believe this

procedure to be a profound error calculated

to injure the fight against the Flynn Act.

In this connection, and bearing In mind

the general campaign being made against all

militants—a campaign "which endangers the

whole movement, we make the following

proposals to the 1. L. D. for its immediate

fonsideration

:

i, "A united front conference, called

and organized on the broadest possible

basis, should he held immediately for the

purpose of drawing every labor organization

into a compact body for the struggle against

the Flynn Act, for the release of those

already convicted under it. and for the de-

fense of those who, like ourselves, are

threatened by conviction,

2. "To conduct a widespread agitation-

al campaign for all the workers at present

involTed under the Flynn .\ct on a work-

ing class basis, so that the class significance

of the arrests, trials and convictions may
he brought home to the labor movement.

A purely 'legal defense', such as is pro-

posed in our case, is not only entirely in-

adequate but fit solely for a 'lit>er{ir de-

fense movement—<.'ertainly not for a class

defense organization like the I. L, D,

3. "To organize a mass meeting im-

mediately to protest the conviction of com-

rade Lawrence, and to bring to popular

working class attention the danger of sim-

ilar convictions confronting other workers

already arrested. We propose that one of

the undersigned defendants in the case ap-

pear at this meeting as one of the speakers,

"These steps are proposed as prelimin-

ary to a systematic and extensive fight

against the Flynn Act and the persecutions

that take place under it. We make these

proposals only because we are actuated by

the most earnest desire to achieve the

greatest possible uniby of the militant move-

ment to rally the workers in a fight against

our common enemy. Our political affiliation

to the Communist League (Opposition),

while it differs from that of other workers

in the I. L. D., Impels us to seek the closest

and most loyal collaboration with the work-

ers' defense organization. We therefore

anxiously await your reply to our proposals,

"Fraternally yours,

Leon Goodman,
Bernard Morgenstern"

Alfons<» has quit the soil of Sp

the bourgetiis republicans, assiste<I

socialist allies, have proclaimed the i

lie. The universal Declaim with which

departure of the royal family was met .y

the ]>eopIe fttrnishes eloquent testimony to

the profound uni)opularity of the monai-chy.

In the prochunation of the republic, the

Kpanish masses have taken tuoir first big

step in breaking with the old regime and
towards establishing their own rule to-

morrow,
Kut the bloodless victory of the repub-

lican-socialist alliance over the Spanish.

monarch guarantees neither the radical up-

rooting of monarchical rule, the establish-

ment of the repn'blic, nor the real people's

regime of tomorrow. The ess<>ntial evils

with which the reign of the Bourbons in-

flicted the people still remain. More, thft

republican bourgeoi,sie, even with the ser-

vile aid of the social democrats, is incap-

able of solving any of the tasks which press-

with such burning urgency for ,sf)lution.

Tlie Spanish bourgeoisie now in power
is bound by a thousand threads to the old

monarchical system and the semi-feudal re-

lationships on the land. In its turn, the

monarchy is intimately intertwined, in its

essence as well as in the person of .Alfonso

himself, to the prevailing mode of capital-

ist exploitation. Proceeding from both of
them are the ties with the reactionary

clergy, the big landowners, the niilitiarx

cliques, all of which form the chain that

has, and still does fetter the emancipation

of the people, of the workers and the pea-

sants upon whose misery the strength of

the ruling class has l)een built.

Bourgeois and monarch^those two are

infinitely closer to each other than they arc

to the proletariat and the peasantry.. As
has happened before in history, and in

Spain's history as well, these two ruling

forces will find no great difficulty in being

reconciled in the face of an independent
insurrectionary proletariat and peasantry.

The monarchy is not at a definite end in

Spain, Alfonso is far from having given:

up the expectation to return. In his de-

claration, he has proclaimed that he does
not "renounce any of my rights , , . I am
waiting to learn the real expression of
the collective opinion of my people". The
bourgeoisie, which proved its capacity to

unload the king under pressure of the mass-

es and out of fear of itself being unloaded,
is e<iually capable of cfi'ecting a reconcilia-

tion with the Bourbons under the press-

ure of other circumstances.

Can the new republican socialist com-
bination rule, or shall we have in Spain
a repetition of the abortive republic of
1873? That depends upon a number of in-

definite factors, primarily upon the next
stages in the deveilopmont of the pmietar-
inn movement. What is already quite clear

is the attitude of the new rulers to-

wards the working class which as-

sisted it to power. With the reac-

tionary fury that characterizes every ex-

ploiting class that has just come to power
—even though by revolution—it has already
turned uixm that wection of the working:

class which has been first to manifest its

class independence. In Bfircelona. center

of working class fermeiit. the rulers of rhe
"Catalonian republic*" crowned only the

day before, have proclaimed martial law
against the workers, killed two of them,
and suppres,sied the 24-hours general strike.

How instructive Is the violence with which
the "revolutionary republicans" attack the^

"revolution in i)ennanence"

!

The Barcelona movement is only are

initial skirmish. The proletariat of Spain
will yet have adequate opportunities to pro-

duce its revolutionary Communist party and
to place itself at the head of the popular-

niation. The powerle.ssness of the bourge-
oisie to solve the problems of the 'Spanish

people wilt be a source of strength to the
real revolutit'ji. Alcala Zamora, the pro-

visional pres* lent, and the government It-

self, have ': Veady announced the pro-
gram of the new government, and it

is ' filled with the empty promises
with which the bourgeoisie always feeds

the masses, "The republic will guarantee
(Continued on page 5)



ilTORIAL NOTES
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jangerous situation

The unfortunate results of the dress

strike -were guaranteed In advanoe by the

policy of the leadership and were easy to

foresee. The Left wing union, already

segregated In respect of shop organization,

to a small oorner of the industry, did not

oceed in appreciably widening the area

its control. A few hundred workers—

e or leas—added to the union rolls out

^e tens of thousands in the trade oan-

i represented to anybody as a victory,

ven 'these slight gains in membership

1 we have no reason to dispute—are

lan counter-balanced by the loss of

wing prestige which derives inevitably

a the whole misera^ble affair.

Under the blows of the united reaction

on the one side, and of -criminal mialeader-

ship on the other, the Left wing in the

m-yu^ irades finds itself today in an ex-

tremely eritiaal position. The spiritless

mun^t/ with which fhe most loyal militants

went through the strike in which they had

no faith, the lost <?onfiden'ce of the masses

which the strike figures tell with cruel em-

phasis, are stern warnings of a dangerous

Situation ; a situation which has within It

the possibilities of a real catastrophe.

In that treacherous manner which is

characteristic of all opportunists, Lovestone-

Zimmerman are seizing the occasion to sow

panLr* and demoralization in the Left wing

rank-'^. They are coming out in the open

now with their program for the liquidation

of the struggle of the Left wing union.

They are trying to set into motion a wild

stampede back into the «amp of Schlesinger.

We warn the I^eft wing workers against

this panic propaganda. And in doing so

we have no need to conceal the desperate

position of the Industrial Union. That Is

incontestable. Nor can we doubt tha;t on

its present course the Industrial Union is

moving, with accelerated speed, toward

liquidation—in fact, if not by formal deci-

sion. We must recognize that the Left wing

union stands now at a point where the odds

are unquestionably against it. The weight

of the combined reacti<m presses down
heavily upon it, and the leadership of the

bureaucratic Incompetents supports t^e re-

action, from the Left. But the issue has

not yet come to the decisive settlement. The
time has not arrived to haul down the

banner of the Industrial Union. That cry

is the cry of i)anic-«trlcken traitors.

Two or three thousand members organ-

lied in the Industrial Union, surrounded

yet in spite of all by the warm sympathy

of tens of thousands of workers in the in-

dustry, represent a power out of all pro-

portion to the numerical relation. What
they need is a correct policy and a leader-

ship worthy of the name. The need to put

their own house in order. If they will do
this in time, and only on that condition,

they can yet regain the lost positions and
conquer new ones. Let the liquidators of

the Lovestone camp desert the ship which

they think is sinking. The task of the day
for the revolutionary fighters is to fix the

leaks and keep It afloat.

darity is mritten in the spirit of the editor,

John Gahan—a petty-bourgeois phrase-

monger of the Sandgren stripe—and that

is to say it is written from a reactionary

standpoint. It begins, in the heading, with

a reference to Trotsky as the "author of

the Kronstadt massacre" and impli^ there-

:by a solidarity with the ill-fated attempt

at counter-revolutionarj- overthrow engin-

eer«d in 2921 through the medium of the

Kronstadt sailors. And this implication

goes over to direct expression of the idea

in the statement, "the 'dictatorship of the

proletariat', which is an instrument of op-

pression."

The reviewer protests against our re-

ference, in the introduction to the pamph-

let, to the "denegeration" which has taken

place in the leading circles of the I. W. W.

since the war. But how could degeneration,

from a proletarian and revolutionary point

of view, he more forcibly expressed and

demionstrated than by such an attitude

toward the Russian revolution? Of the

two great camps into which the world was

divided, and remains divided, by the Bolshe-

vik revolution—those who are ft»r it and

those who are against it—the reviewer

takes Ills place with the latter. And it is

not simply a question of "some other coun-

try" in which narrow-minded Philistines

profess a lack of interest. We have here

only an advance notice of how the logic

of false conception will work out at home.

It slMUld not i>e lost on those who still

retain the idea of a workers' revolution in

America.

The outspoken opponents of Commun-
ism and the Stalinist bureaucrats who dis-

tort its meaning and soil its oanner have

some things in common, despite the noisy

and indecent brawl which p;isses for tie

"intellectual" struggle between them. Ga-

ha-n and Co. agree with Poster, Inc. that a

club over the skull is more effective than an

idea directed to the brain. Ard in this re-

view they take anoHier leaf from the Pos-

ter book and allow themselves jnst a lit-

tle misrepresentation. They accuse the

writer of the Introduction to "Communism
and Syndicalism" of saying, "The party is

the unified minority group of intellectuals

to guide, advise and lead the trade unions."

No, we never said that because we don't

think that. We believe with Marx and

Lenin that the party is the vanguard of the

proletariat, the organization of the class-

conscious and revolutionary warkingmen.

We do not think of the party as a spe-

cial body of "Intelleetnals". This idea is

falsely Imputed to us by the pseudo-intel-

lectuals of anarehO'Syndicalism, The whole

argument against a proletarian party rests

on this shaky foundation. Misrepresenta-

tion of the Issue and an appeal to prejudice

are the sole weapons of the bankrupt lead-

ers of reactionary syndicalism, of Gahan
and similars.

It is a miserable armament and can-

not stand a real contest. What is needed

for such a contest is simply an able pre-

sentation of the Marxist position. Comrade
Trotfsky has made this presentation, from

all sides and with incomparable clarity and

logic, in his pamphlet, "Communism and

Syndicalism". It will make its way.

"COMMUNISM AND SYNDICALISM"

The new pamphlet, '-Communism and

Syndicalism", seems to have hit its mark.

It has already gained a fairly wide distri-

bution and has enriched the life of the radi-

cal labor movement with a fresh and ani-

mated discussion of fundamental questions

of principle. Industrial Solidarity, the of-

ficial organ of the I. W. W., devotes four

columns in its April issue to a review of

the pamphlet. And this fact alone bears

eloquent testimony to the profound Interest

which comrade Trotsky's masterful presen-

tation of the Marxist position on the trade

•union question has aroused within the ranks

oT. the syndicalistic workers.

The Stalin faction in charge of the of-

ficial party has been attempting to settle

the dispute l>etween syndicalism and Com-
munism in the gutter of gang fights. In

this they have only succeeded in compromis-

ing Communism and playing the game of

the reactionary elements at the head of the

I. W, W., whose iwsitlon depends on an
atmosphere of confusion, prejudice and un-

reasoning hostility. The publication of the

new pamphlet has served to elevate the

question again to the level of ideological

struggle,—the plane upon wb.ich Marx
fought Bakunin, and Lenin f'"'jghi the Eco-

nomists. The Opposition d monstrates in

this question also that it i. Ihe real heir

of the great teachers.

The unsigned review in Industrial Soli-

tures" and held no "conversations" with

Lovestone. And that is not because we re-

ject the idea of talking to political op-

i>onents, but because to the leaders of this

petty-bourgeois faction we have nothing

more to eay. The last "conversation" we

beld with them was at the Plenum in tJie

latter part of 1928 when our expulsion irom.

the party was confirmed. Wiiat we said

on that occasion was printed in the Mili-

tant, and our remarks were addressed

equally to them and to the Posterites who

stood united with them on the same r^

actionary piaJtform. We did not have to

invent that "alliance". It was open and

public and all the world could see it. And

it didn't happen by accident. It Is to cover

up the fact of this alliance that Foster con-

cocts the fiction of the bloc of the Right

and the Left and invents "conversations'*

to support it. Or is there also another

reason? All signs indicate the reconstitu-

tlon of the bloc of the Right and the Center

In the Russian party. Is the article of

March 17tb a part of the camouflage to

conceal the preparations for it in America?

If the latter Is the case—and the aa-

eumption is not without foundation—^they

are proceeding with it in a characteristic

manner. The Centrist bueraucracy reflects

the pre^ure of alien classes upon the

movement of the revolutionary proletariat.

As s^uch it stands in contradiction to th«

historic interests of the movement and Its

existence depends upon systematic decep-

tion. Driven by an uncontrollable impulse,

they must and they do lie automatically,

as a man afflicted with the tic must twitch

the muscles of his face.

The struggle for existence also in pol-

itics sets its conditions for all forms of

life. The bureaucrats of Centrism could

not live politically without saying one thing

and doing another. And they follow this

course with an increasing ease and pro-

ficiency as the contradictions and difficulties

of their position multiply. An example im

the recently proclaimed campaign "agalwst

exaggeration", which was immediately fol-

lowed—as was to be expected—by a verit-

able flood of bigger and better lies, chiefly

against the Opposition. How could It be

otherwise? Por what purpose would th«y

promise trurtli except to make falsehood

appear more cred'ble?

It Is quite obvious that moral indigna-

tion is without avail in such a situation.

We axe confronted here with social and
political phenomena which must be ft^

praised objectively and scientifically. In

the interests of the proletarian movement
we explain and also refute the 11^ of th«

bureaucrats, But we cannot and we do

not promise to refute them all. The vol-

ume is too great for a semi-monthly paper

to cope with. One cannot bring down s

flock of quail with a rifle.

The best we can do is to single out

and refute some of the characteristic in-

stances of this game of falsification, enough
to expose the whole system. In spite of

all limitations the International Opposition

tiaa managed to do this. The notorious

affair of the "Wrangel officer" was such a

ease. "The alliance with Coolidge and the

Austrian Government" was another. The
"bloc of the Right and the Left"—embell-

ished lately with cooked-up disclosures abou

"overtures" and "conversations in the sum-

mer of 1930"—is a third. All the rest fol-

low the same pattern.

LYING AS A POLITICAL SYSTEM

An article in the Daily Worker of

March 17th contains the statement that.

In the summer of 1930, the opposition made
overtures to the Lovestoneites rn tl e basis

otC work within the Muste movemtit and

against the Communist party." At tic out-

eet it will be seen that there if somothing

wrong here. We have been toid so often

and so long ago about the unity of the op-

position with the Right winf, that the

allegation now of mere "overtuits" for such

a bloc, and only In the summer of 1930 at

that, comes like an anti-climax. The first

rule for people who bear false witness is

that all must tell the same story. The Stal-

inist Heesians of the Pen, who are in the

business, ought to remember that in the

future.

However, this discrepancy Is bridged

over by some brand new testimony whIcL

reveals "details" of the great conspiracy

just discovered by the Foster G. P. U. "In

the summer of 1930," they say, "conversa-

tions were held between Cannon and Love-

stone. The purpose of these parleys was
to work out a common base of struggle." In

this statement there is no truth whatever,

and no semblance of truth. It is a lie made
out of the whole cloth in order to bolster

up a position' which has been politically

exploded. The Opposition made no "over-

THE OPPOSITIONISTS AT THE
MAY DAY CONFERENCE

The delegates to the May Day Con-

ference from the New York branch of the

Communist League gave a practical demon-

tration of the actual policy of the Opposi-

tion. It was not lost on the Communist

workers present; of this we may be sure.

The action of representatives of the Opposi-

tion, in disregarding all provocation and

breaking through the bureaucratic barriers

to speak directly to the rank and file for

solidarity, is one to be proud of and to

set np as a model for Oppositionist con-

duct. This is the way to carry our ideas

deeper into the party.

Our policy is the policy of united front

with the party. Several hundred Commun-

ist workers, assembled at the May Day Con-

ference saw it exemplified there in deed

and heard it expounded in the speeches of

our delegates. Let the Stalinist disrupters

of the workers' vanguard slander and mis-

represent us all they want. If we keep out

own line straight, and if we find enough

comrades who can represent it as faith-

fully as our May Day Conference del^ates

did, our slogans and Ideas will make their

way into the minds and hearts of the con-

scious proletarians.

A friendly reception was accorded to

our delegates foy the workers present, de-

spite the atempts to incite a lynching spirit

against them. Applause, even, greeted tietr

exposition of our policy. These are signs

of the times. Do they not indicate the be-

ginning of a break in the wall between the

Opposition anxi the party ranks?

The re.^ults of this incident confirm

once more the Tightness of our attitude to-

ward the party from which opportunists

and middle-heads have tried and still try

to divert us. Every new experience prov«i

over again that those who want to turn

the course of the Opposition away from

the party, wlio complain about being "a

tail to the party", do not speak our lan-

guage and are not going our vra,y.

We are with the party, and no one can

tear us away from it. But to be with the

party in the revolutionary, and not merely

In the fom.al sense, means to be against the

Centrist bureaucrats, who corrupt and mis-

educate it, with an irreconcilability that

grows harder and more relentless as we
diiaw nearer to the workers In the ranks.

Our delegates to the May Day Conference

acted in this spirit and thereby advanced

our cause another step forward.

—J. P. C.

MAY DAY MEETING IN CLEVELAND

Comrade John Brahtin will speak at

the May Day affair of the German Workers

Educational Society at 4308 Franklin

Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio, on May 2nd,

at 7 :30 p. m. Oth^r speakers will also

address the assembly on the significance of

the international workingmen's holiday. All

are invited.
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The Trial or the Russian MensheviKS

The oonnecftloii of the Mensheviks with

the wreckers on the one hand and with the

imperialist Ijourgeoisie on the other, is not

something unespecbed. OSie discovery of

this connection, irrefutably confirmed by the

avowals of the members of the Menshevik

center, has, liowever, a great demonstrative

eignificanoe because it proves in a particu-

larly striking manner that a policy, in spite

of aU the democratic abstbactions v/iiii

which one wants to cover it, is inevitably

filled with a class content and embodies the

interests of this class. One cannot go to-

wards "pure*' democracy without going to-

wards capitalism. One cannot go towards

capitalism without becoming the agent of

the imperialist bourgeoisie. By its class

content, the role of the Mensheviks in the

U. S. S. E. is in no way distinguished from

the r61e of the Labor party in Great Bri-

tain, of the social democrats in Germany.

The form and the methods are difeereot, the

essence is the same. The struggle against

the social democracy is a struggle against

the democratic wing of socialism.

There is, however, in the trial of the

Mensheviks a circumstance which may ap-

pear secondary at first sight or even es-

cape our attention tout which In realitjy

clarifies in a harsh light the political dis-

pc^ition of 'the figures on the scene. AU
the lajcciised are of an age varying from 45

to 56 yeai^ ; only two. the youngest of them,

are 39 and 41 years old. We find before us

representatives of the elder generation of

the Mensheviks, of the founders of Men-

shevism. of its theoretical and practical

leaders in the first revolution, in the years

of the reaction, during the war period, in

the months of the February revolution and

during the first years of the Bolshevik re-

gime. Yet there is an interruption in their

presence in the- party which coincides with

a certain period of the Soviet regime. All

the 14 Mensheviks. with one possible ex-

ception, broke their connections with the

Menshevik party for a number of years

ranging from three to nine, and the major-

ity of them worked in this period in Soviet

institutions on the basis of the oflScial

course and not in accordance with the direc-

tions of the Menshevik center. During the

period which runs from 1923-1924 and 1926-

1927, 'almost nobody among the accused had

any connections, not even formal ones,

with the Menshevik party and with its cen-

ter abroad. The reestablishmcnt of the of-

ficial M^hevik organization was effected on

the initiative of the accused only three years

ago.

WHO ARE THE MENSHEVIK
DEFENDANTS?

The first figure in this trial is Gromaa.

His contact with the Menshevik party, whose

most prominent economist he was, was

broken in 1922, that is, at the time when,

with Lenin ill and turned away little by

little from the work, the preparations were

begun in the apparatus for a whispered, but

intensive struggle against "Trotskyism".

Groman returned to the ranks of the Men-

sheviks in 1926. Ginsburg, after having

inspired the All-Union Council of National

Economy for a number of years, returned

to the ranks of the Mensheviks after an

Interlude of six years in 1927, just like the

other pillar of the A.-l^. €. N. E., Sokolov-

sky. The others came back in 1918, some

only in 1929. "The Bureau of the Union",

that is, the Central Committee of the Men-

sheviks in "Russia, was finally constituted,

according to the indictment, at the begin-

ning of 1928. The significance of this date

will stand out before us in all its clarity

Ijy quoting the following passage from the

Indictment: "The evolution from the posi-

tions of peace in 1924 to the positions of

armed insurrection within the country and

armed intervention from without is the evo-

lution of the Menshevik social democracy

during the period from 1924 to 1930,"

Now all is clear. It is precisely during

the years when the Stalinist bureaucracy

conducted an ever more "armed" struggle

against the Left Opposition that the Men-

sheviks disarmed, or broke finally with their

party, considering that what was necessary

•would happen without them, or else occupied

themselves with peaceful politics, with cab-

inet politics which also served as a founda-

tion for their hopes In the bourgeois evolu-

tion o^ the Bolsheviks, The pogrom against

the I..eift Oppttsitlon was the preliminary

condition for the eonciliation of the Meo-

slievlks with the Stalinist rc^me. This is

the principal fact registered drily but pre-

cisely in the indictment of February 23,

1931.

When did Stalin's course to the Left

begin? On February 15, 1928, when it was

for the first time decreed openly in the

leader of Fravda. The Bureau of the Un-

ion was definitely formed, as we know, at

the beginning of 1928. The political tnrng

THE REAL DISPOSITION OF THE FIGURES ON THE POLITICAL SCEN»

By LEON TROTSKY
of both processes coincide completely. At

the very moment when the Stalinist bur-

eaucracy, out of fear of the Opposition

which was submitted to pogroms but not

vanquished, saw itself obliged to make an

abrupt turn to the Left the Mensheviks

rallied around the banner of the struggle

for the overturn of the Soviet regime.

The indictment in the affair of the

sabotaging specialists established on the

basis of the dispositions of the accused

that, during the period between 1923-1928,

the essential work of the sabotaging en-

gineers in the State Planning Commission,

in the A.-U. C. N. E. and in the other direct-

ing wonomic centers, ^-on^'^isted of artificial-

ly slowing down the rhythms of industrial-

ization and coll6t;tiviKatioin. It is precisely

upon the basis of the technical and econo-

mic data of BamfJn and Osatchi on the

one hand, and of Groman, of Ginsburg and

of Sokolovsky on the other, that the Central

Committee conducted a furious attack upon

the "super-industrializers" for the defense

of the pseudo-Leninist line. As lo the

rhj-thms Df Industrialization, the principal

defendant, Ramzin, declared : '*The priDci-

pal organs which decided these questions

were entirely in the hands of the Industrial

party." The Mensheviks only served the

Industrial center abroad. In his struggle

against the Opjwsition, Stalin was only the

loud-speaker of the two parties: of the

Mienshevik party and of lihe Industrial

party.

Beginning with 1928, according to the

avofwals of Ramzin and the others, tihe

legal sabotage, in the form of the artificial

glowing down of the rhythms of Industriatl-

izatlon, became impossible because of the

too abrupt turn of the official policy. It

was at this very moment that the Menshe-

vik "Bureau of the Union" was formed,

which completed an abrupt turn in the meth-

ods of struggle of tbt Mensheviks ngainst

the Soviet power. The bureau drew closer

in this work to the connuji Tevomtionary

specialists and the emigrant bfS*rgeoi».

THE TWO FUNDAMENTAL LINES
There exist only two firm and serious

lines: the line of the imperialist bourgeoisie

and the line of the revolutionary proletariat.

Menshevism is the democratic mask of the

first line. Stalinism is the Centrist defor-

mation of the eecond. In the beat of the

struggle against the consistent revolution-

ary proletarian faction, the Centrists found

themselves in a bloc, not formal but all the

more efficacious, with the Mensheviks; thus,

unconsciously, the Centrists did what the

Mens^heviks did consciously, that is, they

realized the tasks of the capitalist general

staff abroad. Beginning with the moment
when the Centrists, under the pressure cf

the Left Opposition, leaned abruptly to the

Left—early in 1928—the Mensheviks made
an abrupt turn in the spirit of an open

bloc with the -world bourgeoisie. That is

the real and incontestable disposition of the

principal fi'gures on the political scene.

The Ramzins, the Osatchis, as well as

the Mensheviks, have confessed. The ques-

tion of knowing to what extent these con-

fes.sions are sincere is not of great inter-

est to us. It is, however, beyond doubt that

the next trial will reveal the transgres-

sions of the sabotagers guilty of the dis-

ordered acceleration of disproportionate

rhythms in the complete collectivization, in

the administrative de-kulakization ; the

trial will show that If the Menshevik eco-

nomists, in the years 1923-1928 saw, and
with reason, the path to the bourgeois de-

generation of the Soviet system in the re-

tardation of industrialization, many of

them beginning with 1928, became veritable

fiuper-industrializers so as to prepare, by
means of economic adventurism, the politi-

cal 'downfall of the dictatorship of the
proletariat.

The Illinois Miners Convention
(Continued from page 1)

suiting the miners, conducted like a putsch

on a small scale, and concluded in the mis-

erable defeat, to which Its whole coneei^

tion doomed it in advance; for the false,

sectarian counse pursued at the time of

last year's miners* convention, which the

N. M. U. boycotted against the urgent ap-

peal of the Left Opposition to see that

the Left wing was represented there to pre-

vent its unchallenged domination by Jlsh-

wick, Farrington, Germer, Walker, Howat
and Co. In discrediting itself—and this is

worst of all—Stalinism has succeeded also

in besmirching tc a large extent the ban-

ner of Communism and the cause of the

Left wing as a whole.

Heavily and disastrously as the past

weighs upon the Left wing, it is yet possi-

ble to repair the evil done, providing that

a new course is charted and helmsmen put

at the wlieel who know their business and
are imbued with ati awareness of their re-

sponsibilities in the movement. The miners
who represent the best and most consistent

of the Communists among tho miners, Left

Oppositionists and Left wing militants like

,Ioo Angfflo, Gerry Albml, ,Tohn Watt, Ed
Morgan and others, are fighting to reestab-

lish the strength and prestige once enjoyed

by our movement in Southern Illiaols. And
in the face of their activities, the Muste
straddlers, running true to form, are trying

to pat every obstacle in tne path of the

real Left wing militants. "You men are

too red. You'll get the movement in bad."

That , is how the Musteites approach the

activities of the Communists whom they

fear only less than they fear to arouse any
fundamental conlliet with the labor bureau-

cracy who>;e come-ons they are.

The active presence of the Musteites,

bofore, during and after the St. Louis con-

vention demands an ever increasing atten-

tiveness on the part of the Left wing work-

ers. The latter must be in the forefront

to prevent a repetition of the black year

when the "progressives** raised such vain

hopes in Fishwick's diplomatic maneuver
and helped him to betray the miners. Now
more than ever is a correct policy the im-

perative need in the situation. Such a

iMlicy has been advanced by the Left Op-

position. We elaborated it in our last is-

sue, and proposed to the party and the

Left wing to adopt it. In a few words it

was this: the miners have l>egun to revolt

against their treacherous leaders of yes-

terday ; the pseudo-prorgessives are seek-

ing to capitalize the situation ; the Left

wing must penetrate the movement and
guide it properly, towards the end of con-

solid'ating the miners on a national scale

Into a powerful class struggle union, em-
bodying the new militant forces and those

grouped in and about the National Miners

Union.

Torn between their dislike to adopt this

course of action mainly because the Left

Opposition proposed it, and the pressure
which the facts of life exert, the Stalinist

bureaucracy is "solving" the problem in

characteristic fashion. That is, it militates

against the possibility of progress by pay-
ing homage to tlic incoherent philosophy
of "social fascism" ; it yields to the com-
pulsion of evenhs and our criticism by bor-

(Towing from our proposals ; it fuses the
two incompatible standpoints and leaves a
loophole open for the inevitable "self-critic-

ism", i. e., the sport of fixing the blame for

the defeat prepared by the Eosters, Bed-
achts and Browders upon the shoulders of

the lower functionaries and the ranks.

True, such a course, or multiplicity of

courses, docs not add to the clarity that is

so essential: ft only inakess confusion worse
confounded and revf^als the thorough bank-

ruptcy of the Stalinist statesmen.

Confusion Instead of Pclicy

In the Daily Worker of April 14, the

whole movement is dismissed as nothing

more nor less than this: "We shall have in

the mining industry a pure and simple

social fascism."

In Illinois itself, tlie National Miners

Union of the Illinois District, whose stren<cth

begins and ends with its ptwt olfice box

address, has issuM a leaflet whicli repeats

the same radically blundering policy which
the offit'ial i>arty jiursucd last year : to

boycott the n(}^\v ;!iovement, to boycott the

St. IjouIs conference, and to substitute ac-

tivity in this movement with a bare, nii-

heedCKl call to tlie minors to join the N.

M, "(J, "Do not (rond delegatc-s to Ilowat'.s

oonvention April 15!" it writes with double
emphasis, "OrgEniize N. M. U. Ioc;!ls in

every mine".

Then, to raise the confusion to un-

touched peaks, Foster liimself proceeds to

lay down the laws and to select in advance
the scapegoats who arc destined to be "self-

criticized" for the disaster. Writing in the

Daily VVoriier of April 9, he goes through

the obligatory ritual of denouncing "Watt,

Angelo and their handful of Trotskyists

working under the leadersliip [so ! ] of

Muste", in order to cover up the mortifying

fact that a few paragraphs later he Is com-
pelled to repudiate (not by name, of course,

at least not as yet) the Illinois party mem-
bers, and to borrow planks from the pro-

gram of the same confounded Trotskyites

(again not t>y name). He continues:

"The course that the miners should take

at the Illinois convention [but the N. M. U,

leaflet a few days before said : Do not send

delegates to Howat's convention!] is clear.

First of all they should clean out Howat and
bis gang . . . The miners must repudiate

re. o •

^K?liat about U N. M. l>. t.

mtiMi'a are strt^aming en mas ,j

''Secondly, at the convention [to which

the miners should not send delegates, ac-

cording to the N. M. U.] the miners should

take charge of their movement [not thelr's.

Poster; it is the movement of pure and

simple social fascism] themselv^. They

should elect a rank and file committee to

head the organization*' [What organization.

—the N. M. U, or a new union?].

"Thirdly, the miners of the Illinois

convention [again: to which the miners

must send no delegates!] should then deve-

lop a united front with the National Miners

TTnion. Such a united front, based upon

the clementrtvy demands of the miners

would lead to a real solidification of the

workers* ranks and lay the basis for ef-

fective struggle,"

But that is precisely what the Left

Opposition proposed over a year ago at the

time of the Fishwick-Lewis split! And
even more to the point: that is just what

we proposed weeks ago, when the revolt

was at its inoeption and when the party

deliberately ignored it, thinking to solve

the need of a policy towards it by the

artiiice of suppressing all ne\vis of the move-

ment in the columns of its press! Again^

it must be asked of Foster and all the

other Rathaways, what happens to the more-

''Simple" demand made by the Illinois N. M.

U. that the miners join their organization

outright, without the bothersome united

front business?

Foster concludes his article with the

significant remarlt: "In Illinois tiie N. M.

U. made many serious mistake.s during the

strike of a year and a half ago." Here

the N. M. V. is not merely palmed off as

a pseudonym for all the Fosters, who were

primarily responsible for the disastrous

blujiderK, just as they are today, but the

ground is laid for repeating the disgrace-

ful sport of shifting responsibility (a few

months or weeks hence) for the party lead-

ers' confusionism to the shoulders of the-

rank and file "in Illinois".

The Left Wing Must Act

In any case, necessary as it is, the

Left wing dares not wait until the Stalin-

ist high priests decide which of their many
poli'cies is right and who is "responsible for

the wrong policy'* or for the "wrong appli-

cation of the right policy". It must carry

on now and strike while the iron is hot.

The miners of four or five of the most im-

portant coal districts are moving ahead pro-

gressively, seeking for a way out of the

pwamp of misery into which the Lewises

the Fishwicks, the Howats and their sa-

sociates have led them in the past. The
scholarly Messiahs of the Muste university

are running to the head of the column to

head off the militant movement, to divert

It along a by-path that leads back to the

reactionary swamp. The big Stalinist art-

ists at sleight-of-hand are jerking rabbits

of all colors out of the bag. They stand

now on one foot, now on the other. The
Left Opposition, through its militants like

Joe Angelo and otber,s, is exerting every
effort to help the miners' movement find its

way. It is attempting to rally again the

Left wing and Communist fighters in the

mine fields who once vonstituted such a
powerful factor in the progress of the

miners.

The St. Louis conference, regardless of

its size at the moment, can be made a point

of departure for a new epoch of advance,
not only for the miners but for the Ameri-
can labor movement as a whole, Blnndens;

now win porve trcldy disastrous. Cowardice^

of self-constitutwl leaders, indecision, the

policy of trafficking with the interests of

the coal miners, is more than ever con-

demnable. The mim'rs are murcbing, and
the Deft wing must march loyally with them,

assisting them in every way, clearing the

roful for tbt'm, giving them courage and
foresight, and investing tlieir movcmcnr
wit!\ vitality ;:nd resoluteness. If the ad-

vanced Left wing militiuits tread this ro;id

they will ttud thoinsclvcs supported not

only by those who In the past have fought
with the revolutionary wing, not only hy
the Comiiuun?;t miners active in the move
ment today, but also by the bulk of the
miners as a whole, —M. S.

INTERNATIONAL BULLETIN No. 2 OUTi
The second number of the International

Bulletin, containing two programmatic arti-

cles by comrade Trotsky, a whole section

on the development of the Communist move-
ment in Greece and the advance of the Left
Opposition in that country. Important infor-

mation on new developments in Bulgaria
and Hungary and a highly interesting dis-

cussion article on the Belgian Opposition,

Is ready for sale. Every comrade should
avail himself or herself of the possibility

to become acquainted with the problems of
the Internaitonal Opposition. Send your
orders in time. Make sure everyone gets

a copy.



THE DANGERS OF

SOCIALISM AND ADVENTURISM
(Continued from the Last Issue)

Pravda itself (October 27) is oompelled

to observe:

"We are experien-clng difflculties in the

supply of food and industrial commodities

*or current use.

"We are still experiencing a great

shortage of metal, of coal, of electrical en-

ergy and of building materials for the full

assurance of the rhythms undertaken In

fJie socialist construction.

"The transportation otf industrial and

agricultural products is far from being as-

sured by Qiur transport service.

"National eoonomy is experiencing a

pressing shortage of factory hands and of

cadres of skilled workers".

Does it not flow from all this that the

passage from the five to the four year plan

-was a flatly adventurist step' For every-

body, except Pravda. "The delay in funda-

mental construction In 1929-1930," writes

Pravda, '*In s|rfte of the absence of objec-

tive eauses, was a pretext for the agents

of the Kultaks in the party—the Right wing

opportunists—to raise new howls on the

subject of the intolerable rhythms adopted

by the party." (November 3, 1930.) In

this way the SUUinists are. better than any-

one could, clearinf< the ground for the

Right wing by reducing their divergences

with it to this dilemma: four or five years?

However, thivs question can be decided not

in a "principled" manner but only empiri-

cally. In this dispute, which is measured

by a difference of twelve months. It is still

difllcult to define two distinct lines. Yet

this bureaucratic manner of posing the ques-

tion gives us the exact measure of the div-

ergences between the Right and the Cen-

trists in the evahiation of the Centrists

themselves. The relatiofns between them Is

as four to. five, which makes « twenty jjer-

eent difference. And what wlH happen in

case experience should show that the plan

will not come to be realized in four years?

"Would that mean that the Right wing Is

correct?

Between the second and the third years

the socalled supplementary trimester (Oct-

ober, November, December 19S0) was in-

serted. The third year of the five year plan

now begins oflScially on January 1, 1931.

-without taking into account this supple-

mentary trimester. The divergence with the

Right wing is thus reduced from twenty to

fifteen percent. What purpose do these

worthless methods of procedure serve? They
serve the purpo.'ie of "prestige", but not of

socialism.

The gaps that they are compelled to

«tuff up with the .supplementary trimester

came Into being, according to Pravda "In

spite of the absence of objective causes'.'

This is a very consoling explanation but

it replaces neither the uncompleted factor-

ies nor the unmanufat;tured oomuioditles.

The misfortune Is that th« subjective fac-

tors like "incompetence", "the absence of

initiative", etc., are governed by the sub-

jective element, that is, by the bureaucratic

apparjttr.s, only to a certain extent, and
beyond these limits the subjective factors

become objective fetters snice they are de-

termined in the last analysis by the level

d technique and of culture. Finally, even

the "gaps" which are actually engendered

by subjective causes, for example, by the

myopia of the "general" leadership, also

become obejctive fetters since they are de-

possibilities of further development. If op-

portunism is characterized by a passive

adaption to objective conditions ("ehvos-

tism"), adventurLsm. which is the antipode

Off opportunism, is characterized by its wan-
ton and disdainful attitude towards the

abjective factors. The leitmotiv of the

Soviet press today is : "Nothing is impossi-

ble for a Russian"

The articles of Pravda (Stalin himself

remains prudently silent) prove that fore-

algbt. eollee*)ive experience, flexibility in

economic direction, will, in the future as

In the past, be replaced by the "general"

knout. Pravda recognizes, in a series of

cases, that "faltering was liquidated less

by production than by the revolutionary

pressure of the masses" (November 1), The
smeaning of this avowal is quite clear.

It is obvious that if it were really

a question of outstripping in the course of

the coming two or three years the advanced
capitalist countri^ and in this way to as-

sure the Invulnerability of socialist econ-

omy, then a temporary pressure, no matt«r

how heavy It might be for the muscles and
nerves of the workers, would be compre-

hensible and even justified. We have seen

above with how much ambigiiity, deceit

and demagogy this qu^tion is presented

before the workers. The uninterrupted play

on the nerves threatens to provoke a re-

lotion in the masses incomparably graver

^han that of the end of the civil war.

By LEON TROTSKY
This danger Is all the more acute and men-
acing since not only will the problem of

"catching up with and outstripping" not be
solved, even admitting that the five year
plan is completely realized, but the plan it-

eslf will never be realized in four years,

in spite of the extreme extension of forces.

What is still more serious is that the ad-

venturism of the leadership renders the

realization of the plan in five years less

and less likely. The stupid and blind

obstinacy of maintaining the plan intact

and to the k-tter in the name of the "gen-

eral" prestige, makes inevitable a whole
series Off crises, which can retard the econ-

omic development and unleash an open poli-

tical crisis.

THE V, S. S. B. AND THE
WORLD MARKET

Thus the summary results of the pro-

duction increase, unusual in Its sweep, do

not trace the real picture of the situation,

for they do not characterize the economi-

cally and politically unfavorable conditions

In which the third year of the five year

plan began (October 1, 1930). A more con-

crete economic analysis shows that the ar-

bitrary statistics of the successes hide a
series of profound contradictions: (a) be-

tween the city and country {the price scis-

sors ; the lack of food products and raw
materials ; the lack of industrial commo-
dities in the country) ; (b) between hea^v^

and light industtry (enterprises not sup-

plied with raw materials and the shortage

of commodities) ; (c) betw-ren the real and
the nominal purchasing -capacity of the

tchervonetz ( inflation ) ; ( d ) between the

party and the working class; (e) between
the apparatus and the party; (f) within the

apparatus.

But aside from these socalled internal

contradictions, there is a contradiction

which, by the logic of things, acquire an
ever greater significance: the contradiction

between Soviet economy and the foreign

market.

The reactionary Utopia of an enclosed

socialist economy developing harmoniously
on the internal foundations with the safe-

guarding of the monopoly of foreign trade.

constituted the point of departure of the

whole plan. The specialists of the State

Planning Commission, willingly running
counter to the "bosses" and connecting
their aims at sabotage with the prejudices

of the masters, constructed the first draft

of the five year plan not only with a de-

clining curve of the Industrial rhythms but
also with a declining curve of foreign trade:

they provided that at the end «f the next
fen, twelve years, the IT. S. 9. R. would
have completedly ceased all Importation,

And since, on the other hand, the same plan
provided for nn increasingly abundant har-
vest, and consi>qnently increasing possibil-

ities for export, a question remained un-
answered : what will be done with the sur-

plus* grain as well as with the other sur-

pluses that the country will have produced?
Surely they were not to be dumped into the
ocean? However, l>efore the first draft of

the five year plan was submitted, under the

pressure of the Opposition, to a revision

in principle, the very development of things

produced fissures in the theory and practise

of an isolated economy. The world market
presents to the ecx)nomy of every country,
socialist as well as capitalist, immense and
prodigiously Inexhasstible reserves. The
gixw'th of Soviet industry creates technical

and cultural needs on the one hand and
new contradictions on the other, thus oblig-

ing It to resort in ever greater measure to

the reserves of foreign trade. At the same
time, the development of Industry vrtiich Is

unequal because of natural conditions, en-
genders In various branches a pressing
need for exporting (for example, oil, wood).
long before industry as a whole has b^un
to satisfy the elementary requirements of
the country. Tlie revival of the economic
life of the U. S. S. R. thus leads from all

sides not to the economic isolatiooi of the
country but quite the contrary to the growth
of its relations with world economy,
and consequently of its dependence
upon world economy. The ehariu;ter of tWe
dependence i« defined on the one hand by
the specific gravity of Soviet economy with-
in world economy, but in a more direct

manner— by the relationship between the
net cost of the Soviet products and the net
costs of the advanced capitalist countries.

The entry of Soviet economy upon the
world market has thus taken place not In

accordance with the provisions of the plan,

with a broad perspective, but on the con-
trary despite all the provisions, under the
pressure of pitll^s necessity, when it was
ihown that the Import of machinery, of

different matter of llf« and death for all

the braniehes of industry. Imports cannot

be extended except by the extension of ex-

porte.

The Soviet atate exports because it can-

not help but export end it sells at price*

which are determined today by world eco-

nomy. By that, Soviet economy not only

falls to an increasing degree under the

control of the world market, but more than

that, it is drawn—in a refracted and altered

way, it is understood—into the sphere of

influence of the oscillations of the world

capitalist conjuncture. The cxixjrt plan for

the year 1929-1930, far from being realized

according to the provisions, has been con-

siderably Injured as regards financial result*

because of the world crisis. This is how
one of the multiple dlscussisons between the

Left Opposition and the Centrists finds lt«

solution. Already in the struggle for the

necessity of elaborating the five year plan.

we advanced the idea that the fve year plan

is »nly the first stage, after which we would
have to pass over In the briefest possible

time to a plan with a i>srspective of eight

or ten years. In order to embrace an aver-

age period for renewing the stock of tpools,

and, at the same time to adopt ourselv^

to the world conjuncture. A stabilization

of post-war capitalism, no matter how frail

—said the representatives of the Opposition

—will lead inevitably to the reappearance

of the commercial-industrial cycles disturbed

by the war, and we will be obliged to build

our plans not upon the alleged independence

from the world cojuncture, but upon the

Intelligent adaptation to this conjuncture,

that i». In such a manner as to be able to

gain «8 much as possible from the economic
rise and to lose as little as possible from
the crisis. It is futile to recall now the

national-socialist commonplace which the

official leaders, and Stalin and Bucharln in

the first places, «et up agaiat these previ-

alons which are being realized today. The
less the leaders of economy foresaw the

simple logic of things the more does export

today assume a chaotic character;

From the brief history of Soviet foreign

trade and the dlfiicultifts encountered last

year by exports, always very inadequate

in volume. In spite of Its forced character

some eonclusIanjB, simple hut very Important
for the future, must be drawn. The great-

er the success of the development of Soviet

ooonomy In the future, the more extended
will have to be the foreign economic rela-

tions. The contrary theorem is still more
important : it is only by an ever greater

extension of exports and Imports that eco-

omy will be able to overcome in time the

partial crises, to diminish the partial dis-

proportions, to level the dynamic equilibrium

of the various branches and In this way as-

sure accelerated rhythmLS of development.
However, It is precisely here that, in

ttie final analysis, we run into the decisive

problems and difficulties. The possibility of
making use of the reserves of the world
market for the development of socialist

economy is directly determined, as we have
said, by the relations between the domestic
and the world net costs of a unit of mer-
chandize of a fixed, standard quality. How-
ever, the bureaucratic course of the rhythms
up to now has not only not permitted us to
obtain any successes in this field, but even
of posing this question in its genuine aspect

In his report to the 16th Ck>ngress,
Stalin said that the quality of our produc-
tion Is "sometimes scandalous" (it is with
such explanations that the bureaucracy
stuffs up every hole). This looks very much
like the expression concerning our "fright-
ful" backwardness. Instead of exact data,
we are served up expressions which have
the air of being very strong, but which
only conceal the reality with cowardice : the
backwardness — "frightful" ; the quality—
"scandalous". Yet, two figures, two aver-
age comparative coefBcients would have
given the party and the working class an
incomparably more valuable orientation
than all the mountains of cheap journalistic
statistics, which fill the ten hour speeches
of the sages of our times and which seek,
in this field also, to replace quality by quan-
tity.

The sale of Soviet products even at
prices lower than the net costs is—in the
intere&ts of imports—inevitable in a cer-
tain measure and is fully justified from the
point of view of general economy. But
only in a certain measure. The increase
of exports will encounter in the future ever
greater obstacles, as a result of the differ-

ence in domestic and world net costs. Here
the problem of comparative coeflBcients of
the quality and quantity of domestic and
world products is posed with a special acute-
aess and an dbvious necessity. The fate

of Soviet economy is decided econcmlealiy

in the knot of foreign trade, just as It is

decided politically—in the knot which binds

the C. P, S. U, with the Comintern
« « *

The world capitalist press has repre-

sented the growth of Soviet exports as

dumping, and the mercenary bourgeoisie of

the Russian emigration and Its domesticated
"democraey" have seized upon this catch-

word—and there is nothing astonl^ing in

this, just as there is nothing astonishing

in the fact that the mercenary emigrant
press publish^ the revelations of the na-

tional defense secrets of the U. S. S, R. in

the interests of Rumania, of Poland and
sharks of more substantial size. It is not
their dastardliness which is lastonlshlng,

it is their stupidity which, for that nwitter

is not surprising either : do not ask for too

much intelligence from the mercenary bour-

geoisie. By representing the Soviet "dump-
ing" as a threat to world economy, the lib-

erals and the democrats recognied by that

alone that Soviet industry has attained

such a degree of power that it is in a posi-

tion to shake the world market. "Dnfortun-

alely, that is not the case.

It is enough to say that Soviet exports,

considerably augmented in Its present vol-

ume, represents only one and a half percent
of world exports. With this, it is impossi-
ble to overturn capitalism, rotten though
it is. It Is only avowed Iwobies who, with-
out ceasing to be knaves for that, can attri-

bute to the Soviet government the intention

of provoking the world revolution by one
and one half percent of exports.

What are called the inroads of Soviet
economy into world economy is rather. In

much greater measure, the inroads of the
world market into Soviet economy. This
process will be extended until it becomes
more and more an economic duel between
two systems. In the light of this perspec-
tive, we see how infantile is the narrow
philosophy according to which the construe
tion of socialism is assured by the victory
of the bourgeoisie of one's own country,
after which the relationships with the world
abroad Is limited to the struggle against
military interventions.

Already a't the beginning of the world
crisis, the Opposition proposed the launch-
ing of an international proletarian cam-
paign for the strengthening of economic
collaboration with the U. S. S. R. In spite
of the fact that the crisis and unemploy-
ment made this campaign urgent, it was
rejected under all sorts of inept pretexts,
but in reality because the Initiative for It

emanated from the Opposition. At the pre-
sent time, in view of the world attack
against Soviet "dumping", the sections of
the Comintern are nevertheless compelled
to conduct the campaign we proposed be-
fore in favor of economic collabomtion with
the U. S, S. R. But how pitiful and eclec
tic Is this campaign, without either clear
ideas or perspectives; a campaign of dLs-
ordered defense instead of a well prepared
offensive. Thus, we once more see In the
light of this example that behind the bur-
eaucratic clamourtag is concealed the same
"chvostism", the same incapacity to take
the political initiative in a single important
question.

CONCLCSION

1. To acknowledge publicly that the
realization of the five year plan In four
years was a false step.

2. The experiences of the first two
years and the inserted trimester must be the
object of studies and free and cogent dis-
cussion by the party.

3. The criteria of this discussion: (a)
the optimum rhythms (those which are
most reasonable), that is, the rhythms
which not only assure the application of
the present orders, but still more, the
dynamic equllibrum «f the rapid growth for
a series of years to come; (b) the system-
atic raising of real wages; (c) the closing
of the scissors of industrial and agricul-
tural prices, that Is, the strengthening of
the alliance with the peasantry.

4. In no case to Identify the collective
farms with socialism. To follow attentively
the inevitable process of differentiation
within the collectives, as well as between
different collectives.

5. To pose openly and within the frame-
work of the plan the problem of stabilizing
the monetary system, otherwise the dan-
gers of panic which bureaucratic deflation
may engender will be just as threatening as
inflation.

6. The problem of foreign trade must
be posed as a cardinal problem ia the per-
spective of the extension of relations with
world economy,

7. To work out a system of compara-
tive eoefiiclents between Soviet production



NOTES OF A JOURNALIST
STALIN AND THE COMINTERN

In the course of his opposition strug-

gle, Lominaclze put into circulation one of

his conversations with Stalin about the CJom-

Intem. "The C. I. in itself does not re-

present anytiiinig and liv^ only by the grace

of our support," Stalin, as is the custom,

denied this utterance. However, all those

who know Stalin and hie attitude toward
the C. I. do not doubt for an instant that

Ix>mindaze is telling tthe truth.

By this, we do not want to aay that

Stalin'si words correspond to reality.

On the contrary, fche C- I. lives regardless

of the support of Stalin. The C. I. lives

by force of the ideas on which It is based,

by the force of October; finally, and pri-

marily by force of the capitalist contradic-

tions. In the past—-and in the future, let

us hope—These factors iiave been stronger

than the Imreaucratic financial noose which

Stalin calls support.

But the "aphorism" which we have

quoted above expresses better than any-

thing else the real attitude of Stalin and

Oo. toward the C, I. and supplements per-

fectly the theory of socialism in one coun-

try,

Iti 1025. when the kulak course of tlie

policy, was in flower, Stalin did not at all

feel ashamed to express his contempt for

the C. I. and for the leaders of its differ-

ent sections. When Stalin, wUh the consent

of Zinoviev, proposed at the Political Bur-

eau to pull Maslow out of the archives and
to send him to Germany, Bucbarin, who
at that time was following Stalin and Zin-

oviev, but who was not taken into confid-

ence about all the plots, objected: "Why
Maslow? . . , Tou know this figure very

well ... it is impossible, etc " To which

Stalin replied : "They have all been bap-

tized with the same holy water. There are

no revolt! tionaries among them, in general,

Maslow is no worse than the others."

During a consultation concerning a cer-

tain concession, one of the members of the

Political Bureau remarked : "To grant it

for forty or for fifty years—makes no dif-

ference. We must assume that up to that

time the revolution will not have left any
trace of the concessionaries."—"The revolu-

tion?", Stalin rejoined. "Do you think the

C. I. will accomplish it? Walt: It will not

bring about a revolution in 90 years." Is

It necessary to recall once more the con-

temptuous remarks of Stalin about the

"emigres", that is, about the Bolsheviks who
tad worked in the parties of the European
proletariat,

Such was the general spirit of the

Political Bureau, A haughty and contemp-
tuous attitude toward the west-European
Communists was a requirement of good
form, "Do you really tblnk that Purcell

and Cook will make the revolution in Eng-
land?" u^^ked the Oppositionists. "And you
perhaps think that your British Communists
will make the revolution?", was Tomsky's
retort.

The attitude toward the Communist
parties of the East was still more contemp-
tuous, if tbat U possible. Of the Chinese
Communists only one thing was required:

To keep quiet and not to disturb Tehang
Kai Sbck in the execution of his work,

It is not at all difficult to imagine what
a savorou^ form this philosophy takes on
in the mouth of Voroshilov who is dis-

posed to all sorts of Chauvinism. In the

sessions of the delegation of the Russian
C. P. inuuediately before the plenum of the
Executive Committee of the C. I. in 1926,

Voroshilov "defended" Thaelniann with the

competence that is so characteristic, almost
In the following manner: *'Where can they

(Continued frim page 4)
and the production of the advanced capital-

ist countries, not omly as a guide to the

practical needs of exports and imports, but
also as the only correct criterion in the
tiuestion of "catching up with and ont-

st ripping."

8. To put an end to being guided in

econon>y by the bureaucratic considerations
of prestige. Xot to gloss over realities,

not to keep silent about the truth, not to

deceive. Not to qualify as socialism the
pr^ent transitional Soviet economy which
fa its level, is much cl^ilser to czarist-bour-

geois economy than to advanced capitalism.
9. To abandon the false national and

international perspective of an economic
development which flows inevitably from the
methodology of Lenin.

10. To finish once and for all with the
catholic church dogma of "general" infali-

ibllity, disastrous in practise humiliating
for a revolutionary party and profoundly
stupid,

11. To revive the party by shattering
the bureaucratic dictatorship of the appar-
atus.

12. To condemn Stalinism, To return
to the theory of Marx and the revolutionary
methodology of Lenin.

By ALFA
find better ones? They haven't any revolu-

tionaries. Naturally, if we could give them

our Uglanov, he would conduct their aflEalrs

in an entirely different manner. For thetn,

Uglanov would be another Bebel". This

phrase has had its history: Uglanov in the

role of a Communist Bebel In Germany

!

At that time Viroshilov had not, apparently,

foreseen that Uglanov would some day' be-

come simply a "pillar of the kulaks" and an

"agent of wreckers". Besides, even at pre-

sent Voroshilov himself does not doubt that

the policy of 1925 was the best of ail pol-

icies.

Thus we see that Lominadze has said

nothing new. His testimony only bears wit-

ness to the fact that the intimate attitude

»f the leading summits towards the C. I.

has not changed after ail these years. And
how could it change? The testimony o*

Lominadze becomes pale and absolutely su-

perfluous in the face of the fact that the

leadership of the international proletarian

vanguard is at present entirely atwindoned

to . . . the Mauilskys, the Kuusinens and

the Losovskys, that is, to the people who
in the U. S. S. R. are not and cannot even

be taken seriously.

No. The C. I. does not live with the

support of the Stalinist bureaucracy, but

regardless of it. The sooner it will liberat*

itself from this support, the sooner will it

regenerate and raise itself to the level of

its historic tasks.

WHOSE PHONOGRAPH IS THIS?

A certain S. Gorsky. an ex-Opposition-

ist, repented last summer. We do not deny

anyone the right to repent, or to smear

the r,cpentance with tears and some sudh

dther stufl? over his own face. Nor are we
inclined to object to the form that this

repentance takes, for the laws of esthetits

(as well as those of anti-estiietics) require

the form fco correspond to the content. But

nevertheless, it would i^eem to us, there

are certain limits before which even debase-

ment multiplied by lightheadedness should

stop. It appears that 'S, Gorsky succeeded

In overstepping all these limits. Of course

it is not a question of "Trotsky scaring

people with his impossible rhythms of In-

dustrialization", nor of the fact that Gor-

sky, on this subject, identifies Trotsky with

Groman, Groman—with the wreckers. Here
Gorsky still remains within the confines of

the oiRcial ritual. It is only after he has

gone through tlie practise of it to the very

end, that Gorsky introduces a distinctly per-

sonal note into his repentance, by dragging

In the Dnieprostroy affair [the hydro-elec-

tric coinstructiou on the Dnieper—Ed.}

against which Trotsky fought and which
Stalin rescued. Gorsky ends his article

with the following words : "Those who con-

sidered the Dnieprostroy as a "phonograph",

are dancing on their awn political tomb,

Unfotrtunately, to the tune of their music.

I myself once danced.—S, Gorsky", Za In-

dustrlalizatziu. No, 2544.)

"What is this? It is unbelievable! One
doubts one's own eyes. In 1925-1926 Trot-

sky was the chairman of the governmental
commission of the Dnieproistroy.

For this reason, in part, and especially

because at that time tbere still reigned in

the summits of the party the idea of the

"declining curve" of iudiistrialixation, all the

members of the Political Bureau were un-

animously opposed to the hydro-electric

station on the Dnieper, At the plenum of

the Central Committee in April 1927, in his

programmatic speech on economy directed

against the "super-industrialist" Trotsky,

Stalin declared : "For us to construct the

Dnieper station is the same thing as for

a Mujik to 'buy a phonograph instead of a
cow." The del>ates were .stenographed and
printed as all the minutes of the Plenums
are—in the printing Iiouse of the Central

Committee. Stalin's phrase about the phono-
graph created a certain sensation and was
often repeated in the speeches and docu-

ments of the Opposition. This phrase end-

ed up by becoming a by-word. But since

S. Gorsky has decided to repent completely,

without omitting anything, he attributes (of

his own accord or under instructions from
Yaroslavsky?) the economic philosophy of

Stalin, including the immortal formula to

, , . Trotsky,

However, what has become of it? "Those
who consider the Dnieprostroy as a phono-
graph are dancing on their own political

tomb." On their own political tomb! But,
it was Stalin who conisidered the Dniepro-
stroy a phonograph. Then, who is dancing
on his own tomb? Say what you will, the

repentance of Gorsky sounds dubious. Is

it sincere? And, in general, is this really

repentance? Isn't there something back of
his mind? Isn't Gorsky trying to discredit

Stalin in the language of Aesop? And why
does the editor, Boguchevsky. stand by and

look on, Boguchevsky, -who has seen thingsl

And what about Taroslavsky? Why doesn't

he put two and two together? And, in

general, what are we lieaded for?

wh'at is happened in the
chinese communist part^?

The Pravda of Decem)l>er 25, 1930 tells

us : "In the fall of 1930, the Chinese Com-
munist party numbered 200,000 members.

The party iias uprooted the remnants of the

ideas of Tchen Du Hsleu and has destroyed

Trotskyism ideologically ( !

)

"However the complicated cireumstanoes

of struggle have lately iglven rise to certain

hesitations of a "leftist" semi-Trotskyist

character inside the party, A whole seriei

of leading workers., who believe that a rev-

olutionary .situation has matured on an

international scale, have posed the question

of beginning the immediate seizure of

power on a full national plane, ignoring the

necessity of consolidating the Soviet power

in the regions already occupied by the Red
Army. Proceeding from such an estimation,

they consider it possible to cease the econ-

omic struggle of the proletariat and to

liquidate the revolutionary unions."

These lines give an idea of the chaos

that reigns in the minds of the leading fun-

ctionaries of the Chinese party. They have

destroyed Trotskyism "ideologically"—that

goes without saying—ibut immediately after

this destruction, hesitations of a "seml-

Trotskyist nature" rise anew. Such things

hHve happened time and again. These hesi-

tations have arisen even among "a number
of leading comrades" That has also hap-

pened ebfore.

But what do these new semi-Trotskyist

hesitations consist of? They manifest them-

selves, first of all, in the demand "to begin

immediately the struggle for power on the

whole internaitionai scale". But the I^eft

Opposition has demanded the direct opposite

since the fall of 1927: tio withdraw th«

slogan of armed insurrection as a slogan

for the moment. Even tioday our Chinese

comrades put on the order of the day, not

the armed uprising, but the mass mobill-

eation around the sodal demands of the

proletariat and 'the peasantry, as well a«

the slogans of revolutionary democracy,

not adventurist experiments in the country-

side, but the building up of the trade un-

ions and of the party ! If the Pravda Is

not caluminating (which is very likely) If

the new opposition really demands "to cease

the economic struggle of the proletariat

and to liquidate the trade unions", then
this is directly opposed to the proposals

of the Left Oppc^Ition ( Bolshevik-Lenin-

ists).

We read further on that the new op-

position '"'ignores the necessity of consoli-

dating the Soviet power" ; it demands, so to

*I>eak, a revolt on a national plane. Here too,

there is nothing in common with the position

of the Bolshevik-Leninists. If we regard the

Chinese "lied Army" as the weapon of

proletarian uprising, then the Chinese Cora-

Hiunists must be guided <h-y the general law
of every revolutionary uprising. It must
take the offensive, extend its territory,

conquer tJie strategic centers of the coun-

try. Without this, every revolutionary up-

rising is hopeless. To mark time, to remain
on the defensive instead of the offensive

spells defeat for the uprising. In this

sense, the new opposition, if its point of

view has been correctly reproduced, is far

more consequent than the Stalinites, who
believe that the "Soviet power" in the coun-
tryside can be maintained for years or that

the Soviet power can he transported from
one end of the country to another in the

baggage-train of the partisan detchments,
labeled "Bed Army". But neither the first

point of view nor the second resemble our
own. Both flow from a wrong point of de-

parture. They renounce the class theory of

Soviet power. They dissolve the revolution

into provincial peasant revolts, linking up
with them, in an adventurist manner, the

entire fate of the Chinese C. P.

What does the latter represent? Quite
unexpectedly we learn from this article that

"the C. P. numibered in the fall of 1930 about
200,000 members". This figure is given
without any explanation. However, last

year, the Chinese C. P. numbered only about
to 7,000 members. If this gigantic growth

of the party during the last year is an ac-

tual fact, then this should be a symptom
of a radical change in the situation, in

favor of the revolution, 200,000 members!
If, in reality, the party were to number 50,

40, or even 20,000 workers, after it had
experienced the isecond Chinese revolution

and absortbed its l^sons, we would say:

This is a powerful force, and invincible;

with such cadres we can remodel all of

China. But we would ask at the same time,

are these 20,000 workers members of the

trade unions? What kind of work are they

carrying on within them? Is their influ-

ence growing? Are they linking up the or-

gianizations with the mases of the unopg*.»»

Ized and with the rural periphery ? And
nnder what slogans?

But the point is that the leadership

of the C- I. is hiding something from the

proletarian vanguard. We can be certain,

that the lion's share of these 200,000—let
us say from 90 to 95 percent.—come from
regions where the detachments of the "Bed
Army" carry on their activity. It suflScea

only to hold before one's view the political

psychology of the peasant detachments, and
the conditions under which ihey carry on
their activity, to have a clear political pic-

ture: the partisans, we oau readily imagine^

•nroll almost to a man in the party, and
after them, enter the peasants in the re-

gions occupied by the Beds. The Chinese

party, &s well as the "Bed Army" and the

"Soviet power" have abandoned the pro-

letarian rails and are heading toward rural

districts and the countryside.

In seeking an Issue from the impasse*

the new Chinese opposition ad ranees as we
have heard, the slogan of proletarian up-

rising on a national plane. Evidently that

would be the best issue if the prerequisites

for it were to exist. But they do not exist

today. What, then, can be done? We must
put forward the slogans of the present Inter-

revolutlonary period, the length of which
no one can gauge in advance. These are
the slogans of the democratic revolution

:

Land to the peasants, the Eight-Hour day,

the independence of China, the right of na-

tional self-determination for all people*

and finally, the Constituent Assembly. Un-
der these slogans, the provincial peasant
urplsings of the partisan detachments wlU
break away their provincial position and
be fused with the general national movement
linking up their own fate with it. The 0.

P. will rise not as the technical aid of the
Chinese peasants, but as the political guide
of the working class of the entire country.
There is no other road!

Revolution in Spain
(Continued from page 1)

rights to private property which may have
been confiscated," But It is precisely th^e
"rights" that must be destroyed if the pro-

letariat is to live. The Industrie, the rail-

roads and the banks must be put under the

control of the proletariat ; the land must
be confiscated and given to the peasants

;

the strangulating hand of the Catholic

clergy must be torn from the throats of the

people ; the right to national self-determin-

ation for the Catalonians and Basques must
be guaranteed In reality and not in words;
feudalism and clerical reaction and capital-

ist exploitation must be burned out—if the

revolution is to mean the liberation of the

masses and not the perpetuation of class

rule. But the bourgeoisie is utterly incap-

able of taking these steps, which means its

own de^itruction. The task falls to the only

class capable of taking them : the revolu-

tionary proletariat.

The bourgeoisie leads because the pro-

letariat has as yet no leadership. The years
of Stalinist reaction and incapacity have
left deep scars on Spanish Communism, re-

ducing it to impotence. It can be revived
and tiecom^ equal to it stasks. Here the

Left Opposition has an enormous mission.

That our Spanish comrades have already
famished many prisoners to the Spanish re-

action attests their activity and devotion.

That the bourgeois press is even now re-

porting the appearance in Barcelona .ind

elsewhere of "revolutionary literature with
pictures of Lrenin and Trotsky" is another
harbinger of coming successes, Peebie as
Communism is in Spain today, it can grow
with phenomenal rapidity out of a soU
enriched by the revolutionary fervor of the
masses. In the white heat of the revolu-

tionary struggles that are on the order
of the day, the troops of the real revolu-

tion can be tempered, hardened and fitted

for the magnificent task that must be per-

formed—which only they can perform.

The Spanish bourgeoisie is in power to-

day only because the proletariat as a class

is not yet strong and conscious enough to

take power itself and hold it. Tomorrow
may bring a new relationship of forces in

Spain. The last word has not yet been
spoken. —S-n.

IN THE NEXT ISSUE
The next Issue of the Militant will con-

tain a detailed exposition of the Left Op-
position standpoint on the lessons of the
recent dress .strike conducted by the Needle
Trades Workers Industrial Union and pro-
posals on the course which the militants in

the needle trades must pursue in the best
intere^its of tlie advancement of our move-
ment. The liquidationist panic which the
Lovestone KIght wing is seeking to sew
especially after the dress strike, and the
bankruptcy of the ofiicial party leadership,

make an analysis of the situation all the J

more necessary for the Left wing. Watch
\

for the next issue.



N. y. May Day Conference
Opposition Delegates Heard Despite the Stalinist Bureaucracy

The bureaocratic calm which prevail*

at -current meetings under the mechanical

control of the Stalinist fiaction -was rud*Iy

disturbed when a representative of the Left

Opposition succeeded in addrewaing 800

workers composed of party members and

eympathlzers at the Unilsed Front May Day

Conference March 30, in Manliattan Lyceum,

New York City. The applause that followed

his remarks spread consternation in the

ranks of the bureaucrats in charge of the

meeting. Despite their efforts to ignore the

delegation of the N. Y. branch of the Com-

munist League of America (Opposition), its

presence pervaded the entire proceedings of

the conference.

The compc^iton of the conference was of

a narrow character including only delegates

from the party, its auxiliary organizations,

and the enfeebled new unions. The cre-

dentials committee in its report did not of

course read the names of the orgaHizatlon*

present, for this would reveal too openly the

limitedness of the "united front", but was

eompelled to admit, however, the absence

of representation from A. F. of L. locals.

This deficiency, it was said, must be over-

come at the nest conference to be held

April 20, although no one undertook to dis-

cuss how this was to be done.

The Opposition delegates consisted of

comrades Herbert Capelis, Harry Milton,

and George Ray.

The conference was opened with agi-

tational speeches by Amter and Johnstone.

When these had exhausted themselves, dis-

cuifflion was begun from the floor. The
unsuspecting chairman called upon Georg«

Bay, the second one to submit his name,

to speak. Opening his remarks with an

analysis of the economic crisis and pre-

senting a perspective of a new wave ot

struggle for the American workers which

demands the unity of the Communist force*

as a prerequisite, comrade Ray said, while

a perfect stillness reigned in the hall : "I

represent tlie Communist League of America

also known as the Left Opposition. Last

year when we came to this conferenjce we
were forcibly ejected at the door. This

year we are admitted. This is a great ad-

vance for the Communist party. But a

further advance must be made so that next

year the conference will see us once again

inside the ranks of the party. We want
nothing better than the right to fight side

by .side with the members of the party in

the struggles of the workers. In rallying

the workers for May Day we will do our

part."

A wave of applause rolled throu^ tfae

hall upon the conclusion of his remarks. It

was the instinctive response of the workers

who for the moment thought that a change

of policy by the party leadership had oc-

curred. It -was a demonstration of how the

workers really regard the Left Opposition

despite the mountains of slander and false-

hood heaped upon it. It showed not a

fighting nor an aggressive mood, but a deep

passive sympathy which augurs ominously

for the future of the present aggregation of

bureaucrats imposed on the Party.

The machine immediately commenced a

torrent of abuse in order to counteract the

effects of comrade Ray's speech. Amter In

a very emphatic manner informed the dele-

gates that this representative would never

have lieen permitted to speak had they

known that he came from this "renegade"

organization. He did not forget to denounce

Leon Trotsky "an enemy of the Soviet Un-

ion". Amis, very much upset by his un-

pardonable blunder, parrotted Amter and
duly chastised himself.

The nest clash occurred during the col-

lection when the Opposition delegation sub-

mitted to the chairman five dollars In ca^
and a pledge of ten dollars. Amis examined

the contribution suspiciously but forearmed

by experience said nothing, and passed it to

his less Plundering colleagues on the plat-

form who similarly examined it with know-

ing looks and smiles. It was finally laid

WATCH YOUR SUBSCRIPTION NUMBER!

fiside while speculation ran strong among

the workers In the vicinity of the dele^-

tlon as to whether it would be accepted or

rejected. At the coruelusion of the collec-

tion—Amter and Co. meanwhile having de-

cided upon a course of action—Amis was

seen holding in one hand the five dollar bill

and in the other the pledge. "I want to

take this matter to a vote." he proclaimed.

He -tihen launched into a fit of violent abuse

and ended by rejecting the "filthy lucre*',

while the faithful from below joined in a

chorus of shouts of approval.

When the money was returned there was

a visible sign of revival of spirits in the

praesidium which had ibeen somewhat down-

cast since comrade Ray's speech. Broad

grins mow peered down upon the del^ation

from the platform. Amter who had been

trained thoroughly in the Stalln-Pepper-

Lovestone school of manenvormg conld feel

that he did not disgrace the tradition by

this little maneuver. But the real victor

was the Opposition for it had demonstrated

ite readiness and willingness to assist in

every way the May Day preparations, and

that sank deeper than all the circus contor-

tions of the Amters and the Amises.

The credentials committee report did

not mention a word about the delegation

from the Communist League of America

(Opposition). A Stalinist supporter in the

conference who does not understand

that his faction is infinitely stronger

in silence and violence than in argu-

ment demanded to know why nothing

was said, and proposed a motion to ex-

clude the Trotskyites from the conference.

From the platform it was lamely stated

that this delegation was not recognized.

Discussion of course was not permitted, and

comrades of the Opposition attempting to

get the floor were shouted down and threat-

ened.

The hollow general discussion then con-

tinued. It appeared that from this point

on the bureaucratic ftranquillity would pro-

ceed undlsturl>ed, when George Marks, a

member of the City Executive Committee

of the Unemployed Councils, rtnd a very

Active member of the Downtown Council,

well known for his hard and persistent

work, took the floor. He spoke of the ac-

tivities of the Downtown Unemployed Coun-

cil and its preparations for May Day. Ad-

dressing himself to the leading active mem-

bers of the Councils he asked whether they

who had worked side by :?lQe with him.

who had spoken fipom the sai * platforms

with him, who had helped organize together

with him, believed that he too should b©

excluded from the conference. "For", said

comrade Marks, "I carry a badge of honor

and distinction. I am a member of the

Left Opposition." This announcement

stunned the bureaucrats. The Stalinists im-

mediately emitted some boos to drown the

effect that this announcement made. The

workers under the wei-ght of the avalanche

of slander remained silent but the Impr^-

sion It made on them was unmistakable.

The Opposition scored again for it had de-

monstrated by deeds its readiness to work

side by side with party members in the

struggle if permitted.

The chair, in obvious embarrassment,

tried to proceed with the meeting. Ignoring

the Incident. He naturally liad nothing to

say. In adjourning the conference Amis

"warned" aigainst provocation. He warned

against getting into fist fights and against

discussion (especially discussion!)- He
knows, the democratic Amis continued, that

there are many workers who are just Iwll-

ing to jump at the throats of these rene-

gades, but we must exercise workers' self-

control I

The Left Opposition despite its exclu-

sion will not be deterred by the Stalinist

bureaucrats from doing its Communist duty

for May Day. It will issue leaflets and

hold meetings rallying the workers to de

monstrate on May Day under the banner of

Communism.
>ii « «

On Thursday April 2, the Stalinists began

their campaign to eliminate comrade George

Marks from the Unemployed Councils. He
was removed from the City Executive Com-

mittee, as the first step toward expulsion.

When the question came before the Down-

town Council, one of whose representatives

Marks Is to the City Executive, it was stated

that this act was being taken on the orders

of Johnstone. It was explained that while

Che Unemployed Council was not the Com-

munist party no one who opposed the pol-

icies of the Communist party could be in

leadership of the Councils! 18 voted for

the removal (all party members under dis-

cipline of course) while the rest, 41 discour-

aged and bewildered workers abstained.

Thus the Stalinist bureaucrats drive the

best workers out of the Left wing organisa-

tions end condemn then to sterility and

decay. Only subservient S.talinists and Aoo-

He incompetents with no Ideas or Indepen-

dence of character are wanted by thM«

bureaucrats. Stalinist infallibility must

•merge triumphant even If it has to b© oa

the ruins and wrectoage of the Comraunlst

and Left -wing movement.—R.

Hungarians Struggle against Corruption
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In a previous issue of the MllltaKt we

acquainted our readers with the situation

in the Hungarian Sick Benefit and Educa-

tional Federation, the only mass organiza-

tion of Hungarian workers under party con-

trol. We mentioned some of the charges of

corruption, mismanagement and misuse of

funds raised against the party leaders by

committees of investigation representing

several feranch^ of the organization. The

leading elements of these comlttees wntll

recently were party members and clope sym-

pathizers. The opposition took the correct

position that because of the corruption of

the party leaders the organization should

not become antagonistic to the party and

should not withdraw it;; support from the

party and its auxiliary organizations. The

fight of the opposition is not for severing

connections with the party but for

the elimination of the corrupt ieadtirs

^mosit of whom are petty bourgcoi?; car-

eerists) replacing them with rank and file

party members. We can find no fault with

its demand for workers' democracy in the

organisation or with the demand for Ideo-

logical control instead of mechanical con-

trol. But the opposition certainly made &

mistake when it failed to safeguard itself

against the possibility of being identified

with auti-Communist elements which try to

attach themselv^ to, or make a united front

with, all bona fide opposition within tb«

Comniunlat movement. An opposition fall-

ing to repudiate such elements will be dis-

credited by them. An opposition, fighting

for the regeneration of the Communist

movement, at the same time must carry oti

a vigorous, relentless fight against all anti-

Communist elements. Otherwise It runs the

danger of degenerating into a rallying cen-

ter for the enemies of Communism.

A Wrong Point of Departure

A very serious shortcoming of this new

opposition in the Hungarian language move-

ment of the party is its wrong point o4

departure. It looks upon the situation it

the Hungarian Bureau as « local, Isolated

phenomenon and It draws the wrong con-

clusion that it can be remedied by an iso-

lated local action. It does not see that bur-

eaucratic corruption, the contempt of leader-

ship for the workers, th* practise of mech-

anical control, petty .bourgeois careerlsm.

lack of democracy in the party and in (he

organizations under party control are not

exceptional phenomena limited to the Hun-

garian Bureau or to the American section

of tihe Communist International. It la the

same story throughout the whole Interna-

llonal, flnding Its source in what we call

Stalinism. The main feature of Stalinism.

as a party regime. Is a bureaucratic appar-

atus, independent of the party, not respon-

sible to the party, introducing the system

of appointment of party functionaries In

place of elections, depriving the memOjer-

ship of the right of criticism, the expres-

sion of any disagreement. The Hungarian

Bureau is part and parcel of the bureau-

cratic apparatus built by Stalin In every

party of the Comintern. Since organiza-

tional qupstions are closely related to^ ques-

tions of principles, policies and tactics, It

would be absurd to suppose that the crea-

tion of such an organizational apparatus

is due to the will of any one man. No, It

is the result of the pressure on the party

by claaseB hostile to the proletariat. It

seems to us that such questions are disre-

garded by the opposition in the Hungarian

mavement. Tliat is the reason why it has

no political basis, why it has no political

perspective and why it failed to align it-

self with the International Left Opposition.

Under such circumstances its stru^le Is

futile.

More Examples of Running Amuck

In my previous article it was mentioned

that the I. W. W. has made an attempt to

use this opportunity for an attack upon

Communism. It sent an organizer on a na-

tional tour to tell the Hungarian workers

that because members of the Hungarian

Bureau are accused of corruption, the Marx-

tan theortes are all wrong and the workers

should embrace syndicalism. The party

leaders met this attack in typical Stalinist

faathion. It was explained in the Ui Elow

that the I. W. W. are a bunch of counter-

revolu'tionary fascists, who are in league

with the social fascists, -who, in turn, are

the agents of the fascist. Therefor* the

L W, W. meetings should be broken up. The

I. W. W. organizer went as far as Detroit,

holding meetings in Buffalo, Cleveland and

other citlea, without any of his meetings

being disrupted. After the Clevelar

ing, which was held in iflie party-con

Workers' Home, the Uj Elore published tuv

aewa that the Cleveland meeting of the

I. W. W. was captured by the party, th»

I. W. W. organizer was beaten up and this

example must be followed everywhere.

"Make the I- W. W.s swallow their teeth",

•aid Uj Elore. Nothing of the sort hap-

pened' in Cleveland, (but the party leaders in

Detroit took the word of Uj Elore and or-

ganized an attack on the I. W. W. meeting.

Unfortunately for them, the I. W. W. mem-
bers also read the Uj Elor^. Therefore they

were well prepared, with the result that

when the attack came they gave the party

members a terrific beating. The same thing

happened in Chicago. The last meeting was
held in New York. Here the Bureau mem-
bers organized the attack. They were beaten

up severely The report In the Dally Woriier

said that the party had no Intention of

beating up the L W. W. But it failed to

explain the peaceful intention of the call

in Uj Elore to "make the I. W. W.s to swal-

low their teeth."—Y. S.

Communist Tasks in

the Workmens Circle

There can be no doubt in the mind fl<

any class-conscious worker who not only

has transferred—(because of sentimental

reasons—^his loyalty from the S. P. or any

other political organizaitlon, to the Com-

munist movement, but has also done some
studying and thinking and has learned

something from the leaders of the revolu-

tion that the splitting of the existing work-

ers' fraternal organizations was not only

a blunder but a crime. No doubt If Lenin

were alive, he would have repeated hla

words

:

"A greater lack of sense aod more
feirm to the revolution than this attitude

of 'the 'Left' revolutionists cannot be im-

agined."

Yes. I will repeat. More harm to the

revolution than this attitude of the "third

period" leadership cannot be imagined. The
danger to the movement is almost irrepar-

able. Imagine the loss of contact with tena

of thousands of workers, the majority d
whom are a potential element for the rev-

olutionary movement. The loss of prestige

even among our followers In the W. C. and
the I. W. C. of 20,000 and out of these only

between five and six thousand have left.

What happened to the rest? Most of them
have become apathetic and a great number
have fallen under the influence of the 9.

P. leadership.

This is the situation created by rir-

cumbtvances over which we have no control

and Communists should not limit them-

selves to the evaluation of the subjective

conditions but also consider the steps to

follow this diagnosis.

First, we are faced with an accomplish-

ed fact. A new fraternal order was organ-

ied. Wlmt should be our attitude? In mjr

opinion, our attitude should be the same
as to any other fraternal organization

where workers predominate, allowing—as te

the casse of the more radical unions—for
a different attitude In certain situations that

may arise.

Then what fraternal organization shall

a Communist Join? A class conscious work-

er should join the fraternal organization

where the working class elements are more
'backward and that gives him a basis for

more useful work for the revolutionary

cause.

Then you advise me to join the W. C.

or the I. W. C. in preference to the I. W. O.?

Don't you think that by joining it we help

to support the counter-revolutionary ele-

ments that control the organization?

So you are helping the capitalist clasc

by working for it; so. also you are helping

by joining a union ; by paying rent ; by

going to a movie show ; by buying your
food. The whole life of a worker is noth-

ing else but service to the "community"—
that means service to the ruling class. His

strangest weapons are organization and rev-

olutionary consciousness-Hand this can only

be attained by the most class conscious

workerB participating in the daily struggle

of the working class, through the various

organizations. Therefore, the questionv

should be asked, when joining, where can
I be of the most use to the movement?

Why not unite with the Right wing
(Lovestoneites) in the W. C. and the I. W.
C?

Our purposes are far apart. As op-

portunists they are always looking for Im-

mediate results and always overlook the

revolutionary perspectives, especially now.
They are losing their fast dissipating ranks
in two directions : to the Right, like B.

Miller, Benjamin, etc. ; and on the other

side, joining the party. They are anxious
ifor allies. The only trouble is that the
army is so small that nobody pays any
attention to them, as the aocalled opposition

In the W. C, the Left wing In the 9. P.



Defend the Philly Militants' - Organiz^^^^ -
Seveml weeks bave elapsed since tlie

arrest of comrades G<oodinan and Morgen-
atern of the Philadelphia branch of the

Communist League, under the notorious
Flynn Sedition law of the state of Pennsy-
Ivamia, It will be remembered that the
two comrades were arrested for distributing

the leaflet on unemployment issued by the
National Gomittee of the heatgae, calling

for a solid united front o£ workers and
jobless around the slogans of the six-hour
day without reduction in pay, unemployment
insuranice paid by tlie bosses and adminis-
tered by the workers and—the demand tliat

the government extend long term credits to

the Soviet Union, as a concrete step toward
creating jobs for thousands of unemployed.
The International Labor Defense from the
first showed gr^t reluotamce in giving any
aid to the two Left Oppositionists. It was
only a-fter a few pressing inquiries from
Impartial rank and filers that the I. L. D.
bureaucrats began to take the affair ser-

iously, pussyfooting all the time without
taking a definite stand and refusing to con-
sider the case together with those of the
other class war prisoners.

Recently two local branches of the I.

L. D. have sent in demands for information
on the oase to the national office of the
defense organization. A member of the
National Committee of -the International
Labor Defense, -comrade Gerry Allard of
Illinois, has also protested against the
shameful discrimination shown against our
comrades.

In reply to these inquiries and protests,
the officials of the organization give the
l«me excuse that the case was "handled
apart from the I. L. D" and that "the
I L D as a class struggle organization,
does not enter into any compromises [!1
with any other organization". This Is both
falsehood and rot. Comrades Morgenstem
and Goodman themselves went up to Boss,
the local organizer of the I. L. D. and pre-

sented their case to him. Furthermore, at
the anti-Sedition conference called by tie
I, L. D. on March 1, our comrade Wbitten
prraented the case openly and fully, under
a barrage of abuse from the bureaucrats,
led by Bngdahl, who were conducting th«
meeting. These are the facts. The I. L. D.
for Its part, although it promised to take up
the defense of the two Oppc^ition fighters,

has failed to make any serious attempt In

this direction. From our comrades we learn
that under pressure from the workers In
the ranlis of the organization, they have
finally agreed to handle the legal side of
the matter. A more outrageons, a more
cowardly evasion of elementary revolution-

ary duty has seldom been witue^ed.
The International Labor Defense was

:built on a class struggle basis. It is its

The position of a Communist should

be to propagate the ideas of Communism
and not hide them. To win over the masses
and not united fronts purely for the sake

of united fronts, by applying eosrrect Lenin-

ist tactics.

Resume

:

1. The split in the fraternal organiza-

tion was a blunder and has done great

damage to the revolutionary movement.
2. The attitude to the I. W. O. is the

same as to the other fraternal organizations,

allowing a more liberal attitude in certain

cases, because of a more radical eomposl-

^on of the membership.

3. Class conscious workers when Jolnr

ing a fraternal organization should give

preference to those where the membership
is more backward and thereby he of greatM*

service to the movement.
4. A relentless struggle against tht

opportunist Right wing { Lovestoneites ) and
liquidators of the Communist movement.

I am sending this statement Ho the

MiUtant because, after reading the appeal

to the Red Needle Trades Worker* amd the

appeal on Unemployment, I have come to

the conclusion that only tlie Communist Left

Oppoeltion (Bolshevik-Leninists) has given

a correct Marxian evaluation of the objec-

tive conditionB and followed it up wltfh

Leninist tactlos. Only people flred by a

revolutionary seal, armed with the know-
ledge of Marxism and Leninist tactics,

directed by the co-worker of Lenin and the

theoretician and leader of the revolutionary

movement, Leon Trotsky, can produce such

a wonderful periodical as the Militoni,

which Is a source of knowledge for thinking

Communists.
I hope this statement will serve as a

basis for a discussion on tliis Important
problem and that you will give due con-

sideration to It, the result of which I hope,

will be a thesis on the work In fraternal

organizations w^hlch will serve as a ^Ide
to every revolutionary worker. Neither the

Centrist leadership of 'the party nor tOie

Right wing liquidators can give the proper
solution for the problem confronting the
"'^TOl'itionary wo-kers, —J, B.

task to defend workers as soldiers in the
class struggle. To pretend that the I. L. D.
bureaucrats are carrying out, their duty
by offering a lawyer to represent the work-
ers involved within the confines of capl-

Caliet law, is to be betray the very princi-

ples on which it was built.

The Left Opposittion will not look
on passively. It will demand that the case
of Goodman and Morgenstern be brought to

the attention of the broad masses of the

American workers together with those of

the other Communlsta under indictment by
the capitalist oourfis. It will demand the
right of Left Oppositionists to be defended
as class fighters, who need not alone strict-

ly legal protection In the confine of the
bosses' courts, but the mass support of the
revolutionary workers in transforming their

case, together with that of Lawrence, Ryder,
Lynn and the other Communists struck
by class justice, into a large defense move-
ment to arouse the workers of this coun-
try against tbe designs of the boss govern-
ment to drive the revolutionary labor move-
ment underground. The figh^ of Pelz, Law-
rence, Lynn, Ryder, Goodman and Morgem'-

stern to present the views of militant Com-
munism before the oppressed and exploited
toilers of America must 'take the fSorm of
a .broad united front of all workers' or-

ganizations standing on the standpoint of
the class struggle It must rally hs one
solid, figh'tijng yroletartan phalanx large
maetses of American worke re to pneven

t

the capitalists from drawing the nocwe
tighter about their necks and to go over to
the victorious offensive against them. To
transfuse the factional struggle that has
its proper place in the internal struggle
of the party, into an organization that oc-

cupies itself with the class defense of all

workers hit by b(«s mle is to drive a wedge
into the fighting front against capitalism.
It must not be tolerated. And it will not
be. Despite the bureaucrats, tlie class
struggle united front of the workers. In
defense of all their van;guard fighters will

be achieved.

Communist workers ! Demand the class
defense of Goodman and Mori^entsern from
the Stalinist ofilcials of the I L D! Help
shape ft firm front of all militant workers
against the attempt of the goevrnment to

railroad Lawrence, Ryder, Goodman, Mor-
genstern and the other class fighters!

THE SUBSCRIPTION DRIVE
The su^bscriptiou drive has not yet gain-

ed its full momentum, though this week's
report shows a great improvement. It is

important to bear in mind the approaching
inactivity of the summer months, and to
double our efforts in behalf of this cam-
paign.

That the getting of subscriptions for
The Militant is not a difficult task, has been
proven by comrade Goldberg of St. Louis.

He sent in 14 subscriptions at one time.

What can l>e done in St. Louis by one mem-
ber, can surely be duplicated by the larger

branches. But we regret to report that the
larger branches are falling far behind.

Chicago com^ next. This branch secured
7 new sul>scriptions since the last report,

while New York got only 2. Minneapolis,
as always, Is working hard. They have 5
new subs, to their credit.

The total in favor of the drive Is 60
new subscriptions and renewals.

The branches must get seriously busy.
Every member should become a subscriber
or get one new subscriber. The list of
expirations should be visited by our mem-
bers. The New York branch must wake up.

THE LAST
N. Y. OPEN
FORUM

April 25 : DIALECTIC MATERIALISM
By Ame Swabeek
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League of America {Opposition).

Clem Forsen^ St. Paul TUUL Head, Expelled
Following the presentation of a state-

ment to the membership of the Communist
Party in the Mineapolls district, comrade
Clem Porsen, organizer of tiie Trade Union
Unity League in St. Paul, and active party

worker for years, was expelled by the party

bureaucrats for his solidarity with the

statement, which reviews concisely the

statement, which reviews conscisely the

position and development of the party and
the Comintern for the past period, comrade
Forsen wrote in part:

"I am especially appealing to all mem-
bers whom I have worked witb In the past

years and mith whom I have struggled for

the correction of gross evils and conduct,

carried on by a narrow and impudent bur-

eaucracy, to take an aeoonntlng of past

events In the party and the revolutionary

movement in the past years, then to take
up a study of the platform and program of

the Left Opposition, thus learning the cor-

rect answers to the many questions that

constantly arise in our work in the party,

which all the propaganda of the official

party does not ansfwer. The party must
come first. Every revolutionary worker
must have the greatest concern for his

party. Without a correct party program
and policy, our class shall be led to defeat

after defeat, and the punishment for its

defeats shall fall heaviest upon our party.

No worker Party member should allow him-
self to be provoked by conditions in the

party to quit the party and drift into a
state of Inactivity and apathy towards the

class struggle . . .

"Lack of success due to incorrect pol-

icy leads the bureaucracy to make arbitrary

demands for results upon the lower func-

tionaries. The membership carries the bur-

den of failures from policy. The mass or-

ganizations do not grow. Extensive appar-
atus is set up, the masses expected to fill

the ranks do not respond. The party mem-
bers must fill the ranks and do the work.
Over-organization, over-work of the activ-

ists follow. Chronic organizational crises

in all parties exist. New members lay down
and quit. Old members answer stringest

demands -with evasions, bluffs that years
of faction struggle have taught them. The
iiesults are that there is apathy and dull-

ness in the life of the units. There are
chronic outbursts of diis(guBt and anger,

I)etty intrigues and other corruption. Lack
of serious political discussion and work con-

fronts every party memt>er. The party of-

ficials cover the real causes of the organi-

zational situation in the party with floods

of talk on organizational weaknesses thus

directing the attention of the members away
from policies.

"Bureaucracy is talked ajbout and fought

with the most disgusting insincerity. The
small functionary who apes the large and
learns from 'him is made the example. New
and queer kinds of 'bureaucrats' are un-

covered. Criticism on fundamentals is sup-

pressed, it is substituted with a counterfeit

'self-criticism' . . .

"Demand the return of Trotsky to the

Soviet Union and his readmission into the

party of the proletariat, as well as the en-

the Left Opposition which is now banished

to prison camps in the far parts of the

Soviet Union. Demand the stop of vicious

slander and suppression of the Left Op-
position in America as well as throughout
the world. Join the Communist League
{Opposition), the harbinger of victory for

the proletariat. Demand tJie return to the

policies of Lenin for our party. The In-

ternational Left Opposition is the hope of

the proletariat."

Comrade Fors'en's statement and the

arbitrary action of the party apparatus
which, in Minneapolis, has already expelled

pe^BSJd seq 'sj^ifjom jsiunuiuioo isoq eq4

considerable interest and discussion in the
party's ranks. The open adherence of com-
rade Forsen to the Left Opposition cannot
but have an excellent effect in clarifying

the dispute in the Communist movement and
strengthening the influence of the Opposi-
tion. In the Twin Cities, the branch of
the Communist Ivcague is forging ahead,
gaining in membership and prestige, In spite

of the obstacles put in our path by the

party bureaucra'ts on the one hand, and
the A. F. of L. labor skates, plus police re-

pressions, on the other.

The action of comrade Forsen is a wel-

come sigu., and only one of the many indica-

tions of the ferment that cannot be entirely

suppressed by the artificial bureaucratic

calm with which the apparatus stifies all

thought in the party. The Opposition is

determined to win to its banner the best

Communist workers in the party. We are
fighting to purge our party of that trinity

of evils—^bureaucratism, opportunism and
adventurism—which has dominated it so
disastrously for years. With the aid of

ORGANIZATION PROGRAM
Organization progress cau again be re-

ported from most of our branches. New
membei^ have been admitted in Minnea-
polis, Philadelphia and New York during
the last two weeks. From the appearance
of orders 'filled at our heaqduarters, the
branches in Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago
and Minneapolis bave been particularly ac-
tive in literature distribution; the orders
filled for the last two mentioned have run
into several hundred pamphlets tor each.

In the Illinois mine fields our comrades
have taken up active work trying to apply
our policy and build the Left wing forces
In the present new union movement. With
assistance given from the center it became
possible to have a couple of our comrades,
who are coal miners tour the state. In
addition Comrade Oehler Is also making a
tour. This work was made possible only
through a special effort on the part of sev-
eral of our branches, New York alone con-
tributing $90.00 for this purpose.

In Minneapolis the labor movement Is
witnessing quite some unprecedented police
persecution. All Communist meetings and
demonstrations have been ruthl^sly broken
up. Our branch, however, has succeeded In
taking up leadership toward more active
worker resistance. It has raised the issue
of right of free speech, carried it to the
trade unions, and has succeeded in getting
several locals on record to fight back in
an effective manner. Our members are even
being charged by the Stalinites with the
"unforgivable crime" of busting into workers
united front conference :—in this case one
organized fey the I. L. D. Unfortunately the
Stalinites are failing even to give proper
support or to endeavor to maintain mass
contacts.

The Kansas City branch has adopted an
ambitious program to be carried out by
May 1st. It Includes securing renewals
from every pr^ent Militant reader, securing
five new yearly subscriptions, increase the
bundle sales from 20 copies to 50 and col-
lecting for the Expansion Program $125.00.
It Is already in the course of fulfillment:
the bundle order has been increased, the
subs, are coming in and we have received
for the Expansion Program so far $50.00
(reported in previous Issue)

The total receipts for the Program of
Expansion were:

A Friend

(N. Y. c.) 25.00

A Shoeworker

(N. T. C.) 1.00

Al Glotzer

{N. Y. C.) 5.00

Geo. Saul

(N. Y C.) 1.75

T. Bolsnert

Los Angeles 10.00

Minneapolis

branch 60.00

New Haven

branch 5.00

Chicago

branch 11.00

118.75

Previously

reported 346.00

Total to

date $464.75

1.500—

1,000-

500—

-1.750

-1,250

—750

—250
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the revolutionary militants in the party
who disobey the Stalinist command not to
think, we shall triumph in our fight.



Slogan of the 6-Hour Day
DISCUSSION AETICLE

In the class struggle in general and

parti^cularly in the U. S. A. the major part

of the activity of a revolutionary political

party should be on the field of direct eco-

nomic struggle; in the factory, work shop

or in. the union every opportunity being

seized upon to arouse the fighting spirit of

the working class, to develop its class con-

aeiousness and endeavor to lead the work-

ing class toward political struggle. But the

present unemployment situation presents a

particular phase of the class struggle. More-

over the present unemployment situation has

its own peculiarities, coming as it does af-

ter a long period of unheard of prosperity

(eight years almost, if minor fluctuations

are disregarded). Second, wiile the U. S.

A. might temporarily solve its crisis to a

eertain extent, considering the present world

eonditions one cannot by the widest stretch

of imagination anticipate another eight

years of prosperity (such as those preced-

ing the present crisis) in the near future.

Allowing for temporary upward swings, it

must be noted that the standing permanent

army of unemployed has been increased.

In other words, the number of jobless even

in a new period of prosperity will be great-

er than previously. Also the cyclical crises

will be more frequent with every reason to

expeict them to become greater in severity.

Such are the present conditions of the un-

employment situation which have Injected

the question of unemployment into the

firena of the class struggle in the sharpest

form. The capitalist class endeavors by

use of every conceivable method, govern-

mental, economic, etc., to place the entire

burden upon the working class. The work-

ing class, even sometimes against its will,

is compelled to resist in self-defense and
sometimes to take the offensive. Thus the

whole question of unemployment, r^ard-

less of whether or not the working class is

class conscious enough to realize it or not,

is elevated to the position of a political

struggle.

Though the Communist movement, con-

sidering its program of action, places the

emphasis on the direct economic strug-

gle, in considering the question of unem-

ployment it must be dealt with as a parti-

cular phase of the class struggle. The
struggle for working class relief is carried

on from two angles or avenues. But each

is incomplete without the other. The pur-

pose of iboth is to place the burden of un-

employment upon the backs of the capital-

t class and thus strengthen the hand of

ae working class and at the same time

A'eaken the capitalist class. Also to make
it possible to unite the unemployed workers

with the employed this further strengthen-

ing the working class and weakening the

capitalist class.

The two phases of the struggle for re-

lief are of course (1) the fight for social

insurance and (2) the struggle for the

shorter working week with no reduction of

pay. In considering the question of unem-

ployment as a special problem of the class

struggle these two avenues of struggle

are very nearly on the same footing.

But speaking from the general angle of the

unemployed struggle, the emphasis must be

placed on the fight for social insurance for

several reasons which will be briefly set

forth here. From this it follows that the

treatment in comrade Swabeck's article Is

inadequate. From a general standpoint the

placing of the emphasis on the slogan of

the six hour day as in the 17th paragraph

of the article of February 1 i: wrong. Also

the slogan iteslf sbould be "The shorter

working week with no reduction in pay"

instead of the "sis hour day" slogan.

As to the importance of social insur-

ance fi-om the general standpoint of the

urjpmployment problem, there is and will

remain a standing army of unemployed,

with no means of support Capitalism

makes no provision for these unless forced

to do so. That is the horrible feature of

(Capitalism which arises from the very na-

ture of capitalist production. The law of

surplus value -casts up and constantly aug-

ments this army. The capitalist class seek-

ing to maintain its super-profits, seeks to

use this standing army of unemployed

against the employed workers. Social in-

surance while not offering complete and

permanent relief under capitalism places

the chief stumbling block in the path of

the designs of the capitalist class. This is

ithe most important explanatitai of their

hostmty toward it. Not a small proportion

of the ravings of the English bourgeoisie

against the dole system comes from their

difficulty to get blacklegs for strikebreaking

purposes which makes it diffieullt to lower

wages In order to compete in the world

arena of capitalism. The amount of dollars

or pounds paid out for the dole is by far

not their chief worry. They would glad-

V pay out twice tha.t amount any

time for complete domination over the wages

of the working class. All the history of

the class struggle under capitalism proves

this. In America such strikes as the shop-

men's strike of 1922, where the Railroads

spent money like water to defeat the shop

men, are good examples.

Secondly, social insurance and the fight

for it offers the chief instnmiCTit by which

the unemployed and the employed workers

can be united. If they cannot be united on

this basis they cannot be united at all.

Third; granted that the six hour day

could be obtained 'at once (which it can-

not! e\-en at this time it cannot be proved

that this -would provide jobs for all the

jobless and even if it would it would be

oSily a qu^tion of a very short period be-

fore the situation would be the same as at

present, due to rationalization, new mach-

inery and the law of surplus value. Thus

social insurance offers the most permanent

form of relief (even though it is not com-

plete in itself) and places the biggest stum-

bling bloick in the path of the capitalist

class. Also at some point the social re-

formers are compelled to attempt to lower

or abolish social insurance just as at the

present moment in England. This is an

important point in their exposure.

All of the above does not prevent the

revolutionary iwrty from shifting the main

part of its efforts to obtaining the shorter

working week when ctojective conditions

are such as to make the great^t gains pos-

sible on this field of struggle. But since

the question of unemployed relief or that

part of it we choose to call "social insur-

ance" is of very great importance for all

time and particularly at this time when
because of the sharpness of the projection

of the unemployed problem before the work-

ing class and because of the continued large

number of unemployed we cannot be hasty

in sbifting the major part of our efforts

over to the struggle for a shorter working

week. Also it must be answered from a

general standpoint that the emphasis re-

mains on the struggle for social insurance

when considering the question of unem-

ployment as a special phase of the class

struggle. And finally, just as the proper

tactics in the struggle for unemployed In-

surance should be conducted !n such a way
as to prepare tlie ground for the stru^le

for tlie shorter working week during the

upward curv*, so must the struggle for the

shorter working week be conducted in such

a way as to prepare the ground for the

further advancement of the simple for

social Insurance when that struggle again

becomes the order of the day.

That the struggle for social

presents greater dangers of oppoicu^

viations goes without saying. The history

of the party's efforts in that direction proves

this conclusively. All of the criticism of

the manner in whivh that struggle has been

conducted by the party appearing in the

Mlllt^tt and that contained in comrade Swa-

beck's article was correct and of positive

value. But if it is true that the fight for

the immediate demand of social insurance,

which is in its very essence a political

struggle, offers more danger of opportunist

deviations than a struggle that is approached

from a direct economic industrial base^

it is also true that danger is greater in

any struggle that Is political from its very

beguming. Moreover it is also true that the

struggle that begins from a direct economic

industrial base meets with this same dan-

ger tl»e moment it reaches the stage wher«

It is elevated to a political level.

It has been emphasized nunierou^s times

that all along the line we must constantly

stress and point out to the wroking class

that no permanent relief from capitalism's

cliief eontradictions can be expected or had

under capitalism. Nothing said above in

connection with social insurance contradicts

this in the least. The manner in wiilch the

struggle is conducted is the all important

question. —JOHN MIHELIC.
(To Be Continued)

The I. W. W. and the Unemployment Problem

At the beginning of the present crisis,

the I. W. W. saw no need of spending much
energy upon the unemployment problem.

Now, having obtained a late start, they are

presenting as their main slogans: "The six-

hour day and five-day week" and "Bread

lines or picket lines?". Leaflets, stickers

and meetings are being pushed everywhere

in the country that they can rally forces.

While their program has a certain positive

side, it is far exceeded by its negative fea-

tures, which we point out not for the sake

of abstract criticism alone but because they

are so characteristic of the sectarian futil-

ity to which the once vigorous organization

has 'been condemned.

In their reaction against purely parlia-

mentary activity—as against revolutionary

political action which the Stalinist bureau-

crats have understood so poorly^the I. W.

W. have swung in the opposite direction and

are narrowing the possibilities for devel-

opment by the lack of a correct analysis

and program. Their po^'erty in Marxism,

to which they acknowledge a formal ad-

herence at times, is shown by their explana-

tion of the cause of unemployment. In one

leaflet they say : "Unemployment is caused

by long hours and short wages." In an-

other, they say that culminative (organic

or permanent) unemployment has been

added because of "the industrialization of

the l>ackward countries and the increased

productivity of labor chiefly through auto-

matic machines". Increased productivity

and automatic machinery have undoutbedly

played a big part in the increase of xm-

employment, but the socalled Industrializa-

tion of the backward countries—a flashback

in the I. W. W. of the notorious "de-colon-

ization" theory—does not reflect realities.

On the one hand, imperialism gives an Im-

petus to the development of industry in the

colonial countries ; on the other, it strives

to keep these countries in subjection and

backwardness. This contradiction is one of

the great sources of colonial revolution and

the need for supporting them which the

I. \V. W. fails to acknowledge.

But even the development of the back-

ward countries is still not the determining

cause of unemployment. The latter is pro-

duced hy the whole system of productive re-

lationships under capitalism, and the crises

which accompany it are intensified by the

fact that capitalist production has become

so inteBt^^1tne(l on a world markiet fahat

over-production constantly threatens its

equilibrium, produces crises, and mass un-

employment.
Even if we were to obtain shorter hours

and bigger pay from the capitalists we would

not have eliminated unemploiyment. One

leafiet says; "Unemployment can be cured

by small hours and big pay." The only

cure for unemployment is the overthrow of

the capitalist system.

The way the official party is fighting

for unemployment insurance must be cri-

ticized as a mixture of parliamentary op-

portunism and adventurism. But to swing

to the other extreme and say that a fight

for unemployment insurance is wrong is

equally false. By leaving this field to the

reformists, opportunists and labor fakers,

we allow them to corrall large masses of

workers by having them appear as the only

defenders of their immediate interests and

needs.

In the leaflet; "Bread lines or picket

lines?", we read: "Such is our program to

abolish unemployment and such are Its

consequences." The I. W. W. once knew

that unemployment could only be abolished

by thf proletarian revolution: apparently

it no longer knows this elemeutaisy truth.

As for a program, picket lines do not con-

stitute one. They are the tactics to carry

out a program. A correct one must resolve

around the slogan for the six-hour day and

five-day week without wage reductions.

Organizationally, the I. W. W, have

out-Stalinized the Stalinists by organizing

an "Unemployed Workers Industrial Union"

(!) with mbmber^ip cards. The party

formed unemployment councils and tied

them to the T. U. U. U, determining in

advance a narrow basis for the unemployed

movement which must be made up of work-

ers with varying Ideologies who will follow

revolutionary leadership only on the basis

of the mc^t elementary issue. By seeking

to confine the unemploiyment movement

—

and in the form of a union* at that—strictly

as a tail to the sect which the I. W, W,
is today, to reject in practise the need of

the united front, is to commit, on a smaller

scale, the same blunder as the official party

leadership.

—HUGO OEHLBR.

A Step Forward
From reliable sources we learn,

:

At the last meeting of the New York

party fraction of workers in the fur in-

dustry, one of the comrades proposed that

the policy be adopted to send some for

workers still under the influence of the

Left wing into the Right wing International.

This proposal was motivated by the fol-

lowing facts; The Left wing union (N. T.

W. I. U.) no longer has anything but a

purely nominal influence in the fur trade

—so far as organizational control is con-

cerned, at the very least. It has only three

to flve shops under contract. The Right

wing union (Kaufman and Co.) has suc-

ceeded in re-establishing Its control over

a large part of the trade. It is not true

that the Right wing union is a "company

union" ; it Is a class collaboration union

with reactionary leadership and policies. It

is the duty of the Left wing to send those

few workers still under its control into

the Right wing union to help build up a

Left wing opposition to Kaufmanism, in-

stead of continuing to deceive Itself with

the baseless idea that it still has any dir-

ect control in the fur trade.

This proposal, after some discussion,

was adopted by the fraction nnanlmously.

The Left Opposition, which advanced

this proposal some time ago, can only gT«et

Its adoption by the party fraction as a

step forward in the proper direction. It

indicates that our point of view, despite the

slanders of the party bureaucrats, has not

fallen on deaf ears and is being seriously

considered by the party comrades who study

the relationship of forces objectively and

not through bureaucratic spectacles.

It is characteristic that upon learning

of the decision, Stachel, one of the recent

additions to the staff of trade union "spe-

cialists" in the party, informed the com-

rades of the fraction that their proposal

was not acceptable, at least not completely.

To straighten out the matter so that the

"line" may retain Its halo of infallibility,

the fraction Is to meet soon with Foster,

Browder and Stachel. We hope the com-

rades of the fraction will stand their ground

flrmly and not be frightened away from It

by accusations of "Trotskyism" or the like.

Their position is entirely correct, and the

comrades in the other needle trades frac-

tions would <lo well to follow suit in adopt-

ing the course recommended for the Left

wing in the needle trades by the Left Op-

position.
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Workers, Out On May Day

!

For nearly two years, the most impor-

tant countries of the capitlist world have
been writhing in the grip of an nnprece-

dented o<?onomie crisis. In the United States,

as in the most other lands, industry has
been prostrated, trade clossed up, agricul-

ture driven into a chaotic position. All of

its unexampled power, its enormous re-

sour<:es, its dominant position in world
economics and polities, its lavish wealtb,

has not prevented the United States from
being drawn into the deepest crisis it has
ever known.

Who is suffering most acutely the ef-

fects of the crisis? The millions upon mil-

lions of workers tramping the streets in

vain search for work, their hungry, des-

perate families, the ever-lengthening bread-

lines are an eloquent reply to the ques-

tion. Some ten million workers are out
of a job. Other millions of workers, in-

securely placed in industry, are having their

living standards deliberately undermined by
a brutal campaign of wage cutting, national

in scope and affecting every nidustry. The
plan of the capitalist class, driven into a

corner by the crisis that has overwhelmed
it, is to put the burden of the difficulties

upon the shoulders of the working class.

It is labor, nourished for years upon the

myth of "permanent prosperity", that is

to have its standards cut in lialf, or worse.

No other meaning can be read into the

"stagger plans", the wage-cutting offensive

of the bosses, the failure of the captains

of industry and finance and of the govern-
ment to provide even the slightest measure
of social insurance for the unemployed. The
plan of the capitalist class is to press down
the standards of living of the working class

to the level of misery, "Lower the costs

of production !*' is the cry of the bosses.

To lower the costs of production, so as to

be able to meet the sharpened competition
on an ever-narrowing world market, means
to lower the wages, worsen the conditions,

remove the hard-won safeguards of the

workers.

This involves the continuation and in-

tensifying of the capitalist offensive. The
acute and unbearable misery of the ten

million unemployed workers is met with

a cynical light-heartedness by our ruling

class, which is unable to provide the job-

less with work and refuses to provide them
with relief. The workers stiH in Industry,

«re strangling in the noose of the wage-
cutting drive, while the Wall Street govern-

Ment and its labor lieutenants in the lead-

ership of the trade unions feed them with
deceit and empty promises. Every agency
of capitalism, which has shown itself in-

capable of guaranteeing even a minimum
living to the mass of the people, is engaged
in the assault upon the working class,

straining every nerve to prevent the work-
ers from resisting.

But the resistance of the workers, the

defense of their conditions, the shifting of

the burden of the crisis on to the shoulders
of the capitalist class whose system pro-

voked it, is the imperative need of the
moment. The campaign of the capitalist

class is a national campaign and not con-

fined to any one field. The reduction of
wages has its counterpart in the bosses' of-

fensive against the workers on other fields

which aim to reduce them to passivity and
the docile acceptance of the misery stan-

dard. Towards that end, the government
has engaged upon a campaign to deport

thousands of "foreigners", which means to

send out of the country every foreign-born
worker who expresses his dicontent ac-

tively. With the same aim in mind, a new
campaign has been begun against the Com-
munist movement, beginning with the arch-

reactionary movement headed by the Fish
Committee, down to the arrest and Im-
prisonment of scores of workers in every
part of the country for participation in

strikes or other militant actions. In the

same spirit, the starving unemployed work-
ers who gather to demand relief, are met
with the policeman's club, with tear gas,

with jail. As a part of the drive, the Pish
Committee* repr^enting the darkest forces

of American capitalism, has laanched a
campaign of slander against the Russian
workers' Tepublic, »eekJng by their ridicul-

ous charges of "dumping" to distract the
workers' attention from the capitalist

criminals at home to whom tfiey owe their
distress and to incite them against the
Soviet Union.

Confronted by the peril of this assault
upon them, the workers of the United Sta-
tes, following in fraternal solidarity their
brothers tliroughout the world, must unite
and solidify their ranks to defend their
own class interests. The capitalist class is

strong not because the workers are weak,
but becaue the workers are not united on
a militant program of struggle. Such a
program of struggle, of resistance to the
capitalist offensive, must be the rallying
banner for the workers gathered through-
out the land to celebrate the International
day of the proletariat. May Day.

The Communist League of Amerie*
(Opposition), in spite of its differences of
opinion with the official Communist party,
therefore calls upon all workers, regardless
of their political or economic opinions, to
join in a powerful display of their deter-
mination to fight back the assault of the
capitalist class, by turning out as one man
to the Communist demon.strations on May
Day. The Communists alone conduct a
militant struggle for the needs and interests
of the working class, in spite of the errors
made by the offloial leadersihip of Com-

munism. The "socialists^' of all varieties,

on the other hand, are the agents in the

working class of the capitalists. In the

struggle between the capitalist class and
the w^orking class, these "socialists" fight

on the side of the former. What Mac-
Donald does in betraying the Indian people
and the British workers is what the Am-
erican "socialists" do on a smaller scale

in this country. In the fight between the
"socialists" and Communists in the labor

movement, in which each represents con-
flicting class interests, the Left Opposition
throughout the world, led by Leon Trotsky,
inspired by the ideas of Ijcnin, stands with
the revolutionary working class.

Workers! Join in the May Day dem-
onstrations in every city

!

Fight for a program of struggle, to

resist the offensive of the capitalist class!

A broad united campaign must be con-
ducted to wrest an elaborate system of
social insurance, with special regard for the
unemployed, from the hands of the capitalist

class and its government.
In order to lessen the intense suffer-

ings of the unemployment workers imme-
diately, the demand must be raised for im-

mediate relief for the unemployed by mun-
icipal, state and federal appropriations.

To cut down the mass of unemploy-
ment, to adjust the hours of labor so that

they are more in harmony with increased'

productivity and the unemployment c^i3is^

the central slogan should be inscribed on
the banner of the labor movement for the
sis-hour day without reduction in wages.

For the relief of many tens and hun-
dreds of thousands of unemployed, we must
demand the extension of long term credits

to the Soviet Union which will enable it to-

place orders for imperatively needed mach-
inery and afford employment to workers ia

American industry.

Workers i The capitalist class has
seized the workers by the throat. The
working class must close its ranks, unite

its forces, combine the employed and un-

employed into a mighty movement against

the capitalist offensive.

Demonstrate your determination and
strength on May Day ! Come to the dem-
onstrations in mass!

Long live the international solidarity

of the working class!

Greetings to the First Workers' Rep-

ublic and the International Communist
movement of Lenin and Trotsky t

On with the struggle for the revolu-

tionary liberation of the oppressed and ex-

ploited !

NATIONAL COMMITTKE OF THB
COMMUNIST LEAGUE OF AMERICA

(OPPOSITION>

Miners* Revolt Checked at Muste Convention
The revolt against the Fishwick-Lewis

sell-out agreement brought ninety-nine dele-

giites. representing miners in all parts of
the country, to the St. Louis convention,
April 15. The sentiment of the miners in

mass meetings preceding this gathering
'w:is for a honse-eleanlng from top to bot-

tom and for the building of a new union.
But these hopes did not materialize.

The bitter attacks upon the rank and
file by the reactionary U, M, W, officials,

lack of finances, and lack of actual pre-

paratory organization resulted in only one-

sixth of the Illinois miners being represent-

ed. Thoise present however were there on
behalf of the most live section, a total of

sixty-one delegates representing thirty-

three locals. Ohio was represented by
eight delegates, Kansas by twenty delegates,

Indiana by two delegates, and West Vir-

ginia by eight.

From the first day of the convention
the Muste-IIowat type of "progressive"
proved to be in the majority and had ihe

control. But before adjournment the bank-
ruptcy of their policy for a solution to the
miners' present problem stood out clearly.

Further to the Right of this combination
were elements unorganized but exercising

a certain weight on the policies of the social

reformers. To the Left was a minority of

honest rank and file delegates who wanted
a new union but were pulled into the orbit

of the bankrupt Muste policy through the

weight of the organized majority faction.

The National Miners' Union, directed by the

Stalinist party bureaucrats, had issued leaf-

lets in the field urging the miners to stay

away from the convention. Nevertheless,

it was represented there by Joe Tash. A
minority of delegates supporting the policy

of the Left Communist Opposition carried

the main burden of the fight for a new un-

ion.

Alexander Howat made the oitening

political speech which gave a good deal of

evidence on the sell-out agreement but

failed to give any indication as to what
should be done. In his conclusion lie prais-

ed the "revolt of the masses in South Am-
erica who had kicked out tiieir kings and
rulers and the Spanish workers who are

kicking out their king." In the past, when
Howat was still a rebel, he would always
remember to point to the workers' achieve-

ments in the Russian Revolution ; now he
failed to mention that. Apparently he does
not know that the revolts he mentioned are
purely bourgeois revolts. Muste, Daeck,
Tippet and Hapgood also proved by their

speeches and actions their inability to pre-

sent a program although Muste and Hapgood
by far were the most active in giving lip

service to a new union. In this situation

their ptosition as u whole became a thor-

oughly reactionarv one.

SMASH the SCOTTSBORO FRAME-UPI
The Negro worker ims always been

subjected to the most ruthless forms of

exploitation by the American boss class.

Driven b.v the double whip of capitalist

robbery and violent race hatred, fiouted two-

fold for being a worker and for being a

negro, the American negro worker repre-

sents the most oppressed section -of the

working class.

Especially today, when the capitalists

are pressed to the wall by their own wild

and planless production, by a sweeping
world crisis, the increased exploitation and
oppression of the various sections of the

working class takes on particularly sharp
and uni)earai)le forms. In their attempt to

sow dis.senaion and conflict in the ranks of

the proletariat by pitting the employed
against the unemployed, the native against

the foreign born workers in order to tame
and crush the power of resistance of work-
ers* solidarity, the bosses stress above all,

the atack on the negro worker. The negro
worker is the first to be fired from his

job, the first to have his wages cut, the

first to fall under the intensified speed up.

Thig double and trcMe exploitation alone

does not satiate the capitalist class. They
ex(>rt every effort to ake this unrenrd of

robliery and oppression secure, by a litrge

system of frame u]), slander and lynchings

against the colored workers. The case of

the nine young workers, framtnl up by the

bosses in Scctsboro without any evidence

is a flagrant example of tliis vicious method
of the American ruling clas.s. The frame-

up of the nine young negro workers in

Scotsboro is part and parcel of the bosses-

campaign to divide the ranks of the Am-
erican working class. It must Ite unmask-
ed and defeated. Against the attempts of

the capitalists to sow dissension into the

laboring masses. Against the efforts of the

ruling class to separate the negro from the

white workers, Against the bosses' campaign
of legalized lynching, the entire working
class must stand up as one man, in the

defense of the nine negro youths, for the

defeat of the Scotsboro frame-up. Negro
and white workers, unite against capital-

ist exploitation and oppression

!

—G.

The most important point on the agenda-

around which everything else i-evolved was
the question of forming a new union. Ev-
ery time delegates supporting the Left Com-
munist Opposition raised this issue the

Muste followers denounced such talk. One'

delegate said: "When we had tiie 'reorgan-

ized' union we had the ofl^cials and the

oi)erators on our side. Now we don't have
them and cannot organize a union." He
seenieti blissfully ignorant of the fact that

a union which really represents the inter-

ests of the workers can be organized only

in opposition to the officials and the oper-

ators. Another delegate, remembering the
glorious traditions and great sacrifices of
the United Mine Workers, wanted a return

to tliese conditions of years ago but did

not want a new union right now. Still

another delegate said: "We can't go back
to Lewis, we won't pay <lues to him, but
we can't organize a new union." The bank-
ru])tcy of tile upper strata of the Muste
leadership was thoroughly proved by ac-

tually iffoposing exactly the same thing,

although using plenty of radical sounding
phrases and giving plenty of lip service to

deceive the workers into a belief that their

course was a different one.

There were in reality only two roads
open to the convention. One to go back
to the TjCwIs union, a road which the con-
vention repudiated by rejecting the I^owis-

P^ishwif-k compromise and by a call to-

stop dues payments to itoth factions.

The other, the building of a new miners'
onion, was also ivt^jected. Hence this con-
vention was left rudderless and the course
finally accepted, entirely a negative one, can
at best only si>en demoralization for the
miners. It is true that a new union form-
ed at this moment would have resulted in
the most extreine Right wing delegates
leaving the convention. But that would
just have been a blessing as there are min-
ers all over the country who would replace
this deserting element tenfold. It must also-

Iw remembered that the convention had
delegates from new local unions organized
which could have no cause whatever to l>e-

come a part of the remnants of the Lewis-
controlled U. M, of A.

To gauge the level of the convention,.
a resolution was introduced by Gerry Al-
lard for the release of class war prisoners
which struck a unanimous chord. But a
resolution, introducefl by Joe Angelo. for
the defense of the Soviet Union and the
granting of long term credits to help build
industry in the Workers' Republic resulted
in only seventeen votes in favor. Somehow
Hai^ood happened to both speak and vote
for this reaolutlon

(Cor ert - page 2)
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THE MINERS* CONVENTION
The miner?*' convention at Hi. IjOius

niarlv<?d a :^tep in the struf^le fo break the

shackles of the IjCwis machine and clear

the way for an independent union, despite

the filarinf; defects and weaknesses re-

vealed there. Under the circumstances the

presence of a hundred delegates bears testi-

mony to a profound sentiment in the rank

and file for a final l)reak with the orj,'ani-

xation of the betrayers. At the same time

the St. Louis convention demonstrated that

the rank and file movement is only at the

betinniiij!; of serious organization and has

not yet found its proper leadership. The

convention attracted a comparatively small

deIe;fation when all the conditions working

in its favor are considered, and the deri-

sions arrived at fell short of the minimum
requirements of the situation. The pseudo-

proirressives have stood at the head of the

new mrjvement so far. This tells the story

of its weaknes,s and its failure. For these

people shrink from a real battle with Lewis

and The operators and are incapable of

«onductinji: it. The insurfrent m()vement

win train momentum and raise the miners

to their feet for the conflict with the re-

actionaries only inj^ofar as it is steeled in

irreconcilable hostility to their shields, the

'•profiressives'*.

The idiotic policy of the official Com-

munist party is responsible for tlie slow

prosiress of the new revolt and the tempor-

ary supremacy of the progressive fa-inf^-

hearts. After the formaiion of the Nation-

al Miners' t-'nion in 11)28. Foster and Co.

devoted their talents to the task of dis-

ereditinfr themselves and Communism. Then

they insisted that the miners come to an

independent union by the path marked out

for them in the blueprint. Tht^y did not

understand that the masses would And their

way fo this jroal by divergent and. at times,

contradictory patlis. The boycott of the

Pishwick convention in 1930 was a colossal

blunder which cleared the way for the ^jroat

betrayal recently consummated.

Their approach to the new revolt was
another exhibition of Centrist bankruptcy.

First they denounced the movement and

prot-daimed a iKiycott of the convention.

Then, at the last moment, Foster came out

with a call for the Left wing miners to go

to the convention and work there for a

united front with the N. M. V. This is pre-

cisely what the Opposition said at the

start", and that advice—which Foster ap-

propriated when it was too late—was ac-

kuowlcdjred by the customary drivel about

the "renegades". As a result of the con-

tradictions, mix-ups and delays^ the official

party and its sympathizers didn't have a

single delegate nt the convention. The rep-

resentative of the N. M. i'. was given rhe

floor through tlie pressure of the delegates

of rhe Communist Jjeagne and the Left

wing miners working with them.

The work of comrades Angelo. Allard

and others in tlie convention de.serves the

hii^hesr commendation. Even if their forces

were not very large they sueceded in set-

ting an example for Left wing militants

which will not be lost. They crystallized

i\ firm minority in oppo.'sition to the milk-

and-water leadership of the progressives.

They brought forward the program which

the whole movement will be compelled to

adopt as the price of survival and devel-

fjpment. In our opinion, the statement they

issued to the delegates lacked sharpness and

militancy in characterizing Ilowat and his

a,ssoeiaics. All those who helped FisJnvick

and Walker helped to betray the miners

!

Let us say that openly, clearly and loudly

30 that everybody will understand what
happened and how it happened and pre-

vent a repetition of it.

Tlie al)sence (»f John Watt from the

convention 'is something which Left wing
militants must note with regret. Comrade
Watt has suffered under enormous provoca-

tion. He has been persecuted and slander-

ed villainously, as we have pointed out on
derers who have discredited themselves, and
ders who have discredited themselves, and
the name of John Watt means a great deal

to the miners, especially in Illinois. That
is why we think any abstention from the

movement on his part, when a great new
struggle is unfolding, will be harmful to

the movementand doubly harmfull to his

mwn prestige.

united front with the National Miners' Un-

ion and all other independent groups and

tendencies, with the goal of union into a

single independent organization on a class

basis. This is the only way. The forma-

tion of the National Miners' Union marked

only the first stage in a drawn-out process

of separating the mines from the perfidious

rule of Ijewis and Walker. That separa-

tion will take place along the line of a

new union, despite temporary set-backs and

zig-zags. The miners cannot free their

hands for struggle in any other w^ay. After

the great betrayal in Illinois they will be

compelled to realize tliis in an increasing

degree and they will move toward a new

union irresistibly. Those who oppose it

will he swept out of the way.

The progressives are clogc enough to

tlie rank and file to sense this. That is why

they did not dare to oppose the idea open-

ly at the St. I>n:is convention. Their tac-

tics there were to delay and sabotage the

movement while giving lip service to the

aim. The next wave of the movement,

forct^d up i>y the unbearable conditions of

the miners, will drive them from this posi-

tion and comiKd them to go with the new

union movement or )i:ick to Lewis and

Walker. It is very probable that they will

split ovei' this que,stion. Tfie Left wing

must work to hasten this development and

strengthen its own positions in llie procesg.

The leadersliip of a resolute Ix'ft wing

is tlie prereiiuisite for the success of t he

new union movement. But Shis leadership

mus(- be the leader.^liip of the masses of work-

ers, not of paper organizations, and it will

not l)e gidned in a day or by decree. The

first big draft of the future troops of the

new indepemlent union are now in the

movement represented at St. Louis, The
National Miners' Union has <tnly a section

of the viHiguard. isolated from the masses

by a false policy. H)r that reason the

Communists and the Left wing must pene-

trate this movement and shape its course

from within. This i<iea must be made clear

to tiie Communist workers. Events have con-

firmed its correi'tness a dozen times over

and are beginning to hammer it into the

wo<iden heads of the leaders.

On the other hand the workers sym-

pathizing with the National Miners' Union

represent a great dynamic force. ev{m

though false leadership has dispersed and
demoralized tiicm for the time. They are

our natural allies, and our delegates at

St. IjOuIs were absolutely right in demanding

a united front with them. The Communist
League will work in the future as in the

past for the union of all currents tending

toward a new union on n militant basis

and for the union of all Communist and

Left wing workers within the broader move-

ment.

At a time when the sentiment of the

workers and the pressure of circumstance

is driving the "])royrc.<sives" io talk of a

new union, the cctitorial in tlie Revolution-

ary .\ge—pr(K'laiming the death of the new
union movement and calling for a return

to the r, M, W, A.—adds a touch of irony

to the situation, Muste and Co, are with-

out the corrective of principle but they feel

the ])ressure of the masses. Lovetone and
(iitlow lack both,' How hopelessl,v lost are

these ])eople wlio only yesterday expelled

the Opposition from the Party for "oppor-

tunism" I

to put social questions on the agenda for

free discussion without arbitrary professor-

ial supervision, the workers have a particu-

lar concern. Workers' organizations, and

tho.^e under Communist infiuence in the first

rank, ought to come forward in support of

this demand.

The case is interesting from another

angle. It indicates the revival of a radical

trend among the young intellectuals. Such

a development: is not without importance.

It was natural for the first signs of a stu-

dent awakening to be manifested in such

a place as City College. This is a great

popular institution supported by public

funds. The students from proletarian fam-

ilies, striving to rise out of the working
class, meet there tlie small bourgeois ele-

ments slipping down into It, Among stu-

dents of this type the social (luestion will

acquire an increasing imiwrtanee.
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THE ROAD TO A NEW UNION
The delegates who spoke in the miners'

onvention from the standpoint of the Left

Opiwsition demanded a resolute course to-

ward the formation of a new union and a

THE AFFAIR AT CITY COLLEGE
The recent flare-up in New York City

College is an event of interest to the rev-

olutionary labor movement. Ten members
of the l^eial Problems Club—a student

organizjitioii for the discussion of social

questions—were suspended for distributing

a leaflet attacking the administration and
demanding the reinstatement cf Max Weiss,

a Communist who had been expelled pre-

viously. In their leaflet the students de-

manded the restoration of "extra-curricu-

lar" rights for their organization which
would give them the right to discuss ques-

tions outside the limits prescribed by the

achool authorities. This is nothing more
than a demand for the ordinary democratic

rights of citizenship.

Our sympathies are warmly with the in-

su^ent students and we hope their courage
will not fail them. It is gratifying to see

that student organizations from a number
of other colleges and universities have al-

ready declared their f^didarity with the

suspended students of City College. But
the issue has a wider interest. The labor

movement has a very good reason to cham-
pion the rights of the students in general.

that avenues of escape from the working
cla^ss are becoming fewer and narrower, even

for tho.se who manage in some way to ac-

quire what, is called an edueatiion. The
professions are overcrowded. Only last

week the New York Bar Association began

to collect facts through a questionnaire wi^h
the obje<.'t of reducing the number of law
Students. The^e are 4,700 would-be school

teachers on the New York waiting list, with
only 500 appointments in prospect during
the year. Such department stores as Macy's
are employing college graduates exclusive-

ly as salesladies, so great and so cheap is

the supply. The number of college trained
young men and women -who can't find a job
is mounting by the thousands. Edueation
is a drug on the market.

The more these conditions accumulate
and confront tlie class of intellectuals as
a barrier to their individualist aspirations,

tile more eompellingly will social qtiestions

engage their attention. It is to the inter-

est of the revolutionary labor movement
to encourage and assist every tendency in
this direction.—J. P. C.

CORRECTION
A regrettable error appeared in our

Ifisl issue, towards the end of comrade Trot-
sky's article on "The 'Successes of ScKrial-
isni and the Dangers of Adventurism" The
fourth paragraph from the end of the arti-
cle (bottom of page o, column 1), should
read "0. To abandon the false national
and international persru-ctive of an econ-
omic development which flows inevitably
from the theory of socialism in one coun-
try", instead of "... wliich flows inevit-
ably from the meMiodology of Lenin."

Miners* Revolt Checked at Muste Confab
(Continued from page 1)

Joe Tash, who was present on behalf of

the National Miners' Union, but not a dele-

gate, ol)tained the floor partly due to the

fairness of chairman Haynes and by motion

made by d-(!legates supporting the Left

Comnuunst Opposition. He said that the

?s. il, V. had not sent delegates knowing
this convention would not take proper ac-

tion. A few minutes later he added that

he wanted the floor in order to speak to

the honest rank and file delegates present.

If a Communist knows that a convention

will not take proper action hut that there

are nevertheless honest rank and file dele-

gates present then it becomes so much more
a Communist duty to endeavor to send dele-

gates wlio will know how to act in order

to defeat the bankrupt reformers and their

wrong iX)Iicies as well as to win tlie work-
ers to the Communist ranks. The solution

presented by Tash was a propoal that the

convention adopt the program of the N.

M. U., elect a rank and file committee and
form a united front with the N. M. U. This

was a complete right-about turn from the

former position of boycotting the conven-

tion and came very near to the correct

policy previously advanced by !he Ijeft Com-
munist, Opposition and published in the

April first issue of the Militant,

We might add. if this convention was
worthy of being asked to form a united

front with the N. M. U. it. should not have

been boycotted. That merely gives the

reformers and fakers full <-ontrol. This

policy of the Stalinist bureaucrats played

into the bands of these elenu-nts. Tlie fail-

ure of the ^Musle-Howat win-- played into

the hands of the Ijcwis-Fishwick operators

united front.

As tiie convention proc:.>ded further,

showing its inability for dteci>t'ive action

toward the formation of a new union, rhe

question finally was referred to a I'oiicy

Committee elected hy the convention to re-

port back. This Policy Committee narrowed
down the forces and gave the Muste-Howat
element full control. Its report to the con-

vention brouglit forth tlie following pro-

posals: First, to reject the Ijewis-Fishwick
compromise. This was accepted unani-

mously. Secondly, to refuse payment of

capita tax to any branch of the U. M. W.
of A., and to demand that the charters of

"dead locals" be withdrawn in order to

eliminate them. This proposal was carried

although the latter part is meaningless
l)ecause to refuse to pay a per capita tax

to the U. M. W. of A. means to be out of it.

The third and most vital point was the

following: "That the delegates and repre-

sentatives in the convention create a i>er-

manent policy committee of two from each
district; these comittees to be selected by
the representatives of each respective dis-

trict, which shall function as a national

Policy Committee and that each local union

select local committees whose duties will

be to keep the district committee informed
concerning developments from time to time."

After three days of convention and all

that occurred before it, the Muste-Howat

reformists could offer only this, which meant
offering nothing, an acknowlcdgmen!; of
bankruptcy.

Uerry Allard iniinediat:ely introduced a
motion for the formation of a new union and
to set up the apparatus for it now. Other
delegates supporting the Left Opposition
views spoke in detail for the correctness of
his motion and for the defeat of the com-
mittee's report. One delegate Dan Winni-
gan of Indiana, and apparently the only
general supporter of the party among the
delegates, also supported this niotimi.

Sojne of the so-called progressives,
however, realized that the proposal of the
Policy Committee needed a bit of sugar ocat-
Ing. This was accomplished in a substitute
introduced by Hapgood and accepted by Uie
Policy Committee reading as follows: "The
purpose of the Policy Committee shall be
to continue the agitation in order to keep
the workers alive to their own interests

so that we will be in a position to build
a new national union at tiie proper time
and to lieip in the organization of the new
union in the outlying districts such as West
Virginia and Ohio." liapgood's substitute
raoton was adopted by 81 votes in favor
and seven against, thus defeating the mo-
tion of Allard for the forniatioti of a new
union. Finally, it was completely proved
that tlie Muste-Howat reformists were un-
animous against a new union at this alleg-

edly "inopportune" time.

What is the sum and substance of the
results of thii convention? They are nega-
tive. iL decided to reject the Lewis-Fish-
wick sell-out agreement;, it decided to re-

fuse to pay the per capita tax to these
fakers. By this time, the latter in com-
bination with the operators have just as
much "evidence" against the rank and file

workers as if they had built a new union.
They will use that wherever possible to

blacklist and to expel, and to employ other
means of suppression in an endeavor to

smash the rank and file movement. The
failure of the convention means the fail-

ure to build a real instrument for both the
defensive and offensive of the coal miners.
None of the problems was solved. The pol-

icy of the Muste-Howat outfit played into
the hands of the enemy. The boycott pol-

icy pursued by the National Miners' Unioa
elements under direction of the party bur-
eaucrats despite its turn, which came too
late, is largely responsible for making this
possible. It helped to secure the control
for the Muste-Howat group which could
otherwise easily have been dislodged.

The Left Communist Opposition warned
in advance against the bankruptcy of these
Muste "progressives". Tlie delegation sup-
porting our views emphasized this before
the delegates and proposed the correct
course. The problems of the miners remain
thus far unsolved and the cour.se proposed
by the Ijeft, Opi)osition remains as correct
now as it was then. New miners' revolts
will take place and our forces will continue
to fight for a correct course.

—HUGO OEHLER.
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Next Steps in the Needle Trades
The four-weeks' strike of the New York

dressmakers (February 18—-March 18) af-

ford us a lesson from which every Left

wing work-er should draw the necessary con-

clusions. As has already been reported, the

results of the strike were miserable. The
N, T. W, I. i:. lost a great deal of pres-

tige among the workers, thereby weakening

the whole Left win^. Numerically, the

Indusfrial Union did not lose juiything. The
number of shops under its control remain

about the same, with a slight increase in

membership, But the morale of the workers

was lowered to a sreat extent, and spread

still further the spirit of i>essimism and

apathy in the ranks of the membership.

Due to the strike, the Left wing was un-

doubtedly weakened. Hut it has not yet

been crusheti.

Tlie objective conditions under which

the strike was called must he taken into

oOnsideration. We <?annot lose sight of the

fact that the deep-going crisis, which

of the fact that tlie deep-going crisis, which

affected every industry, the needle trades

included, the prolonged and extensive per-

iods of slack time, paralyzed the fighting

capacity of the workers to a considerable

degree. The workers' conditions in the or-

ganized shops, under the control of either

the Right or the Left wings, declined about

thirty-five to fifty percent. To settle down
in the shops and make ends meet— this has

been the prevailing sentiment among the

Workers. In such situation it becomes a

duty of the leader.-^hip to much seriously,

deliberately and consciously prepare to

strengthen the morale, and the unity of the

workers as a prerequisite for the strike.

The conditions won by the dress mak-
ers through many bloody fights against the

bosses, such as a minimum wage, a nomin-

ally established piece rate, shorter hours,

have l>een continually taken away ^and ab-

olished. The Industrial Union failed to

carry on an intensive drive in the shops to

resist the lowering or breaking down of the

hard-won condition, and to extend the strug-

gle into the unorganized shops and into the

shops where the Right wing, with the help

of the bosses and the police, gained con-

trol, -and where the process of elimination

of working conditions has been going on
with the same rapidity and determination.

Tlie workers felt that during these hard
time.s the Industrial Union allows the same
state of affairs to exist in the shops under
its control as do in those under Right wing
domination. The average worker looked

upon both unions in the same way. The
endeavor of the present leadership to make
up for these sliortcomings with an ill-pre-

pared strike, put the Industrial Union into

further isolation.

Further, the Union leadership created,

at the very outset, a widespread confusion

by its vacillation and uncertainty on the

question of strike demands. A leadership,

to be successful, must have at least a meas-
ure of definiteness, so that the workers feel

confident in entrusting this leadership with
the conduct of its struggles. The Union
first proposed the conclusion of economic
demands, entirely essential under the cir-

cumstances. Then, under the pressure from
the Right, the party decided upon giving

up the demands for week-work and the

shorter working day. Our comrades of the

Opposition, fighting in the General Strike

Committe, and in the Delegates Courj,c11,

felt that the very foundation and the back-

bone of the strike had been removed. To
strike for recognition of the union without

conditions meant the virtual disregard of

the unorganized workers and also of those

organized in the Right wing union.

The demand for shorter hours and week
work would at least have proved to the

workers that the N, T. W. I. U. is champion-

ing better conditions and is ready to lead

the workers in- struggle. The strike would
then have become a fight of the workers
for t)etter conditions, and the forerunner of

the coming struggles under the leadership

of the Left wing. Once these demands were
abandoned, the central point of the strike

xemoved, there was no valid reason for a

general strike. The leadership could not

and did not expect a response. They gam-
bled with the life of the N. T. W. I. U.

That is why our comrades proposed that if

the party heads insisted upon eliminating

the economic demands, it would be better

to convert the movement into an intensive

organization campaign In preparation for

a really broad strike.

While the forces of the Union in the

shops were declining, tic new adherents

were gained from the workers in the Right
wing union. Instead of building a I^eft

Tvlng in the I. L. G. W. U., the leadership

san^g in chorus; It's a company union; dont'

bother with it ; kep away from it. For more
than a year, the Left Opposition hammered
away at the Left wing generally, and spe-

cifically at the Communist party members
hi the needle trades, on the necessity to lead

By SYLVIA BLEEKER
the struggle of the workers who had been

corralled again by the Right wing unions

and not to leave them a prey to the bosses'

agents, the Schlesingers, the Kaufmans, the

Hillmans and others.

Sul)sequent events have borne out this

policy to T. An organized and developed

opposition in the Right wing onion, would
afford moral and organizational help for

every struggle of the N. T. W, I. U.

Through such an opposition we would have

been aJile to carry on a united front i>olicy

with the workers in the old union. Not a

fake "rank and &.U} united front committee"

to snatch a few workers; away from the

great majority, but a genuine united front

to carry on a fight a.gainst the bosses on
the basis of spetntic demands, for instance:

a shorter working day, the abolition of piece

work, improved conditions, etc.

The Industrial Union, which is a min-

ority se(>tion, must follow the path of united

front action. The liesitation and delay of

the leadership (party and T. U, U, L.) to

adopt this course, contributed largely to the

present weakened condition of the N. T,

W, I, U. The fundamentally erroneous

policy of: Hands off the "company un-

ions"!, a medicine given to ttie workers in

big doses at very short intervals, is coming

back to the same leadersiiip at present. The
workers are confused. Only yesterday, the

workers were told to keep away from the

"social fascist company union"; without any
explanation, tliey ure told twhiy by the

zig-zagging leaders, that the policy must be

to work withi'O these organizations. Na-
turally, there is skepticism and further con-

fusion. The proper way to make the work-
ers understand the significance of the new
policy is to admit to them that the "com-

pany union" theory was wrong from the

l)egin-ning, and to inaugurate a thorough-

going discussion on how to carry on the

building of an opposition in the unions con-

trolled by the reactionaries.

What is the .situation now? The pre-

sent situation is by no moans hopeless, even

though the wrong policies have driven the

Union into Lsolation and made tlie struggle

more invoh-e<I. The existing anions, on a

craft basis, have not solved the problems of

the workers. The problem of building an
Industrial Union embracing all needle trades

workers is still on the order of the day.

Whether the present unions will constitute

the foundation for one industrial union or
whether it will be built through the vast

majority of the unorganized through united

front struggles ca-nnot he decided in ad-

vance. But our course must lie to build

one industrial union, the tactics to be deter-

mined by prevailing conditions. To achieve

this aim, we must not relax for one mom-
ent, nor must we capitulate before the hard-

ships. The tendency of the Right wing has
always been to capitulate l>efore the

fakei-s, expressed today by the Lovestone
group proposal to liquidate the Industrial

Union. This proposal aims at the liquida-

tion of the organized Left wing, and in-

volves a submission to the Right wing bur-

eaucrats or their "I^^rft" assistants. Such
a way out of the situation must be repudi-

ated.

The Left wing and Communist workers
should exert all pressure to eliminate such
a capitulationist ideology. Our Union has

suffered enough from such defeatism in the

past.

The possibilities for building the new
union are at hand. There are thousands

upon thousands—the majority in the indus-

try—who are unorganized. The knit goods

trade, for example, is an outstanding in-

stance. There we can begin our organiza-

tional work with the help of those cloak-

makers who went through a training in the

struggle and are even now, after all the

defeats, still sympathetic to the cause of

the Left wing. They did not exchange
tile banner of the Left wing for that of

reformism. This industry now comprises

firom 80.000 to 35,000 unorganized workers.

The same is true of other liranches even

though there has been some organization.

The dress, the fur, the raincoat, the mil-

linery, the white goods, etc., etc., are not

even half controlled by the Right wing.

Here is our field for work, of course, if

we actually do the work and do not wait

for miracles.

The organization work will have to be

carried on in a planful and constructive

way. The tactics used up to now must be
discarded, and instead a broad policy of

establishing contacts with the shops, -of

preparatory work, of single strikes, should

be adopted, TThe conditions of the workers
have almost reached rock bottom. The same
standards prevail in both union and open
shops. This creates a condition where the

future struggle of the workers, in both the

I*eft and Right unions and in the open

shops, will be for the same improvements.

To be more specific, all the enumerated
groups will have to make the same demands
in order to regain the lost standards and
further to impro-ve conditions.

We know now, without a shadow of a
doubt, that the reactionary officials will not

promote such struggles. On the contrary,

they will do all in their power to divert

the militancy of the workers. Therefore,

it remains for the Ijeft wing to help the

ivorkers in (he old unions to organize and
fight side !»y side with the other militants

for their own interests. B^rom this strug-

gle, new opiKJsitions will emerge, with whom
the N, T. W. I. U. will have to carry on
fights for improvement on the basis of un-
ited fronts. Not such united fronts as

Potash is now proposing with the discredit-

ed labor skate Sorkin ( of the Furriers )

.

It seems that the Potashes hav« learned

nothing from the past betrayals. Again we
hear the voice of the Lovestone ideology

in the party :Unlted fronts with "progrM-
sive" cliques. Lovestone unites with Levy
and Potash proposes that the N, T, W^ I, U,

unite with Sorkin A schooling in Love-

stoneisra seems to l)e hard to live down.

We want united front with the reJtellious

workers in the ranks of the Right wing
unions. The Left Opposition will fight with

the help of ttie Left wing workers against

such "united fronts" as are propo.sed by

the Lovestone Right wing or the .Stalinist

Potashes.

Sierring clear of corrupting influences

in our own ranks, the Left wing can win
its struggle to build one powerful indus-

trial union of the neetlle trades workers
if it is able to adopt a course that will

lead it with stireiu'ss in the right direction.

The Daily Worker Explains Some Differences
"A worker in South Bend, Washington,"

the Daily Worker {3-17-1081) informs its

readers, "writes: What is the difference

between a Lovestoneite and a Musteite? I

have been reading the Daily Worker for a

year now, Imt I have never seen this ques-

tion answered."

The perplexity of the South Bend work-
er is easily to be understood and sympath-
ized with. After reading the Daily Worker
for a year, he has not been able to find

an expla nat ion of the difference between
the Right wing of the Communist move-
ment and the Left wing of reformism. That
the oracle who replies to him in the

"Questions and Answers" column tacitly

accepts the implication of the worker's

question is already an illuminating revela-

tion of the <-onfusion and ignorance that

Stalinism sows in every important political

question? Jlmv could it l)e otherwise? To
expect clarityo n such prolilenis from these

professional incompetent-s. is iH look for

milk from a bull. Is it not the Iwginning

and end of all their wisdom that there is

no difference between anybody and every-

body who opposes the "line" that prevails

for the moment, regardless of the nature

of the opposition? Does not "every work-
er know" that Hoover, Fish, Borah, Green,

Thomas,, Hillquit, Musfe, Tjovestone and
Trot,sky are one and the same person, mas-

querading as many only -with the mischie-

vous purpose of confounding philosophers

of the "third i>eri(>d"? It would api>ear that

questions settled so long ago by the Daily
Worker no longer required the elaliorate

reply which it devotes to the South Bend
worker, especially when the reply consists

principally of the usual superficial journal-

istic denunciation of Lovestone and Co.,

which are repeated !ill the more violentt

the more the author seeks to make his read'

ers forget that only yesterday the Stalin-

ists were so amorously celebrating with
LoTestone the their joint pogroms against

the expelled Left Oppo.sition And these

"settled questions" would really require

no reply but for two rea.-ions; the fact that

they are not yet "settled", and secondly, the

need felt by Stalinism, in order to hold its

own head above water, to promote the

campaign of slander and falsehood against

the Tjeft Opposition. That is why, in the

midst of his reply, the anonymous writer

in the Daily Worker presents his readers
with tlie following information

:

"Lovestone stopped all his 'criticism'

of the Musteites and the socalled 'Lefts' in

the socialist party long ago. Nor was Love-

stone alone in this. The Trotskyites who
considered themselves the 'Communist leav-

en (in) the new progressive movement'
made overtures to the Lovestoneites on the

basis of work within the Muste movement
and against the Communist party,

"In the sununer of 1930 conversations

were held between Cannon, leader of the

Trotskyites, and Lovestone. The purpose
of these parleys was to work out a common
base of struggle against the (Communist
party and the Conununist Internfitional.

Wliile they had to keep this alliance more
or less secret from their followers, the

spirit of 'cooperation' on the basis of the

Muste program became so prevalent in the

Trotskyite group that Cannon, on pressure
from Shachtman, et al, was forced to casti-

gate his followers who, like Bart Miller of

the Lovestone group, took the cue of their

leader without its diplomatic trimmings and
went too openly into the Muste camp. The
flesh and blood alliance of the Trotskyites

with the Muste group did nat mature. They
could not travel quite so fast as the Love-
stone group had done, but their hearts

were set on the distant green fields of the

Musteite 'mass movement'. They had an
international anchor."

Were it not for certain unintended
avxiwals contained in these- sentences, it

would hardly be worth refuting the fantas-

tic fabrications out of which they are com-
posed. But the Communist mtovemerit is

living through a period where lying is in-

vested with the cb)ak of otiicial authority
and backed fiy an unprcK-edented ai)i)aratus

for "distribution".

I'^alsehood No. 1 is a distorted (luota-

tioii from an old Militant in which we said

that "the ( 'omnumi.sts must establish con-

tact with the workers in the ranks and
combine with them for a conmion struggle.

Without the Conmiuni.st leaven the new
progressive movement will have no Ijack-

bone . . . Without asking anyl)ody's per-

missicHi the C^imiiuiiiisis must become a
part of it. influence it from witiiin, push it

to !he Left and help to shai>e it into an
effective figtiting force. Ruthless <-riticism

of the Muste leadership is an indispensaide
part of this work for tlie future of the
movement" (O-lfi-lO^O). We have not
clianged our opinion on this t>oint. The
party leaders, who cliange their opinions
every week, will yet be troiapelled to a<'cept

our point of view—without understanding
it, it is true, and without being able to
execute the policy as Bolsheviks.

Falsehood Xo. 3 is tlie alleged "summer
of 1030 conversations" tietween Cannon and
liOvestone to negotiate "a couunon base
of struggle" against the Comintern, Why
in 1030? Did not the Daily Worker inform
us for a year prior to that date that "the
Trotskyites and Ijovestoneiteg have con-
cluded a united front of renegacy against
the party"? if it was "cotieluded" early
in 1020. 'Why the 10,-iO conversations? Are
we to draw the daring conclusion that the
Worker was lying about tlie "united front"
at k>ast i!>etwet^n the sununer of 1020 and
the summer of 1030? Hash as such a de-
duction may appear, we can come to no
other

!
And wliile conversations are being

discussed, will the Daily 'Worker l)e kind
enougli to in(iuire of comrade Bittelman
about some "conversations" that a certain
re])resentative of the Cominieni had—not
in 1030, l)ut in the late winter of 1&31—with
the "Right wing in Canada about a common
base -of struggle"? Such a report would
make more interesting, more valuable and
more truthful reading,

. . .

Assorted falsehoods: .iust where did
tite "spirit of cooperation on tlie basis of the
Muste jirogram" become prevalent in our
group, and re<iuire "Cannon, on pressure of
Shachtman. et al [who is this 'et al'?] to
castigate his followers"? Which of the
Oppositionists "went too openly into the
Muste camp", or into that camp at all?
Hasn't the Worker writer confused us here
with his yesterday's comrade-iu-arms in the
struggle against Trotskyism, Bert Miller,
who is now fighting "Trotskyism" on the
other side of tlie itarricades. as many of
his similars will do tomorrow? . . . .

In an unguar<Ied moment, the Worfier
makes a damaging confession: We did not
,go over to Must(^ that is, to tlie Left wing
of social demwrat-y, l)ecause we "had an
international anclior". If this has any sense
at all, it means tli:tt our association with
the Russian and International Left f)ppos{-
tion "is keeping us" in Conmuuiist waters.
But, dear Me.ssrs. Browder and Co.. it is
precisely bwause we pi-oclaimed our solidar-
ity with the Russian Opposition, l)ecause we
"tii^I ourselves to the international anchor",
that you expelled us on charge of being
'counter-revolutionists"!

Well, there's notliing that can be done
about it. A feeling of hopelessness over-
comes one when confronted with these gen-
tlemen of the Stalinist school. It is poli-
tically impossible to have them gtop lyms
—they would first have to stop living poli-
tically. It is even impossible to have them
ten one lie and stick to it. But then, that
is the curse of the liar's life: he can never
remember accurately the lie he told yes-
terday, and what is even more distre-ssing,
he is in the Stalinist concentration camps
with the competition of his fellow-tollers
who are constantly trying to '-catch up with
and ourstrip" him in their products. Against
such convict labor we raise our v(^lee in
protest. In vain. The Browders really en-
joy their atKtmlnable labors. -S.



I. iC V.A:)t Uf KIAZ-AINUV
At the moment we write these Unas,

Tve know nothing about the expulsion from

the party of Ri-azanov except what is com-

municated by the official telegrams of the

T A. A. S. a^;ency, Riazanov is expelled

from the party not for any differences with

the socalled general line, but for "treason"

to the party. Riazanov is accused—no more

and no less—of having conspired with the

Mensheviks and the Social Revolutionists

allied with the conspirators of the indus-

trial bonrf;eoisie. This is the version of the

official communication. What does not

seem clear at first sight is that for Rtaz^

anov the affair is limited to his exclusion

from the party. Why has he not been ar

rested and arraigned before the Supreme

Tribunal for conspiracy against the dicta-

torship of the proletariat. Such a question

mu.st pose itself before every man who re-

flects, even for anybody -who does not know

the persons in question. The latest com-

munications say that Riazanov is iiameti in

the indictment by Krylenko, As an accused

of tomorrow?

The :ilensheviks and the Social Rev-

olutionists represent parties which seek the

re-establishment of capitalism. The Men-

sheviks and the Swial Revolutionists are

distinguished from other parties of capital-

ist re?»toratiou by the fact that they hope

to give the bonrseois regime in Russia "dem-

ocratic" forms. There are very strong cur-

rents ill these parties which consider tiia-t

any regime in Russia, regardless of its

political form, would be more progressive

than the Bolshevik regime. The position

of the Mensheviks and the Social Revolu-

tionists is counter-revolutionary in the

most precise and objective sense of the

word, that is, in the class sense. This

position cannot but lead to attempt^^ to

utilize the discontent of the masses for a

social uprising. The activity of the Men-

sheviks and the Social Revolutionists is

nothing but the preparation for such an

uprising. Are blocs of the Mensheviks and

the Social Revolutionists with the indus-

trial bourgeoisie excluded? Not at all. The

policy of the social democracy throughout

the world is based upon the Idea of a

coalition with the bourgeoisie against the

"reaction" and the revolutionary proletar-

iat. The policy of the Mensheviks and the

Social Revolutionists in 1&17 was entirely

based upon the principle of the coalition

with the liberal bourgeoisie, republican as

well as monarchical. The parties which

consider that there is no way out for Rus-

sia other than the return to the bourgeois

regime cjtnnot but make ji bloc with the

bourgeoisie. The latter cannot refuse aid, in-

cluding financial aid, to its democratic

auxiliaries. Within these limits everything

is clear, for it flows from the very nature

of things. But how could comrade Riazacov

happen to ))e among the participants in the

Menshevik conspiracy? Here we are con-

fronted !)y an obvious enigma.

THE MARXIST KIAZANOV
A MENSHEVIK?

When Syrzov was accused of "doul)ie

tlealing", every conscious worker had to

ask himself: How could an old Bolshevik

who. not so long ago, was put; by the Cen-

tral Committee into the post of chairman

of the Council of People's Commissars,

suddenly become the illegal defender of

opinions which he refuted and condemned

officiaHy? From this fact, one could only

establish the extreme duplicity of the Stal-

inist regime, in which the real opinions of

[he members of the jrovernment are deter-

mined by the intermediary of the G. P. TJ.

But in the Syrzov affair, it was only

-a matter of conflicts between the Centrists

and the Right wing of the party, and noth-

ing more. The Riazanov "affair" is incom-

parably more significant and more strik-

ing. All of Riazanov's activity was mani-

fested in the realm of ideas, of books, of

publications, and already by that alone, It

was under the constant control of hundreds

of thousands of readers throughout the

world. Finally, and this is the most im-

portant thing, Riazanov is accused not of

sympathy for the deviation of the Rights

Id the party, but of participation In the

counter-revolutionary conspiracy.

That numerous members of the Com-
munist Party of the Soviet Union, theor-

eticians and practicians of the general line,

are Mensheviks without knowing it; that

numerous former Mensheviks, who had

changed names but not their essence, suc-

cessfully occupy the most responsible posts

People's Commissars, ambassadors, etc. ) :

finally, that within the framework of the

C P. S. U., no mean place is occupied, by

the side of the Bcssedovskys, the Agabekovs

and other corrupted and demoralized ele-

ments, by direct agents of the Mensheviks

—on that score we have no doubts at all.

The Stalinist regime is the culture of all

sorts of microbes of decomposition in the

By LEON TROTSKY

party. But the Riazanov "affair" cannot

be set into this framework. Riazanov is

not an upstart, an adventurist, a Bessedov-

sky or any sort of agent of the Mensheviks.

Riazanov's line of development can be re-

traced year by year, in accordance with

facts and documents, articles and books.

In the person of Riazanov we have a man

who for more than forty years has parti-

cipated in the revolutionary movement:

and every stage of his activity has in one

way or another entered into the history of

the proletarian party. Riazanov had ser-

ious differences with the party at various

times, including the time of Lenin, or ra-

ther, especiillly in the time of Lenin, when

Riazanov participated actively in the daily

policy of the party. In one of his speeches,

Lenin spoke directly of the str<»ig sides of

Riazanov and of his weak sides. Lenin did

not see a politician in Riazanov. Speaking

of his strong sides, Lenin had in mind

his idealism, his deep devotion to the Marx-

Ian doctrine, his exceptional erudition, his

honesty in prim-iple. his intra nsigeanee in

the defen.se of the heritage of Marx and

Engels. That Is precisely why the party

put Riazanov at the tiead of the Marx-Kn-

gels Institute which he himself had created.

The work of Riazanov had an international

importance, not only of a historico-scienti-

fif. but also a revolutionary and political

character. Marxism is inconceivable with-

out the acceptance of the re^xtlutionary dic-

tatorship of the proletariat. Menshcvism is

the bourgeois democratic refutation of this

dictatorship. In defending Marxism asrainst

revisionism. Riiizanov, by all of his activ-

ity, conducted a struggle against the social

democracy and consequently against the

Russian Mensheviks. How then is Riax-

auov's position in principle to be reconciled

with his participation in the Menshevik

conspiracy? To this question there is no

riiply. And we think that there cannot

be such a reply. We do not doubt for an

instant that Riazanov did not participate

in any conspiracy. But in that case, where

does the acciLsation come from? If it is in-

vented, then by whom and with what ob-

ject?

THE MENSHEVIK "COLI^ABORATORS"
AND THE MARX-ENGELS INSTITUTE

To this, we can only give h:i-pothetical

explanations, based^ nevertheless, upon a

sufficiently sure acquaintance with the peo-

ple and the circumstances. We will assist

ourselves, moreover, with political logic and

revolutionary psychology. Neither the one

nor the other can be abolished by the tele-

grams of T. A. S. S.

Comrade Riazanov directed a vast scien-

tific institution. He required a numerous

qualified personnel, of collaborators, of

people initiated in Marxism, the history of

the revolutionary movement, the problems

of the class struggle, and those who knew

foreign languages. Bolsheviks having the

same qualities occupy, almost without ex-

ception, responsible administrative posts

and are not available for a scientific in-

stitution. On the other hand, among the

Mensheviks there are numerous demobilized

politicians who have retired from the strug-

gle or who, at least, feign to have retired.

In the domain of historical research, of

commentary, of annotation, of translation,

of important correction, etc., comrade Riaz-

anov based himself to a certain point upon

this species of Menshevik in retreat. In

the Institute, they played about the same

role that the bourgeois engineers play in

the State Planning Commission and the

other economic organs. A Communist who

directs any institution, as a general rule

defends "bis" specialists, sometimes even

those who lead him around by the nose.

The most illuminating example of it is the

former chairman of the State Planning

Commission, the member of the Central

Committee, Krzhyhanovsky, who for many
years, foaming at the mouth, defended

against the Opposition tiie minimal pro-

grams and plans of his subordinates—sabo-

tagers. The director of the Marx-Engels

Institute could not but assume the defense

of his Menshevik collaborators when they

were threatened with arrest and deporta-

tion. This role of defender, not always

crowned with success, has not been prac-

tised by Riazanov since yesterday. Every-

body, beginning with Lenin, knew it; some

joked about if, understanding perfectly the

"administrative" interests that guided Riaz-

anov.

There is no doubt that certain Menshe-

vik collaborators, perhaps the majority

used the Institute to cover up their conspira-

tive work concealment of archives and

documents : correspondence, contact with

abroad, etc.) One can imagine that Riaz-

anov was not always sufficiently attentive

to the admonitions coming from the party,

and showed an excessive benevolence to-

wards his perfidious collaborators. But we
think that this is the extreme limit of the

accusation that might l>e addressed to com-

rade Riazanov. The books edited by Riaz-

anov are before the eyes of everybody

:

there is neither Menshevism nor sabotage

in them, as in the economic plans of Stalln-

KrzhyKhanovsky.

But if one accepts the fact that Riaz-

anov's mistake does not exceed credulous

protection of the Menshevik-specialists,

where then does the accusation of treason

come from? We know, from a recent ex-

perience, that the Stalinist G, P. U. is cap-

able of casting into the ranks of Irreproach-

able revolutionists an officer of Wrangel.

Jlenzhinsky and Yagoda would not hesitate

for a moment to attribute any crime what-

soever to Riazanov as soon as they were

ordered to do it. But who ordered it? Who

Behind the Scenes in the Russian Party

MOSCOW.—
These recenv weeks the newspapers

have devoted a lot of space to greetings

addressed to Molotov. In this respect, ev-

erything seems to be in order. Everything

has the air of being as it should be, and

the rumors about the (piarrel between the

"first secretary'' and the -second" are ap-

parently denied. But better informed peo-

ple and a number of ot*jeitive symptoms,

slight though they are. show that things

are otherwise. The post of chairman of

the Council of Commissars, since Rlkov oc-

cupied it for two years under attack, has

lost all political importance, snd from thi^

point of view the designation of Molotov

is one of the most honorable forms of ad-

ministrative exile. But Molotov, it is said,

has been stubborn for a long time. He had

a fit of blues, did not show himself ; that is,

he made use of the Stalinist policy towards

Lenin. The "greetings" have as their ob-

ject to console Molotov and to reconcile

him to his fate. For, it seems. Stalin does

fear a new conflict after all: even without

that, the number of people who consider

that his leadership is costing the party too

dear, is already pretty high. And on the

other hand, Molotov is also unable to pull

the cord any tighter, considering that Stalin

is well enough armed against him : in pri-

vate conversations Stalin throws all the

responsibility for the "third period" upon

Molotov and tells how foreign delegates

have come and bej^ed him: "Free us from

the 'third period' and . . . from Molotov."

It is likely that all this will rise to the

surface at the next operation.

I inform you belatedly on some details

about the Syrzov-Ijominadze faction. The
faction was especially strong In Caucasia,

where Lominadze procede<l in the following

manner. He placed his people everywhere,

giving them instrnciions to defend the gen-

eral line tiirongiiout and to elect Stalinists

by half to the ICitding orgaJis in order in

this way to divert suspicion. The aim in

mind with this procerlure was the forma-

tion of the greatest possible number of fac-

tional nuclei to spring up on the next all

Russian conference or congress, as a full

delegation, and to lay down their cards.

The Syrzov faction was betrayed by

one of its own partisans, Reznick. The

fact that this name is mentioned in the

papers as one of the "double-dealers" was
only intended to detract attention. Thanks

to Reznick's provocation, the Political Bur-

eau was informed of every one of Syrzov's

steps. While Syrzov was participating in

a factional deliberation at Nussinov's home,

the Political Bureau was hastily gathered

together and Syrzov was called there dir-

ectly from Nussinov's home. At first,

Syrzov flatly denied the existence of the

factional deliberation and declared that the

comrades were quite simply occupied with

the problem of developing the breeding of

cattle. That is the explanation of the dull

jokes by Kaganovitch on the breeding of

cattle, cows, etc., in the press. But after

it was explained in the Political Bureau

that everything was known—and documents

were presented as proof—Syrzov and Lom-

inadze confessed everything, adding that

they themselves could not understand how
they were able at this point to deny the

Existence of the faction. At the Central

Control Commission, Syrzov, at the outset,

had a provoking attitude. He is the one

who produced the following charcterization

of Stalin : "A stupid man who is leading

the country to ruin." He is also the one

Continued on page 5)

would have gained by that? Who sought

this international .scandal around the name
oft Riazanov?

It is precisely on this that we can

advance explanations that flow with ex-

ceptional force from all the circumstances.

In recent years, Riazanov, as is said, has

withdrawn from active politics. In this

sense he has shared the fate erf many old

members of the party who, desi>air in their

hearts, have quite the internal life of the

liarty and have shut themselves up in

economic or cultural work. It is only this

resignation that has permitted Riazanov

to insure his Institute against devastation

In the whole post-Leninist period. But In

the last year it became impossible to main-

tain oneself in this position. The life of

the party, espt^cially since the Sixteenth

Congress, has been converted into a con-

tinual examination into loyalty to the chief,

the one and only. In every nucleus, there

are now agents tve^h from the plebiscite

wh« on everj' occiisioji, interrogate the

hesitant and the irresolute: do they re-

gard Stalin as an infallable chief, as a

great theoretician, as a classic of Marxism?

Are they ready on the New Year to swear

fidelity to the chief of the party—to Stalin?

The less the party shows itself capable of

wntrolling itself by an ideological strug-

gle, the more the bureaucracy is forced to

control the party with the aid of agents

provocateurs.

THE PLEBISCITARY REGIME . . .

AND ITS VICTIMS
For many years Riazanov was able to

bold his tongue very prudently—too pru-

dently^—on a whole series of burning ques-

tions. But Riazanov was organically in-

capable of cowardice, of platitudes ; all oa-

tenatious display of the sentiment of fidel-

ity was repugnant to him. One can im-

agine that in the meetings of the nucleus

of the Institute, he often flew into a pas-

sion against the debauched youngsters of

that innumerable order of young professors

who usually understand very little of Marx-

ism but for that excel in falsehood and in-

forming. This sort of internal clique, no

doubt, for a long time had its candidate for

the post of director of the Institute and,

what is still more important, its relations

in the G. P. U. and the Secretariat of the

Central Committee. Had Riazanov alluded

somewhere, even if only in a few words,

to the fact that Marx and Engels were only

fererunners of Stalin, then all the strata-

gems of the debauched youngsters would

collapse and no Krylenko would dare to

make a complaint against Riazanov for hia

Ivenevolence towards the Menshevik transla-

tors. But Riazanov did not accept this. As
for the general secretariat, it was unable

to go any further in concessions.

After having acquired the power of the

apparatus, Stalin feels himself internally

weaker than ever. He knows himself too

well and that is why he fears his own sit-

uation. He needs a daily confirmation of

his role of dictator. Tlie plebiscitary re-

gime is pitiless ; it does not reconcile itself

with doubt, it always demands new enthu-

siastic acknowledgments. That is how
Riazanov's turn came. If Bucharin and
Rykov feel victims of their "platform"

whi<-b. it is true, they have renounced two
or three times, liiazanov fell victim . . ,

of his personal honesty. The old revolu-

tionist said to himself: '"To serve while

holding one's tongue, with teeth gritted

—

good ; to be an enthusiastic lackey—impos-

sible." That is why Riazanov fell under

the justice of the party of the Yaroslavskys.

Then Yagoda furnished the elements of the

accusation. In conclusion, Riazanov was
declared a traitor to the party and an agent

of the counter-revolution.

In the C. P. S. U. and In the W^tera
sections of the Comintern, many are the

Communists who observe with consterna-

tion the work of the Stalinist bureaucracy,

but justify their passivity, saying : "What
can t>e done? One must hold his tongue

HO as not to convulse the foundations of

the dictatorship." This possibilism is not

omly poltroonish but more than that. It is

blind. From the foundation of the dicta-

tatorship, the apparatus of the official party

is being converted more and more Into

an instrument for its decomposition. This
process cannot be arrested with silence.

Internal explosions are becoming more and
more frequent and each time assume ever

more threatening forms. Tlie struggle

against the Stalinist regime is a struggle

for the Marxian foundations of a proletar-

ian policy. This foundation cannot be won
without party democracy. The plebiscitary

regime of Stalin is not durable by its very

nature. So that it shall not be liquidated

by the class enemies it is indispensable to

liquidate it by the efforts of the advanced
elements of the Communist International.

This is the lesson of the Riazanov "affair"

!
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I he iheory or otaiinism ana tne i\evoiution .• Dpan.
One of the surest marks of the Philis-

tine in the revolutionary movement is his

contempt for the theories which underlie it.

No more dangerous philistine inside the

movement can be imagined than the one

who conceals this contempt under the thin

cover of a vulgar "practicalism". He who
protests, "Yes, yes, theory may be all right,

'but we must be practical," will always lead

the workers into the opportunist morass.

As for the Marxist, to whom the word "prac-

tise" has an infinitely more serious connota-

tion, he is guided by Lenin's terse axiom:
Without revolutionary theory—no revolu-

tionary practise.

One of the most highly perfected types

of superficial "practical people" is Stalin.

In his image, there has been created a

whdle school which permeates and poisons

the life and thought of the official Commun-
ist movement today. It is no accident that

Stalin called the invaluable theoretical dis-

cussion which shaped Bolshevism in Its

struggle against Menshevism and other petty

bourgeois tendencies, "a storm in a 'W^ter

glass" (1911). Again, it is characteristic

of Stalin and his school that, in the strug-

gle against the Bolshevik-Leninists (Op-
position) within the party, they constantly
derided the latter as "emigres" (with spe-

cial reference to Trotsky, of course, but un-

wittingly to Lenin as well!), in contrast

to those "practical people" who, like Stalin,

remained in Russia between the first two
revolutions and conducted the work at
home while the others "theorized" abroad.
This attitude is in the very nature of ten-

tltency which 'Stalin represents—Centrism,
which, having no distinct theoretical founda-
tion of its own, finds a substitute for it

in the scraps it borrows from the stark
opportunism of the Right wing and the
Marxian principles of the Left wiiig, and
fuses into a formless, eclectic mass.

The N&tlonal-Soclallst Conception

The eclecticism of the Stalinist faction

the world over Is most clearly expressed in

the combination of the theory of socialism

in one country and the mechanical, life-

less, bureaucratic internationalism which
it has foisted upon all the parties of the
Comintern. That Centrism holds so tenaci-

ously to the "theory" of national socialism

does not at all refute our contention that

it is thoroughly imbued with a profound
scorn for Marxian theory. The nationalist

conception of Stalin-Bueharln arose and
achieved its dominant position in the Com-
munist movement only because of the retar-

dation of the world revolution, because a

period of reaction set it after the proletar-

ian defeats in 1923-1924, as a reaction

against the revolutionary perspectives which
flowed from a Marsia-n evaluation of our
epoch.

For some seven years now, the Left
Opposition has conducted an intransigent

struggle against this conception. Nobody
initiated into the elements of Marxism has
been able to defend it. That is why the
oflSeial "defense" of the Stalinist version
of national socialism begins and ends, in

the Communist party, with the summary
organizational suppression of those who op-

pose it. Unofflcially, it is confidentially "de-

fended" in this way : "It is true that as
a 'theory* it does not hold water from a
Marxian point of view ; but it nevertheless

gives the Russian working class a practical

perspective towards which to strive,"

To this -disgraceful cynicism, which pre-

tends to believe that at its worst the idea

can do no particular harm, the Opposition
has replied : Ideas do not live in the clouds.

They are shaped by conditions and events.

But in turn, they help to shape events. The
idea that a classless socialist society can
i>e established within the boundaries of one
country alone (and in agriculltural Russia
at that) providing only that it is guaranteed
against military intervention has already
had far-reaching historical consequences of

disastrous dimensions. From this idea

flowed not only our ruinous alliance with
such "anti-interventionists" as Purcell and
Co,, and with such "fighters against imper-
ialism*' as Chiang Kai-Shek, but, in the
long run, something even more pernicious.

The international Communist movement is

being transformed from a militant instru-

ment of working class offensive into a far-

flung system of frontier guards for the U.

S. S, K,, from the organization of the world
revolution into a pacifist defense organiza-
tion.

The recent years of revolutionary his-

tory have unfortunately given more than
one sorry instance of this humiliating con-
version. Today, the official attitude of the

Stalinist bureaucracy towards the revolu-

tionary events n Spain contribute further

proof of the reactionary effects of the theory

of socialism in one country.

Wherein lies the immense revolutionary

significance of the events in Spain? In a
few words it is this: Under the surface of

the victory of the republicans over the mon-

By MAX SHACHTMAN
archists lie the threat to both of them of

the permanent revolution, that is, of the

revolutionary proletariat coming to power

at the head of the popular masses. Given

a resolute Communist party in Spain, im-

bued with the audacity that inspired Lenin,

Trotsky and the Russian Bolsheviks in 1917,

the Spanish Kerenskys and Tchernovs can

be turned out and the revolutionary Soviet

regime established in their place. A suc-

cessful proletarian revolt in Spain, which

is an "absurdity" only to such people as

regarded a Bolshevik victory absurd in the

early part of 1917, would not «oniy be of

incalculable assistance to the Soviet Union,

but would give a mighty impulsion to the

international proletarian revolution, primar-

ily in Europe. From this standpoint, the

events in Spain must arouse the greatest

enthusiasm among revolutioni.sts, who look

upon today not only as the continuation of

yesterday but as the beginning of tomorrow.

It is true that the proletarian tomorrow
has been retarded in Spain by the bureau-

cratic regime, the ignorance and downright
neglect of Stalinism, The Molotovs, who
discover revolutionary situations where
there are none, who declared almc«t two
years ago that it was France which was
entering "with both feet into an era of

great revolutionary events", are naturally

taken completely unawares by revolutionary

events which break out in reality, and not

merely in bureaucratic fantasy. The same
Molotovs, Kussinens, Manuilskys. and other

shadows of Stalin, conduct themselves with
such brilliant strategical wisdom and a dis-

play of the qualities of leadership, that

when a revolutionary situation actually

arises, they either tie the Communist party
to the chariot of the enemy (to Chiang Kai-
Shek in China, to Purcell in England, to

Pilsudsky in Poland), or else carry on In

such a manner that the offical Communist
party is totally unprepared to play any
decisive role In the situation (July 1927
events in Vienna, the present day in Spain).
A revolutionary situation of first magni-
tude In Spain—and an insignificant Com-
munist party! That is how Stalinism re-

wards the Communist International for its

long toleration of Centrist rule. But even
the barriers set up by Stalinism are not
Insurmountable, In the heat of revolution-
ary struggle, a Communist party can be
forged and tempered with unusual rapidity.

To what extent. In what sense will the
ruling bureaucracy contribute towards this

end? It has already given a provisional re-

ply to this question. In it is expressed in

the crassest manner the reactionary signi-

ficance of the theory of socialism in one
country. The "practical people" now ap-
pear on the scene as onlookers from afar
who are anxious and disturbed by the re-

volutionary events in Spain because they

may upset the plans laid out for a na-

tionally contented socialist Utopia! Many
have undoubtedly already observed how the

official Communist press here (the Daily

Worker) has paid less attention to the

Spanish events than it has to a branch

meeting of the alleged Friends of the Sov-

iet Union, Now let us see how the main

organs of Stalin in the Sovet Union evalu-

ate Spain today. We will be more than

amply and instructively repaid by a couple

of lengthy quotations,

Stalin on SpaJii

The first reliable dispatch from Mos-

cow by Walter Duranty (New York Timee*

4-17-1931) gives the following illuminating

information

:

"The first Soviet comment on the

events in Spain appears in the leading

editorial in the newspaper Pravda today,

but the organ of the Russian Communist
Party seems none too jubilant over the pro-

spects of the revolutionary struggle which

it clearly expects will follow Alfonso's

downfall. . . .

"The unexpectedly pessimistic tone of

Pravda, which more than Izvestla is the

'Kremlin's mouthpiece', perhaps is to be

explained by Soviet anxiety lest the events

in Spain disturb European peace during the

present critical period of the five year plan.

"Rightly or wrongly, it is believed here

that the peace of Europe hangs literally

on a thread, that the accumulation of arma-

ments and national hatreds are much great-

er than i>efore the war and make the pre-

sent situation no less dangerous than in

the Spring of 1914, and that Spanish fire-

works might easily provoke a general con-

flagration."

In other words, the inter^ts of social-

ist construction in the Soviet Union are

directly counterposed to the interests of

the world revolution, and the attitu-de which
welcomes the disturbance of the capitalist

equilibrium replaced by a timid pacifist fear

of the social convulsions whch accompany
the proletarian struggle for power. This
astounding, standpoint is revealed in an
even brighter light by the Duranty dispatch

of the following day (4-18-1931):

"The Soviet attitude toward the events

in Spain is extraordinarily interesting and
in a sense highly revealing. It had long

been accepted here—as, for that matter, by
the rest of the world—that the position of

the Spanish monarchy was precarious.

"Too such connoisseurs in revolution-

ary science as the Bolshevlki it was inevit-

able that each day's delay in the proclama-
tion of a republic—which logically should
Lav(, occurred six months ago—must sup-

erheat the r,-'volutionary forces to an ex-

tent that would make the final explosion

Behind the Scenes in the Russian Party

(Continued from page 4)

who declared that the Political Bureau no
longer exists, but only a group of four:

Stalin, Molotov (?), Kaganovitch and Ord-
jonikidze. But Syrzov submitted right away.
They tell how, during the transfer of the

affairs of the People's Commissariat of the

R. S, F. S. R. (to Sulimov), he broke out
into sobs and generally acted like a milk-

sop. He said while whimpering that all

his political actions ought to be considered
the result of his sick condition, that his

nerves are upset, that he needs a cure,

etc, , . .

It is extremely interesting to recall

the declaration made by Stalin in a con-

versation with Lominadze at the time the

latter enjoyed his full confidence; "The
Communist International represents nothing
by itself and is kept up only by the aid
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Un-
ion. Withdraw the support and nothing
will remain of the Comintern". This as-

sertion is extraordinarily cynical, even for
Stalin ! Lominadze u.sed it in the faction-

al struggle. Stalin, of course, denies the
whole conversation.

The last declaration of i epentance by
Bucharin, which, as is known, was more or
less accepted by the Central Commitee, and
for criticism of which Boguschevsky, the

ever-servile bootlicker, was covered with
abuse, was preceded by the following events.

At one of the meetings of the Central Com-
mittee, where he was thoroughly riddled,

Bucharin left weeping, and then turned in

the declaration demanded of him. In party
circles the rumor obstinately persists, and
It is very close to the truth, that Bucharin
threatened the Political Bureau to commit
enlcide If the persecutions were not called

off. This, it appears, produced a certain

effect,

I have recently had the occasion to

speak with a proviincial member of the

Central Control Commission, an old friend.

He dedared flatly that the majority of the
members of the C, C. C, were in their very
hearts with Bucharin's position, and that
they consider the present situation in the

party catastrophic, "Bucharin is right; as
for Stalin, he is ruining the country," those
are his actual words. And they are com-
pletely overwhelmed by the organizational
measures taken against Rykov and Buch-
arin. The state of nervous panic of these
members of the C. C, C. is obvious from
the fact that after having interrupted the
conversation in the middle of the sen-

tence, he held his head and ran out of the
room. Another, more outstanding member
of the C. C. C. expressed himself, according
to my friend, in the following way : "Be-
fore, it was Trotsky who was right against
Stalin ; now it 's Bucharin,"

A highly esteemed member of the C. C.
C, replies to the question, "What does he
think of the Syrzov-Lominadze faction?"
by saying, "In general, I don't do any more
thinking." Further, during the discussion
at the Central Committee plenum on the
Bucharin question, a very spicy detail was
revealed about Miliutir.. He kept on inter-
rupting Bucharin 'with insolent remarks:
"Tell us rather about yourself," and so on.
Bucharin could contain himself no longer
and retorted

: "And you*d better tell us how
you were first in our ranks. The party
knows nothing about it, does it?" That is

how it was revealed that Miliutin fell dir-

eety from the followers of Bucharin into
the rank of his traducers. That Is how
the ardor of his over-anxious zeal is to be
explained.

mo!e dangerous.

"Paradoxically enough, it appears that

Moscow is not overdelighted by this cir-

cumstance—in f:tct it may almost be said

that if the Spanish revolution 'swings Left',

as Moscow now expects, Moscow will be

more embarrassed than pleased. One would
naturally have expected Pravda to salute

the chance of a Spanish proletariat's strug-

gle for power with loud and glowing en-

thusiasm and to appeal to the Spani^ peo-

ple to support and encourage their Spanish

comrades.

•'Instead of that, Pravda's first reaction

was a dismal editorial, stale as a damp
squlh. For, first, the Soviet Union is ex-

cessively and perhaps unduly nervous about

a war danger and 'views with alarm' any
event anywhere that may upset the Eur-

opean status quo [80']- The Soviet an-

xiety may be exaggerated, but it is quite

natural in view of the fact that this coun-
try is in the position of a rider crossing

a dangerous ford, where a sudden cloud-

burst might sweep him and his steed away.
"Secondly, f^ Ki^mllnfs policy today

stands much more on the success of socialist

construction In Russia than upon worM rev-

olution. The Bolshevlki do not much like

to adn^t hi, but It Is a fact as a consequence

of the Kremlin's previous confitct with Leon
Trotsky^ who declared the existence of a
genuine socialist state in a capitalist world
Impossible.

"The Kremlin exiled Trotsky and set

out to prove that he was wrong, which led

to the concentration of Soviet effort upon
the economic development embodied in the

five-year plan. These two reasons help to

explain Pravdai's emibarrassment."

A clearer presentation of the case could

hardly be requited. The difference be-

tween the conceptions of so;:k5lism in one
country and of revolutionary international-

ism stands reevaled not only in theory but
also in practise. Tested in the retort of the

Spanish events, it gives the following ob-

vious result: To Stalinism, the first con-
ception expresses itself concretely in set-

ting up socialist progress in one country
against revolutionary progress in others. In

a pacifist degeneration of Communism ; to

the Marxian wing of the movement (the

Left Opposition), the strengthening of the
socialist sector in the country where the
proletariat has seized power is not only es-

sential "in itself", but more than tliat, it is

Inseparable from the advance of the revolu-

tion in other countries and Is direcHy de-

pendent upon it.

An Obje(^loft Answered
There only remains to answer in ad-

vance—and it is not difficult to do it—the
"objection" which it Is also not dlflScult to
foresee. Unable to refute the argument on
its own merits, our Centrists will take re-

fuge behind the declaration that the quo-
tations made above are taken from Dur-
anty, a bourgeois correspondent, in the New
York Times, a bourgeois paper. The objec-
tion is not worth a copper, and is insincere
to boot, for the objectors know better than
we what value should he attributed to Dur-
anty's dispatches. Whoever has been to the
Soviet Union and understood the mechan-
ism of the Stalin appsiratus, especially of
its information system, knows that Duranty
occupies one of the most imortant steps on
the backstairs of the Kremlin today. For
that matter, merely to have read his daily

dispatches for the last few years should
suffice to indicate conclusively that he ac-

curately describes the policy of the C. P.

S. U, in domestic and international af-

fairs from the intimate point of view of
the Stalin faction.

In the upper circles, at least, of the
American Communist Party he is tacitly re-

garded as an entirely authentic spokesman
of the ruling r%ime. It is from a faithful
study of his dispatches that the party lead-
ers receive their first intimations regarding
new policies and new winds In the Soviet
Union, and they act in strict accordance
with them, quite confident that the official

informaiton that comes later on will con-
form in every essential with Duranty's out-
Itoes, It is to be expected that the scriv-

eners of the party press will assume a
comical posture of righteousness and in-

dignation because we quote Duranty as an
authentic representative of Stalin. The
posture will be especially ridiculous to any-
body w'ho knows the editorial workings of
the Daily Worker and Frefflielt intimately.
Aside from the two or three lines received
once in a while by "Inprecorr cable", the
current Russian news of these two party
dailies is composed almost exclusively of
badly re-written copies of Duranty's dis-

patches. The latter are the first to be clip-

ped by the editor and handed to a hack to
be re-written, sometimes as a "special re-
port to the Dally Worker". We hope that
this anticipatory reply will save us the
pain of witnessing another parade of out-
raged virtue by the journalistic Tartuff^
of the party.



- Orjganization NoteiS
PHILADELPHIA-^On April 12 com-

rade Cannon spoke at a very well attendefl

meeting of tbe Liberal League open fornm

on the subject. "Prospects of the American

Revolution". The discussion following gave

comrade Cannon the opportunity to make

clear our position as an integral part of

the Communist movement and to present a

criticism of the 'bureaucrats as a neces-

sary means of defense of Communism as

against those holding the vie^v of the de-

generacy of the Communist party beyond

regeneration.

In the afternon comrade Cannon had

an opportunity to attend a branch meeting

and work out further plans particularly for

taking up effectively the defense of our

two comrades, Goodman and Morgenstern,

now under indictment for sedition. The

local I. L. D. under orders from its "high-

er-ups", despite its expressed character of

an organization for defense of all ela^

war prisoners. Is attempting to get away

with complete sabotage of this ease. It

openly refuses to furnish the same defense

accorded other <;lass war prisoners, thus

endangering the position of the revolution-

ary movement as a whole. It does make

vagne promises to provide purely legal aid.

That promise came about only after severe

protest had been made by workers in sev-

eral parts of the country. Such protests

VFcre made, for example, by Gerry Allard

of Illinois, a member of the National Com-

mittee of the L L. D., by workers In Boston,

New Haven, and elsewhere. Our Philadel-

phia branch is preparing to do its utmost

to compel the I. L. D. actually to function

as a defense organization of class war

prisoners. Meanwhile all of our comrade,

including those under indictment, are con-

tinuing the work of building the Left Op-

position in the most active manner possi-

ble.

MINNEAPOLIS—In this city our branch

is now thoroughly taking up the leadership

in organizing a broad working class united

front for defense of the right of free speech.

That is the burning issue in Minneapolis

now and our branch has very correctly

raised this slogan. City authorities, rein-

forced by extra policemen's clubs, are con-

tinuing their efforts to break up worliing

class gatherngs, to attempt to outlaw work-

ers' revolutionary organisations, and are thus

making an attack upon the working class

as a whole. The local fakers of the A. F.

of L. unions are trailing in behind as close-

ly as possible and making all sorts of man-

euvers for expulsion of our members. The

active campaign of our branch has so far

prevented this.

A call for a conference has been issued

around the slogan of "Fight for the right

of free speech". The prestige and follow-

ing our members have already attained due

to their splendid militant record within the

Minneapolis labor movement is -sufficient

guarantee that this united front conference

will develop into a real effective movement.

One of its tasks will be to focus the issue

of the defense of the .rights of workers

during the campaign in the coming city

elections. Thus the branch of the Left Op-

position is already definitely the leading

force in the fight for the right of the Com-

munists to speak to the workere. It Is

carrying the Communist standard forward.

The branch is following up energetically

every step made forward with -wide distri-

bution of Communist literature.

OTHER CITIES—Our Chicago branch

is organizing special Sunday drives in

which all members participate in an organ-

ized manner to establish new contacts, cir-

cularize literature, and gather subscriptions

to the MHitant. The branch is dividing its

forces into two competing teams. The re-

sults so far are quite gratifying, as will be

noticed from the report in this issue of

our subscription drive. The St. Louis branch

has overcome its period of inactivity which

has existed for some time. It is now pro-

ceeding to plan active work and to function

better in a collective sense. Comrade Oeh-

Icr spoke at a public meeting in St. Ijouis

on April 16 during the time of the miners'

convention, and also attended meetings of

the branch, helping in planning future ac-

tivities. We are sure we can expect bet-

ter results from the St. Louis membership

as a whole in the future. The Boston

branch is becoming one of our livcst group.

Some of our members there are both active

and influential forces in the trade unions.

Others carry on active work in labor frat-

ernal organizations and the unemployment

movement. Compared to the size of mem-

bership, Boston has been doing about the

best recently of all the branches in the dis-

posing of literature. The New York branch,

while not yet so very active in subscription

hunting, is still the one having some of

the best accomplishments to its record.

Being the biggest unit, it naturally has bet-

ter possibilities. This is one of the reasons

why it has by far outstripped all the other

branches in pushing forward our Program

of Expansion. In financing contributions,

the New York branch is the standard bear-

er.

HOW ABOUT THOSE SUBS.?

The drive for 500 new subscriptions and

renewals will be extended for another

three months, upon the request of some of

the branches who haven't completed their

quotas. They realize the importance of in-

creasing the circulation of The Militant and

ask for an opportunity to do their share,

in this phase of our work.

Tlie total received to date are 83, as

follows

:

Chicago 25 Boston 4

Minneapolis 16 Tofronto 2

St. Louis 15 Cleveland 1

New York 11 Kansas City 2

Miscellaneous 7

The Chicago Branch, which leads the

drive, has initiated a plan which might

well he copied by the other branches. This

is how it works. The Branch divided it-

self into two competing teams. One headed

by Ilebecca Sacharow and the other by

Hugo Oehler.

Each team got an equal number of

members for co-operation in the work. Each

Sunday morning the teams go visiting with

the list of expired subs which was sent to

all branches by the national otSce. Re-

newals are thus secured, and at the same

time new subs, and trials are solicited from

door to door. At the end of the drive,

the teams securing the largest number will

be declared the winner by the Branch.

In this connection we might add that a

note in this column, giving comrade SacTi-

arow full credit for the good work of

Chicago, was due to the fact that the Na-

tional Ofiice was not aware of this plan

at the time.

Comrade Goldberg of St. Louis who sent

in 14 subscriptions in one mail refuses

to accept the prize he is entitled to. He

says this work was his contribution to the

movement. Just the s^me the National Of-

fice is sending him one of Malkin's prison-

made watch fobs, as a token of apprecia-

tion.

The Chicago Branch will undoubtedly

win the copy of Trotsky's "My Life", and

Minneapolis will most likely get the bound

volume of The Militant. That is, unless

New York gets busy and challenges these

two branches.

Get your subs and renewals in before

the inactivity of the summer months be-

gins. Forward to 500 new subscriptions

and renewals!

tione. There is, of course, plenty of oppor-

tunity left for others also to become certi-

ficate holders.

The first book of be published by the

Pioneer Publishing Company will be the

"Permanent Revolution", which is now al-

ready well on its way to completion. The

price will be .$1 cloth bound, and 50c paper

cover. It will contain 210 pages. Certi-

ficate holders will receive this book at a

discount of 33%. The second book to be

published will be comrade Trotsky's work

on the Chinese Revolution, and on^e the

financial support flows in more regularly,

publication of additional books will follow,

including Marxian classics.

Tlie tatal sum received for the expan-

sion program in April 28 was $641.75, This

represents somewhat of a revised schedule

as it credits on this account funds received

for expenses in the activities in the mine

fields. Those having followed the regular

progress of the financial record of the pro-

gram will note that now comrades from

cities througbout the country are becoming

active participants. The branches in Minn-

eapolis and Kansas City, however, appear

to have done the best sk) far in organizing

collections from sympathetic workers.

Onr next steps in the Kxpansion Program

are the convening of the Second National

Conference and the Weekly Militant. With a

little more energy from our members and

sympathizers in such a manner that col-

lection of financial contributions takes place

much more speedily, we will soon reach

the point where the Militant will appear re-

gularly every week.

Comrade Trotsky, in a letter to us

dated April 4, greets our expansion program

in the following words: "The educational

work which you are carrying on, and which

2,000—

-1,750

you are about to extend further, appear*

to me to be excellent. We cannot seriously

approach the masses without steeling our

own cadres theoreti<mlIy in the process.

For my own part, I shall do everything to

come to the assistance of your publishing

company in its development."

Th)e itemized (Xtntfibutions, tnclufiin«

fund^ received for activities in the mi»«

fields, are as follows

:

New York br.

(mine fund) 75.00

M, Fisher

(N. y.) 3.00

Boston (Miners'

Fund) 15.00

Geltman (N. Y.) 2,00

Von Borstel

(N. Y.) 8.00

MinneaiK)lis br.

(mine fund) 25.00

M, Lewitt

(N. Y.)

Cannon (N. Y.)

Jacob, Capelis

(N.' Y.)

Sol Capelis

(N. Y.)

A. B. (N Y.)

George Clarke

(N. Y.)

Toronto br.

Toronto br.

Shoe Worker
(N. Y.)

5.00

10.00

2,00

2.00

10.00

6.00

12.00

2.00

1,500—

1,000-

—1.250

Previously

reported

$177.00

464.75

To date $641.75

-750

500-

—250

The Slogan oF the Six-Hour Day
DISCUSSION ARTICLE

(Continued from Last Issue)

The adoption of the six hour day slogan

has been arrived at without considering

thoroughly present or future conditions,

the size of the Communist forces, the de-

degree of class consciousness of the work-

ers, etc. It is projected in an abstract vis-

ionary manner. Doubtlessly it is influenced

by looking backward over the shoulder at

the great eight-hour movement of 1886 and

confusing the present situation with the

conditions prevailing at that time.

The struggle for a shorter working day

does not necessarily arise because of un-

employment. It can arise from many other

causes. Therefore, it is not always a poli-

tical struggle. In connection with the prac-

tical necessity it mbst be raised to the

level of a political struggle by the class

conscious elements. In order to do this

it is necessary to begin at the very bottom

using every impulse of the working class to

struggle. The slogan that focus^ the

attention on the political aspect of

the problem must be drawn in such a

way as to link it up securely with this ele-

mentary struggle at the 'bottom so as not

to jeopardize it. The slogan should be "The

shorter working weeli with no reduction in

pay."

OUR PROGRAM OF EXPANSION

We have now accomplished the first

step in bringing this program forward. The

Pioneer Publishing Company has been

launched and certificates are being forward-

ed to those having completed their contribu-

I
ANNOUNCING

The 1 ermanent Kevolution

By LEON TROTSKY
The first book to be published by the

Pioneer Publishing Company

210 pages of scintillating argument on § much-disputed question

Cloth bound — $1.00 Paper cover — 50c

Send your orders now, accompanied by check or money order made out

to The Pioneer Publishing Company, 84 Bast 10th St., New York City.

One-third off for «ertiflcat«e holders. Special prices in bundles.

IS86 and Today

We can in no way compare conditions

with those of 1886. For one thing,

the labor movement as a whole, over a

period of years, had experienced an un-

precedented growth. We do not have any-

thing to compare with the zeal of the labor

movement of that time. The struggle itself

did not arise from a desire for a shorter

working week because of unemployment but

was largely guided by the idealistic ap-

proach of 8 hours a day for work, 8 hours

for play, and 8 hours for sleep. Again,

there was a vast army of workers who had

already obtained very nearly the 8 hour

day and it was only a small step from

the nunil)er of hours of work previous to

the 8-hour day, whereas today the bulk of

workers are unorganized and are working

in most cases considerably more than 8

hours, let alone six. The gap from 6 hours

to the present working hours is very large

indeed. In addition, the demand for the

five day week is already before the work-

ing class thus the six hour day means In

actuality a thirty hour week. This makes

the demand seem all the more extreme when

compared to the conditions that exist in

most industries.

In raising the slogan of the six hour day

in a general manner we will succeed in

nothing but appearing visionary. This would

be true even if the Communists forces were

completely united (which is not the case

and is another drawback) and therefore able

to make a more concerted effort. Why make

it six hours? Why not four or two? It

has more than once been shown that all

the work of tlie world can be done if pro-

perty organized by a four-hour day. But

we must be governed by actual condi-

tions of the struggle and not by visionary

aspirations. We must fight where it la

practical for the 8-hour day, the five-day

week, or whatever the situation and the

industrial conditions make practical. In

the mine fields alone where they ha-ve for

a long time had little more than 30 hours

work per week and perhaps in the rail-

road industry we can at this time begin

an uncompromising fight for 6 hours. The
purpose of the slogan is mainly to give

the whole fight a political character, to

assist in raising it to a political level and

to link up the political struggle with the

elementary no matter from w-hat source it

comes. A reduction of the working hours

can be won only by direct struggle with

each separate set of bosses and not by

pressure on the government and in that

sense it surely is much different than the

fight for social insurance. On the field of

dirtjct industrial struggle we should not

attempt to distinguish our policy from that

of the reformists and others by the arith-

metical difference between the amount of

our demands. It cannot be stressed too

often that we are free at all times to pro-

claim that in this age of modern machin-

ery and unemployment six hours is more
than enough and that we intend to go on
fighting until it is achieved. Also that af-

ter that is won we will not stop there

either but will go on fighting for four hours
when the need arises. The slogan of six

hours a day sounds Ijcft yet I doubt if it

is the proper slogan .to be used at this time.

History which has its own unimpeachable
logic will very likely prove it to be a mis-

take. —MIHELIC.
Note: The objections raised by comrade

Mihelic to the position taken by the Militant

in the disputed question will be dealt with
in the reply by the editorial board which
is to appear in the next issue of the paper.

—Ed.

SPRING FESTIVAL OF NEW YORK
OPPOSITION BRANCH

The New York branch of the Commun-
ist Lefigue of America (Opposition) has
announced its plan to hold a Spring Festi-

val entertainment and dance at its head-
quartei^. 84 East 10th Street, between 3rd

and 4th Avenues. The affair will be held

on Saturday, May 16, 1931, at 8 p, m. All

rebel workers are cordially invited to at-

tend the Festival to spend an entertaining

evening and get acquainted with the New
York Oppositionists. A number of special

features are being arranged for and a good
time is assured all who come.

IN OUR NEXT ISSUE
What we really need is a Weekly!

Valuable material has to be held over from
almost every issue because of the pressure

of space in the semi-monthly. The next

isue will contain an analysis of the recent

events in the miners* movement, by Arne
Swabeck ; an article by comrade Trotsky on
the situation in China and the problems of

the Left Opposition there; and a good deal

of other important material. Wateh for it.



LETTERS from the MILITANTS
ON THE PARTY'S TURN
IN THE NEEDLE TRADES
BOSTON.—

At the last council meeting of the

Needle Trades Workers Industrial Union,

Finegold reported for the National Board
on the change in policy for the union. He
declared that the N. B. had decid-ed to

start building oppositions in th« old un-

ions since we call and call the workers
and they don't come -to us, because the

old union still controls their jobs and they

are afraid of losing them.He pointed out

the disadvantages laid upon us by being far

away from the workers, letting the Amal-
gamated raise the dues, and many other

things that were done over the heads of

the workers. Were we to have had fight-

ing oppositions, these things would not hap-

pen and we must noTv begin to work tliere

energetically. We are not sending any-

body baeli, he said, but intend to work
through our sympathizers in the old un-

ions.

He also made a long speech on the

change in the governing of our union, about
more democracy, about having separate

branches for the various trades. But that

was not a decision. We were still to get

a communication and then discuss it.

Nevertheless, we bad a discussion on
working in the old unions. They always
told the workers : We have nothing to do
vvith the company unions and to work in

the old unions means to give up our own
union. They had to say these things to

discredit the Opposition. There -was, they

said, no dif?erence between us and the Love-
stone policy. We both said that work must
be carried on in the old unions.

Comrade ICva Weiuer and I took the

floor and spoke for the policy. We told

them that it is about time they woke up.

We should have done this work long ago.

We do not mean that the workers must
go back and liquidate the Left wing union,

as some have expressed themselves, but that

we are going to build oppositions of the
workers who are there, A party member
tried to attack our standpoint but we re-

plied that the Opposition had said that this

should be done some time ago, and that if

the workers want to understand what the
policy of the Oposition is, they should read
the Militant.

Then Finegold tried to save the day.
When the Opposition said we must work in

the old unions, it wag not yet the time to

do it. He attacked our open letter to the

party on unemployment, where we pro-

posed to ask the socialist party and other
labor organizations for a united front.

The meeting was well advaoced by then,
and so it was adjourned, but I announced
that if this question was to be raised we
had something to say about it.

Last Monday, we had a membership
meeting wliere the report was given again
and a hot discussion took place. The work-
ers are against it. They have been so much
confused that they cannot get it straight.

I took the floor again to present our view-
point to the well-attended meeting where
it could not be distorted. It seemed as
though everyone opened his eyes wide and
Iboked at mp us though to say: We heard
quite a different story about you!

When comrade Bleeker spoke here a
few weeks ago, a worker attacked us by
saying that our policy was like Ix)vestone's,

to liquidate the union. Well, at the union
meeting he rose and said: 'A few weeks
ago 1 heard Sylvia Bleeker and she said
the same thing I now hear from Finegold,
I was the only one there to attack her.
Now I wish she was here and speak from
this platform. Why don't you say you are
adopting their policy? What are you afraid
of?"

In his summary, Finegold replied to
everygody. Toward the end, he said: 'Now
in regards to Sylvia. 1 wish sBe were here
for I would have something to say to her.
But she has a representative here and I

will say this to her: When they proposed
to work in the old unions it was ridiculous,
for we controlled most of the workers [how
long ago was that?] or a great many. The
same applies to the Five Year Plan in

Russia. When Trotsky advocated it, it was
not yet the time and therefore he was dan-
georous. Furthermore, we are not going
to care what anybody says about our tak-
ing policies from this side or that. As long
as the policy is a good one for the union
we are going to use It."

I asked for the floor to answer his
speech, but was not given it. The meeting
was adjourned. But I answered many pri-

vately after the meeting and the opportunity
will still present itself to answer Finegold
and the others at coming meetings. It is

clear that our position had not only been
confirmed but immeasurably strengthened.

—JENNY.

MUSTEISM AND STALINISM AT THE
MINERS CONVENTION

CHRISTOPHER, ILL.

The St. Louis miners'* convention ended
after three days of deliberation. On the

whole, the convention was a real rank and
file gathering, with the ideological control

in the hands of the Muste forces. In ev-

erj major instance the convention carried

into effect the line of the Musteites which
was purely negative, evading the real fight

and further disintegrating the lighting front

of the coal miners.

The rOle of the oiiicial party represen-

tatives in the convention was very bad.

After calling upon the miners not to send
delegates to the convention, they finally en-

tered it with their disruptive tactics, slan-

dering, villifying and generally making a
provocative attempt to get kicked out of the

hall, which might have happened had it not

been for our own clear-cut constructive

spirit.

I foresaw the possibility of the Muste-
ites taking the course they did. Many com-
rades misjudged or overestimated the real

motives t>f Musteism. They were for a
while {before the opening of the convention)

iiftpres.sed with the idea that the Musteites

would unhesitatingly form a new union.

Tile political line and achievements of the

Musteites prove their total bankruptcy in

leading the workers in militant struggles.

There i.s a huge difference between what
tliey say and what they do.

The convention had before it these four
problems

;

1. Clean out all the fakers within the

ranks

:

2. To build a class struggle industrial

union

:

3. The right for minorities to exist

;

4. To lay the basis for the broadest
possible unity of all rank and file miners,
which naturally includes the West Virginia

union, the Southwest union and the Nation-

al Miners Union,

The Stalinists fought against this line

of action. Dan ^Vainniger, the only dele-

gate supporting the party, actually support-
ed our position.

As to Howat, he gave us the same old

thing. His Kansas boys, the revolutions in

South America, Central America and Spain
as great acts—without an analysis of the

real forces at work in these revolutions or
explaining that they were bourgeois revolu-

tions. His political incompetence was fur-

ther demonstrated by his failure to men-
tion the Russian revolution. On these
points, it should be acknowledged that
Howat knows very little about the inter-

national situation and seem.s to have sec-

ured his information from capitalist news-
paper headlines. In his address, he ex-
plained the refusal to join the N. M. U.
forces because of having first to submit to

the dictation of New York "coal miners'*.

He said he sympathized witli tlie N, M. U.
program and knew that the best fighters of
the coal miners were N. .\I, TT. members.
He did not satisfactorily explain his posi-
tion in the "Reorganized" V. M. W. A. He
merely said that he had been amazed that
Walker. Germer, Nesbit, etc., did not consult
him about (he reorganized movement's com-
promise with Lewis. This nearly made me
fall off my seat with laughter. I is clear
that Howat does not understand the seien-

tiflc side of the labor movement at all and
has served as a cover for the reactionaries
in it,

* * *

1 believe that we have accomplished
results as a group within the coal miners'
movement. Events will prove the correct-
ness of our position and help us lay the
r'oundations for the rejuvenation of a purer
Communist movement in America along cor-

rect Marxian-Leninist lines.

As to future work, we hope to adopt
a statement in our local union, expressing
our view towards the convention, our de-
sire to cooperate with the rank and file

delegates of this convention and to push
forward the work to realize the line of
policy for which we fought so vigorously
at St. Louis.

—GERRY ALLARD.

THE FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF
THE CARPENTERS' UNION

NEW YORK.—
Just as the unemployment situation be-

comes more acute, the aristocratic leader-

ship of the United Brotherhood of Carpen-
ters and Joiners of America is riding its

rank and file more determinedly to an
abyss. The thij-ty percent who up till now
were able to capture all the jobs in sight
see the danger approaching when they hear
the cries for the fi-hour day and 5-day
week, division of work, etc.

The discrimination by the District Coun-
cil against militants is no longer limited to
individual members. Whole local unions

unless they blindly support the D. C, with
the revocation of charters and destruction.

Their boundaries are encroached upon by
"loyal" D. C. members from other localities,

and all sorts of bargains, many of them
below the wage scale are struck with the

bosses. Tlie leaders have no desire to or-

ganize any more men, and the initiation fee

has been raised to $250.00 in the Metropol-
itan district, while the apprenticeship com-
mittee recently appointed by the Council is

hard at work to limit, if not to abandon,
the apprenticeship system altogether.

Still ignorant of their economic sur-

roundings, the bulk of the men are still

under the influence of the D. C. and they
conceive the problem before them as one
of selecting and limiting tlie, organization to

such a number as will not compel them to

take up the question of reduction of hours,
not to speak of organizing the vast army
of unorganized carpenters.

This is to be done, of course, at the
exi)ense of the militant members, and sec-

ondly of the old members : the militants

ceaselessly denounce the fakers for bargain-
ing with the bosses, and therefore endanger
the fakers' jobs; the old aged, of whom
there are over 35,000, all- within a few years
of being eligible to their disability dona-
tion or death -benefit of $400.00, must be
dealt with before they can receive the
money.

And here is how it all happens : Ou ac-
count of their old age, they cannot get work,
and without work they are unable to keep
in good standing for any length of time,
since thi.=i requires an annual fee of $28.00.
There are no provisions in our by-laws
wherel)y they can receive job protection;
not even the special privilege card (which
allows them to work under the wage scale)
win help them any longer because they find

many of their younger brothers working on
the jobs without the privilege cards, but
under the scale and with the full knowledge
and consent of the business agent and the
D. C.

Take, for instance, our old age Pension
Homo, at Lakeland, Florida, where every
member past the age of 65 who has been
in good standing for 25 years, and is un-
fortunate enough to be unable to provide
for himself, is entitled to go. It would
seem that anyone with such a record would
have the use of the home cheerfully granted
him. But what are the facts? Only one
out of every 500 members gets that chance,
and how does he get there? I^rst, he must
be well recommended by his local offieera
to the General Executive Board (no fur-
ther explanation needed!). His case will
be investigated and the findings given to
the Directing Board of the Home with re-
cdmmendations. There again the machine
is put into motion, and with several hun-
dred other applicants in the race, he may
and may not be notified to report for entry
at the Home.

The march towards ruin of the U. B. O.
J. A., with its 300,000 membres is similar
to that of the United Mine Workers, with
a membership of 500,000 a few year's ago,
with the only oxpection that last summer
Lewis l)argained off to tite bosses, on a five
year tenn, one-liffh of hi,s organization, out
of about three sections of the whole Uni-
ted States. This is all that is necessary
since most modern machines are operated
to supi>ly the market with coal on the basis
of the S-iiour d.iy and the old wage scale,
leaving the otiier 400,000 members or ex-
members of Ids organizations to the mercy
of Coolidgc's advice: Look for work in
otiier industries. , . .

President Hutchcson aims, for next sum-
mer, to bargain his one-fifth of the members
from all sections of the U. S. to the bosses.
also on the 8-hour day basis and the pre-
sent wage scale, with the "hope" that the
other 240,000 meml)ers, under advice from
Coolidge, will hunt for another industry
and swell the army of the unemployed.

We say to these minere and to the car-
penters, as well to the workers in the other
industries: Don't let these labor fakers
divde you into small groups and bargain
some of you off while others of you are
starving. Go to your meetings., find out
what is wrong, and if any of the rank and
file members makes an attack against the
officers concerning grievances arising out of
the job or the shop, stand by him, give him
your support. Do not allow your officers
to censor any correspondence to the local
union, nor allow them to deny the fioor to
any delegation or committee from other
organizations on any mission for which they
seek the fioor.

Aim and strive to eliminate all laws
and rules which prevent the rank and file
from criticizing the officers, or to discharge
them when necessary for not serving the
fullest interests of the membership.

If you find the industry on the bum,
when we cannot get work, let us demand the
6-hour day without pay reduction, let us
demand unemployment insurance at the ex-
pense of the owners of Industry and guar-
anteed hy the government. —W. H. H.

Letter or a Deported

Oppositionist
A Muscovite has recently arrived in our

midst, I communicate to you the essence

of his remarks, even though, from all ap-

pearances the facts are a bit out of date

and are known to you; he was incarcerated

for some time before l>eing exiled.

The capitulators are splitting up into

numerous groups according to the particular
phases of their decay. Badek is rotting

away "indivdually" at an accelerated pace.
Not only the rank and filers but also the
capitulationist chiefg are doing all in their

power to show that, from the point of view
of personal and political relations, they have
nothing in common with him. The most
sincere say openly : "Badek has set himself
the task of assuming a dirty and traitorous
r,ole." Some try to turn away the Radek-
ists from the baser abominations. Radek
is trying with all his strength to penetrate
the governmental circles: he wants to have
his inlets everywhere, and to be considered
as one of their "men" (a "man" in the old
Russian sense of the word). You know his
"literary" works well enough for me not to
have to expatiate upon them. I would like

to tell you of a little characteristic faet
of (how shall I say it mildly?) Radekist
cynicism. Upon the request for aid to a
deported and grievously ill Bolshevik, Radek
refused and added : "He will return all the
sooner." His methods are brief sadn fouU

We are all informed of the ideological
demonstration of the capitulators. They
see things through very dark spectacles and
by that seek to find an excuse for them-
selves. The well-known eapitulator P. said
to a restricted circle: "The situation is

Ixopeless. Everything is on the brink of the
abyss. We will swing with you (that is,

with the Bolshevik-Leninists) from the
same lantern." One must deduce from this
that he capitulated in order to aggravate
the "hopeless" situation. It is true that,
leaving his exile, Radek said the same thing.
It is needless to add that we view the per-
spectives otherwise.

We have learned of a curious fact, re-
garding Preobrazhensky. Telling us about
it, the new arrival guaranteed its authen-
ticity with "his head". It happened before
the Sixteenth Congress. Preobrazhensky
thought that the resolution of the Central
Commitee on the exportation of grain (the
large quantity of the exports) would lead
to an acute and inevitable "civil war", etc.,
etc. ... He wanted to come forward at
the congress at all costs in order to warn
against it.

".We must show as well as we can that
we have returned to the party." The fac-
tion of the capitulators was seized with
terror: they will expel again, they will ex-
ile, too. Pressure was exerted upon Preo-
brazhensky. and since he helongs to the
"softies", he was dissuaded from it. This
fact w;is held as a "rigorous" secret by the
capitulators because they were afraid the
"authorities" might learn of it, which would
have been disastrous for their reputation,
inconsistent enough witliout that. The rumor
only be{'ame public recently.

To conclude with the capitulators, there
rem.iin only two words to say about the
decrepit ancestors of all this small fry:
Zinoviev and Kamenev. Both of them have
finally passed over into the "academic*'
arena

:
Kamenev edits. In silence, the

works of Ilerzen! Zinoviev has been named
Rector of the University of Kazan; only
Illness prevented him from taking up his
post. For a while, they wanted to entrust
Kamenev with a diplomatic post (ambas-
sador to London), but they changed their
minds. That is how these people have
"returned to the party".
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THE YOUNG VANGUARD ?

Youth Notes
THE YOUNG VANGUARD

In the last issue of the Young Vanguard

we asked our readers for contributions.

rnhe response has been exceptionally poor.

This immediately poses the question: Is

there a need for a Young Vanguard? and,

liave we the forces to publish it with?

The National Youth Committee defin-

itely answers th-rae questions In the affirma-

tiTO. The necessity of carrying on Left Op-

position work among the youth, of crystal-

lizing a group in the official Young Com-

munist League and winning over its mem-

bers, of propagating elementary Communist

youth edutoation, and of acting as the tri-

bune of any independent activity we may

carry on, -can best be done with the aid of

an organ of our own, a paper. At present

tbls ranst take the form of a section of the

To publish such a section required the

cooperation of a number of comrades. We
"have enougli young comrades in our Licague

today to begin with. At the same time we

welcome articles which express views con-

trary to those expressed above, that is,

which contend that youth work In general

Is superfluous or that the Left Opposition

^ould not carry on such activity.

Y, C, L. CONVENTION
The date for the Sixth Convention, of

the Young Communist League has been set

for June 7, 8 and 9. The Young Worker of

April 6 carries the ofBcial statement of

the opening of the pro-convention discus-

sion. The s>tatement makes a ratier weak

and Inadequate analysis of the events which

has -transpired since the last convention,

May 1929. It states: "Prom one thousand

members at the time of the Party conven-

tion, we have grown to more than two

thousand members. This is only the be-

ginning, and at the time of the Y. C. L. con-

vention we must have at least four thousand

members in our League.*' What hypocri-

tical nonsense ! First, the comparison of

numerical strength should logically be made

between today and the time of the last eon-

rention. But this would reveal that, even

Roceptlng official figures, the League has lost

at least fifteen hundred members during this

period of unprecedented opportunities. This

of course must not be done! Second: on

tiie occasion of the Party convention, the

League claimed over seventeen hundred

(1700) members. Now this same figure be-

comes one thousand. Well, what Is seven

hundred member.s to these mass workers?

A mere trifle! (It is our opinion that the

pi^Bt total League membersTilp Is closer

to seven hundred than to two thousand).

Third: To call for and expect an increase

of one thousand young workers in the Lea-

pie by June with the present ina<rtlvity of

the League is the height of bureaucratic Uto-

pianism. —

—

THE FREE YOUTH
The semi-monthly organ of the Young

Peoples' Socialist League "Free Youth" sets

as Its purpose "To convey to young men

and women as frankly and forcefully as

possible the shortcomings of capitalism and

tihe possibilities of socialism." Shortcom-

ings of capitalism! Possibilities of social-

Ism ! What sort of mlitant, socialist, youfth

words are these? Shad^ of Liebkneclit—

Even the liberal Youth Section of the Lea-

gue for Reconciliation uses "stron^r" lan-

guage.

The four issues which have so far ap-

peared fully substantiate such an interpre-

tation. They contain a mixture of that

mushy liberal and pacifist nonsense that one

is accutsomed to read in any one of the

lothar petty bourgeois* youth pub^cations

in this country.

In the April 1 issue, "Free Youth"

carries the caption "What the Young

Socialist Means When He Talks of Interna-

tional Socialism" and the sub-caption "Here

is the living power of Socialism thruout the

world today". Under these caption® there

follows an account of the parliamentary

strength of the European "soci.illst" parties.

We learn—^although we thought these peo-

ple wjuld try to forget it—that in England

there is a "socialist'' Premier wtith 289

"socialist" mem'bers of parliament; in Ger-

many 152 "socialist" seats, etc. No wonder

there is no mention of the bloody events

in, India, of the murder of Bagbat Singh

and his two fellow militants by the Mac-

Donald Government; little wonder that

"Free Youth'* abstains from commenting on

German politics, and the daily betrayals

of '^e living power of Socialism" In sup-

porting reaction—against Communists pro-

testing the Fascist murders In Hamburg etc.,

etcl If this is what "the young aoiclallst

<ui8 when be talks of International 60<*-

we most say: Y^, this is inde^

the "socialism" of the Hillquits, the Lees,

the Vanderveldes» the MacDonalds. They

are supporters and instruments of the capi-

talists in time of need- This Is the kind

of "socialism" we must struggle against

crush and overcome In the course of the

class war.

INDIIAN YOUTH EXECUTED
On March 24 Baghat Singh and two of

his co-workers were hanged by the Indian

authorities for the alleged murder of Lieut.

Col. Simpson in Lahore, in December 1928

and for participation in the so-called Lahore

conspiracy, an anti-British move back in

1929. This murder, which must be put at

the door of the British Labor Government

and the "Left" Socialists, who demanded the

release of all political prisoners except those

Involved in "acts of violence", led to. big

protests throughout the country.

In Oawpore, thirty persons were killed

and more than one hundred injured at a

demonstration held In protest of the execu-

ton. Two companies of British troops and

two hundred additional police were sum-

moned to maintain order. For several days,

rioting continued. In Bombay and Calcutta

general strikes were held. When Mahatma

Gandhi came to Karachi, he was greeted

by a large group of workers, peasants and

students with cries of: "Down with Gan-

dhi", "Go back with your truce", "We want

the murderer of Baghat Singh". According

to reports, Bharat Sabha, a revolutionary

youth, struck at Gandhi with the 'butt of

a flag. The protest of the masses and es-

pecially the ybuth, aigainst the murder of

the three young revolutionists which came

not Etccidentally on the heels of the infamous

Gandhi Irwin agreement has taken on wide

dimensions. It ^ows the possibility of a

turn in the development of the Indian rev-

olution. The recent failure of the petty

^ 'bourgeois youth inside the Indian Youth

League to give leadership is proved by their

miserable failure at the recent Indian Na-

tional Congress. Only a Communist party

and under it a Communist Youth League,

guided by Marxist strategy, tactics and lead-

ership can lead the Indian masses on the

correct road to revolution.

The Young Communist League Convention

AGAINST THE R. O. T. C.

The struggle carried on by the Social

Problems Club of New York City College

against the Reserve Officers' Training Corps

has once again brought to the fore the ques-

tion of student anti-mlltarlst activities and

BO-called academic liberties. The Club pre-

sident. Max Weiss, and ten colleagues were

suspended for the remainder of the semester

for protesting the censoring and confiscation

of the first issue of the Club's paper,

"Frontiers". The Club itself was dis-

solved.

This action was taken ostensibly for

such innocent reasons as : the Club did not

get permission to issue the bulletin, the

Club had borrowed too much money, the

bulletin Ifs a product of an outside "radical

organization", etc. The real reason for the

suspensions, as a subsequent leaflet of the

Club correctly pointed out, is the campaign

of the organization against militarism and

the R. O. T. C. Academic liberties are, as

has often been proved and this time with

especial clarity—rights which do not inter-

fere with the authorities, of the college, the

state and th6 social order.

The suspensions were however met with

big protests. Social Problems' and Liberal

Clubs of a number of universities, several

college professors, and other groups sent

in protests. A petition was circulated at

City College demanding the reinstatement

of the Club, of the eleven students suspend-

ed and the return of the confiscated issues

of the "Frontiers".

The support of the Social Problems Club

by these divers elements compelled the

Board otf Directors of the college to instruct

the President to reinstate the Club, and

ten of its members, and to return the con-

fiscated copies of the "Frontiers". In a

word, the status quo ante was established

with one important exception; Weiss Is to

remain suspended for insubordination. Such

militant action as that of Weiss' can-

not go unpunished! Tttie dignity of the

authorities must be upheld

!

The students should continue the fight

against the R O T C. The struggle for the

reinstatement of Max Weiss must go on.

"It is wholly inadequate that the youth

should repeat our formulas. It is necessary

that the youth should take the revolution-

ary formulas fighting transform them Into

flesh and blood, work out for themselves

their own opinion with that courage which
comes from sincere conviction and indepen-

dence of character. Passive obedience, mech-

anical drill, characterlessness, obsequious-

ness, careerl^, away with these things

pai^y."—Trotsky.

The much postponed convention call of

the Young Communist League has at last

been issued. Under the aegis of a certain

claimed growth In membership and other

small alleged gains, fortified behind the un-

proved statement that these were made on

the basis of a struggle against resistance to

the correct line, the new^t edition of lead-

ers in charge of the Y. C. L. have at last

ventured to open a pre-conventon discus-

sion. For now they can show concrete re-

sults! Small gains, it is true, hut anyhow

gains.

However, It is not by such parlous

methods that the Y. C. L. can grow and

produce conscious, devoted, and ideological-

ly equipped Communists. To us a conven-

tion and the discussion which must pre-

cede it, is a highly serious matter. To

attempt to conceal the real facts, to avoid

a discussion of the actual situation, to

create confusion, all behind much noise and

din about certain claimed new successes,

is to vitiate the entire purpose of the con-

vention. And on top of this to load on the

membership the utterly unattainable and

loud sounding task of doubling the member-

ship from 2000 to 4000 during the pre-con-

ventlon period, when more time must be

allowed for every comrade in the Y. C. L.

for study of the problems, for thought, for

reading, and for discussion, is to make a

farce and a mockery of a Communist con-

venflon.

For A Genuine Discussion

It is evident that the Stalinist bur-

eaucrats do not want a free and genuine

discussion. Under the pretense of a discus-

sion they want a docile acceptance and ap-

proval of the policies and tactics prescribed,

that is, a purely formal, superficial, pseudo-

discussion which allows no real or serious

difEerence of opinion. They want to con-

fine the expression of the membership to

inane and trivial remarks on how to apply

the "correct" policy handed down from

above. For the discussion to have any

value whatsoever, the members of the

League must assume a sharply critical

attitude toward the leadership and its pol-

icies. This is necessary not only as a weapon

against Stalinist opportunism, but doubly

necessary for the Communist youth who in

general must advance themselves ideologi-

cally. It is useful to recall in this connec-

tion the words of Lenin addressed to the

third congress of the Rixsslan Y. C. L. : "A

Communist who would dream of boasting of

his Communism on the basis of the ready

made conclusions taught to him, without

performing the most serious, the most dif-

fficult and persistent work, without under-

standing the facts of which he should be

extremely critical, would be a miserable

Communist indeed,"

The strain in which the bureaucratic

notes of the convention will be sung was

sounded in the convention call : "In Its be-

ginning to carry out the line of the Young

Communist International, our League had

to struggle against resistance from sections

of the leadership and the membership. It

is in the last period on the basis of this

struggle that the League can record certain

gains.'* What is the meaning of such a

statement contained in a convention call?

It can only be interpreted as a warning

in advance to discourage any discussion

which raises fundamental problems. It

draws the boundaries within which the dis-

cussion must flow : criticize yourself for not

applying the "correct" line of the Stalinist

leadership!

The statement itself, however, must

raise bwo questions in the minds of the

League members which should be directed

to its authors : First, why is it that the

whole League, including a section of Its

leadership, has been unable to absorb this

correct line and apply it during a period

of two years? Secondly, why don't you

prove through concrete examples that it Is

the application of the correct line that

caused the gains claimed, and the failure

to apply or the wrong application that

caused the decline?

The Real Situation

What is really the condlton of the Young
Communst League? (See the Young Van-

guard of March 1). This analysis must be

made not upon the splurge of some nom-

entary (and exaggerated gain) but upon

the evaluation of the present situation in

relation to the past two years. The fol-

lowing facts must be considered

:

1. laolaUon of the Y. C. L. from the

young workers.

2. Absolute loss in memberauiy (3400

at last convention, drop to 1000 at time of

party convention, June 1930, at present

2000—an Inflated ofilcial figure).

a. Verv T«i»1'* turnovers in n>(»*"*>«»*-

ship.

4. Low political understanding of mem-
bership, inexperienced and new.

5. No competent leading cadres.

These indices to the strength of the

Y. C. L. are indisputable. In all probabil-

ity even the most ardent defender of the

Stalinist regime would not undertake to re-

fute them, for the realities of the situation

have t?oo flagrantly exposed them. In fact

they have for the most part been compelled

to acknowledge them openly. They strike

one all the more glaringly when constrasted

to the objective situation which furnish^

such good opportunities for the growth of

the Y. C. L. The Stalinists do, however,

dispute most vehemently the causes for this

positively wretched situation. They protect

themselves behind the worthless and un-

proved assertion that the reason lies in the

failure of certain leading individuals and

the membership to put into practice the in-

fallible line.

In our opinion the immediate causes for

the present enfeeblement of the League are

as follows:

1. Ultra-Left and adventurist line

based on the erroneous and anti-Leninist

theory of the "third period".

2. Abandonment of jx)uth policies and

activities, tendency to transform Y. C. L.

into a junior appendage of the party.

3. Bureaucratic regime.

4. Elimination of workers' democracy,

that is, distortion of democratic centralism.

5. Inability of Y. C. L. to function as

an educational organization that is. to make
communists out of class conscious young
workers. (We will elaborate on this point

in a separate article).

The Root Causes

The basic explanation for the critical

condition of the Y .0. L. is to be found

in the general crisis which today afflicts

the international Communist movement. This

crisis has been developing since 1923. It

had its inception in the struggle launched

against the proletarian wing of the party

led by comrade Trotsky. There crystallized

the Right wing group of Rykov, Tomsky,

and Bucharin, and the Centrist bureftucraUc

group of Stalin, both of which combined

in a bloc against the Left wing. In the

United States these tendencies are repre-

sented by the Lovestone gtroup and the

present Foster leadership respectively.

The Right wing reflects the pressure on

the party of alien class forces h<^tile to

the proletariat. The Centrist group of

Stalin supporting Itself on the bureaucratic

apparatus has no independent policy of its

own, but staggers between the Right and
the Left. Up to about 1928 Stalin executed

the policies of the Rights. These were em-
bodied in the failure to r^trlct the growth
of the Kulak in the Soviet Union, in the

subordination of the Chinese Communist
Party to the bourgeois Koumintang in the

192,5-27 revolution, and in the opportunistic

application of the united front in the Anglo-

Russian committee. It was during this

period that the Executive Committee of the

Communist International gave its whole
hearted support to Lovestone in leadership

of the American party. Due to the rising

militant mood of the working class and the

pressure of the Left Opposition, the Cen-
trists were compelled to break with the

Rights. They veered toward the Left, but

innately incapable of pursuing a consistent

line they plunged into an ultra-Ijeft adven-

turist one. At the present time circum-
stances are nushing them to retrace their

steps to the right, and they are consequent-

ly headed for a new debacle of opportunism.

We carniot here in any way deal ade-

quately with this question for space does

not permit. Our purpose is merely to po.se

the question and arouse the members of the

League to a study of it. No member of

the League if he strives to be a serious Com-
munist can avoid this study or n^lect it

for it concerns the very existence of the

Communist movement. If the convention,

despite the Stalinist bureaucrats, serves the

purpose of stirring the young. Communists
to study and think about the burning and
vital questions that confront the divided

Communist movement then it will havebeen
of benefit. The Left Opposition stands

ready to answer any question that any
member of the League wants to put to it

for clarification and to facilitate in every
way possible his approach to the road of
Leninism.

« « *

As we go to press, the "Young "fforker"

announces the postponement of the conven-
tion to June 28.
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Revolutionary Progress
THEWEEKLY
BYJULY IstS
At the recent meeting ot our nationaJ

-committee, it was decided to advance the

date orjjriniilly set for the conversion of

the Militant into a. weekly. By this deci-

sion, the first issne of tlie Weekly Militant

Avill l>e out on July First.

The need for the Weekly is now more

imperative and unpostponable than ever be-

fore. The tasks of the Left Opposition

are rapidly multiplying, and the publica-

tion of our paper as a semi-monthly makes

it diffit'uit to reflect the pro^'ress of the

labor and revolutionary movemnts or to

measure up to these tasks. In the Tnited

States the signs of labor's re-awakening, of

its resistance to the savage offensive of the

capitalist class, are increasing in every part

of the country. The militancy of the Ken-

ftucky miners, the revolt of the miners in

Illinois, the strikes in Pennsylvania and

now the strike of the ilansiieid steel work-

<>rs—these are some of the indications of

wliat is ahead.

iifyond the boundaries of the United

States, too, events of international slgni-

tieance are unfolding before our eyes. In

Spain, the proletarian revolution is moving

up on the order of the day, Latin America

continues in turmoil, India and China are

still in the throes of imsettled political

convulsions. The crisis deepens in the

EuropeaEn countries. In the Soviet Union,

all the elements of a new situation are

maturing which may be of decisive signi-

ficance for the whole world. Everywhere,

the class struggle is pregnant with violent

clashes between the last days of- bourge-

ois society and the first days of socialism.

Almost nowhere i.s the labor movement
at the high level of preparetlness required

from it by the situation. Almost every-

where, the official Communist movement,

the vanguard of the working class, is not

only suffering severely from the ravages

of Stalinism, the inability to measure up
to its historic tasks, to absorb the discon-

tentment of the masses and guide it into

revolutionary channels. All the greater is

the need, therefore, for a wuder sphere of

action for the Left Opposition which has

come into existence to regenerate the Com-
munist movement on the foundations laid

for it by the great masters of the proletar-

ian revolution: Mjarx, Engels, Lenin and
Trotsky.

With the semi-monthly, we are greatly

handicapped. From every issue we are

compelled by our limited space to omit a

considerable amount of material. The
Militant as a weekly will remedy this de-

fect to a large degree. Our plans are not

only to double the efficiency of our move-

ment by doubling the 'appearance of our

organ, but of improving the contents of

the 'Militant to the best of our abllitiea.

With the aid of our comrades, of our con-

tributors, we aim to /aake the Militant even

more distinctly than before the outstanding

revolutionary Marxist journal in the coun-

try. We feel confident that it can be done

If the comrades everywhere come to our

aid with the special efforts that are now re-

quired.

We will publish the first issue of the

JVeekly on July First, The intervening

time is not very great It means that all

efforts must be ooncentrated in the coming

weeks not only to make possible the ap-

pearance of the Weekly, but to insure its

maintenance. For this we require;

1. That the fund for the Expansion

Program be raised immediately to One
Thousand Dollars.

2. That redoubled efforts be exerted

to Increase the circulation of the Militant,

guaranteeing a wider circle of readers and

supporters.

3. That a sounder basis be put under

(Continued on page 8)

The Militant and the Events in Spain

The Miiitimt is happy to present to

its readers the following two articles

on the event.-^ in f>pain. The RiLi;ht

wing and the Centrist press are so

deeply imbedded in their own nation-

al ntirrownes that the progress of the

Spanish revolution tmfolds itself with-

ciit either exposition or explanation

in tlieir columns. T^he proletarian

revolutionists, however, are following

th(> Spanish situation wth breathless

interest and the highest hopes.

The article by onr comrade Nin
acquires special significance by the

fact that its author, now so active in

the revolutionary movement of Spain,

and pn'letarian Barcelona in particu-

lar, was recently expelled by Stalin-

ist edict from tlie territory of the

.Soviet TTnion. This disgraceful action

was executed be<'anse of comrade
Nin's unflaii.iiing devotion to the cause
of revolutionary internationalism and
his adherence for years to the Left

Opposition. Denounced by the Stal-

inist functionaries as a "counter-rev-

olutionist", oiH' comrade was impris-

oned by the reaction soon after his

arrival in Spain, and immediately up-

on his release threw himself into the

revolutionary activity to which he has

devoted must of his life. In his per-

son is once more embodied the truth

that those whom Stalin calls "Trot-

skyist counter-revolutionists" are in

the vanguard of the real struggle for

proletarian emancipation.

Our correspondent from Barce-

lona, who gives such a vivid picture

of the state of mind of the rebellions

workers and students, is comrade
.Ia<'<5ues Obin, a miUtiint in the French
Left Opposition. Tlie Militant expects

to be able to puE>Iish additional cor-

respt-ndence from Spain by comrade
Obin so that its readers may be kept
iiiformed regularly on the events as

tJiey pr(:c';':'(3.

OuL heart.-- ;ire with the revolu-

tionists in Spain who have before
them the possiiiilities of advancing
humanity to a more magnificent
ftage in iti, liistory. finr salute to

the dawn of the prolerarian revolu-

tion in Sjtaiu 1

What Is Happening in Spain?
A LETTER FROM BARCEL0X.4

The correspondents of the foreign press

give two contrary versions of the forces

in the Communist movement in the present

events in Spain. According to one, the

Spanish Communists directly threaten the

provisional government of the bourgeois

republic; except for the monarchy, any other

regime would be condemned, they say, to

fall in a short 'while into the hands of

"I^olshevik agitators" and "emissaries from
Moscow", and all of Spain doomed to anar-

chy and disorder.

According to the other, the Communist
peril is completely non-existent. They
judge according to the membership of the

official Communist Party of Spain; accord-

ing to the votes obtained by the C, P. S,

in the elections of April 12 (a hundred in

Madrid. 176 in Barcelona) ; according to

the extremely weak and little followed de-

monstrations of the C. P. S.

These two versions are equally tenden-

cious ; the first seeks to justify the crimes

of the monarch and to get a little credit

for it abroad ; the .=!eeond unreservedly de-

fends the new regime of the big Spanish

bourgeoisie and wants to make it easier

for it to consolidate itself defl,nitely with-

out disturbances or convulsions. Both ver-

sions deliberately make more or less of a

digression from reality. The bourgeois

journalists do not see, and frequently can-

not see, the perspectives of the social move-

ment and the subterranean forces which Are
being born in the exploited masses and ac-

cumulating there.

Less than anywhere else can the state

of mind of the exploited masses in Spain

be judged according to the forces and the

militancy of the Communist party.

THE INTEREST IN

AFFAIRS"
'MOSCOW

When the Barcelona correspondent of

Le Petit Parislen says, for example, that

"no more than 1,000 Communists are to be

counted in the whole country" and that in

Spain, consequently, there is "the mo&t ab-

solute disinterest in Moscow affairs", he

shows that he is irremediably myopic from
the political point of view. In Barcelona

and throughout Catalonia, to speak only of

tJie most important industrial part of

Spain, there is an enormous interest in

"M''.=;eow affairs' , The sympathies with
the II, S. S. R,, with the October revolu-

tion, and in general, with Communism, are

extremely profcund among the proletarian

mases, Xot a day can be passed in Barce-

lona without observing them {unless one
sees only what he wants to see). It is

enough t.o take a walk on the Kamblas, in

the center of Barcelona, and to glance at

the newstands and book stalls at a distance

of 20 yards from each other all along these

vast Barcelona boulevards.

Among the multitude of books which
cover these stands, you will find an enor-

mous amount of books and pamphlets on
Soviet Russia, on the October revolution

and on Cominunist doctrine.

Among the ixditical and social litera-

ture, there are far more books on Russia

and on the proletarian revolution than on
Spain and its bourgeois revolution.

A very gratifying fact for the Left

Opposition : this exceptional interest for

everything that comes from the U, S, S. R,

is manifested aJbo-ve all for the works and
the revolutionary life of our comrade Trot-

sky, There is not a newstami on the Rab-
las, not a bookstore in all Barcelona

without a dozen books and pamphlets by

comrade Trotsky, Almost all the publica-

tions are brought out here in colors, and
with the portrai't- of the author on tihe

cover. Well I the picture of L, 1>, Trot-

sky is shown ou the Ramblas almost as

fretpiently as the pictures of Macia and
the two mutineers of Jaca who were shot:

Galan and Hernandez, the most popular

heroes in Spain,

The two following examples will show
you, each in its own way, how great is the

popularity of comrade Trotsky in Spain.

A group of "Stalinists" in Madrid, who
are engaged in publishing withovi^. great

success and above all without substantial

material profit, wanted to make a little

money by publishing a pamphlet, which
might assure them an incontestable suc-

cess. This group of "hundred percenters"

did not hesitate very long to select (with-

out any authorization) the pamphlet of L,

D, Trotsky on the "Spanish Revolution",

But in order to centralize the political ef-

fect that Ithis pamphlet would h/ive for

Stalinism and the leaders of the C. I,, they

simply took out the passages of this study

where comrade Trotsky polemicizes against

the mistakes of the C I. and the stup-

idities of its leaders.

On the occasion of what might be

(Continued on page 5)

The Tasks of Spanish

Communists
By ANDRES NIN

Having exhausted every resource to

nunntain iiimself upL>n a throne that has
lK>en tottering for years, Alfonso of Bour-

bon found himself compeUed to quit the

country on April 14, The monarchy fell to

pieces at one blow, nobod.v—^absolutely no-

body—stood up tt) defend it- It really fell

like a rotted fruit. And the republic was
proclaimed all over the country without
combat, without the spilling of blood, in an
immense eruption of delirious entiiusiasm.

This circumstance lias only still fur-

riier stimahlted the democratic illusions of

the masses wh(^ naively imagine tiiat the

vjc-tory over the monarchy was obtained

thanks to the municipal elections of the

TJtli. 'Hi is illusion is also shared t)y the

anarcho-syndicalist elements of the Nation-

al Cou federation fvf Labor. Thus, Pestana

declared a few days ago in a trade uniou
niejriugs tb;it the recent events bad demon-
strated the possibility of a peaceful evolu-

tion, without violence, towards libertarian.

ComnuHiisiu, and Solldaridad Obrera, the

etficiai organ of the N. C. of L., wrote lit-

erally on April 23: "T'nder a regime of
liberty, the bloodless revolution is still

more possible, still easier than under the

monarchy,"

THE REPUBLICAN GOVERNMENT
Thanks to this state of mind of the

masses, the provisional government of the
repuld^c has been able to carry out with
impunity a policy whose guiding thought is

to maintain the status quo as far as ix)ssl-

ble, that is, to confine itself in substance
to a change of label. Its essential Interest

consists of maintaiiiing under the repub-
lican i>anner everything that threatened to
fall to pieces under the monarchy. In real-

ity, the proclamation of the republic is a
desperate attempt of tlie mo-.-t clearsighted

part of the bourgeoisie and the large land-
owners to preserve their privileges. From
this point of view, the composition of the
provisonal governmemt is extremely signi-

fioant : the presidency as in the hands ot
Alcala Zamora, landowner and fervent
Catholic, one of the most typical represen-
tatives of feudalism and of absolutist and
reactionary unitarianism ; the portfolio of
finances is held by the social democrat
Prieto, intimaitely linked with Basque fin-

ance capital; the minister of economy, Nic-
olan d'Ohver, is the representative of the
Catalonian Bank; finally, at the head of the
ministry of labor is Largo Caballero, soc-
ialist leader, former Councillor of State
under the dictatorship, secretary of the re-

formist f;rade union center, 'the General
Union of Workers, whose task in the gov-
ernment is quite clear: to stifle the labor
movement, to tame it for the greatest profit

of the <>onsolidation of bourgeois exploita-
tion under the republican form.

It is obvious tliat such a government
cannot solve a single one of the fundament-
al problems of the democratic revolution;
the problem of the laud, of nationalities,

of the i-elations between church and state
of the transformation of the apparatus of
the old regime, of the struggle against re-
action.

In its first official declaration, the
provisional government expressed itself in
terms which show clearly that it is pro-
paj-ed to leave intact the foundations of
the large landed estates. In this regard, it
only formulates one very precise assertion:
"Private property is guaranteed" by law"
and it "can be expropriated only for rea-
sons of public utility and with a corre-
sponding indemnity". As a solution, the-

note confines itself to giving the vague pro-
mise that "the agrarian law must corre^
spond with the social function of the land".

It is clear that the repubUc has not
< Continued on page 5)



NOW FOR THE WEEKLY MILITANT!

The det^ision of last Monday's meeting

of the National Committee to bring the

MlUtant out ajjain as a weekly when the

Expansion Program Fund reaches the

thousand dollar mark, and setting July 1st

as the definite date of publication, repre-

sents another real advance. The New York

brancli has already endorsed the decision,

and there is no doubt that it will be haileti

with enthusiasm by the entire organiza-

tion and the circle of sympathetic workers

who surround it and support it. Ther« is

likewise no doubt that the decision will -be

realized in life on the day set, for the tasfe

lias been carefully weighed and the ground

has been prepared.

The first four months of this year have

witnessed an improvement and strengthen.-

iu^T of the Communist League all along the

line. All this work has gone forward imder

the sii;n of political consolidation and a

planned program of expansion for the year.

One-third of the two thousand dollar fund

ias already been contributed, and the ex-

'ei?ution of the pK)gram, in sections, has

kept an even pace. Two numbers of the

English edition of tiie International Bul-

letin h:}Tc appeared; field organization work
h;is bc^en starte<l in the Illinois mine fields;

prepnrniJons for the National Conference

<ire Hearing completion; and the pul)lishing

company Jias its first })ook on the press.

Now wc iu'e ready for the next step—the
AVeekily Mil-tant_ Another push iiloug the

wlmle front and the tnsk will be avconv

pliahed.

Our Militant is the flag of Communism
in America. When its first i>=.siie appeared,

they looked at tlie mece handful gathered

around it and said the first issue would be

the last. But they mi>;calculatcd. They did

not know ths power of (lie idea l>ebind it.

They did not know the resources, in en-

durance and sacrifice, of stiff-necked con-

viction. Kixty-eight numbers of our paper

bear testimony to their error. The trium-

phant re-emergence of the Milit-ant as a

weekly will underscore it once again. The
concentration of our forces for this event
Is the order of the day.

Stalinists for joint acton to initiate the

fight failing, they are proceeding to the

organization of a broad Free Speech Con-

ference which will draw tlie trade unions

and other organizations into the fight. By
this means they aim to shift the position

from a fight (it the city adntinistii^on

against the Communists to a fight of the

labor movement, or a large section of it

—

including the Communists—against tli«

illegal usurpations of the police*

For our part, we are in complete agree-

ment with the course adopted by the Minn-

eapolis branch of the Commnuist League,

It has a double importance : For the re-

storation of civil rights in Minneapolis and

contact with a wider circle of workers In

the struggle for it; and as an example—
and a badly needed one—^to the whole Am-
erican movement of Communism, The Com-
munists—a small minority—must fight to

be heard. Democratic rights ;ire of the ut-

most importance to the workers in their

struggle for organization. We ought to in-

scriiio them on our banner and call the

workers to a joint struggle with us to de-

fend tbcni. The light itself has an impor-

tance hardly less than the object, so long

as it is conducted without illusions.

Stalinism has brought devastation into

every pha^^e of revolutionary ideas, meth-

ods and practices, N!)t She least of this

hifi resulted from its false approat-h to the

queslion of free i^-peech and the discredit

it has; brought to the idea by its own hooL
igau practices, it is higli time to turn the

hc^Im. TJic ilinnea'jolis example is a good

iii.uhniing.

FIGHTING FOR FREE SPEECH.
Minneapolis, where the Commtinist

League branch comprii;es a majority of

the experienced Couimnnist workers—and
thereby has the possibility of applying our

policy independently in the class struggle

—

is the present scene of a very interesting

demonstration of revolutionary tactics. The
City Government there has been seized by

.a fit of lied hysteria and for some time has

"been proiii})iting and breaking up all kinds

of radical meetings. The gatherings of

the olticial ])arty fell under this ban and
several meetings of t2ie Communist Ijeagne

shared the same fate, since the chief of

police is an ignorant man and does not

know that the real purpose of Dunne and
Skog'und is to support the war against

the Soviet T'nion. Both wing-; of ihe Com-
munist ;iiovement were thus reduced to a

virtual state cf illegality, at least in re-

jjrard ro the right of public assemblage.

Their contrasting reactions to tlie situation

can afTord a fruitful subjCi't of discu;.:.;i;in.

Tlie same state of affairs prevails in other

places and. as the class struggle grows more
.aeute, there will be many more.

The tactics of the Stalinists—led by the

peerless Karl Iteeye. who was sent to Minn-

eapolis l)y his factional opponents to fight

the Trotskyites and be destroyed by them—
are characteristic. Imbued with the ideol-

ogy of the Third Period, which is only one

step removed from undergroundism in prin-

ciple, they have virtually accepted the sit-

uation as a proof that the capitalists are

against the workers and that the city of-

ficials are tools of the capitalists. Thus
they prove that the-re is no free speech,

which they consider a point in their favor,

The chief of police, at the same time, thinks

tt is a point in his favor. So both are sa£-

isiied—and there are no public meetings

of the Party.

The Left Oppositionists haTC a different

idea. They think free speech — and dem-

ocratic rights in general—have a real value

for the workers* movement and should not

he surrendered lightly. In view of the

fact that the capitalist government pro-

fesses to guarantee these rights, and that

masses of workers and other citizens who
are in no way connected with the Commun-
ists ardently l)elieve in them, they decided

to test the issue in a fight for free speech.

To that unique idea they added another:

That a wide movement should be set into

motion on this issue. Tlieir appeal to the

their own bail. Up to the present date the

Party press has suppressed all news of

their case. The I. L, D. publicity ignores

fhem. On top of that the united front con-

ference of tile I. L, D., with Engdahl pre-

sent, refused to seat the delegates of the

Communist League a few days after their

indictment. Retreating from this shameful
position under a storm of protest from
workers in the ranks of the L L. D., they

are now trying to cover themselves up with

a promise of "legal defense" at the trial.

This is not euougli ! Morgenstern and
Goodman are revolutionists, and they do
not rely on lawyers to get them "justice"

in the <'ourts of the class enemy. We want
a mass movement of working class protest

to ciefend them 1 (We want a public mass
meeting to inform tlie workers what is

going on land what it means I We want
a broad united front conference of work-
ers' organizations to launch a militant

campaign against the sedition law and for

the defense of all its victims! We want
put)licity about tiie case, not a conspiracy

of .silence wortiiy only of agents of the

prosecution!

You are playing with fire. l>ureaucrats

!

The revolutionary workers have never vet

tnrne<l their backs on class v.ar pri^^oners

i?ccause of their political views. If you
continue to do it they will turn their liacks

on you. If (b9 class defense of Morgen-
stern and Goodman cannot be organised

with yonr lielp it will be organized witli-

out yon and against you!

WHAT ABOUT MORGENSTERN
AND GOODMAN?

What are the officials of the party and
Iho I. L. D. going to do about the defense

of Morgenstern and Goodman, the two mem-
bers of (he Communist League who are

facing trial on charges of sedition in Phila-

delphia? Are they going to support them
in the spirit of class solidarity and arouse

the workers about the case, or are they go-

oing to contintie to .sabotage and betray

these militants out of factional spite, a>^

fhey have been doin.g up till now? We in-

tend to Imve an answer to these questions,

and every honest class conscious worker
will want an answer too.

Our readers already know about the

case. It is a i>art of a general attack

against the radical labor movement in Penn-
sylvania, The two comrades were arrested

for distributing the un*'mp!oyment leafiet

of the Communist I^oagne, and the state-

ment in the leaflet that "tli;' solution of

tlie unemployment problem tan be found
only ill tile proletarian revolution" was
held to be seditious by S1k> (iran<I Jury
which lirought in the indietmi'nt. A num-
ber of Communists have already been con-

victed under this law. Only a few weeks
ago comrade IjUwrcnce, :; parly member,
was convicted and sentenced, IndiotmenSs

are pending against several others.

The ]>robh^ni is a very serious one. It

involves the legality of the revolutionary

Ial)or movement in Pennsylvania and the

liberty of the most active militants. A
real move to arouse tiie worl-rers and form
a united front of class defense is needed.

The L L. D. has the duty of organizing this

fight, but it is not being done. On the con-

trary, the bureaucrats are playing a game
of the most treacherous sabotage.

At first they refused to do anything
for Morgenstern and Goodman and the

hitter were compelled to get their own law-

yers in the first proceedings and to raise

THE RIGHT WING CAPITILATORS

Tlie increasing number of capitnlators

from She liight wing is one of the most
interesting and signficant aspects of the

development of the inner-party struggle,

Tlie announcements of these capitulations is

becomiiig somewhat of a regular feature of

the Daily Worker. Taken together with

t he recent outright desert ion of a whole

group to tlie Mnsteites, Ihey add a fresh

confirmation to the idea tliat the position

of a faction attemping to stand halfway be-

tween Communism and social democracy is

not a strong one. It cannot be maintained

that file capitulations represent merely the

falteriugs of individuals, which occur in

every figiit. There are too many of them.

Nor is the fact that a number of the former

supporters of the Right wing, recently re-

admitted to the party, had previously been

imictive in the faction of any jj^reat impor-

tance. It means only that Lovestone has

been losing them by a gradual process

;

that sympathizers as well as members are

falling away from the faction. This is

the actual trend revealed by the recent

eveiitte.

In this respect also the position of the

Right wing contrasts sharply with that of

the Left. Our capitnlators were an insign-

ificant handful, and were conflnwl almost
exelusively to the first months of the strug-

gle. And lately, even among those who
turned back at first, signs of a new ap-

proach to the Opposition is to be observed.

The s.'uiie contrast appears in an opposite

direction. From all indications tlie move-
ment of party niemliers tov.-ard the Right
wing has ceased, while tlic Left Opposition

<;ou[inues, steadily if slowly, to recruit

members and gain sympathizers in the

party ranks. Such declarations as that re-

cently issued by Clem Forsen. head cf the

T. I'. l\ L. in the Tv,-in Cities, occur fre-

quently enough to show the way the wind
is blowing. But open declarations of ad-

herence are not tlie real measure of our
strength and growth in 'the party. Many
more are figliting for our slogans, in whole
or in part. A still wider circle hits been
neutralized.

For these developments there is a

principle exph'Hiation. The Lovestones are
driven by the logic of their position to

turn more openly toward the Socialist

party, through tht door of Muste and the
counterfeit "militants", and thus to close

the avenue of approach to the Communist
workers. The Communist League, on the

other hand, endeavors to bring a Commun-
ist criterion to every question of the class

struggle. Its mission is to educate the
party. To tJie extent that it succeeds with
this task it draws closer to the Commun-
ist workers and becomes a guide for them
in every field. The real issues involved in

the party crisis were burled at first under
a mountain of misrepresentation and con-

fusion. Time and the test of events are
making them clearer. This is the explana-
tion of the trend of development noted
above.
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THE WHITE COLLAR UNEMPLOYED,

While the prolonged unemployment of

millions of workers and the drastic reduc-

tion of standards for the entire class, are
rapidly maturing the conditions for an
enormous development of the proletarian

class movement, the process is being as-

siste<l and supi)lemented from another
<!uar[er. The evil days which have fallen

upon the professions, the small i)usine.ss

people and the "whit<'-conar" stratum of

emplolyees will undoubtedly have a con-

siderable influence, even if it is primariiy

a negative one, in narrowng the gap be-

tween the working class movement of Am-
erica and its indu,strial development.

Like eiery crisis, but on a far wider
scale. tJie present one has the effect of

hurling vast sections of these intermediary

clsasses down into the proletariat. In the

further entrenchment of big capital, and
the more economical organization which
eiL-^ues, the great bulk of the victims will

be iiernianently displaced. Even more im-

porrant: Tlie <'hances for workers to climb
into these preferred positions are corre-

spondingly restricted.

In ihe American Mercury for April

t>.eie is a gr;t;}hic account of the ruth-

less swath whicrli rationalization, spurred
on by the crisis, has cut through the white-

collar division of industry, from clerks to

bigh-powcrd salesmen and junior execu-
i ! :z.:. Many of them are dispensed with
permanently as part of the waste that S{:i-

enlific management iias learned to avoid,

A wliole larniy of iwople whose incomes ran
into five figures are on the industrial scrap-

heap. Brooks Shepard. tlie author of the
article, speaks of "former top-sergeants,

lieutenants, and captains of industry" who
have come to the end of their tether and
face the stark problem of existence which
but yesterday seemed pleasant and secure.

There are n<i statistics on the curtail-

ment of professional incomes, i»ut we know
in a general way that it has been severe.

Occasional news items and reports throw a
revealing light on the situation. *'I \u\cnv

lawyers with first class training and ex-

perience who are starvinji; " suud .Justice

Jacob S. Strahl at a meeting of the Brook-
lyn Women's Bar Association in Brooklyn.
"One of tiiem is reduced to peddling razor
blades . . . Another was arrested recently
t;or .selling tomat(vesi \^-ithout a license."

So reports the Times for May fi.

In the hey-day of imperialist prosper-
ity the class movement of the workers was
undermined, among other things, by the
opportunities for individual escape from
wage bibor created by the exceptional cir-

cumstiinces Tlie workers' movement v^as

sysiomatically roblied of its natural leadei-v;

and almost the whole class was poisoned
with the psychology of individualism, fatal

to (^Iass solidarity. The lesson to be read
in the present plight of the white-collar
elements is the closing of these avenues
of escape from the proletariat, and the
inci*easing insecurity of those who have al-

ready attained such positions,

A prolongation of this state of affairs
will redound to the advantage of the labor
movement. The more futile the hope of
individual emancipation appears, the
stronger will grow the determination of
the ambitious workers to rise with the
class. Individualism will be replaced by
the class psychology of the proletariat.
This development will be an important fac-
tor in liberating the unbounded energies
of the American workers for the revolu-
tionary struggle. ,T. p. C.
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Resu inois Miiners Revolt
The result of the miners* convention

held at SL Louis on April 15 has already

been characterized bj ns as another s^-
back to the most recent rank and file re-

volt. It failed to materialize in the forma-
tion of a new union. But it does not for

one moment invalidiate the correctness of

such a course.

For the miners there is still no other

way vat. The once proud United Mine
Workers of America, in all of the soft coal
producing territories, is shattered—it«

sorry remnants dragged Into the gutter by
the official leeches who still try to hang on
to the graft from coal operators in reward
for preventing union organization.

In the first instance, the failure to lay

tlie foundation- for a new union, now that
this opportunity was available, must be
charged to the Muste-Howat type of "pro-

gressives'" But there were other impor-
tant coTitributing causes. Some of them
were hemming in the svi-eep of the move-
ment itself prior to the oonvenfion. We
must not forget that the coal miners are
still suffering Ifrom the pressure of serious
defeats of not so long ago and reverses in

mimerons loeal struggles to maintain a
sembhmce of union conditions. In addi-
tion the fields are ravaged by unemploy-
ment. Through all of this, the miners hav«
continually had the sinister and powerful
force of the combined coal operators, cor-

rupt union fakers, and state police arrayed
agninst them,

Wiiile these factors in a sense should
count heavily for a new union movement,
their effects naturally require great deter-

mination, driving power, and organization
to overcome. This driving iwwer -was by
no means furnishetl and could not be fur-

nished by the Musteite "progressives" who
became the leadinj,' factor. Their lack of
decisiveness and inability really to furnish
a progressive program came particularly to

a head at the convention when it faced the
central issue.

Serious Weaknesses Still Prevail

That the miners from tlie Illinois dis-

trict would show considerable caution and
move slowly despite their being thoroughly
aroused by the treacherous Lewis-Fishwick
sell-out agrement was to be expected. One
need only remember the shattered expec-
tations from their healthy revolt of one
year ago which ended in the filthy harness
of the so-called reorganized U. M, W. The
Left wing of the National Miners' Union,
directed by the Communist party bureau-
crats, failed the miners then. This official

Left wing failed the rank and file now.
It even went to the extreme stupidity of
asking the miners to boj'cott the St. Louis
convention.

What is the status of the miners now
after this convention? Tlieir position,

while a precarious one, is still rich in possi-

bilities. Paradoxical as this may seem it

Is nevertheless true. And only boldness
and decisiveness will make the latter factor
weigh heiayiest in the scale.

The St. Louis convention officially sep-

arated all of the miners locals repr^ented
there from the U, M. W. of I^wis, Walker,
and F^shwick ; but it failed to provide a
national organization in its place. It thus
failed really to provide the machinery of

defensive and offensive for these miners.
Surely this is a weak position to be in.

It is one laying them just that much more
open to attacks from the operators, the
fakers, and the police. It is one also
which in no way facilitates the organization
of the unorganized fields. It can remain
so only temporarily. But precisely in that
lies its possihilites. We can therefore re-

peat: not only is there no other way out
than the organization of a new national
union, but this way out must be adopted
as speedily as possible.

At the St, Louis convention the Muste-
ite "progressives" seemed afraid of their

own shadow. With a good delegation at

hand, with a few scores of thousands of
miners represented, they failed to provide
them with an organization or even to lay
the basis for such. Nevertheless a force
is set into motion, and even for these

"progi-essives" the die is cast. By the fur-

ther conflict they have arrived at with the
A. F. of L. officialdom, they Kre compelled
to go a bit forward, even though with pos-
sible splits, or else, to step out. Tbey will

undoubtedly seek to establish themselves
further as a definite factor in the mine
fields. This is further evidenced by their
plans for another convention this summer.

Which Position Proved Clorrect?

A comparison of the position taken by
each of the three Communist currents to-

ward this revolt movement is illuminating,

to say the least. Here where workers again
groping for a way out; attempting to break
from the terrible scourge of official corrup-
tion and treason with which the old union
was infested. They had made a first seri-

By ARNE SWABECK
ons attempt with the formation of the Na-
tional Miners Union, This union became
an isolated sect and remained Impotent
mainly due to the serious blunders of the

party leadership. The Illinois miners made
another attempt in the revolt of a year ago
leading only to the disillusionment of the

present Lewis-Fishwick agreement. Mean-
while the U. M. W, 1^ practically wiped
out except in the anthracite. And even
there the scourge of ofhcial corruption and
treason has been no less prevalent, Re-
cently the striking miners at the Glen
Aldrii mines and the Shamokin section of

the louver anthracite, when appealing to

Lewis for assistance, were denounced by
him with the most brutal cynicism. The
lesser officials could on th«t basis proceed
to defend the mine owners* interests. In
the unorganized fields of Pennsylvania,
Ohio and West Virginia jwft coal regions,

whatever is left of this union is notorious-
ly known to be only the unorganized gangs
of gunmen who seek to prevent union or-

ganization from coming into being.

The Right Wing and the Center Make
Their Position Clear

In this situation the Right wing cur-

rent, the Lovestone group, proposes their

.solution as follows:

"Tiierfore, what is to be done? Only
ouc thing! To organize now a new nation-

al union of coal miners would only increase
the division and confusion in the rank of

the worlters,

"The fight therefore must be taken up
in spite of all difficulties in the U. M. W,
A. to organize a Left wing—to organize a
rank niid file opposition. Tliat is the only
solution." (Revolutionary Age, 4-2r)-19;il.)

True to their position, the Right wing
advocates going i>ack to the l^ewis . union.
This is condemnable not merely in view of
tlie fact that this union is dtx'aying 'ind

its remnants becoming utilized by corrupt
otricials as a means of preventing any
struggles to in^tter tiie conditions of the
miners. That t)y itself is not the major
consideration. No, by far of greater con-
sequence is the fact that in fjtce of the
existing revolt such advocacy, when brouglit
forward in the name of working class
policies, l)rands the Ijovestoneites for ex-
actly what they are in this ease: Definitely

to the right of even the Musteite "pro-
gressives", the Iiandle at which the capi-
talist forces and the old union bureaucrats
pull to endeavor to prevent the revolt, to
prevent the building of a militant union.
Is there any differtmce in this from the
role of the social reformists?

riuw did the Centrists square tlieir

position toward this revolt? We have re-

porte<I their policy of lioycott during the
pre-convent ion period as expressed in leaf-

lets issued by the N. M, V. This amounted
in sum and substance to boycott of the
movement itself. There followed the fee-
ble attempt, at least formally, though not
in reality, and too late to have any effect

upon the convention, to make a 180 degree
turn toward a correct position. It was
contained in Foster's belated article in the
Daily Worker, proposing that the miners
attend the convention and form a united
front with the N, M. U.

The Position of tiie Left Opposition

From the very inception, only the
Left had a correct revolutionary position.

We stated immediately that the first step

of the revolt must be complete separation

from the reactionary capitalist lieutenants.

We proposed to follow up directly with the

organization of a new militant union as
the only way out. We proposed further,

as a means toward building one union of

all coal miners, to work for an amalgama-
tion of all the revolting sections with the

N. M. U. We appealed to the party to

accept a united front of the Communist
vanguard to work for this correct policy.

In politics the logic of a correct posi-

tion when applied brings its own definite

conclusion : particularly .so in revolution-

ary politics. And so also hefe. When con-

fronted with the position taken by the

Left, the party was compelled to make a

change, ^Vnd willy-nilly, despite all the

Stalinist denunciations of us, in actual

practise they could not reject our united

front proposal. Delegate Dan Winnigan of

Indiana, the only supporter of the official

party views, and we asume, with the most
honest intentions, became the first direct

supporter for comrade Allard's motion at

the St. Louis convention to "proceed and
build a new union now," It would be

well for party members and Communist
workers to reflect deeply over this com-
parison of positions. Not only that, but
alslo to draw the necessary conclusons.

For us it was an achievement of no
small importance that delegates supporting

(he Left Oppoi^ition views became the out-

standing banner-beare;s in the fight for a
new militant union ; that there were cer-

tain weakness in this flght we have already
pointed out. Nevertheless these delegates
succeeded in making clear their critical at-

titude to the Musteite "progressives*'. They
made correct Criticism of the party-directed
N. M. U, while simultaneously maintaining
a correct attitude for unity of action of
the C'^mmunist vanguard.

What of the Future?

The failure of the present revolt move-
ment to crystallize as yet into a new na-
tional union will undoubtedly be taken ad-
vantage of by the coal op.jrators jointly
with the i;. M. W. officials and backed up
by the .state police. They will endeavor if

possible to crush this movement before it

assumes "too" definite proportions. That
the miners, however, will know how to

fight bsLvk is ah-eady indicated in Indiana,
in Kentucky, jis well as in the anthracite
Glen Alden and Shamokin Valley strikes.

As far as the reformists of the Mnste
school are concerned the following is well
to hear in mind; At certain periods re-

formists are compelled to take a progress-
ive direction. Inevitably tbey will again
revert ito reformism. One year ago tho
Mnsteites went into a combination with the
Fishwick-SWalker reactionaries. But the
miners^ revolt movement, when the forces
become really unleashed, will develop
much fasier tlnm the ^'progt-essiveism" of
the Mnsteites and go lieyond tlsese narrow
confines. Since the ultimate solution of
the lAorking class can be found only through
revolutionary action, tiie reformists, when
reverting to their natural position, iie-

come a distinct barrier. Thus the r61e of
these "progressives" within and in i-ela-

tion to -the movement; Yesterday in the
camp of reaction, today "progressive*', while
tomorrow standing pat and then again re-

actionary. Hence this conclusion : this
leadership must be replaced by the Left
wing.

Victory for the coal miners can best
be assured when they rely solely upon their
own class forces. The next convention of
the revolting elements planned for this
summer can unquestionably become an im.
portant step on thi.s road. But it would
be quite clear that such an achievement
is directly connected with and dependent
upon the ability to strengthen the forces
wliich really fight for a new militant un-
ion. The Miners' Kducational Leagues now^
organized at several iwints in Illinois can
become valuable instruments in tiiis pro-
cess.

It should be clear that these leagues
should specifically be made the instru-
ments of the Left wing. Ours is the task
of imbuing (hem with the necessary spirit
and clarity of purpose and to fully estab-
Isli the U^ft wing leadership within them.
In their activities these Leagues should by
all means use every po.ssible pressure to-
ward the definite building of a new national
union upon the local and district Policy
C*!mmittees which are established by tlie
St Lous convention decision. Tiie furtiier
policy of fighting for amalgamation with
ether revolting sections and with tlie Na-
tional Miners I'Tiion remains as corrtH't as
befo«>. We of the Left Opposition again
l)ropose a united front witii (he party for
unity of the Communist vanguard in the
struggle toward this goal.

There will he no genuine Left wing
without the building of the Communist
f(H-ws. Ill this ^ense we urge the Com-
munist caaJ miners to i)ui]d the I.pft Ctim-
mnnivt Opposition dirc:'tJy in the ficHs,

Who Has the «Leopard*s Spots»?
Wliile reading the Marcli Issue of the

IVeletarian tlie official organ of the Pro-
letarian party, a little item directed at the
Left Opposition of tlie C. P. caught the
writer's atientiun. The article which is

written up under the heading of ^I'arty
Notes" (Chicago) takes issue with certain
statements made in the one and only arti-
c5e de;Uing with the Proletarian party that
ha.s apiieared in the Militant up to the pre-
sent date. The statement which drew most
o^ the P. P. writer's fire was one which
spoke of interest shown by some of the
P, P. UBember.s in the fundamental questions
raised by the Left 0]>iK}sition and inter-
preted this as tlie heaUhiest sign of a
ferment in the ranks of the P. P. that has
been seen for years.

The statement is vigorously denied. Ac-
cording to the I'. P, writer there is not eren
a ripple let alone a ferment in the calm
waters of the P. P.

Probably the best proof that the article
in the Militant was not far from correct
is the indignant manner in which the P. P.
writer denies its truth. Experience teaches
that where there is so much smoke there
is apt to be a bit of fire. But since the
P. P. writer claims that the Militant was
miles and miles from the truth we might
ask why it was necessary to pass a motion
that no P. P. member should discuss the
question of Socialim in one country, the
main tendencies in the C, I, and other dis-
puted questions, with the Left Opposition
members, shortly after the article appear-
ed in the Militant? We understand that
such a motion was passed {if it is not so
we would be glad to be informed) and it

strikes us that such a motion would be use-
less if no interest in these qnestioiis were
I)eiiig manifested !)y any of the P. P. meni-
ber.s.

Wliilt; the writer was neither the au-
thor of the ariiele that appeared in tlie
Militant nor the author's informer he can
say without falsehood that in his limited
contact witii P. P. nieniliers (I would be
the last to claim that it is extensive) not
a few of them did show more than a p?..ss-
ing interest in tlie disputed questions in
the International Communist movement.
Moreover, tJie answers to the questions put
to him were not siu'h as could be gleaned
from reading the articles in the Proletarian
dealing with "Trotskyism" wliich appeared
under the signature of Stanley Novak.

Question of Leopards

Tile P. I*, article referred to us as be-

ing a "leoi>ard" spotted in the same way
as the old C, P. "leopard". This should

entitle us to take at least one glance at

the P, P. "liKipard". One of the chief con-

tentions of the P. P, against the C. P. has

always been that the latter would not dis-

cuss questions of program with them. Early

in the winter our Chicago group proposed

an inter-group dist'usstion with the P. P,

f.n the question of "American program".

The P. P. dec'ined, giving as a reason press-

ure of work. Several times comrade Oehler
who, as a Marxist, is at JeasI; equal to the
best Uiey have, ijroposed to them that he-
be allowed to speak at their forum on the-
question of socialism in on- country and
several other insportant sui)jeets. He was.
turned down flat while a number of college
professors, trade union liberals and other
nondescript speakers were accepted for
speaking dates. We do not question the
right of the P. P. to select whomever tbey
choose as speakers Iiut the attitude mani-
fested by certain P, P. leaders in excludijig
comrade Oehler from sjieaking on these
subjects is, we suggest, a little more than
akin to the methods used by the American
Stalinists.

Another incident that came to my mind
took place at one of their forums. Novak
who was the speaker delivered a lecture
on tJie '"five year plan," His lecture was
very little ditl'erent than the usual ballyhoo
stuff put out by the Stalinists on the same
subject. In the discussion the writer raised
the question of socialism in one country
and other basic questions written upon by
comrade Trotsky, in the rebuttal Novak
practically disposed of these questions
by simply calHng Trotsyy a scoundrel. So
far as I know not a single P, P. leader
protested against this line of argument.
However, a few rank and file members did
tell me they not only considered the ans-
wers to my questions bad but the manner
of answering them improper coming from
this leading "anti-Trotsky theoretician."
Whether the leopard became spotted

through close association with the Stalin-
ists or was contaminated by a too ardent
perusal of the Stalinist controlled Inpreeor
by one Don Stanislaus .Novakinsky is of
little importance. The examples set forth
hero bear the unmistakable ejarmarks of
"the original ain" tliat tJie I\ P. leaders
fre<iuently complain against.

We, of course, do not know if the P.
P. at this time will see fit, at its forth-
coming conv<.'!ition, to {«ke a clear cut
stand on tlie important (juestions before the
In tenia tioiial Communist movement and
tiiereby aUgn irsoif nsore closely ideologi-
cally with one of the three factions in the
International (even if not organizationally),
or whether it will merely procrastinate. But
we sincerely hope the latter will not be the
case. So far as the general characteristic
of the P. I', are craicerned the Chicago Left
Opposition regards them in the main as
an honest, sincere, hard-working group, al-
though we do not agree with them g.j many
q^e^ti:)lls. Jn our contact with them we
have always been friendly, cordial, straight-
forward and above aboard just as we hafe^
been toward every other sincere working
cla.ss group. We not only stand ready but
will be more than glad to discuss ques-
tions important to the working class with,
them at all times. We have no doubt thAt
such discussions will be mutually ben(^aciaL

—JOHN MIHELIC.



The Question of Trade Union Unity
The question of the unity of the work-

ers' organizations is not subject to a single

solution suitable for all forms of organi-

zation and for all conditions.

The question resolves itself most cate-

gorieally for the party. Its complete in-

dependence is the elementary condition of

revolutionary action. But even this prin-

ciple does not give in advance a ready-made

reply to the questions : when and under

^'hat conditions must the split, or, on the

contrary, the unity be made with a neigh-

boring political current? Such questions

.are settled each time on the basis of a con-

crete analysis of the tendencies and the

political conditions. The highest criterion,

in any case, remains the necessity for the

vanguard of the organized proletariat, the

party, to preserve its complete indepen-

dence and its aut^onoiny on the basis of a

distinct program of action.

But precisely such a solution of the

question with regard to the i>arty not only

admits, but as a general rule, renders in-

dispensable a quite different attitude with

regard to the question of the unity of other

mass; organizations of the working class:

trade unions, cooperatives, Soviets.

Each one of these organizations has

its own tasks and methods of work, and

within certain limits, independent ones.

For the Communist party, jiU these organi-

sations are first of all the arena of the

revolutionary education of bro.id workers'

sections and of the recruitment of the ad-

vanced workers. Tlie larger the mass in

t!ie given organization the greater are the

possibilities it offers the revolutionary van-

guard. That is why, ns a rule, it is not

the Communist wing but the reformist wing

•T\"hich takes the initiative to split the mass

organizations.

THE BOLSHEVIKS AND THE
TRADE L'NIONS

It is enough to contrast the conduct

of the Bolsheviks in 1017 to that of the

British trade unions in recent years. The

Bolsheviks not only remained in the same

trade unions with the Menslieviks, but in

certain trade unions they tolerated a Men-

shevik leadership, even after the October

revolution, although the Bolsheviks had the

overwhelming majority in the Soviets. The
British trade unions, on the contrary, upon

the initiative of tlie Laborities, not only

drive the Communists out of the Labor

party but, so far as it is possible, out of

the trade unions as well.

In France, the split in the trade unions

was also the consequence of the initiative

of the reformists, and it is no accident that

the revolutionary trade union organization,

compelled to lead an independent existence,

adopted the name of unitary [the name of

tlie Left wing trade union center in France

is "Unitary General Confederation of La-

bor", Ed.]

Do we demand today that the Com-
muni.sts quit the ranks of the General Con-

federation of Labor [the Right wing trade

union center] ? Not at all. On the con-

trary : the revchition^ry wing within the

Confederation of Jouhnux must be streng-

tliened. But by thn r alone we show ihat

the splitting of the trade union organiza-

tion is in no case a qnestion of principle

for us. All these ultra-Leftists objections

in principle tliat may lie formulated against

trade miion unity apply first of all to the

pari icipntion of Communists in the G.C. of L.

Yet every revolutionist who has not lost

touch with reality must recognize th;it the

creation of Communist fractions in the re-

formist trade unions is an extremely im-

portant task. One of the tasks of these

fractions must be" the defense of the U. G.

C of L. before the members of the reform-

ist trade unions. This cannot be accom-

plished 'except by showing that the Com-
munists do not want the splitting of the

trade unionfe biit, on the contrary, that

they are ready at any moment to re-estab-

lish trade union unity.

If one admits for an instant that the

splitting of the trade unions is imposed by

the duty of the Communists to oppose a

re^iolutionary policy to that of the reform-

ists, than one cannot limit himself to France

alone: One must demand that the Commun-
ists, regardless of the relationship of forces,

break with the reformist trade unions and

also constitute their own trade unions in

Germany, in England, in the United States,

etc. In certain countries, the Communist
parties have actually taken this road. In

specific cases, the reformists really leave

no other way out. In other cases, the

Conimnnists commit an obvious mistake by

falling into the provocations of the reform-

ists. But up to now, the Communists have

never and nowhere motivated the splitting

of the trade unions by the inadmissibility

in principle of working with the reformists

in the organizations of the proletarian

jnasses.

By LEON TROTSKY

Without stopping to deal with the co-

operative organizations, the experiences

with which will add nothing essential to

what has been said above, we will take

as an example the Soviets. This organi-

zation arises in one of the most revolution-

ary periods, when all problems are put with

the keenness of a blade. Can one, however,

imagine even for a moment the creation

of C-ommunist Soviets as a counterpoise to

social democratic Soviets? This would

mean to kill the very idea of the Soviets.

At the beginning of 1917, the Bolsheviks

remained within the Soviets as an insigni-

ficant minority. For months—and in a'

period when months counted for years, if

not for decades—they tolerated a coucilia-

tionist majority in the Soviets, even though

they already represented an overwhelming

majority in the factory committees. Fin-

ally, even after the conquest of power, the

Bolsheviks tolerated the Mensheviks within

the Soviets while these latter represented

a certain part of the working class. It was

DUly when the Mensheviks had completely

compromised and isolated themselves, by

!>eing transformed into a clique, that the

Soviets threw them out of their midst.

In Spain, where in the near future the

slogan of Soviets could already be put

practically on the order of the day, the

very creation of Soviets (juntas), pro-

vided there is an ener.';retic and bold ini-

tiative of the Communists, is not to be

conceived of otherwise than by way of a

teL-hnical organizational agreement with the

trade unions and the socialists on the meth-

od and the interval:^ of the election of

workers' deputies. To advance, under these

coiHli lions, the idea of the inadmissibility

of work with the reformists in the mass

organizations would be one of th;? most dis-

astrous forms of sectarianism.

REFORMISM AND THE
WORKING CLASS

Ilow then is such an attitude on our

part towards the proletarian organizations

led by the reformists to be reconciled with

our evaluation of reformism as the l^ft

wing of the imperialist bourgeoisie. This

contradiction is not a formal but a dialec-

tical one, that is to say. one that flows

from the very course of the class struggle.

A considerable part of the working elasa

(its majority in a number of countries)

rciects our evaluation of reformism ; in

otiier countries, it has not as yet even ap-

proached this question. The whole problem

consists precisely of leading these masses

to revolutionary conclusions on the basis

of our common experiences with them. We
say to the non-Communist and to the anti-

Communist workers : "Today you still be-

lieve in the reformists leaders whom we
consider to be traitors. We cannot and we
do not wish to impose our point of view

upon yon by force. "We want to convince

you. I>et us then endeavor to light together

and to examine the muth(;ds and the re-

sults of these fights." This means : full

freodcm of groupings within the united

trade unions wliere trade union discipline

exists for all.

No other principled position can be

proposed.

«[ » «

The Executive Committee o£ the Ligue

[Left Opposition in France] is at present

correctly giving first place to the question

of the united front. This is the only way
that one can prevent the reformists, and

above all their Left wing agents, the Mon-

attists. from opposing to the practical tasks

of the class struggle the formal slogan of

uliity. Vassart*, as a counter-balance to

the sterile official line, has put forward the

idea of the united front with the local

trade union organizations. This way of

posing the question is right in the sense

that during local strikes it is primarily

a question of working with local trade

unions and specific federations. It is

equally true that the lower links of the

reformist apparatus are more sensitive to

the pressure of the workers. But it would

be wrong to make any kind of principle

difference between agreements with the local

opportunists and those with their chiefs.

Everything depends uiK)n the conditions

of the moment, upon the strength of the

pressure of the masses, and upon the char-

* One of the Communist party leaders in

the red trade unions who> after having

heen one of the most prominent banner-

bearers of the "third period" policy of the

Comintern and the French party, has fallen

out over questions of policy with the party

leadership. His course is sometimes re-

ferred to by the official party leaders, in

their polemics against him, as "semi-Trot-

skyist". Ed.

acier of the tasks which ^e on the order

of the day.

It is self-underatood that we in no

case put the agreement with the reformists,

whether locally or centrally, as the indis-

pensable and preliminary condition for the

struggle in each specific case. We do not

orientate ourselves according to the reform-

ists but according to the objective circum-

stances and the state of mind of the mass-

es. The same applies to the character of

the demands put forward. It would be

fatal for us to engage ourselves in advance

to accept the united front according to

the conditions of the reformists, that is,

upon the basis of minimal demands. The
working masses will not rise for the strug-

gle in the name of demands that would

seem fantastic to them. But on the other

hand, should the demands be too restricted

in advance, then the workers may say to

themselves; "The game is not worth the

candle."

The task does not consist of each time

proposing the united front formally to the

reformists, hut of imposing conditions upon

them which correspond as best as possible

to the situation. All this demands an ac-

tive and maneuver ist strategy. In any

case, it is incontestable that it is particu-

larly and only in this way that the U. G.

C. of L. can moderate, up to a certain

point, the ccnsiH]uences of the division of

the masses into the trade union organiza-

tions, that it can throw the responsibility

for the split upon those on whom it really

belongs, and put forward its own positions

of struggle.

The singularity of the situation in

France presents the fact that two trade

union organizations have been existing

there separately for many years. In the

face of the ebb of the movement in recent

years, people have accustomed themselves

to the split, very often it has simply heen

forgotten. However, one could foresee that

the revival in the ranks of the working

class would inevitably revive the slogan of

the unity of the trade union organizations.

If one takes into account that more than

nine-tenths of the Frenidi proletariat is

outside of the trade unions, it becomes clear

that with this revival being accentuated,

the pressure of the unorganized will in-

crease. The slogan of unity is nothing but

one of the first consequences of this pres-

sure. With a correct policy, this pressure

should be favorabie to the Communist
party and the U. G, C. of L.

If, for the next period, an active pol-

icy of the united front is the principal

method of the trade union strategy of the

French Communists, it would nevertheless

be a thorough mistake to oppose the policy

of the united front {o that of the unity of

(he trade union organizations.

THE PROBLEM OF THE
tMTED FRONT

It is entirely inconteniable that the

unity of the working class can only be

realized on a revolutionary basis. The pol-

icy of the united front is one of the means
of liberating the worlwrs from reformist

iniiuen(>e and even in the last analysis, to-

wards the genuine unity of the working
class. We must constantly explain this

Marxian truth to tlie advanced workers.

But a historical perspective, even tie most
correct one, cannot replace the living ex-

l>erience of the masses. The party is the

vanguard, Imt in its work, especially in its

trade union work, it .must be able to lean

towards the rearguard. It must, in fact,

show the workers—once, twice and even
ten times if necessary—that it is ready at

any moment at all to help them reconsti-

tute the unity of the trade union organiza-

tions. And in this field, we remain faith-

ful to the essential principles of Marxian
strategy : the combining of the struggle for

reforms with the struggle for the revolu-

tion.

What is the attitude today of the two
trade union confederations towards unity?

To the broad circles of the workers, it must
appear entirely identical. In truth, the ad-

ministrative strata of the two organizations

have declared that the unification can only

be conceived of "from below" on the basis

of the principles of the given organization.

By covering itself with the slogan of unity

from below, borrowed from the U. G. C.

of L., the reformist confederation exploits

the forgetfulness of the working class and
the ignorance of the younger generation

which knows nothing of the splitting work
of Jouhaux, Uumoulin and Co. At the

same time, the Monattists assist Jouhaux
by substituting for the fighting tasks of the

labor movement the single slogan of trade

union unity. As honest courtiers, they

direct all their efforts against the TJ. G. C.

of L. in order to detach from it the great-

est possible number of trade unions, to

group tliem around themselves and then

to enter upon negotiations on an equal

footing with the reformist confederation.

As far as I am able to judge here from
the material I have, Vassart has expres-

sed himself for the Communists themselves

to put forward the s^Iogan of a unification

<;Mmgre.ss of the two trade union confeder-

ations. Tins proposal was categorically re-

jected ; as for its author, he was accused

of having gone over to Monatte's position.

Lacking data, I am unable to express my-
self thoroughly on this discussion. But 1

consider that the French Communists have

no reason to abandon the slogan of a fusion

congress. On the contrary.

The Monattists say : "The first are

splitters as well as the second. We alone

are for unity. Workers, support us". The
reformists reply : "As for us, we are for

unity from below", that is, "we" will gen-

erously permit the workers to rejoin our
organization. What must the revolutionary

confederation say on this subject? "It is

not for nothing that we call ourselves the

unitary confederafflibn. We are ready to

realize the unity of the trade union organi-

zation even today. But for that the work-
ers have no need at all of suspicious cour-

tiers who have no trade union organization

behind them and who feed upon splits like

maggots on a festering wound. We propose

to prepare and convene after a definite

period a fusion congress on the basis of

trade union democracy."

This manner of posing the question

wiiuld have innnediately cut the ground
from under the feet of the Monattists, who
are a completely steFrile i^^liilical group-

ing, !)ut capable of bringing ;i gre.it con-

fu-;ion into the ranks of the proletariat.

But will not this liquidation of the group
of courtiers cost us too dearly? It will be
objected that in ease the reformists should
consent to a unity congress, the Commun-
ists would be in the minority there and the
Tt. ti. C. of L. would have to yield its place

to the G. C. of L.

Such a consideration can only appear
persuasive to a I^eft trade union bureau-
crat who is fighting for his "independence",

while losing .sight of the perspectives and
tasks of the movement as a whole. The
unity of the two trade union organizations,

even if the revolutionary wing remains in

the minority for a time, ^rould show itself

in a short i>eriod of time to be favorable
precisely to Communism and only to Com-
nuuiism. The unity of the confederations

would bring in its train a great influx of

new members. Thanks to this, the influ-

ence of the crisis would be retlected within
the trade unions in a more profound and
more decisive fashion. The Left wing
would be able, within the rising new wave,
to begin a decisive struggle for the conquest
of the unhied confederation. To prefer a
sure majority in a narrow and isolate^I

trade union confederation to oppositional

work in a hniad and real mass organiza-

tion, can be done only by sectarians or of-

ficials but not hy proletarian rev<duti«nists.

For a thinking Marxist, it is quite evi-

dent that one of the 3'easons which contri-

buted to the monsrous mistakes of the

ieadersldp of the i;. G. C. of L. was due
to a situation where people like Monmous-
senu, Semard and others, without theore-

tical preparation or revolutionary experi-

ence, immediately proclaimed themselves the

"masters" of an independent organization
and consequently had the possibility of ex-

perimenting with it und«r the orders of

Losovsky, Manuilsky and Co. It is incon-

testable that if the reformists had not at

one time arrived at the splitting of the

confederation, Monmousseau and Oo. would
have had to reckon with broader mas^'cs.

This fact alone wouid have disciplined their

bureaucratic adventtirism. That is why
the advantages of unity would have been
immeasurably greater at prc-sent than the
disadvantages. If, within the unified con-

federation embracing about a million work-
ers, the revolutionary wing remains in the
minority for a year or two, these two years
would be undoubtedly more fruitful for the

education not only of the Communist trade
unionists, but for the whole party, than
five years of "independent" zig-zags in a
U. G. C. of L. growing constantly weaker.

No, it is not we, but the reformists,

who should fear trade union unity. If

they consent to a unity congress—not in

words but in fact—that would create the

possibility of bringing the labor movement
in France out of the blind alley. But that
is just why the reformists will not con-

sent to it.

Tiie conditions of the crisis are creat-

ing the greatest difficulties for the reform-
ists, primarily in the trade unjton field.

That is why they find it so necessary to

take shelter behind their Left flank; it is

(Continued on page 8)



What Is Happening In Spain Today: Recent Events
(Continued from page 1)

called the "book fair" (during the feast

of St, George, who Is considered here as

the protector of Oafcalonia and who was
oelebra.ted for the first time this year since

the coup d'Etat of Primo de Kivera, book

expositions are organized everywhere end
lectures held on the importan-ce of books

and culture In general), our comrade Nin

publislied in Catalonian the little Piamphlet

of L. I>. Trotsky on his exile, entitled "How
Did It Happen?" (Que Hat Passat?). This

little pamphlet enjoyed -an exceptional suc-

cess; the students -and workers grabbed It

up. Many workers and students came to

our comrades after having read it, and ex-

pressed their . . . deception. Why? Be-

caUtSe, tbey say, as soon as the red pamph*

let madi^ its appearance in front of the

newstands and bookstores of the Ramblas

everybody thought tiiat comrade Trotsky

explained in this pamphlet bow the fall

of the monarchy in Spain happened. And
even this supposition was advanced: since

he has suaeeetled so qiiickJy in making

public Ins opinions on the most recent

events in Spain, he should certainly enter

Spain ineo^'uito. But upon reading the

pamphU'T They found out with regret that

comrade "r^otsky spoke of things which

are, acninUy, much less "interesting" than

the Spanish events.

DEMAGOGY OF THE
KEPIBLKANS

The interest and the great sympathy

for Communism does not manifest itself

only Uy tiie interest in the life ami the

works of the great revolutionist of our

epoch and of the first tigliter for the Rus-

sian revdlnrinn. Already before the fall of

the monarchy, the workers, the peasants

and tho petty bourgeois masses sympath-

ized with the most radical and boldest soc-

ial doctrine. During the election campaign,

it was not enough for the republiean candi-

dates and the Catalan nationalists of the

Macia type to promise the electors of the

city of rhe country the establislimeut of

a democratic republican regime and the

national independence of Catalonia. They

were {ibliged to resort to demagogy by tell-

ing the credulous voters: you speak of de-

cisive social changes, you speak of Com-

munism? But we are Communists, we ar«

your real defenders. Having come to power,

we shall create conditions of existence of

an ideal ofjuality and we shall do it withont

fratricidal struggle, without tlie spilling of

blood.

It is this social demagogy, plus the

complicity of the anarchists who recruited

an electoral clientele for the party of

Macia. and the absence of a unified and

solid Communist party which permitted the

nationalist demagogues to win over tens of

thousands of peasants and workers.

How will these workers and iwasants

who voted en masse for the '-Communism"

of ilacia rather than for his Catalonian

nationalism, conduct themselves in the fu-

ture? There is the real question that one

must put in order to measure the immin-

ence oi' ih-j Communist peril. Today, it is

still in the depth of the roots of sympachy

for Communism and for .'Soviet Russia that

thepotenii.il force of the exploited masses

of Spain mu^c be measured. The dem-

ocratic 1ilusi<ui3 still exist today; perhaps

they will still exist tomorrow. But how

much tiine will the workers and poor pea-

sants in Spain reouire to find out tiiat the

advent of the republic, with tiie large An-

dalusian landowner, Alcala Zamora, at its

head, in no way signifies—rather the con-

trary—the advent of a social regime favor-

able to the exploited masses?

Comrade Nin tells you in a thorough

article on the basis of precise data and a

profound analysis, what are the perspec-

tives for the development of the class

struggle in Spain, given the present events.

I want to dwell here only on the immediate

impressions that are communicated to ev-

ery consicientious observer who conies to

Spain today in order to distinguish amidst

the deceptive noise of the ''Marseillaise"

the heart l>eats of the exploited masses

wlio «nguishedly seek the broad road of

the social revolution.

Every Communist knows that without

a firm and solid unified Communist party

all the potential forces of the working class

are in danger of being dissipated in vain,

or still worse, of carrying water to the

mill of the class enemy. What is the sit-

uation here from the point of view of the

Communist party?

The French workers who read "L'Hu-

mani-te" are informed every day that the

real enemies of the Spanish proletariat are

the "Spanish Trotskyites", The articles of

Juan Perez and of Gabriel Peri cannot (or

dare not conclude?) without pronouncing

a few anathemas against the Trotskyites,

Those readers who are familiar with the

customs of Stalinist journalism can only

come to one conclusion after reading these

articles: if the bureaucrats strike so vio-

lently against the "Trotskyites", it is be-

cause they are pretty strong there. These

readers will not be deceived. In fact, if

we are not very strong from the organi-

zational point of view, on the other hand,

the penetration of the Ideas of the Left

Opposition, that is, of the Leninist ideas

on the preparation of the proletarian rev-

olution, is advancing from day to day
among the masses of the workers.

When the Peris and the Perezes write

that the Spanish Trotskyites are working
hand in hand with the Republicans and the

social fascists, the whole world knows that

is a stupid and ridiculous lie. But in their

information there is another lie. which the

readers who are not familiar with Spanish
aftairs, cannot detect so readily. That is

when they put into one 'Trotsky ite" bag
all the Spauish and Catalonian Communists
jave those two dozen appointed by the C.

I, who pompously call themselves "Partido

Commnnista do Espana (S. K, de la I. C.)"

In reality tlie Catalonian Federation,
which has been expelled from the C. I„

and wliich numl>ers nearly a thousand mem-
bers and issues a few publications, is far

frr.m being completely won over to the Left
Opposition. We cui even affirm tliat in

this Federation, which is the nemesis of

the whole C, I. bureaucracy, there is a
goodly numlier of Centrists (.sincere and
honest, because they are less corrupt than
the Peri.s and the Perezes) who do not
accept our criticism of the mistakes of the

Comi3itern and of centrism in the t:, S. S.

R, But wliat keeps them in the Catalonian
Federation side by side witli Left Opposi-
tionist.^ and semi-Opix)sitionists is their

agreement in principle with regard to bur-
eaucratic methods of the C. I, in relation

to the Spanish Communist movement. They

have been expelled from the C. I. in an
arbitrary fashion and they protest against

this expulsion. But in their naiveness, they

believe the expulsion was only the result of

misinformation on the part of the leaders

of tile C. I, and a misunderstanding. They
refuse to believe that the C. I., created by
Lenin and Trotsky, cJin expel a whole or-

ganization and its most prominent mili-

tants, comrades esteemed by the workers
like Nin and Maurin, solely because they

have refused to carry out word for word
the stupid direct-ives of the narrow minded
bureaucrats in Moscow,

A whole series of experiences i« still

necessary for these sincere Centrist com-
rades to arrive at our conclusions in our

whole criticism since 1923, to this day. At
present, when the awakening of the masses
and tlieir spirit of combativity is at its

highest, it is important to come to an agree-

ment on a program of struggle for the pro-

letariat. This community of ideas between
ourselves and the Catalonian Elederatlon

already exists in a large measure. The
"Batalla" [Organ of the Catalonian Federa-

tion—Kd.l of this week has issued and
broadly expounded in its articles the slo-

gans of Re\-olutionary Juntas, rlghtsi of

self-determination for tlie various nation-

alities, arming of the people, the destruc-

tion of the old administrative apparatus,

confiscation of the great landed estates,

separation of the Church from the State,

etc.

The program by comrade Trotsky three

months before the fall of the monarchy
has proved to bo the most adequate for

the revolutionary situation in Spain. The
conscientious Communists of the Catalonian
Federation have understood it and are
adopting it in their actions. They have
also understood that in order to put this

program into application it is necessarv to

The Tasks of the Comnnunists in Spain
(Continued from page 1)

the slightest intention of touching either

the sacred rights of the large landowners
or the feudal survivals except in the form
of '"foros", "metayage", '*rabassa niorta",

and so forth, which exist in the country.

In the question of nationalities, one of
the most serious in Spain, the attitude ad-

opted by the government of Alcala Zamora
is no less significant. It is indisputable

that the proclamation of tiie Catalonian re-

public, wiiich preceded that of the Spanish
republic at Madrid, was the most revolu-

tionary act accomplished on April 14. An
authentic democratic government would
have had to recognize without reservations

an act which was supported by the over-

whelming majority of the Catalonian people.

However, tlie new central power stood up
against the young republic and demon-
strated a ehiiuvinist, absorprive, assimila-

tive spirit, in no way more preferable than
that of the central power which has dis-

appeared.

As to the relations with the church, the

provisional government has confined itself

to decree the liberty of cults and the sec-

ularization of cemeteries, without saying

a word about what constitutes one of the

traditional demands of democracy—the sep-

aration of the church from the state—nor
of the confiscation of the v,'ealth of the

religious congregations nor of the dis-

solution of the latter.

And the state apparatus? It remains
the same as under the old regime, the most
ardent partisans of which continue to oc-

cupy the most important positions.

Finally, what has the provisional gov-

ernment done to parry the probable blows
if the reaction which conspires and which
finds itself in an extremely advantageous
position since it has in its hands the deci-

sive levers of the state apparatus? It al-

lowed Alfonso of Bourbon as well as the

leaders of the organizations of assissins

founded by the former governor of Barce-
lona. Martinez Audio to escape; it takes no
measures against the army officers who are

conducting open and conspirative monarch-
ist propaganda against the new order of

things; it leaves intact and fully armed,
the '(Juardia Civil", those butchers of the
working class, deeply hated by the masses;
it refuses, finally, to take any swift and
energetic measures capable of disarming
the enemy and rendering impossible every
attempt at restoration.

WHO WILL CARRY THROUGH THE
DEMOCRATIC REVOLUTION?

All this goes to show in a striking

manner what we have constantly contended
in these recent months: that the bourgieois-

democraic revolution cannot In? accomplish-

ed by the l>ourgeoisie, that it can only be
the work of the proletariat in power sup-

porting itself upon the peasant masses who,

in Spain, represent seventy percent of the

laboring population More concretely : the

bourgeois democratic revolution can be real-

ized in our country only by the establish-

ment of the dictatorship of the proletariat.

But can the dictatorship of the prole-

tariat be the slogan of the Communists in

the present stage of the revolution, or, to

put it differently, can it be not a slogan

of propaganda but a slogan of agitation?

In our opinion, it would be a profound er-

ror in tactics which would be in manifest

contradiction to all the teachings of Marx
and Lenin.

Our fundamental task must lie that of

winning the decisive majority of the work-
er and peasant mases. Thes<j masses are

at the present time hypnotized by democta.-

tic illusions. It is on this ground that we
must win them, showing them, by their

OHTi experience, tlie incapacity of the bour-

gciiisie to solve the problems of the dem-
ocratic revolution, and thus winning them,
always on the basis of experience, by means
of a constant criticism of the work of the

repni)lic, to the idea of the dictatorship of

the proletariat.

Our slogan, then, must at the present

moment be the complete realization of the

democratic revolution, solving tlie agrarian
problem by the unindemnified expropriation

Oi tin' largo landed estates and the dis-

tribution of the land to the peasants; the

iH^cognition of tlie right of Catalonia and
the other 'nationalities to dispose freely of

their destinies, without excluding separa-
tion if that is their desire; the separation
of the church from the state and the ex-

propriation of all the wealth of the religi-

ous orders; the destruction of the state ap-
piaratus : the disarming of the "Guardia
Civil" and the arming of the workers and
peajjants ; the trial by a revolutionary tri-

bunal of all the avowed enemies of the

pet-ple.

Parallel to this, we must work ener-

getically to organize the masses and effec-

tively direct their struggle, by strengthen-

ing the revolutionary trade unions, by creat-

ing fajctory councils, by estsiblishing every-

where revolutionary Juntas of workers, pea-

sants and soldiers, and above all, by unify-

ing all the Communist forces that exist

today in the country. The organiiiation of

the revolutionary vanguard into a powerful
Communist party is a qutestion of life or

death for the Spanish proletariat. The
Communist Left Opposition will spare no
effort nor sacrifice to contribute towards
furnishing the working class of our coun-
try with the weapon of struggle which it

needs so urgently. This weapon must be

forged at all costs. The whole future of

the Spanish revolution depends upon it.

Barcelona, April 1931.

unify all the Commu-njiist forces in the

country. They have issued the slogan of

the unification of all Communists, expel-

led and not expelled from the 0. I, They
have put themselves to their task and have
l)egun to prepare the unity congress.

P4ri and Doriot with their delegation

have come here with the distinct mission to

disrupt this action of the Spanish Com-
munst movement. With their presence,

they have hoped to raise the fallen morale
of the C. I. functionari^ in Spain. They
want to make of them a real Communist
party. But they realize that this impossi-

ble, and consequently they are attempting
to "destroy" the "Trotskyites", that is, the

only serious Communist group that the
working class of this country hais.

This is a crime that we must denounce
before the working class of all countries.

Barcelona, April 26, 1931

J. OBEN.

P, S. In the next letter, -we shall deal

with the situation in the rest of Spain,

Times and the Daily
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see, is supposed to be the opinion of Trot-

-sky ! Can there be any doubt in any
sane individual's mind that a person cap-

able of writing such tripe must be a half-

wit himself? Continues Jorge: "And with-

out one word of condemnation [of the

Czar]—except that of weakness' ..."
This is such an idiotic, palpable stupidity

that it would be of no purpose to men-
tion it, were it not that it appears in the

official organ of the Communist party.

This, in a little cruder form, typifies the

whole content and method of the slander
utieeasingly hurled at the Left Opposition
on every possible occason.

Jorge raves furtheo- : "All about the

scandals of tne Czar's family ... be can
explain endlessly how the Czar's secret

police reported The night of 25-26 was
spent by the actress V. with Rasputin' and
'He arrived at the Hotel Astoria with
Princess D,' " Endlessly ! It is astonish-

ing; do these people really think that they
can slander with impunity when anyone
can satisfy himself so easily as to the
truth? It is all very symptomatic. Just
as the few citations by Trotsky from the
reports of the secret police portray the
decay of a ruling clique doomed by the
progress of history, so the disgusting re-

marks of Jorge reflect the political degen-
eration of the Stalinist bureaucratic clique
now strangling the life of the party, and
also condemned by history,

Jorge concludes his slander for the
time being with the legend manufactured
and circulated by the Stalin school of
fabricators that during the civil war in
101{> Stalin was appointed to reorganize
the southern front while Trotsky was for-
bidden to interfere. The full account of
the orgins of tiiis legend Trotsky relates
in chapter XXXVI of his autobiography.
For our purpose it will be sufficient to quote
from the resolution of the Central Com^nit-
fee :id(^nted July 6, 1019 (Real Situation
In Russia, page L>o9-60) : "The Organization
Bureau and the Politlniro of the Central
Committee will do all that they can to
make more comfortable for comrade Trot-
sky and more fruitful for the Republic,
that work on tho southern front which
comrade Trotsky himself has chosen, and
which is the most difficult, tho most dan-
gerous, and the most important at the pre-
sent montent. In big position as People's
Commissar for War and President of the
Military Revolutionary Soviet, and as mem-
hev of the Military Revolutionary Soviet
of the southern front, with that Commis-
sar of the southern front, Yegorov, whom
lie himself nominated and the Central Com-
mittee has confirmed, comrade Trotsky is
free to act,

"The Organization Bureau and the Pol-
itburs of the Central Committee give com-
rade Trotsky full authority by every means
whatsoever to achieve what he considers a
necessary correction of policy on the mili-
tary question and, if he so desires, to at-
tempt to hasten the congress of the party,"

Tlie resolution was signed by Lenin,
Krestinsky, Kalinin, Serebriakov, Stalin
and Stasov,

Let the slanderers slander. In the end
it will only help to annihilate them. The
work of comrade Trotsky on the Russian
Revolution through its analysis of the vic-
tory of 1917 will iielp prepare the inter-
national victory of tomorow. Toward this
end we will direct our energies.

—GEORGE RAY.



«America Conquers Britain»

"America Conquers Britain" was writ-

ten by Ludwell Oenny a couple of years

ago, but an examination of its contents at

this time cannot be considered out of date.

The significance it had at the height of

the "prosperity" is only increased now in

the period of crisis,

Tlie book contains data on conditions

until 1928, when the United States was at

the apex of its prosperity ; but the premises

of this prosperity were already preparing

the ground for the metamorphosis from the

prosperity period to an era of starvation

and misery for the masses. The American

[jcene is changing: the satisfied and docile

labor of which Denny writes, is in a pro-

cess of fermentation : America's internal

market is greatly depressed, and must find

further outlets for her products. Oon-

Quering America is now America Conquered

—by hor own eontradiotion« : no matter In

wh,it pnrt of the world, and under what

conditions, sooner or later capitalism is in-

exorable artd demands its ineluctable toll.

The reader who exi>ects to find an ac-

count of armed warfare on the battlefield.

fts the 'title would indicate, will be disap-

pointed; it is, as the sub-title states, "A

Kecord of Economic War" ; of the battle

on the economic field between the TJ-nited

States and Great Britain for raw mater-

ials, for markets, and other appurtenances

of capitalist rivalry, which are the under-

currents of actual warfare and lay th*

basis for the emanation into it.

lAidwell Denny writes as an American

liberal, and one senses in his writing a

certain pride in "our" country, in being on

the side that conquers ; in having an atti-

tude that flavors of contempt toward the

country that is being defeated, and for its

antiquated mechanism and techuique. How-

ever, his views do not interest us in this

instance : what is of consequeace are the

figures and wealth of factual materials he

has gathered together, the research, and

analysis. Xothing is conjectured, every-

thing has biicking. cnlled mostly from gov-

ernment and official sources.

The Rise of America

Denny gives a graphic account of the

living battle now raging between the as-

cending and descending Goliaths, the United

States of America and Great Britain. Prom

The last century to the outbreak of the war,

England's hegemony held sway, but the

economic warfare now going on between

America and England was then existent be-

tween England and Germany; the World

War was the culmination of Germany's

challenge to England for suiiremacy. Dur-

ing the bloody battle, Germany was beaten,

and England thought herself once more

mistress of the world. But no sooner had

she turned aronnd than she \\as Eacod by

an upstart of capitalism, the U. S. A„

which had planted itself in the place of

Germany as EnghnuV.-; foremost cunipetiior,

with the exception that slie was a more

formidable and powerful foe, and England

was war-weary and weaker. The United

States had taken advantage of the war to

establish its own interests ; "The World

War is no more responsible for America's

strength than Britain's weakness, except

in the sense that it speeded certain process-

es already under way." Europe conducted

the war with America's money and is now

burdened with paying war debts to the U.

S. A., and paying triltute through many

channels.

The "secret" of America's success lies

in her modern technique and machine era

;

England's greatness was based upon her

industrial supremacy in the nineteenth cen-

tury. She conquered colonies for raw ma-

terials, markets, and food supplies, and

this gave impetus for her becoming a naval

power, a believer in freedom of the seas

and a free trade policy at home. She was

dominant in the coal and steel industries.

The United States came upon the scene

later : her mctho-ds wero those of the twen-

tieth century; modern machinery and mass

production. England's coal gave way to

America's electricity. From 1919 to 1925

tlie total horsepower in the United States

increased by 22 pcr?ent. Combin:i*-ions and

mergers were the order of the day, and in-

dustry became centralized and efficient.

These factors combined with telling effect,

as shown by the output per capita in the

U. S. A. at 710 units (1925), as compared

with that of the United Kingdom of 282

units per capita, in the same year; this

means that the United States was able to

produce vast quantities of goods at lower

prices than her competitors. Nineteenth

century England was not able to keep up

with the accelerated pace of production of

modern America. The I'. S. A. put up high

tariffs to protect her vast home market;

she had plenty of raw materials; produc-

tion went ahead merrily, the working class

was better off than its European brothers.

This was surely a capItallBt ITtopte.

Before the war the U. S. had 12 per-

cent, of the world's exports, and Britain

16 percent. In 1928 the U. S. had 18 per-

cent and Great Britain 12 percent. Mr.

Hoover stated then : "Our prosperity de-

pends on keeping the foreign markeis which

absorb 10 percent, of our industrial pro-

duction surplus," < our emphasis ) , and

Denny says further: "We are in no sense

self-sufficient." Mr. Hoover has evidently

overlooked Stalin's theory of an isolated

self-sufficient national economy.

The Recliifce of England

Wherever England looks, it sees a black

picture. In the British Empire, which ac-

counts for one-third of Britain's overseas

trade, Canada was purchasing five times

as much from the U. S. A. as from the

United Kingdom, and Britain's share of

foreign capital there fell from 77 percent.

to 89 percent., while the T^ S. capital in-

creased from 16 pecent. to 57 percent., with-

in the last decade. Canada, Australia, New
Zealand and South Africa, in fact in all

the Dominions, British imports were de-

creasing, and those of the U. S. A. were

increasing. The same applies to India, the

cornerstone of British imperialism, where

the United Kingdom, although still hold-

ing a dominant position in her trade. Is

being encroached upon by the XT. S. A.

The Dominions are raising tariffs

ag«inst the mother country, to protect their

own industries (Canada rai.sed from 25 per-

cent to 50 percent. British workmanship

and material in order to receive preference:

Australia) ; they have their own troubles,

and Britain can expect no help from these

sources. Britain shows her appreciation

of Imperial Economic Unity by purchasing

cheaper wheat from Russia and the Argen-

tine, rather than pay the monopoly prices

of the Canadian Wheat Pool; it is too ex-

pen.sive a relationship. Another "remedy*'

now beini; propagated is a high tariff.

England, a world power in her day, with

flourishing industries, is now talking tariffs

as a means of saving herself; but a tariff

means the masses will have to pay dearer

prices for food. Tlie fact alone that these

panaceas are even l)eing suggested sliows

how the mighty have fallen.

Tile late, unlamented Lord ilelchett's

vision of Imperial Unity finds a haven in

the same place that he himself is now.

In South America the battle is at a

sharp stage. Colonel Lindberg went on a

"good-will" mission on behalf of American

capital; the Prince of Wales retaliated for

British finance, and Argentine has signed

a trade agreement with the United King-

dom. This does not mean that the problem

is settled, but that the U. S. A. wiU press

still further for a share of the market; in

fact, Britain's share in South American

imports fell during 1913-1927 from 25 per-

cent, to 10 percent., w^lle those of the

U. S. rose from 24 percent, to 38 iwrcent.

These figures show the trend; in every

country it is the same: the U. S. A. is

gaining markets at the expense of Britain.

British industry must be completely

re-equipped in order to compete with mod-

ern industry, but large-scale rationalization

in the midst of her present serious econ-

omic crisis means social convulsions, and

her rulers are hesitating l)efore putting it

into effect. And so England .sways with a

disease-ridden system, not knowing when

the next limb will fall off.

The Fight for Supremacy

The struggle for raw materials is a

sordid ijage of history. In order to cap-

ture oil, rubber, chemicals, etc., and other

resources, throughout the world, presidents

and ministers are proposed and deposed, ac-

cording to whom they favor, by the United

States and England. Mexico, South Am-

edica, Lit>eria, China, are some of the fields

where the fight is going on every day for

supremacy of raw materials. If the native

rulers object to foreign domination, dip-

lomatic pressure is brought to bear on

them ; if that fails, financial pressure is ex-

erted ; and if this is not successful then the

armed forces are sent, or, as the U. S.

does, elections are "supervised" (Nicar-

agua), also with armed forces. In India

and Egypt, and other colonial possessions,

the masses are also rising under the unbear-

able yoke of British domination.

In shipping, the waves are also turbu-

lent; Germany, with the aid of U. S. capi-

tal is building new types of boats to com-

pete with the English merchant marine;

and the U. S. A. is gradually taking the

title away from Britain as mistress of the

seas.

The wires in the fight for control of

communications, cables, etc., also hum vio-

lently. Enormous mergers are taking place

of power, cable and communications, to

combat the British cable monopoly, which

is also one of the most powerful of capi-

talist propaganda tweapons.

Although Great Britain leads as the

world's banker, slie is being superseded by

the United States; if the British Dominions

wants a loan they go to New York; if any

of the European dependencies require as-

sistance it is to New York they look. Be-

fore the war the United States was a debtor

nation of -$5,(KX) millions, now she is a

creditor nation of $9,000 millions (in addi-

tion to $11,000 millions of war debts). Dr.

Max Winkler in Marcfh, 1929, fixes Ameri-

can private investments abroad in 1928 at

$15,600 millioms, while the United Kingdom

has about $20,000 millions in foreign in-

vestments. But Britain's average surplus

for foreign investments during the last

four to five years has been about $500 mil-

lions less annually in actual money value

than her pre-war rate. "More significant

than the relative positions of Britain and

the i:nited States as creditor nations is

the comparative trend. Britain is adding

to her foreign investments but much more

slcm'ly than formerly".

The Clash

Production in the U. S. A. exceeded its

markets, and the calamity of 1929 still con-

tinues. If prosperity in 1928 depended upon

a margin of 10 iwrcent. of exports, then

what is the margin of exports the U. S.

must send out to-day to keep her industries

going, with 9,{X)0,000 unemployed with no

purchasing power, and a greatly depressed

purchasing among these still working? The

answer is in a further heavy assault upon

England's markets, and those of Europe,

which will end in warfare.

In tlie governments of both countries,

the ministers and secretaries are also dir-

ectors of powerful corporations. The fol-

lowing two examples are a criterion; Lord

Birkenhead may have been Secretary for

India, but he was engaged in extracting

protits also as president of an English

power corporation, controlled, incidentally,

by Americans. Andrew Mellon is Secretary

of the U. S. Treasury, but he is also a

magnate controlling several key industries.

The linking of government, industry

and finance is an olwious and accomplished

factor; the class character of the sta'te

stands out in relief.

Concurrently with the growth of the

crisis, armaments also expand. Expendi-

tures on armies, navies and air forces are

to-day greater than ever before, and when

the time is ready, a new war will be called

into being, with the holy intonation of the

church, who will give it their blessing In

the name of Jesus Christ. We may quote

here an expert in these matters. Rear Ad-

miral Fisk, V. S. N., Retired ; "Your econ-

omic prosperity rests ultimately on your

ability to defend it. Your prosperity may
amount to dizzying heights. But it can be

absolutely shattered and your commerce

ousted from every sea l)y one naval battle

lasting two hours, if your fleet is defeated

as the Russian fleet was defeated by the

Japanese, Never has any nation lasted

5o^g when its wealth increased and its

means of defending it did not increase ade-

quately.

Denny treats only of United States

—

United Kingdom antagonisms; if we t*kc

into considera'tion the other cosintries and

their interests, the situation is indeed vic-

ious and complicaed. And the existence of

'the Sovet State is exercising an enormous

influence upon the correlation of capitalist

forces.

We may draw some practical conclu-

sions, especially in reference to the U. S.

S. R.

(1) No country is self-sufficient. If

the United States, with all her resources,

raw materials, mass production and sur-

plus of goods cannot exist as an isolated

economy, then how is it possible for the

U. S. S. R., a backward industrial country,

at the other pole from the V. S. A., with an

insufilcient productivity of commoilities, to

build a self-sufficient national economy,

and a socialis-t one at that?

(2) That economy will dominate which

accelerates its productivity of industrial

products ; this is proven by the V. S. A.

As the U. S. S. R. makes progress in low-

ering the costs of production, exports can

proceed on a vaster scale than now {which

will bring the Soviet Union further into

the world market and its contradicions).

Rut the present period is only a breathing

space; relief will only come, and socialism

will be built, when the international revo-

lution brings succor.

(3) The crisis lies in the capitalist

contradictions, and the solution lies in the

abolition of capitalism, and the substitution

of a regulated productive process, for use,

and not for profit. This can only be ac-

complished by the dispossessed and suffer-

ing mass, the proletariat, under the lead-

ership <)f the CommuiyistP The working

class of England and America have an his-

toric role to play ; if the Comnnuust party

is the arm of the working class, then the

I^eft Opposition is the elbow that will

direct the arm.

—S. GREEN.

The Times and the Daily Worker on Trotsky

Hardly have the introductory chftpters

of comrade Trotsky's work on the Rus-

sian Revolution seen the light of day,

than the slanderers of all camps automa-

tically empty their discharge of secreted

venom against its auth-or and the ideas

he repi-esents. The editorial of the New

York Times and the ravings of Jorge in the

Daily Worker on May 5, 1931 are only a

foretaste of the floods of calumnious

fluids that will pour forth like a deluge

from the mouths and pens of professional

slanderers of all shades in a concerted at-

tempt to besmirch and discredit the ideas

that triumphetl in October 1917. Each be-

trays the only usable ideological weapon

at its disposal for combatting the invinci-

ble ideas of the international revolution-

ists: .slander multiplied by slander.

It is noteworthy to observe that the

opening outbursts of both the Dally Worker

and the Tim^ appear on the same day ;
that

both refer to the same literary work of

Trotsky; and that both employ s( miliar

methods of distortion. If we were to pursue

the mechanics of reasoning peculiar to the

Stalin school (and so ably practisetl by its

exponent Browdcr), we would have to

come to the unesoapable conclusion that

there exists a united front between the

Daily Worker and the New York Times,

and that their actual merging is merely a

question of expediency. ,We would l>e

forced to the conclusion, by the very facts

themselves, that parleys had been proceed-

ing all winter between Ochs and Foster.

How otherwise can the simultaneous at-

tack on Trotsky be explained? However

we will relegate to Browder the task of

cogitating on the strange phenomena of

politics. We will meanwhile proceed to

expose the mendacious nature of their as-

sertions.

Slander has its own methods and its

own technique. For example there is the

primitive or elementary form in which to

the object of its fury is ascribed an out-

right and outrageous falsehood. A high-

er form is to tear out some isolated quo-

tation from its context and from the cir-

cumstances in which it w«s made and in-

terpret it to the utmost disfavor of its

author. This method has the advantage of

appearing clothed with authenticity. Then

there is a third method of quoting an ex-

cerpt that your opiwnent has quoted for

purpose of exposition and try to compro-

mise him by the sentiments contained in

the expository quotation. It is the latter

method that is used by the Times and a

combination of all three by Jorge in their

latest sally to throw mud on Trotsky.

The Times in its editoriarl points to

the follcnving extract from the C^^arina's

diary quoted by Trotsky; "I hope they will

hang this Duma Deputy, Kedrinsky Ishe

means Kerensky], for his horrible speeches.

It is necessary—martial law—and it will

be an example. All are thirsting and pray-

ing that you will be firm." The editorial

remarks that to find this extract in Trot-

sky's story of the Russian Revolution "is

nothing short of astonishing." It asks:

"Was it sheer inadvertence on Trotsky's

part to cite a document so favorable to

Kerensky's place in history?" The Time*

thus implies that Trotsky's estimate of

Kerensky's role in the revolution has

changed. Nothing could be more insidious

and false.

Why does Trotsky quote what the

Czarina wrote? For the simple reason

that he is relating history, that is, facts

Illuminated by a Marxist interpretaton. If

the Times had accused Trotsky of in\enting

the statement made by the wife of Nicholas

II, then there might be sonie sense in its

insinuations. But how the comments of a

bigoted and superstitious Czarina could in

any way determine the evaluation of the

role of Kerensky in the revolution by Trot-

sky remains a mystery insoluble by ordin-

ary human logic. Through this quotation,

we nuist patiently explain to the editors

of the Thnes who understand this no less

than 'we, that Trotsky reveals the feelings

and state of mind in the ruling circles of

the monarchy in the face of impending cat-

astrophe. To the Czarina, Kerensky repre-

sented a sinister menace, but to Trotsky,

and to history he still represents a des-

picable and sorry figure. The subse<iuent

chapters will confirm this a thousandfold.

The vituperations of Jorge are to be

distinguished from those of the Times only

by their vulgarity and incoherence. His

-scurrillous rantings sound as if they had
been written by an imbecile, or to put it

more preci-sely by just a plain ass. Jorge

wrlt^;: "The Czar was a half-wit. That is

why there was a revolution." This, you
(Continued on page 5)



The Unemployed Cutters Rebel
Over 300 Unemployed clothing cutters,

members of the most powerful local union

of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of

Amerjc;j, I^ocal 4 of New York, have come
together and decided to launch a struggle

against their miserable <.'onditions. For a

long time, these oppressed, starving workers
have been i>ufferin{^ patiently and hoping

for ii <'hrtnge in their conditions. Day in

tind day out, they have been waititrg for

their offieials to do something for the re-

dres.s of fheir miserable situation. gome
of rheni have been unemployed for years

and their families have been starving. At
the same time they have been witnessing

acts of the rankest corruption and have
suffered abuse and discrimination at the

hands of their offici^ils. Their patience

has finally broken down and tliey came out

in an open revolt a^inst >the rottea meth-
od.-< ot their officials who are responsible

for rheir misery and destitution.

Condition of Unemployed

These unemployed today find them-

selve?; in uirter despair, hence fl^helr de-

fiance of and challenge to those who only

yesterday held them in their grip of ter-

ror and domination. Deprived of employ-

ment btH.'anse of the corrupt practises of

the officials in handling the distribution «f

jobs, done cue of the relief due to them
from rhe fund collecte<l from those em-

ployed supposedly for their benefit, betniyed

hy the general officials who have continual-

ly vinlnted the dex^isions of the last three

conventions for a 40-honr wet^k and deceived

with a fraudulent unemployment insurance

scheme, tliese unemployed are now deter-

mined to demand an account from their of-

ficialdom and redress of their grievances.

For IS weeks, their local union officials

have been collecting ten percent of the

wages of the employed members of the

local which ha.s brought enormous sums
into rke fund for relief. But the unemploy-
ed cutters recived only a nnserable por-

tion of rhat money.,The committee elected

l)y the locfij to admini.^ter the fund has been
shoved aside and no account has been

given to the membership. At the local

meetings their protests have been ignored

and their demands derided bj the officials,

The unemjiloyed now protest against the

continuation of the assessment which does
not go for their benefit and is only a source

of ct^'niption for their officials.,They de-

mand real relief, the shorter week and
division of work.

Tiie T'nemployment Insurance Fund
established by Ilillnmn is exposed by
the unemployed as a complete failure. This
fund only serves to insure the dues and
the s;)!aries of the officials and is of no
benefit to the unemployed. The members con-

tribute ro rhis fund directly or indirectly

through constant retluctions in the wages,
and the fund is used by their officials to

maintain tiieniselves in office. The Unera-

ploymenr Insurance Fund is an adroit

scheme tu solve the financial problem of

collecting dues from the unemployed wovk-
ers and is also used as a niask for Ilillman
in his personal publicity campaigns. Ilill-

man and (*{f. need it. They invented it for

their benefit. It is also a boon to the
clotiiing manufacturers. It relieves them
of all responsibility to the workers. It also
strengthens rheir bonds with the union of-

ficialdom who. jointly with them, exploit
the chifhing workers.

The unemployed protest against the
fraudulent T'nemployment Insurance scheme.
They demand i-eal unemployment relief.

This is the list of their demands as pub-
lished in the press, after having been ad-
opted at a mass meeting at Manhattan
Lyceum on April 23:

The Workers' Demands
(a) The immediate establishment of

the 40-hour week with 44-hour pay.

(b) After the 40-hour week has been
established, the cutters should work 36
hours so as to create work for the unem-
ployed by di.stributing the four hours among
them.

(c) The immediate abolition of tem-
porary cards.

(d) The equal division of work.

(e) Taking «way manufacturers from
the tables to be replaceti by cutters, thus
making work for the unemployed.

(f) The abolition of the ten i>ercent

assessment >'dnce if; does not go isa the
benefit of the unemploj-ed cutters at all.

(g) The establishment of a system of
strict rotation of jobs to be honestly dis-

tributed under the supervision of a rank
and file committee.

How have the officials responded to i^he

action of the unemployed?
At the very first news of the unem-

ployed gathering to discuss their condi-
tions, warning-; were sent out to the hall-

By ALBERT ORLAND
keepers in the district to bar the unem-
ployed from the meeting halls. The offi-

cials foolishly thought that the unemployed
would be seared and discouraged by this

trick. The unemployed proceeded with

their plans and secured M;aihatl:in i-:.ecv.;.i.

The owners of that hall refused to be in-

timidated and rented a room to the un-

employed, where several meetings were
held. A committee from the unemployed
came to the local executive board to pre-

sent their claims but the executive refused

to deal with them.

At the local meetings, the officials have
resortt^d to the ignoble methods of attack-

ing the unemployed for their actions in

meeting "onttside of the pale of the organi-

zation" and accused them of forming a
''rival union". They also did not neglect

to raise the Ime and cry of Communism,
and liave threatened with expulsions and
starvation. No consideration of the just

claims of the unemployed, however, lias

been given by them and no attempts have
beii made to change condifions.

Tlu^ unemployed, however, have not

failed to secure the support of the member-
ship at the local meetings, and they will

undoubtedly have this support throughout
their stru.^gle. At the loeai meetings, the

membership voted for their demands. But
the decisions of the local meetings are

trampled under foot by the officials. The
struggle of the unemployed will have to

be carried further to insure vict^iry for

their demands.

The Accomplishments So Far

The officials are in a state of conster-

nation. They fear the development of a
rank and file movement. But they are at

a loss to the methods for its suppression.

The publicity this movement has seeuretl

in the press, including the Forward, and
the s.vmpathy of the employed cutters have

shocked the ofiicials and they are terror-

stricken. They aro, however, determined

to crush it l>efore it has had a chance
to develop. They see in this revolt of ^he

rank and file a serious challenge to their

rule which has been maintained by terror

and deceit.

"What must the unemployed do to in-

sure victory ? Tlie cutters must expand
their activities to involve into the strug-

gle, the employed cutters. The interests

of the cutters, employed and unemployed,
are inseparably bound together. The exist-

ence of an unemployed army is a menac-
ing danger to the conditions of those em-
ployed. The bosses do not hesitate to use

the unemployed to break down the stan-

dards of the workers in the shops. The
employed should therefore come to the as-

sistance of the unemployed in their strug-

gle to secure the 40-hour week and the

abolition of the temporary jobs. They
shouhl join hands with the unemployed in

their fight for the abolition of the corrupt

practises of the officialdom who have turn-

ed the union into a racket and deprived
hundreds of irs best members of the means
of existence, members who have sacrificed

m.any of their best years to build up the

organization. They must jointly wrest
control of the union from the hands of tlie

corrupt clique and maintain U for their

own I)enefit. The demand for an honest
election of officials will have to be raised

by the entire membership even before the
present term of the officials expires. Tlicre

are sufficient grounds for their recall and
impeaichment, and they can be made to

resign.

The cutters must unite with the work-
ers in the other branches of the clothing

industry in a general struggle for the im-

provement of their conditions and a change
in the policies of the organizaton. The A.
C W. A. mu^t abandon their policy of

cooi>eration with the bosses and adopt a
fighting policy. Only a united and militant

organization can effectively carry out the
demands of the membership. The ofl^clal-

dom has always striven to keep the mem-
bership divided so that they can maintain
their rule unchallenged. It is vitally nec-

esfcinry for the workers to bring about unity
in their ranks. The opportunity presented
by the present movement of the cutters can
he utilized to bring the cutters and tailors

together in a connnon struggle for the
shortening of hours and improvement of
conditions.

Immediate Relief Needed

The conditions of the unemployed,
which have become unbearable, must be
relieved immediately. Provisions should
be made in the shops for them to divide
work with those employed.

Instead of payments to the union
treasury where money is squandered hy
the officials, the employed cutters will rea-
der real relief to their unemployed bro-

thers by sharing their work with them.

The demand of the unemployed for a 36-

hour week with 40-hour3 pay is a reason-

able one and can be carried -out by the

union with the assistance of the cutters

in the shops.

AH the above-mentioned conditions are

absolutely necessary for the success of the

struggle of the unemployed cutters. What
the struggle has accomplished so far is

that it has brought out into the open the

condition of the unemployed and opened the
sores of corruption in the cutters' union
To effect a real change and remedy the

situation this movement must be pushed
ahead, expanded in all directions, until it

achieves results. It must follow a definite

course and follow it to the end. Any re-

cession of this course is dangerous. The
enemy is on the watch. The least slip in

the wrong direction may cause irreparable
damage. Solid unity and conscious action
will insure victory not only to the unem-
plolyed cutters buit also to the genieral

rank and file movement in the A. C, W, A.

Weisbord: Cult of Confusionism
The American movement has been pre-

sented with a new group, the "Communist
League of Struggle" and the first issue of

its paper, the Class Struggle, behind which

are massed a baker's dozen of supporters

of the high priest of confusionism, Weis-

liord. On the masthead of his group SVeis-

Iford has hoisted the banner "Adhering to

the International I^eft Opposition" in the

hoi>e of thereby accrediting himself with

the name of the Marxist wing of the move-

ment today, and in actuality only to soil

and discredit this banner. That he has nei-

ther the political ri^ht nor the authority

to utilize this banner does not concern

Weisbord any more than he is concerned

with an honest treatment of facts in dis-

puting with his political opponents, pri-

marily with the Left Opposition in the

United States.

As to the axis around which Weis-

herd's whole, creaking theoretical and prac-

tical machinery revolves, we find nothing

that is new in Weisbord's paper. His "ori-

ginal" contribution to the policy of the Left

Opposition (in reality, it is a vulgarized

plagiarism from Urbaims, Paz and simi-

lars) is the proposal that in order to sep-

arate the Communist movement from .ilen-

.shevism and to "re-establish mass work",
the Left Opposition should make a bloc with

. , . the Lovestone Right wing. Hopeless
"Kight wingers" that we are, according to

Wei.sbord, we have nevertheless rejected

this ingenious idea in the pa.«ft, and sti'll do.

We are fortunate enough not to be entirely

alone in our "sectarianism", especially

when comrade Trotsky has expressed him-

self in our sense on this same proposal of

'

Weisbord. Only four months ago he wrote:
"The leading comrades in the United

States inform us that in the American
League, certain comrades—to be sure, only
individual ones [these individual ones am-
ounted to exactly two comrades; Pollack
and Ahrens,—Ed.] speak for a bloc with
the Lovestoneites in the name of . . .

'mass work'. It is hard to imagine a more
ridiculous, a more inept, a more sterile

project than this. Do these i)eople know
at least a little of the history of the Bol-

shevik party? Have they read the works
of LeninV Do they know the correspond-
ence of ^[arx and Fngels? Or has all the
history of the revolutionary movement
pa.ssed them by without leaving a trace?
Fortunately, the overwhelming majority of

the American League has nothing in com-
mon with such ideas."

A group with so hopelessly confused a
platform as Weisbord's is not one to cause
anybody great concern. Confusionism is

not a political tendency. It can cause poli-

tical damage, but Weisbord's capacity for

either good or bad is fortunately very
strictly limited.

The whole art of Weisbord's "thesis"

lies in pJatonically embracing a few phrases
from the Left Opposition; pinning them
on to an "economic analysis" which analy-

ses nothing, indicates no trend and allows
for every possible variation

; justifying his

bloc with Lovestone with the invention that
there is no such thing as Centrism ; merg-
ing the three groups in the Communist
movement into one single "Kight tendency",
outside of «iiich stands the genuine Len-
inist (i, e., Weisibord!); and demanding
the outright capitulation "as individuals"
of the exi)elled Oppositionists, of every-
l>ody, that is, except Weifsbord who "can
never abandon its grouping".

One could go on for pages with com-
ment on the confusionism in Weisbord's
platform, which is soaking wet with ignor-
ance, an arrant insolence at times, and
worse yet, with revolting falsehoods and
slanders against us lifted off the dung-
heaps of Browder-Foster-Lovestone and Co.
A few instances will have to suffice to give
the meiisure of the man who seeks to teach
us Bolshevism, the man whom "the history
of the revolutionary movement passed by
without leaving a trace",

Weisbord justifies his criminal action
in joining with Foster—^while himself a
faction agent of Lovestone—to expel the
Left Opposition from the party in 1028-
1929: "46 The driving out of" the Love-
stone and Cannon misleaders from the C,
P. U. S. A. did not change its essential
character"!

Weisbord condemns us for having seen
in the Smith vote of 1928 an indication

of the nadicalization trend in the working
class (an honest evaluation of our position
of that time would take into account that
while we misused the term "radiealization",

the whole context of our documents then
indicated that we understood by it the dis-

content of the workers. However false
our appreciation may or may not have been^
Weisbord, in 1931, discovers a radiealization

process in . . , the crime rate rise and
bootleg drinking. "34. The life-breaking

pressure on the masses is further shown
by the tremendous growth of the crime
rate. On the one hand this is an illustra-

tion of rebellion i)y the masses . , . Prohi-
bition has helped to intensify the class
struggle."

Weisbord (under our pressure) finally

proposes the extension of credits to the
Soviet Union, not in the proletarian rev-
olutionary sense of linking this demand
with the class movement of the unemploy-
ed in capitalist countries, but in the Stal-
inist sense of a pure and simple business
proposition between the Soviet state and
the foi-eign bourgeoisie.

Weisbord, who specializes in "self-<;ri-

ticizing" the other factions, has not a sin-
gle word to say about his own vicious in-
ner-parly faction record as a henchman for
the Lovestone Right wing since the day
he left the Socialist party and joined the
Communists in 1925.

Weisbord, his political line being an
impossible mixture of loans made from the

.
viewpoints of the three other groups, finds
it impossible to assail the platform of <-he
Left on the basis of principle, resorts to
slander and lies, a method learned from
rx)vestone and Stalin, and in the process,
can find nothing better to do than to re-
peat the Daily Worker and the Revoli^tion-
ary Age. Our comrades are condemned not
only for alleged positions today but for
alleged positions (nine-tenths of them in-
ventions, pure and simple) of years gone
by: "(d) the theory that the farmers must
lead the Labor party movement; (e) Can-
non was the first to make an alliance [!J
with Pejiper—-J923 . . . was violently op-
posed to the organization of the uno\-gan-
ized (Pasf^aic strike 1926) . ,

. participated
in actual betrayal [!] of the N'ew Bedford
strike

. . . unprincipled united front with
former Cannonires (Bill Dunne and Co.)
still in the party*" and so on to the point
of nausea.

The Opposition on an international
scale has. in the past, had to contend with
similar coufusiouist groups, winch not onlv
hanspored its growfii but even discredited
it in the e.ves of the Comnunrist workers.
None of these groups (like Urbahns, Paz,
Pollak, etc.), ho^-ever, ever gave so prom-
inent a pUice in their movement to such
pillars of Stalinism—slander and falsehood
—as Weisbord does. The weaker one's posi-
tion in principle the more such rotten
"props" are teqniri^d. But nothing sub-
stantial, nothing of consequence can ever
be built upon them. g

* Unfortunately for Weisbord, who has
t)een carrying this tale around as a back-
door whisper for m<mths, Dunne has just
Issued a violent statement denouncing
Weisbord as well as the Left Opposition.
Dunne's venomous and disgraceful vilifica-
tion of the "Trotskyists" is on a par with
the outpourings of those second and fourth
rate Stalinist functionaries who have sur-
rendered their I'evolutlonary birthright for
the oportunity to mount the ladder of the
apparatus by trampling on the rungs of
their own past, seeking to purchase con-
sideration for themselves from the infalli-
ble center by routine denunciations of the
proletarian revoliftionists

IN THE NEXT ISSUE
Again we are compelled to call atten-

tion to unavo!dat)le omissions from this
issue. The reply of the editorial board of
the Militant to the objections raised by
comrade Mihelic to our position on the 6-
hour day slogan had to be held over to the
next issue, when it will positively appear.
Included in it will be a reply also to the
ofllcial party position as expressed recently
in an article by Earl Browder.



Seasonal improvement -- Where? IWeekl^ 1»^ <Vlll^l
The hope of American capitalism in

the Spring period to indicate definite signs

of a return from the crisis appears shat-

tered, now that this period has come and
gone with but a scant rise and an immedi-

ate recession. The decline of industry

reached the lowest point in the crisis, at

the end of January, when the index stood

at 74.5. While this is not the lowest posi-

tion of industry In the economic history of

the country, according to the Annalist, (the

year 1892, with an index of 72.0, is the

lowest point) , it marks the worst crisis

experienced by United States capitalism

since ita appearance as an imperialist pow-
er.

Seasonal Rise Slight

The Spring seasonal upturn was a

slight one. Increased activity was wit-

nessed in most industries, but almost all

without exception have again declined, with

the prospect of a continuation of this de-

cline with the coming slack of summer
months. Thus the end of the first quarter

finds the basic industries in depressed con-

ditions, with a great instability in the

other trades. The steel industry has de-

clined steadily and at the time of this writ-

ing is working 4S and a half percent, of

capacity. This present low In steel In-

dicates a similar condition among its chief

customers, namely, automobile and rail-

road. Automobile production dropped to 68.0

at the close of April, which marked a de-

cline of 17,9 points from the December in-

dex. Freight car loadings which stood at 80.0

at the end of December, rose slightly dur-

ing the Spring period, and has now also

begun a downward curve—at the end of

March the index was at 77.0. Bituminous
coal production suffered a drop of 5.9 since

the beginning of the year, while drops are

also i'ecorde<i for electric power production

and the entire metal industry over the

same period.

The most illuminating picture of the

depth of the crisis exists in the foreign

trade balance, which serves as a barometer
in estimating the present situation. A key-

note of the crisis is sounded here. In the

year 1930 a decline two and three-quarter

billions of dollars was experienced in for-

eign n-«de. This decline continues at «n
identical pace. The figures given below
represent the foreign trade for the first

quarters of the years, 1929, 1930 and 1931.

(X. Y, Thnes of April 26, 1931) :—
Jan., Feb., March Jan., Feb., March

Exports Imports
1929—$1,396,589,000 1929—$1,122,156,000
1930-^1,110,300,000 1930—$ 893,136,000

1931—$ 697,543,000 1931—$ 567,847,000

A recapitulation of these figures will

show a decline in 1931 of $1,813,399,000 and
$738,046,000, from the years 1929, and 1930,

respectively. Without its penetration and
domination in the .sphere of world econ-

omy, the phenomenal growth of U. S, capi-

talism would be unthinkable. It came only
as a result of its hegemony over interna-

toinal capitalism. Its very progress today
depends upon its continued domination of

world economy. The international crisis of

capitalism however found its reaction In

the United States ; so connected is national

economy with international economy.
It is precisely here that American capi-

talism make its most determined efforts to

rise out of the crisis. It is of utnwst im-

portance to remember that the previous up-

ward march of U. S. capitalism and its pre-

sent strength lies primarily in its dominant
position in the world market, and as this

condition can only be maintained upon the

continuation of that rCle. we will witness
the chief attempts of V. S. capitalism to

extricate itself from the crisis by an ever-

more intensified airgression in the field of

foi-eign trade. Comrade Trotsky, in his crit-

icism of the program of the (.'ommunist In-

ternational for failure to consider the Uni-

ted States and its role in world capitalism,

wrote in 1928, that:

"In a critical epoch the hegemony of the

United Stajtes will prove even more
complete, more open, more ruthless, than

in a period of boom".
The preparation for this policy is tak-

ing place now.

With ITS. OWN two levers (the "inter-

national" lever and the "national" lever by

which it maintains itself) capitalism is

planning to issue from the. crisis. At pre-

sent the "national" lever, that of increasing

the exploitation of its own working class,

is 'being put to work, and is subjecting the

American working class to increased mis-

ery and poverty. The slight rise during the

Spring period liquidated no appreciable

amount of the unemployed army, now num-
bering about 10 million. On the contrary

the offensive against the working class Is

proceeding at an Intensified scale.

Wage Cuts Increa^sed

At present, under the leadership of the

banks, the American capitalists are plan-

ning to institute a nation-wide campaign of

•wage cuts. But this "plan" to instltue wage
cuts is actually in effect today, and the

tendency has been increasing since the sec-

ond half of the year 1930. The following

figures of the Standard Statistics Corpora-

tion indicate the process in this direction: *

1930

No. of W^e Cats
1st Quarter 25

2nd " 60

3rd " 110

4th " 335

Total 530
The available figures for 1931 shows

that the first quarter of this year will

prove higher than the entire year of 1930.

In January of this year the Standard Stat-

istics Corporation estimates 335 wage cuts,

while the U. S. Dept, of Labor states that

there were 340 decreases. In addition to

wage cuts, the rise In productivity as

against the rise in wages over the past ten

years shows the declining position of the

working class. The N. Y. Times, of April

26, 1931, points out that over a period of

ten years the increase of productivity was
48.5 percent, as against an increase of 24.3

percent, in real wages, and that for the

years 1927-29, the rise in the value of manu-
facturing stjood at 9.1 percent, as against

a 3.9 percent, in wages.

Thus the 1st quarter of 1931 imssed.

The crisis continues much to the amaze-

ment of the capitalist economic experts and

leaders in industry who cannot see anything

"fundamentally wrong with capitalism".

The coming year will see the offensive of

capitalism increased on an international

and national scale. For the organization of

a counter-offensive the Communists must

now prepare themselves.

—ALBERT GLOTZER

(Continued from page I)

the Militant by increasing by dozens and
hundreds the number of our subscribers.

Every one of our comrades must concen-

trate upon obtaining the argest possible

number of subscriptions so that our Sub,

Drive may be brought to a successful con-

clusion.

These pre-requlsltes are far from dif-

ficult to achieve. They are the minimum
and they can and will be done. The New
York branch has already gone on record

to increase its efforts towards the end of

establishing and maintaining the Weekly.
The other branches, we are confident, and
all of our sympathizers, will follow this ex-

ample.

A special effort must be made. We ex-

TMOTSKY

Revolution
in Spain

pect every comrade to do more than the

share assigned to him. We print below the

latest additions to the Expansion Program

Pund.It must be increased rapidly. The

pledge fund must be maintained. The
Weekly WILL i)e established; it MUST be

maintained; it CAN be done.

Montreal $20.00

Minneapolis 38.00 2,000—

10c each — — 7c in bundles

Order from

THE MILITANT

84 East 10th St., New York, N, Y.

New Y^ork

( Saul) 3,25

Kansas City 33.00

J. D. Rust 2.00

Philadelphia 3.00

New York
(Berman) 10.00

New Y'ork

(Friedman) 2.00

New York
(J. Rose) 2.00

New York
(M. Rose) 2,00

New York
(A friend) 25.00

New York
M, Miller) 5.00

New York
(Capelis) 2,00

New York
(Lankin) 2.00

Ne^' York
(Burns) 2.00

(Shoemaker) 1.00

Chicago 3.00

Total $155.25

Previously

reiwrted 641.75

Total to

date $7^7.00

1.600—

1,000-

500-

-1,750

-1.260

—750

-250

The Question of Trade Union Unity
(Continued from page 4)

the courtiers of unity who offer them this

shelter. To unmask the splitting work of

the reformists and the parasitism of the

Monattists is now one of the most impor-

tant and indispensable tasks. The slogan

of the unity congress can attribute greatly

to the solution of this task. When the

Monattists speak of unity, they aim this

slogan against the Communists; when the

V. G, C. of L. will itself propose a road

tu unity, it will deliver a mortal blow to

the Monattists ;and will weaken the re-

formists. Isn't this quite clear?

It is true that we know in advance that

thanks to the resistance of the reformists,

the slogan of unity will not yield the

j^i-eat results at present that would be ob-

tiained in the case of a real unity of the

trade union organizations. But a more

limited result, on the condition of a correct

policy by the Communists, will undoubted-

ly be achieved. The 'broad masses of the

workers will see who is really for unity

and who is against it, and will convince

themselves that the services of courtiers

are not required. There Is no doubt that

In the long run the Monattists will be re-

duced to nothing, the U, G, C. of L. will

feel itself stronger, and the G. C. of L.

weaker and more unstable.

But if that is how matters stand, then

does it not amount—not to the realization

of an effective unity—but only to a man-
euver? This objection cannot frighten us.

This is the manner In which the reformists

especially evaluate our whole policy of the

united front: they declare that our propos-

als are a maneuver only because they

tliemselvc.s do not want to lead the strug-

gle.

It would be entirely false to make any
difference in principle between the policy

of the united front and tiiat of the fusion

of the trade union organizations. Provided

that the Communists preserve the complete

independence of their party, of tlieir frac-

tion in the trade unions, of their whole
policy, the fusion of the confederations Is

nothing but a form of the policy of the

united front, a more extended and broader
form. In rejecting our proposal, the re-

formists transform it into a "maneuver".
But on our part. It Is a l^itimate and in-

dispensable "maneuver" ; it Is such man-
euvers that train the working masses.

* *

The Executive Committee of the Ligue,

we say again, is entirely correct when it

urgently repeats that unity of action can-

not be postponed until the unification of

the trade union organizations. This idea

must be developed as It has been hereto-

fore, explained and applied In practise.

But this does not exclude the duty of pos-

ing boldly, at a definite and well-chosen
moment, the question of the fusion of the

confederations ( or even of single federa-

tions).

The whole question consists of know-

ing if the Communist leadership is now

capable, .of effecting such a hold maneuver.

The future will show. But if the party

and the leadership of the U. G, C. of L.

today refuse to follow the advice of the

Lijrno—which is most probable—it may well

be that they will be obliged to fol-

low it tomorrow. It is sui>erfluous

to add that we make no fetish of

trade union unity. We postpone no ques-

tion of struggle until the unity. It is not

a question for us of a panacea, but of a

lesson in specific and important things

which must be taught to the workers wlio

have forgotten or who do not know the

past.

For participation in tht> unity con-

gress, we do not of course put any condi-

tions of principle.

When the courtiers of unity, who are

not ashamed of cheap phrases, say that

the united confederation must base itself

upon the principle of the class struggle,

etc., they are doing verbal acrobatics in the

interests of the opportunists. As if a ser-

ious man could ask Jouhaux and Co. to

tread, in the name of unity with the Com-

munists, the road of the class struggle

which these gentlemen have deliberately

abandoned in the name of unity with the

bourgeoisie. And just what do these cour-

tiers themselves, all these Monattes, Zyro-

mskis and Dumoulins, understand by the

"class struggle"? No, we are retidy at any

moment to stand on the grounds of trade

union unity, not in order to "correct" (with

the aid of charlatan formulae) the mer-

cenaries of capital, but In order to tear

the workers away from their traitorous in-

fiuence. The only conditions that we put

have the character of organizational guar-

antees of trade union democmcy, first of all

the freedom of criticism for the minority,

naturally on the condition that it submits

to trade union discipline. We ask for

nothing else and on our part we promise

nothing more.

Let us imagine that the party, even If

not immediately, follows our advice. How
should the Central Committee act? It

wouki first of all be obliged carefully to

prepare within the party the plan of the

campaign, to examine it in all the trade

union fractions In accordance with local

trade union conditions, so that the slogan

of unity might be effectively directed sim-

ultaneously from above and from lielow.

Only after a careful preparation and ela-

boration, after having eliminated all doubts

and misunderstandings in its own ranks,

does the leadership of the Unitary Confed-

eration address itself to the leadership of

the reformist Confederation with concrete-

ly elaborated proposals: to create a parity

commission for the preparation, within a

period of two months for example, of the

trade union unification congress to which
all the trade union organizations of the

country must have access. Simultaneously,

the local Unitary organizations address

themselves to the local reformist organiza-

tions wifh the same proposal, formulated

with precision and eoncreteness.

The Communist party develops a broad

agitation in the country, supporting and
explaining the initiative of the U, G. C.

of L. Tlie attention of the broadest cir-

cles of workers, and primarily that of the

Confederation workers must for a certain

time bo concentrated on the .simple idea

that the Communists propose to realize im-

mediately the organizational unity of the

trade union oragnizations. Whatever the

attitude of the reformists may l)e. whatever

may he the ruses to which they resort,

the Communists will come out of this cam-

paign with profit, even if it is only re-

duced, for the first time, to a demonstra-

tion.

The struggle in the name of the united

front does not cease, during this period,

for a single minute. The Communists con-

time to attack the reformists in the pro-

vinces and in the center, supporting tliera-

selves uiK)n the growing activity pf the

workers, renewing all their offers of fight-

ing actions on the basis of the policy of

the united front, unmasking tlie reformists,

strengthening their own ranks, etc. And It

may well happen that in six months, in

a year or two, the Communists will be ob-

liged to repeat again their proposal of fus^

ion of the trade union confederations and)

by that, put the- reformists in a posi-

tion that is more difficult than the first

time.

The real Bolshevik policy must have
precisely this character which is at once
offensive, bold and maneuverist. It is only

by this road that the movement can be pre

served from stagnation, purged of parasitic

formatioijs. and the evolution of the work-
ing cla.ss towards the revolution acceler-

ated.

The lesson proposed above has no
meaning and cannot succeed unless the

initiative comes from the U. G. V,. of L.

and tlie Commuriist party. The task of

the Ligue does not consist, naturally, of

advancing indepeiiflently the slogan of the

unity congress, pitting itself against the

TTnitiary Confederation as well as against the

reformist Confederation. The task of the

Ligue is to push the official party and the

U, G. 0. of L. on tiie road of a bold united

front policy and to stimulate them—on the

basis', of this policy—to carry out at a pro-

pitious moment—and in the future there

will be many such moments—a decisive of-

fensive for the fusion of tlie trade union
organizations.

In order to fulfill its tasks towards the

party, the Ligue—'and this Is Its first

duty—must align its own ranks in the field

of the trade union movement. It is a task

that cannot be postponed. It must and
will be solved.
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Next Month
The Weekly!
Au Appeal to Our Readers

With this issue there is only one month

left until the Militant appears as a regular

weekly organ of the Communist Left Op-

position. Will our readers support us in

making this step a reiality and help to

maintain the Weekly? This is an impor-

tant question addressed directly to you.

We feel that the Militant has already

during its brief span of existence estab-

Uehed itself as a revolutionary instrument

of Incaliculable value. To obtain further

proof of this our readers need only look

through this present Issue and notice as an

example the information and analysis we

are able to present about the revolutionary

developments in Spain. These are events

of world shaking importance. Neverthe-

less, in the United States, the Militant is

the only revolutionary organ which tlearly

and precisely explains these events to the

working class.

This, however, is not an isolated in-

stance. Our readers will recall, during the

period of the existence of the Militant, the

fact that on its pages could l>e found a rev-

olutionary interpretatiou of events of the

class struggle and a correct Marxian anal-

ysis and guide for the working class. This

is no small accomplishment. Yet our ef-

forts have been limited because of the semi-

monthly appearance. How much more ef-

fective a Weekly appearance will become,

may be seen by all. It will be possible

to give the Weekly Militant a more popular

character without its suffering the slightest

by way of decrease of its present theoretical

value. It can become an all the more ef-

fective metlium for discussion of the pro-

blems of the revolutionary workers.

In this sense, we aim tX5 have the

Weekly Militant devote more attention to

the every-day events of the class struggle.

Not merely to report them, not at all to

exaggerate them and thus create false il-

lusions, but to state plainly the facts, to

endeavor to make correct analyses and to

ierve as a guide for the further course

of the struggle.

We recognize that the present crisis

and unemployment may prevent many work-

ers from helping to the extent they would

desire. Nevertheless, there are *ways ^n

which all can help. No matter hew hard

the depression hits our ranks we can, most

all of us, afford a small donation to help

bring the Weekly Militant into existence

and help to spread the views of th« Left

Communist Opposition, Our readers can

help also i» enlarging the circulation of

the Militant. That itself is an important

pre-requisite for its weekly appearance.

Those of our readers whose subscription h«s

expired or is about to expire can lend a

helping hand by renewing immediately. And
would it be too mncli in addition to this

also to ask each one of our readers to en-

deavor to secure one new subscriber? We
should remember that with a substantially

enlarged circulation, the future regular ap-

pearance of the Militant as a Weekly will

be guaranteed.

But when you endeavor to secure new
subscribers you can also make good use of

the splendid propaganda literature we have

on hand. In addition to the various pam-

phlets written by comrade Trotsky, which

we have announced in the IMilitant from

time to time, we now also have on hand

the "Heal Situation in Russia", and the

"Permanent Revolution". A sale (ft ojie

of these pamphlets or books heli^ to spread

the revolutionary understanding, helps to

spread the views of the Left Opposition,

and also helps to build up the fund which
will sustain the Weekly MUitant.

These are some of the ways in which
our readers can help make the Weekly
Militant a reality. If you are in agreement
with this step, if you feel as we do that the

Weekly Militant will mark one of the im-

portant milestones toward the revolution,

then we appeal to you to lend us your sup-

port. Can we expect to hear from you by
return mall?

—THE MILITANT.

RALLY to the DEFENSE of the

SCOnSBORO BOYS!
A United Working Class Front Will Prevent a Legalized Lynching

The Scottshoro ease affords the party

an opportunity, which it has seized, to draw
nearer to the masses of Negro workers. It

involves nine Negro workinj? class boys.

The charge is the usual one—rape. The de-

fendants are transparently innocent. The
trial was a farce. Elementary democratic

rights were violated. Although the defen-

dants were all minors, defense counsel did

not consult their parents for permission

to conduct the defense. Their parents were
not even notified of their arrest and trial.

Only one week's notice before trial was al-

lowed by the trial judge. Trial date was
set: for "fair day". Motions for change of

venue were peremptorily denied. The trial

was held in a lynching atmosphere. A brass

band greeted the verdicts of "guilty". The
itestiniony of the two "raped ladies" was
unreliable in the extreme. Only fifteen

days eliipsed Iwtween arrest and conviction.

The defense counsel did not investigate the

case, produced no defense witnesses otlier

than the defendants to upset this unreli-

fible testimony and refused to ask the jury

for acquittal.

All this makes it possible to appeal to

broad masses of Negroes on the basis of

their racial persecution, to smash this capi-

talist frame-np. This the party has done

by giving leadership in the growing protest

and defense movement to the League of

Struggle for Negro Rights, and by appealing

to all classes of the Negro population, and

the entire Negro press to join in the fight.

In the movement thus set afoot it is

necessary to couduct elementary class edu-

«ation, linking the issues in the case with

larger working class issues, "patiently ex-

plaining" (that this case is a fraction of the

persecution launched by the capitalist class

against the Negro masses, which is itself

part of the general offensive of the capitalist

class against the entire working class. Only
in this way can 'the Communist party gain

infJuence over and prestige among the

Negro masses and load them in struggle

for democratic rights (social, political and
•coBOmie eipiality), and against lynching.

And only On this basis can the party

draw into the movement 4he larger masses

of white workers. By this oorrtx-t tactic

the party can make a large step forward
in nuiting white and Negro workers in

common struggle against the capitalist

class. It is. therefore, of the utmost im-

portance that on this presentation of the

case to the working elass a united front

movement be organized. And it is precisely

in this respect that the party has seriously^

blundered. I-nstead of using the racial issue

as an approach and appeal subordinate to-

the larger working class issue involved it

is emphasizing the secondary issue above
the major issue.

The growing restlesness and discontent

of the Negro masses creates a fertile field

for the spectacular issue—ciuiek results

—

method of the party leadership. Emphasiz-
ing only the racial issue in the Scottsboro

ca.se makes the issue more sensational and
looks toward quicker if less valuable re-

sults ^han the slower method of class

education through emphasis on the general

class issue.

This incorrect empliasis has had the

effect of weakening the party's niiited front.

While it is rallying Negro (.-hurcbes, lodges,

and the Negro press, it has failed to make
any appeal for a united front to workers*
organizations, A. F, of L, unions, etc
Nor has an apiie^tl been made to

tlie hibor press generally. The impor-
(Continue on piige 5)

Ten Commandments of the Spanish Communist
1, The monarchy has lost power, but it

hopes to win it back. The possessing

classes are still firm in the saddle. The
bloc of the republicans and the socialists

has based itself upon the republican up-

heavel in order to hold back the masses
from the road of the socialist revolution.

No faith in words. Give us deeds ! In the

first place: arrest the most prominent lead-

ers and supporters of the old regime, con-

fiscate the property of the dynasty and its

most compromised lackeys ! Arm the work-

ers!

2. The government, supporting itself

on the j-epublicans and socialists, will

make every effort to extend its base to-

wards the Right, in the direction of the

big bourgeoisie and will seek to capitulate

In order to neutralize the church. The gov-

ernment Is an exploiters' government
created to protect itself from the exploited.

The pj-oietariat is in irreconcilable opposi-

tion to the government of the "socialist'

republican agents of the bourgeoisie.

3. The participation in power of the

socialists means that violent clashes be-

tween the workers and the socialist leaders

will increase. This opens up great possi-

bilities for the revolutionary policy of the

united front. Every strike, every demonstra-
tion, every approach of the workers to the

soldiers, every step of the masses towards
the real democratization of the country will

henceforth collide with tlie resistance of the

socialist leaders acting as men of "order"

It is therefore all the more important for

the Communist workers to participate in a
united front with the socialist, the syndical-

its and the non-party workers, and to draw
them under the leadership.

4. The Communiat workers today con-

stitute a small minority in the country.

They cannot aspire to power immediately.

At the present moment, they cannot set

themselves as a practical task the vio-

lent overthrow of the republican-socialist

government. Any attempt of this sort

would be a catastrophic adventure. The
masses of workers, soldiers and peasants
must pass through the stage of socialist

republican illusions in order to rid them-
selves of these illusions all the more ra^

dically and conclusively. Not to be trapped
by phrases, to look the facts straight in

the face, stubbornly to prepare the second
revolution, the proletarian revolution.

5, The task of the Communists in the

present period is to win the majority of

the workers, the majority of the soldiers,

the majority of the peasants. How can this

be done? By carrying on agitation, by
training cadres, by "explaining patiently"

By LEON TROTSKY

(Lenin ) , by organizing. All this on the

basis of the experience of the masses and
the active participation of the Communists
In this experience : a broad and audacious

united front policy.

6. The Communists do not take any

step, with the republican- socialist bloc or

with any part of it, which either directly

or indirectly could restrict or weaken the

Communist freedom of criticism and agi-

tation. Everywhere the Communists will

tirelessly explain to the masses of the peo-

ple that in the struggle against every form
of monarchist counter-revolution, they will

be in the front ranks, but that for such a

struggle no alliance is needed with the rep-

ublicans and the socialists, whose jwlicy

will inevitably be founded on concessions

to the reaction and will tend to cover up
its intrigues.

7. The Communists issue the most ra-

dical democratic slogans; complete freedom

for the proletarian organizations, freedom
of local self-administration, election of all

officials by the people, admission to sul¥rage

of men and women from the age of eigh-

teen, etc.. formation of a workers' niilita

ami later on of a peasants' milita. Con-

fiscation of all properties of the dynasty

and of the churcli for tlie benefit of the

people, above all of the luiempioyed. the

poor peasants, and for improving the con-

ditions of the soldiers. Complete separa-

tion of church and state.

All civil rights and jwlitical priveleges

to the soldiers. Election of officers in the

army. The soldier is not an executioner of

the people, nor an armed mercenary of the

rich, nor a Praetorian but a revolutionary

citizen, blood brother to the worker and
the peasant.

8. The central slogan of the proletar-

iat is that of the Workers' Soviet. This
slogan must be proclaimed, tirelessly and
constantly popularized, and at the first op-

portunity we must proceed to realize it.

The workers* Soviet does not mean the

Immediate struggle for power. That is un-

doubtedly the perspective, but one which the

masses can attain only through their own
experience and with the help of the work
of enlightenment of the Communists. The
workers* Soviet today means the assembling
of the scattered forces of the pi-oletariat,

the struggle for the unity of the working
class, for its independence. The workers*

Soviet takes up the questions of strike bene-

fits, of feeding the unemployed, of connec-

tions with the soldiers in ortler to jtrevent

bloody encounters with them, of counecr-

tions between the city and country in order
to assure the alliance of the workers witi
the poor peasants. The workers' Soviet

includes representatives of the army corps.

It is in this way and only in Lhis way tliat

the Soviet will become the organ of the
proletarian insurrection and later on the
organ of power,

S>, The Comunists must immediately-

work out a revolutionary agrarian program.
Its basis must be the confiscation of the
lands of the privileged and rich classes,

of the exploiters beginning with the dynasty
and the church, for the benefit of the poor
peasants and the soldiers. This program
must be concretely adapted to the different

parts of the country. In every province,

each with its own economic and historic

peculiarities, there must immediately be
created a commission for the concrete ela-

boration of the agrarian program, in close

cooperation with the revolutionary peasants
of the locality. We must know how to hear
the voice of the peasants in order to formu-
late it in a clear and accurate manner.

10. The socalled Left socialists <amonj:
whom there are many honest workers) will

Invite the Communists to make a bloc and
even to unite the organizations. To this

the Communists answer : "We a re ready
in the interests of the working class and
for the solution of definite concrete tasks

to work band in haiul with any group and
with any Proletarian organization. Precise-

ly towards this end do we propose to create
Soviets. Workers' representatives iielong-

ing to different parties, will discuss within
these Soviets all the timely questions and
all the immediate tasks. The workers
Soviet is the most natural, the most open,
the most honest and the healthiest form
of this alliance for common work. In the
workers' Soviet, we Com-muliists will pro-
pose our slogans and our solutions, and we
will endeavor to convince the workers of
the correctness of our course. Each group
must enjoy full freeflom of criticism in the
workers' Soviet. In the struggle for the
practical, tasks proposed by the Soviet, we
Communists will always be in the front
ranks." This Is the form of collaboration
which the Comunists propose to the social-
ist, the syndicalist and the non-party work-
ers.

By insuring unity in their own ranks,
the Communists will win the confidence of
the proletariat and of the great majority of
the poor peasnts^ they will take power
arms in hand, and they will open up the.-

era of the socialist revolution.

Kad'koy, April 5,1931
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EUITOKIAL NOTES
BOLSHEVIK ORGANIZATION

The revohitionarv Marxists, who set

for themselves the j^reate^^t of all historic

tasks, have always prescribed comineusnrate

forms of orfranization and msthods of work.

The principle of centralized party organi-

zation was laid down by Mars and Engels.

Lenin, who stood on their shoulders, dev-

eloped these conceptions to a higher degree

and vindicated them in the living experi-

ences of the Russian revolution. Bolshev-

ism waged an irreconcilable war against

every kind of looseness in matters of or-

ganization as well as in questions of theory

and factics. And rightly, for they are and

must l>e inseparably united. It was not for

nothinsj that a question of organization

—

Ijenin's insistence on a^ctive work in a party-

organization as the qualification for party

membership—was the occasion for the first

split l)etweeii the Bolsheviks and the Men-

^heviks. At the present moment these re-

collections have jin exceptional importance

for the adherents of the International Left

Oppositicn.

The intiuence of the Marxist wing which

declined with the depr««sion of the move-

ment will rise again with its upward swing.

This development is already indicated by

the situation in Spain, It wiil l>e reflected

3n the American movement and will impose
mew tasks and responsibilities on the Com-
munist League. For this we must prepare.

Our National Conference, now in the course

of preparation, will confront the problem

"Of hardening our organization for the com-

ing events.

In recent months the Xew York branch

lias taken a number of steps which anti-

icipate, we hope, the general decisions of

the National Conference in this respect.

A probationary period for new members,
a stricter regulation of dues payments and
a more precise definition of the individual

duties of the members are among the mo-
tions adopted in the branch. In all of them
a definite trend toward firmer Bolshevik
forms and methods of work is expressed.

The Communist League did not begin

T)y stressing organization forms and could
not do so. Its primary engagement was to

clarify in a broad discussion the great
questions brought to the fore in the strug-

gle of the International Left Opposiiion,
and to popularize them in the Communist
ranks. To have impo.sed rigid organization
features in the first instance would have
been to put the cart before the liorse. Form
cannot take the place of substance: it can
only represent it. Now we can move on.
for our work of education and preparation
has not Ijeen in vain. The main lines of

principle have been clearly established, find

each successive attempt to muddle them has
met with diminishing successes. It is not
likely, therefore, that the Conference will

"be obliged to occupy itself with conflicts on
the fundamental questions, it will be just-
ified in the assumption that we can now
proceed to emphasize those Bolshevik prin-

ciples of organization which are necessary
to bind ouir forests fiT^ily toufther and
^develop tlieir maximum effectiveness. The
actions taken l)y the New York lirnneh nre
fo be welcomed as a push in this direction.

THE STRl'GGLE AGAINST
*'LEFT" REFORMISM

The Conference for Progressive Politi-

cal Action, which has already condemnefl it-

self forever by its i)Ootlieking subservience
to the lalior reactionaries, has begun to

feel ibe new winds blowing in the hibor
movement and is beginning to dress for the
6-ccasinii. The May number of tlu> LaJjor

Agre, the otii<-ial organ of the C. P. L. A„
comes out with a red cover and a startling

Sine of radical talk. In one issue we see

a demand for tiie defense of the Soviet
Union, a denunciation of "Karl Kaut.sky
sham Socialism", an appeal for "the build-

ing of industrial unions with a revolution-

ary outlook and aim." and similar words
Avhich cost nothing and mean less as a cri-

terion by which to judge the character and
future activity of the pseudo-progressives.

Talk is cheap. He who believes in

"works is an idiot, said Lenin who knew
how to estimate and deal with the Russian
prototypes of Muste. A section of the soc-

ial Teformists always playsi^ tht^ part of

Tiveather cocks. There is no surer signs of

awakening discontent tlian "Left" talk in

the reformist camp. And never does re-

formism become more dangerous to the

^workers' movement than when it assumes
the protective coloring of radicalism.

International experience has revealed a

unique division of labor among, the bour-

geois agents in the tabor movement. We
are witnessing now an American example.

The black reactionaries, who are most

closely and dlfectly iwund to the capitalists

and the state, held open sway in the period

of reaction. The conditions of the crisis,

and the suffering and disillusionmen't of

masses of workers resuming from them,

are exposing these elements to the Com-
munist attack. And in direct proportion as

tlie outright capitalist slogans of Green and
"Woll lose their effectiveness, the "Reft"

reformists come into prominence to serve

the same ends through deception.

This maneuver presents a real pro-

blem to the American Communists, who
have yet to gain a serious influence with

the workers. If the workers who are

breaking away from tlieir allegiance to the

capitalist parties and tlie official labor re-

actionaries are captured by the "progres-

sives" they will only end in a blind alley.

Their revolt will not mature and raise them
to the higher ground of the class struggle

iniplicit in tlie present situation. That this

danger is a real one. only a fool can deny.

When we see the fraudulent progressives

replacing the Communists at the head of

the insurgent miners' movement^to men-
tion only one case—it is time to wake up
and examine the question and the answers
offered by the three factions to it.

The best service to the Muste movement
is that rendered by Ijqvestone, Tlie Right

wing of Communism paints up the "pro-

gressive" qualities of Musteism, and moder-
ates criticism to a whisper. Thereby Love-

stone deceives a section of the Left wing
workers, and disanns them in the struggle

against it. The official Centrist faction con-

tents itself with routine denunciations and
confuses the situation with the false and
ridiculous formula of "saciail-fascism".

This attitude is a direct service to the

"Left" reformists, to wliich their undoubted
advances testify. The correct way to fight

the "progressive" agents of reaction re-

quires in the first place a precise explana-

fnon of their function, Fr^m this hiust

follow an unceasing criticism, with particu

lar emphasis on their concrete actions,

coiniiined with the "cvoiutionary tactic of

the united front. This is the iiolicy of the

Left Opposition, Its adoption by the Com-
munist workers is ii pressing necessity cf

the struggle.

WHAT IS SOCIALISM?

The doctrine of socialisui in one coun-
try has been th« platform of a revisionist

war against Marxism sin<"e its promulgation
in 1024. So far is Socialism in one coun-
try from the conceptions of the great

teachers, tliat its exponents had to begin

with a different definition of the word, a
definition which robs socialism of the con-
tents whic-; "'le great teachers jirescrjlw

and niakfs fun of 'be revolntioiu^.ry strug-

gle to attain that goal. Stalin'.s well-known
desclaration that the Uussian workers' un-
der tlie Nep had already astained "nine-
tenths of Socialism" is a monstrous ex-
ample of this perversion of ideas. And
now we encoimter the same brand of "soc-
ialism" in the Stalinist press of America.

The Daily Worlter of May 36 calls for
"the establishment of a socialist society
under a Workers* and Farmers* (govern-
ment !*' Since this astounding slogan ap-
pears in the heading editorial is it not in
place to ask these people to explain wliat
they mean by Sociaism? If the "Commun-
ist Manifestly" is not out of a-Ate. Social-

gels,—signifies the disappearance of the

political state which is conceivable only as

a class instrument, "the organized power
of one class for oppressing another". How,
then, is it possible to speak of a "workers*

and farmers' government" in a Socialist

society? Such an idea can establish kin-

ship with reformist advocates of State Soc-

ialism, but it has nothing in common with

JIarxism.

Perhaps it may be explained that the

editorial meant to speak, not of the Social-

ist society but of the transition period to

it. But Socialism and the Dictatorship of

tlie Proletariat are entirely different social

orders and cannot be u.sed itnerchangeably

by anyone who understands the difference

between them. The workers' state is only

a stage on the road to Socialism ; it can-

To make confusion worse confounded,

in the characteristic manner of Stalinist

revisionis3ii, the editorial demands Social-

ism "under a Workei-s' and Farmers' Gov-
ernment I" But Socialism-—-again according

to Marx and Engels—will abolish "the dis-

tinction betwen ^town and countr,y". Agri-

culture will be conducted by cooperative

social labor. The petty bourgeois basis of

agriculture will be abolished—and with the

farmers as a class (petty bourgeois)—be-

fore we reach the Socialist society and as a

ppereqiiisite for it. How, then, can we have

a Socialist society under a workers' and
farmers' government?

In the literature of Marxism such for-

mulae are nowhere to be found. Tliey lie-

long exclusively to the school of Stalin.

—J. P. C,

The Eleventh Plenum of the Comintern
From the point of view of political

ignorance, stupidity and ideological cretin-

ism it is indisputable that the Tenth Plen-

um of the Executive Committee of the C.

L broke ail the records. The ridiculous

theories of the "third period" (social fas-

cism) the "ingenious" cvaiuation of the

revoJntionary situation in France sur-

passed everything that the party could

Iiave conceived of as platitude and theor-

etical decadence.

The Eleventh Plenum has abandoned

the theories of the "tiiird period". It has

forgotten the "revolutionary situation" in

Fran<'e and recalled social fascism only in

a very feeble voice, all of which may be

counted as an ideological victory for the

Left Opposition. Yet, the resolutions of the

Eleventh Plenum give ample proof of the

theoretical ignorance and tlie confusion

that exists in the minds of the present

leaders of the C. I. For whoever is not

familiar with the history of the Comintern
during tlie last few years, but is sufficiently

familiar with Marxian methods, it is enough
to go through the resolutions of the Eleven-

th Plenum to find inumerable contradic-

tions in them and to be convinced of the

low ideological level of the present lead-

ers of the Executive. We shall occupy
ourselves at length with these resolutions.

The Estimation on the U. S. S. R.

What does the Soviet Union represent

at the present moment? A socialist state,

or a Socialist society? Has the U. S. S. It.

already entered into a period of socialism?

That is the main question to which we
shall reply. During the last few years the

bureaucracy has been crying from the

house-tops that the II. S. S. It, has entered

into socialism. The Eleventh Plenum
retreats in tiiis (piestion to which it rc-

plie.s; "In the U. S. S. It. the constmc.tion

of the foundation of socialist economy is

being completed."

Here the question arises; What do the

foundations of socialist economy consist of?

A iiouse in which the foundation is soc-

ialism, l)Ut which iiet^ds wails and a roof.

In a general way, Marxism assumes that

the foundation of a socialist society is to

I)e found in capitalism developed to its

highest stage ; without this, socialism is

impossible. It is the task of the proletar-

iat to tran.sform the social structure of

capitalist ec*)nomy, by proceeding through
various stages by means of the proletarian
dictatorship with a methodical organiza-

tion of economy loading up to a socialist

society. From this it follows that those

who claim tliat in the V. S, S. It. the

foundations have i>ren completed thereby

say that no great progress has been made
over capitalism, which is like saying noth-

ing at all. In reality, Leninism has never
piciured the development of socialism as
a vertical development, but rather as a

development step by step. In '"The State
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and the Itevolution" the development of

Commuui,sm is presented as follows: (a)

war (Communism; (b) Socialism; (c) Com-
munism, This is the way Lenin pictures

the development by stages. After the pro-

letariat compiers power, it cannot imme-
diately conduct the entire economy, that

i.s, it cannot instantly institute socialism.

It nationalizes the most important factories,

then it extends this action to the minor
industries and after it sets itself the task

of socializing agrarian economy. That is

what is going on in the U. S. S. R. and
this would continue with ever greater suc-

{ess, if the leadership were to analyze the

situation as it actually is. That is why
the only corret^. fViji-mulation is tlrnt of
comrade Trotsky on the nature of the

Soviet state: "The U. S. S. R. has entered
the first stage in the development of soc-

ialism". The formulation of tlie Eleveath
Plenum is theoretically impotent, it is the

formulation of people who have been fri-

ghtened away from their slogans of yes-

terday, when they were speaking of hav-
ing entered into socialism, at a time when
milk was lacking for the children and for

whom they had to justify their Inireaucratic

adventurism.

Tlie Colonial Question in China and

in India

Wliich class leads the liberation move-

ment of the colonial masses in the colonies

and the backward countries? The prole-

tariat, allied with the i>easantry and lead-

ing it, defeats the power of the ruling

classes, fights against foreign imi>erialism,

against native capitalism, against reaction
and, supporting itself upon the peasantry,
it institutes the proletarian dictatorship

by im-ans of rlie Soviets. This is what
Lenin taugiit us. Btit Stalin has revised
Lenin, presenting as an examine of the
Soviet system, the institution of Soviets
in the agrarian regions in China. He has
thereby <VncIared that the peasantry can
play an independent role ami organize it-

self a Soviet government that wiil lead
to the socialist reorganization of China.
The Eleventh Pleiunn got^s still further:
"Due to the manifest experiences of the
masses in the Soviet provinces, the Sov-
iets and the red army, which have issued
forth from the agrarian revolution, dra'w
into the .struggle the industrial centers."
Not only is the peasantry, then, an inde-
pendent class, but it is the class which
actively directs and organizes the prole-
tariat! It is clear that we have here a
new theory that lireaks completely with
Leninism. It is pure Stalinism , . . And
we may rest assured that t!ie originators
of this theory have nothing in common with
ilarxism-Leuinism They do not understand
its iniporlance for the develojiment of the
coJonial movements. But here we find a
second point which completely destroys the
peace of this dilemma, and that is the
estimation on India : : "The acquisition of
the leadership of revolutionary liberation
movem-cnt of the masses by the proletariat
is at present the most important condition
for the victory of tlie Indian revolution,"
Then, it is not tlie peasantry any more
that leads in the revolutionary liberation
movement; but the proletariat. But in
what is India less favored than
China? Why can the peasantry lead the
revolution in China but not in India? Is
Stalinism justified in China? Where is the
difference? In the specific weight of the
proletariat? Or in the character of the
peasantry? Up to the present we do not
know of any political and social difference*
aside from the fact that in China Stalin
already has lieen able to ally Iiimself with
Chiang Kai Shek whereas in China that has
not yet happened.

(To be Continued)
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Two Criticisms of the 6-Hour Day Slogan
Our readers have become acquainted

with the criticism made by comrade Mihelic

of the slogan, the six hour day without re-

duction of pay, which was adopted by our

National Committee. Recently the 'theor-

etical" leader of the official party, Earl

Browder, also came forward with a "crit-

icism'* of this position. Thus there are two

views On this qu^tion which, however, dif-

fer essentially in character. The first de-

mands an exhaustive reply because it con-

tains serious arguments defending a view.

The second is of much less consequence be-

oaue by its very stupidity it brands the

argument^ of this mediocre "theoretician"

as having nothing whatever in common with

revolutionary theory.

Comrade Mihelic presented his views

for discussion, Browder evidently presented

bis arguments as the last word on the party

line—that is, until the next "turn"—-which

is bound to follow. In this reply we pre-

sent the views of our National Committee.

The April Communist contains an arti-

cle by Earl Browder entitled "How We
Mus!t Fight against the Demogagy of Fas-

cists and Social-fascists". In this article

Browder condemns the Hoover "stagger

plan" ; but he also makes the "discovery"

that the slogan for the six hour day with-

out redjiction in pay, as advanced by us

means the same thing. Were that so, one

might ask: "What about the ^.logan for the

seven hour day"?
Browder exposes the "social fascist"

usage of the six hour day slogan. In that

he is closer to being right. We quote from
the article in question:

"The Socialist party joined in the game
with the slogan slightly modified to six-

hour day and five-day week. This was im-

inetliately taken up by the Trotskyite rene-

gades, as fheir own 'original discovery', nnd
the Comimunist party was denounced by
them as an enemy of the working class

becaus^e it refused to join the chorus that

extended from Hoover to Cannon."
A correction is necessary here. In the

first place we did not denounce the Com-
munist party as an enemy of the working
class. We have the opposite estimate of

the Communist party. But w4.do condemn
its leadership for its failure to keep th«
Piirt.v on the correct revolutionary path.

In the second place, we advance the slogan

in the question as the six hour day without

reduction la p«^*

Does the Party Oppose this Slogan?
Revolutionary workers may think that

there is somehow an unfortunate misunder-
standing here. The party leadership cannot
actu-ally oppose the six hour day slogan. No
there is no misundersitanding. It is the
"theoretician" speaking officially. The ex-

tent to which such a false position may lead
became very vivid in the recent arguments
of I. Amter, one of the lesser "theoreti-

cians". Of course we know that he will

excell anybody in stupidity and put it into

fifty pages of manuscript. He will rush
In where angels fear to tread. And so, Jn

an article in the Daily Worker about a
month ago he actually denouneed the de-

mand for the shorter work-day as assist-

ance to the Hoover "stagger plan".

Why does the party leadership oppose
the six hour day slogan? How will it main-
tain that in contradistinction to it, the
seven hour day slogan leads in the direc-

tion of the "revolutionary working class
solution" of the unemployed problem. This
it fails to explain, and there is no good ex-

planation, because its position is false. Its

position can lead only to preventing tlie rev-

olutionary working class solution to the ex-

tent tliat it prevents the correct slogan of
ttie six hour day without rethiction of pay
from i)ecoming instrumental in rallying a
class movement of tlie American workers.
The reasons for the superiority, in the
sense, of the latter slogan we refer to con-
sider in the reply to comrade Mihelic.

* *

WHAT ARE MIHELIC'S ERRORS?
Comrade Mihelic presented a seriously

reasoned argument in support of his views
on the slogan "the six hour day without
reduction of pay". The manner in which
he poses the question has its distinct value,

and a discussion on that basis can become
helpful toward further clarifieation. In his

comments on the crisis and unemployment
situation, as well as in his criticism of

shortcomings in our position, and, what we
might call our unemployment program, there

is much which can be welcomed. We lay

no claim to having as yet adequately cover-

ed the subject or to having presented an
analysis and program complete in every
respect. We are far from that and can well

afford to discuss even further than this

present scope.

However, there are some of comrade
Mihelic's contentions which can by no means
be accepted because they spring from an
essentially false position. For example.

By ARNE SWABECK
his two major contentions : First, that

:

"From the general angle of the unemployed

struggle, the emphasis must be placed on

the fight for social insurance"—as against

the demand for the six hour day without

reduction of pay. Secondly, he contends

that the slogan itself should be "the shorter

working week with no reduction in pay,"

Both contentions are incorrect.

In r^ards to the first contention we

do not approach this problem from the point

of view of counterposing the one slogan to

the other or even counterposing its em-

phasis. The one slogan supplements the

other and, when combined, help to make up

a program of Immediate demands.

Comrade Mihelic proceeds to amplify his

contention by saying that social insurance

places the chief stumbling block in the path

of the capitalist's designs to use the army
of unemployed against the employed. He
adds: "Social Insurance and the figlit for

it offers the chief instrument by which the

unemployed and the employed workers can

be united. If they cannot be united on

this basis they cannot be united at all."

This is certainly an altogether too

sweeping statement to make. We believe

we are much more to the point in say-

ing: The sIog:ir for social insurance ia cor-

rect. It Is the one with thi.-' most immedi-

ait appeal f) 'ho nremployed i^trker,^. it

i< not to b- tf'nceived merely tor purp*"*:*,-?

of amelior.ttir;g the presonr nnempHvc'
nisery but {-"imariiy as a mo<riS of Iraw-

ii.fi into the o^bit of the cltiS'; strngtrl? nW
these workers who suffer unJer this prt-i-

ure. In this sense, it also becomes a means
of advancing the struggle more dirt'Ctlv .uid

more specilMariy against the existtn;< sys-

tem of capi':a'ir)m.

Oranti.'-i; if social insuran^-e ccrtainiy

become^ an ii i ( rtant stum'ol.iig h\>>^ V iu

V\i<. '>'i!b tt <!Ap.^ali^;t designs, as do m st

aemal working class gains. By way of t-oni-

parison, it is well to remember that in the

United States at present there are indica-

tions that some form of unemnloyment re-

lief m;: ' l)c i'.rji;!*; d Senators*, governors,

and otii rs )i^r t- lo an exten: put rliem-

selves piil)!ii.-',y Jii record. >r' tnur-e. ;tt!

efforts M->;'!d litou he towards loatUuj; the

whole bmdei: cf such relief up.^'i tuc work-
er having a job. This does not in the

least invalidate the slogan for unemploy-
ment insurance. Actual relief will be

granted only provided the workers fight

sufficiently for it.

Ifirliile the capitalist class displays its

hostility toward unemployed insurance we
may take for granted that it will be much
more hostile to granting t^e sis-hour day
without reduction In pay.

In this respect we may also refer to

England and Germany with their experience

in unemploj-roent relief as an established

system; miserable though this relief Is. In

the first country mentioned, the employers
have already, as in the recent coal miners*
strikes, offered the most bitter resistance

to the shorter work day, and enjoyed the

connivance of the McDonald government In

this attempt. We may conceive of what
the picture would be in either one of these

countries with a serious working class

strugle for the shorter work day and the

opposition the capitalist rulers would offer

in comparison to the irritation they suffer

from the prevailing unemployment insur-

ance.

Tliere are already indications that they
will rather retain tlie longer work day with
more production of wliat becomes alisolute

surplus value, even at the cost of main-
taining an unemployment insurance system.

Marx has particularly emphasized how
miK'h dearer tlie absolute surplus value
produced by the longer work day became to

the heart of the employers than the relative

value produced during the course of the
shorter work day. Their motto Is—keep the
workers at the grindstone long hours, speed
them up and they will pay for these out
of work. Xow to the second contention of

comrade Mihelic. He says: "Granted that
the six hour day could be obtained at once
(which it cannot) even at this time it can-
not be proved that this would provide jobs
for all the jobless and even if it would,
it would be only a qm?stion of a very short
period before the situation would be
the same as at presentf, due to ration-

alization, new maeldnery, and the law
of surplus value. Thus social insur-

ance offers the most pennanant form of
relief (even though it is not complete in

itself) and places the biggest situmbiing
block in the path of the capitalist class."

From this point, comrade Mihelic pro-

ceeds to show the necessity of beginning at

the very bottom and arrives at the con-
clusion that the slogan should be "the
shorter working week without reduction in

pay". This he also amplifies by first stat-

ing that, when we raise the slogan of the

six hour day in a general manner we will

succeed in nothing but appearing visionary.

Secondly he states : "A reduction of the

working hours can be won only by direct

struggle with each separate set of bosses

and not by pressure on the government and

in that sense It surely is much different

than the fight for social insurance."

^e have no agreement at all with such

views of the six-hour day slogan. We will

much rather subscribe to Lenin's concep-

tion of the eight hour day slogan as stated

in his preface to the pamphlet "May Day
in Kharkov": "The demand for an eight-

hour day, however, is the demand of the

whole proletariat, presented not to indivi-

dual employers, but to the government as

the representative of the whole of the pre-

sent day social and political system, to the

capitalist class as a whole, the owners of

all the *means of production." {Collected

Works, The Iskra Period, Book I, page 47)

This does not in the least put us in

the position, against which comrade Mihelic

correctly warned, of drawing a mechanical

analogy with the period of the eighties and

the movement for the eight-hour work day.

But is it more visionary now to promulgate

the slogan of the six-hour day than was

the slogan of the eight hour day? Is the

gap from the present work day to the six-

hour day bigger than from the then pre-

vailing work day to the eight hours? We
think not. History gives no such proof.

What is, however, more decisive today

is the fact that we are in the epoch of capi-

talist imperialism with its immense ration-

alization of production and permanent eli-

mination of millions of workers from the

productive process. During the decade end-

ing 192!> it is estimated that productivity

per worker increased 4S.r> percent without

any appreciable, reduction of the work day.

We have rc^•^<he^i the stage of the devel-

opment of capitalist ijroduction wliere the

six-hour work day has become an oven more
potent need tbau the eight-hour work day
when It was lirst advanced in the eighties.

The prescnr epoch is also the one of

proletarian revolution. This imposes so

much more the duty upon us to advanct^

the slogan of the six-hour work day pre-

cisely in the sense in which Lenin speaks

of the eight-hour day slogan. In this man-
ner, utilizing the slogan to assist in setting

workers definitely into motion in the direc

tion, not merely of obtaining relief, but of

fulfilling its liistoric rOIe.

The present conjuncture of the working
class movement is not the same as during

the struggles in the eighties. Today, it is

rather a defensive curve occurring under a
period of crisis, unemployment, and drastic

lowering of the working class standard of

liTing. But precisely in this are cr^ited

the conditions and the possibilities for the

coming rising movement. In this situation,

the character of the six-hour day slogan is

that of a bridge from the defensive toTfards

the offensive. Hence, It becomes an effec-

tive means for preparing for the next stage

of the struggle.

In regards to the practical organiza-

tion for this stage, one is naturally tempted
to ask: "Would the realization of the six-

hour work day appear within the realms
of possibility to the American workers?"
We think so and do not conceive of it as

visionary. This is attested to by the fact

that the T'uited :Mine Workers in convention

back in 1022. went on record for a fight for

its attainment. Witiiin the various railroad

workers' unions there is today a growing
demand for the six-iiour work day. The
attalmnent of the six-hour dav would mean
a real gain for the workers, and a streng-

thening of their position. The relief whicli

it could afford from the unemployment
situation could certainly become visible

now to the workers.

We do not take the view that if the

workers cannot be united on the basis of

the slogan for socual insurance they cannot
be united at all. We think rather that the
six-hour day slogan particularly possesses
the quality of uniting employed and un-
employed alike in the struggle. Neverthe-
less, we" fully realized that the more com-
plete program of our immediate demands,
together with the proper pursuit of the

fight on a revolutionary basis, is necessary
to accomplish working class unity and to

guarantee its correct direction.

Because of these various reasons, it

would be entirly incorrect to substitute the

slogan "the shorter working week without
reduction, of pay". Due to its indefiniteness

it would not suflSciently furnish a clear

pivotal point for the working class in this

struggle. Moreover, the slogan of the six-

hour work day without reduction of pay.

and thus the better possibility of erystal-

It^iog a definite movement, would make it

that much more possible Uy shorten th»

existing work day.

It is our duty to raise this slogan In

an effort to have the idea penetrate the
masses. We must, with the small forces

at our command, do our best to assist in

organizing the fight for its realization an4
by all means to win the Communist move-
ment as a whole to become active partici-

pants. The various slogans supplement one
another and thus make up a program of

immefliate demands. One important part c*

these activities is to carry on class educa
tion. Only that can assure that the work-
ers, when set into motion, take a definite

direction along which each demand becomes
a stepping stone to the revolution.

M.Malkin Expelled

From Opposition
At the last meeting of the New York

branch of the Ccunmunist League of America
{ Ol>position ) a resolution was adopted to

expel Maurict^ Malkin from the ranks of the

Left Opposition as a deserter unfit for

membership in the League. Because Mal-
kin has in the past been considered an
active representative of the Left Opposi-
tion, we deem it necessary to announce this

action to the Communist workers, to ex-

plain to them the causes for it. and to warn
the militants that tlie Left Opposiiton re-

jects all Tesi>onsibiIity for the recent ac-

tions of Malkin, which we have condemned.
What did Malkin's action consist of>

At a time when the Left wing union {in

tile needle trades) to which he l)elonged,

was under severest fire of its enemies ; at
a time wlien the liquidators of the Ijove-

stone Right wing were concentrating all

t^iieir energies }.o sow panic among rha
Left wing and drive it into the Schlesinger
and Ivaufman camp in wild disorder—^at

such a time. Malkin, without informing
the Communist I/cague or receiving per-

mission from it, made a private deal with
Begun, Kaufman's fight iiand man in th*
Right wing I'urriers T'nion. as a iv<ult of
whi<'Ii the "known Coiu'munist'' :\Ialkin,

was to be admit led into tiie liight wing
union under special privilege. Wliile it is

correct today for militants of the fur work-
ers' iiraneli of tlie needle tradcfi to join the
Kaufman controlled union for tlie purpose-
of building a Left wing within, ilalkin's:

action bad notliing in common with this
jiolicy.

For this he was put on trial by the
New York branch of the Communist League.
He twice failed to appear before the E. C.
to answer the charge. Malkin knew aultc;
well that at his hearing in the Left Op-
pt)sition his action would be categorically
condemned and repudiated. In an attempt
to cover up his desertion from the Left
wing movement, he is planning -to repudi-
ate the principles for which he wag once
expelled and persecuted by the ofilciaL

Party bureaucracy. He is now again try-
ing to seek favor at their hands. We know
that the Stalinist bureaucrats, who have
no principles, a're quite capable of white-
washing Malkin in order to strike at tha
Left Opposition.

The Left Opposition, however, has no
intention of allowing anybody who claims
or claimed association with it, to .sail un-
der false colors. Malkin's planned bargain;
with the I*arty bureaucrats is not a strren-
gthening of our Communist party. It is;

a cheap and fruitless endeavor to cover
up desertion from ('oniinunis;t principles In
the trade union field. Against thi.-* deser-
tion we put 'the Communist workers on
guard. Malkin's departure imm the Left
opposition marks a departure from the rov-
olutioiiary class strug-gle. His plan tu
rally to the Party apparatus is a camou-
flage. The Left Opposition, by its expul-
sion of Malkiii. remains true to the rer-
(.dutionary principles of Communism, to
the ideas and teadiings of Lenin and Trot-
sky, to the task of regenerating the Com-
munrst movement by pui^iiig it of the
npportunhx ckDr-i-uption int« whieji the.
present regime lias ItKl the party.

NKW YORK BRANCH COMMUNIST
LEAGUK OF AMERICA

(OPrOSITION)
.May 20, IfiS:.

BOSTON LECTURE
Comrade James Cannon will speak on the

"Prospects of the American Revolution ' on
Sunday June 7th; 2:30 P. M. at Belmont
Hall, J50 Humboldt Ave., Roxbury, Mass.

The meeting is under the auspices of
the Bostoifi branch. Communist League of
America (Opposition), There will be dis-

cussion after the lecture and party com-
rades and sympathizers are especially in-

vited.



First of May in Madrid
MADRID—

The most profound contradiction exist-

ing between the feudal-ol erica 1 monarchy

and Spanish capitalism expressed itself in

tbe particularism of the Spanish provinces.

The bourgeois republic has inherited from

the former regime this political calamity,

which constitutes one of the most serious

obstacles to the centralization of the forces

of the Spanish bourgeoisie.

It is not only a 'question of Catalonia,

which itself is merely a question of the

struggle bet^veen the Catalan capitalist

bourgeois and the jigra no-feudal Spanish

bourgeoisie that creates the differences on

the political map of Spain. From Biscaye,

with its industrial center at Bilbao, all the

way over to Seville, the capital of Anda-

lusisi. and passing through JIadrid, Spain

Pi-esents a multitude of diverse regions

whose political traditions, especially those

of the working class and the peasantry,

vary in a most surprising fashion. It is

IcnoVn today, after the voluminous corre-

spondence of the tourists of the world

pres^. that the proletarian movement

in industrijil Catalonia has for a long

time been dominated over by anarcho-syn-

dicalism, which was a revolutionary ten-

dency at outset while the workers and the

employees of Madrid, a first rate admini-

strative city* have been subject to the al-

:most exclusive intlnence of social dem-

ocratic reformism. But if we are not con-

tent witit a bird's eye view alone, we will

discover tliat the industrial proletariat of

Bilbao has always been atfiliated to the re-

formist social democracy and led by Prieto,

the pi-esent socialist minister, while the

t>ackward labor movement of Andalusia is

at present influenced to a certain degree by

the Communist party. Yet. despite these

contrasts and this diversity of influence in

Tespect to place, a sentiment exi.^ts. a class

instinct, which unites all the exploited

masses of Spain and of Catalonia and that

is : their vague, indistinct—I would say

amorphous—sympathy for Communism, for

Soviet Kussia,

The Communist party has not been able

to capitalize on this sympathy and to give

it an organized and durable| form. From

the beginning of the discussion within the

C. I., which was accoiniianied by persecu-

tions against the Left Opposition, the Com-

intern bureaucracy has pursued only one

^im in Spain, aud that was to keep up at

all costs, even at the price of expelling

whole organiziitioiis, a little hand of loyal-

ities. The Comintern Imreaucracy has real-

ized its aims: at present, the adlierents of

the C. I. in Sparii are limited to the Ex-

ecutive Committee of whar once used to be

the Communist Party of Spain. When one

Epeaits ill Madrid or in the rest of Spain

of the othcial Communist party, one says

'the Executive Committee". This expres-

sion lias become tlie synonym everywhere

for the otik'ial party, becaufic tSie Execu-

tive, with the support of the C. I., has

expelled the entire Catalonia n federation,

the entire Madrid federation and does njt

accept the adlu'vcncc of the federation of

Dnero and of the numerous militants in

Bilbao and elsewhere who have expressed

their solidarity wUh those expelled.

Thi.s stupid tactic of Stalinist cretinism

has in a cert/iin measure brought positive

results -for Communism in Spain, This is

not at all paradoxical. The Spanish work-

ing masses have not experiiMiced Elie vic-

issitudes of tlic criminally false policies of

the C. I. after lOi'i. The members of the

appointed Executive Committee have re-

jnaiued unknown ro the masses of workers

and this fact has spared tiie Spanish prole-

tariat the disastrous experiences of Cen-

trist ndventurism, particularly those of the

''third period".

Commniiism, as the inspiration of the

exploited masses, iierefore remains uiiim-

jpaired l)y Stalinist decadence as far as

Spain is concerned. This is a fact that can

foe established here, everywhere and at all

Slmes. In my first letter, I spoke of the

sympathy of the people in Catalonia for

Communism, In Madrid the situation is

equally if not even more favorable:

On the eve of May first an important

spomlaneous demonstration took place be-

fore the Portugese Consulate to protest

against the suppression of the insurrection-

ary movement in Portugal, Nearly three

thousand demonstrators, \vorkers and stu-

aents, expresesd their indignition with

cries of ''down with dictatorship", "Long

live Communism", and "Long live the Sov-

iets" !

The first of ilay also was a splen-

did demonstration for Communism. In

speaking of Madrid, we must distinguish

between the organizations and the fighting

spirit of the Madrid proletariat. Almost

the entire demonstration, in which nearly

200,000 people participated, marehed nnder

the banners of the reformist unions led by

the cabinet minister, Largo Caballero. Only

a group of from StK) to -UK) workers de-

monstrated under the Communisti banner

with the hammer and the sickle of the

transport union led by our comrades. But

the slogans issued by our comrades, their

cheers for the Hussian revolution, for the

Soviets, for the arming of the people, for

comrade Trotsky, etc., were t;iken up by the

voices of thousands of workers who fol-

lowed the banners of their reformist un-

ions.

When our contingent passed the Central

Post Office, hundreds of postal employeea

greeted us w-ith prolonged applause. All

along the Passeo del Prado, the crowds

gathered on the sidewalks looked at our

little group, determined, enerjietic, enthus-

iastic, sometimes with open sympathy,

sometimes with <'uviosity but never witli

Iiostility. Our group was the only one that

sang in harmony and with spirit the pro-

letarian hymn, the 'Internationale"^ so that

the demonstrators from tiie reformist un-

ions who followed behind u^< were several

times induced to sing the "Internationale"

instead of the "Marseillaise".

A whole batch of pamphlets on the

"Spanish Itevolution" by comrade Trotsky
were sold out in half an hour.

Where was the lOxecutive Committee
(I use the current expression that refers

to the official party) on the First of May?
It called an unempIo,ve(J deinonstration at

the Porte del Sol, in ibe renter of the city.

But in this demonstration, as in all of its

activity, the Executive Com ni It tec was all

jiloiie complerely isolated. When our con-

tingent passed the I'asseo Uecidetos. a dozen
or so "demonstrators" from the Porte del

Sol joined u.^. since the unemployed had nof
showed up. That day the Executive Com-

mittee discredited itself a little more.

The demonstration of May first showed

the Oppositon comrades in Madrid ("Agru-

pacion Communist de Madrid") that the

unification of the Communist forces in Spain

can be brought about only hy the expelled

Oppo itionists themselves. The Executive

Committee deliberately sabotages the work
of unifieation and of the construction of a

unified Communist party in Spain. In this

destructive work, it is assisted by the Stal-

inist epigones of rHumaiiite and the C. I.

But their resistance is powerless and will

have no effect. The idea of a Unification

Congress of all the groups and individual

militants, both expelled and not expelled

by the Executive Committee, is making
headway throughout Spain and especially in

the Catalonian federation, where illusions

about the good intentions of the Comintern
leaders are still widespread. At Madrid,

in the "Agrupacion Communist" which num-
bers about three hundred militants expel-

led from the pirty, the hope for an under-

standing on the part of the C, I, of the real

interests of the Spanish revolutionary

movement is l)econuns ever more feeble.

The Left Opposition has sliown by concrete

examples from the international Commun-
ist movemnt that tlie acts of the Executive

Committee in Spain are the model for the

entire tactic of the C. I. in the whole
world. The "Agrupacion de Madrid" has
understood, and in this it is distinguished

from the majority of the Catalonian federa-

tion, tliat ill Spain, unity will be achieved
against the bureaucrats of the C, L, and
th,at no compromise with them is possible.

At Madrid, the Spanish I^ft Opposition has
won quite a bit of ground for revolutionary
activity. Tlie tasks of the vanguard in the
revolutionary events in Spain are beeominj;

clear and precise. The Left Opposition of

Spain is growing in the same degree as
the exploited Spanish masses are awaken-
ing to the struggle.

May 3. 1031. J, OBIN.

The Bourgeoisie and the Spanish Revolution
Bearing down all their weight to bridle

the revolutionary movement and to hold
the masses in check, the socialist republi-

can leadere brought about a change of re-

gime as, a consequence of the municipal
elections held the twelfth of April. The
revolutionary movement in Spain had ac-

quired such force that the course of future
events depended entirely upon the strength

of the class tliat asisumed the hegemony of

the movement. All the rei)ublicans—from
the ultra-Uight to the socialists who have
absolute control and leadership in the U.
G. T. (tlie rei^ormist (general CiHion of
Workers

J united tlieir fon;es for the sole

purpose of cutting off all opportunities
from tlR' working class movement. On the
other hand, the anarcho-syndicalists who
have almost full power over the C. N, T.

(Xational CoirfedeiiUion of I^bor) have
given their support and reinforced tlie bour-
geois republicans ; their aiiti-i>oliticalism

has as usual caus«d them to capitulate at
the decisive moment before the policies of
the enemy class, without even employing
the demogogic revolutionary phrases that
characterized the anarcho-syndicalist move-
ment up to li)2S. So it hai)i)ened that the
republican Ijourgeoisie itself practically

dominated over both trade union centers
in Spain, although it did not by that at
all overcome its fear of the masses.

NevertJieless, it was only natural that
these guarantee were not sufficient foi^

the republican bourgeoisie. They are oblig-
ed, due to the resistance of the monarchist
camp, to use force, which from the very
moment the regime was overthrown fore-
cast even more profound results. That is

why it exerted every effort to avoid th«
intervention of the masses. Although they
had a liberal distaste for the interference
of military people in politics, still it was
to them tliat tiiey entrusted tlie armed
srtuggle in December, reducing the masses
to the role of "extras". The failure of the
revolutionary atitempt in tlie month of Dec-
ember is due printarily to this very fact.

After the election of April 12, the
forces which liad supported the monarchy,
the big bourgeoisie, the aristocrats, the
clergy, had become convinced that it would
be best for their own interests not to put up
any resistance to the republic and its de-
cidedly conservative leaders. In view of the
results of the vote, these elements said:
"We monai-chists and republicans must un-
ite to save Spain from chaos". These were
the words of La Nacion, which was former-
ly the organ of Primo de Rivera and which
lives with the support of the big bourge-
oisie. In the last moments, tliat is, late in
the day of April 34, even the king was con-
vinced that the best thing for him to do
was to leave the road clear for the republic.
The provisional government took the re-

sponsibility for the absconding of Alfonso
of Bourbon.

The republic was first proclaimed in

Spain in the hamlets and in the provinces.

Catalonia instituted its own government be-

fore the provisional government seized pow-
er in Madrid. This is the only nationalist

act to be registered for Catalonia, and at

that it did not proclaim its independence.
The masses, under {be illusion of the rep-

public and under pressure from the bour-
g<Kii,<ie, from the very first, started to ac-

claim order and turned this act into a big

celebration. Only in Seville was the of-

fensive asumed and led by the Coinniun-
ists l)ut immediately the republican auth-

orities came out with a proclamation of
martial law.

The ab.sence of a Comnuuiist party
makes itself felt at the present moment with
particular urgency. Only a Communist
party can offer a solution to the different

problems with whicii we are confronted.
But to the short comings of the Spanish
Communist movement, issuing from a long
period of persecutions, must be added the
stupidities of the official Communist party
affiliated to the Comintern. Ir has brought
about internal disorder into the Commun-
ist ranks, a factional struggle which may
be said to have relegated the Communists
to the fringe of recent events. Reorganiza-
tion is especially difficult as the different

factions do not want to organize themselves
outside of tJie Co^nmunist Internationa!
which, with its customary bureaucratic
nonchalance is doing a})solutely nothing to

settle the conflicts between the factions.

The provisional republican government
has not promulgated any democratic re-

forms of even the slightest importance, so
that all the problems remain unsettled.
Only a Communist party can solve them
and the ground has become particularly
favorable for the creation of a Communist
party. In this undertaking the Internation-
al Left Opposition, today numerically small,
will play an important role, for it is the
only force that possesses a firm revolution
ary line. Despite all the obstacles, our
ideas are gaining ground, because they are
indispensable, i>ecause they are the only
ones that bring clarity into the confusion
that reigns at presnt in the Spanish Com-
munist movement.

—L. FERSEN.
Madrid May 1930
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Papal Drugs for Labor
Karl Marx wrote: "Religion is the

opium of the people.")

History is replete with examples of

ruling-class hypocrisy . . . Today, 1931,

Pope Pius XI well upholds that tradition.

In a radio address on May 16, the vener-

able Pope, speaking to millions of workers

throughout the world, puts forth a pro-

gram for the people in exactly three words

:

"Prayer, action and sacrifice". Prayer the

first essential . . . A-ction is the next thing

action of charity and of justice and of the

peace of Christ among the classes ..."
"What is even more necessary than action

is sacrifice, perseverance, method and dis-

cipline in your work, whicfi demand the sub-

mission of your personal Ideas and also

demand your co-ordination and :»ubordina-

tion as workers."

Tlien the Pope brandies out as an
economist. (Truly the man's powers are

unlimited ) . Says the Pope : '"The differ-

ences in social conditions in the human
family, which were wisely dec'reed by tlie

Creator, [ah I J must not and cannot ever

be abollslied. . .
" But "It is essential that

the ])roIetarIat be enabled gradually to ob-

tain some of the advantages enjoyed by the

proprietors." (e. g.. in Spain, where the

church '"proprietors" appropriate a comfort-

able part of the wealth of the country, and
the unemployed number several hundred
thousand—if they gradually enable this

part of the proletariat to gain some of the

advantages enjoyed by the proprietors—why
just simply "enable" one thousand of those

unemployed every year and in a mere sev-

eral hundred years unemployment will have
been solved).

Now then, how is the Pope going to

accomplish all this? By "raising the wage
of tlie worker" ! Evidently, friend Pope is

not exactly a Marxist. Or he would know
that the only time in history that the work-
ing-class has ever gotten a raise, in wages
has been when it has organized and fought
militantly for it against the ruling class of

its time—and the Catholic Church, one of

the biggest of property-owners even to-day,

constitutes one section of that ruling class.

Further, that an economic law operates
whicli causes a "mysterious" rise in prices

whenever such a "raise" does occur. The
illusjion on the score of wages, was quite

adeipiately explained by Karl Marx in Vol.

I of "Capital", much lietter than the Pope
could dream of doing it.

And more of such rot as ; "class col-

laboration instead of cla.ss war, etc."

Finally, why does the Pope suddenly
come out with his little speech? Because
it is in the interest of the church as well
as of capitalism that the masses must be
banded (uit their opiate. Especially when
we witness the uprisings in Spain—and
when international capitalism views with
increasing alarm the growtli of the "crisis"

and the rising mood of rei)eIlion on the

part of the masses.

The liistorical difference between the
two is that the church speaks of prayer
and sacrifice and capitalism speaks of dem-
ocracy and of freedom. The common basis
of the two is the exploitation of the mas,<?es

—one in tiie interests of an ecclesiastical

hierarchy ; the other in the interests of an
industrial hierarchy.^ The common solution
to both is tlie "action" of the mases for
tlie overthrow of both ; the economic eman-
cipation of man, witJi the ultimate aboli-
tion of classes and tiierefore of all hier-
archies.

It is indeed inrei^esting to note a state-
ment in the .same issue of the Times by
Louis Waldman. Xew Vork State Chairman
of the Socialist Party—wherein he views
the Pope's Jittack On Sociaiisra as "most
amazing" and "ill-founded". He concludes:
"There is nothing inconsistent betwt^en soc-
ialism and Catholicism or any other or-
ganized religion. One deals with the af-
fairs of the State and the other with the
affairs of the Spirit of Cod. We welcome
the Pope's conversion to tlie doctrine of
labor, but we regard his attack as ill-

founded."

Also in tJie same issue Matthew Woll,
arch-demagogue and reactionary labor lead-
er par excellence, is "pleased that Pontiff
l-eaffirms workers rights" and "endorses his
view that neither capital nor labor has a
right to demand all the fruits of their col-
laborate labor."

The working-class learns slowly—but
it will learn to place alongside of the Pope
as its most insiduous enemies, the figures
o f Won and Waldman—the A. P. of L.
leaders and their "class collaboration", and
the Socialist party with its "ballot box"
and "peaceful evolution" theories.

To the words of Marx on religion we
add the words of Lenin on the Social Dem-
ocracy: "They are the agents of the bour-
geoisie in the ranks of. the working-class"

—HERBERT CAPELIS.



The Dulutk Dock Strike
The dock-workers of the Duluth-Super-

ior harbor went ba«k to work on May 15

after an unsuccessful strike to resist a

waj;e cut of 15%. IjSst season, this same

group of workers successfully stopped a

wajje-cut of 10%, Since this strike is one

of many defensive struggles being conducted

by sections of the working class in Minn-

esota its lessons are of great value to the

revolutionary movement. It is doubl^

important for all Communist workers be-

cause in this struggle the Communist party

had a chance to show its leadership and

failed because of its incorrect policies.

The Strike Starts Well

The strike followed the announcement

of reduction in wages from 75 cents to 60

cents for all dock-men by the Great Lakes

Transit Co., the association of all shippers.

There was splendid response from the men
The partial success of the previous season

strike was the reason. There was but

little scabbing. The strike-breakei-s wi>re

imported from other ports, A strike com-

mittee of twenty-flve was electefl to lead

the struggle. Mass picketing was .started.

Around six hundred workers were involved.

The Marine Workers Industrial Union

and the Communists were popular at the

beginning of the strike. To say they had

the upper hand would be wrong, for a good

percentage of the workers were former I.

W. W. members and readers of its press,

another group were supporters of the Hal-

onen section in the Finnish workers move-

ment and as events showed, the weight of

influence w:is with the Wobbiies, and re-

formists. The latter's influence was not ideo-

logically represented in any way in parti-

cular but by the mass of the strikers being

ordinary . democratic-minded workers unat-

tache<l to any organizafion.

The party, though it had work :ed all

Winter among the dock-men and sailors,

was unprepared as usual and came late

with its full forces into the strike situa-

tion. At the outset it offered its support

and held rousing mass meetings for the

strike. It influenced in part the mass pic-

keting and militant conduct of the strug-

gle. Good rank and file organizers were
brought in. And later the relief stations

set up were of a material aid to the strikers.

Individual comrades did valiant work on

the picket lines, winning the admiration

and attention of the strikers., The I. I/.

D. distinguished itself by defending the

strikers arreste<l on picket line.^. Wherein

did the party lose the confidence of the

strikers?

In its bankruptcy of policy and tactics

and in the per^ionnel of the immediate top

leadership of the fii-ld of struggle, llur-

T^'itz and Milier, of the Party and the T.

U.| II. L.. hist the confidence of the work-

ers. \vitli the result that the field was ieft

oi)en for another ieadership and when that

was not forthcoming the strikers submit-

ted to the wage-reduction. Mechani>caHy

executing the "program" (they don't speak

of policy in the party any more) of inde-

pendent leadership by the "revolutionary

unions" the incompetent petty bureaucrats.

Htirwitz and Miller, failed even to win the

confidence of the immediate party forces,

let alone the stiikers. lender the policy

mentioned, ihe Marine Workers Industrial

Union must lead the strike to the exclusion

of all other groups. This led to frontal at-

tacks upon the I. W. W., A F of L. (who
also had offered assistance and support un-

til the 1. L. A. fakers came into confuse

the workers and dicker with the company
f(^r the men's dues). The I W. W. pre.ss

had tactfully raised the slogan of "Solid-

arity", offered its hall, etc. The strikers

interpreted "solidarity" to mean unity of

all for<'es to win the strike. The I. W. W.
feeling itselr incapable of organizing the

workers itself, delayed the question of or-

ganization, and advised the workers not to

organize a union but win the striive. No
amount of debates or newsprint could de-

finitely settle what was in the minds of rhe

leadership of I, W, W, Besides, there is

no time for debates of this kind in a strike

situation.

The M. W. I, U. speakers as well as the

press begin a systematic campaign of at-

tack upon the I, W. W, as strike-breakers,

betrayers, etc. The question is put before

the workers, to choose which is right, and

which is wrong, for the I. W. W. pi-ess

counter the party attacks with similar

charges of "they want your money", "pol-

iticians", etc. The more decisive elements

among the strikers already lean towards the

I. W. W, Tliey do not understand the

party's attack against the I. W, W, as only

an attack against the leaders. Their wob-

bly education tells them that there are no

leaders in the I. W, W,, so each attack upon
the I. W. W, is an attack upon them per-

sonally. The result is that the Marine
Workers Union and party speakers are

chased from the lot, the same day that the

party press is announcing to the American

workers, and the Cominttern especially,

tliat the Communist party and the revolu-

tionary unions are independently leading

the dock-workers' strike in Uuluth.

This isolation of the party leaders from

the meetings of the strikers almost co-in-

cided with the opening of the relief sta-

tions where the T. U. U. L. and workers

organization were feeding the pickets, so

contact was retained. The strikers would

eat the food and sulk about the attitude

toward the I. W. W. The leaders on top

continued to attack the I. W. W., too nar-

row to see the attitude of the strikers.

A day following one attack the workers al-

most entirely fell away from the relief

station. There was no lesson in this event

for the self-styled leaders. Of course, un-

der these circumstances there was nothing

else to do but slowly and painfully to or-

ganize a fraction among the strikers against

the leaders, who, due to the peculiarity of

this strike were hard to distinguish from
the ordinary striker. Why is this?

Absence of Sound Leadership

The I. W. W, had no men capable of

giving leadership. The A. F, of L. union

leaders of the I. U. A. are discredited among
the workers here because of their past be^

trayals. The party faileil to win the con-

fidence of the workers in this strike as

well as the strike last season, ITie strike

committee was weak, inexperienced and
not dominated by any decisive opinion. In

the beginning it was influenced by the I.

W, W, and the party to conduct a militant

struggle. In the latter part of the strike,

due to the absence of the party and the

indecisiveness of the I. W. W. the strike

committee was just as easily influenced by

the Mayor's Committee for a compromise.

Its leadership can be judged from the fact

that it allowed a manager of the Shippers

to speak to the strike meeting for an hour

and a half, after which a vote was to be

taken to go back to work. In the same
meeting the membership decided to take the

vote first and discuss the motion after.

The policy that should have been pur-

sued by the Communists should have been

the policy of united front between the M.

W. I. U. and I. W, W, for the successful

conduct of the strike to victory against the

wage-cut. and for the defeat of the A. F,

of Ij. fakers of the I. L, A., under the slo-

gans of "Solidarity". "Win the Strike .

The strike was defensive, A defeat of the

wage-cut would have consolidated the work-

ers' ranks and prepared them for further

struggle. The I. W, W. leaders, if they

were nor sincere about their slogan "soli-

darity", would have been exposed and made
to appear as enemies of solidarity to their

own followers. The weakness and ind*-

ci.?ivenoss of the I. W. W, leaders (editors)

would have been the basis on which, with

correct tactics, ttie sui>eriority of M. W. I.

I', leadership could be estai>lislied. Thus,

in the course of the strike or after a vic-

tory, the policy of a militant leadership

could l>e established—by fact, and not by
bluff. Generally, the proposals of the T.

U. U, L. and party to the strikers wore

correct : mass picketing, large strilie com-

mittee, spreading of strike to boats, relief

and lastly unity. This last can only have

one meaning to strikers, and that is solid-

arity
—

"stick together, don't scab". It is

one of our simplest and most easily under-

stood slogans in strike struggles. In this

strike it was the bureawratic formalist

conceprion of independent leadership and
the premature attempt to "enforce" it that

collided with the simple proletarian concep-

tion of unity in .struggle against the bosses.

The result of this <'o!lisioii was that inde-

pendent leadership was smashed by the

proletarian unity upon a less developed

level of understanding. Ir shows that vou

canaot force a real situation to be uuuie

thing else merely by bombast and newspa-

per talk.

Besides that, the policy is formulated

incorrectl.v. Communists can win indepen-

dent leadership of economic struggles of

workers as against reformists and syndical-

ists when by their leadership, demands,

tactics, and organization forms they win the

confidence of the strikers. This concept is

made over-simple by the present revision-

ist leadership of the party which creates

ready-made "revolutionary umons" which

it offers ttiie workers for acceptance. The
workers, however, do not know that this

'union is the best, and after you have the

superiority to the workers by deed and
work in a day to day struggle against re-

formism, and otheir concepts among the

workers.

In conclusion, the dock-workers weat

back to work with the wage-cut in effect.

Their army is not yet scattered, they are

not defeated. The A. F. of h. fared bad-

ly. The defeat of the party shook its ap-

paratus and is making the membership
think. The party needs a correct Leninist

policy and a new leadership. Tomorrow
there will be more strikes, larger and fierc-

er, because of temporary defeats. We can-

not waste time. —F.

Defend the Scottsboro Boys
(Continued from page 1)

tance of these to the defense movement

iss self-evident. Without them there can be

no real united front, no genuine working

class movement. Only an aroused working

class can save these boys. And the broad-

est masses of the workers can be rallied

only on broad working class issues. The

emphasis must, therefore, be invented forth-

with and a f»road united front defense move-

ment be set afoot.

An open appeal for a united front must

also immediately be made to the Socialist

party. T^iis is of course of the utmost im-

lK)rtance, Failure to do so up to now is

a grave mistake. No opportunity must be

cverkxjked to expose the hypocrisy of the

Socialist party leadership before its rank

and file and the whole working class.

In nine weeks the only comment on

the case made by its official organ the in-

nCHnious New Leader is an editorial on

May 23 attacking—not the crime against

our class—but the I. L. T). for its exposure

of the hypocrisy and sabotage of the Na-

tional Association for the Advancement of

Colored People This reactionary editorial

also makes insinuations about the misuse

of fund.s by the I. L. D. in the Sacco-

Vanzetti case, and promised to make reve-

lations about this case at a later date.

Such is the depravity of the Socialist party

leadership! It Is not enough, as the Daily

Worker did on May 25, to answer these

slanders with a paragraph of Irrelevancies

about Ileywood Broun. The Socialist

party must be offered a united front and

the leadership hammered day in and day

out for their silence, their slander and their

reactionary attitude, until they stand ex-

posed before the entire working class for

what they are— traitors to the working

class.

.Vnother deficiency of the united front

achieved by the party is the attempted ex-

clusion from it of the Left Opposition. But
the T^eft Opposition has not been and can-

not 1)6 excluded. Wherever workers are in

motion and wherever the party is engaged

in strngiile there the Lett Opposition will

be found marching side by side with the

wfU'kers and the party ranks despite the

slander, lies and the bureaucracy of tlie

party leadership. It is discharging its

duty in the Scottsboro case. By participat-

ing actively in the movement and by piti

lessly criticizing the mistakes made by the

party leadershiii and pointing out the cor-

rect line, the Opposition will contribute to

the movement out of all proportion to its

size but conunensurate with its historic

task.

The absence of delegates from all tliesu

organizations makes of the united front

defense conferences very narrow united

fronts of representatives of Negro church-

es, lodges, etc. and part.v organizations

who.se delegates applaud at the correct mom-
ent and are ready to tlirow every Trotsky-

ist our of the <Jonr. This is exactly what
happened at the I'hiladelpliia conference.

Comrade Morgenstern who, together with
(•(.nirade Goodman will stand trial soon on
the risarge of sedition under the notorious
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Flynn edition act, and whose defense is

being srtiamefully neglected by the I. L. D.,

was forcibly ejected from the conference

for taking the floor and speaking for a real

united front with A. F, of L. locals and the

Socialist Party included. The bureaucratic

praesidium lamely explained to the pro-

testing party rank and fliers that comrade

Morgenstern was a visitor and had no right

to speak. This explanation was shameless-

ly offered to workers who had seen com-

rade Morgenstern ask for the floor and re-

ceive it. Such is the spectacle to which .are

treated workers new to the Communist
movement

!

The New York conference, while not

so rich in drama, was little better. It was
equally narrow and just as mechanically

controlled. Committees with prepared plans

were instructed to retire and draw up the

plans. The oratory was endless. Discus-

sion by the delegates was limited and was
the usual echo of the leadership.

The change in emphasis on the issues

in the case will make possible a genuine

united front movement and genuine united

front defense conferences. No time must
be lost in making this turn about face to

the correct line. To delay or not to do it

is to risk the lives of the nine J>oys and
to guarantee in advance that whatever the

outcome of the case to the boys, the party's

prestige and its influence over the masses
will suffer a serious blow.

In accomplishing this genuine united

front movement it is necessary to put for-

ward the correct slogans. There is now
too much confusion in the party's slogans.

The central slogan should be "Unite to

smash the Scottsboro frame-ui>—Demand
the unconditional release of the nine boys".

The deceptive slogan of a half-Negro> half-

white jury should be dropped. The phrase-

mongering slogan "Death to lynchers"
should he droppe<.l as a "third period" ves-

tige. Other slo.gans to support the central

slogan should be those which cian rally

broad masses of workers to struggle against
lynching, segregation, discriminations, and
for immediate relief.

Tlie significance of the Scottsboro case
is great regardless of outcome. The strug-

gle correctly UmI by the party can strike a
serious blow against lynching, against the
persecution of the Negroes, It can make
a long .step forward toward uniting the

Negro and white workers in coinmon strug-

gle against the capitalist class. It can
draw the j>arty closer to the Negro masses,
and to the whole working class, and greatly
increase its prestige and influence. All the
jnore important ajid serious are the blun-
ders of the party leadership. All the more
important is the task of the Left Opposition
to reveal these blunders and show where
lies the correct line. This the Opposition
will do, li. T.

IN DEFENSK OF SCOTSBOKO
Tlie New York branch of the Com-

munist League of America (Opposition) is

holding an open ,'nr protest meeting against
the planned lynching of the framed-up
Negro hoys of Scottsiioro. The meeting
takes place on Saturday, .Tune G. at 8 p.m.
on the coi'uer of 125th Street and Fifth
Avenue, witli conu'ade Martin Abern, of the
National Conmiittee and others to speak.
AH workers are urged to attend.
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Stanley Disappoints Lovestone
The curi-ent issue of the Ltovestone

sheet, iintler the title "S. P. 'Militants Col-

lapse at City Meet; Fully Endorse Hill-

quit Stand", begins its comment by say-

ing : "As foreseen in the columns of the

Revolutionary Age (we shall soon see what
this "foresight" consisted of.—S.], the

failure of the 'militant' movement in the

Socialist party to malte a vifrorous strug-

gle along the entire front against the lead-

ership of the S, P. and against its anti-

socialist policies and for a policy of rev-

olutionary socialism has lefl to a decided

deterioration of this movement and to the

success of the efforts of ciever Hillquit

bureaucracy to 'liill it with kindness'."

The article goes whimperingly on to

explain how the recent city convention of

the S. P. adopted a disgracefully reform-

ist re.solution on the "city investigation"

with the support of an alliance between

the "militants" and Hillquit.

"The fact that the same individuals

who voted for this resolution," continues

Lovestone, "only a few months ago in-

troduced a resolution critlicfaing the re-

formist character of the socialist party's

election campaign, that they spoke openly

of the proletarian dictatorship, of the dev-

elopment of socialism in the Soviet Union

and of the necessity of ending [ !] the re-

formist role of the socialist party, in-

dicates the truth of the contention of the

Revolutionary Age. Either a consistent

and logical struggle against the reformist

theories and practises as a whole and thus

an approach to Communism or back to the

swamp of Ilillquit-Thomas reformism."

One can scarcely have imagined so ra-

pid a denouement of the tragi-comedy staged

by the lenders of the Lovestone group and

the ridiculous disapiwintment of these Men-

shevib impresarios at the unexpected turn

taken by the "militant" actors whom they

had advertised so widely. From the Com-

munist viewpoint, the Stanleys, the Mc-

Allister Colemans, the Leonard Brights and

their stock company were di^^missed at the

very outset as frauds masquerading as ra-

.dical politicians. From the standpoint of

the Lovestoneites (i. e.. of the epigones of

Communism ) , the "militants" were played

up as just a shade or two short of being

perfect Commnnis^ts.

How and what did the Revolutionary

Age "foresee"? It foresaw nothing. It did

not warn the Communist workers, and

even worse, it did not warn the workers in

loking for a way out of the reformist

swamp, that the "militant group", com-

posed of a clique of second and third class

leaders would only keep the workers an-

chored in the swamp. On the contrary, the

whole policj; of Lovestone faction was cal-

culated to keep the dissatisfied S. P. work-

ers tied to the "Left" wing reformists hi

perpetuating their illusions about the lat-

ter. The Lovestone policy was calculated

upon recruiting support for Stanley, Porter

and Shapiro (who are in turn the props of

Hillquit, Thomas and Lee), and not upon

winning tlie workers away from them. For

the Lovestoneites to speak of "foresight"

and the "truth" of their contentions is a

perfectly shameless gambling upon the

short memories of their readers.

What did these chagrined and disap-

pointed Jlensheviks say about the "Mili-

tants" and their activities a brief three or

four months ago? From Herberg: "The

resolution [on Russia] introduced by the

Stanley group was thoroughly pro-Soviet

not merely iii sentiment but in revolution-

ary class content ... It is clear from a

mere reading of both resolutions [Ivee's and

Stanley's] tliat on this question the differ-

ences hnve alrc^ady Ul reached the point

where they cannot remain within the bounds

of one party . . . The Left group manifests

as its chief feature a continuous ever

changing dynamic character. This funda-

mental feature also distinguishes the I^eft-

ward movement from classical centrism"

(Xo, 7, Rev. Age.)

From the editorial : The Stanley res-

olution) "basing itself on the proletarian

character of the Soviet sitate very closely

approximates a Communist position." ( No.

6. Rev. Age.)

From Gitlow: "But the differences be-

tween the 'Militants' and the Oneals, Hill-

Quits, Lees and Thomases are differences of

principle of such a character that they can-

not be reconciled within the realms of one

party." (No. 9, Rev. Age.)

A bare four months ago, therefore, our

"foresighoed" politicians solemnly estab-

lished the "militants" as: 1. Distinguished

from classical Centrism by a "fundament-

al feature" ; 2. Having differences which

have "already" reached the point and are

of such a character that "they cannot be

reconciled with the standpoint of Hill-

quit ; 4, Having a position on the proletar-

ian dictatorship in the Soviet Union which
*« "thoroughly pro-Soviet" in its "revolu-

ry class" content, and "very closely

approximates a Communist position". Not

a single word about how the minority lead-

ers were abusing the discontentment of the

workers following them ; not a word of

warning about the counter-revolutionary at-

tack on Bolshevism for "exterminating"

the Mensheviks, which Stanley made in his

resolution ; not a word to distinguish the

workers from the leaders; not a word of

criticism or warning, in short, of the whole
reformist character of His Majesty Hill-

quit's Loyal Oposition. Just the opposite:

a deliberate exaggeration of its "radical-

ism", a glowing embellisl^ment of its "vir-

tues".

Now, after weeks of tooting the horn
for the "militants", the Rev. Age collapses

like a pricked balloon. Overnight, the

virile revolutionists of the S. P. have "de-

cidedly deteriorated". In less time than tt

takes to tell, Hillquit has succeeded in

killing it^no less. The difference that

could not 'be reconciled within the realms
of one party" are . , , reconciled. lu.istead

of approximating a "Communist position",

Stanley and Co. are bitterly reproached by
their eulogists of yesterday for adopting

a . . . Hillquit position. Those funda-
mentally distinguished from classical Cen-
trism turn out to be—to Lovestone's am-
azement—blood brethren to Hillquit and Co.

How could so monstrous a transforma-
tion take place within so brief a period?

Nobody, least of all the Ijovestoneites, can
solve this conundnun, because it is falsely

put. There has been no transformation

—

at least no radical one. The essence has
remained the same. The actors are the

same. Only the costumes are slightly

changed. The only part played by our

Right wing liquidators was to drum up
trade for the reformist montebanks in the

hope of making some political capital out

of the affair for themselves. They foresaw
nothing, or more accurately, they analyzed,

foresaw and foretold incorrectly. They sim-

ply repeated on a small American scale

the policy of Menshevism pursed by the

Stalin-Bucliarin regime towards the na-

tional bourgeoisie of China and the "Tyeft"

wing labor fakers of the British General
Council of trade unions. The consequences
of Ijovestone's blunders in this field are

less, it is true, but no slighter in their

treacherous contempt for Communist prin-

ciple.

Those who believe Lovestone has learn-

ed anything from the miserable debacle
with the New York "militants" are doomed
to the same disappointment as JjOvestone

himself suffered. In the same issue where
Ijovestone so pitiably bewails the "collapse"

of his white hopes in New York, he pub-
lished a laudatory footnote on a new set

of "militants", this time in Virginia, where
the S. P. state convention, following the

Stanley policy of "dumping" their radical-

ism abroad at cheap prices and leaving
none for domestic consumption, passed
resolutions of pious praise for the Soviet
republic. The real political caliber of these
Virginia "militants" of the S, P. is known
to almost everybody even slightly acquaint-
ed with the composition of Hillquit's party.
But for Ijovestone, it is any port in a
storm. How many weeks will it take this

time for the Rev, Age to "discover" that
the Virginia port was a poor one, after all

;

in fact that it was no port at all, but ra-

ther another social democratic swamp?

BROWDER OETS THE CALL
The upper circles of the party bur-

eaucraiey are once more aflutter and agog,

lu the circles of the second, third and
fourth series, the turmoil is accentuated by

the prevailing uncertainty. The realiza-

tion is coming over them that a jump is

soon to be ma-de, but—Alas!—tiie uncer-

tainty lies precisely in the fact that the

willing and even anxious functionary doea

not know yet which way to jump, and
guessing has become a hazardous business

especially for those who guess wrong.

The facts of the situation available at

this writing are far from promising any

convulsive changes in the course of the

party. The ideological struggles which

were once a source of progress and

clarity in . the Comintern have been

debased in recent years to the level

of petty clique fights out of which he

issues victor who guesses best what new
wind is coming from Moscow. But even

these faint squeaks in the apparatus are

not without their instructive features, and

the clique fights are not barren of amuse-

ment.

As has been known for some time noTV,

the party leadership has actually been con-

centrated in the hands of the "Marxist

Center" (or, as it is more popularly known

In the party, the swamp), composed of

Browder, Hathaway, Bedacht, and the

doughty master of Marx and Joe Miller

who is known as Harrison George. It ha»

been functioning with benefit of clergy and

the assistance of Foster as a subordinated,

and therefore unwilling, window-front.

Foster's position has thus been a mortify-

ing one : humbly taking orders from those

he considers unfit to be his own second

lieutenants. In an endeavor to find some
political basis for separating himself from

the "swamp" and eventually rising above

it, Foster has developed an "ultra-Leftist"

position. Fo.ster an ultra-Leftist ? it will

be asked in amazement. Isnt' that impos-

sible? Doesn't it fly in the Lice of all the

laws of nature, of biology, of science? We
will admit that these are hard questions to

answer, but the fact remains that this is

the position Foster has taken, to tlie vast

amusement of the party members who are

in the know. In addition to this trouble,

the "swamp" is further tormented by the

position of mild hostility taken by John-

stone, on the one hand, and Stachel, on

the 'Other. What they stand for is known
by very few today, just as very few ever

knew what these two stood for. But they are

to he seen constantly in back rooms, along

corridors, behind screens and similar safe

places—shrugging their shoulders, lifting

their brows, and whispering a cautious

syllable or two about the source of all evil

in the party coming "from the top".

To cap the confusion, the center of

wisdom, Browder, has disappeard. Many
will remember this name as the author of

the "conquest of the streets" and the

theory that we are on the eve of a rev-

olutionary crisis in the United States—^the

only man who ever -went Bittelman*s

"apex" one better. This same Browder,

however, recently did a somersault with all

the skill of a trained acrobat. From con-

quering the streets, he turned the party

on its head with the advocacy of soup kit-

chens, cheap meals, and charity relief for

the unemployed — thus going Norman
Tiiomas one better. So ardent in his ad-

vocacy of this immediate relief was Brow-
der—who knows the meaning of hunger so

well from the famine years he lived through
under tlie Lovestone dynasty—that a stir

of protest passed through the party ranks
and oven created a ripple in Moscow,

Result : Browder has received the call

!

He is on his way to Moscow to defend the

soup kitchens as superior to the capture

of the streets. What will happen on his

return, if he returns, is open to conjecture.

To make up for Browder's absence (and

there is only one Browder, for which one
may be thankful in these hard times),

a "veritable shock brigade" has been mus-
tered out of ambassadorial service and re-

turned to the domestic front. Scanning the

ship's lists, we find among the returned

such lights as Bittelma!n, who is to take

Browder's place on the secretariat ; our
long-lost friends Juliet Poyntz and Dunne.
and it is said, Krumbein. With such a
cast, one can look forward if not to drama,
then to lighter foi-ms of entertainment.

Is Foster's star all set for a rise?

Will he henceforth be able to make a

speech without submitting the outline for

Harrison George's approval? Will Bittel-

man, who pushed the Canadian party a foot

deeper into the morass on his way home,
return to his compulsorlly adopted home
where he has been teaching the Kirghiz

about American imperialism, or will be

stay here tvith the hope of swimming in a

smaller pond but in a bigger way? What,
even though it doesn't matter much, will

Johnstone and Stachel do, following their

record of successively running to earth

every job with which they were entrusted?

And above all where is the luminary of

yesterday, Weinstone, who is as lean and
hungry as Cassius and as ambitiouB as
Oaesar?

But all these questions are secondary

and tertiary in comparison with the ques-

tion of Browder's future. He worked his way
right up from the very bottom. Is he to be
sacrificed just for the sake of soup kitchens?

Such a course would be unworthy of Stalin

who is himself as "pure and transparent

as a crystal". Since Browder received the

"call" we tremble for his fate. Is he to

be made a scapegoat merely for doing what
Stalin expected of him? Or i*" he is to be
turned out in disgrace will he, like his pre-

decessors, be the only one to bear the

cross? Is he to pass into the great un-

known from which there is no returning

to the Stalinist apparatus?. We shudder
at the ghastly thought.

But after all. perhaps he has only him-

self to blame. He might have known that

once he assumed power, he would have to

run the risk of being caught up with by
tlie inexorable juggernaut of the Stalinist

apparatus. Should he fall into the list of

Those Who Are Missing, we sliall say

Bodly of him what the ancient Romans
said r "Sic transit gloria mundi", which
translated for the benflt and instruction of

Jack Johnstone : *,You're here today and
gone Monday."

Resolution of the International Secretariat on

the Weisbord Group
The International Secretariat, after a

study of the publications of the group or-

ganized in the United States by Weisbord

under the name of "Communist League of

Struggle", considers that this group does

not stand on the platform of the Inter-

national Left Opposition, although it makes

use of its name and declares itself in agree-

ment "With ft on the principled divergences

which oppose it to Centrism (socialism in

one country, Anglo-Russian Committee,

Chinese revolution). Outside of this agree-

ment in principle, the theses of this group,

the points of view expressed by Weisliord

are filled with confusion on questions no

less essential for the Left Opposition.

The Wei:>bord group considers that

there is no Communist party in the United

States, that the one recognized as such l)y

the Communist International is only an-

other Communist group, favored over other

groups by material advantages (better

militants, greater numbers, better connect-

ed with the labor movement) but not by

a different political situation, as a conse-

quence of the support of the Ccmintern and

the Russian revolution. Tlie Weisbord

group which declares itself in a general way

as constituting a faction of the Communist

movement refuses to consider itself a fac-

tion of the Communist Party of the United

States.

2. Tlie Weisbord group considers that

the task of every Communist group is to

do "mass work" and that if it knows how-

to do it and to extend it to every branch of

activity, it then becomes the Communist

party. It is immediately apparent that this

group further, makes an abstraction of

the existence of the Comintern and that it

considers the Communist parties as having

to form themselves outside of the revolu-

tionary forces existing in our epoch. In

addition, under the formula "mass work"

which it defines as the work of a group

which fights for the deep neediS of the mass-

es, the Weisbord group understands an ac-

tivity entirely independent from that of

the Communist party, deeming it necessary

to address itself to all the workers with

its own program, its own aims, its own
methods. It reproaches the Communist
League (Opposition) in the United States

as being only a propaganda group, which

demonstrates the lack of understanding by

the Weisbord group of the role of the Left

Opposition, which consists of working as

a faction of the Communist party with the

aim of correcting the political line of the

C. P. and of the C. I.

3, Proceeding from this idea of "mass

work", the Weisbord group regards as Right

wingers those who do not know how to do

it and as "Left wingers" those who do.

Consequently, he categorically denies the

existence of Centrism, finding between the

latter and the Right wing tendency only

differences of quantity, and not of quality.

From this fact, the Weisbord group not

only does not act as a faction of the party

but further places the latter on the same
plane with the Right wing faction (Lov*-

stone).

4. The Weisbord group extols the un-

ited front in order to realize "mass work".

But as a consequence of the position of rival

and not of faction which it adopts towards

the party, it declares itself ready to real-

ize the united fnmt with any group what-

soever. This results in bringing hini to

realize not the united front !»ut political

blocs, for example, a bloc with the Right

wjngers against the Communist party

(speech of Weisbord liefore the New York
branch of the Communist League. January

10;U). This tactic is contrary to the tac-

tic of the International Left Opposition to-

wards the Communist parties.

The coufusionist points of view in the

Weisbord group can only lead it into a

blind alley, and use up tlie activity of the

few militants which it has grouped around

itself as a total logs to the working class.

The Communist League (Opposition), which

is THE ONLY ORGANIZATION IN THE
UNITED STATES ADHERING TO THE
INTERNATIONAL BUREAU OF THE LEFT
OPPOSITION, will strengthen its work of

persuasion among the revolutionary work-

ers of the United States-—party members,
adherents to the Weisbord group, Commun-
ist sympathizers—in order to convince them
of the correctness of the points of view

of tlie International Tjeft Opposition. In

its turn, the latter will give its full co-

operation to its American section (Com-
munist League of America).

THE INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAT
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PHILALELPHIA-^ur comrades, Mor-

genstern and Goodman, who were indicted

for sedition, may soon have to stand trial.

Sereral revolutionary workers have already

rt'ceived variynj; prison sentences hi Phila-

delphia under the Flynn sedition laws. The
Internairional Labor Defense, which, after

much pressure from workers in various

parts of the countryjnade a half hearted

promise some time ago that it would fur-

nish legal aid, is now even failing in this

respect.

With the trial i>ending and possibly be-

ing called sooner than expected, no agree-

ments whatever have been made by the

I. Tj, D, to furnish attorneys. Naturally,

comrades Morgen^tern and Rodman are

not satisfied with purely legal aid, that

is. merely the hiring of an attorney, the

Ijeft Opposition is not satisfied with this,

the working class cannot remain satisfied

with this. Tliese two coinrudes charged
with sedition are indicted as revolutioaists

and must be accorded the defense as rev-

ohUionistH. Our Philadelphia l>ranch, in

view of rhe failure of the I. h. I)., has

found itself conipelley to proceed indepen-

dently to organize the defense for the two
comrades and ito call upon the workers'

organizations to form a united front to fight

the sedition laws. All possible efforts will

still be made by our Philadelphia branch
to give the I, L. D. the opportunity and
to make it assume tlie duty it shonhl as-

sume in a workers' united front for de-

fense of the clas war prisoners.

NEW YORK—Our branch in the head-

quarter city has maintained a splendid lead

in -contributions made to the Program of

Expansion. It is therefore not too much to

say that the actual establisinnent ,pf the

>Ii!itant oh a weekly basis will to a con-

siderable extent also be due to the efforts

of the New York branch membership. At
least that much we feel we can say surely

for the future prospect*.

The main reason for this prediction is

the action taken by the branch at its last

regular business meeting. First, it divided
itself into two teams which will enter into

competition in securing the most subscrip-

tions for the Mflrtaiit. Secondly, it took
up the re-establishment of the sustaining

fund by which the comrades make their

regularly weekly contributions on the basis

of a renewed pledge. The branch member-
ship lias already learne<l tiie important
lesson that in sn<^h organizational activities

coordination brings the best results. The
comrades going around to solicit subs also
carry with them an ample supply of litera-

ture and in general urge the workers to

not only become subscribers but also regu-

lar supporters of the Left Opposition.
With tiie beginning of the month of

May. the Xew York branch concluded its

regular weekly forum which bad been licid

very successfully throughout the winter,
Now it is conducting regular :^treet meet-
ings. Just as the Militant goes to press,

the final arrangements are being made for
the first meeting in Xew York on the events
of the Simnisli revolution, with comrade
Pha-chtman as the speaker.

BOSTON'—Big arrangements are being
made by nur Boston branch for tlie lecture
to be given by comrade Cannon in that
city on unday, June S, at 2:30 P. M, at
Belmont Hall. LIO Humboldt Ave., Roxbury,
The subject will he "Prolilenis of the Ameri-
can Revolution". Tlie fact that all of our
comrades there are very active in various
workers' organizations and liave uained
good contacts i)y their splendid record in

several strike meetings. The bratuh has
bg'come lately one of our most, effective
units in distribution of Hterature.

With the first step of our Expansion
Program realized, that is, the establishment

of the Pioneer Publishers and its first book,
the "Permanent Uevolution'* ready for sale

we are now striding rapidly forward to the

second step. Our readers have already no-

ticed the announcement of the plan to es-

tablish the weekly Militant. In this step

we are even a good deal ahead. In our
original plan we conceived of its possibil-

ity only after the collection of contributions

amounting to $1500. It has now become
certain with an even less amount, that is,

with a total of $1000 actually collected.

The date for the appearance of the first

weekly issue is set as July First. But it

does depend on the actual sum of one
thousand dollars being collected by that
data

While the national ofiiet> 's taking these
steps and endeavoring to keep a little bit

ahead of the program, our brandies should
take good care not to lag behind. An ac-

tual comparison of the sums collected by
the various branches to date will t>e ^he
best means for each one to estimate wJie-

ther or not they have reached expectations.
We do believe that in making sucli a cheek,
several brandies will find that tliey are
still behind and will have to speed up im-
mensely to be in time to do their .share be-
fore July first, and from then on up to

the completion of the program. The first

point of importance is to finish the collec-

tion of the pledges made by rhe various
comrades and to forward the names to the
national office when each pledge is com-
pleted so that we can properly make out
the certifiicates. Secondly, to organize sys-
tematically the approach to sympathetic
workers and get them intereste<l in partic-
ipating in the realization of the program.
Thirdly, the appearance of the weekly Mili-
tant at a date earlier than expected should
become a spur to renewed pletiges. But
remember that these payments should
be met before July first.

Following are the contributions to the
Expansion Program

:

2,000^

1.500—

1,000-

500-

—1,750

—1.250

—750

—250

New York
(M. Fisher) $3.00

Xew Y'ork

A. Glotzer) .3.00

New York
(G. Saul) 1.00

New York
(J. Hose) 1.00

New York
iU. Rose) 1.00

New York
(Anonymous) 5.00

Newa rk

<Dr. Tanos) 10.00

Pittt^burgh

( N. Ijeperes ) 1 .<\~>

Chicago br. J.OO

Miitnci'ipolis

brandi 29.00

Cleveland

L. Bryar> 2.00

?GO.(55

Previously

reported 797.00

Total to date $sr>7.(;r»

In the next issue of the Militant, the

coiitribntious to date will be listed by

branches.

LETTERS from the MILITANTS
A CKlTICIS^l OF THE
ENGLISH OPPOSITION
LONDON—

The recently publislied articles by
"Black Diamond" and "Spartacus" dealing
with the situation in the €. I', G. B., and
the growth of the Opposition call for com-
ment.

In dealing with Minority Movement
conferences, "Black Diamond" approached
the question of their representative char-

acter from the viewpoint of trade union
dwnocracy. which of course is not a Bol-
shevik viewpoint. What we must criticize

is the deception practised. The representa-

tion of workers at conferences is exagger-
ated in order to deceive the Comintern and
tlie workers.

"Spartacus" longs for a "full time or-

ganizer". Of what? A new party? This
must be made clear before great mistakes
are made. No- one lias yet been expelled

from the C P G B for oppositional views.

There h;is so far been no fight against the

Centrist leaders. Any opposition that has

been made has never yet been openly ex-

pressed in the party as being based on the

International Opposition's fundamental crit-

icism of the errors of the Comintern and

C. I*. S, T', leaders.

Despite this, there exists an "opposi-

tion group" consisting in part of workers

who have never been members of the C.

P, or who have dropped out "fed up".

This group is, I believe, making con-

tact with workers outside the C. P.—as a

group. This work ie not being done as

normal party work, but as opposition group

work, as though no party exists!

This is completely wrong and danger-

ous. Comrades must realize that Opposi-

tionists who mask their opposition in the

party and at the same time or.sr;niize 'op-

position groups'* which include -lOw party

naernbers, are lacking In the elements of

Bolshevism,

Olive cueojt iDi«, OLuei-wxEse tuose party mem-
ers who might be won for the fight against

the party Centrists, will rightly distrust

the Opposition and be thrown into the

hands of Pollitt and Co,

The Secretariat must lay down very

definite instructions dealing with the fol-

lowing questions:

1. When may Opposition groups be

organized?

2. ,Who may be members of such
groups?

3. The organizational attitude of the

Opposition groups to non-C. P, members.
The Secretariat must make absolutely

clear that the task of the Opposition is to

organize tlie opposition to the Centrists

within the party. Where the Opposition is

"legal" <in a party sense) its only task is

thi.s. That, is, its other tasks are normal
ta.^ks of a party meml>er.

—DAVID DAVIS.

THE MOVEMENT IN LOS ANGELES
LOS ANGELES—

While in Los Angeles, I got in touch
with our comrade Boisnert. Despite his

isolation, he has gathered around himself

a splendid proletarian group known as the

Machinist Club. The club consists of about
30 memliers, is open for all workers to

join and holds an open forum each week
besides its regular meeting. The element
is of course a raw one as far as its theor-

etical understanding is concerned, but it

is permeated with a healthy class consci-

ousness which should in the near future

bring some organisational value to us.

These workers will listen attentively to any
subject of working class interest but feel

an absolute hostility towards the official

Communist party. This hostility I came in

contact with often thj.oughout the country.

Down in the working class section of L.

A., the party is known as the "commies".
Considering the location and organizational

influence of the party, which from my ob-

servation is almost negligible I believe we
could have a healthier and more influential

base tlian that of the party if two or three

comrades could come to the assistance of

aomrade Boisnert.

The party is located, or I should rather

say isolated, in the Jewish section of the

town, known as Boyle Heights. From
there they march down upon the city with

demonstration after demonstration until no
one but the police began to take them ser-

iously. In typical Stalinist fashion they so

conducted the demonstrations of the "third

period" that they find themselves practi-

cally underground without any contact or

even the sympathy of the working class.

From last reports there, I hear that the

party is knocking at the back doors of tite

Civil Lil)erties I'nion for assistance.

Tlie only tactic open to the party in

Ij. a, is the one adopted by our comrades
in ^Minneapolis, namely: a broad united

front for the right of free speech [The
Communist Tx^ague branch in Mineapolis is

working towards creating a broad movement
of all workers' organiations to tight against

the reactionary attemtps to outlaw the rev-

olutionary movement as a prelude to a con-

certed attack upon the wliole labor move-
ment,—Fd. [ lUst such a tactic, the party

is in no position to carry out since through
that other hrjilianr slogan of the "third

period" : social fascism, they have alien-

ated every workin.g class organization in

Ij. a. The only time the police does not

bother the party is when the party mem-
bers get together for their best beloved

revolutionary sport—"banquets". I attend-

ed two of them in the two weeks I was
in L. A. A jolly time was had by ail

with plenty of collections and empty rev-

olutionary phrases. Just how empty the

hysterical lioastings nf the party are could

deariy be sen on .May First, when, the police

not only prevented any street demonstra-
tioii, but occupied the party premises and
refused to allow an indoor meeting.

Srrangdy enough, the party members ac-

cept the police terror in L, A, as evidence
of their revolutionary activity and impor-
tance. To every criticism of tbelr rev<du-

tionary integrity,they point with pride at

the police terror against them. To the

worker in the street, the entire situation

there looks like a grudge fight between the

party and the police.

—MAX GELDMAN.

A "NON-PARTY" ORGANIZATION-
NEW YORK—

When, on May 20. 1931, tihe executive

committee of the League of Struggle for

Negro Rights "considered" the application

for membership of comrade George J, Saul

in that organization, they knew of Saul's

fearless and effective activities in the South
against lynching, his record as a working
class and Communist fighter, and his under-

standing of international forces and devel-

opments. They knew the reason for Saul's

desire to become a member of the organi-

zation, namely, to place himself where he
could more effectively strtiggle as a revolu-

iviiiicdnc auo thrive

ONLY ONE MONTH LEFT FOR
SLBSCKIPTION DRIVE

The total of new subscriptions, trials

and renewals for tlie Militant, to date ia

12S. This registers a big improvement over

the last report. To reach our goal, how-
evei", ithe branches will have to concentrate

their efforts on this drive for the next fouT
weeks and double their activities along

these lines.

The New York branch reports a deci-

sion to gather 100 by July First, This ii

not too much of an undertaking considering

its large niembeTship and the fact that

comrade Goldberg in St. Louis was abl«

to gather 39 new subscriptions all by him-
self.

Thus far, the Chicago branch still leadJ

in the drive. Minneapolis comes second
ad comrade Goldberg and the Sew York
branch follow.

Fr»m Brooklyn we i-eceived two sub-

scriptions from one of our sympathizers
stating that lie is working to earn the
hound volume of The MlUtaiit.

The prizes to be awarded will be as
follows r To the branch coining in highest

by July Ist, a copy of "My Life". To the
i)rancli coming in second highest, a bound
volume of The Militant and an enlarged re-

production of Trotsky's photograph to the

branch coming in third.

Rush your subs ! Increase the circu-

lation of the Militant Assure the return
of The Militant to a Weekly on a sound
basis.

tionist in tlie proletarian fight against the
bosses' worst forms of persecution and dis-

crimination. They knew that comrade Saul
wanted to and could do organizational and
agitational work as in a militant rebel. And
in their hearts they were in favor of ac-

cepting comrade Saul as a member. Som«
of them referred to a "she" bureaucrat who
said, "Saul must join the party first". (She
meant the Centrist faction in control of

the party, for Saul is a member of the Left
faction of the party and is,, as lie has been
for years, a Communist).

These comrades stated plainly that
a "higher committee" would no doubt
uphold her opinion that Saul's application

be turned down because of bis political

aflJiliation.

It is in this way that the Centrist bur-

eaucrats seek to isolate many of the tried

and able Communist rebels. It is in this

way tliat tl'iey mechanically control the
mass organizations and impose sectarian
tactics upon them.

With the revolutionary situation in

Spain, the knot of European economic and
political forces tightening to the breaking
lioint, tile movement of the oppressed rising

in the colonies—rhe o!)servant Communi.^^ts
everywliere see more clearly than ever the
validity of the political stand of the Left
Opposition, which stresses the international

proletarian revolution rather than the Uto-

pian c<;re of Stalinism f.sodalism in one
country )

. Bectmse we stand for a real

united front in the defense of the Scottshoro
boys insread of a purely nominal one,
and that largely with religious and unre-
liable elements, the imreaucrtits diserhnin
ate in practise against such comrades as
Saul, experienced in M-ork among the Negro
masses una devoted to the cause. Ir is

tins policy of mechnnical straiigulation that
reduces tlie auxiliary organizations of the
movement to pure caricatures of a party
already narrowed down by official sectarian-
ism.—J.

FROM AN I. W. W. MEMBER
MINNEAPOLIS.

In the late issue of the Militant (April
lo) I imte that what you have to say re-

gardijig the 'Tndnstrial Workers Unem-
ployed Union".

Aa a memlier of the I. W. W. for sev-
eral years. I am ratiier surprised to read
that we are now reactionary ! It is true
that the leaflet (breadlines or picket linos)

does not mention the necessity of disposing
of the capitalist system, being as the picket
line proix)sition is one to bring about im-

mediate demands.

We know that as long jis capitalism
exists there will be unemployment. The
object is to get the working class to make
a real fight where some results may be
expected. Activity breeds militancy and
that is what we want, 1 feel that the best
results (and relief) can be obtained by
marching upon the industries, the only
place where our class has power. And that
Is where we must go if we hope to gain
or I>etter our conditions.

Your editorial regarding the review of
the book "Communism and Syndicalism,
which appeared in Indukrial Solidarity, is

O. K., I suppose, from a political point of
view.

Yours for the revolution,

I. W. W, member
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Back of the Air Maneuvers Yipsels and National Youth Day
FiTe hundred and ninety-spven army air

machines soar over New York City in im-

pressive war maneuvers, forming a spec-

tacle which fascinated and thrilled thou-

sands of onlookers. These maneuvr^, in

the words of chief of staff General Mae-

Arthur "are not a 'circus' but a test of

preparedness of the air branch of war-

fare." (X. Y. Times, May 25. 1931.) This

air drill over the skyscrapers of N. Y. In-

volving some six hundred planes and more

than fourteen handrod men, cost the U. S.

government the princely sum of $2,000,000.

Aeroplanes are the instruments of the next

war. The nations of the world realize

this. In not one of their disarmament con-

ferences, where the capitalist governments

haggle and wrangle over the scrapping of

Dbs<<ete an<> antiquated battl&^hips,

will they tolerate for a single moment

the question of the rednctlou of air forces.

The Amer- ,an capitalists are likeirise weM

awaie of the importan ^ of the airplane.

It has proclaimed a Ave year plan (!) for

airplane building, whose provisions it is to

increase the araount of service planes by

1128, from 672 planes today to 1800 plan^

in five years.

The political situation in Europe and

tiiroughout the world is '?xtremely tense.

War clouds darken the face of the whole

world. France and her Little Entente are

at dagger points with German-Austrian

Anschluss. Italy looks with jealous eyes

on France's colonial possessions and every

move it makes causes friction betwen the

two countries. America breaks up confer-

ence after conference on economic ques-

tions, while it grooms itself greedily

watching that vast unexploUed territory,

that is, Soviet Russia, and promoting one

counter-revolutionary plot after another, in

the hope that this -will aid them in their

plans to overthrow the first worker's

Kepublic. The capitalist nations are hope-

ful of solving their economic ills through

a redivisison of the world market and col-

onial spoil, which leads headlong into a

new world war. Understood in this sense,

the war games in the air assume an espe-

cial importance. That war looms in the

near future is attested to not only by the

feverish military preparations which the

capitalist nations are engaged in, but altJJ

by the deltige of paciflcism which is flood-

ing the country and the world to-day. Pac-

ifism (disarmament, "abolishing" war by

treati^, laws, good will, etc.) is an inevit-

able concomitant of war. It is the barrage

behind which preparations for war take

place. Pacifism is the soft and soothing

music that lulls the working class into a

state of drowsy security while the capital-

ist politicians jockey for positions and in-

trigue for alliances. How well the United

states knows this! At the same moment

that the government is completely and

wholeheartedly bent on these openly mili-

taristic and warlike air maneuvers. It in-

stitutes another maneuver known as army

economy. It abolishes fifty-three obsolete

army posts, and thus kills two birds with

one stone. It gives the appearance that

it is disarming by abolishing several army

posts, and it makes a show of economy. It

hopes by these methods to blind the working

cla.ss to its war preparations and to ap-

pease the gullible and treacherous pacifists

and reformists. But the very next day it

gives the lie to its own decoitfulneas! It

runs a militaristic air show which not only

disowns any pacifist illusions it might have

created but even its preteness at economy.

$2,000,000 at one stroke ! And it turns down
the demand for social insurance because it

will be a strain on tlie government revenue

and on the "citizen's [read: capitalist's!

income". The role of tlie socialists and

their liberal allies i.s clear. Norman Thomas
before a "War Policies Commission" con-

gratulates ithe country (?) "on tlie con-

viction that when it comes to a real

emergency like war the overblessed profit

system won't work without an immense de-

gree of control". Presumably meaning,

that the capitalist class (Thomas calls it

"the country") is beginning \o understand

the usefulness of the "socialists" and when
war does come, they will lend the "coun-

try" some of their ideas to prosecute the

war to a successful conclusion, and to hold

the working class in cheek like their worthy

predecessors have shown themselves so cap-

able of doing,inthe governments of the

Kaiser, His Maj^ty Geo, V, the French

Republic and other illustrious cabinets from
1915 to 1918 and thereafter.

The capitalist class is looking for ways
and means to change the whole economy
of peace in such a way that it may be

transformed at a moment's notice to meet

the exigencies of war. Plans for universal

conscription have been formulated. Elabor-

ate details of war taxation are being de-

vised. And on top of it all propaganda ie

being flung far and wide that the United

States is preparing onl,v defensive measures
and will fight only if attacked. A picture

of the future can already be seen, even
down to the fake causes for which the cap-

italist class will attempt to make the Am-
erican workers fight their English, French
or Russian comrades.

For the working youth these air man-
euvers have a great importance. Thousands
of young workers are driven, into the army,
navy, and national guard by the lash of
the economic depression. In spite of all

the indignation of the Charlie Chaplins^
who want the "old men to fight the next
war", and of the pacifists who want the
combatants to be capitalists and their

lackeys, generals, politicians, etc., the
working youth will be the cannon fodder
of the next war. It therefore becomes ever
more necessary to point out the true anti-

proletarian character of capitalist militar-

ism and imperialist wars. It is a thousand
times more incumbent on the young Com-
munist today than ever before, to bring
this message to the young workers in the
armed forces; to break down the illusions

of pacifism, and to point to the proletarian
revolution as the only way out of the cat-

astrophe capitalism is preparing for society.

—GEORGE CLARKE.

May 30 and 31 has been set aside by
the American Young Communist League
as the days to rally the proletarian youth

against capitalist militarism, the war dan-

ger, for the defense of the Soviet Union.

National Youth Day is also to serve as a

mobilization of the youth for the Scottsboro

boys and against the capitalist offensive.

The 30th of May was well choosen, for

on this day the attention of the workers of

this country is drawn to the memorial of

the fallen soldiers of the American Civil

War and Spanish-American War. At pre-

sent, when the American ruling class Is

making strenuous attempts to get out of its

economic crises by the extension of the

foreign market^which inevitably leads to

imperialist conilict and war; as the United

States government is beginning to oil its

war machinery—witness tlie recent meeting
of the Policies Commission, universal con-

soription plans, air maneuvers, "military

economy" (which does away with "unnec-
essary" expenditures of money), and last-

ly the intensification of the political of-

fensive of the boss^ and their state ap-

paratus against the Communist and mili-

tant workers—at just such a time is it

especially necessary to inform the workers
of these events, mobilize them for the
struggle against capitalist militarism and
wage'slavery.

However, the difficulties in the way
of effective mass youth demonstrations of
such a character are many. One of the
greatest, if not the greatest, is the non-

Student Youth and the Workers Movement
The rOie of the student in the class

struggle has not always been answered with
sufficient clarity, nor adequately dealt with
in recent years. For the revolutionary

youth movement wliich is concerned
with the problem of the student, a
carre<'t solution and understanding of the

question is indispensible.

It is necessary, in order to understand

theii relation to revolutionary movement,
to define the position of the student under
capitalist prolnetive relations and to view

this position hisforically. The students are

not a separate class in society but in their

transitory character make up a defined

citegcry. In speaking of this category we
are concerned in the main with the ad-

vanced sections of the student and intel-

lectual group who prepare themselves for

their "future" as executors, technicians,

managers and theorists for capitalism-

The higher the educational Institutions,

the more marked are the class lines. In

the elementary and intermediate schools

we will find the most numerous sections

composed of proletarian children and youth.

The children and youth of the petty-bour-

geoisie are also great In numbers here,

while the off-spring of the bourgeoisie who
happen £o find their way into the "public"

educational Institutions (the great mass of

them are either privately tutored or attend

their own institutions and academies) are

in a small minority. It is when we look

to the advanced school, the colleges and
universities, that the pictures changes. The
proletarian students are in the main eli-

minated—the "free" education of capital-

ism, proving to be far beyond their means.

The.<e students are in tlie main the rep-

resentatives of the bourgeoisie and the

petty-bourgeoisie. Tlie proletarian univer-

sity and college student, with exception of

a few large cities, are few and far between.

The schools are one of the main bul-

warks of capitalist society. It is here that

capitalism trains the youth in a capitalist

ideology. The perpetuation of capitalism,

the indisputable correctness of this sys-

tem, its permanent character, tlie main-

tenance of law and order, together with

respect for the ruling class, nationalism,

militarism, all these and many more make
up the food on which the intellectual stra-

tum of capitalism is raised. These insti-

tutions turn out intellectual prostitutes and
apologists for capitalism. They become the

brains and the leaders of the system. Under
imperialist capitalism the students are in

the main a reactionary section of the popu-

lation who in decisive class struggle play

the rdle of enemies of the revolutionary

movement.

At times the students have played rev-

olutionary roles with heroism and self-

sacrifice. Such instances have oecured

during the period of capitalism's birth, or

in countries of a backward development,

where the system was yet in the process of

development. Under such conditions, the

students being an advanced section in a

backward social system, saw in capitalism

the saviors of their highest desires. They
saw in capitalism the opporUinities to rise

above the mass, the enactment of the "llh-

erties"' wliich are so akin to their desires,

and which would make possible the achieve-

ments of longings.

However, the moments such revolution-

ary sitrations reach a proletarian class

character, the students participating therein

desert tlie ranks. This was their role in

1905 in Russia. This Kamenev rightly re-

marks in his introduction to the Russian

edition of Lenin's pamphlet on the youth;

"The revolutionary student with whom
comrade Lenin had to deal in the early

stages of the revolutionary movement, was
to his mind a man originating from an alien

class, a possible ally, an echo of the past,

as one who had PASSED INTO THE
LIMBO OF HISTORY."

How much more is this true, in a per-

iod of advanced capitalism, when the sys-

tem has entered on the road of decline,

and when the proletarian revolution is to-

day on the order of the day. The Inability

of the students to make any very audible

protest to the inequalities of the system
and its brutal exploitation, attests to the

above characterization. Hardly a protest

is recorded anywhere against the enforced

and voluntary military training instituted

in the schools. The students remain mean-
ingly silent during tlie present mass un-

employment and wage-cut drive against the

working-class. The struggle of the work-
ing-class pass them by as if they did not
exist.

There are however sections (the iwtty-

bourgeois student) of the studen,ts, who
during the time of acute revolutionary

stri-uggles, and faced with a collapse of the

system, will be driven to the ranks of the

working-class—but they will be few.

The task of the Communists in rela-

tion to the student is to recognize that in

the main they are a reactionary section

in society. Wlien Lenin stated that "The
injustices and pin-pricks which the students
have to suffer Is but a drop in the ocean
of oppression of the people", he states In

simple language their ciass-ciiaracter and
rSle. We must not forget that they are
not a revolutionary grouping. With this in

mind we will be able to understand way
the 2nd Congress of the Y. C. I. was able

to define the tasks of the Communist youth
movement among the students as

:

(a) To weaken the forces of counter-

revolution.

(b) To tear a gap in tlie threatening

sabotage front of the bourgeois

professional intelligentsia.

(c) To secure the scientific and tech-

nical forces necessary for carry-

ing through the revolution and
for Communist construction.

A. M. GLCraER.

existence of a youth organization which
has won the confidence and support; of

large sections of young workers. The of-

ficial Young Communist League has at no

time been an influencing factor among the

American youth. In recent years, the pol-

icies pursued, the methods of work used,

the type of leadership obtaining has, in

spite of the most favorable opportunities,

made the League even smaller and less

significant.

One can dwell on the meager prepara-

tions for National Youth Day; the fact

that even the Young Worker, until the last

issues, had only incidental articles; on the

manner in which the membership was
rallied. But at the same time one must
greet the move of the League, in attempt

ing to arrange a general united front con-

ference of all youth organizations. The
inviting of the Young Peoples' Socialist

League was indeed a turn from the policy

of excluding all non-Communist party or-

ganSzations on the grounds of "social

fascism".

The Y. P. S. L, took advantage of this

opportunity. Some of the young socialist*

in New York who had been accused of be-

ing "near-Communists", that is, members of

the so-called Stanley "militant" group, de-

cided to show their loyalty to the Hill-

quits and the Oneals, and prove that they

are as good anti-Communists as the for-

mer. With this in mind, and the disrup-

tion of the Conference as aim a hand-

ful of about fifteen young socialists came
to the Conference of May 10, A statement

of their jiosition was read to tiie meeting.

Tbe statement of the Yipsels, after

pointing out the agreement of the Y". P.

S. L, with the aims of National Youth Day,
repeats the slanders of the Thoina.ses et

al, alwnt. the united front between the

Communists and tlie fascists, imperialist

oppression (!) in Soviet Georgia, the al-

leged misuse of funds by the I, L. D., etc.

It very cleve^'ly takes advantages of the

blunders and wrong policies of the party

and Ijeague especially in connection with

Its united front p()lieies. What could the

League spokesman say when it was pointed

out that the "Lovestoneites and the Trotsky-

ites" are excluded from various conferences

which are supposed to be brpnd united

fronts? This confirms our oft-repeated

statement that the enemies of the move-
ment will make capital out of tlie false

policies of the official movement ; that

stupid tactics and Stalinist leadership play

Into the hands of the social democrats. This
is to be expected.

But let us examine our critics a bit.

"We have found through bitter experi-

ence that for a working-class organization

to participate in a Communist united front

means to betray the workers in the organi-

zation to the none too tender mercies of the

Communists". When? Where? Not a

word. In tru*h, the Y. P. S. L, has had very

little experience in united front with com-
munists. When in the middle of 1927 its

New York organization joined the Miners'

Relief Youth Conference, led by the Y. C.

L., it was only for the briefest period of

time. Suddenly It withdrew ; no reason
was given ; neither the Conference nor its

own inembership were even formally no-

tified of the action. This shamefaced, back-

door tactic was in keeping with the soc-

ialist policies of boycotting \he militant

struggles of tlie workers.

Several months later, four members of

tile Y. P. S, L. were suspended for having

invited a Y, C. L. speaker to a Miners'

relief meeting. The ensuing protest by the

overwiielniing majority of the New York
member.-ihip of the Yipsels conclusively

showed that the rank and file of the or-

ganization wanted united front action with
the young Communists. It must be re-

member that it is one thing for the young
socialists to talk about the Lick of work-
ers' democracy in the Communist ranks,

but quite a different matter, to practise it

in their own organization.

The r61e of the young socialists in New
Bedford, where they played the game of

the reactionaries like Batty and Binn; their

open scabbery during the Fall River
strike; their support of the fakers in the

needle trades; the petty bourgeois pacifist

Utopian talk about disarmament and Kel-
log Pacts ; the splendid services rendered
liy the European social democracy for the
capitalist class ; and finally tiie disruptive

tactics of the Y. P, S, L., as evinced in

shairp form by its actions at the ilay 16th
ConfeiTnce, must be exposed. Every at-

tempt should be made to win over the
worthwhile working class youth in its

ranks—who in our opinion form a minority
of the organization—to Communism,—F.
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With its nest issue, to be dated Satur-

day July 4, 1931, The Millt^it will begin

publication as a Weekly. This big step for-

ward Is made possible only by the greatest

sacrifice on the part of the growing group

of comrades and sympathizers of the Com-

munist Left Opposition.

The progress indicated by the publica-

tion of the Weekly Militant can hardly be

overestJmated. The need for a more fre-

quent issuance of our organ has never been

greater. Confronted by the situation in the

labor and revalbtionary movements, pre-

gnant with great events, all the obstacles

that stand in the way must be surmounted

or pushed aside. The voice of the Marxist

wing of the movement must now be heard

louder and more often. We cannot stand

itill. Events are multiplying in their sign-

ificance and The Militant must forge ahead

to keep pace with them.

The capitalist worjd is in the throes-

of its severest crisis since the outbreak

of the war. The statesmen of the old order

are frantic in their Impotence. The rotten

edifice of capitalism is crumbling under

their feet. In one country after another,

the elements of a revolutionary crisis are

maturing and the day nears when the pro-

blem of power is once more to be posed

«cut«ly for the revolutionary proletariat of

Europe. Everywhere, the social democratic

agency of cftpitalism is manifesting its

treachery and bankruptcy. Only the revolu-

tionary Communists can deliver humanity

from the toils of misery and exploitation.

It Is here that the great contrast of

the present decade is located : the gap be-

tween the revolutionary possibilities and

the inability of the official Communist move-

ment to seize these possibilities and util-

ize them to the maximum. The extension

of this gap will involve the gi-eatest set-

back to human progress. The reformists

of all shades, inside and outside the rev-

olutionary movement, are intent upon wid-

ening this gap. The Marxist wing of Com-
munism, the Left Opposition, was born out

of the struggle to close this gap by regen-

erating the Communist movement, by purg-

ing it of opportunism, of adventurism, of

its bureaucracy, by shifting it back to the

ffpftnite foundations laid for the proletarian

movement by Marx, Engels, Lenin and
Trotsky.

The [hope of the future lies In Com-
munism, in the Communist movement. All

the greater significance is therefore to be

attributed to the work of those rebels who
have banded together to strengthen Com-
munism by restoring its revolutionaTy prin-

ciples. In fhe United States this work has

been done by The Militant, in the face of

all the obstacles deliberately placed in its

path, despite the many-sided attacks, de-

spite the hopes of its numerous foes that

its days were numbered. But our work has

been but a small part of what it must be.

It must be doubled and trebled, deepened

and extended to broader spheres.

The working class and the revolution-

ary movement In the United States stand

at tlie crossroads. The naroctie effects of

yesterday's "prosperity" are beginning to

wear ciff. The working class drugged by

the illusions of the bourgeoisie is rising out

its long sleep. Its first battles of resist-

ance to ft capitalist classs seeking to un-

load its difficulties upon labor have al-

ready revealed its profound and hardly tap-

ped resources of militancy and its capac-

ity for action. A Communist movement,
aware of the possibilities, capable of util-

izing them, united on a principled basis,

would be in a position to guide this awak-
ening working class. Coming events may
follow in such an order that the historic-

ally backward working class of the United

States may leap to the forefront of the

iatemational proletariat. The Communist
movement, which has so tragically missed

the opportunities of yesterday, must not be

allowed to miss those of today and tomor-

row.

There lies the main task of the Mili-

tant and the Left Opposition as « whole

:

to train up the Tevolutlonary vanguard, to

olaxify its purpose and to strengthen its

action. The task cannot be postponed. It

presses down upon the whole movement
with an urgency that cannot be denied.

The Weekly Militant will be able to

Miners on
Thousands on Strike Against Wage Cuts in Western Pennsylvania

The miners' strike against inhumanbureaucratic administration which have

starvation conditions, from its inception

which began two weeks ago in Western

Pennsylvania has been spreading rapidly

and is now extending to Ohio. At the mom-
ent of writing there are nearly 20,000 min-

ers out. They are fighting with a militancy

equal to the most glorious examples of

American labor history. This holds bright

prospects for further extention as the min-

ers elsewhere begin to learn that this is

their battle as well.

In another article in this issue we
give some figures of slashing of the miners'

wgaes. These are taken from the Bureau
of Labor Statistics compilation. We no-

tice that during the period ilarch 1930 to

March 1931 213,000 Bituminous coal miners

have suffered a 16.2 percent, redaction. Re-

cently the U. S. Department of Labor con-

ciliator, Emmaline Pitt, expressed herself as

"horrified" at the starvation and wretched

living conditions of the miners and the

"terrible brutality" of the coal and iron

police as well as the state Cossacks, Miners

have been existing on the starvation level.

The most ruthless methods have been used

to smash their organization.

In western Pennsylvania the National

Miners Union has assumed the leading role.

With a giniuinc mass basis being accepted

and a genuine union democracy applied

there are prospects for success for the X,

il. U. But for this it will be necessary

to avoid the mistakes of policy and the

stlfied the N. M. IJ. up till now.

The miners are on the march. A move-

ment of real vitality has commenced, ex-

pressing itself in different forms In differ-

ent parts of the'country. In Harlan, Ken-

tucky, 18OO0 miners already struck early in

May against starvation conditions. In

Illinois there is a revolt against the treason

of the Lewls-Fishwiek-Walker reactionari^.

This movement found reverberations in the

southern part of West Virginia and Ohio

where sections of a new union are being or-

ganized in opposition to the old I^ewis un-

ion. It found reverberations also in In-

diana and In the southwestern states where
also new union formation is taking place.

The U. M. W. is definitely discredited

in the eyes of the rank and file miners who
have learnd the lesson from the treason-

able career of its officialdom. The capital-

ist forces, particularly In Pennsylvania, are

now crying out for re-establishment of the

Lewis union. The bosses prefer no union
;tt all, hut they will always be ready to ac-

cept the union of the A. P. of L, brand of

leader^ihip and policies when thvy are

threatened with the alternative of the rank
and file taking- nmtters into their own hands
and foriuing a militant union.

In western Pen nsiyIvan ia the jails are

being filled with militant miners. In Har-
lan Kt>ntncky, 50 of them are in prison, 20

chnrgod with murder in the fii-st degree.

All of these class war victims need defense

and deserve all possible working class ef-

fort on their behalf. Relief is needed for

the striking miners who already for a long

time have existed on the starvation level.

Workers should send such support to the

Miners Relief Committee at 611 Penn Av».,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

In this situation of growing strike,

growing militancy of the miners and increas-

ing revolt against the old U. M. W, machine
there are real possibilities for a movement
which may assume titanic proportions.

There are real possibilities for a union built

on a class basis, fuiictioning unider the
Mnner of militancy and able to embrace
all the coal miners. The slightest conci-
sion to the outfit of John L, Lewis will be
wrong. To the miners it should remain
clear that now is the time to bend all ef-

fort to direct the various movements of
revolt against the old bureaucracy, of strug--

gle against the inhuman conditions and of
efforts to organize in various sections into
one mighty stream for the building of an
all-einrbacing class union. It is necessary
to particularly emphasize once again the
need of amalgamation of the various sec-
tional unions being organized together with
the Nati-onal Miner.s Union into one such
organization. It is incumbent upon all

Communist miners to unite for the achieve-
ment of this goal as a part of the fight
to a finish against capitalism.

—A, S.

The Spanish Bourgeoisie Acts -- Against Labor
PARIS—

The news t'hat reaches us from Madrid

confirms the notice appearing last week in

all the papers and according to which 17

Communists were arrested In a saloon dur-

ing a meeting. Our Madrid comrades write

us: "After your delegate had delivered his

lecture at the cafe meeting place of the

Madrid 'Agrupacion', the police prohibited

the owner of the cafe from giving us the

hall for our meetings without authorization

from the police (DIreccIon General de

Seguridad). On May 15 the police arrested

17 of our comrades who were In the cafe

and they are now at the disposal of the

military judge. Among those arrested Is

our comrade Lacroix and other militants of

fulfill this task far better ttan the semi-

monthly. Events which yesterday could

only be mentioned—and sometimes belated-

ly—will be mirrored more completely and

more in time in the columns of the Weekly
Every effort will be made by the Weekly to

deal witli the important, the decisive strug-

gles in the labor movement as a whole. The
out-Standing political events of the day will

be treated from the Marxian standpoint in

the Weekily with greater promptitude and

detail than before. The problems of the

Soviet Union, the workers' fatherland, the

problems and struggles of the Communist
International and its American section,

will find an objective analysis in our col-

umns. The life of the Left Opposition

throughout the world will be recorded faith-

fully.

The step to The Weekly has been made
possible, we said, by the sacrifice of our

supporters. The greatest, most pressing

problem is still to be solved : the problem
of maintaining the Weekly on a strong

basis. Just as the publication of the Mili-

tant requires the written contributions of

all our comrades, so its maintenance de-

mands their constant assistance. Every
reader must become a supporter a member
of our small army of fighters. It is to

them that -we make our appeal to increase

the circulation of Th« Militant, to spread
its influence, to extend its circle of read-

ers as widely as possible.

SAvift, generous, steady support is im-

perative to maintain The Weekly Militant.

The first step Is being taken—the advance
must be kept up. Every comrade to his

task!

—THE MILITANT.

the Ijeft Oppot^ition,"

We have written last week that the

president of the Council, Alcala Zamora
and the minister of the interior, Miguel

Maura, announced repressive measures
against the "extremists of fihe Left", that

is, against our Opposition comrades who,

in the absence of a Communist party, are

guiding -with their feeble means the spon-

taneous struggles of the revolutionary pro-

letariat of Spain. Zamora and Maura hav«
kept their promise: to break the spirit of

tte rebellious masses to leave them without

leadership and to throw them into confu-

sion, the pToviaional government has ar-

rested the best Communist militants. Our
comrade Lacroix who was released hardly

three weeks ago by the revolutionary work-
ers of Valencia, after having suffered long

months of detention in the prisons of the

dictatorship which considerably impaired

his feeble health, is today incarcerated by
the republican-socialist government.

With Lacroix, other miliiants, less ex-

perienced but just as devoted as he is to

the proletarian cause are incarcerated in

tlie piisons of {he republic, (mr dufy, the

duty of every revolutionary worker, is tc

stir ftie opinion of tlie working class of

ivery country and tv. raise a vigovous pi"o-

test against the repressiun ot the Spanish

bourgeoisie whose victims are today the

best revolutionary militants,

Tlie Rc*!e of the Bourgeoisie

The Spanish bourgeoisie, supported by
the sofial democracy, is beginning to play

an oi)enly and cynically reactionary role.

The provisional government which is re^

sealing itself more and more as the watch-

dog of the feudal-capitalist bourgeoisie. Is

deoiving the popular masses by Its (hypo-

critical and lying decrees. Aj; soon as the

relvllious workers and peasants begin to

stir, the provisional government publishes

a dozen decrees in which it promises, in

nebulous and Intentionally equivocal terms
the confiscation of certain lands under cer-

tain conditions ; the confiscation of the

wealtfo of the fallen monarchy ; the separa-
tion of the church and the state : the pun-

ishment of those responsible for the dic-

tatorship, etc.

The next day, after these decrees have
played their role as narcotics dulling th«
vigilance of the masses, the government hy

a "final word", puts off these radical re-

forms to the Greek Calends of the Con-
stituent Cortes.

But on May 10, the workers of Madri-J
and the provinces went out into the ytr^eta

to have the wi I of the exploited masse*
resiK'clod by direct action. They theni>eiv.3«

punishe;] the most hated enemy of t)h« peo-
ple -the clergy. Thereupon, the republican-
socialist government took off Ite mask of
laymanshlp and democracy and savagely
repressed the demonstrators. It directed
the point of Its repression against the "ex-
tremists of the Left", that is againtst the
Opposition Communists who have taxed
themselves with elaborating -i political and
5i'(;i;ii program corresponding lO the vita:
iir.erfits of the rebellious mas.-.ts, capdl',e

Of making their demonstrations with a
<-lear-sighted leadership which i ermita tti*

massefj to conduct their revo.'utionary ae-
ti-ity better and with great;?r success.

The arrest of t(he revolu:bnary mili-
taoLii can o.ily increase the ai ger of the
workers. Indignation runs hij;h in the
workers' circles and the campaign of pro-
test against the arbitrary act of the min-
istry is growing in the trade unions. The
workers of all tendencies organized in the
reformist trade union (General Union of
Labor) or in the anarchist trade unions
(National Confederation of Labor) must re-

iiifnilK'r that the socialist leaders. Cabal-
lero, Prieto and d? ios Kios sihare the satns
i-esponsibiiity in this arbitrary act as Zam-
ora and Maura. Tlie Spanish workers today
must dLMiiaiid a reckoning from those who
claim to represent them in the provisional
ffoMrnment. The socialist ministers h iva

range^i themselves openly on the side of
the bourgeoisie against the workers, against
the best defenders of the proletariat's In-

terests. ?lvery enlightened worker un-
derstands this now. But tbis truth must
be told to every stratum of the exploited
people. TSie revolutionary propaganda of
all the Spanish Communists, regardless of
their tendency must reveal to the workers
and peasants throughout Spain the trea-
sonable role which the socialist ministers
play in t^e provisional government.

* * *

It is very* important that in this rev-
olutionary struggle unfolding under ex-
tremely painful conditions, the Spanish
Communists should not remain abandoned
to themselves and isolated from the prole-

tarian movement of other countries. The
Spanish Communist movement counts a

(Continued on page 8)



STRIKE "STRATEGY"

AmonK' the nb^nrdities spawned diirins

the third period of the Comintern's mis-

takes, a prominent place belongs to the

2iew inventions in the field of trade union

policy ^relatinj,' to strikes, or as the gen-

erals say, "strike strategy". During the

past few years we heard plenty about these

discoveries. Articles, resolutions, and pam-

phlets if not whole books—have poured

forth in a steady stream as evi-dence that

on this subject also the statesmen of Cen-

trism have something new to say. As was
to be expected, the new prescriptions have

fared badly in the test of experience. Mat-

ters were bad enough before the deluge of

tiheses on strike strategy ; since then they

Jhave been worse.

The central feature of the new rev«i.t-

tion^as nobody has been allowed to tor-

get—is "independent strike leadersuip".

Under this formula the t.asks of tho Com-
munists in strike situations are i-edui-ert to

an A B C simpli<>ity : they simply take over

the direct leadership of the stnij^gle. re-

gardle*:s of reformists reactionaries, fasc-

ists or "social-fascists" who iii..y opnose

the idea, and re'iardless also of th(^ pro-

portionate influence they may wiehl at the

anoment. But if the opponents of Com-
jnunism control the union ct/nduoting the

strike, what then? The answer is given in

all the theses : form a new strike commit-

tee. And if the workers do not understand

and support this action? That is their

/auLt.

In the recent Dmluth-Superior dock

's+j'ike we have seen a brilliant exemplifica-

tion of these tactics. In this strike, which

was so ably reported in the last number of

The Militant by Clem Forsen, the party

confronted a situation in which the senti-

ments of the workers were divided between
several groups. There were supporters of

the Halonen group—the Pinninsh variant

of the Loveston Right wiuj':—among the

strikers, and the I. W. W, had a strong

infiuence over others. In this respect the

strike does not present an exceptional pic-

ture. It Is rather typical. In the coming
w^ave of strike struggles the Communists
will rarely find a situation in which (hey

have no rivals. And in most cases they

will be more serious rivals, and better Or-

ganized. For that reason the Dulnth ex-

perience should not be overlooked.

Tlie logic of the Dnluth situation point-

ed to only one po'licy for the Communists
It was their taek in the first place to raise

the slogan of unity and solidarity for a

common front against the employers in the

strike. From that it would follow that

they should demand a single strike com-
mittee, democratically elected by the strik-

ers in which each of the contending fac-

tions would have the right to make its pro-

posals and submit them to the decision of

the majority. By this means the unity Qf

the workers would be preserved, while th«y

would have the opportunity, at the same
time, to judge the proi>osals of the various

groups,. test them in action, and make their

<own free selection assisted by their own
experience.

This applies to the question of union

affiliation no less than to the other ques-

tioR.s, 'Through their own experience.^ with

the representatives of the rival unions in

the strike, and the strike policies sponsor*

pd by them the workei's would be in a bet-

ter position to decide whether they w-ant

to join the I. W. AV. or the Marine Work-

ers IiidnstriaJ Union. We have no right to

demand that they answer thi.s question be-

forehand if they are not willing to do so.

And if they decide against u^ we have uo

right to split. Sooner or later the idea

aiust enter the heads of the Communists—

a

small minority in the labor movement^that
leadership of the workers cannot be secured

•tvithout their knowledge and consent. We
cannot order them to follow us. They will

not obey, and we have no power to enforce

the order.

These id^ea^ are so elementary and ob-

vious that there should be no need of argu-

ment about them. But the Communists at

Duluth could not apply them. The "stra-

tegy" of 'independent strike leadership"

stood in the way. With wbat result? They
left the slogan of unity to the I. W. W.

—

and "the Marine Workers Union and party

speakers are chased from the lot," The
Communists lost the confidence of the work-

ers, their speakers were isolated from the

strike meetings, the strike was demoral-

ized and ended in the acceptance of a

wage cut. A defeat for the workers, a de-

feat for Communism. But what of that ?

The new strike '"strategy", like the whole

policy of Centrism from the beginning to

end, takes no account of such considera-

tions.

olur tasks. It is only a beginning because

the education of new Communist propagan-

dists, organizers and politicians does not

keep pace with the expansion of our re-

sponsibilities, and because they still remain

amateurs devoting only their spare time to

the movement.
It would be fatal to stop there, and

doubly fatal to make a principle of such

a condition. "In order to be lully prepared

for his task" said Lenio, "the working-
class revolutionist must also become a pro*
fessional revolutionist." We ought to steer

a d( liberate course in this direction. The
training of the young Communists in the
Marxist school of the Opposition should
procetKl with this objective. The more earn-

estly we concenti-ate on this design the

better will we utilize the opportunities of
the present to prepare the revolutionary
st-aff of the future. —J. R C.

ASSEMBLING THE FUTURE STAFF

The International Opposition has al-

ways proceeded from the assumption that

the regeneration of the Communist Interna-

tional can be accomplished only by the de-

feat and displacement of the upper stratum

of the Centrist bureaucracy. The degenera-

tion of the leading circle of t^talinism, con-

tirnied in every decisive que.stiou of the

international revolution over a period of

years, is given a fresh confirmation in the

political resjolution of the Kleventh Plenum

of the C. I,, this utterly barren and worth-

k'ss docnnieut i.s a striking revelation of

the unbridgeable chasm which stands be-

tween the necessities of the movement ^and

the capacities of the official leadership. In

this respect it is on a par witli the contri-

butions, in theory and practi<:e. of the

Stalin mercenaries dirtK'ting the American

]>;irty.

It liecomcs clearer by day that people

ai'e not and cannot be the leaders of Coni-

mu:ii.sni. They are the rhief oiistacle in the

path of its development. If the kernel

of the future staff of Marxist revolutionar-

ies mu.'^t be assembled in the s{ruiri:;le

against tiiem—^find there is no other way-
then the real headway of tlie Opposition in

maturing and developing new leading foi'ces

is a yardstick by which to measure its ac-

tual jirogress.

In this field our gains are indisputable.

The Opposition is barred by all the cir-

cumstances of the complicated tight from a

rnpid numerical growth. We never pro-

mised that. The crisis is too profound

to permit of a quick and easy solution. But
i': the .-tublMirn and in'ecoiicilable strua"-

gle we arc preparing tlie ^-adres of the

future leaderslup. One ba only to exam-
ine the recent issues of the Militant to

convince himself of this vital fa<;t. An in-

creasiing number of contributions of a high

political standard are icoming from com-
rades who are writing for tlie first time.

I'll is is the unfailing sign of internal

growth of (pialitative imiu'ovement and
strengthening in our ranks. It is the proof

that our forces, unavoidably limited as

tiu\v are, are preparing for their great his-

toric future and going out to me<^t it.

To record this 'iromising development
is not to rest content with it. For it must
be recognixed tliat it marks only a i>egin-

ning of wh^at we must a<'<omplish if we
are to mea.'^uro up to the magnitude of
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The Eleventh Plenum of the Comintern
(Continued from last is.sue)

On the question of social-fascism, the

resolution says;

'Wherever the Communists apply mech-

anically the correct tactic of class against

•class' without taking into account the level

of the Communist movement, wherever they

identify fascism with social -fascism, the

isocial-fascst leaders with the social dem-

ocratic workers, the Communist.^ weaken

their indeiiendent leader^iip of the class

struggle , . . thus permiting the social

democracy to -maneuver by simulating a

struggle against fascism (.Vustria, Poland)

and to deceive tlie masses who follow t^hem."

In this formulation, there is an open

avowal that the identi'ication of fascism

with social-fascism was an error t^hat cost

rhe Communist movement dear. Could it be

otlierwise?

The social democracy is beyond dispute

a i>etty hour ceo is v/jng alid the assistant

to the bourgeoisie, serving it as a power-

ful weapon in the struggle against the

revolutionary proletariat. Fascism is ahso

« wing of the bourgeoisie, even though of

a different tyix* put forward by the bour-

geoisie also to battle against the proletar-

iat lint under different conditions. The soc-

ial dennx'racy is the party of the petty

boHi'geoisie which supports itself primarily

upon the labor aristocracy and upon ^ts

great ititiuen<:e among the poor strata of

tlie proletariat. Fascism is a jietty bourgeois

and of functionaries, and ix)ssosses an intln-

,!— nuH'Uii lu'oai? strata of the middle pea-

santry.

Tbes3 two p;'try bsairgeois movements,
in spite of the fact that they support each

other snbjectively and obje<'tively, some-

times collide because of the diversity of

their composition, the differences in their

ideological traditions and tlie methods with

which they .support the bourgeois regime

(bourgeois democracy or dictatorship). The
duty of the iMarxists is to make clear these

differences and not to hide them, for other-

wise we mig'ht arrive at the conclusion of

a monolithic bourgeois class, without in-

fernal struggles without competition in the

struggle for national and international

struij;gles.

The pitiful results, not only of the liad

application, iuit of tlie theory of social-

fascism in general, proceed from tlie fact

that every worker sees, even iiy observing

daily life, that in spite of all the Commun-
ist arguments, in spite of the name of

social-fascist acute struggles still breaii out.

between tlie two i>arties—fascist and social

democratic. The fascist party destroys the

hedaquarters of the social democrats and
their newspapers, arrests them sometimes,

and even tortures and kills them. The
worker revolts against this, but the Com-
munist movement does not draw him to-

wards it because, thanks to its ridiculous

theory of social-fascism, the Communist
party refuses to fight together with the

(social democracy again.st fascism at tlie

moment when this becomes a vital neces-

sity for t'he prok'tariat. (An investigation

condiicted by the central organ of the Ger-

man Comnuuiist Party, the Rote Fahne,

among tlie So<-ial democratic workers
showed tile correctness of our contention.

To the question: "Wha[ prevents you from
joining ihe Communist party?", many
workers replied: "I am for you but against

the theory of social-fascism." >

What is responsible for the negative

results of our work?--The bureaucrats of

the Klevenlh Plenum of the Comintern re-

ply: "It is the workers who do not under-

stand," Tljey do not want to acknowledge
that at the moment when they drew the

parallel between fascism and social dem-
ocracy, they drove towards the identifica-

tion of fascism and social democracy that

is. of tile social democratic workers and the

fa.scists.

The casting of the responsibility for Uie

bad application upon the national sections

is nothing but n retreat in the theory of

social-fascism. I?ut as always, it is upon
the ranks that tlie responsibility is oast.

The bureaucracy is afraid of the truth

like an ape of his image, so as not to see

its own incompetence, otherwise it would
have seen fhat the weakness of the Co;n-

munist movement does not reside in the

ranks. But the Imreaucracy is loyal to it-

self. For every mistake made it immedi-
ately finds a formula which frees it of re-

sponsibility. In the long run, it always
finds a scapegoat (like Molotov, for exam-
ple) in order to crawl out of a bad situa-

tion.

Among other stupiditifts they never
forget to take a kick at the Russian Opposi-
tion;

"Tile work of constructing socialism
has finally destroj'cd all t/he hopes of the
capitalist world, and the 'predictions' of the
Trotskyists on the degeneration of Soviet
economy into capitalist economy."

Here as everywhere, the bureaucracy
fights against the Left Opposition by the
solitary means of falsehood. Did the I^eft

Opposition foresee a degeneration of soc-

ialist economy into a capitalist economy?
Yes, but on one condition : that the policy
of Stalin and Bucharin of the years 192ft-

192Ti that is. the iwlicy of "socialism at
a snail's pace" be appliwl. It is Stalin and
Bucharin who fought for this policy and
slandered the Opposition as agents of the
bourgeoisie because of their proposals for
industrialization.

Does the Left Opposition today atill

see a danger of degeneration of the Soviet
Union? Yes it .sees dangers in the dis-

proptn-tioiis between the different branches
of industry (whi<ih is sometimes directed
by concealed Mensheviks) and in the extra-
ordinary strengthening of the apparatus,

ik^sides this, the disappearance of the
control of the party masses is also a great
danger. The degeneration and t)he replace-
nient of the socialist economy of the U. S.
S. R. by a {ayitalist ecomony is related
above all to the militancy of the proletariat
and of its vanguard in the U. S, S. K, as
well as outside of it.

The greater the vigilance shown by the
C. P, S. U, the closer will be the decisive
victory of the proletariat.

Tlie Left Opposition saw all the dan-
gers and called them to the attention of
the international proletariat. It will con-
tinue to do it, without looking forward to
eulogies from the narrow bureaucrats of
the Kleventh Plenum bur in the interests
of the world proletariat. JANIN,
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The A. F. of L and the Wage-Cut Drive

t

'Wiliiam Green has come forward with

a statement that the A. F. of L. Executive

Council will call upon the workers, or-

ganized and unorganized, to "resist wage

cuts to the fullest extent". If that was

meant to be taken seriously one would

assume that steps for through-going pre-

paration of all unions to adopt methods and

measures for effective resistance should fol-

low to correspond with such statements.

But this is not the case.

What the Executive Council has in mind

becomes clear from the editorials by Green

in the June issue of the American Federa-

tlonist. His appeal is not at all directed

to the working class, not even to the un-

ions, but in the usual boot licking lackey

fashion addressed to the employers. He
says in part, with regard to the present

crisis : "We look to gatherings of captains

of finance and leaders of industry to And

a way forward". And then calling upon the

unions he says: "Get ready the facts to

show your community how many customers

are wage earners and what their wages

mean to the retail trade of the town, to

those who rent houses to insurance agents,

to automobile salesmen, etc, . . , Interest

community groups in this vrage preservation

movement and get your statements into

the local papers. Remember you must

convince employers and the public. This

is a time to utilize the facts and put your

full strength behind them.'*

The actual extent of wage-cutting can

perhaps best be gathered by referring to

the Bureau of Labor Statistics' figures for

the month of January 1931, A total of ^35

companies reported reductions affecting

4;^,507 workers. The same bureau also lists

the wage cuts in percentiige for a number

of industrios under the heading of per

capita weekly earnings of March, 1931, com-

pared with March 1S)30, We quote in part.

2,9S7..")2-"> workers in the manufacturing

industry have had their wekly wage lower-

ed by t).4 percent ; 110.G09 authracite miners

by 9.2 i)ercent. 213,02S Bituininous miners

bv 16.2 percent and so on for many other

industries. The^e outright wage cuts listed

by the bureau do nor, however, at all in-

clude the many clover scheme.^ which are

being applied by way of indirect wage

cutting of which many thousand workers

have l>econie the victims.

TTndoubfedly those figures by themselves

express a sla.-:hing capitalist (tft'ensivo of a

terrific magnitude against the working class

standard. We might add that without a

doubt the A. F. of L. leader-^hip has become

quite alanned over the present situation.

Not so much over the reduction of the

working class standard as because of its

ravaging effects upon the union member-

ship. First, by the fact that large pro-

portions of this membership find them-

selves unable to meet their dues payments.

Secondly, and this is a well known fact

that the unotficial wage cuts are far heavier

than those registered by the Bureau of

Ijabor Statistics. Notably is this so in the

building trades unions, which form the

very backbone of the A. F. of L. These

unions are today unable to maintain the

wage scale which the official agreements

call for. Because of the failure of the or-

ganizations really to take any steps to rejxd

the capitalist offensive the members find

themselves face to face with the choice of

prolonged unemployment or whatever wage
the boss sees fit to pay. It. is very natural

that under such conditions the unions

should experience heavy membership losses.

It should now be perfectly clear that

wliat we have clearly and distinctly omphiis-

ized some time ago as an iiievitable per-

si>ective, is actually coining to pass. Capi-

talism is l)eginiiing its desperate efforts to

overcome its economic dithcuities by saddl-

ing the iiurden more securely upon the work-

ers' backs. They are aiming for a new sort

of stabilization level, many degrees further

down, based upon a drastically reduced

working class standard. The all-important

question now is: Will the workers resist

and attempt to prevent it?

In answer to such a query we notice

some very encouraging signs. Strikes are

today on the increase. Workers are be-

ginning to resist the capitalist onslaughts.

The Department of Labor reports that there

were only 903 strikes during the year 1930

which recowls the lowest number since 1918,

During the most recent weeks, however

many strikes, mostly against wage epts,

have broken out. There have been several

strikes involving thousands of workers in

the anthracite section of the Pennsylvania

coal producing territory. Just now, about

te-n thousand workers are on strke in the

Cannonsburg bitumens section in Pennsy-

lvania under the leadership of the Nation-

al Miners Union. About 2,000 steel workers

struck in Mansfield, Ohio, against a 15 per-

cent wage cut. The latter have so far ex-

By ARNE SWABECK

perienced a total cut of 371/^, percent in

eighteen months. Several thousand miners

have been on strike for some time against

wage cuts in Kentucky. Several thousand

workers struck against the wage cuts in

the Mishawaka rubber and woolen factory

in Indiana. Hosiery workers in Pennsylvania

are still on strike. Building trades work-

ers in Indianapolis struck and prevented a

20 percent wage cut. Two thousand pocket

book workers in New York are on strike

against a 25 percent wage cut. Similarly

leather goods workers in Massachusetts are

out fighting wage cuts. The New England

machinists have decided to resist any wage

reductions. The street car workers of St.

Louis Mo., have decided to strike against a

10 percent wage cut if negotiations fail

them. Tliese are only some of the present

examples.

The American workers are still fight-

ing on the defense. A change toward of-

fensive battles is of course not determined

only by the numbers involved the frequ-

ency of occurence, the industries involved

or even the specific nature of demands. It

is rather determined by the general charac-

ter and objectives of the struggles, not only

toward the immediate issues but also to-

ward the whole system of class society.

Nevertheless there are without a question

of a doubt great pc^sibilities for devel-

opment in such direction. And it is parti-

cularly important to remember that upon

the revolutionary movement rests the task

of bringing forwai-d the slogans and tactical

guidance which will furnish the bridge from

the defensive to the offensive.

It would be wroneous to draw the

conclusion from the decrease of membership

of the A. F. of L. unions that it is definitely

facing an unbroken period of decline. Un-

doubtedly it is in a serious crisis. But it

is to be expected that the very pressiire of

the capitalist onslaught will l»ring many in

the workers' ranks to seek organizations

and will still throw many of them Into the

folds of the A. F. of L. unions despite the

treacherous career of its leadership. It is

particularly jiertinent, however, at the pre-

sent moment to call the attention of the

workers to the fact that the fundamental

reason for the present plight of the A. F.

of L. unions is to be sought precisely in

the character of the leadeb'ship and its

policies. It is only a short time ago. at

the beginning of this present crisis, that

William Green promised the Hoover Con-

ference tliat there would be no strikes for

"wage adjustments" during this period. And
that at a time when any worker with an

ounce o:f In-ains would know that precisely

this period would be utilized for a general

reduction of tlie working class standard.

It is to be expected that the present

period of such slashing attasks upon the

unions will bring forward new elements

with pretentions "progressive" deelaratious.

Such are merely the weathercocks of the

genera! trend of the working class movement
and serve as a mask cloaking the treason

being prepared by the reactionary lesdler-

ship whose color does not change. In that

respect, such elements become particularly

dangerous, as their fundamental outlook has
not changed either, but only their appear-

ance. They furnish the feeding channels of

social reformism, into which they endeavor

to direct the trade union movement to pre-

vent its development truly and genu.nely

in a Left direction.

The American working class has during

the past "prosperity" period been hilled

into a false sense of security which to a

large extent accounts for the slow develop-

znents of resistance to the attacks upon it.

These workers have not suffered seriou©

defeats. All the more can it be expected

that with the increase of these attacks the

devlopments toward large struggles scale

and even offensive struggles will become
quite rapid. There are great prospects and
great encouragemnts in such a perspective.

But there are also immense responsihilitles

resting upon the Communist movement. The
coming period will most likely hold rich

possibilities for the organization of the un-

organized industries for the building of new
unions. But it also holds similar possibil-

ities for deveh)pment of militancy for buiid-

ing of a Left wing movement within the old

unions. Only a correct combination of these

two tasks can assure success.

Communism and Syndicalism in Spain
The programs of the different currents

of the working class movement are being

tested by the Si>anish revolution—a rev-

olution which Is now in Soclalist-Iiepub-

lican hands, but a revolution tliese forces

are unable to solve, a revohition slipping

from their grasp, either to !ie carried to

ttio suiH-essful conclusion of a dictatorship

of the iiroletariat by a Marxian leadership

or to he spilled back in the hands of the

capitalist-feudalist forces.

In the onward march of the revolution

the syndicalists Iiold a key position not

because <if tlioir theoretical position, hut

due to their lack of one and the fact that

they are the most powerfully organized

and militant proletarian force. The Com-

nuuiist program that does not give special

attention to this part of the heterogenous

problem will t)e unable "to reduce all the

contradictions and tasks to one co-efficient—

the dictatorship of the proletariat". Before

dealing with what kind of special attention

we must take up the syndicalist movement

of Spain.

The Russian Uevolution and the Ger-

man revolution had to contend with the

socialists as the most powerful organized

force with a non-Marxian position. Th«

Chinese revolution has a different relation-

ship of these forces. Although the present

Spanish revolution brings out a relationship

with the socialists resembling the German
and Russian revolutions it nevertheless

opens up a new problem when considering

the relationship of the socialists sydnicalists

and Communists in Spain as well as what

lessons revolutionists have already learned

about the role of the socialists,

^We are actively participating in a rev-

olution that can be compared with the Rus-

sian revolution. If we are to list the strik-

ing ditferences between those two revolu-

tions special attention must be given to the

syndicalist problem, because the I^eft Op-

position has already dealt with the other

vital problems to a greater degree. The

c;ipitaiist pfess of the continent is com-

paring the Spanish revolution with the

French revolution and the American press

has followed its lead. What blindness and

lack of understanding of their own capital-

ist problems ! The French revolution came

in the period of the birth of c.Tpitalism and

the Spanish revolution breaks out in the

period of the decay of capitalism. The capi-

talist comparison holds no water.

q^he syndicalist movement took root in

Spain at the beginning of the century, as

it did in moat capitalist countries, as a

"healthy" reaction to the revision and op-

portunism of the Second International. The

"denial" of politics and the attitude toward

the State was the most favorable ground

for the philosophy of Anarchism. The old

problems of capitalism are incorporated in

the new problems of capitalism and the old

problems of the Marxian movement (Bakun-

in, Proudhon etc.) are incorporated in our

new problems. They are not to he dis-

missed as settled problems, as an unneces-

sary retracing of steps over ground covered

but to be treated as part of the contradic-

tions of the present stage of imperilaism,

Stalinism as a revision of Marxism and the

tactics of the Comintern have been feed-

ing the stream of syndicalism. Driving

workers to reformism and syndicalism Is

part of Stalinism. To win the workers from

the reformist and anarcho-syndicalist lead-

ership, to the road of (he i^roh'tarian rev-

olution is a task that falls upon the shoul-

<lers of the Lett Opposition. Wo must re-

member that the road does not lead around

the party but tln-ough the party. liut we
must also add that "through the party"

does not exclude independent action— it

m'cessarily inchides such.

The General Confederation of Ijabor,

as a .syndicalist organization, is far from

honu'goiH'ous. At present the anarcho-syn-

dicalists are in control but the very pnx-oss

of the revolution and the wrong policies of

this leadership must accelerate the division

in -tlie G|'j»»nLzation, The 1919 Congress de-

cided to join the Third International, but

desiring to join and being Ciunmunist are

two different things. By 1920 the confed-

eration had over 800,000 members, accord-

ing to their reports, but the eventful years

and defeats since then have left them with

a small underground organization which is

rapidly growing in the present revolution.

The General Strike

The defeat of the general strike in 1923

in Spain and the general world effects of

the defeat of the October German revolution

enabled the dictatorship of Primo De Riv-

era to establish its rule on the backs of

the workers and peasants of Spain. The

syndicalist program is brought out in full

light in the events since 1923 as an utter

minus in relation to solving the problems of

the proletariat and peasantry. To the syn-

dicalist, the general strike means every-

thing. To us the general strike is a most

powerful weapon in the hands of Marxian

leadershii): yet it only UAISKS the ques-

tion of power but does not SKTTLE it.

Only the smasiiiag of the capitalist state

machinery and its replacement with a nro-

lcta.rian state machine, a diclatorship of

the proletariat in .-ilia nee with rlie peasan-

try in Sfiain, will settle tlie (pu'stion of

pi'wer.

The '•Syndicat" as a federated system

of aufonomy U the syndicalist strufture To

take over preduction. Workers' (e<Ieralisni

vs. et^nfralism is
_

their keynote. Under

capitalism the organization of production

has already surpassed this syml i enlist fed-

erated or local eoiumune stagt', Capitalisnt

has combined industry, etc, nationally and

internntionally interlocking numbers of in-

dustries under finance-capitalism. The syn-

dicalist proposal is a step backward to the

organization of productive forces on a lower

level, while the socialist solution of the

proletarian problem lies in surpassing the

capitalist mode of production. We must

Jiuild a higher stage of economic production

as well as distribution. The Centrist with

his theory of socialism in one country is

only difforervt in degree from the syndical-

ist conception of the solution of the toil-

ing masses' problems under the socialist

mode of production. Stalinism can build

socialism in an isolated economic backward

unit and the syndicalist can build social-

ism through local communes. The Left Op-

position say the solution of our problems

and of the Socialist mode of production lies

in the world a;rena through the world rev-

olution. Tiie seizure of power in Spain

now by the proletarhit would he another

step, a link in tlie chain of world revolu-

tion and would bruig greater clarity to our
ranks and more unity between the prole-

tariat and peasantry—a unity with an ac-

celerated solution of tlie peasant problem.

Lenin wrolo. "The basic iiuestion of any
revoluliou is tiiat of state power. Unless

tills is understood there can be no intel-

ligent pai'titvpation in the revolution, let

alono directing it." The leader's bf the

syndicalists have not learned this BASIC
question but fortunately the rank and file

fiilowi'rs of the syndicalist and some cap-

able proletarian loaders of their camp are
learning this basi;' problem not .only in

Spain but tliroughout the world. The (luick-

er wo teach this basic point to the Spanish
syndicalist foliowet's the faster will be the

development of a party, a Marxian part;/

of Communists.

The capitalists may be "dumb" hut they

at least can di.stingnlsh friend from foe.

Tlioy recognize the Soviet Union not as a

friend bttt as a foo, in spite of the blunders

of Stalin. Ihit the syndicalist cannot un-

derstand this distinction. No matter how-

far Stalin has gone up to now with his

theory of socialism in one country the in-

ternational capitalists will not confuse this

with capitalist rule even though they real-

ize his policies are strengthening the ele-

ment that want the return of capitalist

rule. The syndicalists often say they would
ratlior have a capitalist dictatorship (U, S.

"democracy") than the Russian dictator-

ship (Soviet iwwer under Communist lead-

ership). Their actions in Spain prove tt.

"Freeiloni" and Dictatorship

I'ostana, leader of the syndicalist says,

"A dictatorship of the proletariat is con-

tinually mentioned. Wo want no dict«tor-

sliip. The workers must he educated for

freedom, not tyranny. The syndicate is the

solution."' There is nothing in between the

dictatorsliip (-,f the <>apitalist today in Spain
and tlie dictatorship of the proletariat to-

morrow. The only choice lios iietwecn rul<f

of thi: workers and peasants and the rule

of the cHpitalis; and i'eiiilalist. We say to

the iiyiHlicalisfs : If yon establish your "fed-

eration r.f sytidicates" and the capitalists

endeavor to take rhoiii i»ack. you must either

use force against them or give up^to use

force against them, to keep them from a re-

turn to pi'ivato property is the dictation

of one class tiio working class over the
capitalist class, and sucii, in ])lain English,

is tiie dictatorship of the proletariat through
:ii;' Soviets, Yon want freedom and we
tell you freedom for the capi^ilist and
feudalist is tyranny for the workers and
peasants and freedom for the workers and
peasants Is "tyranny" for the capitalist

ind feudalist. Only, our rule is the rule
of the majority over the minority.

The ohjwtive conditions favor us, the
masses learn fast in a revolution and
tlirough united fronts with revolutionary
syndicalists fighting the Socialist-Republican
government we can help them to discard
their anarchist prejudices.

Worker, peasant and soldier Juntati
with the Communist program presented by
the Left Opposition, is the road to power
in Spain for the workers and peasants.—-H.

—HUGO OEHLER



THE STRANGLED REVOLUTION
The book by Andr6 Malraux, "Les Goii-

querants" [The Coiuiuerors] has been sent

to me from variou.s parts and. I even be-

lieve in four eopies, but unfortunately I

read it after » delay of eishteen montbs or

two years. The book is devoted to the Chi-

nese revolution, that is, to the greatest sub-

jeet of the last five years. A fine and well-

Jtnit style, the discriminating eye of an ar-

tist, original and daring observation—all

confer upon the nov«l an exceptional in\-

portanee. If we write about it here it i«

not because Phe book is a work of talent,

although this is not a negligible fact, but

because it offers a source of political les-

sons of the highest value. Do they come

from Malraux V So, tfhey flow from the

recital it^self unknown to tbe author and

they go against him. This does honor to

the observer and to Che artist, but not to

the revolutionist. However, we have the

Tipjht to evaluate Malraux too from this

point of view ; in his own name and above

all in fihe liame of Garine, his self self,

the author does not hesitate to expose his

judgments on the revolution.

Tlie book is called a novel. In fact,

we have before us a romanticized ohronicle

of the Chint^ie revolution, from its; first iwr-

iod to the period of Canton. The chronicle

is not complere. Social T.;;or i.'^ s:oDietime6

lacking from the picture. But for that

thel^e pass before tbe reader not only lum-

inous episodes of the revolution but also

clear-cut silhouettes which are graven In

the memory like social symbols.

An Unforgettable Picture

By little colored touches following tiie

method of stipplers, Malraux gives an un-

forgettable ^.icture of the General t^trike.

not, to be sure, as it is below, not as it

is carried out. but as it is observed from

abovtv the Europeans do not get their

dinner, the Kuroycinis swelter in the heat,

the Chinese h«ve ceased to work in tbe

kitchens and to make the ventilators work.

This is not a reproach Ut tbe author: the

foreign artist could undoubtedly not have

dealt with hi.s theme olherwise. But an-

other comi>laint can be made which is of

importiuioe to him; the book i^:- lacking In a

congenital othnity between the writer, in

spile of all he knows, understands and can

<Jo. and his heroine, the revolution.

The syrapafliies of the author, which

are active ones, for ijisnrgent China are un-

iniiHtakal)lo. Rut chance bur.^ts upon <th<we

synipatliies. They are corroded by the ex-

cesses of individualism and by aesthetic

caprice. In reading the book vrith vjustained

attention one sometimes experieiices a feel-

inj: of vexation, when, in Mie tone of the

persuasive reeit^il one perceives a nt^te of

l>rotecting irony towards the barbarians

capable of enthusiasm. That China is back-

ward, that many of its political manifsst-

ations hear a primitive character—nobotly

asks that they be passed over in silence.

But n correct perspective is needed which

pn'ts every object in its place. Tlie Chi-

nse events, on the basis of which the

"novel" of Malraux unfolds itself, are in-

comparably more important for the future

destiny of human culture than the vain

and pitiful uproar of Euroi>ean parliaments

stud the mountain of literary products of

stagnant civilizations. Malraux seems to

feel a certain timidity to take this into ac-

count.

In the novel, there are pages, fine in

their intensity which show how revolu-

tionary hatred is born of the yoke, of ig-

norance, of slavery, ami is temperetl like

eteel. These pages might have entered Into

the Anthology of the Revolution if Mal-

raux had approached the masses with

greater freedom and Intrepidity, if he had

not introduced into his study a small note

of blase superiority, seeming to excuse

himself for his transient contact with the

insurrection of the Chine:<e people as much
per(haps before himself as before the aca-

demic mandarins in France and the traffic-

kers in opium for tlie mind.
If 4< *

Borodin represents the Comintern In

the post of high counsellor in the Canton

government. Garine, the favorite of the

author, is dharged with propaganda. All

the "work is done within the framework of

the kuo Min Tang. Borodin, Garine, the

itnssian general Galen the Frendmian Ger-

ard, the German Klein, coHstitute a pri-

mitive bureaucracy of th« revolution rais-

ing itself above the insurgent peopl* and

•conducting its own "revolutionai^ policy"

Instead of conducting the policy of the

revolution.

The local organizations of the Kuo Min

Tang are defined as follows : "Unions of a

few fanatics, manifestly brave, of ft few

moneyed men "who seek eonsideration or

stecTjrity, of numerous students, of coolies'*

<«(* pages 29 and SO). Not ojily do t)oar-
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geois enter into each organization but they

completely lead the party. The Commun-

ists extol the Kuo Min Tang-. The workers

and the peasants are i>ersuaded to take

no action that might rebuff the devoted

friends of the bourgeoisie. "Such are the

societies that we -control (more or less, do

not deceive yourselves about it)" (see page

29). An edifying avowal. The bureaucracy of

the Comintern tried to "control" the clasd

•truggle in Che economic life of tlie bacfe-

ward countries. But a revolution cannot

be controlled. One can only give^ a poli-

tical expression to its internal forces. On^

m»st know to which of these forces t« link

hie destiny,

"The coolies are about to discover that

they exist, simply that they exist" (see

page 31). That's well aimed. But to feel

ttoat they exist, the coolies the industrial

workers and the peasants must overthrow

those who prevent them from existing.

Foreign domination is indissolubly bound

up with the domestic yoke. Tbg coolies

must not only drive out Baldwin or Mac-

Donald but also overthrow tbe ruling class-

es. One L>ar:not be areamillia;h-M without

the other. Thus, the nwai^eninrr of the hu-

man j.ersf-nality in the nias.4CB cf Chhia,

who exceed ten times the population of

France, is immediately transformed into the

lava of the social revolution, A magni-

ficent spectacle!

But here Borodin appears on the scene

and declares: "In the revolution, the

workers must do the coolie work for the

bourgeoisie.'* The social enslavement from

which they want to liberate themselves is

found by the workers to be transposed into

t'lie sphere of politics. To whom do they

owe tliis perfidious operation? To the bur-

eaucracy of the Comintern. In trying to

"controB the Kuo Min Tang", it actually

;tliN thr' bour.repi.sic which seeks ' consi-

deration ana Bpcurity" in enslaving the

CO li:!S who v.'an: to ,'xir-f.

Borodin, who remains in the background

all the time characterizes himself in the

novel as a "man of action", as a "pi-o-

fesfiional revolutionist", as a living incar-

nation of Bolshevism on the soil of China.

Nothing is further from the truth ! Here

is tlKi, political biography of Borodin : in

1903, at the age of JO, he emigrated to

America ; in 1018, he returned to Moscow
where, thanks to his knowljidge of English,

he "insured contact with the foreign part-

ies" ; he was arrested in Glasgow in 1922

then he was delegated to China as repre-

sentative of the Comintern. Having tpiit

Itussia lK?fore the first revolution and hav-

ing returned there after tlie third. Borodin

appeared as the consummate representative

of that bureaucracy of the state and of

the party which recognized the revohition

only after its victory. When it is a ques-

tion of young people, it is sometimes noth-

ing more than a matter of chronology. With

people of the age of 40 or GO, it is already

a political characterization. If Borodin

rallied brilliantly to the victorious revolu-

tion in Russia, it does not in tihe least

signify that he was called upon to assure

the victory of thg rtvolution in China.

People of this type assimilate without dif-

ficulty tlie gestures and Intonations of "pro-

fessional revolutionists". Many of them,

by their protective coloration, not only de-

ceive others but most frequentiy themselves.

The audacious inflexibility of the Bolshevik

is metamorphosed with them into that

cynicism of the functionary ready for any-

tttiing. Ah! to have a mandate from the

Central Committee ! This saerosant safe-

guard Borodin always had in his pocket.

Garinc's False Radicalism

Garine is not a functionary, he is more

Gtriginal than Borodin and perhaps even

closer to the revolutionary type. But he

is deprived of the indispensable formation;

dilletante and transient sentry, he gets

hoi>elessly entangled in thg great events

and this is revealed at every step. With
regard to the slogans of the Chinese rev-

olution, he expresses himself thus: "
. , .

democratic prattling, rights of the people,

etc." (see page 36). This has a radical

ring but it is a false radicalism. The

slojrans of democracy >are execrable prat-

tling in tbe mouth of Poincare Herriot,

Ijeon Blum, sleight-of-hand artists of France

and jailors of Indo-China, of Algeria and

of Morocco. But when the Chinese rebel

in the name of tie "rights of the people",

this has as little to do with prattling as the

slogans of the French revolution in the

eighteenth century. At Hongkong, the Bri-

* See the letter of Tchen Du-Hsiu to the

Chines^ Communists in the MUitant last

year.

tish birds of prey threatened, during the

strike, to re-establish corporal punisliment.

"The rights of man and of the citizen"

meant at Hongkong t5ie right of the Chi-

nese not to be flogged by the British whip.

To unmask the democratic rottenness of

the imperialists is to serve the revolution;

to call the slogans of the insurrection of

the oppressed "prattling", is to aid involun-

tarily the imperialists.

A good Inoculation of Marxism would

have preserved the author from fatal con-

tempt of this order. But Garine in gen-

eral, considers that revolutionary doctrine

is "doctrinary rubbish". He is, you see,

one of those for whom the revolution is

only a definite "state of affairs". Isn't this

astonishing? But it is just because the

revolution ii a "state of affairs", that is,

a stage in the development of society cob-

ditioned by objective causes and subjected

to definite laws, that a scientific mind can

foresee the general direction of processes.

Only the study of the anatomy of society

and of its physiology permits one to react

to the course of events by basing oneself

upon i.-cientific foresight and not upon the

conjunctures c^ a dilletante. The revolu-

tionist who "despises" revolutionary doc-

trine is wor h no more than the healer who
despises medical doctrine which he does not

know or than the engineer who challenges

technology. People who, without the aid of

sjcience try to rectify this "state of af-

fairs" which is a disease, are called isorcer-

ers or charlatans and are prosecuted in

conformity with law. Had there existed a

tribunal to judge the ssorcerers of the rev-

olution, it is probable that Borodin, like

his Muscovite inspirers, would have been

severely condemned. I am afraid that

Garine himself would not have issued un-

scathed from the affair.

Tcheng Dai and Hong
Two figures are opposed to each other

in the novel, like the two poles of the

national revolution : old Tclieng Dai, the

spiritual authority of the liight wing of the

Kuo Min Tang, the prop^het and the saint

of the bourgeoisie and Hong, the young

leader of the terrorists. Both are depicted

with great force. Tcheng Dai embodies tlie

old Chinese culture translated into lite

language of European culture; by this ex-

quisite garment, he "ennobles" the inter-

ests of all the ruling classes of China. To

be sure, Tcheng Dai wants national liber-

ation, Init he dreads the iiiasse.^ more ilian

the imperialists : he liates the revolut ion

more than the yoke placed upon the nation.

If he marches ahead of it, it is only to

pacify it. to subdue it. to exliaust it. He
Conducts a policy of resistance on two

fronts, against imperialism and against the

revolution, the policy of Gandhi in India,

the policy which, in definite periods and in

one form or anoiiier. the liourgeoisie has

cundufted at ever\ longitude and latitude.

Passive resistance is born of tlie tendency

of the bourgeoisie to canalize the movement
of the masses and to forfeit it.

When Garine says that Tcheng Dai's

influence rises above politics, one can only

shrug one's shoulders. The maske<l policy

of the "upright man" in (^hina as in India

expresses in the sublime and abstractly

moralizing form the con.servative interests

of the possessors. Tbe personal disinter-

estedness of Tcheng Dai is in no sense in

oppoj^tion to his |>oliticaI function : tlie ex-

ploiters need "upright men" like the ec-

clesiastical hierarchy needs saints.

Who gravitate around Tcheng Dai? The
novel replies witli meritorious precision : a

world "of old mandarins, smugglers of

opium or of photographs, men of letters

who have become merchants, iaw.vers from
the faculty of Paris, intellectuals of all

sorts" {page 125). Behind them stands a

solid bourgeoisie bound up with England,
and which arms General Tang against the

revolution. In the expectation of victory.

Tang prepares to make Tcheng Dai the

head of the government. Both of them,
Tcheng Dai and Tang, nevertheless continue

to be members of the Kuo Min Tang which
Borodin and Garine serve.

When Tang has a village attacked by
his armies, and when he prepares to butcher

the revolutionists, beginning with Borodin
and Garine, his party comrades, the latter

with the aid of Hong, mobilize and arm
the unemployed. But after the victory won
over Tang, the leaders do not seek to change

a thing that existed before. Tljey cannot

break the party which is doubly connected

with Tcheng Dal because they have no

confidence in t(he workers, the coolies, the

revolutionary masses, they are themselves

contaminated with the prejudices of Tcheng

Dai whose chosen arm they are.

In order not to rebuff the bourgeoisie

tiiey are forced to enter into struggle with

Ho:f:. Who is he and where does he come
from ? "From misery" { page 41 ) . He Is

of those who are making the revolution and

not of those wlio rally to it when it Is

vIchj*riou>:. Having come to the Idea of

killing the Knglish governor of Hongkong,
Hong is concerned with only one thing

:

"*When I am condemned to capital punish-

ment, the young people will have to be told

to imitate me" (page 40). To Hong a clear

program must be given : to raise the work-

ers, to assemble them, to arm them and to

oppa^e them to Tcheng Dai as to an en-

emy. But the bureaucracy of the Comin-
tern looks for Tcheng Dai's friendship, re-

pulses Hong and exasperates him. Hong
exterminates bankers and merchants one
after another, the very ones who "support"

the Kuo Min Tang, Hong kills missionaries;

"those who tea<Jh people to support misery

must be punishe4i, Christian priests or

otiiers ..." (page 274), If Hong does

not find the right road, it is the fault of

Borodin and Garine who have placed the

revolution in the tow of the faankei^ and
the mercliants. Hong reflects the masi
which i.s already rising but which has not

yet rubbed its eyes or softened its hand*.

He tries by the revolver and the knife to act

for the masses whom the agents of the

Comintern are paralyzing. That is, frank-

ly, the truth about the Chinese revolution.

Nevertheless, the Canton government
"vaciSlates while seeking not to fall from
Borodin and Garine who hold the pollc*

and the trade unions to Tcheng Dal who
holds nothing at all but nevertheless ex-
ists" (page 12), We have an almost per-

fect picture of the duality of power. The
re]u'e>>LMUa fives of the Comintern have in

their hands the trade unions of Canton,
the police, tlie cadet school of Whampoa,
the sympafliy of the masses, the aid of the
Soviet Cnion. Tcheng Dai as a "moral"
autliorit.v, that is, the prestige of the mor-
tally distracted possessors. The friends of

Tt'heng Dai sit in a powerless benevolent
government supported liy the conciliators.

Bur is titat not the regime of the Febru-
ary revolution, the Kerenskylst system,
with flic sole <iifference that tlie role of the

Mensheviks is played Jiy the pseudo-Bolshe-
viks? Boi'odin has no doubt of it even
tiioiigh lie is made up as a Bolshevik and
takes his make-up seriously,

The ruling thought of Garine and of
Borodin is to proliibit Chinese and foreign
boats, cruising towards the port of Can-
ton, from putting in at Hongkong. These
people, v.-ho consider themselves realistic

revolutionists, hope, by the commercial
idockad.' to shatter Knglish domination in

soutJieni diina. They never deem it nec-

essary firsf of all to overthrow the gov-
ernment of the Canton bourgeoisie which
only waits, for the moment to surrender the
revolution to Kngland. No, Borodin and
(hirine knock every day at the door of the
"government", and hat in liand, ask that
the saving decree be promulgated. One of
them reminds Garine that at bottom the
govermnent is a phantom. Garine Is not
disconcerted. Phantom or not, he replies, let

it go ahead while wo need it. Tliat is the
way the priest needs relic which he him-
self fabricates with wax and cotton. What
is concealed behind tliis policy which weak-
ens and debases the revolution? TTie consi-
deration entertained by a revolutionist from
the petty fjourgeoisie for a bourgeois with
a solid conservatism. It is thus that the
reddest of the French radicals Is always
ready to fall on his knees before Poincare.

The Weakness of the Masses
But pertiaps the masses of Canton are

not yet mature enough to overthrow the
gov.ernment of the bourgeoisie? From thi8

whole atmosphere, the conviction arises

that without the opposition of the Comin-
tern, the phantom government would long
before have been overthrown under the
pressure of the masses. Let us admit that
the Cantonese workers were still too weak
to establish their own power. What, gen-
erally speaking, is the weak spot of the
masses? Their inclination to follow the ex-

ploiters. In this case, the first duty of
revolutionists is to help the workers lib-

erate themselves from sorvile confidence.

Nevertheless, the work done by the bureau-
cracy of the Comintern was diametrically
opxtosed to this. It inculcated in the mass-
es the notion of the necessity to submit to

the bourgeoisie and it declared that the
enemies of the bourgeoisie were their own
enemies.

Not to rebuff Tcheng Dai? But If

Tcheng Dai moves off in spite of that,

which is inevitable, it would not mean that
(Continued to page 7)



Ai «Pacifimerica s «racirism» in Lurope anEl d
The bubbiib being created around the

issue raised by the likelihood that Germany
will be obliged to suspend reparations pay-

ments, a condition directly traceable to

the Versailles treaty provisions and ag-

gravated by the present world crisis,

serves to give new point to America's im-

perialist role in Europe on the one hand,

and on the other to tbe outstanding fea-

ture of the recent Geneva conference—the

Litvinov proposals,

Germany's Plight

The plight of German capitalism is un-

mistakably a serioiis one. For the four

years following the inauguration of the

0awes Plan, Germany was able to meet its

Involuntary obligations to its conquerors

by borrowing extensively from them. The
balance sheet remained virtually the same,

while Germany's indebtedness was in real-

ity not diminished and no s-ouud basis ac-

tually laid for Its economic recovery. With
the decline of Germany's investment needs,

indeed, its decreased ability to absorb these

investments, plus the ensuinj; of capital-

ism's most violent crisis, Germany has been

driven to the very brink of the abyss. The
world crisis has created a situation where

due to the fall of prices on the internation-

al marfeet, the gold value provided for

under the Young Plan for reparations has

increased to an extent that makes them
equal to the payments fixed under the

Dawes Plan which the former was intended

to modify.

Unable to pay from its dwindling gold

reserves (Germany has less than 5 per-

cent of the world's gold holdings, compared
with more than 39 percent in the United

States and almost 20 percent in France),

it is more than ever compelled to pay in

goodsi. But at the present time, this in-

volves not only a decrease in German im-

ports—which does not help to liquidate ac-

cumnlated world stocks by one iota!—but
an increase of its exports. The Austro-

Gernian tariff union is but one step in this

direction ; the contracted world market and
the growing customs walls throughout Eur-

oi>e—to say nothing of the United States—

•

demonstrates the improbalnlity of effecting

a solution of Germany's ills in the direction

of increased exports. The national deficit

of the Keich is mounting steadily and is

coupled with the failure of the new tax

measures to i)ring in even as much as the

lirevions raxes did. The rising unemploy-

mout does not help the situation. The grow-

ing division of the nation's forces into the

Fascist and the Communist camp serve as

the political refiection of the acuteness

which the contradictions in Germany's posi-

tion are assuming at home.

With this distract in.u; picture looming

before them, tlie German bourgeoisie march-
es hat in hand from (Jeiieva to Chequers

iieggin^ tliat the pressure be relaxed the

noose loosened, and (Jermany be allowed

once more to breathe lesr the Eastern

"rampart ot Eurc)]iean civilization be razed

by the fury of Bolshevism". But in Gen-

eva, in Paris, in Chequers, it is met with

the same helpless shrugging of the shoul-

ders. Briand and Henderson express their

most deepfelt sympathies, but alas ! they are

themselves heavily indebted to the rich

uncle across the sea. and if Germany is

not to pay the Allied debts to the United

States under the euphemistic title of war
reparations who will? For out of Ger-

many's annual "reparations" payments of

approximately a quarter of a billion. dol-

lars to the European war victors, the lat-

ter are making annual ''debt" payments of

approximately a quarter of n billion dol-

lars to the United States. And with Sec-

retary Mellon's announcement of a treasury

deficit of a billion dollars, it is hardly

likely that the t.'nited States, which is

it.self the very soul of honor and punctili-

ousness in business matters, will consent

to remit the debts honorably incurred and
solemnly pledged for by the Allies.

But lest it be said that the United

States is close-fisted, chauvinistic unrelent-

ing it takes the opportunity offered by Ger-

many s destitution t-o demonstrate to the

entire world its entirely pacific nature and
its magnanimity towards the oppressed

German people. This far from means feat

is now being acomplished by the Hoover
administration, if not officially, then just

as authoritatively through the mouth of

Senator Borah, who is at least as much the

Secretary of State as the formal occupant

of that po.st. Stimson. How? Simply as

follows

:

The American Plan

1. We want not a cent from the Ger-

man people. We never started the war

;

we were dragged into it. We wanted a

peace without victory. We did not sign the

humiliating Versailles treaty. We have re-

ceived no reparations, and unlike other

"towers, we want no reparations. The others

IV nress the bled Germans for their re-
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parations but we'll have nothing • to do

with the dirty business. It is true that

arguments are being made by ignoble pow-

ers that unless they get reparations from

Germany, they shall be unable to pay back

what they owe the United States. But we
have adopted a pdlicy which says that

these arguments are false and may not be

advanced. Let the reparations business be

settled betwesn Germany and England,

France and Belgium. We want none of

it. Our sympathies are with the cruelly

driven German people.

2. Germany's annual $200000.000 repara-

tions payment to the Allies is one thing.

But the shipment from the Allies to the

United States, containing exactly the same
sum, is another thing. It is an honorable

debt consecrated on the battlefield. That

we want. Welching on debts is . not the

American style. It is true that Europe's

economic system makes debt payments dif-

ficult. Good. We are an understanding

people. But the money is there from which

payments can be made. So we propose says

the ingenious Mr. Borah, alias Mr. Hoover,

that you cut down on your armament ex-

penditures! This will kill, in the best Am-
erican style of mass output, four

birds at once: (a) it will lighten your

budgets and the burden upon your sorely

taxed people; (b") it will enable you to

maintain a good business name by paying

your debts, which is good for the soui ; (c)

it will give further security to the main-

tenance of world peace by softening the

belligerent mien of Europe: and (d)—
which is not tbe least important bird—it

will further insure tJie militarj' predomin-

ance of American Iniperialisni in the world

political struggle!

These are the proposals of the United

States which have causetl such consterna-

tion in European capitals. In a word: The
"Euroi)ean plan" is to link reparations and
war debts and keep disarmament schemes
separate; the "American plan" is to link

war debts and disarmament schemes (for

Europe to be sure) and keep reparations

separate. What more profitable role tiian

this could the United States wish for,- a

role which calls for its a.ssuniption of the

peacemaker's garments? And wliat more
classic instance could bo giver since the

day when Wilson's fourteen peaceful points

were given to Europe as the basis for Am-
erica issuing out of the war with the

lion's share of the spoils, of the fact that

Ameri<'a's pacifism is the handmaiden that

best serves the interests ot' a repacioiis,

bandit imperialisn!. that nufst successfnlly

invests its progress with tlie treacherous
aura of benevolence?

America s pacifism in "solving" the

European crisis or at least (.ue' highly im-

portant phase of it is iis unique form of

expandiiig its imperialistic i«)wer and crusli-

ing its rivals in tlie strugiile for world
power. It is a sham pacifism, a scoundrel-
ly deception, a Utopia as disastrous an
illusion for those whom it fools as was
Wiisonism for the war-weary masses of

Europe in 1917-1918.

Altliough not produced by any imper-
ialist ambitions or requirements, a pacifist

cloudburst of another variety—equally nau-
seating, equally Utopian, equally ijlusory—
has just drenched Europe and sent its

vapors around the world. Its artificer,

Bitvinov alias Stalin, represents the poli-

tical antipode of the United states—the
Soviet Union. Emanating from the spokes-
man for the Soviet Union, with its im-
mense prestige and antliority in the world's
working class, this variety of pacifi.sm,

class-collaboration, can only have a more
nefarious effect it anything. Our refer-
ence is to the di.^gracefnl conduct of the
Soviet delegation at the recently concluded
Gciieva sessions of M. Briand's European
Connuission, that is the anteroom of the
black Ijcague -of Nations. ,

That the workers' state is not only
justified, but js under compulsion to take
advantage of the world capitalist crisis in

order to improve its own position—even, if

neces.'iary, at the cost of some assistance
fo the world bourgeoisie or sections of it

—can be denied only by dunderheads who
know nothing about the requirements of
revolutionary policy. But when a conces-
sion is given, it must be called a conces-
sion. When a deal is made it.s nature must
be established openly .so that the workers
the world over will have neither misgiv-
ings nor illusions. The vigilance of the
workers, concerned over the unflagging
hostility of the bourgeois world towards
the workers' state, must not be slackened
or lulled. In other words, the policy of
the Soviet Union in "foreign affairs", which
can only be a linear extension of Its policy
at home, must always have a clear class
basis.

As at Brest-Litovsk, as at Genoa, so

everywhere else tlie Soviets must show to

the whole working class that it deals with

the bourgeoisie not because it has an ounce

of faith in its professed intentions, its

good will, its "friendliness" or "peaceabie-

ness", but because the solitary existence of

a capitalistieally encircled proletarian state

compels negotiations, trade agreements,

commercial and diplomatic intercourse etc.,

etc. This at least, was the course in

Uenin's time. The absolutely uncalled-for

Soviet procedure at the Geneva Economic

Conference in 1927, its equally baseless ac-

tion in signing the imperialistic Kellogg

"Pejice Pact to Outlaw War", show how far

the present regime in Russia has strayed

from this course. Litvinov's conduct at

(Jcneva last month has only meant that

the rudder is being pressed harder in the

wrong diTe<!tion.

The European Commission has been

established by French imperialism to pre-

side over the birth of Briand's Utopian

*Pan-Europa"—the* French plan for ex-

tending its "Little Entente" until it covers

most, if not all of Europe. The official

Comintern press has even characterized it

as intended chiefly to organize the anti-Sov-

iet interventionist bloc. Some months ago,

this same press was filled with accounts ac-

cording to which the Moscow trial of the

s'abotaging engineers has demonstrated that

Poincare, Briand, the French General Staff,

the Polish government the, Itunianian pup-

pets of France, etc., etc., were conspiring

for active intervention against tlie Soviet

republic. Here is a fact of no mean inter-

national political import. But at Geneva,

the iSoviet representative not only fails to

put some pertinent questions, concerning

the c<mspiracy to the representatives of

France, but does not even refer to €he

matter at all. Worse than that, the speech-

es and the relations between the represen-

tatives of Communism and imperialism

are marked by a politeness and mutual
back-slapping wliich brings farce to the re-

lief of its tragedy.

A Congenial Commissioner

"It was not," remarks the New York
Times (5-ll)-lf);U>. "the Litvinov one wa«
used to lieariiig here in the Preparatory

Disarmanicnt Commission who spoke today.

Tlie Soviet Foreign Commissioner amazed
all by ins conciliatory tone and by fore-

going tUv opportunity to exploit capitalist

ills for rho glory of Communism ... If

stripped of a few
i
few indeed 1 S.l typic-

ally Coniiuunist expressions (his speech)

inight have been spoken i)y some economist
of one of a nniabcr of bourgeois schools."

And. Litvinov adds: "I do think how-
ever, that someibing migln be done for the

removal of phenomena unnetressarily ag-

gravating our roiations and prolonjang the

world crisis. This requires she avoidance
of everything tending to an ainiosphere of

distrusi,"

Oistrust of when and by whom? The
l>ourgeoisie will "distrust" tiic Soviet Un-
ion sii long as it exists, and for good cause.

The bourgeoisie laughs up its sleeve when
Litvinov or Stalin asks it to put "trust"

in Russia's "readiness to adhere to the

principle of the peaceful [ I [ co-existence

of the two systems". Briand, Henderson.
Cnrtins Z:)!eski and Co. are quite willing

to sign any document or "peace pact". It

costs notliing aiid—this time with Soviet
aid—it helps them to poison the minds of
the masses who are suspicious altout the

bourgeoisie's •pacifism". Oi' does Litvinov
mean that the Soviet Union must stop "dis-

trusting" r\w liriands and MacOonalds?
Matters stand no l)etter with regard to

the famous Litvinov "protocol" itself.

"M. Lifvinof proceeded to explain that his

protocol meant to do for economic warfare
what the Briand-Kellogg peace pact did
to war—to outlaw it," the Times (5-22-

10:^1 ) informs us. "It would . . . prevent
discrimination against any one country or

group of countries saying in other words
that the main idea [so!] was to assure
the peaceful co-existence of the Communist
and capitalist systems." That !these two
systems cannot exist peacefully side by side
is an A B C truth for any Marxist, not
to speak of any class-conscious bourgeois;
tlie contrary idea is a stupid, reactionary
invention of Stalinism upon which the
equally reactionary theory of "socialism in

one country" is founded. As to what "his
protocol meant", let us withhold comment
for a moment until we read the miserable
manner in which the central organ of the
American Communist Partv tries to palm
off this cheap pacifist counterfeit as good
Bolshevik coin

:

"The meaning of the Soviet proposals
is the revelation that only the Soviet sys-

tem can guarantee peace to the world's
peoples [A revelation indeed, for the pro-

Litvinov*s
posals say nothing of tbe sort! S.] . . ,

What a crushing refutation of the 'incon-

ceivably silly' charge of 'Soviet dumping'

!

I>o you want ' to stop dumping? Then let

all nations pledge themselves to sell no
goods in the world market cheaper than
they sell these goods in their own coun-

try! ^VVhat could be more simple? [We
can really thing of nothing more simple or

more fantastic! S.] What argument more
convincing? [To whom? Pioneers, perhaps?
S.] Although the Soviet proposal is th«

very soul of logic [Ahem!], the imperialist

robbers and war-makers will undoubtedly
seek for some hole to crawl through in an
effort to explain to their peoples that the

Soviet proposal is 'utopianfj The Soviet

in one blow has shattered the charge of
'dumping', proposed fhat the standard oJ

living of the toiling masses be raised trade
rivalries abolished and the danger of war
dispelled!" (Dajly IrVoriter, 5-20-1931.)

At One Single Blow I

At one blow, neither m^re nor lees!

According, then, to the ne^jv "revelation"

from Mount Litvin'Ov, if imperialism would
only consent to function without dumping
on the world market—a proposal which we
are assured is not Utopian

—

^trade rivalries

would be wiped out ^id the danger of war
dispelled. This gospel—^e want to call It

teactionary poison but it is simply crass,

abysmal ignorance—is taught to the work-
ing class not only by the "diplomatic rep-

resentative of the Soviet Union" who
"speaks to the world's masses over the
heads of the bourgeois robbers", but by the
central organ of official American Commun-
ism. But things cannot rest there. The
Soviet proposal, made, in the words of

Eriand, with that "moderation of M. Lit-

vinov to which we all pay homage", is

meant to "outlaw" economic warfare just
as the Kellogg Pact "outlawed" war. Why
doesn't the Daily Worker, which endorses
the one, also endorse the other? Is there
a fundamental distinction? We see none.
When Stalin signed the Kellogg Pact, the

DaJly Worker at least had the . . . decency
to keep quiet and to cover *up the scandal
by heaping denunciation upon the Pact "in
general". It is clear that the policies of

Stalini.sni are causing the Dally Worker to
surrender even the last few tatters of de-

cency it had left.

One might continue with even mor>e
detailed comment upon the Litvinov pro-

posal. There is. for instance, the illiterate

apology for Litvinov by Harrison George
<f)-22-l!i;il> who was transferred from his

cage on column seven to Amter's place on
coiunm one to explain^we quote literally

—

that Litvinov "is only asking that the Un-
ited States obey its own law." But there
has already been enough to ^how that the
socialist New Leader, usually rabidly anti-

Soviet, was eminently correct when it wrote
eulogistically (."(-23-1931) that "Litvinov
sprke like a socialist who has belief in de-
mocracy. And the world listened seriously".

Litvinov may consider this a ctnnplement
from a foe. We regard it as an epitaph for
the degenerated Centrist bureaucracy.

THE IMFKWTIOX OF THE CHINESE
OPPOSITION

"Oenr Comrades o! the Secretariat and
Trotsky

:

"The Uniflcation Conference of the
Chinese Opposition took place on the his-

torical day of May First in Shanghai. Sev-
enteen representativef5 were presient, and
in addition from delegates with advisory
rights. They represt^nted a total of 4S3 mem-
bers (all of four groups). The Conference
adopted our common platform and otlier

resolutions which were worked out by the
unification commission. A National Execu-
tive Committee (consisting of nine mem-
bers a 11.(1 four candidates) was elected,

from which a Secretariat of five was chosen.
The name of our organization was made
"The Left Opposition of the Chinese Com-
munist Party". Its organ is to be called
"Spark". Our platform and resolutions
will be translated into European languages
in the nearest future.

"The Chinese Opposition has been' un-
ited. This has provoked a great deal of
attention both from the reaction and from
the working masses. We believe that under
the leadership of the International Tjeft Op-
position, it can and will carry on Its great
historical task. We hope that between the
Secretariat and the Chinese section there
will he a constant and close relation.

"The news about the burning of com-
rade Ti'otsky's library was brought us by
the bourgeois press and confirmed by your
circular. We have appointed a special com-
mittee for contributions.

"iWith Opposition greetings.

Secretariat of the Left Opposition of
the Chinese Communist Party,

"Secretary, Tehen Du-Siu.



The Party*s Unemployment Drive

The course pursued in the past period

by the party in its work among the im-

employed is rich in iastructive material.

A survey of a number of its outstanding

features will be of help to the movement

in orientating itself in the future.

At the beginning of the struggle for

the unemployed stood the philosophy of the

"third period" which though dead,

revisits our press from tinie to time.

When the crisis came, the American "theor-

eticians" came forward and from the bast-

ard philosophy of the "third period" fished

out as a basis for the party's work ihe

absurd contention of a widespread, deep-

going radical ization of the American work-

ing -class. They were followed by the "tac-

ticians" and from the above premise were

made the fallowing deductions about un-

employment:

The Stalinist Analjsis

In & period of such Tadicaliaation, the

workers are ready for action on the poli-

tical plane and those whose miseiry is great-

est, the unemployed, on the highest politi-

cal plane. The lever which can set them

immediately into motion on this plane is

the issue of unemployment Insurance. This

will ,be the central slogan of our unem-

pdoyment work, the fight for unemployment

insurance from the city, state and na-

tional goveriiments. With the workers ready

for action on this plane, it is unnecessary

to win influence over them by patient, day-

to-day, elementary educational and organi-

zational work in proletarian neighborhoods,

among the broad masses of workers of hetr

erogeneous races, trades and varying de-

grees of political development. tWe can

plant our banners almost anywhere and the

workers -will rally around them. We have

only to call and the "radicalized" workers

wUI come. The greater their misery, the

prompter will be their response to our sum-

njoma and the more "radicalized" they will

be. We can recruit tbem from broadliues

flophoui;es. relief agencies, etc. The work-

ers will come but they are unorganized ; we
must be ready for them.

In tlie equatorial jungles of Guiana,

there are trees whose upper branches, close-

ly pressed by the surrounding vegetation,

send down air-roots which dangle above

ground, swayiaig in the air currents. After

titij model the party organized its unem-

plo;j-ed apparatus. Before it numbered a

hundred unemployed workers under its' In-

fluence in the fight for unemployment in-

surance, it established a Nationait Unem-
ployment Council which today, like the

"third period" and other inventions, is a

sensitive memory. From this center, it

sent down instructions to the party and ap-

peals to the masses to oi-ganize Into district

unemployed councils on the basis of the

fight for unemployment insurance. Such

was the air-root procedure.

Nor were these councils deliberately

located in proletarian neighborhoods, where-

upon the application of correct policies and

tactics, they could have taken root and

grown into a genuine mass movement. They

were established on the principle of organ-

izational convenience. For the most part

they are located in the headquarters of

party organizations a few of which are sit-

uated in working class residential neigh-

borhoods, and the greater number of which

are not. At the same time, the party was

m<»biliz?d, the cadres were sent into the

councils and from there to the breadlinea

and flophouses to recruit "radicalized"

workers to fight for unemployment insiir-

anct.

The strategy of this fight was of nec-

essity derived from the untrue estimate of

a wide-spread, deep-going radicalization of

the masses. It had, therefore, the impossi-

ble task of, producing results commensurate

with thiit estimate. Any attempt to do so

would inevitably reveal the contradiction

between the estimate of such a radicaliza-

tion and the results possible in such a

period, and the party's feeble influence over

the masses an3 consequent failure to pro-

duce such results, S^uch failure would re-

sult in loss of prestige and influence of

Communism over the masses. Moreover

the strat^y was to be applied at that stage

of the <Tisis w^hen it was descending swift-

ly to even lower depths. The contradiction

between estimate and results would there-

fore be emphasizBd sharply' and more quick-

ly revealed. This factor imposed on the

strategy to be used the task of producing

quick results.

The Party's Demonstrations

The strategy used against this impend-

ing and, under the circumstance, inescap-

able disaster sought to hide this contra-

diction. Action on the political plane made
the attempt possible. For quick results the

party decided on demonstrations. To hide

the feebleness of its influence, the party,

made the demonstratiosts spectacular and

highly exaggerated th« numbers who at-

tended.

There was a third tactic by which the

party sought to escape the consequences of

its false etsimate and incorrect policies.

From demonstrations against municipal gov-

ernments, the party leaped over the state

governments and demonstrated against the

federal government on February 10. It was
repulsed. It recoiled and demonstrated—is

still demonstrating—in isolated, unco-ordin-

ated hunger marches against state govern-

ments. This strategy is manifestly incor-

rect. From demonstrations against city

govemmer ts, the movement should have

risen with the increasing depth of the

crisis, misery of the masses growing or-

ganizational strength, to a higher i)olitical

pdane, in demonstrations against state gov-

ernments. And as these factor grew apace,

the movement hould have been brought to

a ciimax in a tremendous demonstration

against the national government.

But this is precisely what the party

could not afford to do. It would have been

to reyeal in a harsh light the feebleness of

its influence, the ineffeetualness of its spec-

tacular campaign and as a conclusion, the

falsity and absurdity of its estimate. Yet

this essentially correct strategy which the

party did not follow is claimed for it by

Wagenkn^ht in the March 26, 1931 Issue

of the Inprecorr. In his article "The

Struggle Against Unemployment in the TJ.

S. A.", be deliberately creates the impres-

sion, by inference, that this was the stra-

tegy followed by the party.

This strategy has not been discussed in

the party press. All articles of criticism

iiud {.valuation ignore it. Why? Is It be-

cause the party considers this strategy

manifestly correct? Then why does Wagen-

knectit try to create the impression that

another strategy was used? Or is tht-ro

something to conceal, some weakness in it

known to the leadership which discussion

would reveal? Are they not silent, rather,

because, foreseeing failure for ihe fight for

unemployment insurance on the basis on

which it was conducted they arranged this

stwtegy to provide a back door out of

which to draw the body of flie movement

they almost w.recked? What other explana-

tion is there?

This program of demonstrations covered

more than a year, during which the roots

sent down from the national center took

na hold in the masses and are today still

swayed by whatever bureaucratic current

blows.

The result in terms of relief and un-

emplolyment insurance is almost zero. The

party claiming one million unemployed in

New York City points with pride to the

million dollars appropriated by the city for

unemployment relief, following its October

16 demonstration. Yet, Wagenknecht, writ-

ing in the Daily Worker on March 7, 1931,

can say: "We fail to take cognizance of our

achievements!" Other achievements in this

direction even of the same microscopic na-

ture there are none,

l^e Decline of Support

Politically, the party can justly claim

one victory. By its demonstrations and

agitation it forced the issue of unemploy-

ment and its magnitude upon the conscious-

ness of all classes. Otherwise, the year

repre-sents a minus. On March 6, 1930, the

party claimed it mobilized a million and a

quarter workers in its demonstrations for

unemployment Insurance, etc, ; In its Feb-

ruary 25, 1931 demonstrat4ions for essen-

tiftUy the same demands it can claim only

four" hundred thousand. Both figures, of

course, ai"c highly exaggerated and intended

for Moscow consumption. Incredible as it

may seem, this tremendous loss in influence

is made to prove the very opposite. ?2arl

Browder, in the Daily Wortter of March 6,

1931, says : "Superficial examination can

easily make a case to show that the move-

ment has declined since March 6 of last

year . . . But we must look Ixmeath the

surface, examine the realities and judge

the quality, the fighting power of th-e move-

ment. Such an examina'tlon muAt, with

all allowances for serious weaknesses in

the movement, register a decisive advance

in the year." So! A loss of sixty-seven

percent in revolutionary capital is now of-

fered to us as a "decisive advance"!

Nor has the party succeeded, as it

claims In expansive moments, in disillusion-

ing the American masses about the willing-

ness of American capitalism to relieve

their misery. This is a curious and Inter-

esting point. To some extent the party

has demonstrated the anti-working <f[a.a& aa-

ture of police, courts and municipal and

state governments and their relief ageniciee.

To « larger extent this disillusionment has

been the simple result of workers putting

two and two together. But neither the

paarty nor events have removed that basic

illusion of the workers that the crisis is

only temporary that they have only to

hang on and weather the storm—"prosper-

ity" will return. Until the part^ grasps

this, it will never be able to understand

why the membefrs of its Unemployed Coun-

cils, men, many of tbem, with no economic

resources whatsoever, who eat on bread-

lines, have no homes and sleep in flophouses,

are not only not militant but apathetic.

And until the party attacks and with the

help of events, destroys this illusion, it will

call, in its unemployed Councils, upon dwin-

dling memberships for its spectacular de-

monstrations and sorties against breadlines

and relief agencies.

—THOMAS STAMM.
» • »

(Note: This article, written by a com-
rade of the eft Opposition who Is very active

in the work of the New York Unemployed
Councils, is to be followed by others in

coming issues. The next articles will deal

with other phases of the problem : the con-

dition of the Unemployed Councils, the torn

in the party's policies etc., etc,—Ed.)
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MII.IT.VNT SUB DRIY'E

In the subscription drive the Chicago

branch is still maintaining its lead wuth a

fairly good mrugin. Its total number of

subs collected up to date of going to press

is 44, However, it will now face a serious

contest from the New York branch which

has begun to get real busy during the last

week and a half and as brougt its total

up to 30 subs.

The next branch in ord.er of subs tnrn-

c<l in St. Louis wit 23 which is but a

slight increase from the last report mnde.

The Minneapolis branch has remained static

since the last report, its total colieKrtcd not

having reached ab^ve 22 subs. A number

of other branches have made a small begin-

ning bringing the total of subs colltx;ted

since the beginning of the drive up to 147.

This is entirely too modest an accomp-

lishment particularly in view of the fact

that the next issue of the MUiitant will

begin the weekly publication. But if we

are to take the splendid pn)mises made by

the New York branch seriously they should

still get very close to reaching their total

of 100 subs pledged before the r'rive con-

cludes. In other words if the New York

comrades keep their word they will by far

outdistance Chicago, that is, provided

Chicago does not meanwhile tighten up its

forces and continue in the lead. Ho vever

it by no means precludes that Minneapolis

and St. Louis may still become serious

contenders for the first prize.

PKOGKAM OF EXPANSION CAMPAIGN

In previous issues we have boon able

to announce that the accompUsbmeuLs set

for the Program of Expansion to be real-

ized step by step are actually ahead of the

amount of contributions collected. The

Pioneer I'ublishers arc now distributing

literature on a more effective basis than we
have been able to heretofore. The Wekly

Militant, which wc advanced to the second

step begins definitely with flic next issue,

two weeks from today,

A comparison of the main contributions

made on this Progi-am by those branches

who have maintained the lead may give a

good deal of food for thought for those

who are entirely too far behind. New Yorlt

comes In as the best to date with a total

of $451 collected. This is our biggest branch.

Minneajwlls comes second with a total of

$152 collected. Third in line is Kansas

City, which is really our smallest branch

with $100 collected. Tlien follows Boston

with $40 collected, Montreal with $20,

Chicago with $18, Toronto with $12. the

balance being scattered amongst smaller

branch contributions and individual contri-

butions.

We are still $100 below the thousand

dollar mark which Is the minimum prere-

quisite to assure The Weekly Militant. We
urge the comrades and sympathizers to ^speed

up and complete this second step and then

proceed onward.

Contribntions received since last report
are as follows:

2,000—

—1,750

1.500—

1,000-

600—

—1.250

—750

—250

New York
(M. Engel) $5.00

New York
(Capelis) 6.00

New "York

( Lankin

)

1.00

New York
(Burns) 1.00

New York
( Berman

)

10.00

Youngstown 2.50

Kansas City 17.00

$44.50

Previously

reported 857,00

Total to

date $901.50

REACTIONARY FANATICISM

Tiie Enipros, oflicial organ of the Greek

Bureau of the Communist party, is carrying

on a campaign for 1,000 new subsci-Ibers.

I was asked by some Greek comrades to

uTldenake getting a few subscriptions, since

the nature of my work brings me many
accpiaintances and into clf^ie contact with

the Greek Workers and sympathizers in th«

Cominuiiist movement. In a short time, I

was al)Ie to got two subscribers and intend-

ed to get more, but my activity was un-

expectedly upset by the disturbed nerves

of a former Lovestoneite.

"You have no right to get subscribers

for Eiiipros. You are a Trotskyist, an en-

emy of the Communist International " he

told me in the real tone of the Stalinist

bureaucrat. He said that I was doing the

work mainly in order to take advantage of

it to propagate my "counter-revolutionary

Trotskyism". So, in compliance with his

command, I had to return the subscription

receipt book. A sincere Greek comrade,

more realistic than the other, showed some
Signs of disf!ontcnt and disapproval and

condemned his sectarianism,

"Listen, if you don't agree with me, bring

it up at the next Greek fraction meeting",

this comrade was answered by the- newly

baptized Stalinist who happens to bear my
name.

Chicago JAMES ECONOMOU



LETTERS from the MILITANTS
HOW THE I. L. D. DEFENDS

OPPOSITION WORKERS
The Inetrnational Labor Defense and

the League of Struggle for Negro Kigttts

had their Scottsboro Defense Conference on
May 25. At a previous meeting of the

Philadelphia branch of the Communist
League we elected comrades Morgenstern
and Whitten as delegates and LeGompte as
alternate.

At the conference, we handed In our
orgpnization's credentials to Leon Plott,

party district organizer, who was at the

door. We were told to go in. The confer-

ence began about 9 p. m. in a small hall

that was soon overcrowded. Delegates
were asked to remain and vi-sitors to go
to another meeting room on the same floor,

whjre they were entertanied with speeches
of the op2n air "to the barricades" type.

But in the •conference hall itself, an-
other line entirely was pursued. Here
Lovastone'is famous "united front confer-
ences" were made to look sick by the bur-
eaucrats of the erstwhile "third iK^riod".

The conference was the biggest thing they
had in years. Ninety-eight organizations
with 191 delegates were announced.

The officers and committees were of
course party affairs—on the q. t, George
Powers was cliairman. Everything was cut
to order. Not quite everything, however.
Two people were aunounwd ns the Creden-
tials and Resolutions Committee: Jack Rose
of tJie I. L. D. and Coleman of the L, y.

N. R, Then, after a time they aniionueed
that to spo<l the work of tiie committee,
four more delegfiates were to be elected
to each committee. That was their ^'devia-

tion".

Comrade Morgenstern was nominated
for the Resolutions Committee and then
four others. Bill Lawrence, a C, P. bur-
eaucrat made a motion to Jtsk the four
from the bottom of the list if they accept,
and put them on the committee. Our pro-
tests were of no avail^one, two three and
Morgenstern is out. Then, on nominationg
for the Credentials Committee, comrade
Morgenstern was again nominated (the
fourth this time) along with four others.
Well, the same trick couldn t possibly be
repeated. And our motion that the five
stand as nominated for the committee was
declared absolutely out of order—impossi-
We—the committee must have four and
four only. A vote is taken and the four
highest elected. Partyites—delegates and
non-delegates—voted and abstained in the
same way. The chairman announced 36
votes for Morgenstern. He had at least 56
votes.

This looked pretty suspicious to every-
body not initiated into the factional trick-
ery of Stalinism. But nothing was said
at the time.

Comrade Walters reported—or rather
was supposed to report —on the work of
the joint committee of tlie I. L. D. and L,
S. N. R. As a matter of fact, he did noth,-
ing with the exception of killing time. Sev-
eral Negroes got up timidly to speak. Noth-
ing of importance. No discussion. Justice,
Rights and Kiglits. The credentials Com-
mittee didn't bring in its report until al-

mo.st 11 p. m. Rose who is in charge of
sabotaging the defense of the Philly Op
positionists, made the report. lie announced
98 organizations with 191 delegate.^: distri

buted as follows: 11 churches, 10 del^^'atc:?:

fi5 fraternal organizations, 126 delegates:
19 T. U,s :md unemployed groups, 40 dele-

gates: 2 i)olitical orgnnizations, 2 deletr-atPS,

If you take the trouble to add up the nnm-
be"s. yov get 97 organizations and 1S7 dele-

gates. AH however, were declared seated.

No names of organisations wore .mentioned.

Then resolutions and telegrams were
read- Then organizational report. And
still nothing said or done,. All organiza-

tions must give money ; must colkn;! money

;

must sell Liberators; must distribute leaf-

lets, etc,

Here comrade Morgenstern finally man-
aged to get the floor to si)eak on organi-

zational proposals. Morgenstern has some
concrete proposals on policy to put forth.

He shocks the Stalinists by tiling the dele-

gates that this is a good conference, but

it does not yet represent the working class

in Philadelphia. He proposes to enlarge

the work and scope of this conference and
draw into it the workers in the A, F, of L,

unions and he proi>oses to send representa-

tives to fhe 8, P.

Then the bureaucrats began to beat the

hammer, to shout, etc. But they did not

succeed, despite their numbers In drown-

ius: out our comrade, and after noints of

order, procedure and motions had been put

nd Tjapsed f?>. he still held tihe floor.

r reriresent the Communist Leas'iie «Tirt T

m myself one of those work»r<i In PMlr»-

ueiynia arresijed ana chargeu wicn aedi-

tion, lacmg trom one lo twenty' yeai-s in

ijr^sou . . . Tuese i)eopie are trj-ing to
iiiop me because we have different proposals
than their's," etc.

The C. P. bureaucrats were wild. "If

you don't shut up, we'll throw you out

"

they screamed, ignoring all protests and
motions from the floor to permit Morgie to

go on, "That's the only way you can get
me a\ray from this conference,'* he replied,

"you'll have to carry me out."

It was a magniticent display to the
workers present of the strangulation policy
of Stalinism, It warned the workers that
even here—at a meeting to protest lynch-
ing, they must be on their guard. Here
was raised the voice of a delegate of at
least one organization who gave expression
to those who voted for our comrade's elec-

tion ro the resolution and to the creden-

tials committee; and who would not say
Yes, Yes. to all the stupid and criminally

incompetent work of the bureaucrat and hie

puppets.

It w,as at the same time a fine display

of nroletarian courage to stond up boldly
in the fnce of this howling mob (the "well-

known" Ta,«!ker Street gans was present

too ... )

Tlie ataiiuists rushed us and forcibly

ejected us from rhe hall. They would
surely have beaten us up had there not

been ^o many people around. Cries were
raised in the hall: "Let him speak! He's
telling the truth ! We want to hear him t"

and mingled with ci'ies : "Kill him!"

Several delegates and others walked out

in protest against the bureaucrats' "united

front" tactics.

After our ejection from the hall it

miglit have been expected that the "rene-

gades" were denounced. Not so. this is

not the party's line here. On the demand
of delegates for an explanation, it was ex-

plained ( !) that we were not delegates and

that all visitors had been asked to leave.

Tile bureaucrats were entirely on the de-

fensive. The reason for the strange ex-

planation of what occurred can he under-

teod from the followinjr:

Thronshout the entire evening, we nevor

once hefird mention of even the word Com-

munist Hot alono Crimmiiri'st P'^rtv'i or «"'^-

i^Hsf. or "lisc: c;frii"<Tlp Onlr T?t"'ht<«,

PfiiiTts Ti'(iiT-nfii;<; "Rifrlift; T?*"Vi + t; of" TTn^^*

Powers (both party members, "brother
chairman", etc.

The f^r of our delegation, and tie de-

sire to hide the very name "Communist"
are far from accidental. They are the
reasons why the names of the organiza-
tions represented were not mentioned. "Two
political organizations"—which two? Soc-
ialist, Democratic, Communist? Shall the

worker-delegates present know who defends
the workers? Sh-sh! Nothing must be said.

aTius the national representative of the I.

L. D. announced that he and the I. L. D.
took the initiative to point to the necessity
of organizing a Scottsboro defense.

After we were thrown out there -was
no more discussion (the delegates evidently
fear to make a suggestion, let alone to dis-

agree with anything). And the conference
that might have been a stepping-stone to
further education and organization of the
workers to the necessity of united workers*
defense was concluded.

Philadelphia, Pa. —LEON GOODMAN.

Shall We Subordinate Social Insurance Fight?
The deep protracted crisis in America

has long ago blasted the 1928 platform of

Lovestone and his Right wingers. At the

same time, the longer the crisis lasts the
more is revealed the utter bankruptcy of
the policies pursued by the Stalinist (Cen-
trist) iwirty bureaucrats since the crisis

set in. At a time (AVinter of 1929-1930)

When tlie workers, after experiencing a long
period of prosperity (probably the higfhest

degree of prosperity ever experienced by
any ^working class under capitalism in any
country) wei-e just beginning, in a bewild-
ered confused manner, to feel the effects of
the crisis, the party bureaucrats wrote in

their the-ses of the revolutionary upsurge of
the masses and came forward with Sheir

now fam(;ns slogan of "Fight for the.

streets". Thus the "third period" was
u.shered in.

As the crisis deepened, the bureaucrats
veered to t)ho Right, following a policy which
was a mixture of S. P.ism and adventurism.
After giving birth to their flimsy "Insur-
ance lull" hunger marches became and
still are the order of the day. At the pre-

sent time, the question of Social Insurance
is mentioned with decreasing frequency in

the columns of t^he Daily "Worker.

Lately the I^eft Opposition has also

manifested a strong tendency to minimise
the i-mportance of social insurance. Is the
struggle for social insurance to be com-
pletely subordinated or given up entirely?
What should our attitude to this question
be? W^here do we stand to-day? How much
longer will t'he crisis last? With the ex-
perience of the last two years behind us
we should be able to analyze the present
situation and draw a few conclusions re-

garding the length of the crisis.

This much is certain : the crisis wfhich
has lasted nearly two years at this time
shows no signs whatever of abating. The
lowest point Ko far reached by the crisis

was tou(?hed this Spring, The tendency is

still downward. The latter is shown by the
continued falling-off of exports, falllng-ofC

of revenue by the so called "blue chip"
companies, continued unemployment and

the downsliding of stocks. The coming
Winter, (the third of the crisis) will not
only be the most severe thus far but will
be one of the worst, if not the worst, ever
experienced by the American working class.

In view of the above facts, to subor-
dinate the struggle for social insurance la
a severe mistake. Also to speak of such
strikes as the textile strike in Lawrence
Mass, as the beginning of the offensive
struggles of the working class in ihe period
of the upward curve as comrade Swabeck
recently wrote in the Militant is specula-
tive reasoning.

The working class is still entirely on
the defensive. The recent strikes which
are and will become more numerous, are de-
fensive strikes. The capitalist class having
failed to get out of its crisis by two years
of lay-offs and wage-cutting has decreed the
only "remedy" they know of, namely; more
wage cutting, thus seeking to load a great-
er share of the burden on the working class.

Lately they speak even more openly of the
need for further wage-cuts. The increas-
ing number of strikes are half-organized,
desperate attempts at resistance on the
part of the working class. The only unem-
ployed workers that the capitalists willing-
ly feed are those who will do strike-break-
ing duty. Big business is now rubi)iQg its

hands and calculating tjhat the unemployed
are now more hungry than they were two
years ago, hence ready to work at anj
price and under any circumstances.

The Comnmnists must not only take a
greater hand in these defensive strike but
must organize and lead them. Against the
wage cuts we must counterpose tthe shorter
working week with no reduction of pay.
We mu.st not give up the fight for social
irsurancc but on the contrary we must keep
this issue in the foreground. Around this
fight and tlie fight for a i^horter working
week, the luiemployed and the employed
must be united in the battles that will de-
velop during the coming Fall and Winter
over the question of wage reduction.

—MIHELIC.

THE STRANGLED REVOLUTION - - by LEON TROTSKY
(Continued from page 4)

Garine and Borodin will be delivered of

their benevolent vassaldnm towards the

bourgeoisie. They will only have chosen

as the new channel of their activity, Chang
Kai-Shek, son of the same class and fellow-

cadet of Tcheng Dai, Head of the military

school of Wliampoa founded by the Bol-

sheviks Chiang Kai-Shek does not confine

himself to a passive opposition ; he is reaily

to resort to bloody force, not in the pleb-

eian form, the form of the masses, but in

the military form and only within limits

that will permit the bourgeoisie to pre-

serve an unlimited power over the army.
Borodin and Garine, by arming their en-

emies, disarm and repulse their friends.

This is the way they prepare the catas-

trophe.

But are we not overestimating the in-

ilueuce of the revolutionary buream-racy
upon tiie evens s? No. it showed its',^lf

stronger than ir might have thought, if not

i:!r good then at least for evil. The coolies

wiio are only beginning to exist politically

re(iuire a courngeous leadership. Hong re-

quires a bold program. The revolution re-

<{uires the energies of millions of rising men.
But Borodin and his bureaucrats re<]uire

Tcheng Dai and Chiang Kai-Shek. TJiey
suppress Hong and prevent the worker fnnu
raising his hand. In a few months, they
will stifle the agrarian insurrection so as
not to rebuff the whole bourgeoisie from
the army. Their strength is that they re-

present the Russian Octol>er, Bolshevism,
the Communist International. Having cs-

Tirped authority, the banner and the sub-
sidies of the greatest of revolutions, the
bureaucracy bars the road to another rev-

olution which also had all chances of being
great.

The dialogue between Borodin and
Hong (page 181-1821 is the most frightful

indictment of Borodin and his Moscow in-

spirers. Hong, as usual, is after decisive
action. He demands the punishment of
the most prominent bourgeois. Borodin
finds this unique reply: "Those who are
paying must not be touched", the revolution

is not so simple, says Garine for his part.

"The revolution nioaJis paying the army
dearly," adds Borodin. These aphorisms
contain all the elements of the noose in

which the Chinese revolution was stran-

gle<l, Borodin preserved the bourgeoisie

which, in recompense, made contributions
for the "i-evolution", the money going to

the army of Chang Kai-Shek. The army
of Chang Kai-Shek exterminated the pro-

letariat and liquidated the revolution. Was
it really impossible to foresee? And was
It in truth not forseen? The bourgeoisie

pays willingly only for the army which
serves it against the people. The army of
the revolution does not wait for rewards :

it makes tliem pay. That is called the

revolutionaiT dictatorship. Hong came for-

ward successfully in the .workers' meetings
and overwlielms the "Russians", the bear-
ers of rain for the revolution. The road
of Hong himself does not lead to the goal
but he is right as against Borodin. "Did
the Tai-Ping leaders have Russian advisor.-??

And tlie Boxers?" (page 189). Had the
Chinese revolution of 1924-1927 been left

to i^seIf, it would perhaps not have come
to victor_\ inunediately but it would not
have resorted to the methods of Ilarikari.

it would not have known shameful capi-

tulations and it would have trained rev-

olutionary cadres. Between the dual power
of Canton and that of Petrograd there is

the tragic difference that in Cliina there
actually does not exist Bolshevism ; under
the name of Trotskyism, it was declared a
counter-revolutionary doctrine and was per-

secuted by evei-y method of calumny and
repression. Where Kerensky did not suc-

ceed during the July days, Stalin succeeded
ten yeads later in China.

Borodin and "all the Bolsheviks of his

generation", Garine tells us, were marked
by their struggle against the anarchists.

This remark was needed by the author so
as to prepare the reader for the struggle
of Borodin a.gainst Hong's group, Histor^
ically it is false. Anarchism was unable to
raise its head in Russia not because the

Bolsheviks fought successfully against it

but because they had first dug up the
ground under its steps. Anarchism, if it

does not live within the four walls of in-

tellectuals' cafes or newspaper editorial
otfices, Ijut has i>enefrated more deeply,
tranislates the iKjychology of despair in the
masses and represents the political pun-
isliment for the deceptions of democracy
ajid the treachery of opportunism. The
boldness of Bolshevism In posing the rev-
olutionary problems and in teaching their
solution, left no room for the development
of anarchism iu Russia. But if the histor-

ical investigation of Malraux is not exact,
his recital shows admirably how the op-
portunist policy of Stalin-Borodin prepared
the ground for anarchist terrorism in China.

Driven by the logic of this policy, Bor-
odin consents to adopt a decree against the
terrorists. The solid revolutionists, re-

pulsed into tlie road of adventurism by the
crimes of the Moscow leadei-s, the bour-
geoisie of Canton, provided with the bene-
diction of the Comintern, declares them
outlaws. They reply with .-icts of terrorism
against the pseutio-revoiutionary bureau-
crats which protects the bourgeoisie that
pays. Borodin and Garine seize the ter-
rorists and destroy them, no longer defend-
ing the bourgeois but their own heads. It
is thus that the policy of conciliation slid^
down fatally to the lowest degree of felony.

Tlie book is called "The Conquerors".
This title which has a double meaning when
the revolution paints itself with imperijia-
ism, the author attributes to the Russian
Bolsheviks, or more exactly, to a certain
fa'Ction among them. The conquerors? The
Chinee masses rose for a revolutionary in-

sairrection, under the unmistakable influence
of the October upheavel as their example
and with Bolshevism as their banner. But
the ''conquerors" conquered nothing. On
the contrary, they surrended everything to
the enemy. If the Russian revolution called
forth the Chinese revolution the Russian
epigones suppressed it, Malraux does not
make these deductions. He does not even
seem to think of them. They only follow
all the more dlearly from the basis of his
rema^rkable book.



THE YOUNG VANGUARD
Appeal to the Leasiue Convention

Comrades! The Sixth Convention of the

Young Communist League of the U. S. A.

meets at a time when the gap between th«

rich opportunities for Communist advance

and the isolation of the party and League

is specially wide. This fact requires a

thoroiigli explanation and therefore a thor-

ough examination by all young Communists

and by this convention.

The present leadership has shown itself

incapable of giving such an analysts. Its

theoretical ignorance and immaturity, Iti

lack of Independence, its origin—appoint-

ment by party bureaucrats—disqualifies it

from the careful and objective study neces-

sary, and which alone can form the premist

of the growth of the Y. C. L.

Why the gap? Why has the party and

especially the Y. C. L. mdae no real pro-

gress ?

To begin with, an understanding Is nae-

essary of the reasons for the expulsion of

the supporters of the Left Opposition from

the American League and Party since th«

latter part of 1928,

When leading comrades of the party

asked fox a discussion of the qu^tlons

which were threatening the very founda-

tions and life of the Russian party and

the Comintern,—the policies pursued In th«

Soviet Union, China, E}ngland and else-

where by the Communist International, and

expressed their solidarity with the vlew«

of the Russian Left Opposition led by com-

rade Leon Trotsky, they were summarily

expelled. This made aiiy thorough and hon-

est discussion of these vital matters Im-

possible. The leadership of the American

party, at that time Lovestone and Foster,

used the methods of. the Stalinist buerau-

crats in suppressing documents (in Russia:

Lenin's Last Testament, Lenin's speech

against Stalin on the national question

minutes of the April 1917 meeting of the

Central Committee of the Russian party,

the statements and theses of the Russian

Left Opposition on the Russian and the

Chinese questions, Anglo-Russian Commit-

tee). Groups of party and League func-

tionaries were sent to slug the comrades of

our group. Raids were made on our head-

quarters where wholesale burglary took

place. This prompted many rank and file

members of the party and League to ask

for a discussion of the issu^ involved, and

to protest against these antl-Oommunist

actions. Such comrades were immediately

expelled. It is no accident that the direct-

ing force in our expulsion was the Love-

stone group. This faction, -which repre-

sents most consistently the opportunist

tendency in the Communist movement. Is

the most logical antagonist of the Left

Not is it by chance that the most ardent

and violent organizer of the hooligan squads

employed against us, Bert Miller, Is now

to be found in the ranks of social reform-

ism, the Muste movement.

Against Class Collaboration Policies

What are the views, the support of

which has led to the expulsion of many

tried revolutionists in every important

Communist party in the world?

Following the defeat of the German and

Bulgarian proletariat in 1923. the revolu-

tionary movement In the West experienced

a decided setback. Gradually the feeling

set in among the leaders of the Russian

party and Comintern, that the proletarian

revolution in the West, WHICH LKNIN
AND THE ROLSHEVIK PARTY HAD
COUNTED UPON TO AID THE RUSSIAN
REVOLUTION, was postponed for decades.

This essentially possimistic and false view

led tn the theory of the ability of the Sov-

iet: Union, by it.-; own inner forces, t?o

couiistTUct an isolated socialist economy

within its national borders. That is that

Russia, after a few years, could separate

itself completely from the international

mark*t and live in a self-sufficient, national

socialist economy. This reactionary and
Utopian theory leads to the policy of class-

collaboration inside the Soviet Union as

well as outside of it.

In the Soviet Union, the party was con-

fronted with the question of strengthen-

ing the proletarian state and the socialist

sector of economy, in a country with an
overwhelming peasant population and In the

midst of a capitalist encirclement.

The policy of the Left Opposition led

by comrade Trotsky signified a definite con-

tinuation of the policy of Lenin : the state

power of the working class to base itself

in the village on the agricultural worker,

and poor peasant, form an alliance with the

middle peasantry and to carry on a class

fight against the kulaks, the exploiters of

the village, the course for a rapid increase

of industrialization, especially in heavy in*

dusbry, of the country; to collectivize agri-

culture on the basis of industrial progr^s,

so as to bring the peasants nearer to social-

ism. This Internal policy was based on the

perspective of the development of the pro-

letarian revolution in the highly developed

capitalist countries, the victory of which

would bring immeasurably closer a radical

solution of the contradiction inherent In

an isolated workers' state.

The Right-Center bloc ( Bucharln-

Stalln—1925-28), on the basis of the theory

of socialism in one country which they de-

veloped joSntly left the path of Lenin

with his support on the agricultural work-

€ir and the poor peasantry, and In^ead

based Itself on the middle peasant and

yielded to the kulak. At the same tima

the policies led to a tremendous growth of

th party and state bureaucracy, that 1Bi

of a caste of officials who have become

accustomed to routine and peaceful func-

tioning and, living a life separate and apart

from the party members and Russian work-

ers, seek to raise themselves "above the

classes." This not only weakens the pro-

letarian state but th.Teat«ns its very exist-

ence.

Under pressure of events (for exam-

ple, the kulak "grain strike" of Feb. 1928),

and the proletarian element of the party,

the Left Opposition the bloc with the Right,

who believed in the possibility of the

kulii,; peacefully developing into socialism",

was broken, and a course to the Left was

begun. However, the Stalinists regime is

Incapable of a genuine Le^t policy. Instead

it led the country into ultra-Left adventur-

ism which threatened the alliance l>etween

the proletariat and the peasantry as well

as to throw the country into a serious

crisis. The course away from the ultra-

Tveft was commenced with the change of

front on the "complete collectivization In

two-years" policy. The mass admissions in

to the party which has virtually liquidated

it, the inactivity of the proletariat, the abo-

lition of factory committees, the growth of

the party and state bureaucracy, the anti-

proletarian foreign policy (Kellogg Pact

LItvinov's speeches), very sharply pose the

serious dangers of the degeneration of the

Soviet State.

The theory of socialism in one coun-

try and its logical conclusion of class colla-

boration, led to the defeat of the revolu-

tion in China 1925-1927, and the stultify-

ing of the tremendous possibility for growth

of the C. P. of England In 1925-1927-

In China, the leaders of the Comintern,

in order to extend the so-called "pro-soviet

front" (for Chiang Kai-Shek was supposed

to be anti-imperialist, pro-soviet!) the work-

ers and peasants were subordinated to the

capitalist bourgeoisie, and their agents

were supported. In England, because of the

80-called pro-Soviet character of the Anglo-

Russian Committee and the British trade

union fakers, Purcell, Hicks, etc., the Stalin-

Buchafrin bloc supported it even after their

betrayal of the British General Strike. Th^s

harnessed the big move to the Left con-

siderably.

The Y. C. I. and the Commuiiist Youth

Leagues are politically subordinate to the

Comintern and the Communist parties. This

political guidance and leadership by the

party should be maintained through a party

cadre In the League, correct policies, and
through discussion in the League of party

policies. Only by understanding the tactics

and policies can the youth be expected to

carry them out.

Tlie Situation In the Y. C. L.

In the United States, the Young Com-
munist League has been unavoidably in-

volved In these processes with disastrous

consequences. The period since the last

convention, two years ago, has been marked
by the ultra-Left zig-zag, the adventurism

of the "third period" which is now silent-

ly sneaking into oblivion. The sectarian

policies have resulted in an enormous de-

crease in membership in complete Isolation

from the proletarian youth, loss of what
little influence it had in the past. The ac-

tivity of the League in the past two years

is symbolized by the stupid and innumer-

able "shock-plans" which set fantastic and

unrealizable aims altogether out of pro-

portion to the realities of the situation, and
which always end in miserable failures.

The League has failed to arouse any

The Spanish Bourgeoisie Gets into Action
(Continued from page 1)

great deal upon tJhe support of the strongs

est Latin section In the Comintern—tli«

French Communist Party. However, the

bureaucratic spirit and the Stalinist degen-

eration which prevftlli at the present time

throughout tfhe Comintern, are driving th«

Frencsh C. P. to turn its back upon the

Spanish Communist movement which, as a

result of an intolerable regime of a few

"loyallties" In the Comintern apparatus. Is

developing outside the ranks of the official

C. P.

The organ of the C. P. F., rHumantte,

published the notice of the arrest of th*

Communist group in the International Sal-

oon without comment like all the bour-

geois papers. Since then, it has shown no

interest in {ihe fate of the arrested com-

rades. Why? Because these Communists are

not "loyalites", are not 100 percent Stal-

inists. It matters little to the bureaucrats

that the whole party is behind these com-

rades, that the workers follow them in the

trade unions, that the republican-socialist

government persecutes them : they are In-

.wribed in tjie archives of the Comintern

as "expelled". Tliat is enougt for the

zealous bureaucrats of the C. P. F. not to

lend the slig^htest attention to these "here-

tics". Now what does their heresy consist

of? Let us recall U briefly again to our

readers.

The "Crime" of the Expelled

The whole Madrid organization, as a

bloc, as well as the Catalonia n-Balearic

Federation, has refused to follow the Ex-

ecutive Committee of the Commanist Party

of Spain in its splitting adverwture in the

National Confederation of Labor. The Ex-

ecutive Committee has succe«ded. only in

Seville where it was able, thanks to the

entirely personal influence of Manuel
Adame, to create a trade union movement
under its leadership. In Madrid, as every-

where else, the Executive Committee was
not even followed by the ranl^s of the

C. P. S. The whole organization was then

expelled. It is this organization (Agrupac-

lon Coramunista de Madrid) which now
leads a few trade union organizations and
whidh always places itself In the forefront

of the revolutionary struggles of the Madrid

proletariat Is it "Trotskyist" ? Does it

adhere to the Left Opposition? No! But

the A^rupacion, rid of the bureaucratic ap-

paratus of tlie Comintern, permits Com-
munist discussion and the collaboration of

the Leninist Opposition within Its ranks.

It conceives of workers' democracy as Lenin

conceived of it In the Bolshevik party and

in the C. I. There Is Its whole "crime"!

It also seeks, on the basis of democracy, to

unify all the scattered Communist forces

to create a solid Communist party. The
Spanish Left Opposition, conscious of the

great importance of a unified part y In

the present revolutionary situation, is help-

ing the Agrupacion de Madrid with all Its

strength in the work of gathering up and

unifying the Communist forces.

It is the Comintern and its bureaucrats

who are the only obstacle at the present

niompnt to the creation of a solid Commun-
ist Party of Spain. This is a truth which

the Spanish Communists observe today with

considerable bitterness. As for us, it Is

not surprising: it is the -consequence of the

Stalinist degeneration of our Communist
International.

The Left Opposition in every country

considers as its gre;itest duty the support of

the Spanish Communists persecuted by the

bourgeois repuliiic. A campaign of sym-
pathy and financial aid must be organized

wifhout, delay. The International Red Aid
[International Labor Defense] must organ-

ize the defense of all the persecuted Span-

isli revolutionists, regardless of whether or

not they are partisans of the Executive

Committee of Madrid.

Whoever does not understand these ele-

mentary duties of International solidarity

is a traitor to the nascent revolution of

the Spanish proletariat

!

May 22, 1931 M. MILL.
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substantial movement against the with-

drawal of mailing privileges for the Young
Worker. This fe to be explained by the

fact that the Young Worker has no influ-

ence among the working youth, by Its ex-

t;remely poor contents, as well a® by the
abandonment of the united fi^nt tactic by
the League leadership.

The special youth activities and youth
demands were practically abandoned, as
evinced by the elections of last .year and
the unemployment campaign. The Y. C. L.

became more and more only a junior ap-

pendage of the party Such phases of activ-

ities as opponents j-outh work have either

completely disappeared or are carried on
"spontaneously" The tactic of the united

front was discarded as a "relic" of a pre-

vious period. Recently (and correctly) it

has been revived In connection with the
inviting of the Y. P. S. L. to the National
Youth Day Conference In New York. But
this has been done -without explanation and
in complete contradiction to everything

that has been said in the last two years.

There has been no stable and compe-
tent leadership. Changes have been very
frequent with the purpose of concealing the
real nature of the crisis. Arbitrary ap-

pointments and removals by the party bur-
eaucrats have only plowed the ground for
eareerlsm. In addition to big losses of
members the turn-over has been whirllngly
rapid, revealing the emptiness of th»
League's inner-life. The ideological level

has never been so low, and the educational
work has never been so poor end scarce.

The right to question the correctness of
party decisions has been denied, thus crush-
ing the possibility of independent thought
and theoretical growth.

The pre-convention discussion thus fax
has been of an extremely superficial char-
acter, as is to be seen from the contribu-
tions in the Daily Worker. It has not risen
above the level of a unit discussion on
some technical problem or other. From
reading the articles no one would suspect
that the Y. C. L. Is afflicted with a poli-

tical and organizational crisis. No one
dares to make a true analysis of the condi-
tions of the League or to discuss its pro-
blems from a political point of view. It

is for the purpose of radically changing
this stagnant situation, of elevating the
discussion to a Communist plane, of arous-
ing every j'oung Communist to a realization
of what confronts him that we addr«ss our-
selves to the Y. C. L. convention. But we
cannot be satisfied with this alone We
want the right to participate in the strug-
gles of the young workers together with
the members of the Young Communist
League. We want united action of the Y,
C. L. and the youth of the Left Opposition.
We demand to know why the petty-bour-
geois Y P. S. L. can be Invited to a con-
ference called by the Y. C. L. and the
same right is not extended to the Commun-
ist youth of the Communist League of Am-
erica (Opposition) !

We call upon the Communist youth
once again to unfurl the banner of Marx-
ism and to struggle In the front ranks
against opportunism.

We call upon the young Communists to
demand the reinstatement of the expelled
LeDt Oppositionists into the Ijeague, the
Party, and the Comintern.

Forward to the revolutionary unity of
the ranks of Communism

!

National Youth Committee
Comnuniist League of America (Opposition)

The Militant
Official Orgn of the Communist

League of America (Opposition)

The Militant is Indispensable for an
understanding of the problems and devel-

opments of the labor and revolutionary
movements in this and other countries. It

presents, through the regular contributions
by Leon Trotsky and other spokesmen of
the International Left Opposition, an in-

valuable aid towards clarifying the posi-
tion of the Communist movement. Two
dollars brings the subscriber fifty-two is-

sues; one dollar—twenty-six issues. Send,
all subscriptions and funds to

THE MILITANT
84 East 10th Street New York, N V.



POSITION AND PERSPECTIVES
OF AMERICAN IMPERIALISM

1. American capitalism holds tbt* iiniiiue distinc-

lion of being th(j stroiigt^t link in tlie imperialist

chain today and of facing tomoiTow the most con-

vulsive interplay of contradictions growing out of its

world position. Since the "war to end all wars"
the world economic center has shifted to the "United

States. It is the main creditor nation. The expan-
sion of its productive forces and its accumulation of

<rapital, concentrated in the hands of gigantic cor-

porations, has exceeded all previous capitalist devel-

opment. Economically the T'nited States, extending

its tentacles over the entire globe, is the dominant
imperialist power.

2. The economic superiority of the United States

has grown i.>ot€ntially dne to the disintegration of

Europe, But the old forms in which this superiority

manifested itself—industrial technique, trade bal-

ance, stable dollar and European indebtedness—have
lost their actuality. The advanced technique finds

factories standing idle, the trade balance is unfavor-

able, the dollar is in decline, the debts are not paid.

The buperiority of the United States must find its

expression in new forms, the way to which can be

opened only by war. American capitalism is up
against the same problems which pushed Germany
on the path of war in 1914. The world is divided

amongst the great powers. It must be re-divided.

For Germany it was a question of "organizing Ku-
rope". The United States must "organize the world".

3. But the World War, which brought hegemony
to American imiK!riali.sm, also ushered in the stage

of capitalist decay and the iwriod of the proletarian

revolution. In this situation the attempts to extend
the American hegemony further—stimulated all the

more by the crisis—will involve the most serious

conflicts, wars and resolutions. History thus Itrings

humanity face to face with the volcanic eruptions of

American imperialism.

4. The enormous contradiction between the pro-

ductive forces of powerful America and decaying
capitalism as a whole confronts the financial oli-

garchs and their government for a solution which
cannot be found on the plane of the capitalist mode
of pi'oduclion. This contradiction and the gigantic

national and social problems flowing from it can be

resolved only in the proletarian revolution.

5. In the past, the uneven development of capital-

ism acted as a lever favoring the advance of capital-

ist United States, Its enormous resources enabled

it to experience the most rapid expansion within the

system of growing capitalism. Today the dialectic

of world relations is turning this lever into its op-

posite in the sense that it is creating new and greater

difficulties for American imperialism which is now
faced with tiic expansion of its productive forces

within a declining capitalist world system. I, at-

tempting to establish a more complete domination

;

in attempting to extend the foundation of its struc-

ure, it enters into direct conflict with the rival powers
which are no lests vitally concrrned in the re-division

of the world. Simultaneously, however, it must as-

sume the leading role in the task of defending the

decaying system as a whole against the extension of

the October revolution. In this sense, American
imperialism is today the basic world counter-revolu-

tionary force.

6. Through the uneven develoimient of capitalism

the United States arrived at itg stage of combined
development. It is expressed in the existence side

by side of a high degree of concentration of industry

and finance, an antionated banking structure, strong

remnants of individual comi>etitive capitalism and
split-up tenant holdings in the southern states. More
decisively, however, is this expressed in the opposite

extremes of a most advanced industrial development

together with Jhe mo.st backward political ideology

and organization of the masses. But this most ad-

vanced industrial development increased its basic

contradictions. In the United States there are more
than anywhere else, an accelerated accumuhitioii of

capital; an enormous expansion of the power and
scope of the credit and financial system ; a much
more rupid growth of constant capital (means of

production and raw materials) than variable capital

(labor power) ; an! a steadi'y iucrcasing relative

overpopulation (workers divorced from the means of

proUvtction )

.

7. The i)rescnt great mobilization of capitalist

resources for tiic further reorganization of industry

and finance, as an effort to get out of the crisis, will

result in a higher organic composition of cai>ital.

Henceforth we will have a yet more complex machin-

ery of production : a greater industrial concentration

and a greater centralization of capital. And, on the

other hand, au increased intensity of exploitation

and more violent depression of the wage level. But
while American capitalism seeks a solution in this

direction and while it marshals its resources to get

out of this crisis, it remains bound up with the decay
of capitalism as a s.vstem. By its present measures
it prepares the ground for much greater contradic

tions in the next historical stage,

8. The aggression of American capitalism in both

fields—at home and abroad, against the American
workers and against the European powers^operate
to turn the very strength of this dominant imperial-

ist sector into basic faciors of weakness. This is the

great contradiction which it cannot escape. The
course which it pursues leads in an immediate sense,

to more intense class struggles and to new imper-

ialist wars. On a historical plane, it signifies cata-

clysmic developments towards revolution.

i>. This per.spective we face with a politically

backward American working clas"^-, Bu< in this

respect also the dialectic of the class relations is at

work today transforming this special phenomenon
^nto its opposite. The economic basis tor the ideolo-

DRAFT THESIS OF THE N. C.

OF THE COMMUNIST LEAGUE
FOR THE THIRD NATIONAL

CONVENTION

Since the Second National Convention of the
League events of world .shaking importance have
taken ]>ia<-e. A i>eriod of three years have elapsed,
three years rich in exi>erience to the I^^ague, and
to the labor movement as a whole, internationally
and in this country. For u-: they have not passed
by unnoticed nor have they found us entirely un-
prepared. The Marxian foundation upon which
the League rests enabled us to foresee the course
of these events, to sound the alarm correctly and
to participate in them, but their objective results

caused the League itself to change its course.

We exist today on a different basis than three
years ago and we face a different perspective.

The League itself has grown politically and organ-
izationally ; but enormous tasks lie ahead. Our
third convention will therefore convene at a time
when it has become more than ever necessary to

apply the Marxian analysis to the events of the
past and to the ta«ks of the future, to draw the
lessons from the experiences gained and to find

the correct solution to the problems that we face.

The Third League National Convention will con-

vene on October 2(> at Chicago, 111. With the
publication of the draft theses, presented hcre>.vith

by tile National Committee, the pre-convention

d'i,scussion is oftician,y opened, Ever.v I^eague
member is invited to participate in this discussion

which in the main will be conducted in the branch-
es and through the medium of a special interna'

bulletin. Additional draft theses and resohit'ons

are beiug presented to tlie League membershi]!,
some of them through the internal bnlleti;i, and
all fm'tber information regarding the convention
will be communicated to the branches dirccrly.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE.
<'OMMUNIST LEAGTiK OF AMERICA

gical regrouping of class forces is already established.

.American pontics will follow suit and become Eu-
ropeanized. The tradition of two capitalist parties

holding e.\ elusive sway will soon belong to the past.

It will give way to the emergence of the working
class as a political factor. It can be atiirmed with
( ertainty that the motion of these economic forces

lit work will speed the working class rapidly in this

direction. But it remains yet to be decided whether
the political emergence of the working class will

flow at first primarily in revolutionary or reformist
channels. That decision by and large rests with the
Communist vanguard.

Problems of American National

Economy
10. The contradiction between socialized produc-

tion and capitalist api>ropriation has reached a most
acute stage in the United States, The development
of tiiis <'ontradiction has propelled American capital-

ism through unheard of heights of bourgeois prosper-

ity to the greatest crisis it has yet experienced. In

its further course still more severe crises will be
encountered in the general downward curve of world
capitalism toward the proletarian revolution.

11. The accumulation of capital, the economic
law of motion of capitalist society, has so far car-

ried through the transformation of competitive cap-

italism into monopoly capitalism, into imperialism;

the rapid tempo of accumulation, aided by an ex-

ceptionally great concentration of natural wealth
has been unprecedented. American capitalism, in its

early period, when it was centered within the indus-

Irial noi'thcasteru stales, found, by pushing west-

ward, a mighty lieJd of expansion for export of capi-

tal and export of means of production. It found
immense natural resources and a market within the

b<jrders of the nation. Within the limits of its own
borders the prertMjuisites were at hand for monopoly
development and domination by finance capital. It

became not onl.v the largest producer of raw mater-
ials but also the largest manufacturing nation. New
markets were sought beyond the borders of the

forty-eight states. But the jKiwerfnlly developed na-

tional economy, due to vastly expanded productive

forces and surplus of capital available, produced
also its opposite of growing interdependence upon
world economy. American capitalism extended its

structure throughout the planet and acquired a world
basis. Within this international field American im-

perialism forged its way ahead, reducing the share
of the rival powers in world economy. In this sense

the law of uneven development of capitalism became
a lever favoring the United States,

12. The law of uneven development of capitalism

presents itself as a historical reality. Its most ele-

mentary expression is the distinction between ad-

vanced countries and backward countries. In their

development, they have passed through different

stages, through different forms and at an uneven
tempo. Tlie uneven character as far as America is

concerned was first shown in its late emergence as
an imperialist power. The great possibilities of cap-

italist expansion within the borders of the forty-eight

states, which it enjoyed for a long time, and the

ability to maintain a relatively high wage level, ac-

counts for the retarded consciousness of the workers.
Class relations remained in flux and prevented the

crystalizati<m of a stable proletariat. At the same
time the exploitation of the working class wa^ more
intense than in any other capitalist country.

13. Within this uneven development of capit:ali3m

emerges also the stages of combined development.
Backward countries supplement their backwardness
with the latest advances. America added to its still

remaining backward features of land-holding, virtual

ix'onage with its .Tim-Cnjwism obtaining m the

southern states, the most highly developed material
culture. Alongside of carry-overs of past decentral-

ization and older industries retaining the backward
features of smaller comi>etitivo concerns, exists today
a high degree of industrial concentration. in the
very decisive field of banking, where reorganijiation

now proceeds apace, the anti(piated strucfure still

comprises thousands of small country and city aeigb-

borhood hanks, existing side by side with powerful
metroi>olitan institutions, the resources of vi'hich

mount into billions. Together with those mighty ad-

vances, however, has remained the political back-
wardness and low level of class consciousness of the

masses as evidenced by the small proportion of 'work-

ers organized in trade unions and the absence of a

mass iwlitical party whether reformist or revp'sution-

ary,

14. Industrial concentration which incrca.^cii im-
mensely during and after the world war ha^ now
reached a system of full grown corporate control.

There was a fusion of hanking and of industrial capi-

tal, a vast expansion of the credit system together
with a heavy exiwrt of finance capital. Ttjc ftnrin-

cial capitalists asstnned control over monot>otist
combinations, control of investment resouro'^ and
control of (credits. The interlocking banking cor-

porations now direct governmental domestic ;i4iiicy

at home and imperialist policy abroad. Many bour-
g(>ois economists and parlor pinks h;til Hiis ;is "or-

ganized capitalism" But the general results ,tt con-'

cenfration and centralization of capitid already give

adequate proof of the Marxian axiom that tinder

monopoly capitalism conjpc-lition docs not disappear
but becomes transformed, assuming high<'r ami snore

aggravated forms.

ir>. In this process of production and distritn.ition

account is taken, not of the needs of society, but of

the utilization of capital. It is jiroduction for capital

and production carried on for an unknown niU'ket.

Thus arises the enormous <;ontradk'tion between the

dcvclojHnent of the productive forces and tlie ,iv:h1-

rible markets,—the antagoni.'im between soci;Uized

crganization of production within the facforics and
anarchy of production in society as a whole.

16. On the on;; hand this is illustrated m"isr ^.iear-

ly in the index figures of American indu.stry showitsg

a vast productive capacity lying idle today, and on
the other hand in the unheard-of size of the unem-
ployed army. IVioreover, flie machinery of produc-
tion has reached such proportions that ojserjtrion

even at partial cftjiacity is capable of ghusiuy r!ie

niJH'ket. The relative de<'reaso of labor imivat is

transformed into an absolute decrease ()f jieci^ss^jry

labor power for the productive process. Aioii,sside

of it exists the entirely unparalleled overproduction
of capital, that is, of means of production to the
extent that they serve as capital, .wrvc for the ex-

ploitation of labor. This is the es.sen<e of the present

crisis.

17. The distinguishing feature of lliis fi'i--^i,s is

not that it is bottomless or ibe final crisis of capital-

ism, which is mistakenly asserted even among ('lun-

munists. The distinguisliing feature lies in its oc-

curring within the general crisis of (h^caying csipital-

ism. The business cycles have been in operation
throughout the general historical period of birtti,

growth and decay of capitalism. Jiut they have
liecome altered and intensified according to the epoch
in which they occurred. During the >;tagc uf the

'normal" growth of capitalism the Insines^ cys-les

cperated within the bounds of the system as a whole,
as a machanism of a general, upward curve. The crises

became pci'iods of readjustment for further expan-
sion. Now the course is reversed and the cycles liave

bec(ime the mechanism of the downward curve, un-
stable, and limited, but a mechanism, never tbeiess,

expressing the ebbs and flows of the decay stuiic. The
industrial stage of American c;tpltaiism witnes.'^ed

dynamic upward conjunetun's ;i]pil .fidicult but rela-

tively short deiDressioiiS. The pri'seiii. iiunucial st;ige,

however, is becoming {'haracterizeii by cnm'iersomt?.

contradictory upturns, tending to be of short dura-
tb;n and heralding deeper plunges int*) ijrdtji-scd and
turbulent crises.

15. Tluit is the general perspective. Imi i; is of
importan<'e also Eo attempt to arrive lit a prpcise

estimate, or the most likely varljiu?, for (he immediate
future. The estimate of the botr^uless or final crisis

nnist be dismissed out of hand a? having uo founda-
tion in fact. A [lossibility of arriving at new lieights

of prosperity is hardly likely within a general process
of decay. There remains the variant which derives
mo.st directly from the position held by the United
States in world economy. The Uuite-1 States, which
.'-.till forms the strongest link in the imperi.ilist chain,
is preparing to issue out of the crisis in the one
direction at the cost of reducing the rations of world
econcmy for the rival jwwers, and in the other direc-

tion at the cost of the American working class. The
first direction implies a solution by military means:
the second, a permanent army of unemployed and a

further reduced standard of living as the heavy price
which the workers will have to pay,

19. Capitalism, hotvever, is essentially a social

relation. The excess of means of production, as
against the excess of workers without employment
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Social XBeBaocratlc CTonitressesx Collapse of tbe 'Lefts*

The French* Socialsts and National Defense
PARIS.—

Tlie sodallats have returnea to Tours,

tett years after tlie "convention at whici

ttte workers drove th«m out of the party.

The "dissidents" of yesterday, who be-

gan with 15,000, today boast in their

bullettn of a victory SnU ol dangers for

the proletarian movement : 130,000 mem-
bera, 126 members of pariiament, 1 100

local mayors. Against whom do the

party politiciana brandish these figures?

With great joy, I'an! Fiivire proclaimed

at the meeting: "In Sweden, tlie social-

late obtained 43 percent of the votes,

the Commiinlst^^l pnrcenE."

The convent Ion proccdca the great

"•cmsulDation" of 19:i2 at wln<;h the soc-

taJists expect to gain power through the

electoral committees. lint in reality, the

poltticiana are preparaing their batteries

hehtnd the scenes of parliamentary stra-

tegy. The principal feature «E the con-

ftrence "was the academic resolution qfi

the National Defense.

Tours 1920 and Tours, 1930. After an
interval of ten years, the capital (jnestlon

th^t has served as an historic touch

-

Btone for the revolutionary movement,

to once again vp for debate. But ten

years ago at the conclusion of the hide-

ous massacre, the revolutionary workers

under the guidance of the Third Inter-

nattonal arose against the betrayal of

th* Boclalist politicians. Whereas In

1»E0, after the collapse of the Second

Ii^ernational, after the years of the

great butoljery, and after the creation

of the Communist party they have re-

turned to Toers to debate the very ques-

tion that caused their downfall and their

betrayal.

To what purpose? liOuis I^evy posed

the Questio*. "What can you decide now
that was not decided at Stuttgart before

the war?" Indeed, the StiUigart motion

and the amendments by Lenin and Rosa

Lniemburg, calling to struggle for the

downfall of the regime in case of war,

still remain excellent texts today. But
the socialist politicians already stood the

t«8t of putting It into effect in August

1914. Under the present conditions, tiiey

can repeat a second time, "Why make
believe that the party of Marx", added
Levy, "is capable only of debating to

distraction in vague and uncertain

terms?"

Today this cconomlicul solution can

DO longer prevail. Precisely because the

socialist party must answer today and to-

morrow the vagne and «iiceTf*in pi^e-

occupfttions of the Tvorkers who are not

concerned merely with the distribution

of posts—and because a large national

reform party, arisen from the working
class after the existence of revolution

ary proletarian parties, must needs ad
Just Its Ideological baggage.

Working class aetion was abseiit from
the agenda of the debates. This point

was sensed by Dumoulin, cleverer than

the rest. "No one has mentioned the

thirty million unemployed." In the

texts pre,-iented hy three principals and
the two extreme tendencies, there were
opposing formulations. Renaudel said

at the convention r "This defense of the

country has been confirmed by the party",

and Lagorgette declared : "Our slogan is

the transform'! aion of tlio (apitalist war
Into & war of liberation". Hut he pro-

nounced himself in favor oC drawing tip

s miHy motioti and expressed his belief

that a unanimous resolution is quite pos-

sible for intema.tion»I aetion*,

$n reality, the po.sitions of the speak-

ers all converged toward "pacifism

through the extension of our organista-

tlonal work". Within this framework o£

vaguo concepts, fflie socialist party is

reserving for itself its "freedom of ac-

tion". Twelve years after the war. not

a single voice was raised to demand
guarantees, to impose the control of the

workers, to revolt against the fact that

the party is in the hands of those who
betrayed the working class Into tlie hands
of the imperialist butchers,

Thla "common fund"—far more im-

portant than all the formulas borrowed

by Paul Faure from Austro-Marxism

—

became even mor^ apparent t)y a series

of embraces between Kight and "Left"

which shows that all the tendencies are

trtaking everything on the 1832 elections,

Therfore the exoneration of the seven

deputies who voted for confidence in the

Ijftval cabinet ; the authorlaation of the

P«IMiIaire to carry financial advertise-

ments ; the alienee on President Bonis-

son; on Paul Boncour, despite his rabid

manifestations of chauvinism ; only one

vote against the political report, etc.

TOese may be the perspectives of the

socialist politicians, but all the objective

factors, with wliich the "party «f Marx"

did not preoccupy itself; the economic

unrest, the European crisis the critical

situation of the German -rigime, the

Spanish revolution—regarded not aa the

"liberation of the socialists" today hut

as the emjtuclpatlon of the working class

of tomorrow —and the great working

closa inovementB like those which have

already broken out three times in one

ye^r in the North, will interfere with

the perspective of this convention.

Even on this same question of im-

perialist -war, the voice of the workers

for<^ed by the crisis to fiace the real-

ities of the class struggle, did not mate

Itself heard at the Tours convention. That
'8 for its vigor and for Its strength

action against the enemy class. In the

period which has just begun, in which
the pi-olctarlat exi>eriences the sharpest

and most direct antagonisms between the

oii>posing classes, the difTerentlation of

the troops still held captive by the re-

formists in the service of the bourgeoisie

depends upon the positive actions of the

Communist party, its ability to reach the

masses and to share the experience of

the struggle with them.

In order to wrest them away, more'

is needed than the ritualistic conclusion

of Honte's articles ( In I'lliinianite)

.

"Therefore, all honest socialist workers,

draw your conclusions . . . Desert the

social democracy, this rampart in the

army of world imperialism," Nor the

progress which he makes oH by him-

self, twenty-four hours afterwards: "The
socialist workers will not be deceived

. . . They will desert the S. F, I. O.

[French section of the Second Interna-

tional] the agents of the bourgeoisie."

The theory of social fascisut even in the

modified form given it by the XI Plen-

um, will hardly be a better weapon.

At the present moment while the

struggle of 120,000 textile workers Is ffo

ing on, the Communist party and the

Red unions must wrest away the workers

who are already engaged in struggle

from the InflU((-nice of the reformists,

and along with them, from the social

democracy, by the application of a btroad

and realizable united front policy. This

will be the first effective answer to the

dangers represented by the pacifist and
bourgeois democratic politicians of the

party of Noskeand Paul Boncour against

the working class, in time of pease as

well as in time of war.

—LA VERITK.

* A dispatch from Paris on June 5,

reports that in the last issue o£ the

periodiciil La Vie Sociailste, Uenaudel

and 25 socialist parliamentarians re-

nounced even this compromise resolu-

tion. In their declaration they rfay

"When it becomes a question of protect-

ing the independence and the boundaries

of France, the socialists will also be pre-

pared to vote for war credits." This is

the real picture of the "socialist ujnan-

imitj" of Blum Paul Faure and Co.—Ed,

The Sanction oF Betrayal at Leipzig

League Activities

Two of our very active New York com-

rades, Tom Stamm and <>eorge Clarke

have established their domicle In Cleve-

land where they are working to build

the IjCft Opposition, Despite the fact

that we have many good supporters in

that city we have not had a function-

ing branch ol the I^eague, That pro-

spects are very good for such a &tep is

apparent from the reports of the two

comrades. The Militant and our general

literature is I)eing received eagerly and

uew contacts are already gained. We
know that these two comrades will spare

no effort to build the movement on a

substantial basis. They are now con-

ducting regular open air meetings and

we know we will be confirmed in our

expectations for Cleveland,

Street meetings are also being con-

ducted regularly by the branch^ in New
York, Chicago and Minneapolis. In the

two first-mentioned cities the audiences

often run into several hundred, and

while it cannot entirely be termed a

steady audience nevertheless the results

in literature sales and contacts gained

have be«n very gratifying.

George Saul Is putting ,In a busy week

doing organization work in Philadelphia.

His immedaite efforts are concentrated

in helping to build up a defense move-

ment for our comrades Morgensteru and

Goodman who are now on trial for sedi-

tion. The complete failure of the I. L.

D. to lift as much aa a finger to take up

the defense of these two class war pris-

oners made ^t necessary for our Ijeagae

braneh there to establish its own defease

committee. The case itself and the open

sabotage by th I. L. D, la described else-

where m this Issue, Suffice it here to

emphaaizw that our branches everywhere

as well as the working class In general

. will be called upon by the Philadelphia

defense committee to lend their most

active support In every way to collect

contributions to help wrest these victims

out of t(he Ibamids of cap^jallst cla*(

Justice.

Our St. Louis branch has overcome its

period of lethargy which obtained some

time ago. I't is now taking up active

work and soon we expect to be able to

report progress. The Boston branch or-

ganized a lecture for comrade Cannou
on June 7. The sixty workers present

discussed very seriously the problems of

the American revolution taken up by

the speaker. Systemaitlo educational ac-

tlviti^ of this character, which is one

very important aspect of the revolution-

ary movement, is gaining valuable con-

tacts. In Boston, H has so far been ex-

pressed mainly in very favorably and
extensive circulation for our literature.

Our members there are consciously util-

lafng every such opportunity In addition

to their active funotlonlng in the very

At the beginning of June, the Social

Democratic Party of Germany held its

convention at Lelpsiig, I^ike the conven-

tion of the French soclaiist,s meeting

simultan»oji(5ly at Tours, it was a mani-

festation of the crassest sort of parli-

amentary cretinism. The actual prob-

lems confronting the German proletariat

were painfully avoided. All the s^essions

were occui)ied in the main with inner

party machinations.

The organizational report presents us

with a picture of a big reform party,

strengthened and consolidated in th«

years of revolutionary ebb, on th^ back

of the disastrous defeat of Ihe prole-

tarian upsurge in 1923—and at the cost

of the vacillating, adventurist policie*

of Stalinist -oentrism. A party one mil-

lion string, and what Is for us even of

greater import, proletarian to the ex-

tent of CO percent of its composition.

This graft t, organized proletarian masi
is a decisive factor in the German clast

struggle and one with which the Com-
munists must reckon. During the period

of reaction, the defeated, scattered pro-

letariat has been able to slfcwly collect

its forces again, to rebuild its political

and trade union organiaations. Fatigued

l>y the heavy defeat the working class

was open largely to a reformist ideol-

ogy, to contentment with wresting away
mere crumbs from the tatiie ot the re-

suscitated and rehabilitated bourgeoisie.

The social democracy took advantage of

the situation.

Today the bourgeoisie is once again

gripped by a crisis. The "generous"

Americ.in imperialists who gave it a

helping band in 1024, are themselves in

the midst of an economk debacle, the

Hoover "moratorium" does not enjoy the

support of France, herself facing a
growing economic slump, as did the

Dawes plan. The German bourgeoisie

is on the offensive again.st the workers.

It is trying to hold Itself erect by tak-

ing it out on the' bodies of the proletar-

ians. Social legislation, th,-; puny gains

of the workers in long years of patient,

tenacious struggle is slashed out of

existence under the knife oE the ruth-

less capit^ilist class. For the workers
it Is no longer a question of "snatching
crumbs", but of retaining them. And
this desperate defensive light is insep-

arably bound up with the struggle for

existence it.^clf. The social democrats
by their entire "policy of tolerance" to-

wai>d the reactionary, anti-working class

Rruening government are playing their

customary role of ignominous treachery

against the workers wlio follow it. What
Is this policy based on? Every conces-

sion must be made to Biuening so as

to avoid the onslaught of fascism ! In

order to avoid the institution of a form-
ally fascist go\-ernment, every act that
directly prepares and paves the road

:
for a victorious, unresisted fascist over-

turn, is sanctioned. The class conscious-

ness of the workers is lulled to sleep,

the rising spirit of class revolt dampen-
ed. The LelpKig <-onventioii indirectly,

but with au ovenvhelming majority jip-

proved this iwlicy of stabbing the work-
ing class in fiie back.

The .social democracy itself Is slipping

down more aiKi more from' its shame-
fully gotten government posts, Bruen-
ing is etxending the government base to

the extreme Right. But the socialists

are still cowardly exerting every effort

to keep their workers back from open
resist.ince. 'Tlnieniiig cuts and sbishes the

last vestiges of working -class legislation,

Tlie socialists are behind him, Bruen-
ing instciid, uses the budget for tiic con-

struction of armored cruisers. The soc-

ialists give their acquiescence. Now, an
entire party convention is devoted to

chastising the nine "Left" social dem-
ocratic deputies who refused to vote for

the arniored cruiser "B", because they

see the influence of the "party" damaged
by tills act in the eyes of the workers.
And hero even '^the nim^" icapitulate.

"The unity of the party must be pre-

served at all costs"! Unity for what?
Unity In the attempt to uphold the <?rum-

bling capitalist regime, to act as "phy-
sicians to the sick bourgeoisie", as Tar-
now declared in the main report before

the convention. "Is the working class

prepared for struggle?", asked one of the

delegates, lie was answered with a
thunderous roitr of yes. Then why all

this cautiousness? Why all this fear of

struggle? Because the proletariat in

struggle spells 'the bankruptcy of the
social democracy and the conciliation of

the proletarian mass with the Commun-
ist vanguard.

Already the rebellion within the very

ranks of the social democracy itself is

deepening. While tiie convention was in

session at Leipzig, the former Reichstag

deputy .Tacobsba^n and Jiumerous local

groups of social democrats and social

democratic youth declared their adher-

ence to the Comunist party. In the

galleries of tiie convention hall at Leip-

zig, the voice of the social democratic

rank and file made itself heard more

than once, in the almost unanimous ap-

plause for the isolated delegates of the

extreme l^ett, in the cheers at the men-

tion of the Soviet Union, et)c. The soc-

ial democratic workers will not toler-

ate the treincberous, kowtowing passiv-

ity of their leaders much longer. Their

last conquest are being wiped out by

the government of fascist preparation.

Unemployment insurance cut in half.

The burden of taxes heaped higher on

the workers' backs. The S^'hiele Wheat
Laws make the cost of living unbear-

able. Democratic rights are summarily

suspended with the full collaboration of

the social <iemocratic police comisslon-

ers. At Leipzig, the S. P. fell victim

to a diccroe against dcmoiLstrationa pro-

mulgated by their "own" police commis-

sioner, Fleissner. Against all this, the

social democratic workers are prepared

to fight with the rest of their class, de-

spite and, in due time, even against their

Ignoble leaders.

The way to unite all workers in com-

mon struggle lies in the united front un-

der the leadership of the Communist

party. The social democratic workers

cannot be -won over for united struggle

by Thaelmann's denunciation of their

leaders as social fascists, nor by empty

appeals to break with Ureitscheld, Wels

and Co., to join the C. P. G, They

can and will be convinced ot the correct-

ness of the Communist positions, and

lined up for the red front of proletar-

ian victory, by united action against the

outrageous decrees of the Bruening gov-

ernment, by united struggle against wags
reductions and for economic collabora-

tion with the U. S. S. R, Up to the

present the Communist party, -hampered

by its centrist baggage, has been unable

to take full advantage of this promising

situation. The sooner the German Com-
munists rid themselves of their confused

and vacillating Stalinist leader.ship, with

tlK>id slogans of "national liberation" and

the "people's revolution", with their

theories of "social fascism" and their

splitting tactics in ihe trade unions the

quicker will the mass of workers still

under the Influence of the social dem-

ocracy bo liberated from it, the quicker

will they become attached to the Com-
munist vanguard, the quicker will the

road be cleared of all reformist obstacles

for the victorious ujisurge of the prole-

tarian revolution,

— S, GORDON,

The Provisional Government in Action
On Monday, May 11 a genral strike

was declared in Madrid by the C, N. T.

[Anarxrho-syndicali.st trade union center].

The U. G. T. [General Workers Union],

the reformist organization of the Labor

minister. Largo CJaballero, was against the

strike, which wa.s declured in spite o£

the reformists, through the solidaritj

with the victims of the working people

of Madrid in the clasiies with the mon-

archists on May 10, after a meeting of

followers of the king who was expelled

from Spain by the people and In a de-

monstration against the rea<'tionary dally,

the "A. B, C"
The Madrid people arose against the

government of Maura and Alcala Zamora

who sho'n'ed exceptional tolerance toward

the monarchists while continuing the pol-

icy of anti-working class repression of

the previous governments. The minister

of the Interior, Maura, proved himself a

violent enemy of the revolution. It was

h», who gave the monarchists the per-

mit to demonstrate. He it was, also,

who -ordered to fire against the prole-

tariat demanding work and bread, at

Bilbao Seville, etc.

The liberation of Berenguer, the gen-

eral responsible for the disaster of Mor-

occo in 1!)21, the second dictator, the

T^cioua. reactionary who executed Galan

and Garcia Hernandez*, the same Ber-

enguer who most violently applied dic-

tatorship and repression against the pro-

letariat In order to save the crumbling

monarchist r(>glme, has greatly outraged

the people of Madrid and of all Spain.

In such a situation, the strike of Mon-

day May 11, took place at Madrid, amid

the greatest excitement. The people of

Madrid hurled itself en masse against

the clergy, burning the churches and the

convejits and stressing witii 'thewe ac-

tions the tasks con-cerning the "responsl-

hles", forgotten by the government of

the republicans and the socialists. After

their ascendancy to iK>wer they liave for-

gotten those responsible tor the past and

tlie clergy continues to exist under favor-

able conditions even with the republican

r<^gim8 : Cardinal Segura has been permit-

ted to carry on a struggle against the

Republic, It must not be forgotten that

Messrs. Maura and Alcala Zamora are

fervent Catholic.

To be sure, the people has given the

government a serious warning and the

latter lias been forced to take the great-

est measures of precaution and even to

arrest several MonarcbiS[ts. But most

of Alfonso's followers have already been

set free, secretly and unobserved. First

however, M. Maura and some ot the

governmental organs started a violent

campaign against the Communists and
accused them of making a bloc with

the Monarchists. It is true that reac-

tion against the Communists became
manifest in a birge measure and that

to a certain degree, the people bellc»!^

the news of the press, A sentljticnt c.'

hostility arose against the Commuiilsi.;.

the government profiting by it to bes'n

pcwecutiona of (Jommuni-its, especially

in Madrid, where fifty were arrested out-

side of the Monarchists, who were the

real provocateurs.

The provisional government has been

committing arbitrary acts, far more
scandalous than those of the Primo de

Rivera dictatorship ; Primo, at least al-

ways manifested his reactionary charac-

ter openly, without hiding anything. H<

made governmental arrests and calle*

thera such. But the government of th

Itepublic arrests Com-niutiists withou
any legal grounds. In spite of the law,

In spite of "republican democracy", and
throws them Into the prisons, maintain-

ing all along—the Director of Public

Safety (Police) Is speaking—that "there

are no grounds for arrests some are due
to mistakes on part of the police". But
Madrid was in a state of martial law and
the military judge tried very bar^d to

find something to stage a tria' against

the Communists — without success. Af-

ter the state of martial law wsa lifted,

tihe judge had to acquit all the prison-

ers, but then, the same director of Puh-
Hc Saftey, the "very democratic" Radi-
cal-Socialist, M. GalarKa, one of those

who protested most loudly against arbi-

trary arrests wh-en he was a prisoner

of Berenguer, forgetting all these declara-

tions arbitrarily kept the Communists
of Madrid imprisoned. This is the point

of departure toward the scandalous and
criminal illegality resumed by the r&
publican government in the same plact

and with even greater violence than
the former reactionary government.

Spain Is approaching constituent elec-

tions and the republicans are determined
to get rid of the Communists and th«

revolutionary workers even before the

elections.

The oflTicIal iSpanish Communist Party

is always ready to commit stupidities

without taking into account tho situa-

tion, -without considering the existing
revolutionary opiwrtunitles, which are
very favorable for tbe( crejdtion of a
Communist party capable of organizing
the working clAss fior the seizure of

power. But the official bureaucracy no
longer lives in the domain of revolution-

ary reality. They forget that the party
doea not exist, that it must be organized,
that Soviets 'have not yet been formed
The party leadership Issues empty slo-

gans "for the Immediate insurreotlo;!",

without a party, without Soviets, with-r

out a working cla,ss prepared for the
struggle. T'be Spanish "Ijcninista' of

the "third iwriod" have forgotten the
teachings of Ijenin during ttie struggles
in ,7uly IfllT a't Petrograd. The Irre-

iponslble bureaucracy of the C, P. S. Is

vei'y "capable" of playing at insurrec
tion—contrary to the teachings of I/eni

^but not of making the revolution.

The Left Oppo,sition baa a great taf

to fulfin and is alretidy actively engjigC'

working with all Its forces to succet

Madrid, Solitary I>rison, May 21, 1031

—II. LACROIX.

* Leaders of the popular military re-

volt at Jaca, last December,—Ed.

Organizatiom Notes

The social democratic mass is ferment-
ing with revolt. The working massea
are no longer iuclined to suffer the

abuses ot the hcstile government. The
latest "Emergency Decree" of the Bruen-
ing government was met with volleys of
stormy protest from every- section of the
country. The more enlightened bourge-
oisie realize its danger. Thus, the Ber-
liner Tagebiatt pathetically appeals to

the great "stable party of the German
citizenry" to cease it« policy of tolerating

the Bruening government to head Off the
tempestuous revolt of tlie masses. But
the social democratic lackeys are even
more reactionary than these layere of

the hourgeoiale, they are determined to

go to the last ditch—for their capital-

Our Subscription Campaign

With this issue the special subscrip-

tion campaign comes 'to a close. Al-

though the results show a steady upward

climb on our mailing list, both for in-

divdual subscriptions and for bundle

sales during the period, they have not

been as great as they should be. The

Chicago branch heads the list with 44

subscriptions to its credit. It wins the

first prize. The New York branch comes

next with S7 subs to its t:redit entitling

it to :the second prize. Third is the

Mlnneaiwlis branch with 22 subscrip-

tions to its credit. The St. Louis branch

turned in 23 subs but at the time of

closing had not entirely completed the

payments.

We are In this tabulation counting

only actual completed subsf^riptlons and

the total results would Indeed look very

modest if It had not been for the fact

that a good portion, 'the most substantial

portion, is made up by many subs coming

in direct through individual efforts of

supporters and readers scattered through-

out the country.

There has, of course been the great

difficulty in the way that the subscrip-

tion campaign was conducted during the

period of the semi-monthly appearance

of the Militant. This counts against the

past but very much in favor of the

future. Therefore . while this stage of

our subscription drive ie cl-^sed we should

now be able to begin anew, and begin

on a much more favorable baala. We
Jmve reaaon to believe that all our com-

rades and supponters will now, with f!he

Weekly actually in existence, undertake

in a systematic manner the continuous

eitensioa of the circulation of the Mili-

tant. It can be done by renewing tha

expired subscriptions, by obtaining new
subscriptions, by building up newsstand

Bales and by increasing the present

bundle order sales.

Our Program of Expansion Campaign

With this issue the second step of our

Eipaneion Program has become a real-

ity. First we establirfied the Pioneer

Publishers, -now the Weekly MOitant is

here. Although we were by July first

a few dollars short of the stipulated

«um of $1,000 collected on the expansion

program we can neverthel^s eay that

w have snoceeded ithrough -the splendid

^i.orts of ~u --"lo and BUppoittro.

6n the financial aspect of this pro

gram some branches have not responded

as well. For example the contributions'

from Chicago and from Toronto have

been rather small, iWe do not believe

-that the possibilities in these two cities

have i>een particululrly resjtrlcted, but

rather tliat they have not been followed

up so well. There are yet quite a good

number of pledges which have been made
for the Expansion Program which should

be connected either immediately or in

installments whichever basis was pro-

vided for. And that is true not only in

Chicago and Toronto but also elsewhere.

There are undoubtedly still some sym-

pathetic supi)ortcrs who could be visited

and additional suras secured, iNow we
have al-so Issued regular contribution

lisits for the Weekly Militant which
should be used to pick up small change

from any -worker willing to give sup-

port. A systematic effort in this re-

spect, with every comrade participating,

can become a substantial help. The
sums turned in on 'these lists will also

be credited to the branches as their pai't

in the Expansion Program since it is

already such a part by virture of being

for the establishment of the Weekly.

With 'the accomplishments already re-

corded, although modest, but a real ac-

complishment for a small revolutionary

group, we have all reason to feel con-

fident that we can proceed quite rapidly

to the next step which la to be realized

with the collections reaching $1,500. In

speaking of the further steps It should
not he over 100lee! tliat the piri which
was really reserved for the flnal goal
of the program, 'that is the building oj

a staff, is already also on ',h6 way to

accomplishment.
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head of Europe through the Dawes Plan, the Young
Plan the Hoover Moratorium, etc. It proceeded to
Americanize Europe and simultaneously to save the
decaying capitalist system. In order to prevent the
development of a proletarian revolution in Germany,
the United States intervened and became by its
measures the supi>orter of Fascism. But with the
victory of Fascism, and the consolidation of its

power, this relationship changed. The United States
will HOW oppose the struggle of German imperialism
(or a place in the sun.

43, The American colonial policy is nofi so well
defined as is that of the older powers, but its policy
i.^ j'tiiA U6 I'uiiiles^. la Mexico tlie American imi)er-
iftlists have gained the upper hand, overcoming Ger-
mitn and English Influence and subjecting the Mex-
ican state power to Wall Street. The weight of
Mexico on the side of American imperialism for the
present is vital for the further penetration of Cen-
tral and South America and the ousting of Great
Britain. How seriously this penetration Is being
pursued was revealed at the last Pan-American con-
fereooe.

44, With the bayonet and the dollar America has
made steady gains, but stability is far from being
obtained

; on the contrary, greater convulsions in
Latin America, growing out of r^lstance to the Iron
Heel of the north can be looked for. Witness Cuba I

Its revolution was essentially a stage in the struggle
of the masses against American imperialist domi-
nation, which extends to every phase of Cuban
life. The issue in Cuba is far from settled, even
though Wall Street has now succeeded in tightening
again its grip on the island's wealth. But the work-
ers' seizure of plantations and mills, during the revo-
lution, and the emergence of embryo Soviets on the
doorstep of American imperialism foreshadow events
to come.

45, While insisting on the Monroe Doctrine for
Latin America, the United States demands the "open
door" Id China. But this slogan proved powerless
before a few Japanese divisions. The latter's sub-
jection of Manchuria secured for it the advantage at
present. However, the United States Is preparing to
again strengthen its position in the Orient. The
passage of the Phillipine "Independence Bill" will
serve its imi>erialist needs in the Islands, at the same
time that It attempts to eliminate competition with
American agriculture. But this whole question re-
flects also a much greater objective. In reality the
American imperialists are making ready to establish
a territorial base in China. Simultaneously they are
flirting with the Indian national bourgeoisie, reveal-
iug their intention of raising the question of India
at the next stage.

Soviet Union & U.S. Imperialism

40. In pursuing this course the American imi>erial-
ist.s are seeking to counteract Japanese aggression
also from another direction. That is essentially the
*igniticance of tiie recognition of the U.S.S.R. at this
time. By recognition they hope not only to obtain
a good slice of the Soviet market but also to iwne-
(rate farther into the Far East. Whether or not
this will hasten the actual war preparations of the
Japanese imperialists, it will certainly increase the
general war tension in that part of the globe. The
main conflict there is between the United States and
Japan for possession of China.

47. Jt would be entirely false to assume that the
gruntiug of recognition to the U.S.S.R, means a fun-
dameot-ai change of attitude toward it. Of course
tliere is a change of'form and appearance of relation-
ship, but that is made possible by the concessions
given to capitalism l}y the Stalinist regime. The
greatest concession is the practically completed
liquitlation of the Comintern. It goes without saying
that the Soviet T'nion lias much to gain from Amer-
ican recognition. But it is essential to remember
that in spite of ir the world dominant power of Wall
Street remains the main antagonist of the proletarian
dicfaJoi>¥.hip and the main enemy of the October Rev-
olution.

48. There is now serious danger that the Stalin-
ist

^

regime wiil grant much greater concessions
which win furtlier weaken the revolutionary heri-
tage, weaken the proletarian dictatorship and streng.
then the enemy. The two systems, the proletarian
dictatorship and capitalist imperialism, cannot live
peacefully itiong.side one another. The downfall of
tlie Soviet Union through capitalist intervention
V,- uld be the greatest catastrophe in history. On the
other hand tlie "embrace" of American recognition
with ftcriiier concessions exacted before a fimii con-
ilict of the two systems ani with tlie Soviet Union
left without direct assistance of the world proleta-
riat, wi I inevitably mean a further narrowing of the
Inireaucratic Soviet regime and increase the danger
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of the victory of counter-revolution. The defense of
the Soviet Union against the dangers from both di-
rections, therefore, remains an ever more pressing
proletarian duty. But the actual problems of defense
of the Soviet Union, the same as the problems of the
world revolution, are bound up directly with the cre-
ation of the Fourth International,

Capitalist System in Decay
49. Today the capitalist world is filled with the

most acute and rapidly growing contradictions.
These, however, will not tend to strengthen the other
rival powers against the domination and economic
weight of the United States, On the contrary, as in
the period of growing capitalism other nations were
in a large measure dependent upon England, more so
in the period of capitalist decay will the other pow-
ers be dependent upon America. While the capitalist
world, through the stages of uneven development, has
btH^ome more uniform in the present imperialist
epoch, nevertheless, there is unevenness also in the
decay stage. The position which America holds
within it shows the one side of this uneven proce.ss
of decay. On the other side Is shown the rapid dis-
integration of the highly developed and, politically,

more matured nations of Europe. But the picture
of disintegration in Europe today will pale into in-

significance when compared to the violent convul-
sions of the U'nited States tomorrow.

50. From the uneven process of capitalist- decay
flow certain definite strategical problems which are
posed before the revolutionary party, Ou the one
hand is posed the possibility of the proletariat seiz-

ing the power in the countries which represent the
weak links in the imperialist chain. On the other
hand is emphasized the impossibility of building so-
cialism in one single country. It is necessary to ve-
member, in this connection, only the fact that the
Soviet Union is subject to the conditions of the very
unstable equilibrium of the world market and of
world political relations, both of which are dominat-
ed by decay capitalism, whereas a socialist system
demands a much higher economic level and an ex-
tension of the October revolution on an international
scale. Tlie.se two problems of strategy can therefore
not be separated but must go hand in hand so that
ji j>olicy of socialist construction first of all presui>-
IJOses a i)Olicy of preparing the revolutionary parties
of preparing tlie proletariat for the extension of the
proletarian revolution to the weakest links in the
imperialist cliain. In direct relation to these prob-
lems must be considered also the world dominant
ixisition of the United States.

51. The present structure of American imperial-
ism is an outgrowth of the preceding industrial stage.
But, by way of comijarison, it is a far different struc-
ture, resting upon finance capital, which means that
it rests upon a much more expanded base. That base
was extended long ago far beyond the boundaries of
ihe forty-eiglit states. Tlius, while the productive
forces within the country remain its basic pillars,

(mtside lie its fields of markets, of investments, of
infinence and of control, all of which constitute the
world foundation of the structure of American im-
perialism. It has, in this sense, a world basis. It
can neitlier be drawn back within the national boun-
daries, nor can it become a nationally self-sufficient

unit. Its productive forces contradict the very
thought of such a procedure. On the contrary—fur-
ther expansion is demanded. From the contradiction
of the internal basis of American imperialism and
its world aim arise its multiple problems. Only a
few examples need be mentioned to make tliis clear:

~y2. Firsti.v, the efforts of the United States to
broaden its markets abroad witli the sharp competi-
tion prevailing there, produces the opposite condition
of a narrow market at home, due to the compelling
necessity of cheapening the cost of production and
the conse<]uent reduction of the purchasing power
and the pauperixation of the masses of the American
workers and farmers.

53. Secondly, the paths to the world market are.

to a certain extent, blocked by the heavy weight of
reparations and war debts. While the United States
is tlie main creditor nation its further advance nev-
ertheless demands the downward vision, if not the
ultimate cancelation, of intergovernmental debts.
American imperialism, to serve its international
needs, Ik willing to come to an understanding on the
war debts in exchange for markets, concessions and
satisfactory regroupings. But its internal problems
will thereby become more acute. An unbalanced gov-
ernment budget cannot he balanced by shifting a
large sliare of tiie war debts to the American taxpay-
ers. To make up the deficit, the imperialists will

Intensify the drive on the lesser exploiters and the
working class.

54. Thirdly, the very aim of world supremacy is

hound up with the struggle for supremacy of the
American dollar, to have it finally and completely
supplant the British pound. The creditor advantage
is reflected' in the gold dollar, but the war debt prob-
lem is made more difficult by it. The American cap-
italists' fight for "recovery"—presupposes a higher
commodity price level, while retaining the cheapened
level of production cost. This could be facilitated
by, and, as a matter of fact, demands, a certain de-
gree of inflation—"controlled inflation*'. But infla-
tion conflicts with the world creditor position and
weakens the supremacy of the dollar. The question
of remaining on or going off the gold standard be-
comes a question of tactic in the present stage of the
struggle between the United States, England, and
France. In the struggle of the Pound, the Franc
and the Dollar, America has scored several important
victories and is attempting to clothe the international
exchange in the national uniform of the dollar. In
reality American imperialism needs the devaluated
dollar to raise its internal price level, to liquidate its

heavy internal debts and to compete effectively in
the world market. Devaluation is under way but it

lias also impaired the very advantage of the creditor
iwsition,

55, Fourthly, above all, however, looms the fun-
damental contradiction of American imperialism. On
the one hand, its productive forces must find expan-
sion within a declining world system. It can accom-
plish this only through struggle to replace the rival

powers. But on tbo other hand it is compelled to
assume the main responsibility for the salvation of
this system from the further extention of the prole-
tarian revolution Thus is created an additional and
most serious contradiction, never experienced by the
giants of the former industrial stage. Without a
question of douirt this brings American national eco-
nomy much closer to the elements of decay which
are at work in the capitalist system as a whole. Its

world wide structure will in the struggle for com-
plete hegemony, be subjected to convulsive shocks
and tremors on a scale hitherto unknown. And out
of that will develop, with more rapid strides, the
objective conditions for the proletarian revolution in

the United States.

The Insoluble Contradiction

5(i. The uneven development of the capitalist sys-

tem during the stage of its general growth on a

world scale, became a lever favoring America. At-
taining to the dominating position within the system
as a whole it could expand at the expense of the
others. This gave it great advantages. Now, the
lever formerly favoring American imperialism is be-

coming transformed into its opposite. The gigantic
productive forces of American capitalism are coun-
teri>osed to the diminishing world markets. America
Is an exporter of all forms of commodities from raw
material to machinery, while being at the same time
a dominating financial capitalist nation. The ebbs
and flows which characterize the general upward
curve of the capitalist mode of production now de-

scriiie a downward curve.

57. The iKi.sition of American imi>erialism drives
it, in the further struggle for redivision of the earth,
ih the direction of complete world hegemony. But
the very contradictions of the system as a whole,
which become intensified at every step in this direc-

tion, will not allow It to reach this goal. On the one
hand it meets the resistance of the rival powers, and
the conflicts among the rival powers, struggling to

maintain their rations in world economy. On the
other hand it meets the growing decay of the system
which it is attempting to absorb, to rehabilitate and
to remould. And while, endeavoring to save itself

from this decay, American imperialism must first of
all strike to save every rival power and the system
as a whole, from the further advance of the proleta-

rian revolution. Enormous new contradictions arise,

intensified conflicts, wars, and revolutions.

58. By the dialectics of the further process of

capitalist imperialist development, the dominating
position of American imperialism within the world
system as a whole is becoming transformed into a
basic factor of weakness. The process of its decay
wiil therefore be much more rapid than that former-
ly experienced by other powers. This leads to the
conclusion that the objwtive political conditions will

mature for the proletarian revolution within the

I.'nited States with greater speed.

59. Thus a fundamental examination of the posi-

tion of American national economy and of its role as
a world dominant imi>erialist ijower reveals a clear

persju'ctive of greatly intensified class struggles in

the immediate future. The proletarian revolution in

the United States begins to pose its problems in all

their naagnitude. They will press for solution. Far
that the proletarian vanguard must preptire.

CLASS RELATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES
1. With the birth of the factory system, follow-

ing the War of 1812, emerged the American working
class and the early beginnings of union organization
appeared. Out of the Civil War grew the elements
of monopoly capitalism. The great trusts began to
.supersede the individual competitive capitalists and
to take charge of the national government. Class
relations now appeared distinctly In the modern
form of the bourgeoisie, the petty bourgeoisie and
the proletariat.

2. Before monopoly capitalism became the domi-
nant force in American national economy the labor
movement had established a tradition of glorious
struggle filled with the great revolutionary tendency
of the times. Once monopoly capitalism was firmly
in the saddle, its super-profits made possible the de-
velOTiraent of a privileged working class section—the
labor aristocracy.

5. Union organization, by and large, became con-
fined to this labor aristocracy, existing on the con-
tjessions which it could wrest from capitalism. These
mions were devoid of a class philosophy save that

of exi)ediency and opportunism. They became an
instrument to keep the rest of the working class in

subjection attaining their higher wage level for the
privileged section at the price of keeping the un-
skilled without organization and on a lower wage
level. They have remained to this day hostile to

working class independent political action and have
made no great democratic struggles nor have they
made any serious fights for social legislation.

4. At the present moment a process of deep-going
changes in class relations is taking place in the
United States flowing directly from the changes in

its national economic structure. It is reflfH^ted within
the class groupings but more so between the classes.

The.Sf chdni,es flow from the fundamental contradic-
tion of the vast productive forces, having far* out-

stripixid the available markets.
5. Ideological regroupings of class forces proceed

apace. The objective conditions which in the past
retarded the political development of the classes are
already in transformation and will henceforth pro-
duce an increased intensity of class antagonisms. All

(piestions of class relations have been posed in new
forms since the United States became the dominant
world power, since the crisis and since the present

economic reorganization,

tJ. At the outset it is apparent that the main ten-

dency in the changing class relations is expressed in

the one direction toward greater homogeneity of the

working class and sharpened class divisions; and in

the other direction toward greater antagonisms be-

tween the bourgeoisie and petty-bourgeoisie. For the

working class this is a favorable change of relations,

7. Today new issues of conflict are developing

within American capitalism and amongst the various

capitalist groups. Outstanding are the differences

arising from the implications of the New Deal poli-

cies, between the sections accepting these policies

and those taking issue with some of the important

provisions. They appear in the form of struggle

growing out of the elements of embryo state capital-

ism with its governmental supervision and control

against the remnants of the policy of "rugged indi-

vidualism". They find their reflections all along the
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line; in the gold and tariff policies of the KOosevelt

regime. In issues of so-called NRA regimentation.

In issues of role and forms of class collaboration

and arbitration procedures. In issues of extension

of the conservative unions to ofieset more militant

organization and action versus the company union,

etc. They are reflected also in the increased pres-

sure of monopoly capital upon the yet strong rem-

nants of individual competitive capital.

H. NeviT issues of conflict arise out of the increased

economic pressure on the middle class. Ou a whole

the middle class, already badly battered by the

crisis, is now suffering further from the recent ex-

pansion and strengthening of monopoly capital. Its

burdens likewise include a heavy taxation to supply

an ever growing governmental expenditure, to finance

repayment on the internal debt of the country which

exists in the form of previously contracted obliga-

tions due the big banks, mortgages, loans, etc., as vs^ell

as expenditures tor direct relief purposes.

i>. We have in the United States a very larsc and

at the same time also a most variegated middle class.

Potentially it is still the largest single voting bloc

in the country ; but, lis economic basis is constantly

being narrowed; numerous independent producers

and storekeepers are eliminated by the advance of

monopoly capitalism. Only some of them find a

place as lower executives of chain concerns. Discon-

tent in the urban centers, farm revolts in the rural

regions is growing out of this increasing economic

pressure, but these are not yet permeated with poli-

tical consciousness. With further "normal" capital-

ist expansion this petty-bourgeoisie would constitute

a powerful potential force for social reformist move-

ments. But such "normal" expansion is not to be

expected and hence that political direction is not

the most likely.

10. Under the impact of the shocks of decay capi-

talism the petty bourgeoisie will finally be driven

to align itself either with the proletariat or with

the bourgcoLsie. It cannot be absorbed into industry

and the danger is presented of it falling directly into

the arms of fascism unJess the revolutionary move-

ment develops powerfully enough to sweep it along

behind the working class. That is particularly true

for tiie middle class youth. Academically equipped

it graduates from the higher schools snid colleges

facing a Isoiwlcps outlook devoid of future perspec-

tives.

Position of American Farmer

11. A most important element to be considered in

present and future class relations is the American

farmer. What will be his position when the turn in

the busines^s cycle proceeds? The United States aims

to displace the other nations in the woVldf market.

It aims to bo<;'onio dominant in China^and India. Both

of these countries offer still great expansion possibili-

ties for the American imiK-ria lists if they can secure

the hegemony of capital inve^^tments and the neces-

sary protection for their invesfments. To the extent

that this becomes pos.sible the results on the one

hand will be an immediately increased exportation

of agricultural products from these countries. Due

*-.o the extremely low standard of living of the Asiatic

masses the further cheapening in the world market

of raw material and foodstuffs follows. Admitting

these cheapened goods to the United States would'

facilitate a reduction of the cost of labor power and

increase the competitive ability of American capital-

ism. New and enormous profit possibilities would

open up; but simultaneously the economic develop-

ment of China and India by American capital would

displace the American farmer and condemn him to

death,

12. Can American capitalism afford to sacrifice

its farming population as England did under her

industrial and colonial development? It cannot.

That would upset entirely the internal social balance

in the country and create new gigantic convulsions.

Hence its great contradiction : to expand its econo-

mic development American capitalism is led on to

the road of the sacrifice of its farm population. But

to assure for itself a social counter-balance against

the potential proletarian revolution it is compelled

to maintain its farm population.

13. While the American working class has not

made any great democratic struggles or serious fights

for social legislation, it has received bourgeois re-

forms. S^nch reforms are still possible and still on

the order of the dfiy. At the same time the American

working class has not suffered decisive defeats and

its great reservoir of strength and vitality is still

entirely intact. This is a most important factor for

its future course and perspectives. The general lev-

elling process to which it has been subjected, espe-

cially during the crisis, has tended toward the elimi-

nation of sectional is^snes and the elimination of

divisions of craft and skill. Ifs standard of living

has become p^uropeanizsd. Mass unemployment ex-

ists as a permanent phenomenon. Ideological re-

groupings within the whole of the American social

fabric is bound to fol'ow. In this process the work-

ing class will advance out of its ideological back-

wardness.

14. A baxis for a definite class philosophy has

been laid. The seething fermentation now passing

through the various working class layers and organ-

izations point toward its siieedy realization and with

that American politics will also have become Ku-

ropeanixed and find its class expression. The work-

ing class will become rapidly elevated to the level

of class consciousness.

15. With the turn in the business cycle stormy

developments began in every field of the class strug-

gle. The workers were set into motion and engaged

In large scale economic struggles. These struggles

are still of a defensive character, but they will pro-

ceed on a much higher level than in preceding iier-

ioda and unfold at a breathtaking speed. Amongst

the millions of unemployed the problems of relief

at the close of the C.W,A. schemes, arise anew and

in much more imposing magnitude. Great restless-

ness in regard to the future prospects are manifest

In every quarter. But the spontaneous unemploy-

ment demonstrations which showed great vitality

were merely a pr^ude to the storms to come. These

tempestuous eruptions were dwarfed by the fury and

the scope of the industrial struggles which are now

developing. Actions in this field are far more de-

cisive for the course of working class developments,

both at present and in the next stage.

The New Deal and the Unions

16. The most basic economic change produced by

the <:risis is the vastly reduced standard of wages

and standard of living for the working class as a

whole. How to maintain this crisis level—or as

near as possible to this level—while advancing com-

modity prices in order to restore the profit indnce-

ment "and finally set the wheels of industry into mo-

tion, was the problem which the owners of capitalist

monopoly concerns set out to solve in their reorgan-

ization for "recovery". Restlessness from the mil-

lions of unemployed had to be allayed, actual con-

vulsions ensuing from their desperate position had

to be prevented. Some measures of guarantee against

a resurgence of labor militancy bad to be found.

But the general h'veiling process of the crisis, and

the narrowing down of the labor aristocracy had

weakened the conservative unions in their role as

an instrument to keep the rest of the working class

in subjection. On the old narrow basis they could

not be a sufficient guarantee for the system of class

collaboration required for capitalism to issue out of

the crisis on the backs of the workers. Hence it

became necessary to extend the scope of the conserv-

ative unions to make possible the extension of class

collaboration to a broader social level and to estab-

lish it, as a permanent institution. To serve that

purpose the labor section of the New I>eal program

came into being. The labor agents of capitalism

were given a wider field in which to function as

salesmen of the New Deal.

17. It is this social relations feature which is the

most fundamental aspect of the New Deal program.

The NRA collective bargaining section represents the

attempt to corral the working class behind the capi-

talist recovery schemes and to stem the tide of strug-

gle which was bound to develop with the turn in the

business cycle. The extensive machinery of labor

hoards and arbitration was devised to postpone, to

check and to disorganize workers' resistance to the

industrial code regulations. But the NRA collective

bargaining section itself became a stimulous for

union organization. While the hard boiled monopoly

concerns put up the most stubborn resistance against

the advance of the unions not controlled by them,

this cannot shield the fact that a definite part of the

whole mechanism of regulation is the extension of

the conservative A. F. of L, unions in order to pre-

vent more militant organization and action. lmplie<l

in this extension is the attempt to divide and split

the working class; to draw the line of separation

Ijptween employed and unemployed. But that is not

all. It carries also the implied attempt to utilize

the conservative class collaboration unions on an

extended scope as a more effective instrument to

check the unemployed and to keep them in subjec-

tion,

18. Taking advantage .of the stimulous for organ-

ization offered, the working masses entered the A, F.

of L. unions but with different qbje<:tives than those

intended by the framers of the NRA, The struggle

to regain the former standard of living begins. Union

(;rganization is penetrating the very heart of mas.-;

production and basic industries. Witb the first ac

tual step toward a turn in the business cycle the

NI{A regulations are revealed as a series of restric-

tions upon the workers, llesentmen'" accumulates

and U let loose in a series of explosive class battles.

The longer they are postponed the more turbulent the

explosions, and the more directly the working masses

come into colUsion with the state forces which

are now more integrated with the economic organs

of capitalism.

ly. With this arises the much greater opportuni-

lies for the creation of new independent unions in

tiie i)a.-^ic industries which are inaccessible to organ-

isation on the antiquated craft union basis. But

with this also the old line conservative craft unions

will be at their crossroads. Recently they have ex-

perienced a heavy influx of proletarians from the

basic industries. Their composition is being trans-

formed and to the same extent the definite class in-

terests wi'l be asserted much more directly within

them. Collisions with the NRA code regnlaticns will

become reflected within the unions in collisions of

the rank and file with the reactionary policies of the

leadership. A definite cleavage ensues, leading to

open struggles of the masses of the membership

against (he reactionary officials and for militant un-

ionism. In this sen.se the perspectives for new

unionism, for militant unionism proceed both from

without ana from within the exisiiug unions.

Work Witliin Mass Unions

*20. As an inescapable conclusion from this general

perspective it is necessary to re-emphasize that the

most important field for revolutionary activities is

within the existing mass unions,, but the objectives

extend far beyond the mere trade union tasks. This

whole problem is essentially a political problem for

it embodies the emergence of new unionism. It em-

hodies the task of guiding the development of the

working class to a higher political level. For such a

task the Stalinist left wing is not at all competent.

Its present policy still rests on the R.I.Ij.U. basis.

While it envisages the creation of a new trade union

center of independent unions plus the T.U.U.L., it

is clear that this is the same old split policy in an

enlarged scale. Moreover, the whole course of Stal-

inist policy.—and particularly in the trade union

field—has now become bureaucratically retrogressive

beyond hope of regeneration.

21. A new left wing capable of coping with the

tasks ahead must be bui t. A new leadership must

be created. That is a political task which will rest

upon the shoulders of the new revolutionary i>arty.

22. The extension of class collaboration—through

the medium of the NRA—on a much greater scope

than hitherto will have directly opposite results from

those intended. While the class struggle is elevated

to a higher level, new and more intense contradic-

tions arise within the system of capitalism.

23, Is a definite reformist stage to be expected in

this general process of development? At the outset

it is necessary to affirm that it is not inevitable. The
political awakening of the American working class

will find its expression at first, and for a time in la-

bor parties or a social reformist party. Its general

t:)eriod of sway, however, can be expected to be short-

lived because of the increasing acuteness of capitalist

contradictions and tlie ever greater limitations which

will be imposed upon the imssibilities of obtaining

reforms during the remaining stage of bourgeois

democrney,

,
24. In any evt^nt it can be said witli ticrtaiuty Ohat

once the American working class constitutes its own
independent political party, even if at fir.st under a

reformist banner, it will pass rapidly to the revolu-

tionary stage. It will leave the reformist partit\<

behincj. Historically, social reformism has already

exhausted its possibilities of functioning as a pro-

gressive force. As far as the American scene is

concerned such possibilities will be extremely limited.

History will not wait for a protracted development

of a social reformist movement. It will pass on to

the next stage and thus confirm the theory of the

permanent revolution.

Great Tasks For New Party

25, Monumental tasks await the new revolu-

tionary party. It will be obliged to initiate a pre-

paratory propaganda for the slogan of "Workers
Control of I'roluction" as against the capitalist

monoiKily regulations of the NRA, In doing so, it

must at the outset differentiate this aim from the

present class collaboration participation of trade

union officials in the industrial code boards, as well

as from the distinct reformist proposals of national-

ization of industry under the operation and control

of the capitalist government. The preparatory pro-

paganda should emphasize the essence and direction

of the slogans toward "Workers Control of Produc-

tion" as a means of struggle for the overthrow of

capitalism which will find its final realization in

the Soviet form of government.

2(>. The revolutionary party will be obliged to

advance the slogans and initiate the actions which

will unite the employed and unemployed workers and
!>ring the trade unions into the struggle for the needs

of the unemployed. It must take up the fight for the

democratic rights of ttic workers in the coming class

battles. It goes without saying that it must take

up the fight for a higher standard of living, for the

shorter workday and for unemployment insurance,

27, The revolutionary party will face a most ser-

ious test at its very inception. Upon it will rest the

responsibility of creating a genuine united front of

communist, socialist, trade unions and other workers

organizations, in the struggle against the menace of

imperialist war and fascism. Today, indications

multiply pointing toward the growth of reactionary

tendencies as wel! as the growth of fascist tenden-

cies and organizations on the American political

scene. U would be fatal to overlook the fact that

these tendencies will become much more pronounced,

that the fascist organizations will become much more
menacing with the increased fury of the class

struggle and with the growth of revolutionary con-

sciousness amony the workers. It is necessary

to remember that the forces for fascism as well

as the forces for communism grow out of the

same conditions of capitalism. But it would be a

mistake to fall a prey to the fraudulent ideas ad-

vanced by the Stalinist party that the New Deal pro-

gram is a fascist program. In the United States

today the potentialities of fascism exist primarily

outside of the political state.

28. Fascism is the most thorough and the most

uncompromising system of reaction. It is the mor-

;;il enemy of the working class. It rejects ail coip-

promi.se with the wttrking class organizations includ-

ing the Social I>emocracy and the trade unions. It

cannot come into jKiwer or maintain itself in power
without the annihilation of each and all of these

workers organi/.ations. In this sense it clearly dif-

ferentiates itself from all other reactionary regimes

hitherto established in the capitalist world. When
the "normal" police and military resources of the

bourgeois regime, together with its fraudulent i>arli-

amentary democracy no longer suffice to maintain

the capitalist ecpiilibrium the bourgeoisie will resort

to fascism. On the basis of such conditions it will at-

tempt to get into motion against the proletariat all of

the declassed and demoralized elements of society to-

gether with the petty bourgeoisie, whom finance cap-

ital itself has brought to desperation and frenzy.

20. The point of departure in the struggle against

fascism is therefore the living organizations' of the

proletariat. The spurious Stalinist theory of social

fascism must be rejected. T^e essential medium of

the struggle is the Leninist united front which com-
iunes in action against the mortal enemy communist,

socialist and trade union organizations. The per-

spectives of the struggle is the proletarian seizure

of power.

30, Within the scope of this perspective the work-

ing class struggles will inevitably assume evermore

revolutionary character and ever greater revolution-

ary proportions. The world economic center has

shifted to the United States. As the main world

economic power, its internal contradictions will in-

crease witb a truly American speed causing also a

shift of the revolutionary center of gravity in the

direction of the United States. The problems of the

American revolution must therefore, now be put on
the agenda for serious consideration. In this con-

nection the first and foremost task is the creation af

the new revolutionary party—the American see n

of the Fourth International.
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Tlie SKevolver at the Head of ff'rance

The Hoover Reparations-Debts Scheme
The multi-milliontiire representative of

the American government, Mellon, has

arrived in Paris and is haldiug the re-

volver to the head o£ the Frent In bour-

geoisie: Swallow the Hoover plan for

a war debt-reparations hoHday or—ijre-

pare to eni;aj;e in combat with us, yotir

superiorsi iu every Jiekl ! As those noies

are being written, no final accord has yet

b«en reuptiietl between Franco and the

United States. Driven Iiy die pressure

of the trans-Atlantic colossus tha

B'l'enehmen have already yielded to the

point of discnssiiif; only wiiether the sus-

pended reiKirations payment,-! are to be

ina<3e up by llermaiiy in live years or,

as Hoover proposes, in twenty-live years.

Whether the compromise is reached on
a ten or u twelve year period will not
radically effect the essencre of the wiiolft

scheme.

What is t!ie nature of this proposal

which has been awelaimcd almost uni-

versally by the bonrj^eoisie of most
countries, hailed hy the social democratiS

of Germany, England and Helgiuni, and
given the acculade of approval by such
lesser socialist and Itbenil "statesmen"
as Morris Illllfjnit and Oswald GaiTison
Villard? In two words: Germany la ul-

lowed to suspend ail rejuiration pay-
m-ents for a year; the Knrtipcan debtors
are allowed to siisi>end all w;u' debts to

the United St;ifes for the sanie period.

What has necessitated this prnposal,
made so suddenly by Hoover, pressed
with such impatience a)id intoierance of

discussion or revision?

Germany is being wrairked by one of
it.-? severest cri.ses. ;i(-nti'!y aiceiittiafcd by
crushing burdens: of tliO imperialist

treaty of Versailles. Its individual life,

which must be malntaint'd in order to

make iwssibie the yaymeut of reiiarationt

to the Allies, Is being stifSed because th»
same Allies cannot afTord to yield to
Germany a jjreater share of the world
market. Taxa^on rises to tremendous
heights. The army of rlio unemployed
iticrease without atiatement. The wage
level reduced to a miserably tcnnons ex-
istence. The financial condition of the
country la just short of catasti-ophic. Its

gold I'eservea diminish at an alarming
mte, The last Keichsbaiik report show-
ea a <lecline of 700,000,000 gold marks,
or on-e-flfth of the reserve. Ever-increas-
ing sums of money are fcteing e.^changod
for foreign currency. A marked flight

of capitai to other countries is oi)serv-

able, go ominous has tlie situation be-
come that the Iteichslianit—in t!ie fHce
of the crisis in which di.scouut rates
have dropped universally—was compelled
to announce, effective from Juno 13, a
sensational rise in, the discount rate
'rom 2 percent to. 7 peixrent—witli Am-
irica's rate at 1,t percent, Friince'.s at

Englatid's at 2.5 and Switnerland'a at
J.

TIte Crisfs in the Yoimg Plan

The world decline in commodity prices
nas had a ujifime etTeef on (;ermany.
German Industry must now produce 40
percent mere iti order to pay the charges
under the Yoitng pian, tiyed in marks.
Chancellor Rruenin^ reports tliat instead
•f allevijjtiti- tiie Dawes burden by an
«nnual 70O,O(K),O(K> marks, the Young
plan—under the conditions of the crisis
and of prife fall.s--has caii.M.'d an addi-
tional payment of 2iK),()00,0(;0 marks sn-
ntialiy.

The way out? L'aioji wiih Austria per-
haps? Hardly! Even were the French
buccaneers to conntenanee it its effec-
tiveness is 'Zuknnftsuinsik"—music of
the future. Tiie open road to the Dann-
'hian grain-prod ueini; countries is travel-
led only one way, by iheir cxiwrta of
;rain to Germany, bur nut by their im-
lorts of industrial goods, Higlier tax-
»? The measures ah-ejuiy taken have

only multiplied tiie generai misery and
advanced the due.stion of social revolu-
tlon to the top of the stK-ial aiienda. The
vicious system of Versaiiies is wreaking
havoc throughout Eufope. T!ie only wa/
but for the masses is the proletarian
victory.

But the tenacious bourgeoisie have on*
final resource: the assistance of the
powerful, fabulously wealthy master
across the sea who saved ilicm once be-
fore. Suspejul the reparations payments
ere we i)er!Sh under their pressure I Do
not bleed to the deatii (Jerni^inia, the bul-

wark against Bolshevism! With these
cries on their lips, Rrnening and Cur-
tiiis pled tiieir case Iiefore MacHonaJd at
Chequers. His Majesty's Most Loyal
Socialist Footmen, no less the foe of

tvvolutipn than the (Jerinans. were only
iMO -svilling to act'<'de to the latter's rte-

raands— if only the IJnited States wouid
l©t-„^up on the war deJrts. That is why
the London Observer warned the grasp-

ing Americans to this effect: Do not be
shortsighted. Consider jonr own inter-

esis. The bankruptcy of Germany, a

rcyc utionary wave fioodins; Central Eur-
ope, mean *he end to the tmnual inter-

sst pavement^s on yottr inige German in-

vestmenta !

It is this warning that Hoover has
needed in the new plan. In 1024, the

U. S saved Germany from the effects

wf ft revolutionary crisis which tiie rev-

tjiationlsts had fumbled. In 1931, it

bf^ies to prop up decadent German capi-

from the impending revolutlon-

aults. The Hoover plan ia de-

> be as direct a blow to the

revolutiou aS wus the atab In

the back delivered by Hoover's agent,

Captain Gregory, to the Hungarian rev-

olution in 1919. But American imper-

iaiisra is not merely interested in the

maintenance of the German bourgeoisie

for their own sake ; its interests are less

. . . "generous".

Why is Hoover so ready to forego "far

a year" the millions due the U, S- in war
debts, providing reparations payments

are suspended? Because there Is more
than that involved if German? is to^;ed

to go into bankruptcy and perhaps yield

to the victory of a proletarian revolu-

tion. The United States according tQ

the Department of Commerce, has more
money invested in Germany <end of

1030) than in Great Britain, France and
Belgium put together. Some sources put

the figure of the total American Invest-

meutB in Germany (government loans,

municipal loans. Industrial enterprises,

secturities, etc) at about 4 billion dol-

lars ! With a return on these invest-

ments of from 7 to 8 percent, "our'' in-

vestors stand to loose the lucrative an.

nual income of almost a third of a hil-

!ion dollars. American bankers have
more Involved in their loans and invest-

ments in the municipality of Berlin and
the Berlin City Electric than in the ori-

ginal Dawes loan ($200,000,000) or the

Young loan (§100,000 000>. Why not

forego—for the moment—the war debt
payments in face ot the bankruptcy or
revolutionary threat to the bankers' in-

terests?

Tliere is yet another point. Under
pressure from the ruthless Americans,
England has lost consid9ral)ly in in-

tlueuce, power and prestige on the Con-
tinent. The C, S. has gained, but so
tias France, the best armed power in

Europe, tlie most lavish spender of money
for armaments. After England—comes
France, Tiirough its delegate McKelvie
the United States has already spiked the

French plan at the London Grain Con-
ference to organize a Daiiublan grain-

producers' entente under its hegemony,
McKelvie simply made the hardly veiled

threat to dump the tremendous American
surplus. Now the linited States is lay-

ing the ground for cutting Into France's
military strength by financial biackmail,
or t!ie imiiortant countries involved, only
France stands to lose substantially by
the Ilooverplan. Unlike Bnglaiid, even
after it pays the U. S. war debt, Franc»

(Continued on page 4)

«Perman€nt Revolution^

Barred in Canada
"The Permanent liei-olutlon", the hook

by Leon Trotsky just published by the
I'ionetn- Pu!)iisher3 has been barred
from entry into Canada by the govern-
ment customs division. The authorities
apparently regard comrade Trotsky's
work, for which tiicre i« a con.sJderabte
demand in Canadian revolutionary cir-

(!es, as "too seditious" for consumption
by ('anadian workers. The barring of
tlie iiook w^is announced in a letter sent
by the authorities to a Toronto worker.
We i-eproduce tiie letter in full:

NATIONAL KEVENUE. CAXADA
(Customs and Excise Divisions)

Port of IVronto, .lune 17, 1931
Mr
Toronto, Out. Re: Parcel No
De:ir Sir:

In connection with tiie above numi)ered
parcel we wisli to advLse you that the
Commissioner of Customs has refused
entry ot the contents, a book entitled,
The I'erraanent llevolution"

It may however, be returned to the
sender !)y payment of postage in the
amount of six cents, by you.

Failure to do t^is within ten days
from the date thereof a seizure will be
made in accordance with the regulations
of tile Custtmis Tariff.

Yours very truly.

(Signed) S, Ta.vior

Supt. Customs Postal Branch.

In the particular ease under review,
the authorities do not aeem to liave
heard of the official Stalinist theory that
Tfotsky's work is 'fftounter-reVolution-
ary" ami that he is an agent . , , of
British imiierialism. Or if they have
iieard of 'the theory, it appears that they
di) not agree with it.

Miners Strike Against Wage Cuts and

Starvation Conditions
During the last two weeks the strik-

ing miners in Western Pennsylvania,

Northern Wtwt Virginia, and the Eastern

part of Ohio have gained thousands of

new recruits. More mines were shut

down, picketing activities and mass de-

monstrations increased. With it in-

crease also the murtierous brutality of

the -coal and iron police, and the atatc

Cossacks, in combination with the das-

tardly strike-breaking efforts of the of-

ficial remnants of the Uiiited lline Work-
ers of America. This is their desperate

way of attempting to prevent further ex-

pansion of the strike,

Tlie Heavy Strike Toll

Several miners have already been kill-

ed, fallen victims to 'this brutaSity many
have been wounded, and scores are lield

iu the jails tinder nltnost prohibitive bail.

Such is the heavy toll t>( tills strike.

Yet its powerful proportions testify eol'

fjuentJy not only to the terrible starva-

tion conditions existing in these mine
fields but also to what has become pro-

verbial—the militancy of the miners.

"Strike against starvation" lias become
a powerful slogan, effectively rail,\i!ng

the coal miners.

It is worthy of note that it is par-

ticularly in this section of the bitumin-

ous coal fields tiiat the mechanization of

coal mining has rea(he<i its highest point,

and most extensive practise. It natural-
ly resulted in immensely increased
speed-up and in the most heavy imagin-
able pressure of exploitation. It is also

precisely in this section that union or-

ganiza;tion during recent' years lias been
fought most determinedly by the coal
operators. It is natural that -with a
combination of these factors the working
class power of resistance should demon-
strate itself in such a splendid manner.
The National .Miners Union is in the

leadership in this strike. It is furnish-

ing a fighting program. The sympathy of

the striking miners in its overwhelming
uKijority embraces the .Vationa! Miners
Union. It ha.s good prospects for growth.
These factoi-s are also the practical evi-

dence of the valuable lessons iearned
by the coal miners from the role played
by the type_of union oHicialdom of John
L. Ijcwis and his henchmen of the U.
M. W. While the striking miners now

demonstrate in reality that this is not

their kind of union, they just as con-

cretely demonstrate their understanding
of thg^need of organization—of militant

organization. It Is interesting fo note

that in this strike the Pittsburgh Ter-
minal Company was the first company
to sign an agreement with the L'. M. W.
officials. A'ot tliat any of its .striking

work'.rs were members, not tliat It had
the sUght^t love for the i:, M. W, ; aa
a matter of fact, thi^ company three
years ago, was tiie most unscrupulous
contender in the onslaughts upon tiie Un-
ited Mine Workers. It signed this agree-

ment in an attempt to drive the miners
back to tlie shafts, to utilize the state

police and tlie i:. M, W. gunmen, to

accomplish tbi-s, and thus drive a wedge
into the Si^id ranks ot the strikers. If

further lessons should be necessary we
may add that the miners have now had
one more serious experience in the role

played by the forces of the state govern-
ment on the .side ot the bosses. Like-
wise they are learning a good lesson
about the role of the so-called "progres-
sives" in tiie capitalist parties like Gov.

An Appeal for Communist Unity in Spain
A Letter to the Political Bureau

of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union (Bolsheviks)*

HE FURTHEE FATE of the Spanish revolution

depends entirely and completely upon whether

an authoritative Communist party, capable of strug-

gle, will be constituted in Spain in tiie coming montiis.

Under the system of artificial splits imposed upon the

movement from without, this is not realizable. In 1917,

the Bolshevik party consolidated around itself all the

currents kindred and close it. Carefully guarding the

unity of its ranks and the discipline of action, the

party at the same time opened up the possibility of

a broad and all-sided consideration of the basic pro-

blems of the revolution (the March counciL the

April conference, the pre-October period). Can the

proletarian vanguard of Spain elaborate its views and

be imbued with that indomitable conviction in their

correctness which alone will permit it to lead the

masses of the people towards the decisive storm,

through any other ways and methods ? The mere fact

—I adduce it as an example—that the official Com-

munist party is compelled in the present situation to

characterize Andres Nin as a counter-i evolutionist,

cannot but lead to a monstrous confusion, primarily

in the Communist ranks themselves. Upon ideological

confusion, the party cannot rise. The defeat of

the Spanish revolution rendered inevitable by tlie

further dismemberment and weakness of ttie Commun-

ists, will lead almost automatically to the establish

ment in Spain of genuine Fascism on the style of Mus-

•The letter published above was sent by comrade Leon

Trotsky on April 24, l»;jl to tlie Political Bureau of the

Communist Party of the Soviet Union (Bolsheviks). Because

no reply was receive^l to the letter 'awH the policy of the

Comintern in Si>ain is still moving in the same rut, the

author considers it necessary to make his letter public.

solini. It is needless to speak of what consequences

this would have for the whole of Europe and for the

U. S. S, R. On the other hand, a successful develop-

ment of tiie Spanish revolution, under the conditions

of the far from terminated world crisis, would open
up tremendous possibilities.

The profound differences on a series of questions

pertaining to the U. S. S. R. and the world labor

movement, should not stand in the way of making an
iionest attempt at a united front in the arena of the

Spanish revolution. It is not yet too late! The pol-

icy of artificial splits must be stopped immediately in

Spain, advising—not ordering, but just that, advising

—the Spanish Communist organizations to convene in

the briefest possible period a unity conference which

should assure all shadings, under the necessary dis-

cipline of action, at least that degree of freedom of

criticism which in 1917 was enjoyed by the various

currents of Russian Bolshevism, which was in pos-

session of incomparably higher experience and temper.

There can be no doubt that if the official Spanish party
understands the disproportion between its weakness
and the tremendous tasks, and makes a serious at-

tempt at the unification of the Communist ranks, it

will meet the fullest support on the part of those rev-

olutionary Communists who at present have their own
separate organizations for reasons you are aware of

and nine-tenths of which lie outside of the conditions

of tlie Spanisli revolution.

In order not to create even external difficulties, I

made this proposal of mine not in the press but in the

present letter. The course of events in Spain^there
can be no doubt of this—will every day confirm the

necessity of uniting the Communist ranks. The re-

sponsibility for a split, in the given instance will he

a tremendous historical responsibilitv.

ATprM ^4,, 1931 L, TROTSKY

Philadelphia Oppositionists Convicted of Sedition

Bernard Morgensterp and Leon Good-

man, two niemiiers <!f the Communi^^t

League of America (OpposithnO, w-?rc

found guilty of sedition under the notor-

ious Fiynn Act in a trial before .Judge

Reed on .Tnne 24. Kenlence has not yet

been rendere<l in the cass\ Steps are

being takeft for a new trial.

Tiie case was tried before Judge Reed,

a reactionary -inintied jurist of Camliria

County, sitting six-cialjy in tiie Phila-

delphia court. The state simply offered

in evidence the leaflet issued by the

Communist League on unemployment,

whicli ^vas in the form of appeal for

a united front with the Communist party.

Tile section which wa~; the basis for (he

sedition charge read: ''Agitation slogsms

and immediate demands can present no
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j To Celebrate tKe Appearance of the Weekly Militant |

I The New York branch of the Communist League invites all militants |
= to join with it at the Picnic to celebrate the appearance of the Weekly |
i Militant. Tiie affair will taake place on i
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Direetlon,s: Jerom* Ave.—Woodlawn subway to the end ot the^Uue,

or take street car to Park : Plot 8.
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.solution iu themselves and should not be

so assigned. 'ITiey are, by the very na-

ture of the cla-ss struggle strictly lim-

ited in their character. That is, they

can offer means of temjiorary ameliora-

tion. And 'they must be a help to unite

the workers on the basis of their com-

mon interests and to set them into incf-

tioii against tiieir class enemy. They

tannot .solve the in'u!)Icin. Only the pro-

letarian revolution can do that." The
distribution of the leaflet was, of course,

admitted.

In arguing with tiie ,Tudge, Defense

Attorney David Wallerstein, of the Civil

Liberties Cnion, was told that Reed had

never seen a leatlet of this kind before,

and that this was his lirst experience

with the Sedition Act; that upon the

(lit&stion of fatrt as to whetlier there was
an intent in tiie leatlet to overthrow the

government iiy force and violence; and

that he personally thou.ght tliere was.

Attorney Wallersteln explained to him
tliat tiie circular ^vas almost in exactly

the language of that in Fislte vs. Kansas
in which case tlie Supreme Court of the

United States reversed a conviction un-

der tiie Kansas Syndicalism Act. Reed
replied that he knew nothing about that

case or any of the other cases on sedi-

tion. Neverthelss, he presided over the

case aiMJ refused the defense request for

a cliarge to t!ie jury to dismiss the case.

The abil was again fixed at ?1,000, the

same as before. In addition to the mo-
tion for a new trial to tie made tiy the

defeiicje, there will a!so tie a motion in

arrest of judgment. The defense is pre-

pared to go to the I'nited States Supremo
Court on the case If necessary.

Th report of the trial would be in-

complete without a referencet to a most
di.sgrafoful action on the part of tie

Stalinist commanders of the Internation-

and tlie

inception

a I I^abor Defense, the party.

Dally Worker. Prom the ver,v

of tile case, (be I. L, I>. ofSicialdoin has
deliberately and criminally sabotaged
the case. The need for a campaign in

behaif of these victims of the Flynn Act
wasd enied and rejected. The I. li. D.
would not even furnish liie defendants
with a laywer! Tlie defense had to be
conducted fay the Civil Liberties I'nion

attorney. The entire party press has not
written one single word about the case.

The Daily Worker and Freiheit have not
even mentioned tlie conviction. The
whole Stalinist con.spiracy of silence and
treachery is based solely upon the fact

that besides the "crime" of sedition, the

defendants have committed the "greater
crimes" of being Left Opiwsitionists.

The I. L. D. has defendeti anarchists
socialists, syndicalists, A. F. of L, men
and othens in the past. For Left Op-
potsitionists, however, the I. L. D. officials

find no better manner of acting than to

give aid and comfort to the capitalist

Urosecretron i Protests that have come
from various I. L. D. and members have
not yet clianged the official attitude.

These protests must multiply and pile

up to such an extent thac the I. L, D.
and pfljity 't)ureauciVits are oomixilled

to stop disgracing and discrediting the

revolutionary nioveinent by their sabot-

age.

Tlie Philadelphia defense committee
for Jlorgenstern and Goodman needs the

assistance of every militant worker in

the country. Financial aid, agitation,

the development of a united movement
against <the Flynn Act and for its vie-

tlm-s—these are urgent needs. Let those

who stand In the way of such work, who
undermine the defense of workers cauijht

in the net of capitalfet justice, be branded
hv theiT proper name!

Pinchot who helped negotiate this agree-

ment to break ,the strikers' ranks.

In face of tiiese conditions the miners'

strike in .Western l*ennsylvania, Nortji-

ern West Virginia, and the Eastern part

of Ohio, assumes greater importance

even than the numiiers Involved would
imply, imposing though they are. It

sbow.s definite working class advance; it

proves the great reserve power ot re-

sistance of tlie American workers. Un-
qustionably it is only a beginning of

working class resistance against the

wage-cutting onslaught on a far more
extended scale. In this sense It Is a
harbinger of the frfture prospects for

growth of militancy, for Iiuilding of un-

ionism in the basic industries.

In this .strike situation the Communist
leadership faces two important problems.

The one is caused by the brutal attacks

of the combined capitalist forces upon
tiie miners. It necessitates an energetic

fight on a correct basis for the full es-

tablishment of the democratic rights of

the workers, the right to strike, picket

to assemble, to select their own repre-

sntatives, the elimination of Injunctions,

of the state cossacks, etc. The second
problem wiheh is of still more impor-
tance is the one of coutinuoua and ten-

acious building of organization, not mere-
ly the organization for the strilte but
union organization. It means the build-
ing of the National Miners Union not so
as to disappear when the dramatic as-

pe>ct of tlie strike is over but to build
on a lasting basis. Organize !—Organ-
ize to be «ble to extend the struggle and
actually secure victory to the miners.
Organiae to hold the key to the future.

Relief Urgent

For the working class In general this
strike also brings to the fore a problem
of vital importance. Kelief must be
forth(?<)!ning to feed and clothe the fight-

ing miners. It should be sent to ,th^

.Miners Relief Committee 611 Penn Ave.,
Pittsburgh, 1^. Defense must fie furn-
ished. Assist the I. L. D. to defend all

those strikei-s tiirown into Jails This is

a battle of the working class as a whole.
Ferment among the miners is also

growing elsewhere. The Kentucky si^Ik-
ers are standing solid. In the Illinois

fields some progress can be re<;orded to-

ward breaking with the remnants of the
treasonable t:. M. W. Hut there are
still the inlierent weaknesses of the
.Mutseite "progressive" leadrship which
to an extent has come into the direction
of atfairs in Illinois. At a conference
held in Stauiiton the early part of the
month in ,Tune, 500 delegates, represent-
ing li")0 local unions, took part, and de-
cided to cail a convention on July 6th
to "declare the ofltces of the district

union vacant, proceed wiih the election
of new ofhcers, to change tlie constitu-
tion and to devise ways and means for
a national imlicy." The greatest weak-
ness is in the pu.ssy.footing atwnt {he
building of a new union and in the
danger that t!ie ,Iohn L. Lewis forces
may still maintain their foothold. To
militant workers these weaknesss are no
surprise when one understands the inher-
ently reformist position of the Musteite
tyt>e of "progressive". However there
can be no real guarantee of success until
these weaknesses jire eliminated.

Today the relationship of the various
coai fields presents Itself .somewhat is
follows; In the antliracite r^Ion where
production and with it employment has
remained more "normal", the United
.nine Workers Is still the union in con-
tnil. There the task of the Communists
and the militant miners Is certainly the
one of building a Left wing within the
union. In the soft coal fields the United
Mine Workers as a union, with Its re-

actionary leader«hlp, is utterly discredit-
ed and practically out of e:icistence.

There the only alternative is the build-
ing of a new union. With the present
sweep of possibilities of the National
Miners Union as represented by the
strike; with the development^! toward a
new union in other territories, one might
ask again what wouid becoi.ne of the mis-
eraiile Lovestone Right wing policy of
a!>andoning the new union movement and
returning to the L'. JI. W. That would
spell defeat for the miners' struggles.
One may also ask what ^vould it mean
to continue this boycott practised hy the
official party leadership to\vard the new
union movements not under their mech-
anical control. A continuation of such a
policy wouid similarly be disastrous to
the future prospects of the miners*
movement.
There siiould be no question of a doubt

that the only correct policy growing out
of this strike must be one of further
intensive organization, of building the
new union movement, of amalgamating
the various separate and sectional un-
ions with the National Miners Union as
3 prelude to the building of one mllftant
union firmly lotlged on a class basis em-
bracing all the coal miners. With such
a policy the future can be faced with
the confidence that within the perspec-
tive for coming sharpened stru^les lay
the possibility of victory for the v
er<!
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'''WO Soefal Oeoioeratlc Comitressess Collapse of timi 'Left»<

The French* Socialsts and National Defense
PARIS.—
Tlie socialists have returned to Tours,

ten years after tlie iconvpntion at wliici

the workers drove tliem out ot the party.

The "dissidents" of yesterday, who t^e-

gftn with 15,000, today bonst in their

bulletin of a victory full of dangers for

the proletarian movempnt: 130,000 mem-
bers. 12G niemberK of parliament, 1 100

local mayors. Ajiainst whom do the

I«rty politicians brandish these figures?

Witli g.rcat joy, Paul Faure proclaimed

at the meeting: "In Sweden, the social-

ists obtained 43 percent of the votes,

the Comrannlats—1 percent."

The convention procedes the great

"•onsultation" of 1032 at which the soc-

talista expect to gain power through the

electoral commiftees. Kut in reality, tlie

polttleians ere preparaing their batteries

behind the acene.s of parliamentary stra-

tegy. The principal featnre «f the con-

ference "was the academic resolution qfi

the National Defense.

Tours 1920 and Tonrs, 1930. After un
Interval of ten years, the capital question

thftt has served as an historic touch

-

atone for the revolutionary movement,

la once again up for debate. Rut ten

year,s ago at the conclusion of tlie hide-

ous massacre, the revolutionary workers

under the guidance' of the Third Inter-

nEtiocal arose against the betrayal of

th* socialist politicians. "Whereas In

1930, after the collapse of the Second

Injternational, wttcT the years of the

great butcliery, and after the creation

of the Communist party they have re-

tnrned to Toars to debate the yery ques-

tion that caused their dou'nfal! and their

betrayal.

To what purpose? Louis I^vy posed

the question. "What can you decide now
that was not decided at Stuttgart before

the war?" Indeed, the Stuttgart motion

and the amendments by Lenin and Rosa

Luxemburg, calling to struggle for the

downfall of the regime in case of war,

still remain excellent texts today. But
the socialist politicians already stood the

teet of putting it into effect in August

1914. Under the present conditions, they

can repeat a second time. "Why make
believe that the part.v of Mars", added
Levy, "is capable only of deMling to

distraction in vague and uncertain

terms?"

Today this economical solution can

no longer prevail. Precisely because the

soclalfst party must answer today and to-

morrow the vagne and uncertain pi-e-

occupfltions of the workers who are not

concerned merely with the distribution

of posts—and because a large national

reform party, arisen from the working
class after the existence of revolution-

ary proletarian parties, must needs ad-

just its ideological baggage.

Working class action was absent from

the agenda of the debates. This point

was sensed by Dumouiin, cleverer than

the rest. "No one has mentioned the

thirty million unemployed." In the

texts presented by three principals and
the two extreme tendencies, there were
opposing formulations. nenaudel said

at the convention : "This defense of the

country has been confirmed by the i>arty",

and Lafforgette declared: "Our slogan is

the transformlaion of the iapifalist war
Into a war of liberation". Hut he pro-

nounced himself in favor of drawing up

a unity moHon and expressed his belief

that a unflntmous resolution ts qtilte pos-

§ib]e for intematJonxl action*.

$n reality, tlie positions of the speak-

ers all converged toward "pacifism

through the extension of our organisa-

tional work". Within this framework of

vague concepts, She socialist party la

reserving for itself its "freedom of ac-

tion". Twelve years after the war. not

a single voice was raised to demand
guarantees, to impose the control of the

workers, to revolt against the fact that

the party is in the hands of those who
betrayed the working class into tlie handa
of the imperialist butchers.

This "common fund"—far more im-

portant than all the formulas borrowed

by Paul Faure from Austro-Marxism

—

became even mot? apparent by a series

of embraces between Right and "Left"

which shows that all the tendencies are

Staking everything on the 1S32 elections.

Therfore the exoneration of the seven

deputies who voted for confidence in the

Laval cabinet ; the authori/,atioii of the

P^JuIaire to carry financial advertise-

ments; the silence on President Ronls-

son ; on P«h1 Boncour, despite his rabid

manifestations of chauvinism ; only one

"vote against the political report, etc.

Iliese may be the perspectives of the

socialist politicians, but all the objective

factors, with which the "party of Marx"

did not preooctipy itself; the economic

unrest, the European crisis the critical

situation of the German regime, the

Spanish revolution—regarded not as the

"liberation of the socialists" today but

as the emancipation of the working class

of tomorrow ^- and the great working

elfls" movements like those which haTe

already broken out three times in one

ye?r In the North, will interfere with

tlie perspective of this convention.

Even on this same qut-stion of im-

perlallat -war, the voice of the workers

forced by the crisis to face the real-

ities of the class strugglie, did not make
Itself heard at the Tours convention. That

's for its vigor and for its strength

action against the enemy class. In the

period which has just begun, in which
the proletariat experiences the sharpest

and most direct antagonisms between the

opposing classes, the differentiation ot

the troops still held captive by the re-

formists in the service of the bourgeoisie

depends upon the positive actions of the

Communist party, its ability to reach the

masses and to share the experience of

the struggle with them.

In order to wrest them away, more'

is needed than the ritualistic conclusion

of Honte's articles ( in I'Hunianite)

.

"Therefore, all honest socialist workers,

draw your conclusions , . . Desort tiie

social democracy, this rampart in the:

army of \yorld imperialism." Nor the^

progress which he makes all by him-:

self, twenty-four hours afterwards: "The
socialist workers will not be deceived:

. . . They will desert the S. ^. I. O.:

[French section of the Second Interna-;

tlonal] the agents of the bourgeoisie.":

The theory of social fascism oven in the

modified form given it by the XI rien-

um, will hardly be a better weapon.

At the present moment while the

struggle of 120,000 textile workers is jjo

ing on, the Communist party and the

Red unions must wrest away the workers

who are ali^ady engaged in struggle

from the influijiiice of the reformfists,

and along with them, from the social

democracy, by the application of a b«>ad
and realizable united front policy. Tills

will be the first effective answer to the

dangers represented by the pacifist and
bourgeois democratic politicians of the

party of Noske and Paul Boncour against

the working class, in time of pease as

well as in time of war.

~LA VERITE.

* A dispatch from Psiria on June 5,

reports that in the last issue of the

lierUiaica! La Vie Socialiste, Kenaudei

and 25 socialist parliamentarians re^

nounced even this compromise resolu-

tion. In their det-laration they say

"When it becomes a (piestion of protect-

ing the independence and the boundaries

of France, the socialists will also be pre-

pared to vote for war cretlits." This is

the real picture of the "socialist ujian-

Imity" of Blum Paul Faure and Co.—Ed.

The Sanction of Betrayal at Leipzig

League Activities

Two of our very active New York com-

rades, T<mi .Staram and (ieorge Clarke

have established tlieir domlclo in Cleve-

land wliere they are working to build

the I^eft Opposition. Despite the fact

that we have many good supporters in

that city we have not had a function-

ing branch of the Ijcague. That pro-

spects are very good for such a step is

apparent from the reports of the two

comrades. The Militant and our general

literature is !>eing received eagerly and

new contacts are already gained. We
know that tliese two comrades will spare

no effort to build the movement on a

substantial basis. They are now con-

ducting regular open air meetings and

we know we will be confirmed in our

expcietations for Cleveland.

Street meetings are also being con-

ducted regularly by the branches in New
York, Chicago and Minneapolis. In the

Iwo first-mentioned cities the audiences

often run into several hundred, and

while it cannot entirely be termed a

steady audience nevertheless the results

in literature sales and contacts gained

have bewn very gratifying.

George Saul Is putting,in a busy week

doing organization work in Philadelphia.

His immedaite efforts are concentrated

in helping to build up a defense move-

ment for our comrades Morgenstera and

Goodman who are now on trial for sedi-

tion. The complete failure of the I. L.

D. to lift as much as a finger to take up

the defense ot these two class war pris-

oners made It necessary for our League

braneb there to establish Its own defense

committee. The case itself and the open

sabotage by th I. L, D. la described else-

whene in this issue. Suffice it here to

emphaslz* that our branches everywhere

as well as the working class in general

will be called upon by the Philadelphia

defense committee to lend their most;

active support in every way to collect

contributions to help wrtst these victims

out of i|(he Ihauids of copiV.aliBt cl^a^

justice.

Our St. Louis branch has overcome Its

period of lethargy which obtained some
time ago. It is now taking up active

work and soon we expect to be able to

report progress. The Boston branch or-

ganized a lecture for icomrade Cannon
on June 7. The sixty workers preae»t

discussed very seriously the problems of

the American revolution taken up by

the speaker. Systematic educational a<-

tivities of this character, which is one

very Important aspect of the revolution-

ary movement, is gaining valuable con-

tacts. In Boston, it has so far been ei-

preased mainly in very favorably and
extensive cLriculation for our literature.

Our members there are consciously util-

izing every such opportunity In addition

to their active functioning In tie very

At the beginning of June, the Social

Democratic Party of Germany held its

convention at Ij(?ipzig. Like the conven-

tion of the French socialists meeting

siimiitanftou^ly at Tours, it was a mani-

festation of the crassest sort o£ parli-

amentijry cretinism. The actual prob-

lems confronting the German proletariat

were painfully avoided. All the s^essions

were occupied in the main with inner

party machinations.

The organizational reiiort presents us

with a picture of a big reform party,

strengthened and consolidated in th«

years of revolutionary elib, on th^ ba<:lt.

of the disastrous defeat of the prole^-

tarian upsurge in 1023—and at the cost

of the vacillating, adventurist policies

of Stalinist oantrism. A party one mil-

lion string, and what is for us even ot

greater import, proletarian to the ex-

tent of 50 percent of its composition.

This groat, organized proletarian mass
is a decisive factor in the German class

struggle and one with which the Com-
raunista must reckon. During the period

of reaction, the defeated, scattered pro-

letariat has been able to slbwly collect

its forces again, to rebuild its political

and trade union organizations. Fatigued

by the heavy defeat the working class

was «[)en ]arg<'!y to a reformist ideol-

ogy, to contentment with wresting away
mere crumijs from the table of the re-

suscitated and rehabilitated bourgeoisie.

The social democracy took advantage of

the situation.

Today the bourgeoisie is once again

gripped by a crisis. The "generous"

American imperialists who gave it a
helping hand in 1924, are themselves In

the midst of an economic debacle, the

Hoover "moratorium" does not enjoy the

support of France, her.sielf fa<!ing a

growing economic slump, as did the

Dawes plan. The German bourgeoisie

is on the olTonsive against the workers.

It is trying to hold Itself erect by tak-

ing it out on the" bodies of the proletar-

ians. Social legislation, the puny gains

of the workers in long years of patient,

tenacious struggle is slashed out of

existence under the knife of the ruth-

less capit.alist class. For the workers
it is no longer a question of "snatching
crumiis", but of retaining them. And
this desperate defensive tight is insep-

arably bound up with the struggle for

existence it.self. The social democrats
by their entire "jxilicy of tolerance" to-

waixl the reactionary, anti-working class

liruening government are playing their

customary role of ignominous treachery
against the workers who follow it. What
is this policy based on? Every concfs-

sjon must bo made to Uiuening so as

to avoid the onslaught of fascism i In

order to avoid the institution of a form-
ally fascist government, every act that
d,iractly prepares and paves the road
for a victorious, unresisted fascist over-

turn, is sanctioned. The class conscious-

ness of the workers is lulled to sleep,

the rising spirit of class revolt dampen-
ed. The Leipzig convention indirectly,

but with an overwhelming majority iip-

proved this ixilicy of stabbing the work-
ing cla.ss ill the hack.

The so<'ial democracy itself is slipping

down more and more from- its shame-
fully gotf;en government posts. Bruen-
ing is etxending the government base to

the extreme Right. But the socialists

are still cowardly exerting every effort

to keep their workers back from open
resistance. Brueniiig cuts and slashes the
last vestiges of working class legislation.

The socialists are behind him. Bruen-
ing instead, u*es the budget for tiie con-

struction of armored cruisers. The soc-

ialists give their acquiescence. Now, an
entire party convention is devoted to

chastising tiie nine "Left" social dem-
ocratic deputies who refused to vote for

the armored cruiser "R", because they

see the influence of the "party" damaged
by this act in the eyes of the workers.
And hero even "^Ihe ninio" capitulate.

"The unity of the party must be pre-

served at all costs" ! Unity for what?
Unity in the attempt to uphold the crum-
bling capitalist regime, to act as "phy-
sicians to the sick bourgeoisie", as Tax-

now declared in the main report before
the convention. "Is the working class

prepared for struggle?", asked one of the

delegates. He was answered with a
thunderous roar of yes. Then why all

this cautiousness? Why all this fear of

struggle? Because the proletariat in

struggle spells the bankruptcy of the
social democracy and the conciliation of

the proletarian mass with the Commun-
ist vanguard.

Already the rebellion within the very

ranks of the social democr.icy itself is

deepening. While the convention was in

session at Leipzig, the former Reichstag

deputy .iJicobshagen and numerous local

groups of social democrats and social

democratic youth declared their adher-

ence to the Comunist party. In the

galleries of the convention hall at Leip-

zig, the voice of the social democratic

rank and file made itself heard more

than once, in the almost unanimous ap-

plause for the isolated delegates of the

extreme I^eft, in the cheers at the men-

tion of the Soviet Union, etc. The soc-

ial democratic workers will n<rt toler-

ate the trtiaclierous, kowtowing passiv-

ity of their leaders much longer. Their

last conquests are being wiped out by

the government of f.ascist preparation.

Unemployment insurance cut in half.

The burden of taxes heaped higher on

the workers' backs. The Schiele Wheat
Iaws make the cost of living unbear-

able. Democratic rights are summarily

suspended with the full collaboration ot

the social democratic police comjssion-

ers. At Leipzig, the S. P. fell victim

to a decree against demon.strations pro-

mulgated by their "own" police commis-

sioner, Flei.ssner. Against all this, the

social democratic workers are prepared

to fight with the rest of their class, de-

spite and, in due time, even against their

ignoble leaders.

Tiie way to unite all workers in com-

mon struggle lies in the united front un-

der the leadership of thi» Communist

party. The social democratic workers

cannot be won over for united struggle

by T^aeimann's denunciation of their

leaders as social fascists, nor by empty

api>eals to break with Rreitscheid, Wels

and Co., to join the C. P. G. They

can and will be convinced of the correct-

ness of the Communist positions, and

lined up for the red front of proletar-

ian victory, by united action against the

outrageous decrees of the Bruening gov-

ernment, by united struggle against wage
I'eductious and for economic collabora-

tion with the U. S. S. R. Up to the

present the Communist party, hampered

by its centrist baggage, has been, unable

to take full advantage of this promising

situation. The sooner the German Com-
munists rid themselves of their confused

and vacillating Stalinist leadership, with

tlieid slogans of "national liberation" and

the "people's revolution", with their

theories of "social fascism" and their

splitting tactics in the tr.ide unions the

quicker will the mass of workers still

under the influence of the social dem-

ocracy be liberated from it, the quicker

will they become attached to tho Com-
munist vanguard, the quicker will the

road be cleared of ail reformist obstacles

for the victorious upsurge of the prole-

tarian revolution.

-S. GORDON.

The Provisional Government in Action
On Monday, May 11 a genral strike

was declared in Madrid by the C. N. T.

[Anarcho-syndicalist trade union center].

The U. G. T. [General Workers Union],

the reformist organization of the Labor

minister, Largo Cabaliero, was against the

strike, which wa.s de(-lared in spite of

the reformists, through the soltdarttj

with the victims of the working people

of Madrid in the clashes with the mon-

archists on May 10, «fter a meeting of

followers of the king who was expelled

from Spain by the people and In a de-

monstration against the reactionary dally,

the "A. B. C."

The Madrid people arose against the

government of Maura and Alcala Zamora

Who showed exceptional tolerance toward

the monarchists while continuing the pol-

icy of an ti-working class repression of

the previous governments. The minister

of the Interior, Maura, proved himself a

violent enemy of the revolution. It was
he, who gave tho ijionarchlsts the per-

mit to demonstrate. He it was, also,

who ordered to fire against the prole-

tariat demanding work and bread, at

Bilbao Seville, etc.

The liberation of Berenguer, the gen-

eral responsible for the disaster of Mor-

occo in 1921, the second dictator, the

vicious reactionary who executed Galan

and Garcia Hernandez*, the same Ber-

enguer who most violently applied dic-

tatorship and repression against the pro-

letariat tn order to save the crumbling

monarchist regime, has greatly outraged

the people of Madrid and of all Spain.

In such a situation, the strlKe of Mon-

day. May 31, took place at Madrid, amid

the greatest excitement. The people of

Madrid hurled itself en masse against

the clergy, burning the churches and the

convents and stressing with 'these ac-

tions the tasks concerning the "responsl-

bles", forgotten by the government of

the republicans and the socialists. After

their ascendancy to i>ower they liave for-

gotten tho.se responsible for the past and
the clergy continues to exist under favor-

able conditions even with the republican

regime : Cardinal Segura has been permit-

ted to carry on a struggle against the

Republic. It must not be forgotten that

Messrs. Maura and Ai<;ala Zamora are

fervent Catholic.

To be sure, the people has given the

government a serious warning and tho

latter .has been forced to take the great-

est measures ot precaution and even to

arrest several Monarchlsils;. Rut most

of Alfonso's followers have already been

set free, secretly and unobserved. First

however, M, Maura «nd some of the

governmental organs started a violent

campaign against the Oommunlsts and

aocufsted them of making a bloc with

the Monarchists. It is true that reac-

tion against the Communists became
manifest in a large measure and that

to a certain degree, tho people bollevtHl

the news of the press. A sentiment c'

hostility arose against the Commudlsi ;,

the government profiting by it to be,::n

pei^ecutions of (Communists, eHpeciaily

In Madrid, where fifty were arrested out-

side of the Monarchists, who were the

real provocateurs.

The provisional government has been

committing arbitrary acts, tar more
scandalous than those of the Primo de

Rivera dictatorship ; Primo, at least al-

ways manifested his reactionary charac

ter openly, without hiding anything. H(
made governmental arrests and calle<

them such. But the government oE th

Republic arrests Communists withou
any legal grounds, in spite of the law,

la spite of "republican democracy", and
throws them into the prisons, maintain-

ing all along—^he Director of Public

Safety (Police) is speaking—that "there

are no grounds for arrests some are due
to mistakes on part of the police". But
Madrid was in a state of martial law and
the military judge tried very hard to

find something to stage a trla' against

the Communists — without success. Af-

ter the state of martial law wsa lifted,

the Judge had to acquit all the prison-

ers, but then, the same director of Pub-
lic Saftey, the "very democratic" Radi-

cal-Social tst, M. Ualarza, one of those

who protested most loudly against arbi-

trary arrests when he was a prisoner

of Berenguer, forgetting all these declara-

tions arbitrarily kepi; the Communist*
of Madrid imprisoned. This is the point

of departure toward the scandalous ana
criminal illegality resumed by the r»
publican government in the same plact

and with even greatter violence than
the former rea-ctlonary government,

Spain Is approaching constituent elec-

tions and the republicans are determined
to get rid of the Communists and th»

revolutionary workers even before the

•lections.

The official igpanlsh Communist Party
la always ready to commit stupidities

without taking into account the situa-

tion, without considering the existing
revoiutionary opportunities, which are
Tery favorable for the( creation of s.

Communist party capable of organizing
the working class tor the .seizure of

power. ^ But the official bureaucracy no
longer lives in the domain of revolution-

ary reality. They forget that the party
does not exist, that It must he organized,

that Soviets have not yet been formed
The party leadership Issues empty slo-

gans "for the immediate insurrection",

without a party, without Soviets, with-
out a working class prepared for the
struf^de. The Spanish "I/enlnlsts' of
the "third iwriod" have forgotten the
teachings of Lenin during the struggles
in July Jt)17 at Petrogrart. The irre-

sponsible bureaucracy of the C, P. S. Is

very "cajKible" of playing at insurrec
tion—contrary to the teachings of Ijeni

—but not of making the revolution.
The Left Opposition has a great taf

to rulfil! and is alrwtdy actively engage,
working with all its forces to succet

Madrid, Solitary Prison, May 21, 1931

—H. LACROIX.

* Leaders of the popular military re-

volt at Jaoa, last December.—Ed,

Organization Notes

The social democratic mass is ferment-
ing with revolt. The working masses
are no longer inclined to suffer the
abuses of the hostile government. Th©
latest "Emergency Decree" of the Bruen-
ing government was met with volleys of
stormy protest from every' section of the

country. The more enlightened bourge-
oisie realize its danger. Thus, the Ber-
liner Tageblatt pathetically appeals to

the gr^at "stable party of the German
•citizenry" to cease its policy of tolerating

the Bruening government to head off the
tempestuous revolt of the masses. But
the social democratic lackeys are even,

more reactionary than these layers of

the bourgeoisie, they are determined to
go to the last ditch—?Eor their capital-

Our Subscription Camp^gn
With this issue the special subscrip-

tion campaign comes to a clo.se. Al-

though the results show a steady upward

climb on our mailing list, both for in-

divdual subscriptions and for bundle

sales during the i>orjod, they have not

been as great as they should be. The
Chicago branch heads the list with 44

subscriptions to its credit. It wins the

first prize. The New York branch comes

next with 37 sulis to its credit entitling

it to the second prize. Tiiird is the

Minneaiwlis branch with 22 subscrip-

tions to its credit. The St. Louis branch

turned in 23 subs but at the time of

closing had not entirely completed the

payment.
We are in >Lhis tabulatinn counting

only actual completed subscriptions and

the total results would indeed look very

modest if it had not been for the fact

that a good portion, >tlie most substantial

portion, is made up by many sub.s coming

in direct through Individual efforts of

supporters and readers scattered throngh-

ou.t the country.

There has, of course been the great

difficulty in the way that the subscrip-

tion campaign was conducted during the

period of the semi-monthly appearance

of the Militant This counts against the

past but very much in favor ot the

future. Therefore .
while this stage of

our subscription drive is closed we should

now be able to begin anew, and begin

On a much more favorable basis, W«
have reason to believe that all our com-

rades and supporters will now, with'fhe

Weekly actually in existence, undertake

in a systematic manner the conticHOUS

extension of the cirvculatiou of the Mili-

tent. It can be done by renewing the

eipired subscriptions, by obtaining new
subscriptions, by building up newsstand

sales and by Increasing the present

bundle order sales.

Out Program of Expansion Campaign
With this issue the second step of our

Expansion Program has become a real-

ity. First we established the Pioneer

Publishers, now the Weekly Militant is

here. Although we were by July first

a few dollars short of the stipulated

Kara, of $1,000 collected on the eipansioa

program we can nevertheless say that

w hare aneceieded (through the spleodld

• .i^rts of ""o ""'"' and suppoptero.

On the financial aspect of this pro

gram some branches have not responded

as well. For example the contributions

from Chicago and from Toronto have

been rather small. iWe do not believe

"that the possibilities in these two cities

have been particulafrly re.sjtrlcted, but

rather that they have not been followed

up so well. There are yet quite a good

number of pledges which have been made
for the Kxpansion Program which should

be collected either immediately or in

installments whichever basis was pro-

vided for. And that is true not only in

Chicago and Toronto but also elsewhere.

There are undoubtedly still some sym-

pathetic supiKJrters who could be visited

and additional sums secured. 'Now we
liave also issued regular contribution

lists for the Weekly Militant which

should be used to pick up small change

from any -worker willing to give sup-

port. A systematic effort in this re-

spect, with every comrade participating,

can become a substantial help. The
sums turned in on 'these lists will also

be icredite<l to the branches as their pait

in the Expansion Program since it is

already sucli a part by virture of being

for the establishment of the Weekly,

With 'the accomplishments already re-

corded, although modest, but a real ac-

complishment for a small revolutionary

group, we have all reason to feei con-

fident that we can proceed quite rapidly

to the next step which is to be realized

with the collections reaching $1,500. In

speaking of the further steps it should
uot he overloo] ed that the piri which
was really reserved for the final goal
of the program, 'that is the building ol

a fttaff, is already also on ',he way to
accom plishnieiit.
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Opposition Appeals To Milliners
We print below the prinpipal extracts

from a leaflet issued to the Left wiiig

workers in the headgear market of New
York by the fraction of tiie Comnranist

League (Opposition).—Ed.

To All Militant Millinery Workers
(Blockere, Operators, Trimmers, Cutters)

The growth and steady ascent of the

Cloth-Hat-Cap and Milliner Worker In-

ternational from 'tiie period ol 192t iso

1927 had. been checked by tLe reawtionary

hand of Mr, Zaritsky. The greatt-'St

ga'ina for the union were recorded at

until the "worthy President ixir-

the 1027 <!Onvention and lasted only

fected ttie machinery for the coming be-

trayals of the millinery workers. The
vicious campaign 4gain.st the workers

started with the ruthless elimination of

every bit of militant leadership in

the different parts of the country

as well as in New York. The Pjcsident

together with the G. E, B, succeeded in

their planned campaign to niidcrmine the

Strength of the Now York Jioca.1 43, of

Boston oLtal 7, of the Chicago Capmak-
era organization, etc, an<] came to the

1929 convention wrth greatly diminished

forces and broken ranks. The elimina-

Jlon of the Left wing from actire par-

tileipatIon and leadership In the Inter-

national meant the virtual destruction

0t working conditions in the cap and
ifalllinery shops. . . .

The millinery workfcrs are becoming
more and more convinced of the evil of

the present policies and where they le.^d

to; their hopes are in the Left wing.

The dissatisfaction and ferment in the
ranks of the millinery workers Is deep-

goinir and found Its expression recently

in the opixjsition to the signinj; of the

collective agreement. Had a well-con-

solidated, organized Left wing existed in

the millinery trade at thin tira<', o«r bur-

eaucrats would pretty much ->;hake in thoir

back door deals with the bosses. A Left

wing force which will be a challenge

to the hand in glove work with the boss-

es must rise on the wave of the dis-

content of the broad masses of headwear
workers. Therefore the task o£ the .Un-

ited Rank and File Committee at pre-

sent is to rally all milliner3' workers
ready and willing to fight against the
present officialdom and its policies in

Looal 42 and 24, and regardless of their

political opinion, solidify them into one
compaet force whi^-h would act as a
militant group for the interests of the

workers within the locals and the In-

ternational.

To accomplish this task we niust pro-

cee-l immediately to the calling of a
rank and file conference leaving the

basis for a real broad representation of

all rank and file millinery workers; to

such e. conference all workers <called

must be given the opportunity to ex-

press their view and opinions on how
to conduct the stru(;gie against the
treachery of the oificials. A narrow rank
and file committee mechanically control-

led will only shout phrases but will not

succeed In rallying the millinery workers
and directing their discontent into fight-

ing channels, as recent experiences have
taught us.

The "Call for the conference must con-

tain a restatemen! of principles. Up till

aow the position of the U. R. F. C. has
not been made sufiSciently clear to every
worker In the millinery trade. At the

outset when the U. R. P. C. was oonsti-

tated, the policy prevailing was to work
tinder the direct supervision of the Needle
Trades Workers Industrial Union with
the aim in mind to break away from the

Right wing controlled union as soon m
"teaalble", which would mean the break-

ing away of small and insignificant 8«e-

tions of the millinery workers and lettv--

Ing the bulk of them at Zarttskj's mer-
cies. Naturally we who helped hasten

the movement of tha U, R. F. C. uid
helx»ed crysttllize the sentiment ag«ln»t

the collective agreement did not and
could not subscribe to sueh a policy. At
present the U. R. F, C. utterances do MOt

mention at all Its attitude towards tk«

N. T, W- L U. The present negatlr*

attitude Is equally incorrect. We Ijeft

wingers cannot ignore the N. T. W, I. U,

Fear of the R. F. C. to mention the N.

T, W. I. U, and to take a positive stand

ta only misleading to the workers who
should know our views and dutle« to

the Industrial Union.

It should be made clear that while we
are building an opposition within the

Right wing controlled union with tlte

objective of changing the Right wl«g

policy and with the aim In mind to

transform the union Into a fighting

weapon of the workers, we at the eanie

time do not deny imir loyalty to the pr[n-

«Iples of the N. T. W. I. U. and Indus-

trial itnionlsm and we will continue our

struggles for such principles and wHl
fight for and demand a united front wIUi

the N, T. W, I. U. In its work of of-

ganizlng the unorganized as a step to-

ward the eventual establishment of one
industrial union for all needle trad«
workers
Nevertheleas a great departure has

been made by the U. R. F. C. from lU
original course and this makes it possi-

ble for all elements to find a basis for

united work. We millinery workers,

members of the Left Opposition, call upon
the mtlttaut workers to rally to the sup-

port of the United Rank and File Com-
mittee. We must give ample and serious

thought to the imperative neeA of united

action of the Left wing in the task of

Preventing further betrayals by the Right
ig administration in New York as well

ewhere.

all upon the U. B. F. C. to Issue

for a rank and file conference

which _wiil establish unity of all genu-

ine Left wing forces and consolidate

into a strong factor that will fight against

the reactionary policies of the Zarit-

skys in the locals and within the Inter-

national. Tite demands of this confer-

ence should be

:

(a) immediate establishment of a bul-

letin system tor the divison of

jobs, controlled by a committee »f

workers duly elected at local meet-
ings ; the Jobs available and distri-

buted should be publicly displayed

for all workers In the union head-

<iuarters.

(b) Shop committees of all branches
employed in the shop should be
elected at regular shop meetiiu*.

(c) exempt stamps and all union rights

for unemployed millinery workerit.

<d) no overtime should be permitted
in any shop.

(e) abolition of temporary working
cards.

(f) lowering of dues for those em-
ployed.

(g) unemployment insurance fo be
raised through a percentage paid
in by the bosses.

(h) an immediate lowering of wages
for the officialdom which would
correspond with the average earn-
ings of the millinery workers.

<i) an oi^anization drive to abolish
the sweat shop; this organii»tion
drive should be carried on by <11

millinery workers ready to serve
the union and should be substi-

tuted fokT the reactionary proposal
for a stoppage.

We propose the adoption by the Left
wing of the slogan THE SIX HOUR
DAY WITHOUT REDUCTION IN PAY,
and as a union demand to be attained
immediately the forty bour, flv« day
week for all millinery workers—a borB-
Ing necessity at this period of wide-
spread economic crisis. A shorter week
would insure motre work for the unem-
ployed and help check the undermining
of union standards.

^We call upon the United Rank and
File Committee to adopt and act Imme-
diately upon these proposals.
For a united and effective Left wing

in the millinery trade!

Millinery Workers, Members of

the Communist League of America
(Opposition)

Cleveland Varty

<2 Unemployment
On Friday the nineteenth there was an

unemployment demonstration in Cleve-

land called by the party, in which we
took part. Hardly a thousand partici-

pated. There (Were onlj three placards

displayed in the whole rii,'marole. And
besides it was quite spiritless. Sam Don,
the D. O., stood in command from be-

hind. The demonstrators marched on
the City Hall -where they were allowed

without any ireeis&ance whatsoever to

enter, en masse, the city council cham-
ber, where the city council men awjited
them for a hearing. Ajid here lies the

crux of the matter.

The party has changed its slogans and
Its position on the question of unemploy-
ment. It no longer demands unemploy-
ment insurance—$15 per week and an
additional three for each dependent. To-
day it asks for relief (!) and it does
not even specify how much. This brings

It into confiict not with the capitalist

class OP Its government, Iiut with the

charity organizations! As a matter of
fact, the whole hearing, with the council-

men was devoted in the main to proving
whether the charities were corrupt or
not, whether they had denied food to this

Individual or not, whether they had giv-

en five dollars instead of nine. The un-
employed council even produced^ '

three
cases io prove the graft of the charity
organization. And the, witnesses! Own-
ers of houses, insurance policies, hun-
dreds of dollars in grocery bills, and
what not. The party has sunk into the
worst kind of opportunism. Not unem-
ployment insurance because that re-
quires a difiicult struggle—but the path
of least resistance—only relief ; it's easier
to get, appears to be the attitude of the
party. The whole unemployment strug-
gle degenerates into whether the char-
ities association shall pay its relief in
cash or in kind. And to make up for
this kind of opportunism the party tells

the workers in an adventurist braggad-
a(;;:). -If they won't give us this relief

we will go and take It." By the wjiy,
the police were completely conspicuous
by their absence. Only three mounted
cops were visible on [he whole line of
march ; not a single cop In the city hall
to be seen.

Cleveland. —GRORGB CLARKE.

inois Miners on the March
CHRISTOPHER, ILL.
The new devlopments of the most out-

standing significance in the Illinois mine
fields can bo enumerated as follows

:

1. The sub-district convention of

Franklin County adopted something like

1 0-1 resolutions pertaining to changes in

the constitution. The preamble changes
the notorious retreat of '"an equitable

.share of what we produce" baick to the
fighting principh! of ''the full share of

our product". Further, tlie convention
changed the constitution to the effect

that no official in the organization can
suoceed himself in office. Giving more
power into the hands of the pit com-
mittees, and less power to Joint group
boards of conciliation

2. The present rank and file move-
ment is the greatest and most effective

uprising of the Illinois miners.

3. The honesty and devotion of the
majority of the leaders that have sprung
up in the course Of this new turn caij-

not be doubted.

4. The movement is so drunk with

rank and fileism that no ofticlals of the

organization are allowed to address the

miners.

5. The division of the rank and tile

miners since the Lowiss-Fishwlck fight

was practically liquidated outside of a

few imiK>rted henchmen that invaded

the conference for the purpose of oaus-

Lng confusion and .spreading dis<^u:r-

asienieut. However, the convention over-

whelmed these tools and resolved to ex-

terminate from within the ranks.

The (^onvention call sent out to every

lo(^al union in )Lhe s>tate Is of gteat

importance. The convention will have
much work to realize as a real miners'

convention has not been in effect since

the old pre-war days. The sub-district

convention of Fran!:lin country was very

much alive with discussion and fire

from the delegates. The convention de-

liberated over 12 days, adopted over 200
resolutions and did other things to per-

fect its organizutit nal machinery.

The greatest da;iger before the rank
and file miners at the present time is

the fact that the Illinois movment can
he converted into a tail of Lewis and the

movement can furl her come under the
win^ of the I^ewis machine as a whole.
Tiiere has been heiitation on the party
of some of the leaders to come out

straightforwardly in opposition to Iiewi^t

as well. They have taken refug; under
phvases like "I am willing to do what
the rank and file want to do." Yet at

the same time, they refriin from bold-

ly attacking Lewis. They are most
militant in opposition to the district of-

ficialdom led by Walker. The miners
must organize themselves so strongly

that any leading individual will be in-

stantly crashed when he pulls anything
to divert the rank and tile movement
from its proper course.

I know that the rank and file will

not "save" the U. M. W. A. I know
that Lewis is deterinined to go down the

line with the union under his arm if

it means its destruction. But the time
is not far off when the West Virginia

miners' union, the Illinois rank and file

movement, the National Miners Union,
and other grouiiw thronghout the coun-
try will constitute the material that will

form a powerful miners' industrial un-
ion. This objective is the only way out.

—(JKRRY AJ^LARD.

(Other miners' new.s on page one)

THE SECOND CONVENTION OF THE

C. L. A. (OPPOSITION)

During the latter part of -the Winter

months we expected to set the flrjt

week in July as a tentative date for the

second national conference of the Com-

munist League of America (Opposition),

The final date of course must be con-

ditioned upon the publication of our

theses of fujture perspectives and tasks.

These are now practically completed and

being sent to the non-resident -N. E. C.

the exact date together with the various

ments. We expect their publication «a

a special supplement to the issue of the

Militant dated July 18.

There will then follow a two-months
period for discussion of the issues raised,

to be conducted in the columns of the
Militant. We are -therfore orienting upon
a final conference date of about Septem-
ber IE). However, the official call which
is to be Issued very soon will specify

the exact date, toegther with the various
regula'tlons for the conference.

Where Does British Labor Stand ?
By the thesis of the Eleventh Comia-

tern Plenum we are Informed that the
growing contrasts between the systeme ol
Soviet economy and capitalist economy
is the "kernel of contemporary interna-
tional relations". Without for one mo-
ment overlooking this growing contrast,
it is neeossary to observe the "slight"
error of estimate made by the authors.
The kernel of contemporary internation-
al relations is not yet this growing con-
trast. No, this keenel is ptill to be
found in the Increasingly furious con-
test between the main imperialist powers
for hegemony of the world market.

—

More precisely the rivalry between the
United States and England.

Both of these powers are in the throes
of the deep-going capitalist world crisis.
T'he unbridled expansion of American
Imperialism Is already forcing England
to the wall. In actual practise it Is now
being demonstrated that the former, in
order to overcome Its economic difficul-

ties win proceed yet more ruthlessly
furtJier to establish and maintain it«

world hegemony against Europe, and par-
ticularly, against its main competitor-
England, It Is in this sphere that the
most gigantic coafllet yet is being pre-
pared. New wars and revolutions which
will shake the world to its foundatton.
The storm clouds are gathering and
moving' with ever increasing velocity. This
which has been assigned only second-
ary place in the Eleventh Comintern
Plenum thesis, is the "kernel of contem-
porary Juternatlonal relations."

Manuvering for position through econ-
omic and diplomatic means has so far
characterized the contest between these
two powers ; that Is, with a few englneei^
ed revolutions thrown In for good mee^
sure. All a prelude to the contttiuaUon
which win take the form of open war-
tare. The five power naval conference
•emingly hung the shield of a diplom-
atic victory on the chest of the etotee^ne
British premier; but In reality Ameriean
Imperialism carried off the laurele o*
victory. It win soon stand out mudt
more clearly to what extent ithe reaulta
of this conference means a settlement of
naval supremacy In favor of the power
with the strongest Industrial resources.
Ameriean Iinj>eriallsm for Dl»armttment

—^In Europe

From the more recent Chequers con-
versations similar prospects have opened
up for American imperialism In regards
to land armaments. The German Chan-
cellor suggested a downward levlslon of
reparations payments. Of course, suah

a proposal would need the sanction of
Wall Street by which the reparations
payments are finally pocketed. How-
ever, President Hoover was not slow In

grasping the opportunity. His morator-
ium proclamation aims at two simul-
taneously "great" accomplishmemts—to
knife the developing German revolution

and to lead force to the counter-demand
of reduction of land armaments of the

EluTODean nations.

Such land armaments, of course, do
not merely involve the question of sol-

diers, of standing army, but of the
whole war machinery, of implements, of
air fleets etc. Thus we see in the field

of land armaments similarly the econ-
omic pressure by American imperialism
for a settlement In favor of the power
with the greatest industriil resources.
The "Armaments Year Book" of the

League of Nations reports the sums laid

out for military and naval expenditures
In 1328-1929 by the principal powers to
be:

United States $ 772,i«4.O0O
Great Britain $ 550,080,000
France $ 357,556.000

We may rest assured that American im-
perialism will fully utilize this opportun-
ity and swiiis its economic whip to roduce
the armaments particularly of its nearest
rival and secure its own supremacy un-
challenged. Such are its preparations
for the more open and more brutal In-

evitable conflict. It wil] also be another
step toward more definitely putting the
European nations on rations. While
these undoubtedly ar* the perspectives of
American imperialism there remains still

the American working class to be heard
from.

"nie Essential Question of Destiny of
England

What is the position of Engird tn this
conflict? It is showing the anrs of a
declining empire. It has'fallea to third
place aa a world exporting power. Inch
by Inch It Is being forced fnrtlker to the
wall by its most overwhelming com-
petitor the United 'States. Her domin-
ion empire is shaken by the growing dif-

ferentiation of interests of each separ.ite

part. In the colonies, serious revolution,
ary movements are developing, Thue,
now that the sun Is actually beginning to

set over her imperial domain it coin-

cides with her advance loward a rev-
olutionary situation. The question of
the greatest Importance, however, is the
one of the readiness of the working clasi
for such a situation ; and above all the
question put by Comrade Trotsky In hU
book "Whither England"

:

"Will it be possible to organize^ s

Communist party in England, which shall

be strong enough and which shall have
•uifficienftly large masses behind It, to

enable it, at the psychological moment
to carry out the necessary political con-

clusion of this ever sharpening crisis?

This question Involves the entire des-

tiny of England."

Where is the Proletarian Vanguard?
In the Dec. 1923 parliamentary elec-

tions, coming right upon the heels of

the defeat of the German revolution and
the Ameriean intervention for restabiliz-

ing German capitalism, the British Com-
munist Party polled 53,000 votM to the
Labor party's 4,350,000. By the 1928

elections the relationship of votes were
50,000 to 800j,000 respectively. Thus,
if parliamentary elections register any-

thing, this intervening period registered

a victory of reformism over Communism,

and that during a period of heavily

growing unemployment. During the gen-

eral strike year the G. P. membership
reached its highest membership, about
12,000. It was a force within the trade

unions and to an extent within the labor

party, despite expulsion barriers. The
iHiiiority Movement was supposed to have
a following of close to a million ; but

alas, the fatal weakness : It was mainly
based upoa the "prestige" of the "Left"

gentlemen of the type of Purcell Hicki
and Cook. The party weekly organ
reached a circulation of about 70,000 and
the Minority Moveiaent weekly oT^an
about 110,000. Today the party find*

Itself frightfully reduced tt> a position

of serious Isolation, its daily organ not
reaching much above a 3,0(X) circulation.

The Minority Movement has become a
skeleton organization of the party with-

out any serious influence. The Commas-
ist vanguard has bo far remained ar-
able to draw upon the great and growlnc
resources of working class diailluslOB-

ment with the MacDonald labot goverm-
menL
While we shall reserve an attempt to

make an analysis of this specific sltu*-

tloQ until a later article, It is necessar;
to bear In mind, when looking at this

contrast of the past with the present,

the disastrous policy of the Anglo-Hu»-
elan Unity Committee. From this the
British Communist Party has not learned
one single lesson. As a matter of taet
by Us bureaucratic leadership of Stallji-

tst faction agents, the membership ha«
ben prevented from making any such at^

tempt. Thus the heritage of this false

policy, while remaining unoondemned and
uncorrected, today still weighs like as
alp upon the party. And surely a fond-
amental change of orientation, of poUcT
and of tactics Is necessary before the

Communist party will lie able to play
a serious leading role in the coming
etruggles now being Inexorably prep*red
by tlie developments of England's crleia

—not to speak of the coming revolution-

ary situation.

MacDonald Prepftring the Road
Meanwhile the road of England head-

ing directly toward new serious class

battles la clearly discernible. The sttaa-

tion is l>eing described by her leading in-

dustrialists as one of "unrelieved gloom*'.

But statements by them are, of course,

not in the least concerned with the ter-

rible pauperization and squalor of the

working class. There is a growing de-

mand from the financial interests for a
complete overhauling of the industrial

machinery. But right there the demand
strikes a snag which with this gentry,

finds flig formula : "England Is living on
a higher standard than her continental

neighbors".

Naturally this is not to be interpreted

as having any reference to the standard
of the capitalist masters and hence all

efforts are aimed at redueing tiie work-
ing class standard of living. Througb-
out England there is a systematic heavy
wage slashinir "far eaj ried into almost

every industry. The workers to be sure

having registered a growing -tlssatisfac-

tion and increased attempts at resist-

ance but they have not yet taken the

form of a consciously prepared defen-

sive. In the Wi^ge slashing campaign
a de&nite role has been assigned to the

MacDonald government, I'rlor to Its

taking over the reins for his majesty,

these Labor party politicians were rather

unsparing in their deni-ands for capital in-

vestments for expansion of British in-

dustry. Usually, this followed with a
veiled "threat" that if capitalism could
not run Industry, the workers would.
Not that this was Intended for the

ears of the workers and for them to

carry out the practical conclusions there-

from. Far from that. It was intended

as a pressure upon capitalism. And to-

day history is drawing the conclusion
for MacDonald and his colleagues. It

flows inevitably from their position as
his majesty's ministers, as lieutenants

of eapitalism of the most miserable but
also most cunningly treacherous social

reformist stripe. Theirs Is now the par-

ticular task, no longer of mouthing
phrases about workers running industry,

but of applying the instruments of capi-

talist state coercion to reduce the work-
ers* standard of living ; to assure the
basis for rationalization and further ex-

ploitation. That It is precisely also the
labor government which is assigned tha

task of making preparations for the com-
ing imperialist conflict—disguised under
peace palavers—coincides with its posi-

tion.

But the plans of the capitalist mas-
ters of England including the specific

tasks assigned to the I^abor government,
have not yet fully materialized. Thus,
despite the menacing clouds which now
BO frequently- threaten the much cherish
ed jobs of these royal ministers they
will, barring unforeseen developments,
still be able to hang on for some time.
But that will make possible the further
completion of the process of disillusion-

ment and make the break more decisive.

It will make the coming class battles

more decisive also. Yet the all impor-
tant question remains the clarity and
defintienesK of working' class direction.

Will the Communist forces be able to

lead?

—ARNE SWABECK.

Note: This Is the first of a aeries of
articles on the present situation in Eng-
land and the tasks of the Communist*.
A second installment win appear In the
next Issue.—Ed.)
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The Unemployment

Councils at Work
In a more tlian a year the party has

not developed out of the rank and file of

its unemployed councils a single leader

of even secondary caliber, certainly not

one of real stature. To expect the lat-

ter is to ask the mouse to bring forth

a * mountain. But the mountain ha«

brought forth mice in plenty. The party

has developed in the apparatus of Its

uneihployed councils a host of little func-

tionaries, petty careerists, badly trained

ideolgically and politically. It Is enough

to participate in one or two demonstra-

tions, play (t more or less prominent role,

subscribe without reservations to the

party line, obey orders, heap abuse and
slander on the "renegades'*—to be as-

sured of some little position In the ap-

partus and sit on the platform when
Foster debates Muste.

Originally, too, the party can show

only a minus for its unemployment work.

The unemployed councils are largely pa-

per organizations. Workers Joined, at-

tended a demonstration or two, listened

to general demands unconnected with
their local, most Immediate needs and
drifted away. Or their attendance at

best, even now is irregular. This Is due
to the fact that they have been recruited

from the breadlines and lavst arrange
their time by that oj the breadlines or

other relief agencies at large distances

from their homes. This source of tha

eounciii^* membership explains why there

are almost no working class women and
children in them.

Because of this floating membership
and Iriegular attendance, it Is necessary

to hold business meetings every day to

organize each day's work. It Is Impossi-

ble to organize the details of work more
than one day In advance. A worker who
will distribute leaflets on Monday cannot
be counted on In advance to do it again
On Tuesday, (Wednesday, etc. This ap-

plies as well to party members assigned

to the councils, who are frequently shift-

ed about from one council to another
council or i>arty organization or activity.

This day-to-day organization of each day's

business results in a terrible monotony
of mechanical business routine. More
hours are spent each day In Indoor busi-

ness meetings than in actual work. This
furtlier discourages the workers from at-

tending the metlngs regularly.

The floating membership and Irregular

attendance make it necessary for a small

jlrtiop, nsually party members and ap-

paratus functionaries, to T.arry on the

work. Small as It Is, the work Is too

much for the working nucleus, who pro-

test and complain about the Inactivity

of the membership. This results in spor-

adic "discussion^", futile, paper plana

to activlze the gen'eral memberships and
in a deepening chasm between the "ac-

tive" and the "inactive" members.

A general looseness pervades the In-

ner orgnaizational work of the councils.

Motions are i>assed and promptly for-

gotten. A motion Initiating socialist

competition among the councils tn their

organization of tenant's leagues, Is pass-

ed unanimously by an executive body
and never heard about again. Motions
calling for reports on finances, on the
sale of literature, etc., are passed and re-

sult in nothing. Committees and delega-
tions are elected, do not work, make ao
reports and are not brougiit to account.
Small sums are continuously stolen by
unemployed worl^ers. Efforts at ele-

mentary workers* education are as Ir-

regular as the attendance of the rank
and file. A course in public speaking by
Brodsky is dropped when half completed
without explanation given or demanded.
Tre ideological level of the "education"
Is unbelievably low. Thus Johnstone on
the unemployment program of the I. W.
W.

:
"The prognam of the Trotskylets,

as I will show, differs only by a halr'if

breadth from the program of the I, W
W."

The external activities of the councils
Buffer from the same looseness. The
distribution of leaflets is unsystematic
and hap-hazard. Some workers throw
them Away. What tenants' league work
Is done Is equally unsystematic and hap-
hazard. Meetings with honee commit*-
tees are not followed up. No minutes
of these meetings are kept. N'o further
Steps are taken to spread the organiza-
tion to neighboring houses. In restoring
the fiirniture of evicted workerst. the
council proceeds to the scene of the evic-
tion without leadership, etc, etc.

No adequate tecbiqne has been devised

for fighting evictions. The procedure In

vogue at present can be compared only io
Are flghting. An eviction is reported to
a council. The council fs mobilized and
proceeds to the scene. If It outnumbers
the police ten to one t'.e furniture Is re-
stored. Obviously this is a ridiculous
procedure. Should the councils be able,
from the point of view of time, numbers
and other factors—which they are not
to restore the furniture of every evicted
worker, they would be reduced to a soc-
iety for restoring evicted furniture. But
in that case, the police and the municipal
governments would be more than equal
to the problem. Their organization Is »s
yet stronger, more mobile, better die-
ciplined and trained. In New York City,
one or two patrolmen In a position to
summon more, are stationed at the s« e
of eveiiy eviction In the neighborhoods
where the councils are known to tnnctton.

—THOiAS STAMM.
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THE CAPITAUST OFFENSIVE

Wage CHtting began wltli the first

mtBlfeBtatlons of the crisis and have

been proce^aing ever since at ft con-

tloually accelerated pace. For quite «

while this practice was masked by den-

IslB and all kinds of subterfuge* The

aototloua conference of- employers and

labor leaders at the ^Wljlte House,
,
at

which the solemn pledge to maictain

wage iftandards was issued was the first

big emoke screen behind wiiiiih the more-

meat began. It was followed by a cam-

paign of rediMtlocs all along the line.

But the flctipn of holding up the levels

was maintained, and the wage cutters

resorted, primarily, to indirect methods,

such as laying off aijd ro-biring at re-

duced rates, in order to conceal the ac-

tual trend.

But now the process of beating down

the living standards of the workers has

reached a new stiige. The figures on

wage cuts are accumulating ia such a

volume that the fatts can no longer be

hidden or denied. And there is no point

itt it, for the exploiters, emboldened by

the pra()tieal atisence oi labor resisi>

enoG have begun a real assault on the

wage scales. They are coming out In

the «pen with this policy.

This was indicated several weeks ago

in the blunt declarations of the leading

bankers that wages must come down still

further. In these statements the key-

note of capitalist policy was sounded,

and the offensive against labor stand-

ards began to widen its scope. The flg-

ur'M of the Labor Bureau, Inc. show 1S5

wage reductions, averaging about 10 per

cent, and distributed over 175 manufac-

turing enterprises, for the single month

ending March 15. The campaign con-

tinues In full swing. The pious sermon-

ising of the *arly months ot the crijia

about keeping up the wage scales is giv-

ing 'Place to editorial apology for the

lowering standards,

Ttie New York Times, the most influ-

ential and authoritative organ of the

capitalists, salutes the program of re-

trenchment at the expense of the work-

ers and recommends it to them. "Econ-

omists and practical men" says the

Times editorial of ,Iune 7, "Jtre not all

agreed that it has been wise ... to

Insist upon the maintenance of high

wages." And not only that. The Times

does not think it "wise" to insist on

other conditions land standards which

interfere with the workers' efficiency as

profit-makers for the trosscs. "Is it not

fair to ask of them that tbey contribute

something to the general effort to tide

over the days of hardship?" it flsks.

They haven't contributed enough yet.

So now, according to the Times, they

sliouid "yield something in the way
of special privileges, and even arbitrary

rulings, which have been established ia

good times, but which might be nciin-

qulshed or modliltKl." In this sugar-

coated declaration of war thejse la the

essence of the capitalist policy for the

ensuing period :• an unbroiled offeasive

against the workers.

Will the workers fight back? Will fchey

take up the defensive struggle on a wide

front within the year? There are a lew

signs of such a development, but thay

are is)E)lated and spofradi: as yet. It

must be admitted that a serious 'defea-

eive struggle, involving masses ot work-

ers, has not yet begun. The Department

of Labor figures, just published, show

f^wer strikes ia the year 1930 than in

any year' sijace 1&I8. t>53 strikes and

lockouts last year against 3,630 in 1919

a comparative picture of the state ot

labor activity. The first three months

of li>31 showed 146 strikes and lockouts

a slight decline from last year's lOw

average,

These figures, taken by tliemselves, may
well prove to be highly deceptive. The
capitiiiiSLs, pioceeuing full swing to a

iui-tner ,ut£ack on the workers, are quite

likely to collide wiUi an eipiosive factor

nld(tt;n behind liie bare tigures of the

strme movements for the past fifteen

months. The figures alone take no ac-

count of the accumulation of grievance

and discontent as yet unexpressed and

therefore unspent. Jt is by no means as-

sured that the new encroachments will

pass unchaiJenged, On the contrary, they

are more apt to bring matters to the

combustlion point.

The capitalists, bent on loading the

burden of the crisis onto the backs of

the workers are preparing thereby [he

necessary conditions for a labor revolt. In

this way they will convince the work-

ers, as propaganda has been unable to

conviwe them, 'that there is no way out

but to fight, Tj'nder such conditions the

prospect of a series of stormy battles,

of which the American workers have

many times shown themselves capable,

is by no means unreasonable. In that

event the Communists would set hearing

the like of which has not been granted

before.

THE UNION SQUARE MEETING
When the meeting at Union Square

last Saturday was opened by the chair-

man with the announcement that th*

oSiclal Communist party has not been in-

vited to send a speaker for the occasion
—

^which was ostensibly a united front

demonstration in behalf of the Centralla

prisoners—the represen'tative of (,h«

Communist Lea.E^ne, comrade Swabeck

took his name oiT the speakers' list aad

withdrew from the meeting. In this de-

monstrative action there was the protest

of the conscientious revolutionist again.'^t

the prostitution of the interests of class

war pri^wners to de!>ased and reaction-

ary factionalism.

Just consider! Here was proclaimed

a union of all forces for the Gentralia

martyrs—la most commendable undertak-

ing in which every militant workw
worthy of the name would boldly par-

ticipate. Every radical and pseudo-rad-

ical organization that can be thought ot

was represented by a speaker: yellow

socialists and Right Communists, liberals

aad anarchists, Musteltes and I. W. W.8.

Everybody was welcomed—everybody but

the Communist party. This, with it*

ten of thousands of meml>ers and sup-

porters, was deliberately and speeiiflo-

ally excluded. Do you call that a un-

ited front for class war prisoners? It

Is a contemptible fraud,- using the Cen-

tralia victims as a shield tor a xeac-

tionary demonstration.

You will not get our support for such

a game. Comrade Swabeck's withdrawal

from the meeting was a way of say-

ing this. He mlglit have made the pro-

•test by taking the stand and denouncing

the shameful procedure. That, however
is a secondary question and a debatable

one. There Is something unspeakably re-

pugnant to an honest militant in using

the platform of a labor defense meeting

for polemics. The prisoners, and their

burning appeal for solidarity, are apt

to get lost in the shuffle. > This is what
actually happened at the Union Square
meeting. An anarchist windbag, taking

his tip from the chairman's announce

ment, givos a lecture against the prole

taxian dictatorship in Russia, Other
speakers poisoned to the niarrow by ihe

pliobia ag.iin.';t Communism, aired their

prejudices. The result? The meeting
degenerated into a demonstration against

Communism. Those who hold the Cen-

tralis men in prison have no reason to

object to that.

The leaders of the I, W. W, are dir-

ectly responsible for this miserable per-

formance and their guilt is in no way
eitenuated by the fact that the Stalin-

ists boycotted a similar meeting last

year. That action of Foster and Co. waa
a crime for which the Communist work-
ers will yet call them to account. The
Union Square meeting was conducted on
the same plane. By their actions its

organizers said to the Stalinists: Sol-

idarity in I:ehalf of labor prisoners means
just as little to us as it means to you;
we will prove that we are just as rot-

ten rts you are. That is what they said.

That is what they itroved.' It Is by
such an attitude^in which (he officials of

the I. W. W. met the officials of tha
Communist party on one level—that a
real movement of genuine solidarity ia

the fight for the Centralia victims Is

thwarted, and sabotaged, and made im-
possible.

This affair of last Saturday waa rich
in other instructive lessons. liespite the
formidable list of organizations repre-

sented, a scant few hundred came to th*
meeting. Doesn't that show where th«
present strength of labor militancy lies')

Doesn't it show that the socialists paid
only lip service to the demonstration and
that they give no real support to the
issue?

The I. W, W. has come to a sad pass
when, in the crusade against Commun-
ism, it falls into t!ie company ot this

black gang and finds itself at home there.

But this is the logic of Oie figrht against
Communism. Communism, despite all

the worthless bureaucrats who disgrace
its Itanner, is the only revolutionary
d<x-trine the only revolutionary class
movement of the proietariat. Whether
they wish it or not. those who dedicate

A New Slander Against D.B.Riazanov
Pravda of March 12 published a nota

enrtltled "Marx on K, Kautsky" and

signed "the Marx-Bngels Institute",

This note has subsequently been repro-

duced without aay comment by the world

press ot the Comintern. Kxternally, the

center of gravity of this rtote lay in the

remarkable passage from tlie letter of

Marx in 1881 which gives a crushing

characterization of Kautsky, a characteri-

zation which was, in short, fully verified

by the future.

The publication of the note solemnly

signed by the whole Institute has, how-

ever another aim : to befoul the person

who created the Marx-Bngels Institute

and was at its head. Here ia what is

said at the end. of the note: "The orig-

inal of this letter was turned over to

RIazanov by the well-known Menshevik

Lydla Zederbaum-Dan already in 1925,

Rtazanov ca^retully concealed the letter,"

During the trial of the Meusheviks,

Riazanov was accused before the whole

world by the attorney general of the

republic of collaboration ia the conspir-

acy against the dictatorship of the pro-

letariat, A few months after this Tic-

cusation, the whole of humanity has com-

municated to it a new crime of Kiazanov:

he has, it seems, again into the bargain

. . . concealed the quotation from Marx's

letter ot 1881. Nothing but this need

of advancing against comrade Riazanov

such circumstances to make his case

worse, and which are all out of propor

tloa to the first accusation shows that

the socalled conscience ot Messrs, ac-

cusers ia not tranquil. By combining,

as usual, disloyalty with rudeness, these

people only discover -thing.s with their

aid, and only betray the fragility of the

prop.

We explained at the time in a hypo-

thetical form how the accusation against

RIazanov originated, Everything that is

written us from Moscow on this sub-

ject fully <>onfirras our suppositions. If is

not difficult to reveal the mechanism of

the supplementary accusation launched

today by the same accusers under the

pseudonym of the Marx-Engels Institute.

"The Menshevik Lydla Zederbaura" turn-

ed over the letter ot Miarx to Riazanov
back in 1925. Why did she give it to

him? As a token of Riazanov's back in

him? As a token of Riazanov's friend-

ship with the Mensheviks, and of their

future collaboration in the conspiracy

against the dlctator.ship of the proletar-

iat? The "InstiSute" is speechless on
this subject. The word "the Mensiievik"

ought to shut the mouth of all who
hesitate, ail the viore so because .since

1925, Riazanov "carefully concealed" the
letter. Why did he conceal it? Obvious-
ly In order to s.ifeguard the interests of

Kautsky and of world Menshevism, It

is true that between 192"), when Rias-

anov entered into conspiracy with the
Mensheviks to conceal the historic docu-

themselves to the war against Commun-
ism come to the service of reaction. The
deplorable affair at Union Square last

Saturday was a striking illustration—and
e warning'—of this logic, —,T. P. C.

ment, and 1931, when he was mixed up
in the conspiracy^against the dictatorship

of the proletariat, Kiazanov published

not a few documents and works which

cftutkd Menshevlsm considerable Vexa-

tion. But nothing doing. The readers

of the press of the Comintern must be

guided along the old formula of the de-

vout: "I believe it no matter how ab-

surd it is,"

Good, the reader will say, but what
did happen witii the letter? Ia it au-

thentic, did Riazanov really hide it? And
if he did. then why? It is enoygh to look

at the quotation in order not to doubt

the authenticity of the letter: Marx
cannot be falsified, even by Yaroslavsky

in collaboration with Yagoda, As to the

circumstances under which the letter

was "concealed", we can, again only

propose a hypothesis whose verisimili-

tude, however, is guaranteed a hundred

percent by all the circumstances of the

affair.

Riazanov could receive the letter

only from the hands of those who held

it. The mangement of the heritage of

Knijeis has fallen into the hands of Bern-

stein by force of the s<Sme historical

logic of the epigones which today per-

mits Yaroslavsky to dispose of the heri-

tage of Lenin. Riazanov manifested an
exceptional ped.'fe^-eranee an Ingenuity in

gathering together the heritage of Man
and of Kngels. Like the Lenin Institute,

the Marx-Kngels Instiute bought numer-

ofus documents from the Mensheviks and
through the Intermediary of Mensheviks:

it is enough to refer, for example to the

archives bought by the Lenin Institute

from Potressov*. It is beyond doubt

that the "Menshevik Lydia Zederbaum"'

did not simply turn over the letter to

Ulazanov. but she probably sold it as

an intermediary for Bernstein or some-

one else among the old men who had the

letter by Marx. It Is quite natural that

In selling this letter, which draws a

crushing picture of Kautsky, Bernstela

or the other proprietor ot the document

from the same circle, put as a condltlOB

for tlie sale that the letter should not b»

published while Kautsky was alive or

while the one selling it was alive. Th«
rigorous manner In which Bernstein sub-

mitted to this sort of censorship th^e cor-

respondence of Marx and Kngels Is suf-

ficiently well known. There was ao
other choice left to comrade Riazanov

:

in order to get possession of the letter,

he was obliged to accept the condition

imposed upon* him Anybo<ly else In his

place would have acted in the same way.

After having accepted this condition, he

naturally carried it out. It is only

thanks to this extreme prudence and loy-

alty in all matters of this kind that

Riazanov has been able to extract from

the hands of adversaries precious ele-

ments of the heritage of our classics. We
think that it Js now clear why Riazanov
"concealed" the letter. Whoever know*
Riazanov will not doubt for an instant

that more than anybody cise, Riazanov
burned with the desire to publish his

valuable find. But he waited for the

proper moment to strike. By means (ft.

a raid, the letter of Marx was found

at Riazanov's and it was not only mad*
public, that is, not only was the engage^-

ment nvade l)y Kiazanov broken, but it

was turned around as a proof against

Kiazanov. What should we call such «
manner of a-ctlng? Let us call It by itti

right name: it is a way ot acting a 14

Stalin.

L. TROTSKY.

* Potressov, former Men.shevik colla-

borator of Ijenin and Martov in Iskra,

Today an emigre, be publishes in Paris

an organ which figlits, at the extreme

Right wing of the Mensheviks, against

Soviet Russia.—Ed.

The Hoover Reparations-Debts Scheme
(Continued i^rom page 1)

still has a gratifying surplus left from

the German reparations. Does it com-

plain about that? Mellon and Hoover

will soon suggest a "way out ot the

complication". Balance your budget, M,

Laval, by cutting down on armaments
expenditures. This ingenious form of

blackmail turned the trick for America

at the Washington Naval Conference ia

3921, where. It first achieved "parity"

.vith the British. It worked at the Lon-

don conference in 1929. In short, the

dominance of the American dollar ha«

torpedoed more British vessels than the

Germans could hope to sink In the Bat-

tie of Jutland, Why should it not suc-

ceed in l>eing just as effective against

France? MacDonald the faithful outpost

in Europe of Wall Street, has already ad-

vanced the idea, with an eye at France,

in the House of Commons.
A Solution of the Crisis?

But the crisis? Will it be solved by

the Hoover plan? Fantasy I .The stock

market may experience a few jerky rises

and falls for a while, but the army of

uneinplO)-ed remains just as large, indus-

trial production just as low, the markets

of the world just as contracted and con-

gested. More than Hoover's suspeasion

plan will be required to undo these dif-

ficuities.

Then the Cerman crisis, at the very

least? Beyond a doubt it will be am-

eliorated. But only for a brief time.

The postponement of the big collapse will

only make It more eartii-sliaklng when

it does take place. There is an inexor-

able fatality in Wall Street's plans bo

save Germany from Bolshevism: The
Dawes plan lasted almost five years be-

fore it had to be scrapped for the Young
plan. The Young plan never outlived its

father—two years of life and it Is mourn-

ed at the grave only by France. The
Hoover plan? Will it ia.'st even two

years? It is donbtfuL In the ability of

the German Communists to solve th*

crisis of misery and despair by a suc-

cessful proletarian revolution, lies the

final answer to ail the plans of imperial-

ist conquest and slavery.

—MAX SHACHTMAN.

Almost two years have elapsed since

the current crisis began, and still the

bourgeoisie has made no progress toward

utiderstanding it or foi/oulating a solu-

tion. At tlie April meeting of the Aca-

demy ot Political Science, a group of

banKers, business men, and professors of

economics gathered for two days, under

the chairmanship of a Morgan partner

and later of a former chairman of the

Federal Reserve Board, to discuss the

crisis. Every man -for himself, they pre-

sented the following "explanations":

I, There is no crisis—world produp.

tion of commodities keeps increasing with

only minor setbacks of which this is

one. and will continue to increase to

new high records. 2. The war and its

nfter-effects. 3. Continuing political in-

security, 4. Tariff bmrrlers. ,">. Over-

production of agricultural products, G.

Business has to go in cycles, 7, Poor
management of banking and credit fac-

ilities. 8. Lack ot equilibrium among
Industries and communities, 9. Short-

age and maldistribution of gold.

The chairman of the board of the Chase
National Bank, the largest bank in tiie

United States, adds:

10. Abnormalities in ceriAin commod-
ity markets due to attempts at price

fixing.

II, The delay with which wholesale

prices ot finished goods, retail prices,

wages, and rentals, have followed the

drop In prices of raw materials.

The significant thing about all these

•iplanations is that nowhere is there

the slightest mention of the one thing

that bourgeois and proletarian alike

agree in regarding as the mainspring of

all capitalist economic activity—profits

This comiseion should not be looked at

aa a coincidence. The bourgeois does not
wish at this time to measure forces

frankly and openly with the proletariat

In economic or other conflict, and his

ideological defense Is to obscure the
Issue by leaving out of the discussion the
most Important factor which Is profits,

Comparing the reports of 1900 corpor
atlons engaged in 59 lines ot business for

1930 with 1929. net profits show a de-

clina from 55,983,049,000 in 1929 to
3,6ie,381,000 or a drop ot 41,1 percent.

The rate ot return on invested capital

declined from 10,6 percent to 5.7 percent.
Now between 1929 and 1930 the total

volume of physical production is esti-

mated ,to have declined only 18,1-2 per-
«6at. Total wages paid by manutactur-
ittS Industry are not believed by any
atithority to have declined more' than
SB perceat.

Taio «ffectiTe result of the first full

of crisis, theretoie was to redoos
faster thaa either production or

^U will** yi» pr'OpoBt 1* that
'1 fKOffto -WftI «d and vm-

Economic Cnsts» ^l^hat M[e:x:t?
pared for by the decline in the relative

participation of wages in tlie products

of industry during tlie "prosperous" time

np to 3929, which led to a restriction of

markets—we sh»ll also give reasons tor

thinking [hat the present depression may
be Ibe last of the perio<lical ori.ses on the

upward swing of captiaSism and may ite

the beginning of a new period of de-

clining profits and intensified class strug-

gle.

All the reasons given for the existence

of a crisis, so far as they mean anything,

mean that goods have been "over-pro-

duced" in comparison with the possible

market for them. This "over-produc-

tion", which is such a puzzle to bour-

geois thinkers, means simply that t-hera

is no longer a profit in selling as many
goods to as many people, in 1930 as

there was in previous years. The "mar-
ket" for a given quantity of goods, In

capitalist economy, means the possibil-

ity of selling so much goods at a profit

The foregoing figures indicate what has

happened to profits last year, following

the crisis. Let us now consider how
capitalism in the United States has stead-

ily Sestroyed its own profits and "mar-
kets" in the years preceding the crisis,

by a comparison of certain figures sup-

plied by the U. S, Census Bureau,

Data on Manufacturine

1919

Xo. of establishments

No, of wage earners

Wages paid

Value added by manu-
facture (excluding, cost

of material containers,

fuel, and purchased
electricity

)

In other words, the size of the aver-

age plant increased, the number of plants

in oi>eration decreased, and the propor-
tion of wages to total added values to

manufacture, which had been 42.2 per-

cent in 1919, was reduced to 36,2 per-

cent of the added value of 1929,

The fact that the share of wages in

the total values added by manufacture
has been decreasing is only another way
of saying that the proportion of variable

capita! paid out la wages, has been
declining relatively to constant capital,

crystallized in buildings, raw materials
and machinery. As Marx pointed out,

profits are made out ot variable capital,

not constant capital. The relatively

smaller amount ot variable capital has
thertore meant a progressive shrinkage
in the possibilities ot the capitalist pro-

fitably disposing < remembering always
that market Implies profit).

It is, la tact, an esseatlal coatradlctloa

of capitalism that what ia good for the

Note: nils is the first of a series of artlcle,s Intended to interpret the

daily (economic life of the United States In accordance with the real, course of its

development and from a Marxian point of view. The present article deals with

the general features of the crisis that began in 1029, seeks to isolate Its camses,

and discus.s the prospects for the future and their political consequences and

eifects for the labor movement. Future artl<'les will deal with specific Indus-

Sries—('oal, copper, steel, automobiles, textiles, railroads and banking—from
the standpoint of the economic background of the class .irtrnggle.—Kd.

Cy ^. J. Field

individual capitalist is not good for the

group of capitalists as a whole. The
individual capitalist derives a competitive

advantage, expressed in lower cc^ts and
for a time in liigher profits through dis-

placing men by machines, that is, vari-

able capital by constant capital. The
group of capitalists as a whole, however,

by all adopting the same or a similar

process, wipe out the competitive advan-

tage of the first capitalist, aad in so do-

ing equaliae competitive profits among
themselves. The net result however, is

a lower proportionate employment Of

variable capital, resulting In a lower

average rate of profit, which expresses

itself in capitalist terms in. a shrinkage

of "markets" or plac^ where goods can

be sold at a profit.

The shrinkage of markets in the boom

214,383

9,000,059

?10,461,736,889

Industries 1913-1929

1927

191,866

8,349.755

$10,848,802,532

24,809,092,926 27,585,210 4oO

1929

199268
8,550,284

?11 271,016,618

31,095,855.410

years before 1929 was well recognised

in the business world, as to its effects

if not its cause. It was a common com-
pltin't production. This means, of course

of selling and distribution were eating

up the economies due to more elliclent

plant production. This means, of ocurse
that it was becoming increasingly difficult

to sell to a contracting market, and
high-pressure salesmanship, the emphasis
on style aad color in all kinds of goods,

and the increasing use of in.stallment sell-

ing together with hectic efforts to la-

crease export sales, all point to the
effects of the contradiction of the dom-
estic market In the period of highest
activity up to 1929, which contained the
seeds ot tbe crisis.

value added by manufacture in

is actually smaller than in 1899.

1928

for raw material etc., $10 for overhead,

and $10 for wages leaving likewise $10

for profit. An increase of 20 percent in

sales will involve an increase in raw

materials costs to $48, wages to $48,

which togetlier with the unchanged over-

head costs of $10 win total $88, leaving

a profit of $12, or 20 percent more than

"normal", while similarly a decline In

sales of 20" percent; \will result in a

reduction of the profit from $10 to $6,

instead of wiping it out completely. The

less mechanized plant therefore profits

This process of throttling the partici-

pation of wages ia the national produc-
tion Is aot a maitter ot the last tern year^
aloae—the proportion of waees paid to condltiMia $40 out ot each $100 of sates

No. of Wage Earners Wages
1899 4,713,000 $ 2 008,0000,000

1909 6 615,000 3,427,000,JOO

1919 8,000,000 10,453,000 OOO
1929 8,742,000 11,421,000,000

From 1899 to 1929, the number o£ wage
earners Increased 85,5 percent, and their

average wage rose from $420 a year to

$1,306 or 206 percent, but their share

in the produce of their labor declined

from 41.4 percent to 36 percent. The
fact that value added by manufactur*
increased 556 percent while the number
of wage-earners employed increased only

85,5 percent sums up graphicajlly the

extent to which labor efficiency has beea

increased, largely by mechanization.

As production keeps increasing while

the participation of labor keeps decreas-

ing we should expect the recurrent

crisis to become more acute as time goes

on. Increasing mechanization tends to

make the profits of tiusiness more de-

pendent oa operation as close to capac-

ity as possible. To illustrate this, com-
pare two establishments one highly

mechaniied, and the other largely de-

pendent on direct labor, which we will

call plant A and B respectively. Of each

$100 of product produced by A, $40 re-

presents raw material, fuel and power,

$40 represents overhead costs of macbia-
ery ( maiatenaace, iaterest oa Invest-

ment amortization, etc., all costs which
go on unchanged from y«sar to year ir-

respective of the amount of output) $10
is wag^, and $10 Is profit. If sales and
production increases 20 percent to $120,

i*aw material etc. will cost $48, wages
$12, and overhead costs remaining un-

changed at $40 will leave a profit of

$20 Instead of $10, an Increase ot 100
percent In profits a^inst an Increase

ot 20 percent in sales. Similarly, a de-

crease of 20 percent in sales to $80 will

involve a decrease in raw materials to

$32, In wages to $8 and overhead re-

maiatag uachaaged at $40, there will be
no profit left,

Plaat B, oa the other hand, being only
slightly mechaaized, pays under aoTS!ial

Value Add%d by
Manufacturing Wages

$ 4,831,000.000 41.4 p. c.

3,529,000,000 40.2

24 748,000,000 42.2

31,687,000,000 36.0

less by booms aad is less harmed by

depressioB thaa the highly mechanized

plaat.

The lacreasing mechanization of Am-
erican industry can be summed up on

the basis of the forgoing figures by

stating that value added by manufac-

turing amounted to $1,025 jier worker la

1899 and to $3,624 per worker in 19'J9,

But this can only mean, in terms of

the above discussion, that American
business has become more sensitive to

shrinkages of sales and markets, and
crises should therefore show increasing

severity.

This conclusion is borne out by an
analysis ot industrial activity in the I'u-

Ited States since 1854 recently made by
a Western bank, "Normal" figures of

industrial production were calculated,

making allowance for a broad upward
tendency, and activity for each month
since January, 1854 was stated In per-

centages above or below this steadily

rising "normal" line. During this per-

iod there have been fourteen Important
depressions. We list below the month
during which each of these reached Its

lowest point, and the percentage figure

for that month.

We see that at no time before the

war was there any decline of more thaa
20 peroeat below the "aormal" line; the
1921 depressions went as low as 27 per-

cent and the present depression 28.3

percent below "normal".

Percent.

11.0

18.

7.:

13.t

27.1

12.7

28.3

Not oaly is the preserrt depression re-

latively more severe, la terms ot decline

below "normal", thaa 'aay ot its pre-

detessors, but there are indications that

ia some respecta it is even absolutely
more severe. In other words, the rate
ot increase eit "aormal" productitta may
ttaelf be slowing down. Kallroad freight

traffic measured in carloodlags witb

Pereent.

.Tan. 1858 13.0 Dec. 1903

June 3861 9.8 May 19008

Sept. and .luly ISH
Nov. 1865 14.0 l>ec. 1914

Beb. 1878 12,7 April 1921

May 3885 13.1 July 1924

June 1804 19.9 Jan. 1931

Sept, 1896 17.9

allowance for the lighter average load

per car, is actually less tlian in 1921, a

year of the most serious percentage de-

pression up to that time, although 1921

oar loadings were in turn higher than

those of 1911, a year of relatively minor

depression Export trade is now at the

lowest levels since the war, lower than

In the depression year 1921. Immigra-

tion this year will be less than 100,000

for the first time since 1869.

Turning for a moment from the gen-

eral manifestations of the cri is, let ni

assume the axiom that the total tadaa-

trial activity of a country is the sui

of the activity of its Individual indus-

tries, plus the relations existing among
them. For the individual Industries,

there is a "law of uneven development"

analogous t|i that which Trotsky hsi

worked out as between nations. The
general scheme of the liistorical develop-

ment of an industry follows a roughly

uniform curve. It liegins as a new,

speculativ'S Industry, with numerous

small individual com-erns, many ot

whom (luiikly disappear it may have

difficulty at the beginning In finding mar-

kets, but soon obtains general accep-

tance of its product, the profits ot suc-

cessful concerns are large, and sales an
apt to increase even during a period of

business depression.

In the second stage, a broad demand
has been created, profits remain large

and even increase, numerous smaller

producers consolidate into a relatively

fewer number of large firms, and th*

problem of management is how to pro-

duce enough rather than how to sell Its

output. Productive facilities are xapM-
ly Increased during this stage. This

leads to the' third stage, wherein produc-

tive facilities are enough or more thaa

enough to meet the actual demand, aad
the priacipal problem ot management be-

comes how to sell, rather thaa how to

produce. Markets become saturated,

competition sets in on a severe basis,

prices and profit margins are lowered,

mergers increase until only a few lar^
producers are left in tbe Industry. Bv>a>

tually the problem of markets (at S

profit) becomes very difficult, all kinds

of costly and artificial methods must tM

ueed tostimnlate demand, the profit mar-

fin is likely to remata under the aver-

age even In good tlicea and to result is

losses in bad, ttme^^ showing a i^r^

susceptibility to business depression

(Continucil l-n Next Ta«t«»i
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Off tiie MLeiilMtst Tyaclc

Stalin^s «New Economic Pollcy»

The "new cconoraio iwlicy" cmmpiated
by Stalin at ii ineptinR of industrijil dif-

ectors on Jtine 23, and made public only

two we^ks later, tins bronfjiit him pneaiis

of praise from the liourfjeoisi preKs,

"This iHtcMt stop I)ack towiivd the normal
in workinfj c(»n<lition9," writes t!io New
York Times on .luly 7, "is scniceiy

shorter than the restoriitfon of private

property ri;;ht,s and liberties would he."

Fortunately, the elation ot t!ie Times
contains more wish thitn i-ettlity. There
Is no douht that the Times ^iiid other

bourgeois commentators would prefer

to have the Hoviet I'nion restore those

"private property ri^'Iits nnd liberties"

which huve demonstrated their "snpcr-

lorlty" over the socfnlist M'stem Iiy the

planetary crisijs of t-apitaiisin (uid the

misery and wantthat have ttfcfiinpiinicjl

it. There Is eqnnll.v no dontit. however,
that the whole .spirit of Stalin's "new
policy", the forma! and olticial adoption

of which is naturally a forefjone con-

cUislon, marks a step backward from the

revolutionary pollicies at I.cnin's time.

How the New Policy Is Made
The maimer in which the new turn

Is made la in itself characferi.-^tic of liie

state of uffairs in the .Soviet I'nioji to-

day. In the days before t!ie bnreaucritcy

had fastened Us talons ugon the party,

questions of tliLs sort were subjected t<i

a thoroHKh dis<nission by ail the ('om-
munists, and the non-party wi-.rkers as
well. Every phase of tlie problem was
treated in so adequate and clear a man-
ner that it had the jjuarantee of the
collective wisdom of the party. What
la more, It.s promnidation was assured
of an understand inff and a popularity
among the workers. Th.e !)est instsincs

of this mode of procedure—the only one
proper for a workers' state—waa the nian-

ner in which Ijenin first introduced, had
adopted and applied the New Kconomio
Policy. In the present case, the new
turn was first made public upon the sole
respoiKsiblllty of the infallible General
Secretary. Tiie party—much less the
working class as a whole—was never con-
sulted. The sjieech was deliberately
withheld until the day wlien the Central
Committee session opened. In this way,
Stalin Insured himself asain.-it any dis-

cussion at all. The Central Committee,
a purely "advisory" iyody to tiie General
Secretary, will adopt the measures pro-
posed by him without a word.
What is the essence and the spirit of

the new measures proposed? it is a dis-

quieting continnaflon of the course which
the Stalinist bur8aucni<*y has pur.sned
since its rise tc, iwwer. It means that
the hand Ls stretched out more openly
to the bourgeois elements, while the
working cl««s is puslied back ano'tber
step from control or influence over in-

dustry.

"The saljotagers still exist and will
exist ao*long as classes exist, luit sabot-
agers are wnv isolated {?). The atti-

tude towards the old intelligenKiii must
change. The desire for cooi)eration, to-
gether wi^h efforts to impnjve tlie mat-
erial altuatioii of the intelligenzia must
be streaser."

A realistic Communist aratesiiian can-
not, to be sure, reject or ever fail to seek
the cooperation of the bourgeois special-
ists in the construction of a socialist

society. They are some of those "bricks"
of the old society wiiich are found at
hand wlien the old strucnre is torn down
by the insun-ectionaiy proletariat. Hut
the moat vigilant attitude must iie ob-
served towards them. Assurances mu.st
be given 'that the workers have the op-
portunity to control them, to prevent
them' from undermining the rule of the
proretariat. It was the failure to es-

-tablish the.se us.surancea in the past that
made possiiile the iieuetration into the
highest posts of the party,- the Soviet
and ae economic Institutions of such
elements as were finally uncovered in

he recent trials and those that preceded
them. Does Stalin's "new policy" stren-
gthen these as.surancea? The contrary
is unfortunately true,

"Clumsy, topticavy Soviet organiza-
tionB," says Stalin, "must ]>q divided up
and amplified to permit leaders the possi-
bility of learning what happens to all

parts of the apparatiu*. Collective lead-
ers)!^ must develop into individual re-

aponsibllify. a chairman, with a few
assi^ants must head concerns, whiLst
remaining members of the collegium must
descend into practical work to their own
advantage and that ot the cause."

How Lenin Viewed the Problem
Lenin did not oppo.-^e the "subjecting

ot the will of thousands to the will of
one" in industry, any more than the
Bolshevllw were ever opjiosed to the en-

tabUshment of piece work during the
transition period to Communism. Rut
Lenin did not full to emphasize that "the
more ftnnly we now have to advocate
a merciless and firm rule and dictjitor-

ship of Individuals for definite processes
Of work during certain periods of purely
eiecutive functions, tlie more dl-verse

should be the forms and means of masn
control In order to paralyz« every possi-

bility of distorting the Soviet rule, in

"^r repeatedly and tirelessly to rranove

the wild gra.ss of bureaucratism", (Sov-

iets at Work, page 42.)

Tile "forms and means of mass con-

tnil" have iicen reduced to a miuimuin
under the Stalinist regime. The Kesse-

(li^vskys ami Agabekovs «iu rise to the

top in the jiarty iiccausc the workers
do nol control them from below. The
U:tini;iiis, the Ossatchis, together with

the Menabevik conspirators, <Min gfl on
for years with tlieir criminal work be-

cause coll<H:t!ve leadership has not only

•(leveloried into individuai responsiliUity"

but liecause there is no ctmtrol of the

workers over this "responsibility".

In IJlliT, Stalin told the American
trade union delegation to Russia t!i;U

"not a singie factury manager can re-

main at his t">st contrary to tiie will of

tiic workers or the particular trade iiu-

!im. It must iie observed also that in

•very factory and workshop there is a
factory eoun<-il elected lij- the workers,
wiiicii control tiie activities of the man-
agement of the particular enterprise,"

etc, etc. Since tiieu, the decree was is-

sued abolishing all the^e guarantees,
wiii<-h wre e\.aggerated liy Stalin even
then. "Jlenibers of the Commnuisr party,

unii.u represt>ntiitives and .siiop commit-
tees," said tile deci-ee, "are in.structed not
to interfere in quest ions of uiauage-
ineiit," (Freiheit, September i), U>2i).)

Soetalisiii cannot iie !>uilt up iiy hour-
f;eo!s specialists. Not even tlie founda-
tions for a sociali.st ectmoniy can l>e laid

by ihem. They can lie of great aid,

i)ut the main task re(iuire< the wholc-
iiearted. enthusiastic, collective, iiiitin-

tive. seif-activity and participation of
the pioietarian masses. They must not
merely "descend info practical worW",
tbcy must al.so guide, manage, control,
check the plans by the results: they
must feel in the mo.st intimate .sen.se of
tlie word that they, the working cla.^s,

are the rulers of society, the masters of
rbeir destiny. Without the sttihiiorn

maintenance and deepening of tills feel-

ansong the workers, indu.stries may grow
t(. faliulous proportions, ail the efiicieney

system.s in tile world may iie introduced,
but a soeiaiist ijociery wlU not be erected.
Four years ago. the Left <)pix>sirion

issued the warning iu its Tlatform :

Tiie Oitpositi oil's Wanting
"The regime within the .shops iuis de-

teriorated. The administrative organs
are striving more and more to establish

their unlimited authority. The hiring
and disehjirge of workers is actually in

the sole hands of the administration,

I're-revolutionary relations !>etween 'mas.
ter and workmen are not rarely to lie

found . . . Never iiefore have the trade
unions and Hie working mass stood so
far from the management of the socialist

industry as now. Tlie self-activity of

the uiii.ss of workers organiKed in the

trade unions is iieing replaced b.v agree-
ments between t'lie secretaries of locals,

tiie factory directors, and the chairmen
of the factory and shop committees (tlie

"triangle"). Tlie attitude of the ^vork
er.s to the factory and shop committees
is one of distrust,'*

Since these lines were wiutten, the

process of removing the workers frcm
control of management has advanced with
giant strides. Even the agreements of

the "triangle" no longer oljtain. Tiie

latest "turn" only makes matters worse.
How much longer will the Stalint.si

bur^naucracy iie permitted to pursue its

disastrous course which strengtiiens the

elements hosiie to proietariau rule, which
weakens the hold of the working clsss,

which threatens the revolution with dis-

solution and decay V

—MAX SIIACIITIIAX.

Shall
istiit

fllto
The day draws near when eight in-

nocent Negro tioys will be taken one Iiy

one to the electric ciiair to have tiieir

lives burned out by the fatal current.

Tiie sadistic iiourgeoisie of the South,

thirsting for blood, is determined to add

the .Seottsiioro victims whoiesaie to the

list of those who have fallen to the

greater glory of Lynch law and capital-

ist justice.

Tiie day of the exocutiOii which was
set for July 10 has been postponed pend-

ing ail appea! to a higiier court by the

defense. Hut this is oniy the most tem-

porary and dec<'ptive of delays. It wa,s

in this manner that the murderers of

Massiiclmsetts kept Sacco and Vanxetti

in nerve-wracking suspense, while the

movement for them was imrtly deluded

and taken off its guard. Only the rev-

olutionists pointed out then as they are

pointing out today; What will save these

victims from the savages who plan their

death is an Iron-willed mass movement
of the workers. The courts and their

justi<v are a cruel illusion. They exist

only as the instruments of our enemies.

To expect justice for the oppresswl from
the hands of their masters is to expect

water from stones. Hely upon your

own actii.n, upon tiie power of your un-

ited cfl'ortsl

The .stay of execution must now be

utiiiKcd to the maximum. The workers
and the Negro masses as a whole who
Iiave rigbtiy made tiie cause of the

Kcottsborr i>oys their own cause, iiave no
interest at all in "saving (he fair name
of Aia!>anni" or in "vindicating the jus-

ti. . ' l' our courts". They can .safely

leave these aims to the whining liberals

—black and wliite—who have piayed
euch a shameful role in the whole case.

Ijet them continue their chosen task of

.saving the face of the decadent institu-

tions of a i>arbaric ruling cSass. We
want to save tiie liv£s of tlie Kight. We
want to use the occasion oiVered iiy the

movement created for the defease of the

prisoners as a new point of <!eparture

for an offensive against the virulent sys-

tem of super-exploitation of the Negro
musses, against Ihe political, social and
economic inequality under which they
sutVer. For it Is not ;^ere!y eigiit mem-
bers of an oppressed race who are held
for extvution. The Negro^ mas.'ses have
been tried and sentenced iu the lynching
atmospiiere of the court.

There is no time to be lost. Tlie move-
ment must be extended and rooted deep-
er in the masses. Hut its base must be

a solid and .sure one. It is not the petty

tx.urgeois Negro masses who will save
the i>oy,s. They oscillate constantiy be-

tween their white masters and tlie Negro
masses. Tlieir most "consistent" repre-

sentatives are the iieads of tlio National
As.sociation for the Kn.sbivenient—not
Advancement—of the Colored I^ecple, .Nor

are tlie various reVgiou.s and cliun-h

organiiiations which have come to I he
I. L. 1>. conferenccii a suthcientjy sure
and firm iiasi.s for the movement. They
are allies of the moment—but not foi'

long. Tiie movement must be extended
among t!ie tra<le unions, the workers' or-

ganizations, and above all, into the
depths of the most exploited stH:tions of

the Negroes theniseives.

<jiviiig large enougii scope, such a
njoveiiient can wrest the Kight from tile

taioiis of t-he Hour!>on South. I'lion the
workers^liiack and white— rests the re-

r:p:.nKibi!ity for the right reply: Shall
lOight Die? Ijt^t there iie such a thunder-
ous res[Joiise that the Southern assas.sins

siiail iiear and heed!

23,000 West Virginia Miners

Are Out in New StrikeWave
Forward to a United Front oF the Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois and W. Va. Miners

On .Inly (>, the miners of the Kanawha.
West Virginia, coal field.s went on strike

against the existing starvation condi-

tions and on the very first day oadallcd

in file sjiiendid manner the soiidarity

already displayed hy the miners in other

sections now on strike. A total of 23,-

(M)() went out in this tield. This strike

Is called in the name of and under lead-

ership of the independent West Virginia

Mine Workers union. The conditions of

IKiverty there are almost indescribable,

"age.s are down to rock iiottoin, as low-

as 2Sc for getting out a ton of coal.

It thUsS follows right Ui>on tiie heels of

the strike in the Western Pennsylvanai,

Kastern <Hiio and Norrliern West Vir-

ginia territory under leadership of the

National Miners T'nion and once more

Om OMard A^aJMst betrayal !

Hillman*5 New Racket - The « Campaign

»

Against Racketeering
Tile Amalgamated Clothing Workers

and its president, Sidney llillman, are

being given wide publicity in the press.

The A. ('. W. through llillman tia.s placed

itself oil record as a l)itter enemy of

racketeering and gangsterLsin. Hillman's

fame as a progressive laljor leader, won
by his eialrarate system of self-advertis-

ing, luis been augmented by a new
aciiievement : the ridding of the men's

clothing industry of the plague of racket-

eering and gangsterism.

lie started his campaign against rac-

keteering in <'onneotlon with the de-

claration of his program for the corainif

season at a met>ting of l,-")00 shop chair-

men caiied by the New York Joint

Hoard. The program calls for a genei^al

strike in the New York market.

At that meeting, llillman 3tres,=ied the

pnint of putting an end to the racketeer-

ing and gangsterism rampant inside and
out of the union. He referred to the

murderous attack upon oflicers and mem-
Iiers of the union liy gangsters in tlie

Kt0!3ce against Silvertman and Turne^r,

whieh must be taken as a challenge to

the organization and met with the ut-

most determination.

The following week, llillman issued

appeals to tlie clothing retailers and the

genera! puiiUc for supiiort in his noble

campaign to clean out racketeering in file

indusiry. lie then held a numl>er of con-

ferences with Mayor Walker, District

Attorney ('rain and Police Comrtilssioner

Mulrooney, and secured tht^r services in

the coming struggle against the enemies
of law and order and the wreckers of

tiie industry, I'pon the -Mayor's ques-

tion whethe iie could promise that there

would be no s^trike in New York. Hill-

inan answered that "if there will be a

strike, tlie racketeers would call it" and
that he was concerned with peace and
cooperation in the Industry.

In his laibiic statements and declara-

tions about the contemplated general
strike, llillman made it clear that the
strike would be callwl only against the
unfair contractors and manufacturers
who are under the influence and protec-

tion of the racketeers and constitute only
a!>ont S pprcent or so of the industry and
whose shops number about (!0 in all.

Who then are the racketeers so power-
ful and influential inside and outside

{Continued on page 3)

RUSH KEI.,EFi

Tiie stiikers are in desperate nee<l of

reiief 1o help them win. Tlie coal oper-

ators are relying not only upon tlieir

Hiisgs, private and pu!>lic, but also upon
(ienerjil Hunger. The splendid move-
ment of the tens of thou.sands of miners,

harbinger of a new day in t!ie American
working chis.s, must net be allowed to

suffer for want of relief. The miners

saved nothing from the "prosi>erity"

days, Iwciiuse tliey ha<l nothing to save.

They liave infinitely less now. They and
their kids and wives are iiuugry for want
of fotid. They are iiomefess for want of

homes—the operators evict them daily.

They are ragged fi>r want of clothes.

Aid is desperately needed. It will help

win tile strike. We urge all workers to

.send funds and cl thing eirher to the

local stations^, or t^i the main office of

the rennsyivania-Oiiio Striking Jiiners

Relief ('onimittet*. (ill Penii Avenue Pit-

tshui-gli Pa.

b;'ars testimony to Ihe widespread revolt

within the coal miners' ranks,

Kanawlia A New Impetus

In this last named territory, the mur-

deri.us police and gunmen attacks, the

vicious injunctions and the treacherous

ertort.s of v. M. W, officialdom have suc-

cteded only in bringing a very small

fraction hack to the pits. The action of

the Kanawha field minei's siiftuld now
offer a new inspiration to their ranks

and vividly reawaken the glorious tradi-

tion of the battles of I'aint Creek and

Cabin Creek. It Is to beexpected that

the coal operators here will also live up
to their tirutai tradition of using all

rut!ile,ss attempts to cruHh this strike.

The coiitemptible gang of the 1'. -M. W.

is already on the job endeavoring to

^erve the bosses as tiiej' did in the past,

when tiie West X'irginia miners were

left in the lurch fn liVi4.

Hn Ilarlau, Kentucky, nearly 10,00()

miners are still standing solid, striking

under local leadership, Seventeen of

their numiiers are within the shadow
of the electric chair for Iniving defended

themselves and 'liieir union against the

operators gunmen, Itecently also some
2,0(M) miners .-^"truck against starvation

Cdtiditions in the iieart of the lliinoii;

coal fields at tlie Orient mines, luimiter

1 and 2. Here also the John L. Lewiii

forces attempted 'to rescue the bosses tiy

ordering the men back to work But just

so much more should tiie miners' strug-

gles throughout the country become a,

rallying cr,v to all militant workers to

give theit* unstinted support to tiie relief

actions wiiich are being carried on in

Jiehalf ot these strikes and to the defense

of those incarcerated.

Simultaneously with the beginning of

the West Virginia strike, the Illinois

rebellious miners ;u'e meeting in conven-

tion at Heilevilie. Wliether the definite

steps tor the formation of a new union

will be -taken at that gathering is not

yet known. But it can be stated with

absolute ceriaiuty that the wre<-kage

wrought everywliere in the soft coal

fields by the capitalist agents of the

.Tolin L. Ijpwis c!>an shoul<i leave no doubt

in the minds of these miners that there

is no other way ou-t. The lack of organ i-

ajstion in the face of the.se important

growing struggles Ls sadly appai-ent. The
fack of unity stands out clearly. The
time should l>e post for office-seeking

elements who will attempt to capitalize

the situation in order to land a joft.

It should also iiecome a real test and
1 process of selection of leadership of

the character ready to take the bold

r'teps re<iiiired by the situation. There
should be an opportunity as well to make
short shrift of the opportunists and eon-

.scious refortnist.s who step into the situa-

tion to harness the movements Into safe

chamils and prevent the militancy from
unfolding. The actual test of the pre-

sent situation will Quickiy show where
eft<'li aspirant to leadership stands.

We Iiave preseijted a picture of various

iude.^'udent movements developing from

various directions and through various

method.s and forms of the struggie. Hut
all are genuine in mass character, ail

are striving in one getierai direction

—

toward the building of a miners' union

free from tlie corrupting and treacherous

influence of the old Jolin L. Ijcwis mach-

ine. This is wiiat we have alrea<ly em-

phasised as the only way out. Its cor-

rect ne-^s is being demonstrated in its

first steps liy the realities of life. It

gives the lie to the lUght wing I-ove-

stoueite^i to thetir ijroposal to return

to the decadent V. M. W,, and flings it

liack into their face, ilow pitiful w^s
their aim, how clearly it i.s now being

demonstrated that it conid mean only

going fiackwiird, to give up siruggle. to

submit to tthe Iiosscls' agents and to

proiiibit the miners fiom finding a mili-

tant solution to their proldcnts! Well,

the miners gave no heed to such reforni-

ist proposals a nd even if they do not

fully su(*eed at Shis present stage a

tremi;ndous step forward has tieen taken.

However, these struggles of various

bona fide nioveinents developing in one

general direction, despite existing de-

fects, present yet otie bigger problem
pressing for a solution. That is the one
of unifying all these lighting miners
ranks witiiin <ine militant union embrac-
ing al! the coal diggers nnd resting

soli<lly on a class liasis. The praposal

made by Foster in the Daily Woriier to

invite these various sections, or perhaps
only some of tlieni, to come to tile plan-

ned convention of the National Miners
I'nion. while it shows a ciiange from
tiie former reactionary policy of !)oy-

cott of these movements by tile Centri-its,

Iirought about by the pressure of

events and Iiy tiie pressure of oiii'

correct proposals, is nevertheless false,

it does not present the correct method

of actually soiving this problem. We
have emphasized iiefoie titat tiie correct

method is a geiiuineiy estaliiished united

front, an amalgamation of ali these re-

bellious miners' sections with the N, W.

r, leading toward complete unification

within one sucii ail embracing union. We
rejieat: these various movements are in-

dependent and genuine in their mass con-

tent as well as in their revolt against

the old corrupt bureaucracy. They must

ail be treated as such and there must

be an hi.nest upprGach toward them in

recognition of this basis. In the pro-

<'ess ot unifications, the Comniunista

have nothing to fear and cverylhing to

gain. Oniy the ofticc-soeking opportun-

ists and outrigiit traiti.c need fear rhe

unity ii the fighting miners. And it Is

precisely in such a process tiiat they

wiil stand e^iiosed. wliile the superior-

ity of the revolutionary policies and lead-

ership will iie demonstrated.

Tlie Need for the Ignited Front

The National .Miners rnion, and more

IiartiruiEirly tlie party leadership, has a

great opportunity in this situation to

carry out a I-eniiiisf policy of tl,^ united

front. It is absolutely essential, in the

interest of the rank and lile coal miners,

t iia t it heeds 1 his opiJcrt unity. Tra as-

lated into action, into i>r;ictical steps

re<iuired Iiy the pivsent situation it

means that the party leadership must
adiipt a policy for the National Miners

t'nion of it becoming instrumental in

calling a conference and take all the

other n(/,'ssary steps to bring genuine

representatives of these independent sec-

tional movements together to discuss

their problems as eijuals and to find the

way and provide the iiK'ans for united

action. When these steps are taken

there should lie good prospects for uni-

fication into one militant miners union.

—A. S.

W0»w a ^Jnit^al 0«f«0!iie I

Movement Begins for the Defense of the

Two Philadelphia Oppositionists
George J. Saul, of the Comtnuniftt

League, has just returned to New York
from a week's series of meetings In

Philadelphia where he addressed work-
ers on tiie signifi<vince of the convic-

tiiin recently handed down against Ber-
nard Morgenstern and Leon Goodman,
two inemi>er.s of the I^eft Opposition wiio

were indicted under the Kiynn Sedition

.A.ct of I^ennsylvania for distributing an
Ol)position leaflet on the unemployment
situation. Comrade Saul reports hun-
dreds of workers in attendance at meet-
ings, great interest displayed in the case
and a good distribution of literature.

In order to centralize the defen>;e

movement, a Morgenstern-Ooodman De-
fense Committi^ is now being formed in

Piiiladelphia, representing various ele-

ments in the labor movement. Tiie Com-
mittee will undertake the agitational cam-
paign for the two militants, conducting
the defense, raising the necessary funds,
sending out speakers to labor organiza-
tions and so forth. The jieed for a
.•separate ccmraittee for this case has
been rendered imperative by tiie fact
that the International Labor Defeus'.
under the control ot the Stalinist bur-
eaucracy has shamelessly sabotaged the
defense of the two workers from the very
beginning, solely because they were ad-
The I. L. D. even failed to provide the
day, the official party and I, L. O. vah-
lication.s have not iireatiied a word about
the arrests, the trial and the conviction,
iierents of the Left Opposition. To this
workers with legal defense—mucii less

an agitational movement. To blacken
the record even more deeply, our com-
rades have been forci!)ly ejected fr.aii

defense conference called hy the L L. 1)

This criminal procedure becomes all

the more disgraceful and disastrous for

the movement in view of the numeroui*

other ca.ses that have been or are being

prosecuted under the Flynn Act. A num-
ber of Communist party memliers have

already been convicted under it. Ot^era

run the same danger, t'lider the provi-

sions of the Act, liny organization with

a Communist program is aut<;matically

considered illegal. In other words, the

various prosecutions for "sedition" are

a preliminary to crushing the whole
Communist movement, driving it out of

legal existence, as a forerunner to inten-

sified attacks up^ii the labor movement
and t'he working class as a wlioie.

United Front liitperafive

Such n state of affairs demands the

most energetic struggle jiossiide, and a

struggie upon the iia^sis of unity. The
failure of tiie I. L. 1). bureaucrats to

take even the eiemciitary steps towards
establishing ciass soiidarity in defense

work has already met with the protect

or inquiries from numerous bnanches and
members of the I L. D, This is the best

sign of the vitality of the ranks of the

organization, whom the bureaucrats seek

to stifle. The saliotage of the I. L. O.,

which is giving signal service to the stare

pro.swution. must lie stopiied forthwith.

The Wi^rkers in the ranks mu.it demand
a change in policy. The movement must
he brCMidened, it must be liuilt upon the

basis of the united front, if must em-
brace the cases of Lawrence, Ryder,
Morgenstern, Goodman and other victims

of the Flynn Act.

Tiie IjCft Opposition is prepwred to

give its entire support to sucli a united

front movement.

^]iMiiiuiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiirtiiiiiiiiiiiii(]iiiiititiijiniiiiiiiiitii[iiiiititiiiituiii]iiiiiiiiE]iiiii[in!htfi(iiiiiiiiut]iiuiiiiiMiniiiiiii[!iiitjirii(iiiiiiiriiiiiii[uinL:t

A PICHIC
i 5

I To Celebrate the Appearance of the Weekly Militant I

5 g
— s
a The New York branch of the Communist League invites ali militants 1

g to join with it at the Picnic to celebrate the appearance of the Weekly g
i Militant. The afTnir wiil take place on S
= B

i SUNDAY, JULY 12, 1931 s
S 5

S atTIBBETTSBBOOKPARK |
i Games — Ra«es — Kowing — Baseball =

I g
s Directions: Jerome Ave,—Woodiawn aubway to the en<l of the line. Hike £
g or take street car to Park: Plot 8. S
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IN THE INTEHNATIONAL OF LAEOH
RctIots and News of the Working Class and Reyolntionary ^orements

Polish Social Democrats Capitalize on the

Blunders of Stalinism

The Spanish Masses in Motion — Where
Is the Communist Party ?

The Strtk«s

In our notea of the preocding week, we
said, in siWRking of the failure of the

Pasajea (Guipuzeoa) strike that the

movement failed, due io tiie Civil Guard

and the massacre hronght aliout by the

government troops, but thai 'the Paeajea

strike was the point of departure lor

a strike movement around economic de-

mands, involving the entire Spanish

workinjj class.

A week has passed, and the strike move-

nuent has taken o;i genuinely broad aad

deep proportions. In Oorotda, the match

workers are on Ktiike. At Gijon, there

^ a strike of the street car workers.

At Lugo, the painters are striking. In

Morocco {at Mellila) there is an elec-

tricians' strike, and small eeotiomlc

strikes are spreading everywhei-e. Yes-

terday, however, the biggest and the most

Beriouii strike since the coming of the

Itepull lie, broke out. The mine work-

era ot the Asturias have gone on strike

with the demand of a two pi'seta wage
increase and a seven hour day. The Re-

publican goverrnnent, refusing to grant

the seven-hour day, has taken the side

of the mine operators. The reformist

and social democratic leaders al.so order-

ed the workers not to go out on strike,

at thft same time organizing groups of

strike breakers. Oh the very first day,

the miners were already confronted by

the reformist scabs. The fir.st day ot

the strike brought abOHt a l>Ioody con-

flict, In which several workers tell, bad-

ly wounded.
At the time this is Iwin? written, the

strike is still solid. More (ban (K) per

cent of the Asturian miners are out, al-

though the reformist leaders claim that

only 20 percent of the worker.s respond-

ed to the strike call, Unt even Maura,
the minister ot the Interior, is forced

to admit that more than riine thousand
of the twenty-five thousand workers are
on strike. And at that, the figures of

the minister are far fr<.m accurate. The
strikers are determint^ (o hold out

against the aggression of Slie mine own-
eitj' agents. It is a very diilicult. situa-

tion for the social democrats, and the
workers are beginning to distrttet the
prrcimises of the socialist ministers.

The Partlaf Election of May 31

'Sunday, MaytSl, was the day set for

the election of the municipal council-

lors, »tlll contested «fter the elections

of April V2. As was predicted, the elec-

tions were a success for the socialist-

republican coalition. The nionarchists

were victorious only in a tew smaller
villages. Only one candidate of the C,

P. wa,s elected, at Seville.

But it must be established tiiat in the
more strictly working chiss centers, it

was the radical-socialists that were vie
torioua, while the socialists were suc-
cwtsful mainly in the villages wMh a
petty bourgeois i>opulation. This Is fur
ther evidence of the decline in the in-

flwence of the socialist party. The work-
ers are more for the radicals, who, tu

the question of the reprisals against the
Cammunists, are developing a more de-

magogic and seemingly more radical ac-

tivity than the socialist strike breakers
and butchers of the revolutionary work-
ers,

Suprlses are expected from .the elec-
tlens for the Constituent Assembly, A
change of sentiment in the electorate is

bound to benefit peatly the rudical-soc-
ialtsfs, who are (he most radical wing
of tlio botirgeoisie. It. wouJd mean a
break in the hold of the soelalist party
as a workers' party, as it still styles
Itiwlf.

It Is regrettable that the C. V. has
not yel t>ecn born. Hut for fhe leaders
of the oJticial O, P, without a following,
"the party exists and works".

Financial Pank

Yo^terday, .the peseta fell in a most
alarming fashion. Several banks and
financial concertis ceased funetioninj,'.
At Madrid, the p.inlc Is enormous. ITiere
Is the talk ot thf rc-iignarion ot Indal-
acio Prieto, the minister ot finance. The
population is very restless because, duo
to the depreciation of the peseta, there
is an Increase in the cost of living and
tlie most trlghtfnl starvation and misery
for the working class. Due to the sus-
pension of financial operations, a few
Indnstries, partlcnbtrly in the building
trades, working on a credit basi.s have
been force<] to foreclose. Thereby, the
fall of the peseta has caused a direct
increase In nncmployment. Wo shall
deal more thoroughly with this question
in our note,;; for the coming weeks.

In the Communist Party

At Madrid, the Autonomus Communist
Orgfi nidation has met. It wa« decided

to propose to the K. C. of the official

party the formation of a united front

of the Communists for the approaching

electoral struggle. Contrary to the good

will of the comrades of the Madrid or-

gani?,ation, we witness the provoea-tioa

of the partisans of the irresponsible and

adventurlstic B, C. Some of their fol-

hiwers came to provoke the meeting but

the 'two hundred workers as.';einbled on-

erjjetically repudiated them.

We niust note the almost childish faith

that Ihe comrades of the organization

»liU have, in thitftr hoitw So make a

united front with the B. C. and their

belief -in a i-eaction against the bureau-

crats of the K. C. C, I. Fortunately

manj' r.t the ^romrade.s are beginning to

m^alize tiiat the crisis in the C 1'. of

S])ain is only one manifestation ot the

crisis In the Comintern and that in or-

der to bring aI)out the unity of the Sp;in-

i;;b Communist movement it is necessary

to bring aI>out Communist unity interna-

tionally and at the same time to change
the jH^itical course of the C, I.

Hut the comrades must be convinced

!>y their own experiences tlwt the Ij.'-tt

Opposition alone has a genuine Com-
niunist line. That Is what (he Spanish

Commu!ti,-;t Opposition and its monthly,
Coniiuunlsmo whicli was acclaimed by
the comrade.-; in Madrid, Hilbsto, the

Asturias etc., ar*> actually doing,

—IIKNRV I,.\CI10IX.

THE ABCHIO-MABXISTS IN ACTION

Left Opposition Leads the May Day

Struggles in Greece
Our Archio- Marxist <-omrades of the

Greek I^ett Opixjsition have transmitted

the following report concerning the

events of .the First of May and their

part in them. It is sufficient merely to

publish it to refute ail the calumnie-j

circulated against these yaliant com-

rades.—Ed.

On the occasion ot the I'^lrst of May,

our organization, in an ojjcn letter pub-

lished in the Pall ton Takseon No, 20

proposed a united front to the party in

the demonstrations at the different places

where the workers liave been accustomed

to assemble each year (since 1918), at

Hentl, between Athen.-; and Piraeus. We
motivated our proposals on the fa<'t that

although our proletariat is very militant

In its economic struggles, it has not

yet reached the i)oi«t of fighting for

political alma and of rising against the

state, which t(rohli>lted all meetings in

our city. In our opinion, it was our duty

to go where the workers are to be found

at presenit, in order to lead them much
further.

In their paper, they called us social de-

mocrats and splilters. who with this

action want to pnl! the workers out of

the town and tlierby play the game of

the bourgeoisie. {We must not forget

last year : while tlie party dissipated it-

self in militant demonstrations of ,'t and
10 peojile. our organization organized a

meeting at llenti, which was attacked by
the police, who after a battle lasting
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The decline ot the Hritish empire has

almost become proverbial. The last part

of the nineteenth centui-y already wit-

nessed the rise of the threat to its dom-

ination. Germany, then the most active

competitor, began crowding England in

the world market. Put it ia since the

world war, and the estaiiliNiiment of the

United States as a world dominant
creditor nation, tliat the decline has be-

come more accelerated. This is iierhais

not so much demonstrated in actual fig-

tires of lost gmund as in t!ie import of

fheir comparison with general world
market conditions, and above all in the

political imiwrt of this factor.

England did not experience since the

war, an interveniug "prosperity" period

as did t!ie United States from 1924 to

1020, as did France, not even sucli a

temporary up«^ird swing as took place

in <;ennany. Since the world war she

has been saddled wllh an enormous In-

debtedness to .the United States, It

wonld be difficult to ciilcnlitte the total

amount, but payments of tiie pnreiy gov-

ernmental debfs to IJ. S, for the pro-

poseil moratorium year alone would
amount to $15i),520,000 accordiiig to tiie

\(>w York Tiroes estimate. After a de-

sperate Ktrngsle, Kngland did succeed in

re-esta!)lL<hing her gold stjuidard but is

now (juite alarmed at the protracted

iieavy flow of gold to the U. S. and
France.

The decline has become reflected with-
in the country, that is, aside from the

differentiation of interef;(s within the
dominion empire, in a steadily mounting
unemployment; in a mark<'d uncertainty
within the upper class ; in decline of the
decadent I^iberal party and new divisions

within t^e political parties in general,

Iioth capitalist and labor; in a diminu-
tion of the formerly imwerfnt aristocracy

of labor as wel! as In sharpeneti class

aniagonisjns

"Oraduiilness" .some time ago Itecame
the sacred gosiH^l of linldwin and Mac-
Donald alike. As far as its o^ject Is

concerned there have been no funda-
mental differences discernible, all posei-

blp pious protestations by MacDonaid to

tile coii'lrary notwithstanding. And .sure-

ly Kngland is now experiencing a gradu-
alness of decline, with—as in ail past
hi.story, so also in the Eutttre—proripects
fft some violent Interruptions, both of
war and of revolutionary upheavals.
Today the export of Rrltish goods is

deciininfT more rapidly than Is interna-

tlduai trade. Figures are very tiresome
!)ut lo cite a tew in demonstration will

nevertheless prove illnminating. The
net favorable balance, or credit to

Prifish trade and 5Jervi<'es of ail kinds
for tile year liWO amounted to $180,000,-

000. Before Ihe war, witUi Its lower
price level, the net balance was never-

theless much higher. For example, in

V.n:i n total of $878000,000 and in 1907

a total of $670,000,000. 1 How seriously

Kngland has been hit by the pi'esent

world crisis is IllustraFted iiy the Hoard
of Trade ind«»: nnmiier of industrial pro-

dtjctlon. With 1024 as its tiase line it

shows a drop from 114 in the fourth
quarter ot lfl2il to 110.7 In the first

quarter of Ift.'iO; to 103.1 in the second
(juarter : to JJO.r) In the third quarter.

The yef more recent figures of tite Roard
of Trade for the first quarter of 1031

shows a fall of Imports of $3G8,467,GeO

and of exports of $.^30,e02,5,'>5 below the

correspimding period of 1030.

Growing Conflict in World Market
The compptitton and preparation! f»r

the conflict with the United States pro-

ceeds everywhere. In China it cannot be

said that Kngland has been most success-

ful. It alternatingly backed the various

reactionary militarist opporiitlons to the

Nationalist government of Chiang Kai-

Shek which of course, was eipially as

reactionarj' but so fur more successful.

The "ojien door" policy of tlie American
imi)erialist,s—iK'can.se of their having lesy

important conce.«!Sions--won favor with
the I)Ouigeoisle of the <-hinese National-

ist government. The succciis to date ot

its present degree of staldliaatlon Is m
nit small measure due to the defeat of

tlie revolution of the Chlne^ie -workers and
pea.-;ants hacause ot the Menshevik pol-

icy by which it was <'onducted ti.v the

Stalin Comintern regime. However, the

perspectives for political suporlortty of

American imix>rialism in China are by
no means secured. The Chines* revolu-

tion is still smouldering.

In South America, British lmi)erlaIISB

Is striving desi>era,tely to malntalu tt«

foothold against the American agressor.

But the Inimense preponderant* at
credits available In Wall Street pr«Mei
continually fc.r new fields of lavijat-

ments. Itecently the air has been astir

with newspaper rumors of some sort of
extension of the Hoover moratorium ac-

tion for "relief" of South America. How-
ever, as is admitted, It is in ifhis spher«
not a question of governmental debta
and hence the purpose could possibly
better i)e accomplished without ofllctal

governmental action. And no doubt .Wall
Street it.-selt will know 'how to make the
broadest possible application of tha
-Monroe Doctrine with its governmen I

ready to back It up in dtte time. British
inve.-itments in South Ajnerlca are still

far greater than those of the Americas
imperialisMt. According to "Revista d«
Economia Argentine" the ilgures In 192S
were $'f,]0:i,f)OO00O for England and
12,107,000,000 for (he I'niled Stat^.

It is in the contro! of electricity and
mineral properties tiiat the, greatest duel
ia being waged in the South American
republics. When the New York Stock
Kx^'hange boom was on, many securities
went from Ixnidon to New York. After
the slump set in some have traveled tha
way back. In the little revolution In
Brazil, Wall Street pivmaturely "backed
a lo«er" and since then the successful
"revolutionists" have called to their as-

sistance an expert of the Bank of F,ng-
land and not of the Federal Iteserve.
Hut such an instance can hardly yet b«
considerd typical,

Rect;ntly the Iloyal Salesman made a
tour of the Koutli American republics-
it will be remembered that Hoover also
made a similar "good will" tour Just
before his inauguration. The Royal
Salesman re! urued and had a nice little

speech written up for him whicli he
delivered to a gatliering of fellow ca^i-
tali.sts at Manchester, It laid great
stress on the problem of England's re-

capture of these parts of the world mar-
kets lost to the United States,

Growing Conflict at Home
British cftpitalisin, however. Is now

violently torn Ijetween the two problems
of struggle to maintain its world mar-
ket position or turning the major at-
tention more inwardly upon the dominion
and colonial empire. Although this turn
Is" pretty mu<'h forced by necessity, .In

either field its diflfcultles are mounting,
not diminishing. With this is connected
also the growing conflict of protective
tariff walls as agwinat free trade. Many
have been the voices recently favoring

more than an hour, arrested a large

number of our comrades, later condemned

to several months of Imprisonment.)

In order not to give them any excnse,

we decided to demonstrate with the party

at the places designated by them, al-

though we were certain that these de-

monstrations would be attended only by

members and ,sympatliizers of the two

organ iKat ions. In the IMli No, 21 we
published an appeal to tlic entire organi-

zation and ils sympathizers to participate

in the united front and to demonstrate

with the jyarty. At the same time, we
took all the necessary preparatory meas-

ures to assure its succ6,>*s.

All our members and sympathizera re-

sponded to the apjK'al in a liody, Tiiis

threw the iMirty people into a fit, mark-

ed by shameless sabotage,

Denton stration Disrui)te<l

A/t Athens seeing the concentration of

our forces, they started the demonstra-

tion prematurely and without any re-

sults. They gave the ijolice an oppor-

tunity to in+ervcne and to proceed with

ma.ss arrests. Seeing this situation, our

comrades followed in rapid succession,

but their march was quickly stopped by

swinging black-jacks 4ind countless ar-

rest.-^ After the dispersal of t!ie de-

monstrators at the Omonia Place the de-

monstration reaissembled in front of the

public offices of ^'enizelos Before a suf-

ficient numiier of the demonstrators. 00

per cent of them our comrade^, had
gather»><I there, about twenty Y. <"!, L,

memiiers !>(>gan to shout: and, after a

few minutes took to their heels and went
over , to acclaim the Soviet Embassy,
leaving our comrades alone to ijattle the

police with stones and to draw fire on

them^selves. In this manner, the forma-

tion of a new manifestation to compen-
sate for the meeting broken up at the

Omonia pla<'es was obstructed.

At Salonica, they refused to announce
t!ie meeting piace. to cause us confusion.

All that was jichieved at Salonica, was
brought about against the will of the

imniy leadership.

At Volo. i^(,o of our comrades who
shouted onr slogans of united front with

the party at the party demonstration,

were seized hy jiarty members and hand-
ed over to tb(> i>.^lic(", who promptly
gave them "the works". We proposed a

Commi,<!sion of Inquiry, compose^ ot

members of both organi^Jitions, but to

tliis day we have not yet received a
reply.

At C-aval la, the i>oUce arrd^ted the

comrade who bore the letter proiwsing
the united front to the party. Tlie party

leaders disappeared and i'onsequent ly,

due to the lack of united action, Itltle

was accompitched, outside of a meeting
of two liundred workers called by our
comrades in front of the Tribunal,

empire econoznlc unity. Esi>clally note-

worthy the empire crusade conducted by
I..ord llothermere and Beaverbrook and
the break within the Con,'iervative party

on this issue. Even the Genera! Coun-
cil of the British trade unions joined

with tlie Federation of British Industries

In issuing a stiitement for empire econ-

omic unity at the time ot the last T. U.

Congress at Nottingham.
At the la.st Imperial conference the

dominion premiers came and apparent-
ly fell right into line with the economic
unity idea. As a matter of fact It was
hailed like their own proposals, to be
connected with the Uiost favored nations
clau.se; fmt as the discussions developed
further it was soon found that the dom-
inions, having developwl capiinli.-^t econ-

omic interests of their own came Into
even sharper collision with those of tlie

mother cottntry and thus the idea does
not stand so well.

Multiplications of capitalist contradic-
tions record some classic examples In

England. Its agelong dominance in the
world market, with a steady flow of Ira-

port of raw materials and export of
manutactnred goods and a foundation of
a colonial empire, free trade liecame ele-

vated to n sacred principle. Way back,
during the hard times of the Kllzabethan
days steps were earnestly taken for
colonial expansion. T!ie manufacture of
those days was prohibited in the colonies,

great tariff walls were erected with a
free interchange within the empire of

staple products to Kngland and finished

goods to the colonies. Came the indus-
trial revolution in Kngland; the world
market lay at Its feet and the tariff walls
could be eliminated.

History is now repeating itself—and
we might add—while it was the first time
as a tragedy, it is the second time as
a farce, A section of the capitalist class,

and indeed the most powerful section,

is reverting to the clamor for protection
for England's decadeiit Indus trj'. For
the development of a young capitalist
industry fa<.'ing an open world market,
protective tariff walls can easily l>ecome
an Important incentive. But matters
stand entirely different in England to-

day. For a declining empire facing a
definitely divided world market, tor a
bankrupt sytsem, neither the reaction-
aries of protectionism nor the reaction-
aries of free trade <?an furnish the solu-

tion. That can be furnished only by the
program of the social revolution,

—ARNB SWABECK,

At the end ot May, tlie annual con-

gress of the Polish Socialist Party (P-

P. S.), Polish section ot tlie Second In-

ternatifiiial, met at Cracow. T!ie debates

at the congress, like the atmo>fphere In

which it took pla<'e, were entirely differ-

ent than during the previous sessions of

the .social demo<-racy, marking aliove all

the Influence of the world economic crisis

and the role of the U, S. S. II. on the

Polish prole tit riat. Never since the war

iiave words so "filled with revolutionary

ardor" been projiounced. never has a

more severe fondemnation of the capi-

taliif regime fallen from the lips of

the I*. I*. S. leaders. For the first time

fiince the re3nn^ection of Independent

Poland has a congress ot the Socialist

party expressed itself resolutely against

a war with the I'. S. S. It, and even

fm- the defense of the U. K. S. R. (!}.

Reasons for "Radtctiligation"

One a^ks what it Is that could "radi-

calize" t'oe P. P? S. in tills manner dur-

ing the congress. Besides the world

cri.sls. two unexpected and at first sight

contradictory things have operated. In

the form Cf the degeneration ot the

Polish Communist Party and the econ-

cmlic development of the U. S. R. K.

Moreover, examples where the social

democracy, knowing the wcakne.is of the

C. P., permits itself to make game with

Left phrases of the workers who are

deeply affected fiy the crisis, are not

ilndtcd to Poland, One can make a gen-

eral observation that with the develop-

ment ot the crisis and the ever growing

decay of the C. I„ the social democracy

which, at the beginning of the crisis

tended to want to cairn down the

spirits of the workers to diminish

the importance of the crisis, no

I'mger conduct Ihemselves in this

manner. On the contrary, the leaders

ot the I^'ft social democracy and even

those of the Center speak openly alxmt

ithe crisis of the regime and advance as

the sole way ont of the crisis—socialism.

To be <*ure. they take good care not to

point out the concrete roads for attain-

ing iit, but the mere fact that the social

democracy which has rewiained the most

loyal servitor of the bourgeoisie, permits

itself to pronounce a verdict against the

bourgeois regime at a congress, is quite

significant for the present epoch.

With the absence of a lending force,

t'hese (Ii'inonstrations, which frequently

cost the proletariat faitallt.ies, lead to

nothing. A few weeks nfio, four mine

workers were killed in a strike and a

At Agrinl, the police made preventive

arrests. Sei-enty workers, memliers of

our organization, struck.

We did all in our power to assure the

success ot the demonstrations. The

party did everything to sabotage common
action. It our united front proiwsals had

been accepted and special joint commis-

sions of tile two organizations formed,

the First of May would have been a suc-

ce^. Without our participation, their

First of May /lemonstrations turned out

to be a fiasco.

Onr action made such an Impression on

the party, that tor two days its paper

did not Iirenthe a word and tried hard

to screen them. Then It proceeded with

its haldtual slanders and finally, of late,

It has prohibited it« members even to

go near our comrades. On the other

hand, the party memiiers who are really

sincere, salute us as comrades wherever

we meet. They are beginning to come
to otrr offices and to onr unions. All the

comrades of onr organization have under-

stood through their own experience what

a powei-fnl arm the united front is in

the struggle against Stalinism.

In so far a^ we ourselves are con-

cerned, we have noted a great number
ot mistakes, which hindered a success

corresponding to 'the preparations tftjcen,

Altliougii the mobilization of our forces

at Athens was almost complete, lack of

initiative and of experience were the

cause 'for the non-realisiatlon of our aim ,

We have suffered the following cas-

ualties :

At Athens, of the thirty comrades con-

victed (eight to two months and 22 to

one month's imprisonment respectively),

7 Archlo-Marxists received two moniths'

imprisonment each and 8 more, ^ne
month each; all in all, 15 Archlo-Marx-
fsts were convicted.

At Salonica ; one Archto-Marxist was
seriously wounded, A nuint>er of com-
rades have Iteen arrested but not yet
brought ito trial. Tlie charges against
them^are sedition murder and violation

of the Extra-ordinary I^aw.

At Cavnlla, 5 Archio-Marxists were
condemned to 15 years imprisonment and
deportation and one party member to 5
years. Our <:omrades were, besides, tor-

tttred for ten consecutive hours, to make
tiiem reveal the names of the authors
of the leaflets we distributed. They lost

consciousness but revealed nothing; and
gained the admiration of the party com-
rades arrested with them.
We had hoped to gather around us a

few thousand workers, if Renti had
been accepted as the meeting place. An
It was, the manifestation at Athens com-
prised only the members and sympath-
izers of the two organizations. How-
ever we could not adopt a different at-

titude from the one we did, because
that would only have brought grist to

the mill of the party leaders.

general protest strike embracing the

whole milling .swtion [iroke out after the

killing. In all these movements, the

Commuidst Party of Poland was_ without

any intlijB'i'e. Tlie First of May. 10;il.

already emphasized this weakness of the

Communisi movement, resulting from tlie

Stalinist regime, wiiich has made of this

party too a bureiiucratic appendage to

the Centrist Inteniatiotial. The P. C.

V. in the i«>!^t had virile cadres, a well-

rooted influence among the mine work-

era, the metal workers, etc. -today

there is nofliing or almost nothing left

of it. One ot the last stroitf^holds, tlie

shop councils of Upper Silesia, where

the influence of German Communism

niiireover, sliould play a positive role,

was lost in flie last electiuns to tiie

b<"nefit of the P. P. S. <tnly the de-

generaticm and the decline in Influence

of Communism permits titc P. P. S. to

consolidate itself and to iiiay at "radl-

cJiilzatlon".

The Oiipifciition at ihe Congress had al-

most half the votes, and yet no split

t<iok place, which proves oni-e more that

Communism is tar from being a menace

to the P. P. S. In Uenin's time, so pro-

found a discussion in -Ihe ranks of Llie

social democracy would have Is'd to the

passage of whole organizations to Com-

munism.

Results of "Social Fascistn" Theory

Today there is notldng of the kind

—

the masses disillusioned by the policy of

the bloc of -the social dumocrai-y with

the bourgeois and peasant I*ft demand

action against Fascism Iiut at the same

time retain their confidence In Ilie P P.

S. and let themselves be lulled liy the

I/eft leaders, (-an more disastrous ex-

amples be lound of the Stalinist tactic

toward "socia! Fascism", a lactic w-hich

admirably serves the social democracy at

tile -time when the crisis Is nndcrmlning

ail its foundations?

The qnestlon of the O. S. 'S. R. was

raised a number of tin)cs at the con-

gress. The deputy Cxapinskl, who deliv-

ered the report on the world silnation,

made (he following demagogic projwsdls

la connection with the dangers of w-jr:

"Manuilsky said at liic last Tlenum of

the C. I. that the P. P. S, is In the front

ranks of the re[iaralious for an auii-

Soviet war. A represent)i five ot the Sov-

iet Telegraphic Agency is present. Let

him write to Moscow tliat the P. P. S.

Iri not only wt preparing a war, but

that it will oppose wi^h all its strength

an agression agaijist the II. S. S. R."

These words were waniily applauded by

the delegates and those iircsent on the

platform.

It must be avowed tiiai the change

Is profcmnd. The P, P. S. wbicii. as re-

cently as tile First of May, condemned
the U. S. S. R. in its appeal, has made
an abrupt turn in this question follow-

ing the new orientation of the Polish

bourgeoisie itself—an orientation inau-

gurated at Oeneva by tlie notorious

speech of I>i*viiH)V on liie "i>eac<'ful co-

existence of the two systems"

The increasing need of machines and

credits in the V. S. S. R., occiiring paral-

lel to the development ot the ^-onomic

crisis, makes it one of the best clients

of 'the world bourgeoisie, and provokes

among the capitalists a verifaltle race tor

Soviet orders. The Polish iibnrgeoisie

has not remaliuv) ind-iffetent ; and in tlie

turn It has sent to the V. S. S, R. a dele-

gation which ccmcluded .some good tmsl-

nesH atid received important orders for

its Industry. This tact caisnot remain

unknown to the Poiish workers and un-

employed, among whom is being mani-

fested n strong curretft of sympjithy tor

the U. S. S-. R.

Tiie leadei-s of the I'. P. S., who know
very well the curreii'ts agitating the

working cla«is, did not hesitate to iralke

a turn and to proclaim Ihemselves de-

fenders of the U. S. S. R., which will

hardly prevent them tomorrow, in a dif-

ferent situation, from Ix'ing the most

agresslve enemies of the H. K. S. li.

Where Is the Comnrniuist Party?

But where is the Polish C. I'. In all

this 'J Here again Is a con.-a-quence of

Centrlsm which by it»; i>olicy of adven-

turism or eise of ojurartmiism, lets go

l>y the best opiwrtunlt ies for winning

the proletjiriat and weakening the social

democra<'y.

When the Left Opposition, two years

ago, advanced the slogan of "economic

collal)oratlon with the U. S. S. R." with

the aim of strengthening Communism and
unziKLsking the social dem^icracy, the

Centrists of the whole world and the

leaders of the I*. P. C shouted about
opportunism and did everything to sab-

otage -the realization of this slogan. To-

day, (economic collahtiratlon is Iwing reitl-

ized between t-he I.'. S. S. R. and the
capitalist .sta'tes, but Communism is in-

cjipable of drawing any profit from it

for Its propaganda and of unmasking the
social democracy.

The congress of the P. V. S. threw a

light upon two things: (1) the working
class is in a state of effervescenc,e and
on the lookout for new roads; (2) nhe

e<'onomIc development of the U. S, S, li.,

which can bring about deep changes in

the social democratic mass. Only fhe

mistakes of ('entrlsm, only the incapac-

ity to which the Stallni.st leadership has
reduced Communism prevents Ihe Polish

proletariat from turning ^way from the
social democracy and regaining the rev-

olutionary road, —^FELIX,
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Rank and File Struggle in the New York

Carpenters' Union
with Greater New York having 32 local

unions, of the carpenters' organ i-^ation,

tt, ts looked upon as a «ort of liarometer

of that organ izQ'tion, and therefore, be-

sides its own problems, is often con-

fronted with prohlciaa conoerning the or-

ganization as a whole. 113- tiiis I mean
that measures aimed to eome up for

adoptiOTi will usually be tried out in the

New York lifstrict before tliey «re known
of in other vicinities, Aral so it hap-

pened on Oct. 8 1030. Tile N. Y. I>ist.

Council, on a roll call vote, adopted a

motion which if enforced woul<l compel
every menil)er in the Metropolitan Dist.

to have his photograph on his working
card. This* was l)<>lHtered up with the

pretense of making it'impossibic for any
member to loan hiri card to non-union
men,

A Reactioiuiry I^oposal

Hereupon Tj. V. 20!>0 got busy and
el<;eted a conimiltee wliieh went before

various Ijol'ii1« in N, Y. and drew their

attention to tlte dangerous effect thi^

photo would Imve 01^ niember.s partici-

pating on picket- 11 lies or iielongiiig to any
political orgHni/jation; that it would £nr-

nish the police, the Immigration Htireau,

SB well as the Dept, of Justice, with
direct and immediate identification, that

tfc would ijostivcly lead to haying many
of our best meml>ers thrown Into jail.

If not deporlied et<'. Thus otir organisa-

tion with its foolish ruHns;3 would ijn-

consciously play in the hands of the

police and tlie bosses. It further point-

ed out thiit the action t y the U. C.

was Illegal, for the fact that such steps

ar* a permanent rule necessitates the

ftmending of the I). C. by-laws; this must
be done through a refereiulum vote in

order to comply with the laws of the

general constitution of our organiKation.

proceeding from thiit, the resnlt was that

nrvany locals appealed to the First Vice-

President of the organization, who found
himself compelled to disapprove the ac-

tion of the D, C,

But what was most imi>ortant of all

was that out of this tlie Committee it-

self has learned its power, by the use
of united action, and 011 Jan. S, 1»31 was
reorganized as the Emergency Commit-
tee. It was first officially represented
by two and is now officially represented

by five locals. It issued over five thou-
sand leaflets. Us dejnanda are (J-honrs

a day, 5-day week, division of work,
shop and job control by locals, etc. (With
these demands the Kmergency Commit-
tee appeared on tlte Iloor of twelve lo-

cals ,in some cases twice or ithree times,

J-i order to achieve its point. On Fob.
2, a visit was made to Ijoca! COS. When
the loyal supporters of the I>, C. denied
the committee the Hoor to speak the
committee decided to revisit that local,

the meantime, contact was made with
few of their members in the day-room
id on Feb, 9, when the committee re-

jpearipd before Ijofitl (508 the chairman
as compelled by vote of the member-
ilp :to grant the floor to Iloltkamp, a

emiber of the committee. Two weeks
tert Holtkamp was notified by the D.

Trial Board that charges were
rought against him l)y the chairman of

U. Cfl8 for bringing dissension among
le membership of his local union and
r critlciatng the I>. C. ofticers. He was
Id to appear liefore the I). C Trial
>ard on Mareh 27, 1931. In the mean-
ne. Local 20ft0 took upon itself the
lole responsibility for what Holtkamp
d the committee were cliarged with,
.d Instead of Holtkamp alone, a oom-

nittee of eight, some iinofiicially, rep-
resenting four local unions appeared
with him as witnesses befoiic the Trial
Board. AI! were h^-ard, but to this

date no decision has been rendered.

Towards Mass Demonstrations

On April 4, a resolution, demanding
the D. C. to call a conferent'e of five

nk «nd file members of each local to
scuss equal distrilnition of work, was

irawn up and sent through Local 11C4
to every local in the Motropoiitan dis-

trict. Of these locals unions, t'ieven of
them submitted their resolution befoire

the D, C. bat Instead of being acted npon
the I>. C placed them on tile. Our next
step will be to work towards a mass
demonstration by at least the eleven
'oeals who signed the resolution compel-
ing the D. C. to act upon them.
Now as to the Carpenters Section of

he Building & Construction Workers In-
lustHal Ijeague affiliated with the T.
V. U. L. Who are they? We don't have
to give you their trade mark. Their leaf-

let, their action will best bear them out.
As to the claims with which they credit
themselves in their election circulars,
they will lind a much better reception
I few thousami miles away from New
York, than right here in their own L.
J. Their leaflet says the Emergency
omimlttee believes in no politics in the

anion. That Is false. No one of us Is

a holder of a free trip to Moscow by the
Stalinist regime. But what we do <!ay

Is this: Unless the workers are able to
tell whether politics are played in the
Interest of the workers or the boss, they
hould study them first.

S«ren or Six Hour Day?
But that lis not all which confuses us.

'hile In their leaflets only yesterday
ley accused us of standing for no pol-

:s in the union, which of course is

true, the T. U, U. L. in the needle
des has really adopted that very
gan (no politics in the union, without
y explanation. The Emergency Com-
'*tee not altogether igiiorant in politics,

<ird against any elements swamping

them, adopted a ruling tliat only three

raemljors from any L, IJ. are allowed to

vot(?. This waM already in effect before

anyone of the T. 1!, V. h. had come in

contat't with us. The official representa-

tion then was eight members. The mem-
bers of the T. v.. U. L. had met with us
abotu three times but did not attend very

regularly. In the meantime our resolu-

tion on the (i-iiour day was in the press

and, at (heir re-appearance, we were
asked by them to withdraw the resolu-

tion and bav(? it substituted by a 7-boui-

day ! This we could not do because we
are of the opinion tliat the 7-hour day
would not bring much relief, with so

many men out of work. Then we were
asked .to increase the i-t'preyentation from
three to ten. This we also could not -.lo

btciiuse out of the thrive locals repre-

sented, two were not able at that time
to increase their representation on ac-

count of such -representation being made
up of voluntary members, Ko they with-
drew. Their next step was to put up
something in opposition to us, so they
organined a Open Kormu, which was held
on Marcii 1, at I4;i K. 103rd »t. witli

.Morris Itosen as speaker, ami in spite

of tlieir bragging of IStX) memt)ers in the
li. H. W. I. L. they were not able to mob-
iliKc more than forty of wliom about one
third were adherents of the Emergency
Conimitice.

Lessons for the T. U. U. L.

Our last election in L, 11, 2090 should
have taugJit them ;i lesson If they are
still in a position to do their own think-

ing. Last year tlie T ,i; ,U. L. had
seven candidates ekx'ted In IjQcal 209().

Six months later, five of them left the

T. n. 1). L. At this June election they

got on the platform and (ienounced the
whole organization which did not exclude
the rank and tile, by whom, ten luiinutes

laU-i; they expected to tie elected. The
result was that they elected two this

year, against seven twelve months ago.
In analyzing the activity and policy of

the T. r. r, L. they are bound to drift

into o<;mplete sectarianism if not a com-
plete <'o]lapse, betiiiuse <of theii' totsiC

isolation from the worker.s. For in-

stance, along in March Jt was di.sclosed

that in (ertain shops under he jurisdic-

tion of l/ocal 20i)() and Local 1104 there
were over forty men working at the rate

of from five to eleven doll&rs per day.
'ITie complaint was made to the I), C.

Tlie council took action and i-ecovered

two weeks, for ea<-h man the difference

between -f.-i^ll and $13.20 back wages.
The council failed o penalize by not re-

moving these men and replace them with
new nien. The tpiestion came up before
t!ie above two locals, wh.icb voted to or-

ganize a joint protest demonstration be-

fore the office of the I). C, but since this

demonstration was not started by the
T. IT. II. L. or any of its members (who
claim sole patent rights on all demon-

Auto JVor]{ers

J^eject a Cut
In this time of economic depression

and widespread surrender on the part

of She workers to the bosses' campsiign

ot wage-cutting, i>t is encouraging to

fizid a labor union still militant enough

to refu'se to allow its memliers to ac-

cept such a cut. At the last meeting

of the Automobile and Vehicle Workers'

Union here in New Y'ork, 'the chairman
of a committee repre.sentiug the work-

ers in the largest au-to body shop in New
Y'ork (said chairman, Iiy the way, being

a member of the Connnunist Ijcague of

America) announced that the men in

bis shop had ijeen asked by their employ-

er to take a 15 percent redaction in

-their wages.

The immediate reaction of the mem-
bership was to denounce the propo.sal

and a numjier of members took the floor

and expressed bitter resentment against

it. When tlie vote was finally taken, it

proved to !>e 100 percent against iiccept-

ing the c«t.

This organiKiition. once a powerful Left

wing union, the leadership of which was
in the hands of the (;(vmniunlst pitrty, has

for >the last thrtv or foui' years been
steadily losing in nieml>ejvihip, and its

pi-estige as a fighting union has suf-

fered a decline. When, in 1928, the

union atii!itt-ted with the A. F. of L. the

Commuui.st party nw'mbers of the uni(j«

adopted the jwllcy of the party leaders

and dropiied out of the organiKation^

not with tlte lirtention of forming a new
union, but solely becau.se of the childish

attitude, "if we can't have things our

way, we won't pbiy." Without, nppar-
endy any doubts on the wisdom of their

action, they thus left to the labor fakers

the leadership of several Jiundred work-
ers.

la the whole organissation only one
Communist—a memiier of the ('om-munist

League— was left to carry on the fight

for a militant union. He succeeded in

<v)nvincing two other members of the

union that the policy of the (^.ommunist

I/eague was correct, and witli their lielp

set to work to win back the ground that

had ijoen lost by .the action of the Com-
munist party deserters. Slowly but sure-

ly his efforts began to teil. The union
will shortly start a determined organiza-

tion drive, and due .to the general dis-

sa'tisfaction jimong auto workers in the

city, there is ev^ry reason to expect tliat

the union will regain its former strength.

—GADFLY.

Hlllman's New Racket - The «Campaign»

Against Racketeering

Ktrations) they fought the issue and did

all they could to offset it. In spite of

all their work, tlie demonstration of

about three hundred took place. It did

not bring great results but considering

the fa<'tH, it was the only body ever h.'ard

of to raise a voice of protest against

the action of tlie Itureaucrats in the B.

C. & J. A. —W.H. IT,

(Continued from page 1)

the union? Who is the enemy that, in

the words of Ililiman, has in the last

seven years undermined the peaceful re-

lations between the union and the manu-

facturers, taken hold in our industry and

ch!ilieng(\l that they "will share in the

union government or will do away witii

the union officers"?

The Daily Ne^s Record, oflicial organ

of the clothing manufacturer.s, gives an

answer to this (luestion in a series of

talks on the situation in the industry.

It ixilnts to the racketeers in the A.t;.W,

wiiom Hiilnian has in mind but is not

ready for strategical reasons to mention

openly. These racketeers are the otli-

cials of the Cutters' L'nion, IjOcai 4, un-

der the leadership of I'h. Orlofsky who
have always defied and interfered in the

plans of the organization to unionize

the market, and engaged in racketeering.

These officials are the ones whom Hill-

man is determinwl to clean out of the

union, and this campaign is a continua-

tion of tlie one laurahed by Ililiman a

couple of years ago and which was sus-

pended by him ior strategical reasons:

becau.se Orlofsky's position was too

strong at that time.

The challenge made by (niters' officials

either to refute or confirm prevalent-

rumors and references in regard to tlie

racketeers in the union. Ililiman refused

to answer. To a rank and file commit-;

tee of the cutters' local who ottered Hill-

man their support in his house-cleaning

of their local, Hillnnm declined to dis-

close the names of the <if!icials involved

in the racketeering practises and rejected

with contenii)t their cooiK^ration offei-ed

him in his campaign.

Who Are the Kaiketeers?

Who then arc tlie racketeers and what
connection is there between Ilillman's

campaign and the contemplated "general

strike" in the New York market? After

a caivful examination of all this mess
of statements and declarations in the

trade, union and general press by all

parties involved, one cannot but dr;iw

the only logical couflusion in regard to

the campaign launched by Ililiman

against racketeering and his program of

a general strike: Ililiman is performing
one of his nsuai publicity stunts and is

maneuvering a new l>etra.val of the A
<'. W. membership in the coming renew-
ai of the agreement with the clothing

manufacturers, distracting ibeir attention

frorf their real problems and preventing

a real house-cleaning of racketeering in

tiie union by the nieinbt'vs themselves.
How did racketeering find its way into

the industry when, itccording to Hill-

man, mutual relations between the union
and the maim facturers were .satisfactory

to all concerned and law and order re-

igned supreme? In whose interest wes
it to bring in this plague that is "ruining
the Indti.stry" and causing unemploy-

The Background of the Coal Strike
No matter what book or treatise on

the world's great industries or eommo-
<iities one were to pick up, there would
be in-cluded in a position of importance
that of bituminous coal. And proi>eriy

so. More than all other sources com-
bined, soft coal was the ciilef source
for t!ie production of power and heat

during even the past few years, in spite

of the rapid strides made recently by

oil and water power. And looked at

from the point of view ot the coal In-

dustry alone—bituminous !a the predom-
inating fa<'tor as compaivd to anthracite.

Only about 10 to 15 percent of the coal

produced in this country is anthracite

and the production of this hard coal

is confined <[o the region In nortiieastern

Pennsylvania located around Scran ton.

Bituminous plays the predominating rule

from the point of view of total produc-
tion, of iniimrtance in industry (about 70
per(;ent of the antbracite is used in the
home—bituminous plajs Its role in the
steel mill, in the power plant, and on
the railroad), of area of product and of
total men empios-ed. Also, it gains
nnijor attention at the present time from
the completely demoraiiKCd condition of
the industry as compared to the an-
thracite field.

No nmttei- what major Industry one
com-eriiK himself with at tiie present time,
he will always be confronted with the
contradiction between the "capacity for
production" and the actual production.
Bituminous coal is no exception. Tiiere
are certain industries in whicii one can-
not speak of actual overpnKluction. In
these industries production is merely "on
order". The major part of the steel in-

dustry Is a good example of the above.
Soft coal production come« into this cate-

gory too. To attempt to analyze the
bituminous indiistry from the point ot

view of actual overproduction would
get one nowheie. There is strictly

six'aking no actual, overproduction of
coal for any length of time. The source
lor i'he difhiculties of the industry lies

not in the actual overproduction but in
tiie growing disproporticm between capac-
ity for production and actual produ<'ti(>n.

I'ri<tr to the war the expansion of tlia

bituminous mining industr.v was greater

than tliat of American industry as a

whole. This rate of expansion received

the added impetus of the war years, years

of great demand. Under such circum-

stances tlie problem before the indu-

stry was that of expanding its capacity

rapidly enough to meet the increasing de-

mand. The war left tlie Industry with a

capacity much above the needs of the

normal market.

The years since the war have been

proi)erly considered the years of unpre-

cented mechanization, of rational iz<ition

for American industiy as a whole

Tlie bituminous coal industry is not ex-

cluded. "Mine mecbanization" has g*me

on apace. As compared to 1018 under-

ground haulage is now largel|- mechani-

cal. Th(> percentage undercut by hand

has declined from 23.8 percent in 1918

to 14.2 percent in 1928. Mechanical

loaders were not In use in 1918. No
large mine at present would conceive of

loading by hand. According to C. J.

Bockus, President of the National Coal

Associaticn "the adoption of mechanical

devices Is reflected in the fact tliat be-

tween 1918 and 1928 the average 6utput

];>er day per man employed increased

from 3.78 tons to 4,73 tons, a gain of

2r> percent," For 192<> and 1930 this in-

crease is much greater since these were

the years over TiO percent increase in tlie

use of mechanical loaders. Of course,

this increase of 25 percent per

man for the industry as a whole,

means tor those mines which are

highly me<'hanized an increase per

day per man many times the

above 25 per<-ent--and >the mines in the

Pittsburgh n'gion, jiarticularly those of

the Pittsburgh Terminal (Joai Co. are

included in that group of 'highly mech-
anize^". He concludes the above para-

grapk in bis contritmtion to "The Men-
ace of Overproduction" with th3 sen-

tence: "T!ie influence of mechanical
loaders upon output per man has only

begun to be felt,"

In addition to the increase in capacity

caused by mechanization ihere Is that

caused by lateral expansion of the in-

du.stry. New mines are being constant-

ly oiK'ne<i, new fields exploited aside

from which many mines already being

worked are enlarged. The large capac-

ity existing at the end of tlie war coupled
with tliat of lateral expansion and that

caused by mechaniKation gives to the U.

S. at the present time, as estimated by
the H. S. Bureau of Mines a total ca-

pacirty of I>etween 7.-)0,000,000 and SOO.-

000,000 tons per year.

Actual production and consumption
however remains far below this figure.

Up 'to and including the war years, pro-

duction from .year to year increased iiy

leaps and bounds. Since then rather

than an increase there has been a de-

crease. Since the war there has been

no year to equal that of 1918.

1909-18 (Average per year) 380,000,000

1917-19 (Average tier year) 532,000000
1928-2J) (Average per year) 517,000,000

1*130—402.000,000

Capacity for production ]92S»—800,000,000

Thus we see an industry that had ac-

quired the habit of expanding, and that

wa;* actually exjKinding its capacity for

production, on the downgrade as re-

gards actual production. New grants

had come to challenge it. The equivalent

of alK>nt 400,000 000 tons of bituminous

coal is now l>eing coiLsunied yearly in

the form of oil, gas. and water power.

Thus we observe here an iudnstrj- that

has virtually been in not much better

than perjietual crisis during the entire

post-war period.

This increasing prcKlnctlvity coupled

with a decreasing market could, in this

non-monopoly industry, result in but one
thing—a drop in the price of coal. The
actuality here verified the expected. Be-

tween the .V'ears 1918 and H)29 bitumin-

ous coal fell in price practically 50 per-

cent. (Coal Age).

The above are the facts underlying the

present strike situation. Aggravated of

courwe by the general business depres-

sion—the "pessimistic" iiicture presentixi

above sliouid be multiplied l>y the qtib-

tient tor the present depresKlon of the

country as a whole, in order actually

to realize what is taking place in the

mine tiebls.

The decreasing demand coupled with

an increased output per man jier day

was followed by widespread unemploy-
ment. Tlie miners w 10 worked four or

five months each year considered him^

self lucky indeed. Having no visible

rallying point, the miners continued to

ai'tept wage cuts and layoffs up to the

point of starvation. Discontent was ram-
pant. But a spark was needed to set

the entire industry aflame. This spark

has been supplied. Siiintaneouily the

miners are rallying to the call of the

National Miners Union. The years of

suffering are reflected in a militancy that

has not been seen in 'the American labor

movement for years.

—H. S.

ment and misery to thousands o£ work-

ers? Why does Ililiman evade mention

of the causes of this phenomenon in the

New York market? *Vhy does Ililiman

reject the cooperation of the rank and

file of the meiniiership in his so-called

light against this evil?

Ililiman traces the beginning of racket-

eering in the Industry back to the year

li!24. Is it a mere coincidence that in

that ,vear Ilillman's camprtigii against

ttie Left wing in the A. C, W, and Beck-

erman's underworld ruie in the New
York organiKation was inaugurated by

Hiilman? How does Hiilinan rciid his

own history? Was not Hiilman the one
that ent'fironcd the underworld cbief-

taiuE in the Joint Board au<l gave his

blessings to the terror and gangster

methods in the cutters' local which have
reigned up till recently when the mem-
bership has finally risen in protest

against them? Was not Ilillman's aim
at that time to enforce "law find order"
and piece-work for the tailors and low
costs of productiftji for the manufactur-
ers?

What has happened sin-e? What has
caused this cliauge of mind in Ililiman?

Is he longing for the old sjstem of law
and order whe;^ thv menibership had en-

joyed the benefits of organization and (he
Hillmans had to cover themselves with
radical phrases and pretend allegiance to

the class struggle? Hiihiiiin has made it

clear that this is not iiis object. He
does not intend to improve the condi-
tions of the tailors in New York, wihich

are unbearable to tUe extreme and for^

wlii<-h he is responsible. He is not out
to clean the organization of the H;'cker-

mans and Orlofskys for the benefit of
the membersihlp. He did not bring these
racketeers into the union to benefit the
meniliership and will not remove them
for that purpo.se. Hiilman is squaring
his own accounts wtlJi his competitors
in the racketeering game in wliich they
are ali engaged as officers of the A. 0. W,
concern and agents of the clothing mami-
facturet^.. .Hiilman, in tiiis campaign, is

pursuing the aims rf the clothing niann
factnrers. It is sufficient to glance
through the articles !n the Daily News
Record written on the situation and the
statements made by V. D. .laffe, presi-

dent of the (^iotiiiers Kxehange to reach
this conclusion.

Bosses with Hiilman
The Dally News Record definitely sides

with Hiilman in his campaign against
the officials of the cutters local, net IK"-

eause of the racketeering practises of
those ofti<>ials Imt because it wishes to
see tlie "aristocratic" cutters whipped in
line by Hiilman with the rest of cloth-
ing workers who are the majority in the
industry and have suimiitted to lower
standards and worse conditions in tiie

shops. The manufacturers' organ is

working hand in glove with Hiilman in
their common aim to efficiency-unionize"
the industr.v.

C. D. ,Iaffe had this to ,'!ay on the situa
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tiou: "No one need regret joining the

n!ii<m in any constrtii;, tve efl'ort to build

i;p this market and clease it of its un-

l;-rworld element. We n. ed a strong,

rtol a weak union. iUid i do not iieiieve in

vaciliating on this point. The collective

bargaining agreements have conclusively

pro\'<'n tj the retailer througliout that

they nc :! have no fears of strikes or

'~'';"Ti;s. [ir ex.t^siive costs in the mar-

ket."

The rcmarkiible unity of aims and

identity of language between Hiilman and

the clothing mannfiufurers are revealed

in the above quotation from the manu-
facturers' mouthpieces. But these are

sliown stiil more clciU'ly in their con-

certed actions. -Vt the conferences with

Mayor Walker and his committee Hiil-

man and the representatives of the

Clothiers' Kxchange appeared together

as one body and pleaded for protection of

their common interests in the coming

strike. Botii parties are then engaged

In thi>^ campaign l;iiiiiciied by Hiilman to

"improve" the conditions of the undcr-

pai<l taiiors and both are concerned in

the "liouse-cleaning" of the .\malgain-

ated. 'J'hey both have one objtvfive: to

I>roinotc the inanufaclii'-e of men's doth-

ing in New York through estniil 'liliing

low costs of pri duotiiin at the expense

of the clothing workers. Hiilman is the

spokesman of the mitnufacturers in tliis

as in every other campaign of the A. (\

W, The talk of a general strike and a

fight against racketeering is only a smoke
screen to'blind the union mem!>ersbi]) to

the work ot betrayal Hiilman is out to

perform. The members know it and
have expri's.scd their opinion about it

at their meetings. They will also pre-

pare to act and fight against this betra.v-

al.

As far as the evil 1 f racketeering and
gangsterism is concernc<l. the A, ('.. W,
members are <( nvinci-d that tiiis phigue
can only he elininiated by their own
effort, in strug.gle against the corrtttit

officialdom in the local unions who are

maintaiiied by llillmaa an 1 are l-he c'^n

necting Sink between the union and the
underworld and in many cj^es represent
the underworld in their i.wn person, Ilili-

man cannot and will not eliniinalc them
witliout the risk of losing his control

over the organiKation, and Ihis he is

not exjiectcd to do.

A Keal ChaHenge

The real cballeng;> to rncketeering
must come from the rank and file of the
union menibeisliip, A r.'al general strike
for the iiiiprovemeiit of conditions can
only be undertaken by the iiienib;'rship,

not on the initiative of the manufacturers
and their agent, ."^idiuy Ililiman, ngain>t
whom it sliouhl be directed. Hillni.in

has not launched his campaign for thest^

alms. He is in the A. (!. W. to serve
the bosses iind his own imercst.s. Tiiis

<anipaign for the so-called gener:il strike
and against racivetcering have once niort^

proved it. The A. V. W. memiiership will

benefit by this experience added to the
many gone through by tliein in the past.

Tlteir struggle against their betrayers
will ise so much more intense and will
bring victory so mm h nearer.

—ALBFIJT OKLAND.
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EDITORIAL NOTES
i

THEY OVERLOOKED THE
GERMAN SITUATION

The first answer of the American

Stalinists to the Hoover moratorium was
a shocking revelation of tlie theoretical

degeneraitlon which has been brought In-

to the Communist movement under the

flag of *'80cial(sm In one country," The
Russian Opposition attacked this theory

from the very start as the cover for a

fundamental revision of the Marxist dot'-

trine of revolutionary internationalism

tending to turn the attention of the na-

tional Commutiiat parties aivay from the

problems of the international revolution

to the paclflst offioe of "frontier guards"

who would "defend" the Soviet Union
wMle a complete soeiali.st society was
being constructed there. Tlie first com-
ment of the Dally Worker on the new
American intervention in Europe is .'in-

other demonstration of the fatt that com-
rade Trotsky and his Marxist fellow-

thinkers <3id not overstate the case.

Iteducing all complexities to one com-
mon formnia, the Daily Worker had no
difficulty In explaining the moratorium
proposal to its readers. Th« issue of

June 22, following the publication of

Hoover's statement devoted a leading

editorial to the subject. From this

statenient of Hoover, says the editorial,

"there can be no further doubt of the

position of the United States as organ-
izer and leader of the international anti-

Soviet front." Hoover's statement, con-

tinues the editorial, "sliould alarm every
worker as an immediaie war threat

against the first workers' llepublic." On
this single theme the entire editorial is

developed. As to the direct and imme-
diate aim of the American proposal—to
head off the proletarian revolution in

Germany—and as to tliu connection
of the proletarian revolution in

Kurope with the defense of the Soviet
Union and the consolidation of Its victory

—on these questioas the editorial of the
Dally Worker had not a word to say.
And that was not a mere "oversight''.

The theory of socialism In one country
began by overlooking the international
revolution and removing It from the

agenda of pra<-tical tasks of the day
and could not do otlierwisc. for the two
conceptions are incompatible. The Am-
erican students are falthfni to their Rus-
sian teachers—and paymasters.

Yesterday the oncoming proletarian
revolution in Spain was viewed with
uneasiness in Pravda bccanse It thrcrt-

tened to upset rtie European equili-

brium and emliinser the Five i'eitr

Plan. Today the German revolntlon
la overlooked in the Dally Worker
which sees only "defense" ot the
Soviet Union—as though there could be
any real and permanent defense except
the revolution fn other poimtrles. The
whole sequence of blunders and crimes
which has flowed from the Stalin le.td-

ership—In Russia and on a world scale-
have proceeded from a ttteory that Is

fundamentally false.

The reactionary theory cf socialism In
on© country Is no abstraction, remote
from tlie problems and toski* of the
day, as many are apt to regard t. No,
ft Is the thread which ties all the cur-
rent revisionist policies together and
unites them into a s.vstem. And for that
reason, the struggle for the regeneration
of the Communist Interntittonal on the
foundations of revolutionary internation-
alism Is preeminently a strtiggle to free
It from the debasing influence of this
theory.

"SAVING—GERMANY" FOR WHOM?
If the Hoover propos.il for the sus-

pension of war dchts and reparations
fails to bold hack the proletarian rt>v-

olation in (iermttny it win not be for
lack of support In the capitalist camp.
In the choruj* of praise which ha.'i greet-
ed the new intervention in Knrope from
ail the bourgeois parties and faction^!

there is not n note of dtsscord to be
heard. Elverythin^ is in close barniony,
as though all the parts had heen as-
signed and rehearsed in advance la
re«dines,s for the signal of the maestro.
Th« unison is even superior to that of
a practi.'sed orchestra and more firmly
baaed. They are &U united behind the
scheme by the compulsion of common
Interest in the existing social order
which is directly memiccd by the situa-
tion In Germany. That is (he real secret
of the m'arvelons unanimltj.
From this standpoint one of the ap-

plauding voices deserves a special men-
tion. On July 1 Norman Thomas hailed
the moT-ntorium policy as n step to save
Germany and Kurope front "collapse".
Speaking Ijefore the I'nSon Theological
Scitilnary as (pioted by the Times of the
following day, he said r "The collapse of
Germany under the Hitlerites or Commun-
ists threatens the collapse of all Eur-
ope, or even all of Western civilization.

Although Hoover's plan does not go far
enough, It is (rood as far qs it goes,"
To Hoover and his Wall Street backers
this point of view is i rreproa<'hable.
Support from the lycft is necessary for
the politicians of reaction, and highly
valued by them. But how should the
workers many of whom Imagiue Thomas
speaks in their Intei-est regard this ut-
terance?

Thomas Is fearful of a "collapse of all

Europe, even of all of Western civiliKa-
tton", regardless of whether this col-

lapse occurs under the Communists or
the fascists. It would b« in place to
ask first of ali w^hat such a "collapse"
under the Communists would consist
of, and who stands to lose and who
Jrtanda to gain by it. Hoover and Co.
could answer that question without a
moment's hesitation. They thought of H

beforehand, an^ that is why they acted.

It ought to be obvious to every work-

er who stops to think—and there are

many of them who have time and reason

to think these days—that Thomas' fear

of a "collapse under the Communists"
Is an echo of the fear of the ruling class

and not an expression of t-he interests of

their exploited victims.

Hut— it may be objected—Thomas said

he also feared the Fascists, Yes, he did

say it and he does fear them. In that

sentiment he defends the special Inter-

ests of the social-democracy which would

be depiived <;f its function if bourgeois-

democracy^the present form of capital-

ist clas,-^ rale In Germany—were sup-

planted by a Fascist dictatorship, another

form of the same class rule. This ques-

tion Is not without Importance to the

workers in tlie course of their libera-

tion struggle, but their pi-oblem is in

no way solved by the prevention of

Fascism'. Their fundamental task is the

overthrow of capitalism which, under
the ret;ime of democracy, finds its strong-

est base of support in t!io social-demo-

cracy. The remarks of Thomas on the

Hoover plan, were In essence an appeal

to the capitalists to rely on this support

and an a.-;surance that it is the most re-

liable.

The Dally Worker on July 6 quoted

the speech of Thomas with the refer-

ence to the "Hitlerites" deleted, -^.n

oversight, perhaps, of a careless editor-

ial ivriter? Far from it. The Daily
Worker couldn't conveniently quote a de-

claration of Norman Thomas against the

fascists l>ecauae It is telling Its read-

ers every dny that social-democracy and
fascism are the same thing, or neaily

the same thing, and that there is no real

oonliiet iietween them. The theory ot

"S0(?iei-faBcism" must be vindicated even
if it retjuires a little garbling of quota-

tions. An abominable practice, it is

true, but it cannot be helped. Everyone
contributes according to his ablllt.v. The
Stiillnists are alile to muddle questions.

They do that industriously.

REVIVING "THE APPEAL
TO REASON"

The announcement of the revival of
the "Appeal To Reason", .with Fred
Warren, its old managing editor again
at the helm along with Haldeman-Julius,
represents an attempt to Interpret the dls-

(^otitent generated by the crisis in terms
of pre-war radit-alism. We do not wish
su<M?es<! to t'hls venture, although we are
far from denying the Imiiortance and
necessity of popular agitation sheets
which extend ^hei^ appeal and Influence

far out beyond tlie boun^la-ries of the
cr-nscious section of the laijor movement.
The old Appeal did this with an unpar-
alleled effectiveness. It reached hun-
dreds of thousands, at times even mil-
lions but nothing came of the movement
It created. The logic ot events disclosed

a fatal weakness in the whole scheme,
its ignominious collapse under tlie first

guns of the war was a tragedy; the at-

tempt to repeat the experiment is a
farce.

The Appeal under Wayland and War-
ren wn.s an agitator and (herein lay its

inbei-ent defect. It was merely an agi-

tator without weight or sui>stance,
scorning considerations of fundamental
theory and, consequently, frothy, sensa-
tional, superficial, and crassly reformist.
The unrest of the times and the ignor-
ance of the movement investwJ the paper
with a great temporary success. It

"reached the masses"—with sound and
fury signifying nothing except poverty of
thought and ignomnce of Marxian fund.i-
mentals. Theory was drowned out t)y

the noise ot empty agitation in those
halcyon (5ay« iiefore the war. But the
test of events rendered a difTcrent ver-
dict. The Appeal To Reason became a
vulgar war-monger. .Marxian theory
stood its ground and bceauie the founda-
tion of a now prfdetarlan movement.
Bivause of that expcrienc^e and to the

extent that tlie present-day movement of
t!ie militant proletariat has a.ssimilated
the lesson, it stands on nigher ground
and caimot be dragged back again to the
swamptj of yesterday. Agitation in itself
iHissesses no revolutionary virtue. Only
to (he extent that It proceeds from rev-
olution;! ry theory, and Is constantly
tested and regulated iiy it, does agitation
serve as an Imjietus to the development
of a cla.ss movement. The first and
fornniost task i.s to advance this idea
and struggle for its hegemony.

At bottom this is what the struggle
tjf the Oppositon signifies. It d«rlve»
Its historic importance not only from
Ita implacable liUtngonism to the old
reformist agitation under the old and
dLseredited tradt^marks. The inadequacy
of the old movement on this basis has
been snfiicientiy demonstrated, at leiist

in the eyes of the workers' vanguard. A
more ^cnfe and immediate danger is the
attempt to smuggle in the outworn meth-
ods and conceptions under the flag of
Communism. The bluKtering agitation
of the C^ntristf!, deiiasing all the theor-
etical traditions of the movement bor-
rows more than a little on this account.
The ignorant ballyboc^ about "mass work"
whioh is heard on the fringes of the Left
Opi>o,sit!on is at bottom nothing more
than this.

So you will give up the slogan, "Go
to. tlie masses"—say the advocates of
agitation for its own .sake. No. But in
order to make its meaning clearer—to
arm the movement against Appeal to
Reasonlsra, open and di.spulsed^the Op-
position adds an amendment to make the
slogan read: Go to the masses with a
revolutionary policy

!

—J. P. C.

Manuilsky Makes an Unintentional Admission
Of all the plenums or congres-ses that

the Communist International has held,

the Eleventh Pleum which recently met
without announcement of its sessions or

attention to Its delil)erat!ons or results,

undoubtedly occupies the lowest rung in

the ladder of the Comintern's history.

The whole Jtnpression gained from the

Plenum is that it met in a vacuum. Yet

there are one or two spots of interest

and instruction in its proceeding.^. Ma-

terial jtoinls of interest m a vacuum?
There is no contradiction here. As in

natural science, there is no absolutely

1)6 rfeet vacuum. The same holds true of

the Eleventh Plenum. The instructive

point in this caj^e is furnished-—again the

contradiction is only apparent—by an

unwitting admission from Ifaouilsky, the

main reporter,

"In what way," he asks "does tiie

higher stage cf the present revolutionary

upsurge as compared with preceding

j-ears express itself? In the fact that in

a numl>er of capitalLs-t countries, and
in a number of sejMiratc actions, the

Communists are tieginning to assume th«

independent leadership in the class bat-

tles.

"The Communists In China are not

n(iw carrying on a victorious Nortiicrn

Kxpoditlon, occupying Shanghai and the

other Industrial centers, nor ia Chiang
Kai-Shek ^striking them in the Bank at

the moment of victory. The Commun-
ists are now Independently, as a party

directing the Chinese Red Army of pea-

sants and wor!;ers against Chiang Kai-

Shek, against all the counter-revolution-

ary generals and (lie united forces of

the whole Imperialist front, I? the mat-

ter of winning the hegemony of the pro-

letariat in the naiional-revolutlonary

movement they have made since 192C a
tremendous and decisive advance and
liave raised the revolutionary movement
to a new height as a result of its class

differentiation.

"The Convmnnists in Euroi>e are not

at this moment leading gcnwal strikes

on the scale of the English strike of

1S>26, \i hich was betrayed at the decisive

moment l)y the PurccIIs, Citrines and
other leaders of the General Council

. . . Had the Communists given inde-

pendent leadership to movements like

the General Strike in Great Britain

or the Northern Expedition in China, it

would have Implied that tliey had won
the majority of the working class and
tolling masses, and this would have re-

sulted In the immediate victory of Ihe

proletarian revolution. This higher etage
of the revolutionary upsurge Is character-

ized by the revolntioniiatlon of the class

battles and tht.s is connected with *he
fact that the Communists have assumed
Independent leadership in these battles

. , . it may lie as.-jerted that every move-
ment under Communist leadership will

fend to rise to « higher stage, since Its

development will not lie hindered by the
heavy anchor of reformist ofiloialdom,

which drags the movement back," (In-

precorr, June 10, 1031.)

There is surely an appreciable dif-

ference between the two "stages" in the
second of which there are allegedly big

advances and progress to record, and
In the first of which there were in real-

ity two of the most crui^hing and humili-

ating defeats even experienced I»y an
embattled proletariat—in F.nglaml and
China. What caused the dlilfercnce r

Why are the Communists "beginning" to

assume "independent leadership" m>w?

Why didn't tlie ('ommunists give "inde-

pendent leadership to movements like the

General Strike in Great Bvitnin or tbe

Nortliern Expedition in China (whicii)

would have resulted in tbe lmmedi;ite

victory of the proletarian revolution" y

From lianniisky's report, no olhci

iin.jwer can t>e found than that tbe Com-

munist parties have failed to adopt the

directives of the infali!l)le International

leadership, which is directed in turn hy

the infallible (Jeneral Secretary, Had
Manuilsky refrained from invoking tbe

past, matters would not have stood so

badly for his coneeirtlons, for god knowi

that the leadership of the various <:om-

munlst parties is eminently incapable of

executing intelligently any policy—right

or wrong, I'nfortunately tor this reii-

gii IS icgend, however, ^fanuiisky had to

"strengthen" ht^^ case l)y a reference to

the inglorious past—not of the Commun-
ists "in (":hina" or the "Communists in

Euroi>e" but more directly of the "Com-

munists" in tbe imnie<liate, most inti-

mate centra! apparatus of Stalin him-

,~elf, in warmest collaiioration with Buch-

arin.

The whole truth of the matter lies i]i

the fact that Stalin, liucbarin bear the

full responsIbiHty for tlie failure of the

Communists in England and China to

put themselves at the head of the rev-

olutionary movements. It was they who,

abusing the Immense i>owcr they had us-

urped, covered up a downright Meiwhevik

policy witii all the prestige and author-

ity of the Communist International and
Ibc Itussian revolution. It was they who
laid down a rigid prohibition against the

Communists wresting the iendership of

the mr-vement from tiie hands of its

traduwrs, Purccll and Chiang Kai-Shek.

Hicks and Cook and Wang Chin Wei.

In England during the turbulent iieriod

of the general and tiie miners' strikes,

when the <-lnKses were at sword'.s points

SStaiin and Bncharln prevented the Eng-
lish Communist Party from acting a.s a

party of the revolut^ionary proletariat

and compelled it to function as the Gen-

eral Council's watchdog against the out-

raged feeiings of tbe workers staiibcd

in the back. During the strike, the

Hi'^tlsli (\)mmi!Nists wec.'e Jocki'd into

one room with the "Ijeft" wing of the

(Jeneral Council, with the Cook.s and Co.

and toid to act barnionlotisly under the

batiner of the "minority movement".
Even afticr the open betrayal of the
strike, the Connnunists of Britain were
gagged In their criticism ol the Purcelli

Thaelmann and the «Peopl€*$ Revolution]

Thanks for the quotation about the

"people's" revolution from Thaelmann's

spt>ech, which 1 glanced through, A more

ridiculous ami maliciously cOnfused man-

ner of putting the question cannot be

imagiiie<l! ''The people'.s revrfiution"

—

a-i a slogan and even witli a reference

to Lenin. Yet every i,<sne of the paper

of 'the Fascist Stra.sser Is embellished

witti the slogan of the people's revolu-

tion as opposed to the Marxian slogan ot

the cl;)S3 revolution. It is unflcrstood

that every great revolution is a people's

or a national revolution, in the sense that

It unites around the revolutionary class

all the virile and creative forces of the

nation and reconstructs the nation around
a new core. But this is not a slogan,

it Ls a sociolbgical description of the rev-

olution, which re<piires, moreover, iJi-ecise

and concrete definitons. But as a slo-

gan, it is inane and cbnriatanism, market
competition with 'the Fascists, paid for

at tbe price of injecting confusion into

tbe minds of the workers.

The evolution of the slogans of the

Comintern is a striking one. preci'sely

in this que^ition. Since tbe Third C. in-

gress of the Comintern the -slogan of

"class against class" became the popular
expression of the policy of the united

proletai'ian front. This wa.s quite cor-

rect: All workers should be con.solidated

against ,the isourgeoisie, Tiiis they after-

wartbi transformed into the alliance with
the reforraist bureaucrats against the

workers (the experience of the English
genrel strike). Later on, they went
over to the opposite extreme; No agr-e-

meats with the reformists, "vlass against
class." The very slogan which was to

serve for drawing the social democratic
workers closer to the Communist workers
came to mean, in 'the "third period",
the stritggle agalnrt the social democratic
workei>s as against a different class.

Now the new turn: the people's revolu-
tion instead of the proletarian revolu-
tion. The Fascist Strasser sa.vs: Ninety-
five percent of the people are interef^ted

In the revolution, consequently this is

not a class revolution but a people's rev-

olution. Thiilmann .singrj in chorus. In

reality, the worker-Communists should

say -to the Fascist worker: Of course,

ninety-five percent of tbe iwpulatlon if

not ninety-eigiit percent, is exploited by
finance t\apltal. But this exploitation is

organized hierarchically-: there are ex-

ploiters, there are sub-exploiters, suii-

sui)-exp!oiteiv!, etc. Only thanks to this

hieraivhy do the sui)t>r-expioilers keep in

subjet-tlon the majority ot the nation. In

order that the nation should indeed be

able to i'e<'onstruct itseif around a now
class core, it must be retonstriicted idco-

logioally and this can be achieved only

if tile proletariat does not dissolve it-

self into the "people" into the "nation",

but on the contrary develops a program
of Its proletarian revolution and compels
the petty bourgeoisie to ciioose between
two regimes. The slogan ot the people's
revolution lulls the ix'tty bourgeoisie as
well as the broad masses of the work-
ers, reconciles them to (he bonrgeois-
hierar<'hical wlructure ot the "iieople",

and retards their liberation. But under
present conditions in (Jerniuny, the slogan
of a "people's revolution" wipes away
the Ideological demarcation between
Marxian and Fa.scism, reconciles part ot

the workers and the petty bourgeoisie to

the ideology of Fjtsci.sm, allowing them
to think that they are not compelled to
make a chol(>c, because in both eamp.s
it is all a matter of a people's revolu-
tion. These wi-etched revolutionists, in

a contiict with any serious enemy, think
first of all of how to imitate him. how
to repaint them.selves in his colors and
how to win the masses by means of a

smart trick and not by revolutionary
stnijatle. A truly shameful posing of

the question! If the weak Spanish Com-
munists were to make this formula their

own, they would arrive nt the policy of
the .Si«inish Kuo Mtn Tang.
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and t'it fines' by the stui>liorn maint-sn-

nm-e of the Aiiglo- Russian "I'nity" Co-a-

mittee and Tomsky's dei-iaration that

the •Hus.-=ians" (i, c. the Comintern wera

'in hearty accord" with tiie British labor

skates. The .\nglo-Russian Commit tea

recogntsied the principle of "non-inter-

vention", which meant that the Comln-

tcirn formally renounced the .il.ght, ol

the Communists to "intervene in British

lalior afTa.'rs".

Who W-.1S it tliat demanded "indepen-

dent! leadership" for the British and

world <"omnuinists on that occasion, that

is, the liberation of the Communists from

the strangulating yoke of Cie "Ijeft" re-

formists and the creation of the possil>il-

ity for action independent of Purceil's

control'/ 'I'he Left Opposition, Who de-

nounced the Oppo^iifion and a<'(!n3e<l it of

being tlie "enemy ot the Soviet I'nion",

the "splitter of tiie lai>or movement",

"dual unionists"? The Manuilskys and

all the other Kuusinens and Smeral.s.

n China, during tbe revolutionary for-

w;iid iii.trch of 1f>ii.")-l!rj7, J-'talin and Co.

taught the Communists that the prole-

tiiriat bad to "do the coolie work" for

the bourucoisie, which proceeded to pay

the Communists for their services in seas

of blood, Stalin and Biicbarin taught

tbe world that the "anti-imperialist rev-

olution" would be accomplished under

the leadership of Chiang Kai-Shek. When
the latter iiad mounted to power In

Shanghai on the ladder held for him by

Stiiiiii and Manuilsky. the latter, nothing

disconcerted, began (o teach that the

"agrarian revolution" would be accom--

plished under the leadership of Wang
Chin Wei. They told the Communists to

enter the bourgeois cabinet of Hankow,

So defend tbe bourgeois d ictsitorship-

wit h even worse consequences than re-

sulted from the bourgeois ministerialism

of Miller and hi-; similars, Sialin sent

telegrams to China to "cur!) the agrarian

revolution". The Chinese Communists

were forced to stay in the bourgeois Kuo
Mill Tang as footmen to Sun Yat Senism,

whi<!i they pledged tdcniselves not to

criticise. The proletarian red flag was
renounced in favor of the bourgeois ban-

ner ("We will not surrender the blue

Hag of the Kuo Jlin Tang" cried Buch-

arin!).

Tbe yesterdays iiavc their profound

importance, not merely for the academic

historian, iitit be<ausc only l>y knowing

the yesterday can today be understand

and toniori'ow be prepared tor. At the

foundation of today's blunders He the

blunders ot yesterday, which all of Stal-

inism's frenzied veering to ultra-Lcftlsm

cannot eradicate. The error of the past

left unacknowledged and nncondemned

is the source of its own reproduction to-

morrow. Tbe most striking illustration

of this trulsni is the iwlicy of the Right

wing foday. Read its press; observe Its

actions. Like a dlssiixited old man It

I'e-livcK the disgraceful experiences 't

went tlirough Jointly with tbe Centrists

who ex[i^led it. Its feeble organism

is nourished .solely upon uncondemned
errors.

The opportunist has a short memory
or rath<n'. be prefers the working cla

to have a short memory. The rcvot

tionist gains when the proletarian, 1

thinking of the past, is enabled to a

for the future, Manuilsky's'unintentio

al confession has helped to refresh

memory which, if not glorious In nchiev

nient, Is at least rich in the lessons

its tragedy, —S-n.

Economic Crasis» ^Wbat Me:x:t?
(Contiued from last i.ssue)

The "economij age" of an Industry, In

ttrms of the foregoing, will Increase with
time, and In general the older Industries

will siiow the clearest signs of "econ-

omic old age", although a new industry

which has been developt>d rapidly may
ago fast. Aviation may be considered

to be in the first stage; electric refrig-

eration, whoso sales increased over 10

percent in 1930 over IS)2i> in the fac&

of depression, in the second; radio set

manufacture has quickly reached the

third stage; and sucli old industries as

textiles or coal, which h:ive a sort of

private ixjrmanent depression of their

own are in the last stage of capitalist

decay. The change from one stage to an-

other is clearly Illustrated by the auto-

mobile industry. In 1008, the industry

was still young, from an economic stand-

point and registrations at the end of

that depression year were 38 percent

higher than at the beginning, and In

1021 there was an increase in registra-

tion of 13 i)ercent. In 1930, however,
registrations Increased less than 1 pei^

cent, in other words, only a few more
cars were made tlian were scrapped last

year.

Applying the foregoing to the situa-

tion even in the socalled "prosperous"
times ending In 1329, we find a, number
bf indusbrles which ware sharply d*-

pressed and were unable to make satis-

factory profits : textiles, coal sugaPj

lumber, meat packing, agriculture In

general, fertilizers, furniture manufac-
ture, paper rubiier, shipping, and. leath-

er. To these may be added a group of
Industries which is able to make a pro-

fit in good times, but whose profits ra-

pidly shrink in depression times: auto-

mobiles, clothing, building materials,

iron and steel, machinery, mining, rail-

ways, etc. The relatively '"young'' in-

dustries, which are stiil capable of ex-

panding or at least holding their own
In depression times, are tew: moving
pictures, prepared foods, certain chemi-
cals, <;hain stores, office supplies, pub-
lishing, cigarettes, electricity, gas, tele-

phones, and electrical equipment are the
most important. To compare the number
and Importance of these relatively "heal-

Note: This la the first of a series
daily economic life of the United States
development and from a Marxian point
the general features of tbe crisis that b
and discuss the prospects for the futur
effects for the labor movement. F\iture
tries—coal, copi>er, steel, automobiles,
the standpoint of the eeonomie backgrou

of article.s intended to interpret tiie

in accordance with the real course of its

of view, Tlie present article deals with

egan, in 1029, seeks to isolate its causes,

e and their political consequences and
articles will deal with Kijet-ific indus-

tex tiles, railroads and banking—from
n<l of the class struggle,—Ed,

Ry B- J- Field

thy" Industries with those which have
reached a more or less advanced stage

of "economic old age" gives a general

idea of tiie extent to which capitalist

degeneration has already set in.

This analytical examination of the

presnt state of capitalism in America
by industries and groups therefore brings

one to the same conclusion as a synthe-

tic examination of the ecotiomic struc-

ture as a wiiole along the Itroad lines of

the contiict between wages and profits,

fiiat Is the economic contradictions of

capitalism In America have already

reached a highly acute stjite comi>ared
with past periods of development. Tiie

possibility is strongly suggested that the

further growth of American capitalism

from its own dynamic resources Is not

far from it^ end, and tha-^ its perspec-

tives are confined to "stabilization", that

Is, the effort to maintain a declining

profit margin against shrinking markets.
Politically, this can mean only one

thin^: a continuous assault on -wages

and living standards, offering a back-

ground for increasing radicallKatiou of

the working masses, while the Increasinf

a«uteness of the proljlems of capitalism

paves the way for a breakdown of pro-

ductive relations based on profit, and
ultimately ot the whole profit system
of production.

Ways Out?

The only possible al'ternatives are ei-

ther ridiculously Inefficient or are them-
selves symptoms of the growing disin-

tegration of capitalism,

1. Growth of population does not of

itaelf create new "markets'" which must
be defined as oirtleta for the sale of

goods at a profit. Increased' population
in a decaying capitalist system means

ojily more moulths to feed not mor«
jobs or moi'e markets. To say that in-

creased population means, Ity Itself, the
possibility of sales at a profit, ImplleB

that the contradictions of capitalism hav»
already been overcome, as expressed in

ability to earn profits, and therefore the
Increase in population cannot be th«
means of solving the problems of capital-

ism—this would be reasoning in a circle.

2. The hopes of a basic revival of
American capitalism founded on the de-

velopment ot its export trade are quickly
dashed by an analjsis of what American
exports really consist ot. They are of
two types, I, Raw nntterlals and food-

stuffs, sucih as wheat, cotton, copper, and
petroleum. The.se are In reality a sur-

vival of the pre-war days when Ainerlca'a
place In world economy v.as as a sup-
plier of raw materlais to the more high-
ly Industrialized nations of Kurope, Am-
erica is being displaced In these fields

by still newer countries—Canada and
South Africa In copper, Persia, Vene-
zuela and Russia in oil, Argentina and
Canada in wheat; the Sudan and Central
Asia in cotton. 2, Highly-finished mech-
anical devices, luxuries appealing to a
limited class In foreign countries; In thU
class are automobiles, typewriters, mov-
ing picture films, fountain pens, and
similar "Yankee notions". Our export!
trade Is not built, like that of Great
Britain on basic economic necessities-
steel rails, ships, and the like. To de-
velop such a trade would imply a great
colonial expansion, for which America
entered the race too late as a worid
imperiaJist iiower, after the best ter-

rttories had already been divided up;
or it would mean the radical displace-
ment in the world markets of Amer-

ica's competitors. The forcible acqul

tlon of such colonies or of other co

ponsa'ting mark-ets {China, In^dla)

volvcs the perspective of deep revolt

tlonary crises and tbe resperate alter-

native of war, 3, There remain two

typical reforniist Illusions—increasing

the real wages of American labor atf

the expense of ''national savings" (In

reality prollts), and the peaceful, vol-

untary coordination of industry and labor

to minimize or eliminate the "pro

motive" lii favor ot a planned systt

of national economy. We shall not 1

suit the patient comrades who Iiave fol

lowest us this far by an elaborate ex-

posure of the fntiiity of such expecta-

tions.

Political Perspectives

Wo come back, therefore, to the pro-

bability of a prolonged i>erIod of wage-
cutting as the last expc<lient to main-

tain a dwindling profit margin, Th!

innst result in acute wage struggles; am
as tlie workers (jonie to r^'altze the

hoj>elessncss ot the situation, these wagt
struggle-; will be transformed Into poll

ttcal struggles. The great drawback tc

the development of political class con-

sciousness in America hithi'rto has been
the possibili-tj- for the worker to solvt

his problems individually, by escaping
into the growing and pro.sperous bour-

geoisie, instead of on a basis of class

(solidarity.

A proof of the close connection betweei
"economic old age" and increasing acute
ness of -wage struggles which gradually
asunie a political tinge, is found in tb«
history of the labor movement In two ot
tile oldest and least profltabie American
Industries, coal and textiles.

If the aiiove analysis Is correct, thesf

opportunities will diminish rapidly, am
the working class will be Impelled inf
increasingly revolutionary activltle

with a minimum of wasted time ar
struggle in the "socialist" reformif
Iberal, or otiier blind alleys. The cri

that began in 1020 may go down in I

tory as the last of the crises on '

century-old upswing ot American ca
tallsm, atKl as the door leading to a nt
era of struggle for the American r

letarlat.
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JLEON TROTSKY

The Spanish Revolution On the Order of

the Day For the Left Opposition

Th« ootirse of events today puts on

the agendjt an Imposing question on the

subject of w'hlch the Left OPi>osItion can

«nd must say itA word, I speak of the

Sptinlsh revolution. It Is not a questton

now of a criticism after the event ; it

ta a question for the Ititofiintional Left

Opposition of an active intervention In

the events in order to prevent a catas-

trophe.

We have few forces, liut the advan-

tage of a revolutionary situation consists

precisely of the fSiCt that even a small

group can become a K^ct force In n

brief space of time, providing that it

gives a correct projjnosla and that it

issues correct slogans in time. I allude

not only to our Spanish section, directly

Involved by the events, but »lso to all

our sections, because the further llt«

revolution advances, the more It will

draw tlie attention of the workers
throughout the world, llie verification

of the poIiti(;al lines will take place be-

fore the eyes of the world proletarian

vanguard. If we are really the LeSt

wiiijr, if we are really strong through

our correct revolutionary tonceptlon, we
must show this strength in a particularly

sharp manner during a revolutionary sit-

uation. If we are really international-

ists, we must do this work on an intor-

natlocal scale.

Two Basic Questions

Two fundamental questions must be

put squarely by us: (1) the question

of the general character of tlie Spanish

revolution and the strateg^l^al line that

flows from it, and (2) the question o(

the correct tactical utilization of dem-
ocratic slogans and of piirliamcntary and
revolutionary possibilities. I endeavov-

ed to say everything essential on thesi?

questions in my lest work on Spain,

Here 1 want only to express myself sum-
martly on the totality of the questions

on which we must pass over to the of-

fensive along tlie whole line of the Cora-

munlst Intemattonal.

Ought we to look forward in Spain
to an Intermediate, revolution between
the accomplished republican revolution

and the future proletarian revolution,

a socttllcd "workers' and peasants' " rev-

olution, with a "democratic dictator-

ship"? Yes or n-o? The whole strate-

gical line is determined by the reply to

this question, Tlie official Spanish party
is sunk up to its neck in an ideological

confnaion on this fundamental question;
ft confusion which was .soiiw and is still

being sown by the epigones and which
finds its expression in tho program of

the C. I. We have here the possibility

of unmasking from day to day before
the proletarian vanguard, In the light of
living facts, the whole emptiness, the
whole absurdity and at the same time,
the terrific danger represented by the
Action of a middle-of-the-road, interme-
diate revolution.

The leading comrades of all the sec-

tloni must have in mind that it is pre
«t««ly we, as the Left wing, wlio must
place ourselves upon a solid scientlHc
basis. Tiioughtless dabbliui; with ideas,

journalistic charlatanism in the style ot

Landau and Co., are contrary to the
very essence of a proletarian revolution-
ary faction. The fundamental questions
of trhe revolution must he studied in the
same way that engineers study the re-

sLstance of matter or doctors study ana-
tomy and pathology. The problem of the
permanent revolution, thanks to the
events in Spain, has now become the cen-
tral problem of the International Left
Opposition.

D«mocratIc Slogans
The questions of democratic slogans,

of the utilization of the elections and,
later on of the Cortes, are questions of
revolutionary tactics .subordinated to the
general question of strategy. But the
most correct strategical formulae are
worth nothing if one doe.s not find a
tactlcjil solution to these formula^ at
every given moment. However, matters
look very bad in Spain from this point
of view. The French uewspnpers com-
municate the news according to which
the leader of the Cataloniau Federation,
Manrin, was to have said in his Mitdrid
speech that his organization will not
participate In the elections Iwcause it

does not believe In their "sincerity"'. Is

It possible Chat thla be true? It would
mean the Maurln Is not approaciiiug the
problems of revolutionary tactics from
the point of view of the mobiliKarion of
the. forces of the proletariat, but from
the point of view of morality and party
^ourgeois sentlmentalism. Two weeks
ago I would Tiavo believed that the
bourgeois press is rpcounting stupiditie:)

;

but after having acquainted myself with
the platform of the Catalonian Federa-
tion, I am obliged to acknowledge that
this new;s monstrous as it may be,

U nevertlieless not impossible and must
not be excluded in advance.

On this line, we must inaugurate a
pitiless struggle in our own ranks. It

Is entirely absurd and unwortliy to

(luarrel with various groups on the sub-

"t of the functions, the rights and the

prerogatives of tho Secretariat at ft tima

when we have no common basis In prin-

ciples with these groups. I have in mind

above all the "Prometeo" group which is

in disagreement with the Bolshevik-

Leninists on all the fundamental quen-

tions of strategj *>ud tactics. Nobody

mu^t be allowed to stifle these profound

divergencsM by noisj' quarrels on organl-

iattonal groimds and by unprincipled

'•blocs" whidi degenerate inevitably Into

intrigues behind the scene.

The Lessons of Clilna

Following the Russian experience, tha

question of dentocr.itlc Flogans In the

revolution was posed anew in the course

of the struggle in China, However, all

tiic Kuropeun sections did not have the

possibility of following all the stages

of this struggle. Thanks to this fact,

the discussion on these questions had a

semi-academic character for certain com-
rade,.* and for certain groups. But to-

d«y, these questions are the very incat^

nation of the struggle, of life. Can v^'^j

permit ourselves to be bound hand and
foot at so important a historical tdrn-

ing [joint? Just as during the Slno-Bus-

31*1n conil.^t-t which threitterfed Uy les

loose a war we could not lose ourselves

in discussions over whether it was nec-

essary to support tlie Soviet Union or

Chiang Kai-Shek so today, face to face

with the Spanish events, we cannot even
Rdrait an liidlrect responsibility for the

sectarian, semi-Baku ninist superstitions

of certain groups.

My practical proposals are summed up
in tiie foUov^'ing

:

1, All the sections must place the

problems of the Spanlsli revolution on
the order of the day,

2. The leaderships of our sections

niust foim special commissions which
should have as their tasks to gather

material to go deeply into the questions,

and above all to follow attentively tho

activity of the official parties and the

manner in whlcli they posy the problems
of the Spanish revolution.

.S. All the important documents of

Spanish Communism (of all its tenden-

cies) jimst be communicated regularly,

at least in the form of extracts, for the
infonnation of all our national sections,

•i. After a necessary preparation, each
national section of the Opposition must
open the attack against the policy of the

Comintern in the Spanish revolution.

This ofTensive can have difTerent forms:
articles in the paper, critical resolutions

open letters, intervention at meeting's,

individual work, and work by groups, etc.

But !^\ these forms must he rigorously
coordinated,

Ti, Following upon a certain prepara-
tory work in the national sections, as
weli as in the International Secretariat
it is indispensable to work out a Mani-
festo of the International' Left on the
Si>anish revolution which should be done
In the most coticrete manner possible and
in intimate collaboration with the Span-
Isli section. Tliis manifesto will have to

be given the largest possible distribution.

The^^e are the concrete proposals, I

beg you to discuss them ami at the same
time to send a copy to all the national
Heetions so that the discussion will fol-

low simnltaiieously in ail of them.
June is, 1031

Relief and Defense for

the Striking Miners
The coal operators and their gov-

ernment have acted concertedly

again,.;t tht- miners who are ';onduC'ting

so heroic and militant a struggle. It

is the task of every worker, through-

out the country, to come to the Inime-

dlate aid of the strikers, to give all

they can to hely bring about a vietory.

In Harlan, Kentucky, 17 miners are

being held on trumped-up' charges of

niurder. Kvery worker knows "wlial

this means. No effort sliould Its

sptired to defend thetm. Funds to as-

sist them in fighting a legal assas-

Eination should be sent to the General

Committee of the I. W. W., 555 West
Lake St., Chicago, HI.

In I'ennsylvanilt, Tom Myerscough,
organiser of the National Miners Un-
ion, faces trial soon for "manslaugh-
ter" following the kSiiirtg by tliugs of

a strike ,«yrapatbizer. (tthers are In

prlsoii already in Pennsylvania and
Ohio. Funds should be sent to tho

International Labor Defense, 80 East

11th St., New York, N. Y.

Desperately needed relief—c!othlnj(

and funds—should be sent to th«
I'enn-Ohio Striking Miners Fidief

Comn)ittee locally cr at Oil Penn Ave.,

Itoom 20o, Pittsburgh, Pa. ACT NOW!

Acute Oisis Shakes Germany

and Central European Lands
Whole Communist Movement of Europe Now Put to the Test

The latest reports arriving from Ger

many Indicate that the adoption of the

Hoover plan has not achieved the task it

proclaimed for itself. The internal sit

uation, in.steftd of being relieved has

been greatly aggravated. The delay

lirought about hy the negotations between

the Americans and tJie French has call

ed forth an unprecedented flight of capi

tal from Germany, nearly ?500,000,((00

leaving the country within the period of

the last teir weeks. The collapse of the

Daunt Bank, the financial institution

most Intimately bound up with the rise

of German imperialism and the subse-

quent hank holiday have brought In their

wake something resemblini; a little earth-

quake in wntral Euroiiean finances. The
n>ark is not being quoted at all on

several exchanges. la Belgium, Hun-
gary and other European countries, es-

Rank and File Illinois Miners Ready (or a

New and Militant National Movement
Kvents are moving fast In the miu-

Ing industry of the country at the pre-

sent time. Miners fight with guns In

Kentucky, Pennsylvania and Ohio min-
ers courageously fight against some of

th2 \i--irst odds ever encountered. Thou-
sands of West Virginia miners answer a

strike call against starvation conditions

and in support of the Pennsylvania and
Ohio miners. Two thousands miners in

Franklin county, Illinois, strike against

starvation while working. Rumblings
are heard from the Colorado coal fields.

Bank and file miners in convention un-

officially talk of the calling of a gen-

eral strike in Illinois soon. The coal

miners of America seethe with revott 000 miaera worked during the ojonth of

against the tyranny and hunger that pre-

vails within their midst, is it an aw-
akening to action that will finally set

tile miners of America int,i a powerful
movement after 12 dreary years of suf-

fering .smashing defeats?

Important events are taking place in

Illinois while this is being written. 33,-

000 miners are in session, attending a

rank and file miners' convention. Called

for the purpose of rehabilitating their

union and cleaning out the fakers, tiie

miners that have responded to this call

are motivated by grestter ideas than the
,selection of a new set of officers. The
rotten starvation conditions that stalk

throughf'Ut the country are not afisent

in niinois. The rank and file miners'
convention embodies the last frantic ef-

forts of a group of miners, miners who
have been organised solidly since ISOT-

51S, to save their union and fight against
the i>osscs and their agents who would
completely reduce them to Ihe level of

the unorganized fields. Kvents In the
Kastern states further bring hopes to

the miners of Illinois.

The reiiort of the credentials commit-
tee of the convention shows that 230

delegates representing ;i3,000 miners are

present. In comjiarison with the figures

of the secretary-treasurer of the reac

tlcnary wing of tho union, Walter Nes

bit, 71 percent of the miners of Illlinolsj

are represented. More delegates were

responding after the first report of the

credential committees. A decisive major-

ity of the Illinois miners are thus re-

presented making tiie convention of

great importan<:e. Further estimation ou

the Importance ot the deisgation reveals

that it comes mainly from mines that

are actually at work at tiie present time.

According to tiie reixirt of the Illinois

department of Mines and Minerals, 'M,-

June, A canvass of the delegates reveals

that 27,000 miners actually working are

represented, thus giving the convention

approximately SO percent of, the miners

in tiie state who are working in the

mines, Abt>ut 48,0(X> miners are all that

there remains In the state. Headers will

remember that 50,000 miners have been

driven from the Illinois coal fields In 7

years.

The convention convened with attacks

from the three corners of the enemy.)

The Illinois Coal Operators Association

came out with statement admonishing the

Illinois miners that "when the contr.ict

expires jnidnight .Mjircli ;il, lil32 no other

organization will tie .recoguizt^d but dis-

trii't No, 12, United Mine Workers of

-imerica". The District and Interna-

tional unions came out with statements

attacking the convention. However, the

attack of the Lewis wing was not so ve-

hement as the,Wuiker district organiza-

tion. Several days liefore the conven-

tion, two leaders of difteivnt mines were

placed in jail by the sheriff of Franklin

county. Immigration authorities invaded

the fields and made threats to various

(Continued on page 3)

pecially in Central Knrope wliere na-

tional banks are also crashing, German
currency is not accepted for payment.

What the adoption of the Hoover plan

did perhaps at-iiieve, is the iwstponemiml

of the formal and immediate downfall of

the Young Plan which would have

brought into sharp view a whole series

of international entanglements of a cat-

astrophic nature. As matters stand at

present, the Bruenlng government, feel-

ing that for the time being its external

liardshlps are over, is preparing for an
intensified campaign on the interna!

front. The relief brought about by the

suspension of reparation payments, has

iyeen amply offset by the withdrawal of

foreign private <"redits and hy the con-

tinued export of capital. The situation

in the Belch Is even more serious tlian

it was a month ago.

All hope ot foreign aid is gone. The
government is concentrating every effort

towards the exploitation of internal "re-

sources" l)y extending the already exist-

ing emergency decrees. Despite the pro-

mises made on the basis of the morator-

ium, the decree reducing the last crumbs
of i;nempl«yed Insurance stands and a

whole string of even more outrageous

iintl-working class political measures

are being contemplated, Involving all

round wage cuts, more indirect taxation

and more reduction of social benefits.

In view of all tliese planned steps, the

Bruenlng government has already, with-

in the last few days suspended all Com
,munlst publications, according to dis

patches, aiki prohiliited all open air

meetings, T!ie reactionary Hjalmar
Scliaclit, the former president of the

Heichsbank and an avowed representive

of the Hugeaberg-Hltler National Bloc

la being mentioned for the post of extra

ordinary Finance Commissioner, to he

especially created for him. Tliat this

means a decisive step toward a dictator-

ship cannot be disputed. Whether the

United States capitalists -would consent

to the establishment of a Germitn Fascist

dictatorship, with all the neo-imiierial

ist German ambitons that it involves and
all the unrest that would inevitably fol-

low it on the scale of the entire contin

cnt, is another question entirely.

In the meantime, the crisis is tearing

on at a high pitch. All the political fac-

tions are jre-armlng feverishly In the

contest for state power. While the gov-

ernment is steering to the Bight, the

population as a wlioie is moving toward

the Ijeft. The fascists are devoid of any

stable mass basis, the social democracy,

which has followed at the tali ot the

reactionary Bruenlng government for the

past sixteen months. Is regarded with

suspicion by broad ,sections of the work-

ing class. Tlie Communists who, ac-

cording to Ihe admissions of the capital-

ist press itself, are tiie only poiitic.il

group with a definite plan of action, are

once again, as several times In the iiast.

Combine the Miners* Struggles into a United Front!
In tiie July issue

ot the party's theor-

etical organ, Tho Communist, William Z.

Foster writes about the Pennsylvania-

Ohio coal strike in the following words:

"It is too early to speak of the mistakes

and shortcomings of the strike." With

this sentence, Foster achieves an Invol-

untary frankness which must be exam-

ined before it l^ "too late" to speak of

the principal mistake which is being

made by the leadership of the tens of

thousands of miners who are fighting

sucii a magnificent battle In the Eastern

coal fields.

Is Foster looking forward, as has ba-

come the custom in the official Commun-
ist movement, to ,such a fatal outcome

of the struggle as will require that type

of "self-criticism" which a contented

bureaucracy has made so odious—the

type of "criticism" which repeats mech-

anically that "our line was correct" but

it "«as not appli<!d correctly" by func-

tionary A or committee B or rank and
filer C'' Every recent action of the

party, every struggle It has undertaken

or led, has wound up with this sorry

epitapii. Every Important action, at

whoso commencement it was "too early

to speak of the mistakes and shortcom-

ings" found its tragic conclusion in the

columns of the party press, filled with

lamentations, with erltlcl.sms of what
was wrong, with bltistering apologies

calculated to "place the blame" on any-

body or anything, so long as the prin-

ciple of the infallibility of the leader-

ship of the day is preserved Intact.

The Stalinists Are Pursuing a Sectarian Policy Which Keeps the Insurgent Movements Separated

On the present occasion, tar too much
is at stake to allow such contemptible

horse-play to pass for sagacity and lead-

ership. The situation is rife with splen-

did opportunities for the militant labor

movement. A combination of circiHU-

stances is at hand which has not been

there for a long time past. iNow more
than ever Is a correct course Impera-

tive, A mistake in policy is trebly and
tenfold disastrous in such n big situation.

That is why Foster's whole approach to

the problem of the "possibly" wrong
policies in the strike is so dangerously
false. It is not too early. We must
speak ou! now while there is still time

to act.

WHAT IS HAPPENING IN

THR COAL FIELDS?

To know what to do, we must first l>e

clear about what is. Driven under the

lash of a desperation Induced by terri-

lic suffering and accentuated by a series

of wage cuts, tens of thousands of min-

ers in Western Pennsylvania went out

on strike, the working miners joined in

intimate solidarity with those thrown
out of work. Under the induence of

thtlr resistance, thousands of ottier min-
ers from the coal fields of Eastern Ohio
and Northern West Virginia have joined

in the vv'alkout. The strike Is almost
entirely under the leadership of the Xa
tional Miners Union and the Bank and
File Committee organized by It. The
militancy and solidarity of the strikers

—men and women, Xegro and white

—

are in the l)est tradition of the glorious

struggles of tile .A.merican miners in the

past, and are excelled only by tiie mur-

derous ferocity and abominations with

which the coal operators and their

armed forces have answered the resist

ance of the workers.

But the movement guided by tiie N.

M. U. does not complete the picture ot

wiiut is happening in the American coal

fields. There are at least three other

distinct, active movements in other parts

of fhe country.

In Harlan Kentucky, tiiousands of

min&rs have been out on strike for

weeks. The N. SI. V. and the Commun-
ists are not leading that strike and up

to the present, at least, have virtually

no influence upon it. The strike, as

militant in every resiiect as the one in

Pennsylvania, is led liy tlia local organi-

zation of the United Mine Workers of

America, and, from fairly reliable re-

ports, the I. W, W. has Mt appreciable

influence among the strikers.

In the mining section around Kan-
awha, West Virginia, some 23,000 miners

went on strike last week in this field

of bitterly fought battles and betrayals.

Here too, the Influence of the N. M. U.

and the Communists Ls negligible. Tne
strike la under the leadership of the In-

dependent Miners' TTnion of West Vir-

ginia, which split away from the rotted

liuik of the Lewis U. M. W. It Is led

by such fcrm&r U, M. W, leaders as

Prank Keeney, Moo-

ney and others, and

la more or less Intimately associated

with the Muste movement, one of whose

spokesmen, Tom IMppett, Is in charge

of the relief at Charlestown. The griev-

ances of the long-suffering men are those

«of the Pennsylvania, the Ohio, the Ken-

tucky miners, of the miners throughout

the country.

In the Southern Illinois coal field the

resentment and dissatisfaction of the

miners continues to make itself heard

with growing insistence. I,' nfortunately

dominuted by confusion and lack of cer-

tainty as to the way out of the morass

into which the coal operators and their

labor agent.i; have dragged them, they

are neverthele.ss groping for a solution.

I>eeply indicative of ferment among thera

are the varlou.^? rank and file conferences

\Vhich are held for discussion and ac-

tion. Hoth the Lewis and the F^hwick
maciilnes are so thoroughly discredited

that they dare not put in appearance. For
its blunders of the past and of today,

the N. .M. U. has little Infiuence horfl

as well. Worse yet, political sharper*,

smooth demagogues, hungry aspirants to

office, concealed henchmen of Lewis or

Farrlngton—all rub shoulders at thesS

conferences with the reformists of th4

Muste school, each seeking to capitalize

upon the discontentment of the minera

All these movements have a common
root; the attempt of the coal barona to

load the burdens of a sick industry upon
the shoulders of the miners, and th«

(Continued on page 4)

facing the test: Can they innke their

program, the program of the proletarian

dictatorship that means an end to all

imperialist treaties and agrepment.<;, tiiat

institutes the sociailKcd planning of la-

uustry and abolishes crises and unem-
ployments-can they make this program
the program of the oppres.ved and dis-

inherited masses? — ti. G,

I.L.D. Sabotages the

Opposition Defense
How the present lenders of tlie Inter-

ntttlonal Labor Defense have privately

sent out deliberately misleading Infor-

mation, to the point of downright lies,

in connection with the ca-se ot the two
Philadelpliia Oppositionists, Morgenstern

and {Joodman, who have Just been con-

victed in court ot "sedition", is made
clear from some letters wliich the Com-
munist League of jWnerica (Oppo.sltion)

now' has in its possession.

The two militants were arrested and
held a number of montlis ago in Phila-

delphia for distribution of a leallet of onr

organization on the questhin of unetn-

phjyment.

The leaflet was the evidence introduced

by the prosecution wliich brought about

the finding of guilty against tiiem. From
the beginning of the ca.se, tho two work-

ers, persecuted under the same Ply«i
Anti-Sedition Ac> and for the same rea-

sons us other Communist workers have
been, appealed to tho Philadelphia 1. L.

D. to take over the defense of the case,

to organize public protest meeting.s, agi-

tation, legal aid, and so forth. The 1.

L. I), refused to g* vet the two milifp.nts

any assistance. On the contrary, It

foi'cibly ejected the two of them from a
united front Scottsboro defense confer-

ence to which their organization had
delegated them.

'Hie solitary reason wJiy the I, L. D.

has sabotageil the defense from the vei'y

outset Is that the two workers belong to

the Left Opposition, that titey Iiave poli-

Ical vtews dtifering from those of the I.

L. D.'s present officers and the Commun-
ist party loaders who control them. This
scandalous violation of tlie statutes and
the traditions of the I. L. I>. natur-ally

brought down upon tlie heads of Its

officials a protest trom all sides. Unable
to defend their siibotage, the I. L. D. of-

ficials instead lied about their position.

E^igdahl's Falsehoods

On March 10, the following letter was
sent by the I. L. 1). to lloger Iljildwin,

director of tile Amerloan tlivil Liberties

Union

:

"Dear Comrade:
"In reply to your letter of March 0,

addres.sed to George Manrer, will state

that the Internationiil Labur Defense
lioth in the I'iiibidelphia District, and
through our national buretiu, h;\H voted
to defend Goodman .Tnd .Morgenstern, in

connection with the other cases it Is de-

fending under the sedition law.

"We are wondering whether the Civil

Liberties Union hns taken any steps with
regard to this case. I intended to spfiik

to yon aliout this matter yesterdaj', but

it slipped my mind.

"Very slneerely

"laternational Labor Defense
<Sgd.) "J. r^ouls Engdahl

"General Secretary."

On March 11, In reply to the protest

of a Brooklyn worker, Benjamin Gross,

the L L, D, not only repeats the faisa-

hood about Its alleged willingness to

handle the case, but asserts that it "has
taken over" the defense. The letter in

full reads

:

"Dear Comrade

:

"In reply to your letter of March 7,

we can only say that you are very much
in error regarding the defense of Jt.ir-

genstern and Goodman. Our organiza-
tion in the Philadelphia District, has
taken over tiie defense of these two
worker.'!, giving them the same protection

as all tile other workers tricing persecu-
tion under the Flynn Sedition Law in

Pennsylvania.

"With comradely greetings,

"J, Louis Engdwbl
"General Secretary."

Thus, on Ntarch 11, Engdahl announced
that the 1. L. D. had iilready ''taken over
the defense". Yet on March 25, the I. K.

D, replied to a protest from a memfier
of its National Committee, Gerry Allard,

hy writing

:

"Dear Allard

:

"We have your long letter concerning
the case of the two Plilladelphia worSc-

ers, their arrest, and the attitude of tho

(Continued on page 3)
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C E R ill A iV Y

The Latest Decree

Against the Workers
The Brueiiing government lias issued

a new emergency decree. Every emerg-

ency decree of this government leads to

a further worsening o£ the iwsition of

the toiling masses. The disbursements

of unemployment insurance and crisis

provision are cut down furtlier. Hie
youtii under 21 is henceforth robbed ot

any support. The <]iiratlon of support

Of seasonal workers "is out dowii, the

in;?nriince provisions «re reduced, Tlie

voluntary obli^'ation to Itibor, which

means nothing but forced labor Is raised

to the level of a law. The agrarian tax

usurers remain untouched, sugar is

made increasingly deor. The salaries of

the Bmall and middle class officials are

cwt down, but the high pensions, on the

contrary, remain unchanged. The war
Invalids, the poorest of the tollers, again

tiave their support reduced. The Em-
ergency decree contains still other pro-

visions which signify new burdens for the

exploited. An end Is made to the al-

ready feeble remnants of communal self-

admlnistrfttion.

Policy of German Bourgeofaie

The policy of the Germany bourgeoisie

Is unconcealed. Without any democratic

hindrances, -it continue-^ its robber policy

towards the proletariat. The deficit of

the country i,s to be born exclusively by

the tollers, but the bourgeoisie must at

the same time increase its profits. What
is the genuine meaning of this decree?

Tlie German bourgeoisie is striving to

destroy with all the means at its com-

mand, the positions stiil remaining to

the working class and to suppress It

completely. The realization of this aim
Is given over to Fascism. But aside from
Faaelsm, tiie possibility ts still left to

the bourgeoisie to realize its plans with

the aid of the Bruening govf-rnment which

la supported !)y the social democracy.

This road cannot lie accompanied by such
dangerous convulsions as would be the

case wish a Fascist uprising. Bruenlng's

road Is still the surest one. It does not

take from' the working class all its poll

tlcal, economic, cultural and social rights

at one blow. Hy this tactic of the bour-

geoisie, the social democratic leaders

gain the po.sslbtlity to continue their be-

trayal not only of the historical inter-

ests of the working class but also of

their dally interests, without any great

obstacles In their path. On this road,

It is easier to talk the masses into the

notion that the decree must be issued

for emergency reasons. With the an-

nouncement of each emergency decree,

the workers only protest, but for the

moment they do not yet rebel.

In every emergency decree the matu
point is directed against unemployment
support. Is this done out tif reasons of

en>ergency, of economy? Is this really

the main reiison? The botngeoisie knows
clearly tfiat tisanUs to the organlzatiou

of the working clasig, its policy of exploi-

tation la subject to certiiin limits The
experiences ot tlio former and the receut

economic st ruggies have showed tiiat

while the betrayal of the reformist bur-

eaucracy ts incessant, at ilie same time,

however, regardless of the generally bad
economic situation and the enormous un-

employment, no or almost no strilce-

breftkers appear. In order to ac4iievij

wage reductions of from thirty to forty

percent, however, the bourgeoisie needs

the support of a strikc-breakeis' guard.

The Industrialists know that the reform-

ist bureaucracy, which will betray etrlkea

In frhe future too, will then have still

better arguments for keeping the workers
b«ck from struggie. Throuh the reduc-

tion of unempioyment support, the bour-

geoisie hopes to demoralize and to dla-

organizo a part of the working class,

to make tiiem a reservoir of strike-

breaking for the future.

The Aims of tlie Decree

Since the young workers under 21 have
not yet hart the possibility to gain a
firm cl.iss conscioHsne.'is through political

and trade union training, since they stUl

have few traditions of struggle, the bour-

geoisie believes that it can sooner yoke

them to Its policy. The young will fol-

low tlie old. The next emergency decree

will reduce the support of additional

categories. The iiourgeolsle wants to

abolish the wage scale system. The pre-

E«nt pinergcney opens a free road. The
bourgeoisie calls it: "Re-eatablishnient

of fiio freedom ot motion of prlvete

rule." In reality, the Introduction of

coolie wages is to he attained In thii

manner. The working class need have
no illusions on a change of tils policy

without struggle. The policy of the bour-

geoisie In this question is f^-stematlc and
conscious of purpose. The aim' of all

the emergency decrees is to destroy the

still existing ability of the working class

to struggle, to create the conditions

for an enormoifs eiploitatlon policy of

finance capital.

To hold back their own adherents,

who are being radicalised imder the lash

of the crisis, from the struggle against

the present system, the Welses, Sever-

Ings, and similirs paint for them a pic-

ture of the danger of a Fascist overturn.

Therefore, better the Bruening govern-

ment, "thfe lesser evil" ! And the slogan

has ujj tilt now still kept back the S. P.

•Biorkers. In the days of the crisis In

Berlin, —F.

<:i«ariMMg Away th^ »<?t*y Bourgeois Toat

On the Road to the Proletarian Revolution in Spain
With the falling of the monarchy,]

thore begins in Spain the revolutionary

destruction of the capitalist state. Spain

is one of the natio:Ls which, like the

Russia of the czars, preserved the mon-

archical form of the state until the

epoch of the final crisis of th« bour-

geois system of property. Passing through

the historical period of the bourgeois

revolutions, capitalism, indifferent to the

form of government, was Introduced and
developed in Spain in a parasitic man-
ner, living I)y the graces of the despot-

Ism of a ruling bureaucracy which the

monarchist autocracy had maintained

until then with the last resources ot a

colonial empire and with the drawn
blood of a brutalized and hungry peasant

n.-ass. Spanish capitalism was at DO
time the nittural product of the develop-

ment of the native petty bourgeoisie.

Hence the possibility for the monarchy
to succeed in prolonging its life to the

present day, due to the fact that capt-

alism, from its first steps onward, made
the monarchist state its own. If today
we ^ee tJie destruction of the monarchy,
it Is not ju.st because of tlie Irapulsioa Ot

the "IdeQlogical forces" of the petty bojir-

geois intellectual, but rather of the irre-

sistible pressure of the exploited masse.s

of town and country for whom, on th«

clock of history, the hour of their rev-

olution has finally struck. It slgnlBeB
nothing that for the moment It is the

ideologi=;ts of the petty bourgeoisie, the

republican.-socialist (i) bloc which is ap-
parently on its high horse. These poor
iliusionlsts, reactionary utoptans will

not have long to wait In order to receive
for themselves the sad lesson of the

events.

The petty bourgeois intellectual is

profoundly deceived thanks to his gross

error in perspective and appreciation of

historical forces. Nothing is more stupid

and futile than the ignorant and charla-

tanist abuiie that Marcelino Domingo
an<i others of those who miftke up the pre-

sent provisional government practise by
comparing historical situations in order

to establish a system of foolish analo-

gies, devoid of any content. Contrary to

t'lie belief -and to the "theory" of tho
petty iiourgeoisie which "rules" today
Uie revolutionary duel in Spain is being

engaged in not i>etween the feudal st te

and democracy, but rather between ihe

capitalist state and the Industrial prol.'-

tariat allied with the exploited peasant

masses. The petty bourgeoisie, the soc-

ial foundation of the ideology of the gov-

ernment, although numerically pretty,

considerable, is completely lacking in

political and economic independence and

its historical future is ai'solutcly nii. Its

effectiveness as a leading force of .soc-

ial de.stinies is a thing of the past, be-

fore either capitalism or it-* naturai

con.sequence—(he proletariat—had made
its appearance on the scene The inevit-

able fate of the i>etty bourgeoisie In this

critical period of the destruction of capi-

talist civilization is to serve as as.iis-

fant to one of the two great forces

which completely fill the palisades of

histor.v, the proletariat and tiie big capi-

talist Ixjurgeoisie. With liic former, it

goes to tiie proletarian revolution (Hus-

sia), with the' second, to fascist coun-

ter-revolution (Italy), This is the dil-

emma, without any possible middle-way

for the petty bourgeoisie. The dictator-

ship of the proletariat is Ihe oniy solu-

tion offered by history to enable human-
ity to rise to a superior type of civiliza-

tion, socialism, Fa.s<'ism is entirely con

trary to a historical solution ; it only

retards the effective solution of the

same problem, sin<'e Fascism is nothing

but tiie la.st re.'^ort (o a ferocious dif-

tatorsiiip iiy a degenerated capitalism

withotit a future.

The fact tiiat the Spani.sh state, until

April 14 last, rctsiined the -form of a

despdtic monarchy, is enough for tlie

cowardly coterie of inteliectuals who
"rule" today to conclude that it is a

question of a feudal state. Naturally,

this "small" manifestation of a iiistorieal

mirage leads straight to a consklcraliou

of Ihe rest of tiie population as a mass

of slaves and future "citizens" engaged

in overthrowing the tyranny in order,

at the next stage, to polish up the sacred

'rights of man and tlie free citizen",

Alfonso XllI is Louis XVI; Zamora is

Necker; Prieto is Danton; Marcelino

Doiuingo is Kobespierre . . . and so on

down the line, Alcaia Zamora and Mig-

uel Maura represent the (lirondist fac-

tion, A bit ungraceful is the end of the

fir.-t act of this "tragedy", seeing that

these operetta ,Iacobins so gallantly as-

sisted the "despot" to ilee across the

frontier, carrying with him the people's

miliioijs. And lastly, we have still to

hear the sound of "T!ie Girondins have

betrayed ns! To the lantern with them!"

In this false historical analogy, the

product of a complete ignorance of the

real content of the revolution is rooted

the multitude of ^lemocratic illusions of

the petty bourgeois inteliectuals who.

like a tiiick mantle of tog, veil the soc-

ial reaiity and prevent the clear examin-

ation of the genuine character of the

sfrugiile and the forces f.t baud. The

narcotic effects of this kind of ideologi-

cal oiiium is felt not only in the sector

of the petty bourgeoisie liuf also Influ-

ences the attitude of the working mass-

es, lacking iu critical judgment and

wanting a political Icadeiship of its

own in tune with the state of historical

evolution. All this contriimte.s heavily

to the in.solent vanity of the intellectual

nucleus of the petty I)ourgeoisie which

FOR THE SPANISH OPPOSITION PRESS

Tlic events in Spain follow in rapid succession. i<;acb day Iirings news

of the proletariat awakening to a reailKation of its .strength. Every strug-

gle, ewry strike of the workers brings them into sharper conflict with the

bourgeoisii- wlioin thcy helpe<l to power against the monarchy. The process

of disillu-sionment with the ruling power and of enlighteuinent as to their

own historic niis.sion is sinking its roots deeply in the consciousne.sa of Ibe

ma.sses. Only the Communists mn hasten this process and place themselves

at the hejid of the proletariat for tlielr final victory. In this magnificent

work, the. Left Opiwsition in Spain hsJs taken its place at the very head of tiie

movement, lieviied, shmdered, perstHiuted, it is yet forging ahead to tiie iiest

of its iwwer. It needs the aid of every militant liiniugiiout the world. Its

pres.s, the organ througii which it speaks to the cla.ss conscious worker^!,

must be strengthened immediately, 'I1ie Militant appeals to all its readers to

give the most generous aid to our SpanLsh comrades. Funds ,ire urgently

net-ded, S^end all you can to this great cause of the revolution. All con-

trilmtions will be receipted and annouiiced in tliese columns. Send all

moneys to comrade A, (louKflles, care of the Militant. 84 P::ast lOtli St., N, Y. C,

lias iiegun to take seriously its role as

champion in the "struggle for tiie libera-

tion of the people from the yoke of des-

potism". N'otiiwithstaiKlin;;, tills fa'se

situaiion is purely transitory. It wilt

not lake long for the democratic in-

toxication to lie dissipated. Hevolution-

ary situations are the ..;trougest antidote

to ail varieties of poison and ambiguous

ideals. The coming events in the Hpati-

tsh rtvoiution will make manifest, witii-

uut much delay wiiat tlie democratic bloc

really is: a conglomeration of illusions

which simulate independeiit political ac-

tion is nothing but one of fhe ma.sks {tiie

sniiiing one) of the counter-revoluti<ui.

If, in the pertod of a relative equilibrium

of ths social antagonism.s it is possi-

ble for ideas, born out of a reality of :he

past, to apiH'ar as the proper norms of

,sO(;al life, the sjx-cial virtue of revolu-

tions rests precisely on the fact that

tliey draw to tile .surface, place in the

first rank and accentuate to the higiiest

point the antagonisms wliich had been

veiled by the deceptive ideological mist.

This is what will happen immediately

in Spain, making obvious to the blind-

est the profoundly reactionary and Uto-

pian character of the socalled democratic

bloc.

Against the view of petty bourgeois

ideology, theoretically represented in the

provi.sional government — tiuNu-etically

and no more, since it has been proved in

tiractise to the hilt that there Is no phice

in contemporary society for a diix'cting

function of the petty i)ourgeoisi« ; every

government lliat is not the direct embodi-

ment of the historical interests of t!io

proletariat, is an inatrunieiit of the capi-

talist dictatorship—we, Marxian critics,

tiie theorists of the revoluti<mary pro-

lefariat, assert roundly tiiat tiie SSpanlsh

monarchy Is not at all a feudal state.

Tliis is the iwlitical lie of the "revolu-

tionary" democracy whi;'h. In order to

counterfeit a struggle for an emancipa-
tion which does not exist creats a fan-

tas.v with wtdch to divert the popular

masses from the real road of the revoiu-

tion. It Ls a question of a maneuver
throtigb which the ruling bloc tries to

bide its react ionism in the service of

big capital. They believe, these ignor-

amuses, that it is possible to scoff .it iiis-

torical intentions, juggling the tremen-
dous social trutl! by means of exercizes

in lyrical sleigh-of-hand, {To be cou-

timted.)

Biltjao —I':yiTKnAN BILBAO.

Uriburu Dictatorship

Strangles Labor
The political and social situation of

Argentine is at a standstill just now.

Thft rule of General I'ri!)uru is a faii-

ire so far as tlie well-being of the coun-

try is concerned. Even at -the time of

the last war there was not .so much un-

•mployment as there is at tho preseut

Lime; the farming population this year

got 'ihe biggest knock it ever had, with

millions of tons of grain unsold. The

big bugs try to put the i)i;;me on "Rus-

sia's duuiping"—but nobody seriously

believes if.

Mum is the word in the iaiior and

social movement. The biggest crime

anyliody can commit now i.s to criticize

this government, so tlic sociiilist V:U!-

suardia is tiie oniy one llmt co!iies out a.^

usual. l)t Communist and ,\narcbi,st

papers tlK're is no sign, since all their

leaders are dispersed.

Of course, tlis advanced labor move-

ment is supposed to be readj- in face of

the reaction, such as the closing of Ihe

latior hails an<l uiiion.s, si?pprcKsion of

the newspaiiers, denUtI of permits for

meetings and conferences, etc. Hut tiie re-

vival of the procefiure of czarivt Russia

is sometliing new in South America. For
tise scKMai and labor usovemcnts there

is now no law but the iui!it;iry law

—

that is. the secret law of sonse generals

and oITicers. A man is t.ikcn fr6m his

house or on the street and is fnviteil

to go over to -the p!i!i<'e .station or to

tlie barracks. From there lie is sent

to tho jail or to the military tribunal.

Then iie disappears—perliai)s exiled, de-

ported sent to jail or to lishuaia {con-

vict aettieuvant in Tierra del Fuego).

All this w.ithout a word to anybody. His
friends and relations don't know wliere

the man has gone to ; the newspapers are
silent. We don't know Hic numiier of

men so dealt with, but it tiiust run Into

the hundreds by tills time.

That is why there is a dead calm in

the labor and social movements in -Ar-

gentine. Every filing is jiaiMilyzed—but
men are thinking and resentment Is

growing.

Tlie Conservatives are uneasy; the gen-

eral elections have Iieeii jiut liack to

November S; -the probai)ilitie3 are that
by that time this military goverment will

tie itself into a knot.

-R. G.
Buenos Aires.

Tlie KylM»li Sceoe

MacDonald and Rationalization
Has the MacDonald government any

"solution" for England's crisis? Oh yes!

But in reality its proposed "solution" is

Identical In content with that of the

liritisli financial interests, fjthough ipiite

different in form and in the phraseology

of itj presentation.

Its proposals are the overhauling of

the industrial machineiy—rationalization

—which means closing of "unprofitable"

mints, mills and factories; more labor

saving maciiinery ; more speed-up ; great-

er output, and thus more goods at lower

costs of production for the already over-

stocked world markets. These proposals

are already being carried out and from
them How the inevitable conclusion— in-

creased unemployment and wage curs.

The royal cabinet similarly proposes

further mergers o£ establishments with-

in industry and finance. This alio has

its sinister significance in greater mono-
poly, and larger auitl more powerful com-

bines to dictate more effectively working
conditions.

It will be recalled that more than

a year ago, when, British iinancial in-

terests, foilowing in the footstei>s of itj

two most powerful competitors, their

klu of the United States and Germany
went in for rationalization, the Bank of

England employed at a royal salary a

rationalization dictator. His specific

duty was to lay down terms for ration-

alization, when applications for loans

were made by industrial enterprises'.

The "labor" government became an ef-

fective handmaiden in these schemes.
The results are, as already stated, mount-
ing unemployment and drastic wage cut-

ting,

A Campaign of Wage Slashing

To lend emphasis to the extent of pre-

sent wage cutting just a few examples
will prove illuminating; During the

month ot April, about a million and a
half Britisii workers in some of the big-

gest and most vital industries accepted

a reduced standard, cajoled into accept-

ance l)y their reactionary leaders who
held the whip over their heads of threats

to break Qiiy resistance. The railway un-

ions, embracing some 450,{K)0 men, re-

ceived a cut, decreed by the National

^Vages Board, of two and a half percent

for those earning less than $8,00 weekly
and five percent for those earning more
than $8.00 weekly. Of the clerical

grades, those earning more than $500.00

yearly received a seven and a half per-

cent wage cut. This is how the semi-

governmental agencies—of the "l.abor"

government—function to help overcome
tho crisis.

In the building trades the employers

demanded wage cuts and changed grad-

ings involving further teductions for

800,000 workers. Because of a threa-

tening strike ,situatlon, the union lead^Ts

induced them to accept a six months

truce, hoping meanwhile to more effec-

tively prepare the actual cuts. In South

Wales an "independent" arbitrator iln-

nlly rendered an award calling for a re-

duction of $I.Tr) a week for IG2,0OO coal

miners. Here also, wlieii a strike be-

came threatening, the union leaders again

succeeded in cajoling tiiem into accept-

ance on the promise of asking the gov-

ernment for the i>a.s3age of a new min-

In-fum wage law^wluitever that will

mean.
In the pottery trade, on the main

steamship lines, and in the ship building

yards, wage cuts are demanded by the

employers. Aliout 1,000,000 men in the

engineering trades (machinists and metal

workers) have accepted a new agree-

ment involving re<luetion3 of standards

and working contUtions. These examples

are sijtiicient to present .a picture as to

how the BriHih workers fare under the

rationalization of industry by the "labor"

government.

It should now be clear also why these

ploua clirLstian gentlemen of the Mae-

Donald government, in service to their

capitalist masters, demand and promul-

gate mergers of industrial establish-

ments. Their Coal Miners Act of last

year estaiilished a state supervising or-

ganization Iiased upon a regional division

of the industry ; and, since the proof of

the pudding is in the eating, in this in-

stance it was presented in the arbitra-

tion wage cut decree to the Wales min-

ers. Now the unicn leaders of the Iron

and Steel Trades Confederation propose

to ask tiie government to bring the in-

dustry within the control of a public

utility corporaton. Their efforts will

likely not prove unavailing, the same as

can possibly he said for the efforts and

loud clamors of Jimmie Thomas in the

negotiations for the wage cuts to the

ralfroad workers for mergers of the

existing roads.

With an overhauling of indu.strial ma-

chinery, accomplished primarily at the

cost of a lower working class level Bri-

tish capitalism nourishes its hopes ot

still maintaining a leading position in

the world market. Although compelled

to proceed from a greatly contracted

basis it will undoubtedly fight desper-

ately for its diminishing ration. One
sectloa is focussing its attention upon
the growing market in the U. S. S. R.

While these upper circles are torn with

the conflict between further extension of

trade relations with the Soviet Republic

or prosecution of its hypocritical fight

against "dumping" what tiiey really

want is to change the present adverse

balance, which iias obtained ever since

the re-establisbment of trade relations.

According fo the figures of the British

Customs House, during tlie first quarter

of li)31, the Soviet L'nion .sold goods to

England to the value ot $3I,2()6,e,'!5;

while goods sold by England to the Sov-

iet I'nion amounted to only $(5,921,180.

The conflict was quite clearly express-

ed by Sir Geoffrey Clark a director of

shijiping and other companies, when he

proposed the two iriternatives. "One,"

he said, "is united action to restrict the

import of Russian goods, which is not

easy to effect, especially as certain great

cbuntries are now reaping a harvest

from Russian orders. The other meth-

od is to adopt a system of iiarter where-

by Russian goods would bo paid for in

the goods of importing countries on the

principle of balMiced exchange". I'ea,

not only balanced exchange but if possi-

ble to get in on that harvest. In this

Aspect, tiie British capitalists are not

the least sentimental.

Extension of trade relations with the

Soviet T'nion in successful competition

with the other capitalist powers, how-

ever, invoivps the graivj^ing of large-

scale, lo'ig-terai credits of which the

workers' republic ia. in nt'Cd. And jtist

a couple of days ago, Thomas Johnson,

with the exalted title of Lord Privy

Seal, announced the intention ot grant-

ing long-term credits for an expected

order of up toward $.')0 000,000 for heavy

machinery material. The gigantic strides

of the youthful Soviet industry will yet

for some time to come retpiire a grow-

ing trade with the capitalist world, a

growing import of macTiiuery te build

the industry toward a socialist level.

With long-term credits from the capital-

ist nations this task could undoubtediy

be immensely facilitated. Enemployraent

is steadily mounting in England and
liiere would seem to be a special oppor-

tunity to set the Britisii worker? iiiti

motion around the siogaa of "grantbig

large scnit credits to tiie Soviet Union,*

To demand from the capitalist rulers to

furnish such credits and to increase pro-

duction in England of machinery to the

Soviet Union. This special opportunity

belongs to the British Communist Party.

It would afford the means of creating a

powerful movement around a specific de-

mand upon capitalism at home. It

would afford the means of making the

Biitish workers real participators in the

building of Soviet industry.

Alas, this slogan, proposed by the In-

ternational Left Opposition, has been

declared counter-revolutionary by the

Stalin Comintern regime. Thus by an-

other paradox growing in the wake of

Md France

Economic Crisis and the Strikes
France is one of tiie last of tiie Eur-

opean countries to iie gripjied by the

economic cnlsis. In possession of an ab-

sorptive internal market and at the same
time a cheaply producing refining indus-

try which opened the foreign markets

to it, capitalist Franco looks back upon
a pixisirtrity period, whicii lasted into

the second half of 1030. Only in the

autumn of 1030 and the winter of 1031

did the crisis make itself felt heavily in

Prance too. Ttie development of the

agrarian crisis and the price fall of fin-

ished goods threw French industry into

a difficult position, whose after -offectri

the working class felt quickly and for a

long time. Unemployment assumed a
great scope, i-elutive to French condi-

tions: instead of fhe up to then preval-

ent shortage of lalior, t\v!iich led to the

immigration of foreign-born workers,
hundreds of thousands of workers now
found themselves cither throw-n out of a

job <'ompletely o.r put upon part time.

At the same time, a stubborn offensfve of

tapital set in to diminish tlie wages and
tlie general standard cf living of tlie

workers.

How did the French prolotariat reply
to this attack? In general, the proletar-

iat has not yet taken up the defense
energetically. Because ilie policy of the
revolutionary orga nidations, tho Com-
munist party and tiie C. G. T. U. (red
trade union center), as a result of tli^

Centrism, MacIJonald can today appear
almost unchallenged as the defender of

recognition to Soviet Republic; as the
defender of trade relations with it and
as the sponsor of extension of tiiese re-

lations. The Stalin regime prefers to go
the road of Iiack-door dealings to obtain
credits rather than boldly to proclaim
tiie slogan. This method lends its assist-

ance to bolster up the sliaky government

of liberal labor politicians. It streng-

thens the social reformism of tlie despic-

able Fabiau brand of MacDonald in tiie

face of the inevitable British working
class revolt. The alternative would uu-

douiitedly strike an immense sympntftetic

chord among the British working masses
wlio have before proved their readiness

to support the Soviet Union. It would
help to make them real defenders of the

Soviet Union and become a source of

strength to the British Communist Party

But the leaders of the party true pro-

otypes of Stalinism, self-contented bur-

eaucrats wiio have gradually decimated

the party, are using tiieir powers to

prevent this possibility.

—ARNE SWABBOK,

policy of the "third period", caiight it

in an exhausted state, tiio influence of

bourtieois proi)agau<la could make itself

felt very strongly in broad sccliiuis ot

the working class. The sKadily grow-
ing reformist organ iKat ions, on the other

band, endeavored to maintain the calm
among the workers. The imfinence of

bouri^eois jiropaganda was above all ex-

pre,s.sed in strong anti-toreigner currents

against the three miiliou foreign tiom
workers laboring in France and the half
million colonial workers exploited to the
bone by FiK-nch cnpitalLsin. Tiicse anti-

foreigner currents, aiiettcd fiy the re-

formists, ix'netratcd rigiit into fhe circles

of the revoliitionary organ izatlon.s. They
frequently made their a]iiiear«nce not
only in the unemployment councils form--

ed by the C. G, T. U. and in the rev-

olutionary trade nn-ious. but also in the

Communist party itwlf.

The first big struggles tiroke out in

August and Septemlx-r 11>;!0, in the per-

iod ot transition between the ^latlng

prosperity and the incoiuitig crisis. For

years the French iionrgeoisie was ac-

customed to see a meek proletariat before

it. A strike of 't,(K!0 to fi.OOO workers

was looked upon as very important : most

of the labor conltiets were limited to a

few hundred participants and slight

rises in wages sufl»'ed to send tliein back

again. The liourgeoisi* carried through

the rationalisation of the factories with-

out encountering any noteworthy resist-

ance. To consolidate the apparatus of

power it introduced —under the pretext

of protecting the workers against cer-

tain evii«—social insurance wiiich bur-

dened t'hem with a tax on wages in the

form of <'ompulsor,v contributions and
chained them to capitali.sm under Drac-

onic conditions. On .Tuly 1, 1030' tho

law came into force; at fhe same mom-
ent, a ferment set in throughout the

country W'hich finally broke out openly

in August in the Xort'h of France in a

movement which emiiraced close to 200,-

000 textile and metal workers. Some
smaller movements in other parts of tho

country (for example, in the Lower Seine

department) flared up only to be extln-

gui.slied again. The labor struggles in

the North lasted for weeliS.

Paris

(To Be Continued)

PIERRE FRANK
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TEiat the interest and devotion in still

as hl^li as ever is lit'st iii'i.ven hy the

following repoi't ot fluids fcceivwl

:

New Yovk 2,000—

Exijjui. Pro. $21.;i5

New York

Rank and File Illinois Miners Ready (or a

New and Militant National Movement
(Continued from page 1)

Eoreigti-b&ru local and state leaders, Tbis

will convince many of tliose who donbt

Ute pressent sincerity of tbu raak and

lile movement, for bitter oyiiositioii of

tbis kind is not directed at lake move-

ments. However, it must be pointed out

that there is still a stronj; Lewis danger,

oaused by seveml leadiiis; individuals

who have not aggressively attacked the

Lewis gang and have been shielding it

under ttie pretense of majority rule.

The appointive power was completely

done away with. Every oiiicer and every

committee ot tlie conventiuii was elected

irom the lioor. Itay J^draundsoii of Zie-

feicr was elected president o£ the con-

vention. Willian Ketk ut Beiteville was
elected secretary. Committees on Rules

and Order, KesoUU-ons, Con.stitiition, Ap-

peals and (irieviinces, etc., were elected.

Tlie convention was thrown into hot de-

bate over tile (luestion wlietiier to in-

vite Walker and l.ewia to apijear before

the convention. The ditfereuce of opin-

ion <Jid not center on tUe ijuestion of

supporting either of these two lakers,

but rather deviated to the minor argu-

ment of: {!) not being afraid to face

Jlie wreckers and to put tlicm on trial

before the convention, or \'J.) : the argu-

ment against, that this wiis a rank and
iile convention and that those that the

miners were opposed to had no place

within the miners affairs.

The <iuestion oi supptJrting the Inter-

national union or not, came before the

convention in ^ resoiiition form. This

was the most imiK)rtaut immediate mat-

ter to toni« up before the rank and file

movement. Those in charge liad lattncli-

ed a bitter light against the district gang

but they had failed to take a delinile

step against the international organiza-

tion, Tiie cry of unity was the uaant-

mous opinion o£ tlie miners; since tlie

"re-organ iKSd'' I!. M. W. A. vs "regular"

U. W. 'W. A, fight, the miners of ilJinois

had been torn into two factions. These
two factions never had any deep political

disagreement, merely a personal hght.

To see wlio was going to continue to rol>

tile miners, was the real issue involved.

However, the lliincis niinersjor a period

of two years( liad .fooiislily let thesa

misieaders .spilt (hem into two liostile

camps. Kows tliat ended in fierce lights

and gnnpia.v were often the case, i'et

when pressuri} came about, the court

injnnctions stibsidcd and tJie notorious

cohiproniise was enacted, leaving tiie

miners of Illinois once more to bite the

dust. Thy whole struggle has now eni-

minated in a powerftil rank and file move-
ment. By decision of the convention,
the miners -of Illinois recorded themsel-

ves solidly against the International and
district unions, tailing upon the miners
of Illinois to refrain from sending dues
to ttiese two branches of the organina-
tion, looking at the same time to tiie

immediate possibility of calling a Nation-
al Convention -where the many different

forces of the American coal miners may
be amalgamated.

Tlie I'olicies of the Stalinists

The policy of the Stalinists relative

to the National Miners IJnion has been
dealt with many times. In this conven-
tion, after having officially and publicly
denouiiced the rank and file movement,
the National Miners Union, entered as

a faction within the convention. The
first step of not wanting to win over
the miners was the circular they put
out attacking tlie convention and Kay
Edraondson, the chairman. Many of the
delegates took affront at the position o£
the official party «nd demanded that those
statements be withdrawn. After a re-

fusal to witlidraw the charges against
the convention and its chairman tiie

;onvention went, on record against the
fational Miners Union and refused to

ilve aid to tbo stiiklng Pennsylvania
md Ohio miners, although they did -sl-

ow the floor to a striker of the National
iJlners Union from the Allegany iields

of Pennsylvania, The provocative, dis-
rupting cocksure tactics of a group of
self-styled "little Lenins" has driven
scores of tlie l>est fight^^rs of the Illinois
miners temporarily away from tlie- Lett
wing. A strong group of former league
and party members tiiat were v(>a<iy to
support the line of the uarly became dis-
gusted by the system used in dealing
vith plain and simple tritde unionist
md reformist followers. To give eiaet
letail would retmire a special article.
However, the strongest Stalinist sup-
porter, Mike Itukavinia, a member of
my local union told me and the entire
No. 1 Orient delegation that he was
not in agreement with these tactics,
^huitz, the signer of the official circtilar,
said that he also was not in sympathy
with the tone of flis attack against the
leaders of the rank and file convention.
The har,shnes,s of the party against work-
ers who do not unhesitatingly carry out
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the decisions of crazy, sueldal disorgan-

izers is best illustrated by the expul-

sion from the party of Dan Wjnniger,

of Indiana, becuttae he supported tlie

line of the IjCft Opposition at the St.

Louis convention. Concrete oases where

scores of miners can be won to the Left

wing cause are plentiful, on!ly to be

destroyed by tile irreaponaible function-

aries of tlie i>arty who strut at large

with a self-satisfied attitude of "Oh well,

we have the support of the Itussian

working class to our cause."

While at this time the Illinois mini;rs

are stili deliberating the issues before

them, the relations of other district to

Illinois, the present strikes throughout

the lOasi, etc, are ot special importance.

The movement in Illinois suffers froui

the lack of a solidly organized Lett wtug.

The group of former party and league

mem!>crs that dropped out due to majiy

(rircnmstances and cases, formed yuite a

large number of the delegates. I'ifty

percent ot the delegates were former N.

M. U, members. .\ substantial majority

of tho delegates would follow a Lieft wing

grouj). The Muste forces that controlled

the St. Louis convention were very much
weakened In the convention. A leaflet

pointing out its policies and good tiglits

i)y several of its delegates was about all

that they did. A, J, Muste personally

appeared before the convention and spoke

m the name of the West Virginia Miners

L'nlon that was calling a strike for tfie

same day the convention opened. The

line presented in the last issue of Labor

.-Xge was the line pursued by Muste, One
thing that is incomprehensil)k; is the

fact that the Muste followers in many
conferences and conventions refused to

accept any kind of responsibility in any

sort of work. The Illinois nsiners that

led the Muste St, Louis convention are

away from the fight at the present time

(Uaech, Johnston, etc.). The program
proposed by the .Musteites was very clear

and, being better "strategists" tlian the

average two-by-four Stalinist organizer,

the Musteites were able to form the only

definite group around them in this con-

vention.

With the West Virginia miners' pre-

sent resjKjnse to a strike cali issued by

the West Va. Miners Union, the strike

of I'ennsyivauia and Ohio is greatly for-

tified. Never has the situation been aa

favorable as now tor a national strike.

The party at present pursues an errone-

ous policy in an attempt to unite th^

American coal miners. The policy of the

party is not one of convincing the min-

er,-; ivho follow various tendencies to

realize the ability o£ the party to lead

them successfully, but rather is a policy

that tends to Impress the miners of the

country that they will not participate In

any movement of the sort unless it h«s

complete hegemony. Illinois and West

Virginia stand prepared through a Mr-

reet policy of united front to amaigam-

ate the present forces tliroughout the

nation under one centralized leadership.

Rpeai;er after si>eaker at the Illinois

rank and file convention i«»inted out

the immediate need of forming national

unity with tiic rank and file miners of

tlie nation, Tlie Pennsylvania, Ohio aad

West Virginia miners' strike were cor-

rectly pointed out as of supreme impor-

tance So the miners of Illinois at the

pre.sent time. Due to the provocative

measures of the Stalinists, & powerful

Left wing that had llrmly developed it-

self around a class struggle program at

the beginning of the rank and fl!e con-

vention was blown to smithereens. When
the question came up of sending dale-

gates to the national conference of tke

National Miners Union July 15-16, many
(if the Left wingers voted against the

proposal. The proposal to send dele-

gates was defeated.

Immediate Task of the i^tt Wing

The Left wing miners of Illinois must

take the immediate, necessary steps to

guide properly the rank and file more-

ment toward correct lines. Only through

an uncompromising struggle against the

two thieving wings of the United Mine

Workers of America, will unity be possi

hie amongs the jniners of Illinois. The
miners of Illinois must immediately close

their ranks against their common enemy,

th« coal bosses. Tiie strike of the

Franklin county miners, appearing at a

time wheit the Eastern miners are con-

ducting a sweeping strike, assumes tre-

mendous importance. The attack of the

Chicago, Wilmington and Franklin Coal

Company against the miners of the two

large Orient mines is an attack of the

Illinois Coal Operators Association

against the present rank and file more-

ment. The answer of the Illllnois min-

ers must be a GENERAL STRIKE
throughout the state. The strike must
be launched against the intolerable star-

vation conditions existing in the indus-

try and as a stop in solidifying the strike

of the Kastern miners and objectively

the issuatice of a call for a NATIONAL
STRIKE throughout the land where coal

is dug. Tlie Left wing has a great task

before it. The destiny of the Illinois

miners and the coal miners of the coun-

try falls upon tlieir shoulders. The mis
takes of the official Comniuuisfc party

must be immediately overcome. Let ua

hope that the great struggles the min-

ers are at the present time engaged In

will force the official party away from
the sectarian policy. Only through the

unity of the I^eft wing forces through-

out the industry will the present strike

reach proportions where the coal indus-

try will be effected in its producing ca-

In the New Yorh^

A.F. ofL
It would be hard to conceive of a

more stagnant and completely bankrupt

body of so-called representatives of labor

than the present Central Trades and

Ijabor Council of New York, The un-

employment crisis had come and con-

tinued unabated, yet raiswl not a ruffle

in the cesspool of reaction in which float

the vast majority of the delegates to

this clearing house of labor action.

When, after months ot delay, the <pies-

tion of unemployment was finally brought

up on the floor, it was handled In the

most shamelessly hypocritical manner.

For example here is one of the resolu-

tions drawn up and passed to meet the

demands of tlie situation

:

'UVhcreas, the present unemiJoynv.nt

is due to overproduction, wages not liav-

ing increased, nor working hours de-

creased, in harmony with mechanical

progress, be it therefore

"Kesolved, That the C. T. L. C. go on

record in favor of increased wages and

the shortening of the working day to

keep iJiice with raeciianical progress in

production."

Just how wages are to be increased

and the working day shortened, what

means are to be used, remains a deep

mystery. But, of course, all the dele-

gates voted heartily in favor ot the

resolution.

Anotiier sample:

"The C. T. L, (), hereby goes on record

against tln> company union."

Taking the past record of the A. i\

ot L. In class eollalioratloti into .tK>nsider-

ation, (his resolution can only mean that

tiie A. l'\ <if IJ. fakers would like to

maintain a monopoly in the collection ot

dues.

"Wliereiis the Ibth Amendment has

closed numerous breweries and thereby

increased tiie unemployment army, we
favor ligiit wines and beer so that alt

brewery workers may get back their

jobs."

The question of what Is to become ot

the men engaged In soft drink manufac-

tui-e, when the slump of trade is shifted

to ;.,..t Industry, w'as evidently not of

concern to the framers of the resolu-

tion.

One more gem :

"Kesolved, That the C. T. L, C. go on
record as leaving the (luestion of unem-
ployment Insurance in the hands ot the

A. F. of Ij. Executive Council,"

This resolution was the only one that

really roused the delegates to the point

of discussion on the general question of

unemployment, its causes and its cure.

But alas! after listening to the various

lines of argument and proiwsals from
the floor, tiia writer was forced to come
to the conclusion that the atom is not

the smallest unit of matter after all—
the brains of most of the delegates must
be smaller still. However, after a pro-

per amount of crocodile tca^s had been

shed and the sweat of intellectual toil

wiped off the fat Eac'cs of the delegates,

the resolution was duly pjissed and the

regular order of Imslneas resumed.
At this point we may ask ourselves a

pertinent (piestion : How many Commun-
ists and Ijcft wingers of the labor move-
ment In New York were present at this

performanceV Answer : Exactly one,

and he a member ot the Communist
League, not the Communist Party, Now
why is it that tlie Communists are con-
tent to leave an important body like the

C. T. L. C., one holding sway over all

the labor unions of the metropolis, en-

tirely in the hands ot tlie labor fakers?
The reason can only be: (he idiotic pol-

icy of the party leaders, the crimina!
tactic of isolating Communists from the
the ranks of the conesrvatlvo unions. Ten
years of Communists activity in New-
York—and only one Communist In th«

C T. L. C- to combat the fakers, Wiiere
are the DO-eo Communist delegates of a
few years ago?
When one thinks of the possibilities

ot Left wing work in the C, T. L, C,
and how they are being ifiiioi-ed by the
Cotnmnnlst party leaders in the follow-
ing out of a blind and stupid policy of
Uolation, one is forced to the conciusitm
that either tliey are traitors to the fund-
amental principles of Marx and Lenin,
or they are just plain fools. In either
case, the first duty of every sincere Com-
munist in the party ought to be to seiae
a broom and do iiis part toward sweep-
ing these mtsieaders of workers Into the
political rubbish can,

—GADFLY.

pacity. To fail to realize the necessity of
rank and file unity at this time means
the starving into defeat of the heroic
efforts of the Pennsylvania miners. To
continue an erroneous suicidal sectarian
policy at this time means the disintegra-
tion of the miners movement for j-ears
to come. Let us liope that events through-
out the coal mining industry will soon
weld the miners of America into a pow-
erful force. To this end, the I^eft wing
niimirs who support the policy ot the
Communist Leasue of America (Opposi-
tion) in the mining industry pledge their
wliole-hearted support.

Tlie miners of Illinois stand ready to
be forged into a part of the national

-itruggle thst is looming. Will the Lett

wing forces be able to grasp tbis op-

jKjrtunityV To tail to J.'rasp this oppor-

tunity would be for the revolutionist

to commit a crime against the advam^e-

mcnt of the American working cla.'ss.

—OKRRY ALLAKD.
Helleville, July 12, 1031

I.L.D. Sabotages Class Defense of

Goodman and Morgenstern
Cx)ntin«ed from page 1

I. L. I>. in that connection. Our Phila-

delphia district was from the beginning

willing to handle the case, and Tvwre re-

minded of their responsibilities In the

matter, even though that was not necee-

.sary.

"The facts as presented to us are that

the two workers or tiieir friends handled

the case entirely apart from (lie I, L. D,,

and gave our organiv-ation no ciiance to

tak-e part in their defense, . , ,

"Fraternally yours,

"International Labor Defense

"Ceorge Maurer
"Assistant Secretary".

What happened between .March 11,

when Kngdahl claimed that the 1. L. 1>,

had already "taken over the defense''

and Marcii 25. w'nvn It found out that

it was given "no chance Lo take part in

their defense" ; Or even assuming the

latter contention, -which Is absolutely ab-

surd and false, did the I, L. 1>, stop its

campaign for Sacco and Vanzetti because

of the isolationist treachery of the de

fendants' spurious "friends" of tlie

Boston CommitteeV Did the 1. L, O.

stop its movement for Jlooney at the

time when the reactIon-controlled com-

mittee demmnci'd the I. L. I), and the

CommunistsV Of course liot! And, we

repeat, assuming that the Left Opposition

would not give Engdahi and Maurer a

'chance to take part" in the defence,

can that explain or justify the tri.*achery

of the I. L. D. officials?

But this a.ssumption is exactly 100

percent unfounded. Immediately ui>on

their arrest, Morgenstern and Ooodman

sought the aid of the 1. L- D. They were

put off with evasive answers. They call-

ed upon the I. L, D. to initiate u move-

ment for the deft'use. They were re-

buffed. They appealed for legal aid.

Hut no I. L. i>. attorney ever apiK^ai-ed at

any stage in the easel Tiie two workers

had to oiitain their legal aid from the

Civil Lilierties Union. The I. L. D, was

given eveiy opportunity was urged to

take over the defense. Our proposal

was, and still is, that tlie case of tho two

Oppositionists be connected with those ol

the other Communist workers In pennsy-

Ivaiiia who have been and are t>etiig per-

secuted under the l-'iynn Act, that a un

itt'd front movement in their defense and

for a fight aaginst the notorlons act, he

inaugurated. Tlie I, L. D. has consist-

ently rejected our proposals.

If the Loft Opposition gave the I. L, D.

"no chance to take i>art in their de-

fense", then at least let the I, L. I), bur-

eaucrats answer:

Who has prevented the Labor Defender
from mentioning a single word about the

case In a single one of its Issues np to

now?
Who has prevented the Daily Wwker

and the Freilieit from printing a word
about the arrests, the trials, or even

about the conviction?

Why did Engdahl lie when he wrote
to Gross that the I. L. I), "has taken over

the defense of these two workers"?
What did Kngdahl mean by .saying that

tiie I. L. I), is "giving them the same
pi-otection as all the other workers fac-

ing i>ersecutIoli" ?

Is silence in the press, failure to let

the delendants speak at .\.nti-Flynn Act
meetings, violent ejecdon ;u the presence

of Engdahl of the defendants from I. L.

D. conferences, failure to provide even
an attorney— la this Kngdahl's "protec-

tion"?

Kvery Communist worker, every mem-
ber of the party and the 1. L, D,, must
aalse his voice immediately to demand
that this black stain be erased from the

shield of the 1. L. D. The Kngdabls
want to destroy the organization by add-

ing to its slogan of "Defend the Victims
of the Criminal Syndicalist Laws" the

words"—Except the Victims lieionging to

the Left Opijosltion", Such conduct is

a crime against the working class and
its revolutionary movement.
We have proposed the initiation of a

united front movement to defend all the

victims of the Flynn Act—Lawrence,
Ryder and others as well as the two
Oppo.sitionists, Until the bureaucrats
are compelletl by the militants in the

ranks to cliange their despicable course,

a Morgenstern-Goodman Defense Com-
mittee has been set up in Philadelphia

with Leon Goodman as temporary chair-

man and K. M, Whltten as secretary

treasurer. Funds are urgently needed to

help the defense movement ,and should

be forwarded imniedlately to comrade
Whltten at 2041 Appietree St,, Phlladel

pliia. Pa.
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Nrjt* VOBK--Witli a new branch e.t

ecutive recently eletfled tlTorts are be-

ing made by the New York branch to

systematize better its activities. One by

onts a che<-k-up is made on the indivi-

dual meralier's work, sncli us each tak-

ing his place In a workers' mass or-

ganization and thus doing his part mora

effectively in the ciass struggle. Kach

member is also being reijuired to take

a certain amount of literature to dis-

pose of. With the Militant appearing

weekly, newsstands are being solicited

by the menii)ers to place the paper thcrs

for a period of time prior to them be-

ing enrolled in the regular list which

is now supplied by the Militant branch

agent. And, of course, on a whole tills

branch holds tho record of most litera-

ture distributed.

Last Sundaj- a very successful picnic

was held bringing out attendajice nnd

netting a little financial surplus for fu-

ture work. .Many sympatbiM'rs came
and joined the membership In greeting

the weekly MiUtaiit. Street meetings

with large attendances have been held

regulaj-iy by the branch, mostly a couple

per week. Eftorts are now being made
to increase it to three weekly meetings

on the basis of the branch membership

being divided into thiTee groups each

taking care of a meeting. With the fall

approaching preparations are under way
for more effective conduct of the regular

open forum and study classes.

CLEVELAND—Our two New York com-

rades who are working In Cleveland lor

the time being, rei>ort continued success-

ful meetings on the City Square. Efforts

of the local Stalinists to create a hostile

atmosphere came to nought and those

attending the meetings are becoming

more Interested as some of the question*

of dispute within the Communist move-

ent become clearer to them. This Is

best expressed in the increasing distri-

bution of our literature- Uur comrades

have so far held two stich meetings

weekly.

PHILADELPHIA.-George Saul has re-

turned from a busy week in Philadel-

phia, lielping In the first organization

steps for the defense of our two com-

rades up for "setlition", among other

things, he spoke at street meetings

in the Negro district and in the work-

ing class section of New Kensington.

These meetings are still being continued

by tho local members.

A Morgenstern-Goodman defense com-

mittee has been organized witli several

workers' representatives taking part. It

is only the complete sabotage by the

I. Ij. D. of this case which forced us to

take steps to organize such a committee

independently. But of course all ef-

forts will be continued to make it a

fight against the Pennsylvania sedition

act, of w-lileh this case Is a part, and to

press the I. L, D. to perform its duty

to take thii; case up as a general united

working class front against the Sedition

Act and for the defense of all o£ its

victims. The present defense attorneys

furnished by the Civil Lilterties Union,

are now preparing the apijeal for a new
trial. The judge is on his vacation and

it is not yet known when the arguments
for a new trial will be heard. Mean-
while the defense committee is prepar-

ing its appeal to all workers to support

this case.

ST. IjOUIS.—From this city we now
have regular reiiorts of active function-

ing of our small branch. A public nseet-

Ing Is being arranged ut which comrade

Oehler from Chicago will be the speak-

er. The branch started out by increas-

ing Its bundle sales of the weekly Mili-

tant. Comments from there as well as

el.sewliere on the weekly in Its new form

have been unanimously favorable and
should speak well for the future,

THE EXPANSION PKOGBAM

CAMPAIGN

We are on the way to the realiziition

of the third step In our Expansion Pro-

gram—the second national conference o"

the League, There has been no slacken-

ing In support by the branches and by

our smpporters so far, and we do not

look tor any even If there may be some

variation from week to iveek. Several

comrades in various parts of the country

have notified us that they will be pre-

sent at the conference and we look for-

ward to a real gathering in addition to

the regular delegates. Of course, the

best way to make sure that it will be

so is to continue systematically step by

step in the support of the financial as-

pect of this program,

THE MINNEAPOLIS BRANCH OF THE COMMl'NIST LEAGUE
(OPPOSITION)

TO HOLD A PICNIC
FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE WEEKLY MILITANT

SUNDAY, JULY 26th AT
GLENWOOD PARK GROUND NUMBER No. 3

ALL WORKEKRS URGED TO ATTEND AND PARTICIPATE IN THE
PROGRAMME OF GAMES AND ENTERTAINMENTS. REFRESH,

MENTS WILL BE SERVED ON THE GROUNDS.
THE SPE.AKERS: C. R. HELLUND atid V. R. DUNNE WILL DFJiL WITH
THE HOOVER DEBT FLAN AND THE WORLD CAPITALIST CRISES

AND THE ROLL OF THE REVOLUTIONARY PRHSS.

COME EARLY AND BRING YOUR FRIENDS. GROUNDS OPEN 11 A. M,

( annon 4,00 --l,7,"iO

Nqw York 1

J, P-if- "i.llU

Nt'w Vork
Iluw.iinn 10.00

New York
Herman r>.oo

New York
S, C. •J.CO

i.rsoo—

New Y'crk

Zarda

New York
1.00

-1,250

J. rs. :}.30

Cleveland

A. Brody
Los Angeles

2.00
1,000-

T, Boisncrt, coo
St. Liuiis

H. Siihol, 1.00
—750

Youngstown, Ohio
II. E. M. 1.00

Bo>itOU

Konikov 10.00 500-

South .\fric(i

M. Lopez 2.sr,

Kansas Citv t>r. 10.00 ' —250

Toronto br. ^
S. Creen 2,00 shH jk

Toronto br. ^^IHH
Maltman 2.00 ^Hl^

Toronto !>r,

O, Yollc
1\

1.00

1.00

1 .00

nonymous

Total

PreV ion si J

reported

i.no

Toronto br.

1{. Schwartz
Toronto br.

Joe Roth

$114.01

080.40

Toronto i)r.

M. Popper 1.00 Total

Toronto br. to date S1,10.1,-J1

Ban «Class Struggle**

Following the attacks by the Post Of-

fice authorities upon tlic Kevolutinnary

Age, organ ot the Lovestone group, the

Spanish Conimunist paper, Vitla Otsrera,

and the organ of (be Young Communist
League, Young Worker, In which they

were barred from the jecoud c-lass mails,

the most recent victhn of the anli-t'om-

munist government attack ha.s been the

organ of the Weislwird group, the Class

Struggle. In the last ease, tho author-

ities took refuge behind the jietty pretext

that tho piiper did not have a snfiicient

number of subscribers to warrant grant-

ing it .second class mailing rights. The
fact of the n>atter is. of course, th;tt it

was banned because It was a revolution-

ary working class pajXT and as a r>art

of the fjeneval camiialfjn— revived for the

first time since the end of the war

—

again.st all the Comniunisr press. The
selection of tho Communist jiress for the

first victims of a new wave of Burles-

tonlsm is not accidentia! init promedl-

ated. The bourgeoisie aims to gag the

motith of the militant section of the

working class as part of its task of

strangling the laiior movement as a
whole.

Kegardiess of the fact that JVeisbord's

paper has since been «usj>i>n<led, it is

imperative that the siiarpest protest he

rai.sed everywhere against the higii-hand-

ed despotism of the postal autbrolties

who seek to re-establish In full bloom
the regime of Hurlesfim and Mitchell

Palmer. The right of the laiior move-
ment to -T free pre.ss. uncontrolled by

the reactionary arbitrariness of the capi-

talist goevrnment, must be ardently de-

tende<l. It is not the Communist press

alone but the whole laiior press which
is involved—as was shown during the

repressions rt the world war. This dan-

ger must be met by a compact united

front movement of nil the organizations

directly or indirectly involved. The fail-

ure of the party to initiate and organize
such a movement has ni-t only reacted

tothedi.sadvaniage oft be struggle against

suppression, bat has >;iven tli(? Itight

wing liiinitlators the opportunity to es-

tablish a .spurious unity with diseredited

and antl-Comnmlsf elemeiifs for "free-

dom of the press''.

Books
THE DR.VFT PROGK.VM OF TIIE
COiniUXIST INTERN -VTIONAL

A Criticism ol' Futitlamentjils

Introduction hy .(. V. Cannon
140 pages hard paiier covc>r X'c

THE STRATEGY OF 'iHE WORLD
REVOLUTION

8{J pages, two-colored paper cover 2r)C

Introduction bv Max Shaehtman
THE SPANISH REVOLUTION

30 pages, paper cover 10c

COMMUNISM .AND SYNDICALISM
The Trade Union Question

Injtroduetion by James P, Camion
fi-t pages, jinper cover loc

THE PERMANENT REVOLUTION
208 page book—cloth bound 1.00

paper bound .50

THE REAL SITUATION IN RUSSIA
Introduction by Max Eastman

364 page book formerly $2 now 1.00

MY LIFE—600 pages 5.00

Just Off tile Press

THE SPANISH REVOLUTION
IN DilXGER

G4 pages paix?r cover 15c

PROBLEMS OF THE DFJVELOP-
MENT OF THE U, S. S, R.

48 pages, paper cover l-'jc

Special iiates in Bundles of !3 or more

Order from
PIONEER PUBLISHERS

84 East 10th Street

New York City
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EVEN A BBOWDEB CAN LEARN
We have always maintained, In con-

tradiction to the Kight wing, thfit Cen-

trism is not a stable and consistent poli-

tical tendency and certainly aot a, stub-

born and incurable "uMi':i-Ijeft" policy,

The long-ltisting bloc of Centrlsm and the

Right wing—diiring wliit'h the expulsion

of the Ijeft Opposition wa^ carried out

—

is in itself a sufficient disproof of thl^

contention. The adventnrist plunges of

the "third pericKl" did not disclose a new
face of t'entrlsm. They only rounded

out and conflrmsd the basic thesis of the

Opposition: that Centrlam la a policy of

staggering between the classes which
yields to the pressure <rf (he moment and

is characterized by wide swings to the

Right and adventurist leaps to the Left

The attempts of the Centrists to ex-

tricate (Iieniselves from the absurdities

of the 'ithird t>eriod" have been noted

before, imrticularly in unemployment
work and in the trade union question.

Now we are witnessing an awkward
somersault in the policy of the mine
strike. It is needless to mention that

the leading acrobat in this turn is Brow-
der. lie was the noisiest shouter of the

I>seudo-I>eft season. That qualiOes Mm,
according to the ritual of Stalinism, to

be the first to make a turn of 180 de-

grees, without, of course, saying any-

thing about the falsity of the discarded

policy.

Browder will be remembered as the

tmpt'tuoHS revolutionist who was through

forever with "progressivea". He proved

—to liis own satisfaction—that they had

become "Social-fascists", and from this

he drew the conclusion that the tactic of

united front was out o£ date. As far

back 08 February 27, 1{>25), that i-s,

before the crisis and its consequent shar-

pening of the class -relations, he wrote

In the Dally Worker:

"We will no longer waste our en-

ergies iind time in disastrous at-

tempts to work with tltese fuke pro-

gressives."

In the Militant for March 1 ot the

same year we expbilned. In our counter-

revolutionary way, that Browder would

have to change his mind about that. He
did' not disappoint us. After more than

two years of rumination over the ques-

tion—and « blow in the face from the

actualities of the mining situation—the

same Browder conies forward with an

nniavslng discovery : that "we cannoL de

oliue to have relations" with . , . the

JIusteit*-, Keeney. Browder could not

keep snch wisdom to himself. Fired

with the !"'nl of a convert, the great man
made a speech, to which—if the Dally

Woriier for July 11 does not He—^he
"party leaders" had to listen. There he

announced a new revelation

:

"The Keeney group has tiie hege-

mony in Southern West Virginia.

This rocttiircs tluit w« have a tactic

of maneuver In regard to these peo-

plei. W'^ cannot merely decline to

liave relations with whatever group

conies out of this fields whether it is

Keeney personally, or Keenej's repre-

sentatives. Tite fact remains tiiat

one ot the roads to tiie miners in this

territory is niiineuvers with this out-

fit."

From this it can be seen that even

a Brondtr can learn something, if he

is allowed eiiouiih time. The elementary

idea, explained as far Iiack as the Third

(Congress of the t'omintern in 1921, that

we cannot decline to have relations

with veformisiH ha-s finally penetrated

the (hick skull of the Trotsky-killer, and

that alone testifies to the power of the

Idea.

And aions w-ith that Browder has assl

milatcd iinother simple and obvious con

ception and, as was to l>e expected, he

also made a s;pee<:h about if:. Before the

cfiSis, and after, our hero saw the "of

tensive of the workers" and the "rev

oluti«nary upsurge" rising high enough

to drown hint. liut since then he has

found a dry rock to sit on and collect

his thoughts. The result ot this cogita-

tion is embodiisl in a speech to the Con-

vention of the Vonng Communist League,

reported In tlie Daily Worker of July

14th. The erstwhile fire-eater slialtes the

finger of caution at the assemliled hot-

heads and warns tiiem
:"

•It Is therefore clear that it Is ab-

solutrfy wrong to s|)eak of the 'of-

fensive of the working class and tiie

counter-offenrfve of the capitalists'.

"The beginning of tlie mass actions

lias ])rlniariiy a defensive eharacfer,"

"We wi.tness a most vieious offen-

sive of the capitalist class against

the woriting class.''

And so on. All of which is Browder'"*

way of conveying the impression that the^

present struggles of the workers are de-;

fenwlve. This Is, of course, a correct

appraisjil of the situation, as (he Militant

has pointed out a hundred times. The

idea itself is not ntfwy it is Browder's

suiMen comprehension of it that provides

the day's sensation.

Those incidents demonstrate, as has

l>een said, that Centrlsm is able to

change its mind a little; that the analy-

sis of its policy as ofironlc; ultra-Ijeft-

ism is false ; that even a Browder can

learn. But from this we draw no optim-

istic conoltisions, tor the process takes

too long, they do too much damage in

the meantime and they correct one error

only in order to commit a dozen more.

Centrlsm Is not consistently Ijeftist, but

it is constantly false and consistenly

dangerous to the proletarian movement.

Combine the Miners* Struggles into a United Front!

OUR REVOLUTION

The more clearly the unfi.ldicg of,

w-orld events demons'trates that the con-

ception of socialism in one country—the

common theoretical bond of Centrism

and the Kight wing—is a strangulating

noose for the international proletarian

revolution, the more evident does it be-

come that the iianner of revolutionary

Internationalism belongs to the Left Oy-

josition which has been forged In the

struggle ajijainst the new revisionism.

And by that increases the greatness of

its historic responsibility and the magni-

tude of its tasks whicli brook no delay

and take no heed of the weakness of

oar forces.

Blockaded In Itussla during the Chi

nese revolution and the Knglish general

strike, the Opposition had to confine it

self to criticism and counter-proposals

within a closed circle and w-as deprived

ot direct infiuence on the events them

selves. The new rise of revolutionary

development coincides with a decisive

change in the internal lelations of the

Communist movement. The .Opposition,

beaten down with the defeats of the

international proletariat which flowed

from the ruinous policy oF the Kighr-

Centrist bloc, had awakened to new
life w^Ith the revolutionary revival and

confronts them with a world-wide organ-

isation and with all it:; fundamental

principles confirmed In living eiperionce.

It is now endowed with the possibility,

and the inescapable historic necessity,

of briiiKlng these principles to the fore

as n direct inttuence on the developing

revolutionary events. Every section of

Mie International—our own among them

—must put its ranks in shape for this

grandiose international endeavor.

From this point sf view we should

greet in the warmest maimer, and in

deeds as well as in words, the proposals

of comrade Trotsky in regard to the

Siiwnish revolution which stands today

in the center of the stage. To intervene

directly, now, and on au international

scale ; to study the basic questions down
to the bottom ; to stir the Communist
ranks with discussion over the problems

of the Hpanlsh revolution and mobiiiKe

international aid in time ; to expose and
drive out the revolution-destroying policy

Continued from page 1

presence of a degenerated caste of labor

skates who have written for the miners

a long list of treacheries and seJI-outa.

But despite their common root, theae

four movements have not made common
cause. It is In this absence of unity and

,solid8rity in action that lies the great-

est obstacle to the advancement of th»

miliant miners' movement.

WHAT SHOULD THE
LEFT WING DO?

Confronted with this rounded picture

of the situation, -nhat action should be

undertaken by the Left wiiig and the

Communists, roprtsentM in the Naiooel

Miners Union? They must Immediately

laise Che banner of unity, of the conso-

lidation of all these movements. It Is

l>articu!arly in times of stress, when
they are fightlng^llke the miners- -with

their backs to the wali—that the work-

ers feel most acutely the need for unity

iii\iued rrrks, separated movemeiits only

serve to discourage them, to lower their

mo-rale and fighting spirit, A new accre-

tion of forces, unification with other

worker.s' groups the breaking down of

the barriers that divide the workers and
strengfhen their enemies—these serve to

hea>rten the workers, to make them feel

their .strength, to increase their enthus-

tasra, their endurance, their combativitj.

It is especially under present conditions

that the workers look with jtrat suspicion

upon those who spurn the proposal for

unity, who stand in the way of its con-

summation, who block its achievemen;

by petty tricks or pettier excuses. They

will deal with such foes ot labor with

Impatient speed—providing these foea

are uncovered in a manner that enables

the workers fo see their real color

plainly.

That is wliy it Is an absolutely unpost-

ponable duty of the N, M, U. to take ttie

initiative in calling fttr a joint conference

of all these striking and rdbelllons

groups, to take the initiative now, to

strike while the iron is hot. It would

tie a conference of equally represented

workers, convoked for the purpose of co-

trdinating the movements, of solidifying

them under one head, and—this is highly

essential—of espaivding the movemenf
to other fields.

The jH-esent policy is aimpiy to call

upon the other insurgent Krotip.*; "from

below-" to join the conference w-hich the

N. M. U. is caliing But this Is a ridicu-

lous caricature of what should be done.

The other groups have no intention of

dissolving themselves into the K. M. U,

at the blowing of a trumpet Tlie con-

ference cannot be a "clever maneuver";
It must be called for the purpose of

mobiliz-ing ail the miners, regardless of

their affiliations or belief.^, against tha

offensive of the coal operators and their

agent.s. Sttch a conference can become
the initial step in a move to amalgam-
ate all the various independent aud
separate insurgent movements with th*

N, M. U. into a pow-erful and militant

of (^entrism and bring forward the

Marxist iilternatives in the heat of events

and directly upon them—such are the

tasks envisaged for the Ititcriiatlonal

Left Opposition in comrade Trotsky'*

letter which we print in the current is

sue of tlie Militant.

We have reason to hope that our de-

tachment of tiie Marxian Internationa!

ists will do its part for the Spanish rev-

olution. To a certain extent at least

we iiave seen the huge vista oi>ened up
iiy the events in Spain and understood
that our weight in the scale might not

!k> without infitience in the final .dim-

ming up. We have ventured to iielieve

tliat, not liecause we deceive others or
ourselves about the forces at our dis-

posal, hut because our strength is the

strength of the Jlarxian doctrines cry-

stailiKCd in the infeinationai nucleus of

the ()piM)sition, We have not seen the

Chinese revolution as a sulj-ject for ab
slract historical study. The internation-

al ciass struggle, in its dynamic develop

Hient, is ixjsing the questions anew in

Spain and raising the principle line of

the Opposition against the line of Cen-

trlsm more insistently than ever. That
is the way w-e see it. That is why we
must strain every resource to make our
mark on the situation while It la ailve

and fresii.

The Spanish revolution ia our revolu-

tion. It ia our task to make it the rev-

olution of the American workers and to

inspire them t* fight for it on the soil of

America as our comrades fight for it on

the soil of .Spain.

—J. P. C.

Industrial union ot the miners a force

to be recokoned with by the operators

and in the labor movement, a powerful

Impetus in building the Left wing move-

ment everywhere else.

Who will reject and sabotage such a

unity conference? The agents of the

operators among the miners, the false

leaders, the windiammers, the propriet-

ors of "vested Interests" in the miners.

Tiie I^eft wing can reject it only at Its

own expense and at the cost of the

miners. Iti.s in the process ot fighting

for the unity of the workers that they

will be able to separate tlie wheat from

tlie chaff, to judge who is right, who is

for them, who is against them. Tlie

Left wing has nothing to tear from this

process. Like the miners in general, tt

has everything to gain—providing it acts

promptly and re.solutely, providing tt

drops the futile ixdicy of ignoring the

other movenienta (this ostrich policy has

been followed by the Daily Worker,

which thinks to solve a problem by re-

maining silent) or of confining itself to

mechanical denunciations of everything

and everybody outside its ranks.

DO NOT BE DECEIVED BY
CHEAP PHASES
The worst thing the Left wing can do

U to grow Intoxicated wlfh an infiatod

idea of its own strength or position. It

Is not leading the whole miners' move-

ment, but only a part of it. It can win

its way to leadership if it pursues the

riiiht policy BOW—and not after the

strike In the "aelf-crltical" articles of

fhe press.

Tiie liCft wing dares not be deceived

by citeap phrases, by boasting, by ruinous

self-contentment with the big achieve-

ment it can legitimately record now. Do
not be blinded to the correct iwUcy to-

war<Is the reformist organizations by

Foster's chatter about "tlie growing fas-

ciKation of the A. F, of L, bureaucracy"

because it la doing "everything possible

to hinder the strike". Lewis and Do-

have been enga;»d In their trade of

atrlke-lireaklng l>efore "social-fascism"

was ever invented, Oo not be talked

into diKKiness about "the highly political

clsaracter" of the Pennsylvania-Ohio

strike because of capitalist terrorism—"

Oie terror of the bosses or the state

does not miike a strike "political". Tiw

strikes are desperate defensive actions

of the miners which do not "refjulre a

high politicallzation ot the struggle"

{Fosfter, page Wi), but the immediate,

genuine application of the united front

policy.

Do not bo deceived with empty talk

about the "correctness ot the line". Pos-

ter may write for another ,veur that "the

Lawrence strike gave a first demonstra-

tion in, the I'nited States of the corrct'-t-

ness of the It. I. L. XI. line" (page SM).

The Browders, in their "self-criticism"

after the event will write about the same

Lawrence strike, In the f^ame issue of

The Communist (page Gil), that "a

small measure of organlziitlonal success

was secure<l"-—which coming from tha

source it does, me^ns that virtually no

Kucceas w-as the result.

THE raSTAKE IS BEING MADE
NOW — COBEECT IT NOW!

Will the party have to draw up Its

balance sheet w-hen -tlie coal strike is

concluded w-ith the limping, apfilogetic

remark tliiit "a small nieiisurc of or-

ganisational success w;!S secured"? Will

the party leaders be allowinl to s!)eak of

the "mistakes and shortcoining.s of tiie

strike" w-hen it is "too late", when It

Is over and the magiilficent opportunity

has been missed? We repeat: it would

be fatal to permit su(?h a state of affairs.

The time to act correctly is now. Now
la tha time to correct the mistake lo

policy. The party is pursuing a course

of conceit, of separatism, which Is false

and unworthy of Communists, Its lead-

ership of Che miners can not only be

eitemled but made firm and iastlng. Tlla

tens of thousands of miners in West
ViTginia, In Kentucky iii Illinois—tuid

the other sections which can lie w^in

on the basis of t'he appeal tor unity and
solidarity—must not be Ignored. They
cannot be won simply by calling tjpon

them to Join the X, M. I!. That course

was tried in Illinois with misorable re-

sults. It must lie cast aside iieforc it

brings the same results in the present

situation.

The miners need a revoltitlonary lead-

ership which is Intel iig"ntly awake to

the requirements of the situation. The
proposals of tiie Left Opposition meet
these re<juireuienta. They should be ad-

opted and applied, 'Jilie oiii<'ia.I party

policy is wrong and does not meet the

requirements. It must be rejected. The
mistake Is being made now. Now Is the

time to correct It.

—MAX WIlACIITMAiN.

U. 9.
Miiny people say, "This crisis is only

another one ot the crises w-liich capital-

ism has gone tlirough periodically since

its incejitlon ; -hard times have always

oomo and gone and capitalism has al-

ways gone on to new heiglits after each

crisis". In tha following paragraphs we
shall review briefly the history of the

major past crises of American history

from the standpoint of determining what

factors made It possible for capltdlisra

to recover after each of them, based on

specific economic forces and not on any

mystical "recuperative jiowcr" inherent

in capitalism. If the factors which have

pulled capitaiism out of its hole in the

past turn out to be no longer applicable

now-, the only alteruatives left would be

(Da Aew, hitherto unheard of stimulus

to capitalist devlopment, or (2) the fur-

ther development of capitalism must be

looked on as degenerative rather than

progressive.

While this study Is based primarily on

the facts of American economic history,

we do not for a moment lose sight of the

world-wide interconnection of capitalist

interests tind consequently of the patholo-

gical symptoms of capitalism in the

form of crises. The very first of the

major crises of the UnltCtl States, that

of WAT, was in part precipitated by an

Increase In the discount rate of the

Bank of England in the effort to halt the

flow of Knglish capital into American

speculative ventures. The timing of crises

thr<iug]i(mt the world. In tact, Is becom-

ing increasingly uniform. We limit the

study ot crises in this article to the

Amsfrican field ptrrely for the sake of not

packing too much material Into a limited

space.

The Early Crises

Tlie two earliest crises of American

hi-itory, the po.st-revolutionary crises of

ITsri-f! and the post-war crises of 1815-19,

bcre the stiimp of au undeveloped econ-

omy^tbe principal concerns were cur-

rency inflation, primitive banking meth-

ods, excessive imports, insufficient crops

to supply an export surplus with which

to !>ay for them. Karly in the latter

crisis, however, a major step toward

developed capitiilism was taken when the

tariff act of 181G was pa-ssed, to encour-

age nianufacfuring liwlustry. The "Amer-

ican system" of pre-Civil War politics,

combining fai-iffs with internal improve-

ments, chieily waterways and highways,

was an early manifestation of capitalist

politics; territorial expansion into the

Louisiana Territory and Florida furnish-

ed new markets, the steamboat was just

coming into Its own, and American ship-

ping was carrying an Increasingly Im-

portant part of tke foreign trade. In

the old South, the development of the cot-

ton gin changed cotton cultivation from

a placid patriarchal mode of life, where-

in the alwlition of slavery could be plat-

onically discussed by "advanced" South-

erners, into a hectic, siH'culativc business

with profits runnini; up to 50 iiercent or

more a year, the soil was henceforth

mined, not cultivated; millionaire plant-

ers were now not uncommon, and slavery

became an Institution consecrated by the

Bible itself.

The present article In the series of reviews of the position of American

economy deals with cri.s-js Of capitalism In this country In the past and the

temporary solution found in years gone by to the present crisis. The problem

of tureign trade and the possibilities Tor its development, as well as the problem

of war in conn(*tion with American imperialist expansion wiil be dealt with in

detail by the author In coming articles, Ed.

I'rosijerous virgin wheat in the West,

prosperous cotton In the South, and pro-

si)erous tariff-supported Hianufacturing

in the East solved the crises of 1S19. The

growing proletariat began (o organize it-

self into trade unions, and by IS3S the

first Council ot Trade Unions met in

.N'ew York City,

The normal course of capitaliet devel-

opment led to the crises of 1SS7, preceded

by a wild banking, land and railroad

boom. Again the solution was found in

territorial expansion into Texas and the

Oregon Territory ; In record increases in

crop cultivation, in an enomous increase

in immigration and in iwpulation growth

(from 1830 to 18G0 population increased

one-tliird each ten years, from 12,8(50,000

in 18300000 to 31,443,000 In 18(50, a rate

which if maintained could have made
the present population of the United

States 230,000,000, nearly twice the ac-

tual figure).

The laliOT movement began its wander-

ings in the political wilderness by the

organization of "Know-Nothing", "Loco-

foeo" and other parties which acted as

tail to the kite of the major parties.

The definite victory of American capi-

talism over the one serious opponent

w^hich It has ever had, the Southern agri-

cultural aristocracy. In the Civil War,

unleashed anotlier roaring boom period

In 1S05. Kailroad mileage doubled In

eight years, and alisorbed more capital

than any otiier industry, a good deal of

It fr<im Kurope. The Bessemer process

imtroduoed in 1865 for the first time

made steel ,q cheap, mass-production com
modify; coal production quadrupled from
18(50 to 18T;i. Agriculture liooraed too

—cotton production, at first hard hit by

tht> t'lvil War, recovered by 1877 and
reached as high figures as ever, at 4,G{K),-

(WO bales, to go on to an average of over

(5,000,000 bales in the next sixteen years

and 10 millions In 3894. The first of the

big mergers arrived in oil, coal, rail

roads. New resotirces were discovered

In oil, copper, natural gas. Exj>ort trade

still consisted primarily of foodstuffs and
raw materials; the percentage of manu-
factured goods to total exports hardly
changed between 1870 and 1890.

The Panic o( 1873

The panic of 1873 was severe and com-

plicated by government deficits and sil-

ver currency prohleins. With such an

industi^al background, however, it went
through the classic course of the crises

of a "healthy" capitalism ; a sharp drop

In prices, a call by banks for rep.")yment

of loans, or In the language of that day,

"hard money instead of paper" ; wide-

spread bankruptcies, unemployment, re-

duction of Industrial output, a strens-

- thenlng of the financial position of banlis

and Individuals because of the sharp

deflation, iow money rates, easy terms

for borrowers of new capital—one or

two good crops, and the business cycle

was ready to revolve again.

The labor movement reached a aew

high plane In the organlKStion of tlie

Knights of Ijabor and the development ot

bigger and Ijetter trade unions.

The next crisis came in 1803, The

growth of capiteilsm had reached a point

where internal contradictions between tli#

great and the snnill bourgeoisie wore

beginning to compel the granting of con-

cessions to the latter in the form of re-

strictions on the former—the Interstate

Comuicrce Act of 18ST, the Slierman Anti-

Trust Act of 1800, Crops were still

setting new high records, but agricultural

crises were taking the form of agitation

against the representatives of finance

capital, leading to an uneuccessful bloc

between farmers ttnable to pay their

mortgages and unemiflo.ved labor, cu^

off from the escape to the West from

low wages, long hours and insecure jobs

by the filling up of the farm country.

The tactics of the bloc, depreciation of

the real value of bankers' claims by in-

flating the i>aper currency (Greenback-

er.w. Populists), or by free coinage of

silver at higher tlian its real value

(Brjan and the Democrats, 1896-1904),

succeeded in diverting proletarian and

agrarian discontent from any revolution-

ary outlet in spite of such militant mani-

festations as the Homestead strike of

18i)2 and the Pullman strike of 1894,

The solution of the Immediate problems

of the crises ot 1893 was liased on a con-

tinuation of tlie post-Civil War trends

—

more intensive manufacturing, the crea-

tion of large Indtistrial combinations cul-

minating in the great trujt-building era

from 1899 to 3901, extension ot agricul-

tural production, and increased export

trade stimulated by a series of wars in-

cluding the Spanish-American, Boer and
ItU3S0-Japanese wars.

Railroad expansion had come to a

climax in the ten years ending 18tK),

when 70,000 additional mlies were con-

stnicted. After 1900 new construction

slowed down sharply, but great new
industries are now expanding-the elec-

trical indu.stry since 180(), automatic in-

dustrial machinery on an unheard-of

scale, great new natural resources in oil,

copper. Silver, iron ore; bumper wheat
and corn crop.s, a tripling of coal produc-

tion in twenty years' time, all signified

that capitalism was still on the apward
trend.

The great crisis of 3007, like preceding

crises, simply cirrected the tempo ot

this development. Real estate specula-

tion, which had, resulted In overbuilding,

was curiicd, and an antiquated banking

and currency system again showed Its

dustries, for a time masked the increas-

ing diflicuities in which the great staple

industries such as steel, lumber, cooper,

oil. coal, textiles and others found them-

selves during all this period. The pro-

sp<'r!ty of the period from 1024 to 192a

was not widespread and did not extend

to many basic induslrle.s until the final

phases of the bootu, just Ix'fore the col-

lapse. The absence of rcil prosperity

was sliown Iiy the increasing difficulty of

finding markets, wliich had to be forced

by exiK'nsive advertising, high-pressure

selling, instalment fiu-incing, etc, the

increa.siiig difficulty for men ot fifty or

over la finding job.s, the immigration re-

strictions, wliich revealed ji real in-

ability of capitalist devcioficnt to han-

dle an increasing population on the .scale

of the pro-Civil War days, and the de-

creasing percentage of the population en-

gage<l in industry in spite of the ability

of capitalism to draw on new .strata of

the popu!ati/m, sucli as w-omen and dis

possessed farmers.

The labor movcmetil. which had as-

sumed an acutely militant phase follow--

ing the 1919 crisis, siou Sy bipsed into

letbar,;y beca'ise of the increasingly

acute contradiction betwecj; tile leader-

ship and the objective ciiitlition.s, of a

failure of capitalism to miike real pro-

gress during an ajiparcnt lioom between

two great crises.

This is the first time in the history of

capitalism in whicli this ba.s happened,

and is confirmed l),v a study of iter capita

consumption of major cominodiiies which
show iittlo net ^ain for tb^ past fifteen

years, but mcrt^ly substitutions of one

material for another, as for instance, less

cou! but more electricity, h'ss meat and
wheat but more sugar and dairy pro-

ducts, less lumber but more steel.

"Solutions" in the Past

Summing up, capitaliaru has found a
"solution" for all fornier crises in the

rnitcd States through oni' or more of

the following meaner territorial expaii-

sioii, iiigger crops, larger manufacturing
facilities, foreign loans, railroad exp-in-

sion, wars (particularly amoiig foreign

countries), tecbuoiogical iniiirovemcnts

(including mergers), increa.sing exiKirts,

new- industries.

Territorial expansion, apart from wars
of conquest, is closed ; bigger crops, as

was proven in ]92(i and liW, no longer

mean bigger faruiing income; larger

manufacturing facilities are a burden,
not a salvation, when the automobile
Industry has a capacity for producing 8

million cars with a home demand in

"good" times of 4 nillllon and exporis
ot another TiOO.OOO, and radio set

facilities more than tliree times the best

year's saiea ; foreign loans are unsalable
in any qtiantity liecause most ot the

possible borowers are poor credit riska,

as evidenced iiy their existing bonds sell-

ing far iielow par; railroad expansion
has been a closed chapter for nearly a
generation ; te<'hnological improvement*,
as analyzed in a prece<lin^ article, slm-

deficiencies when it was necessary for

tianks in .N'ew- York to issue clearing-

house certificates among themselves aa a

form of emergency currency. The bump-

er crops of the next two years, however,

sufficed to restore "normalcy", helped

by a rising long-term trend in prices due

to the increased production of gold from

ri<-h American and South African fields,

and by the demands of the Balkan wars

of 1911-13.

World' War and 1911 Crisis

Tlie crisLs of 1914 was nipped in fhe

bud by the worid war, which meant to

Ameri<>an capitalism a great speeding-up

ot the normal development, together with

a huge influx of gold, an enormous stimu-

lation to agriculture, with a modernised

form of banking under the Federal Re-

serve Act.

Tile war left the United States with

tiie most gigantic contradictions in its

histor.v—on the one hand, the largest

manufacturing nation in the world, on

the other, the largest producer of raw

materials with which to feed competi-

tive manufacturing nations, both liranch-

es of production striving avidly for ex-

port outlets. At the same time, the Uni-

ted States remained the depository of the

world's largest stock of gold, and also

a holder of billions of dollars of paper

oiiiigations payable in gold, which com-

pelled America's debtors to stimulate

their exports in competition with Amer-

ica to enalde them to i>ay their debts.

The inter-governmental deiits outstand-

ing at the end of the war were aggrav-

ated by the epidemic of American loans

abroad by private investors, adding fur-

ther burdens to Kuropean capitalism yet

forcing it to redotible its efforts.

One of the century-ohl solutions for

America's crises, to raise bigger crops,

was still effective as late as 3919, In

that year the farm production rose to

the figures of the w-ar boom year lOiri,

and with the prices then prevailing,

reached the greatest value for any crop

year In American history, before or since.

A new high record for size of crops was
inade^n 1920, but by that time the agrar-

ian proiileni had reached a point where
it cotild no longer be solved l)y such

methods. The big crops of 1926 merely

broke the price of farm products, and
led to lower production In 1827, In the

following year, 192S, bumper crot>3 again

brought prices down to a point where
the aggregate value of the farm produc-

tion was less than that of the smaller

crops of 1927, The American farmer is

being crowded out of world markets,

and is faced by the dilemma—big crops

and low prices, or small crops and not

much better prices?

The manufacturing industries after

the post-war boom of 1919, did not seem
to be facing this dilemma. Tremendous
sales of manufactured goods to Europe
and South America, financed b,v foreign

bonds floated during a violent securities I>ly aggravate the problem of the dome;;-

boom, the rapid expansion of a group of tic market: the only new industries In

industries including electrical equipment,
automobiles, building construction ("which

had Iieen held back during the
war and hampered, by high Interest

rates during the 1910 boom ) , the

radio, movies and other such minor In-

sight appear utterly Inadequate for any
mass con.sumption lioom^the outposts ot
business talk hopefully of television,

home refrigeration in summer, steel con-
struction for small hon.ses, but there i='

no conviction in their voices.
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Stalinism and the German Crisis
Tde wDaily Worker* Contributes Three Errors To a Serious Question

exents by «

Jjare buiit

prison wall.

The decisive infiu^nee exerted hy the

tnterveiition of Ain<>rica in the stal)i!iza-

tloti of European capitalisin, following

the defoat at the German iiroletariat in

I»2X, was sufficient to establish itw role

IS the greatest eoniiter-revolutidiisiry

factor on an international acitle. It is

from tltis that the iireseiH attempt of

Hoover, of which the nioi:\t()vium pro-

posals R.re a first step, derives its enor-

mous Importance and caiis for the most
carefui analysis iiy the Com.munlsta, Un-
less we see the tiling stratt;ht, we can-

not exi)ect to bring forward in time the

appropriate counter-measures. And it

Is here. Just as in T02S and 1924, that
the hiundtrs are beinK made by the of-

ficial leaders.

ANOTHER FORM OF AMERICAN
HEGEMONY

The role ot Ajnerica aa a "stabilizer"

was greatly facllitateil in the previous

instance by the blnnders of the Comin-
tern. The present endeavors to hold off

a. revolutionary crisis, receive tlie same
gratuitous fissi,';tance. Now, as then

s<'ientiftc analysis gives way to gueas

—

work and in.'^istence on pre-conceived

theories which »re refuted iiy the events
themselves. And in this work, the Am-
erican Stalinists distinguish themselves
above all others. They bid fair to

ni-atch the hegemony of American im-
perialism with a peculiar hegemony of

their own in the realm of stupidity.

They are hindered from a correct :ip-

proach to these great international

false theory which they
around tbeniselves like a
And, «e though the theory

of socIallsTa in one country were not
Muffiiclent to hide the real internfitional

processes from them, they have super-

Impased upon It «not.her one to make
blindnes* doubly lure. Such is the pur-
pose served by the theory of "fascieni"

and "social fascism" as the sdltorial

comments of tha Daily Worker illustrate.

In K previous Issue we called atten-

tion to the failure of the Dally Worker
to conilder the German revolution in its

first analysis of Hoover's action and tt«

pwr^^ses. In the issue of July 14th the

iBiding editorial of the Daily Worii«r
attempt* to nsaie good this "(iversight"

In doinf so, however, it makes at least

three other mi,^takes, and leaves the ori-

ginal oae uncorrected. The idea of a
G«rman revolution, which was left out
of account entirely at first, is .sprinkled

throuthoBt the editorial of July 14th,
Bat kt gplte ot that, the repeated refer-

e»c«« do not fit Into the structuro of the
analysis. They stand out awkardly, like

"hack-writing", as though they wore
written in after the fact, to disarm crit-

icism.

The mentioned editorial has the fol-

lowing to say: "Ameriean workers should
understand tiiat. the stmie reason which
lakes all Imperialisms strive to turn
Germany into an active foe of the Soviet
Union, Impels them to welcome a Fascist
dictatorship in Germany and prepare for
armed intervention ngninst any prole-

tarian revolution in Germany."
Here are three fundamental miscon-

ceptions compre,%ed into one sentence,
a fairly higii mark even for the Daily
Work«r. First they talk iibo«t tlie im-

perialist deaign to "turn Germany into
an active foe of the Soviet Union." Is

not capitalist Germany by its very na.-;

tare an "active foe" of the Soviet Un-j
loaT Ar« not the two systems—the Sov-i
let and the capitalist—irreconciiabltVJ
Lenin said, and every Marxist knows, I

that the tn-o cannot live ijeacefuUy, that
"the obituary will have to be sung either
over the death of world cupitnllsm or
the death of the Soviet republic". Is
capitalist Germany not a part of -world
capialism, is it something standing In-

between? For us the answer to such a
question is obvious. And that is why
we bank on the German re^'olution. That
is why the capitalists who also approach
questions on the other side from the
aame fundamental class point of view,
strive primarily to avert it.

The Stalinists answer these questions
in their own way. They are construct-
ing aociali.sm in one country. From this
follows Hieir theory of tlie "neutraliKa-
tion ot the ijourgeoisie." and the division
of the capitalist countries into "active
foes" and , . . friends. With such
ideas, the prospect ot revolution in a
"friendly country" can easily he over-
looked.

IMPEKIALISTS AND A
FASCIST DICTATORSHIP

Second, tiioy say tiie imppriaiists will

welcome a Fa.wist dictatoiship in Ger-
man}'. Tliis idea appears a number of
times in the editorial. They insist on it

continuaiiy. I^ut, nevertheless, tlie im-
perialists do not have such a policy. At
the present time, the main prop of

'•apltnliam in Germany is tile social dom-
f-cracy functioning through "democratic"
nrms. Its strength derives from tJie

illusions of millions of workers in the
democratic deceptions, it is absurd to

think that the Imperialists will discard
this mighty bulwark against revolution

long as it serves Its purpose.

Only when the majority of the work-
ers tnrn awny from the social democracy
to the f'oniniunists, will the capitalists

turn to the last resort—naked force ex-

pressed throu^vh Fascism. A Fnscist dic-

taiorshi]). by it.s ruthless abolition of

democratic forms, would tlsereby turn

away millions of workers from tlie sup-

port of the regime, and (rorrespimdingly

undermine it. It has never yet been de-

mon.~:inited tiiat Fascism can have a

stable endurance In such a highly in-

dusti ialixfd country as (Jermany, with
a powertnl and weli organtKcd working
class. The imperialist bourgeoisie wiiose
faie is i)Ound up with the fate of Q'>v-

man caiiitaiistn, have no interest to

piunge into this desjH'rate alternative of
their own volition. On the contrary,
they have every reason to reinforce a'ld

support tiie social democracy and the
parliamentary forms which have served
them and saved them up to now. They
wii] not ri.'ik l-^.-^cIsm till they iiave to,

not even to justify tiie theories of the
Daily Worker and the rest of the Stal-

inist.s.

The tliird mistake of the Daily Worker
editorial, in which they tip their bat
belatedly to the (Jerman proletarian rev-

olution is embodied in the statement'
that the imperialists "prepare for armed
intervention against any proletarian rev-

oinfion in Germany". Taken by itseif

and presented as a supplement to the
prt-sent interference in (Jerman affairs,

sncii a declaration of imperialist inten-

tions would be self-evideirt. Hut t!ie

Staiiiii.sta. in offering it as the crux of
the imi)eri;U!st attitiKle toward the (Ger-

man rev<;lution. distort the picture en-
tirely, Tiie imiwrtatists are Intervening
itoiv against Hie German revolutioii! They
are doing so because they see it as the
greatest danger in tlie present situation
to the wiiole structure of world imperial-
ism, and the most f>owerful reinforce-
ment of the Soviet I'nion. The prole-
tariat will be able to frustrate the man-
euvers of imperialism only to the extent
tiiat it sees the Jieart of the problem with
etjual cJarify. Stalinist theories and con-
clusions, which the Dally Worker raises
to the ai>ci «f absurdity, contribute noth-
ing l)ut confusion to the Question.

—J. P. C,

Second League Conference
The second national conference of the

Communist League of America tOpposI-
lionl h;is i)een called by the national
committee to take place on September
J4 to 'September 27 in the city of New
York. In this issue of the MilitaTit, the
principal conference thesis is pubilslmd
the membership. Despite the additional
for the consideration and dticnssion cf
two pages in tiie Militant, we have been
compelled to omit from this issue a
great dea! -of vaiuable material on other
(piestions wliicii will be publtsiied in the
coining number. The MlStont will, how-
ever, continue to puhiish in its columns
the discussion materlai sent to it by
League members during the pre-eonfer-
ence period. The thesis !a published on
pages three, four and five.

Demonstrate on August 1

Against Imperialist War I

Behind the thick smoke of pacifist

a.-^surances and "disarmament" con-

ferences, the iniperiaiist world tod;iy

presents a picture of a more thorough-

ly armed camp than the days preced-

ing the «Torld war of 1!U4. T!ie Uni-

ted Htates piously demands the reduc-

tion o£ armaments in ICurope, forti-

fied by the certainty that under any
conditions its industrial and financial

superiority will give it the edge ia a
military conflict, Frant'e has just an-

nounced 'that it has "reduced" its arm-
aments as far as it intends to.

With the world crisis gaining In

fury, capitalism is driven to the wall

huii'fcd d(.wn by its own inherent con-

tradictions. The big powers are

straining forward for a re-division of

the world market and of world pol-

itical power. They know that this re-

division can be accomplished only

through war. They are preparing for

Ft. assisted—as in 1914—by their

''so;-ialist" footmen.

Let the workers give a vigorous re-

sponse to the imperialist war plans

on 'the thirteenth anidversary of the

last slaughter. All out in mass to

t!ie August First demonstrations this

year!

Paterson On Strike
N.LW. Must Take Initiative in United Front of All Silk Workers

^»^

Pater.son, scene of bitterly-fought bat-

tles of the textile workers in past years,

is again occtipying the center of the

strike Meld. The National T'^xtile Work-
ers Cnion has i.ssned the call for a walk-

out of the silk and dye workers of the

city, involving some 20,000 black and
white workerF^ of iioth sexes. The N,

T. W. demands include the eight-hour

day, an increase in wages, an end to

disfrimination against Negroes, young
workers and women, c'iual i^^y for equal

work, opposition to the s])eed-iip sj'Stem,

unemployment insurance :ind recognition

of the I'nion. These demands are virtual-

ly identical with those advanced by the

Tnited Textile Worker.s and tiie Asso-
ciated Silk Workers which, under the in-

Ihieme of the Mu.ste group, have recently

vc.ted to amalgamate on the eve of the
strike which tiiey planned to call in their

(Avn n;ime on August 1.

The Paterson strike foliows directly

upon tiie heels ot textile .<;(rikes under
N. T. W. V, leiidership in Providence,

BE.VD AND SI;:BSCBIBE TO THE
MILITANT

Pittshurgh Convention Shows Need

For Unity of Fighting Miners
PITTSBIRGH.—
To titose w!io contend that the coal

s'-trikc is over, or that the National Jlia-

er^- I'lioi! is dead, the national confer-

enc*' held in i'ittsi)urgh. .luly IS, is a
living refutation. (1S2 delegates from

2T0 mines representing a total of 4."),It)l

striking miners, according to the re-

[)Ort, voiced their approval of the mili-

tant policies of the .N. 11. I.'. The con-

ference was completly animated by a

fighting spirit. Miners fresh from f^ne

-itrlke !)atflefront of West Virginia

Pennsylvania, and Kentucky, represent-

ing all natioaalitie.s, iilack ami white,

young and old, came to Pittsburgh, de-

monstrating their determination to con-

tinue, to spread and to win in their

iieroic struggle against starvation.

A Militant Cwiference

Miner after miner took tiie iloor, paint-

ing in no uncertain terms the intolera!)le

conditions which iironght on the strike.

'I'he ridiculously low wages outright rob-

iiery in the mine and in the company
Mtore, unemployment rampant and pov-

erty stalking all over the coal fields,

iiave driven the niiners into open revolt
.\nd added to this Is the treaciierons

role of the I". M. W. of A. Only a deaf
man could fail to hear from the speech-

es of the rank and file, the undying
hatred Lewis ami Co. have earned for

themseives in the hearts of the coal

diggers. Tiie real fighting note of the

conference was struck by rhe pictures-

ijue KentAicky delegation. Fresh (rom
the hills of Daniel Hoone's country, tbey
let loose a veritable flow of "Kentucky
oratory" ujion the conference. Their
defiance of the thug.s and gunmen cloak-

ed wit.ii tiie i>adge of "con.stituted au-

tiiority" their do-or-die-win-the-strike at-

TERRORllS CHIN A

ArrestOppositionHeads
13 Communists in the Hands of the Butcher Chiang Kai-Shek

We have just received the following

alartiiing news from one of the Shanghai

comrades of the Chinese Hoishevik-Len-

inists. dated .lune 2:i, liBl

:

"After such a iong silence, I am writ-

ing lo you at the most dltficult moment
tiiat the Ciiinese Opposition is exi>eri-

encing. On May 21-22, thirteen com-

rades were arrested by the ('hinese pol-

ice in Shanghai. Six of the comrades are

memfiers of the Central Committee of

tiie I'nitcd Opposition {the national con-

gress of the varlotis Opposition groups

was held on May 1-2). Four of tiie com-

rades are members of the standing com-

initt<'e, and there tiius remains only one

member of the committee {comrade C.)

We were about to st^irt work systematic-

ally after so long a split in our ranks.

Our united organisation was hardly in

CNisicnce ofr a month when this ssevere

blow was dealt us. We are compelled to

resjore our organiKation under the most'

difficult conditions of dark reaction. The
event (vcurcd becau.se a traitor who was
formerly a responsible comrade went to

iH'fray us to the police. We are sure to

make up for tile ioss we have suffered

tiiis time. In answer to the blow of our

enemies and the traitors, our comrades
will double and treble tiieir efforts to

close our ranks and heal our sores . . .

—N. S.

The terriiile information which our

comrade comniunlcates to us follows dir-

ectly upon the news published by the

Daily Worker of the martyrdom at the

hands of the Chinese nationaiist assas-

sins of the secretary of the Chinese

(Communist Party, comrade Ilsiang

Chung Fei. Tlie sanguinary terror which
the counter- revolutionary Chinese bour-

geoisie lias conducted against the pro-

letariat and peasantry, claiming its vic-

tims by the tens of thousands leaves

little room for doubt that the arrested

comrades, including tiie leaders ot the

Ijeft Opposition, are in imminent danger
of execution—providing that this punish-

ment for tiieir revolutionar3" devotion

iias not already been visited upon them
by the iiutchers of Chiang Kai-Shek. The
victims of the Chinese white terror,

practised by a bari>aric bourgeoisie which
mounted to iwwer four years ago on the

stirrup held for it iiy Staiin, Bucharin,
MartinlDv and other Mensheviks, must
iie protected from the Chiangs and Wang
Chin Wels iiy an iron ring of solidarity

of aii the workers in the world. The
voice ot protest must sound so loudly

that it compels the executioners to re-

Iea.se their prey.

Demand the release of the imprisoned
Ciiine.se revolutioni.stsl

Demand an end to the horrible white
terror of the Chinese bourgeoisie and
their imperialist patrons of America,
England, France, and .Taoan?

titude. stirred tiie conference. The de-

legates of Harlan, Kentucky, to a man.
pledged their unreserved support to the

National Miners I'nion. This marks a

big step forward.

One fact, no one cotild fail to notice

-—tlie growing po I ideal consciousue.ss ot

tlie mine workers: Peals ot stormy ap-

piausc greeted ail remarks however cas-

ual, on tiie Soviet I'nion, Communism,
and a workei-s' governuient in tiie V-. S.

A. Even the American liackwoodsmen
of Kentucky did not fail to express their

disapproval of the social sy.stem. The
name of Iteds, they said, didn't "scarce"
tiiem at aii. Judging from this confer
ence. it is clear that the American work-

ing class will "jump a few stages" aa
tlu'y niake tiieir way to Communism,
The purpose that the conference should

have really had was given in tlie words
of Foster: to realise "a broad enough
united front to include miners irresi)ec

tive of political creed or union affilia

til n." Tills is undeniably an advance
for the N. .M, r, from its sectarian posi

tion of a year ago. Us value consists

in tiie reallKatioii that there are tens
of tiiousands of miners, in Illinois, Kan
awiia, West Virginia and in tiie anth-
racite, under infiuence other than that
of the N, M. r. These miners can only
be won over to common struggle through
a correct application of tile united front
tactic. And here lies the hitch in the
whole policy of t!u> N. M. F. Borich
correctly advocated the building of Left
wing minorities in the anthracite V. M,
\V. .\., etc. (shades of t!ic "third per-
iod"!). IJut Left wing minorities have
their great strength just in so far as
they u.se tiie tactic of the united front.

How is this united front to be accom-
plished? From below! ".No collusion
witl! takers": only rank and file com-
mittees, represent ifig aii unions, w'rs
continually eniphasiKcd by Foster, Bor-
ich. and Co. Keene.^ betrayed the West
Virginia mitiers: Ilowat left the lilinois

miners In the lurcii ; all the other pro-
gressives arc fakers. Therefore, no un-
ited front with them. The first part of
the rea.soning coneerning the progres-
sives is altsoluteiy correct. But the sec-
ond p!trt does not foilow 3t all.

A Fo-sterite "United Front"
The results of this policy are already

apisarenl. The conference was ostensi-

bly c-ailed as a united front gathering.

It Invited rank and file miners from all

groups to attend—at tlie same time brand-
ing their leadership tis fake. But it could
not lie a genuine united front since they
were merely invited to attend the N,
M. r. convention. The result was that

not a single delegate from the Kanawha
section of West Virginia, not a solitary

wpre.'^entative from the Itellevilie con-
ference in Iliinois (the oniy Illinois de-

legates represented a group from tiie

struck Orient mines) a few delegates
reiircsenfing only a handful of those or-

ganised in the anthracite.

Instead of the:;e "lirllliant leaders"
taking note of this remavkai)Ie signpo.st

of an incorrect policy, th-sy continue to

plunge deeper in the same wrong dir-

ection. The saim.^ negligi!>ie results can
already be foreseen from the statement
of the program committee, calling upon
tile "West Virginia miners to fight the
Kocney leadersiiip, as tools of the bosses,

and to set up rank and file unity com-
mittees". It was recognized by miner
after miner that thousands were still

under the infiuence of the "progressives".

Yet the leadership refused to take any
cognizance of this fact beyond name-
calling and the mythical "united front

(Cdntinued on page 6)

Central Falis and Pawtucket, K, 1., and
a silk workers strilvo under the A. F, ot

L. in Ailentown, I'a. All these move-
ments are indicative of the deep ferment

of dissatisfaction among the textile work-
ers in the country with the conditions

of misery and intense expioitation to

which they are suitjected, and speak elo-

quently about tiie splendid opportunities

offered to the labor movement to mobit-

ixe the workers on a broad scale for

resistance to the rnttile.ss capitalis:t of-

fensive. How seriously undermined the

living standards of tiie Paterson work-
ers are, is evidenced iiy the fact that

they are compelled—in order to live-
to demand an increase ot about one-

tiiird in wages.

The conliict in strike dates resulting

from tiie division of the ranks into two
antagonistic unions, presents a serious

handicap to the progress and success of

the strike. There is no douiit that the

joint leadet'siiip of the U. T. \V. and the

.V. S, W. has demonstrated a great vii-

ciilation and prolraction in the negotia-

tions with the mannfa<-turera—in face of

the fact that Ihe hulk of the workers in-

volved are keyed up to a higii point of

lUtbusiasm for the strike The N. T. W.,

on the other hand, is not siiowing itself

capable of measuring up to the com-
plicated situation. Tiie attempt to has-

ten the strike by presipitous acti-(ms will

not prove to lie the best way of moiiil-

iKing the majority of the workers for

a successful strike struggle.

What is further already evident, on
the first day ot the strike as this is

being written ( Wednesday >, is tiiat the

N. T. W. cannot expect to make the nec-

essary progress hy a pure and simple
"head-on collision" with the reformist

unions in the iield. The response on tiio

first day has been very limited, embrac-
ing only a very small minority of the

20,000 workers. As a matter of fact,

less than 1000 have thus far responded
to the suddenly issued N. T. ,W, call, al-

though the prospects for broadening the

.strike are still eicellent, making it possi-

ble to overcome Initial blunders.

The N, T. W, dares not repeat the mis-

take made in the mine fields by the

official Left wing, particularly since its

application in the Patersfon aituntioti in-

volve-s even more pointed dangers. The
combined membership of the V. T, W.
and the X. S. W, is In tiie vicinity of

3,000, The N. T. W, has little lietter

than a small core in Paterson, This sit-

uation dictates the immediate need of
initiating and carrying tlirough a genu-
ine united front policy. To confine

themselves to the purely formal, empty
gestures of the united front "oniy from
below" would be the greatest mistake
the Communists could make, Kven more
tlian in the coal fields, where the rivalry

is niot so direct, tiie N, T, W. must call

upon the otiier union organiKations for a
united front conference, to coordinate all

the forces, to seek a joint strike com-
nilttee in which each si<le on an equal
plane, shall have ful! freedom ot critic-

ism and action. This is the road to win-
ning the workers to the side of tiie mill-

EEON TROTSKV

tants, the road to a sucessfnl conciu-

sion of tilc .-strike, I'p to now. only •:he

motions of a "united front" have been

gone through, witii the usual empty re-

sults. The workers cannot iic dei'cived

I)y formalities; the realities must be

given to them.

In the united front, tiie workers will

learn through their nwn experience^
not !>y unimpressive denunciation

—

which of tiie contending forces in ihe

trade unions offer them the liest program
and the best leadership, F"rom such a
process of learning, the Ijcft wing can

and siiould have nothing at all to fear,

Tiie strike is just at its beginning. Tlie

coming weeks are rich with oppoi-tuniti,.'s

which, unfortunately, hav<- been -so cav-

alierly passed up iiy the Left wing in

the iinst, and at tiiis very nn^ment are

being passed up in the mine fields, Tiie

N. T. W. in Paterson mu.st seiKe tiie op-

portunity,

—•SI. S.

Pointed Questions

To The LL.D.
Another week has iiecn added to the

periiod of silence wlii<-h the ollicials of

the International Lafior Defense have

maintained en tiie case of Leon Ooodman
and Bernard Morgenstern. two Left Op-

positionis'ts who have been convicted un-

der the notorious Flynn AntiJScditlon

.\ct of Pennsylvania.

The August numi)cr of the Labor De-

f€nd«r just off the press announces an

"Amnesty Campaign" by the I, L. D,,

with (<onferences between .\ugust 2 and

August S, aHd demonstrations on the

Sacco-VanKpt'ti anniversary August -'^.

Tiie various victims of capitalist per.secu-

tiou are listcMl : Communists, syndicalists,

Negro workers, A. F. of L. men and

others, Goodman and Morgenstern are

delilierately knitted. U'h,v? Solely be-

cause In addition to the "crime of vio-

lating" the Fiyiin Act, tliey have coni-

.mitted the great "crime" in tiic eye-^ of

tlie Stalinist officials of liie 1. L. D. ot

!>ehmging to the Left O(i[!0sition

!

We ask: Is the I, L. D., built up as a

non-party class defense movement, to be

transformed otiiclaily into an organisa-

tion defending oniy those who agree with

the present leadership of the Commun-
ist party? Are other endangered mili-

tants to be left in the birch? Let the

workers demand an imniediafe reckon-

ing from Eiigdabl, Maurer and Co. Let
the party and I. L, D. memiiers demand
tiiat the I. L. D. take over the defense

in reality, that it discontinue its dis-

gra<refnl conduct which can only provoke

the joy and satisfaction of the capital-

ist prosecutor.

In ttie meantime funds are urgently

needed for the defense. Money sbotild

be sent to K. M. Whitlen, treasurer ot

tiie Morgenstern-fJoodman Oelcnse Com-
mittee, 2041 Ajjpletrce Street, Phiia, Pa.

ResultoF Spanish Elections
The Victory of the Socialists and the Tasks of the Communists

1. I have before nie a Turkish paper

tin French) of July 1, containing the

first news about the Spanish elections.

Heally, everything is happening up to

now in a strictly "foreseen" order. The
slide to the Left inis gone on with a

particular regularity. Ijet us hoi>e that

our Spanish comrades will anaiyze the

results of the elections very carefuiiy,

on the basis of materials. We must
find out how the workers voted, especial-

ly the anarcho-syndicalists. In certain

regions, the answer should flow ciearly

from the election statistics. It is es-

tren>ely important, of coui'.-;e, to know
iiow the peasants voted in the various

provinc-es. At the same time, all the

agrarian programs'' which were pre-

sented by the various parties in all the

corners of the country must be gathert;d

together. All this is an urgent and a

I'ery important work.

The Socialist Victory

2. As was to be exi>ected. the social-

ists won a great victory, Tiiis is the

crux of the parliamentary situation. The
socialist leaders consider themselves

happy over the fact that they have not

tile majority in the Cortes and that their

coalition with the bourgeoisie is thus

justified by parliamentary statistics. The
socialists do not want to take power be-

cause they are afraid, and not without

cause, of the socialist government be-

coming a stage towards the dictatorship

of the proletariat. It foliows from tiie

speech of Prieto that the aociaiists liave

decidec! to sujiiMirt the coalition so long

as the proletariat can be restrained, in

order later, wiien the pressure of the

workers l>ecomes too strong, to jiass

over into tiie opp(jsition under some rad-

ical pretext or other, and to leave it

to the bourgeoisie to <ltscsiiline and to

crush the workers. In other words, we
have iiefore us a variaiit of Elicrt and of

Tseretelii. Let us rememlier that Fb-

ert's line succeeded while Tseretflli's

failed and (hat in botii cases the stren-

gth ot the Communist party and its

policy played a decisive roie.

3. We must immediately denounce the

plan of the socialists (this politicil

game of falling liack), confounding them
in every <iuestion. This of course iiolds

true above all for tiie i^iianisii Left Op-
position. But tiiis is not enough. There
must iH' a clear political slogan which
corresponds to the character of the pre-

sent stage of the Si>anis!i revolution. The
results of the elections make tiiis slogan
absolutely clear: the workers must iireak

up the coalition with tiie i)ourgeois!e

and compel the socialists to take power.
The peasants must help the workers. If

tiiey want to have the land.

4, The socialists will say that they
cannot give up the coalition because
they iiave not the majority in the Cortes.
Our conclusion must he: demand the

election of a genuinely democratic Cortes
(Continued on page C)
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Day by Day
A lecture tour on the lEusaian revolu-

tion iind tliO situation in Kpatn has just

been he!d by comrade Nin in the Astur-

183, The Asturias are an ontKtitndini;ly

miners' district, where about ;iO,OHO mi"-

ers work. Nin arrived on tiic <\&y when

the strike broke mit. The movement was

launched by the revolnlioiiary tritde un-

ion, led by the Comniiiiiists aud the syn-

dicalists.
' The striiters de'iianded espec-

tally the soven-iiottr day, estaiilished

before the dictatorship of I'rirao Ue lilv-

frra and abolished by the latter. The

movement thus hiwl n very iicute political

character and pnt to the wail the Pro-

visional Government find above all tlio

sofiRllsts. Tbo.fe who a few years ajfo

«xerciiM?d hegemony amontf the miners,

openly sabotaged the strike, declaring

that tiie strikers were "enemies of the

republic" and directly collaborated with

the Guardla Civil in order to ^aranto*

the "freedom to work". Ihe soctftUsts

tli^nselves opened ftre upon the sttikem

and wounded three wom»n. This con-

tributed enormously to undermining the

Influence of tlie reformists who can no

longer claim to represent tbe workers.

The strike was effectively followed hy

more than seventy percent of the mlnera

and wa.s concluded upon tlie promise of

the government to find a solution. In

reality, the .strike was lost, bnt it dealt

ft very serlou.s blow to the reformists

and strengthened tiie prestige of the

(Communists who led the movement.

The secretary of tiie trade union is

e.n excellent Coinmuni?;t, enjoying a great

prestige among the miners and who does

not <'Oneea] hiw ayiiipathies for the Ijeft

Oppo.sitir.n. The Stalinists have been un-

able to do ft thing against him for they

would Imve enconntered the moat en-

ergetic re.sistancc on tile part of the min-

ers. The same also holds true In the

case of the secretary of the Youth, who
Is an avowed Oppositionist and an ex-

cellent young militant, ivorklng in tlie

arms factory of Oviedo.

Influence of Left Opposition

Tlie Communists have She dominating

influence in the district, except (or Gljon,

where the anarcho-syndicalists prevail.

Their slate of mind l.s that of a deter-

mined opposition to the party leadership

end eiitireiy fitvorable to unity. But the

prestige of the International nnd of

"Mo.scow" still exerciKca a great Infiu-

en(?e njion them, which prevents them
from taking the decisive steps. Tliey

have a very pronoiniced sympathy for us

and comrade fiorcdo is aciueviug a work
in favor of the Opjjo.sition the fruits of

which we shall soon see.

The lectures of Nin had an enormous
succe.-fs and everywiiero a great number
of party memiici-s came to speak with
him at lengtli. At Gijon, for Instmce,

(hey came in group at the end of the

second l<K-turo and one of thecn said to

Nin, with the obvioits approval of the

others: "Even though you are expelled

from ihe iwirty, we consider you as &
comrade and as a revolutionist," "Trot-

eliy mu.=it lie reinstated Into the party so

that we may work together." Hut they

Btni believe nitively th«t the t'ommlttee

of the .Spanish Party and the Comintsra
will flnisii by understanding their error
and will stretch out their hands to vm.

These comrades have undertaken to en-

ter into a regular correspondence "wttli

us.

On June 7, tiie first conference of tlt»

Opposition took place at Madrid, whet»
the ^collaboration of all our comrades
was fortunately assured on the basis of
the resoiutions adopted. The results of
the conference are excellent. We are
now working with great hopes In the

future.

The Opposition aitd Maurln
Profiting by his stay In Madrid lor

our conference, comrade Nin delivered a

lecture at the "Ateneo" on the "present
geoond stage of the Spanish revolution".

The "A'tetieo" today plSys a great role

lectures delivered from this tribune
have a repercussion throughout Spain.

The first Communist lecture deiivor-

ed fi<om this tribune, from which
the Communists had not yet spoken,
was i)y Maurin, leader of the
Oatalonlan Communist Federation, It

was a real di.saster. It was the speech
of radical petty bourgeois. He made a
very harsh criticism of the Provisional
Covernmeiit, but he completely forgot the

proletariat and the party. As a perspec-
tive, he only indicated a , , , convention
In which the leading role would be played
by . , . the Tjeft elements of the "Ateneo*',

We were all very much disappointed,
Maurin is theoretically very inconsistent,

but his lecture was even beneath hlia.

Nin delivered a lecture the following
day. The interest it aroused was inv-

mense. The police held back the work-
ers who wanted to enter wlien the hal]

was already filled. The ccmrndes were
enthused by Nin's lecture and considered
It a great victory. Nin replied to Mau-
rin, who had said some absolutely in-

fldmissiblo things, of which these are the

most important

:

1. Tlie Spanish revolution must be
national and not servilely copy the Rue-
sian experience; the Comintern has fail-

ed in China, in Germany, In Bulgaria
ad in E^thonia becauafe It . , . wanted
to apply the Russian experience there

<!)

2, In Spain, there are (*Uf revolu-

tions to be made: the economic revolu-

tion, the political revolution, tlie nation-

al revolution and the religious revolu-

tion,

S. The Catalonian Conmiunists declare

themselves to !« separatists.

4. The Catalonian Federation is ac-

cused of being "Trotsky L'it" by the Stal-

jnisfs and of being "StJiIinL'ft" by ths

Trotskyists; the Federation is In dis-

agreement with the policy of the C, I.

in Spain and cannot declare its solidarity

TTlth the "Trotsky is t.s" because they . , .

'*i)elieve that the Five Year Plan is the

victory of the revolution. . . ," (!)

Nin then showed that the revolution

had failed In China, Ir Germany, etc.,

Just because the Russian experience has

been forgotten, that In Sjiain there -were

not four revolutions to be made, but only

one; that the Communists cannot de<'lflre

themselves to be separatists, hut that

they must confine iheni^Jclvea to i-pccg-

nlKlng the right of the peoples tn dis-

pose of themselves to the point of sep-

aration ; and finally, that if the Fed-

eration was accused of being "Tratsky-

i,-:t" by the Stalinists and of being Stal-

inist by the Trotskyists, it was because

.it had no precise political line.

The Relation of Forces

The Madrid Opposition Is doing good

work and has a pretty substantial inllti.

ence !n the local autonomous Communist
section, "We havo organized a second

lecture tour (at Madrid and in the Agt-

uriasl. The monthly review has been

well received, A few words on the

party and on the Catalonian Federation,

The relationship of forces has not chang-

ed radically during recent weeks. The
fortress of the official party is still

Seville, They have not the strength they

claim, hut it is more than they have In

tlie rest of the country. At Madrid, the

local independent section sbould have
from r>00 to 000 members and publishes

a weekly. La AntoreJui. The party Rroup
should have about from 70 to 80 mem-
bers. In Catalonia, the official party

has made no essential gains, except for

a few dozen unemployed, drawn over by
the demagogic agitation of the Stalinists,

The Catalonian FederaHion progresses
Three months ago It had almost 1,000

dues paying members. Now it has 2,700.

The circulation of La Batalla is more
than 20.000. Its orientation remains ir-

resolute, undefined. At the Fnity Con-
gre.'is, which will he held in August,
there will inevItJibly come forward n
new party. The idea of unification is

very popular throughout the counfiy.

Clearimt A-way the l^ctty »oiMra{«»i» fog

On the Road to the Proletarian Revolution in Spain
(Continued from last Issue J

No, the Spanish monarchy does not

constitute a feudal state. The founda-

tion of the Spanish monarchic stare,

beginning with September 1923, is not

tiie property of the aristocracy consi-

dered as such, but rather the property of

the capitalist bourgeoisie. It is of lit-

tle import that the aristocracy, old or

new, has preserved itseif in the warp
and woof of the state. In the dominant

spheres of the state machinery the semi-

feudal remains are effective only hy the

fact that they are in the hands of the

iKiui'geoisic. and not of the aristocrats.

The Spanish monartihic state functioned

as a capitalist apparatus, and not for

aristocratic caste privileges.

Alfonso was nothing but a function-

ary in the service of the exploitation of

monopolistic capital, for which "work"
Primo de Itivera was the broom which

swept away the remnants of the un-

clean aristocracy, putting the whole state

machinery into the hands of industrial

and financial capitalism. It is true that

the Spanish countryside requires very

urgently a revolution to liquidate large

landed property. The peasants will have
to repinrtition the land, violently depriv-

\ ing its owners of all their privileges and

But We encounter a great ohstacle : the

official party and the C. I. What an
enormous responsibiiity fhe.se iKwpie

he&rl The letter of comrade Trotsky to

I the Political Bureau has produced an
excellent impression. We must pursue

witii redoubled energy our work for uni-

fication. It Is a question of life or death

for our movement.
Wc must also give a firm Ideological

orientation to the proletariat in the rev-

olutionary situation through "which we
are passing. Tiie anarcho-syndicalists

have fallen into a frightful confusion.

The Stalinists are conducting a non-

sensical policy. The Catalonian Feder-
ation and the autonomous section of

Madrid have not, truth to tell, any pol-

icy. The Opposition thus has an enor-

mous task to fulfill in this sense. It

will fulfill it. The review, Communismo,
cnn play a great role in this.

Madrid, June 2,S, 1031.

of their present semi-feudal possessions.

The "Demoei-atic Kevoiuflon"

In this problem due to the backward-

ness of the Spanish land, there is some-

thing of the "democratic revolution".

Rut a democratic revolution—led by

whom? Hy the petty hourgcoi.'i inteilec-

tualsV We are m.t today, in spite of

the "dfxttrine" of Marcelino Domingo
and company, in the epoch of the Tennis
Court meeting. What wo have In Spain

today is t|uite different from what we
hail in France in 'Rf). At that time, (be

bourgeoisie was tiie re^-olution3ry van-

guard which had behind it the whole
pea.sant mass suiiraitled to the cruel

yoke of the feudal state, con.^tituted out

of the aristocracy, the ciiurch, and crown-

ed by the absolute monarchy by divine

right. At that time, the bourgeois ideo-

logy wa..: inde^'d the living and dynamic
theory of the revolutionary needs of a

cia.ss rii-ioE to power'. Therefore the

peasant, led by the bourgeoisie could

carry tchrough bis democratic tasks and
destroy the feudal state. This happened
in Prance a century and a half ago.

Since tiien, things have changed "just a
little t>it", even for Spain. The bour-

geoisie is no longer the champion of the

"natjtonal" revolution, .Tealous of its

privileges, it lives entrenciied in the

fortresses of the state, devoting all tta

energy not to the lllieration of the pea-

sanry bu o heir exploiation. Ftxim this

exploitation, it draws not a few resources

for the sustaining of its domination. The
formula for the pi'asamry is no longer:

With the bmirgeoisic for the fliestruttion

of tl»e feudal' state, imt rather: \ViUi the
proletariat for the destruction of the

f>o«rgenfls state. How can tiie bourge-
oisie, big or .small, be the initiator of the

peasant democratic revolution?

There i,s an identity with the Spanish
revolution except for differences of a
secondary order, in the Russian revolu-
tion of October^ The destruction of tiie

state is begun with a feeble capitalism
In power. This capitalism, without en-
ergy of if.s ovvn, product of an anaemic
bourgeoisie which never had either rev-

olutionary aiiility or courage, finds it-

seif attacked by a doubie revolution:
the proletarian revoliition in the cities:

the democratic revoiution in tSig coun-
tr.v. In the tact that these two revolu-

ON THE WOMKEMS' FRONT ^

After the Pocketbook Makers' Strik<

It is over a month since the S. P. fak-

ers in tiie Pockethook Worlters Union
put over the treaciierous agreement in

Cooper I'nion, In spite of the fact the

majority of the workers were agaiiist

it. The tellers, who were a part of the
machine, could not count up more than
a small majority vote cast for tlie agree-

ment. When the administration saw
that they had only a small majority of

45 votes, they adiled 350 votes from Now
Jersey locals.

The administration was vinctorlous over
the worlcers due to the fact that the
-third period" politicians allowed a vote Ui
be taken by hands, instead of putting up
a fight for a referendum vote. This mis-
take cannot he overlooked. The work-
ers are paying the price already and
they will continue to pay If such mis-
takes are not corrected in the future.

The A^e«ment

Now let n.s review in brief the terms
of the agreement signed between the

leather goods manufacturers and the

union. Tile chief demands of the union
were: (1) a 40 hour, 5 day weak; (2)
unemployment insurance paid by the
l>osses and administered by the unions;
(ti) to i-egulale the scale of wages in

order to raise the underpaid workers.
The eniplo.vers made counter-demand.s,

siicii .IS a 25 percent wage reduction, a
20 percent reorganization during the
year, and a joint employment bureau.
The new agreement gave the employers

more than they wanted! They got a re-

duction in wages of .from 10 to 15 per-

cent, 10 percent reorganisation, which
goes to arbitration, a joint employment
bureau to go to the impartial clialrman
within two months for a decision. The
employers will have extra demands they
never asked for at the first conferences.
These are: an extra helper, which means
that a pocketi>ook mechanic who worked
with only one heliwr under the old agree-
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ment will now have to work with two,

whicii will undermine the conditions of

the ijockethook makers. A board of stan-

diirds means to speed up the workers and
(o adjiist prices to meet the need^ of

the bosses,

Tiie workers, on the other hand, get

under the new agreement, about which
Ihe administration raves se much, un-
employment insurance for which he or
she will have to pay two and a half

percent of the wages and the employers
will pay the same aiiKiuat. Dues and
taxes will he taken off this fund, so
you can imagine how much the workers
will get from the unemployment Insur.

a nee!

This fake agreement could not be made
by the bartender, Barnet Wolff, and his
gang. They needed a wizard to bring

such a wonderful agreement. They found
him. This geniu.s and renegade from
Coniniunism, Hr. Fj, Hendin, is an ex-

pert lately among the S. P. Forward
gang, investigating one group of crooks
aga Inst anotSier, ia order to rob and
fake tiie workers more and more.

I>o you think that this faker made
the job I)ecanse he is a phiinnthropistf
Oh no! There will !)e the administra-
tion of the unemployment insurance fund
which will pa.v a nice salary. So yoH
can .see why this Dr. Hendlin was so
much interested in the Pocketbook Work-
ers I'nion.

Do you think the bosses are satisfied

wltii the agreement? No ! They are
demanding more and more and the union

lions coincide against the capitalist state

ill fiiU decomt>osition, lies a whole worhl

of possibilities for victory, for with It

the revolution ac'iuires grandiese propor-

tiims.

In vain will be the efTurts of the dem-

M-ratic petty bourgeoisie to take the sub-

stance out of the character of the rev-

olution, juggling away the coming etag«H

and setting down certain limits^ The
struggle is opened against the cipitallst

state. boti)i-e wliicb no oher force caa

arise but that of the iiidustriai proletar

ing for the po.-;sessioii of the land. It

iat. drawing witii it the peasantry fight-

is not rlie feiida! state that we have be'

fore us but the cajiitali^! bourgeoisie

,vith all its arms. We liave here rub

slaves to liberate from the yoke of aris-

tocratic de-^iiOtisui, hut workers of town
and country who seek to burst the ..-iiaina

of Ijourgei.is explloitation. We are not

marching towariis (lie cotifjuest of the

rights of the bourgeoisie citizen, but to-

wards tiie destruction of the wage Slav-

ery wiiich is liaaed upon these contemp-

tible rights.

'tlie extemporaneous, anachronistic and
ridicuioiisiy messianic attitude of petty

iiourg^oi^ VIealism would m.ive one t

)

Liughtar vcie it not for the fact that It

entjiils a counter- revolu lonary maneuver.

It is a (luestion of throwing sand in th«

eyes of the workers so than riiey may
not ^:fe the ground beneatli their feet.

This is the iiiost sulile und tarigert,iis

g;tn]i- of the bouigeoisie. The :dcaHstlc

demagogy of the intellectua!, of the petty

hdurgeoisie easily grips the working
masses^ A good proof of Uils Is the

obvious Influenco which social reformi!>m

and anarcho-ayndicalism—the two opium
smokers whom the bourgeoisie has In-

."^aiied In the workers' camp ~ exercize

over tlie workers.

Tlie Need for a I'nrty

It is a very arduous task to get tie

proletariat to judge the social struggle

from a strictly class standpoint, a con-

ditir.n without which the working masses
<annot get to the bott>()ni of al! the con-

sennences. It Is true that the proletar-

iat has its best political icbool in this

very revolnion. The steps of the great

struggle will be made progre.ssivel.v,

clarifying (he atmosphere of tho re\X)iu-

tion ami eliminafiiig all the falsehoods

that stand in the way of tlie fighters.

Rut this is nivt cnoiigh. The proletar-

iat, in oriler to win, refiuires an eaarge-

tic, gifted and (iisciplim'd tending party;

a party that knows seri>>usly bow to

calculate the greatness of its mission;

a i);irty capatilc of apprcfialing at every

given moment its owit force-j and those

of the enemy: a party that knows how
to tbi-ow (mt of its midst morcUessly,

ail the demagogic fanfarroaade of ignor-

ance: a party which is nut anii'iiaiile to

the adulation of incompeieiits or to the

intrigues f,f arrivists or the stnig.<le

among the niilitants for degenerate and

tontemptilde motives; a party, finally

winch appreciatt'.j Ihe niciit of each of

its men for the intrinsic vabie which

iie holds jVir ihe revolution ami not for

the degree of Ki'rviie obedience which

he pretends to liave. There is no doubt

that this partv <'an only be the (,'om-

nuiuist party. I'nfortunaiely.evei-y tiling

still remains to be done. We must dl.-t-

jK'l dangerous illusion if disaster Is to

lie avoided. The (^omnniiiis! party must
lie an irc.n weajion. Iiui the triitb is that

rigid now it is noibing more than a

wooden sword. 'l\i tiie proletariat wiiich,

its a!!, we must expound the naked

in the future struggles, will have to ri.sk

truth. The responsibility of the peopls

tlsat find themselves t(;d:iy at the iicad

of the Communist party is truly eiior-

omus. Tiiey Ihiiik that the revolution

can he a game of chance.

If all the objective conditions are

splendid for a futiirc 1 riiimph of the

proletarian rcvolufioii in Spain, one

cannot sa.v tlie same aiiout the capacity

anil organization of llie revolutionary

party, the Communist parry. And the

evil is not the present incomi)e1ence.

Tiie Spanisb Commiinist Party can and
must organize in such a way that in the

relatively proximate future it will !>c-

(piire the strength and elTeclivencss that

is lacking t(i<5ay. What is to be done?

Change radically all 'the measures of

procedure. Depose ibis false ilocli'ine

artitically imposed uiv n Ihe party, eli.

minate the sectarian iiolicy which is or-

dered from aiiove. It must be staled

thai the anti-Marxist muse of the pol-

ifical philosoiiby of Sfalin is not tito

most appropriate to inspire the prole-

tariat witii the dialectic' of iriimiph,

Rilhao, April imi
—FSTI'IRAX BII.IUO.

Mn France

Economic Crisis and the Strikes
officers ai'e giving them . . , more and
more.

Something new has developed in the

industry since the agreement were sign-

ed. Kmployers in business for years

oi>en their shops again hy changing their

first or second name and thus become
new employers. When the workers go

to the union office, they are told by the

salesman-manager that tlit'y are not en-

titled to the jobs because it is a new
firm. Thi.s is done b.v the union officers

to help the bosses bring wages down to

the scale provided in the new agree-

ment. This is done because there are

workers who still earn $50 to $55 a week.

When their shops open again as new
ftrjrts, and the boss has a right to take

on new workers, he will not pay more
than the scale, which is at present $44

for mechanics, e.sjx^cially now, when there

is so much unemployment in tiie trad#.

This shows how the union misleadera

help the employers on destroy the union.

What Is to he done In order to oust

these misleaders? <1) The workers nmst
demand from the officials that member-
ship meetings should be called (2) Al
these meetings, to demand a reckoning
on the sellout. (3) To oust them as

our reprtesentafives. This can be achieved

when the Stalinists unite the rank and
file committee with other revolutionary

and sincere progres.sive group.s in the

union. I am sure that wilh united ac-

tion, the workers can get rid of these

ofJiciais who betrayed them. Then,
through the rank and file, the workers
will he in a position to Imild a union for

the workers and not for misleaders.

—N. DAVIS.
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The compulsory contributions of the

workers to social insurance marked the

first wjige decreas(>s. The party and tlie

C. O. T. v. finally issued the correct

slogan "against ihe workers' contriim-

tion", after a series of vacillations, dur-

ing which they sometimes demanded the

struggle against the whole social insur-

ance law, or else the creation of Insur-

ance treasuries by tlie trade unions for

the purpose of carrying out the law.

These vacillations, together with the pol-

icy of the "tliird period" hurt the rev-

olutionary organizations tremendously,

and when tiiey finally Issued the slogan

'lAgainst the workersf contribuilPoti",

they no longer found any strong echo 1b

the masseB. In the iNorth, the Influence

eierclxad by the reformists through the

communal admlni^t rations, cooperative)*,

•port leagues, workers' singing socletlee,

etc., la very eitetiaivo. Tliey eamo for-

ward as the most zealous agitators for

the law which they had themselves de-

manded wibh a great vocel display. In

or<«r lo put an end to the dissatisfac-

tion which ara'^e as a result of the with-

holding of five percent of Uie wage by
tiie ijo.sses for the compulsory insurance

contribution, the reformist organizations

of the North raised the demand for a

wage increase of one-fourth of a franc

per hour (about 1 cent), that Is, they

accepted basically the payment of con-
tributions by t'he workers. The great
majority of the workers took up the

struggle for one-fourth of a franc "wage
increase". Tlhe C. P. F, and the C. Q,'.

T, v.. in spite of the leiativcly favorable
condition.s, did not understand how to

establish the united front, and instead
tiiey issued the .slogan of "one.half of a
franc wage iiK-rease. Without any
hindrance from tiie revolutionary trade
unions, the reformists had a free hand
for their parliauicntary horse trade with
the bosses and were able after a few
weeks of struggle to strangle the strike
with impundty. They abandoned tho one-
fourth of a franc wage Increa.iMi and ac-

cepted a sort of "bonus for steady work"

;

the workers who bare worked In the
factory regularly tor more then sli
montha, receive the insurant coatritru-

tlon as compensation from tho boss each
waek.

Failure of the Ctntmunlst F^rty

Among the workers there were splen-

did moods for stjrugjfle. In sharp con-

trast to the conduct of tho reformist

leaders, w(ho constantly pushed for nego-
tiations, they repeatedly effected an en-

ergetic resistance in conflicts with the
armed forces. At no stage in the strug-

gle did the C, P. F. and the C. G. T. -0.

succeed, through tJhe realization of the
united front, to draw closer to the

masses of the fighters and in this manner
to win over broad sections of the work-

ing ciass to the Communist slogans. The
result was a new ebb o( their inltu_ence;

the revolutton(ii\v trade unions lost heav-

ily in membership. A municijjal council

electiim in Tourc*lng, fourteen days af-

ter tiie end of the strike, showed a sub.

stantial decline in Ohe votes given to

the party.

During the coui'se of tiiis. the capitaliiiit

offensive against the miners in the North,

ern department, that is, against two-

thirds of t^ie union membi-rsiilp, opened
up in all fury. The announcement of

an impending wage reduction evoked a
strong dLssafiisfaction among the miner*.

Extremely favorable opportunities for

an action were at hand, Ileie too the

reformist influence was appreciable: out
of a total of 20<),0(X) miiiois about/ tl.OOO

members fall to the revolutionary and
about 50,000 members to the reformist

union, the latter being pbe strongest trad*
union In France. Fnan the very llrat

da.v, it should have been (lie task of the

Communists on the basis of tiie general-

ly raised demand "against any wag» re-

ductions" to set up the unitoil front. To
propose to fbc reformist orgiinizations

« joint action, a joint struggle—that
should have been the ilvs.t sttfp tlia«.

the revolutionary union Rhoubl have
taken. The Centrists vacillated back
and forth so tfiat tlie reformi.st

trade union leaders were able to

carry out their shameless iieacbery
and consent to a wtige reduction w-ith-

eut a serious rt;voit of the workers re-

plying to their crime. Tlie miners had
no confidence In the revolutionary union.
Finally, the C. G. T. V. found itself com-
pelled—so as not tt) discredit Itself for-

ever in t!i.e eyes of its memtiers and
synipat'hiicers-1« call tho strike Itself.

Only a minority of 2r),000 miners fol-

lowed its call, a vanguard whoso strug-
gle was followed wllh sympathy by ths
whole proletariat, but whitih was unable
to convert this sympathy into deeds.
After a week, the workers had to return
to the mlnea with a smaller wage. As
to the relationship of forces between the
reformist and revolutionary unions, tho
ptrike only contributed unessential
changes. Yet there has rai-oly been a
more favorable opi)ortnnitj to extend
tSie Influence of the revolutionary or.

ganiaations over tens of thousands of
workers who Itad seen the betrayal of
the reformists. Th? impotence of the C.
(i. T. U„ however, did not permit to

separate thase workers from fcheir o,d
organisations.

In the C, P, F. as well as tn the C.
G. T. v., tie discussion on these strike
movements was prevented. (To be eoa-
tinued )

.

^arls PIERRE FKAN
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Thesis For the Pre-Conference Discussion
The outstanding feature of tiie pre-

sent situation is the worl^-wldo charac-

ter of th(i et'onomie (crisis, niort' severe

In its effects than any other manifesta-

tioii of the anarchy of capitallam since

the precipitation of the worW -v^ar of

1914. Kloduently testlfyin;; to the fact

that capitalist economy today is predom-

inantly world economy, that the prevail

Ing mode ol production and tlistrihution

has entered into tlie moat violent con-

flict witli the needs and interests of the

masses of society, that the development
of the world's productive forcea is acute

ly !ncompati!)!e with the Innumerable
national boundaries ihat restrict it, the

crisis lias swept over every Important

counlry In the world with the ruthless-

ness of a social epidemic. No country

thitt moves actively within the orbit ol

world economy Js ininmne from the con-

vulsions of the crisis, following tJie

doilatin;; colIai)se of the American stock

market iirtd the Cir-xy indnstri;H decline

that has ensued to this day with almost
uninterrupted regression, the crisis has
wracked the economic or political life

of every important European, Latin
American, and Asiatic nation. Even
France, wiiicii enjo.ved a relatively fav-

orable <'onjunctHre for a miinbcr of years

foUowlng the stabilization of the franc,

has l>een drawn into the maelstrom ol

decline.

The Soviet Union, too, which has not

been and cannot be liberated from the

Ijressiire of world economy, has felt the

effects of tiie international crisis, to a
far more limittvl extent than the capi-

talist countries, it is true, but it has
been induenced by them nevertheless.

The radical international decline ct com-
jnodity prices has serionsly affected Sov-
iet exports, that is. Its Rrowirtf? connec-
tion with the world market, which be-

comes an increasingly important factor,

in the development of its machinofac-
ttire. Yet, the succes.sos and advances
of tiic Soviet Union stand out even more
prominently In contrast to the universal
anarchy- and decline of capitalist econ-
omy. In the .s(H'iety of tomorrow, de-

Mpite its isolation, despite the antagon-
ism of the rest of the world, despite all

the trememlous difficulties and barriers
placed In its path hy the world bourge-
oisie and hy the Interior deformation of
the principles Hpon which it was found-
ed, progreas is being made at a rate
never attained under anarchic capital-

ism. Kven in Its embryonic Sta^e, the
superiority of planned production and
distrltmtion, the advances towards the
socialist ideal, are being made cloar to
ev«ry greater millions throughout the
world. Its very existence serves as a
challenge to the parasitic, decadent soc-

ial system under which the rest of the
world Is laboring. Regardless of the
Imperialist dangers that threaten It from
without, and the Thermidorian and
Konnpartlst corrosion which menaces it

at home, its progress in laying the foun-
dation stones for a socialist economy,
the advances made in the field of tn-

dustrlali/.ation and the reorganization of
its terrii)Iy backward agriculture, ar-e A
miJestone in the forward march of hu-
manity which capitalist society, torn to
bitR by in.soltible contradictions, cannot
ever hope to reach.

The crisis in capitalism manifests it-

self pconomleally In the violent disrup-
tion of industrial life and the universal
decline in production; in the general
precipitous fall of commodity prices; In
the radical reduction of world trade; in
the aggravation of the insoluble agrar-
ian crisis, a sore that has festered since
the end of the war and impoverished the
agrienltural population througliout thd
world; in the enfeeblement of the mone-
tary systems of numerous countries
(China, Spain, etc.); and, what is of
the greatest consequence, in the consti-
tution of an international army of un-
employed numbering raore than 10,000,000
in the United States alone, and forming
the supplement to those still engaged in
Industry whose wages and standard of
life are systematically cut down.
The political manifestations of the

crisis are ertually universal. The restive-
ness of the masses who fcei the crisis
moat acutely .ind seek a way out of tlio

bonds of misery, combined with tho m^iii-
euvers of the Imperialist powers to joc-
key themselves into a more favorable
position on the restricted worW market,
have produced violent outbreaks and
even revolutionary uprisings in the most
widely separated parts of the world,
Latin America has experienced a num-
ber of them recently. India, Indo-
china, sections of China itself, the Phil-
lipines—all these are to be found in
varying stages of politically rebellious
activity. In Kurope, a popular move-
ment has driven the monarch from Spain
and opened up the perspective of an
even more far-reaching change. The
prassure of economic '^difficulties has
driven Germany and Austria to proclaim
their unity openly, in a form (a customs
union) which foreshadows a closer, more
avowedly political union—despite the
violent objections of their many neigh-
bors. In Germany itself, the proletarian
revolution Is being inscribed on tho
agenda, and while the struggle for power
betwe<;n fiolshevism and Fascism ap-
pears to have reached a momentary
stalemate, it still holds first place in
German politics. As the crisis grows
in breadth and depth, and all indications
point In that direction, its political ef-
fects will assume sharper forms and
come Into ever more open and more rev-
olutionary collision with the prevailing
order.

The crisis has by no means exhansted
Its severity. On the contrary. The par-

oxysnis experienced at the present time

Ity tlie American imperialist colosssus are

harbingers ot even more convulsive

tr;'mors in tho ecuziomlc structure of

I'jiirope. It is not Europe that will is-

sue out of the crisis at tlie costs of the

United States ; the prospect is rather

summed up in the contrary. Tlie key
to tiie problem of Europe versus Am-
ciita. the ctjiitral problem jf capitalist

world iwiitlcs, Is at present held by
American imperialism, with its position

of dominant economic and financial pow-
er and its tremendous resources. The
United States confronts Europe (and
I^atin America) as the main creditor na-
tion of the world. Both of them con-

front a world economy In which the

Internatlouttl market, both domestic aad
foreign, is not only limited but progress-

ively diininlshlng. The stupendous war
and post-war debts which converitefl the
r. S. into the principal i-reditor mitlon

of tiie world have become one of the

most powerful levers at work to under-
mine even that fragile stabilization

aciiicved in the second half of the last

decade. T!ie deiits (Including Interest

and sinking fund ciiarges) owed directly

to tlie United States, or indireatly to it

tiirongh other creditor nations which are
America's debtors (e, g., England,
France) can be paid only In gold, or
tlirongh the acceptan<-o of new <;re(Iits,

or in goods. The acceptance of new
credits, the form adopted In Germany
for four years following the inltiatioji

of the Dawes I'lan, can no longer be
pursued to such an elatent—Germany's
investment needs having diminished.
l>ebt i>ay!nents In gold are today even
more difficult than ever before, and that
not merely iiecanse of tho inadequacy of
the gold supply for this purpose. In the
last two years alone, all of the new gold
supply production available for monetary
purposes ha« been absorbed by the Unl-
tcsd States and France. Half of the gold
coining into these two countries lias

been taken from tho gold reserves of the
rest ot the world. The principal source
of debt payments is therefore left more
tliaii ever l>etore to payment iu goods.

It is here that the world domination
of the I'nited States appears in its uni-

que form, in distinct contrast to the pre-
war world hegemony of Great Britain,
which at that time enjoyed tho position
of woild banker and crwlitor. Before
the war, the main creditor of the world
was a free trade -country, and the prin-
cipal debtor countries were producers of
raw materials whose exports could be
absorbed by the creditor nations. Today,
cred.tor and debtor nations are of simi-
lar economic structure, exporters chiefly

ot manufactured goods.

The raw materials producing couu-
tries, tormented by the crisis and saddled
with foreign debt^, are selling their
commodities at low prices, and even be-
low production costs in certain cases.
In a desperate attempt to adjust them-
seh-es to the pressure of the situation,
which Is accentuated by the general rise
of tjirilT tiarriers throughout the world.
The indu,-?frial countries are in an

equally disastrous dilemma. The domes-
tic .market everywhere has been narrow-
ed !)y the fail in the purchasing power
of the masses which the fall ia com-
modity prices has not arrested because
of tlte widespread nnempioyment and
the international wage-slashing cam-
paign. Tho domestic market of one coun-
try baing the foreign n>arket of a.n-
other, the export figures of these indus-
trial natioas have been cut down radic-
ally. The complement to this process is

the decrease in imports, spurred on in
many countries by the hope of thus main-
taining tho favorable balance of trade
which may enable them to honor their
deiitor's obligations. This task of Sis-
,vphus is made doubly dithcult in the
pi'esent crisis, which has i>rought in its
train such a sharp decline in cammodlry
piices throughout tiie world. It has been
estimated that the fall in prices on the
world market iias raised the gold value
of payments provided for under the
Young l>lan for reparations to snch an
extent that they are made equal to (he
payments fixed under the Dawes plan,
which the Young plan was to amelior-
ate for Germany.

It Is these conditions, which lie a-t the
ba,4e of the tortuous situation In Europe,
that the plan recently proposed by Hoo-
ver for a war debts-reparations holiday
seeks to cope with. But it cannot hope
to eliminate the condition. Testifying
though it does to the tremendous world
power enjoyed by American Imperial-
jsni, it can nevertheless only ameliorate
(Jenmmy's Ills for a brief span of time,
V hile delivering a blow at France at the
Kamc tiiue. It cannot solve the burn-
ing problems of the markets, of the aji-
archic disruption of industrial life In
Europe, it cannot lay tlie axe to the
roots of the evils of the Ver,saille.s sys-
tem and the i>erpetual couillcts among
tiie capitalist powers of Europe itself.
It may pull tighter the American noose
around Europe and .serve to delay a col-
lapse In Germany which will only make
it all the more convulsive when it comes

<;ivon such a relation of forces, a re-
covery of tiie European section of world
economy appear^ as a very distant pro-
spect. Turn where it will, it always
finds it.^elf at tiie end of a blind alley,
issue from which is blocked off by the'
economic and political domination ol
the United States. The attempts to solve
its problems on a purely "European"
basis are doomed to failure In advance.
Tlie unequal po.sltion on a "European
scale" of the individual European coun-
tries reduces (to a fantasy the Briand
proposal for a capitalist United States

Callfor Second National Conference

ofthe Communist League (Opposition)
To All Branches of the Communist

League of America (Opposition);

The more than two years that have

elapsed since the first national confer-

ence of the Ijeft Opi)osition in the United

States have furnished us witli a wealth

of experiences nationally and Internatjou-

aily wlilch press for collective examiiia-

tion. New problems have arisen for our

movement which demand a Marxian an-

alysis a!»d solution. Tfie work whicii we
have carried out in the pa^^t period, and

the policies we have pursued, retjuire a

review and a summary. The increasing

needs of our movement conlront us with

the problem of elaborating collectively

our plans for tlie coming period. To-

wards this end, the .Natioiisl Committee
issues this cai! for the Second National

tloiiference of the Communist League of

America (Cpposirlon j to W held in New
York City from Tbur.sday, Septemlier

1-i, VSAl to Sunday, September 27, ly^l.

The pre-convention discussion period,

therefore, is hereby formally opened by

the pulilication of the princiixil thesis of

the National Conimitee, In coming is-

sues of The Militant, there will iie pub-

lished the otlier theses and resolittlons:

on trade union work, on the situation

in the Communist Intermitioual and the

Internationa! Left CpiKisition, on tiie

sitiiation in the Communist Internation-

al and the Internallona! Irfft Opposi-

tion, on the problems o£ the youth, and
on the Negro question. In addition, the

National Committee presents as its tiiesis

on the Russian ipiestton .the document
drafted l>y comrade Trotsky, already

matle public as a pamphlet. All these

docuitieivts should he considered not

separately but as parts of one single

whoie which the National Committee

presents for discussion, and for adoption

by the conference. All members of the

Communist League of America (Opposi

tionj are invited to participate to the

greatest extent in the discussion in the

branches of the league, as well as in

the columns of The MllifJtnt- wlUch are

now thrown open for the pre-conference

discussion up to the day when the con

fer(;nce opens. Further confereiice de

tails wlil be forwarded to all the branch

es.

The agenda which the National Com
mittee proposes for >the conference ia

as follows :

1. The Crisis in the Communist In

ternatlonal and the Development of

the International lA'ft Opposition

2. The Situaition In Russia.

3. Political Report;

(a) The I'ersiiectives of the A,meri-

can Revolution.

(b) The Taskif ot the Communists
(c) The Hole of the ()pi>osltion.

4. The Trade Union Question

:

(a) The Future of the A. F. of L.

(b) The Outlook for .the New Union
Movement.

(c) Communist strategy and Tactics,

5. linllding the Communist League

Tlie Forms and .Methods ot Its Fu-

ture ^Work.

{(. Youth Questions,

National Committee
Communist League of Ajnerica

(Opposition)

of Europe, The Am(?rican lioii has re-

duced tile numerous European jackals to

a diminishing share of the world mar-

ket. But purth.ns of even tjiis reduced

share are fought for with an intensity

that liecomes steadily more hostile on the

p;.rt of the Euroi>ean countries them-

selves, even tiiough the pres.susre of An;-

erican imperiaiism urges thera on to an

economic unity of front which France

seeks to estatjlish under its hegemony
through the Briand plan and Germany,
through "Anschluss" with Austria. The
reactionary utoplanlsm of Briand does

not at al! signify that the economic and
political unity of Europe Is not neces-

sary or that its establishment would not

succeed in warding off the ruthless, ro-

actiouary advance of American Imper-

ialism, the <3ecay of Euroi>ean econamlc
life which it superinduces, and the un-

told misery of the masses that it In-

volves, On the contrary. It slgulUes

only that this unity cannot be establish-

ed on a capitalist basis. I>ut this unity,

involving as it does the razing of the

strangulating national frontiers and
customs walis, the coordination of the

scattoted economic and industrial equip-

ment and resources of the continent, a
destruction of the malignant system of

Versailles, a fusion with the Soviet Un-
ion, can only be accomplished on a
revolutionary basis, that Is, in the form
of the Soviet United Stafes of Europe.

In genera!, the crisis renders more
»cute the danger of a new world war.
The imperialist conflict is maturing for

a new open struggle to re-divide again
tiie world's msarkets, the colonies,

t!ie spheres of iniinence, the sources of
raw materials. Ail -the elements of

a new holocaust, more frightful than
any that has ever preceded it, are pre-

sent in the situation. The dominating
fear of a new wave of proletarian rev-

olutions tiiat would inevitaijly follow it

has, so to speak, Ijeen the principal
retarding factor so far. But the fear of
the prospect of working class retalia-

tion is, by itself, an Inadequate preven-
tive of war. The inexoratile pressure
of its increasingly acute contradictions
reaches a ixiint for Imperialism where

the demands and nt^ccssity for expansion

overcome the fear of its consequences

The powder for the explosion is strewn

loosely througliout the world. A new
spark, a new obscure Sarajevo, is all

that is required t<; set It off. Imbued
with Jho prospect of war, each Imperial

ist nation engages In feverish military

naval and aerial preparations and joe

keys for advantageous positions. Behind
the "<lisarniameiit" conferences the ship-

yards and armaments factories continue

to work with unceasing regularity. The
standing armies of today exceed those

of the days prior to 1014. Navies grow
more powerful, more modern, more efB

cient. Air fleets exceed in numbers and
effectiveness the wildest dreams of the

pre-19 14 mtlltarista. iVVhile the social

democrats preach a treacherous disarm-

ament to the workers, they lend their

support to armaments for "the defense
of the fatherland".

Shall it be a war between the Imper-
ialist powers themselves, or a war of

the Imperfailst jxiwers to overthrow the
proletarian dictatorship and re-open the

vast Russian market to capitalist exploi-

taion? The war danger runs rapidly
along both channels. The 1914 slogans
of the war-mongers are being refurnish-

ed for the offensive against the Soviet
Union : For "democracy", against "dic-

tatorship"! On this score the Pope Is

at one with Hoover, the social democracy
with the anai'Chists, Hindenburg wltii

Hilferding with Hitler, All tind them-
'selve.-: in their pla(e along the bulwark
ot a moribund capitalist "civilization"

which they are ready to defend—Tvtth

the blood of capitalism's staves—against
the dawn of the new society. To mobil-
ize the workers against the danger of
Imperialist war, to permeate them with
the idea of the class war for emancipa-
tion against the tmperialist war of en-
slavenien.t, to rally them for the defense
of the workers' fatheriand—there lie im-
perative duties for the revolutionary
(:;ommnnists. And upon us, the Ameri-
can revolutionists, lies tfie double duty
of the struggle against that imperialist
power wlilch, by its mlghf and its ra-
pacionsness, is bound to play a decisive,
initiatory role in the coming conflict.

The Crisis in the United States and Its

Effects on Labor
The present crisis is distinguished

from ni.iny which preceded it in the

history of capitalist production by its

virtually planetary character. Not even
the woi'ld war of 1014-1918 furni.-Jhed a

more illuminating example of the world
character of pre.sent-day economy and
politics than is supplied hy the crisis

wracking world capitalism today. In

the complex system of capitalist world
economy, each individual country occup-

ies its specific place, intimately bound
np though It is with all the other coun-

tries. The specific features of the crisis

in the United States must therefore be

viewed from the standpoint of the uni-

que position it occupies in the world
econmi^ and political chain.

The crisis In the United States made
Its appearance after a period of prosper-

ity unprecedented in economic history.

Gitted with va.st economic resourees, a
highly efficient indu.^trial production, It

had the added advantage of issuing out

of the war the only major victor—its

economic organization infinitely less dts-

organlKod than that ot war-torn and de-

bilitated Kuroiie, its political life undis-

turbed by such intense revolutionary

convulsions as ripped through the fab-

ric of Continental society. In Iws than
half a decade after the war, the econ-

omic center of gravity had shifted from
i']urope—more specificaliy, from England
—to the United States, with the latter

transformed from a debtor into a credit-

or nation, into the banker and Indus
trialist of the world. With the termin-
ation of the early post-war crisis In

the U, S., and the ebb of the revolu

tionary wave in- Europe (1923-1924), th«
United States experienced a new period

of expansion and consolidation, trans-

lated abroad in its assumption of the

role of "stabilizer of Europe" and at

home hy the unparalleled "permanent
prosperity period" of li>24-10'28.

Prices on the stot'k market (averagt^s

of 25 Industrial and 25 railroad stocks)

swung from tho 1924 low point of 82.2C

to the unheard of peak towards the end
of 1«2;) of liW.m. The index for "busi-

ness activity" rose from little better
tiian srt in 1024 to over 110 towards the

middle of 1029. In the same five years
the growtli of manufactures was ex-

pressed in the rise from the index figure

of less than 250 in 1924 to more than
:«X) in I92f> (1R90 equals lOO). Such
key branches ot j>roduction as pig iron

rose respectively from index figures of
87,5 (low point In .Tuly 1924) to 127.4

(high point in ,Tuly 1029) and steel Ingot

output from 64.G (low point in July

i9'24) to l:J2.2 (high point in June 1920),

even tht.ugii tlie European siiai-e of world

productioit in tlicse two liidustries hid

been increasing and that of .the United

States decreasing. The foreign trade of

the United States maintained the figure

for the war years of 1917-1918, and, in

1929, even surpassed them, even If with

a less favorable trade balance. Tho

foreign investments of American imper-

ialism reached the fabulous sum of $16,-

G(>4,000,000, penetrating into every branch

of the industrial and economic life of

virtually every country iu the world.

Rising out of tlie unemployment trough

into which it had fallen between 1920

and lt*22, the U. S, was able, in this

period, to maintain both the number of

iactory workers employed and the wage

level at a fairly even keel, at Ica.st, with-

out great; fluctuations or declines.

Tho unfolding of this unprecedented

period of relative prosperity coincided

with an equally unprecedented iieriod iov

the working class, above all for t!ie or-

ganized labor movement. The great

mass movements of the workers in the

turbulent post-war year, manifested in

strikes in basic industries involving

hundreds upon hundreds of thousands

of workers, gave way to the sinister dead

calm of labor inaction, manifested In

a sharp and steady decline of strikes.

The trend towards independent p<jlitlcal

action, which at one time attained sub-

stantial proportions hi the moveiuent for

a labor party, was absorbed ijy the petty

bourgeois IjU Foilette movement and

(inally dissolved Into notliingness. The
Communist movoment began to experi-

ence a period of stagnation and decline.

The steady advance of the IiCft wing and

progressive movement inside the trade

unions came to an abrupt lialt and i,e-

gan to develop along a downward curve.

The reactionary bureaucracy of the A,

i'\ of L. became more soundly intrench-

ed than ever, the resistance to it becajne

weaker and less heeded. The philoso-

phy o£ class collaboration and chisa

peace iienetrated every fibre of the labor

movement, corrupting and undermining
Its militancy, poisoning its conscious-

ness, rendering It impotent. It was
lulled Into a sleep of false security iu

the lap of a fantastic "permanent pro-

sperity" in which the working class was
allegedly sharing to an ever increasing

extent and without the need of strug-

gle. Under the weight ot American im-

perialism's stupendous economic prepon-

derance In world economy, coiiibined

with the Illusions of "labor" banklnj,

stock sharing, "permanent" high wages,

and similar manifestations of this per-

iod, the bourgeois ideology of the "new
capitalism" became the detennining In-

fluence in the life and activity of the

decisive bulk of the American working
class, affecting not only such reaction-

ary instruments of capttjilism as tiie

A. F. of L. and the Socialist party, imt

to a certain extent even the organized
Communist movement
The appearance of the crisis, which

disrupts the economic structure of the
CTiuntry, lays the basis for a profound
and thorough-going change In tills ait-

tmtion. The crisis broke out with all

the greater sharpness precisely because
the unique position of American capi-

talism enabled it to postpone for a time
the precipitation of the crisis. The dyn-
amic forces for the crisis liad been ac-

cumulating for some time. The highiy
rationaliz(?d Ameriacn industry, the in-

tense si>eed-up ot production, the con-
traction of the domestic and the world
market only served to hasten the pro-
cess of overproduction which lies at

the bottom of the present crisis. The
highly-strung productive mechanism,
with its accumulation of surplus com-
modities finally reached the congested
end of the market funnel, resulting in
the machinery of production and distri-

bution collapsing for lack of room- to
expand. The water-logged sectirlties mar-
ket, hugely inflated out ot all propor-
tion to actual values, was driven into

a corner and squeezed down by the pres-
sure of the industrial decline.

The depth of the crisis in the United
States may be seen by a comparison ot
present indices with those prevailing in
the "boom" jieriod. Prices on the stock
market (stock averages mentioned above)
collapsed in little over a year from the
peak average of 311.tM) (September 1929)
to a low point of l;^5.4H (December 19,10),
Tlie index for "business activity" fell
from no (May 1929) to 7.-).7 (Decemtier
1930), not only marking a decline bo-
low the figure for 1924, but reaching a
point lower than any other since March
li>OS! Tile index figure for manufac-
tures fell In one year to 200, barely
above the figure for 1924, that is, a loss
in one year of the gains made In the
five preceding years, with tlie growtli of
population sliowing a. steady rise ail
along the lino. Pig iron production dc^
clitied from its high point of 127.4 to a
19.30 average of 83.3, and a low point
of ,'K).r> in Deceniijer 1930. Steel Ingot
production declined almost by half from
its June 1020 high point in tho 19,10
average of 77,9, and reached a mark In
December 1930 (50,0) only a few points
above the low point of 1921. Freight
car loadings took a dizzy drop In little
over a year from 107,5 to SO.O. The de-
cline in electric power production was
only slightly les.s. Automobile produc-
tion slumped from 138.8 { December
1928) to 04.3 (Novemiier 1930) and 800
(December 1930), A sharp decline In
foreign trade (merchandize) affected ths
United States not only in a decline in ex-
ports and imports, but in both, is wall
as in ft decline In the favorable balance:
The first (junrter of the current year

.showed ". forei;;;! trade for the United

States 111 almost exactiy half the tjguro

for the ^riiiie jieriod in 192^ and lower

than (luy figure for more than a decade.

Tlie harshest effects of the crisis are
undou!)teii!y to ise fouiid in the records

of unempldymeiit. Even tiie tcndenciiius

figiH'es of tho goverameiit bureau show
a terrific dcirlinc in manufacturing em-
ployment. If March 1925 is taiten aa

roughly 1(X) (1(K).4 exactly), the

month of Fetiriiary 1931 showed an index

figure of 74.1, that is, a failing off of

one-foui'tli of the joiis in manufacturing.

More authentic figures plafe the ranks

of the Uiienipioyed in (he United States

at between niiie and ten million woi'k-

ers, with no serious indication tiiat thin

condition of nnexaiiipieii acntenoss is to

be ameliorated in the near future. To
tiiese telling ligtires should lie added tin*

uncompntcd nmnbcrs of part time work-

ers, and a decline in pay-roll totais tor

those still employed which gives adequ-

ate testimony to the iii''iad sweep of tb*

wage-cutting drive. The misery and suf-

ferings wliich tiicse figures tiespeak de-

stroy, tiy themselves, the legend assidu-

ously cultivated for years that the stan-

dard of living of the American working

class Is fi.s.sured of a permanently pro-

gre.ssive iiiiprovcment.

The indicts listed aliove serve as the

barest outline ot tlie breadth and depth

of the crisis in tiie ['niti'd States, but

tiiey suffice to point out the .severity ot

its effects. To foretell witli any measure
of exactitude the duration of the crisis,

even in its siiarpest foriiis, is exceeding-

ly difficult, particularly bec^iuse it is not

only the United States wiiich is involved,

Init practically the entire lapitijlist

world. What d'^es aiipear clearly, bi>w-

ever. Is the fact that tlie sjiurioiis optiik-

ism ot the otlicial iiour^cois economists
and statesmen in the iasl two years baa

not otily beei) proved liiiseless. but that

there is no imincdiafe jiiospcct of any
substantia! turn for tiie !ielt(-i'. liven

the more sohei- of the lioiir;;ei)is ecoiioni-

isls now acknowledge (hat it "seems
fjuite unlikely ihat Amerii-an Imsiness

will awaln to wiiat it is willing to call

Jin.sperity' before sO):ie time in 1932"

(Aiiiialist). \ moie ob.jfclive estima-
tion of tiie prosiiecis Uv a di.cisive ur>-

ward «wing of iiie conjuncture woold
put the iH'riod for a cfimmencement of
recovery at an even later date.

The jirescnt crisis of .Vmei-ienn capit;il-

ism is not its final rcvolniionary crisis,

but it is also distingiii-;bed from' the
cyclical (rises experienced by the United
States prior to the worl<} war. Th»

j
latter were characteiized by a relatively

favorable equilibrium iictween the devel-
opment of the prodiictive forces and tho
development of ttte interna! market, be-
tween the growth <•• agriculture and (he
growth of industry, ajid iiy a position in

world economy ot very niodest dimen-
sions. Ttie present crisis comes after
the existence of an acute disruption ot

the "equilibrium" iicfween agriculture

and industry, and only serves to .ag-

gravate the agrarian silnation; it ap-

pears coincldentalty witii a contracted

domestic market which gives no apficar-

ance of noteworthy ei:tensi(tti in the im-

mediate future; and, finally, it <K-curs

in the period of declining world capi-

talism and as p.irt of a planetary crisis

wiilcli, pi'ecisely becaiisi' .-American im-

perialism's sources of power are sprciid

all over the worfd. invests the disrup-

tion of Aniericiui economy with a tiighly

perilous chariicter.

Reaving <iown in the otfier direction,

however, is another fnctor wiiich distin-

guislies the United States toilay froin

pre-war America. This fiictor is the

position of world preiJonii nance, in econ-

omics as well as in iioiiiics. whic-h the

United Stafes biis conquoied for itself

since the enii of the world war, and the

pressure to wlibh i( submits the rest

of the capitalist world, in the perind ot

Its present ci-isis, this pressure, far

from being relaxed, is certain to ite

—

must iie—InteiiHlfied. Tiie \aKt rcjonrces

of the United Sta.tes, its uiiiipte [Hist-war

ptv^ltion, its gradual dispbtcemclit of

I'lngland as the leading factor in world
economy and politics—all these factors

wiiich enaiiled tiie .Vmericnn colloss.is to

extricate fJerman.v -and in large ^nea-

sure. Uiirojie in geiseia!—from (he j.ost-

!-evolutionary cri.sls (1924), are still .ef-

fective enough to warrant its ability

to extricate itself out "f its ijreaent

crisis by sidtting the burden of it not

only upon the working class at home,
but upon the nations nf Etirope, even sf

tliis time at the expense of hastening the

revolutionary irises on the Coiitinent.

That the process of "liiiuldatin;;" Ih-^

crisis in the Uiiitei! States will not be
an ensy or speedy one. Hows inevitably

from the relations betweeii America aad
ICurope. On the contrary, if will bring

in its ti-ain tiie !>itten'st resistance to

America and the sharpest convulslims
and crises for Knropeati (jiiiitaiism. .'e-

gardless of whether tho lidtial shock oc-

curs in Asia, y,atin America, or Furope
Itself.

At tliO present time, what appears !o

be the most likely avenue of e.-icape from
the crisis for llie I'liited .^tatcsV To ad-

just its production ajiiiaralus to the pi'e-

.sent divisions of the woi-ld market would
mean to recoiicile itaeit' to the status

(luo of the crisis or worse. The United
States wiii therefore seel: to re-ad inst

the present divisions of tiie world mar-
ket to Its own productive possililllties.

But the successful execution of this 'it-

tempt pre-supposes, in turn, a readjust-

ment of its indn!*fry in preparation for
a vigorous assault upon the world mar-
ket made all the more necessary by the
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radical international decline of commo-

dity prices. To cut the posts of produc-

tion is the first step in this direction.

TWa not only slgiilfles nn intenwifiecl ra-

tionalization of induKtry, a higtier effici-

ency in production, a sqwct^zlng out of

"unprofitable" intermediary enterprises

and small imsiness men, liitt a universal

levellitig downwiird of the working class

standfird of living. From this It fol-

lows that America recovery will not be

based in the first place upon a re-catub-

lishmeHt of tiic internal market, upon

Its domestic expansion, because the

purchasing and consumptive power of

the proletariat will be lowered in two

ways: the existence of 7n!lliona of per-

manently unemployed and the decline in

the iJtamlardK of those employed, and be-

cause the chronic agrarian crisis shows

no signs of let-np hnt ratlier points to

a further impoverishment of the agrl-

cultm-iii prodiKfrsi. Armed on the ono

hand -with itsi gtgiintic financial facilities,

and o!i the other Imnd, with a reorgan-

ized industry capable of competing ac-

tively in the present .'itate of the world

market, (he Tnitcd .States will be in a

position to turn its attention more en-

ergetically to its foreign trade, that is,

to the form of it.'^ bnsiiies<? activity that

must assume nn ever greater position in

its economic life. In recent years, the

foreign trade of fise T'nited States has

not loomed np so Inrgc in its economic

life. I'rectscly thi.s fact leads to the

[jelief that in the coming period, it will

occupy an incrensing place in America's

economy. T'he viilne of American ex-

ports (lf)2S) was twenty-five percent

greater than Ibe vnlue of the exports

from the I'nited Kingdom, but the ex

ports per capita of the latter were more
twice the value of the per capita exports

of the former. It is towards ft reverfjal

of this and similar ratios that the

ruthless advance of American imperial-

ist will strive. The race iK-twcen the

I'nited Ktates and its competitors will

proceed al a maddening speed, despite

the srcat oiistacles standing in the way
ill the form of commodity jirice declines,

'decreasing aiiility of foreign countries

to absorti loans, the acute international

Hgrnrian crisis, ilic pyramided burdenK
of war de!)ts, el<'. Mut in the race, the

rnited States, as ciiief iiaiiker of the
world, has by that alone a manifest ad-

vantage. In Itino, the foreign (net)

loans of the V. S.. which serve to exixmd
the importing aliillty of the borrower,
were .fS(i2.;*()0,Of>0 compared to England's
^miX>m,i>00 in which despite the heroic

efforts of Urifain to expand its influence

In Ijittin America, expressed in an al-

mo.st fwo-fold increase of its loans over
the previous year, it did not attain the

American total for I/atiti America. The
19:50 comparison affords even greater il-

Inmination on the relation of forces in

contrast to the lf)2f) loans, when Great
Brilaln came within $ir,{),()OO,0f)0 otl

equalling the American volume of foreign

underwriting.

Whether or not the United States In

the next period will reach the peak it

attained towards the end of the last de-

cade cannot be determined in advance.

What does flow from the whole situation,

however, is that the herculean efforts of

the U. S, to issue out of its crisis will

entail tiie extension ot the "American

plan", that is, the plan to put I-^nrope

on diminishing rations in world econ-

omy. Tliis in turn will bring -with it

iiicre.tsing misery and exploitation of

the European masses, the accentuation

of the ciass struggle, confronting tlie

proletariat of Knrope with the alterna-

tives: proletarian revolution, war, or

stUmtlssion to -Ibe super-exploitation of

America.

The fury of America's advance against

its impt^rlaiist competitors is determined

by still another factor. Arriving be-

latedly upon the field of world conquest,

Iho I'nited Htatcs -does not enjoy a colo-

nial domain comparable to that o£ Bri-

tain, France, .^nd others. Its Allies

came out of the war witii increased

colonial divisions, in which the United

States had virtually no share. Its hege-

mony in Latin America, its infiltration

of China, are far from ade(]Uate substi-

tutes for a colonial realm. The crisis

poses this imperialist need with pointed

imperativeness. I,ittle concerned with

the fact that the loss of dolonles to

Kurope will only mean oeeper revolu-

tionary crises for the latter, the United

Ktates will seek to satisfy its voracious

appetite by carving away parts of the

colonial empires of Kurope. Here, as

with every other "issiie" from the world

crisis, the spccter.s of war and social rev-

olution march side by side.

Hut the effect,.! of America's efforts to

issue out of the crisis are not to be

limited to Kurope alone. They will oe

very profound and a<'ute In tiie United

Ktates a,s well. Rapid as is the decline

of the costs of livin.g, marked by the

commodity price fall, the decline of the

living standards of the American work-

ers !a even more precipitous. Kapid as

is the decline in employment, with its

concomitant of misery for the millions

of jobless, the decline in wages has been

even more acute. The enijity "pledges''

of Hoover, of the industrialists, of the

A, P, of Ij. leadership, that "wages will

no! be cut", has not prevented tbeir be-

ing cut. It would be wrong to iielieve

that the process of wage-cutting is com-

iiig to an end, in reality, it has only

begun. In the terrific offensive th.at the

capitalist cla.ss is carr.ving on and plans

to extend against the working class, in

the changes produced generally by the

crisis, lie the foundations for a change
in the relationship of forces within the

working class and the opening up of

a broad perspe<?t!ve for working class

struggles and radicaliKation.

The Prospects for the American Working

Class Movement
The American working class mote-

ment, has pas,sed througli two distinct

post-war stages: one of vigorous growth
and miiifant struggles, the other of ideo-

logical and numerical degeneration and

sluggish pa,ssivity. The first stage em-
iiraced the first post-war years and coin-

cided with the deflation of the war-
bbiated industrial ajiparatus of the coun-

try and the eve of the 1921 crisis. It

was not only a period of the ti-emendous

growlli of the trade unions and the flrst

signs of a mass movement towards a

labor part.v, tint also of a series of tre-

mendous strikes in the basic, open shop

industries of the country. Jloreover, the

steel strike, the miners' movement ot

]f)l!(), (he big fe\ttie strikes, the rail-

road walkout, together with the general

strike in Seattle, did not coincide acci-

dentally with the over-running of Kur-

ope !)y revolutionary crises—the Triple

Alliance in Unglaiui, the Hungarian and
Bavarian revolutions, tJie occupation of

Italian factories, etc., etc.

The second iwsi-war stage can Ik? said

to have begun coincidentally—and again

not by accident—with the conclusion of

the revolutionary wave in Kurope {de-

feat of the (Jerman October in 1023^ and
the sta!)ilization of Kuropean capitalism.

This period of deadly trannuillity for

the American working class was marked
by the steady decline of the trade union
movement, the complete dissolution of
the labor an^i farmer-labor party move-
ments into the avowedly petty bourgeois

Li Follette swamp and the progressive

diminution of the Bi>ecific gravity of the

Communist movement in tlie working
ciass. In the years between 15>24 and
1V>2S, strikes continued to decline In

num!>er and in total participants. An
unprecedented condition developed; Ab-
sorbed again by the industrial-economic

apparatus, -working amidst ever-increas-

ing riches, the working class movement
nevertheless did not solidify itself, did

not grow in militancy, did not strike

for a greater .share in tlie national in-

come, did not dress its ranks in a class

manner. On the contrary : the class con-

sciousness of the masses was dulled to

the point of disappearance; its ranks
crumbled—at least insofar as its ranks
were represented in the American Feder-

ation of Ualjor. Yet its conditions :ind

standards of living did not become
worse, particularly in the case of the
skilled, organiKcd workers, but more
generally {even if not universally) in

the case of the less skilled and unor
ganlzeci workers. This contradiction is

to be explained in only one way : The
American Iiourgeoisie, itself en.ioylng a
prosperity comparable only to tlie days
when the British despoiled the vast
riches of the Indies, could afford to

grant a few fat crumbs 'to the upper
strata of the working class, thus extend-
ing Its domestic market and escaping

the shocks of class warfare at home.

While the standards of the working class

of the United States did not rise in

proportion to the increase in the nation-

al wealth and the national income, it

did rise above the stamlards prevailing

for the working class Iiefore the war
and above the alandards of the Kur-

opean working class. But the working
class purchased this internationally

[trivilegcd position at the -cost of de-

basing and destroying its own class

positions—-the trade union and the poli-

tical movements. In making its profit-

able concessions. Ibe bourgeoisie in re-

ttn*n obtained an acquiescent workin,?

class converted—at least in its upper
.strata—into a petty bourgeois or semi-

bourgeois mass. The working cla.ss,

however, unctmsciously paid a heavy
price for the temporary improvement in

its conditions: /Vs a result, it faces tiie

terrifying siK^cks of the crisis without

any adeiiuate aiiparatus, with only the

merest skeleton of trade anions to de-

fend itself against the capitalist c.tni-

paign to siasli its wages and to lower

its iightly won standards ot living. This

fact alone would aulflce to determine

the essentially defensive nature of the

,^itruggles taking place today and th^ise

whicii will take place tomorrow, and to

determine It to the disadvantage of ;he

working class.

Does it follow directly from tiii.s, how-

ever, that the American working class

will go through the crisis—i. e., through
the brutal capitalist offensive—without

re.sistance? Such a conclttsion follows

least logically from the situation. The
worfiing class does not conduct a strug-

gle for an ab.stract, never-changing stan-

dard of living, !>ut for a concrete one
connected with time and place. As the

"prosperity reserves" of the workers
reach the vanishing point, as the full

and intimate realization of the radic-

ally lowertHi standards penetrate the

conscionsne.ss of the mass, as it becomes
daily more evident that the solution of

the crisis is stil! a long way off, the

moods of resistance will become strong-

er among the workers and begin to gain

the upper liand. It is inconceivable that

so sharp a decline in the living stan-

dards of tlie workers will be allowed
to pass iiy them without a fight to retain

what was gaine<l yesterday-, or at least

a part of it.

Tlie crisis in the United States, with
its attendant uncmplo.vment and hard-
shijis for the working class cannot but
exercize a radicaliKing efFect upon the
American workers from another point

of view: the contrast of capitalist Am
erica with the advances of the Sovi(?t

Union. There is a growing and intense

interest among the American workers
in the developments of the workers' re-

public. The co.mparison of millions of

unemployed in wealthy capitalist Am-
erica with the progress and absence of

unemployment in the Soviet I'nion es-

'tends the basi.s of sympathy for Com-

munism among the workers in general,

a sympathy which the capitalist press

and other institutions seek to negate by

a systematic campaign of falsehood, mis-

representation. The working class gains

encouragement from the successful ex-

intence of the Soviet republic and tiie

progress of planned economy under the

rule of the iiroletariat makes easier the

progress of the Communist movement in

the United States. The existence of the

Soviet Union is not, by itself, tlie auto-

matic, mechanical and never-changing

guarantee of working class radicalic.a-

lion, as the Stalinists and Bight wingers

profess to l>eiieve. Uurtherniore, the

inttmatt' contiection between the needs

of the Soviet Union and the interests of

the millions of unemployed under capi-

talism is not utiiiK*yl by the Centri.sts

along the lines proposed by the Opposi

tton. In fact, tliey not only reject imt

prohiliit a campaign among the Ameri-

can workers for the extension of Ion

term credits to the Soviet Union to help

it bu.v machinery which would partially

alleviate the condition of unemployment.
But it remains true that the strides for-

ward made by the Soviet Union stand

in favorable contrast to the crisis in

(Vipitaiist econoim;y and facilitate tiic

work of the t'ommunists in guiding the

workers ahmg the road of militant

struggle against the endeavors of the

bourgeoisie to impo.se upon the proletar-

iat the burden of the crisis.

It is true tliat u deep economic crisis

does not lend itself to widespread econ-

omic struggles of the -workers, such as

strikes, particularly in face of a huge
unemployed army. But this applies pri-

marily and above all to crises w-hich fol-

low a series of defeats, of lost battles,

of crushed revolutions, and has been de-

monstrated especially in the last decade
in one country of Kurope after an-

other, and today in China. In the Uni-

ted States today, the workers have not
been exhausted by previous economic
struggles and defeats. On the contrary,

the outstanding feature of the period re-

cently passed was the at)sence of such
struggles. The working class still re-

tains unspent resources which, although
Impaired in great measures by the pre-
vailing unemployment, constitute a fac-

tor of great vitality. It cannot and will

not stand by passively while its living

standards are so radically undercut. It

will resist the capitalist offensive in

the coming period with an increasing
niilitaiicy and on ever t.roader field

of struggle. It is towards the perspec-
tive of these coming struggles that the
revolutionary Communist movement must
orient itself.

It is plain tliat the iiourgeolsie is

aware of the seriousness of the scope
that fhe.se battles will as.sume. Jt pre-
pares for them in advance. Anti-Com-
nuinlst repressive measures Iticrease in
number and in ferocity. .More workers
are today imprisoned or threatened with
imprisonment than at any other time
since the war. The application of the
Criminal Syndicalism Laws is being
widely extended. Meetings and demon-
strations are attaacked .ind disrupted
with a violence reminiscent of the war
days. In many states the Coramutiiat
movement is "illeg:i!". For the first

time since the end ot war, the Commun-
ist [iress is iieing barred from the mails.
The legislative ofTenslve against the for-
eign-born workers is being resumed and,
fi"hat is more, hundreds upon hundreds
of the.m are actuaiiy being deported.
Negroes con.ttnne to he snb.iected to the
most atrocious persecutions and to tiiat

flower ot American capitalist civilixation,
Lynch iaw. This w-hole vile s.vslem of
persecution demands of the Communists
the assumption of leadersiiip in fjie

struggle for elementary democratic rights
of free speccli, free press and free as-
sembly, a struggle, which i^as been left
to the feeble and innocuous conduct of
iilierals of all stripe. The strtiggle for
the right of the workers to gather, to
speak freely, to write and distriiiute their
writings, to organize and act unitedly is
an inseparalile part of the struggle to
strengthen and make easier the road of
development of the movements of re.sis-
tance to (he capitalist otTensive.
The commencement of this movement

of resistance is alreadji- visible on riic
horizj^m of the class struggle. The num-
ber of .strikes, all of a defcn.sive nature,
has increaswi in v.m, as has the num-
Iht of strikers. What is particularly
significant is the strike movement of
tens of thousands of miners in Pennsy-
lvania, Ohio, West Virginia, and Ken-
tucky, aggravated by the prolonged
crisis in the bituminous coal industry.
It Is indicative of the change in the sit-
uation that t!ie w-orking ciass whose con-
ditions were yesterday improved virttial-

!y without Ofien struggle, is today com-
pelled to carry on the most violent bat-
tle of desperation against what is tanta-
mount to starvation, and in this inst-
ance, finds no leadership to guide it in
its strike except that of the Communist.^.
This strike, despite tlie specific condi-
tions existing in the soft coal industry,
cannot be (-onsidered an isolated pheno-
menon. Standing against a background
of other strike struggles that have taken
place in the last year or two {particu-
larly in the textile industry, in the
South) and of the sweep of the move-
ment set going around the issue of un-
employment, it is indicative of both the
scope and the militancy w-ith which the
coming struggles of the American work-
ers will be invested.

The Left Opposition cannot accept the
(Centrist evaluation, according to w-hich
the American workers are already now
—and allegedly have been, for the last
two years—manifesling a deep-going,
mass radicalization. In its ijiitial Seclara-
tions, the Left Opposition tended to ac-
cept, altliough with qualifying reserva-
tions, this false estimate. The correct
appraisal of the relatiou.sbip of forces
at the given moment indicates that the
premises, the preliminary conditions for

such a radicalization have been and nre

being established on an ever broader

iiasis. Tlie very fact that the American

proletariat subjectively has lag.ged so far

behind the advance of favorable objec-

tive conditions will determine the rapid

and big steps forward which it will take

when these olijectively favoralde condi-

tions compel it to a<Uust itself to them

and to catch up with them. In other

words, [he very backwardness of the Am-
erican workers in the [last, based not

only upon specific historical causes but

alsi^ and primarily upon Uic extended

prosperity period ef recent times, will^

now that the economic foundation for

it is being shaken by the advent of ibe

crisis—iie one of (be determining factors

in driving it forward at an accelerated

tempo. It would be a fatal error of !he

Communists were they to fail to under-

stand the mature of this rapid develop-

ment and the prospect of struggles ahead

tliat will increase in breadth and depth

and militancy, w-ere they to instead look

forward and adjust themselves, like the

lligiit w-ing faction, to ttie perspective of

a new "Victorian era'' for American capi-

talism and a comfortably slow develop-

ment of the working class moveuient.

Social Reformism and the Perspectives

of the Revolutionary Movement
.\Iong w-hat channels wili liie advanc-

ing movement of the American working

class flow in the ncNt iieriod'/ The Cen-

trist illusionists proceed from the pro-

nd.se in theory that social reformism in

the I'nited States is going through a

process <>f d<-cline and disintegration,

while the Communi-it party is growing in

infiuence by b-aps and bounds. This de-

termines tlicir tactics to a large extent.

The Uiglil wing liijuidators, on tlie cither

hand, proceed in their practise from ihe

idea that the Communist movement is in

decline; they turn their Sticks upon the

masses in and around the orgaiiiKed Com-
munis; ranks nnd under iheir influence,

and stai;e their cards more and more

upon the Left w-ing of social reformism

^even here, not so mucii upon the dis-

contented workers as upon the shifty

"Left wing leaders"'. The Left Opposi-

tion proceeds from the idea that the

advancing workers' movement is f!ow-ing

and will flow simultaneously along the

channels of social reformism an<l Com-
munism. The proportionate strength of

the two parallel streams will der>end in

large measure upon the course pursued

by the Communists. The attitude of the

self-contented iiureaucracy w-bich regards

the growth of ('ommunist and the de-

cline of social reformism as an automa-

tic mcchanica! proccss^leveloping out-

side of time and space and unaffected by

the policies of Communism—an attitude

which is strenglbened w-itb every tem-

porary or suiierficial success, is the

worst kind of self-decejif ion and deci'p-

tion of the ranks. It ignores the fart,

made indisputalde by all recent evi-

dence, that tiie basis for social reform-

ism in tlie United States, far from hav-

ing been "narrowed down", is being ex-

tended.

During the "prosperity \period", social

reformism which, at the inception of

the period, had reached Its greatest

sweep in the labor and farmer-labor

party movements, was almost entirely

dissolved in the outright bourgeois and

petty biiurgeois reform movements of

the La Follette type. In tiie trade un-

!<ai field, the reformist and "progress-

ive" elements the consummated type o(

which was the leadership of the Chicago

Federation of Labor (Fitzpatrick, Noc-

keis. etc. ) were once more absorbed into

the black reactionary swamp of the

(Jompers-tJreen bureaucracy. The ele-

ments wavering between the revolution-

ary movement (the Communists) and tiie

avowed bourgeois movement in tlie work-

ing ciass {the A, F, of L. bureaucracy)

ceased to play any decisive rc>!e in this

period: they disappeared as factors in

the labor movement, or they fell into

cf;mplete iiasslvity ; or they reconciled

themselves more or less completely with

the trade union luircaucracy, or—this

last group was composed of a diminish-

ing few—they worked in Intimate con-

tact with the Communists. The trem-

endous material and ideejogical weig'nt

of the "prosperit.T" period dulled the

militancy of the workers to such an

extent that there was no place and no

need—in the relationships between bour-

geoisie and working class^if a substan-

tial movement intermediate iietween rev-

oiution and reaction and performing the

double function of expressing working
class discontentment and diverting it

from revolutioary paths. This path wit-

nessed not onl.v a decline of the Com-
munist party's influence and numbers,

but an even greater relative decline of

the Socialist part.v. The 'Chicago type"

of progro,ssives became identified once
more with the Gotnpers machine and
vanished as a distinct group. Tiie forces

groui)ed around lluste shrank into their

shells more and more, eking out a (juiet

existence iiy the good graces of Green
and Co.

The advent of the crisis, preceded and
succeeded iiy the blunders of official Com-
munism iirougbt willi it n. growing di.s-

ciintcnt of the hitlierto passive w-orkers.

This discontentment is given its social

reformist translation in the resurgeace

of tile organlKCd Muste movement {C. P,

L. A.) in the trade unions and the grow-

th of its influence (particularly in the

textile and mining fields), in the apjiear-

ance of ttie new "Left wing" in the soc-

ialist party, wiiose directorate is inter-

locked with ihat of tiie Muste group,

and in the steady revival and growth of

the Socialist party as a whole—its re-

estalishment in tiie needle trade unions,

growth of its press, increase in its elec-

tion votes, etc.

The grow-th, the unleashing of the soc-

ial democracy in ail its shadings, im-

plies a certain "concession" of the bour-

geoisie to the working class and an abil-

ity to make this "concession". In tiie

]iast period the American tiourgeoisie was
able to satisfy the working class (at

least its «pp<'r sti'atti) w-ithout the' -^id

of tiie .social democracy or its Left wing.

In the period of its crisis. t!ie liourge

oisle has need of the social democrac.v

to the extent that the dissatisfaction of

the working class increases. Tlie social

democracy—^from its extreme Right wing
in the A. F, of L. bureaucracy to its

extreme Left wing in the Muste group

—

is the staunchest bulwark of bourgeois

democracy against the proletarian rev-

(dutiohary movement. Add to this the

fact that tlie Amciiean itourgcoisie U
.still powt-rfui enough to grant such "con-

ce-^sions" as liie growtii el reformism,

and we not only have an expianatlon of

its expan,sion but also a reason to cal-

culate upon its growth (not its "nar-

rowing down") in the coming pcrhid.

-More than e^er before, therefore, the

next jiCL-iwi will lie a race for leadi.'r-

shiii of tiic working masses iietween ibe

social reformists—particularly tbeir I^-tt

\ving—and the Communists, in which all

the resources and .skill and endurance of

the latter will be put to liie severe-;t

test.

The Centrist apiiaratus-mcn see in tiie

growth of the reformist movement, par-

ticularly of its lA'ft w-ing (the Musle

group) nothing imt a 'conspiracy'

against Communism. Anxious* to have

their own yesterdays of alliances with

the I'urcells of all countries forgotten,

they fail to see that the Muste and sim-

ilar "progressivie" mov-ements are the

initial manifestations of working class

discontent with which the Communists

must kiiow how to estaiilish contact, to

collat>orate in a united front on the basis

of immediate issues and freedom of ac-

tion and criticism of tiie collaborating

fortes. The Bight w-ing spokesmen pre-

tend to see in ibis I^efit movement only

the "ranks", and dcliberatfely neglect to

emphasize the specific role played by

the Iea<iers, i. e., the contemptible role

of paralyzing the activities and militaiii-y

of the masses, of preventing it from fol-

lowing its natural <-ourse towards rev-

olutionary struggle. The Left (tiiposition,

rejecting Iioth the superficial radical-

ism of the Centrists and the Menshevik
attitude of the Bight wing, considers the

growth of the social democratic, and
particul.-iriy of the Lett social democratic

(Music) movements as a sign of great

significance for the revolutionary party.

The Communists can win the workers

away from their reformist leaders only

if tiiey demonstrate their willingness to

join w-ith them in an honest united front

for the defense of the immediate inter-

ests and needs of the wiiole class. The
Comiuunista arc not a sect with special

interests outside the interests of ttie

working class in general. The Commun-
ist party is the vanguard of the w-ork-

ing class with no interests separate from
it. As its most conscious enlightened,

and militant sectitm, it must take the

initiative in forming the broadest ttiiiled

froivt movement, showing to the w-ork-

crs at every stage of the struggle that

it is the Communists who are the most
ardent and willing defenders not only
(if tlieir broad historical interests (the

social revolution) but of the most nar-

row, limited and practical nee<ls of the

day (reforms). It is in this w-ay of link-

ing the struggle for daily needs with
the final aim, of having the former pave
the way for the latter, that the strug-

gle for reforms can he carried on in a
revolutionary sense, that is, it can be
directed against the reformists,

Tiie sinipie, obvious truth that the

workers learn only by their experiences

is regarded today as a "bourgeois devia-

tion" by Centrism. Rut this does not
invalidate its correctness. In tiie strug-

gle for unity of the working class against
the capitalist offensive, the workers will

learn—jirovided the Commnni.sts know
how to teach them —that the Hilbpiits.

Ilowats. .Musics, et al., are incapaiile and
unwilling to lead a real struggie for

tbeir needs, that tlie Ccimmunists are
the genuine represent ativ<-s at the pro-
letariat's (-aitsc. Su<-h a struggle corre-

sponds most appropriately with the
specific per!o<l in which we are iiartici-

pajttng: the offensive of the capitalist

ciass, plus the weakness of the workers'
defease organizations (trade nuiiuis,

etc.) necessarily arouses atnong all the
workers the feeling that unity is im-
perative iKtw more than ever Iiefore.

Those who initiate, lead and !igh| mo.--l

militantly for the unification of ^he

labor front wi!! strike a responsive chord
among the woriters. a response whi;-h

will bear the greatest fruits for the

Communist movement.

It is to cover up their own role ot

splitters of the labor movement, to covf-r

up the fact that they are operating in

the ranks of the w-orkers as the agents

of the bourgeoisie, that the reformists

of all shades seek to convince the woi-k-

ers that the Communists nre "sectar-

ians", that Ihey want to "divide ihe

workers". It is essentially by innumer-
able demagogic variations on this theme
that the reformists are able to hold the

workers back from (-ommunism. This is

all the greater reason why the Commun-
ists must iiecome the baaner-lH'arers in

the struggle for unity, openly, sincerely,

vigorously, so that even the most iiack-

ward workers will see and understand
wiiore the Communists stand. They must
emphasize and repeat tireiessly—and
prove it by deeds—that the Communist
jiroposal for a united front is not^as
the reformists charge^a "Communist
maneuver against the workers" but ra-

ther a working class mobilization against

the capitalist class.

At certain times and under certain

conditions an agreement with tile re-

formist leaders—when they are eompel-

led to take a step forward— is necessary

and unavoidable. The doLima of the ''uii-

itdd front only from iieiow" vitiates tin;

Lcniiiist cenceptiim of the united front

and in practise leads to no united front

at all.

Tlic Coi!!munisls cannc.f, of soursc

take the pusifion that without an organic

tinity of tiie revolutioni-iN and the re-

formists (even if only fni ;i!e trade un-

ion field!, it is impo.ssible to candiict

successful struggles of the workers. Xor

can the united frent lake the forms of

such a bloc of leaders at the top in

which the Left w-ing is stiiiordinated lo

the agents of the bourgeoisie, and used

as an instrnnieiit acainst the workers.

Tiie (rlassic form of tiie betrayal of the

working class. d<'veloiied joinily by the

Bight wing and ihe Centrists (Staltu

and Buchariu) in the .\uglo-Bussian

CiJiumillee. iintsl stand as a lasting wa;-it-

iiig airainst sucb a con<-ep[ion. Nor can

we confeive of the iioiied front as tbe

.s;t!ji!nists d(t in tbeir z!g-/,ag to ultra

Lcflism. that is. coiifiuiiig the whole

iliiesti'Hi to an appeal ti; the workers tci

join tiie Coiiiniuiiist par^y, to join the

Left wiiii; unions and iititiiing else.

This is rcernltiuent. whicb i;oes on at

all times, but it is not tin apiiliralioji

of the united front. Tne "principie" of

unity is not and cannot be a fetish to

the ConimnnJsls. But (lie iimvenient for

the uiiit(>d front is an incaiicilile iiisirit-

ment for mobilizing the nias-cs under

rrvolntionary leadership for miiifant

struggle. It craistiliilcs a powerfn! lever

for tmseatiug ihe reffirintsis frnin ibeir

positions in the working class. The p;irty

must take iioid of litis lever ;nid exert

ail its pressure upon it,

t ,j fl *

What is lh<> role of refoiinism? It

serves as a bulwark cieated by e^;isiing

bourgwtis society against the inoletarian

revolution. Against iln- rising in-tdetar-

ian movement, Ihe biairgeoisie and its

reformist agents continuously seek Ici

strengthen this Iiulwark, to pmliing its

existence. The Communisis uinsl seek

to break it down as rapidly as possible.

The existence of reritrmisiu is deter-

mined essentially iiy the s(ren.:;tli of tim

capitalist class, its aiiility lo role. !n

the United States, jhis fieierminaiit faclor

would appear, at first sight, to invesi re-

formism wltli vigor for many years or

decades to come. In reality, Iniwcver,

its fiiundation is a very sbaicy one,

Beformtsin ilotirlsiicd for decades in

such classic countries of capitalisni a^

lOnglaiid and (lermany In Ihi^ jH'riod of

the ri,se of imperialist suc-iefy, prior (o

the world war and Ibe Busstnn revolu-

tion, which radically changed the rcla-

tion.ships of international class forces.

The new wave of reformisni in t!i<> t'nited

.States is rising in tiie perio<l of the

decline of world iuipcriaiisni, in the

period of war and iwoluhon, wilb its

abrupt changes and turns. The trem-

endous piistwar strcngtii and power ot

American imperialism grow-s more ami
more upon the foundation ot the convul-

sivel.v w-racked and tentt'ius economie^t

of the test of the world. Its jiower is

less ami less founded upon tin e'liiiiibrium

of the !i(ime market or a balance between

agriculture and in<lustr,v. Precisely be-

cause Ibe hands and feet of Auiciieau

economic and political power rest ever

more heavily ujion tlic shaky ground of

the other conliiients. the ccunoniic and
revointionary u)iheavals in the lalter

territ. ivies tend to rock the budy of (lie

.\nierican economic structure with grow-

ing vioieiice. Unle.ss liip United Stai-ss

succeeds in compietidy B.Ukani/.iiig I'lur-

ope, in opening up the vast Iiussi':m

market !iy Ihe overiiirow of (he prole-

tarian diciatiirsiiiji. in coinplctel.v exter-

minating Hie revolutionary movenieiit In

China and tlie.se are the leasi lilody nf

all perspei-tivcs— ii caiiiio' look forward
to so lenglby a perioil of domination as

was enjoyed by British iniperialism for

decade after decade. Uvea more than
pre-war Kngland, lis Achilles heel lb i

precisely in Ibe singular character of

its world power. Tlie Marxists cannot
look forward lo a fatalisiic perspective

in which (he Uniled States musi iie

tiie last country to fall tci the asisatilt

of the proletariat. Su<-li a perspective
is only tiie reverse -but no lesv f.-iiso^

side of the "Marxian delenidnism" ao-

cordiiig (o which Kiigland or (lermany
st'iod firsi Oil the agetida nf the prole-

tarian revoliiloin, while liussia was
"<lenie<V' the possibility iif suriiassing

Ihese lands in point of revnlntionary or-

der. The unevenness of suciaf develop-
ment, rendered particularly acute and
jerky in the ijrcsent cjiocb ef iinpcri-il-

ism, may easily advance the Uniled
Slates toward the head of liie list.

This coincides with tiie idea that broad
persjici-tives are now ojicned up for the
growth of Ibe Communist movemeiit. an
idea whi<-ii the more penetrating sections
of ttio iiourgeoisie are not the last to

share. It is in this cdnticction that the
reformists seek to set up (be highest
possible barriers to the rapid progress
of the revolutionary movement. On fhe
economic field, these barriers are repre-
.sented in the trade union movement by
the A. F. of L. bureaucracy, their soc-
ialist assistants, and tiie "Left wing"
progressive toadys of the :Mus(e scho.il.

On the political fi(dd, most of llicsc ele-

ments seek to erect a iiarrier in the
form of a "Labor" or "Farnier-T.iibor"
iiarty, that is, a bourgeois workers'
party in tiie image of the British Labor
Party,

The American revolutionary movement
possesses tfie richest experiences in the
field of "Labor party" pc.litics, conduct-
ed in tlic period of the worst revision-
ism In the fundamental principles of the
Communist movcent. None of the maju
formulations of this problem made in
the American party in the period between
tn2ri-in2R was Jiascd upon a Starxian con-
ception of the role nS the Labor party or
of the nature of our epoch. In various
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theses, the Labor party was visnaliiied

as the alternative to the diotatorship of

the bourgeoisie! It wits jilanncd to he

the principal lever in imsefttin!? the (iom-

pers bureaucracy. It wiiK resjardwl as

the .source for nn imuiediate "ma«s"
Communist party. It \v;ih cdiK'eivi.'d as

an emlM-IIished tiiid more palatable stib-

Ktituto for tlie Corwmunisir i>arty. It was
viewed as tin unavoidable and neces-

sary "reformist" stage throuiih which

the Ameriaen workers had to pass befure

they were ready for Communism, and
which the Communists had to initiate,

to build «p into a strong movement,
whose reforml.st programs the CommHti-
ista were to wi-ite and defend, whoso
leadership was to he "in otir hands''

from tlie very beginning so tba[, pre-

sumably, it would not become ''at.ll-

Communist" or "too refovtiiist". Not by

accident did Ibis shameful periud in the

history of American Coiiimniiism e;)i-

brace also the disgraceful ''maii.'iivi'f"

with the i>et(y bourgeois Lii i'^'oilette

.movement, and the flourishing of Ibc

"two-tla33 piirly" theory and pracLisi'.

.Since tbej' all ftinctioiiod under 1 he ideo-

logical doiiiiimtion of tbi> iti^ht-Ccnror

bloc wliich iifld coii(|iie;-cd juiwer i;i I be
(Joiiiiiitern and stood iipi;!! its liieoretir;'.!

and political !>!a(lorm. di tlie 5iarly

groups of that period shared te varying
degrees the res pons if lil sty for ihe e.-sriu-

tially revisionist conceptions tiiat lay ai

the basis of tiie whole "laiii;r imrty
period", and the practises that (lowed
from tiiom.

Ail these conceptions and pvaefisc;;

mnst be thrown overlmard, bi'cimse liiey

were originatiy wrong, 'i tie Centrists;

motivate lite change of course they li;!ve

undertaken on this score w!t!i tlie cini-

lenfion that conditions liavo clianged.

that we have entered a -tliird period'
and because the reformists liave "now
become social fascists". This motiva-
tion i.s botii faise and dan'gerons, end
leaves the real problem undecided. It

is no rejection of the disastrous coiirs;e

of the pitrty, Itnt the niaintennnce of the
basis for its repetitioji in the future.
To condemn a "labor party policy" now
because of an aliegi'd "third period" and
an aliejjed transformation of tiiO rcfoini-

i.sts into "social fascists" leaves the door
wide oix'ii for a return of tiio "laboi
party policy" when the 'third peri:>d"
gives way to a "fonrtii" and tlie "social

fascists", or their "Left" wing, proflttea

a new set of reformists of the old Fltz-

patric!; type,

Tlie American Commnnists cajinot \tn-

dertai;e to or^aniKe a !)etty bourgeois

«";i;-Jier.-' party "standing lietweon" !hfe

iiourgeolsie and the proletariat. Alv
siractly considered to be sure, were
;'nre a !;:ass m<ivenient which would or-

ganize a !ai)or party, the Communists
would iiave to take up the question of

working within it as a revolutionary mi-

cleu.s. But this is a different matter en-

tirely. Moreover, it Is a matter which
has less of a timeiy significance today —
even aiistrattly—than in past years,

since tiierc is no substantial movement at

all for a labor i^iirty in the 1032 elec-

tions. The Communists will enter that
camjiaign under their own Ijimner and
in direct struggle against their reform-
ist antagonists, the Socialist party.

It !s the reformists of all shades, the
Thomases and the Mustes, who seek to

set up tills p<'tty bourgeois party as a
wall against the workers' progre.ss to-

wards Conimunism ; in this work, they
are only fulfilling their mission and role
of prolonging as much as possllde the
"reformist period" in tiie development
of tiie .American working class. It is no
accident tliat The Right wing iKjiudators
of the Lovcstone gronp have as the cen-
tral point in their progriiin tiie Idea thit
tiie Labor party's formation la an 's-

sentia! and imperative step for the A^n-
erican workers, which the Itight wing
is ready to initiate to form and build
up. It Is this perspective which it re-

commends to tlic Communist movement
as a wJiole to adopt. The Ijeft OpiKwl-
rion, at its formative stage, leaned in
the direction of tills reformist perspec-
tives wiiich constituted to a certain ei-
tent an uni-ritical carry-over of the pre-
ceding group struggle In the party, prior
to the time wlien the Left wins took
siiape and was established as a poIfti'M!
yroujiing distinct from all the others in
the inovcmeiit. The firmer establishment
of lis Marxian position dictates a Iireak
wifii this e.irly standpoint and the adop-
tion of the one outlined here. Tlu>
adoption of this revised point of visw,
the result of clariflcafion in its own
ranks, marks a step forward that will
en:ii>lc the < )pposif ion to bring greater
clariry on this vita! proiib-m in'to 'he
revoiutionary and iabor movements as
a whole.

The Position of the Communist Movement
and the Tasks of the Party

Tlie possiiiiJlties for a vapid revoln-

tionary advance of the American move-
ment encounter a tremendous retardiag

Influence In the form of <ine of the most
striking contradictious in the interna-

tional labor luoveraent: the growing gap
between the inci-easingly favorable sit-

uations and the decreasing capacities to

exploit them of the oflicial {.'onmiunist

parties. This holds tnu* with particu-

lar force in the United States. It Is the
work of closing the blades of this open-
ed "scissors" that Invests the Left Op-
position with its historic signiticance.

In spite of the manifest mullipli<.-ati:in

of objectively favorafile opportunities
for progress, the ('ommunist Party of

the United States has, in s^eneral, only
stagnation or regression to record. At
a time when Its ranks should be in-

creased manifold. It la barely able to

hold Its own. This phenomenon is all
the more impressive in face of the ob-
vious Increase of sympathy among t-ie

masses for the Ideas of Communism and
the Soviet Union, and the demonstrated
readiness of hundreds of thousands to

rally behind the leadership of the Com-
munists.

The leadership Imposed upon the party
behind Its back at the Seventh Conven-
tion has showed a tragic bankruptcy in
all fields. The condition which the
Third Congress of the Comintern d9-
.seriUed as the "crisis in the leadership
on the eve of the revolution" exists to
a greater or less dt^free at all times.
In the United States wh^re t!ie party
has been confronted for the past two to
three years with the need of adjusting'
Itself to the new situation and of reap-
ing a rich harvest of new strength, In-

fluence and prestige in the working
class, this crisis has assumed a perman-
ent character, increasing In acuteness in
direct proportion to the increasing pos-
sibilities for sucee.ss.

The steady loss In party memberdhip
commencing with the inausuration of the
liuthenberg-I'epper-Lovestone leadership
In 1025, has !>arely been checked by tha
new leadership. With the opportunitl^*
for growth almost unprecedented, the
party mejnbersbip Is stlH con=iider»bly

below lO.OOO, that Is, less than half th«
iy24-1025 figure. The ariiltrary, bureaii-

eratic regime in the party, moreoTer
vitiates even the present low figure: the

new member remains in the ranks of tho

party only for a very short ttme. The
turnover in membership Is enormous.
Literally thousands of new members Join

the party only to take the place of other

thousands who leave, and to be displaced

In turn by other new recruits. The party

members are ruled like political serfs,

the regime is increasingly mechanlaed

;

all live and free Internal life, all Initia-

tive, hll inQuiry and dLscussion of Vital

problems are strangled upon appear-

ance. The functionary rises to leader-

ship upon the basis of ever-ready obedi-

ence to the leader next in rank and
Immediately demands the same obedi-

ence from those "below" him; he Satis

from leadership on the basis of the

theory of scapegoats. Ijcndership based

upon an ability tested In such a man-
ner that "tliosc who are led" may see,

bi 3ed upon fruitful initiative and Inde-

pendent thought, apon devotion to the

movement Instead of to the authorities

( the day,—Is non-existent in the party.

ipotntmenta hove almost unlversallj

replaced electlon.s. The membership Is

tangiit a reactionary contempt for Theor-
etical considerations and if, instilled in-

stead with a vulgar "practicalness". It

is t<i!d, In effect to do the work ft Is

commanded to do and not to do any
thinking or dl.scussing about It, It Is

constaiitiy taken iiy surprise with new
'turn-s". In wllich the old policy Is just
as little explained awfty as the new pol-
icy is justified. Bewildered by the con-
stant changes ordered from above by a
leadership iionndering in its own Inccn-
petejice, ofTended and degraded by the
internal regime, like that of Prussian
army ofticers, the worker-Communist
drops out of tJie party or sinks Into a
passivity from wlilch he is only infre-
duentiy raised by the frenzied, hectic
"appeals" for "shock troop activities" by
a iejidersbip incapable of r^ulatlng a
healthy party life, Whllfe tried revolu-
tionists, loyal to the party and educated
ia Communist principles, are summarily
expelled, new members are recruited dir-
ectly into the party from street meet-
ings and demonstraflons, without any
serious <]uaIification test, without any
subsequent education to Jit him for raem-
bersiiip in the highest organ of the pro-
letariat, the party. Finally, the general
poiitical-ldeoloiitical level of the jnember-
siiip has suffered Bn alarming decline.
The.se are some of the results in the

party of the bureaucratic degeneration
of the Centrist leadership which can re-
nmin at the bead of tlie liarty only Iiy

strangling it.

The record is no less di^astrotts In
those movement umier the party's Icad-
crsiiip. The T. r. V. L. and its attiSlated

unions have been reduced to skeleton or-
gniKatlons (resolution of the Profln-
tern). The I, L, I), has stood still or
declined (resolution of the International
Red Aid I'ienum). The Cnemployment
Councils which, together with the party,
stood at the head of demonstrations em-
tiracing hundreds of thousands of work-
ers, are r<>duceil to their weak part^
fractions and an ever-changing handful
of sympathising workers. The "Anti-Im-
perialist League" has saved itself the
trouble of being formally liquidated as
a petty bourgeois stamping ground by Its

virtual decay. The other auxiliary or-

ganiKallons show the same or a worse
picture. In none of these organizations,
particularly in rhe Left ninff unions, is

the non-party workers (and often enough
even the party member!) made to feel at
home. The party bureaucracy la so un-
certain of its policies that it dares not
snijmit them for the workers to judi,->i'

them as applied In practise: it must
therefore foi-ce its policies and its lead-
ership upon the workers and even tiie

party members by outrageous mechani-
cal measures. This fact alone is an ob-

jective testimony to the fallaciousness

of the present political course. The
workers, liowever, cannot be won to Com-
munist leadership by tricka or violence,

Tiiey <'au lie won only by persuasion and
by their own experiences. The at-

tempts to win them' !)y the present meth-
ods can only result in continuous losses

and defeats.

The present party policy is still based

uiwn the twin id.eas of a stormy upflurge

oi the American workers under the lead-

ership of the Communists and the front-

al attack upon the "social fascists", L

e., upon all those who are not under the

inlluence of the Communists. The first

IdeA leads the parly into premature ac-

tions into adventures, from the defeats

of whicii it fieipientiy recoils to the moat

vulgar opportunism (froni 'light the

polici'" and capture tiie streets to fight

for . . . soup t;itcliens}. The second

idea alienates the Communists from liie

iion-party workers particularly the pro-

gressive-mhuied and soctaiist workers.

:iii(! enaliied tiie treac-henius leaders of

the latter to render and keep their fol-

lowers antagonistic to Communism, The
first step ot real progress for tiie party

demands as a pre-requisite that both

these ideas be condemned and rejected.

The party must. Instead, take as its

point of departure the lead that the pre-

mise for a genuine radicaiizatlon al-

ready exist in the L'nited iStates; that

the capitalist offensive during the pre-

sent crisis opetiS the perspective for

widespread Communist influence in the

coming struggles; that this intiuence can

he won l)y moliilizing the workers of all

political and economic opinions in &

genuine united front on '.lie basis of a

concrete miniiiium program of struggle.

It is not the objective situation which
is the cause for the siiortcomings ami
defect.-! In the party today. This cause

ic rather to be sought and uprooted in

the party Itself, In its leaders and their

policies. What arc tho immediate steps

that tiie party .must take to mitigate and
eventually to purge itself of the crisis

into which It iias !>een thrown'^

1, The party must shake off the bur-

eaucratic regime which struggles its Ini-

tiative, its Independence, its ability to

f;row. Th(i ai»polntment of party offi-

cials must lie discarded and rep!ace<I by
tlieir election upon the basis of quaii-

iic'ations, Free discussion must talte the

place of ariiltrary commands from aliove.

The party press must be opened imiitu-

dititel.v—and not only during the spurious
"pre-convent ion period"—for a thorough-

going and honest discussion of the party
crisis by tiie party members,

2 Tiie party must discard Its C'vag-

genited analj-sis of the tempo of devel-

opment of the working class and must
adjust its course to the real relationship

of forces in the class struggle and ihc

pace of its development. The party
must finally rid lt,seiE of the ruinous
iKtggage of remnants of the "third per-

iod", and particularly of tlie theory of

"social fascism", A broad, genuine pol-

icy of the united front must be promul-
gated and every effort made to win the
non-party workers on the basis of It,

'^. The arbitrary and unc<mditlonal
policy —iioth in theory and practise- -ol

deserting the reactionary trade unions
which still have a relatively large fol-

lowing must be radically revised, Tne
party .must again penetrate into every
trade union and iiuild up the influ«nce
of the revolutionists on the basis of con-
crete demands ami daily striiggles, with

the aim of strengthening the trade un-

ion movement as a whole under rev-

olutionary guidance and with a revolu-

tionary policy. This course must also be

adopted in other mass organizations

(fraternal orders, cooperatives, etcj.

This does not signify that the party

should turn its itack upon the Left wing
unions under its control. On the con-

trary. The work of organizing the un-

organized majority of the working clas:;

in the United States Is the foremost

task of the Communists, a task which
they must initiate and lead. But the

Left Tving unions too must be in tho

toreground of the struggle for the un-

iteci front. They must tie given a life

of their own, organi'/ationaiiy indenen-

dent, with their own Initiative and lib-

erty of action—under the political Iniiu-

ence and guidance of the Communists.
They must be built up— and the basis

for their existence is estiemely broad
—not by party decrees, but by function-

ing as jnjiitant industrial union organ-
izations in the daily struggles ot the

working class.

This must not, however, be interpret-

ed to mean t!ie ort;anization of carica-

tures of new unions. It is necessary to

emphasize this point because of tiie ten-

dency prevalent in the party to pass off

such c<tunterfeits as genuine movenients.
The arbitrary establishment of small
and tininCuential committees, endowed
with tho title of "industriai union;.",

particularly in such industries where the
decisive iiuik of the workers are already
organised in conservative unions can
only discredit tiie idea of the new un-
ion movement. Tlie equalJy Injurious
policy of splitting away small minorities
from conservative or senii-progresBlve
unions with Ihe aim of establishing a
Left wing union as soon as possible und
regardless of its strength. Its Influence
and its prestige, must afso be rejected
out of hand. This is not tite road along
whicli the new movement will grow
and gain in intiuence among the work-
ers. Concentration upon the unorganized
masses, connecting this movement with
the struggle to win llie wort;ers in the
oid unions to our .side by concrete and
practical Issues—this is the way in which
the new unions will gather strength and
Influence. For thi.s. furthermore, the
stifling, mechanical regime which has
been transferred into these unions bag
and baggage from the party must be
ellmfnafed ruthle.ssly,

4. The work of strengthening the
party and ridding it of its bureaucratic,
revisionist deformations is inseparable
from the work of the Left Opposition,
and cannot lie carried out without the
latter. The Left Opposition must i>e

taJten iiack to the party to which it iie-

longs so that all its forces and Ideas

may be freely availaiile In the work ot

regendratliw; \<!i* Communist imrtj-.

The Left Opposition and Its Role in the

Movement
The International Left (.}pposition came

into existence as the counter-agent to the

Thermidorian reaction In the Soviet Un-
ion and the bureaucratic degeneration

of the Communist International. The
Left wing did not establish itself out-

Sde the ranks of Commtinists or of the

Communist movemen-t. It was brutally

and disloyally detached from the ranks
of the olHclal parties iiy the repressive

organizAtlonai measures of the Centrist

and Right wing bureaucracy, acting as

the conscious and unconscious agents of

reaction.

The present numerical weakness of

the TiCtt Opposition Is <letermined by the

defeats of Communism on an interna-

tional scale. The Opposition In the Sov-

iet Union and throughout the Comin-
tern was organizationally defeated only

as a result of the period of reaction in

Russia (]{>2,^-1!)2S>, of tlv defeat of tho

OsFman October, the Chinese Revolu-
tion, the Knglish general and minei"s'

strikes, of the victor.v of capitalist stab-

ilization In Kuroi>e following 1923, etc,

etc. The growtii and victory of the I^It

Opposition, therefore cannot be founrted

upon the defeats of Communism and the

Communist parties; on the contrary,

they are Inseparably connected with the

growth and triumph of international

Communism, This determines for us
our attitude to the official Communist
pwttee In general, and to the American
pflrty in particular. Our aim is to streii-

RtbeR the Oommunist party, to rogener-

Rta It. to help clean.se it of the evils that

corrode ft. to help it to prepare and con-

solidate Its victories.

The Left Opposition categorically re-

jects the narrow-minded, bureaucratli-.

Philistine Idea—propounded by Stalinism

and shared by many psend o-Opposition-

ists—tiiat the Communist party Is Iden-

ticalwlth its leadership. This Is equi-

valent to saying that the party has de-

cayed beyond hope, for the present lead-

ership of the Comintern and the parties

is bureaucrat ically and cynicall,v degen-

erated and lives a purely parastic exist-

ence. The party Is something far greater

to us-—^nd to the thousands upon thou-

sands of militant workers In this coun-

try who are in its ranki or under Its

leatler.shlp. The party Is the embodi-

ment of a system of revolutionary Ideas

which the apparatus men have been un-

able to destroy completely. In the eyes

of the militant workers. It represents the

life and the traditions of the workers'

fatherland, the Soviet ITnion. It still

emliraces or infiuencea the overwhelming

bulk of the active organized and seml-

organtzed revoiutiouary militants in the

country. It Is upon them that t!ie Left

Opposition bases Its activities and its

hopes for growth. We are conducting

no struggle against the ideas, the prin-

ciples, the traditions of Comraunlam,

bat a struggle against tliose who seek

to discredit and destroy them. The Left

Opposition is not a party; it is a fac-

tion of the Communist party from which
It has been expelled by the bureaucralb

against its' will and again.st Ihe Inter-

eets of the movement. The Left Opposi-

tion does not seek to constitute a sec-

oekI party; on the contrary, It categor-

ically repudiattei all tendencies In that

direction. The party of the Opposition

Is the Communist party. Its Ideas are

those established and tested for the rev-

olutionary movement by Marx. Engels,

Lenin and Trotsky. The I^eft Opposi-

tion therefore strives at ail times to b«
reinstated Into its party, not upon the

condition of an acceptance of all It*

ideas and principles, but only upon the

condition that it is granted tJie eleme.i-

tary right of all Communist workers: the
freedom to defend its revolutionary point

of view at tiie proper time in the prj-

per -way, and through the proper chan-
nels.

This genera! attitude towards the

I>arty at the same time determines the

attitude of the Left Opposition towards
other groups in the labor movement. Its

struggle against Oentrism lias not recou-

ciled it to social democratic or anarcho-
syndicalist reformism; on tho contrary,

It has rendered it more Intransigeant lo-'

wards these petty bourgeois tendencies
In the working class for it' is against
their infiuence In the Communist move-
mettt that the Left Opposition has been
constituted.

All the fantastic myths and deliber-

ate falsehoods to the contrary notwith-
standing the Ijpft Opposition conducts
the most reientless struggle against tha
Itight wing- |il(]uida!Vs (Lovestontv
Brandler, Sellier, etc., etc.). The Right
wing is a bridge frpm the Communist
movement to the social democracy. That
is what it was when It was the main
partner in the leadership of the Corn-
Intern (1023-1928), and it Is that even
more so today, outside tlie Comintern.
The Right wing does not move towards
the social democracy at one step or in
one straight line. In .some places, it

has already gone over completely to the
social democracy (Czecho-filovakia, parts

of the Brandlerltes in Germany, Miller

and Co, in the United States): else-

where, it has "capitula-ted" to Centrism
(Buchartn In Russia); elsewhere it cx-

I.sts "independently". But in any case,

whether inside the party «r outside ot

it whether the imraediateiy next step

of the Right wiiig is to the social dem-
ocracy directly, or indirectly through the

Communist party (iiy .temporary capitu-

latiion), the course of the Right wing
nevertheless remains the course of liq-

uidating the Communist movement and
Its ideological foundations. This alone

determines the fact that the Left Opposi-

tion makes no alliance or l)loc with the

Right wing, which means an alliance

against the Party. On the contrnr.v. it

makes every endeavor to unite the Com-
n-unist movement against the liquidatory

Itight. Tli(s il.ies not mean that the

Oppiisition gives up the atrcmjit to win
to its ranks the militants who were
driven into the liight wing by the stupid

tactics and indefensible course of Cei.-

trism. Quite tiie contrary.

This viewpoint, further, determines the

attitude of the Left Opposition to tlie

opportunist and confuslonist standpoint

of Weisiiord. Posing as an ''adherent'

of the Left Opposition, which he dis-

credits, Weistjord seks a bloc with the

Itight wing liquidator,-: against the "party
criminals" in order to do "mass work"
and to separate the Communist move-
,ment "as a whole" from "Menshevism"
^which is represented in the Communist
movement by precisely these Right wlnj
liquidators. Weislioid's course could
only lead towards a second party which,
of course, lie can never constitute. The
Left Opposition has no need or rea.son

to go through the disastrous experiences
of I'rijahns, Paz, or Lovesfone—a com-
bination of whose policies and views are
recapitulated as Weisfwird's program.
Tiie views of Welsbord are incompatilile

with the views of the Left Opposition.

The task of the Left Opposition is not

the organization of a new party out of

the semi-reformis-t, semi-syndicalist, de-

moralized, passive, burned-out elements
on the fringe of the Communist move-
ment. Our task Is the winning of rho
Communist workers to the principles

which lie at our foundation. The first

.itcp in accomplisiiiiig this task has al-

ready been taken in the ntliying of the
initial cadres of our movement, consti-

tuted out ot the most advanced Com-
munist militants who, in tho party In i;ii

eratiug theselves from the conceptions,
and views of Centrism and tiie Right
wing, and separating themselves from all

groups and eiements maintaining them,
adopted the principles of the Interna-
tional Marxian wing. The preservatim
and training up of the first cadres has
necessarily occupied the main i>laco in

the work of the Left Opposition in the
l'nited States since its estal)ii.shment and
has proceeded with cotisi<l.:-raiile sucee.ss
in spite of the enormous (lifMculties. and
with only an insignificant handful of
capltnlators to Centrism, The discus-
sions in the organization, the ab.sorption
of the experiences of the Opiiositlon in

other countries, primarily in the Soviet
Union, the publication of the .Mllittmt,

the International liulietin, and recently,
the issuance of a number of fundamental
works In lOnglish—all the.se have been of
invaiuaiile aid in educating the first

cadres of the Left Opposition, a!!<i what
is more, of lueaking down a large mea-
sure of the hostility against us artific-

ially fostered in the party liy the ap-
Iiaratus,

One <t' tile main achievements of ihe
Olipositlon has been its ai.iiiity to con-
tribute to the redressnient of the party's
cour.se. By its comradely criticism to
file party members and intransigeant
opposition to the zig-zags of the Cen-
trist leaders, the Left wing has suc-
ceeded in influencing the policies of (he
party to a far greater extent than Is

apparent. The i>!irtial turn from "soda!
fascism" and isolation In the needle
trades waa considerably accelerated by
the propagation of our viewpoint. The
sectarian policy pursued among the Ill-

inois miners was largely cast overboard
through the combined effect of events
and the direct intervention and critic-

ism of the Left. The results olitaiaed

in this field dictate an intensification of
rhia work.

Tlie Left Opposition cannot rest con-

tent witii or contiue itself simply to a

repetition of its fundamental differences

with Centrism on national sociaiism

versus the permanent revolution, on the
role of the party, on the nature of the
colonial bourgeoisie, on the struggle

against war. on the role of reformism,
and s<i forth. It is the task of the Op-
position to intervene actively, as an or-

ganised group, with its own proposals
and program ot action in every situa-

tion. This intervention must take place
within and around the organized Com-
mnnist movement, and not outside of

it, without it, or without regard to It.

The Left Opposition must ajipear not
merely as an organ of criticism after
the event. It can and should come for-

ward in every fiebl of the Communist
movement's activity with proposals cal-

culated to advance the interests of ;:tie

movement, with the aim of showing by
concrete action the correctne.ss of a con-
sistent JIarxian line as against the con-
fusion and zig-zags of Centrism. This
work will nof only strengtiien the party
and the general Left wing movement,
but it win con.solidate the Left Opposi-
tion, by convincing the revolutionary
militants, on the basis of their own t\-

periences, that we stand firmly for the
tiniidlng of the revolutionary movement
at every stage of its development.
Towards this end also, the Opposi-

tion must reorganize and con.solidae its

faction inside the party and Y. C, L.,

gaining to its side the best party mili-

tants, working inside the party and

league for their liberaiiiu from tho

Centrist bureaucracy, from opportunism,

and adventurism. It is only l>y such in-

tiiiKite (-ontact with tiie iuiieruiost life

;;f till' party and lea\;uc tliat the Otv
pip-^l^ion will !m> aliie !o accomplish the

iitir.s it has set iteslf.

The Iicfr Ojipos'ii n must now direct

Ifj att 'Mion towards a new wave of

sup;;ov: from vlie ranks of the party.

Tiie (roiitradictton between the interests

and iH-e<i^ of tlie party, and tlie faK-e

cour.sc and iiiconiiH'tciice of (he bureau-

cracy, canne-t forever lie suppressed by
the ajiparatus. The process of develop-

ment in our direction will lie <-onstdcr-

ably accelcraled by Ihc events In iho

infernationai, and aiiove all. iiy the events
in the Soviet t'nion. The Left Opposi-
tion must be aiive to the situation nnd
drive ahead for a speedy crystalilzation

of the new niovcitient in our direction.

This reijuii-es a firm figbrening up of tne

ranks of the Oiiposiiion, As is inevii-

alile, ei<'inenfs tend -fi^ enter our ranks
as a place of refiig<- from tt;e struggle,

Oth'Ors look upon tiieir title of Lef^t

Oppositionist as an alisolution from ac-

tive, self-sacrificing d.iily work for the
movement. Tlie Left ojiposition leave
room iu Its rnnks for such ele-

ments only at the risk of its own decad-
ence. Tasks to every Opjwisitionist i Ac-
tive daily work from every member!
fireat efforts and sacrifices for the move-
ment! Tliese must be inscritied upon
the tiannor of the organiKation. The un-
avoidable organizational looseness that
lias b(-<'n manifest up to now must be
sharply checked and eliminated.

The Left Opposition iias a.ssumed a
gigantic historical task; tlie restoration
of tlie international Comniunist move-
ment to .the revolutionary jirinciples

upon whic-li it was Iinilt up. In (he T'n-

ited States this tnsk is rendered doubly
siirnlficaiit by the general iiackwardness
of the working class, (lie weakness of
the rommnnisf movement, and liy the
.magnificent revolutionary perspectives
which are b;>ing opened up to the [iro-

ietnrian fnovement. The .Mar,\-ist must
lie able tn measure up to the heights of
fheii- rask. Standing upon die hrm foun-
dations of the teaciiin!,'s of (he leaders
of (he intevaationa] proletariat, oni-iched
by tiie lessons ot (be revobiiionary stru.s;-

gles of tiie last two decades, irreconcil-
able in principle and reiuainiiig true (o
its own past, tiie Left Opposition goes
forward to the strugi^rcs of tomorrow
Confident of ibe ultimate victory.
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The Result of the Elections in Spain
(Corttimied from page 1)

on the basis of a f^cntihicly miivt-r.^al

and tliret't suffrafje foi' men and women
from the ajje of IS. In olher words: tc

th(? non-democrntic and tricky Covtcs we
.muKt, at tiie iirc'sent s;taK<>, oppose the

gcnnineiy democratic and lioiieKfly e!-

ected ])0inii;ir Cortes.

Weakness of Sifimish Communism

5. Hud the Communists tried today

to turn (hfir bacits uiion the Cortes set-

ting up against it tht- slognn of Soviets

and of tlie dit-tatorslii)! of the proU^tar-

iat, they would only ha\o allowed that

they shonid not ho tuiten soriously.

There is not a singU; Coramnnist in the

Cortes {awordins; to th<' Tnrkish pre.-ss).

It is obvious ihat ihc rcvoiutioimry

wing is mticii stronsicr in action, in the

strnscs^le, than in piuliamentary repre-

Eenlation, N('vcn!K'l<'ss, tlierc exists a

certain reiationship Ix'twet'n the strength

of a rt'volntionjiry party and its parlia-

mentary iei)reseiitation. The weakness

of Kpauish Conimnnisni hiis ri'vcaied it-

self (-ompiclely. Tnder these conditions,

to st«'iik of the (ivertiirdw of honrjreois

parlianientarism l>y the dictatorship of

the proletariat would mean duite simply

to play the role of .simpletons and prat-

tlers. The task is to become .stronger

on the basis of the parliamentary stage

of the revolution and to assemble the

masses aronn<l oiie<e!f. It is only in this

way that parliamentarism can be vaii-

tpiislied. Hnt it is preeiseiy for this that

11 is indispensable at present to devel-

op n violent agitalion under the slogans

of the most derisive and the most es-

tr<me democraey.

f). Wiiat are the criteria for pnttinft

forward these slogans? On the orw hand,

one mus( have in mind the general dir-

ection of the rei-olntionary development

which flftermlnes onr sirategic line; on

the other hand one innst lake into ac-

count the slate of mind of the masses.

The Commnnist who d(ies not reckon with

this last fac-lor risks breaking his neck.

Let ns reflect a little on the »inest!on of

knowing how the Sjianish workers, the

masses, look upoji tlK^ present si-tnatlon.

Their leaders, the socialists, are in pow-

er. Thi-s increases the demands and the

intransigeanre of the woiUers. Bverj

striking wiirker will believe that be need

not only have no fear of the government

hut, on the contrary, that help may t>e

expected from it. The Commnnistg must

guide the (bought of the workers pre-

c!S<'ly in this sejise; ''Demand everytlting

from the government, since your leaders

are to iie found in this governmeuf.
The socialists will reply to the workers'

delegations (hat they have not the mrtj-

ority. The reply is clear : jf the genu-

inely democratic right of suffrage is ob-

tained, and if the coalitioii with the

bi.nrgeoisie is i)roken, the majority will

be gnaranteed. lUtl that is jnsf what
the socialists do not want. Their posi-

tion puts them into contradiction with

the hold itemocraiie slogans. If we sim-

ply oppose the di<-tatorship of the pro-

letariat to the Cortes we wiil succeed

in grouping the workers around tiie soc-

ialists, because both of them will say:

The Commnnlsts want to comniand ns.

While by democratic slogatis and liy the

rapture iietwwn the socialists and the

botirgeoisie, we drive a wedge between
the workers and the socialists and we
thus prepare the nexl stage of the rev-

ointion.

The Slogan of Soviets

7. All the considerations mentiotsed

above would ren>ain u dead letter were
we to confine ourselves to the democratic

slogans iti the parliamentary sense.

Tbeie i-an be no (jnestioii of tills. The
Commuiiists partieijtate in every strike,

ir. every manifestation of protes*', in

every dentonst ration, they arouse ever

move numerous strata. The Communists
are with ibe masses and at the head
o! Ihi' masses in every fjglit. On tlie

basis o£ these tights, -tlie Communists
put forward the slogan of Soviets and
btViid up these Soviets on tUa first oc-

ciisic!) as orstanlzafions of the proletar-

ian united front. In the present stage,

the .Soviets can lie nothing hut this. Hut
if they arise as figliting organizations of

the proletarian united front, they w-ill

Incvitaltiy beeome, under the leadership

of tiie Conimtmists organs of the in-

surrection and then also the organs of
pon'er.

S. In developing boldly the agrarian
program, one mnst in no case forget the

indi'pendent ro!e of the agricultural

workers. This is the most importimt
lever of the pri.ielarian revolution In

the connlry. With (he peasants, j he i

wiiikers make an iiliianee, while the asri-

1

ciiitmai workers are a part ot the prole-

1

lariat itself. Tiiis profonti;! difference

mast never be forgotten. :

0. I learn from La Verlte tiiat the
Stalinists accuse the whole Left Opposi-
tion as well as me personally of being
against the immediate confiscation of
landed projjerty. Truly, it is hard to

forese<i in w!iat direction the demagogic
bureaucrats will turn. What does the!

"immediate" confiscation of the land

'

signify? Ry whom? Hy what organina-

1

tions? It is true that the incompara-

1

hie Peri aftirmed iiack in April that thej

Spanisii peasants were building up Sov-j
lets and that the workers were follow-

ing the Communists in masses. Natural-'

l.v, we agree that the Koviets (or unions,!

or committees) should Jiumedlately take;
the land of the large landlords into their

Iiands. Only, the pea.sauts must be
aroused. And for that, the workers must
he torn away from t!ie influence of the
socialists. One does not go without the
other. Would the Stalinists like to say
tiiat we favor landed property? But
even in calumny there must be logic.

How does the defense of landed pro-

perty fiow from the permanent reovlu-

tionV I>et them endeavor to show tis,

Stalinist Slander

As for us, we will n'call to them that

when the Stalinists condneled in China

the policy of the four classes the Pol-

itical Bureau, under (he leadership of

Htaliit sent telegrams to the Central

Committee of the Chiue.se Communist
I'arly demanding the curbing of the pea-

sant movement in order not to repulse

the ''rsvolutJonary" generals. Stalin and
-Molotov introduced a small restriction

into Ibe agrarian program: (he conflsca-

ti< n ot the lands of the big landlords ex-

cei>f for those belonging to the officers.

Hat since all the landowners and the

,so!!S and nephews of the landowners un-

tere<l into tiie arnsy of Chiang Kai-Shek,

the union of the "revolutionary" officers

became a gtiarantee for the propert.v of

the landowners. This siinmeftil chap-

ter in the history of the Stalinist lead-

ership eanot !>e expim^'d. The Optwsi-

tion found a copy of the telegram in

tlie minutes of the Political Hureau. it

denounced and doomed to shame (his iie-

trayal of the agrarian revolution. Xow
these g^mllemen seek to attribute to ns

in f^pain the crimes which ihey commit-

ted in China. They will not succeed:

now the Opposition has its section in

almosi every country which wiil not

permit them to spread lies and (confusion

with imi>unity. The Lefl Opposition will

clarify all t!te fundamental disputed

<piestions in (be light of (he Spanish

revolution an<i it wil! take a gigjuitic

step forward. Not for tiofhing is the

revolntion the locomotive of history.

LIION TROTSKY.
Kadikoy, ,Iuly 1, 10:^1

Tiie Driiisb Seene

MacDonald*s 'Victories'
Only a full understanding of the ra-

ther stormy developments ot the class

struggle in l-higland during recent years

can explain tiu' rise to power and a two

year reign of (be MacDonald Labor

party leadership. l!ut it must also lead

to the conclusion that it has passed its

xenith and is facing its period of decline,

not merely by the Conservalives gaining

at iis e^;pense !mt prlntarily by the

coming turn towards the Left ol the

liritj.sh working ciass. This jjrows In-

evitabiy oat of the confllcl of the .shabby

Faiilati-imperialist position of this lead'

ership with the actual needs of the work-

ing cla.s,s.

Tiie stormy strikes of V.m to 1920

terminated in the defeat of Black Fri-

day. In con.sequence of this defeat the

Uritlsh workers turne<l their attention

to the political parliamentary field, to

supi5ort of the lalior party whlcii became
expressed ^in Immen.se gains at the fol-

lowing elections of V.Yi'i. The Labor

intrty jiolied 4,2'M'y,l',^'i votes, aimost dou-

bling its vote at the preceding elections

in I91S. Again in V,}2{\, the genera!

strike came to an inglorious defeat aiid

once move the Krltl.sh workers put their

faith in the labor party as expressed in

the following elections of May li)21f. It

again immensely Increased its vote, poll-

ing a (otai of about 8.{XW,(H)(). For the

second time it took over the government.

Struggles Looming

Without a question of a doubt serious

economic struggles are once move lootn-

Itig in ICngiand, The all important ques-

tion is; iWill the British workers now
know' how to draw the correct iwliticui

conclusion? Will It mark a period of

growth for the Communist party?

The 102!) elections, if they recortled

anyihlng, r«-orded a victory of reform-

ism over Comniunism. t'rom the time
of the general strike, the decline of in-

tluence ii>f the Communist party seeming-

ly correspond quite closely, in its relative

proportion, to the growth of inlluence of

the labor i)art,y. In fnttne perspectives

this must be seriously taken Into ac-

count : and It becomes an imperative

duty for the British V. P. iirst of all to

furnish a sober analysis. One may be-

gin by asking how did the party follow

the advice given iiy Lenin (o British

('ommnnists in his polensics against

"Lefli.sm" in Communism? This pam-
phlet. \\ritten In 1!)20 it will be recai!-

ed, proposed to the Conimtuiists to form

li b!oc with the laI)or party against the

rctictionarios In power^-'to supimrt (iti

tile same' way as the rope supports the

man wlio has hanged himself*.

It would, of course, be f<iolish to at-

tempt to interpret such advice in the

sense of applying literally or in essence

at all times. But how far t!ic Brit-

ish C, P.. under the direction of Sta!-

inism, has departed from this fundament-

al approach in two important situations

first in a Right opportunist direction, la-

ter in a Leftist direction, has iieen clear-

ly recorded Iiy history.

The first instance we have in mind was
the .sorry role <;ut out for the Commun-
i.sts in ihe Anglo-Russian 'Tnity'' Com-

mittee during and after the genertl

strike. In the name of this spurious

united front the Communist party ap-

parently gained In inilnence and follow-

ing, particularly for the Minority Move-

ment. But it liecame only an lntlnen_'e

gained for. and a following built around

the '*I.,eft" deceivers, those who—also in

the name of the united front— iiet rayed

the strike. With the collap.se of the

strike and Uie linal collapse of the

Angio-Rnsslan "I'nity" Committee, the

infiuenee and following remained by and
large with ihe deceivers who had merely

functioned tempnravll.v as the ''Ijeft"

shield for the utterly reactionary trade

union leader.sbip. From this blow, the

British Communist I'arty has not yet re-

cujievated. It could not then and could

not since tmmask these "Lefts" because

tlie error of tills spurious united front

has rema ined uncondemneii.

The "Tliird Period" in England

Tlie sec(;nd Instance came after the

Stalin directed Comintern had officially

proclaimed the "third period". At tiic

li)2!) parliamentary elections, the C, I',

entered Its candidates ! under the slo-

gans "class against class" and "figJit all

three capitalist parties" with the cliar-

ac(erl-/.atlon of '"social Fascism", As an

analysis the former is of course, eor-

rect. Moreover, in the class struggle it

Is always a matter of class against

class. But as a concrete slogan and with

the combintion of the latter it could

not at all serve to win t!ie workers. It

repelled them and threw them back into

the arn;3 of the bourgeois pscifists of

the labor party leadership. The Iirief

exjierience of the nine m<mths' govern-

ment of these politicians in 1024 bad
iiy no means been sufiieient for the Hrj-

tisii workers to reeognl/.e tiie banalities

of (heir profes.sed giadualness ot soc-

ialism. On the oiher iiand, had the C.

P. understood correctly the revolution-

ary art of unmasking their deceistive

reformist position it would at !e:ist have

enable<l It to secure the wcrker contacts

which conid iiecome particularly valnaiile

now with the additional experience of

'•labor" In ofSics. However with tiie ser-

ious errors of the Anglo-Russian "V'n-

ity" Committee remaining uncondemned

and unclarified ; with the Stalinist re-

visionism saturating the ocre of its lead-

ership, this could not be expected.

In (he language o! iiourgeols dlplo-

nia(s the MacOonald government Is eri.-

dited with a ''iirilliant'' record in colo-

nial and foreign affairs. It ujiheld the

British tradition of—continuity In for-

eign affairs, in other words it proved it-

self an effective agent in carrying on

tiie policy of its imperiaiist predeces-

sors. It has been charactei iaed by that

bourgeois diplomats call a "policy of

finiiness in Kgypt and India", whlek

means that the iaobr government has

known how to interchange sucei^^ssfulty

"at the right moment" diplomatic trick-

ery or open brutal suppressi<m: to sub-

stitute machine guns and deadly poison

gasses for the mere [tolice lathi and cane

lo stilijugate their rebeliious colonial

people. If the recognition of and trade

relations with the Soviet Union re-ss-

tablished by tiie second Maelhmald .goT-

erument has not yet iirought a favorable

trade iialance to British capitalism, (hoy

undoubtedly still have hopes of reach-

ing tills point. .\t the Hague, the ''lit-

tle giant", Philip Snowden. in the words
of the New York Cttrrent History, "j)ve~s-

ed British claims with a pertinacity

which the most imperialistic conservative

who ever lived could not have sur-

pa:(3e(J"j Kven Arthur Hendersoti has
proven bis "brililancy" In defendinsi

British imperialist interests jn foreign

affairs.

MacDotiftlds Imperialist Policj'

But it Is now in most re.ent European

deviopments that these hybrid pietists,

who abiior al! force and violence.—ex-

cept when In the Interest of British im-

perialism—are again grasping for an op-

portunity "brilliantly" to serve tiie.se in-

terests, Wliile the Ajnerican Imperial-

ists proceo<J IR their ruthless expansion

endeavorinj; to put the European powers

on rations and at this moment, through

tlie Hoover moratorium, ijarticularly

directs a blow at France. demandiuE
armament reductions. MacDonald also

aees his opportunity. That the Eur-

cpftan ixjnrgeois powers will fight more
desperately between theniaelvee for their

diminishing rntionB Is now being histor-

ically proven. The French bourgeoisie

Insi.nts on ttlff conditions for financial

aaslittttice to Germany, The MacDonald
government Kqulvming under the press-

ure Its capitalist masters already suf-

fer for the American colonies, fight

tha harder for Its diminishing ration. It

joins the demands for armament redac-

tions—in France. On July 11, it organ-

ized a "peace" parade through London,

windlnjT up !n Albert Hall. All three

part.v leaders. MacDonald, Baldwin
and Lloyd (ieorge, spoke—for peace. They
professed armament reduction in England
and strongly alluded to certain other

powers (primarily France) who had itn-

mensely ino'ea.sed their armaments.
While British imperialism is losing Its

world hegemony it fights desperately for

a Euroix'an hegemony. However, the

French bourgeoisie have had the audac-

ity even to surpass Kngland In armament
expenditures. Accordlnjc to the report

of tiie World Pence F'oundation, the

figures for ihe la.st fiscal year were (at

ieast the public figures! France Sf-!-tfl,0,SO,-

(M)t)—Kngland !F4(;n,2rM,(K)0. That hege-

mony within tiie capitalist worhl is de-

termined by nothing but armed forces is

[ierfectly well known to the i)ious gen-

ilemen of the MacDonald government

who look with iiorror toward force ap-

jilied by proletarian revolutions. So

while they talk peace and reduction of

armaments they follow the tradition of

"coiiiinnity <if policy" of the imi>eriaitsEii

ot the previous cabinets. For ptirposee

of imblLc consumption MacDonald wound
UT> his "peace" sermon at AUiert Hail

with the following drivel: "The problem

that we have got to face is the man aud

the woman tiiat can come up to the as-

sault iH' l>eaton back, come hack again,

ttiil of heart iind spirit, knowing that

wrong will not triumph; but by the

faith, the persistence, the energy aad

the determined human heart, that which

we regard as precious, thai which we re-

gard as essential to the divine purposes

poaes of (Tcation, is Ixiund t)y patience,

by energy and l>y tailli to be carried io

triumphant issues in t.iie c/)nrse of world

affairs."

But what hi,^ speech iietualiy Implied

was a call ui^on all patrbitic Pritons

to rm luore effectively to maintain by

force the diminishing imperialisl ration

against the competing powers, this tinie

particularly aiming at the former ally

- France.

—AU.NF SWAIiHCK.

The Pittsburg Conference
(Continucii from ]iage 1)

only from lieloW'. .\]\ (bis in spite of

the tact that liie credentials coniniitlee

showe<l that oul of :i total of (SS:; dele-

gaes, (mly (io came from the 1'. M. W, A.

(and liicy came mostly from minority

aroujis in ihe nnncs and not the local

unions—approximately three delegates

Io a mine group.)

Qtiesti<in of N'.itional Strike

The conference very jiroporly decided

n-t to cnll a natiomii strike as yet. The
credentials committee rejxirf showed (hiit

the delegation consisled of representa-

tives of ;ri.2T9 miners still at work, and

of 40,401 mienrs who were On strike. It

(be re fore b<'Coaies absolutely nece.ssary

t'. spread and deepen the strike at this

stage of the game. Tiie national strike

is still a matter of the future.

The six-hour day was Incorporated in-

to I lie program. No explanation -was

given as to why the eight-hour day slo-

g:!i! i.s.s):tc(! earlier in ttie strike w.is

ciiangcd to the six. The it. L L. V.

gavEi the wi.rd and the "leaders" for-

got tiiaf the seven-hour day prevails in

ihe Soviet I'nion . . . and the program

was changed. What's an hour or two

between friends?

Kesolnlions were adopled for the re-

lease of every class w ji r prisoner possi-

ble—but of coarse, Miiru'cnstern and

(JOodinaii were coniplelcly (or purpose-

ly) forgolien (hey aic Lefl » Ipposil ioii-

i.sts.

It can be, said with absolulc cerl;iin*y

thai the delegates are relnniing home
witii renewed vigor Io cJirry out I he

strike Io a succt^ssfiil i'Oi!cln..ion, An<l

provided adequate relief re;obes I lie fi"!d

the slrikc b.is greal possjiiinties. It can

also be sahl willi Just as nineli assur-

ance thai (he policies of I'o.sti-r. Horicli,

and Company on liie united front will

coustilnte no help !uit ralber a Iremen-

dous obslade in ihe way of iurlhcr

growtii of tiie Left wing jn llio mininj;

induslry. and in undeiniiionu the faiiii

i.f tiie workers in ihe "pr>)uressivcs" of

(be l\i-eney. Ilowal. Mnsie lype. Th-se
]ioli(ies must iic reidnced liy a correct

approach to (be needs of tto' pies'-ot

situation—a genuine united froni.

—(nvORtJb: ci.AiiKb:.

HELP THE PRESS OF THE
SPA"NISH OPPOSITIOT^

I'^om our Siianlsh <'omradeK we have

received the following atipeal:

"The developments which .''pain U
passing through today should tie of the

greatest interest and a serious lesson to

the working clas^i everywhere. How soon

we shall arrive at the social revoiution

in Spain cannot be foretidd, but the ot>-

je'tive situation is ohvion.'-ly jt revolu-

tionary one. The Siianlsh IjCft Com-
munist Opposition has great possibilities

of development. We believe we do not

exaggerate wiien we expect that within

a short time tiie Left Opiwsiflon in

Spain will be the most important se.^

tion of the International Opposition. We
have within our ranks very active com-

rades of considerable authority in the

Siianish working class movement, as for

example, comrades Andres Nin, Ijoredo

Aparicio, lOsteiien Bilbao, Gorkin, La-

croix and Juan Ar>drade,

"But tiie difficulties we f!;ce are great.

We have before us the official party,

with its denunciation and slanUer.s of

us. Alfliough the ixtrty has very little

authority among the masses, it attempts

to use the prestige of the Russian rev-

olution to fight us and to split the Cont-

raunist movement. We fight for unity

of tiie Communist r.^inks. Hut we have
not I he funds to issue the necessary pa-

pers, leaflets, etc. We were able to

start the publication of our theoreticai

organ thanks to -the <-<infribution of our
Frencii comrades. Can we count njion

you to helj) us spread otir revolutionary

propaganda material to the Spaiush
speaking workers in the Cnited States?

<'an we cetint njion you for iinancial sup-

port?"

This letter needs no co;e.nienl exceiit

to einpiiasiKC the urgency of (he request.

Our comrades In Spain have ;in immense

task before tben>. They are liie oniy

force which can really in' ciomtcd upon

to help unify Ihe Communist movemi-nt

and thus lake the first steps (oward prtj-

paring the Spanish working class for

tlie prole! arian revolution. We pass

tiieir apiieal on to our re:iders ;ind sui>-

porters. Will you iKdji as generously as

you can? Will you forward your con-

triiiution without delay for speedy Irans

mission to our Spanish comrades? Send

all funds to A. Conxaies, <-are of th!>

Milttnnt. S4 Hast 10th Street, Xi-w York

City. All funds will be receipted and

s!i)ne>uneed in these coiumns.

National Committee. Communist League
'

of America, (Opposilion)

.VTTENTION, YOlTll!

Tlie .Tune l.Tlh issue of the "Young

Vanguard" contains our aptieal to the

convention of the Young Communist

League. It summaviies In concise form

the po.sition of the Left Ojjpositlon youth.

It tan serve as a means of awakenla^j

Interest in our platform among the mor«

active and advanced Y. C, I.ers. It Is

th'erfore important that we have a wide

distr'.bullon of that Lssue among the

Communist yOuth. Comrades should

make efforts la this direction.

In a letter to comrade Lacroix, I pre-

sented some supplementary considera-

tions on (he suiiject of the situation in

Spain. I'nfortunately, I have not ihe

comph^te information neded to know how
the iSpanish Communists of the various

groupings itose Ihe present political

questions. The analysis of the revolu-

tinary situation under these conditions

is harder than playin.g chess without

looking at the chess-Iioard. There always

remain (lutvstions which require a suii-

plementary study. Before a res(n'tlng to

the press, I now want to pose thee ques-

tions liL'fore you, and through you, he-

fore the S]>anish Communists and before

all ttie sections of the Intermitlonai Op-

posidoii.

The "Intermediate Revolution"

A eonslderaide portion of my article

on the dangers which threaten the Span-

ish revolution is devoted to showing that

between the bourgeois-democratic rev-

olution of .Vpril and the future proletar-

ian revolution, tliere is no room lor an
Intermediate worker-peasant revolution.

In passing I eniiihasiKed that this does

not mean that the [Mrty of the prole-

tariat, "up to the final struggle", must
occupy itself solely with accumulating
forces. Such a eonceptlou would be anti-

revointionary and worthy of pbilistincs.

If there cannot exist an Intermedtate rev-

olution, an intermediate regime, there

can on the contrary be intermediate

manifestations of the mass'es, strikes, de-

monstrations, encounters with the police

and the army, violent revob'itionary col-

lisions during which the Conimunipts
will naturally lie in the front ranks of
the fight. "What is the possible historical

.sense of these Intermediate struggles?

On the one hand, they can provoke dem-
ocratic changes in the bourgeois-repub-
lican regime and on the other hand, they
cafa prepare the masses for the conq(jest

of power, for the creation of the pro-

letarian regime.

The participation of the CommanisL-;

in these stmg.gles and above ail tiielr

participation in the leadership of these

struggles refiuires of them not only a

clear comprehension of the development

(if the revolution a^s a whole, but also

a capacity for Issuing such specific burn-

ing and militant slogans which <io not

flow dh-ectly frotn the "program" but

which are dictated by tiie circumstances

of the day and lead the mas.ses forward.

Everyiiody knows the enormous role

pla.ved in lt)17, during the Russian coal-

ition of the socialist-conciliators and the

liberals, by the Holsiievlk slogan: "Down
with the ten capitalist mlnlstersl" The
masses still had confidence in the soe-

iallst-couclliator.s, but the most confid-

ing ma3,seK always have an instinctive

distrust of the bourgeoisie, of the ex-

ploiters, of the capitalists. R is upon
this that the tactic of the Bolsheviks

was based for a definite period. We did

not .say, "Down with the socialist min-
isters". We did not even issue the

slogan "Down with the I'rovisional C:iv-

emment" as a fighting and actual slo-

gan. But for that, we always hit Inces-

santly on the same nail: "Down with the

ten capitalist ministers !" Thb slogan

pbiyed an enormous role, since it per-

mitted the masses to convince themselves
that the Kocialist-C(mclliators thought
.much more of the capitalwt mlnigters

than of tiie working masses.

Slogans of this type correspond better

tluin anything else to tlie present stage

of the Spanish revolution. The prole-

tarian vanguard Is entirely interested In

pushing the Spanish socialist^ to take
the power into their hands. That is w'hy
the coalition must be broken up. The
present task consists of the struggle to

drive the bourgeois ministers out of the

coalition. Such a solution of this taslc

or some otiier, is pos-slble only in con-

nection with important political events,

under the drive of new movements of

the mas.ses, etc. Thus, under the drive

of the movements of the masses in Rus-

sia, there was thvow-n overboard from

the coalition government first (Intchkov

and Miliukov and later on Prince Lvov;
Kerensky was put at the bead of the

government, the number of 'socialists"

increased, etc. After the arrival of

Lenin, thf lioishevik party did not soil-

dariKe Itself for an instant with Keren-

sky and the conciliators. But the jiarty

helped the masses to remoie the bourge-

oisie from power and to put the govern-

ment of the conciliators to the test in

action. It was an indispensable stage

on the road of the rise of the Bolsheviks

to power.

Communists and Socialist Workers

The ele<;t!ons to the Cortes will reveal,

from what I can judge from here, an
extreme weakne.ss of the Right wing re-

publicans, of the type of Zaniora-Maura.

They will give a preiTonderating advan-

tage to the petty bourgeois conciiiators

of various colors : radicals, radical-soc-

ialists, and ".socialists". In spite of

this, one can predict with certitude that

the socialists and the social-radicals will

cling with all their strength to their

Right wing allies. The slogan "Down
with Zamora-Maura" is quite opportune.
Only, one thing must be understood: the

Communists make no agitallqn for the
Ijeroux ministry, they take no responsi-

bility for a socialist ministry, but al

every given moment they direct their

blows against the most determined and
the most cotislstent class enemy, and by
that they weaken the conciliators and
clear the ground for the proletariat.

The Communists .say to the socialist work-
ert;: "You have confidence in .vour soc-

ialist leaders, compel them then, to

take power. We will help you partially,

while having no confidence in them. And
when they are In power, we will put
them to the test and we shall sec wiio
was right

—

\ve or you."

This is dealt with above in connection

Willi the composition of the C!ortes, But

other events, as for example the repres-

sions against the masses, can confer an

exceptional aeuten(>ss upon the shigan of

"Down with Zamora-Maura". Victory in

this field, that is. the reslgnalion of Zam-

ora, might, at the given stage, have al-

most (he same significance for the sub-

sequtiit develoiimen! of the revolntion as

the resignation of Alfonso in April, in

order to i^sue such slogans one must be

guided not by doctrinary abstractions

but !iy (he siate of mind of the masses,

in- the reaction which each partial suc-

cess iiroduces upon the masses. The <q)-

posKion pure and simple of the slogan of

the 'diclator.ship of the proletariat" or of

the "worker.s' and peasants' republic"

to the present regime, is entirely iiiade-

(luate, because ihese slogans do not move
the masses.

As a counterpart to what ha.^ ju.st been

said, the question of ''social Fascism''

comes forward again. This stupid in-

vention of the terribly Leftist bureau-

cracy beconies today in Spain the great-

est obstacle on the road of (be revoiu-

tion. Ijet us return again to the Rus-
sian experience. The Menshevlks and
the Social Revolutioni.sts, being in power,

conducted the Imi)eriallst war, they de-

fended the capitalists, they persecnted

the soldiers, the peasants end the work-
ers, tliey proceeded to arrests, they in-

troduced capital punishment, they pro-

tected the assa,sslns of the Bolsheviks,

tiiey compelled Lenin to lead an llegal

c\istence, tiiey kept the other leaders of

Bolshevism in pri.son. tbe.v spread the

wor.st slanders against them, etc., etc.

All this was more than enough for call-

ing them ".social Fascist". But in 1917,

this word did not even exist which did
not, as is known, prevent the Bolsheviks
from coming to pow-er. After +he terri-

ble jiersecnthms against the Bol.sheviks

In .Iu!y-August the Bolsheviks sat to-

gether with the "social Fa.scists" In the
organs ot struggle against Kornilov. At
the beginning of September, I/enln, from
hl-s secret hiding place, proposed to the
Russian "social Fascists" the following

compromises: "Break with the bourge-

oisie, take over power and we Bolshe-

viks will fight inside (he Soviets tor

power by normal (peaceful) means."

Had tiiere been no difrerence be(ween

file conciliators and Kornilov, who w-is

the genuine "Fascist", Iheii no common
struggle of the Bolsheviks and the con-

ciliators againsl Kornilov would be possi-

ble. Ye( this s(ruggle playd a great role

In the dcfvelopment of tiie revolution, by

repulsing the attack of the counter-rev-

olntiou of the generals and by helping

the Bolsheviks to tear the masses away
completely from the c^onciliaiors.

The nature of (he petty bourgeois <lem-

ocracy lies precisely in the fact that it

swings between Comniuiiisni and Fascism,

During the revolntion, these swings are

particularly accentuated. To regard tiie

Spanish sociali.'its as a sitocies of Fas-

cism means (o give up utili/.ing tlieir in-

evitable swings to the Left; this means
to cut ofT for oneself (he road Jo the

socialist and the syndicalist workers.

To conclude. I must empbasiKe tha

the merciless criti{ ism of Spanish anav

cho-syndicalisin today presents the moa
important task, wiiich must not be neg

lected for a single insl;uit. At ils to]

anareiio-syndiealism is iho most masked
the most jierfidious and ihe mos( danger

ous form of conciliation with tiie hour

geoisie. Among the workers who con-

s(itute(he ranks of niiarclio-sytidicalism,

there are jiolentially very great fori'es

for the revolnlion. The fundamenlal
task of ihe Conununists here is (he same
as towards the socialists: (o opjiose ihe

ranks to the top. However. Ihe work
must be carefully ad.ipled to the sjiocific

spirit of trade union orgo nidation and
to the specific {-harader of (he amircbjst
mask. On tills point, in another lettor.

I insi.st once more; The arlicles, reso-

lutions, paltforms etc., of (he revolu-

tionary <.rgani/a tions and groups in

Sjiain must be asseniiiled and transla ed
into French, and sent to all the sections
for translation into other languages.

LEON TROTSKY
Kadikoy, June 24, 1031
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TEON TROTSKY

Nine-Tenths of Our Activities for the

Revolution In Spain

On the Maurin Group in Catalonia and the Left Opposition

It would be most harmful, most dun-

gerous and even most disustrous ^vere

th(> itJea to Kink intij the minds of the

workers oE Catalonia, of iiiHiin and of

the wholo world that we ai'o solidary

with the polkj' of the Cataionian FecUu'-

ation or that wo bear resixmsibiiity for

ft, or, at least, that we are closer to it

than to the Centrist fjroupinii:. The Stai-

Inlsta present niattfrs In this way with
all their might. Ui> to now we hav« not

fouKht a!,'ainst tiuK with suttident vijjor.

It is Sill the more important and urgent
to dispel this miKundorstanding which
comproiniiies ns terribly and whicii itain-

pevs tlie deveIoi>ment of t!ie Catalonian
and the Spanish workers.

To be sure, tiie denunciation of the
Catalonian Federation is a task which
fallH in the fir.st place to oar support-
ers in Cataloniit itself, Tiiey must come
forward witli a clear, open, precise cri-

ticlKni, a critlcLsm which <ioes not pass
over in silence anything in ihe policy of
Maurin, of that concoction of petty bour-
geois prejudices, of ignorance, of pro-
vincial "KCience" and of political knav-
ery.

The Federation !ii the Elections

In the eiections to the Cortes, tha
P\'<ieratktn received nearly lO.WM) votes.
That Is not mnch. Hut in a revolution-
ary epoch, a really revolutionary or-
ganiKation is capable of growing quickly.
There is iiowever a circumstance which
diminishes the weight of these 10,000
votes: in the elections to the Cortes, the
Catalonian Federation received less votes
than in the municipal elections In Bar-
ceioniii, that Is, in the nio.st important
revolutionary center. This fact, trlfSlng
at first sisjbt has an enori»otis .'symptom-
atic .significance. It shows that while in
the most secluded corners of the country
a flow of workers, however f(,'el)le, la

manifested towards the Federation, in
Barcelona, the confusion of Maurin does
not attract but repulses tiie workers.
Of. course, tlie inevitable bankruptcy of
Macia may aid even Maurin. as a bank-
rupt of second order. Hut ihe impotence
of the present leadership of the Federa-
tion is *monstratPd completely by the
elections to the Cortes: really, special
"taientK" are refjuired to tax one's in-
genuity so as not to increase one's in-
fluence in llarcelona during the three
months of tiie revolution 1

What doe.s the Federation represent in
the language of revolutionary politics?
Is it a Communist organization? and
precisely what kind—of the Itight wing,
the Center or the Left? It Is beyond
doubt that they are revolutionary work-
ers, potential Communists who vote Tor
the Federation, But they have as yet
no clarity in tiieir minds. And whete
Is it to come from if these workers are
led by confusionists? T?nder these condi-
tions, the mo.st determined, tlie boldest,
the most consistent workers must inevit-
ably rusii to the side of the oHicial party
The letter obtained only 170 votes in
Biircelona and nearly i,000 In all of
Catalonia. Hut it must not be thought
that the,se are tiio worst elements On
tfie contrary, most of these eleafents
might he with us and they will be when
we unfurl our banner.

At the l>eglnning of the 1917 revolution,
tiie majority of the Hu.ssian social dem-
ocratic organizations had a mixed char-
acter, including in their ranks Bolshe-
viks, Mensheviks, conciliators etc. TIxk
tendency for unification was so great at
the conference of the Bolshevik party at
the end of March, that Stalin, a few days
before the arrival of Lenin, pronottnced
himself In favor of the ttniltcation witli
the Mensheviks. Certain provincial or-
ganfKittions remained mlied up to the
Octoiier revolution. I picture the Cata-
lonian Federation as a sort of simlhir
mixed organization, a not defined orgHnl-
zation wiilcii includes Ature Bolsheviks
and future Mensheviks. This justifies
the policy which seeks to introduce into
tile ranks of the Federation a political
differentiation. The first step in this
road l."; the denunciation of the vulgar
policy of Maurinism. Here one must he
merciless. The comparison of the Cat»-
lonian Federation with the unified or-
ganizations of Itussia, neveithelese rs-
qulres essential restrictions. The itnifled
organizations did not exclude any ei-
Istlng social democratic grouping, Ali
of them had the right to fight for their
opinions Inside the unlfleci organization.
The matter is Quite different in the Cata-
Ionian Federation, There, "Trotskyism"
l8 pm on the Index. Every confusioa-
ist has the right to defend his confusion-
ism there, hut the Boishevik-Leninist
cannot raise his voice openly. Thus,
this eclectic mixed unified organization
delimits Itself from' the Left wing at the
very outset. But by that very fact it

becomes a chactic bloc of Cetitrlat and
Right wing t«fndenc1esi; Contrism can
develop either to the Left or else -to tha
Kight. The Centrism of the Catalonian
Federation which rejects (he Left wing

during the revolulion is doomed to a

siiameful destruction. The task of the

Left Opposilioii consists of precipitating

tiiis desfrnction by its merciless criti -

ism.

i^itity a lu Muuria

But there iy another circumstance to

whicli an exceptional importance must be

litlributed. The Catalonian Federation

iS oiiicially for the unilicatic.n ot all tiie

Communi.st organizations and groupings.

It is certain tiiat the rank and file nin-

cerely and loyally desire this unity, even

though they attach all sorts of iiiuslonii

to tiie slogim. .We are entirely alien to

these illusions. We are lighting tor un-

ity because within the framework of a
unified party we hope to conduct with

success a progressive work ot ideologi-

cal ^eliiiiitatiun on the basis of questions

and ta.sks imj>osed not from without, but

tlowing from tlie development of the

Siianish revolution itself. But we sup-

port in every way the struggle for the

nnibcation of the Communists. The
fundamental condition for tills unifi-

cation is for us the right t-o the

possibility of lighting for our slogans,

for our ijoints of view within Ihe framo-
viork oi' the unified organization. We
can and we must promise a complete
loyalty in tliis struggle, but the funda-

mental condition is destroyed at the very
outset by the Federation itself: while
figbting under tiie banner of unity, it

banishes the Bolshevik-Leninists from its

own ranks. I'nder these conditisns, to

supi>ort tile leading roie of the Catalon-
ian Federation in the struggle for the
unity of the Communist party would be
the greatest aijsurdity on our part. At
the unificati(«i congress, Maurin is pre-

paring himself to play first fiddle. C:m
we tolerate in silence tiiis revolting hypo-
crisy*' In figiitiug against the Lett Op-
position, Maurin ajies the Stalinist bur-
eaucracy so as to win its favors. In
reality he says to the Stalinists: Give
me your blessing and above all your
subsidies, and I promi.-^e you to fight

agiunst the Boishevlk-Leninists not out
of fear but in ali sincerity. The unify-
ing activity of Maurin is only a form of
blackmail against tiie Stalinists. Were
we to kwp (juiet about it, we would not
be revolutionists, but passive, auxiliaries
to political blackmail. We must doiiounce
mercilessly the role of .Maurin, that Is,

his "unifying" charlatanism, withoat
for a single Instant weakening our strug-
gle for the genuine unification of the
Communist ranks and without weaken-
ing our.struggle for the Communist ranks
to range themselves under our banner.

Nine-ttenths of the work of the Inter-

national Left must be concentrated to-

day upon Spain. All expenditures must
be restricted so as to have 'the possibil-

ity of establishing a weekly in Spanish
;iml periodic publications in Catalan,

| at
the same time is.suing leaflets in great
ntiinlier. The tjuestion must considered
of restricting all expenditures for other-
purpo.ses without exceptloii, in order to
lend the greatest aid to the Spanish Op-
position.

The Internationsil Set:retariat In my
opinion, must devote nlnc-lecths of it«

forces to tile (piestions of the Spanish
revoiiition. We must simply forget tiiat

tliere exists In the world any kind of
Landau. We mu.st turn our backs upon
ail the quarrels, upon all the Intrigues
and the intrigants, without devoting a
single minute to them. Thrs most Impor-
tant documents must be printed without
deiay and siilimitted -to a necessary cri-

ticism. The next number of the Int«r-
natioiia.1 Bulletin must !ie devoted en-
tirely to fjie Spanish revolution. We
must also take a number of organiza-
tional measures. For this we need men
and means. Both must he found.

There is not and there cannot be a
grealer crime tlian the loss of time.

Kadikov. ,Iulv R, 1031.
I

—LEON TKOTSKY.
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SilkRevokGrowing
Policies of All Elements under Test of the Struggle in Paterson

Hvents are devehiptng rapidly in

I'ater.soii, center of the siik industry and
.scene ot historical hibor revolts. In

the giare ot tiie developing cla.ss strug-

gle tiie various ctmtending groups in the

labor moveineiit are being shown up in

tiiclr true ciiaracter and ail policies are
being put to the test oC life.

Last week we reported the strike

called by the National Textile Workers
L'nion and urged upon the Communists
who direct this Oi-gauization the adop-
tion of a united front policy in order

to consolidate the workers and di.sarm

the reformists. On Tuesday the Asso-

ciated and the United Textile Workers
called their strike Slaving advanced tJie

date fi-oni August first under pre.ssure

of the .strike action of the N. T, W.
The relation of forces at present ap-

l)ears to favor liie reformists. They
iiave an established organization, have
niade rather extensive preparations and
are assured of a fairly strong support
among certain sections of the silk work-
ers. Tiie unity effected iietween the As-
s-ociated and the United Textile Work-
ers has iiad a consolidating eflect In

tlieir favor.
,

All tiie developtiieiits are taking place
under the compulsion of a powerful
movement from below. The silk work-
ers, oppressed to the limit of endurance,
are determined to strike. No one could
hold liiem back. Tiie (iut^tion of strike
has already been settled in the minds
of the workers. The only probleiS that
could arise under the circumstances is :

Wiio will lead the strike, and how will

it be conducted?

In thjs dynamic siytuation, ho^v do
the various contending elements and
groups reveal themselves?

1. T!ie Coinmunists. Tiie National
Textile Workers L'nion, which is under
the letidership of the (;ommtjiiist Party,
showed the poorest preparation for the

SPAIN
The Revolution Day by Day

IN THE COMMUNIST I';\STY

OF SPAIN

Some comrades, internationally, crit-

icise the Spanish t'ommunist Opiwsi-

tion, accusing it of lacking Initiative.

There is some truth In this criticism

lint only In part. It must be taken into

account that tiie Rjianlsh Communist Op-

position could hold its national conf-.T-

ence only recently, aftd that the best

militants were unable to act as they

should, being in prison or in fiight np

to a few months ago. Nevertheless, It

must be recogiiixed that certain ot the

principal militants have lacked in will,

which has iiad the iiatxirai consequence

of a lack of Initiative.

But in general, the S. C. O. has been

I
and is tiie first to put forth its own eor-

I rect iiiitiative whiirh are accepted by the

i ranks of the Spanish C. I'. In the ques-

i tion of the Trade Union Reconstruction

I
conference of Seville, tiie S. C. O, wag

tile first to denounce tiie danger of the

split prepared by t!ie F. C. of the Span-

ish C. 1*., and Its energetic Intervention

caused the Batalla and the Oatalonian-

Balearic (.;ommunist Fe<leration, which

had pronounced tliemselves for the coii-

ference to change their niiiids and to

accept our thesis, without however ad-

niitling it.

At tiie present inoment, a broad cur-

rent of ojiinion In all the groups of

(Continued on page 3)

events, and were prevented from the

necessttry preliminary growtli by incor-

rect tactics and leadership. They had

tried to compensate for these defects and
weaknesses by an arbitrary precipitation

of tlie strike before tiie date set by

the retorniists. By a militant and agres-

slve campaign they quickly demonstrated

that tiie National Textile Workers Un-
ion represents a real force in the situa-

tion, if not at present the strongest

force. Hut their hopes to take the field

away from the reformists by this coup
met with failure, as couid easily have
been tore,seen. The organization ot the

Assmiiuted and United Textile ^Workers

remained intact and the grip of the re-

formists uixm tiie memljcrs was stren-

gtiiened by tiie irresponsible putschist

tactics ot the Communists.

2, The Musteites. The leadership of

the combined Associated and United Tox-

tiie Workers rests for the most part In

the hands of adherents of tiie C, P. L. A,
The timidity, vacillation and fear of

stru^'gle which are bred In the very nar-

row in t hese corae-ons for McMahon
have shown themselves in the Passaic

sitiialtiou in full bioom. Their hesita-

tion and delay with the strike are only

an advance notice of the speed with
whicii they will endeavor to eiid it and
tiie terms :they will be prejiared to ac-

cept for its termination. Tbey^re Jinnp-

ing now iiecanse they are afraid of the

Communist union. The fear of the Com-
munists is the principal nuitivating fac-

tor in every step tiiey take which gives

the aiipearance of Uiilitancy and aggres-

siveness.

S, The Lovestoneitcs. 'L'he Paterson

struggle sSiows these people up in their

true colors more vividly than a thousand
arguoients. This thorougiily opportunist

facrion^only yesterday the official lead-

er.ship of the Comnuinlst Party, support-

ed iiy the Comintern—has flatiy turned
its l>3ck on Communism at I'aterson,

(5itlow apiiears there as the cover for the

Musteites in tiieir fight against the Na-
tioiia! Textile Workers Union, as tiie

Musteites are the cover for McMahon,
The Lovestoneites took part In the nego-
tiations to «iiite the two reformist or-

ganizations and are exerting all their

efforts now to make it an effective nniiy

against the National Textile Workers
Union. In the ieai test of tiie class

stru.ggle at Paters-on, where deeds take
tiie place of words, the Lovestoneites
have already found tiieir place in the

camp of anti-Communism,

The National Tex tiie Workers Union
is undoubtedly a force in the situation.

Its strength is the st>rength of the mili-

tant spirit of the w^orkers, of their pro-

found and justified hatred of the U, T.

W, officials who iiave sold them to the

bosses more tiian once and their dis-

trust ot the field men of these notorlotis

•retictionarjes and betrayers—the Muste-
ites. The weaknesses of the N. T. W.
is tlie incompetence and tiie false policy

of its leadership^that is to say, the
leadership of the Communist Party. They
shout against the reformists, but they
do not know how to fight them. They
speak of a united trout of the workers
but by their tactics they defeat it. This
Is the iieart of their mistake in Pater.son.

And i)y it tiiey are entreiiciiing the posi-

tion of the <;. P. Ij. A. elements and
through them the (reacherous bureau-
craicy of tiie I'. T. W., and tlirough
them the iiosses.

In last week's IVIilitant we warned the

Communists at Paterson that they could

not Ignore the reformist organization

which has a larger membership and a

better organizational base. Here wo wish

to rejieat again the mo.st solemn warning

to the National Textile Workers l'nion:

You must go to the workers with a

SenJ Generous Aid to the Spanish Left Opposition!
"Nine-tenrhs of the work of the In-

ternational Lett must be concentrated

today upon Kpain," writes comrade
Trosky in the present issue of the

Militant. This declaration, which cor-

responds entirely to the growing im-

jHirtance of the development ot the

Spanish revolution, will be greeted by
every Oppositionist and cla.ss consci-

ous miiitant. Kvery delay every tend-

ency towards passivity every, idea that

comes from an under-evaluation of the

Spanish revolutionary situation, will

iiring tenfold harm to tiie movement.
That is why the Left Opposition must
enter vigorously Into the fort«!round ot

the struggle for the victory of the

Spanish revoluion.

Tiie young Spanish Opposition, which

has already done snch splendid work
in the face of great handicaps, must
receive the most generous and Imme-
diate assistance from the internation-

al proletariat. Confined to its monthly
review, Comunismo, it is put at a greit

disadvantage in the stru.ggio against the

Stalinists and tiie nationalist ''Coui-

.munists" on the one hand, and against

tile social democrats and the anarcho-

syndicalists on the other. A strong

weekly paper is of paramount import-

ance immediately. It will be made pos-

sible right away if the Opposition ev-

erywhere does the elementary duty

—

with speed. Money is needed to he

forwarded right away. Every Opposi-
tionist must do his part. All workers
are urged to contribute immediately^

the largest possible suin.s. Money or-

ders and checks should be made pay-
able to comrade A, Consales, c-o The
Militant, K4 HXst 10th Street, New
York, N. Y.. who is in charge of the

fund in this -oountry. The contxlbti-

tions wit! be recorded in the Militant.

The first contributions are as follows :

M. B. G., 2f5c—Slmjison, l.OO—IIenry
F. 2.C)0—A. Nacio, 1,00—.7. S., 1.00—
K. Martinez, 10c—F. Koman, 25c—
Anon,, 2,')c—Anon., 25c—Mark, 50c—M.
Kallman, 2.1c—Kddie Wasserman, 25c
—H, Martel lyc—B. ,T. Field. 1.00—li.
St-one, 2m'—Wm. von Borstel, SOe-A.
Gomez, .lOc—Un Communista—SOc.—
TOTAL TO DATE: $10.00.

The money has already been forward-
ed to Spiiin.

genuine united front policy. Make a

direct proposal to the Associated and
United Textile Workers to form a joint

strike committee, to unite all the strik-

ing workers under a single directing

body. Show the workers tiiat you are

willing to give them an opportunity to

test tiie contending policies, leaders and
organisations for themselves in a united

strike movement. Let the reformists re-

fuse such a proposal at their own ri.sk.

The workers want unity, make no mis-

take about that. Trust the workers to

understand wiiat a real unity proposal

is when tiiey see It.

On this road the N. T. W. will become
tiie leading force for the consolidation

and victory of tiie workers and its

strength will increase with the intensi-

fication of tiie struggle and the bank-

ruptcy of reformist pilicies which will

lie revealed in this test ot action. Tiie

present suicidal course of the N. T. -W.

is lending to a certain defeat for tiie

workers and tiie Communists, and conse-

ipiently to a vi'ctory for the Ikxsscs and
their lieutenants.

Issues ot great import for the whole
future <if the Left wing movement are at

Ktake in I'ate-rson, as is the case also

in the mine strikes. The trade «nion
(juestiou, which is a lite and death Ques-
tion for the American Coinmnuist move-
ment, is Sieiug transferred from the
field of aiisfract polemics into the field

of action au<i all views are being tested

tliere. Nothing tiiat happens will be
conceaied. No mistakes will go unpun-
Isiied. The Communist workers through-
out the entire country are duty iiound

to wafch these developing strike strug-

gles with the greatest attentiveness.

Paterson is a rehearsal of greater bat-

tles yet to come. The movement wii!

judge everyone by his performance
there,

—J. P. C.

WAGE-CUTS
White House OK*s the Drive

Tiie wage-slashing drive throughout

t!ie country has now been given an of-

ficial fountain-head in the form of a

letter from Secretary of Commerce Lam-
on t to the Democratic congressman

Condon of Rhode Island, wiiich puts

the lloo.ci- [idniinistration formally on
record not ouiy for ''hands off" the wage-

cuts, but even for encouraging them. As
the period of the "depression" lengthen.-;,

wiolo Lament, many corporatioiis "arc

:ii'-cd with the prospect ot closiiig down
<ni'..;ether : nd fhus crea;i;ig n-ore un-

emidoyment or alternately, seeking tem-

porary (!) wage reductions.

"I very greatly regret that these cases

should occur, but I do not Ijeiieve It Is

the duty of the government to interfere

in such cases—iieither do I tliink such

interference could be effective,"

Condon had pointed out what Is al-

ready common knowledge—that thou-

sands ot textile workers In the New
I'lngiand region have had their wage
.standards cut down radically in tiie re-

cent period. The Lamont reply now re-

veals the true face of the capitalist ad-

ministration which has for months sought

to cover up its approval of wage cuts,

and its strike-breaking activities when
workers resisted the slashing of their

standards, hy a hypocritical policy of

"assurances" that the White Mouse stood

opposed to the cutting down of wages.

I']ven now following the warm reception

given the Lamont statement in working
class ranks, Secretary of Lalwr Doak,

deportation expert, has spoken for the

White llourfe, that is. tor Hoover, with

the renewed "assurance", worthy of its

predecessors that the administration was
opiMDsed to wage cut.*. But the belated

"correction" of the blunter Lamont does
not eiiminate the stark, brutal fact:

Lamont, the former partner in the House
of M-organ, nilliionaire banker and
friend of bankers, has given away the
w-hole shabby farce staged by Hoover
follow-ing the precipitation of the crisis.

It is Lament's voice that really counts,
II<H)ver furnishes an ever thinner smoke-
screen.

The Hoover administration has not

taken n single step towards intervening

against tlie scores and hundreds of wage

cuts Jammed down the threats ot the

workers. Its activity has been confined

to sending strike-breaking specialists,

disguL-jed as "conciliators" of the De-

partment of Labor, into every possible

strike situation. Through the same De-

partment, it has deported thousandit of

foreign horn workers fearing them as

After the London

Conference

The Buck Is Passed to Germany

In spite of reassuring statements by

Hoover and Stimson, it is clear tluit the

London Conference broke up witii no

tangiiiie results Iteside a confession of

impotence. German bonds and American

stocks declined tor several days after

the conference, indicating the real feel-

ing ot Wai! Sti-eet. Apart from pass-

ing tiie iiock to Germany and tiie bank-

ers, the conference oilicialiy prolonged

tiie $100,(K)0 (XK) credit already granted

and uncollectible for another three

months--as it it were possible to get

it !>ack now. Second, it recommended

that the Iwnkers work out some way ot

conveiting short-rerm loans which they

now have in Germany (estimated be-

tween one and one-fourth and one and

one-halt millions of doliars) into long-

term loans. NoEiiing is simpler—all

that needs to lie done i^ for the Germans

not to pay their loans and froiu short-

term, with the passing of time, they

become long-term.

This is precisely what the American,

English and French bmikers realize, and

tiiat is why it has not been po.ssilile (or

them to find any way ot advancing fur-

ther short-term credits to Germany. They

want to keep "liquid" at ai! costs in

view of the developtnent ot the crisis in

their own eountries, thitt i.s keep their

funds in such position tiiat they can get

at tiieni Immediately when necessary to

met'-t a run on deposits, to finance gov-

ernment deficits, or other emergency pur-

poses. In order to keep liijuid, they are

lending money on call at one or one

and (me-half percent, or iiuying short-

term notes of .strong corporations and
municipalities at two to liiree percent,

rather than liuy tin- type of .securities

Into wiiich they usually put their sur-

plus funds, to yield tour to five percent.

Tiie need tor liiiuidity precludes short-

term loans an<l tiie sharp drop in Ger-

man iionds lias scared invextoi-s so that

it is out of the <piestion to issue long-

term (Jerman bonds tiii'ougli regular in-

vestment ciianncls.

One result on <Serman economy which

may readily be foreseen is a severe

I pressure to obtain funds by exporting
I goods, irrespective ot price; at the same
time, iniports will lie severely restrict-

ed by tiie diffk-uity ot ol)taining foreign

exchange w-it]i whicii to pay for them,

Tlie standard of living of the German
worker will theref-ore lie cut into from
both ends—great (luantities ot goods
wiiich he needs will lie shipped aiiroiid

without regard to profit, and nece.-!sary

imports wili iie curtailed. The balance

of trade, however, will lie increasingly

"favoraide". Tiie greater the starvation

in Germany, the more "favorable" the

balance of trade, as the results for the

fii'st five montiis already sliow

:

Total l^nemployHl, as officialiy

reported on first of month

19S0 ]931

.Inn. 2,S0o,000 l,-ini),(X)0

Feb. s.i>no.{)0O 4 9rj(i,()oo

Mar. ;i,40S.{K10 r.,04r>,ooo

Apr. R.mi 000 4.S:{U.f!()0

May 2,S40,0(X) 4.4(!!»,0W

Ralance ef Trade, in millions of

marks: — unfavorable, X favorable

1830 1931

-213 X 10
— 21 XI !3

XtoS X2;i8

X ,S0 X101
XISG X147

—.1, ,H. F.

the shock ti-oops of the workers' resist-

ance to the capitalist offensive, and is

preparing to deport especially those for

eign iiorn workers who are as.sociated

witii the miiitant and revoiutionary sec-

tions of the iabor movement.

The Lamont pronouncement, despite

ali "counter" statements by Donk. can-

not fail to have a saiutary effect upon
workers everywhere, dispelling any re-

maining Illusions aijout tiie "fairness"

of the governinent. It must awaken in

the workers the feeling tiiat only the
sharpest and most unified resistance to

the offensive of the iio.sses can save them
from lieen driven to starvation levels.

The movement for the united front, ro

organize the defensive of tfie workers
on the broadest posible scale, assunivs

exceptional iniiiortance in the face of

Lamout's having sti-ipped off the mask
of the government. Tiie united front

movement is aided further by the an-
nouncement of the plan to cut the wages
of the stee! workei's—already dow-n io

the ground^ten percent. With the min-
ers already in battle a widesiiread move
ment ot the steei workers would meun
the opening of a idg new page of his-

tory for Anierican laiior. For tiie Com-
munLsts to overlook this opportunity to

mobilize huncireds of thousands of work-
ers under the slogans of the united trout

wonld mean a tragic fiiilure to measu 'e

up to the great lieights of the possibil-

ities now being offered the revolution-

ary militants to set labor in motion
against the capitalist class and its loyal

servitors, the governni-ent.
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The Unemployment Problem
IVo .vt'tiva a^o when !!it> HrlHsh Lii-

lK>r I'liriy won tlu> i»:u-ltiliiu'iH;ir.v elt-c-

tloiis. Jiltioti !)y Its nUltorlns promises

(it i;r;iilu!il (tfvfioniiu'iit liilo
' socio! Ism"

iuul of a iieliiiilt' tiire for the niiem-

ployiiietit BtttiiHitm, it iiaturallj- stood

out in iHild cinitrnst to tlic rt^artloiiary

HiiWwin Tory t-ovenim*'!it. liowevor,

when III power, the l»bor agents of im-

perialism, t'veii to attain tiieir promised

relfn'ms, wouiti be compelled to go be-

yond the liontids of reformism and en-

gage In a stnijasle with tlie actuiii rul-

ers of the system from which they woald

again have ta draw certain revolutionary

conclusions. Sut-h are tlie relations iie-

tween yesterday and today. Atid In pol-

itics, it is one thing to promise and aii-

othes thing to attain. Of course, the

MacDomild coterie of leader.ship never

had any serious intentions with their

pronit.s'ed reforma.

But the working musses who expected

something from their support of Mae-

Donald have i-eceivcd nothing tmt disil-

lusionment. What among the grotesque

figures in knee-breeches at the British

court, may be considered quite hrtlliant

victories won in the diplomatic field,

are not worth a l)rftss farthing to the

masses. On ,the contrary, it has only

lielped further to rediK^e their position

and hence their dis.satisfaction with the

"Ia!)or" government is now growing

ai)aee. Thus the future does hold pro-

miaea for tiie Brlti.sh workers, and far

n([^re real than MaciJonftid's election

pvomlaes. The future liolds promises of

defeat of the disgraceful iliu.sions of

iaborlsm.

In the two major problems facing the

British working class direc'tiy at home

to wbk'h splendi<l promises ha<i he<m

given, those of the unemployment sltim-

tlon and the repeal ot the anti-trade

union act, the "htbor" government failed

signally—or what would be more cor-

rect to say^lt acted precisely as a gov-

ernment, capitalist also In name, would

have acted.

Ttie Serious Unemployment Situation

At the time ot the lllieral lii!>or pol-

iticians taking over the golden reins ot

his majesty's governnjent, in June 10*29

there were a total of 1,10(U2ri unem-

ploj'ed offleially registered. On July 6,

10,^1, their nnmiiers iiad more than dou-

bled and were 2.034,288. The dole s.vs-

tem initiated In JiHO and intended then

as a temporary measure, has since be-

come permanent in character. And while

tile weight of the dole is becoming rather

irksome to British capltniist society the

"!nt>or" caiilnet la considering means of

llghfetiing this "Imrden" by shifting the

load to the hacks of the workers.

It attempted to substitute migration

of the unemployed to the Domltiions. But
this had to he discarded even liy the

hidebound reactionary Jlmmie Thomas
lord privy seal and first minister of uu-

emplo.ymeut. The Dominions, having
such prolilems of their own. did not want
the unemployed. lie found a perplexing

problem and succeeded lii getting reli'if

.only for himself in form -if a change to

the Dominions. His successor to trickle

the unemployment problem, Vernon
Hartshoin, died in office. So while the

unemployment problem renmined and iie-

cnme more acufe, all parties,—exclusive.

of course, of the Communist party—

,

were called upon for iieli*. The Itoy.il

I'oinntlssloti was created and it returned

a report for a cut iu the dole and an

increase of payments to the fund, Ac-

ctu-ding to the report unemployment re-

lief would be reduced, for example for

a family witii three children, from $8.00

weekly to $7.25. Workers with Jobs

would be redutred to pay to the un-

employment fund 4 cents more weekly,

employers 2 cents and the state 3 c«its

more,' However, this was too raw even

for the "labor" government to support.

It would have become dynamite to the

growing dissension within its own party

ranks, so it confined Itself to sponsoring

A !)ill for the elimination of "abuses"

of the dole evidently hoping that in the

process, in committee, more teeth could

iie put into the hill. i^or the sake of

facilitation Snowden had already an-

nounced, prior to presenting his budget,

that, only drastic and disagreeable

means" would prevent the country from

slipping Into I)ankruptcy,

The Com.munlst Party and Unemployment

It seems (pilte paradoxical that the

Britlaii t'ommunist Party has proven it-

self almost entirely unable to take ad-

vantage of this long protracted serious

unemployment problem. It has, ol

course, religiously observed all the Stal-

inist calendar dates of unemployment

demonstrations, Irat they have become

mainly formal exercises. Their slgnilt-

cance as well as the number of partici-

pants Iiave dwindled. The party In tht

unemployment situation has not been

able to set the workers into motion

around a revolutionary perspective, nor

to instill the life and spirit necessary

to advance.

The crux of the party's demands ias

been to shift the burden of unemploy-

ment from the workes to tlie bourge-

oisie. Tims its outlook became limited

to one of a purely national reformist

character. It could maice little or no

distinction from the views of the "Led""

within the labor party and the trade

union officials who contends that if the

j;tate^-that Is the capitalist state—can-

not assure work for its cltixens it must

provide them with a free living. For

ttie workers, there couid hardly be any-

thing else to do than attempt as l)est

as they couid to adjust themselves to the

inevitftble" dole, lentil the Brlitsh

Communist Party Is al>le to extricate it-

self from such views it will remain

pretty well paralyKOd.

The Antt-Tnkde Union Act

The vicious Trades Dispute and Tpade

Union Act, legislated by the preceding

Baldwin government after it had become

so frightened during the ^'eneral strike,

increased the miners' workday from seven

to eight hours; It prohibited any coer

cive strike over wages or similar disputes

which may tend to have a direction

against the established order ; It prohi-

bited civil servk'e employees from join-

ing unions; finally it also prohibited any
levy upon trade unions for political pur-

poses. To the liberal labor party lackeys

this latter clause became the only real

obnoiious iwrt and accounts for their

/.eal in election promises to repeal the

,ict. But then, after assuming jwwer a

way was easily found to overcome Hiat,

so when the so<-aned bill of repeal waa

[)romulgHte<l It could easily be allowed

to iH' ditched and die in committee.

Meanwhile when the Scottish and Welsh

miners fought against the spread-over (th"

elgltt hour day) and to uphold the more

recent Coal Miners Act which provided

first for a seven and a ha If-hour day and

liy July a seven-hour day, MacDonald

advised the miners to accept the spread-

over In return for a promised minimum

wage law for miners.

To expect from this champion of grad-

ualness to sponsor a movement for the

shorter workday to relieve unemployment

would, of course, be ridiculous. His

"gradnalness" leads In the opposite dir-

ection knowing, as he does that the

sliorter workday would cut directly in

to the absolute surplus value still poc-

keted by the lords of finance and In-

dustry, Yet it is absolutely certain that

the productive capacity of British Indus-

try and tile output per man has grown

to an extent making a demand for a

,six-hour day without reduction of pay

as potent as was the demand for the

eight-hour day when first advanced.

There are at least good reasons to as-

sume ttiat It could become. In the pre-

sent unemployment situation, a powerful

rallying cry for the working class awl a

means of unifying the employed with tke

unemployed. It could iKwome a mean*

to help l)rldKe the gulf of the present

retreat and defensive toward the work-

ing class offensive. From the point ot

view of htUIdlng a class movement If

utilized by the ("ommunlst Party, thl.^

slogan could undoubtedly become an ef-

fective supplement to the leeble demands

of the charter movement. Oh yes, the

party has already adopted the seven-hour

day slogan ; but apparently It overlooks

(?) the fact that the seven-Iiour day H
today supiKised to lie law for the coal

miners and as a slogan for a movement

it could Iiardly mean much to them.

What Does the Balance Sheet Showf

The salient fact is that the consider-

alile and militant unemployment move-

ment once existing has practically dis-

appearesL The British Communist Partly

failed to consolidate this movement and

to help assure Its revolutionary course.

It faile<l in the necessary class educa-

tion and thus could not raise the gen-

eral class level of this movement. It

is now failing to take advantage of the

costly ejtperiences of the Briti.^h workers

who put tiielr fate into an excursion In

the degenerate field of Iaborlsm. Yet

the unemployment problem Is etill the

center of gravity In Kngland pressing

ever more acutely tor a solution. A be-

ginning can he made only when the mat'«-

es are actually set into motion upon a

definitely revolutionary course.

With its two years in power the Fab-

ian gradunlnoKs ot reformism has quite

clearly revealed Its miserable role. From
once having played a historically pro-

gressive role, it Is reaching its inevitable

conclusion. At Its very apex Its true

character is being exposed. The labor

party leadership as a reactionary obsta-

cle Is losing its bold upon the masses.

There is today a mighty abyss created

iiy the contradiction between the vital

needs of the masses and the reactionary

Imperialist course of the "labor" govern-

ment. In this lies the great future pro-

spects for the British Communist Party,

Despite all its wasting of the capital of

t!ie world revolutionary movement It

still has the opportunity to utilize these

possibilities, —AKNE SWABECK.

The Catalonian Federation's Platform
I have Just read for the iirst time In

L» Lutte de Classes of the platform of

the socalled ".Workers' and Peasants'

Bloc" under the name of which the Cat-

alonian Federation acts. I acknow-

ledge that the document is translated in

La L.utt« de Classes in a tliorough and

a correct manner. The document as a

whole, from beginning to end, produces

a painful impression. Alt that I have

written In my latest work: "The Spani.sh

Kevolution In Danger", against the of-

ficial policy of the C, I, in the Spanish

question, applies entirely to the Catalon-

ian Federation. Even more, the lat-

ter commits errors which the leader-

ship of the C. I. has already given up,

at least In words.

1, Tiie document is issued by the "Work-

ers' and Peasants' Bloc". WJiat Is this?

A pseudonym lor the Catidoniiin Federa

tlon? The bloc, that is, the union of

the workers and the peasants, is a gig-

antic political task w-hic!i the proletar-

ian vanguard must atcomplisb. This tasfc

must l)e written into Its platform. In

place ot this, the '-Workers' and Pea-

sants' Bloc" becomes the name of the

revolutionary organlKntlon, This is

nothing else hut a new e,1ltion of the

workers' and peasants* party. Yet even

the Sixth Congress of the Comintern re-

nounced this reactionary idea under tlit-

critIcL«im of the I^eft OppoKition,

2. In (ill the documents the word
Communism Is not pronouncM a single

time. Whoever hides his Communism
from the masses, ceases to be a Commun-
ist.

Menshevik Criticism

S. They j^iieak of the democratic rev-

olution, of the democratic republic, of

the popular revolution, without the

slightest attempt at a class analysis,

Tlie government is accused of Indeci-

sion, of vacillation, etc. . . . But now-
here is It said that It is :; government

of the boureeoisle, an enemy of the peo-

ple. The criticism of the Zamora gov-

ernment coincides entirely with the cri-

ticism addressed l>y t!ie Mpnsbeviks and
the Social Revolui ionists to the govern-

ment of Prince Ijvov-Kerensky. On the

subject ot tlie llacia government nothing

Is said.

4, The document speaks of a "ra.-

tlona! construction of soclet.v", ivlthout

explaining what this means. It Is the

language of the "true" socialists of be-

fore 1848. Then it saysr "The repnblif-

must signify a new B<H'iai organization"

Which? Is it a question ot a bourge'^is

regime or of a socialist regime? The
platform pU,vs hide and seek wifli capi-

talism and with socialism.

5. The fact of having given Alfonso

the possibility of fleeing aiiroad is pre-

sented ns a "first pr^>found mistalie of

tiie provisional government." Mistake'?

Is this to mean that Zamora is not suf-

ficiently "sensible" in his revolutionary

pol}<'yV This Is how the Itusslau Men-
shevlks put the question. To call a

"mistake" that whlcli with the bours;e-

olsie is a dellberjite (ounter-revolution

ary calculation, means to whitewash the

bourgeoisie and to cover it up before

the massesr.

fl. "The republic must not only be a

contiue.st for the bourgeoisie imt alao

for the workers," What is the mean-
ing of this meal.v-mouthed. vulgarly de-

mocratic and profoundly false piirase?

ALFAs
Notes of a
MANUILSKY, THK LEADER
OF THE COMINTERN

Xothing can be done about it : Man-
uilaky Is at present the leader of the

Comintern, Tiiei strongest side of tliis

Hwtn lies in the fact that he does not take

himself seriously. This is evidence that

he is inclined to self-criticism. Whether
it Is because Htalin does not take the

Coniintern seriously, or for some other

reason It was nevertheless decided that

Manuilsky, who does not take hlniseif

seriously, is the most suitiible man tor

tiie most .suitable place. And who else

was to be put there?

If a complete collection of the "works"

ot Manuilsky sbouid be gatiiered, we
would have, if not an instructive, at any

rate an entertaining book. Manuilsky

was always somebody's arnior-bearcr,

moreover, he changed his "knights" many
t.mes: he stayed longest with the not un-

known Alexln.sky, At present, Manuilsky

as Varoslavsky's armor-bearer is one of

the prosecution apprentices in matters of

Trotskyist Ideology. Under his own name
and under pseudonyms, he has again

and again proved the Irreconcilability ot

Trotskyism and Leninism. But he has

not always spoken tills way. In 1918,

Manuilsky issued a pamphlet In whlcih

he wrote that the "honor of liberating

Bolshevism from nationai-iimltedness and
its transformation Into a theory of In

ternatlonal proletarian revolution, he-

longs to L. D. Trotjjky"*. At one of the

Plenums of the Comintern, Trotsky

quoted this citation, "famous" In itt

way. In the presence of Manuilsky and
with full justification ridiculed the cita-

tion and Its author. The pamphlet was
written Iiy Manuilsky after the October
revolution and what is more after Its

publication not a single hair fell from
his head. It is true, it may be said but

this was prior to the , . , "trade union
discussion", and later on Manuilsky
changed his views. Xot in the least.

Recently, we came across a quotation

from an article by Manuilsky written in

•Unfortunately, I am obliged to make
this quotation from memory, but I tnlly

guarantee the accuracy of thdught. A,

Journalist
1922, consequently, at tho time when
Lenin's liine.ss was already drawing its

final balance tinder tlie relatIon,ships

between Lenin and Trotsky. Here is what
^Innullsky wrote in the article, devoted

ro the memory of Chndnavsky :
" . . , The

Social Democrat, published in Switiserland

by comrades Ijeniu and Zlnovlev; the

Pari.s Golos, which was subsequent to its

suppression by the French police, re-

named NasliK Slovo, directed by comrade
Trotsky will be for the future historian

of the Third International the funda-

mental fragments out of which the new
revolutionary ideology of the Intarna-

tional proletariat has been hammered
iiut." ("Annals of the Itei-oluMon", No.

1, page 229, 1922.)

At present Manuilsky proves that dur-

ing t!ie w\ar Trotsky was a pacifist and a

Kautskyan, that Ijenlnism and Trotsky-

ism—are two irreconcliabie entitles,

Iraf in 11)22, he maintained neither more
nor less than that "the new revolutionary

.deoiogy of tiie international proletar-

iat'', that is, the j<leology of modern
Communi.sm, -was created by I^enln and
Trotsky. Precisely wiien did Manuilsky
see the light of truth? Neither In 1914-

liUfi when he worked with Trotsky In

the Paris paper, Nasha Slovo, nor In

1917-1922, when M«nnilsky, together with
tiie whole party, worked under the lead-

ership of I^enln, was the light of truth

revealed to him. Only after illness and
later on, death took Lenin out of the
ranks, and the epigones spurred on by

a wave of Thermldorlan reaction, de
Glared war upon tiie Ideological heritage

of Ijenln under tiie name of "Trotsky-
ism", did Manuilsky begin to recover his

sight. By the way, not ail at once. The
"trinity" (Stalin, Zinoviev, Kamenev)
kept him In the background for a long
time, and only after it had by that
iirougiit him to semi-repentance, did It

give him an ultimatum: open up a cam
palgn against Rakovsky aa an intro-

duction to a campaign against Trot-
sky. ManuIIsk,v, «fter wavering (Rak-
ovsky's preftlge was too high)
accepted the condition and thus
bought himself a place on the Central
Convmlttee of the party. This deal was
no secret to the broad party circles, be-

cause Manuilsky himself, with his char-

acteristic cynicism, portrayed this deal

with reference to persons, revealing his

high talents as a raconteur ol national

and otiier anecdotes. We repeat, this

man never took himself seriously, either

imlltlcally or morally. And he has now
been put at the head of the Communist
Intern.itional. And he Is now working
out the routes for the Spanish revolu-

tion!

AUERBACH CAUGHT WITH
THE GOODS

In Moscow, there is pu til Ished a Llt-

erarj' Gazette, the organ fif the Federa-
tion of Soviet Authors. The critic of this

paper Is Auerbach. His rights to leader-

siiip of literature are determined, on the

one hand I)y the fact that he deserted
in time, the ranks of the Opposition,

into which be came accidentally (L X.

Kmirnov used to say about him : "Ha
won't stay with us—he's too gluttonous".)
for the ranks of the bureaucracy, where
he is quite at h(mieT on the other hand,
Iiy the fact that he has absolutely no
Hterary flair, to which every Itne of

his own writings l»ear witness. In the
Literary Gazette for February 18, Auer-
bach wrote «n enormous article entitled

"Tempos of Self-Revelation (On Trot-
sky, Mnyakovsky, and Fellow-Travel-
ling)", In the center of the article Is

a note by Trotsky devoted to Mayakov-
sky's suicide. From this note, Auerbach
extracts a quotation devoted to proletar-
iazi literature. The "self-revelattoti"

consists of the fact that Trottky ha«
flnnily i-ecognlzed openly the complete
opposition of his viewB In the queetton
of proletarian culture and proletarian
literature to the views of Lenin, How
ever let o» produce the quotation from
Trotsky's article In the form in which
It Is quoted ]ty Auerbach with his own
parenthetical remarks.

"I'he struggle for 'proletarian culture'
[quotation marks hy Trotsky.—L. A.)—
something in the form of 'general col-

lectivization' [his own quotation marks.
—L, A.J of ail the intellectual achieve-
ments of humanity In the framework of
the Five Year Plan—stlU had at the
beginning of the October revolution a
t'toplan, idealistic character. It la

signiflcant that In this sphere, even then,
the contradiction between Lenin and the
author of these lines was revealed."
The whole quotation, as we see. Is

In quotation mark, and what Is more,
Aeurbach correctly points out the single

quotation marks by Trot.sky himself.

Auerbach is exact and scrupulous. But
in spite ot this, the Auerbachian style

of the quotation, and particularly of Its

last phrase—"It is significant that In

tills sphere even then, the conflict be-

tween Lenin and tlie author of these lines

was revealed"—is puzzling. Thu,';, Trot-

sky not only points out that he had dis-

agreements with Lenin on a definite

question, but he even hurries to em-
phasize the "significance" of the fatit

timt these disagreements were revealed

"even then", that Is, It would appear
that Trotsky makes it his aim to reveal

himself. This sounds somewhat puzKling,

Auerbach, however, does not spare any
comment. "First of all, what Is moHt
obvious," he says, "is the frank declara-
tion about the disagreements with
Lenin." Iteally Auerbach is correct.

Something is obvious. Further on, it

says: ''We must be grateful: What is

more pleasant to read than the acknow-
ledgment by Trotsky himself ot Lenin's
disagreement with his views on litera-

ture and general questions of culture."

The phrase is constructed in an illiter-

ate manner, like the majority of Aner-
iiach's phrases, but It Is possible to un-
derstand. The whole article ends with
the conclusion: "The speed of the selt-

revelatlon Is significant."

In this manner, in the year 19;J0, Trot-
sky revealed himself in tho fact that

he did not agree with Lenin on his views
on literature. On this score, Auerbach
celebrates a victory and speaks of the
speed of .self-revelat ion. But in the
year 1828, Trotsky was exiled to Alma-
Ata, and in 1920 was expelled from
the country for eounter-rev&luti<»iary ac-

tivity and the preparation of an armed
qpiltslne sgAlnst tlie Soviet power. Of
what significance, in comparison with
this "fact". Is Trotsky's disagreement
with Ijenin on his views en proleftarl^n

literature? Where and in what does tlie

speed (!) of self-revelation lie hero?
Is it not the other way around? Does
not this "disproportion" in the accusa-
tions reveal —- Auerbacli's employers?
Such Is the political side of the matter.
But there Is also another.

The fact ts that Anerlwch lied from
beginning to end. The quotation which
he made Is not a quotation ; It is a falsi-

fication : crude illiterate, insolent—

a

la Auerbach. Here la word for word the
passage from Trotsky's article which
Auerbach disfigured

:

Where and when has a republic existed

which satisfied at the same time the in-

terests of the iiourgeoisie and those of

tiie workers? From the republic bour-

geoisie, we can and should demand dem-

ocrat.c rights and social reforms, cea.^e-

lessly exposing the bourgeois, even the

arcb-deuHX-ratic republic as u machine

w-hicii the bourgeoisie uses to squeeze

the sweat auil blood of tiie workers and

the peasants.

T. The reference to the republic of

l«7;i is accompanied by tills incredible

iiiorai: '"rhus, a complete division was

created between the jxiwer and the i>eo-

iile." The atistraction of the people is

.separated from the abstraction ot the

power. Perhaps the bourgeoisie separ-

ated itself from the working people? The

example of 1S7S must be referred to

not in order to insist that the bourgeoisie

becomes softer, better, more gen-

erous more tender, imt in ordtr

to teoch the masses not to believe

for ft single inst-ant In the more "gen-

erous", tiie "softer", the "tenderer" bour-

geoisie. Tliat is how the Marxists put

the question,

8. The piattorni calls uiwn the

"working masses to orgatilxe tliemselveu

in all the provinces upon the basis of

revolutionary .luntas '. To what end?

Xy program is indicated. Not only Is It

not indicatetl that Juntas ot this kind

will have to guarantee the revolution-

ary passage ot power into tiie iiauds of

the workers and the poor jieasants, but

a program of transitional demands is

not put forw-!ird; T-liour vorking day,

contro! of production, organization

through revolutionary Juntas of work-

ers and of suldiers for the agrarian up-

rising. They do not mention by a sin-

gle word timt the Junta Is an organlia-

tiou of the proletariat and the exploited

masses against tlie class which is m
power, ttiat is, again<it the bourseeisie.

Tile Junta is taken as a "revolutionary

organization'' In the spirit of the Span-

ish i>etty !)ourge<iis tradition,

!1, In speaking of the importance of

the Hgrarian uprising the platform re-

fers to the French and tb* Russian rev-

olutions, Xot a wor-d about the experi-

ence of the Chinese revolution which, un-

der our very ej-es, has Just been stran-

gled by tiie leadership of tiie C, I, Did
the Comintern "solve" the agrarian

question in China correctly? Not a word
aiiout that. The <:onimunist who has

not profited by the lessons of tiie Chl-

:iese revolution has no right to address
himself to the masses in order to teach

them and to Issue appeals to them, es-

pecially in a revolutionary country.

10. Tiie phifform says: "We are sup-

porters of a State for each nation."

What does this mean for Spain? What
nati<m Is involved? The Pan-Spanish
state organization Is defined as follows

:

"The Union of the Hepubllcs of Iberia,"

Whttt does this mean'i If it means a
federation, it would be better to «ay so.

IL "The defense of the revolution must
lie the supreme \&\v." Defense against
whom? The bourgeoisie In power <le-

fends "its'' revolution against the pro-

letariat. Whoever conceals this fact be-

hind hollow phrases on the defense in

general of the revolution in general
against enemies In general, helps the
Ijourgeol.sle to stifle the proletariat un-
der the banner of the revolution.

"The struggle for 'proletarian cul-

ture'—sometiiing in the form of 'com-

plete coIIectlvlKatlon' of all the achieve-

ments of humanity In tlie framework ot

tiie Five Year Plan—had at the begin-

ning of the October revolution a char-

acter of Utopian idealism—and precisely

along tills line met with a rebuff from
I/enin and the author of these lines."

In this maner, Trotsky says that the

piiilosophy of proletarian culture "met
w-itii a rebuff from Lenin and the author

of the.se lines". But Auerbach says

:

'even [hen, the conflict between Lenin'

and the author ot these lines was re-

vealed"—neither more nor Ies,s! The
man wiio poses a« a proletarian critic

turns out to he simply a base literary

swindler. This time, he has been caught
with the good.s too crudely and In real-

ity, relieves us of the necessity of mak-
ing any further comment. However, we
cannot help reminding that Auerliach's

mendacity assumes a still viler character
because he himself is very well informed
about Lenin's and Trotsky's relations to

the Auerbaciilan margarine of literary

and cultural philosophy, Auerbach
knows how rigorousl,v Lenin came out
against the theoreticians of the socalled

"proletarian culture" In the j-ears when
this movement had a revolutionary con-

tent, and was not gript)ed in the hands
of the bureaucratic charlatans. Auer-
bach knows tiiat If Trotsky had "dis-

agreements" with Lenin on this question,

they were perimps expressed In the fact

that Trotsky had a softer attitude than
Lenin to the infatuations ot the ideolog-

ists of proletarian culture and at times
defended them liefore Lenin. Auerbach
knows that Trotsky wrote his book on
ilterature In agreement with Lenin, who
insisted more than once that Trotsky
should first of all work out the chapter
devoted to proletarian culture and print

it In Fravda, By the way, its publlca-
tifin ijas not accompanied by any com-
ments or footnotes by the editor. Yaro-
slavsk.v—Yaroslavsby himself!—wrote to

Trotsky that lie agrees with the vlew-
i>oint he expressed. All this Is known
to Auerbach, because as one of the young
aspirants to "proletarian literature," he
attempted more than once In those years
to find In Trotsky a defender against
Ijenin's views, but invariably met wltli

reimtr.

Literally, whichever aspect you touch,

the Ideology of the Centrist bureaucracy
Is built upon lies, falsifications, on the

12. The ''Workers' and Pea.sants'

Bloc", that is, tiie workers' and peasants'

party, promises at the end of its i)lat-

forin to "tight witli ail its strength for

the complete rejllzation of tlie dem-

ocratic revolution" Does tid.s mean
tJie bourgeois repu!)lic on the Itasis of

democratic parliament a v ism':* Then one

must say so. imt in this case it is nec-

essary at least to put for-.vard demands
for democratic electoral rjglits, inas-

much as before the 'raTioual" repnlilic

an<i the "rational organi'/.ation of "sdc-

iety" iK realised on tiie Iberian Penin-

sula, it is n-e<'e3SJiry that tiie bourgeois

republic of Zani-ora at leasr gives to the

worklngman and the w-orkiULiwoninn, the

peasant and tiie {)easaiii w-onuin, Ibe light

to vote,

13. Tiie name of tiie Socialist i);Ht,i

is not mentioned In the platform. Xot

a word Is said tUiout the anarclio-syndi-

calists. The otiicial Comniunist pnrty is

not n«>ntioncd. One might sjiy that tiie

"iVorkers' and Peasiiiits' Blue" is pre-

pared to act in the void.

Sptinlsh Kuo ISIln Tangtsm
These are the rapid objections Ihiit

I believe it necessary t<> make on tlic

basis of the text published in La Lufte

de Classes. It is iiossible tliat, already,

llie Catalonian Kedcnilion iia.s intro-

duced Into Its piattonn st^inc cimnue,

correction or amendineiu, or other. 1

am re.idy, to lie sure, to -.vclcome e\-<iry

step of the Federation in the .sense of

Marxism. But the document ns it stan'ls

represents a pure "Kuo Min Tangism"
transported to Spanish siiii. The idc^is

and tiie methods a^^ainst whicli the Op-
position fought impiacalily when it was
a question of the Chinese policy of fjie

Comintern, find tlieir mos! disnstrou.s sn-

pression in this dofuiiient. As far as

I kno-iv, tiie leaders of titc Cataioiitim

Federation systematically dnuv a line

of demarcation from the Left Oiiposifion.

This is not enough: llie Left ()]>pos!tion

must <traw a line of demarcation in a
clear and precise manner from the ideas

and the methods which are expressed
i>y the leaders of the Catalonian Federa-
tion in the document whi<h we have
just analyKcd isriefty. A fpiise jMint of

departure during a levoliitioii is inevit-

aldy translated in Ibe course of events
into the hinguago of defe:if. The Siian-

ish Left Opposition, w(^!lk thoiigii it is,

can render enormous services to the

tiroletarlat and to the HtKuiish revoiu-
tion. But in order to fnltili tills misslfui.

it must establish In its own ranks a
regime of clarity, of IioncNty and of In-

transitgcance. It is to this that I call

our Spanish friends.

.Tune 12, ]S)31

—LFON TROTSKV.
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disfigurement of the past. Just tiiink ot

it: He/e this Anerliacli comes out as an
instructor and tutor of the iiroietarian

.youth! He, Aueriiacb, paves the way
for "proletarian" ( ! ) "culture" ( ! 1 )

.

People who can judge by symjitonis

should understand from fiiis example
alone what a fat«! danger liie present

party regime represents for tfi<' devel-

opment of a socialist society and a soc-

ialist culture.

Note by the Editor: In corrobation of

.\ifa's remarks, we jirint llie following

parts of a speech of Trotsky togetiier

wltli the quotation by Manuilsky to w-hlch

Alfa refers, as well as tiie intei-jections

by Manuilsky during Trotsky's speech;

TItOTSKY: I know of only one single

literary product—ami I iiecauic awai'o

of it also only a few weeks ago — in

which the attempt is made to niiike a
universal tiieory out of tiiis ibe<iry, to

present It fts an iinpnivement nixin tiie

theoretical attitude of Lenin. I will read
this quotation to you. 1 need not say
that I iiave alisolutely notiiing in com-
mon with tills interpretation:

"liussian Bolshevism, born in the na-

tionally-limited revolution oE ]ihi."i-l;KK!,

had to go through the purification ritual

of emancipation from all the typical

features of national peculiarity, in order
to receive iVU the civil rights of in-

ternational ideology. Tiieoretit-ally, tills

purging of Bolshevism of the nationai
tinge adhering to it was carried threugh
m lao't by Trotsky, who sought to bring
the IlussIan revolution into hannony
with the whole interniationai movement
of the proletariat in the idea of tile per-
manent revolution."

This was written not iiy me. It was
written in 1018 iiy a comrade who bears
the name of Mjmuilsky.
MAXriLSKY: i=so I did say something

stupid, and you repeat it!

TItOTSKY: iSomething stupid? Abso-
lutely right! (Laughter). But ,vou need
have no concern About comrade Manuil-
sky; naturally this is a painful subject,
for he himself calls It a stupidity. But
comrade Manuilsky who has here attri-

buted to me a tremendously heroic deed,
without my having earned it, will soon
again, without my having earned it, at-

tribute to me two mistakes and in this

manner draw his balance, (Laugbtert:
From tlie Minutes of the Plenum of

the E. C. C. I., Xovemiier 22—
December 13, 1926. Germ-
edition, page 583, Berlin,
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The Party and the Opposition's Tasks
The iiroWicm of stating deflnStoIy thet s;^-»-aiity lo ravolutioiiiiry principles par-

ad the (Jppoeltion must travel in the umotiut, j;;iaUuulIy U'Uij? weakened by a
road tiie (Jppoeltion

tasks ot rt'Mtatliig the basic proletitrian

trends of the Communist movement mast

be made tbe flrat question of all dis-

cuBsioii. The totui expei'ient-e of two

and one half years of cohesive polttieal

life, with Its proiilems solved and im-

solved the sharpening claws struggle

with its more exacting demands upon the

proletarian v^rtguarrf, makes further de-

lay in ltdmissable.

,We started our organizational exist-

ence with <:ertain deflntte experiences and

traditions. It toJc this whole past period

to iron out a set of common departures.

Unity and DIfferecnes

Some of tlie elements attracted to our

banner during this iieriod have found

tilt' soil strange (hiive not be4>n able to

orient themst^Ives). Uther.s never really

belonged, and it took the orguniKation

some tirai' to make this tat-t evideiil.

On tile whole, however our experience

;jvlth divergent tendencies hsis been limit-

ed. The total political effects of them

on the general life of the organization

have been beneficinl in the main, as they

hav« been the means of enabling the

general x, embA'shiji to recognize our

principle departures in the face of tiae

test of criticism. It is far from over-

drawn t<? state that "the American sec-

tion of the Left Opposition Is a unified

ody on all basic principle iiueations"

<Cannon). Whatever divergence may
exist amonfj us (ran truthfully he stated

as differences of tactical appUcsition. The

differences rising of tiie various estim:i-

tlons of the tempo of various aspects

of the class struggle. The estimnti.m

of our organizational relations to the

factions of the ('ommiinist movement, or

general working c-hiss struggles is basic-

ally slinlliar.

In the evaluation of our relations lo

the Klght wing of the Communist move-

ment, all itre agreed that the question

of a "united front of the IjCft and lUght

against the Center" tWeisbord) can !n

liractise re.«iolve itself into nothing but

an unprincipled alliance with a petty

boiirseois current against the baslt' rev-

olutionary oijjectives of the Communist
movement.
Our approach to all political currents

within the movement must be condition-

ed by a scrupulous application of the

Marxian dialectic, which poatulutes that

in the examination of any phenomena
we must take into consideration the .sum

total of factors, both objective and sub-

jective. Formal classificttl iona of cur-

rents in the movement on their purely

olijective manifestations will lead us
into blind alleys. The alignment of the

three cun^nts in the Communist move-
ment ave not merely the result of im-

medio te ot>Jective application but of u

thoruugh-^ing past. The detlnite orien-

tations of ttie Right, Center and Left had
a beginning long before the loaSc pt

world events iiointinff to a teniporai-j-

retrenchment of world capitalism became
clear. The meeting of three

combined onslaught ol botli economic-

ally powerful World Imperialism, and its

passive agent, vacillating Centrlsm.

Kole of Centrlsm

centiism had begun to play the tradi-

tional role of "philosophers of futility"

(Lenin). "We liave one-sixtfa of the

world's surface, why risk It." The Utt>

pinn philosophy of "socialism In one

country" with its illegitimate American

offspring -exceptlonailsm" (which by the

way is only a new cloak for the old

Kautskian theory of "ultra-imperialism"

so mucli spouted about during the war

as a crutch for social chauvinism). This

theory In substance assumed that capi-

talism was entering a new era of devel-

opment. New "vitality" (Pepper) would

be injected into the decrepit bodj- of de-

caying Ciipitnlism, and iis a consequence

ihc <iuestion of t!ie revolution must be

substituted for a lon^; rauge battle of

nibbling. The orientation for political

struggle must bo a working tilliance with

the petty bourgeois fanner wiio still hud

a "progressive" role to perform withSu

vital "cttpitaUsm", The proletarian

was to follow humbly the chariot of

LaFoIiette, Chiang Kai-Shek, Kaditch,

etc. The victory of this famous theory

ca ube rend in the lessons of the dead

and mangled Ciiinvse Communists whose

neap of cort>ses shuuld be placed as a

monument to the gentlemen of the Uighl

and tlieir allies of the Center, to their

everiastiug dantnatlou.

is the soil of the Comintern "all suf-

ficient" (Trotsky t for the immediate fu-

ture? L'nquestioimbly. The Comintern

still represents the center created by the

(htoher revolution. Its base is still the

first worker's government, postulated as

the first installment on the world revoln-

tiou.

The complete victory of tiie- restora-

tioiiist elements is still remote. The
Imsic cultural gains from the standpoint

of creating u basis of proletarian ideo-

logy is still the outstanding factor of

the dictatorship. The very fact of Cen-

trism having to play the adventurist role

of revolution in the west (Third Period,)

is conclusive indication of that.

We accept that the role of jWorld Im-

iM;riaIism with America at its head, has

reached the stage of progressiye decline.

fclxpansion, which is the life blood of the

system, can oniy be carried on on the

basis of further incursion into the stan-

dards of living of tlie working class, and
that on a constantly increasing sacle.

The previous basis for the expansion of

American imperialism following the

World War, which consisted of the ex-

iwrt of finance capital to all parts ol

the globe at the expense of Its exhausted

Kuropean rivals, is constanly being nar

rowed. World capitalism has truly I
Particular inrfdeot may be. It ts not at

Stalinist bureaucracy to apply the need-

ed, lesson, content ourselves with the pas-

sive role of abstract i;riticism'/ Is it

not the Leninist conception of a ta;.--

tion that its role must at all times be

tliat of winning the coniidence of the

toiling ma.sses by examples of objective

application of real leadership in the

(rvery day struggles? That real political

t'<,ntact is built up only in this fashion.

Examples of real Commuuist leadership

in the unfolding class struggle in Am-
erica will do more to help shape the

forces of Communism both in the for-

mal party and those out of its ranks

than a thousand abstract formulations.

If the parti' still contained the best pol-

itically organize<I and oriented Commun-
ist workers here In America, then our

task would be quite simple. The facts

are however, that the party's base of

strength as well as its composition has

narrowed, and this In the face of a

severe unemployed crisis. Systematic-

wage cuttings, rising Indications of labor

resistance (Lawrence Harlan, Kentucky,

Pennsylvania West Virginia, the brew-

ing situations in the railroad and steel

industries) and those in the Immediate

present, (To lie Continued).

—S. M. ROSE,

Call the Troopers
A. worker writes from the camp:
An Incident characteristic of the re-

lationslUps between .the worker-Comm-iui-

tuts and the Stalinist bureaucrats took

place two weeks ago at Camp Wocolona

whish has created a scandal among tha

workers staying at -the camp and In the

(«nk« of the party aa far off &3 New
Xork, Th« camp manager, a party fuac-

Uoiiary named Joe Newnuin, has rang<!d

binaaelf like a petty, arrt^ant shopkeep-

er against tjie workers employed in the

carap. The dispute was concerned with

grievances over working condttions pre-

vailing In the camp, grievances advanced

through the Food Workci^s Industrial

Uititon and its membera. One of tha

workerit earned the particular displeas-

ure of Neivmun by his refusal to aub-

mlt meekly to the arbitrary antl-Coun-

munlst coumiaiids of his "boss". This

worker, himself a party member, fa at

tbi« very momeu't Involved In charge*

that may mc>an his deportation from th»

UnUail States, because of his mltltaat

activitiie« in Left wing strikes and tn

party demonstrations. Because he w-vuld

not Uft aa a toady of Newman's and til

ently swallow the latier's demands

—

which conflicted with the interetsta of

the camp workers—^Newmau demanded
that lie be taken oft hla Job and run

out of the oamp. The worker defied hisk.

Newman Uieireupoti tbreatened to call li

8t»t* IVoovera to pull the worker «ut

«f tho eomp by violence! It was only

aft*r the promptest protest of the work-

«rs <that Newman wlUidrow his threat.

But th« mere fact that this "Commnti-
1st" could make such a threat Is suillctent

to reveal his caliber, i^oandaloua as thlit

Mm Spatm

The Revolutionary Events Day by Day

reached the stage where "the productive

forces have burst the bonds of property

relations" (Marx),

Prospects for Future
currents t All further existence can continue at

within the frame-work of the Comintern,
following upon the heels of the October
revolution and -the post-war revolution-

ary conditions of the world which tem-
porarily shook the class basis of the
petty bourgeoisie and their first cousins,

the labor bureaucracy, wiio despite their

past were foictnl to follow the trend of

events, has a definite historical basis.

The road of history for a time seemed
to ixilnt definitely to tiie coming vic-

tory of the proietnrlut. Elements who
by their whole past were prepared for

the role of "windbreakers of capitalism"
(Cannon) found the con-scious evolu-

tionary forces gaininjC definite headway
in influening the proletarian as well as
the elements that deveioping Imperial-
ism reduced to the role of declassed ele-

ment.-a, whose social and economic base
had been weakened, or completely up-
rooted, (Tiie hegemony over the latter

element had always been their sole
domain In fhe past.) The roa! left open
narrowed down to following these re-

leased social forces to their new grounds.
With the tremendous all-searching scru-
tiny, ciiaracteristic of the leadership of
Lenin and Trotsky In the first four con-
gresses of the Comintern, life was not
too pleasant for those gentlemen. With
the deatii of Lenin coupled with the
slowing down of the tempo of revolu-
tionary development in the west the
gradual ascendancy of revisionist In-

fluences upon the dictatorship, with tho
comifequent toning down of revolutionary
vigilance in the ranks of the Ku.'ssian

arty, the Right wing found a new lease
f life In new surroundings where the
ubjectlve factors that had made Intran-

tlie expense of more systematic repres-

sion against the workiiig class and other

oppressed peoples. The piospeot for

the future is on the one hand systema-

tic reductions of lalior costs ( wages

)

Imposed uix)n the large iiumber of un-

skilled and semi-skilled workers In basic

industries in order to compete success-

fully in the shrinking world market,
and on the other the more deliberate

and systematic raising of a labor arist-

ocracy, thereby helping the further ma-
turing of the Illusions of social reform-
ism. The perspectives arising out of
such a situation before us on the one
hand the ix)ssi billties of bitter spontan-
eous resistance, which can be translated
in the immediate into broad instruments
of struggle {new unions) reflecting tJie

mass nature of iarge scale industry. On
tiie other, a systematic attack and ex-
posure of the real role of social reform-
ism.

The reKi>onslbiIity resting on the Left
Opi>()siti<in in the face of these devel-
opments is no le.ss than that of assum-
ing the task of once more forcing the
Communist movement to put on the or-

der of the day, the world revolution.

Can this wholy and exclusively be per-
formed by accepting the role of a fac-

tion of the Communist Party under any
and all conditions or does it not devolve
upon us the responsibility of a close

examination of tlie Comintern?
The relative strength of the Opposi-

tion forces to that of the part.v. The
rli>e!iess of the objective factors with-

n the class struggle in n given country.

Can we, in the face of the develop-

ing class struggle and the failure of the

all Inexplicable. Newman, like hla fel-

low functionaries la ''loyal" to the

"party line"—whatever it may be for

the monient. With this "loyalty" ha
la able to rise <to the ranks of the bur-

eaucracy and to buy htmi^lt off from
control of the ranks. For-tlfied by th*

feeling that th« "cattle" he conimands
have noUilng to say or do abou't hla

words or dieeds, he can allow hlmstU
any arbitrary, and even reactionary

moaaure. Every day bflnga nevr exam-
tlea Of tKe |tr«ct)ncliable conflict b»-

tween the needs and iutereeta of th*
party and the Interests of the party bur-

eaucracy. The Newman case ts on* of

-them,

Weisbord"-No CommentI
From comrade Bernard ilorgenstern,

Philadelphia Oppositionist recently con-

victed with comrade Leon Goodman un-

der the Anti-Meditlon Act, -sve have re-

ceived the following letter which we
print in full without comment:

'^'iibscvlbe !

With the Militant now appearing weekly there should be excellent possi-

bilities for all of our supporters to eni^:t new subscribers. If you agree with

us you will -want to extend the Militant circulation. You will want to keep

your own subscription paid up to date. If the num!)er on the wrapper of this

issue is less than 75, it means tliat you should renew your sub. Next you should

endeavor to get other workers to become

blank below.

THE MILITANT,

84 East lOtli Street, New York City.

Please enter me for a sutiscrlptlon one

Name

f ty State

uiiscribers. For convenience use the

year, $2.CK);

Address,

,

six months, $1,00.

COMMUNIST LEAGUE OF STRUGGLE
(.\dhertng to the littemational Left

Oiivosition)

213 East 9th St,, New Xork, N- Y.

July C, 1031.

Dear Coiiirade Morgenstern

:

I read in the last issue of tite Mllitnnt

that you have been convicted, I am
writing to you alone but of course I In-

clude comrade Goodman also. The ques-

tion is what is to be done?
From the very beginning we importun-

ed Cannon and Co. to call a conference

for your defense. They said that would
iie a united front with the Right against

the Party! I am quite sure that if

Cannon were involved such a conference

would have !>een called long ago. But
now the litg thing is the principle in-

volved : no united front against the

Party even when the Party sends you
to jail.

How can you stand that sort of stuff?

Vou know that since I saw you last the

weekly Militant has been Issued and still

not one word about the government at-

tack on our paper the Class Struggle.

We look uiion any iierson holding such
views to justify the Militant refusing to

Join us in resisting the government's at

tack Hiion the Communist press as out

and <iut agents of the bourgeoisie. We
will deal with such elements with our

fists and not with reason. The Cannons
and the 8hachtmans must be driven out

of the entire Communist and Ial>or move-
ment when they can stoop to sucl^ ac-

tions as these. And it will be our job

to do it too. Such people are not Com-
munists, They are scum.

Please let iis know how things are

going on In Philadelphia, and what final

disposition is made of your case and that

of comrade Goodman.
Fraternally,

(Sgd.) Albert Wqlabord,

(Contitmed from page 1)

Spanish Communism accepts our .slogan

issued more than a year ago on the

subject of the national congress for the

unification of the Communist forces in

Spain.

The •Batallists" of the C. B.C. F.

were the first to make our slogan their

own, tWith unexampled impudence, the

troops of Maurln and Arlandis wanted to

have i>eople believe that It came from

them. They claimed it in order to pur-

sue two different alma: to attribute to

themselves the success obtained by the

S, C, O. and to prevent being called

"Trotskyists" because of accepting our

slogan. The "BatalUsts" went so far as

to pass over In sHence our registered

letters In which we expounded our iwlnt

of view on the National Lnity Congress

at t!ie same time that we gave it our

adherence. Maurln and Co, did not act

very -correctly in this affair, even tiiough

they finally replied to us a few days ago,

accepting our adherence to the congress.

The S. C. O., of course, will send its de-

legates there.

But there U something that interests

us a great deal more tlinn the position

and tlie attlude of the C.-I). C. F, It Is

the organization affiliated to the E, C,

of the olficial (.'. I*, whifh ask (or the

celebration of a unity congress. These
are the affiliates of the Bunot (Valencia)

district and tlie Federation of Commun-
ist Youth of tiie Levant region who ad-

dre.ss themselves to all the Communist
groups and factions including the S. C.

U, and ContunLsmo—the "Batallists"

would not dare to do it^in order to have
tile unification congress take place within

a maximum period of two months.
The de.siie for unity is latent in all

the rank and file organizations of Span-
ish Communism, Only the bureaucrats
stand opiwscd to the unification of the
Spanish Communist forces.

That Is how agreement has been reach-
ed on the basis of one of the slogans of
the Left Opposition. Needless to say,

the S, C. O, continues to orient the move-
ment for unity,

PERSECUTIONS AGAINST US
The letters that reach us from our

friends In Estremadura are truly alarm-
ing. In Esaremaduia there does not ex-

ist a single affiliate to the Spanish C.
P. All tht^ Conimunlsta of Estremadura
belong to the S. C. O. Our friends are
brutally persecuted by the authorities
and ijy fhe socialists. The correspond
ence which they receive comes to tliem
opened. The newspa[iers and magazines
rarely arrive in their wrappers, A postal
employee has been kind enough to warn
our comrades so that tliey may find an-
other way of seoding their press mail
Our friends are'' threatened with being
discharged from their work and being
put into prison if they continue to pro-
pagate the Ideas of the S, C. O. and to
distribute Comunlsmo.

All this takes place right under t!ie

republic regime. It is certain that tiie

Stalinist dunderheads -ivill continue to
call us allies of the bourgeoisie. But
our Estremadura comrades will not
cease because of that, to propagate and
to defend our ideas.

IN THE MIDST OF THE ELECTIONS
We are right in the midst of the elec-

tions to the Constituent Cortes, and yet
one does not observe the slightest a-glta-

iou i)f the political parties. We refer,

of course, to external agitation, for with-
In the ixJlitlcai parties ami Inside of th»
liepub Ilean-Social 1st coalition, tlie un-
easiness is enormous. It serves no pur-
pose for the leaders of tiie coalition
parties to declare themselves firmly
united and ready for the d-eclsive battle
against the defunct regime. The rank
and file organizations take it upon them-
selves to show the contrary, sometlmejs
out of ambition, and at others out of
political disagreement. Tiie socialists
and the sociallst-radidcals have dissolved
the coalition in certain localities and are
preparing to Intervene in the struggle
Independently.

Tlie Sociallst-Iiadical party has been
divided into two, because the Madrid
organization the smallest In the party,
diirered from the point of view of the
national leadership of the party which
defends the unity of the coalition. Mad-
rid, where the socialist-radical group em-
braces a large number of workers, has
voted to break up tiie coalition and,
since Its opinion has been rejected. It

has separated from the Socialist-Radical
party and is preparing to enter Into the
struggle Independently.

This circumstances substantially weak-
ens the position of this party, which is

the one that today counts the greatest
sympathy among the electoral opinion.
The Communists also come forward

dividedly. The independent Communist
grouping of Madrid, after having pro-
posed the united front to the official

Comniunist grouping, a united front
which the latter rejected, has decided
to present its own candidates against
those of the official C, P, This confused
position of tiie Autonomous Groi^prfng

places it openly against the Communist
party. It is not a question any longer of

a struggle against the Stalinist bureau-
cracy but of an open struggle against
the C. P. We must combat those respoa-
aible for the division of the Communist
forces, but never, still leas in the pre-

sent moment, must we defy the ranks
of the party.

It is needless to say that the C.-B, C.

P. is presenting its own candidates.

Spanish Communism, absolutely dtsor-

gunlxed, goes into tht> struggle divided

and without any clmuoe of success.

Tlie clwtoral .struggle prCBcnta itself

\ery clearly. Tiie government will

Iriumph with an overwhelming mujorlt.v.

Tile mouarchi.sts will get a not very im-

portant minority and tiiat will be the

case with the other independent political

sectors.

Madrid, June 18, 1931

THE STRIKES
The strike movement for economic de-

mands of the working class vvas render-

ed profoundly acute last week and has

had its political repercussions for the

country and for the government,

Tlie fishermen's strike In Pasajes,

strangled in blood by the Civil Guard
was echoed in the solidarity strike pro-

claimed by the building trades workers

of Hiiliao who, at the same time, are

fighting against the compulsory strike

in solidarity with tile unemployed. And
in this solidarity strike too there have
been worker-victims, wounded by the

revolvers and rifles of the forces.

In Andalusia, upon the annouucement
of tile strike of the peasants, the state

of seige was extended throughout the

whole region. Although the constitution

in force declares that in election periods

the propaganda of all ideas will be per-

mitted, tile captain-general of the region
has declared that the declaration ot tiie

strike will l«' considered as a crime of

high ti'eason; he denies the peasants the

right under the republican regime, to

ask for bread oi' for work.

The strike of the Asturiun miners may
be considered as lost. But tlie revolu-

tionary morale of the coal mine workers
ocmes out ut the strike strengthened.

The union of all the bourgeois forces

an<l of their allies was realized against
them in the region and In the province.

The reiHiblican government disiiatched
the civil guard, in mass, to defend the
interests of the capitalists. The social

democrats organized their mlllta of
strike-breakers armed by the government
itself, fiung into the struggle against the
strikes. The strike entered a period of
regression; the workers were almost de-
ci<led ui>on a strategic return. The oniy
means of saving the tight was the con-
gress now being held iiy the National
Confederation of Labor. But the an-
archo-syndicailsts too are more interest-

ed in fighting against the Communists
than In supporting the Asturlan miners
and tlielr trade union, adhering to the
.V. C of L, but led by the Communists
whether the fight falls or not Interest,

our anarcho-.syndicalists very little.

Other strike coufSk-ts have broken out
or are announced: Cordova, Malaga,
Barcelona, etc, and the government is

more and more determined, according to
various declarations by Its representa-
tives, to pi\)ceed against the strike or
ganlzers with violence. Which Is ns
much as saying that it proposes to deal

with violence with every movement ot

worfciui; class demands.

THE SECOND CONGRESS OF
THE N. C. of L,

An extended article will lie devoted to

the congress now iieing held with an ex-

traordinary cliaracter at Madrid, of the

Spanish Xationa! Confederation of Labor.

But here are some details now for the

readers of the Militant. After the first

moments, a current was manilesteU

against <"ommuniKni. On the order of

the day tiiere stood a proiiosal recom-

mending (he expulsion from the N. C
of L. of all the Communists who ap-

peared as (-andldates on any Hsl of any

political iiarty whatsoev;'r. In reality.

It was a question of exiielling from the

N. C of L. the outstanding Communists.

But this proposal was not discussed by

tlie <'ongresH, still iess approved. It ac-

tually proved the degree <.f anti-Com-

niunlst phobia that emanated from the

congress. Hut In spite of all tlie voice

of all the orgflulzations had to make
itself heard. This did not happen with-

out difficulty. .\. ^ew delegatep, Com-
munist candidates In the elections of

.^pril 12, were challenged iiy the con-

gress on tile iiretext that -on the order

of the day stood a propi)sa! demanding
their expulsion. Wlien a delegate from

the Asturlas, an anarchist moreover,
proposed that this vexatious question of

expulsions be left for !he end and that

they pass over lnim('<iiately to tlie dis-

cussion of the (luestlon of aid to the

Asturlan miners on sti ike, the del»>;;fltes

interrtjpted and iii.sulted him without

taking Inti) account that he was an an-

archist, unfit he exclaimed: "Long live

anarchy !"

Thus, it is in this atmo.^phere, hostile

to Communism with the most absolute

lack of trade union democracy, that the

second national congress of the N'. C.

of L. was opened.

Madrid, June 21, 1931
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Books
I>y H-Con Trotsky
THE DRAFT PROGRAM OF THE
COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL
A Criticism of Fundiitnentals

Introduction by J. P. Cannon
140 pages hard paper cover JJjC

THE STRATEGY OF IHE WORLD
REVOLUTION

86 i>ages, two-colored paper cover 2r(c

Introduction by Max Shachtman
THE SPANISH REVOLUTION

30 pages, paper cover 10c

COMMUNISM AND SYNDICALISM
The Trade Union Question

Introduction by James P. Cannon
64 pages, i>aper cover 15c

THE PERMANENT REVOLUTION
208 page book—cloth bound 1.00

pai>er bound .50

TURN IN THE COMMUNIST
INTERNATIONAL AND THE

GERMAN SITU.ATION
30 pages, paper cover

SINCE LENIN DIED
By Max Eastman
1924

158 page book printed in London
THE REAL SITUATION IN RUSSIA

Introduction by Max PJastmau
m4 page book formerly ?2 now 1.00

MY LIFE--000 pages 5.00

Just OfT, the Press

THE SPANISH REVOLUTION
IN DAJ^GER

M pages paper cover 15e

PROBLEMS OF THE DE:\'EL0P-
MENT OF THE V. S, S. R.

48 pages, [Wpcr cover l.'jc

Special Rates in Bundles of 5 or more

Order from

PIONEER PUBLISHERS
84 East 10th Street

New York City

10c

50c

A Proposal to Gitlow
From tite current number of Revolu-

tionary .Age. we learn from an article

by Ben (Jitlow on the "Itesults of the

July Plenum" of the Loventone group

that among the decisions adopted were
the following two:

"2. To recommend to the National

Bureau to change the name ot the group,
"4. To give full power to the Nation-

al Bureau to change the name of the

Revolutiftnary Age If it finds It neces-

sary to do so,"

Our shop manager, Kent, was the first

one to welcome the decision. He Is a

steady reader of the Age, although he

is .somewhat timid and honest. In addi-

tion, he is always on the lookout for an
wld piece of change In these hard times,

and under the impression that some prize

may tx' awarded for the best substitute

names, he is proposing to secrt'tary Git-

low the following arguments for the

changes iie offers

:

1. The name of an organization .should

really be a mirror of its iiolitical qual-

ity. His honesty Is Injured at the idea

that the Right wing faction sh<mld call

It.self "Communist Party ot the L'nited

.States ot America (Majority <;roup)'*.

He proposes a change of name which
has the double advantage of being a more
accurate de.scrlption of the Ijovestono

group and of not involvlu;; too much ol

a difference in the Initials. Ina-tead of
"('. P. tj S. A. ( M, G.)", he proposes

the name "C. P. L. A. fiL (;.)", that is.

Conference for Progressive I,ahor Action
(Minority Croup), Tlie name would en-

able the Lovestoneites to function more
formally as the I^eft wing ot the Muste
group.

2, In this proposal, the cotisefjuenct^

of Kent's timidity coincide witli those

of Lovestone's political c-onccptlons.

Lovestone believes our epoch to be a

revolutionary age almost everywhere but
in the l'nited States. Besides, the name
"Revolutionary Age" IS a bit radical for

such conservative people. So lie pro
poses to change the name of the paper
to the Victorian .Age.

We pass on these propi>.sa!s to (Jillow

for what they are worth. Ourselves, we
think that if any prize is to he offered

for tlie most niiproprlate changes, it

should go fo Kent,

fisss ^^^^^^^^^f^^^^^^^^^^^^^^t^^is^/^^^^^^^m^.

WANTED
Literature .igents

to sell our pamphiets and books.

Special inducement to unemploy-
ed comiradea, in the way of a
liberal discount.

One comrade in Now York sold
over 500 pamphlets within 10

days.

Write for details.

Pioneer Publishers

84 East 10th St.,

New York {;!ty

TWO NEW PAMPHLETS
For the Pre-Conferencc Dicussion

by LEON TROTSKY

THE SPANISH REVOLUTION IN DANGER
M pages ~ Ifw per copy Special Rates in Bundles

PROBLEMS OP THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE U. S. S. R.

48 pages — 15e per copy

PIONEER PUBLISHERS
84 East 10th Street

New York City
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A WELCOME REVERSAL

Experience !s a costly teacber, but an

effective one. Having suffered the fuH

conBequerices of the "stay at work" pol-

icy during iSchlesinger'fi strike maneu-

vers, the Left wing in the neetJie trades

is striving to avoid a similttr debacle in

the Amalgamated. The Rank and File

Committee in the Hillman Union—the

Left wing group dominated by the party

—has Issued a statement on the stop-

page announced by the Amalgamated. The

statement describes the stoppage as a

strategem to put over a deal between

the Hillman bureaucracy and the boasea

against tlie members o£ the union. It

advises the clothing workers to "turn

the stoppage into a retil struggle of all

clothing workers for better conditions in

the shops."

On both these points the statement of

the Hank and File Conmiittee ts surely

{•(:rrw-t. It shows boyomi all doubt that

the Left wing militants In the needle

trades have learned something from the

bludgeoning tliey have endured as a re-

sult of the treacherous jwlicy imposed

Hpon them in recent times by the Cen-

trist bureaucrats.

During the Kchiesinger strike, the I^It

wing it will be remembered, had a dif

erent policy. At that time the Stal>i

lats said, and not without a certain

justification as is the case now In the

Amalgamated, that the strike was a

fake. And from this they drew the con

elusion thttt the Left wing militants

riliwiid stay at work wiiile the Right

wing workers went out. Hy this policy,

which they enforced against all pro-

tests, they deprived the Left wing of all

possibility to influence the masses of

workers in the streets. They gave the

reactionaries a powerful weapon whkh
they used to the full against the Lett

wing. If Schlesinger were to give credit

where credit is due for the present en

trenchment of the Klght wing tinion be

would iiave to make heavy acknowledg

ments to the "stay at work" slogan of

the Communist party.

The Opposltimi hammered this slogan

and advised. Instead, that the Left wing
militants go out with the rest and steer

tiie movement Into the path of struggle.

The advice was without avail them. An
eiperiment was necessary to expose the

complete emptiness of the Centrist pol

icy. The experience was bitter but 'lot

entirely In vain. Nobody would dare

to tell (he needle trades workers to re

pest that sorry performance.

We can only welcome the reversal of

tactics in this respect. Tile policy of

the party In the needle trades today,

despite many changes. Is yet by no means
fully correct. But we can be thankful

that the suicidal slogan of "stay at work"
while {he Hight wing workers are on the

sti-eet. Is no more. This is progress

painfully achieved but ail the surer for

it. It U anotlier demonstration that

the policy of the Opposition can make its

way, even if after ruinous delays, when
experience has reinforced and confirmed

Its correctness. Rut that Is just the

power of the Marxist platform of the

Left Opposition: it stands up under the

test of event.s.

know wiiere the 'yellow socialists' stand."

Is that really ao? Then you must know
that they—that is the leaders—have

stood on the side of the prosecuting at-

torney In the case of every Left wing

militant in the needle trades sent to

jail or prison in recent years. If you

know where they stand, your manage-

ment of the Union SQuare meeting is all

the more indefensible, and our critic-

ism of It is all the more justified.

The article in Solidarity Includes a de-

fense of the "anarchist wind bag". Ken-

ney overlooks no questions except the

most Important one. He says: "Per-

haps his remarks about Russia are ob-

jected to," Of course they are objected

to. He adds: "If so, then wherein did

he misrepresent the situation In Rus-

>iiaV" Weil, we could answer that ques-

tion at great length and iiave done bo

more than once. But allow us to ans-

wer the (juestlon here with another (lues-

tion: If you think It was ouite in order

for the Anarchist ta air his views tin

Russia at the T'nlon Square meeting,

did you expect comrade Swabeck to de-

vote his speech to a refutation? In that

case you should have advertised a pulillc

free-for-all debate on the principle dis-

putes In the labor movement. Such a

discussion, announced for what It is,

would have a value and the Communist
Leage would no doubt participate. But
the staging of this debate under the guise

of a defense meeting for the Centralla

men is out of place. The class war
prisoners are entitled to more respect

and consideration that that.

^EuaiwD TmE TtiMMEgts sym^E

Economic Decay in Soft Coal

.\GAIN THE UNION SQU.ARE
MEETING

For us the defense of class war

prisoners is a class question. We pro

ceed from the point of view that, they

are hostages held hy the class enemy.

They are not the private property of any

organiKstilon, party, group, sect or fat

tlon. Regardless of their iudlvldual

views tiiey are entitled to the solidarity

and support of the workers as a class,

and especially of all the advanced and

conscious elements. However we may
be divided on this or that questloa of

principle we should present a united

front to the class enemy in defense of

every persecuted worker, whoever he

may !)(', It is from this standpoint that

we protested in a recent issue of the

Militant against tiie conduct of the I.

W. W. in the Tuion Square meeting for

the Centralia prisoners,

Tiie July 21 issue of Solhlarity return.s

to tiie discussion only to demonstrate

anew the sectarian point of view and

to justify the objections we have broujjht

against it. We are now liiformed. In

an ariicle by .lack Kenney that the

nieetinij "was not called aj a 'united

front* meeting . , . it? was calle^ by the

Geueral Defense and invitations were

sent to organixations and groups asklntr

them to send speakers." That is no ans-

wer to the point of our objection. Tke
question of auspices la more or less a

formality in such a case. It is the or-

ganizations invited and represented on

the platform wiiich determine the «hdr-

acter of the meeting.

If it was not even Intended to be a

united front, as the author states. It

only makes matters worse and shows
up a narrow-minded conception which is

far removed from the idea of a class

defense of persecuted and Imprisoned

militants. It was a united front, al-

right, but a very peculiar one

—

a united

fronf without the Communist party. Why
was it excluded? This is the question

we raised. It has not been answered,

because it cannot be answered on the

ground of the real interests of the class

war prisoners.

Kenney found it necessary to defend

the presence of the "yellow socialists"

who w'Sre invited to the meeting. We
did not object to that ; we protested

against a friendly solidarity with them
as against the Communists. The article

in Solidarity Justifies this reactionary

policy with the statement: 'iWe at least

FIELD ORGANIZERS OF THE
OPPOSITION

Among the signs of consolidation of

the Communist I^eague and tile develop-

ment of its activities, tiie appearance of

voluntary organizers In the field Is not

the least significant. The emergence of

cftpai>le and self-sacrificing forces who
carry the message into new fields Is an

:mfaillng mark of vitality in our move-

ment. For several weeks comrades

Clarke and Stamm have been doing plon-

i'i'v work as field organizers in the Cleye-

land territory and wfr have every reason

for the confidence tliat thi? firm basis is

t)elng laid for the establishment of u

functioning branch of the League.

For us such an achievement will have

a great importance. Kvery nevf opposi-

tionist counts, and Is worth effort to

gain; the formation of a new branch is

an achievement which our entire organi-

zation can Justly celebrate. Our num-

bers are few but solid. They are strong

in ideas and by them will prevail. Kvery

accession of new for(-es educated in the

Marxist doctrines of our movement and

Inspire<i with its unconquerable spirit,

hastens on tlie day. "Those who make it

possible by patient work of pr«pagand;i

and organlKation in the field will be

highly regarded by every Oppositionist.

The fleid work of the comrades In

Cleveland, of great value in Itself, has

an even greater significance as an ex-

ample. By deliberately picking out the

field of operations in agreement with

the National Committee, travelling with-

out railroad fare and maintaining them-
selves in the fiel<l on their own resources,

with only nominal assistance from the

organixation, they are show-ing how a

movement which has no money can have
organlzer.s, if it has the men. We shall

see more of this in the near future. It

w-c are not greatly mistaken. The young
revolutionists, tralneli in (he school of

the Opposition \till be fired with tha

ambition to work for the movement and
will do it at all cost. The path of the

pioneer organizers at Cleveland will be
followed by tens and scores as our move-
ment grows, takes root and bacomes the
movement of the workers' vanguard, as
It Inevitably will.

In this way tiie liona-fide type of pro-

fes.slonal revolutionist will ^ow up, re-

ceive his training and prove his worth
in the hard school of experience and
come to leadership of the party and the
class. In the best days of the I. W. W.
and to a Iftsser extent in the Socialist
I)arty, the movement was recruited and
kept alive in no small degree hy the
"voluntary organizers" who took It upon
themselves^without definite pay or
guarantees—1» carry the propaganda to
the masses. Today's movement, on high-
er ground and on a firmer foundation,
win measure its growth In no small de-
gree by the numiier of such organizers
it enlists.

Professional revolutionists we must
have, for the leadership of the revolu-
tionary movement Is a full-time occupa-
tion. But by that term we do not think
of the satisfied official who weighs every
service to the movement and exacts pay
In a sort of business relationship. We
think rather of the militant who devotes
his activities entirely to the movement
and takes his chances. Kvery step to-
ward the creation of such a cadre re-
presents progress. j, p, c.
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The soft coal Industry la especially

w-orth studying at this time because of

the militant strike movemen in a num-

ber of fields, because of its fundamental

importance to industry and because it

illustrates many of the features of indus-

trial decay under capitalism, and points

a way which will be trodden by more and

more industries as time ijoes on.

Where COal Comes From
The earliest recorded soft coal work-

ings in this country were in Virginia, In

1750. Since then It has been discovered

in over thirty different states in this

country, but most of the coal west of

the Mississippi is too low in grade to

have more than a local importance. Over

90 percent of the coal produced in the

United States comes from nine states,

Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Virginia,

Kentucky and Alabama in the Kastern

or Appalachian field, Illinois and Indiana

in the Middle Western field and Color-

ado in the Rocky Mountain field, Tiie

quality of the coal mined, or its "rank",

varies widely, and with it varies the

commercial value, which determines the

distance to which it can be shipped in

competition with other fuels. The high-

est grade coal is that from some of the

We.'-it Virginia fields, particularly the

"smokeless" Pocahontas .<ind New River

coals, considered the finest In the world

except possiiily the British Admiralty

coals. The quality Is determined by a

high percentage of fixed carbon In re

lation to volatile matter, low moisture

and ash content and low percentage of

impurities, the worst of which is sul

phur.

The cost of mining depends in large

part on the thickness of the coal de

ijo.-iit or seam, the presence or d^ree
of slate, "bony eoal", and other solid

impurities, the extent of mecbanizatJou,

the flatness and continuity or on the

other hand steep pitch and broken-iip

geology of the (Iei)osIt. The combina
tion of differing commercial value of

coal produced and differing costs of pro

duction has resulted In su!)8tantial dif

ferences In the ability of the various

fields to compete with each other.

Shift of Oo«I Frfds

In practise, this iias resulted in a shift-

ing of the market away from certain

fields and towards others. The fields

whlcii have been losing out in competi-

tion have resulted in violent efforts to

cut wages in an effort to maintain pro

fits ; the others have cut wages in the

effort to maintain their competitive su

periority. The result to date Itaa been

a clear-cut and increasing superiority of

the West Virginia and Kentucky fields to

the detriment of Illinois and Indiana

while I'ensylvania has largely held its

own as indicated by the following fig-

ureis. (See tai>ie above).

"The ^West VJrglnlali operators," uc-

cordlng to an engineering expert, "might

be quite properly termed the pirates of

the coal trade, standing ready at all

times to descend on any fat priite that

may appear otfthe horizon. Let a short-

age of fuel api>e!(r in the Northwest or

in New England and the West Virginia

producers will soon t)e on the job with

their high-grade coats gobbling up the

main plums, much to the chagrin of the

Uiinols or Pennsylvania producers as

the case may be. For the Ohio mines,

handicapped by somewhat Inferior coala

and union scales, they have an Indif-

ference bordering on contempt ; In times

of a full market the iWest Virginia mines
have only to reduce their wage scales, a

matter the miners are not liable to pro-

test when work Is slack, and they can
put their high-grade coals down in the

heart of the Ohio mining districts cheap-
er than the local mines can produce it

themselves".

Key Position of West Va,
Tile West Virginia fields therefore oc-

cupy a key position In the Industry,

from a lal)or point of view as well as

from that of the operator. Control of

these fields is indispensable in view of

their ability to throw enormous tonnages
on the market when strikes are on in

other fields ; on the other hand, a frc»

rein to unionize Illinois and Indiana Is

worthless for a national union if pur-
chased at the expense of "hands off West
Virginia and Kentucky".

The latest figures show that this su-

periority has been intensified since tha

depression : in the week ended July 4,

lOSl a total of 5,961,000 tons of soft

coal was mined In the United States,

again.^t an average of 11*208,000 >per

week in ,TuIy 1023, a falling off of -iQ

ix^rcent. Illinois and Indiana fell off

54 and 00 j>ercent respectively, and Penn-
sylvania 57 percent, while the decline
In West Virginia amounted to less than
II percent In the Southern field and lesi

than 28 percent for the stale as a whole,
and Kentucky production declined only
26 percent.

The shifting of markets within the

soft coal Industry has taken place against

a background of absolute and relative

decline in the demand for coal. For
many years up to 1818, the consumption
of coal in the United States increased

at the rate of 16,800.000 tons per annum
In 1017 the consumption (including ex-

ports, wjiich amount to 3-4 percent of

the total in normal years) totalled 553,-

000,000 tons ; this figure was not reached
again until 1926, when the British coal
strike stimulated exports and brought
total sales to 567,000000 tons; in 1939,

at the peak of "prosperity", total -le-

mand was 537,000,000, and last year In-

dications are that the. sales were 465,-

000,000 tons.

The average anual consumption per
capita from 1912 to 1914 was 8,046 pounds
of soft coal ; the average for the years
1926-1928 was 8,608 pounds, and last

Total Coal Produced

Pennsylvania

West Virginia

Illinois

Kentucky
Ohio
Indiana

Alabama
Virginia

Colorado

1924

ISt .000,01)0 tons

]30,<WO,000

101,700,000

(;s,;ioo,ooo

4.'..iO0 00O

;jo,riO(>,o<x)

21 .500.000

li), 100,(1 fX)

10,700,000

IU,4(>0,0{X)

1923

533,000.000

142 400,000

13^,000,000

00,100,000

00,600.000

23,700,000

18.000,000

17 700,000

13,100,000

10,400 OUO

year w-as a[>out 7,3U pounds.

Reason For Market Loss

The basic reason for the loss of mar-

kets has been the displacement of coal

by other form.s of energy supiily, notably

water power for the generation of elec-

tricity, fuel oil and natural gas, and

second, increasing etiiciency In the utili-

zation of coal by the railroads, wlio took

21!/, percent of the domestic consump-

tion of coal last year liy the electric

utility companies, who took !>1/, percent

and by <1tber large industrial consumers.

Of the total energy from all sources,

used in the U. H. in 1013, ooal,

hard and soft, supplied 84.4 percent,

oil and gas 7.1 percent, and water ixiwer

4,2 percent, by 192S the latest year for

w-hich U. S. Bureau of Mines data are

available, Jhe proportion contriiiuted by

coal was 67.5 percent, by oil and gas

18.2 percent, and by water power R.Si

percent- Indicating increased efiiciency

of use, as recently as 1020 the average

electrical cotnpany througliout the Uni-

ted States burned 3 pounds of eoal under

Its boilers to produce a kilowatt-hour of

current supply—by i:)20 the figure had

declined to 1.0 pounds, and the best

practice in the country w-as 7-lOths of a

pound, indicating the extent of the possi-

Itle further losses. In 1!)20 the average

railroad consumed 174 pounds of coal

in carrying 1000 tons (including freight,

locomotive and tender) a distance of

one mile; liy 1020 the average figure was
dow-n to 125 pound.-;. Similarly, in 1017

the steel mills consumed an average of

3,524 pounds of coking coal In making
a ton of pig iron ; now they need less

than ,3,000 pounds, a decline of over

15 percent.

In the definition of "economic old age"

i'iven in a previous article in this series,

two outstanding features were the low-

rate of profit and the tendency toward
concenj ration and mechanization. Ac-

cording to a compilaflon by the National

Cily Bank tweuly-eight coal mining com-

patiies. with a combined capitalization

around .$600,000,000, earned net profits

o£ 1,0 percent on their capital and sur-

jiius in 392!) and 1.3 ijercent in 1030.

To tiie extent that these iigures are re-

presentative, 1,ey indicate one reason

for the bitterness w-hlch has marked

laiior struggles in the eoal mines for a

"diminishing ration" of profits on the

operator's side.

Financial Concentration

The tendency tow-ard financial con-

centration in the coal industry will b»

clear from the following data. In 1920

there were 6^77 recognized commercial

soft coal producers; by 1930 there were

only 4.612. Tiie mortalities were sever-

est in the class of mines producing from

10,(X)0 to 50.0{K1 tons a year, of whom

51 percent disappeared In these ten

years; the mines producing 50-100,000

and 100-200000 ton,s a year were also

hard hit. On the other hand, the class

producing 500.000 tons a year and over

actually increased, both in -iumbers and

ill output Tills class wai responsible

for 2S).2 ix'rccnt of the total uittput in

1S95, fur 48.3 jiercent in IS'P">, -17.^ pe:^

cent in 1920 when there w-as a tempor-

ary boom In coal encouraging tiie small

mine, and ."iO.S percent in 1025), With

tiie. pr<-senr hard times in tie industry,

tlie proportion of the output contrtdled

by the big mines must be still larger.

This means that the miner in his strug-

gles is facing a financially stronger unit,

on the average, than in the past and

the necessity for national organh'-ation

is even more pressing than hitherto.

The proportion of coal mined "mech-

anically", that is, by the use of mech-

anical loaders and conveyors under-

ground, has increased rapidly. From 21

-

000,000 tons In 1028 the output of mech-

anically mined coal increased to 37,900,-

000 tons in 1920 and 46800.000 tons last

year, an increase during a year of crisU

of 23.7 percent. The tendency was most

pronounced In Illinois iviiero an addi-

tional tonnage of 4„")50,(HHi tons w-ns

mechanically mined in I'.KiO over 1029,

an increase of 24.9 jie^rcent ; in Pennsy-

lvania the increase was 2,KtX»,000 tons or

66,2 percent, in Alabama l.KXiOOO tons,

or 120.6 percent.

Medianization of Mines

Tliese figures do not include the 20,-

000,000 tons loaded by power shoveis in

strip mines which involve mechanlza-

tioit on an even larger scale. In strip

pits. Jhe coal lies close to the surface,

and the earth covering or "overburden '

is stripped ofT with shoveN and the coal

exposed In open pits, which are then

worked by steam or electric shovels.

The cost of a ITi-yard sbovtl of the

latest lyjie with caterpillar treads, com-

vletley installed, is half a uiillinn dol-

lars. The average produ-l i'.Jii per man
per day, w-hich is about -1 3-4 tons for

i'le entire iiidustry. avera^'cd 13 tons

jier man jwr day in strip operations

in 192H, against 5.1 tons per day

per man in 1014, when the average for

tiie entire industry was 3.i;i tons.

It is not a coincidence that some of

the bitterest strugges of the miners huva

i>eeu in the most highly mec-hauized oi>-

erations, w-here the owner's stake was

highest and bis financial strength corre-

sponding. The Wildwood mine of the

Butier Conaolidated Coal <.o. the first

mine in the United States completely laid

out from the beginning for mechanlKed

operation, has been the scene of some of

the hardest fighting in the jireaent strike

in the western Pennsylvania flcida. The
fighting around Herrin, liiinois, in tiie

1022 strike, centered around a strip min-

ing operation of tiie Southern liiinois

t'oat Company.
The coal operator today faces a nar-

rowing market under the whip of com-

petitive economic pressure to maintain

or enlarge his profits (o actjuire a finan-

cial base for the Increasing mechaniza-

tion which is being installed throughout

the Industry. He will put up a terrific

resistance to the maintenance of decent

living standards iiy the miners. The min-

ers will nef'<l every advantage of organi-

zation and leadership to make good their

counter-resistance, and carry the strug-

gle further from defensive to offensive

economic lines and ultimately out of the

economic field into tiie broadest political

demands.
—B. ,T, FIKLD.

Bucharin and the Permanent Revolution
At the beginning of 191S, Bucharin

ivrofe in a pamphlet devoted to the Oct-

ober revolution :

"The fall of the irapcriftlist regime

was prepared by all the preceding his-

tory of the revolution. But this fall,

and the victory of the proletariat sup-

ported by the poor peasantry, a victory

which at one tilow opened up immense

horizons throughout the world, is not

yet the begtniting of an organic epoch

. . . Bt'fore the Russian proletariat Is

posed more acutely than ever before, the

I>robIem of the world revolution. Ail the

relations; that have developed in Eurowe
lead towards this Iiievlta!>le end. Thus
tlie permanent revolution In Russia is

converted into a European revolution of

the proletariat." C'From tlie Fall of

Caarism to the Fall of the Bourgeoisie"

by N, Bucharin, page 78. Our emphasis.)

The pamphlet concluded with the fol-

lowing words;
"Into the powder magazine of blood-

stained <Jld Europe has been thrown the

torch of the Russian socialist revolution.

It has not died. It lives. It expands.

It will inevitably fuse with the great

victorious uprisings of the world prole-

tariat." (Ibid, page 144,)

How far removed from the theory of

socialism in one country wa.s Bucharin

at that time!

Everyone knows that Bucharin was
the principal, and In reality, tlie only

theoretician of all the campaigns against

Trotskyism wliicli were summed up in

the struggle against the permanent rev-

olution. But earlier, when the lava of

the revolutionary overthrow had not yet

had time to grow- cool, Bucharin, as we

see, could find no other characterization

ot the revolution than the definition

against w-hlch, a few years later, lie had

to fight .so mercilessly.

The pamphlet by Bucharin appeared

in "Priboy", the publishing house of

the Central Committee of the party. Not

only did nobody declare 4hls pamphlet

heretical, but on the contrary, everyone

saw In It the ofhclal and Indisputable ex-

pression ot tiie views of the party Cen-

tra! Committee.

In this way the pamphlet was re-

printed many times In the course of the

foilowiug years, and together with an-

other one devoted to the February rev-

olution, under the joint title "From the

Collapse ot Czarism to the Fail of the

Bimrgeoisie", It w-as translated int»

Cernnin, French, Knglish and other lan-

guages.

In 1023, the ijamphlet—probably for

the last time—was printed by the Khar-

kov Paity Publishing House "Prole-

tarli", and in the preface to it was ex-

pressed the conviction that the ixumphlet

has "an enormous importance" not only

for the new memiiers of the party, for

the Youth etc, but also "for the old

The Permanent Revolution in Lenin*$ Time
In 1921, there appeared In English one

of the many editions of an old work of

Trotsky : "A Review and Some Perspec-

tives", which contains the most com-

plete eiiKisltlon of the theory of the

permanent revolution.

The Knglish edition Is accompanied

by a preface by the author dated "March

12, 1919, Kremlin", written for the Rus-

sian edition of -the brochure which came
out In 1910. Between this Russian edi-

tion and the English edition of 1919, a

tmmber of others appean^d in various

languages. In the preface of 1019, ths

author speaks of those differences which
at one time separated him from Bolshe-

vism In this question. Among other

things, the preface says

:

"Therefore, once having won power,

the proletariat cannot limit itself to bour-

geois democracy. It must adopt the

tactics of permanent revolution t, e., to

destroy the barriers between the min-

imum and maximum program of social

democracy, to introduce more and more
radical social reforms and to look for

direct and Immediate support In the

West European revolution. This posi-

tion is developed in this brochure, ori-

ginally written In 1904-1906", etc.

"To destroy the barriers between the

minimum and maximum program"—thii

is precisely the formula of the growing
over of the bourgeois revolution into the

socialist revolution. The premises for

such a development are the eocqueet of

power by the proletariat which, by the

logic of the aituptlon la compelled "to

iivtroduce more and more radical social

reforms" . , ,

Now who published this brochure? The

publisher did not find It at all neces-

sary to conceal hla criminal name. On
the cover is printed: "Published by the

("ommunlst International. JIoscow —
1921". On .the back page of the broch-

ure It says "Printing Shop ot the Com-
intern". Zlnovlev w-as chairman of the

Comintern, Bucharin worked there full

time, the edition could not go by without

them seeing It. all the more so because

it was the only one. The Russian edl

tlon could not go by unnoticed by the

Central Committee of the party—especi-

ally when It was published by It—or by

Lenin especially.

One is constrained to ask again how,

in the greatest and most burning ques-

tion, not only the Central Committee but

also the Comintern were able to dis-

tribute a brochure entirely devoted to

the defense and to the interpretation of

the theory of the permanent revolution,

in which, moreover, in a preface especi-

ally written for the new edition, the

author affirmed that the march of events

had approved his theory? la Jt possi-

ble -that up tintll 1924 there were at the

head of the Bolshevik party only blind

men, Ignoramuses and, still worse. Men.
sheviks or counter-revolutionists? Let
somebody answer this question—one of

hundredds, of thousands like it.

Itolshevik guard of the Illegal period of

our party".

That Bucharin is not endowed with

any particular firmness In his opinions,

is well enough known. But It is not a

question of Bucharin. If one Is to lend

credence to the legend, created for the

first time in the Fall of 1924, that be-

tween Lenin's conception of the revolu-

tion and Trotsky's thenry of the per-

manent revolution there existed an uu-

bridgable chasm, and thai the old party

generation was educated in the under-

standing of the irreconcilability of these"

two theories, then how could Bucharin

at the beginning ot 1018 propagate w-:th

complete impunity this theory, which he

called the theory of tiie itcrnianent rev-

olution'? Why did nobody—absolutely

nobody~ln the partj- come forward

against Bucharin'? How and why did

the publishing hou.se of the party Cen-

tral Committee issue the pamphlet? lli)w

and why did Benin keep quiet'? How
and why did the Comiutorn publish t!te

pamphlet by Bucharin, defending the

permanent revolution, into various lan-

guages? How and why did Bncharln's

pamphlet retain the title of party manual

almost up to the death of Ix-nin'? How
and why was the pnmiihlet reprinted in

1023 in Kharkov, future center of Stal-

inist fanaticism and warmly rectimmend-

ed to the party youth as well as to the

old Bolshevik guard?

Bucharln's pamphlet Is distinguished

from his sulisequent writings and in

general from all the latest Ktalinisl his-

toriography not only in the ciiaracteriKa-

tion of the revolution but also of lis

leaders. Here, for cJ^aniiile, Is what It

says on page 131 of the Kharkov (^li-

tlon

;

"The central point of political life

becomes . , . n-ot the pitiful Soviet of

the repuiiiic, but tiie future congress of

the All-Kussian revolution. In the cen-

ter of this work of niobiiiKation stood

the Petersburg Hoviet wiiich demonstra-

tively elected to its presidency, comrai

Ijeon Trotsky, the most brilliant tribui

of the proletarian insurrection."

Further on, on page 13S

:

"On October 25, Trotsky, the brilliai

and valiant triimne of the rvolt, the Ii

defatignble and ardent agitator, tJ

apostle of the revolution, declared

the name of the Revolutionary .Military

(Jommittee to the Petersiiurg Soviet,

amid thunderous applause from those

present, that the 'provisional govern-

ment no longer exists'. And as living

proof of this fact, l^min appeared, greet-

ed with a stormy ovation, liberated from
Illegality by the new revolution.''

In 1923-1024, tlie fiood of the socalled

discussion against Trotskyism was let

loose. It destroyed much of what had
been built up by the October revolution.

It submerged the papers, libraries read-
ing-rooms, and under its slime and dirt

was buried an innumerable quantity of

documents relating to the greatest epoch
in the development of the party and of

the revolution. Now these documents
must be dragged out bit by bit In c i""

to reconstruct that which was.
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The New Musteite Party
The CP.L.A. Prepares a Home for the Political Homeless

Quietly, heralded Uy only the mosit

modest Hiinouiicementa and by even less

entiiusia-^m, the first bricks are lieirisf

liiid in the dark »t iiiKht for a new pul-

itk'iil party, a home for the politifcaily

homeless in the ijibor movement. Tht;

new structure is not provided with a.

firm foundiition, its bricks are not tinged

with one clear color hut those en^'n^ed

in erecting' it are filled with the faith

basod upon a hope that it will otter thorn

a refuge from the conllictin;; winds o£

the chisa .struKSle,

The party is the one that was tenta-

tively •Istuiiched" at the last meeting »£

the New York hranch ot the Conference

for Progressive Labor Action in the form

of a -statement presented by A. J. Muste

in the name of the organlKation's exwu-

tive committee, "Do We Need a New
Political OrganisHttion in the Tnited Kta-

tes?". The ino stalwart.s who attended

the meeting fiiiiilly endoread tiie docu-

ment !)y a slim majority against the

votes of tlie Socialist iwrty members
pre:«int and a "bolt" hy part of the

Ijovestoneites wlio had entered tlie C. 1'.

L, A. to give it a "radieitl'' coloration.

The an!> of tiie new Muste pjirty is

cont^nned in the following extended ex-

cerpt from the manifesto

:

Socialists and Communists

"The Socialist I'tuty in the United

States today does not have a clear work-

ing clas.-; orientation. It has not, as a

matter of fact, succeeded in winning the

eonfidence ot American workers, Home
of its exjionents have franltly abandoned
Marxiam as a laiior philosophy, and have

no philosophy to offer in its iilace. Others

profess to retain Marxism, but exliibit

no militancy in cjirrying on iiie class

struggle. It purstie.s a iK>licy of "neu-

trality" toward the trade unions, which
in practise amounts to leaving tiiem in

the Iiands of bureaucrats and corruption-

ists, makes it impossible for a man to i)e

regarded as a good Socialist on the pol-

itical tield, while he Is a reactionary on
the trade union field and makes it im-

possible to distinguish between socallcd

Socialist unions and any other. It has

lacked vigor and aggressiveness in sup-

porting, inspiring and leading efforts to

organize the masses of unskilled and
semi-skilled workers in the basic indus-

tries. Its propaganda tacitly assumes
that by a gradual democratic process the

basic indujstries of the nation can be

bought from their present owners and
socialized, and evades any realistic anal-

ysis ot the modern scene to determine

what foundation there is for such an
expwtation. It is confused and at times

distinctly antagonistic in its attitude to-

wards Soviet Ittissia. It is not aggre.s-

sive and militant in its struggle again,-?t

militarism. It is not out-and-out Soc-

ialist, neither has it yet demonstrated
tha't it can lie an effective Left pro-

gressive American i>arty.

"The Communist party in the Tnited
States today suffers from a mechanical
dictation from outside which severely

handicaps it in dealing with the American
situation- It does not Iijive its roots

primarily in the American soil. It ijaa

pursued a divisive and sectarian policy

in tlie trade unions. It has abandoned
any honest effort to imild a mass labor

party. Ft talks a fantastic and doc-

trinaire language which American work-
ers do not understand. It (iverreaches

it.self and tries to imp(xse a Comnutnist
dogmatism on the workers, rather than
gaining their confidence and developing
their initiative by giving them a re;»Iistic

and democratic leadership in their daily

struggles."

The Socialist party is too discredited

for these homeless Centrists, and they

proceed 1o say ,so as politely as possible

;

the Communist party is too revolutionary

for them and a-s is the custom of tbe.se

people, they conceal this iietty bonrgeils

fear of the revolutionary movement be-

hind wease! words about foreign dicta-

tion, sectarianism (whtcli to them does

not mean an Isolationist policy so much
as an intransigeance in principle) and
lack of realism. The Muste leaders

therefore propose to organize a party

oscillation between the two basic forces

within the modern lalKir movement; the

reformist and the revolutionary. But
the purpose of this new movement is uo^

merely that. Only a blind man can fail

to see that ever new sections of the

workers are moving today, however
slowly or unevenly, towards Communism.
They are the most militant and conscious

sections of tlie ciji.ss. That the leader-

ship of the official Communist party and
tljeir policies do not facilitate this move-
ment in their direction, is another mat-

ter, but it does not remove the fact that

the movement is there.

To imagine that the new Musteite

X>arty is being organized for the purpose

of a<'celerating this movement in ihe

direction of revolutionary channels and

against reformi.'sm ("Yes." said Muste
in reply to a question, "it is intendad

that this party be an an tl-reformist nnd
revolutionary party,") --is not to under-

s'.md anything about the role of these

*ple in the labor movement. In

-et" times, they were barely dis-

tinguishable from the reactionary and

conservative element.s in the labor move-

ment. As soon as the working cltiss

showed signs of moving away trom the

bourgeoisie, and even from reformism,

the -Musteites came forward as a bar-

rier in the path of the workers' advance

seeking to turn tliem back to reformi.sm

by devious mutes, but under no condi-

tions to allow tliem to take the natural

road of development towards Commun-
ism. Since its organization, this has

been the primary function fif the C'. 1*. L.

A, I)eveloi>ed on the trade union fivld

as a political iiioc of yellow socialists,

labor imreaucrats, p.seudo-progre.^sives,

and finally embracing turncoats from

Communism like Miller and Henjamin

and even further "Ijeff'^the I.ovestone

group itself—tiie C P. L. A. now seeks

to transfer its functions more directly

into the political field.

The Sponsors of tlie Party

Who are presiding over the birth of

the new infantV The names themselves

are instructive. Foremost among them
is the name of Bert Miller, the notorious

anti-Trotskyist, who renounced even that

mild vaiiety of Communism represented

hy Lovestone in order to crawl into the

C. L*. Ij, .-v.; another fatiier of the naw
party is ,T, 11, Saiutsky-Ilardmaii, whom
Miller helped expel from the Communist
I'arty as a traitor, and who has since

been engaged in tlie principal literary

defense of tiie Ilillman regime of tlie

l)la(kjacl;, the gangster and class colla-

iKn-ation in the A. C. W- A.: A. ,1. Mas'.e,

the "ideoigicai" leader of the pseudo-pro-

gressives in the labor movement whose
greatest concern is to prov e that iu his

criticism of the A. F. of I., bureaucracy

he dues not associate himself for an in-

stant with the only force that has con-

ducted a serious struggle against the

disastrous policies of treason pursued

by the (Jreen hierarchy—the Communist
movement ; Ludwig Lore, who falls to

find any real distiilction between the

revolutionary Communist movement and

the i)hrase-mongers of the socialist ''Left',

wing in Kngland, Germany and tiie Uni-

ted States,

These are elements without a political

home, tile classic exponents of Centrism

whi) seek to repeat today t!ie farcical

experiment made a decade ago with the

formation of a "Two and a Half Inter-

national". That the sponsors of the

new party iiave their eyes turnetJ to-

wards the recent attempts made by the

''lA^ft" wing leaders of the British I. L.

r. to !)ui!d a new "internatI6nal" cannot
be douiited for an Instant, It is eQualty

sure that tlie .second edition of the Two
and a Half International, including its

American "-section" will follow tiie first

bEick into the camp ot social democracy
from whieii it emanated. No other fate

is reserved for the petty bourgeois pol-

iticians who attempt to eke out a brief

indejiendent existence on the basLs of tiie

workers' dissatisfaction with the .social

democracy and a parasitic criticism of

tlie blunders of official Communism,
The new party—if it can be dignified

by such a designation— is already having

its troubles. The socialist partners of

the C. r. L. A., including the "Left wing
militants" are already making barely

concealed threats to withdraw their sup-

iwrt from the Muste group if it proceeds

to establish a rival to the S, P. The
"revolutionary-reformist" party of .Muste-

Lnre-Miller-Salutsky and Co. is being

Iiorn under luckless auspices whicli al-

ready determine its .slender and brief

future. We shall return to other phases

of tlie (juestion on another occasion.

WasteCutDi^Im^e

Once again, a member of tiie ill-stir-

red capitalist eiUcIeney cabinet' of the

great engineer, has dropped it few "in-

discreet" remarks, Hoover's Lament has

unintentionally given away the secret

preparations of tlie bosses for an or-

ganized—and that is about all tiiat is real

in the .social democratic myth of ''or-

ganized capitalism"—<ampalgn for deep-

going nalion-wide wage-cuts, ranging

from the pivotal steel industry to coal,

textiles, majiufacturing. all along the

line. What Lamont blurted out has not

lieeii unknown to tlie Communisls, who
were the first to predict the inevitaiiility

of a concerted offensive action of the

iidurgeoisie in tiie attempt to disentangle

tiiejnselves from the economic crisis

whi<'h they and their system have brought

about—at tiie exixMise of the workinjj

class, t)y whose toil and sweat alone thej

are aiiie to subsist.

What Is the Situation of tiie Workers
At This Juncture?

Ot course, Hoover and his Secreta'O'

of Labor I>oak who got his trjiining in

deceiving and misleading workers from his

days in the liaiirond HrotiierhocKls, Im-

mediately came out with denials, as.'sert-

ing tliat the governnient still remains

firm in its stand against wage cuts and
rejecting all responsitiility for Lamont's

letter to Condon. But, too late. The
iieans have been spilled. The New \'orl(

Times, tiie mouthpiece of Wall Street,

if any, gently chides Lamont for his ra.th-

ness. dejdores the "lack of cooperation"

in the government and proceeds ... to

explain the necessity, yes even the in-

evitiilily of wage reduction, all In one
editorial.

And how do things actually stand at

the moment. To what extent has the

attack on the workers advanced? This
may iie gathered from figures published

in the -Tune number of the Monthly La-

bor Kevlew by the Department of Labor,

The figures are extremely interesting

and siiould be stwdied attentively by ev-

ery worker.

P«r Capita Karnlngs

(Involving some 5 or C million workers)
March February M»rch

Industry 1930 1931 19X1

Manufacturing $24.30 X1.3 —9.4
Anthracite

Mining 23.14 —22 —9.2
Bit. Milling 1«.«6 —!.« —16,2

tWe notice a particularly sharp down-
ward trend in per capita earnings during
the month ot March in the current year,

and when we keep in mind titat the fig-

ures for tiie manufacturing sector in-

clude 34 industries, we can easily pic-

ture the uuiversaiify of the trend. Later
on we shall allow tliat this drop iu aver-

age wages is quite out of proportion even
with the growth of unemployment and
has a cause behind if, wage cuts already
carHiedi into effect. From the mining fig-

ures it beconies quite apparent why the

strike struggle wave ha^; found its in-

ception in that industry,

Ifrom February to Marcli 1931, uneoi
Pioyment among tile railroad workers in-

creased by 1.4 percent, while payrolls
fell S.l jvercent. Taking the figures tor.

the same month in 1929 as 100, the fig-

ures for March 1931 are:

Anthracite Bituminous
Kmpl'm't I'ayroIIs KmpI'm't Payrollir

S1.2 70.1 8S.W cri.2

In the iron and steel industries we
find;

Employment
1930 1931

April Fell. March April
9L9 72,0 72,C 71.9

Payrolls

1930 1931
April Feb. -Marcli April
JK-S 60.4 63.0 60.7
In 54 manufacturing Industries in

(Continued on page 2)

Mining And Textile

Strikes In Danger
Stalinist Failure to Apply United Front Threatens Strike

Kvery day of the prolongation ot the

struggles renders more acute the dau-

gers that threaten the two big strike

movements that have swept thousands ot

workers into actiou^the sti'ike-s ot the

coal miners and of the te>:tile worker?^

The dangers arise out of the distmify

the seiMiratism, tlie isolation of tlie

strikes—even when considered from tiie

s£and[ioint of each industry separately.

From the very beginning this has lieen

pointed out by the Mlliiant, and the

warning sounded that unless swift and
resolute measures were taken to ovei

come the prevailing disunity, the .strikes

would tie threatened with the poison of

slow disintegration and defeat.

Our warning was addressed prlmariiy

to tiie Left wing and to the official Com-
munist party whicii leads it—no initia-

tive in tiie direction of unity can be es-

l>ected from tlie reformist labor leaders
who thrive and prosiK-r on the basis of

division in the ranks of the workiu;
cla.ss. Yet, althougii eacii day has brough
new coniirniation of the need of putting
into practise the policy we put forward,
the party ha.s been comixdled to mark
time on one spot by a leadership more
concerned about maintaining its prestige
and tiie "InfaliibiMty" of its policies than
in adjusting tiiem to suit tlie needs of

the class .struggJe and the interests ot
the movement.

The Party on the Mine Strike

Now, driven to speak out by the ser
ious state in which the I'ennsylvania
mine strike has developed, the Political

Bureau of the Communist party ha.s is

sed a long declaration in tiie Daily M'ork
er, which descri!)es more openly than

Hillman Brings the Tailor Strike to an End
''!£ there wil !)e a strike, the racltet-

eers would call it." This ambiguous re-

ply by Sidney Hillman to Mayor Walk-
er's iiuesfion whether Hillman could

promise that there will tie no strike In

New York ha?^ become clear now that

the strike ot tlie New York clothing work,

ers ihas been declared. In that reply

were contained the real meaning and the

purpose of the strike contemplated by

Iliiiman and of his "camiiaign" against

racketeering. The strike has been en-

gineered and contrived by Iliiiman and
the organized clothing manufacturers for

the purpose of bolstering the New \'ork

market through lowering production <!osts

at the expense of tlie clothing workers,

(See my article in the Militant, July 11.)

The campaign was well prepared, the

"strike'' staged in accordance with the

plans laid out and having met no in-

terference by any forces inside or out-

side the A, C. W. organization, will ije

carried out to the satisfaction of Sidney

Hillman the New York Manufacturers
Kxchange, and Mayor Walker, and inci-

dentally to the a.ggrandiaement of the

ignot>le. prestijte of the yellow socialist

leaders, Norman Thomas, IjouIs Waid-
rajin, Vladeck, and their ilk,

A New Betrayal

To the clothing vvorkers this "strike"

means another betrayal and a sellout un-

der an "Amalgamated agreement". This

"strike" was in reality a lockout for the
purpose ot cutting the wages and tight-

ening the noose around the necks of the
membership of the organization.

How were Hillman's plans In this

"strike" carried outV Already on the
sectind day after the "strike" was de-

clared the workers were sent to work
in most of the siiops with considerable
reductions In wages, amounting In n
number of cases to as high as '2ri per-
cent. (No official announcements, of
course have been made.) These slioiis

are mostly shops owned by the members
of the -New York Manufacturers Exciiange
who according to Hillman, have alway.--

maintained union standards and have
agreed to the terms of the new agree-
ment.

The workers who have I'emained on
"strike" are tho.se wlio worked for the
independent firms whicii sabotaged on
union standards and sent out tlieir work
to out of town places.

Considering, however, the privileges
given under the agreement to the or-
ganised manufacturers to reduce wages
and even send tJieir work to out ot town
shoiis where standards are lower (even
though they operate under a union agree-
ment) it is not difficult to predict a
speedy termination of the "strike" and
a oomplete victory for Hillman and the
New York Clothing Manufacturers E\-

Andres Nin Calls for the Spanish Opposition T^ress
To the comrades of the Militant,

New York.

Dear Comrades;
The unusual situation through which

our country Is passing presents the Com-

munist Left Opposition with gigantic

tasks. Although the situation is obj.^c-

tlvely favorable for the development of

('ommunism and for the preparation of

the victory of tlie proletariat there Is the

danger that the revolutioanry process

that has begun may end in a miscarriage

that will iiave fatal conseQuenccs not

oiiiy for the revolutionary movement of

our country but tor the whole world.

These dangers have their origin in causes

of various kinds: in the influence exex-

clised in our movement by anarcho-syo-

dicalism, in the strength that the Soc-

ialist party still iias in certain points

of SiMifn, and above all in the extreme

feebleness of Spanish Communism and

the disastrous policy of the Internation-

al. In reality, there is no Communist

party in Spain. There exist various fa;v

tious that fight eaeh other and lack,

with the exeeption of our own. Ideolo-

gical cohesion. Under these circum-

stances, the constitution of a powerful

Communist party is urgently Imposed

upon us. But this will be impossible

without a clear policy, capable of tak-

ing advantage of the inevitable dlsson-

tentment tliat will not be long in devel-

oping among the broad popular masses

of the country, deceived by republican-

ism, in order to win them to our cause

and to lead the proletariat to the con-

quest of power. It is obvious that this

can be achieved only under the banner

of the Communist Left Oppositiou. In

spite of the difficulties under which we
are fighting, we have already achieved

in recent times ver,v satisfactory* re-

sults. But these would be infinitely

greater were we to have the possibility

of making our voice heard more directly

by the masses.

t'p to now, we have been confined to

a monthly review, ComunismO) which

while, it has met with an excel-

lent i'e.-;ix>nse among tiie 'Commun-
ists, cannot reach tiie masses dir-

ectly iiecau.se of its relatively mod-

est distribution and its purely theoreti-

cal character. We need to Issue mani-

festos leaflets, wceklys, to have the pos-

sibility to react to all events which*are

unfolding here with extraordinary ra-

jiidity and to spread our point of view

among i he masses. This is a (luestlon

of lite or death for the Spanish revolu-

tion. The lack of funds prevents us from

carrying oat this work. The publication

of the review lias already involved enor-

mous sacrifices on the part of the ml!i-

taats. It Ls absolutely necessary that
the comrades of the other countries
shouid lend us their aid. The assistance
of the American comrades could be in-
valuabie in this sense. That is why we
think that The Militant might open up a
subscription in Its columns for the bene-
fit of the .Spanish Opposition in order
that it should be able to accomplish ^h«
historical mission tiiat devolves upon it.

The cause of the Spanish revolution Is

the cause of the revolutionary proletar-
iat of every country.

Hoping that our request will find a
swift and favorable response among the
American comrades, I send my fraternal
and Commuiust greetings.

Your comrade,

andrp:s nin.

We wisli to acknowledge the follow-
ing receipts for f!ie Spanish Left Opposi-
tion Press Fund: M. Engel, 1,00—Brown
1,00—Ralph Heller, l.OO—B. ,j. Field'
4,00-~Bronx Street Meeting Collection'
H.l;.—CLEVKLANl): Fred Fisher, 100-
Albrecht Viewey .O.'.—A. M. GiotKer, St)
~L. Stone and J. Paul, I.OO—Total last
week, 10,00—Grand Total to date: ?22 70
All funds should be sent to comrade
A. Gonzales, c-o The Militant, 84 K. Itith
Street, New York, N, Y.

change. The privileges granted the or
ganiKed juanufacturers are a .sufficient

Inducement to the independents to join
the Exchange or at any rate sign the
agreement witii the L'liion. The agree-
ment seemingly affords lower production
casts and better security than the open
sinip. It is worth while in this connec-
tion to quote from the .\dvance, July ;il.

on Hillman's stand on the <iuestion ot

(Continued on page 2)

A SLANDERS
Blacksuards and Assistants

In Fravda of July *J, Yaroslavsky un-

niask.'i Trotsky who, he says, called the

I'lve Y-ear I'lan a "deception" in tiie

bourgeois press and predicted thg speedy
tall ot isolshevism. In iaroslavsky's

article is publisiied the reproduction ot

the first page of the I'ollsh paper to

which, it 13 claimed, Trotsky sent Ins

article. In tiiis connection, they speak
once more of renegade etc.

As a matter of fact, 1 never gave any
article on the Five Year Plan to any
bourgeois paper with the exception of

an liiterview which I gave at the begin-

ning of .this year to tiie Manchester
GuanLian. The content and tiie sense of

this interview, emphasizing the enorm-
ous successes ol socialist methods of

economy and defending the necessity of

economy coIlaboratioQ of England with
the U, S. S, K,, is in direct and irre-

concilable contradiction with the aiticles

ot the world bourgeois press tvhich base
themselves upon traudulcnt falsification

and upon perversions. Kiga and War-
saw have long been laboratories of false

information, directed against the C. H.

S. It. and against Communism. Proba-
bly, my alleged article in the I'olisn

lUusti-ate<l Courier was supplied by tiie

same blackguards who at uue time manu-
factured the telegrams on: How Lenin
and Trotsky are arresting each other,

who subsequently manufactured the
"Zlnoviev letter", and dozens of other
forged documents. To fight against these
falsifications in the columns of the bour-
geois papers is exceedingly difficult, be-

cause most of them cover up each other
and are certainly not inclined to fall

out among themselves in oitler to lend
a.s.slstunce to a proletarian revolutionist.

The -Messrs. Yaroslavskys know this

verj' well, but tliey hold the interests of

their clique higher than the interests of

the .Soviet Union. While tlie counter-
revolutionary blackguards fabricate false

documents and forged sirticies, the Yaro-
slavsk.vs photograph these documents as
autiientic- What then Is the political

role of tiie Yaroslav.skys'^ Assistants to

bourgeois blackguards—one cannot de-

fine thi.s role otherwise,

—L. TUOTSKY,
Kadikoy, July 8, IQSl

ever before tiie gravity "f the situation.

The strike is still isolated ; men have

gone liack Uy the thousands, under the

i)ressure of terror ov lacking faith in

tlie strike's possiliilities; the efKleavors

to spread the strike iiave thus far pro-

duced the most meager restiits. What do

the party leaders propose as a remedy'/

Not a single serious st<'p that Jias not

been advocated u]) io now; spread the

strike, intensify relief, fight tile Mnste-

ites.

All this is very good, excet>t that tlie

miiiratits in the mine tields are not told

\\i.\\- this Is to be done to .secure different

results from those obtained with the

methods pursued u|i to tiow. One small

"cont e.ssion", wliich remains a pure

phrase when taken witti the whole party

jiolicy. is made in the correct direction

by the i)elated proposal to ''organize our

opposition and fight for our program In-

side the v. M- W. \. locals no matter if

controlled !iy tlie ojieii Lewis iiiachine or

by the various Musteite cieiueats". Hut

this is far from enough.

While one of the criticisms made is

that of ''Insufficient reliance in the un-

ited front", the statement do<'S not give

one other word to this immen.sely im-

poitiiut problem. The strike of the itt-

dependent West Virginia Miners riiiou

is not even mentioned. Tiie semi-inde-

pendent Kentucky striite is not referred

to, Y'et they are in some resiiects the

key to the situatinu. To give new cour-

age, new heart, new vigor and militancy

to the miners strike it is necessary to

unite all the autonomous movements

—

Pennsylvania, Ohio. West Virginia (north

and s<mth) Illinois, etc..- -in a single

front. .\ot one of these movements can

carry on su<-cessfuliy by it.self. The
prime necessity, therefore, is fur the

N, M. r, to take the initiative to addres^s

the organiKations conducting the oth-.T

strikes and reiiel movemeiils with the

proposals for a joint conferem-e to un-

ify them all. This, togetiicr with agita-

tion ia the ranks every wliere to hare
the workers exerciza jji-essure upon their

leaders, is the first reai steii towards a

genuine united front, desper.itely needed

i)y the miners.

When the Stalinist leaders fail to take

tfii.s step, as they have iqi to iinw iu

spite of the fact that il does not diverge

for an instanst from tiic policies I'eiom-

nieiided by the early congresses of the

Comintern, tiiey are sacrilicing the liv-

ing interests of the movement for the

sake of the dead leiter of their dogmatic
formulae.

The Taferson Strike

With little change, I iie same hohls true

for the te\ti!e strikes, jiarticularly in

Paterson, wiiere we have tiie saddening
])icture of two strikes, under hvo orgatji-

zations, «ith two .separate systems of ac-

tivity. The sllibliorn stupidity of .Stal-

inist pclicy in this case has created the

anomalous situatioii where the whole
crew of Kiglit wing and reformist lead-

ers of the A. F. of L,—from JIatthews
to Norman Thomas to Muste to Mr. lien

(Jit low—iiave been aide to make the

centra! issue of the strike tiie

—

splitting

activities of tiie Communists and ihe

Nation.il Te>:tile Workers Cnion. By the

narrow policy of the party, the.so gentle-

men have been able to cover uti their

own sjiiitting poiicies. and, in all like-

lihood, under the same covering the A. F.

of L. leaders will be able to conclude
the strike witii tlie usuoi <lisgrj|(feful

settlement. Here is a tragic instance o£

what happens when the Left wing
throws away [be banner of unity. Here
too a rapid turn is demanded of the

Left wing. The Daily Worker last week
reported that ,T. lliiiiin, of the -N'. T. W.
demanded one strike and i^ne committee
at a meeting of the jV. F. of L. union.

What is this to mean'.' iloes it mean
that Ituiiin demanded tiiai ail the others
join the Bank and File I'nity Commit-
tee of tiie -X. T. 'W'.'! If thi.s is the po!-

icy, (in<i everythin.g leads to such a lie-

iief, than it is a poor and unfruitful sub-

stitute for what is imperatively ie<piired.

Tiie X, T. jW, must propose to the A. 1'.

of L. unions a joint comoiittec to direct

the strike! On the joint held of strike

battle, the Left wing will be able to

demonstrate to all the sliikers whose
policy and leadership iiest suits their

Interest.s. It will be able to spike an,v

attempts of the A. F, of 1.. leaders to

get another ''Marion settlement",

Tiie Left wing must snatch the ban-

ner of unity away from ihe Jtusles and
Gtthiws, the anti-Communist tiatters who
use the iianner as a cover for their own
splitting actions. The danger ennfroot-

ing the two big strike movements must
be overcome immediately. The dis-

credited theories and practises of Stalin-

ism iiave become ,an o!)sla<!e in the pa;h

ot develoi>ment. The obsiacie must tie

kicked aside so that the movement can
proceed further on its road. —R.
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Struggle Day by

Day

THE ARTICLE ON BRITAIN
The pressure of space has compel-

led «s to omit from this issue of fie

Militant the article by comrade Arne

Swabeck in his series on the situa-

tion in Tliigland, The article will

appear in the next issue.

THE SUCCESSES IN ANDALUSIA
A few (lays before the elections, tha

director of aviation, Major Frunco, ar-

rived in Andalusia. The hero of Span-

ish aviation, the December rebel, is not

In agreement ivlth the work which the

Provisiona! government is doing. He

thlnki that the government ot Zamora Is

betraying the revolution. He has satd

so altliouKh nvnny believe that wbat

separates Franco from the government

Is a question of personal amijition. From

ti)e bourseois point of view, Franco is

right. He made Kncrlficew, he fought lo

have the bonrj^eoia republic triumph. In

return, he whs merely named head of

aviation. Fntnco no doul)t thought thftt

he should have i)een named generalis-

simo of the army ;\t the s^me time. It

was a mistake of the Zamora government

t(» sacrifice Franco. That is why the

major—a deputy today—relielled. Two

days before the elections, he delSverW

a very violent speech in Seville itgninst

the govornnien't, FoUowinf; an accident

that occurred at the thesUer where the

meeting was iield, Franco was seriously

wounded. The following day, for the

elections, the minister ot 'the Interior

sent to Seville General Kaujurge—ex-

momu-chist, chief of the civil guard dur-

ing the ^lictatorsibiii—and chief of the

civil guard of the republic. He Imme-

diately discharged Franco and other mili-

tary men who were his friends. He Im-

prisoned them an<l charged them with a

conKi>iracy against tiie government of the

republic. Franco denied (lie facts and

the minister of .the interior Maura, re-

leased them; Jlaura declared that it was

a question of proclaiming the free re-

public of Andanlsla, while they .say that

it wiis an election maneuver by Maura.

In actuality Franco endcavore<l to em-

ploy a radical language and perhaps lie

was preparing an adventure In order, by

captivating the sympathies of the Andal-

usian workers and iieasants, to gain «,

number of deputy's seatis for himgelf and

for hLs friends. Maura, who saw in it

« danger for the sea^ts of his own friends,

concocted a conspiracy, hoping In this

manner to draw to himself the sympatliy

ot public opinion tor his alleged zeal,

THE ELECTIONS
The elections to the Constituent have

taken place. Its salient feature has

iieen the defeat of the republican liberal

Ulgh't, the party led by Zamorn and

Maura. The .reglonalist elements tri-

ninphed in Galicia In Guipuzcea and In

Catalonia, The success obtained In Cat-

alonia by Macin's separatists Is tmmensfe

Mflcia finds himself placed before the

obligation -no realixe his separnti,s!t pro-

mises and to attack the Spanish govern-

ment, or else to lietray the interests of

the people who .supported him.

For many weeks, numerous political

conspiracies have lieen unfolding In Cit,-

nlonia. The moderate statute which Macia

is preparing may be the commencemont
of the betraj'ul.

The socialists won ISO seats, more th;tn

they hoped for ; they are the most nam-
eroiLs group in the cti3mt)er. As we fore-

saw, the petty bourgeoisie voted for the

socialists, and .some groups ot the btg

bourgeoisie, who see in the socialists a

party of order, also voted for the social

traitors.

The radical pnrfy of the minister of

foreign affairs Lerroux, was highly suc-

cessful. The bourgeoisie divided its votes

among tlie "Lerronxl.sts", the .socialists,

and the republican lit>erai Right. The
socialist radicals, even though divided at

the last moment into many groups, each

more radical than the other, received a

large number of workers' vote.i, of work-
ers dlscorttented with the sociall.sta and
who had no confidence in the divided

groups of the Communist party. The
soOiaiist Ti^dicals were sucice; 3fu , all

told, even if less so than they Iwid hoped.
Their last minute dhteions wer«! one

of the reasons for it.

The "officinl" Ccnimuiilsts received

more than TiO K)0 vittes. iilthougb they;

have no seat ! i the chamber. The Work-
ers* and Feasants' Uloc led by Maurin,
obtained 10,000 votes at Madrid and
Baroeiona. It has no intluence in the
rest ot Spain,

Had the Spanish Communist Party
presented Itself unitedly, it is probable
that it would have won many seats.

There lies the principal responsibility of

the Stalinist bureancrats and also of the

(.'atalonian-Ralearic Communist Federa-

tion which did not seek to propo.sa the

nnitod front of Spanisii Communism be-

fore the elections.

Madrid, June 30, laSl

—HENRI LACROIX.

The Wage Cut Drive

GERltl Al^Y

The Impotence of the

Party in Face of the

Communist

Crisis

(Continued rfom page J)

chiding textiles, clothing, etc., nnempioy-

nient increased ICT per cent and pay-

rolls decreased 24.6 percent. Aggregtte

figures involving more than Ti million

workers, show that between March and

April this year alone, payrolls dropped

1.5 percent as compared with a 0.2 per-

cent drop in employment,

Kverywiere we see constant growth of

joblessness, continual decrease in wage.s.

No matter how great the ravages of ttn-

eniployment are, or rather because of

them, the men on the job suffer the on-

slaught upon their conditions Just as

well. Unemployment and wage cuts go

hand in hand. The wide disproportion

l)etween the figures for employment dc-|

creases and payroll di'oiis display this

convincingly.

This la how things .stand today with

the Amsilcan working class. What ot

C.reen's agreement with the lK>sses at

the Hoover Hound Table Conference of

192& the worker in the A. F. ot L. J*

bound to ask himself. And if he con-

siders tliese figures seriously, there caa

be no doubt left in his mind, ttiat this

whole sorry business ot "peaceful" agree-

ments with the bosses is a sham ai^ a

fraud and that the only result It achieves

is: giving the capitalists a chance to ga-

ther their forces and throw the workers

off guard.

The workers in the reformist trade «n-

lona are confronted to<lay by the burning

question: ('lass collaboration or class

struggle'? Green'.s agreement with the

bosses, faithfully carried out by him-

self—iie has not raised na much as a

finger to put the A. F. o£ L. workers In

motion against the cloud burst of wage-

sla-shing threatening them—and quite

naturally disregarded by the hos.sas

should teach them a sound lesson In

class politics. That they will awaken
from the dark years of lethargy, brought

a!)out by the "prasperity" ruse Is cer

tain. Can they !i« harnessed together

with the rest of the workers for effective

class action—this depends upon another
important factor : Iipon the ability of

the t'ommunists, the front rank lighters

of the proletariat, properly to size up
the situation and to act accordingly.

We know that the bosses In the steel

industry are prepared to cut tlie pay
of ever.v one of the hundreds of thou-

sands of workers In their employ. But
tliey are wary. The company (IT. S.

Steel Corporation), we read In the

Times, on July 30, 1931," does not con-

template any movement for the reduc-

tion of wage scales covered by contracts

with organized labor at this stage." No-
tice ; "with organined labor" and "at
thL< stage" The wages of the unorgan-
ized have already undergone a good cuf^

tluit is visible from the figures wo quotod
nliove. And why not "at this stage"?
liecHuse the steel bosses know the senti-

ment of struggle among the workers only
too \\ell. Because the coal indtistry, in

wlilch a fierce struggle, extending ovor
Pennsylvania and Ohio, tlie steel ceu
ters, a strike struggle led by th» mill-

tant National Miners* Union, Is already
on. He'-ause the steel kings tear the sol-

idarity of the steel workers with the
striking miners and liecause It -is well
known that a steel strike will be the
signal for strikes on a aatlon-wide ncale.
The exploiters in the C. S. Steel and

Bethlehem corporations are waiting for
tlie collapse of the miners' strike. They
know their strategy. And it the leaders
of the National Miners' Union and of the
oftlcifli Communist party know thelr's,

they vAn strive with might and main Co
extend the strike and to stop sabotaging
the Leninist united front tactk.
We ask again; Wiil the party leaders

continue to miss opportunities, or will
tliey begin to employ the united front
tactic which drives the fakers out of the
labor movement and unites the fighting
ntas.ses with their Communist vanguard?
The time to decide Is today.

—SAM GORDON.
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PICKIC AT^D MAtLY
For the Spanish Revolutionary Movement

The heroic and militant batitle which the Spanish workers art carry-

ing on today will i>e celebrated at » picnic organized by the New York
ftranch of the Comrpunist League (Opposition). Alt New York mllltanta

are invited to join with it at the picnic and rally 'to aid the Spanish Lett

Opposition to carry on more effectively its struggle for tlie Spanish pro-

letarian revolution. The affair will take place on
SUNDAY^ AUGUST 9, 1931

at TIBBETTS BROOK PARK
Speaker on the Left Opposition and the Spanish Revolution

Games — Rac«8 — Rowing — Ball Playing

Directions; Jerome Avenue
—
"Woodlawn subway to end of the line. Hike

or take street car or bus to the Park, Picnic Is at Pl<rt No. 8.
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Hardly ten days have passed since tiie

announcement of the Hoover morator-

ium and already a violent accentuation

of the political and economic crisis In

Germany has manifested Itself. All the

prophecies ot the bourgeoii and eoelal

democratic press on the advent ot a new

era—diminution of the economic crisis

and a new rise in a short time—not osly

in Germany but throughout the world,

have vanislied.

The crash of one ol the largest banki

—the Danat—gave the signal to the llfif

ancial bankruptcy of Germany. All the

attempts of the Bruenlng government to

stop the financial catastrophe by Inter'

national loans have up to now had no

success. Up to now Luther's mission

has fultilled hut one object: to hold back

for three months the payment ot the

100,000,000 in credit payable on July 15,

The French bourgeoisie which has delj-

licrately prolonged the negotiations on

the moratorium in order to deliver a

heavy blow to the Oerman bourgeoisie

in exchange for the suspension of »•

parmtions payments, is obviously far

from ready to consent to loans to Ger-

many without political guarantees, Tlio

near tnture will stow if the German
bourgeoisie will *nce more be fc»e«d to

give up its imperialist attempts. The
renunciation of the customs union, of

the construction ot the armored cruiser

means to push the German bourgeoisie

back In its imperialist endeavors.

Among the worltlng masses, panic has

taken the place ot discounted illusions.

The small savers start a run on the sst-

Ing banks and other bank , which a

Bruening decree had closed until Thurs-

day, The experiences of the inflation

days are stOl very vivid in the minds of

all. Every worker who has made little

economics out of his wages or allotments,

knows that he will be expropriated Just

as in the Inflation time up to 1923. The
warnings of the bourgeois and social

democratic press, .tjeeklng to prevent the

workers from withdrawing their sav-

ings, have had no success. The feeling

of insecurity towards the dominant sys-

tem recalls 1023.

\Miat Is the Party Doing?

The Rot« Faline Is prohibited, the head-

quarters of the party, the Karl Lteb-

knecht House is occupied by the police.

The bourgeoisie is afraid of a reaction-

ary insurrection, it tabes its measures

—

tlio reactionary pre-ssure against the

party grows more acute. What is the

party doing?

Tlie present situation in Germany, ths

domination ot the Bruening government,

resembles, if otte wishes to make a his-

torical parallel, the situation at the time

of the Ouno government. It Is clear

that the relationship of forces between
the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, as

compared with 1923, is not In favor of

the proletariat. Nevertheless, the con-

fusion and the insecurity of the bour-

geoisie and the petty bourgeoisie the

loss of confidence in the mtracleg and
magic means of democracy on the part

of the social democratic workers, shows
us a strong resemblance to 1923. Still

more, the social democratic workers have
gone through a great number of expert
ences which prove to them that the dem-
ocratic republic will not lead them to soc-

ialism. Since the epoch of the Mueller
government, their standard of living has
been failing rapidly. And the coming per

spectlve shows them' not the resurrec-

tion of the Weimar constituton, but the

advance of Fascism, the eventuality of

a victory from this aide. The last hopes

of the social democratic workers in

spired by the Hoover moratorium-, hare

vanished much more quickly than might

have been foreseen. The social dem-

ocratic w-orker begins to understand that

In this republic he has only hia chains

to lose.

Pasolsm which, in 1923, hagtened to

go over to the insurrection, hesitates to-

day. It Is uncertain about the issue ol

the struggle. The elections -to the fac-

tory -councils and the proletarian mani-

festation on May I have proved to it

that the German working class is not

at ail prepared as yet to suffer Its dom-
ination. Today, Fas<fllsm would prefer

to see Itself represented by a coalition

government.

The only force that could utilize the

present situation is the Communist party.

And yet tt is doing nothing for the mom-
ent. Where is the political strike about
which the Centrists babbled for years?

Why can't our party organize and pro-

claim today the political strike, drive out

the Bruening government and lead the

working class to struggle? Here come
to light the deplorable results of the

"third period", which certain eapltu la-

tors of the youngest generation would
like to forget so quickly. We are face

to face with a historically tragic fact

that, on the one hand, there is Indeed a
strongly .rising radicalIzatlon of the soc-

ial democratic workers and of the work
ing class as a whole, while on tlie other
hand, there still exists the great distrust

of the social democratic workers towards
the party, egged on by "social faeelffm"

But the present policy of the Central
Committee ot our party contributes very

little towards mending the mistakes of

the past, toward.s winning the social

democratic workers to the common .strug-

gle.

The Party and Uie "I^ft" Socialist

Leaders

The Hosenfelds, Scydewitzes and Stro-

ebels are exploiting the fighting moods
ot the scx-Ialist worker.s. The "Lett" soc-

ialist leaders have issued an "exhortation

to the party" in which they take up a

position against the tolerance policy

ot their Central Committee, The Kight

wljiger, Sollmann, replied to them In

Vorwaerts by saying that one must
finally "speak In a clear tongue" to the

leaders of this faction. The general pol-

itical and economic crisis of (iermany is

reflected In the sharpened contrast be-

tween the social democratic bureaucracy

and its workers. It is this situation

which the "Left" wing leaders exploit

In order to halt the departure ot the

soclallMt workers tow-ards Communisnt.
What is the Central Committee of our

party tiotng? Instead ot making pro-

posals for a united front to Itosenfeld,

Seydowltz and Stroel)ei on the liasls of

fighting demands. In order to put them
against the w^ll. to unmask their real

position before tlie eye.-* of the workers,

Thaelmann coiulucts secret negotiations

w-lth the leaders of the "Left", he In-

vites them to come to the Communist
]>arty, he promises them , . . internal

democracy and places in the Central

Committee and even a unity congress
if they are ready to join the iiarty.

There Ls the real face of Centrism. It

has forgotten how to pose the political

problems openly before the working class.

Vropo.wls for the united front to lead

the masses to struggle are too much to

the "Right" for it; on the <'ontrary, nego-

tiations l»ehlnd the scenes appear to it

to lie tlie tested method. But it Is not

in this way that the workers still in

the ranks of the Social Democratic party

will come to Communism. It is the duty

of our pa-rty to approach the Left wing

socialist workers. I.«t us give them the

opportunity to recognize by experience

their Lett wing leaders.

The party must .iddress Itself to ttie

leaders of the Lett" with a program

of struggle. They claim to fight against

the Brnening government, they mast

prove that they agree with the program

of struggle in which their slogan "Down
with the Bruening government!" is put

forward side by side with a scries of

slogans understandable by all the work-

ers and touching their vital Interests.

Su(-h a program cannot become the ob-

ject of secret negotiations, but It must

ttecome in the factories. In the trade un-

ions and in all tlie proletarian meetings,

the axis of the discussion and the or-

ganisation of the common struggle.

It the Central Committee of our party

iniendeil under present circumstances to

launch the party alone into an isolated

and hopeless struggle, it would mean
flie ruin of the party, the complete en-

feelilement of the revolutionary vanguard
for years.

The class eon trad ictiont; will grow
even more acute in Germany. The bour-

geoisie will go over openly to the op-

pression of the revolutionary working
class. The prottlbition of our party is

more than ever in the order of possi-

bilities. We know that the Centrists

have already spoken for three years

about the coming probibitlon of the Com-
n]uui,-;t party. They will now iie able to

say tliat they were right. Hut that is

not what la involved. All iMeasnres mu.st

be taken for the [lassiug over into il-

legality. The party must not be caught
unawares.

Whatever may tie the maneuvers under-
taken by the Cerman bourgeoisie In i>rr

dor to niaintaln its positions, one thing

is inconte^Jttible: It Is laughing at the
masses now. The policy of brigandage
will continue. It will not be so easy
for the social democratic and the nation-

ai sociiiiist ptiirties yo bold back the
masses. Our party must be ready tor
battle.

Hillman Ends the Strike

(Continued rtom page 1>

stoppage.-! at the conferences with the

manufacturers

;

"President Hillman espreswed himaeif

as quite in agreement with the exchange

that stoppages should not occur and iii-

dnstrlal processes should not he inter-

rupted while an agreement Is in force

and while machinery esi^s for the ad-

justments of all possible difficulties imd

disputes (underlined by me, A O.) He
is even willing to conceive of the feasi-

bility of discipliulng union -offlcers for

wlllfull-j- Interfering w-Ith the industrial

routine, provided however tliere were

effective provisions for the checking of

employers' attempts to disregard the

checking of employers' attempts to dis-

regard the stipulations of the existing

contracts."

The agreement provides for settlement

of all pos.'iible difficulties and disputes

by a machinery estalillshed for tihat pur

pose. In the abseiice of minimum scales

of wages and nnder the prevailing com-

petition among the different sections, tbe

workers have no guarantees whatsoever

agaln.st adverse settlements and even

unrestricted and unlimited lowering of

their conditions. It Is no wonder (hat

the New York Clothing Manufaturcers

Exchange has been giving its heartiest

cooperation in lllllman's "strike" and
In his other campjiigns. They the manu-
facturers, will be the ones to hcnetit

In the end. Tbo,se who will lose are

the clothing workers who have been sys-

tematically betrayed by the Hillman bur-

eaucracy.

The fight against the racketeers who
have been Interfering with Hlllman's

plans for the unionization of the New
York market has been given prominent

place In the present "strike". But the

ground on which this "fight" has been

carried on ho« somewhat i^hlfted. IIlll-

nian does not speak any more of tbe rac-

keteering inside the tmlon and is con-

fining his attacks on the outside racket-

eers who protect the non-union shops.

But even in regards to these his fervor

seemed to have been greatly modified.

He does not foresee any Immediate
sweeping "victory" over the racketeers,

but leaves It rather to the slow process

of evolution. After all, racketeering Is

a business and as such Is subject to

principles governing all business enter-

prises and can only be combatted on
that ground. It Is evident that the rac-

keteers are In a position to compete with
the A, C, W. in the business of supply

Ing cheap labor to manufacture. The
result is—loss of ground for the union.

A way must be found to put the racket-

eers oitt of business. True, it is not fio

easy. Racketeering is well organljied

and protected by politicians and uphold-

ers of the law. It is next to impossible

to get rid -of tiiem. They are not even to

be reached. But the gangsteits that are

in their employ can be arrested and pro-

secuted. That will increase the cost of

racketeering and manufacturers will not

fte In a position to enjoy its "services".

It wfl] simply "not pay". It will be
cheaper to deal with the Amalgamated

I'n!<m. This wisdom has been set forth

in an article in the Advance of July ;il,

and flows from the pen of the editor,

Hardman-Salutsky, the thoretician of

Hlllman's "etticiencj unionism" and de-

serves therefore, our recognition.

It Is clear from this that Hlllman's

role In tbe fight against the racketeers

has greatly diminished. Mayor Walkei
will receive p^oat of the credit. Hillman
lost his chance for another medal. That
expl^ilns the diminished vigor of his

"fight" against tihe racketeers. As re-

gards the racketeers Inside the union,

let us hope the fight is not over yet.

These racketeers will some day have to

give an account to the membership of

the A, C, W.
What did the workers expect from

this "strike"? The workers had very
good reasons to welcome a real strike.

Their conditions in the shops are de-

pIor.ab]e. Unemployment is rampant.
Wage cols are a daily occurence. Work
is (hen taken out of their shops to be
made up at lower prices. Competition
between union shops Jias rulne<> all de-

cent standards. The officialdom, opealy
or by connivance with the bosses, is In-

troducing the most intricate schemes of

ratiomilizatloli. The workers are sub-

jected to abject slavery. A real strike

held out a great promise for them. Tliey

have had no strike for over a decade,
since the policy of cooperation has been
adopted by the oflicialflom. They, there-

fore, voted for the strike in the hope
that they would get back their wage
ctits and improve tlieir conditions, Hill-

man made them promises of a 10 per-

cent increase in w-agtw, ot bringing the
"bundles" back from the out of town
shops and establish control in the New
York sl!oi>s. True, they had little con-

fidence in the Hillman bureaucracy, but
knowing no c.ther power that could
help them in their distress they vaguely
hoped for some relief from tbe strike.

But they were dlsappolmted. They wllj

now have to do a bit of thLnking.

.What part did the Left wing play in

the "strike"? The influence of the I.*ft

wing organized In the Rank and File

Committee in the "strike" has been negli-

gible. Due to the numerous errors of

the party leadership and tbe unwarrant-
ed changes of policies the organisation
ot the Left wing forces In tlie Amalgam-
ated ha.s not yet even begun. It was not
poK.<5ible to expect any results tor the
Left wing in this "strike". But the

Ijeft wing could have exerted a great
Ideological Influence, laid a foundation
for a wide movement In the A, C. W,
and regained tbe lost confidence of the
masses. This opportunity, however, has
been missed. Despite tbe favorable ob-

jective conditions and the Rank and File

Committee'e correct slogans In this

"strike". It has not succeeded to any de-

gree to develop a rank and file move-
ment in the A. C. W, In some respects

their policies are not correct even now.
In their reversal of tbe old "third per-

iod" policy the party leadership hit the
other extreme. In their endeavor t o
pose as a pure rank and tile movement

Mil Oreec«

Repression Against

the Opposition

Tuesday evening, from 7 lo 12:;iO tbe

trials of comriKle OreoKi) (Anna Carsij

and comrade Tsonndas I(;ok place. .\f-

ter the questioning of the witnesses,

mainly agents of t!ie police, who lieai)ed

up .slander.s and lies without ecid, the

tribunal listened, amid inteiruptions. to

comrade Oreozil. who Hung back the ac-

cusation of propaganda that bad lieen

aarged to ber by saying that as a

member of the organization of the Bul-

shevlk-Leninlsts, s!ie h;td the obligation

and the duty to work witli all lier power
for the liberation of the proletariat. In

tbe same spirit spoke ccnirade Tsonndas
emphasising his devotion to the prole-

tarian cause.

Thereupon, the prosecutor of the re-

puliHc took the floor and spoke at letigtk

about the Arcb!o-Mar\'!st or^ant/iiition

and ot the danger the bourgeois Is run-

ning if It is allowed to progress in the

formation of cadres, ''This organi--',3-

tion", be added, "Is the real enemy of

capitalism, because it is constituted out

of conscious and devoted revo!utioIl!,st^,

capable of giving their last droji of Iduo-l

for the cause they cinlirace and as such,

you must condemn (lie accii.sed very sev-

erely. What liie Communist party lias

not done and Is unalile to do, lacking

absolutely in ideological level, will bo

done by tlie organization of the Hoisho-

vik-Leninists,"

Tlie defense attorneys then spok«

showing that tbe accused only did their

duty as Comniutiists and that they liold

their heads high liefore the cia.ss tribun-

al.

Our comrades were encli sentenced to

a year and a half in prison and 2 years

of exile.

The courtroom was filled with young
conn-a<les of our organijration which
forced tiie police and (lie dclectives to

Intensify the terror and tbe police mea-
sures.

Anti-Seniltlc Disturbance?* in Salonika

Greek ca]iitalism, reduced to extrein-

itie.s. Is falling upon the minorites. At
the pre.sent moment. It is tbe Jewish min-

ority which gets tbe role of scapegoat.

The "iKit.rlotLc" fury ot tlie nationalist

organizations was unleashed against the

Jewish element of Haloulkn which Is ac-

cused of being in connivance wKh the

Bulgarian Macedonian Committee for tbe

autonomy of Macedonia,
In actuality, a Jewish siJort organlKs-

tlon, tbe Maccabees, had sent a certatm

person as presentatlve of the Griek Mac-
cabees to Sofia last year to the congress

ot the Maccablad. It seems that at the

end ot tbe congress, a Bulgarian officer,

ot Jewish origin delivered a patriotic

speech showing the need of autonomy
for Macedonia. And our representative

applauded, although he understood noth-

ing, not knowing Hiilgarian.

Recently, certain bourgeois Journals

ot Salonika alluded to (he last congress,
asserting that the Maccabees are Bulgar-
ian agents and that tbe whole Jewish
minority t,s of aliout tbe same caliber.

This was the tocsin, A band of reac-

tionary students distrilmted leaflets in-

vited the Creeks to boycott (he Jew«.
I'retty soon, it came to blows and the
police did all within their jKJwer to ar-

rest the Jews and 'let the .>;tudeiita es-

cape.

In the meantime, ii violent campaign
of the Ixmrgeois papers, aimed to sow
dissension among the two elements In or-

der to distract their attenfion from the
economic crisis, was opened up. First

there was the looting and destruction
by a bund of madmen of the Maccabee
ball. Then, attacks by veritable gangs
uf common criminals uiion tbe Israelite

suburbs, inhabited by poor families and
brea-d-winnors. Veritable .-scenes of fury
unfolded, with many wounded on both
aides. The police who usually show a
remarkable zeal in tbe pursuit and Ass-
assination ot revolutionary workers, al-

ways arivcd at the last moment. Mon-
day evening, numerous nationalist gang«
led by a monstrous attack npon the sub-
urb of Catnpbell. at tbo eastern end of
the city. After looting, this people call-

ing themselves "patriots'' put fire to the
Institution inhabited Iiy widows and or-
phans. As usual; the police and the
army were unable to re-establish "order"
until after the event.

The reactionary leaders of the .Tewlsh
community only urged tlie Jews to a
"laudable calm and passivity". Count-
ing upon their natural allies, the Hell-
enic bourgeoisie and the authorities, they
did not permit the Jews to defend them-
selves.

Salonika, July 3, 1931

-OPPOSITIONIST.

they have completely obsctire<l the goal
and the ideological physiognomy of the
Left wing for fear of being disclosed as a
Communist movement. Their new policy
of "no politics" in the trade unions Is

bound to doom them to Impotence. Be-
sides, the Bank and Flie Committee will

not be able to grapple with any great
movement given Its own weak forces.

This serious error must be corrected.
But more about this and about the eliqf

fights in the Amalgamated In my
article. —ALBERT ORLA^
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The Party and the Opposition's Tasks
<Continued from last Issue)

The Communtat party cam& on the

st-ene In 1018-19 following on the heels

of the October revolution. The baste

elei»ents th« party recruited from were
foreign workarB, members oU the numer-

ous Federations that had been conuected

for years with the American Socialist

Party, The first few years of the party's

eiistence were to a large extent taken

up with preparatory work. On the one

hand a systematic attempt to raise the

ideological level of the (general member-
ship which had come out of the ranks
of ojticial socialism, absolutely tnnocebt

of any theory, and on the other, the no2d

of lifting tile party into open political

work. The whole character of the party

for the lirst'four j'ears ot Us cxistent'c

was seriously colored by a semi-con-

spiratory nature which was the out-

growth of the post war governmental
persecutions.

The I. W. W.
The native proletarian elemezits who

at that time still centered around the i.

W. "W. were at first neglected by this

rising movement. It \i'>as not until 1018

and again 1021 that a definite effort

over the heads of the American Com-
munist leader.stiip was made. The at-

fort emanated directly from an appeal

by tile Communist International signed

by ZinovJev asking the I. W. W. to Join

in the creation of a unified Commun-
ist movement. By this time the I, W.
W. had degenerated to a very large ex
tent. In a great measure this was
caused by the removal of Its previons

leadership by governmental prosecution

and imprisonment «nd the entry of

anarclilstlc elements into some of tlie

leading positions. The clumsy maneit-
vering and nwkard niaehinations ot some
of the party elements sent in "to capture
or destroy the I. -W, ^y." also helped.

The result of this whole process was
that the most invaluable revolutionary
elements, trained for years In sharp
struggles, were eliminated from the

movement. At no time before the very
recent period could the I. W. "W. be
cla.ssified in the same general politicil

category as classical European syndical-

ism. Here the petty bourgeois philoso-

phy of sabotage and all its kindred
manifestations never assumed command-
ing Influences, The worst that can be
said about tiw I. W, W. is that It iat-ked

Marxian understanding. Yet with sound
class instincts, it raised all its strug-

gles tnbo open poiltioal actions. Every
strike led by the I. W, W, soon trans-
cended the mere momentary gains and
assumed "& general class character.

It was not until 1023 that the Com-
munist movement became a serioufl fac-

tor in American political life. At this

time the party made Its first attempt
at active participation in the prevailing
class struggle. The organization of the
T. U. E, Ij, as a center for co-ordlnattftg

the activities of the I^eft wing workers
in the eiLstlng trade union movement
was launched, A number of correct
slogans were raised: "To broaden out
the base of existing unions by amalga-
mation; the breaking down of the estah-
Usbed narowing craft divl.siona; the as-
sumption of a more definite class «har-
acter, and above all the question of or-
ganizing the unorganized," This move-
ment gained such scope that by 1S)24

and 1025 the Ijeft wing organized and
marshalled by the party through the
T. U. E. U had succeeded ii penetrating
every corner of the organized movement.
The whole labor bureaucracy was tm-
medintely organized to crusade against
this threat tf the Left wing.
From 1035 onward the party played

a decisive part in a number of strug-
gles in the economic field,

1. The needle trades; By consistent
I^ft wing activities within tlie reaction-
ary needle trades unions, the Left wing
leadership succeeded In winning the maj.
ority of the organized workers under
its sway. This movement culminated
In the policy of expulsion against the
Left wing which handed them over by
1626 some 40,000 dress and cloak mafc
ers, and about 10,000 furriers and this
under their absolute leadership. After
going begging for two years for blocg
and bargains with the Forw»i4 labor
fakers, in 1828 after a precarious eibit
ence as an indefinite organization, they
launched the Needle Trades Workers
Industrial Union. This union was no
sooner Iwrn ban a period of hectic nd
venturiam commenced. The outstanding
classic of these policies was the order
ing of workere to remain on the job
while the Right wing unions had called
their workers on strike. The total re-

suits of this wild adventurism Is that

from a following of 50,000, the Indus*

trial today commands a membership
which is variously estimated from 3500

to 1500. To finish tbU devasting picture

of decline a new policy is being evolved.

To go back into the "company unions"

for the purpose of ^ere raising the

slogan of "destroying the e.ompany un-

ions", only to renew tomorrsw the "un-

ited front" from above. This field was
probably the most fruitful in the whole
party's existence. The general attitude

of tlie needle trades workers who de-

spite the party'ii claims have not be-

come ''reactionary", who huve not for-

gotten the lessons of the struggles

tuuglit them by the Left wing Is a uni-

versal distrust ol the party* leadersliip

on any (luestion concerning their status

in the every day struggle,

2, The next outstanding event was
the lluss^lc strike whore despite the

slowness <»f the party leadership to ac-

cept the gage of battle some 25,000 to

30 000 workers carried on a struggle for

a lialf a year. This strike partook of

all the sharpness so characteristic of

American labor battles. After this pro-

tracted struggle the collective party wis-

dom could And no lietter road than to

band these workei-s over bag and bag-

gage to the A. F. of L. fakers, to dis-

sipate and demoralize. The party's In-

fluence in Passaic, New Bedford (where
a strike took place two years ago involv-

ing almost as many workers as Passaic),
is reported by Manuilsky at the recent

Ii, I, L. U. conference as having reached
a practical loss of all influence,

3. There had Ijeen a miners' strike

embracing some 3 to 400,000 workers
spread over the principal mining centers
of the country. For two years while
this struggle was waxing sharper and
sbariwr, tiie party's press and spokes-
man, hardly mentioned the fact of its

existence. This policy of evasion was
linally brought t# a bead by the strike

of miners In Colorado carried on un-
der the au.spices of the I, yf. W. Out
of .this strike grew a imtion wide agi-

tation for relief und defense. The party
pounced upon this movement as a god-
send through which they could somehow
enter Into the neglected mine fields.

They immediately started a general re-

lief movement which for intensity and
thoroughness in a considerable fashion
covered up Its previous neglect. One
tiling we must remember in connection
with tiie miner's struggle. From its

inception It took on the character of a
struggle, not only against the mln«
operators but also against their lieut-

enants, the United Mine .Workers bur-
eaucracy. Instead of raising the badly
needed slogan of a "clean sweep with
all the fakers," the purging of the un-
ion of all undesirable elements and a
real fight against the bosses, here insult
was heaped upon injury by an unprin-
cipled alliance with every rag-tag reac-

tionary who momentarily spouted Left
phrases. Out of this grew the famous
jnovement of unpleasant memories, the
"Save the Miners Union Movement."
After thia adventure the party organized
« brand new union "the National Min-
ers Union," this organization trimmed
witli all the revolutionary "phrases"
and despite this contained some of the
best known militants amongst the min-
ers. Within a year's time, thanks Bo
the mechanical manipulation of the
party bureaucrats, with their system of
elimination to the end of mechanical
control we arrive at another new un-
ion called the "Mine, Mill, OH and
Smelter Workers Industrial Union"
which Manuilsky quotes as having A
membership of 50 (probably all func-
tionaries). This appelation was quick-
ly dropped and Its previous name re-

vived. The total results of these ad-
ventures are fliat whereas In 1026-27, and
in some cases '28, the party and the
Young Communist League had healthy
working class branches in every min-
ing town In Southern Illinois, western
Ohio, Penusyivauia. etc. there is hardly
a party nu<'leus left. The bitterly eon-
tested movement now taking place In
Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia bida
fair to once more revive the possibil-

ities of Communist penetration provid-
ing of course that the Centrist leader-
ship does not pursue the usual course,

4, By far the most favorable field of
work for a number of years has been
tile marine industry. In 1021 the I. S.

U, alone boasted 125,000 members or
roughly 85 percent of all deep sea work
ers. The same proportion of organiza-
tion prevailed In a lesser degree amongst
the harbor workers in practically every

large port on both coasts. After the '21
f
this point the struggle between Foster

strike thia tremendous strength was dis-

sipated. Two year.i later the Marine
Transport Workers of the I. W. W. could

truthfully claim a membership of from
2;") to 30,000. Some brilliant strikes were
caried on, of which San Pedro, Calif.,

bids well to go down Into the annals of

working cla.ss history as a most heroic

and bitterly contested struggle. This un-

ion also went to smash, this time as a

result of the characteristic muddlehead-
edness of syhdicalist leadership. In 1928,

the party organized the Marine Workers
International Club on South Street New
York hartjor. The purpose of this club

was to coordinate Left wing sentiments
with the object of launching a much
neded union (Andrew Furseth once said

that "if the Salvation Army was so mind-
ed, if could organize the Marine Work-
ers into a fighting union".) This club
was no soon&r organized tlian it began
to draw around its fold all the leading
militants in the industry. These were
men who through 10 or 15 years of the
war and post-war period had gone
through a history of organized struggle.

They were well trained militants. At

and Lovestone sharpened as a result of

which the opportune time for launchin'i

a union was deferred for years, A con-

vention was held a year and half ago
which in composition contained *be fin-

est representation seen in many a year

at a Marine convention. A anion was
launched, the Jlarlnc Workers Industrial;

t'nion. Mink, Si>arks and such kind^red

ilk who had no knowledge of the Indus-

try were picked as the chosen leaders.

Most ot the militants who entered into

ti:e union were no^ ton v.reed Commun-
ists, yet they were willing to undertake
the task of organizing under the con-

trolling leadership of the R. I. L. U. This
was not to be. Elements who would not

put up with all the impositions ot the

bureaucracy were not desirable. The
Marine 'Workers Industrial Union after

a bare j-ear's eiistence cannot even he
classified as a skeleton. The best ele-

ments have been driven out or ntech-

«nicaUy eliminated. Here too, the party's

Influence Is practically non-existent,

where it is not totally discredited,

(To Be Continued)

—S. M. ROSE.
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In the progKim of the Y'oung Commun-
ist International adopted at its Fifth

Congress itschuracter as an educational

organization is aliirmed. Despite this

correct programmatic statement, the

Young t^omcnunist Leagues do not fulfill

this function. For them to do so would
mean to come Into conflict with the
puling regime in the Cmlntern.
The memlwrs of tiie Y. C, L, do not

understand the educational nature of

their organization. For them its wlple
purpose i.s expressed in the simple for-

mula; to win the youth for the strug-

gle against capitalism. The vanguard
lole of the party and how the Y. C. L.

contributes to the creation of this van-
guard is not understood by them, al-

though they may know formally that the

party Is supposed to be the vanguard ol

tlie class. Tlie formula has no real con-
tent for them. The importance of the
Marxian vanguard for the success of

the revolution has been demonstrated by
the victory of the Itussian revolution
and the defeats of tlie German and Clit-

nese revolutions, Tlie Young Communist
League can help forge the Marxian van-
guard only if it functions correctly as
an educational organization. But does
it? Let us restate the problem here

:

1. In capitnllst society the young
worker is intensely exploited. Not only
are the needs for liis particular physical
and mental development which he un-
dergoes during this period completely
disregarded, but he is even more burden-
ed than the adult worker. He Is com-
pelled to work under worse conditions
and receives less wages than the adult
worker for the same amount of work.
He thus occupies a special position in

industry.

2. Ilie Young Communist League is

Hie organization of the working class
youth which defends its special interests

;

unites them wltli the struggles of tlie

whole working class for the improvement
of its conditions ; and indissoiubly merges
them wirh the historic mission of the
proleturiat for the destruction of capitalr
ism -and the establishment of the dic-

tatorship of the proletariat as a transi-
tion stage to socialism.

3. However, the need for a separate
political organization of the working
class youth arises not from its special
position in Industry, but from the pecu-
liar psychological characteristics of
youth. If this were not so, there would
be no reason wliy the party .should not
become directly the defender of the
special interest« of the youth adopting
appropriate organizational forms such
as youth twramittees or youth sections to
concentrate on this work,

4. Tlie psychological characteristics of
youtii, sucli as, the predominance of sen-
timent over reason, greater need for soc-
ialibility and self-expression, impulsive-
ness, plus the inexperience and lack of
theoretical knowledge determines the
character of the Y. C. L, as an educa-
tional organization. The purpose of the
Y. 0. L, is to train Communists. The
method for accomplishing this is parti-
cipation in the class struggle supple-
mented by theoretical study,

5. Because of ail this, as well as the
fact that each generation arrives at Com-
muni.^m under chauged objective condi-
tions and in its own way, the Y. C, L.

in its relation to the party Is organiza-
tionally independent; and tiecause of the
superior experience and knowledge of the
party which is the vanguard of tlie en
tire class—it is politically subordinate
to It.

6. The Young Communist Ijeague is a
broader form of organization than the
party. It admits to its ranks all young
workers who want to become Commun-
ists while the party admits to its ranks
those who are Communists ttiat is, those
who accept its full program. The party
consists of the most advanced elements
of the class,

7. From this follows the different
character of the inner life of the League
from that of the party. The youth in or-

der to learn must be allowed the right of
questioning the validity of the formulas
presented by the i>arty. Only In this way
will the members of the Y. C. L, be ea-
abled to develop into genuine, disciplined
Bolsheviks—Communists with conviction,

courage, initiative, and character. Ade-
quate guarantees that the Y, C. L. re-

mains a Communist organization are

:

political subordination to the Party, cor-

rect party strategy tactics, a cadre of

party members within the League oc

cupying the leading positions (that Is,

older I^eague members witli more experi-

ence and superior knowledge, democratic
ally elected), and democratic centralbm.

8. In actuality all this Is not so.

Neither the party nor the T, C, L, is or-

ganized In accordance with these funda-

mental ideas. The Rights and the Cen-

trists have distorted the whole idea of

tlie party. In the Soviet Union they are

gradually dissolving the party In the

class through wholesale admission of ele-

ments unqualified to I>e In the vanguard
(whole factories Joining en masse). In

the capitalist countries an analogous pro-

cess occurs through the indiscriminate

admission of elemente? who do not pos-

sess the proper prerequisites for mem--

bership. Democratic centralism has been
eliminated. The proletarian wing has
been expelled. The apparatus has us-

urped the functions of the party, Bur-

eaucratlsnv reigns supreme,

9. In the Y. C. L, the meml)ers are

not permitted to criticize the policies

and lines of the apparatus which must
he viewed as infiLllllde. Thej- can only

state whether tlie "unquc-tlonably cor-

rect" line has been correctly or Incor-

rectly applied. If Imreau<*ratism is dis-

astrous for the party, it is even a hun-
dred times more so for the Y. C, L, for
it strikes at the very heart and ides
whEeli makes a seperate oi^anliation of

the youth necessary.

10. The future of the Communist youth
movement depends on the struggle

agnln.st the bureaucratic regime and all

the revisionist policies upon which it

rests. This can lie done only through
the road proposed by the Left Opposi-
tion. Tlie cadres from the Communist
youtii movement will be educated for

the future regenerated Communist party
In the process of this struggle.

In view ot this situation wliat ta.sks

devolve upon the Left Opposition? The
inability of the Young Communist Ijeague

to fulfill iti; function because of Stalin-

ist bureaucratic strangulation imposes an
enormous resjionsibiilty on tiie shoulders
of the Tjeft Opposition, It must assume
the duty of training the cadres from the
youth for the Communist vanguard. It

means that the Opposition must be alert
to the youth question, and devote more
!ifl't«ntion to It than It has in the past.

The advance of the Opposition will to

a large extent be determined on its suc-

cess in educating youth elements for
future leadership.

But does this mean that because tbe
Y, C. L. is prevented from performing
its real task correctly, thiit the Opposi-
tion oiigiit to ignore the Y. C, L. and
perhaps attempt to create a new Y. C. L,

which, because of correct Marxian lead-
ersliip, will perform its functions? This
would be an extremely erroneous con-
clusion. The relation of tlie Opposition
to the Y. C, L, can at the present time
he in no way different than towards tl^e

party. The arguments wlilch determine
our attitude toward the party are equ-
ally valid here. The Opposition will
educate the youth elements fn the pro-
Ass o* its struggle against bureaucratism
and opporttiniKni.

The ta«k^ of the Left Opposition in
relation to the youth are;

1, Propaganda on the real nature and
functions of the Young Com-munist Lea-
gue.

2. Elaboration of youth policies

the basis of facts.

«n

3. United front of youth members of
Opposition with Y, C, Ij, an every possi-

ble occasion.

4. ulldlng of a strong fraction In Y.

C. L.

5. Relenties.'! criticism of Stalinist
policies in Y, C, L.

6. Special attention to Marxian edu-
cation of youth comrades in the opposi-
tion,

7. Participation of Opposition youtt
in all phases of class struggle to the
greatest «xtent possible.

—GEORGE HAY,

Organization IVotes
For the arrangements of our pre-con-

ference dtscuisslon the N'afionai Com-
mittee has decided tliat it is necessary
to arrange contributions In such a way
that they do not exceed two columns per
article, but withno restrictions upon the
number of contributions which any mem-
ber may wish to submit. We count in

general not on more than one page per
Lssue for discussion. This will also in-

clude the publication of the additional
theses and resolutions.

For those who may at the outset look
for an analy.sis and conclusions from the
revolutionary developments in Spain,
while that was not contained in the main
draft thesis it will become part of our
proposed resolution on developments
within tlie International and In the Left
Opiwsition.

In taking up this discussion In the
various branches the best method will

naturally be the one of first talcing up
the general estimates and the con-
clnrfions which the draft thesis presents.

Once that is thoroughly understood it

becomes easier to take up possible
amendments on certain aspects, adding
omissions or proposing changes? of formu-
lation if any. In the discussion in gen-
eral, both within tlie branches and tiie

written contribution.s, comrades should
bear In mind that when proceeding some-
what systematically, poaaibiilties are the
be.1t for an exhaustive clarification of

views. Hence our fundamental political

views should receive first consideration,
that is, discuss first the draft theses.
This will then facilitate taking up
further the tasks which flow from the&e
fundamental views as well as the tactical
questions and organlssatlonaJ problems
implied.

Our Recent Aettvlties

The Boston branch has been tem-
porarily reinforced by the arrival of com-
rade Sam <iOrdoii from New York. He
will function there in an onianizing cap-
acity, help the branch by speaking at
meetings, helping to make contacts and
in taking up more effectively the work
within the general mass movement. The
period of his stay is not definitely de-
termined but depends upon the possitilli-

ties as well as the resources available.
Comrades Clarke and Stamm have now
for a few weeks been very active in
Cl^-eiand, Jointly they have been speak-
ing at regular meetings on tiie Public
Square to an ever-increasing and ever
more sympathetic audience. They have
reported many examples of the eager-
ness \Vith wiiich assembled workers have
listened to explanation of the views ot
the Left Opposition and received our
literature. Concretely It has been proven
in an ever Increasing literature distri-
bution.

Comrade Stamm will henceforth carry
on alone in Cleveland while Clarke Is

making a tour further west through ihe
mine fields to St. Louis, Mo, There he
will remain for a while and help or-
ganize the activities of our branch. It
is the expectations tbpt he will also be
atile later to spend a little time in Kan-
sas City, Mo. This irf not an organiz-
ation tour in the usual sense of the word
I)ut rather one of a footloose active mem-
ber putting in an effort to help build the
Left Opposition in various places. The
results so far have nevertheieas been of
distinct organizational value.
The Minneapolis branch has made a

record of taking In several new memtiers
during the last couple of months. For
a period some of its active forces spent
some time in the Dulth-Superlor terri-
tory and e.-itablished conta-cts tiirougli
which literature is now being dl.<;tributed.
These forces have returned to the twin
cities und again strengthened the branch.
Tlie branch has participated in miners'
relief work and the comrades report th,it
as usual the relief conference^ were very
narrow and their efforts will be directed
toward giving them a broader linsis. In
trade union activities our .Minneapolis
comrades are as busy as ever. ,Tust now
the main attention is taken up with or-
ganization to thwart the expulsion cam-
paign initiated by the A, F. of L. union
imreaucrats, this time not merely aimed
at the Communists but also against the
progressive workers.

Our Expansion Program
While big progress cannot be reported,

this time tliere h) nevertheless results
showing that the interest is still alive
From the preceding notes it will be ob
.served that we are making some progress
in a modest way toward extending our
general organization activities. That, of
course, Is part of our program and thus
indicates further advance. If the pre-
conference activities, the discussions and
preparations for the gathering are cor-
rectly connected up with the material
aspect of finances we will he sure to he
well on our way with the third step. The
fact that new names have appeared right
along on the contribution list to the Ex-
pansion Program proves that efforts in
this direction are continually being made.

Nevertheless we must say^niore sjieed.

The contritiutions received since last

report were as follows

:

2,000—

-1.700

$5.00

2.'-,,00 l.K»-
1,00

S,Otf

Boston br.

iS'ew York
R, .T. Field

Toronto br,

Cleveland

I. A. Brody
Minnedpolis br. n,8ij

Kansas City br. 20,()0

Total $7,1.SU
Previously 1,000—
reported $1 lOsill

Totai

to date $1,177.27

SOO-

-1.250

-750

—250

FK.^GMEN'R* OF TRUTH FROM

L'NDKR TIIE G.ARB.\GE OF SL.INDEK

In 1924, Ziiioviev set into circulation

an accusation against Trotsky for issu-

ing the ruilioad "Order 1012", whl^-h

was supposed to have nearly ruined

transi>ortatlon. t'lmn this canvas, Stalin,

Yarosiav.-Jky and Ruduutnk embroidered

their designs. The legend made its

rounds in its day throughout the press

of the Comintern, In u letter by Trot-

sky to the Institute for Party History,

the actual comeuts of Ijenin and Dzer-

zhlnsky on Order ICMli and Its signific-

ance for transportation, are reproduced.

But it appears that there is a comment
of more recent origin. In tbe Annual of '

the Comintern which appeared in 1023,

ttiat is, on the eve of the campaign
against Trotsky, in an article "The
Trun.'iport of the K. S. F. S. R. and Its

Rehabilitation" the following is said

liteniiiy:

"At this time, transportaion was com-
pletely ruined. There was not only no
talk utiout Its rehabilitation, but mat-

ters went so far that in the Council of

Labor and Defense, a member ot the col-

legium of the People's Commissariat of

Trnnsportntioti, Professor Lonionossov,

made a report to the effect that trans-

portation is on the eve of complete and
unavoidable standstill. (Comrade Trot-

sky, having undertaken the direction of

transportati<m. advanced two slogana
which iiad a decisive significance not

only for transixirtatlon but for the whole
economy of the country . . , Order 10*2
is an historical one. According to it,

the locomotives were to be reliabilltated

within five years. The Communist pro-

pagation of thia Order and the Com-
munist rise which this produced should
he recognized as the highest level at-

tained liy tlie increase of tiie masses'
readiness for ialior—for feats," (Annunl
of the Comintern, Pubii.sliing House of
the Comintern I'etrograd-Moscovv, 19113,

page 3(13.

)

And no on and so fortii. As we see,

the function of "Order 1(M2" was dif-

ferent at dlffereut periods. --ALFA,
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WAGE CUTS AND STRIKES

A speeding up ol tlie wage cutting

campaiijn on tlie one hand and tlie

growtli of the strike itiov«inent on tlie

other are the two outstanding and re-

lated developments o£ the month in the

doestic field. Thu letter of Secretary of

Commerce I^amont to Kepreseiitative

Condon gave a powerful impetus to the

drive against wagt; standards, and was

no doubt so designed. The subsequent

attempts of the White House to obscure

the issue and "interpret" Lamont'H bluit

declaration in justification of reductions

by firms "in extremely difficult positions'"

are not to be taken Keriously, We do

not believe that Lament spoke for him-

self alone, and certainly not as an op-

ponent of Hoover's attitnde. It is more

reasonable to conclude that Ms letter

was put out as a "feeler" and a tip to

the indiLstrialists to go ahead every-

where, with full assurance of Govern-

mental support.

Tliey are doing so. And even more

significant than the reduetions already

made are the wide-scale preparations for

a bigger assault all along the line, and

especlaily in the big industries. The

steel workers will be one of the nest

points of attack, an ntta.-k which w;is

already being prepaied at the time of

ParreU's liypocrltical siieech against it a

few weeks ago. The railroads are get-

ting ready now. Stuart Chase, in his

latest work, predicts a sweeping wage

cut in the railroad industry. The ap-

plication for an increase In freight rates

is primarily, if not exclusii-ely a fili-

buster to prepare the way for a drastic

reduction of rail wages on the ground

that the railroads are also in "extremely

difficult positions" which, higher freight

rates failing, ean he relieved only by

a cut In labor cost.^. The wage <'Ut3 so

far recorded, benvy as they have been,

are only the first exi>erimerttal steps.

TThe great offensive is yet to come, as

all signs testify.

The defensive struggle of the work-

ers Is gaining momentum, although slow-

ly and in a tentative fashion. Tliere is

nothing in the facts to sust^n the block-

heads who describe the situatien as a

"workers' offensive". The Department

of Labor figures which, like the reports

on unemployment arc not to he taken at

face value, give, nevertheless, an appro-

itmate picture for oonii>arative purposes.

447 strikes and lockouts in the first six

months of the year show an increase of

nearly fifty per cent over the same per-

iod in 1930. But if we compare this with

the 2,385 strikes in 11)21—also a crisis

year—we ci'n see that the laltor move

ment is not yet sU-inding on its feet. And

the strike figures for ]!>10, when 3,fi30

wage conflicts were recorded, speak

even more eloduently of the realities of

the present situation.

Coal, steel and railroads were re-

presented in the latior revolts of that

year and constituted the heart of it. The

present defensive movement of the work-

ers Is confined largely so far, to soft

coal and textile.s where the industry is

the "sickest" and the pressui-e on the

workers has been the heaviest. But the

rate at whlcii the struggles are devel-

oping in this sector and the militancy

wlilch characteriKCK them are promising

signs of a genuine labor awakening.

The theory that the workers are not

Inclined to strike during periods of crisis

and wide unemployment veceives a cer-

tain confirmation from American labor

and economic history, and is iKirne out

within limits by the experience of tne

past two years. But the present situa-

tion is extraordinary In many resiwcts,

as lias been i>ointed out before. It Is

(luite false to construct a law to the

effect that the workers will not strike

during the crisis, as the Kight wing has-

been Inclined to do. The increase in

strike strufsjles in recent weeks, and

particularly the determined battles of

the miners and textile workers, refute

this dogma.
They argue rather for the idea that

the workers in other industries, such as

the raSiroda.s and steel mills, eauglht in

the furious wage-cutting drive. Will not

wait for a revival to give their answer

In terms of struggle. Our perspective

of the coming months runs this way.

From BUVb a developmeqt will flow un-

bounded poNsibilities for the 'Jiwakening

of the labor movement and a sweeping

advance of ("Communism,

»»yl»lems off the Spaotsli ^«volwtioM

Mistakes of Comvadle Manvln
with the gusto and enthusiasm of a

hypochondriac toasting of his diseases

The section devoted to the Southern III

Inois mining fields is u fair sample of the

whole document. They were busy there

and they have results to show for it

The achievements claimed in the resolu-

tion include t*e following: "(a) Failure

to mobilize the Illinots miners to strag-

gle and spraad the Orfent strike, (b)

Decline of our Influence in the Orient

strike, (c) Dissolution of the lour lo-

cals of th« N. M. U, (d) Dissolution of

five imits of the piirty. (e) General

weakening of our position in the Illtuoia

fields."

This, we contend, Ls pretty clo«e to a

hundred per cent eOicieacy in the work
of clearing out Uie sprouts and shoots

of Communist intiuence. The grassbop-

pers in a Dakota field could hardly make
a cleaner sweep. And how do the Chic-

ago Stalinists account for tiiis rosultV

Do they re-examine the policy that pro-

duces such a devastation? Not at all.

"The District Bureau", they say, "hag

made generally correct decisions on work
In the mining field." This they call

"aelf-criticLsni'" and on top of it they

add: ''Self-crititrism Is that particular

method of work by which we improve

all our methods of work." They say it

with flowers.

' In the jKjlitical struggle we grow ac-

customed to much, and we are ready to

believe that this incredible document was
really adopted, tliat is not a forgery

elaborated to make lun of the party.

But when tlie FPwily Woriter introduces

the resolution with the statement that

it is "an example to other districts—not

only to follow, bat to excel", it goes

too far. How can that record l)e excel-

led? —J. P. C.
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It has been said that without revolu-

tionary theory there can he no revolu-

tionary movement. In Spain, this truth

has never been so much in evidence as

at the ])resent moment Our labor move-

ment is terribly disoriented at a time

when a cloar and distinct orientation is

now more necessary than ever before.

The Ideological chaos into which the Na-

tional C;oufederatlon of Labor has sunk

constitutes a mortal danger for the rev-

olution. Anarcho-syndicalism can only

lead the Spanish proletariat to defejit.

The last congress of this central di«-

Iielled the slender hopes lor correction

tiiat might have remained ; the leaders

of the N. C. of L. have learned nothing

from the rich experiences "of recent years

and they continfte to debate in a fright-

ful confusion.

Theoretical poverty has always char-

ade eriaed the Si>attlsh Socialitit Party,

But if its leaders gave no revolution-

ary theory to the working class of our

country, it was not only out of incom-

petence but with the aim of subjecting

its hosts to the liberal bourgeois ideo-

logy. Today, socialism is no longer at

the Right wing of the labor movement,

Imt perhaps not even at the Left wing

of tlie bourgeoisie.

In the Communist movement painful

as it is to say so, the situation Is not

much more alluring In this respect, 14

the official Communist party, the system

of bureaucratic leadership chokes off In

its infancy all ijossibillty of theoretical

life. Xol)ody dares, out of fear of ex*

pulsion, to hazard the slightest Idea or

his own initiative. On the oth»r hand,

the autonomous organizations, Kuch ai

the CataIonian-Balearic Communist Fed-

eration or the Agrupaclon de Madrid,

floating ideolgically in the air, maintain

an indefinite policy full of vacillation

anr<I wavering.

Should the present Ideological disor-

ientation persist, the immense po^blt-

ities that the situation contains objec-

tively for the proletariat, will be wasted.

There is lacking in Spain a powerful

ComuBunifjt party capable of directing

the siHjntaneous movement of Wie mass*-

e.s towards the conquest of power. But
the indispensable premise for the forma-

tion of «uch a party and the guarantee

of its effectivene.ss as an InstrtihieBt of

the liberation of the working cla»s. Is

the elaboration of a revolutionary stra-

tegy and tactic. For thLs reason, the

struggle on the theoretical front must
occupy at present a prominent place,

and the deviations and the mistakes

must be combatted with the maximum
of energy.

In this sense, the lecture given on

,Tune 8 at the Atenec of Madrid tiy

comrade Jcayuin Maurin cannot be al-

lowed to pass in silence, inasmuch &»

tiie spirit that animatetl it eonstitnted

an attempt at revlsidh of the !)aaic prtu.-

ciple,< of revolutionary Marxism, an at-

tempt which, should It succeed, would
represent an immense danger lor the

Spiinish revolution.

The author of these lines, at the

meeting which followed the next day at

this hall, combatted the errors ot Jlaur-

Iii, But tliey are of such importance

that we deem it indispensable to brina

tliem forward once more before the

Kiianish CommunLsta.

An . . . Uncomfortable Position

Maurin began by declaring that tli«

Communists of the Cutulcnian-Iialearic

Federation, in whose n«me he spoKS

were regarded as Stalinists by the "Trot-

skylst.s" and as ''Trotskyists" by the

Stalinists. The thing is logical. The
fate witlch is reserved for those \vho

as in the case of Maurin and of the

organization be represents, have no

definite political position, is to receive

th» blows from both sides and to he

compeled, in the final analysis, to pro-

nounce themselves concreteb'. Incorpor-

ating themselves into one of the ten-

dencies or else to be eliminated eoncHt-

sively from the polititfa! arena.

The tragic conflict that now divides

the international ("ommuiiIsE movement
bus its roots in profound differences on

the fundamental problems of the revolu-

tion. These differences can and should be

overcome by tlie sole effective manner
known up to now: the application of

democratic centralism, converted into a

dead letter by bureaucratic centralism

of the International. But the fact Is

that the differences not only exist but

have lHK!ome deeper, and to remain in-

different or to maintain an attitude of

neutrality towards them, is impoK.sible

for any Communist. To persist in claim-

ing the contrary, leads to what Maurin
has !)een led to, to adopt a political

orientation which has alienated from
the Stalinists and from the Left Opposi-

tion In exchange for an approach to the

Left wing of the jietty l)ourgeoisie,

Wliy Maurin Is Not with the

"Trotskylsts-

Since politics does not tolerate a vac-

uum, Maurin had to say why he was
not with the Left Communist Opposi-
tion and wliy he dissented from the pol-

icy of the International.

Agaiast the ixjlitical orientation of

the Opposition, Maurin was unalde to

oppose his own, or else he had none,
or still better l)ecause be did not pre-

sume to declare that its evaluation of
the Spanish polltlcjil situation and the
tactics It recommends were correct.

Therefore, he went off on a tangent, re-

sorting to one of the arguments favored
by the sub-Stalinists of every country:
to assert that the Communist I^ft Op-
position Is an enemy of the Five Year
Plan, Precisely in recent times. Renter
and other i>ourgeoIsie press agencies,
singing In chorus with the Stalinists,

have attributed interviews and falsified

articles to Trotsky, according to which
our comrade called the Plan n "fraud"
and proclaimed its complete downfall.
Maurin who, up to now, had maintained
a neutral attitude on the internal pro
blems of the Russian revolution be
lleved it his duty to join his voice to
the St<illno-bourgeof,s chorus. We do not
congratulate him on It. Because Maur-

in who, for various reasons, is much

better informed on what is going on in

Russia that many other militants,

.Maurin who cannot limit himself to the

simple worship of a neopliyte Ixtfore the

ilussian revolution, imt has the duty

to study its problems and to know the

genuine history and not that manufac-

tured by the Stalinist bureaucraoy

—

knows iterfectly well that the accusation

he formulated does not corresiwnd to the

reality. Has the leader of the Work-

ers' aiid Peasantti' Bloc forgotten the

history of these last years? Does he not

know that It was precisely tlie Ijeft Op-

positi(m that initiated the industrializa-

tion of tiie country, which conducted a

furious struggle for it agaiiicst the pie-

sent lea«lei-3 of the C V. M. U. who ac-

cused us as sui)er-industrialists, and
utiliKed tlie collaboratiou of the Men.she-

viks in the economic organ.,; of the state

—the same ones whom Stalin recently

had to try as sabotagers — for the ela-

boration of plans based upon the

minimal development of industry and
upon the protection of the Kulak?
Does not M.flurin know that It Is

precisely for having defended indus-

trialisation against those who stigmat-

ized them as counter-revolutionists, that

the militants of the Commtniist Left

tjppositlon were expelled from the party,

imprisoned deported and shot'^ Maurin
knows ail this perfectly well and thit

is why his assertion can Iiave only two

meanings: to fall deliberately Into er-

ror, or else to buy tiie good will of

tiie International, by throwing a stone

against tiie "Trotskyists"

The "NatiiHial" Ciianicter of th«

Spontjsh Revolution

Having iiquldjited with such Ilghtne.ss

the difference that separates him from
the Communist Left Oppot^Itton, Maurin
had to explain wherein lay his disagree-

ments and those ot th« organization In

whose name he spoke, with the Stalin-

ist leader.sbip of the (Communist Inter-

national. Here the nilstake of comrade
ftiaurin Is even more seriotts,

M ttirit, asserted thai what separates
him from the Communist International

is primiirily a difference of evaluation
of the present situation. The Interna-

tional—according to him—wanted to Im-

iwse the exiierlences of the Russian rev-

olution upon other countries, and this

led to the defeat of the Communists in

Oermany, In Bulgaria in Cihna and la

Estlionbt, Spain has to make Its rev-

olution a national, original revolution
The conception of Maurin, in this re

spect, is a distorted transplantation of

the anti-Marxist theory of Stsilln of soc-

ialism in one country, a conception the
spirit of which contains grave dangers
for tiie cause of the proletariat.

.Nothing coifld be more disastrous to

the Spanish proletariat tiian to separate
Itself from the international Communl.^t
movement and to claim to orient It in

accordance with a domestic policy of

home nianufactnre.The working class,

precisely because of international ex-

l>eriencc, will elaborate the methods of

More About the Theory of

Socialism in One Country

Before Lenin's Death

THE¥ SAY IT IVITH FLOWERS

The exponents of Bolshevik self-crit-

icism are at it again and true stories

stranger than fiction are unfolding them-

selves on the pages of the Daily Worke

for anyone to read If he will and to

It Is already fairly well known how

In two editions of one of his pamphlahs,

"Lenin and Leninism", both issued Lq

file same year, Stalin expressed himself

In two mutually exclusive ways about

the theory of "socialism in one counr

try" In the first edition, published,

like the second, ia 1024, Stalin wrote

that while the otforts of a national pro-

letariat were sufficient to overthrow its

bourgeoisie, "for the final victory of soc-

ialfcim for the organization of socialist

construction, the efforts of one country,

particularly of such a peasant country as

Kussia, are Insufficient". In the second

edition, Stalin Introduced his nationalist

correction, according to which what had

a few months before been insufficient,

now become quite adequate and entirely

iti accordance with the teachings of

Marx and Lenin. It will be remembered

al«o that Stalin, to explain away this

embarrassing dualism In hia 1924 coo-

trittutions to revolutionary science, de

dared at the Seventh plenum ot the C
I, "against" Zlnoviev, that he h«d ih*

"right to change And to express more
sharply" his formulation of a brief few

months before. In the Intervening yeara,

the theory of "socialism In one coun-

try", known to Men and Lenin only al

understand If he can. Kuuslnen pred-Jtii^ subject of ridicule and attack, ba«

been rounded out. Invested with the au-

thority of the Communist International,

dressed up in distorted and falsiflsd

"quotations" from Marx and Lenin, and
laid down by Stalln and his ftpparatut

as the foundation stone in the struggU

against "counter-revolutionary Trotsky-

Isnt".

StxUD In 1925

How definitely Stalin look his pkice

on the side of this theory—following

1924, of c»urse ; before then it was quite

Uhknown in the ranks of Bolshevism or

of any other Marxian current—ia to Be

seen from the following quotation from

a speech he delivered at the Sverdlsv

University on June &, 1925:

"Is it possible then, to construct a
socialist economic system in our cofiik-

try without the previous victory of soc-

ialism In other countries, without aid

pitated the latest orgy with bis recent

article entitled, "Are the Decisions of

tibe K, C. C I. Plenum to Remain on

Paiier?" They should have, but they:

didn't. And now we are hearing a roll-

call on the results. The bead men of

the C. E. C. have evidently called on ,tll

fihe District Committees to explain—a*

length, oi' course—which district applied

the line of the XI Plenum most faith-

fully and which got the worst results.

The Chicago D, E, C. bids for the prize

In the latest Stalinist competition with

ft resolution in the Daily Worker of Aug-

ust 1, which covers almost a whole page

6f tlie paper. The report Is long and,

in Its own way, good.

The resolution of the district leaders

bristles with accounts of "weaknesses",

"failures", "opportunism" "Leftist mis-

takes", "dissolution.", "demoralization"

and "collapse" in every field, all related

in technique and cQuIpment on the part
of tlie victorious proletariat of the West?

"Yes, this is possible. It Is not only
possible, but Is both necessary and in-

evitable. , , .

"The great significance ef Lenin, ali»o,

by the way, consists In the fact that he
adopted no haphazard attitude towards
construction, that lie does not content-

plate construction without perspectives,

and that he gives a clear and definite

answer to the question of the perspec-
tives of onr work that we have all the
pre-requisltes for constructing a social-

ist economy in our country, and that we
can and must construct a completely
socialist society". (Stalin, "Bolshevism:
Some Questions Answered", London.
1026. >

Now, Stalin has one doubtful advan-
tage over the other leading theoretical

defenders of national •ocialism. With
Bncharin, for instance, it Is not difficult

to rummage through his old writings and
bring forth one imssage after another
in which he speaks decisively against
the theory he and Stalin have advocated
from 1924 onwards. But Stalin's liter-

ary con triinitions, especial ly prior to

Lenin's death, are so meager, that he
has thus far been able to console him-
self with the idea that, aside from his
"slip" In the first edition of "Ijcnin add
Leninism.", his feeble literary endeavora
of the past will not rise to contradict
his present theoretical position. But it

appears that even this safeguard is not
without its breach.

Glancing through some old documents,
the writer has o^ne across an illumin-

ating article in Russtecbe Korre^ondeiii,
No, 7-9, July-October 1921 a review put>-

lished In German !)y the Communist In-

ternational which, unless I am mistaken,
was the forerunner of the Intertiatk>nal Imm«dlate results and
Press Correspondence. The article is l>y

J, Stalin ; "The Communist Party Before
and After the Conqnest of Power," &
chapter, the editor Informs ua, ta"keB

from some unknown booli by SfaUtt,

What Stalin wrote in 1921 U so reveal-

ing *that it must be lifted out c< Its

obscurity and made public again so that

we may have additional proof—if more
is needed—of how all the Bolshevik

leaders during Lenin's life time regarded
the question of Russia's alleged self-suf-

ficiency in the building of a "completely

socialist society", and thai "without aid

in technique and equipment ou the part

of the victorious proletariat of the West"
I^et us quote the Stalin of 1021 at
length

:

And Stalin in 1931

"But the October also has its dark

slda It Is concerned with the fact that

the seizure of power by the proletariat

In Russia proceeded under peculiar ex-

ternal and internal conditions! which

stamped all the work after the seizure

of power. First: Russia is a backward
country In economic respects; it cannot

rehabilitate transportation, develop in

dustry and electrify urban and rural tn

dustry wifit its own forces, without ex-

changing the raw materials at hand for

machineiy and implements from the

Western trountries. Second, Kussia Is

for the present a socialist island, whlel

la surrounded by capitalist states more
developed in industrial respects and
hostile to it. It Soviet Russia had but

one large state or a few Soviet states

developed in industrial respects, as

neighbors, then it could easily collabor-

ate with such states on the principles of

the exchange of raw juaterials for ma-
chines find implements. But so long

as this is not the case, Soviet Russia

and our party, w-hich has the govern-

ment in Its hands, are compelled to seek

forms and methods of economic coopera-

tion with the hostile capitalist groups

of the West In order to acquira tiie

necess;iry technique, until the moment
occurs of the victory of tite proletarian

reva^uffion In ene or a icw indtistrlal

cap^Alist states. Relations in the form
of concessions and of foreign trade—
the^e are the means for attaining this

goal. Otherwise, a serious economic

construction, an electj-ification of the

country, cannot even be thought o£.

This process will undoubtedly be a slow

and painful one; but It Is unavoidable

and inevitable, and this inevitability

will remain even If some impatient com-

rades ge«;ttculate nervously and demand
effective opera

tlons.

"PiV>m the economic point of view, the

present' conflicts and military clashes of

the capitalist groups among themselves,

In the same way as the stru^le of the

proletariat against the class of the capi

tallsts;, have at their foundation tke

fundamental conflict of present-day pro-

ductive forces with the national-Imper-
ialist iRmndaries to tlieir development,
and the capitalist forms of appropria
tion. The imperialist boundaries and
the capitalist form strangle the pro-
ductive forces and do not iiermit their

development. The only way out i« the
organization of world economy accord-
ing to tlie principles of fraternal econ-
omic collaboration of the advanced (in-

dustrial) states with the backward (fuel
and raw materials) states (but not ac-

cording to the principles of the spoliation
of the latter by the former). It is for
this precisely that tite International
proletarian revolution is required.
Otherwiise, an organization and oomtal
development of world economy cannot
even be thought ot. Hut iu orde
to Ijegin (at least to begin) with the
organization of a correct world econ-
omy, the Iiistory of the proletariat at
least in a few of the advanced states L^

required. So long as this is not the
case, our party must seek roundaljout
ways for cooiieration with the capitalist
grcnli)s on the economic field. This Is

the reason why tiie party, after having
shaken off its bourgeoisie and raised
the banner of the proletarian world
revoiutlwi, considers it expedient to lib-

erate small production and small Indus-
try from their fetters, to permit a par
tial revival cit capitalism, putting it In

deiK'iidence upcm the state power to
draw in tenant farmers and sharehold-
ers, etc, etc., up to the moment when
Kuiiiftantial results are yielded by the
policy at the party: 'to realize a maxi-
mum of what can iie carried out In one
croHiitry for the development, the supixirt
and the arousing of t!ie revoiution in
all countries'," (Page 808. Our em-
phasis. )

Thus siKjke StaHn in 1921, before be
had undertaken to "deepen" Marx and
to "broTiden" Lenin. At that time, far
from believing that Itussi;i had "all the
pre-requisltes" for a complete socialist

economy, he even rejected the idea that
Ru.ssia could "dvelop industry and elec-
trify Hi-ban and rural industry with its

own forces". In 1921 he had not the
sfightwt Idea th,at tni; "maxitn'mtt of
what can be carried out in one country"
was a "completely socialist society."

How clearly does every new scrap of
evidence dug out of the submerged past
demonstrate to us that the theory of
socialism in one country, entirely alien

to Marxism and reactionary to the core,

saw the light of day in the ranks of

Bolshevism only after Lenin could see 't

no more

!

—S-n,

its emancipation. In the elalioration of

the tactics of Marx and Lenin the con-

tribution of the exjierience of the great

revolutionary movements of the nine-

teenth century, and more specifically of

the revolutions of ],S4,S and the Paris

(Commune, jilayed a role of tlic first

order. Without this experience, Lenin
would have been unaiile lo work out
with such precision the taclics ilia) led

the Russian proletariat to victory in

October 1917.

If the <"ommunist Internationa! failed

in the countries mentioned by Maurin,

it wa.s not because it imposed the ex-

periences of the Russian revolulion, but

precisely because it forgot llieni coni-

pletely. Iu China, In place of assuring

the hegemony of the prok'tariat and of

guaranteeing its independen<-e in face ot

the bourgeois partii'S, it proclaimed ibe

''bloc of four cia.sses" suboriliiiating the

proletariat to the bouigeoisie. repre-

ticnted by the Kuo Miii Taii^. curbwi
the agrarbtn revolution, ;iiid as a coft-

sequeiice of all tills, prepared the vic-

tory of the bourgeois counter-revoiution

of ('hiang Kai-Shek. Then, as if the

less<m had not been suUicicntly heavy,
it submittal the fate of the iiroletariat

and of the revolution to the government
of the petty bourgeoisie of Wuhan -the
government which, according fo Stalin iu

May 1;J2T was almost the <lict;ttorsIiIp

of tlie proletariat, which —naturally, al.so

hetraj-ed the interests of (he working
class.

In Germany, the {'ommunist Interna-
tional, thanks to its opportunist ixdicy,

did not know how to take advjintagf' of
tlie exceptional opportunity offered it

by the exceptional situation in the coun-
try in th(> Autumn of 19i;:-! for ihe
seiKure of i>ower. Tills fdnuidable cid-

lapse had enormous con-ecpiences for
the whole development of tlie interna-
tional (Communist movement and paved
the way for the bt^ginning of ihe .social

reaction in Uus.sia, which led to tlie en-
thronement of the iiureaucralic Stalin-
ist domination.

In Bulgaria, the lack of revolnlioii-
ary decision and the opportunism of Ihe
party leadership provoked the reaction-
ary coup d'etat of Tsankov, for wiiteh
the Bulgarian workers and iieasiinf:.s paid
In torrents of blood. Tlie insurreclion
that broke out afterwards in this coun-
try ami later on in Ksthonia were ad-
venturist attempts to repair the conse-
quences of the disastrous pidicy that had
been practised.

Did tlie International fail in these
countries because it imposed the meth-
ods of the Russian revolution? q'hts is
true up to a certain jkiint insofar as
the iKjlicy of the Cominlern in those
ocuntries was inspired by tlie concep-
tions and the methods of the .Menshe-
viks. We are of course in agreement
with Maurin if this is (be ej;ample which
he urges us to follow, .We are not, it
is needless to say, if by iiis assertion' lie
claims that we have to !ay aside the
Bolshevik experience. And in .saying
this, we have no desire at al] lo a^rm
that it will be neces.sary (o copv liter-
ally that whicii the Bolsfieviks "did in
Uus.sla, Naturally, one must lake inio
account the circumst^mces of lime and
place, the specific pecuJIariiies of each
coutry in the same way (hat the doctor
takes into account the jweuiiarities of
each patient in order to ajjply tiie gen-
eral treatment. What is essential is fhe
general political orientation. And in this
sense it must (,e said that (he ge.ieril
takes precedence over (be particular.
When we .speak, for ex.imple, of the
(M)urgeois rcrolutions of (be twst wedo not refer to (he various forms in
Which they manifested Ihem.selves !n
each country but to their fiindameutal
characteristic: the deslrurtion of feudal
relationships (o iw sub.siitnted for by
boui-geois democracy, r,, our epoch fhe
struggle of the exploited against the
exploiters unfoJds it.self on a world
scale, the national manifestalions of thrn
struggle constitute only one aspect ofns general struggle. I„ (his huge bat-
tle, the proletariat can find its eiiiand-
patlon only in the establishment of ,fs
dictatoi^sbir,. based ui>on mass organiita-
tons. .such as the Soviets, the revolu-
tionary .luntas and similar organizations
ivi h a directiiif: Communist partv as
guide. Outside of this genera! formula
are admissable all (he modif!,,„io,„ andamendments impo.sed b,- national cir-
cumstances and pecuiiarities.

i ^M>^'*
^^'""" "' "'=^ <-r.ni,e,-tion (bat

If-
" '^" "''' I'oHtical Bureau ofthe liassian ("ommunist Parfy was dis-cussing tiie problems of the (Jerman rev-o uton if ,„^,.j_^^,^. ^^_^. ^^^^^^^^^^

riotsky who opp„.sed Ziuf.viev's pro-
posal to create Soviets, arguing cor-
rectly (hat at tiiat moment the mass
organizations around wNici, the German

the Soviets, as in 1918. b,„ („e factory
councils. {To iH> concluded.)

—-\NDRES NIN
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The Wage-Cut Offensive
Towards Sharp Working Class Struggles of Resistance

American capituliam is now ombark-

ins more definitely niion ita Ions fher-

isheil aim of reducing the working class

stitndurd. It is sa^eking thereby to shift

the btirdcn of its economic diihcalties

fiirtlier onto the Imtfes of fJie \vorker.>!.

At the very ini-ciition of the present

crisis tile sinnttl was given in the de-

mand of thi; most iM)werfiiI blinking in-

stintionn for ii lower cost of production

—a demiiiHl growirig in volume until now
wage cuts follow all along the line.

No mittter how great or how slender

their prowpects for revival, to the cijpi-

titlJHt rnlcvs there is hardly any doubt
that the commencement must of neces-

sity imply a measure of stahiliKntion on
a lower level tliau hitherto, A greatly

contracted market and an enormous cap-

acity of piCKluction mukes that course
compuLsory. The lower level sought is

first of all to be tippHed to the work-
ing class. While sonffht as a way out of
the present crLsis, it will not at all

serve to diminisli the contradictions of
capitjilism. On the contrary, it in-

creases tiie atitHgonisms of present class
relations.

The increasing class antagonisms can
be expected to be expressed in sharp-
ened i^trugf^Ies on a scale which has
not yet been witnessed in the United
States. As a first si^n, there has al-

ready iieon a considerable increase in

the iiumlier of strikes and conflicts dur-
ing the first half of IMl as compared
to the six months previous.

Any actual bej^inings of revival could
not ,'^eriously niter these i«'rspectives as
it would fir.st of all involve an im^rease

of the burden upon the workers' backs.

Tlie concrete illustrations are already
at hand in the present wage-t'ut drive.

The most serious aspect of this drive is

in the fact that it Is gravitating towards
the basic and imiwrtant industries. No
one will believe that the workers em-
ployed by the U. S. Steel Coriwratton
have escaped wage cuts. The hoard of

directors' m(«eting heid recently evi-

dently realized that it would not he so

good to administer a wage-cut dramatic-
ally just at the moment, when much ado
waa made about the Hoover administra-
tion "opposing" wage-ctits. It would
lierhapa too seriously <iomproraise the nd-
ministration. But the actual cut is mere-
ly i«)sti)oned for the moment and will

soon bo piit over more (jiiietly. The
coal miners throughout the country have
already .suftert^ a drastic deterioration
of their comlitions both by direct wage-
cuts, decrease of tonnage rate, median-
iKtttifni, speed-up and the ravages of in-

eraployment. Added to that comes the
announcement of tlie Iloekefeller inter-

mits of 20 i)erc«?nt wage cut to he ap-

plied at it« Colorado mines.

On the railroads, continued improve-
ment.s of iieavier equipments and mach-
inery tiave already eliminated several
hundred thousand Jobs while increasing
the hauling capacity. During the per-

iod of 1020-192!), 370,000 men thus lost

their jol>R, This year an additional 300,-

0(X) are unemployed. jWith sucli econom-
ies the owners, representing an alleged

$rj,000,000,000 investment claiming in-

snflicient "earnings" and have appealed
to the Interstate Commerce Commission
for tiie right to levy a 15 jjer cent in-

crease on all freight rates. It is signi-

ficant however, that dnriiig the latest

yeiirs these rates have tended to decrease
in face of the increased competition of

truck hauling. If the right to apply this

increase ts granted, it evi<]ently cannot
he applied because of this growing com-
petition. It becomes clear, then, that it

is in reality a preparation for a wage
cut. Whether the application is denied
or proved inapplicable, in either case it

will be used jts a basts for the demand
for a wage-cut.

A<'Ording to reports; submitted by em-
ployers to the II, S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 210 establishments cut wages
in .lime involving 25,(545 workers with
an average cut of lO.S [lercent. Five
Ijfants jei>orted wage increases affecting

1K2 workers. Inadequate as these re-

ports are, they nevertheless help to

bring out the general trend. Add to

this tile estimate made by the A, F, of

Ij., fully as inadequate and extremely
conservative, and it will help to make
the picture clear. The A. F. of

Tj. estimates thjit "if workers' in-

comes trontinne for the full year of 19.^1

at about the same -level as the first

half, they will lose $10,500 000,000 from
the 1«2!) level."

The employers attitude toward the

nnions in two instances of the present

wage cut drive deserve particular at-

tention. On July 12, the New York B.

M. T. announced Ji new "agreement"

with its 10 000 employees on the basis

of a cut of 50 iiercent in the 2-ceiit-an-

hour bonus paid for satisfactory work.
It adds, "the motormen, being member.'}

of a union, are not affected by this

agreement". This shows both the ad-

vantage of union organization as well

as the fact that the B. M. T. is not yet

ready to force the issue with a union.

On the other hand there is the instance

from the coal miners present situation.

In I'ennsylvanla, during the present

sfrike, efforts were made by the Titts-

burgh Terminal Coal company in parti-

cular to revive and put new life into

the dead body of the IJ, M. W. to ofr..;et

the growth of the National Miners Un-

ion, The strike now appears to be on

the decline and evidently the operators

are somewliat getting over their fear

of the militant union for at the pro-

iw.sed Hoover conference on coal, the

oi>erators refused t() sit jointly with the

Lewis forces

litit it should not be forgotten tor one

moment that, for example, the coal ojv

erators' ignoring of all (he unions in

the iiebt and continuing their brutal as-

saults upon the workers' standard, is

due in a measure to the failure <if the

Centrist party leadership to utilize the

real opportunity which were and still

are avilabie for a fighting unite^l front.

Let the National Miner , Union take

the steiKS for a genuine united front of

the various sectional organizations

which ave split aivay from the decrepit

U. M. W. and it will certainly mark
the first serious hurdle in the way of

the capitalist offeti.'five. That is al.so

the way to deal with the reformists and
pseudo-progressives who in reality are
only for ( he kind -of "hurdles" which
do not imply struggle And the exam-
ple of the coal miners is only one out
ot many,

Wage-cufs hit tli^e workers in the

most direct sense and iiecorae an impor-

tant lever to help set tiiem into motion
against their class enemy. Kegiirdless

of a!i the servile and treasonable effort's

of the capitalist labor ast^nts to prevent
their resistance the workers will move
nevertiieless, compelled by these circum-
stances. It will iiu'rease the abyss be-

tween the iieed.-i of the masses and the

high paid gentry now in leadership of

the existing major unions. New pro-

gressive currents will spring up within
them and the opiwrtunities for working
class organisation will advance also in

the unorganized industries.

Even an upward conjmicture of Am-
erican t«pitalist economy will fully em-
body such prospects. It will mean a
real opportunity for Communist leader-

ship. But the one essential step In the

present situation, toward e.stahlishing

it is n correct policy of welding the
lighting ranks into a united front.

—A. S.

Trotsky Greets Weekly Militant
National Committee of i\ip CommunistLeague of America (Opposition)
Dear Comrades

:

t)ur little group in Kadikoy was very happy to receive our old friend,
the Militant, in a new form. I^et us hoiie that the paper, with Its regular
weekly appearance will now exercize not only a doubled but a tenfold in-
fluence.

I am sending you an article on the latest turn in Stalinist policy, Tiie
world capitalist press violently exaggerated the significance of this turn from
its standpoint, but from our standpoint, its .-lignificance cannot be estimated too
highly. We are approaching a critical stage in the U. S. S. It., which will
also have to have its effects inside the party and inside the International.
The world crisis, the Spnnish rovoluti-fm the Kreat events in Cerniany—all
these put vast tasks before the Militant. We are fighting for fcenuinely seienti-
tic ideas an<! prinicples with inadectuate technical, material and personal
means. Rut correct Ideas always end by making avaibtble for themseives the
corresponding means and forces. .With best Conimnuist greetings

Yours,
Kadikoy, .Inly 10, 1031 l. TltOTSKY.

Mass Arrests

In Silk Strike
Left Wing Makes a Half Turn to Unity

Aft«r th«> JMassacr^

Chicago Opposition Condemns

of Negro Workers

Murders

CHICAGO.—
Immediately following the cold-blood-

ed massacre by Chicago polic'e of t.be

Negro workers gatiiered on the Soutii

Side of tile city to prevent the eviction

of a 72-.vear old Negro woman. the
(Chicago branch of the C^ommunist League
of America (Oppo.sitlon ) issued a leaflet

condemning the police murder and tail-

ing upon the workers for a united pro-
test. The leaflet reads as follows;

On August 3, unemployed workers
under the leadership of the Unemploy-
ment Council, attempted to stop the evic-

ti<m of a T2-year old Negro lady, Tliey
were met iiy squads of armed police—
and three of the Negro workers were
brutally murdered. Besides killing 3 un-
emplo.ved workers, the Chicago police
seriously wounded another, and arrested
and clubbed scores of others.

The bosses—and their paid flunkeys-
have tiie blood of these unemployed
workers on their hands I The bosses
and their s3-stem are responsible for tlie

murders of these three Negro workers!
Ttie bosses throusii Mayor Germak,

have called together their lesser flunke.vs
—Negro and white preat-hers, politicians,
editors—to increase their elTorts to i)reak
up the ever-growing unemployment move-
ment by doling charity in crumbs, by
masis arrests of working class leaders.

Wickersham*s Exposures
Capitalism's Agents Reveal a Few of Its Festering Sores

The Wickersham commission appoint-

ed liy president Hoover has made an-

other rei)ort public—this time on the con-

dition of iiolice rule throughout the coun-

ti'y. Drawn up In the most statesmanlike

language, the report nevertheless gives

a damning portrayal of the corruption

prevalent in that arm of capitalist maj-

esty which Is most directly entrusted

with the preservation of property and
its "rights". What Is said is not parti-

cularly new. Every child in the street

is \ven acquainted with the fact that

corru[)tion brit)ery, degeneration and
lirntality rule tli^ roost in the police de-

partments of the country. Everybody
knows tliat the "third de;;ree" barbar-

ism is practised in virtually every police

station in the United Ktates—particular-
ly against the worker who cannot—like

malfeasants in office or high-caste saug-

sters and gunmen—hire an expensive

lawyer, and more particularly against

the radical worker who consciously dir-

ects his effects towards the improvement
of Ihe lot of his class.

Nor 1,1 the labor movement presented

with anything new in the previous re-

ports of the conimission. Nor, further,

should it be overcome with any gratitude

to these "public men" who have revealed

superficially some of the festering sores

of the capitalist society which nurtui-es

even their exposers. The commission is

niot opposed to the deportation of

"alien'ri". nt is solely concerfied \vith

eliminating the brutal "features" of the

deportations—the breaking up of fara^

ilies arl>itrarily, {he frame-ups that are
too obvious the arrests in the dark of

the moon, the deportation camps that

have been established in all but name.

There is even less need for illusions

ulxmt the concern the commission shows

over the Mooney-Biilings case. To them
—ctmtronted with the angry protests of

hundreils of tiiousands of workers for

years—it is only a question of maintain-

ing the prestige of a cynically revealed

capitalist class justice. The Mooney
case is for them a "violation" of justice.

To the conscious workers, it is the log-

ical outcome of capitalist class persecu-

tion. Mooney and Billings will not come
out of the living tomb because Messrs,

Wickers Ilam and Co, are "shocked-".

They win be released when the workers
in their united strength compel the jail-

ors to open the prison gates. The de-

portees will not be turned away from the

class to -which tiiey lielong, from the

labor unions and revolutionary organiza-

tions to which they are devoted, just

l)ecause Wickersham thinks that the pro-

cedure should not be so "raw". Tlie de-

iwrtation scandais of Hoover, Hoak and
Co. will l>e brought to an end when the

workers reallKe that it is one form of

the attack upon their whole <'Iass which
niu.st be resisted unitedly. The savagery

of the police will not be ended by a
!)ourgeoia exposure. We have had these

revelations from similar .sources from
time immemorial. They are a period-

ical soi> to a working class that is be-

coming rretless and dLscontonted and
requires another proof of the remedi-

ability of capitalist de<'adence. ISut af-

ter each revelation, conditions become

and by police terror. For example,
Mayor (^ermak orders evictions stopped
I)ed in the Negro sections for "a .short

thiie" till "the riots" calm down. We
workers must answer by forcing the
landlords and their city officials to stop
ALL evictions in ALL working class

neighborhoods ! The bosses and their

flunkeys are also organising charity

campaigns to give "bread crumb" relief

to "worthy" families. We must exiwse
this fake charity and figlit for immediate
miemployment insurance for all unem-
ployed workers i

Thirdly, and most important, the
bosses ate increasing tiieir drive against
al! militant workers, particularly against
the Communists, because the Commun-
ists are the leaders in the working class
struggles. Tiie bosses are trying to build
a smoke screen of a "Ited scare" in
order to divert attention away from the
evictions, starvation, increased misery
wage cuts, racial discriminations and
police attacks upon our class. Expose
this smoke screen ! Answer tlie attacks
of the bosses with greater unity, more
solidarity, and bigger organized strug-
gles against unemployment and wage
cuts!

The Communist party must immedi-
ately call a genuine uni^^.d front con-
ference to mobilize a mass movement of
all workers against the bosses' offensive
and to increase the struggle against un-
employment.
]>own with the lied scare! Defend

the workers' right to free speech and
free asscniijlage

!

Protest against the murder of the three
unemployed. Demand the Immediate re-
lease of the :i2 arrested.

Kight for the six-hour day and the
five <lay week with no reductions in
pay. Fight for immediate unemployment
IfiMurance,

IJuild block unemployment councils of
employed and unemployed workers.
Demand long-term credits for the Sov-

iet Union from the bosses in order lo
give immediate work to tens of thou-
aanils of American workei-s and to help
build the only workers' country—Soviet
Kussia

!

Chicago Hranch Communist League
of America (U>ft Opposition),

Since the leaflet was issued, the party
press reiwrts an inn>bsing demonstration
of tens of thousands of Negro and white
workers at the funeral of the militant
Negroes murdered by Chicago's uniform-
ed thugs.

that much worse. The end of police
i)rutality can be produ;«tl only with the
end of capitalist hrutiillty and exploita
tioji. The brutality can be resisted

—

not with reports hut with the unitM
front of the workers, determined that
they shall enjoy as many ri.ghts of deui-
ccratic pi'ocedure as they can extort by
their strength from the capitalist dic-
tators.

The Wickersham reports are a si^n of
the times in the sense stated above. The
master class realizes the growing im-
patience of the masses. it gives them
tile assurances of "improvements"-in
the form ot promises, the food with
which they always feed tfie workers.

Confronted with no serious break in

the ranks of the I'titerson silk strikers,

the l)olice agents of the busses are pro-

ceeding to the attempt at breaking the

itackbone of the movement by the policy

of mass arrests and the clubbing ot

pickets. Last Tuesday alone brougliL

aiwut the arrest of lifty-two strikers.

While Jiiost o£ the pickets were seized

Ijy the iKjlke In front ot a l*uter3oa dye
plant, more than a doaen otliers were
arrested at the conclusion of a sharp
encounter between the iiolice and strik-

ers who attempted to cross ttie city line

leading to Ciilton, neighboring upon
I'aterson where the strikers are at-

tempting to get the supiKjrt ot the many
Silk workers employed. At the city line,

tile police threw a cordon across t!ie

street and for hours kept a mass of

.strikers from passing through. However,
the' militancy o£ the workers finally pre-

vailed and despite police efforts, a num-
ber of tiiem succeeded In lircaking

through tiie cordon of police. The lat-

ter tliereuiK)!! pursued tlie jiickets and
sucteede<i in arresting fifteen of them.,

iSignlficant in the whole incident, which
is but one of many others of a similar
kind, is the fact that according to tiie

reports the workers are members of the
amalgamated A. F, of L. locals. The
militancy of these workers, despite the

tact that they are not affiliated to th*;

Left wing union leaves no room for

doubt that the basis for a powerful un-
ity movement of the two contesting sides

In the workers' half of the strike, not
only exists hut can be strengthened with
the most effective results for the strike.

Tiie principal barrier in the road of

the strike's development remains, as be-

fore, tlie fact that in reality two sep-

arate strikes are being conducted In

Patersou, with two separate strike com-
mittees, picket lines and unions. To
overcome this extremely harmful situa-

tioji, fostered on the one hand by the
-Musteite-Lovestone leadership of the A.
F. of Ij., which is more concerned with
a speedy settlement with the bossss
than w'ith the spreading of tiie strike
on a broad scale, and on the other hand
by the Stalinist leadership of tlie Na-
tional Textile Workers l.'nion, which
titub!)ornly puts its sectarian interests

against the general interests of the move-
ment—the Milit^mt has from the very
beginning proposed a genuine united
front.

The Daily Worker now reiwrts that "The
Mniied Front Ceneral Strike Committee
iias decided ufjon « definite mode of pro-
cedure to again attempt to iiring aliout

unity with tiie rank and file of workers
who are still under the domination of
the fake union. A [-ommittee of fifteen
was elected by the strike committee this
nfternQon to i)re.-ient a jirogram of unity
to the rank and file workers of the As-
sociated—A. F. ot L., the chief points of
which are tiiat a committee of twenty-
five rank and file shop workers fr:)m
eacli union meet to discu.ss methods to
obtain unity, that the basis of discussion
siiaii lie one united strike committee, one
united picket line and j( united fr^>nt

shop committee in each shop." {i)-12-;{l.)

Such ii meeting is a step in the right
direction only if it is followed !)y 'otiier

far more initwrtant and effective steps.
If this meeting ot worker.-; from both
unions is to !ie iUiotlier of tiie "united
fronts from below" made so "famous"
bj' the Stalinists, tiien it is iietter that
it not i)e held. Niiiefy-nine times out of
a Imndred such a procednie ha.s only
iieeii a trheap sliam, an excli.se, y cover
under wiiicli the real united front is

smothered. It is imperatively necessary
to conduct the liroadest agiL-ition among
the ranks, the numbers of t!ie A. F, of
L. unions. That is the base of the uni-
ted front. Ijut this remains hopelessly
inade(]Utite /if these memiier.s are not
given a program of action wiiich they
can develop to olttain flie adherence to
tlie united front of their organizations.

It is therefore necessary to take the

next .itep immedatcly—precious, invalu-

able time has been lost. The IjCft wing
must propose now—not after the sfrike,

wfien it exercises its ".self-criticism" in

the party press, that a joint conference

of the two unions be held at wliich meth-
ods of jnint strike a<tioii and direction
.shall iie w-orked out. iMerely to s^pproach
a few isolated A. F. of L. m(\mbers to
join a unite<l front "meeting" is not
enougli. It does not succeed in putting
the reformist leaders -from Matthews to
Muste and Gitlow—to the wall with the
pointed demand tliat they join in united
action. Unless this logical step is tak-
en, (he present "united front turn" of
the Ijcft wing will disappear into the
.sand like so many of its other tragic
farces of the recent past.

After Prussian Elections
Stalinists Trail Behind Demagogues of the Hitlerite Camp

undoubtedly thatThe referendum on the dissolution of

the Frussian Diet initiated by the German
Fascists and l)ehind which the German
Stalinists drew their followers in a mis-

erable and disastrous caricature of a
"united front", came trj an end last Sat-

urday, witii a vote a few millions short
oi; the amount necessary to accomplish
the desired end. As a farcical aftermath,
the lH)urgeois press here and the l^'asc-

ist press in (iermany are engaging in

mutual criticism with the official Stalin-

ist press—each claiming that the other
"sabotaged tlie united front" and did not
turn out In full force on Sunday to ac-
complisii the dissolution of ihe Diet. The
leadership in these recri minations is

taken !)y the Bote Fahne, organ of the
Cernian party and . , , Pravda, once
Lenin's mouthpiece. T!ie latter is bit-

ter at the Fa.scists for having come to
the defense of the Diet iiy saliotaging

the vote at the last minute.
T!ie truth of the matter even without

detailed reports from Germany which

Almost ij,ooo Pesetas Already Sent for the Spanish Opposition Press
As a result of a highly successful pic-

nic last Sunday held under the Auspices

of the New York branch of the I^eague

for the benflt of our Spanish comrades,

the fund we are raising to help the Op-
l>osition in Spain to issue its weekly or-

gan took a sharp Jump upwards. A
splendid spirit prevailed among the com-

rades and syrapathiKcrs at (he picnic and

following n short talk by comrade Swa-
iH'ck on the significance of the Spanish

eients, a good collection was taken up.

The total income of the picnic after all

expefises are deducted, has come to

As we go to press, our Chicago com-

rades inform us that (hey too are or-

ganizing a picnic for the Spanish Op-
position, to be held on Sunday, August
23. at lOlston Forrat Preserves (see

other page for ad), at which, in addi-

tion to other attractions an lijerian

atmosphere wil be created t>y the cook-

ing and sale of tortillas, hot chile and
tamales. All the profits of the picnic

will go to our Spanish comrades.

Not all the other branches are quite

up to snuff in this campaign, but we
are expecting them to get Into full swing
in short order. Toronto reports a con-
tribution shortly, a goodly percentage of

which is to come from donalilons made

by members of the party—a good sign
which should lead the comrades every-
where to make a similar attempt.
All told now, more than eighty dollars

has been collected in the fund, which,
at the present rate of exchange, comes
to almost one tiiousand Spanish iiesetas
The money has already been sent to
Spain and will continue to be forwarded
as rapidly as it is received at our ofSce.
The need of our Spanish comrades Ls
very great. The situation offers magni-
ficent possibilities for the growth of our
movement. The American militants must
be at the very top of the list—rivalled
by nobody—in the aid they contribute to

the militant revolutionists who are lead-

ing the tight in Spain uiuk-r our banner.

Since last week we have received the

following contributions (unless other-

wise noted, donations are from New
York}:
Total last weekr $22.70—James Coit-

ello, Youngstcwn : $1.00— .\I. Weyer, Hus-

ton: ?.25^.M. Shapiro, Boston: $.25—J.

Levinburg, Uoston : $.15—-New York list

No. 1: $S),75—Harry Milton: $.10—Julio
S. : $1.00—A, Nacio: $..';0—M. Morris:

$1.00—Carl Anthony : $2.00—125th St,

meeting: ,$4,27—Bob:' $1.00—New York
picnic: $35.94—1. Dreyer: $1.00—J, Ber-

lin: $1.00. Total to date: $81.S1.

we are awaiting, is

the Cdinmuiiist workers and sympathizers

took the wlioJe matter with more than

ft grain of .salt, if not with actual le-

rulsion against thf policy of the official

party loaders. Wiien the Fascists first

ini(iate<i the referendum, making the

maximum out of the cajiital demagogic-
ally created by them, tlio party justly

condemned the wliole affair roundly and
revealed its tiue nature to the workers.

The Roto Fahne c<mld not find terms
sutiiciently iiarsb to designate the man-
euver of the potential (ieniian Musso-
linis. Hut witiitmt mu(;ii time having

passed, the party macle a complete turn

aliout face and capitulated before the

nationaiist demagogy whicli they had at

first condemned. The expectations of

the Thaelinanns and Itemmeles was to

win the Fascist workers to (he Com-
munist side by this iieri-orted united

front. In actuality nofiiing of the kind
oi'curred. On the contrary, as has al-

ready iieen shown Iiy the events, the

.social democratic workers were driven

away from the t'ommunists, against

yviiom the socialist leadrs cleverly ex-

ploited the "unity with the Pa.sclsts".

The only "positive" result of the cam-
paign has been that tiie party has won
over a few hardshell nationalist lead-

ers, generals, army officers and similar

riff-raff of Ixnirgeois societ.v wlio an-

nounced tlieir adherence fo "Commun-
ism" on the basis of the fact that the

Communist party alone has not "betra.v-

ed the nation", like the notorious Fasc-

ist, Lieutenant Sciieringer, who is orien-

tating towards the Communist party on
the iiasis of the fact tiiat there are "no
Jews in the Central Committee of the

Communist party".

Such a trend of events can only sign-

ify the gravest dangers for German Com-
munism.
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Draft Thesis on the Youth Question
1, Capitalism draws tin; youth of tlie

proletarian famUies into the productive

pro('(:ss. Ti)e clif;tpness of its iabor

power; its physical and Intellectnal im

maturity, its lack of trade union organi-

zation makos it particularly profitaMe

oWests for exploitation. These same
characteristics and the needs growing

out of tliera—need for physical and in

tellectual devolopment, for plgy, "social

life"—.were left almost wholely ttnsatls

fled From a position of helpers and ap-

prentices the youth was ahsovbe<l ever

more into the general Industries and

process of capitalism.

These exc-eplional condition of exploi

tation tlie development of militarism as

a Bupijort -of the growing imperialism

and the need for the education of Ihe

youth for Koeialiem resulted in the early

formation of young worker and social-

ist youth organisation.

2, Tile Y, ('. V was founded in Nov-

ember y.no out of a noeil for an orRanl

Kution which would attract the working

youth towards Communism, win, organ-

ize and" train it for the Communist part-

ies. The need for a special organization

is called forth by the psychological pec-

uliarities of youth—its Immaturity and
Impulsiveness, its special activities

—

sports, "socal" nfEairs, and Its physical

and in-teliectuial requirements. These
can be satisfied only by particular meth-

ods; activities and organization.

The Y, (]. L.s are broad edueotionai

organizations of youth. Communist train-

ing and education requires the intimate

liaiking up of the theoretical with the

j>racticnl, the study-group with the field

of the class struggle. The Y, C, L. Is

in the forefront of the strus^les of the

wwrking youth leads and organizes it

for immediate economic nnd cultural

needs and denwinds; atruf^Ies inside and
outside the armed forces ftRninst capi-

talist militarism; develops itself in the

struggle against the bourgeois and petty

bourgeois (especially reformist) organi-

zations and influence, «s the cultural

center and political leader of the youth.

The League which aspires to be the
leader of a section of the worljing class,

the youth, is politically subordinate to

the ("lommtinlst party, the vanguard of
the proletariat as a whole. The strategy

and tactics of the party are the strategy
and tactics of the Tjeague. This politi-

cal subordination is accompanied by the
organizational autonomy of the Jjeague,

i. e., its right to elect Its own commit-
tees and officers, and regulate the Tjca-

gue'a inner policies and life. Political

subordinatiou is maintained by « capable
party cadre inside tlie league, which dir-

ects mnd leads it, exchange of represen-
tative.s on committees, and a sound
Marxian policy in the class struggle
which the Leaguers will readily follow.
A fhorotigh dlscHSRion of the party ques-
tions affecting th,. I^agu» should take
place during the latler's pre-(«nvention
discussion.

The restatement of these elementary
and fimdomental principles of the Com-
munist youth, iftid down by the first three
congresses of the Y. C. I„ is made im-
perative by their revision, !n theory and
practise, by the present leaders of the
Comintern and Y. C. I.

3. .Limited experience with Commun-
ist youth work requires that youth tac-
tics, demands, slogans and special organ-
izational forms should be put forward
not as dogmas or finisiied products whioli
have universal validity i)ut rather with
a view of testing them in practise, e.t-

amining the results, and thereby laying
the ground for more effective taction,
slogans, etc. The Comintern under
Zinoviev and later Bucharin and Stalin
converted the Y. C. L.'s into factional
pnwas. Youth policies were completely
«ul)ordinated to the factionni require-
ments of the moment.

YOUTH IN AMERICA
4. Due to the increased mechanization

and rationalization in American indus-
try since the last war, youth iiibnr is

to t)e found in every Important Indus-
fry of the country. Over one-fourth of
the workers In the U, S. are under the
age of twenty-five—a!>out twelve mil-
lion. Of these, five milion are Iwtween
the ages of 10 and 19, There are over
one million children employed under the
age of Ifi, ex<'lusive of those nnder 10.
For the youth between the ages of 18

and 24 who are being drawn in increas-
ing numlwrs into (he basic industries of
the country (coal, metal) doing (he
same work as the unskilled adult, in
many cases getting the same pay and
suffering from the same oppressive con-
ditions, the six-clai forma of expioit.ation
to which the young worker is submit-
ted under the apprentice and helper,^'
systems are sidistituted for by tlie great-
er speed-up, and an increase in the in-
tensity of exploitation. The youth in
these Industries are !>eing increasingly
absorbed into the unskilled proletariat.
This strengthens the aolldarity Ijetween
the adult and youth (present coal strike)
Special youth demand.^ in such cases,
do not ari,se out of the special economic
position of the young workers but ra-
ther out of their psychological and phy-
siological peculiarities and requirements
—their immaturity, need for develop-
ment, etc.

In th<ise as well as in the light in-

dustries (electrical, radio electrical parts
profluction, foods, etc.) special attention
should iie paid to the youth under the
age of 38. .Special hours of work, wages,
conditions of labor can be determined
only on the basis of the particular In-

dustry. At the same time the Y. C, L.

should put forward demands which link
up the struf^les of the youth In the
shop factory, mine and mill with the
flght against the capitalists as a class.

The official Y. C. L. today utilizes its

slogans and demands only on holiday oc

casions.

The,.;e demands should be put forward

in the sense disctissed in section 3. At

present thej can at liest lie agitational

and propaganda demands. When the oi>

portuiiity offers itself, cither in an in

du.'^try or in the country ns a whole

they can be put forward as concrete im

mediaife slogans of action,

'Hie struggle for the youth demands
should be accompanied by a comparison

of the conditions of the young worker

under capitalism and what it would be

under a proletarian rule—as Illustrated

by the Soviet Union. The slogan for an

annual month vacation with pay for

youth under 23 can be made a powerful

weapon against the Citizens' Military

Training Camps.
At the same time a struggle for the

unionization of the youth .should be car-

ried on. In tejrtile, coal, automobile,,

r«dio etc., the youth should be organ-

ized into the revolutionary unions or

leagues, Special youth forms of organ-

ization (committees or sections) should

develop special forms of activities to

attract and hold the young workers. In

indu,<;trie8 where the A. F. of Ij. has

some control (men's clothing, building,

hat manufacturing, etc.) nnd large sec-

tions of youth are employed, they are

almost completely barred from the un-

ion A. "Work among them is extremely
important. It can be an aid In the build-

ing of Left wing groups In the unions.

Further, the most persistent struggle

must be carried on to remove all dia-

crimlnatory rules and practises In ail

trade unions.

THE EFFECTS OF THE CRISIS

5. The working youth Is especially

hard hit by the present economic crises.

The miserable wages previously received

by the young workers made it impossi-

ble for them to save any money. TJn-

employmont which has resulted In the

throwing of over two million youth out

of industry, reduces them to poverty, in-

creases their misery. The conditions of

the ecnpioyed youth are being worsened

by wage-<;uts, and speed-up. The abs-

ence of trade union prote<'tion or social

legislation makes their position *;i-

tremely diflicuit.

q'lie crisis has the effect of driving

many working class students out of the

schools. It helps shatter their illusions

about the eimiilicity of getting out of

their proletarian condition.

The plight of the young workers today

is the best refutation of the much glori-

fied Ameri<-an democracy, *'fair piny",

and "equal opportunity for all" which

the powerful bourgeois agencies, schools

press, church and youth organizations

have hammered into their heads. The
youth are beginning to see this. It fur-

nishes the best objective conditions yet

known in this country for the winning

of large sections of youth away from

bmuregois ideology, the Y, M. C, A., ihe

Y. W. II. A. the Boy Scouts, etc., and

for the Young Communist League. To
accomplish this requires correct tactics

in the class struggle, reali.stic youth de-

mands and activities, a courageous, cap-

able Marxist leadership in the Y. C, I*.

THE AMERICAN LEAGUE
G. Even in this jterlod of splendid

opportunities for Communist youth work,

tlie American League is not only a mere
shadow of the pjirty (claiming 2,000

members) but has lost more than fifty

percent of its membership since the last

cou\'ention two years ago. The crisis

which has been gripping the Internation-
,

ai Communist and revolutionary move-
ment for the last few years Is especially

acute in the Y. C, L, in this country.

The reign of Stalinism In ihe Comintern
its falae strategy and tacti<'3 its Incom-

l>etent leadership. Internationally as well

as nationailj', combined with false youth

tactics, are responsible for the present

condition in the American Communist
youtli movement.
There is not a single field of its acti-»*

Ities in which the League can show
substantial accomplishments. No real

educational activity Is carried Oti Inside

(lie fjeague ; discussions on youth tac-

tics, on trade union i)oliciea, etc,, ar«
a tiling of the distant pasL The so-

called leaders, appointed by Hie party

l)ureaucrats, are incorapetenti whose
chief trait is their subservience and
obedience.

In ifs most Imjiortant fuucUon, that

of educating the youth for Communism,
the Y. C. L. lias completely failed. Thl»
is best exemplified by the fact that the
rapid and constant turnovers of member-
ship in its ranks means, not that the
party is recruiting from the Ijcague, but
rather that tiie youth are turning away
from tlie revolutionary movement. This
is the major and most serious weakness
of the League.

The youth leagues which In the early

days of the Communist movement were
in the forefront of the struggle against
opportunism in the revolutionary move-
ment are today blinded to the growing
dangers of the complete degeneration of
the Communist party, Tha real strug-

gles and difllcuities of the Russian CSom-
munists are unknown to them ; they are
taught to put unquestioned faith In the

statements anil policies of the leading
faction In the Comintern and the Kus-
sian party.

In antl-miiltarlst wort, the League,
although It has carried on some wort in

the armed forces in New York, has been
extremely n^Iigent. Little more than
a few cries about the war danger In the
Yoang W<M*h«r have been the eum aad
substance of the antl-militarlst campaign.
Even Its own m»mbers are not taught
the fundamentals of Communist antl-

ilitarist tactics.

The struggle against the withdrawal

of the second class mailing privileges

from tiie Young Worker was a complete

failure. This was pre-determined by the

weakness of the paper. Its inability to

rea<'h large sections of youth, its almost

worthless character as an educator and

"collective organiser" of the young work
ers and the complete abandonment Of

the united front by the League as a

method of winning the youth,

Tlie work of the League among the

children is best judged by the results;

a sharp decline in the membership of

the Y'oung Pioneers; a complete absence

of Communist child education In Its

ranks.

In the economic field, the League has

had exceptional possibilities for growth
An overwheiming majority of the youth

are outside of even the legal "jurlsdlc

tion" of the A. P. of L. unions. In the

needle trades where most of them do
auxiliary work, tlie so-called youth sec

tion of the Industrial Union confines It-

self "to several open-air meetings In the

regular market, the <ll'!trl!)ution of a

few leafiet.s for several indoor meetings.

No real or consistent work in the shop
or -factory.

The present West Pennsylvania and
Ohio coal strike confronts a difficult task

in the organization of the youth. While
the latter U In the forefront of the

struggle.s of today they can be held af-

ter the strike only by ooncreta youth
forms of activity and organiaatton. To-
wards tills end, the Y, C. Ij. should im-
mediately commence organizing units of

its organization throughout the mining
districts. These can serve as directing

groups an/1 bases for the formation of

youth sections or committees of the Na-
tional Miners' Union and In rallying

the young workers for Communism.
Youth demands should not be "imposed"
by the leadership upon the youth but
rather arise out of the ranks of the
young miners,

OPPONENT YOUTH
ORGANIZATIONS

In the United States, the Ideological

control of the capitalists over the young
workers is maintained and increased by
a virtual network of youth organizations.
There Is hardly an age or Interest of
the yonth which Js not covered. The
proletarian children, while being taught
in the schools to be good wage slaves,

are attracted to such groiips as the Boy
and Girl Scouts where they are further
imtiued with a military and patriotic

spirit. The one million children within
the ranks of these two organizations are
developed In tlie spirit of subservlenc*
and olxjdlence.

The Y. M. C. A. with its over one and
a quarter million members, the Y. W.
H. A., six hundred thousand strong, with
thpir yearly budgets of over sixty and a
half million and thirty niillon dollars
respectfully are powerful institutions
for holding back the youth from strug-
gle. The sports clubs and teams, or-

gnnified hy the bosses In department
stores, mall-order houses, factories, the
American Atliletic Union, with its two
million memlKTs, as well as the reUgiout
youth organizations which have millions
of young workers in their ranks are
organized and supported for the same or
similar purposes.

The jietty t>ougeois organizations in
this country are at present weak and
uiitnflueuclal. However, with the growth
of youth militancy and activity, the pos-
sil)ilities for the development of such
groups ns the Young Peoples' Socialist
League at presnt having no more than
one thousand members, may ha realized.
Their actual success will depend to
some extent on the activities of the Young
Communist I^eague and its ability to
effectively combat the young socialist
organization.

The gigantic net\vork of bourgeois
yonth organizations Is reinforced by the
military and semi-Liilltary organizations
in the high schools and colleges (for
example, the Reserve Officers* Tranlng
Corps), the Citizens' Military Training
Camps (3S,OO0), the National Guard
(180,000) and the Army and Navy (120,-

000 and 80,000 respectfully—exclusively
of officers). The struggle for the Am-
erican youth means a fight against these
bourgeois youth and miiit~ary organiaa-
tions.

To date, the Y. C. L. has failed In
suich work. The LaI>or Sports Union,
which can serve as an effective auxili-
ary to the League, consists of a handful
of clubs completely divorced from the
American youth. Since the 1930 Plenum
of the Kxecutive Committee of the Young
("ommunist International, the American
League has attempted to organize a
.series of youth auxiliaries, the Young
Liberator (young Negro organization),
the Young Befenders-youth section of
International Labor Defense, —Youth
.sections of International Workers' Or-
der etc. The young yv'orkers attracted to
these organizations can easily be won dir-
ectly for tho Y. C. L. The need for these
groups does not exist. On the contrary,
their formation has resulted In the al-
most complete stripping of the League of
cultural and sports activities. The re-
Stult: The Y. C, L. deprives itself of
the possibility of becoming a mass youth
organization

; it conducts a minimum of
e<Iucational and cultural work; It com-
pletely immerses itself in "practical"
activity, that is, activity which the party
breaucrats lay down for them accord-
ing to their factional requirements of
the moment.
A thorough examination of tha func-

tions of Youth auxiliaries, and the ac-
tual activities of the existing ones Is

needed. If this Is not. done, this Impor-

tant part of League activity will con-

tinue to yield no results.

The Y, C, L. can make real progress

only by the rcadmittance of the Left Op
position youth to Its ranks and the open

ing of a thorough discussion on the tac

tics of the present leadership of the

League, and the policies of the party

which affect the Y. C. Ij. At the same
time, the League must call for the rein

statement into the party of the expelled

Left Communist* and a free and thorougli

discussion of its strategy and tacticH.

In this way a basis will be laid for a

complete change in the leadership of the

party and league an<I a return to Marx-
ist policies In the class struggle,

THE WORK OF THE OPPOSITION
7. Since our last conference very lit-

tle youth work has been conducied. Wi^ii

the exception of the Irregular appear-
ance of the Young Vanguard as a sec-

tion of, the Militant, and some youth
work in New Y'ork City wiiich ended
last year, this part of Oppositon activity

has been neglected. This is partly ex-

plained by ttie need of our organization
in the first period to c<mso!ldate the gen-

eral Ijett Oppositon faction, that is, de-

vote ourselves almost exclusively to tho

propagation of our general views and
their application to tlie party policies

and activities. Added to this is the fact

that outside of New Y'ork there are only
a scattered handful of youth comrades
in our ranks. That in New York itself

most of the young comrades, not having
been members of the Y, (;. L. are Inex-
perienced in youth work.

At the same time, we must recegnizo
that the National Youth Committee and
the National Comittee serlou.sly neglected
to carry on the work [Kjssible in this

Held. Steps must be taken Immediately
to make up for this unnecessarily lost
tim(?.

The Left tlpposition youth puts for-

ward as Its main tasks the winning of

the members of the Y, C L., especially

the Communist cadre within it for our
viewpoints and organization ; partlclva-

tion in the activities and work of the

Communist youth movement; carrying
on of Communist educational activities

inside and outside our organization nnd
wherever possible, teh conducting of in-

dependent youth work. The results of

such work will mean tho organisation

education and consolidation of a rev-

olutionary, callable and advanced Com-
munLst youth cadre.

Towards this end we take the fol-

lowing steps:

1. Tlie selection of a National Youth
Committee of five headed by a
youth organizer—youth represen-

tative on National Committee—to

he in charge of national youth
work,

2. Every branch to have at least one

comrade In charge of Io<'aI youth
work to be resiwnsible to the branch
and tlie Nationad Youth Commit-
tee.

3. Wherever feasitile and beginning

witii New York, an endeavor should

be made, with guarantees against

its degeneration to organize a gen-

uinely broad club of young work-
ers nnd students, under the influ-

ence of the Opposition, liut assured
of a wide initiative and self-activ-

ity on the cultural, social and
sports field,

4. The regular issuance of the Young
Vanguard as a semi-monthly sec-

lion of the weekly Militant which
would coordinate the youth activ-

ity outlined aliove.

5. The preparations for the launch-

ing of a separate youth paper by
the next conference,

fi. The publication of a rcgui.ir inter-

nal youth bulletin.

7. The immediate organisation of a
fra<'tion In tile Young Communist
IjCague,

8, Kstablishmcnt of correspondence
with the youth of tho Left Opposi-
tion in Kurope and elsewhere.
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Tbe^ntlsb Seen*

The Danger of Left Reformisn
With the accelerated speed of Eug

land's growing decline from its world

dominant imi)crialist position, the lines

are hecomiug more clearly drawn for the

contest of InHuouce over tlie British

workng class. From the point of view

of total iwpulation, the great majority

composes the industrial proletariat. By
hislory it has long ago been invested with

iiic decisive role. But while the Mac-
]:)on;tld type of workers' 'leaderuhip" is

approaching the end of its career, it would

be folly to aKsume that the influence of

refdrmism Is about at an end. In this

respect, the sharpest contest is still to

take place between the forces of social

reform and thase of social revolution.

It is stiH to he fought, with th« Bri-

tish Communist Party ttecoming a much
more serious contender than its present

small numbers and uninlltientiai posi-

tion would indicate. (Toiulng objective

developments will lnevltal>ly count heav-

ily in its favor even though "it wiil

face a much more cunning and much
more "Left-apjiearing" form ot rcforia-

ism, (piite distinguished from tlie now
outright and open imiierlalist agents of

the MacDonald, Henderson and Snowden
type.

Keformtsni, Imving become pretty well

discredited in Kngland hy the continua-

tion of oui right imperialist policies by
the -MacDonald government, is bringing

forward now cbamjiions and new defend-

ers. The "IjCft" wing within the labor

IMirty is feeling the new breeze of work-
ing class discontent and is endeavoring
to set its sails accordingly. Many ef-

forts are being made by these "Lefts'",

like lIa\ton, Lee, and Brockway to turn
the lalior government failures into capi-

Uil for tbeniseives. Tliey sense the dan-
ger of growing working class dissatisfac-

tion. They want "real and true reform-
ism". To make the moat possible capital

out of the present situation their slo-

gans and demands are becoming ever
more "Left" In appe«rance. They are
finding important allies amongst the
trade union bureaucracy who, in tEeir

deadly fear of any developing working
class .struggle, have always endeavored
to turn iiW hopes toward the labor party
nnd the labor government. Tlie record
of this ])roccss ot failurca and defeats of
the workers la now, because of the «mme
fear, turning trad» union leaders toward
criticism' of the "laI>or" government.
While a definite split is un(]uestIonabIy
developing within the labor party, a ra-
dical and rt reactionary differentiation,

a closer examination will scum prove that
the railical section is merely a "I^eftist"

variation of the same old miserable Fab-
ian type of reformism.

A General Political Fermenbition

Because of the outstanding parliamen-
tary character of British politics at
home made possible by her ruthless non-
IKirliamentary politics within the colonial
empire, the manifestations of political

ferment are first of ail expressed In the
parliamentary sphere. Growing opposi-
tions, halfway splits and regular siilits,

are taking place within all three major
parliamentary parties. These, of course,
ail reflect the growing economic and poli-

tical decline, the change of issues, and
indicate that new prolilems are <IeveIop-
in.s, problem,'! which in the final anai.vsis
all bear directly on the quMtion of class
rule and the ability to hold the working
class in sul)iection.

The already »reatly declining Liberal
party has prflctically lost a parliament-
ary section under Sir .Tohn Simon, to
the ('onscrvatives, while the balance of
the group ,<!tiil hangs on to a horse^:rad-
ing supixirt of tiie "labor" government.
'Within tho Conservative ranks there is

develojiing the new united Empire party
of liord Kotberniere and Beaverbrook. To
an extent, this has hampered the Conser-
vative party from taking immediate ad-
vantage of the Labo^ party weaknesses.
But It is within the liobor party that the
most important fermentaion, opposition
and splits are taking place. Because of
its contradictory position of a party sup-
po.'sedly representing labor and yet being
in confrol of a capitalist government,
its fermentation lias tiecome the deepest
and the most clearly e.\pressive of the
recent evolution of the British ompire;
both in respect to the colonial field nnd
In respect to events at home.
The present economic decline iiecanie

expressed first in rhe spIit-oEC by tlie Mos-
ley section going to the extreme Right.
Both lit the character of this group, as
well as In Its proiiosais for solution of
England's pliglit, are undoubtedly con-
tained serious Fascist elements. The
eiMliess petty pilferings of tiie "labor"
government in its efforts to continue capi-
talist policies under a different label
seems to have helped to lend a glamor
of reality to the Mosleyites' demand for
a sytsem of economic planning and a
semi-dictatorship. And it Is not surpris-
ing that the former "Left" leader As
J. Cook and the former Communist sym-
I>athizer, ,T. F. Ilorabln could become
signatories to their inanif«sto. Perhape
the member whlcii this group gained
from the parliamentary fraction of the
Conservative ranks, W. E. D, Alien, moat
clearly expressed the metJiods by which
Fa,scisni aims to get a foothold. In a
etatement: eulogizing the Moslsy plat-
form he said : "Let us save the admitted-
ly capitalist ship and when that ship
Is savetl we can discuss without pre-
judice the distribution of the cargo,"

At the April Scarborough I, L. P. con-
ference Jimmie Maxton and the other
"Lefts" taunted the "labor" goTernmenf,
but in a well-measured modemte tone,
leaving sufficient loopheles open for a
retreat. Maxton asserted: "The labor
government has signally failed to aclilev*
the end to which Its policy was ^dirjcted

—and that failure was not due to lack

of efforts or lack of hiiuest.v, but be-

cause it was it capitalist objtH'jive, car-

ried out in the main throuirb the medium
of capitalist machinery." Very well, it

it was a caiiitail.sl objective, hew (-an one

tiien .spoitk of failure to achieM" tlic end
to which its policy was directed? .V'ld

gninfed to the hilt that this ob.tective

was carried out throutrh tin. mediiim of

a capitalist maciiincry — wiiicii is entir<>ly

true—do llaxton or Ihe other "IjOfis'

draw the proper conclusion, namely to

<lestroy this machinery and nTilace It

with a proletarian macbinci-v of govern-

ment? Of course not. Thi,-; is not tlicir

oiijective,

A motion for disaHiliation from the

labor party at ibis conference sufEerud

a defeat of 17.^ to liT. In many respects

thifl I, L, I', conference rcpeais the

tragic-comedy of (he one of Ulli.'i. That

was held aft<'r tho experience of the

first "labor" governnicn! ami !it tbc time

of a rising wave of workin^^ cla^^.s re-

sistance. It apiiroied, after much crit-

icism" the Macilonald iioiicies ;J!18 to

\H'X At the Livcrjiool labor iiarty con-

ference that same year the "Iveft" .sec-

tion loomed strong but coniplelely capi-

tulaled when under lire. Not only was
there no split as some of Ihe more iriil

Hide had exiwcled but the conference,

after setUing the "l^t^ft" criticism, pro-

ceeded to exclude the Coininunists from
the lalior party.

Today fllso the prospects of sidifs arc

being whifr'pered. The "Lefts" are be-

coming more radical in their uKerances.
David Kirkwood -as a delegate to the re-

cent Second International coiign'ss de-

clared that "the labor f;over!Uiient pre-

ferred to coale.sce with lilierjiis and con-

servatives to maintain cajiifalism instead

of overthrowing it." 'ITie s;tme Kirkwood
has now been cited befora the laboi:

party disciplinary ccmimittee for having

stated that, "the conditions of fiie work
er are no better under a Uibor govern-

ment." The New Ijcader, official organ

of the I. L. P. entered in his defense a

denial of bis Imviug made such stal(^

ment. If would then he pertinent to ask
"why not?" A genuine Ia-U wing leadci

not only state so lint also draw the pro
per <>onclusion therefrom. Keven yi. V.t

of the I. L. P. "Lefi" section arc alsc

cited I)ef<ire the labor part.v disctplinar;

committee because of (heir voting U
table tlie Anomalies Pill (the bill to ctir

rect the "abu.se" of the dole).

The I. L. P. in the Past

Under jiressure of the cvcnt.s of 111-

world war the "Left" I. L. P. disafliliatci

from the Second Interna! ional. It al

most proposed joining the <"oniiiitern, bu

found satisfaction In the Two-aud-a-llal

International, to return a little while la

ter to the Second. This excursion jo tb

I,oft followed ttie working class pressur

of the stormy .struggles of lOlT-lO'JO, Th
ebb of this period found Ebem rcturnln

to the original camp where tbey, c

cour.se, belong. Again with the workin
class rise and the struggles growing t<

wards the general striitc of lOlifi theo

"Lefts" became critical, they bewau!

more radical, they again addressed le

ters to the Cjunlntern, some of them s;

in conferences with the Itussiaas in f!

Anglo-Russian Unity Committee. Ths
was ujion invitdthm of the StalinBucl,
arin bloc. A deal with the "Lefts"—not
the workers genuinely moving tbwards
the r»ft-^but the Ijcft coverings o* the
Fabian imperialist agents. Tliey (juickly

returned from this .cecoiid excursion with
the defeat of the general strike, in which
they had played their treacherous part

Workers' discontent is asrain beginning
to grow and this time with more genu-,

ine, more real possibilities. It is oc-

curing in a period of growing working
cia.ss disillusionment with the servile

Oown lackeys in whom th(\v bad
long placed tlicir faith. ^Ve are
in a period when comrade Trot-
sky's predictions, made in bis "Whither
lOngiand?", have increasing likelinoss of
coming true: "On the day when the Eng-
lish proletariat frees Itself from the
mental lia.seness of Pabiauism. humnn-
itj', particularly in Eurojie, will increase
In stature by at least a head."
But the gentlemen of the "Lett" are

also again beginning a new zig-zag, en-
deavoring to arre.st !his growth, Dialec-
tically. it may be contended that it oc-
curs this time on a higher plane, at
least on a higher plane of maturity of
the English proletariat. While tliese

Left coverings and their aparent radl-
calljiation express (lie workers' dlscon-
tent and in this .sense records progress,
the.v, of course act as a iirake uivtn the
movement—a reformist brake. The Left
jihraseology cannot be separated from the
important qucsdon of basic program-.
Fenner Brockway, for examr)Ie, now pro-
poses a "Itold socialist program", which
would contain the essentials: "Assume
control of finances by nationalizing thf
iwinks , . . Keeonstruct basic industrie?
under national ownersiiip and direction
. . . Meet increased productive power
of rationalization by conceutrating upon
increasing the consuming p*wer of the
masses of the people ... on a social-
ist liasls to be fulfilled by national con-
trol of Imports,"

It is, however, well to lemembei- the
shudder of these mental offspring of the
original Fabian scliool wlicn in 1926 the
Comintern tersely stated the problem of
the English proletariat as the one of
armed revolutionary force. TbI.s la not
-it all the program of the "Left" I, L. P,
They intend merely to repeat the early
Maclionald career of reformism In vain
hopes that tlieir projected embellish-
ments will make it more palatable.

—ARNE SW.YBF
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The Double Task of the Left Opposition
When the present Left Opposition were

still mt^mbera ot the American party,

the preisentation of a thesis by the Kx-

etutive Committee always brought out

fundamental differences between the em-

bryo three currents, which were laoro

than mere tattical (luestiona or quesJ-

tions of formulations. The difference

may have started on tactical (nicstions

formttlatioits, hut only the blind could

not see the deep channels these ques-

tions led to. The hreak-up into thrue

currents is a proof of this. Our thesis

l)resented for discussion gives a Marx-

ian analysis of conditions and in the

main is correct. I thint our group, not

through bureaucratic auppres.sion but

throu(!h Marxian understanding is the

closOiJt knit sroup of our faction. Be-

causi^ we hold such an unanimous posi-

tion oil the main theoretical questions

and don't have to "wa,ste time" on thene

iijsties, we should devote a jjreater am-

ount of time and discussion on the con-

cretization of our international positi-jn

for America, Tiierefore, for tiiis pur-

pose, I raise some tactical quostioni* and

questions of formulation of the tlieHis.

The section presenting the jjerspectivo

of the Ijeft Opposition, as a faction of

t!te party, and not to build a new party;

to win the membership of the Third in-

ternational to our Marxian position and

iiot to buil<t a fourtli ititernational ; and

a role of reform in relation to the Sov-

iet Union with Its opposite In relatlim

to ci»l»itallsm tlie theory of the perman-

eut revolution is correct c<;iisUU;riuf; ali

factors of today. How to carry out this

perKi>ective ts a question the thcwts does

not -handle in all its aspects.

Wrong Views

The ultra-Lefts wlic desire a new party

are wronf, likewise the other extreme

of being a tail to the ACTIVITY of the

party Is wrtrng. First let us dispone of

the question of criticism of tha Center

and then consider the relation of Marx-

ian criticism to activity. A faster tftinpo

of change from a negative criticism to

a positive criticism of Centrism must he

made. A turn toward speaking to the

class (which Includes the party) hfis

been niadS which has Increased our ef-

fectiveness in speaking to tlie party, just

like a correct elevation ot Ceutrlsm has

(made more effective our struggle agaienst

syndicalism and anarchism. This posi-

tive approach wili accelerate the pro-

cess of <»rrectlon through greater pres-

sure and on the other hand help correct

our position in relation to party activity.

The line of march laid down in the

thesis eliminates the danger of ultra-

Jjeftlsm In the form of a new party ajid

a fourth international, but It leaves wide

open the door for sectarianism and for

a "Manlan" retreat for tired radicals

because the thesis does not explain our

relation to party ACTIVITY, or rather

lack ot activity, with a Marxian line.

We have a double task In our rela-

tion as the Lett Opposition. First, in

relation to the Party^to correct it and
win the members to our position, and

'

second. In relation to the class, where
the party has not penetrated or has no

influence we must function as Commun-
ists. The ttieais explains the first point,

the relation of the Left Opiwsitlou to

Oentrism, to the party but the thesis

does not even raise the second point,

the relation to the class where the party's

wrong policy or neglect leaves us to

raise the banner of Ck)mmunism and
lash the party into understamlinj; and
activity (for example, the Spanish Itev-

olution).

Does the thesis niean we are to be

the tail of party activity? Does it mean
we are to wait for the i>arty bureaucrats

to act? Does It mean we don't act

where Centrism falls to act, but where
we are capable of acting? They ure
strong compared to our forces, but any
Marxist knows that numbers and wronu
policy cannot correct the non-Marxist

position ; few In numbers v ith a correct

ixillcy can obtain mmiiiers in activity, in

strng^jle. Our action of the past and
present disproves the very <iuestiona I

raise, iiut the thesis does not disprove
this. Our action disproves this In iso-

lated examples In Am«riea to a greater

extent In other sections and particularly

in the Spanish Revolution.

Becau.fe this action is not explained,

it results in ACTION on our part which
Is either tailendlsm on the one iiand

and fourth International nctlon on the

other liand, where the party fails to act

and lead. Only by explaining such can
we eliminate both evils.

The Pressure of the Left

Concretely, for America, it means,
where the party has failed to act tlirough

wrong policies, which results either in

wrong action or no action, and where
we are aide to carry out our Marxian
positon and are unable to Impress the

tientrists we must take the Initiative

and leijd, forcing the party into activ-

ity and directing the class battles. The
more pressure we can bring against the

Centrist bureaucrats the more will the

program of the Left Opposition become
the program of the C. I. But the cor-

rect function of our forces. In the party,

supporting the party as expelled mem-
bers and In direct leadership where they
fail or are incapable—is the way to In-

crease the pressure of the Ijeft, the i>arty

members and the class against the
Staiin bureaucrats.

"Where the party is leading a struggle

or engaged in activity, it is our duty to

support them, lirst with Marxian critic-

ism of their strategy and tactics and
second with all the activity posslttlc.

This i^; not tali-endism, if this kind of

activity is coordinated with the other

phase I refer to, and that is—where the

party fails to act and leaves the field

open to t!ie reformer^ or syndicalists it

is our duty as Communists and parti-

cularly as Ijeft Oppositionists, to iill the

gaps left by the Centrists.

One can answer that our forces are

too small, we will be lost in mass work,

etc., etc, I am not calling tor mass
i^ork of tiie Welsbord type. The wrong
theoretical position puts Centrism in a

position where they are incapable of

carrying out many tasks Communists
must. Oui- forces are too limited num-
erically to carry them out, even though

we have a position and understanding

of the needs and road to follow. Such,

on our part, is a good "excuse" for not

finishing tiie activity but it ts no excuse

for not starting such activity. The Bol-

shevik party in Kussia by Itself could

not complete the revolution, neither can
the Lett Opposition by itself complete
tasks In America which we are comiKjlIed

to take up because the theoretical posi-

tion, which causes wrong tactics and
strategy of the Centrists, renders them
iucapatde of taking up. Our Communist
duty is this two-fold activity to properly

supiKirt the party and the Third Interna-

tional.

—HUGO OEHLEIt.

The Party and the Opposition's Tasks
{Continued from Last Issue)

5. The Soutiem textile Industries,

the next lield upon which the party mob-

Hlzed its organlKational forces, was. In a

fa.shion demonstrative of all the reasons

for the whole crop of party failures.

Here they entered upon a virfeln field,

where the most elementary class mani-

festations were just beginning to show
themselves, only to begin by raising all

sorts of unapplicabie siogans (Commun-
ists have long been taught that the rais-

ing of slogans for struggle must be con-

ditioned upon the needi and under-

standing of the masses Involved). In

addition to raising unrealizable slogans,

every type and kind of hodge-podge ad-

venturism from Johnstone's ''two color

unions", to Dunne's "right of sell de-

fense", to Reed's cowardly desertion was
Indulged In. The fl-rst real test of strug-

gle showed a number (ft detertlont and
manifestations of sheer cowardice on th*

part of a number of party leaders. This

coupled with splendid capacities of

struggle and sacrifice on the part ot tktt

workers generally ae well as on ttM

part of some of the younger party tv*0-

tlonarles. The result of this wboI« jhuw-

paign Is that the party's much hoaatad

"penetration of the South" has resalte4

In turning the movement in this Ttgioii

b>ack for quite some time,

G. The -unemployed oriseS following

upon a period of decline «f organized

labor resistance wa,s immediately gr«et-

ed by the party with a central slogan

(incorrectly formuiated at that tlms)

"Work or Wages". The advocacy of Q

line of action which poaed no less a ques-

tion than the "capture of the streets-"

and "open struggles with the police."

This v\-hoIe movement started oft with a

splendid demonstration on March 6, 1930,

Involving some few liundred tbO'usa'nd

workers in the leading Industrial cities.

At these gatherings, party spokesmen
raised slogans all of which were be-

yond the compre)lenslon of a class on th«

downward path of resistance. Now after

many months have passed with the de-

finite lessons of unemployment and th«

general attack on living and wage stan-

dards having Implanted their lessons up-

on the workers, an upswing at resist-

ance la being more and more manifested.

The party has reduced Its whole cam-

paign to the collection of slgnatureg

for petitions asking a Iwurgeols Con-

gress to grant unemployed Insuranc*.

The absolute failure In the midst of fav-

orable conditions 'to get any tesponea to

the calls for mobilisation Into "hunger

.marches" Is eu filelent answer to th«

p&rty's loss of presUge Amongst tite un-

employed.

The present crisis carries with It de-

flnit-e signs of thorough-going reshaping

of the relations of classes which opens
wide the question of the immediate role

of the revolutionary movement. Tli«

pai'ty under Centrist leadership has

failed In a proper evaluation ot objec-

tive conditions. There Is no reason to

ijelleve that the application of the re-

actionary concepts of "Socialism in one

country" posed by the international

bureaucracy will .release Its deadening
hands from the revolutionary movements
of the world. If we are to accept com-

rade Trotsky's analysts that the three

tendencies In the Communist movemeni
are not just tiactlcal formulations bwt

basic principles -representing class de-

partures, the conclusion forced upon u«
Is that the Left Opposition repreaenfj

the proletarian approach In the move-
ment. The American Communist Patty
cannot any longer be classified as eves
possessing the potentialities of & *'jtia9»
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party" In the face of Its miserable fail-

ures in ail fields. The base of Its pos-

sible expamslon Instead of increasing Is

constantly shrinking. And If our evalua-

tion ol the basic currents within the

American movement are correct then wa
can draw but one logical conclusion.

The role ot the Opposition must be that

of training a cadre of well-equipped rev-

oluUonlsts who, In the ceming develop-

ments will find the road of forging the

basis of a real Communist party worthy

ot the name of vanguiard of the work-

ing class. The example of the Bolshe-

viks who from 1003 to 1S>I7 carried on
and Initiated independent actlvltl^,

though formally a faction of the Russian

social democracy, can well be accepted

as a model for the Immediate transitory

period. The American Opposition, tak-

ing a stand of real leadership In the

coming sharp struggles of the working
class, will bring to our banner the matiy

good revolutionary and Communist ele-

ments who have been driven away from

the party by Its opportunist policies.

The task ot tlie Opposition is boldly to

pose and lead the way. There will t>»

more gained l)y correct principle evalua-

tions of objective work applied In Len-

inist fashion towards InOuenclng the

worth while proletarian elements who
'through sheer inertia are still left in

the party than a score of disjointed par-

ticipation in spontaneous struggles.

The road of the Opposition must be

that of political leadership in the devel-

oping class struggle. The question of

slie and technical "equipment can and

wlil be overcome by healthy growtb

which Is bound to result from the ac-

ceptance of Feal tasks. Size never

daunted Lenin. Intransigeance In prin-

ciple applied as a living force, and devel-

oping with It, Is the surest road of Com-
munist growth. A faction of the party

—yes, a living faction, steeling the Iron

of revolutionary will on the touchstone

of struggles—that should and can be the

Immediate roie of the Left Opposition in

America, and internationally.

Revolutionary formulations coupled

with defensive practises Lenin called the

worst poison to inject Into the body of

the movement. It has been the lot of all

consistent revolutloi<ary grourfs jt.o be

accused of "impatience, syndicalist ten-

dencies. Leftism, etc." If al^solute ftltk

In the abilities of the workers to de-

velop along the course of revolutionary

decisiveness wHl be sneered at Uy men
of little faith, that should be a double

sign ot the soundness of our course.

The example of Tjenln who, upon his

return 'to Russia In the April days, upon

finding that even his close associates

(built up through years of common strug-

gle) were showing signs of weakness In

the face of decisions which Implied sharp

departures from the past was ready to

go alone if necessary. This should al-

ways remain a living guide In the mak-

ing of all decisions by the Opposition.

"From th« past we learn only how to

act in the future, not to see possible

failure but probable victory." (Lenin).

The Opposition will maintain real

Marxian unity alt only one price, lu-

translgeance of principle tested In the

living fires of application In the class

struggle.

The course of our National Commit-

tee up to now has been one conditioned

by a constant looking back and taking

stock of limitations. That was after a

fashion imposed upon us as a result ol

our historical genesis. Real growth ot

a revolutionary scope must be condi-

tioned by a constant daring to scale erfir

greater and greater tasks.

One task posed before us must be tliat

of a systematic examination of our com-

IKJisItlon. Is It healthy In the main, or

is it not a fact that predominantly It

Is composed of elements who have not

any direct contact with currents ot

workers In basic IndustriM where the

possibilities ot real struggles In the fu-

ture lie? The only real basis of poHr

tlcal contact mu.^ be built up out ol

elements prepared to assume the task

ot establishing contacts In these Indu*-

tries. Systematic colonization, condi-

tioned upon a membership prepared to

assume new tasks involving a break with

fixed relations. Is the one road of Com-
munist work. We have a young group
who are well qualified to assume thSsS

tasks, yet up ^o now nothing has beAi

done to utilize them. We must use our

material with a full understanding that

-wttb our present perspectives tttere Is

only one road —- the ability to fit and
develop within the movement of tlfa

working class — any elements coming

Into the movement wltlt ties and consi-

doratlons of a jiersonat nature supter-

seding the interest of tiie movement are

totally unfit for membership. Systema-

tic cllorts should be made to fit th«

wlioie membership Into contacts that

will enable uss to get a two-ply benefit.

One: establisii real Influence with work-

ers In the every day struggle. And sec-

ondly, obtain some badly needed season-

ing tor our membership. The job of

publishing the basic theoretical material,

the lack of which In the past was i*-

Bponsible for most of the Ills in tl»

movement unquestionably has been «&
immeasurable achievement. Part of the

]^resent limited resources of the League

should be utilized to send out qualified

organizers to establish coKtacts with

elements close to us who are at pr^ent
dispersed.

Our woeful lack of resources in the

face of pressing situations, such as oc-

cured In Southern Illinois a few months

ago implies the pressing need of fur-

nishing the N-altlonal Office with a special

organisiatlonal fund which will enable

us to respond organizationally In the

future in such emergencies. Manifesta-

tions such as the Dulufch Longshoreman's

strike described by F. In the Mtlltanit

of June the '11, show the absolute need

of our ability to send capable organizers

Into favorable fields. Dulutbs will re-

peat themselves with greater frequency

as tie bankruptcy of Stalinism will

show Itself just as glaringly in the fu-

ture.

The splendid example of launching onr

first weekly Militant in the face ot al-

most insurmountable obstacles and &o-

hlevlng success bids fair to remain an
example of fine revolutionary Initiative

tiiat shouUl iwint the road that the Am-
erican Opposition must follow In fac-

ing all future problems. Let ns honest-

ly take stock o! our past work, modestly
appraise our achievements, and face the

future with real Communist confidence

in each other. The tasks of the Oppo-il-

tion are large, and cannot be faced un-

til we have built up absolute confidence

tu onr ranks. That can onlj- be done by

a real Ijenlnltft criticism motivated by
an exaniinatlon of realities, and not

empty abstractions.

—S. M. ROSE.

Di:(^^iness, . .from

Failure
The crisis that has afflicted the United

States has also been agitating the print-

ers the last two years. For a long

time the officers ot "Big Six" (N'e\'V York

Typographical Union ) have been suc-

cessful In side-tracking the issue by tell-

ing the memiiership that there Is no un-

employment in the printing trade. When
confronted with the question of some un-

emploj-ed member as to why he could

not get a Jot», he was told that If he

is a printer he should be able to get a

job. But not for long wore they suc-

cessful in sidetracking the Issue. They

had to recognize, under pressure of

course, that therd is a problem of un-

employment. Different proposals were

made and some ol them carried, but

wore of little avail. The situation be-

came very serious last winter and a prct-

posal was made to force the newspaper

men to work only five days a week and

give the slith day to a "sub" end tax

tiie job and iiook men four per-

cent, in order to be able to pay

twenty dollars a week to the unemploy-

ed. Everybody, ot course, expected of

the ''Amalgamatlonlats"—as the cham-

pions of the cause of the unemployed-
no other course but to support this pro

position. How shocked were the un-

employed "Amalgamattonlsts" when they

heard that the Amalgamation party had

distributed a hatidblll appealing to the

memher,t of "Big Six" to defeat the

proposition. The disastrous result of

such a policy was the miserable showing

at the election in May ot the Amalgama-

tion party, the candidate tor president

polling 40O votes of a total of 0,000 votes

cast, whereas a few years ago, the candl

date of tho Amalgamation party got

2600 votes out of a total of 8,000 vot«
cast.

Lately, I heard- some rumors about

the leadership having gotten a dose <tf

"selt-ortticism", ajid this was declared to

he a mistake. Aa has been shown flub-

sequently, this reitort was incorreot.

They are not to biarae. Thetr teacher

too, when he gets dizzy from failures,

also calls them successes.

The above-meiitioned tax expired at the

end of July and, contrary to the expec

tatlona Of some of the sponsors of the

propsjsltion, conditions are getting worse,

A new tai was again recommended and

as the previous tax did not cover the

payments, and anticipating the worsea-

3ng ot conditions of unemployment. It

was raised to six percent for the next

ten weeks. Here waa an opportnnlty for

the "Amalgamation" party to correct

their mistake. But lo and behold! Again

a clever move. A handbill was again

distrIbuto<l by tiie Amalgamattonlsts with

the very enappy "catohllne": "Defeat

the wage cut referendum", thereby giv-

ing the most conservative element of the

nniion a moral justification to vote

against It. To show how the unemploy-

ed, the section of the workers where

the Amalgamatlonlats should look for

support, voted on this proposition, I shall

quote the returns of the secretary's

chapel (chapel of the unemployed): for

the propoaltiDfi, 354, against 4.

The reason given by the "Amalgama-
tlonfsts" was, "It we defeat this pro-

position, the union will be forced to call

a strike".

If there Is a limit to Btupldlty, this

is It. —A PRINTEB.

Mn tbellA.CW.^.

Cliques Gird for Spoils
Clique fights atkl rivalry for jobs and

control in the Xew I'ork Amalgamatad
Clothing Workers orgnniKation are a

matter of routine. The sijecltic condi-

tions In the clothing industry and (lie

existing craft divisions that are a pro-

duct of conditions that prevailed in the

past and are a vestige of the old de-

funct United Garment Workers Union,

foster these evils. Graft, corruption and

demoralization ijermeate the organization

from the very top to the lowest layers,

embracing wide sections of the mem-

bership.

Tiie specific conditions ot the industry

are tiie decentralized system of manu-

facture and contracting. The difficulties

of control of widely scattered manufac-

turing units under a contracting system

can only be overcome by a centralized

industrial organization under democratic

coutrttl. But the <.raft divisions are care-

fully guarded !)y the local officials who

are not at all ready to give np their

positions. Some locals, especially those

in strategic positions, are firmly en-

trenched and dictate terms to the rest in

the organization. Ilillman iias long

failed In his attempts to subdue these

recalcitrant local chiefs to his domina-

tion. He is now playing his game ac-

cording to the formula: divide and rule,

throwing one set ot officials against the

other by means of bribery with jobs. He

has even created jobs outside the union

organization for those of hl.s favoritss

who failed in the game. These "unfor-

tunates" are placed In the auxiliaries of

the A. C, W. organization—the bank.-s,

cooperative houses unemployment insur-

ance offices which are under Hillman's

direct control.

In all these machinations of the offi-

cials the members are used as pawns,

their Ignorance and prejudices being ex-

ploited to create confusion and demorali-

zation.

HIItman-Beekerman Struggle

An outstanding example ot the devast-

ating eitect this condition has brought

to tile organization Is t!ie situation that

has now developed on the basis of the

conflict between Ilillman and the Beck-

erman-Orlofsky clique, a situation that

Is pregnant with grave consequences for

the whole organization. Ilillman has for

years allowed and even rendered support

to a reign of terror and racketeering in

the Cutters Local as a price for the ser-

vices the Orlotsky-Beckerraan gang fur-

nished htm in subjugating the tailors to

the joke of the piece-work and speed-up

system. Today, these officials are a

hindrance to Ilillman's rule, their pol-

icies beliig in direct conflict with the

trend those of Ilillman have taken In re-

cent years due to developments In the

New York market.
Tile most Important problem of the or-

ganization today is the unionization of

the out-of-town shops that have succeed-

ed In establishing themselves and are

undermining the union conditions in N^iw

York -with the aid ot racketeers and
gangsters who have found a strong base

for their activities In the key locals of

the organizations, like tho Cutters' and
Expressmen locals. Illllman's cry of rac-

keteering Is an echo of his campaign
against the Left wing in the New York
organization, when he pulled the doors

wide open for these underworld i)eople

who are today menacing his domination.

The chiefs of the.se locals are now ac-

cused by Hlllman (not publicly but in an
underworld fashion} of interfering with

his unionization campaigns and of com-
plicity -wltli the racketeers In the indus-

try of pursuing their personal ends un-

der the pretense of safeguarding the Jobs

of the cutters. They are charged with

permitting cut garments to be shipped to

non-union shops to be made up there in

defiance of the rules of the organization

Presumably, Orlofsky and his gang are

concerned v\-Ith their own racket and re

s«nt Hillman's encroachment upon their

private territory.

Wlille lilllman is "solving" the out
of-town problem by granting out-of-town

s<'ab firms "A, C. W. agreements" lor

the mere price of ft dues collecting, check-

oft .system, Orlofsky is anxious to save

his racket which Is threatened by the

exodus of the shops Into the country
places proragted I)y such a policy, Or-
lofsky as a local chief Is orientated on
New York, while Illllman's movements
are unfettered.

Clique Conflicts in Uie Strike

These conflicting Interests between
Hlllman and Orlofsky have been refiected

in the last strike where one side has
sabotaged on the other.

The following instance presents a
glaring illustration:

The shops in the South Jersey towns,
like Vineland, Ilammonton and Egg Har-
bor, were stopped oft for only one day
and then the workers were sent back
under a union agreement, while these
sliops have been directly maintained by
manufacturers from New York for the
purpose of getting their garments made

cheaper. The wages paid in tho.^e shops

average ?I0 per week. Thousands of

workers are cmjiloyed there under swe.it-

siiop conditions. These worker.s resisted

the strike call, fiecau^e they had nothing

to benefit by a walkout, and they feared

that Hillnian's promise to the New Y'ork

workers to bring Siack the bundles to

New York might lie canied out and re-

suit in the loss of their jolw. Ilillman,

however did not carry out his promI:?e,

and many cutiing rooms were shut down

in New York because of the above out-

of-town shops having swallowi'd up their

work.

In retaliation, the cuttei-.s' ofticials have

held bailt tiieir cooperation in the ,=triKa

and manifestly sabotaged it in a numb.-r

of cases where cutting rooms are oixr-

ated in full forte with the local not In-

terfering even to the extent of ]ilaring

pickets there.

The pledges of supivirt and cooperation

of the ofticiais of the various hranchcs in

the strike api>ear, in the £ace ot what la

really hapiwntng, to be mere lip service.

Knch is t-oncerncd with his personal in-

terests and is looking for bis ends In

this strike. The consequences of this

situation are bound to be disastrous tor

tlie conditions of the workers. This orgy

of sabotage and ivctrayal is proceeding

with full .speed behind the back« of the

workers, and the workers will pay the

I)enalty lor their iisactivity.

Towanls a Split

The fight between the cliques in the

A, C. W. organization must Inevitably

result in a ,spiit between the Cutters

I'nion and fhe New York .lolnt Board

and the ruin ot the last vestiges of un-

ion conditions for cutters ami tailors in

New York shoiw. To prevent such dis-

aster is the <luty of the Left wing move-

ment in the A. (3. W.
Tnity of the tailors and cutters must

be made the central slogan of the Hank
and File movement. The attempts at

splitting the organizations to Insure dom-

ination are clearly manife.-it in -the mun-

cuvers of the Hlllman and Orlofsky cll-

qne.s. If a split occurs, both cliques will

justify It and each, under the preten-^e

-of saving the union, will widen the

breach and bring more demoralization in

the ranks of the meinbership. The Left

wing must throw in its forces to launch

a campaign to unite the rank and file

of the cutters and tailors branches for

the struggle against the maneuvers of

their oflicials.

The Hank an<] Pile Committee must

also give serious attention to the out-of-

town situation. The out-of-town shops

must be orgaiilaed simultaiUHiusly with

those ot New York, The Bank and File

Committee cannot directly undertake this

work t>ecau.ie It Is by its very nature

limited to work in shops controlled by

the A. C. W. But this work can and

should iie undertaken by the N. T. W.
I. v.. The workers In the out-of-town

shoiws should be approjtched with a mes-

.sage of genuine unionism in opijositlon

to t!ie fake unionism of Hlllman and
(Company.

In a<iditIon to these two tasks the

Rank and File Committee must make
clear Its policy to the A. 0. .W. member-
.shli>. The effect,'! of the past mistakes

of the IjCft wing have not yet been ol)Iit-

erated In the nilnds of tiic masses. Hut
those mistakes have never been made
clear to the workers and (here Is even

a great deal of confusion still left In the

.minds of Left wingers. Tliis condition

greatl.v hinders the development of the

movement. It can be remrived by an
honest and frank discussion ot past and
present policies.

With u program adapted to solve the

vital profiiems of the Industry, and a
correct policy the Ijeft wing, in clcrae

cooperation with the N. q\ W. I. U., will

be enabled to undertake successfully the

launching of a broad mass movement to

defeat the Hlllman machiue In tho New
York organization and lay the founda-

tion for revolutionary industrial union-

ism among the men's clothing workers.

—ALBERT ORIjAND.
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FKEE SPEECH AND THE
LABOR MOVEMENT

1!*30 was a tough year for free speecti

undLT the Htfira and atriDCK, according

to the eleventh iinnual report of tlie

Aiiioricaii Civil Liberties Vniou, publiyli-

ed last week, Tlie shariiening of the

flusM strusjglts with th« state authorities

everywhore on the offensive agaiiiiit tiie

rights of the worlters, is reflected In the

total of l,;i(j3 free speech prosecutions

compiled by tiie Union in its report

Contrasted with 228 similar prosecutions

in ]i)28 the showing for the past year

is a revelation of the alarming encroach-

ments which the "democracy" of capi-

talism has been making on the l«^al posi-

tion of tlie \vorkers' movement.

Communists have borne the "brunt of

tlie ittta<-k", says the reiwrt, as was to;

be cxpcctwi since they stand everywhere;

in tiie vanguard of tlie fight. Hut the;

laixjr movement, in ail of us manifesra-;

lions suffered wiierevei' it came into

conflict with the ruling class. Free

speech is thus an issue of the movem^it

as a whole. From all indications, ;he

:;urrent year will siiow a still greater

increase uf the proserations and attacks

and will magnify tlie importance of the

issue to a corresponding degree. It de-;

serves more attention and a more cleariy

idettned attitude on the part of the pro-

letarian vanguard than it has been show-

ing up to now.

In our opinion, it is a great mistake

to take the abrogation of free speech

f(,r granted as a proof that; tiiere is no

Justice under capitalism. ^Ve know tliat

weil enough, but tiie knowledge is .small

consolation. The labor movement and

its Communist nucleus needs the maxi-

mum of free expression and should not

surrender it lightly. It is one of the

penalties the ruling class must pay for

its pariiaaientary form of government

tiiat it promises democratic rights and

Imbues the masses with a belief in tiieir

existence and their right to tljem. The

extent to which they are really granted

Is anotiier question. It deiK'nds among

other things, uiwn the strength and the

militancy of the resistance to their cur-

tailment. And for this rcsistanw^ tiie

Communi,sts alone~an insignificant min-

ority^re not sufiicient. The issue

bangs upon the volume of support from

the masses of the workers, and it also

draws strength within limits from the

democratic sentiments of sections of the

l>etty bourgeoisie.

Viewed in this light, the Communists

ought to ma!:e a real effort to put the

issue of free speedi on the agenda of the

labor movement as a whole, not merely

of its Communist wing. To do this ef-

fectively, they will have to put aside

the infantile shrieks about -Fascism"

and put the question as it really stands.

The rulers of America say this is a free

and democratic country with a constitu-

tion wiiich guarantee.^ freedom of .speech.

The Communists sliould answer: Very

well, let us have a little of this free-

dom for legal activity. They should

s;o to the labor organizations every-

where with this appeal and organize

thera to figiit for it. They should de-

piand these legal rights not only lor

(;ommunisf.»i, imt for all lai)or organiza-

tions and parties, as Jjtmin demanded of

the provisional government in Russia.

The Communists in America, as the

Bolsiieviks in Russia under Kerensky,

should insist upon free and oi>en discus-

sion of all (iuestious and point of view

in order that the workers may judge

fairly for themselves. They should stop

their hooligan tactics of l>reaking up

meetings and become the champions of

free discussion.

sharpen the sword for the Communist

workers.

Tlie course of the National Textile

Workers Union in I'aterson deserves

crilicism, and readers of tlie MilltJint

Itnow we have not si>ared it. We iiave

crtticined the ofiicial party m that situa

tion from the standpoint—as is tlie case

with everythiiig the UPiwsition on an in-

ternational scale has criticised in tlie

official line—that it weakens tlie posi-

tion of Communism iiefore the reform-

ists and the Iiourgeoisie whom they

serve. But the I'aterson affair has

brougiit forth another kinJ of criticism

—a criticism of the reformists for "er-

rors" which helped the development of

the Communist union there. The au-

thors of this brand of criticism are tiie

I^ovestoheites, the people who iii'i^t trailed

us renegades.

Lovestone and Gitiow are sitting cheek-

by-jowl with the reformists and reac-

tionaries in I'ater.son, but they atatck

their policy no less than we attack tlie:

policy of tlie National Textile Workers

and the Communist party. They round-

ly score the dilatory tactics of their

friends in the Ben'Olutionary Age for

July 25, "The delay", they say, "has

been very costly." And whyV Itaiau^e

it "made it possible for the National

Textile Workers Union . , , to assume

leadership and Lo take the initiative in

calling a general strike in Paterson."

And that is not all. The reformists, by

their misUike, let the Communists break

tlirough on another sector. "The hesi-

tation and delay", says the statement,

"have falso |,taade it possible for the

National Textile Workers Union to enter

the AUentown strike situation and

spread dissention and disruption there."

Serious errors indeed,

Did the -Musteites make any more

"mistakes" which Lovestone and Gitiow

noticed? Yes, they made one more and

It is pointed out in the Rev<tlutionary Age

for August 1. The amalgamated unions

stayed at work after the N. T. W, called

its strike. But that was wrong only be-

cause it is poor strategy. "Nor is it in

the interests of the amalgamated un-

ions," says the Lovestone statement,

"and the workers that follow them that

a large numtier of workers should be

lirmly convinced of tlie Qliarges of i,ue

N, T. W- U. that the August 3 strike

proposal was issued for the express pur-

pose of breaking the strike of the N,

T, W. U., in other words, that it is a

strike-breaking proiwsal."

And in the same statement—while the

N. T. W, v.. members were on tlie pic-

Itet line and the A!i*ibclated and the

United Textile Workers Unions were in

the shops—the expellers of the Left Op-

position from the Communist party com-

plain of the delay which, they say,

"made it potssible for the National Tex-

tile Workers Union which has no base,

in the induslry and lacks the confidence

of the workers, to inject ifself into the

situation,"

Yes, the word Itenegadc; ha.s a mean-:

ing in spite of all the disloyal u,?e that

has been made of it. Its meaning is^

written dear for all to see in the state-

ments (juoted above.

It is reported that the "Communist
Tarty (Majority Group)" is going to

chang(> its name. It Ls higii time,

—J. 1', C,

M^eon Xrot»K.y ^Wfites om Stalio*» M-»test Speecli

A New Zig-zag and the New Dangers
Stalin's speech at the eonferen«e of

the economists on June 23, is of e.'i-

ceptional Interest. Not because it con-

tains any deep gcnaraltzjjftiot^, broad

perspectives, precise summaries, clear

practical indications. There is nothing

of this sort. Clipped thoughts, as al-

ways, deliljerately ambiguous formula-

tions which may be twisted one way or

the other, the casting of the blame upjn

the executors complete disliarmony be-

tween conclusions and premises—all

these qualities and features of bureau-

cratR' inconsistency penetrate istalin's

speech through and through. But out

of the confused web of the speech, facts

break througli which can no longer be

passed over in silence. These facts give

the sijcech its genuinely political signi-

ficance. If it should be liberated from

the shell, the follc(wing will b« the re-

sult: "The Left Opposition, this time

too, proved to t)e right. .\11 its warn-

ings have been justitied. But we, the

bureaucrats, with our rude slander and

with our oppressions of the Opposition,

proved to be .the fools." Statin, it ia

understocxl, expressed these thoughts in

different words. He continued, of course,

to thunder at "Trotskyism" with cast

ir<in banalities. But it is not the bur-

eaucratic lo^ic of Stalin which Interests

us, but rather the dialectics of tha econ-

omic process which is mightier than

the mightiest bureaucratic incomplete-

ness of thoughL

THE FIVE YEAR PLAN
IN FOL'R SEARS

We learu from the speech that the

execution of the industrial plan pre-

sents a "variegated picture". There are

branches which have, for Ave months

yielded an excess of forty percent over

the corresponding period last year, there

are branches which have grown twenty

to thirty percent, and iinally, there are

branches which have yielded only six to

ten i>crcen,t of growth, and even less than

that. As if in passing, Stalin remarks

that to the last category belong the

coal industry and heavy mefallurfy, that

is, the real base of kidustrlalizatiou.

What is the relation of the different

part.^ of economy among themselves? On
this Bcore, there Is no reply. Yet, upon

the reply to this question depends the

fate of the Five Year Plan, With a

wrong computation of the parts, a house

in construction may collapse at the

third or the fourth storey, ^With incor-

rect planning, and what is .still more im-

portant, with the incorrect regulation of

a plan In the process of its execution,

the crisis may unfold towards tiie very

end of the Five Year Plan and create

insurmountable difficulties for the ntilina-

tion and development of its Indubitable

successes. Nevertheless, the fact that

heavy industry has shown, instead of a

thirty to forty percent growth, only a

grow^th of six percent, "and even less

than that", is covered up by Stalin with

the meaningless, trival phrase: "Tfie

picture is variegated,"

From the same speech, we learn that

"in a number of enterprises and econ-

omic organizations, they long ago [!]

ceajsed to count, to calculate, to make
up actual balances of incomes and ex-

penditures". When one reads these lines,

he does not believe his eyes: IIow is this

so? What then does the leadership of

industry consist of if its effectiveness is

not measured and not cliecked up in an

ever more precise manner? We learn

fiirttier that "the regime of economy . .,

rationaliKStion of industry have long ago

[!] gone out of style". Does the speak-

er weigh his own words? Uon't tliey

sound like a momstrous slander of Sov-

iet economy, and primarily a merciless

indictment of the highest coniiiiand? "It

is a fact," Stalin continues, -'that lately

tiie costs of production in a. whole scries

of enterprises started to rise." We know
what such words as "here and there",

"in a whole series of enterprises" mean
with Stalin. This means that the si)cak-

er is afraid of the facts, smears tiiem

up, and minimizes them. I'nder the

words "in a w-hole series of enter-

prises" is ctmcealed heavy imiustry

:

Yielding six percent increase in.stead of

forty i>ercent, it at the same time drives

upward the costs of production, under-

mining in tiiis niaiier the possibilily of

its further growlh. In addition to this,

it turns out that calculation is thrown
overlraard, and rationalization is out ->f

style. Does not the alarming conclusion

come to the fore that the actual situa-

tion is even darker tiian it is presented

by the speaker?

How could this hapi)en? Wliy and how-

have accounting and calculation been

thrown overboard? Stalin keeps silent

about it. Since when are fiie walls of

the economic plant built, not according

to plumb line but according to the eye?

With his characteristic precision, Stalin

replies: "Long ago". How- is it that

the leaders did not notice it? Stalin is

pilent- We will reply in his stead. (Cal-

culation, which was not ideal even be-

fore, iKJcause the Soviet state has only

begun to learn to keep an accounting on

a state scale, was thrown completely

overboard from the time tiiat tiie Itur-

eancratic leadership substituted for

Marxian analysis of economy and flexi-

ble regulation, the naked administrative

spur. The co-efficients of growth have
become questions of bureaucratic pres-

tige. Where is there placj here for cal-

clation? That director or chairman of a

trust proved to be the hero who "com-
pleted and exceeded" (he plan, having
robbed the budget and having laid a

mine, in the form of bad quality of pro-

duction, under the adjacent Iiranchcs of

economy On the contrary, tiie econom-
ists who tried to calculate corrix:tly all

the elements of produdction and did not

drive out the sacred bureaucratic re-

cords, constantly fell into the cate.^orj

of the penalized. Now we hear from
Statin that in industry there is an "un-

interrupted working week on papor".
"successes on paper" "a iwper", that is,

a false, accounting. Did not the Opposi-
tion warn in every number of its Bul-
letin that naked administrative pressure
is much more capable of accelerating ac-

counting under orders, but not industry
itself: state figures are far more fiexibie

tiian steel and coal? Didn't we write
dozens of tmes that the further Stalin
leads the Five Year Plan, the more ex-
tinguished are the lanterns? Tills was,
of course, proclaimed a counter-revoiu-
lionary slander. All the blockheads, all

tile rogues, yelled aiiont the "defeatism"
of the Left Opposition, But what docs
the phrase; "Iiave long ago ceased to

couiiit, to calculate" mean if not. that

the apparatus-men have extinguished the

lanterns? If long ago, tlicn why did the

chief meclianic keep silent so long? We
wrote about the extinguished lanterns

two years ago. The question arises; can

anyone more clearly, more categorically,

attest, to his inconsistency? Isn't it clear

ihat the transformation of [lie Five Year

I'ian into a four plan was an act of

the most liglit-raindcd adventurism?

The basil,- conclusion is pointed out

quite precisely in tiie draft of the plat-

form of the I^iternationa! Opposition,

"The administrative chase after "maxi-

mum tempos must give way to the ela-

boiation of optimum (tiie most advan-

tageousj tenqios which do not guarantee

the fuliiilnicnt of the command of the

day for display pur^ioses, but the con-

stant growth of economy on the basis

of the dyniuuic ciiaiiibrinm, with a cor-

rect, distriinition of domestic means and
a tiroad, planned utiliKation of tlie world

market", (page 4a.)

THE PROBLEM OF THE
lVORKIN<; FORCE

Stalin informs us, for the first time
with sucli clarity, that the execution of

the plan is liimlered by the lack, not only

of skill«Hl workers but of live working
forces in general. This fact may ap-

pear improbable at iirst sight. The
Iius.sian village has included within it-

self, from time immemorial, obvious and
hidden reserves of surplus iwpulation
which, moreover, increased annually by
hundrt^s of thoiisands. The growtli ol

the Soviet farms, the collectivization ami
tjie niechaiiiztion of agriculture should
naturally have increased the number of

those migrating from the village. The
danger, it would appear, proceeded from
the formation of gigantic reserves of tiie

army of ia!>or. But no, it appenrs that
the attraction of the peasants to the
city has ceased completely. Is it not
because the contradictions between the
city and tJur village have disappeared?
After all, in the third year of the Five
Year Plan, we "entered into socialism"
But no, in Stalin's last .speech, we do not
see anything about the realization of
s<M-ialism, The .sj>eaker became much
more modest and confined himself to a
simjile reference to the improvement of
the position of the peasant poor. We
have no intention to contest the fact it-

self. However, as an explanation of the
stopping of the flow of people from the
village, it Is completely Insufficient, Have
the conditions of lite of over one hun-
dred miilion peasants improved so ra-
dically that the cities have lost the pow-
er of altraction for them? This might
be the ease only if we as-sumed that the
position of the city workers did not rise
simultaneously during this time t>ut was
stationary or even lowered. Stalin brings
us right up to thi.s har.«?h conclusion,
without, however, calling it by its name.
The chief place in his speech is de-

voted to the fact that industry is under-
mined by the tarncv«r ot the working
force by the "general" movement from
enterprise to enterprise. At a time when
the tio^v ffoiu the village to the city
stopped completely, the turnover with-
in industry and partly away from indus-
try altogetiier has grown immen.sely.
Ktiilin informs us that in the majority
of enterprises the composition of tiie
workers changes "during ha!f a year or
even a quarter of a year by at least

Problems of tiife Spanlsfc MK^voIntioi

llflistakes of ConuraileMaonm
>VHAT IS A RENEGADE?

Denunciation is an iml i.<pensable woa

pon in the arsenal of the proletarian rev

olntionists. Lenin Insisted on it and

explained that iniiess reformists and he

trayers were exposed and denounced by

their proper name the workers would not

know whom to trust in the movement of

crisis. In recent years, we have seen

this principle, like all of Lenin's teach-

ings, perverted and distorted and turned

into its opposite. Denunciation and epi-

thet have hen employed so widely—and

so falsely—(bat they lost, for a time,

much of their meaning .Tiid power. Kav-

ertheless. Leuin's idea retains all its

validity and is beginning to show itself

elearly again tiirough the fog of slan-

der and fakery. Events have helped this

as they help every revolutionary prin-

ciple.

Let us take the word "renegade". This

epithet for turncoats and traitors is a

sw^ord of razor-edge in the hands of

the proletariat to be used sparingly

—

and alvaj-s surely. If it is disloyally

employed to hack indiscriminately in ev-

ery dispute within the camp of the rev-

olution, it loses its .sharpness to cut

down traitors on their way to the camp

of the enemy. But this, unfortunately,

is the way it has been use<l, as we have

seen in America for the past three

years.

Who will forget the cry of "renegade"

which I/ivestone, seconded hy Foster,

hurled at the American section of the

Ijfift Oppiwiilion. It did not destroy us

it is true, for genuine internationalists

wear an armor against it. Misused in

this siiameful way, the word lost its

power and significance for a time. It

became a jest, as useless as a blunted

sword. And yet the word means some-

thing, it remains a weapon in the hands

of those who use It honestly. The in-

cidents in Paterson have done much to

restore the meaning of the word, to ve-

(Continued from Last Issue)

Hie Theory of the Four Revolutions

According to comrade Maurin, thera

are four revolutions to be realized in

E5pain : the economic revolution, th« pol-

itical revolution, tlie religious r«volu-

tion, and the national revolution.

This way of putting the question is

w^rong from every angle and has abso-

lutely nothing in common with Marxism,

AH revolutions have an economic char-

acter. If they did not have, there would

be no such I'evol titIons, for they are char-

acterized precisely by the fact th«t they

radically transform eco»o«iic relatJoni.

On the other hand an economic revela-

tion which is not at the sam« time pol-

itical would have no meaning, inasmuch

as politics, as has been said time acd

again. Is nothing but "concentrated

economics". In this way, one cannot

speak of an economic reToltition and «

political revolution as two distt&CC axS

seiiarate ideas.

The religious revolution th»t ups«t

lilurope In the nineteenth century was
precisely an economic and political reT-

olution, characterized by the stct^gls

of the bourseoisie against feudalism,

which had fOBud ita prinelpal defender

in the papacy. In Spain, in reality, it

is not the problem of the religious rev

olution that is posed t:ut rather

the problem of the relations between

the ciiurcli and state, which is only

one aspect of the bourgeois-demi-

ocratic revolution. That is why in thia

sense it can be said that in reality non*

of the religious revolutions of the six-

teenth century can be conaidersd as

such. Religion is only the formality

which covers up the struggl* of capital-

ist society against feudalism.

The same can be said about the pro-

blem' of nationalities. In our country,

it is not the problem of a national rev-

olution titat is posed, but rather of a

movement of emancipation of the na^

tionalitles, which is simply nothing but

one aspect of the bourgeois-democratic

revolution.

In SiJain, therefore, there Is snly one

revolution to be carried out, as a con-

sequence of the contradiction exiating

between the productive relations and
the juridical-political tuperstructur*

And this revolution can have at its hMi
only the working class, establishing its

dictatorship.

The Question of NatiooaQUos

In dealing with the socalled "national

revolution", Maurin made a declarttio*

which produced great astonishment, not

among the intellectuals of the Aten«o,

as he claims, but among th« Ck>mmnu-
ists, "I am going to make an asser-

tion'' he said, approximately, "which
may cause amazement: The Cataloalan-

Balearic Commtinist Federation l» sep-

aratist."

The astonishent of the Communists
could not be more juatifi«d.

Tlie emancipation movement of the op-

pressed nationalities cocstitute« a ret-

olutionary factor of the first orde» and
plays a role of extraordinary importance
In the bourgeois-democratic revolution.

The Communist could by no means adopt
an attitude of prohibition towards this

movement, disdainfully considering that

it "is an affair of the bourgeoisie'* of
combatting it in the name of an abstrftoi

internationalism which only serves In

reality as a cover for imperialism, as a
defense of despotic centralism. Th#
Communist, who is the vigorous enemy
of all oppression, will pronounce him-
self determinedly for the recognition of

the right of the peoples to dispose freely

of their destinies, including their right

;
to separation from tbe state of whlcli

they form a part if that is their wish.

On this point, there cannot be the sliglit-

est ambiguity. But, does this mean *hat

the Communist ^ould declare himself

partisan of independence? In no way,

least of ail Insofar as the Communlett;

of the oppressed nations are concerned.

The duty of the Communist will con-

sist of fighting against all chauvinism
which seeks to liquidate the class strug-

gle into a national unity, and of plac-

ing above tiie national differences the

solidarity of the proletariat of all the

peoples.

Maurin would not have adopted a

fundamentally erroneous orientation in

this highly Important question if, in-

stead of turning his iiack contemptuously

to the Russian revolution, he iiad drunk
directly at the fountain of the theory

and file practise of the Bolshevik party.

Lenin left us a perfectly constructed

doctrine on the national question. Mau-
rin ouglit to have drawn his inspiration

from it, giving up his sterile attempt

to create an aiisurd theory about "na-

tional revolution".

National ConTention or Dictatorship

of the Proletariat?

Insofar as the appreciation of the

events in Spain is concerned, there is

one point uiion which all the tendencies

of Communism concur ; the Spanish rev-

olution finds itself today in the bour-

geois-democratic stage.

The differences come forward when
it is a matter of settling the strategic

and tactical line. The Stalinists, copy
ing slavishly Lenin's formula of 1005-

1907, finally abandoned by Lenin himself

in 1017—and not its spirit—put forward
the slogan of the "democratic dictator-

ship of the workers and the peasants''

as if between the bourgeois republic

and the dictatorship of the proletariat

there could exist an intermediate regime.

This conception led the Chinese revolu-

tion to an enormous disaster. The Com-
munist Left Opposition, drawing its in-

spiration not from dead formulae but
from living experience, declares that

the bourgeois-democratic revolution can
only be realized by the dictatorship of

the proletariat. The Communists must
not lose sight of this strategic line of

their position and they have to subor-
dinate their tactics to it. This does not
exclude, but on the contrary, it pre-

suppo.ses democratic slogans in tiie pre-

sent period towards tiie end thut the

worker and peasant masses shall con
vince themselves, upon the basis of their

own experience, that the only road lead-

ing to their emancipation is tiie estab-

llsiiment of the proletarian dictatorship,

Maurin who according to his declara-

tions, is not an "orthodox" Communist
(what does he mean by this? for up
to now the orthodox Communist has ev-

erywhere been the one who remained
true to the doctrine of revolutionary
Marxism) but who, in reality, endeavors
to adopt an interme<liate line between
Stalinism and the (Ximmunist Left Op-
position, does not pronounce himself ei-

ther for the position of the former or
for that of the latter; but, as we have
said, politics does not lolerate a vacuum;
and that is w'by, seeing himself obliged

to adopt a definite position, lie chooses
the rojid of the radical petty bourgeoisie.
"The Constituent," lie says, "cannot real-

ize the democratic revolution. This must
be the work of a nation;tl convention
directed liy the advance*! elements of
the Ateneo of Madrid.", The author
of these lines finds himself obliged to

combat vigorously this false point of
view which, should it triumph, would
bring incalculable evil to the Spanish rev-

olution. No assembly of the bourgeois
democratic type—we contend—can real
ize the democratic revolution under the
present circumstances. The .Tacoblns of

today are the Communists and not the
advanced elements of the Ateneo, typi
fal representatives of the radical petty
bourgeoisie condemned to impotence.
The sole organism equivalent today to

the French convention of the eighteenth
century cannot he other than the con-

gress of the Soviets or of the revolu-

tionary Juntas, Instruments of the dlc-

from thirty to forfy iMVcent", This fig-

ure, which would apiiear improbable had

it not come from Stalin, will appear par-

ticularly threatening if we take into con-

sideration the administraiive struggle

which (he trade union bureaucracy, to-

gether witii that of the p;irty and the

Soviets, led against tlie (urnover for the

past yejirs. The provt>r!i says, "Let well

enough alone". The growlh of a turn-

over signitics that under [lie conditions

existing in the tiiird year of the Five
Year I'lan. tlie working masses feel

restless, Tlie chief rca-son for ihe turii-

over is seen by the burcamracy in the

incorrect system of wa^es, in its too

great eijuiilization. No matter liow this

question should be solved—we shall re-

turn to this later—it dues not in itself

exhaust tiie prolilem of ihe turnover to

any extent. If, during iiaif a year or
even a quarter, the wori^ers of an en-

terprise are retH^wed ''at least tiiirty lo

forty percent", this means Ihaf not only
the skilled upper strata imt tlie working
mass as a whole are in a [tfisition of per-

IM'tual migration, Accoidiiig to tlie

wonls of Stalin, the worker makes
it his aim to "work a little and
tiien to go elsewhere, to a different place,
to seek fortune". In this iiunign, tmt in

essence tragic phra.se, Slaiiii, without
noticing it, aiipmaches liie basic defect
of the Five Year Plan; the rude dis-
turiiing of the (>conomic balance to the
detriment of the workers, (Jigantic elec-
tric stations, factories, are lieing con-
structed, great <piantities of machinery,
tractors, are turned out. the village is

being coliectivisied ijut the proletarians,
who siiould Ex> the basic core of this
whole gigantic process, migrate at the
same time from plaee to piacc in search
of "fortune". No, the flow of working
forces from the viliage to the city cwised
not because the jieasanliy achieved some
smt of an ideal well-being, bitt bccau;ic
the position of the woriier.s— tiiis must be
said honestly, clearly, openly—extraor-
dinarily worsened in the last ix^riod.
The draft platfoim of tiie Internation-

al Left Opposition s«ys; "The .standard
of living of the workers and their role
in the state-is the highest criteron of
socialist, success^." If ,he Stalinist
bureaucray would approach tlie tasks of
planning and of a Jiving regulation of
economy from this standpoint, it would
not miss fire no wthily, every time, it

would not lie compelled to conduct a
policy of extravagant f.ig-zags, jmd would
not be confronted by political danger.,.
The Platform of the Russian Opposi-

tion warned five years ago: -rhe Men-
siieviks, agents of the bourgeoisie among
tile workers, point trimphantly to the
material wretchedness of our workers.
Ihey are trying to rouse the proletar-
iat against the Soviet state, to induce
Ot!r workers to accept liie bourgeois-
Menshev.k slog;,n, 'Back u, capitalism.'
The complacent official who .sees '.Men
.shevism' in the Opposifion's insistence
upon improving the material condition
of the workers, is performing the best
l>o.ssibie service to Menshcvism. lie is
pushing the workers under its yellow
lianner," (Page -J2.)

One miist not deceive himself. The
Ph.vsical migrations of the workers mny
become the pre-comlition for politie'i!
migrations.

(To Be Concluded)
—LMO.V TROTSKY,

tatorship „f the t>roietari.it and tiie su-
preme exprewion of (ireietarian dem-
ocracy as against i.otirgeois democraey.
Tlie point of view of .M;„„.i,i e;m only
lead to diverting tlic ma.sses from their
true objectives and to -strengthening tlr-ir

ilitisitms in the po.ssiluiity of a deep-
going democratic revolution realized by
the petty bourgeoisie.

The author of these Ibies has been
bound to Maurin by an old and sincere
friendsiiip and if is not without sorrow
that lie has decided to wombat iiis er-
roneous points of view. But, amicus
Mate, sed magis amicti vcritas (Plato ismy friend, but truth l hold more deai-
ly).

Only ideological Harsfy, the indispens-
able !)asis for effer-tive a.tioii, can avert
disaster for the S(«nish revolution We
would lik(. to believe, nohvithstaiidin

-

that -Maurin—although sine,, bis lecfure
in .Madrid he has ],;i<i di.^inrbiii- relapses
—will eorrect his iiiisr.-ikes and decide
to rectify his e<iuivocal po.sitton it is
ardently desired by ;,li those who -e-
gard him as a force of the first ordet
In the Spanish Communist movemeiit
Barcelona —ANDltus NIN
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Losovsky Unloads the Blame..

The Lesser Losovskys in their Old Role of «Whipping Boys^

Wlieii a false poiify an<J a bureaucratic

regime end as they must in the ditch o£

disaster-select tlie scape-^'oats and cast

the wliole resiionsibility upon them. Tliis

is the sacred erted of Stalinism. Losov-

sky, the General Secretiirv o! the I'ro-

lintern and consequently a wheel-hofss

in the Centrist machine, is a very adroit

practitioner of this odious method. Things

have come to such an appflUins state in

the American I^eft wins< unions, despite

the moMt favorable objective conditions,

that some- kind of an explosion could

not he avoided. In a propt'rly adminis-

tered movement the situation ivould he

reflected by an upsurj^'s from below.

SJinee that is forbidden we usually set

as a substitute the hor.se-play of "self-

^.-riticism" from above. Losovsky per-

formed this Bickeninf; ritual in Ms
si)eech at the Eleventh Plenum of ibe

Comintern. Speaking or tile American

unions there as reported in the Iiiprecoc,

ho unbnrdoned himself of the following

remarks

;

'•Wliat Is the fundamental weakness oi

o«r American trade unions? Tliey do not

know how to intervene in the ix/onomic

struggle of the toSlins; masses, and when
tliey do intervene, tiiey freimently do it.

bureaneratically. Our trade anions la<:k

internal life and trade union democraey;

every union has the ambition of goini;

in for high polities, instead of conceriiiut;

itself with the every day needs of the

workers. Party leadership consists in

the fractional nuclei substituting- them-

selves entirely for the trade unions : ibe

trade union members suddenly hear that

since such and such a date not X, but

Y is ebairman or S(H'retary of the un-

ion.

"Functionaries are removed and np

pointed behind tbe scenes, as if this did

„ot concern the rank and Jile members,

party and non-party, organiswJ and even

unorganised workers who follow tu^.

Workt^rs to whom membersliip in revohi-

tionary trade unions is connected witli

privations, with the risk ol losing then-

jobs must have lalth in their union

they must know where they are going

and whom they are iollowing. One can

not therefore reduce the trade unions to

a few officials and circular instructious.

Such a trade union cannot grow. A trade

union can grow in the midst of strug

gle, it can grow through the develop-

ment of trade union democracy, it can

iCrow, if every worker, every member,

knows well his elective leading organ;

the union will grow, if the leadership

will carry every (piestion to the ma.sses.

Nothing of tliis kind is as yet to bo

seen in the United States, and it is

not surprising that tlie Seamen's aud

Miners' Unions have lost most of tticir

members."

This is rather plain talk about the

state of affairs in the unions directed

by the Communist Party of the iJuiteU

States, and every word of it is true

There is nothing new however, in the

revelation. And it Losovsky speaks,

openly about the situation only now% it

i.^ not because he was in the dark about

it before. Kvery -ime of tlie monstrous

practises lie condemns in the .speech ui.

the nth Plenum has l>een concretely

exposed time and time again in the

Militant. 0£ coui-se, our exposition o£

the evils that are sapping the life out

of the Left wing unions was "counter

revolutionary slander." lint every mili-

tant engaged in trade union work knew

the trutlj and could testify to it out of

his own experience. The little Losov

skys could confuse the issues with blus-

ter tor a time, but they could not pre-

vent the poli<!y from bringing forth its

inevitable fruit. The tragic results of

Stalinist administration of the trade un-

ion work have accumulated on evc:rj

side to such an extent that the tnith

cannot be covered up any longer. Mat

ters stood at this pass when the General

Secretary of the Protintern with that

pompous air of intallibiliry which dis

tinguishes all the apparatus men when

they criticixe others, took occasion to tell

what everybody already knew.

What Losovsky said is true enough

but he did not tell the whole truth. To

t>e honest with tlie Communist workers

he would have to say that the Minks

and similar Overgaards, to say nothing

of the Sasiers, who have been having

their fun with the Left wing unions, did

not arrive at their positions by their

own independent efforts and means. They

are merely the office boys who have been

appointed to these functions because of

their unfailing readiness to do what they

are told. The monstrous excesses they

have committed against the revolution-

ary labor movement only represent the

natural working of the nefarious system

in which they have small and inconspiou

ous parts. To single out these inconse

querttial errand boys for attack while

leaving the system and its apparatus

which they represent untouched, and to

pass that comedy off as a serious remedy

for the prevailing evils, is to practise

deliberate fraud against the workers'

movement.
e Communist workers who nourish

the hope that Losovsky's speech sis;n-

ifias a better course in the trade union
wc.v'k are sure to be the victims of an-
other terrible disappointment. The m-in-
euver is designed to delude them and
to head off their threatening mutiny. It

may have a temporary suct-es-S, as has
been the ca.se before. The Communist
workers are long-suffering and patient.
They have a great faith in the Comintern
wbicii has been disloyally and shamefuily
abuswl by tlie usurping apparatus under
.Staiin. Hut the day of reckoning draws
near. The very fact that Losovsky has
been driven to make these astounding re-

velations i.s an indication of its ap-
proach, Ko Losov.sky, unloading the
whole responsibility for the debacle on
tlie little Losovsky, can affect the slight-
est cure. Centrist bureaucratism is the
real disea.'ie. Lrisovsky and Company
:n-e its fountain liead. The revolutionary
workers must recognize this and direct
llicir blows at it.

—J, P. C.

Trotsky'sLettcrtotfie

Pravda
Pravdiv, No. ISO of .July 2, publishes

an article by Yarosiavsky under the
luadiiig: "A New Assistant of Pilsud-
sky". A-ccording to this paper, I am
^.upposed to have written an article for
the Kurier Codzienny of Warsaw against
(ho Pive Year Plan, against the Soviet
Iiower, etc., and this article or sorne
OI iier^Yaroslav.sky is not very exact

—

i.-i supijosed to have made the rounds
"of a. considerable part of the bour-
geoisie press of America, of Kngland, of
Poland, of Rumania" , . . Leaving aside
the political and -otiier commentaries of
Varo.slavsky I confine ray-self strictly to
the material side of the affair.

I have given no article at all to the

Knriod Codzienny, I have no relations

of any sort with this journal and I

ie.Lrned of the very existence of the

journal from Yarosiavsky *s article. The
article published under my name in the

Kurier is a forgery which differs in no
v,ay from the famous "Zinoviev letter"

and otiier similar documents. From the
iiiformation of friends, tlie Hurler con-

tinues to publisli counter-revolutionary
articles attributed to me,

I know absolutely nothing o! what "a
part of the bourgeois press of Am<?rica,

of I'lngland, of Poland, of Uuraania" pub-
lish under niy name. I have given no
article to any journal of these countries
on the Five Year I'lan. Thus, in this

esise too it Ls a question of a forgery or
what i.s most proiiablc of a reprint of

ibe article in the Kurier.

The Mttnchester Guardian is the only
bourgeois journal to wiiich I have given
an interview on the Five Year Plan.
Tiiis interviow i.-; devoted to showing
tlie enormous historical importance of

the Five Year Plan and of the necessity
ol coliaboration between England aud
the V. S. S. K. Tills interview therefore
pursues an aim directly opposed to that
which is attributed to me by the forgers
wlio have long ago established therasel-
v(>s in Warsaw, liiga and othor places.

Hy Yaroslavsky's article, Pravda leads
millions of readers into error. I believe
tliat Pnivda is oiiliged to publish my
denial—out of respect for the millions of
workers of red soldiers and sailors, of
peasants, of students and of other citi

zens of the U. S. S. II. deceived by it,

Kadikoy, July 15, 1931

—L. TROTSKY,

J8 Trotsky Votes

in Santander
We have received the following in-

teresting report from Kpain

:

In the city of Santander during the

elections to the national Cortes, 78 ol

tlie Iiallots were demonstrately filled

out with the name of our comrade

Leon Trotsky. "What lends added in-

terest to this report is the fact tliat

in 'Santander there is neither a Com-
munist party organization nor one of

the Left Opposition. Ko Communist
election propaganda, consequently, was
carried on in the city. The spontane-

ous and demonstrative action of the

7S workers is therefore so much more
significant.

MINESTRIKECALLEDOFF
Opportunity for National Movement Missed by Party Blunder

Confronted with the fact that the

strilting miners of Pennsylvania, Ohio

and -West Virginia "find their ranks re-

duced from an original 40000 to a pre-

sent 10,000", the National Miners Union

has issued a statement whioh is tanta-

mount to the calling off of the strike in

the fields mentione*l. No one oven

slightly acquainted with tiie conditions

of this heroic battle can fail to see the

correctness of this step. The miners

fought courageously and unitedly, driven

to bitter desperation by conditions in the

The Revolution in Spain
Conflict of Tendencies in the Ranks of the Working Class

THE FORCES OF THE
SPANISH PARTY

The memliership of the Spanish Com
muni.st Party has grown considerably in

the past two months, Tlie bureaucracy

has seen in this l!ow of new elements a

,motivo tor renewing a violent series of

attacks against the Communist I^eft. Our

Ktalinlsts are very zealously seeking to

confuse us with the "splitters" of tlie

Agrupacion de Madrid and the Catal-

onian-Balcaric Federation and accuse us

of having created a second Communist

party. Everybody knows, and above all

the Stalinist bureaucrats, that the same

differences separate us from tlie Federa-

tions of Madrid and Barcelona. In

spite of this the argument is employed

in order to create confusion in the Span-

ish working class and thoy assert that

the party Ls growing ami progressing

in spite of the Trotskyist maneuvers.

Hut in spite of all the scoundrelism of

the Stalinists, we are defending the or-

ganic and doctrinal unity of the Span-

ish C. P.

The S. C. P. has had the number- of its

adherents Increase and in spite of this,

it has admitted into its midst dubious

elements of the-petty bourgeoisie and un-

scrupulous adventurers. For example,

it has admitted an individual who, dur-

ing the I'rimo de lUvera dictatorship,

sent from the prison Vkhere he was con-

Jined a letter in wtiicli he renounces his

Commnnist ideas and promises to be a

•good boy" in the future. This indivi-

dual has subsequently been entrusted

with the management of one of the party

organs.

Another typical case : it s not very

long ago that the party expelled a bour-

geiois Journalist, Antonio I'jspina. Four
days later, this bourgeois journalist was
made civil governor of a province by

the Minister of the Interior, Maura, and
pur good journalist accepted with a

smile; today he is ready to have every

worker assassinated who does not de-

fend the bourgeois republic.

Such cases could iie cited by the doz-

ens. Evidently, we are enemies of w^hat

the bureaucrats call "progress" of the

S. C, I', We want the union of all

the Spanish Communists to cieanse the

party and make it stronger, but not tiiat

anti-working class and bourgeois ele-

ments should inject themselves into the

ranks of the working class party,

PANIC IN THE TWO INDEPENDENT
FEDERATIONS

The Comintern has sent the C. P. of

Spain a delgation in order to settle the

internal crisis of Spanish Communism.
They have taken .wme very adroit steps

around tile Federation of Maurin by

proposing the dispatch of a delegation

to Moscow. But the delegates of the

Comintern proposed a delegation which

did not have the coniidcnce of tlie ranks

and which the latter deemed inadequate.

The representatives of the C, I. having

set themselves against a meeting of the

Maurinist Federation, the rtipturc of re-

lations was brought out.

As a result, Mundo Obraro has publish-

ed a resolution of the K. 0. C. I. finally

exjielling Maurin and all those in solid-

arity with him The re.solotion declares

that the C. I. disapproves in toto of Maur-

in's policy, but tiiat it can admit into

the ranks of the C, P. of Spain all the

militants of the Catalonian Federation

and the Madrid Grouping who request

it individuatly or collectively. Neverthe-

less, they will have to disapprove the

policy of Maurin and naturally of tiie

"Trotskyists".

The maneuver could not be more hypo

critical. It aims at the disorganization

of the ranks of the CataIonian-Balearic

Federation by invoking a pretended good

will of the Stalinists for the unification

of the party. Rut the E. C. of the of

ficial party reserves to Itself the right

to call all those whom it does not want

to readmit "Trotsky ists". Thus, the un-

ity will be a fraud, a remedy without

any effect. Maurin has deceived the

rank and file militants of bw Federation

by speaking clearly of technical and
nol; political differences. This could

well have been the beginning of the

struggle for the destruction of the un-

prineipled bloc of Maurin. But there

can be no doubt that the best Commun-
ists will not be admitted by the Stalin-

ist bureaucrats. They will be called

"Trotskyists" and will join the Spanish

Left Opposition, Maurin runs the risk

of being left all alone. We recognize

that his -conduct was courageous wlien

he demanded from the representatives

of the C. I, the representation of the

.Madrid Grouping in the delegation. We
cannot agree with Maurin, but it would
he wrong and ive would not be recog-

nizing our duty as the genuine defenders

of the unity of the S. C. P., were we not

to denounce the attitude of certain

.Madrid leaders who abandoned it.

For that matter, the unification of the

S. C. P, cannot be made by "royal de-

cree" from Moscow, nor by .sending to

the U, S. S. R. a delegation which is

dictatorially prepared and imposed, but

by the organization of a national con-

griffis which will re-restablish the Com-
munist unity shattered liy the bureau-

crats of Stalin. It is the comrades in

the ranks who must de.signate the dele-

gates to go to Mo-scow and the crisis

must be solved for us in Spain,

(Continued on Page 2)

mine fields which human tiesh and blood

could stand no longer. INiat tiiey rallied

under the banner of the Left wing min-

or.s' union is tribute to their instinctive

feeling that to strike under the besmirch-

ed and treacherous flag of Ijewis would

be equivalent to no strike at all.

The Heavy Odds

ISut the odds have iiroved too great for

t.he moment. Against the miners were

mobiliaeid not only the bloated wealtn

and power of the coal barons, but also

tiie power of their p[)lice, of their state

and federal machinery, of their injunc

tion judges ready for any arbitrary act,

and-not the least of tliem—the John L.

lA'wis machine. Physical exhaustion

from within, induced by years of unem-

ployment, deprivation and in some cases

downright starvation comlitions, and

physical a-ssault from without, in the

form of police clubs guns and tear gas

bombs^these are the powers which, in

the first instance, relentlessly drove the

miners back to the pits. Out of the

thousands who came out during the

high point of the strike, only a small

aud not decisive minority remained. The

call for a return quite properly acknow-

ledged the existence of this indisputable

fact ami is the first measure to be tak-

en to conserve the remaining energies

of the coal minei-s in preparation for

the struggles that are coming with the

sureness of tomorrow.

Yet, before we refer to the pointed

le.-isons which the whole movement must
draw, one more aspect of the calling

off of the strike must he mentioned aud
a warning raised against it.s conse<ju-

ences. The N. Jl. U, statement announces
that ''this change of tactics does not call

off the' strike, but only changes its char-

acter . . . Tlie next phase of tlie iitrike

in the present strike zone will be pri-

marily struggles around Individual mines
and groups of mines for local demands
. . . These struggles will lay the basis

for broader and deeper strike strug-

gles," The same issue o! the Daily
Worker containing this statement (8-17-

1931) adds in verification tiiat tiic plan

i.s for "changing (he basis of tihe strike

to a struggle for limitetl demands in

tiic various mines . , . This plan is

new [?] in labor struggles in America",

Such a "plan" could have been evolved
only in the minds of people ignorant of

the "labor struggles in America" or so

irresponsible tiiat experience and reflec-

tion signify notiiing to them. It Is the
custom of the labor skates to drag out a

lost strike and its participants to 'he
point of complete exhaustion, without
ever calling it off definitely. The spirit

and energy of the workers are thus
smas lied. A revolutionary leadership
must have the courage to call a defeat
a defeat, to explain its causes to tha.se

who followed it to outline a wise course
for recovery. Our Stalinist "strategists"

do everjthing iiut this in their "plan".
Further, the bankrupt policy of tiie I.

W. W, has always been to "transfer the
strike to the job." Such a "theory" only
serves to spread deception and fatal il-

lusions among the workers, especially in

tiie present situation. The "new" plan
Is only a variation on this exploded
theme. To encourage the dissipation of
the remaining strength of the returned
strikers in futile, isolated "struggles
around individual mines" right after the
defeat of the strike on a tri-dlstriet scale,

is a thorougfily blockheaded and^worse
jet—a criminal course tor Left wing
Ica-ders to advise.

Speak Out Frankly I

An honest, revolutionary leadership
must tell the coal miners: "A heroic and
militant figiit has been fought. We were
overwhelmed by great odds. In additi<in,

we made the following mistakes: one,
two, three four. Now we must go back
in the most orderly retreat po.ssible, tor
this strike was only the beginning. Con-
ditions will not improve. Therefore, we
must conserve our strength, spread tiie

foundation of our organization as widely
and solidly as we can, and then, armed
with greater forces, we .siiall figiit again
ti) wrest some of our demands from the
coal operators." Pnles.s the miners are
told this the N. M. V. will again he sunk
into the sectarian siough from which
the strike raised it.

Rut tiiat is not all. In addition to the
external factors combining to crush the
MtiSke, there is another abactor whioii
played a reaily tremendous role in in-
juring Wic struggle. The N. M. V. state-
ment expbiius that "only « lack of oi^an-
iziiig forces due to the youth and weak-
ness of the N. M. v.. prevented the im-
mediate spre.id of the strike to include
at least several times as many miners".
What pitiful leaders are these who seek
to explain their failures by anything and
everything except an analysis of th2
policy they pursued. The truth of the
matter is thLs

:

l-he leadersiiip of tjie N. M. U, and of
the Communist jmrty had an unparallel-
ed opportunity to spread the strike. They
could have sustained the movement by
spreading the strike tu other fields and
thereiiy prevented three-fourths of the
men from returning in despair of the
outcome, a despair indnciHl precisely by
the fact that the strike was not spread.
The Militant proposed the only effec-
tive nianer at the moment of .spreading
tile strike. The Stailnist leaders, incom-
petent fhrotjffb and through and concern-
ed chiefly with the preservation of their
bureaucratic presti.ge, rejected this pos-
sibility of spreading the strike. In this
wa.v, they light-mindedly tiirew away one
of the best opportunities yet offered the
Left wing movement to
vast masses of workers.

set into motion

Our Proposals

What did tiie Militant propo.se,

(Continued on Page 4)

not

Try 35 Kentucky Miners
Red-Baiting Is Prominent Feature of New Frame-Up Attempt
In the midst of a fierce reign of ter-

ror to crusii the fighting spirit of the
miners in Harlan, Kentucky ,'Jo miners
have gone on trial for their lives, charg
ed with the siiooting of Deputy Sheriff

Jesse Pace, Raids by deputy sheriffs

and company gunmen on the miners con-
tinue unceasingly. Numerous arrests

SPANISH OPPOSITION PRESS FUND INCREASING
Tlie internationalist spirit of the Left

clearly and concretely to the fore in the

i-amprtign we are now conducting to raise

a fund for our comrades in Spain which
wii! enable them to start with the pub-

lication of a weekly i>aper. The contri-

butions, received from all parts of the

country, are—we ardently hope—^only a

beginning. Every American revolutionist

must boar in mind that the situation in

Spain is pregnant with magnificant rev-

olutionary possibilities. In the midst of

the torn and confused Communist move-
ment of that country, our militant Op-
position group alone is holding firmly t^

tiie banner of Lenin and Trotsky of Bol-

Kiievism, wiiich they have unfurled. Acute
as is the need the Militant feels today

for financial support to maintain itself

we are nevertheless urging all our friends

to make an exceptional effort to make
the most generous contributions possible

to the movement in Spain.

Our appeal has already born gratify-

ing results. At meetings we have held

on street corners, at least in Now York
workers in the audience have contributed

generously to the Spanish Oppositioi

I'ress Fund. In Toronto, comrade (Juarter

approached a number of Spanish-speak-

ing workers in a cigar factory who re

sjionded immediately, with money and a

warm letter breathing the spirit of in

ternational solidarity. From London,

the Marxian Ijcague sends a money or

der for an Knglish Pound, an answer

to the call issued by the Militant. Tlie

response of our English friends is espe-

cially welcome. In their letter, the

British comrades write:

"Enclosed h<;rewith is a money order

for five doliar.s—a contribution from the

League to the fund you are collecting

for tiie Spanish Opposition Press.

"We are following the movement wi;h

intense interest and are thirsting for de-

tails regarding the precise position and

the chances for the future.

"We are asking to .send our greetings

and tell them that since an upri.sing in

Spain would have a deciding effect on
the world proletariat in general—the C.

I. in particular—their task is a noble

one and we are hoping for the very best

news,

"Max Nicholls, secretary."

Our fund has already passed the one
hundred dollar mark. But this can only

be considered a small beginning. Our
Spanisii comrades are making the great-

est sacrifices to advance (he movement.
The very least that we can do in this

country is to Support them with our
financial aid. Do not forget that diffi-

cult as is the economic position of the

American workers at the present mom-
ent, they are still in a relatively better

state than are the terrifically underpaid
Spanish workers. The American dollar

(we do not say this out of national
pride i) goes a long way when translated

into Spanish pesetas. An a<;cumulation
of American dollars sent to our Spanish
comrades means that so much more of
the long road to proletarian victory is

cleared for the forward march. Do not
forget, further, that money sent now is

doubly valuable, for this is the time to

strike the hardest blows at reaction and
confusion in Spain, All funds should be
addressed to comrade A, Oonzales, c-o
Tlie Militant, 84 East 10th St., New York
N, Y.

Funds received since the acknowledge-

ment.s made in last week's issue are
iierewith recorded with thanks (unless
otherwise noted the donations are from
.N'ew York) :

James P. Cannon: $0.00—Winie; ,»()

—

.Tames Oilday : 5,00—S. M. Rose : r>.00—

iVatiian Berman : ,0.00—A. Gomez: .15—
G. Sartori: I.OO—Hilda F.: 3,00 — Aim
ando Xacio : 2.00—Jose Vargas :

.2"—

A

Diaz :
.2"—-J. Salazar .25 P. Gomez : ,25—

Sol Sarachik: 2.00—Minneapolis branch:
3.55 —T. Hoisnert, Los Angeles: 5.O0

—

Boston branch: 3,00—^roronto branch
(Oppo.sition and C. P, members) : 9.25~

Toronto Spanish-speaking sympathizers,

ii.40—Marxian League of London: 4.8,5—

YOrN{SSTOWN: Denis Plarinos: 1.00-
S, Frank: ,50—Jos. Gottlieb: ,25—Sym
pathizer; ,2r—P. Soils: ,23—Frank Chel-

off: ..50—Christ Harris: ,2">—P. Altman:
.50—A, Canas; 50—Gabriel Ilierro; .SO-
Guillermo Coria: ,r>0—M, Villalha : .15

Total this week: $(12.85. Previous con
tributions: 81.91. Grand total to date
$144.76,

have be(>n made on the flimsiest pretexts.
Jesse L. Wakefield, representative of the
International Lalior Defense, and Arnold
.Tohns-on, of the American <'!vil Liliertics
Union, have been jailed, Boris Israel,
correspondent of t!!e Federated Press was
forced into an automobile driven out of
the city limits and shot in the left leg.
The attempt to frame-up tlie 3.-> miners

and send them to the electric chair 1.-,

proceeding in an atmosphere of lynch
terror. Ilie court room and vicinity is
dotted with company gunmen armed witli
rifles, machine guns and fear gas. The
Judge, D. C. .Tones, delivered a tirade
again.st the "Heds", telling tlie jury tliat
"Communism and law and order cannot
sleep In the same bed ... We have our
sins of Course, but never until these
snake doctors came here from New York
and taught these doctrines, have we been
troubled by Communism." The States
Attorne,v. W. A. Brock, threatened the
miners with the "cold chills of steel."
Workers everywhere raust supjiort rbe

defense of these 35 miners faced with
capitalist justice and death in the ek>e-
tric chair for struggling to improve their
starving and miserable conditions Tne
mass pressure of the workers is the
only method which can i-escue these
workers from the clutches of tin. coal
barons.

SEE PAGE FOUR for comraile I.eon
Trotsky's thorough analysis of the latest
speech delivered hy Stalin before th«
conference of tiie industrial managers
and economists.
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Communist
Suppression

The financial crisis in Germany has

continued to become more acute in Uie

]a,st weelt. lu spite of all tbe measures

(t'losiinjl of the Kxchange, restriction of

bankers' activity, etc.) new crashes have

taken place. The National Bank of the

Khine Provinces and the Shreider Hank
of Bremen have gone bankrupt. Both

are banks of great importance. There is

no doubt that the crushing oE the Danat

Bank will involve the bankruptcy of

other banks.

The hoi>e of the German bourgeoisie

in a prompt assistance on the part of

America, England and France, under the

torm of a large loan, haa not yet been

realiaed. The trips of Curtins and liruen-

ing to Paris and to the London conference

yielded only meager results and it is

only now that the question of aid to

Germany is posed effet^tively at the same
time as the guarantees which Germany
can give in exchange. It is clear that

it Is not a question of guarantees of

security.

The Hoover moratorium was undouliL-

edly a victory for the Gorman bour-

geoisie, while for France it was the

beginning of the liquidation of the re-

parations and of th(> Versailles Ti-caiy.

The French bourgeoisie knew that it

would be compelled to capitulate before

American capitalism in the question ot

the moratorium. But at the same time

it knew that Germany is on the thresh-

hold of financial collapse and that the

prolongation of the parleys is putting the

German l)otirgeoisle into a difficult peti-

tion. It is now seeking through the

lips of its representative, Laval, to ex-

ploit the situation in Germany to ro

pulse the demand of Germ_an imperial-

ism which looks, in the first place, to-

wards the suppression tf the repara-

tions and the Versailles Treaty, It de-

mands guarantees in order to have the

possibility of keeping in leash the im-

perialist appetite ot the German bour-

geoisie. The success of all these plans

of the Frencli bourgeoisie depends above

all oil the position of America and Ens-

land. It is nevertheless ciear that r.he

German bourgeoisie will be compelled to

capitulate, entirely or in part.

In spite of al! tiie decrees of the Bruen-

tng government, the state of industry

has again become worse, Kvcry day,

tifey prweod to new closing down of

factories and (he discharf,-e of workers

and employees. Almost the whole textile

industry of SaMouy has closed its fac-

tories, not having the possibility of pro-

cnrinj; the necessary raw materials from
England with the present mark. The
car shops at Werdau (Saxony) have

closed at the same time that Krupp h.ts

shut down part of its shops together

with Pord who did the same in his new
factory at Cologne. It is probable that

if the situation ^loes not change, these

measures will take on unimaginable

fwms and the army of four millions of

unemployed existing today will be in-

creased by a new mass of jobless. The

need of paying social insurance (o new

Imndreda of thousands will render the

finam-ial situation still worse.

The crisis in German capitalist econ-

omy has now attained its highest point.

The collapse of the banks and the fin-

ancial situation will certainly evoke in-

dustrial collapses on a greater scale

The productive apparatus of German
ecfiiiomy cannot be maintained upon the

basis of world economy with its present

capacity and scope. It will be obliged

to retrench. Even if the large loans suc-

ceed the situation will not change much
by this fact, and the situation obtaining

before the cvaslies will nor, be re-estab-

lished.

Unemployment will increase in the

future. One can also foresee great

struggles; what will be the results? This

will depend above all upon the attitude

of the masses and the policy of our party.

The bourgeoisie is preparing for this

;

it has bc^nn by a widespread attack upon
the proletarian press,

ABOLITION OF PRESS FREEDOM
On July 17, the new decree againsi.

political excesses went into effect. This

decree Is in actuality the abolition of

the freedom of the press in Germany.
Of the Weimar constitution, there now
remains not a trace so far as tlie free-

dom of the press is concerned.

Even the Berliner Tageblatt is compel-
led to speak out a few harsh truths on

the subject of these decrees. In Its even-

ing edition Xo. 305, it says: "The right

to express freely one's opinion is today

practically abolished in Germany."

And every new article, every position

of principle !m threatened with the con-

fiscation of the paper; it is clear that ail

these measures are in the first place dir-

ected against the Communist press. Even

if the leaders ot the German socialiiit

party defend this decn^ under the pre-

text that it is directed against the Fasc-

ist pre:is, every German worker knows

that, in fact, it is aimed at the revolu-;

tionary proletariat and only at it. With

the aid of this decree, the bourgeoisie

succeeds in stifling for a long time the

Communist press and by systematic pro-

hibitions to destroy it completely.

And the offensive of the Iwurgeoi.sie

finds no resistance for the moment. The

fight between the police and the workers

at Gelsenkirchen and Pjssen, at Ijeipzig,:

Trier, etc., are still isolatwl incidents and

touch only a small part of the proletar-

iat. These struggles can have impor-

tance, but they are not struggles of the;

masses of the {Jerman proletariat againsi

the policy of dictatorship and hunger of

the Bruening government and of the Ger-

man bourgeoisie. If the situation is such,

the fault lies with the Centrist leader-

ship. But there is still time. The favor-

able situation tn Germany has not yet

passed. A winter of great class strug-

gles is still before us. Tlie future devel-

opment will depend upon the fighting

capacity of the party. A j'adi<'al chani^e

of its policy on the basis of the tactic

of the united front is the indispensable

precondition for it.

To the extent that our party draws
closer to the social democratic workers,

it will also draw closer to the seizure

of power, —ROHAN WELL.

Tlie ^rftlsb Scene

The Bankruptcy of British Stalinism
On the shoulders of European revolu-

tions England for decades consolidated

her progressive development into an ever

more powerful imperialist i>ower. But

her petition as world's banker is now
witnessing its eclipse. Her capitalist

economy is afflicted with tlie illness of

decay. Her Salesmen, those who are

capitalist in name and those who are

labor in name, are at this present ihoment

endeavoring U> pool their resources to

overcome the much feared economic dis-

aster and to save the proud mother of

the capitalist empires from the humilia-

tion of a Hoover moratorium for ICug-

land. England's present development is

toward a revolutionary situation at an

accelerated tempo.

Hovfever, so long that the British Com.

munist Party remains what is tantam-

ount to an impotent, isolated sect the

situation is not so hopeless for the

British bourgeoisie. However, it follows

that to get the Communist Party out of

its present stagnation is an imperative

task. But to this task, its Centrist lead-

ership does not at all measure up.

The diaillusionmenf of two years of

the "labor" government, the innumerable

betrayals of the reactionary labor lead-

ers the growing discontent with unem-

ployment and a constantly reduced stan-

dard of living, are preparing the work-
ing masses for motion. A point has

already been reached where in situations

of labor conflicts these leaders speak to

empty halls or meet lend protests. Even

Opposition at Boston I.L.D. Conference
BOSTON—
On Sunday, August 16, the New En,:i-

land Amnesty Ctonterence called by the

1. L. D. was held at the Amba.ssador

Palace Hoston. 34 organizations were

represented by Hi delegates. The com-

position of the conference was much
broader than previous conferences of a

similar nature, though the representa-

tion from the fraternal organizations

was not as strong as It could have been.

Delegates came from all sections of the

New England area. There was a good

percent.age of Negro workers present.

After the report of the Credentials

Committee, all the deiegates, including

the representative of the Boston Branch
of the Communist League of America

(Opposition) were seated. McCarthy was
chairman of the Conference and Cantor,

the main reporter.

Comrade Cantor dealt at length with

the numerous cases of capitalist repres-

sion and imprisonment facing the I. L.

I>. at present and stressed the need for

a broad amnesty campaign for all class

war prisoners, regardless of their poli-

tical afiiliation. He called for the co-

operations of all the organiisations re-

pre3ente<l to help make the campaign
effective.

In the course of the discu.=;sion on the

reiKjrt, comrade Welner, a delegate from

the Needle Trades Workers Industrial

L'nion and a member of the Opposition,

took the floor and spoke especially in

connection with the victims of the Penn-

sylvania Fiynn Anti-Sedition Act men-
tioned In th{> report, and stressed the

fact that two workers, Leon Goodman
and Bernard Morgenstern, members of

the Philadelphia Branch of the Commun-
ist League of America (Opposition) were
also victims of this act and that they

had been denied a class defense by the

1. Ij. I). Tiie delegates from the N. T.

W. I, V. related the history of the case,

told of the arrest of the two Opposition-

ists for distributing Unemployment leaf-

lets issued by their organization and for

calling upon the Philadelphia workers to

join the February 25 demonstration of

the unemployed, called by the Commun-
ist party. Comrade Weiner also told of

the repeated attempts made to have the

I. L. D. take up their defense and of

their failure to date. She then called

upon the I. L. I>. to live up to its prin-

ciples of class def-ense for all working

class prisoners and demanded that the

two Oppositionists l>e put on the Amnesty
List together with all the others. The
speech was greeted with the applause of

a majority of those present.

In his reply to comrade Wetner, the

reporter claimed ignorance of the facts

in the case and once more reiterated the

policy of the I. L. IX to defend all class

war prisoners without distinctions of

affiliation.

Comrade Cooperstein spoke in the name

of the Boston Branch of the Communist

Ijcague of America (Opposition). The

Opposition delegate hailed the seating ot

the Opposition at the Conference as a

good step forward and as a sign that a

real effort was being made to extend

the class defense front of the I. Ij. U.

Comrade Cooperstein offered the com-

plete cooperation of the local branch of

the Opposition in the Amnesty campaign,

started the ball rolling for a campaign

fund with a contribution, pledged all the

financial and practical aid possible ana

offered to provide a speaker from the

Communist League of A^i^r'ca (Opposi

tion) at tlie disposal ot the Amnesty
Committee. The workers present demon-

.ftrated their approval with applause foi

our representative and elected her as a

member ot the Amnesty Committee.

Aft«r the discussion, the organ ization.i

reviresented were called uiwn to con-

tribute fo the fund, to hold meetings,

to affiliate with the I. L. D., to distribute

leaflets and to prepare for the equally

important Anti-Deportstion Campaign.

"With that, the Conference was concluded.

the imperialist agents in the Trade Union

Council, sensing the danger, have on two

occasions come out in criticism of the

"labor" government. It protested the

government attitude to the report of the

Royal Commission on Unemployment; it

protested the liberal-labor agreement to

the bill (;t repeal of the anti-trade union

act. But these are merely the efforts to

construct if possible a safety valve for

reaction. Yet the Communist party has

not at all been able to supply leader-

ship in this .situation of rich possibilities.

PoUltt Recites the Failures

At the Eleventh Comintern Plenum,

Harry Pollitt, the most perfect prototype

of a Stalinist third rate functionary, pre-

sented a tragic picture. Ilia ianvtmta-

tions werer "The trouble is tliat our

comrades do not differentiate between tiie

workers in the I. L. P. and their lead-

ers and because of this we build up a

great barrier between ourselves and tlie

workers In the other parti^^s . . . the at-

titude of nine members out of ten In

our party to a new worker, and particu-

larly to an I- L. I', worker Is that if

they are not pre^mred to swallovv the

whole 21 points of the Comintern pro-

gram they are social fascists ... To-

day we have a big strike move in Eng-

land which has not been bended by the

party and the Minority Movement . . ,

we are not ab!<? to develop the indepen-

dent forma of struggle, the independt^nt

forms of leadersiiip, so that we are net

in a position to l>e able to give the ciill

—Strike on—we are not able to get the

lead of the strike movement. The re-

formists are able, on the whole, to call

the workers out and call the strikes

off."

A dismal picture of failure indeed,

particularly when one considers the ob-

jectively favorable situation. But do

these leaders attempt seriously and thor-

ouf^ly to account for the reasons? Not

at all/ One may go further and ask

:

What does the present Comintern leader-

ship propose to remedy the faults? From
the shameful combinations of the Anglo-

Ru,ssian Unity Committee, which served

to give the reactionary Trade Union

Council a Left covering and subjected

the Minority Movement and the Com-
munist party to these "Ijoft" represen-

tatives of the Trade Uni»n Council, the

Comintern commanded the party to ex-

ecute a sharp turn to "class against

class", it instructed -the party to as-

sume "independent leadership" a la the

"Third Period" style ; not because of spe-

cific factors of the objective conditions

which were then particularly favorable

to the reformists, but because of the pro-

clamation of the "Third Period". It

became naturally tranplated, not int*o

struggle to prove the superiority of the

Communist program, but by arbitrary

division of separate strike commite.?s,

of separating and isoljiting the militant

minority from the trade unions for crea-

tion of new independent unions. Thus
the blunderng stupidity of the British

party leadership must, of course, first of

all be traced to its roots of the Stalin

jKilicIes in the Comintern, and a correc-

tion must first of all begin with a de-

cisive condemnation of these false pol-

icies.

The Party IjCadership Views
The opimrtunist nationally-limited posi-

tion inevitably flowing from the reaction-

ary theory of "socialism iu one country"

invented and applied by the Stalinized

Comintern leadership has found its par-

ticularly crass expression in the whole

concept of tlie British party leadership.

In the cardinal question of the Indian

revolutionary i>ersi)ectives, the party

leadership confines itself in the main to

demanding independence for India, that

is it cails upon the British workers to

demand for Wie Hindus the same national

lilierty whicli they have. This allows

for no distinction whatever from the

position of the "Left" I, L. P. But what

is yet worse it fitils entirely to establiiih

the intimate connection which is so es-

sehtial between the British workers and

the Indian proletariat and poor peasan-

try. The continued subjugation of Im.'ia

remains one of t!ie main pillars of the

British empire, and just as much so is

the development of the revolution in In-

dia—not merely its national lilieration^

one of the main pillars of the proletarian

revolution in England. A correct orieu-

tation on this question thus ll(^eomes a

cardinal task of the British Cximmunist

I'arty.

However, the opportunist nationally-

limited position of the party loader.ship

applies also in a full measure to its

views of til* situation ot the British

working class. The axis of its present

propaganda and activities is the fight for

shifting the burden of tlie growing crisis

from the working class tO the bourge-

oisie. To this end it advances, as is for

example containe<l in the program of the

"Charter movement", the slogans of the

partial demands for an increased dole at

the co.it of the owners of industry, the

seven hour day, housing for workers,

reduction of rent.s, a guaranteed mini-

mum wage, repudiation of artutration,

release of class war prisoners, repeal of

Trades Disputes Act. against tariff ai-

t^cks uiH>n workers' standard, added to

which are the slogans, for fight against

imperialism and for the defense of the

Soviet Union, etc,

"Simplifying" the Problems of Bevolirtioa

These leaders have arrived at an al-

together too simple rationalization of the

power and resources of imperialism and

the problems of the working class. Their

conclusions are that since cai>itaiism iu

its present declining stage cannot grant

the necessary reforms to the workers

hence every struggle for reforms tie-

comes a revolutionary struggle, But

the problem is not quite so simple. While

struggles for reforms have a different

significance today than during the period

of organic development of capitalism

;

while reformism could then lay a pro-

gressive role but today will definitely

have to choose between the paths of

proletarian revolution or organic support

of capitalist reaction, and invariably

choses tlie latter, nevertheless, for the

Communist party, there still remains the

problem of giving the struggle for re-

form needs and democratic demands a

revolutionary cont<>nt. Above all, there

remains the problem for the party of

Imllding the forces which under its lead-

ership in the struggles must conscious-

ly select the road toward the revolution.

The party must establish itself as the

veiiiclo of the revolution.

The British party write voluminously

about the growing capitalist crisis and
the debacle of the MacIXinald gradu'il-

ness. It quite corectly endeavors to un-

mask the "Ijeft" of the I. L, P, and
usually draws the conclusion formulated

in blanket statements to the effect : These
ex[)eriences will prove to the British

workers that the Communist party is

the only party fighting for their inter-

ests. This, -iiowever does not at all fol-

low. That is, it does not and cannot

follow unless the party also succeeds in

proving its worth as a revolutionary lead

or.

What did Pollitt have to offer, at the

Eleventh Comintern Plenum, as a solution

for the present party difficulties? Of
course, one must not expect a serious

examination of possible fallacies of past

and prevailing policies and dii'ectives

from self-contented bureaucrats. Aiul

so, Poliitt, also remained tnie to the

established style of cmply iiiatltude.s. He
recommended "... to intensify work

. . . to lead workers' economic strug-

gls . . . to build broad union front ac-

tivities from below . . . ac;ivities against

growing tendencies of fascism agai-ist

growing war danger, etc." Tiie p;!rticu-

lar possibilities for this, Pollitt saw in

the Cliarter Movement.

Alas, In the Charter Movement Hie de-

ceptive practi.-je of, in view of all the

failures, to appear stronger prevailed

from its inception. In conformity with

the "Third Period'' style the party lead-

ership set out to drum up a large dele-

gation at the initial thuner c< inference.

It became a stilislltute for the reality of

mass infiueiK'e which tlie party still hat.

to win. 788 delegates were secured, but

only 68 representating trade union

braucljes 51 the unemployment mo^'c-

ment branches (a movement iuirdly ex-

isting in reality), 31 representing the

party and Y. C, L, the l)alancc were
^ipposed to represent variotis miscel-

laneous mass meetings sports clnbs. Min-

ority Movements groups etc. Tliis un-

doubtedly becomes its tirst fatal weak-

ness- The revolution cannot be organ-

ized by deceiving the workers. Secondly

one cannot yet notice any visible effort

to correctly connect the economic needs

and demands of this movement with the

politi-eal issues. Thirdly, iicing borne

out of the conception of iinding a substi-

tute for the ill-fated Minority Movement
and a .vhort cut to mass influence, the

party's proiilems have not Iieen brought

nearer Its solution. Essentially the,^;

problems remain as before.

Tlie Fnture Holds Great Possibilities

The future orientation of the party still

remains intimately tiound up witii the

lessons of the imst from whi<'h it has not

yet drawn the necessary conclusions.

Particularly so witii the lessons of tiie

192G general strik-t- and the Anglo Rus-

sian I'nity Committee, Pressed by the

growing workers discontent, today, sim-

ilarly as prior to the general strike.

"JjefLs" are again coming forward from
the reformist I'auks to serve as a shield

for the reactionaries to endeavor to de-

feat the struggles growing out of the

discontent and to return to their original

camp wheu this "danger" again blows
over. The Communist pin'ty is yet en-

tirely Lsolated. There is theref<»re a

great danger that t!ie struggle of the

discontented masses, which marks the

developing revolutionary forces, may be

swallowed in this "Ijeft" r<'formi3t

swamp. The party canot prevent it by
its socalled "united front from beiow"
coupled with the perfidious practises of

what is called independent leadership.

This will only mean to substitute decep-
tion and cnuning for the actual unifica-

tion of the workers. Jloreover it always
leaves the door wide oijen for the other

desperate alternative,—fiiat is, to attempt
to overcome the isolation whk-th will en-

sue by alliances behind the !)acks of the

workers with tiiese Left coverings. In

other words to repeat the shameful al-

liance with the "fjcfts", the Hicks, Pur-
cells and Cooks in the Angio-Kussian I'n-

ity Committee.

These "Lefts" in England have con-
siderable experiences precisely in decep-
tion and cunning. The party has notliiiig

to gain liy aterapt^ to emulate them. It

has therefore become so much more -in

imperative duty for the British (Com-
munist Party to c<induct an extended dis-

cussion to enaiile it to draw the proper
lessons of lfl26 so that it may arrive at a
position of correctly estimating the fu-

ture perspectives, correctly work out its

orienbition for genuine unification of th^
British workers whicli will in reality

mark the end of "Left." reformist, decep-
tion and lay the tKtsis for Communist
leadership.

—ARNE SWABECK.

The Revolution in Spain
(Contiuued from Page 1)

THE NATIONAL CONGRESS OF THE

SOCt\LIST PARTY

On ,Tuly 10 the extraordinary congress

of the Spanish social democracy was held

in Madrid in order to establisli its posi-

tion in the present political situation.

The .Tune 28 elections to the Constituent

C;Ortes gave the most powerful parliamen-

tary minority, from the point of view

of numbers, to the Spanish Socialist
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Party. This fact puts the Spanish social

democracy before the dilemma of hold-

ing back from or of accepting full

power in a fairly short time. In this

respect, the declarations of the socialist

minister of finances, I. Prieto, are al-

ready very slgnifi-eant when it pointed

out that the social democrats will not

give their adherence to a government pre-

sided over by the present minister of

foreign affairs, Lerroux, leader of the

minority closest to the socialists numeric-

ally.

Following I. Prieto, the socatists will

not vote for a Lerroux government. The

socialists express it from the lips of

one of their most representative men at

the same time that they declare that

the compromise reached at Saint Sebas-

tien over the collaboration with the pre-

sent government was a mistake of their

party.

On this problem, the congress will

have to pronoun-ce itself on July 1$ when
it is opened up by the treacherous chief-

tains of Spanish socialism. What is

moat probable is that they will adopt a
vague formula in order to elude re-

sponsibility.

The Madrid organization of the soc-

ialist party has held numerous meet-

ings which ended with no concrete re-

.sult. Everytiiing was left to the con-

gress.

The Spani.sh social democracy fears

greatly to take the power absolutely in-

to its hands and at the same time is

afraid of continuing to form a part of

a government which assassinates the

socialist workers. The problem is thus

pretty complicated and the worker mass-

es are precipitously deserting the social

reformist camp.

The C, V. of Spain must utilize the

situation in order to denounce the trea-

son of the Spanish social democracy. The
best means is to push the socialists to

the taking of power. It is the most
effective means of unmasking them.

Needless to say that nothing practical

will come out of the congress,

THE COMMUNIST OPPOSITION

IN THE N. C. L.

The Spanish Communist Opposition

has begun to work practically and ac-

tively In the National Confederation of

Labor.

Immediately, we have begun to register

successes. In Madrid the painters have
named a trade union leadership com-
posed entirely of comrades of the Op-
position, Francisco Garcia Lavid among
them.

After the intervention of our comrades
at a meeting, our comrade tJarcia Lavid
was named for the leadership by accla-

mation. So were two other comrades by

a great majority. The anareho-reform-

ists were put in the minority.

The successes of our friends are dis-

turbing and Irritating the anarchists

who made a great scandal and, assisted

by anarchists from other organizations,

went so far as to attack cur comrades.

At the present time, the anarchist

groups of Madrid have mt-t in order to

remove our friends over the heads of

the painters* organlKation, under the

fraudulent pretext that Garcia Lavld

was a candidate in the last elections.

Our comrades were accused of belong-

ing to the Committee of Reconstruction

of Seville and violently expelled from
the local of the N. C, L. Naturally, the

painters will have their word and,

against the advice of the anarcliist

groups, will ratify the nomination of our
comrades.

The following fact must be pointed
out: It is the first time that Communists
have won in Madrid an organization a.t-

tached to the N. C. L. and also the first

m.inifestatictn of our trade union ac-

tivity.

The triumph of our painter friends in

Madri<j shows how the Communists have
to act in the N. C. L,, but also shows
the anarchist phobia against Commun-
ism a phobia provoked in large measure
l>y the Reconstruction conference of Sev-
ille, convoked by the Stalini.sts, The
struggle is very difficult. It must be said

that a Stalinist present at the meeting
showed his agreement with the anarchists
so as not to give his vote to our friends
of the Communist Ijeft Opposition,

At the same time that we obtained this

success at Madrid, our comrades have

obtained the direction of tlie People's
House of Llerena (Bodajoze). The Left
Opposition is beginning to reap successes
on the trade union field.

NEW PERSECUTIONS AGAINST L'S

The news we receive from the jiro-

vlnces arc, more serious every day. Many
comrades do not receive Comunismo, in

spite of repeated mailings. The repuli-
lican police confiscates (,steals, for it

does It illegally) the copies of the re-
vie^v, JIany letters from our comradcjj
arrive only after a long delay or do not
arrive at all. La Verite and La Lnttc de
Classes come to us irregularly or "are
lost" . . , by the Generai Management
of the Republican Police. The struggle
and the persecutions continue.

OUR PROGRESS
The eecond number of Cfwnunismo

has been given a much better reception
than the first. Groups of i-omrades con-
stantly arise throughout the country. At
Salamanca, the republican and political
bosses' fief an important group of the
Spanish Communist Opposition has been
constitrrted.

At Bilbao, our group has doubled its

membersliip. In Rstremadura, new groups
have been formed. At Hegovia, the of-

ficial party group Is on uur side.

The second pamphlet by comrade Trot-
sky which our "Communist Publishers"
has just put out is re<'eivlng an excellent
reception and. comments. The Spanish
Communist Opposition is showing It.self

to be the only representative of Mar-r
ism in Spain.

—HENRI LACP
Madrid, July 1931
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DIfCUSfION ARTKLEf

Reforms and Immediate Demands
I take advantage of an incorrect for-

mulation in the thesis in order to raise

more vital questions dealing with its

content. The thesis labels the practical

needs of the day, reforma. It aays, "It

is the Communists who are the moat

ardent and willing defenders not only

of their broad historical interests (tiie

social revolution) but of most narrow,

limited and practical needs of the day

(reforms). It ia in this way of linking

the struggles for daily needs with the

final aim, of having the former ptive

the way for the latter, that the strug-

gle for reforms can be carried on in a

revolutionary sense that is it can be

directed against the reformists." Not
only is it improper to use the word or

impression "fighting for reforms" but the

way the problem is formulated the re-

lation of immediate demands with ulti-

mate demand, is wrong.

Can we Maracists use the word reform

in tbin Eense? No, I think we have been

playing with this word Jong enough and
it is time /we start a thorough di^
cussion in the Left Opposition, not on
the word reform, tmt what is more im-

portajit and behind it—the understand-

ing of immediate demands and practic'il

needs of the class.

Tbe Position of Negatioo
All working class organisations claim-

ing to liglit for the class have stumbled
ou this prubieni to a greater or lesser

degree. Outstanding in the Marxian
camp are De Leon and the S. L,. P.,

which, unable to find a way out, just

threw the whole thing overboard and
denied it all. But since practical needs
of the class todsj- are material things

and not ghosts tiieir denial was to no
avail. The P, I*., to this day, is follow-

ing the footsteps of the S, L. P., on
this vital class question, Hoth of these

organizations have taken a negative

position while the S. P., swinging to the

opposite direction, has transformed every
struggle for immediate demands into re-

forms of the worst kind. In the Com-
nmnist currents, sad to say, we find them
handling the question with kid gloves.

The three main currents of Commun-
ism take a correct abstract position on
the (juestion of immediate demands but
experience has proven that the Right
wing and Stalin Centrist are muddled
and confused when the tjuestion descends
to the sphere of practical life.

Experience has shown that the I,eft

Opposition understands what is meant by
immediate demands knd its relation to

the social revolution. Kvents which
have followed the programs tactics and
strategy we presented for these class

battles vindicate our current ; but the
way the thesis handles the question does
not come up to this standard.

We Marxists cannot borrow many dic-

tionary words and use them to define
thing:} and conditions la the class strug-

gle. The word reform is oiie such word.
Considering how the word is used in tlie

thesis (and not what you mean) I can
follow (t to the logical conclusion and
add, the bigger and better and more re-

forms we fight for and gain the closer
we will be to the social revolution. But
facts prove this is far from the truth.

Is there any difference in the material
gains or practical needs of the day for
our class "given" by the bosses or their
labor leaders or won by our class ia

struggle? To every Marxist (and the
writers of the thesis have said such time
and again), we know there is a funda-
mental difference for our class position

But the expression in the thesis does not
say this. Only by understanding the
class forces and causes for the way our
class receives these material gains from
"day to day" can we (after explaining)
use it in a "revolutionary sense". This
understanding enables us to label the
kind of material gain to denote reform-
ist or revolutionary action in the strug-
gle for imme<Iiate demands.

Fvistt Abstractions

If the practical needs of the day are
"given" by tlie bosses or their govern
ment they are reforms ; if they come
from the bosses* labor loaders, trade

union or political, they are social re-

forms and if these gains are won by
cur class In stru^ie led by its vanguard
they are sparks for revolution. Prac-

tical needs of the day for our class

cannot he abstracted from the class

struggle and the organiaational and ideo-

logical position of the class. If we could
abstract these immediate demands or
gains from the position of battle of the

class forces we could say all these gains
are reforms. But such an abstraction is

false while other abstractions, such as
are explained in "Capital" ai« not false.

We know that reforms or sociaJ re-

forms do not come from the big kind

hearts oi the bosses and llieir tlunkeys

We know Ihey are granted from above

because the class pressure from below

compels them to relinquisti this material

gain for our class in order to stem the

tide and check the growing opposition.

It is more profitable to "kill with kind-

ness" than to kill through white terror,

providing the position of the bosses en-

ables them to carry out the former. The

degree of class pressure determines, in

the majority of cases if the practical

needs will be direct from the bosses or

from their flunkeys or from the class it

self through correct leadership. Keforms
can be said to result from class pressure

but claas pressure without, or lack of,

or wrong pressure of the class vanguard
means a disproportion in the relation of

class and party.

The growth and decay stage of capital-

ism win cause a big variance in this dis-

proiwrtion. In the growth stage of capi-

talism, the objective factovs favor the

capitalist and naturally reforms while

llie decay stage gives the objective factors

to the revolutionist to a far greater de-

gree. This brings to the fore the subjec

five factor, the vanguard as the vital de-

termining factor of the problem as Tri»t-

sky i)Oints out, not only in revolutions

but also in tbe struggle for immediate
demands.

The degree of class pressure does not

always determine the success of re-

formism, as the above will indicate. The
stage of capitalism we live in as well

as its ebbs and liow«, and also its un-

even capitalist development, is no ab-

straction in the class struggle. In the

growth stage of capitalism, crumbs in

respond to class pressure were the least

evil for the bosses, because the very ex-

pansion and new markets more than
made up ior the loss. In the decay stage

reforms are bitter concessions from the

capitalist, knit to a higher degree not
only to the class pressure but more bo

to the policies of the vanguard.

tVIten Bosses Graot Reform

If capitalism grants reforms (beate us

to our iwint of advantage) this has its

ideological influence upon our class or

section of the class as well as a nega-

tive organizational result, scattering our

forces and at the same time driving

these class forces into some form of capi-

talist controlled organization.

ijuch prevents the crystallization of our

class ideology and unless the vanguard

is wide awake and capable we lose even
the possibility of retrenching ourselves

for the next struggle. In this sense, as

a class problem and not as an abstract

material gain our class, which only

learns by experience, has lost by the

bosses' coup and with it the vanguard
loses. Do not material gains even void

these above mentioned factors, gains and
a step toward revolution? No.

With the capitalist ooup in reforms,

the class line re-forms with the bosses

at a more advantageous position than
liefore. A material gain given by capi-

talbm as a reform is just so much labor

power (controlled by capitalism) spent

as it would, l>e spent on the battlefield

in destruction of the enemy forces by
shells and ammunition. But the com-
parison does not hold water. Because
a material gain even in relation to the

capitalist is just so much spent, in re-

lation to the workers it is a material

gain. Let us see. If the vanguard of

the workers moves up and intrenches the

class liehind the material gain (reform

and not a spark) it is already a NIGW
PltOBLKM and especially a total differ-

ent struggle if the capitalists try to re-

take it. If the capitalists try to retake

what they gave, and not what we
won, it is no longer a question of re-

form in the sense of immediate demand
(offensive struggle) but a problem of

defensive stru^Ies of our class.

How many material gains (regardless

of how they came) were retaken and

are being retaken by the capitalist in

the present criisis? Any thinking work-

er can answer this fairly well. In this

case if the vanguard does not measure

up to standards we can say, the greater

the number of these gains through re-

forms and social reforms, the easier it

is for (rapitalism to retake them and the

numbers that come to us as material

gains as sparks toward revolution the

harder it is for tlie capitalist to retake.

One only has to look at the sick coal

industry (favorable to the capitalist)

with past gains primarily through class

struf^le and compare it with other heal-

thy capitalist industries (favorable to

the workers) where gains were mainly

reforms and realize the difference l>e-

tween the two, A comparison will show
reforms are relinquished easier than the

gains through class battles unless the
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The Communist Task
Can we, the Communists, lay down

definite plans to prevent our action from
following the reformist camp? We can
lay down principles in general, but it

is impos.sible to lay down a line of march
that Is fool-proof. Each concrete strug-

gle must have its tactics formulated on
the basis of Marxian analysis. A line

of demarcation between reformist action

(reforms) and revolutionary action can
be made in every stru^Ie but every de-

veloping struggle will have forces and
action of both. It is up to the Com-
munist to move these struggles out of
the channels of REB^ORM into the chan-
nels of deeper class struggles. A simon-
pure struggle (made in the office of the

bureaucrats) is just as wrong (isolation)

as to enter movements which are or-

ganisationally part of the enemy forces

(Parliamentary action—charity organizu-

tions. etc.), the latter will not be iso-

lation from numbers but will he isola-

tion from tbe role of the Communist as

tbe vanguard toward revolution.

Has not the Militant time and again

pointed out through dozens of strug-

gles, the action of the Stalinite Cen-

trist and Lovestone Right v.ingers which

was a reformat and not a Marxian ac-

tion of class struggle? These are facts

and correct oetmarcations between re-

forms and sparks, which the theses, in

its formulation, does not live up to.

Our relation to the U. S. S. R. is reform

and to American Imperialism it is rev-

olution l)ut the road to revolution docs

not lead through reforms.

—HUGO OiilHLER.

1. The Meaning of the American Crisis

Nam«

City State

Address.

The thesis for the pre-conference dis-

cussion states that the American crisis

may show a decisive upward swing some
time after 1332, and that "whether or

not the United States in the next period

will reach the peak it attained toward

the ond of the last decade cannot be
determined in advance," "The vast re-

sources of the Unted States", it says,

"its unique post-war position its gradu-

al displacement of FIngland as the lead-

ing factor In world economy and politics

. . . are still effective enough to war-

rant its ability to extricate itself out

of its present crisis by shifting the bur-

den of it not only upon the working
class at home, but upon the nations of

Europe ..." Nevertheless it sets forth

the perspective for the American work-
ing class movement of "rapid develop-

ment" and the "prospect of struggles

ahead that will increase in breadth and
depth and militancy". The long-range

political conclusion does not follow from
the economic premise ; we believe it to

be sound and believe that a restatemeiit

of the economic premise will prove it.

It is not enough to state an immediate
prospective of struggle; it must be in-

tegrated into a longer-term perspective

of political activity.

Tlie thesis nowhere indicates that tiie

present crisis of American capitalism is

to be understod in any different light

from such past crises as those of 1893,

1907 or 1321, from which American capi-

taILsm in each case rose to new heights.

To understand the present crisis mechan-
ically, as the bourgeois economists of

tlis 'business cycle" do, to regard It as
a mere repetition of a pattern of rise

and decline and rise, is to deny the val-

idity of the dialectical method of his-

torical materialism. For n Marxist the

question must be posed as an alterna-

tive : "Have the developing contradic-

tions within capitalism reached a new
stage, or are there still forces of growth
and stability within capitalism which
will enable it to overcome these contra-

dictions and prolong the period of pre-

Tevolutiionary capitalist stabilization?"

New F^ts As Base

The answer to the question will deter-

mine the correctness of tbe political and
strategic departure, and tlierefore this

answer must be based on ascertainable

fact. It cannot be based on a general
belief in the power of survival of capi-

talism, in the American or in the world
sphere, or on mere impressions or hunch-
es. The fact that there are many unknown
factors in the economic outlook is no
justification for a Marxist to avoid the
clear and provable implications of
many of the knchvn factors, but places
on the objector the responsibility of
proving the existence, direction and
strength of tbe sustaining and stabilia-

ing forces of capitalism.

In contradistinction to the statements
of the thesLs quoted alMve, this article

will present facts leading to the fol-

lowing conclusions.

1. The best that American capitalism
can hope for as the outcome of the pre-
sent crisis is a temporary stabilization on
a lower plane.

2 While the economic contradictions
of capitalism will in all probability lead
to the classical solution of imperialist
conquest of markets the unique position
of America, as distinguished from the
older imperialist powers, will not enable
it to obtain the unmixed beneflte of Im-
perialism as did England in the nineteen-
th century. Therefore Imperialist war
while a logical outcome of the crisis,

will not solve the crisis, but will merely
shift the center of gravity of American
capitalism increasingly to foreign conn
tries, while aggravating the crisis at
home.

Theories »( Self-Core
As to 1. A. Some bourgeois econom-

tets, and we regret to say, some Com
munists, have advanced the theory that
thLs crisis like preceding ones, will cure
itself when stocks of consumption goods
^stioes; shirt*, hats) in the hand of
consumers and retailers decline to a
point where replacement demand is great-

er than the reduced volume of produc-
tion prevailing at the bottom of a crisis.

This will cause greater manufacturing
activity, more jobs, and the beginning of

the recovery. Ths theory is in-correct—

(1) because the demand itself keeps
decreasing through unemployment and
wage cuts, and the mere necessity for

a worker to buy a pair of shoes by no
means guarantees that he will be able
to pay for them—the appetite does not
make the dinner. (2) More Important
—consumption goods are purchased out
of income, not out of capital. The crisis

is a crisis of capital and its most signi-

iflcant feature is the inability of capital

to find markets which permit it to ex-

ploit lalx>r at a profit. Crises historical-

ly have been solved by the increased pro-

duction of capital goods, not <'OnHnmpton

goods—In Marxian terminology, by an in-

creased outlay of constant capital not

of variable capital. In the past, this

has meant tbe construction, by capital-

ists, of goods of large capital value,

which are only slowly used up houses,

railroads, industrial plants mine devel-

opments, even automobiles. A capitalist,

seeing a situation where money mater-

ials and labor are all cheap, constructs

a house, a railroad or a factory, out of

capital, not income, anticipating a compe-

titive advantage because of low construc-

tion costs and financing charges.

At the present time, this solution of

the crisis is not available. Railroad

mileage has shown no significant increase

for thirty years ; t>ecauBe of speed-up and

"rationalization" the record railroad

traffic of 1920 amounting to 447 billion

ton-miles against 339 billions in 1322

was hauled by 56,936 locomotives and

2,277,464 freight oars in 132S against

64,140 locomotives and 2,293,.^9 freight

cars in 1922. In the first six months of

1931 the railroads placed 6951 new frei-

ght cars In service, compared wHh 49,-

20« in the first half of 1930, aJid on July

1, 19:n, had on order 8,963 new freight

cars compared with 24 649 on the same
date last year. It is therefore clear that

additional demand for -capital goods by

the railroads is not tending to bring

about recovery.

In industry, most branches are over-

equipped not by standards of the crisis

alone, but even on the basis of actual

demand in 1929 and the years imme-
diately preceding. The soft coal indus-

try is equipped to produce 800 million

to a billion tons a year, against actual

output of 567 million tons in the best

year in its history. The automobile in-

dustry can produce 8,000,000 cars a year

against 5,600,000 in 1929, the record year.

The steel industry l>egan 1931 with a
capacity of 62,000000 tons, against a
production of 56,000,000 In the boom
year liKS, 5.000,000 tons more than the
previous record and this year for pure-

ly competitive reasons, is adding an ad-

ditional 4,000,000 tons of capacity, know-
ingly adding to the excess capacity.

Copper mines, producing at an average
cost of 8,63 cents a pound against a mar-
ket price of 7 and a half cents, are not

adding to their productive facilities

least of all in the face of an imminent
and eventual increase of 200,000 tons

per year from Canada and 400,000 tons
fi-om South Africa to the record 1929
production of 2,000,000 tons. In scores

of other Industries the story is the same
—production facilities are too lai^e for

even a boom-time demand, and will cer-

tainly not be added to now, I'erhaps

electric refrigerators, washing machines
cigarettes, moving picture studios and
the like are prospering, but serious large-

scale industry has had Its flit of expan-
sion, and will contribute no demand for

more production facilities to help end
the crisis.

Building construction has been notor-

iously overdone throughout the United
States, follo^ving on the post-1922 boom,
and this industry tiegan having its own
private crisis as early as 1928. It is

still In the early stages of readjusting
its rents and financial burden to the
lowered purehasng power of the -country

and is In no position to attract addition-
al fixed capital. The building boom that
began In 1922 to make up for construc-
tion deferred during the war and the
high-interest period up to 1922 was one
of the potent factors that ended the
crisis of 1920-21, but Is not in the per-
spective now.
One great force that ended past crises

Is therefore not available to end the pre-

sent one—the investment of large am-
ounts of constant capital (not Income or
variable capital) in producers' goods
(not consumers goods).

TfH .Agrariaii Crisis

3. The Increasing sharpness of the
agrarian crisis constitutes another dif-

ference between past crises and the pre-
sent one. An alleviating factor in past
crises was the ability of ihe farmers to

raise their purchasing power through
increasing the size of the crop. Since
1919 this has no longer lieMi the case.

In that year, the total agrienRural out-
put was no larger than in 1915. but the
higher average prices created the larg-

est crop values in American history. In
1926 the crops were larger than in 1910,

but the contradictions of the world agra-
rian crisis had reached a point where
the declining prices caused by the larger

crops nullified the effects of increasing
output and resulted In lower crop values.

In the same way the bumper crops of

1928 brought In less purchasing power
than the smaller crops of 1927, At the

present time 50-cent wheat has brought
the question of farm mechanization de-

cisively to the foreground. One author-
ity estimates that 1,000,000 farm families

will be dispiacc<i within the next few-

years by me*'h«ni«ed farm corporatiois
able to raise 20 bushels to the acre and
having « present acreage of 10,000.000

acres, that i.i, able to turn out 20 per-

cent of the biggest wheat crop ever made
in America,
The permanent army of the unemploy-

ed will be Increasingly swelled by re-

cruits from the farm, unable to stand

the burden of mortgages and taxes with

their low technical level of efficiency as

compared with giant corporations, and
unable to exist on 50-cent wheat.

Increased crops in the future, even if

possible, will not mean increased pur-

chasing power for farmeri;, but merely

an increased export, surplus for large

farming corporations to dispose of In

competition with Russia, Canada, Aus-

tralia and the Argentine. This way out

of the crisis is closed.

C, Capitalism, to protect its profit

margins (or surplus value), unable to

extend its markets and conseqently its

production in the immediate, will extend

and deepen its assaults on wages. From
the international viewix>Int, capitalism

in one country under Hoover is as fall-

acious a slogan as socialism in one coun-

try under Stalin. With increasing tech-

nical and economic development, bOt:h

must become ever more deeply involvc^i

in inextricable ties with the outside

world. High tariffs and State control Of

foreign trade do not alter this situation.

In relation to wages, capitalism can
either pull Epropean wages up to the

American standard, which is a futile

dream, given the nature of capitalism,

or it can tear down American wages
forward European standards, which is

what capitalism is actually engaged in

doing. This involves it in a major con-

tradiction—to maintain profits it cuts

wages, and as it cuts wages it reduces

purchasing power and Iience the possi-

bility of profits, whence follow further

wnge.s cttts, less profits, more wage cuts,

etc. E.it this is only the reverse of the

jiscending spiral of capitalism in its

stuge of growth and stability—more
wages, more profits, more wages, etc.

Wages were not seriously cut in past

crises, not even in the 1921 crisis after

commodity prices had fallen 40 percent,

and bourgeois economists wgere shouting
the necessity of "adjusting wages to

prices". At that time prices had ri.^ea

sharply. During the boom period, and
wages with them. In tbe 1923 boom,
neither prices nor wage levels rose to

anything like the extent of the 1919-20

tH>om, but the crisis has already resulted

in sharp wage cuts, and more and deep-

er ones are likely to follow.

From this standpoint, we have further
reason to believe that the century-long
upward «nrve of American capitalist de-

velopment has passed its peak and tlwt

the present crisis is distinguished from
all past American crfses, not I>y its

planetary character, as the thesis states,

but by the fact that it Ls the first of
the crises on the downward swing of
American capitalism.

—B. J. FIELD.

Shortcomings In the Youth Thesis
The thesis on the youth question on

the whole treats the problem well. How-
ever, In trying to be concise and to the

point, a number of things were either

omitted or insufficiently explained.

1. ,We must always remember that al-

though, because of the siKicial charac-

teristics of youth, we approach the youEh

of the working class on a special basis

with special issues, they nevertheless

form an important part of the working
class as a whole. Our aim is always not

only to appeal to the youth of the work-
ing class on their particular problems as

young workers, but also to link their

struggles with those of the whole class,

to bind together the young and the old.

This the thesis fails to take cognizance

of treating the youth as though it were
some queer product of society complete
in itself, and having no relation to any-
thing else.

Equal Pay for Equal Work

2. An excellent slogan that has its

appeal for both the young and the old,

that can help cement their cooperation

in tlie class struggle, is tite slogan that

tbe Y. C, L. has advanced—equal pay

for equal work. We see over and over

again the displacement of older work-
ers, l>etter paid, by young workers who
are still further speeded up and given a

lower wage. The fight for equal pay re-

gardless of age means a fight against

wage-cuts, against speed-ups, against the

playing off of one section of the working
class against the other, a relative secur-

ity for the older workers, a material

advantage for the younger workers.

The promulgation of this slogan and
the actual fight for it is of course based

on the actual activities of tlie Commun-
ists young and old, in industrial and
trade union life. The reason why the

Y. C. L, has made no headway with it

is that they have not prepared ttie ground
for any kind of slogan, for any kind of

mass following, by actually entering Into

the life and struggles of the working
class. The worker is not held by the
Young Communist Ijcague , its members
are not given the education esstfntlal for

correct participation in the day to day
lite of our class. No matter how correct

one isolated slogan may happen to be,

the general approach to the young work-
ers makes even the correct slogan worth-
less.

It is important that our Opposition
youth comrades should join the union
of their trade, take part in its activities,

and there carry on the fight for equal
pay for equal wjork. The thesis cor-
rectly puts the additional task of the
young Communists in the unions the one
of fighting for equality In union condi-
tions for the young and the old—this also

Includes the youth of the opiK>sition.

3. The thesis takes the position that
the formation Of youth auxiliaries to the
various organizations (I. L. D., I, W. O,,

etc.) is not only superfluous, but actu-
ally harmful to the League. With this I

disagree. Even as the auxiliaries are
conducted now absolutely controlled by
the party and the Y. C. L„ they attract
young workers who would not otherwise
he brought to the Y. C. Ij. Properly con-

ducted, these youth auxiliaries should be-

come a recruiting field for the Young
Communist League. The young worker
who enters the League is ready to asso-

ciate himself with a Communist organ-
ization under tbe direct leadership of the

Communist party ; he is ready to accept
the policies of the party, and is anxious
to train himself to take his place in it.

The auxiliary organizations will draw
In young workers in whom the first faint
stirrings of class consciousness are felt,

but who would not come to the Y. C. L.

direct, who are not ready to declare
themselves Communists. The nucleus of

Leaguers in these various youth groups
—these nuclei should of course always
be present, and should consist of ex-

perienced and trained young Communists
—should serve as the recruiting oflScers

for the League.

A Nucleus bt the IiBsgue

4. The thesis sets forth as one of our
immediate tasks the formation of a nuc-

leus in the Young Communist League,
But we have always been advocating
that, as wen as the building of nuclei In

the party. The question has been, and
remains, how Is this to be done? We
can gnin contact with memtiers of the

Young Communist League by participat-

ing in these youth auxiliary groups by

taking up tiie tasks of an active member
of the group, and meanwhile attempting

to get our policies across, especially to

discuss the problems of the movement
with the members and sympathizers of

the Y. C. L. whom we find in the youth
groups. Another way of "boring frtim

within" is to send our youth members
who do not come frt.m the League into
it. This of course depends a great deal
upon not only the external conditions,

but upon the Ideological maturity, etc.,

of the comrade. But wherever it is

found possible, this method of colonisa-

tion should bo followed. Thirdly, we
should make a very serious attempt to
draw In memt)ers and symiiathizers of
the Y. C. L. Into our classes. The class-

es held in New York were attended for
the most part by members of our own
branch. In addition, of course we should
follow the usual methods of approaching
Communists and Communist sympath-
izers in general. We should issue leaflets,

from time to time expressing our views
on current problems.

5. More emphasis should lie placed
on the need of our grouii to carry on
ediu^ation for the youth, (Of course, the
adult Communists are certainly not to

l)e cut off from these undertakings—they
often need just as much eilucation as
the youth ! ) Especially because of the
failure of the Y. C. Ij, to supply elemen-
tary Marxian training, it is necessary
for the Opposition to conduct a funda-
mental education among the Young Com-
munists. We cannot approacii the great-
est number of young Communists with
essential international questions and i^t
them to support our platform l>ecauKe
they lack the necessary bai'kgronnd of
Marxian understanding, iffe must, where-
ever our forces permit, institute classes
not only on the issues of the factional
struggle, but also of the most element-
ary Communist education. We must at-
tempt to issue pamphlets on the latter
subjects. The Young Vanguard should
deal largely with such education. We
must bear in mind that In order to judge
of the correctness of one or the other
platform a certain minimum of Commun-
ist knowledge is Indispeniible, and we
must therefore help to spread and popn-
larlze Communism in its jnost funda-
mental form among the members of the
Young Communist League. All this
means that much more of a chance to
establish nuclei within the Y. C. L,

6. Our work is not restricted only to
the Y. C. L. Just as with all other
work, our youth work takts place in the
class as well as in its vanguard, rar-
tlclpation in trade unions in youth cluixs,

spreading of the first steps of Commun-
ism, etc.—in other words, we should ap-
ply the formulation of the role of <be
Opposition elaboratp<I by comrade Oeh-
ler (in his discussion article) and trans-
late it into terms of youth work. Our
range of activities is naturally limited
because of the lack of sufficient youth
forces. Hut youth work is not carried
on only by the young. The general ac-
tivity of the Opposition is calculated to
affect not only the party but the Ijcague.

Youth Chibs

7. A youth club should not l>e at-

tempted until there is a basis for it.

That means we must carry on the activ-

ities indicated above, and when sufficient

following has been gained, both among
Young Communists and sympathize"^,
and among workers influenced directly

from the shops, schools, etc., then and
then only should we launch such a group.
The group will concern itself with sports
and cultural activities but should lie a
recruiting ground for memliers of our
classes, should l)e a training and recruit-

ing field for Communists and Opposition-
ists. Most likely New York will be the

only section for a long 1 ime to come
that can offer real possibilities for such
a group. Youth comrades should l>e de-
finitely assigned to take part in it, this
being Just as Important a task as any
other.

8. We cannot set any definite time for

the isstiance of a youth paper. This
also depends entirely on what basis we
have for it. When we have really begun
to <Io youth work, and have some ground,^
to [>ase our paper on, then only should
a separate youth pnper he begun, How^
ever, the suggestion for an internal youth
bulletin is a good one, and should be
put into effect as soon as our finances
permit. —LILLIAN BORl>.
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BERNARD SHAW ON RUSSIA

The Russian revolution is making Its

way In the world. After fourteen years

It has received the iionor of a ten-day

Inspection by George Bernard Shaw and

Lady Aetor, and that m it3el£-^as Amos

and Andy would say-^a "aomethin' ".

It is not every revolution that wins such

signal lienors and passes the inspection

with such flying colors. It Lady Astor,

as befits one of her exalted station, re-

pressed her emotions and said little,

the great play-writer gave a flattering

endorsement to the Soviet enterprise.

The revolution got a fifty-fifty break In

the examination.

But if yo« will pardon us for saying

so we are not entirely satisfied with

the report. i'\Vben Shaw sums up his

conclusions with the advice to yoaug

men in the Western countrlea to "go

to Russia and settle there", we beg leave

to break into the happy r*rfcy witli an

objection. And once having disturbed the

atmosphere of mutual felicitation with

the well-known Opposition quarrelsome-

ness, we may as well speak bluntly. Tlie

whole idea is reactionary nonsense.

Ru.ssia is not a separate planet, which

can devlop a socialist society while the

Western countries are surrendered to

capitalism. Russia is bound up Insep-

arably with them . The struggle for boc-

ialism is not a national but an interna-

tional strusgle — as Man and Engels

said. The Russian revolution marks only

the beginning of the international rev-

olution and will find Its fulfillment tn

it—as Lenin and Trotsky said. The big

task is yet ahead, that is, to make the

revolution in the capitalist countries. The

workers of the West must do this at

home. This is the only way they can

help Russia and also help themselves.

No matter how it is camouflaged with

big talk about working tor socialism,

emigration to Soviet Russia represents

—In 09 cases out of 100—a flight from

the class struggle at iiome. On the part

of socalled revolutionist it is little less

than desertion. Who will organize the

revolution if everybody runs away?

The appeal of George Bernard 8-haw

for this exodus from the West is regard-

ed by shallow-minded people as a sign

that the Fabian !ias become a Commun-
ist. It is nothing o! the kind. He has

only become an advocate of socialism in

one country. And that is much nearer

to Fabianism than to Communism.

M,eoi> TrotsUy pyrites on Staliii*s M^a*e»t »i»eecli

A New Zis-zas and the New Dangers
out of the very nature of the system and

L-annot be exorcised. If we take the most

probable development of the next future

—a further deepening of the economic

crisis then it become.'; obvious that the

stop-gap policy o£ state and municipal re-

lief "for the Winter" will fall to pieces.

Or, if we grant the prospect of a slow

recovery—and that Is the most optim-

istic hope expressed by any serious econ-

omist in the capitalist camp—it implieis

a further rationaliaation of industry and

a residue of unemployed workers run-

ning into the millions. Sporadic charity

will not be able to cope with such a

situation. Either the federal government

will feed them or they, to quote tbe

words of Engels, "will take matters into

their own hands". Faced with this al-

ternative the masters of America will

most probably reconcile themselves to a

M.vstem of unemployment insurance.

They will do this all the soonci- if the

class movement of the workers presses

upon them, organSaed and menacing. The

prospect that the ruling class will resort

to this remedial measure in any casR

does not in any way argue against tlie

necessity of a working class fight for un

employment Insurance. On the contrary.;

Tlie harder the fight of the workers the

sooner will they wrest this concession.

And the more will their morale be

.strengthened by the victory. Moreover,

the passing of an unemployment insur-

ance law—which, as has been said, we
bi^lieve to be in the cards—in itself means

1 ttle. The fight will take place over

the nature and extent of the relief pro-

vided by it.

In the last resort the reformists, who
are shouting now for unemployment in

surance, will support a law which gives

tiie shadow without the substance. It

will be the duty of the Coramunista to

organize the mas.'sea for a ilght to com

l>ensate the unemployed mlHions with

an insurance relief which will afford

them an existeiK-e under the comlitions

wiiich capitalism has forced upon (hem.

The fight for unemployment insurance

iis such at the present time and for ade-

quate relief under its provisions at the

time of its enactment, remains a cen-

tral issue of the revolutionary vanguard.

This goes hand in hand with the strug-

j^Ie for real and immediate relief in the

present situation.

—J, F. C.

(Continued from Last Issue)

SOCIALIST ENTHUSIASM
.-VND PIECE WORK

Nine-tenths of the new program of

Stalin amounts to the re-eetablishment

of piece work. All the rest, in the

meEmtime, has an extremely confused

character and, In part, only serves to

mask the turn to the Right.

Staiin makes his new turn depend up-

on the "new epoch" and the "new tasks"

which require "new methods".

But that la too crude a deception. We
have seen, in a whole series of questions

of the world labor movement that the

turns of the Stalinist bureaucracy flowed

in no way from the changes in the world

situation but, on the contrary, they were

very often accomplished in opposition to

these changes and flow^ from the pre-

ceding errors of the bureaucracy itself.

We believe the same thing today. We
were told that at the third year of the

Five Year Plan, the ^viet Union had

entered into socialism. If this was right,

we should have witnessed a tendency

towards the K^aduaI equalization of

wages. This tendency should have justi-

fied itself and be supported more and

more by socialist emulation and by shock

brigades. Absurd as it may appear, it

was nevertheless we, the Ijeft Opposi-

tion, who were accused by the Stalinist

bureaucracy of lack of confidence in the

socialist enthusiasm of the Russian

workers. By the power of inertia and

in order to preserve tho seeming continu-

ity Stalin today repeats the empty for-

mulations of bureaucratic idealism. "Do
not forget," he says, "that the vast maj-

ority of the workers have accepted these

conditions Of the Soviet po'h'er (discip-

line, ten.sion, emulation, shock brigades)

with enthusiasm, and they fulfill them

heroically." Kow, If this is true if we
have entered into socialism, if the "vast

m^ority" (mark It well: th« vast maj-

ority!) of the workers fulfill their tasks

"with enthusiasm" and even "heroically",

one a.sks himseif why this same "vast

majority" wander from one factory to

another in the search for fortune? And
why are th^ey obliged, precisely now, af-

ter all the successes obtained to pass

over to the system of piece work which

Ls, after all, the most refined capitalist

method of the exploitation of the work
ers' forces ?

"The principle of the Left Opposition

Miners' Strike Is Called Off
DEBATING THE DOLE

The debate over the question of un-

employment insurance has held the cen-

ter of t:-ic stage in recent days in tliti

camp of the .capitalist politicians. An

important section, headed by Governor

I'lnchot of Pennsylvania, has come out

in outspoken advocacy of the federal dole

for the unemployed. On the other hand,

the dominating elements of finance capi-

tal—represented by I'resident Hoover—

have taken a number of measures (>

dramatize their opposition to federal tn

Kurnnce and to set in motion a counttr-

proiiaganda. Outstanding in these man

euvers was the conference with the head

of the national Chamber of Commerce

and the ;csultant statement In favor of a

handling o'. next Winter's problem by

the states and cites through emergency

jif proprlaticns and charity. The leading

jie vspaper;! of the bours:V>isie s'.ppott

Ibis: view. The Times sooke for it, (>it-

iu;; the < i.iibersoraeiiess of the f^'lcrai

machinery v. hich coul'i rot be witeled

Into shape in time to meet the winter

j'ifis; a:^j tlie Herikd-TribunC: in Its

issue of August ITth, argued against the

federal dole from a principle stand-

point. As matters stand now, the op-

ponfnt.s o[ national insurance for the un-

employed have the upper hand and It is

hardly within the range of probability

that tlie next Congress will pass such

a jneasure.

But the matter doe.s not end here. All

the arguments against unemployment in-

surance are predicated on the assump-

tion that i;';is.-i uneniijUri ine-U is a tern

poiary phenomenon. The spokesmen of

the ruling class see the bliK'k shadow of

the 'Winter crisis. But they do not see

beyond it. They think their problem con-

hlsts in the feeding of hungry masses

for a brief period. Beyond that they do

not see and do not calculate. And just

becausie their premise is false they will

be compelled to revise their conclusions.

In our opinion the ruling class of

America in the last resort will not be

able to avoid the establishment of a

federal system of unemployment, ins-ir-

ance. Their bliral opposition to it at the

present moment is only a- rejection of

the hopel(«!S anarchy of capitalist pro-

duction out of which not even their

wisest men can see an issue. They are

stalling for time in the hope that some-

thing win happen to free them from this

terrible contradiction which has arisen
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on(« but many times, from the very in-

ception an<l during the course of the

strike? Speaking of the danger of hav-

ing the N. M, U. movement separated

from the Kentucky movement, from the

Keeney movement in West Virginia and

Tlie rank and Hie rebellion in Illinois, we

issued the "warning that unless swift

and resolute measures were taken to

overcome the prevailing disunity, the

strikes would be ttu-eatened witti the

p(nsen of slow disintegration and de-

feat." We proposed that the N. JI. U,

"take the initiative to address the or-

ganizations conducting the strikes and

rebel movements with the proposals for

a joint conference to unify them all.

This, togebiher with agitation in the ranks

everywhere to have the workers exercize

pressure uiK>n their leaders. Is the first

real step towards a genuine united front,

desperately needed by tlie miners"

(Militant, 8-8-1931).

Three weeks before that, making the

same imperatively needed proposal we
^aid ; "iStrike Vh*ile the iron is hot

The worst thing the Left wing can do

is to grow Intoxicated with an inflated

idea of its own strength or position. It

is not leading the whole miners' move
ment but only a part of it. It can win

its way to leadership if it pursues the

right policy now—and not after fche

strike in the 'self-critical' articles of the

press. The Left wing dares not be de-

ceived by cheap phrases, by boasting, by

ruinotis self-contentment wSth the big

at^hlevement it can legitimately ' record

now . . , :Wiil the party have to draw
up its balance sheet when the coal strike

is concluded with the limping apologetic

remark that 'a small measure of organ-

izational success was secured'? . . , The
I>arty Is pursuing a course of conceit, of

separatism, which is false and unworthy
of Communists. Its leadership of the

miners can not only be extended but made
firm and lasting. The tens of thousands

of miners in West Virginia, in Kentucky,

in Illinois—and the other sections which
lan be won on Hie basis of the appeal for

unity and solidarity, must not be ignor-

ed," (Militant, 7-18-1931),

The party "strategists" rejected these

proposals with a lofty contempt. These
people who make a profession out of be-

ing wrong on every important question

were too infernally wise to adopt the

course we proposed. Tlieir policy of iso-

lation was advanced as vastly superior

(o ours. TJie vial.'; of scorn were poured
upon t!ie "counter-revolutionary Trotsky-

is!s" who, "toge^er" with the Lovestone-

Ites "wail for the return of the 'good

old united front' with the 'progressives'

[and] unite in labelling the real united

front from below of the workers as 'sec-

tarianism' " (Browder, August Com-
ininibt). Following Browder, Foster
(who has his own differences with the

former over the "counter-offensive char-

acter of the strike") announced that the

Stalinist policy "provides a means to un-
ite the various disconnected strike move-
ments and rank and file upheavals in

the n. M. U." (Foster, August Commnn-
Ist), and proclaimed that the fundamental
"if not the decisive" weakness of the

strike was not its wrong policy but . .

lack of relief.

The final outcome of the strike says

more than we can say to controvert the

cheap braggadocio of these Stalinist stal-

warts. The counterpoaed policies have

been tested. The bureaucratic, meaning-

less "united front from below" failed to

give the N. M. U. a solid footiiold in

the other movements. The strike was
not extended, but narrowed down to the

point where it had to be called off, which
in turn, will have the gravest effects on
the West Virginia strike. The N. M, U.

did not make a i>article of the gains that

were made possible by the whole splen

did situation. The Fosters and Browders
stood like a huge boulder in tlie patih of

progress.

By superior force, by the apparatus
strength which has been granted them
through the usurpation of the interna

tional Communist movement by the Stal-

inist faction, by misrepresentation and
demagogy in the press under tlieir con-
trol—the iitaljnist agents in the United
ijtates succeeded in suppressing our pro-

posals during the strike, in preventing
the Ijsft wing from adopting the only
course that could lead to a successful

issue. Let them he proud of their short-

lived triumph over the "counter-revolu-

tionary Trotskyists". They won their

victory at the cost of tlie movement to

which they dealt such brutal blows, and
no revolutionist will find in such a vic-

tory a source of rejoicing. They piled

blunder upon blunder, and crushed the
promising movement under a mountain
of error. They bear the terrific respon-
sibility of misleadership.
Fortunately for the movement as a

whole even the heavy blows inflicted up-
on it by Stalinism are not yet mortal.
The vitality of the workers' movement
Is still strong enough antidote to the
corrosion of the bureaucrats. The min-
ers' movement is not dead—far from
it. it will experience a resurgence, and
that in short order. The next explosion
in the coal field,^ may take place in Color-
ado, where Rockefeller ha.s again cut
deeply Into the wage scale. It may
break out elsewhere. In any case, the
Communists and the Left wing must be
on the watch and adequately prepared.
The miners need a revolutionary leader-
ship which is capable of leading; the
Lewis machine or the various timid and
treacherous reformist movements offer
the miners no way out at all. In the
coming struf^les, entirely inevitable, of
the miners, they will anew be impressed
with the fact that only the domination of
a national movement, unified militant
class cons<-io«s can guide them out of the
cruel misery to which a ruthless capital-

ist system has condemned them. The
day of the isolated struggle has come to

a close, particularly among the miners.
Broad and fierce battles are on the hori-
zon. The road to their victorious conclu-
sion leads through the united front. Tile
r^ft wing, learning from its own bitter

experiences, must find the courage to cast
off tlie shackles of dead and arbitrary

formulae which fetter it, and strike out
boldly on the right path.

—THE MILITANT,

is to say what is," declares our platform

draft.

The proletarian revolution has no need

of the bureaucratic hotch-potch of ideal-

ism. We want the truth.

To be sure, the enemy w'Jl rejoice over

the obscure sides of thLs truth. It is

obvious that it will seize upon certain

elements of our criticism, like it sei-/.es

upon certain sections of Stalin's revela-

tions today. When the enemy uses frag-

ments of truths in order to weave a

system of falsehood it is not serious.

But when the workers themselves do not

know the truth and do not know where

to seek it, that may have tragic conse-

qufences.

Heroic enthusiasm can draw behind it

the masses for relatively short historical

periods.

A small minority is tap;ible of mani-

festing entliu«iasm for a whole historical

epoch: it is upon this that is based the

idea of a revolutionary party as the

selection of the best elements from the

class.

Socialist construction is a task for

decades. One cannot guarantee the solu-

tion of this task except by the systematic

raising of the material and cultural

standard of living of the masses. That

is the principal condition, more impor-

tant than the gain in time in the con-

struction of a Uiiieprostroy, of a Turk-

sib or of a Kuzbas, because with the

fall in the physical and moral energy

of the proletariat, all the gigantic en-

terprises may remain without a tomor-

row,

Stalin relishes his bearers with quota-

tions from Marx and Lenin, according to

which the differentiation of wages is

inevitable for the period of the passage

to socialism.

Tomorrow Stalin will quote to us

Marx and Lenin to show that during the

passage to socialism the .small producer

of commodities, the peasant, inevitably

gives birtit to the kulak. These general

truths are Indisputable, it is precisely

we who recalled tiiem during the "diK-

ziness" which, unfortunately, is not yet

at an end today. But it is precisely the

Stalinist bureaucracy which contrary to

us, posed for Itself as a practical task

the liquidation of the kulak, that is, of

the differentiation of the peasantry, with-

in the limits of the Five Year Plan in

four years. Contrary to ourselves the

Stalinist bureaucracy affirmed that the

essential difficulties on the road to soc-

ialism are overcome that we had already

entered into socialism, that the realiza

tion of the Five Year I'lan automatically

improved the conditions of the workers,

and that one could "outstrip" the Five

Year Plan in four years. How, then,

could the question of piece work be posed

with such acuteness at the end of the

third year? There is a question which

every conscious worker wi!l put to him-

self.

On July 7, Pravda quoted the follow-

ing lines from the organ o^ the People's

Commissariat for Labor : "The develop-

ment of technique and the growth of the

role of transports of electrification, etc,

narrow the field of piece work." Is this

not a Marxian truth? But Pravtla calls

this truth a "Trotsky is t assertion". This

strange conflict between the oflicial or-

gan of the People's Commissariat for

Labor and the official organ of the Cen-

tral Commitee of the party is explained

liy the fact that tlie second number of

Questions of Labor appeared before Stal

In's speech, while Ko. 185 of Pravda ap
peared two daj's after the speech. Why
was Pravdu oljliged to transform thj.s

simple truth of Marxism into a "Trotsky
ist" heresy? Because the new turn of

Htalln does not flow at ail from the de-

velopment of socialist c-onstruction, but
from the acutu c<intradiction between the

erroneous course of the buieaucracy and
the vital needs of economy.

Piece work wages are not in princi

pled contradiction with the conditions of

transitional iSoviet economy ; it would
be Stupid doctrinarism to oppose them.

But the abrupt turn towards piece work
and the extreme accentuation of the

capitalist features of this system pre-

sent today. In the summer of 1S31, at

tho end of the third year of tlie Five
Year Plan after the uninterrupted suc-

cesses, after we have "entered into soc-

ialism", one of the harshest blows
against the worker.s, from the material

as well as from the moral point of view.

It is not surprising that the weatiier-

cocks and the {chameleons of tile press

are obliged to denounce the elementary
positions of Marxism in the field of

wages in order to cover up, be if but
for a day, the blow dealt to illusions.

• * * •

That the old method of wages was
bad from every point of view, has been
obvious to us for a long time. One can-

not work out a rational, living and pro-

gressive system of wages without the

collaboration of the ma£?ses themselves.

The trade union bureaucracy is no bet-

ter than any other bureaucracy. Collec-

tive contracts and wage scales are ela-

borated in the offices and imposed upon
the workers like all the other decisions

of the infallible center. Without the re-

birth of workers' democracy, a correct

policy of wages Is absolutely unrealiza-

ble. "Collective contracts," says tlie

Platform of the Russian Oppo.sition,

"must be submitted to a genuine and
not a fictitious discussion at the work-
ers* meetings. The work of the trade

unions must be determined above all by
the defense of the economic and the cul-

tural interests of the workers within the

framework of the given economic possi-

bilities. The trade unions must fulfill

tiieir functions on the basis of genuine

election, submitting everything to the

{ontrol of the trade union members

giyinf; accountings, beaflng the respon-

sibility at every decree of tiie hierarch-

ical .scale. An article must be Inserted

into the Penal Code punishing as an

oITease against the state any persecution,

direct or indirect, open or concealed, of

a worker for his criticism, for his in-

dependent propo.'.-als, for a vote." How
vengeful are these words today i

• * * *

But the sharpness of the present turn

towards piece work is the result not of

a system of wages, but of a more pro-

found reason of the lack of material

wealth to satisfy the needs of the

workers. The wrong method of the

plan tiic incorrect adjustment in the

course of its realization, the absence of

genuine control of the masses, the ab-

sence of the party, tiie struggle for ab-

stract figures of the plan in the name of

prestige, the udministrative command-

ment under the lash, braggadacio, blus-

tering, tlie stilling of criticism—all the^.e

combined have led to a false distribu-

tion of the forces and the means and

has created—in view of the extremely

rapid gi-owth of the number of workers

—the intolerable contracting of the real

wage funds. That i* why tiie workers

do not feel at ease. That is why they

run from one factory to the other. The

excessive pressure on the one hand and

tlie degeneration of the trade unions on

the other, bav*- provoked the anarchic

reliction called tlic fluctuation of labor

forces. Stalin has shown us the enor-

nwus extent of this reaction. "You will

find few enterprises", he says, "where

the personnel is not rene^ved every half

a year, and even every quarter by at

least thirty to forty i)erccnt." There is

the threatening extent attained by the

disease whicli the bureaucracy has sought

to bring to an en<l. The shifting from

one factory to another, from one town

to another, means moreover tho enormous

waste of prodiK-tive forces, the needless

loss of time for the shifting itself as

well as for the adapt^ttion to the new

working conditions. That is the princi-

pal reason for the fall in returns and

the Increase in the net costs. But the

greatest danger of the 'fiuctuatlon ^- in

tiie bunt tor fortune !—consists of the

moral wear and tear on the proletariat.

The mere aggravation of piece work

settles nothing. It can only create a

stratum of more favored workers. The
tendency toward creating a labor bur-

eaucracy in the factories could not cor-

respond better to the procedure of the

Stalinist bureaucracy. From this angle,

piece work Is a purely political means.

As a panacea, it completes the evolution

of Stalinism. The tradition of Bolshev-

ism is a tradition of straggle against the

aristocratic castes within the working

cla.*;a. On this Iiasis Is erected the struc-

ture of tiie dictatorship of the proletar-

iat. The program -^"-the Stalinist bur-

eaucracy leads it inexorably to the nec-

essity of supporting itself upon the ever

more i>rivilegod labor aristocracy. Here

lies hidden the immediate political dan-

ger for the dictatorship of the proletar-

iat!

A PERSONAL REVELATION
The new policy is decreed In the same

way as the old policy : as a per.sonal re-

velation. Stalin informs ua that the un-

interrupted working week was introduced

"too precipitately and without the pre-

IKiration of appropriate measures". What
were the results? Stalin is compelled

to point them out ; "lack of a spirit of

accountability for the work, neglected

maintenance of machinery, considerable

accidents to the machines and absence

of stimulation for raising the produc-

tivity". Stalin generalizes it all in a

single phrase : "Nobody is accountable

for anything". A terrific avowal, or ra-

ther a disavowal of his own policy.

"Nobody is accountable for anything"

—

that alwa.vs happens when a single in-

(llvdual wants to be accountable for ev-

erybody.

Tiie uninterrupted week was intro-

duced too precipitately. But who Intro-

duced it? Tile (Jeneral Secretary. Was
the interrupted week discussed among the

working masses before Its introduction?

Not at all. Kverything was prepared

secretly. The masses accepted the un-

interrupted week "with enthu.siasm", ac-

cording to the official communications.

And are things happening differently

now? .lust yesterday, all these calam-

ities of which Stalin speaks today were
not dealt with at all in the press. We
have already .said and written more than

once that among the Stalinist bureau-

cracy everything proceeds marvellously

five minutes before everything begins to

proceed very b.adly. In enumerating the

disastrous results of the bureaucratic un-

interrupted w^eek Stalin touches in pa.ss-

ing upon the most ticklish and the most
<langerous question. It is beyond doubt
—he .says—that otir dire<;tors understand
ail this very well. But they hold their

tongues. Why? From all evidence, be

cause they are afraid of the truth. But
Kince when have liolsheviks begun to

fear the truth?" Since the Stalinist ap-

jiarafuH, by its cretinism, by its lack of

ideas and principles, stifled the Bolshe
vik-Leninlst faction. Precisely since

that moment ! Tlie directors, according

to Stalin, "fear the truth." What a per-

fidious formula ! It is not the truth tliey

fear; they are afraid of falling victim

for tiie truth because Rakovsky, Sosnov-

sky, Muralov, EltiJin, Gruenstein, Kas-
parova, Kosslor and together with them,

hundreds and thousands of the best Bol

sheviks—the very ones who do not fear

the trntli and know how to defend it-

populate the prisons of Stalin and the

places of deportation and exile. There

iies the knot of the protilem of the party.

After having crushed the Left Opposi-

tion, the Stalinist tiureaucracy has stifled

the i>arty. It no longer exists, this ani-

mated, sensitive, supple and fiexible or-

ganization which lived the life of the

masses, wiiich .siiw all, which criticized

which generallKed, whicli signaled the

dangers in time and eoih'ctively elatior-

ated the new roads. "Now that the (Centr-

ist, bureaucracy has strangled tlie party,"

says the draft platform of the Interna-

tional Left Opposition, "that is, has re-

mained without c,ves and ears, it moved
along gropingly and determines Its path

under the direct pushes of the classes,

osclliatlng betwes'u opportunism and 'td-

venturism," Fveii more within the ap-

paratus itself, the fear of the lower func-

tionary for tiio superior functionary lias

reached .such a point tiiat niilifidy dares

any longer to look facts in the face and
to point them out to the superiors. Af,

the lower rungs, they acquiesce in every-

tiiing asked of them at tiie higher runjjs

and the latter regard it as the voice ef

the ranks themselves. In order to work
out the measures for applying tho new
pnlic.v, the Plenum of the Central Control

Commission has been convoked. They
seek to give this event an exceptional

stgniricance, for this time not only the

members of the C. C. C. are called, imt

also the repre.seutatIves of the regional

organs and of a series of rank and file

organizations. In oflier words, the .sup-

erior functionaries call to their aid the

inferiors. Both are desigiiat»-d from
above. Both are united by subordination

and mutual responsibility. And this

council of functionaries is represented

as the supreme expression of democracy!

• » * •

Does not the new abrupt turn justify

the convocation of an extraordinary con-

gress of the party? But llie regime of

personal revlations (eacii time after a

delay of a few jvara) docs not tolerate

the regime of i>arty deiuoi'racy. nor the

existence of the party itself. Then are

the "Bolsheviks really afraid of the

iruth?" The name of the liolshevik who

today most fears the truth is Stalin.

Otherwise he would not fear to consult

the congress, that la the party, in this

new abrupt turn in policy.

In rwrent months, we have received a

numiier of letters which relate conversa-

tions which our correspondents have had

with party bureaucrats at various de-

grees of ossification. They are for the

most part terrilily frightened people.

They see and understand a jjreat deal, hut

their will is broken. Their philosophy

is the philosophy oE adaptation. Here-

is what they say most frequently: "You

Bpeak of the party reginie. To lie sun;,

it is very heavy. Kverybody feels It.

But j'ou must know that it cannot iie

otherwise. Without an iron hand we
would not overcome the diflicuitics. Your

criticism of Stalin's mistakes is right on

the whole, and the events have confirmed

it. We have no iliusions about Stalin.

Of course, he will never set the Thames
on fire: from the intelleelual point of

view, lie is a mediocre man, with an in-

adequate theoretical preparation without

tiroad persi)ectives. We frequently feel

these defects on our own backs. But he

has Indispensaiile positive qualities: firm-

ness, tenacity, perservanee. Besides, lie

is entirei.v bound up with the apparalus.

And whatever you may say, the appar-

atus now is everything," Thus six>ak

many bureaucrats. It seams to them
that the stitiinj; of the party, painful

though it is, is justified Iiy tlie cireum

stances and later ... oh well! later

soelaSi.sra will come and will change ev-

erything.

Here lies the fundamental mistake.

Sociaiism is no ready-made system whicli

can spring full psmoplied from a head,

even the mo.st gifted one. The ta.sk of

the rigiitful division of the forces and
means of production can orly he solved

by means of constant critici.sm. l>y veri-

fication by the ideological struggle of the

various groupings wltiiin the proletariat.

If we reject formal democracy which,
in tiie framework of capitalism, means
to hand over the keys to the enemy arm-
ed to the teeth, we affirm, on the other
hand, that without class democracy we
will not only not succeed in imilding
socialism but we will not even malnfain
the dictatorship of the proletariat.

Stalin's zig-zags cost mort' dearly every
time. Only fools and blind men can lie-

lieve that socialism can lie vouchsafed
from above, that it pan i)e introduced ity

the bureaucrjitic way. lx)uder than ever
tiefore, we warn the advanced workers
of the U. S. S. R, and of the whole worid :

The new zig-zag of Stalin, regardless of
the manner In which it will develop in

the next period will lead inevitat)ly to

new and still sharper contradictions at

the next stage. .We must iie^^in with
the revival of proletarl'in democracy.
That is now the d^'cisive iink in the
wliole ciiain. The problems of economy
must he put tor di.scu.ssicm In tiieir full

scope before the party and the trade
utnions. For this it Is necessary that the
Bolsheviks cease to fear to speak the
truth. This can be attained only !,y re-

moviuK the cliains from tiiose who fougiit
and still fight for the right to speak
the truth. The Left Opposition (Bol-
shevik-Leninists) must be re-admitted in-

to the party. A discussion must be
opened on the fundamental que.stions of
economic and politics. A new ]>;irty con-
gress mu.st l>o prepared upon the basis
of party democracy

!

—L. TROTSKY.
Kadfkoy, July 15, 1931
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The End of the Labor Cabinet

Wall Street Cracks the Whip and MacDonald Jumps

The second I^abor pstrty sovernmi-iit of

Englaiifi has pased into limbo, imd its

deimrture will not be marked by tbe

><liKbtf3t feoliiig o£ re^'ret by any <:h\s^

t'oiisciouH worker. For twenty-six montbs,

it limped alons; on the nnstoudj' cvut^'h

sui>i)lied it by the snfCerance of tbe Ijib-

end party votes. 'I'he uneinploymeiit

problem which it undertook to solve

when it jiKMumetl oftife has not only been

left without solution, but has increased

in miiKnitude and iicutoneSM. T!ie woric-

ers' Ktandar<l of livinj; wliicb It so nobly

promised to presi-rve, has sunk to a

lower level—no .strnssle of resistance to

wiif,'e cnts met witii anything !>ut a frown

and iniplieit sabotage from the statesmen

oE the Second International, If tbe In-

dian workers and peasants did not suffer

more than they did under an Imperialist

regime of hl«o<l and iron, it was not

for lat'k of willingness on the part of

his majewty'.s most loyal socialists—

I.aborite buUetsi and police cluks were

distributed just as freely among the In-

dians striving for freedom as they were

In the wildest days of any Tory gov-

ernment.

If anything, tht> second appearance of

the MacDonald jninstry surpassed th«

Jirst only in tbe vileness of its servility

to imi>erialism. The kindest thinj; that

can lie said about Its record iii power is

that it was just one yhade less revolting

than the praises sun^ for it in the United

States by Norman Thomas, Oswald Vil-

lard, and the refined gentlemen of tbe

same kidney.

MacDonald and the Dole

Tbe Labor government was shivered on

the reef of a distinctly class issue. The

otiiciai register for unemployed on Aug-

ust 10 showed a figure more than doulile

ttLat registered when "labor" came to

power. Far from diminishing in bulk,

unemployment has come to stricken Eng-

lish economy to stay. Canute could eas-

ier command tbe waves of tiie sea to

recede than MacI>oiiald could decrease

the number of jobless or figure out a

"good" way of solving tbe problem. Out

o£ the $(500,000,000 delieit estimated for

the next budget, some $2(.iO,000,000 was

ciilcuJatod as the sum the government

would have to advance, nominally as a

"loan" to the unemployment insurance

fundr-the dole—but actually as a sub-

sidy. The dole, which was originally

conceived as a "self-sustaining" institu-

tion has been met for almost nine years

by a permanent government contribu-

tion. Entirely unwilling and unable to

cut the Gordian knot with a sociaiist

Bword, tbe idol of the social democracy

proposed to solve tbe problem in as reac-

tionary a manner as any "objective"

Tory would endorse: Cut the wretchedly

inadequate dole by ten percent. Cut tiie

paltry wages of the civil service em-

ployees. ICrect a reactionary taritf wall

—ten percent-largely affecting f(x>d-

stuffs whi<^ the worker pays for and

consumes. That will balance the budget

and cover the deficit.

And balanced it liad to be, lor the pot-

entates of Wall Street had cracked the

whip' Gone is Britannia's pride and

power and glory. When Wall Street

cracks the whip, the JIacDonalds danc-e,

even if the prouder and more aristocra-

tic Chamberlains only shuffle around

stiffly. Mince July, the gold withdrawals

from Kngland to France and tbe United

iStaes have taken on serious proportions.

To meet the pressure thus created upon

it, the Hank of Kngiand was compelled

to borrow a ijuarter of a blHion dollars,

odually divided between the Bank of

France and the United States Federal

lieserve IJank. liut these credits ud-

vanced- to sustain the price of sterling

bills has been almost completely ex-

hausted. Jlore credits must be secured

to maintain tbe fragile i>ar quotation for

sterling. And where are tht^y to come

from if not from the Ignited States? Hut

the New York Federal Reserve Hank,

already <leeply cnougii Involved ix)lite-

ly referred its humble client to "private

bankers". Under this term is conceaied

the name of the House of Morgan, Bri-

tain's fiscal agent In the United States

for decades. But before another penny

is to be advanced to England, tiie Am-

erican bankers dematided guarantee.,

,

Balance tbe budget ! To make it plainer,

if It were not plain enough, tbe British

banks elucidated: Cut the dole, cut

wages-^;over tbe deficit witli tbe strip-

ped hide of the proletariat.

The Collapse of the Cabinet

But the hide of tbe proletariat is not

so lightly stripi«d. How strong tbe re-

sentment of the British proletariat is

against MacDonald's brutal "economy

plans", proceeds clearly from the split

in tbe I.abor party's ranks. Labor cheap-

jacks of every description, from the

"Ijeft" wing leaders of the trade unioiis

to the reactionary Ilenderaon, cut loose

from IVIacIKsnald only oat of fear that

the workers might cut loose from them

HO violently as to end in the camp of

Bolshevism. Unable therefore, to stand

pat with a united cabinet, the MacI>on-

ald ministry has fallen, cut to pieces

by American imperialism. A new cabinet

hits been patcliedup, composed of all

the parties, from Baldwin to MacDonald.

Why does the latter remain prime min-

ister instead of turning the office over

to the fo -ner? Because the tenture o(

office of new cabinet is confined to

the periot 'icessary for executing the

erempf"" lands of the Yankee oli

garcbs. Only the humble, plebian, Christ

ian llacDonald is low enough to execute

so menial and humiiiatlng a task. It is

too deba.sing a jol> for the hij,'!i-faorn Sir

Neville Ciiaraberlains, aristocratic Lord

Irwins and Sir Samuel Iloares, or even

country squires like Baldwin. A fine

role for the socialist statesman of the

new order! Yet why notV If one must
at't as a footstool to imperialism, why
not crawl under the feet of the mightiest

imiieriallsm in the worSdV

It will not be for long. Four weeks
or lour months, and MacDonald's day
is done, perhap.s never to return to that

positioii again. Feeling is running liigb

against him in the ranks of his own
party. Tbe men whom only yesterday he

tiireatened with expulsion from the Labor

party are now joined \viU\ others to

tlireaten him, Ma<rI>onald, and Snowden
with tht; same measure. The mood of

t'iie working' masses is unmistakable.

Nothing i)ut a high tide sw-ceping towards

the Left couid wawb so inveterate a re-

actionary as Ilendreson away from his

moorings. From now on and for .1 long

time, every day will be field day for his

demagogues and windjammers in the Bri-

tish laijor movement. Every rogue, ev-

ery former hencbmim of MacDonald,
every ctever artificer of phrases will

i^eek to capitalize oa the growing dis-

contentment of the workers. Far and
away in the lead In this despicable game
—it Is not difiicult to foretell—will lie

tbe Maxtona and the Wheatleys and tbe

Citrines who themselves crawled out o£

tlie MacDonald swamp only the day iie-

fore. A tragedy, too. For there is no

doubt that t'tiese IjOft wing I, L. P. ex-

perts in rjidical talk and timid inaction

(to say nothing of outright treason at

the "proper time") will reap tbe rich

harvest of proletarian dissatisfaction, of

working class antagonism to MacDonald
and his "new economy", of working class

desire and demand for militant action^
the rich harvest wliich the Communists
should reapn but which they appear to lie

still incapable of even approaching.

Over this whole vast canvas of events,

w-hich will stOI unroll before us In all

their enormous economic and jrolitlcnl

consequences tor England and tbe rest

of the world, the CommuTiIst party is

not to be found occupying tlie place
which logically belongs to it. Its name
is not even mentioned. It lies some-
w^here in an obscure corner—groggy,
crippled and bleeding from the thousand
wounds wliich a cruelly Irresponsible

bureaucracy in the Comintern has infiict-

ed upon it for six years. What a lior-

rible price is being paid for the victories

of Stalinism, . . .

—MAX SIIACIITMAN.

S4 MiLCotiiclc;^ Jlflliiers Framed;
19 Oo Trial Mm Pennsylvania

Unity of Confllcitioaf Defense ]M*vement» Meeded to Strentftben tbe Strastatle

Before the echoes of the big strikes In

Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Keu

tucky have died out, and while the rum

blings of new anti-starvation rebellions

arc being beard again in the coal fields,

miners by tlie {lozens are being dragged

into coal operators' courts to be rail-

roaded to tbe electric chair or to long

terms of inipri.sonment. Tiie coal barjns

thirst for vengeance up<m the miners wiio

dared to fight against the dreadful e!;pioI-

tation to which they were submitted.

Their thirst wili be slak9d only when
the corrupt judges have put through the

frame-up charges and send the mine

militants to death in the electric chtiir

or to a living death In prison.

In Harlan, Kentucky, the grand jury

is still in session and c-ontinues to turn

out one indictment for murder after an-

other. Tlie thirty-four miner.s who are

up tor trial in connection with killings

that occurred last Jlay at Kvarts with

four fatalities, now have more than a

hundred indictments issued against them.

A new legal assassination is being plan-

ned l)y the Kentucky barons of coal and

their judical serfs. This time it is to

iie executed witii dispatch and on a

mass scale so that tliere may be less

opi>ortunlty to arouse a powerful work-

ers' protest movement in time. The
prosecution is fully determined to send

tile S4 coal miners to the electric chair.

18 on Trial in Washing tion

In Washington, Pa., the trial of an-

other 18 miners has be^;un! Were it

not for the tragic implications of the

case, its farcical aspects would assert

tbemseives. In this principality of coal

and steel, the jury was selected secr'it

ly. The defense attorney was not ei'on

given tbe rig^U to question prospective

jurors. Deten.se representatives who
merely attempted to copy the names of

tlJe jurors were run out of (he courtroom.

Press repi'esentatives, at least of the

Daily Worker and the Federated Press,

are refused admittance lo tiie court ses-

sions wbicli are held in virtually star

ciiamber style. The most despicable fea-

ture of the whole trial, which may oiid

with live years tei'ms for each of tbe

defendants involved Is the fact that loom-

ing directly behind tiie prosecution are

tbe two principal officials of the Pitt.s-

burgh district of the l.'nited Mine Woik-
ers of America, Pat Fagan and Phil Mur-
ray, two men who have grown fat on

Half-Hearted Stalinist Ahout Face

On Issue of Credits to Soviet Union
For the first time since the leader of

the Communist party. Earl Browder con-

demned as "social fascism" the proposal

of the Left Opposition tiiat t!ie Com-
munists demand long-term credits to the

Soviet linion as an aid to tbe Five Year
Plan in Uussla and to the unemployed
here, we find an o!)scure, siiame-faced

and devitali/.ed adoption of the idea by
the Staiinist bureaucracy. Act-ording to

the Daily Worker of Angus: 2;"), Tim, the

la.st of 12 demands presented to the

New York City administration by the Uu-
enii)loyed Councils of Greater New York
is the following: "The city administra-
tion .shall recommend to the Federal Gov-
ernment estabiishmcnt of more favorabie

trade relations with the Soviet Union."

Bucli a pitiful attempt to smuggle a

third of The idea distorted at that, into

the otticiul movement, by the back door

w-ill never do. What do "more favor-

able trade relations" mean? They mean

first of all tbe demand for Soviet re-

cognition by the U. S., and even more

than tliat, the immediate extension of

hundreds of millions of dollars, in the

form ot long-term ci«dits, to Russia, en-

abling it to purchase machinery badly

needed at the present time, which will,

iu turn require the oi)ening of numer-

ous factories for work on the machinery

orderotl. They can mean nothing else,

and the i:nemployed Councils and "he

whole Left wing movement must say so

openly and loucOy. We are not so much
concerned with having Mayor .Walker and
Co. "recommend to the Federal Govern-
ment" t.be execution of this plan. What
the Communists must do is to initiate

the most extensive movement possible for

tlie plan, throughout tbe ranks of tbe

working class, in unions, among the un-

employed. That is the way to malie tlie

demand powerful. There is an oppor-

tunity to connect tbe needs of the un-

employed concretely witii the Soviet need

for credits and macliinery. There is a
magnificent opportunity lo have the

workers demand that at least some ot

the hundreds of millions of dollars ad
vanced by the U. S. to bolster up the

collapsing capitali.'it systems of Germany,
England, etc., shall lie diverted as cred-

its to the workers' republic.

The proiiosal of tbe Left Opposition

has been saiiotaged by Browder and Co.

for tw o reasons : first, it involves a re-

futation of their fantastic tlicory of na-

tional .socialism; secondly, it originated

with the Oiiposition, No other argument

has pveu been advanced against the idoa

and the need for a national (and inter-

national) campaign for it. The obscure,

timid demand of the New York l:nem-
pioyed Councils is one snwU step in the

right direction.

their betrayals of the coal miners tor

years gone by.

U was at a meeting in Canonsburg
about a month ago that striking miners
came to a Fagan meeting at which iie

was trying to act his role of scab herd-
er as iiest he <:ould under the circum-
stances. Surrounded though he was by
hi.>? armed thugs, Fagan got tbe short
end of the slick in a struggle that tooic

place. As a result of the light, tiie eigii-

tecn defendanLs, led by Leo Thompson,
one of the most active strike organi'^sers,

have been indicted for mnsplracy, unlaw-
ful assembly and inciting to riot, not
to speak of assault and Lattery. They
wii! have the "consoiatiou'' of knowing
that besides the coal operators standing;

behind the prosecution, the official

spokesmen of tbe A. F, of L. bureau-
cracy is giving all tlie aid and comfort
it can to the state's forces.

Harlan and Washington—those are the
two group cases of framc-up victims

which stand out most prominently In the

cla.SM war In tbe coal fields. They are

not the only ones, for there are do'/ens

of smaller cases being fought in almost

every section of the active mining ter-

ritory. But they are the most dramatic

examples of the determination of the coal

barons and their court to railroad fight-

ing workingmen to the electric chair or

to years ot imprisonment.

And unless the whole working class

is Immediately aroused to a comprehen-

sion of tbe imminency of the danger to

these tigiitei's, the records will contain

another victory for capitalist class jus-

tice. Every minute lost now i,-; a min-

ute that cannot be regained. In beth

ca.ses, the plan of the prosecution is a

swilt trial, swift execution of sentence.

They are dominated by tiie fear of a

rising protest movement. Such a move-
ment must really swell to sucli propor-

tions that it will destroy the malevolent

plans of tbe prosecution.

Bureaucrats Sabotage United Front

in Chicago Jobless Conference
CHICAGO.-

Immediately after the latest terroristic

campaign (murder of four unemployed!
of the t-bicago bos.ses and landlords to

crush the growing unemployment move-
ment, two leaflets came out. One was
from the t.liiicago district committee, the

Communist party : the <**her issued by

the Chicago branch of tbe Communist
League of Auierica (Opposition).

The party bureaucrats' utter Inability

to analyze a struggle correctly, and cor-

rectly to lead the workers in times of

tense situations, siiowed itself very clear-

ly in t-beir leaflet—their main demands
iieiiig "W© demand death penalfy for the

murderers of the worlters'' and "arrest

of the policeman and I.,ieatenant Hanly
wiio shot tlie workers."

Verily, verily, veriiy. One can imagine

a muddle-headed person demanding tbit

the capitalist policeman arrest themselves
for carrying out their duties as blue-

coats in upholding the rights of capitalist

property. One can imagine an ignorant

worker or a hypocritical politician de-

manding that the capitalisit judges give

the "death penalty" to those wlio are
enforcing the liosses' laws and main-
faiuing oapitalist order. But certainly

you would think tiiat even a Pioneer
would know better— !et alone a Com-
mnni.st a party otiiciai, or the District

(Committee.

The Obicago branch of fbe Communist
League (Opposition) immediately came
out in leaflets (quoted verbatim in Aug,
tr>th i.ssue of the Militant) and open air

meetings pointing out the urgency of im-

mediately organising a genuine united
front movement of all Chicago working
c!-ass organisations in order effectively to

protest against the iioss' murders, in or-

der to resist tiie bosses terrorism, to

expose the smoke-screen of tbe "Bed
.'K'are" and in order to wage effectiveiy

tiie struggle<l of the employed and the
unempbiyed fi>r the six-hour day, im-

mediate relief, etc.

Tlie objective conditions have forced

the party oiiicials to accept certain of tbe

Oppo.sition's unemployment proposals, a^

witness the United Front Unemployment
Conference -held August ICtii at the I'eo-

pie's auditorium in Chicago. This I'n-

employment Conference was a prelimin-

ary one, .so to speak, having two pur-

poses; (1) to organize all possible forces

In preparation for the September LStii

Conference so that delegates are present

from all possible working class organi
Ktiaons in Cook County and (2) to elect

a delegation of 25 to present the de-

mattds of the Unemployed Councils to

Governor Emerson's fake Itellef Commit-
tes.

This Is what happened. Ilybiclii whij

iiad physically forced Hugo Oeliler away
from the ball entrance but a short time
before, opaiied tiie ITnited li'ront Unem-
ployment Conference in the name of the

T. i:. U, L, and assisted in electing tiie

chairman, vic'c-chairman and secreiavy.
Slips of paper were passed around witii

(Coutiuiicd on page 4)

The protest movement must have the

widest iMissible foundation and scoiw.

Throughout the country, tbe Left wing
must be in tfie fore to assemble all the

workers' organization.s on a united front

iiasis so as to spike !!ie game of the

judical assassins. Anybody who places

the sejiarnte interests of one group above
the interests of the united movement is

playing directly in to the hands of tlie

prosecution. Unfortunately, there is

more than a tendencj- to puraue such a

disastrous course, particularly In the

case of the Harlan miners. The press

of tbe I. W. W. on tbe one band, and of

I lie I. L. D. and the oMtcial party on
tiie other, are filled with mutual denun-
ciations. Each claims the exclusive
"rights" to the defense of tlie Kentucky
victims as tbougli tbe case were a piece
of private property. Each makes extra-
vagant charges against tb<> other's al-

leged endeavor to make sectarian capital

out of the ca.se. The antiCJommnnist
phobia of tbe present leaders of the I.

W. W. is no secret. ,Tust as well-known
is tile sectarian i>olicy wiiicfi tbe I. L,
1>. has foiioweii under its [.resent leader-
ship. But to allow .such a scandalous sit-

uation to last for even another day is

to compromise hopelessly the cause of
ttio endangered miners and tlie movement
for them that must lie bnift forthwith
No mass movement wiil he built upon
the iiasis of petty bickerings between the
rival defense organizations in the in-

terests of a fantasfii' prestige. The ur-
gent, unpostponable nei\l of the hour Is

a joint defense mr.vement of the I. W.
W. Defense Committee and the I. L. D.

;

We feci it our duty to .say tiiat those
who .stand in the way of this joining
of forces, are imjierilling the favoralde

; outcome of the defense!

In the meantime, defense funds are
desperately ne(>ded, .Money for the I, L,
I>. should be sent to Its headquartei^s at
SO East 11th St., Boom 4;i0, New York,
N. Y. Tiie General Defense Committee
of tile I. W. W.. which IS also collect-

ing funds for the Kontuckv miners, has
its ofiice at ;V,.T W. Lake Street, Cliicago,
111. Give generously, and more than
(hat, act swiftly lo forge a well-joined
iron ring of solidarity around tiie traaie-
up victims of Washington and Kcnufcky.
I>o not iiermit our fighters lo burn iii

(he chair or to rot in ttie masters' dun-
geons.

M. Payer Arrested in St. LOUIS
,Iu3t as we go lo press, a telegram frinn

comrade II. L. Goldberg of St. Louis an-

noance.< tbe break-up of an Opposition
meeting in that city and tbe arrest of
tlie speaker, comrade JIartin C. I'a.ver.

The meeting was lield on the corner of
Broadway and Park under the auspices
of the St Louis branch of the Commun-
ist League of America fOppositlon).
During its course, tlie pidice .set upon
tlie meeting and tiroke it up. Comrade
Payer, who was on tiie plalform, w,is
arrested and is now being held for trial

in iwiice court.

The local Opposition comrades intend
to make a strong free speech fight to
compel She St. Loui.s police to liack down
from their high-handed methods. I'lvery

effort will be made to assure the Left
Opix)S!tion and all other laiior and rev-
oiutionaiv organiiiations the right to
hoid puliiic meetings without the inter-
ference of tile police.

As one of tlie steps in rhe free speech
fight, comrade .lohn E<lwards of f;hicago
is to speak on Sunday, September 1.1,
in tiie Central Library of St. Louis at
^V. M. On (he same day, at 2 P. M.,
Kdwards will .speak in Staunton, Illinois,
one of the rebel uiining .sections. Work-
er.s in hoUi Slannton and St. Louis are
urgently invited to attend the Edwards
meetings and in particular to help build
and strengthen a movement In St. Louis
against the pfiiice hounding of militant
labor meettings anil agitators.

Anti-Communist Arrests in Canada
Communist Party Leaders Seized and Held by Dominion Authorities under Sedition Act
Communism in Canada is to be stib-

.iected to its first major political trial.

Proceeding on the instructions of tlie

Attorney-General of Ontario under sec-

tion OS of tbe Criminal Code, federal,

provincial and city jjolice ofhcials com-
biU(^ forces Augu.st 12, to raid the party

iieadquarters and effect the arrest of sev-

eral leading members of the Centi.'al

Committee. Among the comrades for
whom warrants had been issued w-^re

Tim Buck, seci'cta.ry of the Party, M.
Bruce, editor of tbe Worlter; T, Ewan,
secretary of the Workers Unity League
John Boychunk, Tom Hill and Sam Carr.
Bail has been set at ^lf),OtX) each. The

September Assizes wiil determine wbe'h-
er the Communist party continues its

Lsemi-legal existence or is forced com-
pletely underground.

Originally enacted by order-in-council
in 1910, the section in (juchtion was in-

corporated into tile Criminal Code in

li)27. It reads as follows: "Any associa-
tion, organiisation, society tr corporation
whose pnifessed puriwse or one of wliose
professed purposes is to bring about any
goverumenLil, industrial, or economic
change within Canada by use of force,

violence or physical injury, or whicSi
teaciies, advocats, advises or defends
the use of force, violence, terrorism or

Increase the Spanisli Press Ftiiid to 200 Dollars
From our comrade Henri Laeroix in

Madrid, we have received the following

additional details on the "Trotsky vote"

In Santander aiiout which we spoke in

our last issue

;

"The Kxecutive Committee of the

Spanish Communist Opposition, receiving

the adherence of a group of comrades

from Astillero (Santander), received at

the same time tiie information that some

of tile workers voted for comrade Trot-

sky in the last elections to the Consti-

tuent Cortes. The news reaches us af-

ter some delay, for up to this time we
had no friends In Santander.

"Trotsky received 7S workers' votes.

How did this happen? Tlie C. P. had

presented no candidate in this district

and the local Communists demanded bal-

lots from a neighboring locality but in

tiiese ballots were inscribed only four

names, whereas the number of candidates
from the district should have been five.

The Communists and sympathlKers of

Astillero decided to write in tiie name
of the founder of the Bed Army in the

Communist list. 78 workers who lead

and guide (he only laSior union in Astil-

lero, wiio voted for Trotsky, told the
Stalinist bureaucrats that Trotsky is

considered by them the soul and the

guide of the w(U'ld revoltuionary move-
ment. Trotsky, the rod soldier of the
proletarian revolution, upon receipt of
the news, hastened to send a friendly
letter of greetings to these comrades.

"The Spanish workers vote for Trot-
sky, The KepublicBB reactionary gov-

ernment which, after having stated from
tiie lips of its minister for foreign affairs

that it would give Trotsky authoriKatiou
to live in Spain, has come out against

the request for a visa made for our com-
rade and will have to listen to tiie voice

of the workers. ..."

The Santander incident ii; highiy symp-
tomatic. It is a straw in the wind. The
futui-e is with tlie Left OpixisKion—but
only if it can measure up to the tasks
of tbe present. Ilandicariped by lack of

tbe necessary funds, our comrades have
appealed to the revolutionary militants

throughout the world to lend their aid
in the efforts to Issue a weekly organ
of the Spanish Left Opposition, an im-
peratively needed antidote to anarciio-

Syndicallst poison on tbo nna V,ot.^i

Maurinist confusion on the other, and
finally, to Stalinist irresponsibility and
calumny. >Ve are anxious to send from
tbe ITnited States a minimum of two
hundred dollars, and we are confident
can be raised. The need is great and
must be met. Funds shouid be forward-

ed immediately to A. {tonzales, c-o Tile

Mititant, K-i East 10th Street Xcw York,
that fritii a little extra elTort the sum
N. Y,

Additional contributions received since
tbe last issue are as follows:

(AH Xew York): A, Gome'/: ,10—Un
Comuni,sta; .HO—D. B. : l.()0—A, Brand-
mark: .25—,Tohn Justin;' .2^5—Sympath-
izer : S.a'i—W. II. Hermann : 5.00. Pre-
vious total; $144,70. Grand total to date:

threats of such injury, in order to ac-
compJish such change, or for any other
imrpose, or which shail Iiy any means
prosecute or pursue such purpose or pro-
fessed purpose, or shail so teach, advo-
cate, advi.se or defend s-Iia!I be an unlaw-
ftd organi^fation." Anyone convicted of
being a member of, or defending such an
organisation or having its literature in
his possession may suffer a penalty of
twenty years itiiprisonment.

Canada in the Crisis

Governmental resort (o sivtioii 1)8

marks the culminating point in a iwlicy
of sharpened police repression. Involved
in tlie common crisis of worid capitalism,
economic (Onditions in (he Dominion
!!ave grown progressively worse. Ex-
ports have sufTored a catastrophic de-
cline, niuititudes of .Western farmers are
literally destitute, industrial unemploy-
ment Jias reiiched unprecedenti'd dimen-
sions. At the Federal elections that car-
ried him info ofiice, tiie miliionaire leade-
of tbe Conservative party promised tf^

"take such me:isnres as w-ili provide Cor
the giving of work to every man and
woman in tliis country pwpared to
work". But in the nature of things, the
Bennett Government could as little «olve
the problems of capitalist anarchy as (he
preceding Liberal regime. Higher cus-
toms tariffs In a world of capitaiist
states all engaged in raising trade bar-
ri^-s, can only accentuate the general
chaos. The Imperial Conference whJfb
Mr. Bennett sought to in.struct resulted
in mutual insults. The masterly stroke
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Draft of the Thesis on the Trade Union Question
Tte question of trade UHicn policy

today involves primartly the problem ol

organizing the unoiuanized industries

which, in its immediate sense, means the

possibilities and perspectives of the new
industadal anion movement. But a cor-

rect approach to this problem must equal-

ly take into account the present position

of the American Federation of Labor and

similar types of existing unions as well

as their future perspectives. The prot>-

lem of the former Is closely bound up
with ft correct attitude toward the lat-

ter.

The vigorous growth of the American

trade union movement and its militaut

struggles during the immediate post war
stage of 1919-22 witnessed a change to

a severe downward curve lasting

throughout the period of bourgeois pro-

sperity up until tlie most recent devel-

opments. Strikes decreased progressive-

ly, both in actual numbers and in num-
bers ol particiimnts. The trade unions

deteriorated ideologically, decreased

numerically and became wealcened. The
worJcers were lulled into a false sense

of security. The unions failed entirely

to take advantage of the bourgeois pro-

sperity to strengthen their position. With
the advent of tile present world wide
crisis, the heavy unemployment and the

consequent slaslting capitalist otTensive

upon the working class standard of liv-

ing the A, F. of L, unions had reached
the lowest ebb,

Th« Prospects for Qie New Altlltant

Unions

The prolonged crisis now the out-

standing feature of capitalist economy,
the misery of unemployment «nd the

drastic reduction of the working class

standard of living is reaching a degree
of pressure which compels the workers
to begin to seek the ways and means
of resistance, and for those who are
unorganized, to bej^n to seek organi-

zation. In this direction, Uie first man-
ifestations «re today visble in the min-
ing and textile industries. And It is not
at all accidental, as it is precL-sely here
that the pressure upon tie workers has
l>een the heaviest. Tborefore, similar
manifestations may soon be expected In
other Industries as the pressure increases.

Thus the fii^t half of 1831, despite
the prevailing growing unempl^oyment
commences an upward curve in working
class resistance and in militancy wIHiIn
the labor movement. It r«;ord!t an in-

ereae in strike movements. While these
workers are still fighting entirely on
the defensive, what is particularly new
is the fact tJiat, to an inci'easing degiee,
CommunLst leadership in these develop-
ing struggles is being accepted by the
workers so often betrayed by re-
actionary leaders. On a whole the pre-
sent objection situation marks the pos-
BlMIitles for She revitalization Of the
new union movement and the prospects
for its attaining a mass basis. A factor
tontrfbuting to these prospects Is the
more rapid narrowing of the proletarian
basis within the A. P. of U unions in
recent years, the almost complete de-
struction of the United Mine Workers.
Similarly, the continued absence of
vitality within these unions; their utter
failure to undertake any actual organ-
ization whatever an^ng the unorgan-
ized industries; the proclamation by
Green for the organization of the auto-
wtoblle Industry, which never even reach-
ed a serious discussion stage; the feeble
attempts at organization In the South
which came to naught.
The organization of the unorganized

through building the new industrial uni-
ons stands today more than ever as the
center of gravity. To (he Communists, it
must become a serious dut^v and an
imperative task, with the further deep-
ening of the economic crisis and the
wage-cutting campalgri the present
trends of resistance will develop Into
definite prospects for sharpened class
batles. Even a possible early reviv^
of capitMlIst economy could not seri
onsly alter this perspectfve.On the con
trary it will make more certain the com-
ing workers' offensive for a revival can
be ncconiplishcd only at the cost of hdAv-
ier burdens upon ^he worker,«i. TIius, t^he
prospect tof n. rising movement is on the
order of the day. In that particularly
nea the favorable objective possibilities
for the new Industrial tinIons.

Should the Communists fail to util-
ize these po.ssibiIIties, or to apply the
correct ta^-tics and methods which can
insure successful developmeuts of the
new Industrial unions and establish rev-
olutionary leadership, such unions will
be built without the Oommunists or In
oi^posltion to them. This problem still
Jiangs In the l>alance between the alter-
native of revolutionary or reformist
leadership. The former spells progress;
the latter, defeat to the working class!
In this sense the coming ja-riod will be-
come a crucial one.

The Positton and Perspectives of tlie

A. F. of L. Unions
SInoe the twginning of the crisis, tie

A, F. of Ij. unions, as well as the inde-
pendent unions of the Railway Hrother-
hood type, have been utterly unable to
maintain their gains of the past—mostly
gains easily won. They jetreated all
aiong the line and have given up one
position after another. The very back-
bone of the craft unions, the Ijuilding
trades, are facing a growing inability to
maintain their contracted wage scale.
To an ever increasing degree the work-
ers in this and in similar industries,
where the A. P. of K has its main foot-
hold, are losing their position of craft
privilege due to advancing machine tech-
nique and other causes. But the reason
for deterioration and decline is not only
to be sought in these objective conditions,
since particularly during the most re-
cent period has the role of tbe leader-

ship of the A. F. of L. type of unlona

as agents of imperialism, first of all

concerned with the interests of the capi-

talist system, become glaringly manifest.

It has alternated, In conformity to this

position, between the deceptive policies

of class collaboration and that of out-

right treason to the workers.

JVould this present position of the A.

F, of L. type of unions warrant a per-

spective of their uninterrupted deterior-

ation and decline until their i>a,sslng out

of existence? Docs it warrant even a

perspective of a progressively diminish-

ing -role of their type of reactionary lead-

ershipV On the contrary ! To preclude

prospects of revival, expansion and
growth of the A. F, of L. unions, both

in Influence and In an organiiiational

sense, in the face of a period of coming
struggles, would be false. Such pro-

spects can easily materiuliz<; by pressure

from two directions. First, by the dir-

ect pressure of the employers uimn the

workers to lower their standard of liv-

ing, compelling these workers to seek

organization. Many will undoubtedly

join the ranks of the A. F, of L, unions,

as their first step while in turn the

A. F, of L. unions will be compelled,

at least formally, to adapt themselves

to these new requirements. Secondly,

prospects for expansion and growth can
materialize by outright resurrection at-

tempts, by deals with employerswho may
even give certain concessions in appear-
ance to A. F. of L. unions, out of fear

of actual growtli of the iicw industrial

unions. That also would spell Increasing

force to the role played by the labor

agents of imperialism.

A possibility of expansion and growth
of the A, F. of L. unions embodies the

possibilities of growth of genuine pro-

gressive sentiment and of radicalizatloa

within the membership. For this the
pressure of the slashing capitalist of-

fensive is already laying tfte basis. The
Increasing pressure and growing r^lst-

ance throws to the forefront a multitude
of problems demanding increasing mili-

tancy to approach a solution. Simul-
taneously, it also terrifically deepens the
chasm of the already great contradictions
between the vital needs of the masses
of the membership and the obstinate re-

action of the leaders. Some results

have already I>een shown in rank and file

revolts, wliich prove the absolute need
of, and excellent possibilities for tlie

organization of the I^eft wing within
these unions and for conducting the
struggle for Left wing leadership.

However, with the growth of coming
struggles there will also be increased
manileatationa within the A. F. of L,

and similar unions of the appearances of
pseudo-progressives. Even the agents of
imperialism In labors' ranks, in order
to Btrengtaien their bulwark against Com-
munism, will seek to attract the work-
ers by creating "Left" coverings for
their reactionary policies. In this sense
the Musteites within the A. F, of Ij., who
are certainly typical of such "Left'

cloaks, may be said to be only the fore-
runners of more definite developments of
this character. But it emphasizes fur-

ther the need of f!he Communists earn-
estly directing their attention to organ-
izing the genuine T^eft wing sentiment,
It Is necessary to emphasize again that
this work must go hand in hand with the
central task of organising the unorgan-
ized workers and building the new in
dustrial unions.

The OYade Union Policy of the
Lovestotifi Group

The restatement of a correct policy for
Left wing activities within the A. F. of
L. unious has nothing in common with
the proposals of the Eight wing Love-
stone group for a return to the old un-
ions via the route of desertion of the
IjCtt wing. This has been so much more
clearly demonstrated in their recent
"practical" proposals for such return.
For example. In the New York needle
trades their call upon the workers to
return, if followed, would mean the out-
right liquidation of the Left wing; the
denial of the right to existence of the
Ijeft wing and their return to the bosom
of Schlesiiiger and his agents, Is today
tile actuai role played by the Ijovestone
group. On a similar plane was the call
by this KIght wing group in the coal
miners to t^ease building a new union
and to return to the U. M, U., in the
face of their growing revolt against the
Lewis machine and their growing strug
gles against starvation conditions. To
return to the Lewis union could mean
nothing else but the betrayal of the mlu-
ere' revolt and struggle.

But it is particularly In the recent
developments in the Paterson textile
workers' strike that the Lovestone group
earns for itself the Ineradicable stigma
of absolutely shameless renegacy, AI
ready so deeply involved in the cunning
scOiemes of the A. F. of I,, bureaucrats,
working here in joint partnership with
the social reformist Musteites who fuac
tion as their "Left" come-ons, the Love-
stone group has completely adopted the
latters' views toward the Oommunists
and toward the official party. It sees in
the party's direction of the N. T. \y.
nothing but a series of "anti-working
working class acts", and ctiarges the
party with nothing but disruptive and
splitting activltie.s in the same tone and
spirit that has always <^haracteri7,ed the
assft^ults upon Communism l)y the A. F.
of L. hierarchy.

The Lovestone group does not at !ill

see the Communist party as a party of
the working Class whose Interests are in-

separably bound up with 'those of the
working class, whose role, despite all the
blundering mistakes of the leadership
still is the one of leading sections of tiie

workers in struggle for their vital needs.
Hence it is natural that this group in
the Paterson strike situation, has already

become a part of the antl-Comraunist

front, part of the machinations to deceive

tlie workers. In the trade union field,

the Right wing discloses its llquidatlon-

ist course with particular conclusiveness.

The Status o* the New Indnstriat Unions

A survey of the present status of the

new Industrial unions will reveal the

following particularly notably factors:

First, there are the most recent signs of

great prospects available for the devel-

opment and strengtiening of these on-

ions, their powibility of actually attain-

ing a union basis and :i mass basip.

Secondly, it is necessary to note the

general decline both of or;wnIzation and

In influence of the T. U, XL L. unions,

with the exception of some recent limit-

ed forward developments. This decline

reduced ,<iome of them to virtual non-ex-

tstence, despite its occurrence in a period

of objective possibilities for growth.

Thirdly there Is the development along-

side of the T. TI, TI. L. unions of other

new independent unions having their

origin either in a revolt against and a

spilt off from tJie A. P. of L., or in op-

position to It—unions with a new type

of leadership, distinctly reformist or

pseudo-progressive, as for example, the

miners unions of Southern West Virginia

and Illinois, The main reasons for the

first factor mentioned, the prospects of

growth for the new Industrial unions,

have already been Indicated,

The reasons for the general decline of

the T. II, IT. L. unions are not In the

main to be sought In the objective diffi-

culties which had to be overcome, al-

though there were such. Not TTie main
refisons are very intimately connected

with the false concepts and methods of

Communist leader^ip as practiced by
the Centrist regime of the party and of

the Comintern. It Is necessary first of

all to record and condemn the false con-

cepts of revoIuUonary unions in practise

built on a basis which re«lly left room
within it only for revolutionists : and
only of a certain type, excluding nil rev-

olutionists and Left wing workers not
willing to accept the Centrist views of
the party leadership and unable to sub-

mit to its arbitrary factional control.

Some of these unions were merely min-
ority sections withdrawn from the con-
servative unions which had the decisive

bulk of the workers within their ranks.
In the second place, it i.^ necessary to

record and condemn the false tactics and
blundering methods pursued by the party
leadership In the new union field. Even
the barest semblance of union democracy
disappeared from the new unions domin-
ated by the party leadership. They were
not granted the least measure of auto-
nomy necessary for unions to operate
as such. Functionaries were arbltrartly

replaced for reasons of party apparatus
Interests, without even as iimch as an
explanation given to the membership.
Such replacements were made in the
National Miners Union and the National
Textile Workers Union. AI>ortlve strikes

were launched without a consultation or

a vote of the membership, as for exam-

ple the Illinois miners' strike in Decem-

ber 1929 and the later Philadolphia

\\-aterfront strike. Often strikes were

called without a clear objective »)r de-

maitds, as was the case of the more re-

cent New York needle trades strike of

the industrial union. Generally they all

wound up in certain defeiit. There was

a complete absence of activities within

the reformist or conservative unions

whose members were simply read otit

of consideration by phrases about "com-

pany union" and "social fascism". But

above all, the party leadership's fail-

ure to apply the united front policy

counted heavily in the decline of the new
unions of the T. U. U. Ij. and is today

endangering seriously their future pro-

spects,

The.se arc also the very important

reasons for the rise of new independent

unions alongside of the T. U, U. L. uti-

ions. It was precisely because of the

failure of the N. M, U., under party

direction, that the separate sections of

new miners unions like the Southern

West Virginia union and tile Illinois

union, first under the Howat-Walker
combination and later under the Edmon-
son leadership, could come into existence.

They are the first example of new un-

ions organized without the Communists,

with a pseudo-progressive and reform-

ists leader^ip, but also anti-Communist

in their make-up. Their vole is, while

today in opposition, to endeavor tomor-

row to strike a tiargain with the reac-

tionaries, deceive the workers and stgain

return to the reactionary camp.

Such pseudo-progressive leadership,

whether it be at the head of new unions

or merely functioning as "Left" covi?r-

ings for the A. F. of L, reactionaries

cannot be combatted by fhe futile hurl-

ing of epithets of "social fascism" or

by the worse method of alliance with

them behind the backs of the workers.

The Centrist party leadership swings be-

tween these two extremes. Its recoil

from the isolation of the "Third I'eriod''

antics conceal flie danger of repetition

of the shameful alliance of the Anglo-

Russian Unity (Committee. Both ex-

tremes only weaken Communist leader-

ship and further strengthens the "IjCft"

coverings for the reactionaries. The lat-

ter can be effectively combatted only by
unmasking their role of coverings for

the reactionaries on 'the basis of actual

experience of fhe worker through a cor-

rectly applied policy of united front

struggles, embracing the workers under
reformist influence as well as those under
Communist influence.

Conclusion
1. The t-enter of gravity of trade un-

ion policy today is the organization of

the unorganized industries through tlve

building of the new industrial unions.

With the prospects of coming serious

battles, the possibilities for this work is

en'hanced. However, among the essen-

tial conditions for its success is the nee
essity of removing all of the false nar-

rowing concepts, all of the factional bur-

eaucratic encumbrances to which the new
industrial unions have been subjected.

Tliey must be allowed to dt velop as ac-

tual unions, ready to embrace all the

workers in a given industry. They must

be allowed to develop as mass unions.

But serious care should be taken that

they retain their militancy, flieir class

-objectives, and a revolutionary leadership

founded upon revolutionary service and

devotion.

2, It is essential and as a process

going hand In hand with the organiza-

tion of the unorganized industries, to

take up seriously the work of devdop-

ing and organizing the potentially grow-

ing Left wing sentiment within the A.

F. of L. and the new independent unions

under i-eformist domination. Not in

order to split off minority st^ctlons from

these unions but to win Iheir members
for Communism, One of the important

duties of thLs potentially developing Left

wing must be to defend the objects and

principles of the new industrial unions

which are under revolutionary leader-

ship. Not only to defend them t)ut to

work actively for unity in struggle for

class objectives jointly with the new in-

dustrial unions. There can be no objec-

tion In principle to .splits l»ut the funda-

mental basis must always be Che one of

winning the majority of the workers for

the revolutionary objects. Under condi-

tions where the reformist unions embrace
the decisive bulk of the organi7,ed work-
ers it is the task of the I^eft wing to

help build and strengthen lliem but with

the avowed object of winning the mem-
bers and the new recruits for the pol-

icies of the Left wing.

3. Particularly In the trade union

field are there now rich possibilities as
well as an imperative need for a genu-

ine united front policy. Its correct ap-

plication is a serious duty devolving upon
the (/omraunlsts. The recently develop-

ed situation in the mine fields and in

the textile industry testify eloquently to

this need as well as to Its practicality

of execution. It can, however, not be

carried out under the maneuvers of try-

ing to fool the workers or inviting them
to desert the unions to which they belong
to enter a .so-called "united front from
lielow" under the narrow banner of party

controlled unions. Much less can the

united front be established by maneu-
vers behind the backs of the workers
of alliances or deals with "Ijeft" come-
ons. Hoth methods defeat the very ob-

jects and purposes of the united front,

weaken Communist influence and streng-

then the hold upon the workers by the
reformists and reactionary imperialist

agents. An honest united front ywllcy

implies a recognition of tho existing un-

ioits as bona fide bodies composed of

workers whom It becomes the duty of the
Cjommunists to bring together to fight side

by aide, actually to unite und, in the pro-

cess, to defeat the deceivers and betray-
ers and thus to demonstrate the super-
iority of the revolutionary program, ob-

jects and leadership.

Translated into practical action it

would mean, for example in the miners

situation, that the National Miners Un-

ion recognize the unions of Southern ^Vest

Virginia and Illinois as iKUia fide bodies

of workers who have reliellcd against and

split off from tlie imperialist agents of

(he Lewis machine. The N. M. U.

should, uiK>n the basis of such recogni-

tion, take the initiative in calling them

togetlier to find the best ways and means

for ft united struggle and to hammer
out the common ol)iecttves of the strug-

gle. In the textile workers' situation,

an approach to a solution should pro-

ceed on a similar basis. Such a united

front policy, correctly applied, can be-

come a real source of strength to the

revolutionary section and contribute to-

ward the defeat of the reformists. The

united front policy must become a means

to the ultimate establishment of trade

union unity.

4. With the further progress ot the

slashing capitalist offensive, it is to be

expected tiiat there will to an increas-

ing degree l>e a resorting to the most

brutal suppression of all the elementary

rights of the working class. It is to

he expc(-ted not merely as a preventive

against the workers' resistance but aiso

as a means of continually keejnng (bem

on the defensive. Wlicre. in a vising

movement, dt>ccptton and treason may

not serve the capitalist emplo.vers so

well, It will be substituted by open brut-

al force—increase of injunctions, iwlice

persecution, deportations, evictions, den-

ial of political rights, etc., etc. In this

situation, it becomes a duty of the Com-

munists particularly to raise the slogan

of "fight for the democratic rights of

the workers"; to unite the workers'

forces and to organize t!ie fight so as

to bring out fully its political character

and completely connect It with the trade

union issues.

r>. The Ijeft Opposition will continue

its fight fraternally to assist the i>arty

toward correct views and practises of

trade union policy but uiiKparin^ly and

Intransigeantly against tlie false maneu-

vers and blunders of th<! party leanler-

ship. We decisively condemn and will

continue our fight unrt'-lentingly against

the essentially reformist views of the

Right wing Lovestone group, which, In

the name of unity, proposes to harness

the developing revolts stgainst tlie A. F.

of L, bureaucracy within reformist ctian-

nels, to bring Hl)out their defeat by pleas

to return to the old tinions. The policy

of ttie Lovestone group is the liquidation

of the new unions, the liquidation of the

Left wing—and the strengthening of the

reactionary Imperialist agents. Our pol-

icy Is tiie building of ttie new militaut

unions under revolutionary leadership

and the developing and strengtliening of

the Left wing wherever the masses .ire

grouped.

6. The Left Opposition proposes this

policy to the party, to the Communist
movement and to the Left wing trade un-

ion workers. Our members wherever

they are in the trade union, tie it the

new industrial unions or in tlie A. P. of

Ij., will work as a Ix'ft t^ommunlst frac-

tion fighting for the application of this

policy. Continuation of the party lead-

ership in resisting our prci)osed policy

can only urge our memberi, and support-

ers to intensify their efforts throughout

the trade union field.

LETTER FROiH TORO NT O

The Red Raids in Canada
^«»

(Continued from page 1)

of a complete embargo on trade re-

lations with the Soviet Union may possi-

bly satisfy tho Archbishop of Canter-

bury but scarcely contribute to indus-

trial revival.

Meanwhile unemployed demonstrations

thrdughout the country have shown the

temper of the jobless victims of the

system to be rising—-they have not al-

ways l>een ready to disperse submissively

at the first threatening gesture of the

police. Relief has been pitifully inade-

quate. To proposals for a system of

social insurance Bennett replies that

n«*ver, never, will he undermine the

sturdy independence and. pioneering spirit

of Canadians with the infamous "dole".

Fearing the radicalizing effect on vhe

masses of starvation In its several de-

grees, the possessing classes view the

approaching winter with uncertainty and
uneasiness. Shortly before prorogation

if Parliament, the Cabinet rushed through
a^ bill in terms uni>araUeIed since the

War Measures Act -conferring dictator-

ial powers "upon the governer-in-council

[tliat is, Itself] in respect to unemploy-
ment and farm relief ; and for the main-
tenance of pea-ce, order, and good govern-

ment in all parts of Canada".

In explanation of this measure Ben-
nett declared that "we will take such
action as in the judgment of the ex-
ecutive of this country . . . will free
this country of those who have proved
unworthy of our Canadian citizenship".

He referred to the Immigration Act as
already enabling the denaturalization of
a naturalized citizen, and of course his

subsequent deportation. His relief pro-

the

are

posal amounted to a scheme of public

works, road construction, etc., to which

the registered unemployed will be draft-

ed to work at such wage-rates as the

government sees fit. It is a -choice be-

tween a form of industrial conscription

at the lowest possible standard of living

or outright starvation. In plain words,

the Government gave notice tliat every

manifestation of class -consciousness, ev-

ery attempt to bring home the responsi-

bility for the crisis on capitalism, every

movement of industrial or political oi>-

positjlon in the working class to the

^e^ares (^ the go\-ernment, wIU be

met with censorship suppression. Im-

prisonment and deportation. And
Communists, as the militant leaven,

to be singled out especlnliy.

Police Terror In Toronto

The Ontario provincial authorities have

quickly taken their cue. Not that their

action will be entirely a new departure.

Ever since the advent of General Drairer

to the police administration In Toronto,

90-called civil liberties have been con-

spicuous by their absence. Draper pro-

ceeded to give the most convincing ocular

demonstration of Ijcnin.s thesis that

bourgeois democracy is a sham and a

lie. Open-air meetings were dispersed

on every occasion by police clubs, speak-

ers were cruelly man-handled and beat-

en. Hall owners were prevented from
renting out tiieir assembly halls by tlie

fear of losing their licensee A few pac-

ifists and professors uttered a feeble

protest for free speech in the name of

"British justice". The "labor leaders"

and .social-democrats either maintained a

cowardly silence or warned the police
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that tlieir methods would only create

more Bolshevism. But the capitalist

press with few exceptions virulently

urged a holy war of "Christendom"
against "Soviet dumping". The pillars

of Business and Finance, including the

Chief Justice of the Province, gave

Draper's faith and works their heartiest

aijproval. Liberalism could only emit its

odor of decay.

The latest stage of the persecution of

the party is by far the most serious,

sinc(i it attempts to place the Commun-
ist program itself under indictment.

Upon the comrades selected by circum-

stance to represent our doctrine rests

therefore a great responslltillty,—to util-

ize the occasion despite the technical

difficulties of court procedure, as a forum
from which to appeal to the working
<:lass. It Is capitalism that must be

placed under Indictanent. The Commun
ists must show that they have no in-

terests separate and apart from the rest

of the workers. It they are on trial

at this moment, It is for no "advocacy

of force or violence" but because they

are leaders in the immediate struggles

of the workers against unemployment,
against wage-cuts, against capitalist mill

tarism, for the defence of the Soviet

Union, for freedom of speech and as-

sembly, et(^,, and because In the course
of these struggles the Communists must
expose the mechanism of capitalist i;x-

ploittition and the class-character of the

State.

The Communists make no secret of

their aims. Our program is dictated by
an objective consideration of the motive
forces of history nnd capitalist society

We are well aw^re that the government
regards the use of "force and violence"

whether for the prosecution of war or
the suppression of strikes, as Its eiciu
sive monopoly. The "democratic" state

is tho executive of the capitalist class

and an organ of exploitation and coercion

of the proletariat. If bourgeois dem-
ocracy is based on consent, it is the

"consent" of the victim who has been
stunned or drugged. But constitutional

problems are in the first place questions

of power and legal institutions change
with the social structure. Tbe Cora
niunists do not "create" revolutionary

situations ; they only organize the work
era to reap the advantage. Revolution-

ary explosions must occur when the con-

tradiction l>etween the character of the

property relations and the mode of pro-

duction of a given society becomes un-
bearable. In this sense it Is true that

on a world scale capitalist economy is

ripe for social revolution. But the

workers -conquest of political power is

not a simultaneous act. It is fought out
in national forms. Not only is a thor-

ough-going social and political crisis nnd

the sufficient degree of demoralization of

the iTilIng class nec*essary but a majority

of the workers at least must have ac-

cepted Communist leadership.

A Trial Out ot the Past

The Attorney-General must know as

well as we do that the party in Canada
cannot yet boast such a following and

that there is no Immedlatt; revolution-

ary crisis. It there were sucli, he must
further know that the metho»b; of a jury

trial would by mutual consent be alto-

gether InadtKiuate, He has apparently

not learned, however, Ihat he cannot for

a long time ^hope to stem the tide of rev-

olutionary agitation, propaganda and or-

ganization by proscribing the revolution-

ists. Ilismark's anti-socialist legislation

failed ultimately to prevent the expansion

of the social democracy and. in our day,

the Communist movement. Attorney Gen-

eral I'ri<« may not have heard of tbe

trial, following the revolution of lOOrj

of T>2 delegate.s to the Workers Council

of St. I'etersburg. They were arrested

and tried under section 101 and 102 of

the Czarist Criminal Code as huVIng

"attended and participated ... in an
association whi(?h knowin;rIy .set itself

the purpose of violently overthrowing the

legally estalilished form of government ot

Russia and replacing if with a denun'ratic

republic". The proporfions are different

but the example is instructive. Tho 52

were condemned to long terms of im-

prisonment and Hiberian exile. With
what results?

There can be no question of tbe posi-

tion that every class-conscious worker
must take up towards this trial—abso-

lute, militant, intransigeant struggle

against the forces of reaction. The work-
ers must organlKC in a broad united front,

whatever their political, or industrial af-

filiations, to protest again.st the wave of

terror wtiich the capitalist authorities

have let loose against the militants of
their class. Kvery ounce of energy must
be thrown into the defense of tiie com-
rades and the right of tiie party to con-
tinue above ground. We Communists of

the Left Opposition have serious Inter-

nal differences with the Centrist leader-

.ship of the party touching policy and
principle. We do not minimize the im-
portance -of these differences for a cor-
rect revolutionary Marxian development
of the party, but that cannot detet us
from rallying to tiie party in every crisis

and emeniem'y and for a united strug-
gle against the reaction. We ask today
as before to be re-instated in our mem-
liersblp rights and we are prepared to
submit our dikerencos to be resolved by
the processes of party democracy,
Toronto, August 1931.

—MAURICE SPECT
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2. The Meaning of the American Crisis

(Continued from Lnst Issue)

I). Tiie the.sia does not fihow tleurly

whether its perspectives are for a long

or a short poriot!, hi politics or in eton-

omica. The political i^rspet^tive of In-

ereaseii sharpness oE tiie class stru^'^le

for the next ft-w j-eai-s, even In tlie face

of some reviviil in cupitalism, is soinid

because it proceeds from the sound pre-

mise that tiiis revival will be based on

w;i;,'e-<.'!ittii5j; and the consequent afisrava-

tion ot cijtss wintriidictions, A lonf;-tertii

perspective of revolutionary upsurge,

however, is not compatible with n loag-

term economic perspective which in-

cludes the possibility of a complete re-

covery of American capitalism, over a

period of time, from the depths of the

present crisis to tise heights of 11V29. On
the Ions-term perspective the position of

the thesis appears to be amliiKuous, as

it fails to exclude the possihiiity of a

"Victorian a(;e" of American Imperial-

iiim, parallel to the development o£ Bri-

tish imperialism in the nineteenth cen-

tury.

The second conclusion wliiHi we shall

attempt to prove Is that there are differ-

ences i>ctween the position of American

economy at the present time and the

economy of lOn^land in the nineteenth

century of such a far-reaciiins kind that

the metiiods wliich proved successful for

Kngland cannot be successful for Amer-

ica, and that therefore Americun imper-

ialism cannot restore a high level ol

prosperity.

A. The first of these basic differences

Is the existence of contradictions in

America's world position wliicii no Eur-

opean power has ever had to face, Eng-

land developed markets on the basis of

Kcllin),' them linlshed goods and liiiying

their raw materials and foodstuffs, Aui-

erica Is a major exporter of bot!) raw
materials and manufactures, and its in-

terna! economy is iiuilt on a certain

efjnilibriura between the two,

When England developed raw material

production in foreign backward countries

colonies or semi-colonles. it hud little

home prodnction of such commodities,

and after the decisive defeat of the agri-

cultural Conservative interest in 1923

willing sacrificed its limited home agri-

•uUure. In the United States, nearly

half t!ie [xipulation is t^till agricultural,

and a much larger proportion Is on-

gaged in the production of (iO% of the

world's copper, '>'>% of the world's iron

ore 44'/r of the aiumiiium, 67% of the

petroleum etc., that is, in the extractive

industries producing industrial raw ma
terials. Development of prodnction of

such commodities in foreign countries

would simply aggravate tiie competition

of the world at large with American ex-

ports ot raw materials, ['nless produc-

tion of such goods in backward coun-

tries were increased, exploitation of such

countries would be impossible.

There is therefore a contradiction be-

tween America's position as tlie world's

greatest producer of raw materials and

its need, forced by the pressure of ex-

cessive productive facilities, for exploita-

tion of foreign markets. This contra-

diction did not exist for the older im-

perialist nations, who produced relative-

ly little raw material.

Government figures iiave been cited to

show that the percentage of manufac-

tured products in total U. S. exports has

increa.-!ed from ,S0,7'/c in 1!)10-1014 to

r)0.2% in li>30, while the percentage of

crude materials and semi-manufacturers

d8Cline<l from 43,5% to 35.,"i'/e. The De-

partment of Commerce lists gasoline,

kerosene, fuel oil, lubricating oil, etc. as

matiufactured products, although in many
cases t;hey represent less "value added
by manufacture" than such (items as

copper ingots or steel billets, classed as

semi-uianufacturers considering all work
done from the original extraction of

ore (or crude petroleum) to final ship-

ment ready for export. These four

classes of refined oil products averaged

in value, during 1910-1014, $114,4«),000,

or r)..S7% of total exports; in 1930 they

totalled iM32,7!5,O00, or 11.44% of total

exports. Transferring this item alone

from manufacture to semi-manufacture

would give the following comparison

:

Percentage of Total Exports
1910-14 1930

Dept. of Commerce
ligures

Haw & semi-mfd. -Hh'tVe Xi.r,%

li'inished mfrs, 30.7 50.2

Revised, to allow for

o!i products as semi-

mfd. products

Raw & semi-mfd. 54.9 44,9

Finished mfrs. 2r).3 38.8

Without going into other criticiEms ot

the ofticial data, it will be clear that

American economy has not yet aiijusted

itself to a iiasis of exporting finished pro-

ducts predominantly; it therefore follows

that development of raw material re-

sources abroad will aggravate the posi-

tion of l«islc raw material industries in

the U. R,

B. A second contradiction in Amer-
ica's world aims is based on the fact

that its export markets are largely based

on developed industrial nations, not on
backward ones. The countries which
took 4% or more of total American ex-

ports In 1S30 ^••ere : Ignited Kingdom
17.6%,, Canada 17.2%, Germany 7.2^^.

France 5.8%, Japan 4.3%, a total of

52.1% to America's sharpest competitor^,

British imperialism did not grow by

exporting to Britain's competitors, but

to backward countries, American Im-

ferialism in crushing and displacing

European competition, is at the same
time reducing the buying power of its

(at preseni) best markets; another con-

tradiction which weakens the effective-

ness of imperialism as a solution of Am-
erica's crises, both present and those to

pom 6,

American capitalism as a whole cau-

ncl solve its problem by increasing its

sales ti) India and Chimt and reducing its

sales to KuLiland and Germany ; the stan-

dard of living of the Indian or Chinese

worker is and must be kept lower than

tiiat of the European or American woik-

er for capitalism to make a profit on

the former, !>at this means that the new
markets must be narrower than the old.

The problem can be evaded for a short

time by increased exports of productive

goods such as rail-material, mining ma-
chinery, etc., but this cannot be a serious

factor in comparison with the actual dis-

placement of raw material production

by America to similar production abroad.

E. I)y the end of 1920, it was esti-

mated on the basis of a (luestionnaire

fiiat American ''direct" investments

abroad, meauiuLj; factories, mines, planta-

tions, etc, owned outright by American
and udt in the form of bonds or stocks

{finance capital), amounted to over 71/,

l>m!ons of dollars. To this extent the

Amer!<:ai! bourgeoisie is profiting ijy the

direct exploitation of a foreign prole-

tariat, and ti) this extent is shifting the

scene of its contradictions from at home
to ai)road. Such a shifting solves the

proi>k'm of tiie individual capitalist, in

reaiiKing a larger surplus value, but ag-

gravates the contradictions of American
capitalism as a whole, directly as reflect-

ed in unemployment and indirectly lij

stimulating imports,

F. It has been suggested by some
comrades that exports of finance capital

in wiiich America is notably strong, may
solve the American crisis. Finance capi-

tal, as I.enin pointed out. is the spear

head of impL'rialism, tlie directing, as-

sembling and attacking force ot capi-

talism. But finance capital In itself is

not a primary factor in production—it

regulates tlie relations among the ex-

ploiting chisses. A foreign loan (export

of finance capital) unaccompanied by ex-

ports of goods, is merely a means of

displacing the bourgeoisie of the borrow-
ing country by that of the lending coun-

try. This is the difference between such
investments and the direct investnients

just mentioned, American loans to Gar-

many tend to shoulder out the German
proletariat, in favor of the American
bourgeoisie. Such exports of finance

capital favor the growth ot a parasitic

cla.ss of Ixuidholders, obtaining their sub-

sistence from the expioitalion of a for-

eign iiourgeoisic and a foreign proletar-

iat. In no way Iiowever, can such ex-

ports solve the contradictions of 'he

home economy, which are contradictions

of productive relations.

F, On the contrary, the growth of

such a parasitic element among the Am-
erican bourgeoisie creates another con-
tradiction— tiie necessity of a large sur-

plus of imports over exports, with which
the surplus values represented by the

exported finance capita! may be realized.

Every mature imperialist power has in

the past developed on "unfavorable" bal-

ance of trade, that is, Mie rest of the

world produces more goods for it than
it has to produce for the rest of the

world. The difference represents large-

ly, the interest on its exported finance

capital. England at the pi-esent time,

exijorts about 60% of the value of its

imports; the difference represents the
proceeds of imperialist exploitation.

For the I.-nited States, however, sucii

a perspective conflicts sharpiy with its

amidtion, forced on it !)y economic neces-

sity, to increase exports to the maximum
and reduce imports to n minimum. Clear
expression to this ambition was given iu

the Hawley-ifmoot tariff of 192;). Wlien
a Caechoslovak shoe manufacturer, for
instance, began flooding ibe American
market with cheap shoes, the tariff was
promptly raised on him and his markets
greatly reduced.

A country such as England, with an
atrophied agrit'ulture and little raw
material production, Jias no contradic

tioiis to face in developing its import

trade. Inl America, out of 1930 imports

totailing $3 ,061,(DO ,000, the main items

were raw silk 263 millions; newsprint
(based on the partial exhaustion of Am
erican forests) 132 million; coffee, 209

millions; rubber, 140 miliions; sugar,

130 millions ; burlaps, 54 millions ; wood
pulp, 74 millions; petroleum and gasoline

(of whicli America produces an enor-

mous surplus herself), 122 millions

copper ores (for refining not a genuine
import ) 92 millions ; and tin, 60 mil-

lions. Tliese were all the commodities
imixirted to the extent of ,")0 miilions or

more apiece, and together they totaUed
1,284 miliions, or 42% of total imports.

Exports of finance capital by America
therefore create more contradictions

rather than solve old ones, unless ways
can be found of increasing American
Imports of silk, sugar, coffee and the

like.

G. Behind the.se contradictions is the

basic difference between American and
classic British imperialism, that Amer-
ican imperialism enters the arena in a

period of world capitalist decline, while
British imperialism developed during the

world upswing ot capitalism, before its

wintradictions had reached their present

maturity. When British imperialism,

through exploiting native labor in back-

ward countries greatly increased the

total world supplies ot raw materials,

world markets were still expanding and
able to aksorb the increased supplies.

American imperialism following the same
procedure will throw additional supplies

on to a world market which is incapable
of absorbing the volume of production
from existing facilities. This will ag-

gravate Its own contradictions, between
the developed productive forces of Am-
erica and ot the existing outside world,
and the limited and declining world mar-
kets.

Since tile driving force iiehind ail capi-

talism i-; profit, such imperialist cou-

ijuests, l)y war or peace, wil! be carried

oiit, because it is still possible to extract

suipius value from backward <'ountrics.

They will h;ive a different meaning h(>w-

evcr, t'nan thai which similar conquests

had for England on the upward swing

of capitaiisui. They wi!! mean for Am-
erica an incieased sharpness of cont'-a-

dictions at home. The development of

cotton-growing in India would mean the

economic devastation of the ,South, its re-

trogression to a pre-capitalist economy
ba.sed on small self-sutlicicnt farms, and

the loss of a great section of the home
market to American industry, which still

operates to t^iie extent of over W/o for

the home market.

On these grounds we deny the possi-

bility of 3. "Victorian age" for Amer-
ican capitalism. We tieiieve that a re-

vival in the neiir future, ivhen and if it

comes, will be limited in scope, will not

be t!ie beginning of a great upward swing
tiiat will recover the ground lost since

1929, that the stabilisation so achieved
will be temiMirary and that the next crisis

will start from a lower plane than tiio

pre.sejit one. Politically, we lieliove it

correct to infer that the attempt to stab-

ilise capitaiisEu on a lower level will rc-

stit in greater militancy, and will usher

ill a period o£ years of increasing rev-

olutionary iu)surge !>as('d on increasing

cc'inomic contradictions and increasingly

evident inability of capitalism to solve its

proi>lems. Jmperi;i!ist coififests i>y \"ri-

erica during this i>eriod of decline will

not result in sutlicient restoration of eco-

nomic health to slow this development

up raatariaiiy. How long such a period

can last until a true revolutionary crisis

is reached we cannot foretell; it seems

most improi)a!)]e that it wiil take so long

for American capitalism to reach the

crisis of its downswing as the hundred

or more years that It took to reach the

peak ot its up.swing, which wo tieliove

was pas,sed in 192!). We certainly do

not believe that the revolutionary crisis

is at band today or next year. On the

basis of the foregoing iiersiH^ctive, how-

ever, we do ijelieve that a strategic line

laid out for tiie next year or two on

the !)asis of class resistance to wage cuts

could weil extend its scope for a long-

er-range outlook of increasing miiitancy

over a period of vears,

—C. J. FIELD.

Social Reformism and a Labor Party
In dealing with social reformism and

the labor party the tliesis presents a

position of correction conipartvi to tho

previous analy.sis and although the main

points are correct, there are. neverthe-

less, a couple of points that need fur-

ther clarification. The thesis says, "Add

to this fact that American bourgeoisie

Is still powerful enough to grant 'con-

cessions' as tlie growth of reforms, and

we not only iiave an explanation of Its

expansion but also to calculate upon its

growth (not its 'narrowing down') In

the coming period." Considering this In

relation to, "Abstractly considered to be

sure, were there a mass movement whlcii

would organise a lal)or party, the Com-
munists would have to take up the (luos-

tion of working witiiin as a revolution-

ary nucleus." If we can "calculate upon

its growth" then how can we calculate

that the ia!)or party "is a matter which

has less timely significance today—even

abstractl.v—tisan in years past, since

there is no substantial movement at all

for a labor party in the 1933 elections?"

If we consi-der the crisis and all the

economic implications that go with It,

as well as the future trend, we can agree

that the degree of exploitation Is Increas-

ing and the standard of living declining.

Also considering the weakness ot the

unions and the Communist party, %ve

can say the trend is toward a narrowing

ECONOMIC base of social reformism.

In other words, the trend of the econ-

omic factors favors the revolutionist and
not the reformer. Such could not he

said (except historically) of capitalism

in its growth stage wlien "granting"

crumbs could !>e well afforded for "peace-

development" while today these conces-

slonB are for breathing spells of decay

capitalism.

In this .sense, the economic base for

.social reformism Is narrowing but from

this v.'e cannot conclude, as the Stalin-

ists do that reformism is done for—nor

can we, by seeing actual growth of re-

formism, dismiss the problem by saying

the base is not narrowing but has abil-

ity to widen, as the thesis says.

In realising the 'historic limitations

of reformism in America (as Trotsky

points out) it would be wrong to deny
its possible growth (Stalinism) imt also

wrong to present it as the thesis does.

The difference between growth and de-

cay capitalism, which turns around so

many problems, also ciianges the pro-

lilem of reformism. Reformism can have

a narrowing economic base with an ideo-

logical growth. As Trotsky says, the

support of the social democrats in Ger-

many Is not faith in the leadership but

lack of faith in tiie Communists.

Since t!ie developing of American econ-

omics is not moving in favor of the capi-

talists and tiieir social reformers, but in

favor of greater class battles and the

revolutionist, it follows that the econ-

omic iiase of social reformism is nar-

rowing. But because the economic i)ase

Is narrowing it does not follow that capl-

talLsm will not and cannot grant social

reforms. Pretdsely because the capital-

ist economic base is sliding, making more

Insecure its irosition against tiie on-

slaught of the workers, It must "grant"

social reforms in order to stem the tide

and save a tottering world system.

Material gains of the past and material

gains of today as social reforms are dif-

ferent. Just like some material gains ot

the workers favor the social retormerK

while other matlelflal gains favor the

revolutionist, tlie Communist, In other

words, social reforms of developing capi-

talism and .social reforms ot decaying

capitalism have a different base although

they both serve the .same evds and same
masters. But In serving the same ends,

the social reformers are not as secure

at present as they were In the i>a.st, be-

cause they don't have the favorable base

of yesteryear. This factor Is what makes
the following sentence In the thesis so

vital and the key to the problem, "The

proportionate strength of tiie two paral

lei streams (social reformLsm and Com
munism.—H, O. ) will depend in a large

measure upon the course pur.sued by the

Comninists."

The thesis must explain social reform

Lsm in relation to growing and decay-

ing capitalism and the change of em-

pasls ot some problems from emphasis

of objective factors to emphasis of sub-

jective fa<;tors. The l)asic i-eason for the

changed relationship being the OPPOS-
ITE TREND OI^' OB.IEC^TIVE FACITORS
in the growth and decay stages of capi-

talism.

Further the thesis must not deal with

tlie labor party in the abstract. All in-

dications are that the question of the la-

!)or party will lie more important in tlie

future than in the past (to a large ex-

tent due to the Right wingers and Cen-
trists). This means to present our posi-

tion on the lalior party and farmer labor

party, as well as tiie relation of the two
which we are sure to have in complex
American developments, yet maintaining

the basic correct analysis on social r^
formism and the labor party as presented

in the thesis.

—HUGO OEHLER.

Prospects for the Outcome of the Crisis

Xo matter what problem ot impor-

tiiiice we, as a political organization, set

ourselves to solve, we are always con-

fronted wifh the question of the "econ-

omic crisis"- Our analysis of the devel-

opment of tiie latter wiil determine the

position to be taken on the problems of

the day. It is tor this reason 'that we
must seriously and comprehensively study

tiie various factors at work and the pos-

sible solutions in order to determine

their degree of likelihood.

There are in tile main three paths poa-

sible for this country to follow: (1) the

crisis grows deeper and deeper, lading

either to an imperialist or a revolution-

ary war, or to both; (2) it continues in

the present state ot depression; (3) It

rises out of tiie crisis.

I'hdrq are f.!i<]tore wVjrking for the

realization of all three of the above, yet

the factors working for the third possi-

bility make that one the most likely.

Polities and Economics

Volumes have been devoted to explain-

ing the direct connection and dependence

of iwlitlcs on economics. This is, of

course, verj- true and must always be

borne in mind. Yet, and this Is also

important, politics very often acts as

the cause and not the effect, 1. e., not

as the determining factor tor economic

trends, but the precipitating factor tor

accelerating or retarding economic events.

Recognizing the above, we shall discuss

the question of the crisis in order to

show that "Ameri<'a will in most likeli-

hood be able to get out of its present

crisis", always remembering that major

political events, such as successful rev-

olutions In Germany or Spain or the

outbreak of a new imperialist war, will

act as the added force to warp com-

pletely the following conclusions.

The major factor working for the eon

tinuatlon ot the present crisis until a

revolutionary overthrow ia the Commun-
ist party, the labor movement. An ob-

jection may be made to my using In

practically the same breatli the "Com-

munist party" and the "labor movement",

and it Is precisely in this objection that

tiie weakness of tills force lies. The

Communist party is but a small, a tiny

fraction of tile American labor move-

ment. So long as it continues to remain

with Its present approximate strength or

weakness, and unless it radically changes

its present tactics, we can predict no

rapid rise of its influence or prestige—
It cannot play enough ot a role to ham-

per seriously any attempt of the capital-

ists to issue from their crisis.

A second factor tending towards a

solution aloiig, either lines 1 or 2 is

the enormously increased "productivity"

during the past decade. In connection

with this although it makes the solu-

tion of the crisis more difficult and the

period ot the cycle shorter, I do not

believe it to be of so potent a nature

as to make a solution of the present crisis

impossible. Productiveness has always

been increasing under capitalism and be-

fore one attempts to raise the above as

the all-important stumlding block before

which American capitalism will be

brought to its knees, he should explain

why, in spite ot Incrwised productivity

prior to previous crises, the country al-

ways rose from the fragile bridge of

the crisis years to broader paths of pro-

sperity.

A crisis, especially the present one,

manifests itself In "over-production", "re-

stricted markets" or "large volumes of

accumulat-e<i .stocks on hand", whichever

name you desire to apply to the same
"surplus of commodities". Therefore in

order to rise out of the trough of de-

pression. It wiil be necessary to extend

the "market". Exactly what does the

market consist of? The following three

major sub-divisions may be made: (1)

market for consumers* goods (shoes,

clothing, etc.); (2) market for produc-

ers' goods (factories, etc.): (3) foreign

market. (In connection with' this, I be-

lieve it should be pointed out that com-

rade Field makes a fundamental error in

his first article by considering the mar-

ket to consist only of consumers' goods)

Exactly as there are two Uiajor divisions

of the iiiarket (foreign falls into the

lii'st two), so tliere are two groups of

jndusti'ics, producing either producers'

goods or consumers' good.s. If there is

tiie likelihood that tiie iiidustries of

categories 1 or 2, or both will again

begin to produce at considerably increas-

ed ratio to capacity, as comfjared to the

present, we believe It would be proper

for us to conclude that the likelihood Is

that America will get out of its crisis

(always rememijering the few vital words
pertaiiiing to "politics").

Factors at IVork

The following are tiie factors we con-

tend will act to bring about this change.

They will act both independently and
cotupiemcntarily, supplementing and re-

enforcing each otiier:

3, Gradually diminishing supply Of

stocks (primarily in consumers' goods);

2. Re-investment in industry, lioth in

the sense of replacement of constant

capital and tiie expansion thereof;

3. Increased foreign market.

Exactly how will the interactions of

tlie points a!)Ove enumerated ten<l to

start the wheels of indusii-y moving

again'; In the following maiiuer.

A crisis has as one of its major charac-

teristics a large surplus of consumers'

goods stocked up. Because of this large

accumulation, the factories producing

these commodities temporarily slow down
production or in many cases even shut

down completely, we thus have the two
opposing factors: (1) less is being con-

sumed of this type of goods, because of

decreased purchasing power of tiie ma.-is-

es caused by unemployment and wage-,

cuts and the impoverishment ot the petty

bourgeoisie; (2) less is lieing produced T.

e., in both cases "less" after the period:

of tiie depression has set In than <lur-

ing the previous period of prosperity.:

But—^and this is the all-inclusive "l)Ut"

—the point is reached wliere current

consumption exceeds current produc-

tion. This is obvious upon slight re-:

flection. The working class, although In

depressed straits, must continue to live,

to eat, to buy clothes. The market con-

sisting of consumers' goods can never go

below a certain level—no matter what
metiiod the proletariat uses to obtain

these necessities of life, they must be

gotten. Furthermore, a considerable por-

tion (luxuries, etc. ) of the market for

ca tegory ( 1 ) Is less affected by the

crisis than other portions. 1 refer here

to the I)ig and petty bourgeoisie and to

thtise of the American w-orkers who, even
during the crisis, continue to receive

their high steady Income. Xo matter

what tile dynamics of the situation may
he, we can s;ty that the supply of stocks

01! hand in tlie consumers' industries

must decrease. Even the more objective

of our SiOur^eois ex[)erts recognize the

importance of the above !n looking for

signs of a let-up. I believe that it was
last July that the Annalist registered

great disappointment because of the fail-

ure of ft survey of stocks on hand to

show any appreciable drop from the l>e-

giniiing of the crisis. Further, by quot-

ing fom "Business Cycles and I'nemploy-

ment", we find that "during 1921 and
the early months of 1922. there w"as a
considerable reduction In the quantity of

new materials produced and as ft result

much of the .surplus stock was consum-
ed". The same effect will lie recorded

at some future date for the crisis of 19;i0.

Increased activity in production of

consumers' goods will mtwn re-employ-

ment of new masses of workei's in these

iiidustries. Re-eniployinent means more
wages aiid therefore an increase in that

part of tiio market that is formed by

wages. An increa.sed market result-s in

even gre.'itor industrial activity, e!c. etc.

KfTecfs oil Producers' Goods
However, the above is but one of the

I'cstilis to be expected as a result of

sin inlving stocks. .\ second will be its

effect on iho.ie industries manufacturing
producers* goods. For a period of al-

most two yeai-s. Industry has been Idle,

tiie incentive^ to replaceiiient of fixed

e-apita! therefore lacking. No sooner do

(he first sigiK of tiie possibility of profit

show themselves tiian the demaiid for the

repiacement ot parts "worn out" by two
years ot even idleness (for ft certain de-

preciation occurs in fixed capital whe-
ther it is iiarely used or it is working
at capacity). This -stimulates production

In those industries producing fixed capi-

tal (e. g„ steel, maciiineryi. Here again

we have the ever retlecied waves of In-

creased wages. Increased iiarket, etc.

Glancing back at the second of th«

above enumerated factors we read that

one of the forces in operation will be

that of expanding tiie coiist^mt capit.il.

One of the feafures of our present crisis

is the enormous (luantity of money capi-

tal available. What greater inducement

could there be for investment ot large

sums in new as wdi as expanding old

enterprises than the low money rates ex-

isting at the present time. "A crisis is

alwajs the starting point of a large am-
ount of new investments" tMarx).

Wiio is to predict that this huge engulf-

er of hours of laiior is not to take the

form of expansion ot new industries.

Would not the rise of a new industry

act as an enormous market for present

day iiidnstry in the same manner as rail-

roads did at one time, automoiales at

another and radio and airplanes to a
greater or le.sser degree during the past

decade? Let the one who desires the

name of the industry guess him.self, or

perhaps ask his parents wiiy they were
unable to predict tlie rise ot the auto-

mobile iiidustry.

Foreign Trade

As regards increase of foreign trade,

we believe the thesis has taken the pro-

per iiiie of development—iiy a redivision

of the world inarket. Hut here how-
ever, the thesis is weak in not clearly

—

altiiougii it does mention It—stating the

political reverberalions that must ensue
from a too vigorous pursuit of an ag-
gi'essive toieign policy. Not for long can
Germany or England continue to with-
stand any ser|Al3 a^isault upon tiielr

markets without the greatest internal

conclusions, upheavals that ma.v, with
proper (-oniintern leadcisbip, lead to tite

victory of the pi^>!etariat in short order.

In the main, therefore, the contention
that America wiil attempt to get out of
Its crisis on the back of Europe is true,

but not all-inclusive.

In eonciusioii, and to sort of vei'y

briefly sum up al! of tiie above: America
win m,ONt likely iswue fi^an the pre-
sent crisis through an expanding mar-
ket—the expanding market taking th'i

form of increased exports development
of new industries, rehabiiitatlon of old
ones, and the pick-up to ensue in cer-

tjiin Industries because of the inevitaiiie

consumption of t^heir surplus products.
Itade difficult by the eiiormous increase
of capacity for product ion durllig the
past decade, we nevertheless believe that
American capitalism wiil succeed in ex-
tricating itself froiu its present acute
difficulties. —H. KTONE.

In the Struggle of the Shoeworkers
BOSTON.—

After textiles, the shoo industry In

New England is the Industry second in

importance in that area. Ot all indus-

tries in the section, the shoe industry

has been left almost untouched by the

economic crisis. Production ot shoes in-

creased due to the fact that New England

Is producing a cheaper type of shoe. l>e-

spite all that, the wages ot the shoe

workers have nevertheless undergone un-

beai'd-of slashes, even in such a period

of wage cuts as universal in its effe(;ts

as the present. Average reduction of

the workers' pay amounts to 40 per cent

for all crafts. The wood-iieeiers and

.some of the crafts in the stitching rooms

have had their wages decreased in even

higher percentages ranging anywhere

from 40 to oO per ceiit. The wage-cut-

ting campaign Is stilt on, and during the

present season the workers have beguii

to sliow resistance against it. Workers
everywhere In the industry are maturing

for organization possibilities, as mani-

fested by walk-outs in several factories.

At the moment, the cutters in the Dart-

mouth factory are out on strike while

all the other departments are working.

I'nfortunately, there Is no union in the

field strong enough to give all the shoe

workers lesidership In the struggles that

are looming ahead for tiiem. The Boot

and Shoe, the oldest union in the indus-

try, an A. P. of L. organization. Is dis-

credited among the workers quite thor-

oughly, their numerous betrayals are

still fresh in the minds of the shoe work-

ers. It has always proved Itself to be a

wervile agency ot the State Board ot Ar-

bitration calling all genuine revolts

against rotten conditions: "outlaw"

strikes, and expelling militant locals, as

In the Brockton strike In 1922. The Cnited

Khoe Workers, at one time a progressive

union, with Its main, or to be correct, only

base in Bynn, have lost their following

at present by trailing in the footsteps

of the Boot and Shoe. A few more In-

dependeiit local organizations, like the

one In Haverhill, actually amount to

nothing.

The present critical situation among
the shoe workers, their di.strust of all

leadership is a result of their experi-

ences particularly in the great .strike in

1 1930 In which 120(X) Boston shoe -work-

ers participated. The leadership in that

strike were a part of the old I'nlted

machine. No preparations were made,
no demands drawn up, even the picket-

ing was not carried on in an organized

manner. The strike was spontaneous

almost from its inception and took on

iiuge proportions over nlgiit. The local

leaders felt thenisclves incapaiiie of

handling such a big situation and were
ready to receive aid from any (juarter

tiiat wouid offer it to them. In this way,

maiiy of the <'ommunist party members
weaved themseives into the general strike

c<!mmittee. f^plendid possibilities were

ot>ened up tor the Left wing in general.

The -W. I. It. and the I, I.. I>. were re-

cogiiized by the genertil strike commit-

tee as fiie official aid agencies and re-

presentatives of these organizaiions were

invited to s]ieak to mass meetings of the

strikers. When BiedenUapp came <lown

to address the workers for the revolution-

ary Indeiiendent Shoe Worlters Union of

New York, iie was enthusiastically re-

ceived by the strikers.

But, Instead of proving to the work-

ers by patient advice and activity in the

strike it.seif, that the Ix^ft wing, under

the leadership ot the Communist party,

really represented the will of the strik-

ers and that only a revolurionary leader-

ship can win the strike for them, the

party in the midst of the fust "third per-

iod" flare actually attempted to move
the party headquarters into the head-

(piarters of the strike. Instead of work-

ing with the rank and file of the strike

committee on a united front basis, by

our tactics and policies, we even alien-

ated tile IjCft wing workers. A few
weeks later, when Foster came down
to address a strikers' meeting, called ny

fiie party's forces, the meeting was brok-

en up i)y the shoe workeis themselves,

and he was not given a chance to speak.

The party even then -did not realize its

mLstakt-s, but rather deceived Itself into

thinking that the breaking up of the

meeting was simply the work of the re-

actionaries and that tiie workers wore
still with us. Disillusioned betrayed

and defeated, the workers returned to

the siiops. Many of them were black-

listed and could not get any jobs at

all. . , .

—SHOE WORKER.
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A couple of weeks ugo, tbe UaiJj

Worker, toUowitig on t-he heels of the

rest of the iiiternationsil StaltnisL press

gleefully annount-ed the adherence to the

communist IMrty of Germany of more

than a dozen former Fastiat (Nalionai

Socialist) urmy officers who had taken

tfie path marked out for them by the

notorious Lieutenant Uichard Schennsjer.

The Daily Worker, like the Bcrim Kote

Fahne, proclaimed this "victory" as a

sign of the disintesn'ation of Fasscism in

Germany and the revolutionary progress

of the forces of Communism. Had tiiese

Fascists of yesteitlay really rallied to

the Communist party on the basis of a

revolutionury thatige of mind, there is no

doubt that it would be the occasion for

a claim of victory—and a cautions one

at that, for they are at b&st dubious

elements. IJntortumvlely, the facts beiie

such a claim. It appears that it is not

so much the generals and lieuteniints of

Fascism who have come eloser to inter-

national .socialism as it is the Tiiaol-

manns and Nenmanus who have slid

down 'to the level of the demagogy ami

opportunism of national socialism.

This proceeds clearly from a pamphlet

we tiave just receivc<I. Issued in IJeriin

by a publi.sbiug house controlled by the

German party, it may be safely assumed

that the Htallnists take at least a semi-

official res;i)OYisibility for its contents, par-

ticularly when we have yet to find in the

official party press a single critical com-

ment on what is said there. The pam-

phlet is entitled "Erwachendes Volk,

Briete an Leutnant a. D. Seherin^'er'*

{Tise Awakening I'eople. Letters to I^ieut-

enant ijeherlnger, Retired), Scherlnger

is the noted Fascist leader. Lieutenant of

the Keichswehv, who was recently sen-

tenced to prison for carrying on Hitler-

ite propaganda in the Reichswehr. In

prison, he turned to reilection and finally

sent an announcement of l.ls adherence

(o tlie Communist party to the Commun-

ist frsiction in the Reichstag. The sen-

sation created by this step produced a

voluminous correspondence tetween

Scheringer and his friends in the Hitler-

ite camp. Some of the letter^ and ans-

wers by Scheringer are reproduced in the

pamphlet. Even more than a revelation

of the thoroujrbly nationalist .-spirit which

still pervades S<'heringer's thoughts, de-

spite his "conversion" to Marxism {?),

his letters stand as a burning condemna-

tion of the Stalinist leadership in Ger-

many which welcomed him and his sim-

ilars with open arms and sou.s^ht to pass

off Ills adheience as a victory for Com-

munism, lloiv Scheringer understands

his adherence to Clommunism, and the

b'lius ui»n whicli he is recruiting for

it among his friends in the Hitler-Fas^c-

ist camp, will be eloijuently demonstrated

by excerpts from some of the letters

sent iiy him from Gollnow prison.

An old friend of hLs father Lieutenant

General Dietrich, writes him in warning

against "destructive Bolshevism", exhort-

ing him against it in tlie name of tbo

"spirit which inspired the German of-

ficers' corps", to which this Bolshevik

baptized by Thaelraann responds

:

"Your letter and the lofty sentiments

expressed in it have .stirred me deeply

It is the spirit of the old army that

speaks here, the spirit of I.angemarck

and Verdun. The capitalist democratic

system has nothing in common with this

.spirit. The 'national' circles have be-

traj'ed the cause of tJie dead in France

just as Wilhelm II betrayed it whan
be Jh'd to Holland . . . The revolution-

ary forces of t!ie ix'ople must be assem-

bled, and the war of liberation carried

to the West (i. e., against France) over

the wreckage of the ^eimar republic

. . . There is no longer any .solution

except that of the iK;op!c's revolution. .

,"

In answer to the comments of the

former leader of the Economic party,

Joiiann Krummaeher, our Lieutenant

w!-ites: "On the Jewish question we have

already spok(;n recently. I would like

to make plain to you once more, in

brief, my standpoint in the malter: If

one wants to take the ground fi-om un-

der the 'Jewish business spirit', he must

eliminate the capituli-it s.vstem. In a

socialist German.v, the gentlemen of West
Ucrlin, the gentlement of Ullstein and

Mos.se win no longer have anything to

,say. They know this quite well and that is

why they conduct an incitement with all

means against Cximniunism and against

the Soviet Hnion. Besides thLs. it is

nevertlieless Jutercsting, even if not of

fundamental significance, tiiat there is

not a single .lew in the Central Commlf-

tee of the Communist I*arty of Ger-

may, while in tlie Scherl Publishing

House of Ilugenberg on the contrary,

as was notoriou.sly established in court,

there are nine representatives of this

race. Where do you find the .Jewish pre-

dominance in tiie Communist party?

One could go on for pages with this

sickening r«b!)ish were It not for the fact

that the strongest stomach has its limits.

Enough has been quoted to show the

caliber of tiiis new convert to Stalinist

national socialism and to indicate the

thorough wret<;hedness of any claim of

victory for the German party. In 1910,

the Communist Party of Gertnany was

cursed with tlie "national lioLslievik"

faction of WolfTheim and LaufTenberg

;

but it soon expelled tliem, and without

much ceremony. In 102S, Zinoviev, Ra-

dek, Brandler and Froeli.'h carried on

their disgraceful "Schbigeter policy", the

attempt to win tiie nationaJist-minded

German soldier and worker on the !)asis

of a capitulatory discussion with the

nationalists. But tiie Schlageters and

the von Reventlow.s were not yet hailed

as Tiolsheviks, nor were they warmly
welcomed into tlie ranlre of the party.

In ISBl with national socialist degenera-

tion formally inscribed in the program of

tiie Comintern, the latter-day Lauffen-

bergs and von Reventlows—the Franco-

phobian Seheringers^are not only taken

into the party but their "works" are pub-

lished by the official party without a flush

of shame and with the ofTicial imprim-

atur of the Stalinist legates in Germany,

That the editors of the Daily Worlter

join in the chorus may be attributed

mainly to their ignorance : they know
no better. They are simply politically

incapable of distinguishing between the

degeneration of the party and its rev-

olutionary progress.

Xhe l-Cft OppositloM on the ^arli^imeiitary Trllmoe

Comrade Seipold*s Speech in the Prussian Landtag

Organization Notes
BOSTON—
With the a.ssistance of comrade Gordon

the Boston branch rciKirts ihat contacts

are gi-owing daily, but adds modestly

"our activities are increasing slowly but

satisfactorily". The police having put up

a ban against street m<;eting3, which rhe

ofhcial party failed to attempt to break,

our "roup took the initiative and last

Fridav held a successful met-tlng, Tlier^

was a <:rowd of 200 in attendance, the

pt>lice met in force and made several

threats to arrest the speakers. Never-

theless the meeting was able to conclude

In good order, witiding up with an ap-

peal to the assemble*! to attend in force

the SflCco-Vanzet-ti di^onstratlon sched-

uled for the following day.

"The comrades were elated", says ttie

report. "The crowd was militant and

resr)onsive. After the meeting, we dis-

cussed with party comrades, who were

standing in a daw and could not beliisve

their eyes and ear.s, we who were called

counter-revolutionists, holding a meet-

ing for amnesty under the slogans of the

I. L, I)., calling the woriters to a i>:irty

demonstration and leading the w;Orkers in

cheers for it. These comrades complain-

ed to us about the hiKiness and neglig-

ence of the party. It had not called n

single amnesty meeting in Maiden dur-

ing the entire month."

As a result of the increasing activities

quite a few revolutionary workers have

come to our iiranch discussion meetings

and are preparing to enroll into our

class. T!ie branch concludes its rt

port, from which we havc^ tahen these

excerpts, liy an order for more literature.

Distribution of our pamphlets has enjoy-

ed a very favorable respon.se. Large

<j\iantitie3 were disiiosed of in connec-

tion with tlie recent sliow^ing of the

picture "The Five Year Plan".

MINNEAPOLIS-
TWO of our comrades, Coovcr r\!id

Ilunne were arrested recently for posting

bills after a successfttl street meeti.ig

They were sabsptitiently relea.sed by the

failure of the arresting cop to find a

suitable charge which could stick. The

branch reports tiiat street meetings have

otherwise gone ahead uninterruptedly

and regularly. The hrancli has also with

quite regularity «dded to it« ranks by

the admittance of new members.

Our Minnestpolis comrades have long

been in the lead in keeping a substnattal

Militant subscription list i;i tiie city and

keeping it quite well up-to-date. All the

efforts of the party-controlled miner.s'

relief committee to keep our representa-

uld neverVMless not buc-

our members takiiig up
'* ".hfld fhlu fltrlkfY waa

on. Th<j comrades report that they were

able both to secure funds directly and

influence Left wing workers In lending

their assistance. Ijikewise they have

made their good contributions to help

the Spanish Opposition and in bringing

tlie message of the revolutionary work-

ers of Spain to the attention of Minn-

eapolis workers. In this respect very

good results; have been obtained i>y way
of meetings at which speakers explained

the developments in Spain and in dis-

tribution of our pamphlets on the Span-

ish revolution.

In the Minneapolis trade union field the

only Communist actively fighting for the

issues of the Left wing are those of the

Left Opposition. It became possible

therefore to e!(K!r several good Left wing-

ers for the Minnesota State Federation

convention.

CHICAGO—
New blood has been added io the

Chicago bi-anch by the imitation of a

couple of new young members. Prepara-

tions are now under way for a serious

study class for the coming winter. Street

meetings are being held regularls'. In

addition the branch has now for some

time been conducting a series of lectures

explaining the views of the Left Opposi-

tion in regards to events in the labor and
revolutionary movement. That the Chic-i

ago branch is acti\-e In the regular tasks

of the movement can be learned i)y read-

ing the report of the recent Chicago un-

employment conference where the official

party bureaucrats spared no efforts to

keep our representatives out. But even

that does not prevent our comrades from

doing their duty and their place within

the unemployment movement, recogni-

tion -(u- no recognition.

NEW YORK
The branch at the center has undoubt-

edly mtide a better record than any in

. the increase of Its member.shlp. While
new appiicanU appear regularly the sym

;
pathetic circle also records some growth
Two street meetings are conducted re-

:
gularly each week. -New speakers are

receiving an elementary training and a

number of ,voung energetic comrades
animated by the good ex[>eriences of

Comrade Clarke and Stamm during

tlieir recent activities in Cleveland sre

ready to undertake organixation woik
immediately after our Second Conference.

The New York branch has made quite

regular progress in its sympathetic ef-

forts to assign a special field of activity

for every member. Most of them are

now very active participants in various

mass organizations. It has not as yet

fully Buceeded, however, in effectively

mobUIzittg •» many supporterg for tke

[We print i)elow the full text of the

speech delivered by our comrade Oskar

Seipo'ld, member of the Left Opposition

of the Prussian Ijandtag at the session

of ,Iuly 8, 1931, in the debate on the re

ferendum recently held,]

Dcimty Seiiiold (Lett Oviposition of tiie

Communist Party of Germany) : .Mthough

1 have had the occasion to speak from

this tribune on small questions, this is

the first time 1 have Iiad the opportun-

ity to speait here in a larger debate. Or

ganlKatlonally and ofticIttUy, I do not be-

long to the Communist party, for reasons

which it would be inopportune to explain

here, but which are outside of my will

Politically and revolutionarily, I belong

entirely to the Communist party and

take my place in its Left wing.

The Fa,scist attack upon the Prussian

Landtag is part of its campaign of de

struction against the working class, and

it is in this sense that every revolu

tionist will resist these veritable Ger

man Mussolinists, on this barricade as

well as on other.s. Outside of this, no

re\'olutionary worker has ttny interest

in prest^ving the Prussian Landtag or

any other Landfag In the Reich. The

miseral)le parcelling out of the state,

with ail the rubbish and spoliation of

the German past, has remained with us

as a heritage, and if the mutilated, vio-

lated and swindled revolution in 1918 did

not put an end to it, it is primarily the

fault of the social democracy. We are

for a united (Jerman republic and we are

sure that in a unified republic our Aus
trian brothers will find themselves to

gether with us. But that is not yet

enough for us, (Laughter from the

Right. Interruptions: No No.)

We know that Germany i.-^ an integral

part of Europe, for the debasement, ex

hausfion and bleeding of which the rul

ing classes of Germany iind the social

democrac.v bear just as much of the re

sponsibility as the ruling classes which

imposed tlie shameful peace of Versailles

upon all the peoples of Europe, including

those of the soealled victors.

Gerniitn and America

But even a really unified Germany
could no longer exist in a broken up

Europe devouring itself. This is pre-

cisely what illuminates specifically the

miserable position in which the contin

ent, once so proud of itself, finds itself

today. The ruling classes of Germany
are at the present time on their knees

before Mr. Hoover, tlie p<'rfect repre

sentative of American imperialism, of

the hierarchy, of the magnates of the

trust, of the dollar, and they look tip

hopefully. Today, In the year 1031, it

depends upon wiien and how Mr. Hoover
wil move Ills index finger as to whether
we shall have a few hundred thousand
unemployed more or less, as to wliether

Mr, Bmening goes or remains a few
months longer, and what is still more
Important, as to whether the Reich sbank

breaks up or is maintained a while

longer. Has it not become a fact that

America -has put Germany on rations?

But just look at France—vi<!torious,

proud, sabre-rattling France, which is

general mass demonstrations, but some
progress is lieing made in this respect.

Once the New York branch learns bet-

ter the technique of effective distribution

of tlie Militant and of our literatiurc,

it will in tJie full sen.se of the word be-

come our banner branch. But in tills

respect it has stiil something to learn.

Our I^ojH'am of Expansion Campaign
While most of our attention of recent

date. In ^o far as material means are

concerned, has been directed toward col-

lecting funds for the helji of the Left
Opposition in Spain now facing immense
revolutionary tasks, nevertheless our
program of expansion has not been at a

standstill. This holds true both in res-

pect to applying the measures called for

as well as furnishing the material means.
-We have been able to record expansion.

Since the organization of the Pioneer
Publishers, literature sales have been
gradually on the increase. The weci:!y

Militant is now sufficiently solidly estab-

lished to remain. Preparations arc in full

swing for tlie Second Conference nnd a
little extra organiKation efforts are actu-

ally Iieing made.
But since the date of the Second Con-

ference is rapidly approaching there is

a double urge to just increase the spetxi

of collections so that we may reach the
$lo(K).00 by that date.

Tlie contributions received since last

report were as follows

:

Minneapolis
branch $17.00

Chicago
branch 5.00

Bostjon

branch 3.00

JI. Lopez,

So. Africa 2..t2

New York
branch 8.50

Tom Stamm 5.00

New York
Wni. Edwards 2.00

New York
R, B. 2.00

New York
B. .T. Fields 25.00

New York
L. Stone,

Phlla. 2.m

Toronto
branch 5,40

Total $75.32

Previou.sly

reported $1,177,27

Total

2,000—

1,000^

500-

—1,750

—1,260

—750

OSS—

To date $1,252,59

not in a much different and certainly

not in a much better position. The

French bourgeoisie also received the

same amiatile proposal, as unexpected as

a blow over the iiead. It tried to set

up some opposition almost to protest

but how timidly, how reticently and

humbly! France too has been rationed

tiy the grace of Hoover—not to speak

of the other states of Kuro!>e.

In order to tlirow a few crumbs to the

people who have sunk into misery and
despair, they speak and write about a

Pan-Europe, of disarmament and otiier

things. Disarmament is in reality only

a strengthening of armaments for new
imperialist wars, and Pan-Kurope is the

attempt by Krasice to conceal its weak-

ness, and, under tbe insignia of French

bayonets, to inobiliKe Europe, CJermany

included, against Soviet Bussia, and un-

der the same trade marl;, against (he

I'nited States of America.

No serious iierson, including M. Hriand,

believes that the capitalist regime will

succeed in satisfying the needs of the

Eurojwan peopIe,s under I be leadership

of militarist France. No ! The post!)one-

nrMuit oC 'tin; wafr tjebt payments for

a year, which is essentially a secondary

(juestion, has only increased the s<iuab-

blings in Europe, How can one bellei'es

that tlie i)0urgeoisle will be able to eli-

minate all the irreconcilable rivalries, ap-

petites and conflicts and to create a

united Europe? If tiie German bourge-

oisie, together with Its social democracy,

has shown its Inability to unify demo-

cratically at least the German nation

then they are even less capable of col-

lat)orating effectively in the unification

of Europe, The German nation can be

nnited only by tbe Tictorloas proictarjat.

The same holds true for Europe. A Sov-

iet Germany within a Soviet Europe

—

that Is our solution of the problem.

Look at Soviet Kussiu. We have no
need of concealing the weaknesses and
the wounds, which constitute tlie terri-

ble heritage of the past, we Jiave no

need of idealizing the present situation.

It is a transitional stage, with all its

contradictions and torments. But can

our misery lie ctimpared for a single in-

stant with the hopeful perspectives

opened up by the proletarian revolution

in Russia? Imagine for a moment that

this metiiod of concentrated planned
economy were based not or not only

upon tile backward productive forces ol

Kussia but also upon German economy
and technique, upon liie abilit.y of the

German worker and technician—what
vast perspectives and po.s'aibilities would
then be opened up before the whole of

humanity i That this iias not been real-

ized at least in part is primarily the

fault ot the .social democra<:y.

Proletarian Revolution Only Hope

The European peoples have already

seen their ruling classes in all soils ol

possibilities, of situations, and of com-

binations, and have pat them to the

test. Salvation cannot come from that

source ; the salvation of Germany can

only be realized by the victorious pro-

letarian revolution. Only the victorious

proletarian revolution can create a

unitetd and powerful (Jermany wiilcli

will be a part of the Soviet Federation of

Europe,
Tbe Fascists who want to do away

with the Prussian Landtag only because

they see in it an olistacle on the road

to the enslavement and the real national

MussoIInization of Germany, tiiese Mus-
solinists also speak of a revolution, that

Is, in contrast to us Marxlsts-Bolshevik.%

of a people's revolution which they op-

pose to tbe proletarian revolution. We
have nothing in common with tills. It is

evidently a question of a revolution that

would be of benefit to all the peoples

of Europe, and in the long run, to all of

humanity, but such a revolution can lie

carried through only by Ihe victorious

proletariat, making its will the law of

the state, Under this ambiguous formula

of tiie people's revolution, we find highly

chauvinist elements llk-^ Lieutenant

Scheringer penetrating into the ranks
of the proletarian vanguard in order to

upset, to wipe out and to poison Its

international conceptions, i'eople of tliis

type speak of the "national" emancipa-
tion of Germany by a war against the

Western powers. To this en<l, they are
ready to sacrifice the forces of the pro-

letariat to national interests, and to use
tliem as cannon fodder. No, tliis is not

our standiioint. We do not separate the

fate of (Germany from tlie fate of Soviet

Kussia, of I'^urope and of the whole
w'orld. Our program is not the "aor
tional" emancipation of Germany, but the

salvation of Europe by the proletarian

revolution. We know of no other salva-

tion than socialism for the destitute

threatened by crisis, unemployment and
war. lint we understand socialism not
aationaJly but internationally. The work-
ers of the Soviet Union have set a magn-
ificant example; they have made a prac-

tical l>eginning with socialist construc-
tion. This work can be ended only by

being extended over an increasing num-
ber of states, in the first place on the
European continent. Then tJie Soviet Un-
ion will form the natural bridge to aw-
akened Asia, and this will be the road
to the socialist world federation.

Revolutionary Flames in Spain
At tlie other extreme of the Soviet

ITnlon there now bursts forth the great
fiame of the revolution. The revolution-

ary proletariat of Spain Is already ad-

vancing the slogan of Soviets. This slo-

gan is as inextinguishable and indestruc-

tible as the proletariat itself. The course
of development is only passing through
its first stage tiiere. Our magnificant

brothers of Spain, of Catalonia and of

Biscaye, with their marvelous temper-

ament and spirit of sacrifice, will not
bring their revolution to a halt at the
Ehert-Zamora stage; supported by rhe
poor despoiled peasantry, they will march
uninterruptedly to the complete victory of

the proletarian revolution. Tbe masters
o^ France—not without cause—look wor-

riedly upon the events on the other side

of the Pyrenees, and in tbe near future,

—we are sure—the old historical watch-

word: "There are no more Pyrenees"

wil! become a revolutionary reality.

No, a thousand times, no. Not from
I^ocarnn, not from Cheiiuers, not from the

White House at Washington, from the

gilded eaves of cupidity au'l blood-drench-

ed intrigue will come liberty and salva-

tion for the German and ether iM^oples

;

only the proletariat, relying upon its

own forces, will be able to liberate it

self, that is the only road to the eman-
cipation of Europe from tile yoke ot

cap it a! ism.

The revolution Is a harsh means whieii

demands great sacrifies. But these sacri-

fices must be made, f-or there is no other

way of liberation than the proletarian

revolution. Against permanent mi.sery,

again.st the permanent mutua! devouring

of the people, against the permanent lies

and Intrigues of the heads of the capi-

talist nati(*ns and naturally of ours also,

we raise the slogan of the penuiineiit

revolution of (he proletariat. This is the

banner under which stands the Com-
munist Left Opposition, the Bolshevik-

Leninists, which is an international fac-

tion of world ('ommunism, to which I

belong and in whose name 1 speak from
this triiiunc. If today we are still com-
pelled to fight against the Fasci.sts, it

is afiove al! the fault ot Ihe swial dem-
ocratic leadership which strangled the

revolution of li>18 before it had gone
half way, before it had even gone a

quarter way in its course.

(Turning to tiie Kighr). If in 15)18

you had not had these friends—the soc-

ial democrats -you would not be sitting

iiere now. Without these people (point-

ing to the social <iemocrats) the revolu-

tion of ]i>lS would have dealt dif-

ferently with you, Y'ou would not have
come out of the rat holes into which you
crawled.

Tlie "Freest Republic"
I have said that the revoltitionary pro-

letariat, aside from the fact about which
the Fa.'Jcists want to eliminate the Land-
tag, iiave no interest in its preservation.

I say quits openly: we [oo have no inter-

est in tnaintaining this democratic rep-

ublic for it is not a democracy for the

proletariat but for ihe bourgeoisie. Tiie

"rights" of this democracy are only a

snare with a thousand nooses for ihe

workers, and for the expliiiling class it

is a theater with a thousand e>:ists.

There are (wo sorts of democracy : one

for t-lie l>ourgeoisie~-that i.< the democra-

tic republic; tbe other for tbe proletar-

iat—^that is the revolutionary d;<-ta!or-

sliip of file proletariat. It is often said,

mainly by the parties of tlic Center, that

we live In the freest republic in the

world. It is doubtiess fiitjle for me to

cite Iiistan<-es to refute this "bold" as-

sertion. One need only look around in

order to see how perfectly the idack-

ja-i-k Is used against, tbe revoiuiionary

worker. If, for example, ihe Spartakiad

was recently prohibited, sucii a iK>licy of

violence is not always a sign of strcnutb,

Mas not Mr. Minister Severing said this

ver.v day that one must jHrmit even a

dying man to show signs of life from
time to time?

This ''frees,t republic" in the world ac-

cords the right of asylum lo ;ill the <-oun-

ter-revolutionists the While Guards of

the Soviet Union and e!,scwiier<\ Hut for

revolutionists, for Leon Trotsky, the

former Peojiie's Commissar and or^ani'wr
of the lied Army of the Soviet iiepub'ic,

this "freest republic" ifi the world otters

no asylum, any more than all the other

capitalist countries.

(Interruption: ,\nd linssia?)

To discuss with you as to why lie is

not in Russia would !ie .ju.sl as futile as

to batter against the waves of the sea,

(I>eputy Leonbardt : A great philoso-

ph(>r
!

)

Yon are the greatest, dear colleague,

I shall vote against' the referendum
proposed by the Fascist organizations and
will naturally vote for the i)roposal of

the Communist fraction for the dissolu-

tin of the Ijandtag. because the prole-

tariat, as I have said has no interest in

tiie preservation of this parliament, or
in the preservation of pariiameittarisin

in general; onr aim is (he extra-jjnrlla-

mentary revolution in pcrnianeney, the
Soviet reimbllc of Germany in a Soviet
Euroiie as the bridge to tlie world social-

ist fe/lernf ton.

Jobless Meet Sabotaged
(Continued from page 1)

the re(]uest that each delegation sign one

together with the names of (he delegat-is.

The Communist League of America (Op-

position) bad two delegate^, Hugo Oehler

and .Martin Payer,

After the slips were coIlecte<I, they

were gone; over by a <'oup!e of the iiarty

odicials. No credenttals committee was
elected—neither was any report made by

any one as to how many organiKations

were present, approximate membership,
etc. This WAS all purposely "omitted"

becau.se "Trotskyists" were present.

Then Nels Kjar spoke, jMUnting tlie

two reasons for the conference and ex-

plained that the fioor was thrown opt>n

for discussion. While Nels Kjar was
speaking, liybicki pointed out the two
delegates from the Communist Opposition

and gave the chairman instructions not

to give us the floor. Then in order to

make his plans water-tight, Bybicki went
through the delegates and caucused up
wilh several of the party members with

this result: The speakers came up in

1-2-3 style. The chaii-man and Itybickl

would point to one after the other of

those that were lined up—and only tiiey

w(?re given the floor. All other hand-
wuvings were entirely disregarded.

Finally after seven or eight had
spoken, nearly three hours of «peech(^,

Kyblcki cut the speech-making by an-

nouneing that during the "floor discu.s-

sion" The Conimittee had chosen 2o ol

(hose present to be tJic delegation to go

to the Emerson Itelief Committee! Who
"the committee" was, where it «iine from,

and who gave it authority to chose tiie

delegation, Kyblcki did not explain, I

understand that Ideas do not come from
nowhere, but I assure you that this "com-
mittee" did. Because the conference did
not elect any committee and knew noth-
ing whatsoever about it until Magician
liybicki pulled It out of his sleeve.

When the names of the appointees were
read off. tiire*; of tiie workers expressed
an inability to serve in (he delegation.

Payer together with two or three other
workers, stood up and volunteered- Then
Kyi)ieki said tiiat before adjourning the

conference, be would read off the com-
pleted list of the delegation, and lo and
behold. Payer's name hvid vanislied. He
was not Included. Oehler, Payer and two
of the delegates ,seated near us tried to

get the floor to protest. We waved hand.s,

stood up, "comrade-tiiairmaned"—but the

meeting was adjourned in apple pie or-

der.

Pajer's protest after the conference to
Kyblcki who atiswered curtly with. "You
know we wouldnj; ac<;ept you". Kyblcki
explained to one of the worker-delegates
who persisted in objecting to such tac-

tics of discrimination by saying that
Payer was not added to the delegation of

25 because "They already had the right
proportion, 50'/f, Negro and .TO% .white"

and "besides there are certain organir.a-

tions that wo have nothing to do with."

Such tactics as these only serve to

divorce party leadership from the work-
ers. They discredit the ("ommunist move-
ment. Such tactics as these will give

birth to a still-born lMl>e if they are
applied in September IStJi I'nemploy-
ment Conference.

The duty of the Left Opposition Is

to fight and expose the paHy's policy
of grasping their ofiier hai;d (their aux-
iliary organizations) and eallin.;,- it a
"united front" of the working cJass. The
duty of every Communist and sympathiK-
er is to fight against the bureaucrats*
deliberate strangling of the potential
mass unemployment movement. Exert
pressure to force tbe party to hold a
genuine united front unenijiloynient con-
fercnee on .September i;ith. Becau.se only
then will we able effectivciy to resist
the police terror, discredit the "Ked
scare" propagand.T and wage a unitad
struggle of omplo.ved and unemplo.ved
against the miseries of unemphiynicnt.

It is interesting to note that when the
district organiE(!r, Bill Gebert;, spoke,
although he linked the "IVotskyists" with
the agents of the bosses and denounced
us for bolstering up the capitalist sys-
tem and told the Negroes (hat tbe ''Trot-
skyists" were defenders of racial dis-
crimination and .lim Crow laws—never-
theless objective conditions force<l him
to point out tbe ne<'cssity of adopting
liiock councils and the united front of
all working class organi;;ations -unem-
plo,yment demands "borrowed" from the
Opposition. Of course, in true hypocrit-
ical fashion, he did not jicint out thai:

the,se were "Trotskyist" demands—no,
no. Gebert conveniently forgot the origin
of the demands, although he did not for-
get to "contject" us up with a forged
membersiiip ^-ard got out by the Chicago
Real Estate Board. Gebert told the
workers «.ssembled

: the next time they
run across any of the "renegades who
call themselves Communists" to— "Well
.vou know what to do." And the choru.s
of party bureaucrats refilied in unison,
"Yeh, we^li beat hell out of 'em!"

—MAKTIN C. PAYEH.
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Consolidate the Weeklyl

New York Gives New Impetus to Expansion Prosram Fund

«

The last meeting of the Ivational Com-

mittee decided to appeal to the memberK

and friends of the Communist League

to make up the balacce of the two thou-

sand dollar fund needed to finish the ex-

pansion program which wus laid out for

the year. This decision «t the National

Committee is a timely reminder that we

should not forget the practical tasks we

have undertaken nor leave them un-

completed. Approximately two-thirds of

the total fund has been subscribed and

a corresponding proportion of the ob-

jectives of the program have already

been attained. Tliese results bear con-

vincing testimony to the practical feas-

ibility of the plan, to the accuracy with

which the National Commitee estimated

the resources and resixjuKivc spirit of

tiie merabershjp and its own ability to

fulfill the obligations.

As matters stand now our planned

metho<l of work stands vindicated, but

the program remains uncompleted. The

thing now is to finish the job. This will

-signify another step forward for our

movement. Not the least of the posi-

tive results of a triumphant completion

of the whole profjram will he its iniiuence

in convincing ourselves and others that

we mean what we say and accomplish

what w^e cndertake. Thore lias been

more than onough of blutT and bluster in

the Communist movement of America^ A

pra<lical demonstratitm of a different

method will have a wliolesome effect all

the way around.

The central task of the moment, upon

which the appeal of the National Com-

mittee is primarily based, is the stabili-

zation of the -Weekly Militant. The

launching of this enterprise in the face

of the traditional "tjummer slump" was

a bold step, l)Ut it was necessary and

therefore correct. This is the tenth

issue of the resurrected Weekly. It was

undertaken without ade<iuate reserves,

and all Summer the financial resources

of the organization have been strained

almo.-it to the breaking point. We con-

fidently believe that the worst is behind

us in this respect.

However, U must be said frankly that

a, new push is needed all alonij the Hue

to secure the Weekly. If all the sup-

porters of the Militant see the situation

as it is, there can be no doubt that they

will pull the belt a little tighter and
make the necessary sacrifices to guaran-

tee the uninterrupted weekly puliHeation

of our beloved paper. Their past per-

formanc« speaks in favor of this as-

sumption, and the conlident appeal of the

National Committee is predicated upon
it.

Although the prol>lem presnts Itself at

the moment as a practical question of

finances the campaign will derive its

scojie and i>ower, and its certainty of

success, from the broader a&pects of tlie

issue. It was a great day for the Com-
munist vanguard of America when our

Militant recovered from its first defeat

and raised its head again as a weekly
publication. And not only for America
tile embattled sections of the unconfiuei^

able Opposition throughout the world,

who are united with us in a single light-

ing fraternity, have drawn a new stren-

gth and inspiration from the triumphant
resurgence of our militant pai)er. It is

these considerations which will animate
our whole organization as one man when
we say that the re-establisliment of the

weekly Militant was no trifiinff experi-

ment, Iiut a deliberate action. We meailt

to carry it through at all cost and. wb
will do so.

—J. P. C.

FIRST RESULTS
Following an appeal to the last meet-

inj; of the New York branch by comrade
Arne Swabet^k, national secretary, close

to ninety dollars was contribu-ted or

pledged for immediate contribution by

the comrades assembled. This a<?tion

should serve to give a new impetus to

the complcti<m of the Expansion I'rogram

ITund, not only in New York, but through-

out the country. The following comrades
contributed : J. I'. Cannon, $5,00 ; Sylvia

Bleeker, $5.00; Marty Aliern, $5.00; M
Lewit, $10.00 ; Al Glotzer, ?2.00. Pledges

in addition were made as follows : J.

P, Cannon, ?r>,00; M. Ijewit, $5.00; AI
Glotzer, $5.00; Harry Milton, $5,00; Max
Kugel, $10.00; George Clarke, $5.00 E.

Pie;d, $10.00; Louis Basky, $5.00; Jerry

Marsh, $1,00; H. Capelis, $10.00. Grand
total, $88.00. Wihat do the comrades in

the other cities say?

Gordon Arrested at Boston Meeting

BOSTON.—
Sam Gordon, organizer for the Comr

munist I.«ague of America {Opposition)

was arrested at a street meeting in

Maiden here for "speaking, without a

permit". The meeting, one of a scries at

which Gordon liad been speaking to ev-

er-increasing groups of workers, was

held in connection with the anti-deporta-

tion campaign, and had attracted a large

number of Maiden workers. After having

spoken for about half an hour, a polic«

patrol arrived in an auto and comrade

Gordon was asked by the police sergeant

to stop speaking. Gordon refused. A bit

nonplussed the police stood around for

another ten minutes and then, at a

signal from the sergeant, when Gordon

once more refused to leave the platform,

he was pulled down by a eouple of burly

cops and into the police auto. Ther«

were loud and noisy protests from the

crowd which had by that time swelled

to more than three hundred workers.

While in the auto, flanked tiy the gen-

tlemen of I.^w and Order, the order was

given to the cops to "stay and break it

up". At the police station, Gordon's Ue

and belt were removed so that, accord-

ing to the snesring remark of the serge-

ant, he would not "hang himself" (1).

The International Labor Defense, upon

'being informed, sent a representative

down to court next morning who re-

quested that the I. L. I>. be given charge

of the ease, a gratifying change of course

on its part as compared with the sabot-

aging action it pursued in the demands
for defense made upon it in the Phila-

delphia Morgenstern-Goodman case. Bail

was set at $200.00 which npon being

furnished, enatded the release of com-

rade Gordon. Trial was set for Sept-

ember 11 on the charge of speaking

without a permit, although—as ts the

Massachusetts custom—it is possible

that the prosecution may change the

charge when it sees how weak its case is.

Representatives of the IjSft Opposition

have conversed with Harry Cantor, head

of the I. L. I), locally, and arrangements

are being made for the defense, although

comrade Cantor emphasized that in such

cases it is not the I. L. D, policy at

present to provide attorney,'^ or pay fines.

However, it appears that tliere is a good

likelihood that satisfactory arrangements

can be made with the I. L. 1>. ot cooper-

ate In the case. Mr. David K. Niles, of

the Civil Liberties Union, has informed

the Ijeft Opposition comrades in Boston

that he wants to .make a test case out of

the arrest and is willing to cooperate

wifch the I. L. D.

Credits for Soviet Union
Stalinists Chanse their Stand but Evade Most Essential Points

^UlOnt!

The Communist party has finally in-

corporated into its unemployment pro-

gram a part of the demand put forward

by the Left Opposition for a campaign

In favor of large, long-term credit* to

the Soviet Union. In the new unem-

ployment program published in the Uailj-

Work«r of August 29, 1931, we find that

the last point which the party "declares

that the masses must demand" reads as

follows

:

"10. Development of trade relations

with the Soviet Union (including the

demand for recognition of the Soviet

Union not only as a fundamental re-

quirement of international working class

solidarity, but also as a vital immediate

economic need of the starving ma'sses)

in order that the idle factories may
worl^, fill the consttantly ^ro^-^lng de-

mands of the successful construction of

the workers' government and its five

jear plan,"

Following uiKjn the Insertion of a sim-

ilar point in the demands of the Un-

amployed Counicls of New York, upon

whicJ' v* commented last week, it 1«

clear that, on this question, the Stalin-

ists have made a turn about face in the

direction of the Opposition—not their

customary hysterical turns of 180 de-

grees, nor even a complete turn to the

correct [wsition, but at any rate, a turn

in the right diretcion. The cool and off-

hand manner in which the chang« Is

made cannot <;onceai the fact that for

more than a year now the Stalinist hier-

archy In the party—and throughout the

Comiatem—has systematically and bit-

terly sabotaged the promulgation of this

vitally necessary slogan of economic col-

laboration with the Soviet Union.

What W« Demanded
As far back as April 5 1930, the

Militant wrote: 'We regard It necessary

for the Communists to conduct a cam-

paign for and to make demands upon the

Hoover government for the establishment

of broad and long-time credits to the

Soviet Union by the United States. This

should. In fact, be a central slogan of

the Communists in all countries It Is

passible to demonstrate to the American
(Continued on page 3)

Amidst the fires and flames of World

War, at a time when International soc-

ialism had collapsed, the national soc-

iali-st parties had (with few brilliant

exceptions) turned soclai-imperiailst, the

socialist youth assembled at Berne, Swit-

zerland, unfurled the banner of proletar-

ian Internationalism. It was there, in

April 1915, that the first Sunday of

every September was set aside for the

mobilization of the working youth against

capitalist militarism and war.

The kindled sparks served as torches

to light up the path towards proletarian

revolution. The socialist youth, actively

aided by the Bolsheviks, inspired by

Lenin, Liebknecht, and Ijuxomburg, cour-

ageously led the struggle against oppor-

tunisim and social patriotism. Hand in

liand with the revolutionary socialists of

the social democratic parties it forged

ahead, organized Left wings, held de-

monstrations, defended the principles ot

revolutionary Marxism.

The victorious October gave unprece-

dented imi>etus to this development. In

November 1919, In Berlin, a few months
after the Comintern had been formed,

amidst tumult and uncertainty, victorias

and defeats, the Young Communist In-

ternational was horn. Continuing the

best traditions of the Socialist Youth
Inltornatioual, it made International

Youth I>ay a living expression of its

anti-militarist work. The traditions ot

I. Y. I>. were enrichened, made more
glorious, enshrined in the heart of every

young revolutionist. Growing thousands
of youth rallied to the call of the Y.

C I. against militarism, armaments, war.

Tlie fight against militarism was Intim-

ai:ely connected with the struggle against

wage slavery, with tl^e winning of the

youth for Communism. The Y. C. I

was becoming the acknowledged leader

of the Internationa! proletarian youth.

Today more than ever since the last

war, the need for systematic anti-mili-

tarist work exists. The present world-

wide economic crisis compels the imper-

ialist powers to Intensify their search

for new markets. The increased arma-

ments, the numerous peace conferences,

the wide spread militarization of the

youth, the offensive of the capitalist gov-

ernments against the Communists, the

divers campaign against the Soviet Un-
ion are a few of the outstanding signs

of the day.

Are the Leagues prepared, to play the

same role that the socialist youth did

in the last war? C!an they mobilize the

youth for the defense of the Soviet Un-
ion? (Will they be able to carry on a

revolutionary struggle against their own
capitalist elass?

The absence of systematic and effective

anti-militarist activity, and tlic virtual

sterility of the Leagues caused by the

revisionist theories, false strategy and
tactics and t>ureaucratic regime predom-
inating in the international Communist
movement, spell a serious danger. Jusc
as in 1915, the revolutionary socialist

youth, who were in the forefront in the
struggle against militarism, led the tight

against opportunism in the revolution-

ary ranks, so today the Communist youth
should rally around the Left Opposition
in its struggle for revolutionary Marx-
ism, against opportunism, for tlie regen-
eration of the Communist movement

We should greet the seventeenth In-

ternational Youth Day—resolved to emu-
late the young comrades who came be-

fore us; to carry on their work until

final victory.

Young Communists 1 Struggle for the
unity of the Communist youth movement

!

for the unity of the world Communist
movement i

Against opportunism ! For revolution-

a ry Marxism

!

Young Communists, young workers,

young students! Demonstrate on Sept-

ember 8th against capitalist militarism

and warl —JOS. C.

Our Spanish Fund
We are anxious to sum up our cam

paign for the support of the Spanish

Left Opposition press in ship-shape style.

The aim we have set ourselves, and it

is a modest one, is to raise the sum
of two hundred dollars to help our
militant Spanis'h -comrades in their ef-

forts to issue a, popular weekly orgjn.

Our assistance will not end there, but

for this campaign, at least, we want to

get the money raised as quickly as possi-

ble.

Since our last list, we have received

the following contributions : Chicago

branch, $8.00; Toronto branch, $1,00; D.

Dreyer, N. Y. C, $1.00; M. Morris, Loch

Sheldrake, N. Y., $1.0G; Previous total:

$155.81. Grand total to date: $166.81.

Not much more Is required to fill the

sum <»mpletely. Let us do It generous-

ly and speedily 1

Mooney Appeals!
All Efforts Now for a Broad and Genuine United Front Move

i% C:all ffr«in H»i*tsoo
California State Prison,

San Quentin, California,

August 20, 1931.

To All Militant and Revolutionary

Labor Organizations and Gi'oui>s

Dear Comrades and Fellow IJclonlsts:

The time for action has come. Too

long have we been deceived with slick

promisees—away with them! From tli«

cell where I have been buried alive for

fifteen long years I appeal to every work

ing class organization with a spark of

militancy or revolutionary puri>osfr—

I

appeal for united action.

The most flagrant "frame-up" this

country has ever seen i.'s dragging Into

its sixteenth year, and not even a glim-

pse of freedom is in sight. In fact, I

am more securely imprisoned today than

when first arrested, Tiie dictatorship of

capital knows the economic conditions

are so ominous that to issue a pardon

at this time would be as though a light-

ed match were thrown into a pOAvder

keg. fWe must prove that neither will

my continued imprisoinuent seiTe their

imriM)Kes. Let tliis appeal be the spark

which will start an unparalleled con

fiagration—agitation that will arouse the

masses to demand my unconditional

pardon and the release of all class war
prisoners.

I ask for a genuine united front. Ev
ery working class organization should

elect delegates and be represented on
I'ardon Mooney Committee that will dir

Oct the activities of the workers in this

tight. The task of such committees will

be to call ma>-;s meetings, distribute lit-

erature, carry on monster public deinon-

strations, and engage in an energetic cam-

i>aign that will make the ground tremble

under the feet of the arrogant rulers of

California.

(hie trf the immediate tasks of these

committees wilt be to force through the

pressure of an awakened public opinion

the publication of the Wickersham Com
mission ot the suppressed reiwrt on the

Mooney case, prepared by its experts.

This Iteport, I am given to understand,

is a factual record and, when published,

will definitely prove that the California

autfiorities combined to organize the

frame-up.

Too many working class groups divide

and weaken their forces. The effect

they quite naturally should have in

combined numbers Is lost when they

quarrel among themselves. This case

ought to serve as a oemmon rallying

ground for all revolutionary and mili-

tant groups which should unite for effec-

tive work in the face of a common enemy.

I call upon the following groups, lisf-

ed alphabetically, and other similar

groups I may overlook or forget In my
haste to unite and organise Pardon
Mooney Committees in every city and
state in this nation for immediate Ac-

tion

:

Ail the militant units and individuals

wltliin the A. F. of L.

The Amalgamated Clothing Workers.

The Commnnist Party, and all of its

subdiviscns including the Trade Union
Unity Ijeague, the International Labor
Defense, and other similar organizations.

AH of the groujMi who have split aiVay

from the Communist Party, such as tlie

Majority Group, the Communist League
Opposition, the Communist League of

Struggle.

The Conference for Progressive Lahoi
Action,

The Farmer Labor Party.

The industrial Workers ot the World
The Proletarian I'arty.

The Socialist Party.

The Socialist Labor Party, etc.

I know It win not b« easy for som«
of these groups to cooperate, one with
the other. But this is a basic issue, and
every sincere man and w«man willing to

join in a united effort should and shall,

tie vfelcome.

I have spent fifteen of the best yearn

of my life in a California dungeon for

the ideals and purposes all these group*
represent and my fate is in their hands.

When they fight for my freedom, they

tight for their cause—the cause of labor.

My continued imprisonment is the very
best evidence of the futility and weak-
ness of their divded efforts. Only by
their combined strength can they defeat

the common foe.

I hail each and every one of my fallow

workers and comrades in this struggle.

Let us all work in common for tlie Social

lievolution that will bring to an end thiu

barbarous dog-eat-dog, profit-mad, capi-

talistic system.

To each and e?ery one of you I send
fraternal revolutionary greetings.

TOM MOONEY
31,921

[

In an adjoining column, we print Tom
.Mooney's clarion call to all revolution-

ary and militant labor organizations and

groups.

We agree with Tom Mooney that the

"time for action has come", and unre-

servedly indorse the call. To the

Communist movement, to all revolution-

ary and militant workers it becomes a

golden opportunity and an imperative

duty to close the ranks and act un-

swervingly and unitedly in a struggle

which will reverberate from coast to

coast, for the unconditional pardon ot

Tom Mooney and the release ot all clasa

war prisoners. The Communist League

of America (Opposition) udds its voice

to that of Tom Jlooney's from his prison

cell, where he has been buried for fif-

teen long years. We say: Yes, this is-

sue can serve as a comnjou rallying

ground for all revolutionary and mili-

tant groups!

The Need for Action

With the capitalist ofiensive forging its

way ruthlessly, with its dungeons filled

with miners from Harlan, Kentucky, and

from the Pennsylvania fields, with Negro

workers from Cliicago and bt'ottsborough,

with the Centralia prisoners still lan-

guishing in jail and the continued in-

crease of class war victims, this issue

of freedom for Tom .Mooney and release

of all class w«r prisoners lias become an

ever more potent one, action upon which

brooks no delay. With the deepening of

the crisis and more acute working class

misery, it is to he exi>eeted that the

rulers of Wall Street, in order to extri-

cate themselves from their economic dif-

ficulties, will attempt to feed the greedy

maws of class oppreslon with many more

victims—sterling champions of the pro-

letariat. Hut it is not yet too late for

the working class to rally and to build

a gigantic movement which will prevent

It,

Prom his prison ceil Tom Mooney
says : "I ask for a g«nulne uiUted front.*'

This Is entirely correct and will meet

with tlie approval of every re<i-b!ooded

worker. Only a genuine united front

can produce 'i movement sufficiently

strong in numbers, sttfliciently strong in

purpose and in conviction to batter open

the prison tiioors and to advance the

American working class toward the soc-

ial revolution. Only an international

solidarity, steeled by a revolutinoary

puriwse, can liberate the working ci'iss

from capitalist oppres.-iioti and forever

destroy the capitalist dungeons.

Tom Mooney liames specific organiza-

tions upon which he calls to build (

genuine united front, to create Pnrdon

Mooney Committees thri>uf,hout the coun-

try, lie. does not call upon the imperial-

ist agents within labor's ranks, the re-

actionary trade union bureaucrats, nor

upon these who have deceived with slick

[iromises. Their role as deceivers and
l>etrayers he has already unmasked by

hi.s burning denunciations, A genuine

united front must meaii an t;ffort to

include all of these organizations and

others willing to participate. In this

there need be no fear of (he deceivers

and betrayers within siime of these or-

ganizations. The IlillHUits. the Ilill-

imans and the other little Mustes hato

more than anything else to w-ork in com-

mon with us in any genuine sfruggle,

or even for tlie release of all class war
prisoners. They jirefer the ranks of re-

action to the camp of revolution and
they prove it daii.v at every serious test.

But it is our task to make them stand

up In front of the worker,-; on every con-

crete question and affirm this by their

refusal to participate in a real strug-

gle. Such leader types will oppose the

unitwl front with the Communisls be-

cause they aim to maintain capitalism.

But without ^he Communist.'!, there can

be no united front and the workers -vvill

thus, tiy one more experience, learn that

to heed the clarion cal! of Tom Slooney
they will have to fight a!! such leaders

standing in the way.

The Communist Duty

Lpon t!)e Communists devolves, ther<t-

fore, the duty to bring this genuine un-

ited front into lite. Tiieir gnidta^; line

can only be the one of the dearest tiv

terest.s of the working class and of

following the glowing spirit of Turn
.Money and the other class war prisoners.

To weld together various workers or-

ganizations, with varying programs, Inco

one solid fighting front around this on«
common purpose will bring about a
mighty echo of ajiproval from every mili-

tant worker.

It is therefore pertinent to ask, in

view of the statement of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party pub-
iishefl in the Daily Wcriier of August 28

((Continued on page 2)

Offer Aid in Party Election Fight

In view of the coming municipal elec-

tions in New York, the local branch of

the Commnnist League of America (Op-

positionj in an ciTort to do all in its

power to cooiierate in tlie furtherance

of the Communist campaign, has address-

ed the following letter to the official

party

:

New York District Kxecutive Com.
Communist Party of the C. S, A.

oO E. 13th St.,

New York, N. Y.

Comrades

:

The New York Branch of the Commun-
ist League of America (Opposition) of-

fers its services in the coming election

campaign. We are redav to supply

speakers, press space, literature, and

aid in any other manner assigned to us.

in order to have as successful a cam-
paign as possii)le, it is essential tliat a
prompt and energellc effort be made for
the coUcctiou of signatures for the plac-

ing of Communist candidates on thy
ballot.

We are prepared to particitiate In thi.i

collection campaign.
We await an early response.

Clomradely

11. STONK,
Secretary.

No reply has yet been received from
the party, but the New York branch of
the League is biying plans for the max-
imum participation In the campaign In
spite of the obvious desire of the .Stal-

inist official,-; to prevent our cooperation.

The Anarchists in Spain
The «Turn» of tHc Syndicalists and Macia's Nationalism

In recent days, the Catalonian ques-

tion has occupied the foreground of

Spain's political life. The Catalonian

Statute Is to he discussed by the Cones

at Madrid: will it be adopted? The
jubilation In the Catalonian nationalist

circles was great this week, but it has

swiftly abated. i'Vom the latest infor-

mation, Macia himself went to Madrid to

defend the Statute. The telegrams add

that, following a conversation between

Macia and Zamora, Barcelona is .sure that

the Statute will be adopted by the Cortes

without great difficulties. What lies be-

hind all this agitation around the Cat-

alonian Statute?

The Catalonian nationalist movement
is led entirely by the Catalonian petty

bourgeolse. It is in this movement that

the great popular mass of Catalonia has

put all its economic and social hopes

aroused by the April revolution. The
Communist party being too weak in Cat-

alonia and the Catalonian Federation,

led by the confusionist Maurin, having

favored the policy of Macia by its false

"separatist" policy, has enabled Macia

to canalize Into the zone of his infiuence,

by an "evangelical-social" agitatjon of

the most vulgar demagogy, the sympath-

ies of the great majority of the popular

masses of Catalonia, primarily those of

the petty bourgeoisie of the cities and
the country. This fact gives tlie Catal-

anist movement a conciliatory and op-

portunistic character, aiacia, Compagnya
and the other leaders of this movement
have adopted the only policy adapted to

the spirit and the social nature of the

petty bourgeoisie, that is. the policy of

those "-seated between two chairs". It

is only eight days ago that complaints

were made against Macia in the Spanish
press and even from the tribune of the

Cortes for having conspired with the

National Confederation of I^ahor against

the central power of Madrid and for hav-

ing supported the strike movement of

the N. C. of L. against the bourgeoisie.

Comitagnys delivered a flam!)oyant speech

in the 0(;>rtes in favor of the anarcho-
syndicalist N. G. of L. In reality, Macia
assured himself, on the eve of the plebis-

<'ite for the Catalonian i^tatnte, of the

aid of the "a-poiiticai" anarcho-syndical-

ist N, C. of \i. Macia cannot rule tran-

Qulily without the aid or at least the

benevolent neutrality of the organizwl
Catalonian workers. The syndicalist

leaders of the N. C. of L. who undividedly

rule the Catalonian working class have
lent this necessary accord to Macia, in

the hope of having "social peace",

(Continued on page 2)
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FROMMOSCOW
& DEPORTATION

From Moscow

:

After a fairly long interruption, I tave

succeeded in passing some time in Mos-

cow. The provisioning is extremely bad-

ly assured; it should not be forgotten

that in Moscow It is, in a»y case, mueli

better than In the provinces. The winter

was Terv harsh, the past year was not

any better, but the suffering has nev«r

hetore been as It Is now. The auocessefl

of construction have brought the work-

ers nothing and enthu-slasm Is demanded

of them ... on an empty stomach.

T^e workers complitln about the fright-

ful mess and the bureaucratic regime In

the factory, in the trade union, every-

where. The absences have become "per-

manent". The shock brigades (t^e work-

ers say, "they are always shocking each

other") have no effect. There is no doubt

that behind the veil of the official shout-

ing about the uninterrupted successes

we are proceeddins towards an siceeler-

ated accumulation of contradictions.

Many are those who see it. The "float-

era" (workers who shift from one plant

to another) sttU exist Antt this in 'spite

ol the rule according to which. the work-

er, by changing the factory, has not the

rightto a higher wage than the one he

got in the factory he left (the

size of his wage must be noted

in his booklet) . . . The worker gets

his provisions in the factory co-

operative. Besides these cooperatives,

diWded Into three categories—the flrat

category i industrial proletariat ; the sec-

ond: non-industrial workers; the third:

employees—there are cooperatives close

to the living places. There still exists

ft number of camouflaged provisionera

:

for the diplomats (without restrictions),

for the foreign specialists, for the big

bureaucrats etc. All tils is differenti-

ated according to the grades and the

posts occupied.

Apart from this, they have created, «t

you know, cooperatives where everything

is sold at market prices. Here, every-

thing is from five to ten times dearer:

the prices are absolutely unapproachable.

The Moselpromtorg, one of the enter-

prises where one can buy everything, hut

at fantastic prices, is nicknamed the

Ramsstn (or the Stalin) Museum. "Mus-

eum", because the products to be found

tlicre are to look at and not to buy—

they are too dear.

I have spoken to some of the mili-

tants who at one time criticized many

things. Today it is still more difficult

than it was last year to speak "with «ii

open heart" with anybody. Most of

theso comrades were very sympathetic

to our criticism during the period of "ex-

aggeration" and "dlKziness". They nil

agree in recognizing that the thought of

the party is stifled, that there is no

life in the party. This is not an object

of discussion. One of these comrades—
a very Important director of economy-

told me approximately this: there Is noth

Ing to do, we must suffer the Stalinist

legime. One cannot lead among ua ex-

cept with an iron hand. It is only

this way that the five year plan can be

achieved—today thiit is the most impor-

tnnt thing. There is nothing to look for

from the C. I. It is weak and lives

only by grace of subsidies. There are no

leaders; there are not even any parties,

with the exception of 'the German C. f.

We know that perfectly well. The C, I.

will not lead us far; that Is why we

must develop what is, that is, the Sov-

iet UnioR. That Is a real tasfc. Such a

national socialist position is not excep-

tional and I believe it comes from h^h-

er-ups [That la right; it 1^ just what

Stalin said to Lomlnadze In speaking of

the Comintern.-Ed.] It la interesting

to note that most of them accept the

lierseciutions agains Rlazanov with the

same passivity : there Is nothing to do

alioui it To be sure, my interlocutors

reflect only a thin layer of the party,

but for this layer the sentiments it ex-

presses It seems to me are symptomatic

A voice from deportation

:

Since the Spring 1 have been living

In a new place. During the Winter and

the Spring, all the deportees were "shak-

wi up" so that those who, like myself,

for example, were not sent into solitary,

were transferred to a more "pernicious"

locuUty. As before, things are very bad

i'lora the standpoint of provisions and

pOi-tal service: a messai;e from friends

is an extremely rare affair. In spite of

this we read not so long ago with great

pleasure the booklet "What is the Pcr-

anment Revolution?". Christian G. Hak-

ovsky ha.ti elaborated theses on "The

Laws of the Socialist Dictatorship",

which we have received. If you have

not the latest works of Kalcovsky, I can

tell you that they coincide entirely with

the works of the Old Man [Trotsky.-

Ed.]

. . . From everywhte re, we receive

news of a new wave of repression. In

May, a number of "recidivists" (former

Oppositionists who have come back to the

Opposition) were»«rrested in Moscow.

Some of them were sent to Solovkl,

Cithers were condemned to ten years is

ceincentration camps. Two comrades

ha*-.e proclaimed a hunger strike; th<ir

[•onditton Is very grave. "We do not

know, unfortunately, what has happen-

ed with them.

In the Spring of this year, the term

of deportation of many of us should

have expired (three years) but the

majority were given a "repeater", often

even the solitary. Some were arrest-

ed all over again a month or even l(ss

after the expiratIo;i of the deportation

term. The aim pursued remains the

same: our extermiiuitI<WL

The comrades who were not arrested

again received certain "reductions" ; in

reality, this means a tran><fer to a neiv

place of deportation.

... A great interest exists among us

for the Spanish revolution and its per-

spectives. It would be interesting to

know the opinion of the Old Man. None

of his works on the Spanish revolution:

has reached us.

Mooncy
Appeal

(Continued from page 1)

alongside of Mooney's call ; Do the party

leaders Intend to emulate the HIIlqultK,

the Hillmans and their helpers in a rf
fusal ,to organize a genuine united front?

Is this statement to be a justification tor

evasion of duty ? While it Indoricb

Mooney's call in general, it fails entl»

ly to Indicate one single measure, one

single step toward the organization of

a united front While it does call upon

the workers, upon the unemployed coun-

cils, etc., for support to the call, it falls

in the most crucial demaad—the demand

for the organization of a united front

movement. The statement attempts to

cover this faHure by the usual base sland-

ers against the Left Opposition as a

means of diverting the Issue away from

the party leaderships' responsibility.

Why do the party <!rentrlst bureaucrats

fear a genuine united front? Not a "so

called 'united front' 'arranged' from the

top with 'leaders' ... an alliance ol

a few »ocalled 'leaders'." This is not

what Tom Mooniy asks for. In a genu-

ine united tront^he Communists can have

nothing to fear from Sluch 'leaders"

Why, then, do they shirk this responsi

blHty? This is what every party mem
b«r should ask of the leadership!

Through the International Labor De-

fense there must be initltated the or

ganlzatlon of a genuine united front, the

setting up of Committees to fight fpr the

freedom of Tom Mooney end release of

all class war prisoners. The p^rty lead-

ership must give up its miserable evasion

and cease begging the issue. It should

grasp this as an excellent opportunity

for Communists 4^0 mobillKO a powerful

movement. Tliat much every militant

worker will demand from It. Our modest

forces will stand unreservedly at the

disposal of such a movement.

The Events oF a Fortnight

THE INCIDENTS AT SEVILLE

The bourgeois press, formerly mon-

archist and today republican, has passed

over In silence and distorted the truth

abc-ut what happened during the last

general strike in Seville. It confined it-

self to declaring that the origin of "he

strike was the aa^ssination (if did not

use the expression "assassination") of

a striking brewery worker, an assassina-

ti6n carried out by the iwliee. As a pro-

test the Sevillian working class called

a general strike. During the burial of

t&e assassinated worker, it violent clash

took place between the police and the

workers caused by the prolongation of

the arrest' and also by violent fights be-

tween the public forces and the workers.

Four workers were killed and many
wounded in the fighting. But the bourg-

eois press passed over In silence the

principal object. In the battles, the

workers defended themselves with bril-

liant heroism and the police received only

what it deiierved. Many guardsmen were

killed, among them an oiTicer of the

Security Guard. When genera! San^urjo

{^nonarchist up to the day the republic

was proclaimed), sent by the republic

govecnment to suppress the movement,

arrived in Seville and ordered the kill-

ing of the workers, the poHee—surprised
by the heroic defense of its life con-

ducted by the working class—refused to

fire, even though it only lasted a few

hours. But the Guardia Civil, a police

tfiMli- hated by all igpaniards, launched

the fight which came to the point of

the bombardment and the destructon of

man.v homes, rendered uninhabitable, in

which some elements friendly to the

workers had been living up to the time

of their imprisonment. Censorship of

the press was imposed in order to con-

ceal the truth. The "republican" gov-

ernment has already committed infamies

and crimes which Prlmo de Rivera did

not dare commit. One of the workers
detained during the incidents was wound
ed and imprisoned In a boat converted lurch. The official C. I', was neither

into a jail. A few days after the in-

cidents, when all was already peaceful,

ho wa^ found assassinated in the fioating

prison. The government called it a

.suicide.

The Constituent Cortes sent to Seville

a I'ariiamentary Commission to investi-

gate what hapened there. 'Some of these

parliamentarians saw the horrible truth,

threatened to tell it and to demand judg-

ment uptrU those resiionsible. But the

government hau compelled the press to

conceal the authenticity of these mani-

festations. It is needless tt> say that the

Injustices and the crimes tolerated by

the republican governmen , will go un-

punished.

THE liABOB ORGANIZATIONS
DURING THE RECENT
DISTURBANCES
The leadership of the official C. P. has

declared pompously and pedantically af-

ter the Seville disturbances that it took

all the responsibility for the past Inci

dents. But unfortunately, we have ob-

served that during the last strike dis

turbanccs, the C. P. remained complete-

ly in the shade. Not even a, single watch-

word from the Stalinist bureaucracy, nor

the smallest gesture made during the

struggle. As for the leaders of the W.

G, of Ij., they were afraid ot the recent

Incidents. The working masses, inOrs

impetuous and militant than the leader^,

.exceeded the limits of the plans projected

by the anarcho-reformist leaders and
also left in the background the C. P.,

which should have bSeu in the vanguard
of the working class. The leaders of

the N. G. of L. of Spain gave the order
for the general strike in Seville, an-

nounced and threated a general strike

throughout Spain, but when they see the

amplitude and the character that the
Seville movement assumed, the anarcho-
syndicalist leaders—not knowing what to

do with the strike, lacking in a program,
and not knowing what orientation to

pursue—ieit the Sevillian ivoflcers in the

A Letter from Berlin at Election

"Tom Mooney 'is an historical sy

of the American workers—of their weak-

ness and failures of yesterday and today

and their potential, dynamic power which

alone will bring victory tomorrow." To
bring this potential dynamic power into

motion Is now the task. Throughout

the period of the present crisis, the in-

soluble contradictions of capitalism are

Intensifying. Throughout the count rv,

the signs of sharpened struggles are

multiplying. We are facing the begin-

nings of an upward working class curve.

It harbor.it enormous possibilities. In

this situation, the ringing call for Tom
Mooney's liberation and the release of

all class war prisoners must echo and re-

echo throughout the length and breadth

of the country. It must resound in a

movement ot powerful proportions. The
Communists must become Its spearhead.

—ARNR SWABECK.

... It is Insistently claimed that there

were great differences on the plebiscite

in the Central Committee of. the Goin-

munisit party. Thaelmann was against,

Neumann for ; there were extremely vio-

lent discussions among them. On July

21, the Bote Fahne being prohibited, the

local Communist press issued the slogan

:

"Against tiie White pleblseife!" On the

22nd, the Bote Fahne reappeared with

the slogan: "For the Red plebistite!"

It should be noted that Pravda has not

published t, single article on the qut's-

tlon.

A few facts. A rank and file Com-
munist, whom we asked the meaning of

the partya activity and Its perspectives,

answered us : "There Is nothing to be

disitirbed about, they'll never get there,"

The action was taken without thinking

about it.

On the 5tb, there was a big party

meeting In the largest hall in Berlin. It

la hard- to estimate the number attend-

ing (7 000 to 10,000), but the hall which
I* usually absolutely packed during party

meetings, was hardly full In the down-
stairs seats, and about half empty on
the three balconies. The meeting began
very late. A large police force on th«

outside. In the lobby and, according to

the law, evti two police oflicers, one in

uniform, in the hall besides the tribune,

Beaugrand, of the French party, wlio

spoke i)artly In French and p,Trtly in

German aroused considerably sympathy
. . . After bi.s speech, a dozen gchupos
(Defense jwlice) broke Into the hall and
picked up a young newsboy of the Rot
Front, whieh is prohibited. This provok-
ed only cries, but no clash. The meet-
ing continued after this Incident . , .

Sunday. Berlin presents the usual
picture. In the workers quarters (Wed-
ding), large numbers of police, in autos,
mounted, afoot. But the streets are
calm, no assembling ; in the afternoon
much fewer police are seen. The Bote
Folme has given the order to hang red
flags from the windows. All told, there
are few, except on Kopslinerstrasse,
which is really red. The tenants of this

street are all Communist; that is where
the May F'irst sliootings took place In

1S20. . . .

We visited mamy vcting placqe ; it

goes on here In saloons. To our ques-
tions, the party placard bearers answered
that things were not going well. There
were hopes for the better in the after-
noon, which brought about no change.
Before the results, it was clear that the
plebiscite had flopped in Berlin. A
CommunL^it placard bearer .it the entrance
to a voting place, after having hoard our
opinion replied :

"It's no good with the plebiscite; and
just as bad without it."

As to the fighting of the evening and
the night, I will write next time, , . ,

able nor did It dare to put itself at the

head of the movement which had al-

ready taken on a genuinely Insurrection-

ary and revolutionary character. The

working masses had outstripped their

leadens and the latter were surprised »nd

demoralized. They lack the basis for

the insurrection ; the proletariat lacked

a guide. Why was the order issued for

a general strike! Those who Issued it

are unable to reply. The workers of Sev-

ille, disillusioned were beaten. Their de-

feat is full of lessons for the future. It

is necessary to profit by fhese lessons

and to study them profoundly. The Sev.

ille strike had the advantage of sKowing

the great necessity which the Spanish

proletariat has of the organization of a

revolutionary vanguard and of the very

foundation of the revolution—the revolu-

tionary Juntas of the \vorkers and pea-

sants.

W this Is the way we see the pro-

blem, as every Marxist-Leninist must

see it, then the struggle of the Sevillian

proletariat was not a route but on the

contrary, produted a great arsenal of les-

sons. Let us know how to profit by them

in the coming struggles i

THE SOCIALIST MINISTERS
The bourgeois press has begun the

open struggle against two of the thre«

socialist ministers who belong to the

present government of the republic

agJiinst Indalecio Prleto, minister of

Jiuance, and Largo CabaHero, minister of

labor ; and it is precisely because these

two gentlemen cause a serious danger

to the government being two ministers

who, together with Maura have lost all

prestige and are dishonored, i'rietc

has carried out a catastrophic job at

the head ot-Spanlsli financtjs. The peseta

has suffered an enormous depreciation,

which has produced an aggravation In

the already difficult Spanish economis

situation and has extended the labor

crisis. Caballero has distinguished him-

self by his anti-labor policy and has

brought the hatred of the workers upon

him. The workers arise against those

who, usurping a lepreseniation which

nobody has conferred upon them, work

against the interests of the class. The

bourgeois press, taking into account the

importance of the matter, proposes the

idea of replacing the two socialist min-

isters l)y others who will be better able

to fulfill the ministerial functions. In

reality, Prieto and Caballero have shown

an abscflute incompetence at the heads

of their respective ministries. The

bourgeoisie which gave them their posts

in order to have them confine the Im-

petuousness of the workers from these

vantage points, sees that that they have

done has been to heighten the courage

of the worlfera by their myopic actions

and means to remove them. They will

succeed. Prieto" especially la swamped
in his ministry.

THE REPRESSION CONTINUES
Tpon going out of a meeting of the

International Red Aid in Madrid, the

workers were pounced upon by the police

who killed one and wounded many. La-

Ur, many workers were arrested. Labor

meetings are suspended and workers pa

pers are seized, correspondence Is vio-

lated, house raids are conducted, arrested

workers without defense have judicial law

'jpplied to them, workers are imprisoned

and. brutalized more and better than dur-

ing the dictatorship of Primo de Rivera,

just as In the heyday of Martinez Anido.

The republic government has assassinated

more workers than did Primo de Rivera

in the seven years of his government
Misery, hunger and despair increase

incessantly among the workers. The
coming Winter threatens to be prodigious

in desperate struggles between the work-

ers who will ask for bread and the police

who w^ill mow them down. The present

government promise,-) to oe bloody and
hrutal to a degree exceeding the dictators

of ihe monarchy.
Will the Spanish working class know

how to organize Itself and to react?

Madrid, August 8 1931

—IIHNKI LAGIIOIX.

THE PLEBISCITE'S

REAL RESULTS

The press service of the German Com-
munist Party, commenting on (he results

of the referemUim to dissolve the Prus-

sian Landtag, seeks to swindle the party

followers with empty boast.^ about the

alleged victory of the Htalinists in their

disastrous combination wi;h the Hitler-

ites : "Yesterday's referendum was a

truly Red referendum . . . The Ked re-

ferendum furnished the prnof that it is

poss-ible, by .1 principled Bolshevik \v-.l-

icy, not only to drive hack Fascism, but

to beat it decisively." The Daily Worker

in this country, which paid very little

attention to the Prussian referendum at

all—It is more interested in "Commun-
ism in one country"—<!hanted the same
song. Pitiful as these claims are, they

are properly revealed In «11 tht'ir false-

hood and deceit by the Imal returits

which have just reached us.

The Figures Speak

We publish the comparative figures ot

the votes given in the 20 "verwaltung-

sbezirke" (roughly eipiivalent to our

wards) of Berlin, fir.^t in the referendum

of a few yens ago on the expropriation

of the German princes, a campaign led by

the Communist party whi'h won ths

support of the socialist workers, and sec-

ond, the votes given In th(; same dis-

tricts drtl'4ng the re.'^Jnt Pftitisian re-

ferendum which was really led by the

Fascists

;

*'Princes "Pniss.

Ward Refereit" Rcferen."

Center 1'2T 5(J1 fl7.32fl

Tlergarten 111,'215 00,409

Wedding lftLr>70 Wt,ORti

I'renzlauor Berg ir>0,H!2 72,Sft!)

Friedrichschain 175,084 70,0i)l

KreuKbevg nf>,T4'2 KS,3r)2

Charlottenburg ] -JO ITS 70.440

Spunda

u

4«,fir,2 2lt,0O3

Wilmersdorf 4(!,7(iT 47.266

Zehlendorf 8.7;i3 ] 6,932

Schoeneberg 70,2(11 OD,fBU

Steglitz 42,100 ri«,S(iR

Templehof 2r>,or.j) 2-AMl

Neuk-oelln ]rt.'?,!)Oo 71,500

Treptow 4s,n2 21,S00

Koepenick 32,150 17,311

Lichtenberg BG0(J7 53,652

Weis.'^ensee 25,08:} 13,741

Pankow 40,809 31,036

Reiniekendorf 48.7uG 36,C36

The Anarchists in Spain

(Continued from page I)

But the Catalonlan big liourgeolsie has

viewed matters differently. It exercized

a pressure upon the government of the

Generalidad by another means: it ad-

dressed Itself directly to the central pow-

er of Madrid in order to guarantee its

divine right to property. We read In the

August letter of the special correspond-

ent of the Paris Temps:

"On July '20, the members of the

'Fomento del Trabajo Nacional' (which

embraces the representatives of all the

big Barcelona Industries) met 'In order

to examine the imminent peril presented

to them by the attitude of the laborttig

masses', and, considering that the co-

operation of the government of the Gen-

eralidad with the SIndlcato Unico had

disa.vtrous consequences, they decided to

address themselves directly to the cen-

tral government of Madrid in order to

request it to defend them. At the same

time, there was held a meeting of seven

hundred proprietors of Barcelona Ger-

ona, Tarragona, Lerida, etc, whose ten-

ants demand a 40% reduction In rent.

They also decided to request aid from

Madrid,"

Loyal to his petty bourgeolse nature

Macla has yielded to the "powerful

boss". For, Macla is more the "Barce-

lonan, agent ot the Madrid Imperialists"

(Trotsky) than the sincere friend of the

anarcho-syndicalists of the N, C. of L,

The arrangement with Zamora and
Macla 's trip to Madrid will definitely

consecrate the treason of Macia's party.

The hopes of -the Catalonian working
masses in the national independence and
social enfranchisement, demagogically
promised by Macla will be cruelly dis-

appointed. The duty of the Gatalonlan
Communists Is to unmasij this double-

dealing of Macia and to tear off his

apostolic mask. Unfortunately, Catal-

onlan Coraunlsm, at the present time
led by the Maurins and Arlandises, is

not in a position to accomplish this task,

for, instead of severely «erlticizing all tile

treacherous acts of the Catalonist move-
ment, Maurln practises a policy of bene-
vokncc and amity towards Macia'a party.

llie Anarcbo-Syndicalists

The conduct of the anarcho-syndical-
ists also requires a pitiless criticism by
the Spanish Communists. Never has the
treaaon of the syndicalist leaders of the
N. C. of L. been more cynical, mora
avowed. Tie workers of Seville who
battled courageously against the armed
forces of the provisional government
looked In vain to the support and the
solidarity of the strotigOst trade union or-
ganization In the country, the N. C, of L.

The police of Maura-Cabaliero were still

raging through the streets of Kevilla
when the central organ of the N. C, L.,

SC'lldaridad Obrero, wrote: "in spite of

everything", we have said on many oc-

casions that we want nothing against
the republic. In an official declaration

of the N, C. of L, Its leaders declare In

the name of the thousands of revolur soul to the bourgeois state of the Span-
tionary workers whom they are deceiving

that "nobody can boast of being able to

do better than the Spanish republic" and
that consequently, they will do it no
harm. While these articles, and declara-

tions were tinatle, the worker.s, abanion-
ed to themselves, were massacred and
the trade union organizations sacked.

Only the Spanijih Communists, In spite

of the absence of a party and a clear-

sighted leadership, supported the heroic

fighters of Seville "by revolutionary class

Instinct The Spanish working class will

remember these two dlfferiJig attitudes

ol two political currents in the revolu-

tionary proletariat of Spain. The treason

ol the anarcho-syndicalists and the cour-

ageous conduct of the Communists In the

Seville events should serve Spanish Com-
munism to enlighten the masses organ-

ized in the N. C. of L. on the shameful
and Ignoble role of the Pestagnas, Ura-

leses and the other leaders of anarcho-
syndicalism. With a correct policy in

the trade union field, as In all the other
fields of proletarian life, the Spanish
Communists today could deliver a mor-
tal blow to the anarcho-syndicalist move-
ment. That" is what the friends ol the

Spanish syndicalists ^In France not with-
out anguish, are beginning to undetstand.
The Cri du Peuple of Monatte and Cham-

archo-syndicalists would oppose to the

Bolshevik state a genuine "anarchist'

state. Is obliged to declare with bitter

ness that the N. C. of L. "Is making a

dangerous turn" by submitting body and

belland which only two months ago ex-

pressed the hope that the Spanish an-j Paris August 15, 183i

ish republic.

This "turn" ot Spanish 'anarcho-syndi-

calism is not a surprise to the Marxists.

Anarcho-syndicalism was able to win the

confidence of the working masses in the

stifling atmosphere of the dictatorship of

the monarchy and thanks to the treason

ol the Socialists who for a long tims

perverted and discredited the ideas of

Revolutionary Marxism. In the revolu-

tionary events, when the activity of all

the jwlitlcal partle.^ of the proletariat

unfold under the vigilant control of the
revolutionary workers, anarcho-syndical-
ism will be led more and more to demon-
strate the inconsistency of Its doctrine

and the cowardice of its methods. In
one of his letters "The Spanish Revolu-
tion from IJay to Day", comtade Trotsky
writes : "The whole fate of world anarch-
ism, or rather what remains of it after

the Russian revolulon. Is closely bound
up with the fate of Spanish anarcho-
syndicalism. And since anarcho-syndical-
ism in Spain is setting out towards a
shameful and ridiculous bankruptcy, one
cannot doubt for an instant that the
Spanish revolution will be the gravestone
of anarchism." One could not hope that

these lines, written a short time before
the Spanish events, would find their con
ftrraatlon so swiftly.

-M. MILL.

Thus In such decisively proletarian

wards as Center, Wedding, Fried lichshaId

and Neukoelln, the "Red" referendum to

dissolve (the Prussian Landtag, gave only

half or less than half the votes cast for

the Communist referendum a few years

ago to expropriate the princes. In such

liourgeoia wards as Zehlendorf and Stcg-

litz, the "Red" referendum received more
(in one almost double) than It received

last time. Red referendum indeed ! The
fact is that the Fascists brought out al-

most their maximum forces (very tew
Fiiscists failed to vote on ru'Count of the

Communist party's particlpatirji) for the

referendum, while the revolutionary

workers stayed at home, indifferent or

resentful towads the .Stalini.st capitula-

tion to the nationalist demagogy of the

Hitlerites.

Further "Victory" Pr»M>f

In proletarian Berlin-Center, 67 329

"For" votes were cast In the "Prussian"

referendum. At the last Reichstag elec-

tions, the Right wing parties received

61,000 votes and the C. P. 58,872.

In overwhelmingly proletarian Wed-
ding, out of fhe 27i),(K)0 ellgii>!e voters,

89 980 "For" votes were cast. In the

last elections, the Right parties received

51,986, while the C. P, got 90,273. The
"Red" referendum did not even receive

the total C. P, vote of last September 14.

In workers' Friedrichshain, 76,004

"For" votes, while the C, P. got 80,0(JO

and the Right parties 74 000 votes last

September,

Rut iiow do we know whether the "For"
votes in these <list rictus t-ame from the

C. P. or the Right? The answer is found
!n the unmistakable indications furulBh-

ed by tlie !»ourgeols wards

;

In overwhelmingly bourgeois Zehlea-
dorf: last September the C, P. got 2,598

votes, the Right parties 20 424 votes. In
the present referendum tht-re were 10,-

932 "For" votes! The C. P. won over"
, . . the bourgeoisie!

Take Steglltz, a bourgeois ward. 14,-

10i> G. P. votes and 09.209 Right votes
in Septeml)er. "For" the "Prus.slan" re-

ferendum: 58,86;^.

Outside of Berlin, the same picture.

In Cologne, which gave 132 557 Rignt
votes and 67,786 C. P. votes, there were
74,358 "For" votes in the referendum,
with 540,000 eligible voters. In Aachen,
with 113,593 eligible voter.?, 15,889 voted
"For", In September, the C. P, received
14,504 votes, the Rigiit parties got 25,780.

As a final straw to siiow M'hich may
the wind blow—^from the workers or from
the bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie;
to the Communists or to the Fascists

—

we take the characteristic example of
the rural, backward, petty bourgeois dis-

trict of Hessen-Nassau, a "natural"
stamping ground for Hitler's cohorts:
Eligible to vote : 1,720,210 Septemtter C.
P. vote: 137,148. September Right vote;
614,393. "For" the referendum: 554,-

53T.

A political party—particularly the rev-

olutionary Communist party —. cannot
stand many more such "victories" with-
out collapsing under the deadly weight
of its own folly. . . .
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DIKUfllON ARTICLES

Some Shortcomings o( the Thesis

The present pre-confercnce diecussion

will have to thoroughly evaluate the

work of tlie period since our last cou-

ventlon, our accomplishments, siiortcotu-

inga and miiitalies, our past and jwesent

perspectives and tactics. In this way,

the second national conference of our

League will he able to seu clearly oar

possibilitiea and tasks.

This article will confine Itself primarily

to the tresis proposed by the National

Committee for the present discusion.

The thesis marks a decided step for-

ward from the idatforin accepted at our

flrst conference {May li>2t)>. At that

tiiae, the first cadres of the Opposition

had been expelled from the party and

League. Our leading comradcM had not

yet succeeded in separati/ig themselves

from former associations, vi«w«, tactics

and iwrKpectives which they had held as a

fc'roup in the party (Cannon group). Our

phtttorm was therefore permeated, and

understandingly so, with these "vesti-

gials". It was lormnlated with refer-

ences to the former policies of "our

group" {Cannon group), the "pridetarian

chariictei-" of the Foster group, etc.

On tlie important (iiiestion of the per-

spective of a long and inevitable period

of social reformism and the organiza-

tion of a niitional lnhor piirty, tht> thesis

-states

:

'The Left Opposition, at its formative

stage, leaned In *he direction of tiiis re-

formist persiiEH'tive wiiich constituted to

a certain extent an uucrilical carry-over

of tlie preceding group struggle in the

party, prior to tht^ time when tho Left

wing took shape and was estubiishcd as

a political grouping diijtlncl from all ihe

others in the movement." (My emphasis

—J, C. ) "Leaned in the direction ot"Y

Is there any doubt as to our previous

position? The importance of tlie ques-

tion re<iuires a more categorical state-

ment of change.

Change on Labor Party

It will be recalled tJit>, during tJie

first pre-conference discussion and at

the conference itself, the leading com-

rades not only stressed the correctness

of the slogan for a labor party, but

offered as their strongest argument its

so-called "Inevitableness". Our platform

stated: "—the propaganda slogan (of a

labor party) must be realiy revived and

as soon as It has found I'oots in the

masses and their experiences in the stvig

gle it must hecome an agitational and

linally an action slogan". Why is this

slogau necessary? "It Is not reasonable

to expect that the masses of the Am-

erican workers, who are still tied ideo-

logically and politically to the bourgeois

parties, will come over to the Commun-
ist Party politically at one step (!) in

a period not immediately i evolutionary"

the platform replied, Wihciein does this

position of the Inevitability of the labor

party, and the need for Communist lead-

ership of the movement in this dlrcctioh,

differ from the present I,K>vestoiie posi-

tion? Not ill a hair's breath!

The change on the question of "radi-

calisation" is likewise a step forward.

B'urther. The present theses no longer

speaks of "our group" position previous

to the actual organization of the Left

Opposition. That is, we are no longer

the "Cannon group" (in tlie historical

sense). In fact, the abandonment of

the above position on the future of re-

formism In the United ytates marks an
important deiiarture from that group's

position.

The thesis states; "The unevenness of

social development rendered particular-

ly acute and jerky in the present epoch

ot imperialism, may easily advance the

United 'States toward the head of ine

list." The thesis in atteiupting to take

sharp issue with this gene,'al conception

of tho American Communist movement
that the revolution in the I.'nlted States

Is a thing of tlie distant future, exag
gerates the state of affairs. Tlie essen-

tial truth ot the statement lies in the

fact that revolutionary upheavals la

Europe which characteHue post-war im-
perialism considerably lia.sten the forces

making for revolution In this cou-ntvy.

However, the probability of the situa-

tion, and that is precisely what we should
base our perspectives on, la that the pro-

letarian revolution will fii'st come in

Kurope ; a Soviet United States of Eur-
ope will be formed which will find itself

in irreconcilable conflict with reactionary

capltalLst United States, This perspec-
tive outlined with such lucidity by com-
rade Trotsky in "Enrope and America"
(1S26) stili holds good today.

A few brief comments on some of the
.smaller -shortcomings of the thesis.

The first section mentions in discon-
nected form the position of France In
Europe today. Insteatl of showing the
importance of this position (the last
important capitalist country to enter the
crL^is, its Immense stock of gold) the
thesis rests satisfied with the mere state-
ment of it. It should be clearly stated
that France is becoming ever more an
outstanding creditor nation; that on the
European continent it Is more and more
replacing England as a creditor; that
this promises future serious confiict be-
tween France and the United States.

The section of the thesis which polem-
isies against the Stalinist conception of
a narrowing of the "haso for social re-
formism" should be strengthened along
the following Hues; The party leadership
confuses the ground or base for the
growth of social reformLsm with the
"social basis" for it. The latter which
rests Oil the ability of American capi-
talism to bribe sections of the working
class is undouiitedly becoming even more
limited. But the basis f-or the growth ot
social reformism is more than that. (We
are speaking of its growth among the
\rorIclng class only). It feeds oa the

flrst signs of the awakening of class con

sciou.siiess of the workers as well as the

blunders and mistakes of the Commun-
ists. The mechanical "economic deter-

minist" interpretation of the Stalinists,

of course, leads to serious tactical mis-

takes. The thesis, while essentially cor-

rect should include the above thought.

The Economtc Crisis

On the present economic crisis, the

thesis states: "The pr^ent crisis is dis-

tinguished from many which preceded it

in the history of capitalist production by

its virtually pianetary character" ig

thif t-orrecty No. This is not sufficient.

The thesis .should .state clearly and with

emphasis that the present economic crisis

develoi»i on the basis ot the post-war

crisis ot imperialism. One can, of

course, find the essential features of the

latter mentioned in vario;!s sections ot

the thesis. But this is insufficient. They
should be enumerated as part of a whole.

At this time, I will not attempt to dis-

cuss the prospecLii of the Aiuerican crisis.

Comrade Field in bis article on "The
Meaning of the American Crisis" (which

we intend returning to at some other

time) tells us that there is a contradic-

tion in the thesis when i^ states; {!)

that America will get it.self out of the

cri.sis, and (2) "the prospect of strug-

gles ahead that will increase in breadth

and depth and militancy". Although

inere is absolutely no contradiction be-

tween the two statements, the thesis

is undoubtedly incomplete on this ira-

uortant (juestlon.

The thesis correctly states that the

American workers, because of the absence

of struggles—and tlierefore defeats—in

the previous period will have vitality for

militant struggle. ITat—and this is un-

fortunately overlooked—liiese struggles

are primarily defenslvei. Can we expect

the present defensive struggles of ihe

workers to be converted into the counter-

offensive against the capitalists during

the present crisis? It is hardly likely.

Comrade Field implies that a Htiuidation

of the crisis means a i>erspective of de-

creasing battles. On the contrary, the

rc-entraiice of workers into industry^
that is, the beginnings of economic re-

vival—when they are materialy more sec-

ure, morally stronger, a decreased un-

empUiyment, will mark the beginning of

the counter-offensive of the workers. The
thesis siiould contain this important
thought. —JOSEPH CARTER,

pfirtunist defeatism, etc. Just as the

formulation to the contrary would lie

just as erroneous, leading to Leftist ad-

ventures or indolent fatalism. The rev-

olutionary Marxian party has a role, a

iiisforicai duly, to bend every effort to

make each crisis of capitalism its la.-;t.

Aside from a bi-eakdown of economy and
capitalist rule, there -mu.st be a con-

scious organized proletariat with a will

for power, before capitalism can be

destroyed. The party must work con-

sciously for this at all time, we must
not allow one situation to be missed if

it is in our power to advance to victoi-j-.

Without losing any of its ability for

recognizing reality, the Left Opposition

must give itself and tlie party a deter-

mined tenacity to work for the revolu-

tion. True, we arc faced with tremen-

dous difficulties we are a far way off

from our :,'oal. but that does not mean
iiecessarily that it is a long tim« off.

The cliaracter of tills crisis, as to its

iinality, should lie put proDlcmafically, a

(juestion of .struggle. The Ilolshevik-Leu-

iii!.^t in liM),-) and 1917, foustht to make the

<i!sis of czarisiu its last, and won. Be-

sides the art, we ra«st have the -will.

It is to improve our will that I propose

this change. Capitalism can issue out of

this crisis and have another onl.v after a

defeat of the proletariat. Do we already

see defeat? No, our thesis time and

again must call our League our party,

our class to work and to fight tor victory.

This does not mean that at the same
time we should not point out. expose and

mercilessly fight against ail dangers and

obstacles in our patii that threaten the

victory for otlr class.

—clf;m FORSEN,

The Thesis and the Crisis

To Improve our Will
In the discussion on the first two

main divisions of the national commit-

tee thesis in our Iirancb, the question w-is

asked: "How can Americnn capitalism

issue out of this crisis? As a whole, tbe

theais correctly describes the methods

capitalism will use to endeavor to ex-

tricate itself from the crisis and analy-

zes the contradictions it will meet In

each process. Yet it gives no direct ans-

wer to this question since it can only he

answered from life, in the course ot the

class struggle. However, two comrades

endeavored to answer this question giv-

ing possible means by which it could be

done—"which 'accttien tally' could be up-

set l)y war",

I think that the formulation in the

thesis to the effect that "the present

crisis of American capitalism is not its

final revolutionary crisis". Is erroneous

as it stands, and is not in harmony with

the rest of the thesis. It leads to an

imderestiniation of revolutionary possi-

bilities the war danger, organization, op-

The thesis deals at some length with

the crisis and presents many facts, but

leaves unanswered a couple of impor-

tant points which I desire to raise for

discussion. One place, the thesis says,

"The present crisis is distiiiguishcd from

many which proceeded it in the history

of capitalist production by its virtually

planetary character." The universal

character of llie crisis is not new nor

the distinguishing character. Marx and

Kngels of the last century pointed them

out more than once. The universal char-

acter is an effect and not a cause. The

above sentence explaining its scope,

nevertheless explains none of the basic

diiference in relation to past crises.

In another party, the thesis says, "The

present crisis comes after the existence

of an acute disruption of the 'equili-

brium' between agriculture and industry,

and only serves to aggravate the agrarian

situation; it appt^ars coincidentally with

a contracting domestic marliet whi-:!h

gives no appearance of noteworthy ex-

tension in the immediate future ;
and,

finally, it occurs in the period of de-

clining world imperialism and is part ot

a planetary crisis which, precisely be-

cause American imperialism's sources of

power are spread all over the world, in-

vest the disruption of American econ-

omy with highly ix-rilous character."

Of the three points, the last is of vital

imiiortance, the basic but the first two

are of no value. In other parts of the

thesis more sentences iire presented to

show this dift'ereiices but it does not

negate the altovc question; however, such

a vital point should iiot be scattered

through the thesis. Speaking of agricul-

ture and industry, the -acute disruption"

is not new; American agriculture Is a

subordinated part of machine develop-

ment and industry and the process of dis-

integration and centra I iza! ion has beeti

the logical outflow of tiie ^veneral process

of capitalist production in America, in

relation to agriculture.

To say, "coincidentally ^vith a con-

tracting market" is to put the problem

upside down and approach from the

side of consumption rather than the

point of production. This factor should

be pre-sented as aii Ai^SOLl.'TK decrease

in the numiier of workws in production,

a fact JIarx predicted in tho last cen-

tury.

Further, the most vital point, not only

in regard to the world crisis, but par-

ticularly in regard to American iiuper-

ialism—an excess ot capital a new foira

of overproduction in the period of finan-

cial capitalism, is not evan considered or

presented in its proper light in relation

to the crisis.

As to prospects, the thesis saxs, in a

criticism of the AiuiaKst perspective,

that "A more cbjeetive estimation of the

prospects for a decisive upward swing

of the conjuncture would put the period

for a commencement of recovery at an
even later date." Saying such without

explaining what kind of a revival it can

be is to leave hanging in the air the main
point of the perspective. We may add
that tiie date of recovery is not as im-

portant as the kind of recovery.

No blueprLnt can be given, nor asked

for, but a Marxian group must at least

present possilde variants as well as what

is not possible. The thesis takes up what
is not possible but does not deal with

wiiat Is possible.

It is possible for the crisis to develop

into a war. Such a one would be not

a mere economic crisis, but a new pro-

blein of higher dimensions. With it

would proceed a negative revival of in-

dustry and production only to end in

greater diliicultics. At least there would

i>e a How before the next ebb, <*onsider-

ing capitalist econoiny. It is most pro-

bable (as presented by the thesis) that

American imperialism at the expense of

the other imperialisms, will come out

on top. But on top of what, is as imp:>r-

tant as to specify,: on top. Such a reviv-

al wili not be the prosperity of the im-

mediate past ; however, this does not

mean decline.

The Leninist analy.>;iM that we are in

a l>erlod of decay capitalism means that

capitalism as a WHOLE is in decay and

from this approach. American imperial-

ism, from the absolute standpoint, is

also in tlie decline. However, from the

relafive standjx.int the problem is dif-

ferent. From the relative standpoint,

American imperialism still has elibs and
flows because its holds the upper hand

am! all indications are that, in the down-

ward curve American imperialism will

be able to holds ils upper position (at

the expense of the others). The problem

can only be considered corre<;tiy from Its

t«iifold relation of the absolute and re-

lative.

To show that there will be a dimin-

Ishiiig rate of profit and draw conclusions

that this holds decay and decline for

American productioii, is false. A dimin-

ishing rate of profit in the past ba.s ac-

comi-anied an increase in productioti ana
logically so. Profit is only a part of sur-

plus value atid such an approach will

not .settle the basic problem of capitalist

production and its crisis.

We must have Uiore discussion on these

two points; difference of this crisis m
rclHtion to the past and tlie variations

possible for the future in order to round

jUt the thesis on this ixiint,

—IinOO OKHLER.

TOROiVTO

The Canadidn Red Raids

When the first a!ta(k was made against

the Communist party in q^lionto two

years ago the reformist leaders were

able to delude many w(>rkers by explain-

ing that the rights of tree speech were

being taken away from the Communists

only, and not from the workers.

In less than a year the right of free

speech had been banned even for tiie

"pinkest of the pink."

Today the Communist party is again

attacked, not locally but natioiially. The

Attoriiey-General of {)ntario has openly

stated that the puri>osc of this attack is

to drive the Communist party into il-

legality.

IHstory has already taught us that pol-

itical tendencies of the day are deter-

mined by the basic economic conditions

and in order to uiiderstand wliy the pol-

itical rights are iieiiig taken away from

the Communists it is necessary to go

heneath the surface.

In Canada, agriculture stili phiys a

dominant role in the economic and pol-

itical life of the country. The present

depression coupled with the l)ig drop in

the price of agricultural products below

the cost of production; the record-break-

ing accumulation of tremendous stocks

of raw materials; the falling off oE the

internal and external trade—have left

in their wake mass starvation and de-

stitution. Thousands upon thousands of

small and middle-class farmers are

ruined and bankrupt, while mass unem-

ployment leaves its bitter trail from one

end of the country to the otiiCi-.

Again, in Caiiada, workers have dcmoii-

strated behind the Hed Flag. Troops be-

ing <:alled out to cow dowii tiie workers

has become a common occurence. -Mili-

tant demonstrations of the unemployed,

while yet still limited to the West are

growing, Tli(; hungry workers in the

cities want bread. The ruined farmers

want the bankers' noose taken off their

necks.

This present crisis is quite different

structurally from that of previous crisis

and will not lie overcome in a hurry,

liven the capitalist bankers themselves

openly say that much. This wiuier, the

bourgeoisie openly state, is going to be

the hardest Winter yet experienced bj

all classes, Mr, lleighan, former I'rime

Minister of Canada, in a speech at Tor-

onto stated "that Canada is facing its

greatest trial in history." "Unless some-

thing is done to meet the growing com-

petitioii from Russia, the existence of

thousands of producers will be ruined"

He calls for a war against Russia to

save capitalism but that is another qucs
;tion which we will discuss in future

Tlie fact, though, is, the growing coni-

petitioii Canadian capitalism is meeting
on the world. market is coming not only

from Russia but from Australia, Argi?n-

tina, etc, added to which is the reduc-

tion of the demand itself, and thei-e lies

the crux ot the matter.

Canadian capital is preparing to fight

for a greater share of the markets of

tlie world by the lowering of the stan-

dards ot living for the workers and farm-

ers. The question before capital is not
only of this Wiiiter as many bourgeois

politicians wish us to believe, tint the

Winters and the Summers oE the future.

AVhat are the principal factors iiebind

the [(resent as.sault of capital against

the workers tuid farmers? The power of

the bourgeoisie in Canada has been
built uji on a strongly organized and
centralized industrial and banking sys-

tem. The small and middle-class farm-

ei's. in the vain hope of achievii'tg secur-

ity and indepcndeiK-c, oryani/cd thsni-

selvcs in a "Wheat Pool", tiiianced Oy

the banks with the purpose in view oi

keeping up prices. Hut this worked to

the contrary. Today they arc worse oft

thaii ever before, and their land and pos-

esssions arp mcrTi;agcd to the batiks who
are also extracting t heir p'liind of llesji

tor the liui;e accumulated slocks in tiie

"Wheat I'ool".

The workers—except for a small min-

ority of the liigbcr skilled labor—are

completely iiiiorganiiied and at the meny
of the bosses. The nia.jorily of industries

are coiicentraled in Ontario an<l (Juebec,

In the latter I'rovince fhc workers are

almost cf^mpletely under tiie inihience of

the Roman Cath'dic Ctiurcli and the com-

pany and Catholic rnion*;, tn Ontario,

it is the Orangemen and couservalinj

trade unions. Only in the West have

the workers demonstrated with thD

spirit of militancy.

The leader of the workers anil poor

tanners is a weak Communist party. The

false politics and perspectives the Stal-

inist Comintern has foisted on th<' Cati-

adian party in the last few years, is

one of the piinciplc factors re.-ipunsibie

for the failure of the party to iiene-

trate the masses. The isolation of the

parly finds its rellectiou in liie fact

tiiat in the West where the workers arc

more militant, the party is org!lid-/.atl<m-

aliy weaker than in the East, where the

workers are more <-oiiscrvjitivc. Tlte a.i-

venturous ;ird period policies were furced

on the party during Ihe pea!; of the

capitalist pi'osperity. When the slogan

should have been for partial demands,

tlie party was "fighting fur the streets".

What saved the iiarty from ciaumitting

complete suicide in those days, was the

fact that (he meiubcrship of the party

is made tip of foreigii language federa-

tions, whose activity is mostly <-ultural

and social.

The growing terror against tlie Com-

munists raises to the forcfrunt more

sharply than ever before the necesj-ity

of the rehabliitatioii of the party. In the

pi'esc nt crisis, the party is faced wiih

problems that raise again the following

demands, if the party is (i measure up

to its tasks.

1. ("aiiication anil reinstatement of

all e\pelied Oppositionists.

2. Innei'-party democi-.-icy and ideolo-

gical clarity; that is aiisointely essenlia!

if the membership is to develop as tlie

real leaders cf the woi-king class.

3. Policies based not "on the Imildiug

of socialism in a single country", which

caniict iH'come a reality surrounded by a

bourgeois globe, but on internatisnal

revolution.

We warn ail Left wing workers, what-

ever may be the diffci-cnces that they

may have with the Communist party

leadei'Ship, that this must not be ma3e

the cover for the failure to lake a dcfiniie

position in the defence of Ihe party. The

workers of Caiiada if they allow the

Iiourgeoisie to smash the iKirty, will Had

that tomorrow they too v ili be dis-

armed. We warn the workers and fariii-

eis of {'anada, that the capitalists are

preparing a general attack against your

living standards. The suicessful sup-

pression of the iiarty will toUnw in tbt>

suppre.ssion of all militant labor organi-

zations and progressive Oodics,

In the fight for legality, the Left Op-

position calls upon all woi'kers to ac-

tively support the party.—Q.

CREDITS FOR THE SOVIET UNION
(Continued from page 1)

workers the simple -material "^^^^^ "^
link them closely with the needs of the

Soviet masses."

More than two mouths later, on June

•2L 1030 (that is, still more than a year

ag^) the MiUtaot. under the heaclmg ol

'Towards a Concrete Program of Ac-

tion", had the following to say
:

ihc

demand for credits for the Hoviet Union

ft once reveals the i.mer li.ik betsveen

the interests of the Amerjcan working

class and the workers of the Soviet bnion.

Millions are idle in the Lnited fetates^

But the socialist plans of the boviot

L'nion cry out for machinery and other

industrial equipment. Employment heie

and coliahoration with the Fivejlear

Plan in the U. S. S. H. would be the

eonsequeiiee of large scale credits

Thousands of Ameri<>an workers would

receive practical lessons in the impiica-

liona ot internationalism in the funda-

mental struggle between capitalism and

socialism and the meaning ot Commun-

tim Thousands could be mobilized for

the U. S. S. It. and against the capital-

ist government of the U. S."

In this manner, we advanced the slo-

gan for trade and credits with the Sov-

iet L'nion on a revolutionary basis, coin-

ciding in tins with the demand raised

by the Interiiational Left Opposition and

first initiated by comrade Leon Trotsky

from his Turkish exile in an article

written on March 14, 1930.

Staliuiat Objection

What did ail tlie Stalinists of the

world reply to this imply and irrefut-

ably correct proposal? They rejected it

decisively. The Czecho-Slovak party or-

gan wrote that according to the "Trot-

skyist plan", the contradiction in prin-

ciple between the Soviet state and the

capitalist world is to be replaced by

their mutual collaboration , , . It is a

pity that the Messrs, Trotskyists did not

tell us on what principles the general

Czeoho-Slovak-Soviet plan for the aolu-

I
tton of the crisis should bo constructed.:

on capitalist priiiciples—imt by that,

aid would be given to the victory of

capitalism within Russia; or on social-

ist principles-this would mean that the

Trotskyists lieileve in the readiness of

the capitalists themselves to introdu-e

socialiism . . , the i-espoiisitdlity for uii-

employiuent is to be tlirown upon the

Soviet Ijnion whidi does not give iia

sufficient orders . . , instead of com-

promising the worthless capitalist sys-

tem, the industrial crisis is to serve to

compromise the Soviet Union," {Kude

Pravo, June 24, li):iO,)

In one form or anothet, these same

unbelievably stupid objections were r'e-

peated by the Stalinists in every other

country. In the American party, such a

job naturally fell to the lot of Earl

Browder, who could not find woi-ds vio-

lent or contemptuous enough with which

to excoriate the "counter-revolutionists"

and their "counter-revolutionary" plan.

Our answer to the infantile clowniugs

of the Stalinists was contained tn the

ivords with wdiich conirade Trotsky con-

cluded his proposal: "Hut is there any

hojw tliat with their present leadership

the Communist parties are capable of

a serious revolutionary mobilization of

tbe masses? We will not decide this

question beforehand. The policy which

we defend has such prcJound roots in

the objective situation and in the his-

toi-ieal interests of the proletariat, that U
will HnaHy m^e its way through ,nll

the obstacles, it is entirety a question

of time. But that is a very imp-ortant

question. The duty of the Left Commun-
ist Opposition, therefore, is to exert all

Its strength to shorten the period."

So powerful is a correct revolutionary

idea that tn the span of more than a

year it has broken through the opposi-

tion of the bureaucratic apparatus and

has finally made its way into the pro-

gram of the Stalinists, giving new justi-

fication—if it were needed—for the in-

sistent advocacy of the idea by the op-

position. What value has the contemptl

ble reference, in the same "uiiemploy-

ment pi'(;:grani", to the Left Opposition's

program lieing identical with that of the

A. F. of L, when the new turn of Mr,

Bi'owder and Co. so glaringly reveals

their own doleful bankruptcy and incom-

petency in this question, which they

have overcotne shamefacedly after a

harmftil delay of a year and a half

—a period in which th« inuense un-

employment crisis in the United States

offered the richest pos,sible soil for root-

ing the idea in the mind-s of the workers?

Tlie Need of Credits

Yet, even now it is not completely

overcome. The formulatioii of the de-

mand in the party program is a half-way

mestsure. The Opposition's proposal must

be adopted in tts entirety. The party de

mands i-ecogiiition of Russia and the

"development of trade relations" for

the entirely correct purpose of putting

idle American factories to work and of

filling Russia's growing demands. But
what is one of the—-if not t^e

—

outstaiiding obstacles to trade re-

lations'; Not merely non-diplomatic r«-

cogiiition of the Soviet Union, but the

virtual credits boycott agianst it by

the U. y. It is no secret that the Soviet

trading agency in Xew York is compel-

led to pay interest rates running as high

as twenty -five and thirty percent—

a

particularly outrageous sum In the face

of "easy money".—in order to swing even

the smallest purchase of American pro-

ducts. All the babble about "trade re-

lations remains babble unless one raises

the demand for large, long-term credits

to make these relations possible tor the

Soviet l'nion on the most advantageous

basis.

The demand for long-terra credits to

the Soviet Union Ls particularly facili-

tated at the present time when the United

States is expending hundreds of millions

of dollars in credits to bolster up the

collapsing structures' of reitction in

England, Gembany and elsewhere. What
pointed lessons in the class struggle the

Communists can teach the American

workers in this connection! The present

part.v proposal leaves the whole issue

without its spear-head.

Further: Aside from the proposal be-

ing buried at the end ot nine other

poiiits—instead of being up at tlie head

of the list as a central, urgent demand

—there is nothing said about organiza-

tion a nation-wide campaign among the

workers and throughout Ihe organized

labor movement to press for its adoption.

This demand gives the <:ommunists a

splendid opportunity to organi-ze a tiroad

united front movement of workers of ail

industrial or i>clitical standpoints by ap-

proaching the non-Commuuist labor or-

ganizations with the proposal tor joint

action on this issue. Tiieir replies to

this proposal wdll show the workers fol-

iowiiig the reformist leaders where the

latter really stand on questions of im-

portance to labor,

Still further: the party speaks in a

permanently hy.sterical monotone about

the defense of the Soviet ITnion, as

though it were a purely military ques-

tion. Behind military power stands the

factory—Industrial power, and for Russia

e.speciully, it means the power (and con-

sequently the coiisoiidation) ot the pro-

letarian (iicta(torsh,in, Bnc for this it

requires that which It has not, at least

what it has not in adequate or properly

developed quantities: machinery. To get

this highly es.sential machinery, it must

trade with the bourgeois natloits. To

trade on a scale commensurate with its

"growing demands", requires not so much

diplomatic recognition-which we favor

unreservedly—as it does credit facilities

which Russia hasin't got and which

Hoover seeks to prevent it from getting.

In short, regardless ot what angle of the

question is approached, the formulation

in the party program reveals its inade-

quacy and half-heatedness in exactly the

same degree as the rounded and incon-

testably correct standpoint of the liuft

Opposition is confirmed.

Finally, one phase of the party's de

mand requires comment. It says thut

the "development of tr.ide relations . . .

fill the constantly growing demands of

the successful construction of (he work-

ers' goveriiment aiid its five year plan".

The essence of what is said here is a

repetition of what we have always con-

tended and a siastiing refutation ot the

reactionary theory of ".socialisiii in on*

country". According to the latter. Rus-

sia can be made a self-.sutHcicnt socl.il-

ist island, not dependent upcn any of the

rest of the world, beeause !t has all

the economic resources and pre-reiiuis-

ites for the con.struction of a socialist

classless society. If this Is so, and if

we have—as the Stalinist bureancracy

declares—"entered the period of so;'ia!-

ism in the Rovief Union", trade relation,'-

-with capitalist eountties would not netd

"development" but dimiiiutioii". The

party tells us, now, however, that pre-

cisely because of the "constautiy gi-iiw-

ing demands of the suece-^sfnl constVuc-

tion" there must be a "develotancnt of

trade relations". It is this simple and

ord.narily indisputable idea that we ha-.-e

defended against the vuigar national

socialists for years. The OiJposifion de-

clared a thousand times, a.u'ainst the

furious denials of the Stalinists, that

Russia's connection with, its need of

and even its subordination to the world

.market would beccnie more acute pre-

cisely in the period of its eeunomic con-

struction Diid reconstruction. We point-

ed out that tiie contradictions which e;ieh

passing year muiiplied for a capitalist

encircled workers' state would bring in

creaslngly conclusive refutation of the

theory of "socialism in one country".

Time and its events are great teach-

ers, even if their teaehiiigs iueaii .<;o

little to the mentally ossified Stalinist

official. The Browders not only refuse

to learn, but try to pi'cvent others from

learning. The former have at their dis-.

posal an enormous, usurped apparatus.

Our weapons are chiefly correct ideas.

The machine has a tempurary sticngih.

But in the end, ideas last longer nod

prove invincible. The ideas of the Left

Oppositioii are even new making a way
for tbeiijselves to the minds of the mili-

tant workers. The oniy boast of th«

Centrist oflicial is that ho can succeed

for a time in delaying their progress.—S,
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EBITORIAL XOTES
WHERE IS THE BRITISH
COMMUNIST PARTY?
The catastrophic collapse of the Bri-

tish Labor government Is an example of

reformist bankruptcy that rings arotinu

the entire worlU. Since the world war

there has Lfeen no more striking illustra

tlon of the truth that social democracy

is the sbiela behind which capitali:)in

marches in its assaults upon the work

ing class. In the dramatic events of rhe

past weelc tht; whole game stands reveal

ed. MacIXmald and Company led the

British masses up to the edge of the pre-

cipice and then pushcti them over It

A reduction in the miserable unemploy-

ment dole and a cut In wages for the

civil employees, the signal for a. furious

attack on wage standards in industry

these are the concrete reBUlts of the

workers' experiment with a reformist

Ijabor government. What will the labor-

ing masses of Great Britain learn from

this terrible experience and how will they

prevent a repetition of it on a still

greater scale? These are the most Im-

portant questions arising out of the pre

sent situation.

And here it must be ftcknow-ledgcd

that, as far as can be seen now, there

is nothing to warrant optimistic eSpecta

tions on this sdore in the immediate

future. It is true that the masses learn

only in the sonrse of their own experi-

ence. But even this is not an automatic

process. It is the historic function of

the Communist party to assist the mass-

es to assimilate the experience and raiwe

their struggle to higher groun^l. And It

is precisely this indispensable factor

that is lacking, thanks to the devastating

regime whlcli ravages and disrupts the

Communist movement from within. The

heavy blow w-hi<-h reformism has dealt

to the workers ought to be transformed

into a still heavier if not a mortal blow

against itself and ifj; future usefulness

to the masters. But the arm which could

deal the blow—the party of the vanguard

—is palsied.

The stabilisation of British capital

Ism rested in the first place on the

reformist labor bureaucracy, an<l parti-

cularly on its "Left wing". The policy

of Stalin in the general strike covered

Its aiivance and disarmed the revolu-

tionary workers. Only this enabled the

labor bureaucracy to escaj>e unpunished

tor the betrayal of the general strike and

to prepare tiie w-ay for the new debacle.

The pseudo-Left wingers are now organ-

[King another division of labor to head
off the furious resentment of the mass-

es and divert it again into the same
channel of reformism. And again their

maneuver is facilitated by the helpless

regime In the Comintern.

The Stalinists content themselves with
routine denunciations of the strategy of

the Left reformists, in all of which can

be read a fatalistic acceptance of their

victory. The (juestion of what could

be -done to defeat this strategy and open
the w-ay for the Communist party to

bound forward at the head of the In-

,sui^ent masses has not yet occurred to

them.

They will not pre-sa the counterfeit Left
wingers to the wall, split their ranks
and take the workers away fr-om them
with a flghtiugt policy of the united front

on concrete issues of the day, God
forbid ! f)nly a few years ago they could
-make a bloc with these same people

—

,sociflI imperialists to the core—"against
imperialist w^ar" ! They could sit at the
same table w-ith the betrayers of th«
general strike at the moment of their

betrayal and even after it < But they
have become very radical since then.

Having burned their finger.s on the "un-
ited front" with the strike-breakers—af-

ter expelling the Left Opposition for op-

po.slng it—they will not think of a united
front with reformists any more under
any circumstances. And w-ith this pseudo-
radicalism, the Britisli Communist Party
—already enfeebled, disrupted and beaten
down by the international leadership—is

Btili further handicapped and prevented
from taking a .single step forward in

the face of this treraendotu opportunity.
With an air of wisdom, pathetic In its

emptiness and ImiKitence, the Daily
Worker "exposes" the aims of the "Left"
latJorites. in the issue of Augu>-t 27 they
say the Labor "Opposition" to MacDonald
is "trying io prevent the w^orkers from
turning to the Commuuists". This ia the
last sentence In the leading editorial. It

repreiients their t'oncluSion on the sub-
ject of the Laborite "opposition", the
only conclusion they fiave offered up to
date. Hut the matter does not end with
this inference, which is a fairly obvious
one. That is rather the premise from
which we should begin. What is the
Communist party going to do about it?
^that is the question. On thi,-? crucial
point the Daily Worker has not yet re-

ported any program of the British Com-
munist Party, Neither has it offered
one of Its own as it is in duty bound to
do if internationalism means anything to
them. Let the America Stalinists rum-
inate over this question atid tell ug what
they think about it. And while they are
at it, perhaps they can give some in-
formation on another question of prl

mary importance to every international-

ist: Where is the British Communist

Party? Did it expire completely in the

embraces of Purcell and Stalin? Up to

the present writing, we have heard noth-

ing of its activities or its proposals in

tJicse events which are so fateful for the

proletariat of the entire world. Could

there be a more devasting commentary

on the present regime in the Comintern

than the rSfcital of this single fact?
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THE KETUEN OF GERRY ALLARD

The return of comrade (Jerry Allard to

the ranks of the Left Oppositon is of

itself a matter of interest to those who

are fighting under the flag of Marxism.

In a time of reaction against the basic

principles of International Commission,

when those who remain faithful to the

banner are numbered Ijy tens, and not by

hundreds or thousands, every man is

important. And when one of the most

outstanding militants of the younger

generation of revolutionary miners—as

comrade Allard is without a doubt-
finds ills way for a second time to the

platform of the Opposition, after a long

period of study and conllict, it can be

regar^led only as a victory for our cauue

and a significant sign of hidden develop-

ments taking place deep within the ranks

of the conscientious and uncorrupted

Conimtinlst workers.

Comrade Allard, who supported the Op
position at the time of its explusion from

the party three years ago and then a

few months later capitulated to the Stal-

inists, accompanied his application for

readmission into the Communist League

with a .manly and straigiitforward ac

kiiowledgeinent of his mistake and a de

claration of solidarity on all the impor
tant -principle questions. The National

Committee readmitted him to member-
ship with a six months probationai^ per

jod. This action is to be regarded as an
extra-ordinary one whith is not designed

to set a precedent. The reference, of

course, is not to the question of probation

—that goes without saying—but to the

readmission of a capitulator. Only an
exceptional set ot circumstances coftid

justify such a decision. As a general

rule it cannot even be thought of.

There were a number of extenuating
circumstaiices in this i)articular case.

Comrade Allard came to us in the first

wave of protest in the party against the

outrageous violations of party democracy
committeti by the combined forces of

Ijovestone and Foster against the OP'
position. lie did not remain with u»
long enough to assimilate the more pro-

found principle conclusiors at the bot-

tom of the dispute—^another illustration

of the truth that party democracy alone

is not and cannot be the basis of the
faction.

Comrade Allard was caught by th«

argoment, which was Poster's contriba

tion to the education of the miners, that

"mass work" in the mine fields, unob
structed by disputes with the party lead^

ership, was the most important and de
cisive question—jffoof again that the
ballyhoo about "mass wort", without re

gard to the priilclpie basis upon whicli

It is conducted, Is a capitulatory tend
eney. Lacking at the time of the groat

questions In their world-wide scope,
comrade Gerry allowed ihimself to be
swayed by personal attachments and tlfe

immediate issue of agitation among the
miners—a further confimiation ot the
necessity of a principled and an interna-
tional orientation,

A closer examination of the funda-
mental issues of the struggle, during
the course of which he al.so had the op-
portunity of testing the practical policy
of the Opposition a,i against that of
the Centrists in concrete action,, enabled
comrade Allard to clarify his views and
take his stand. In view of all these
conditions the ^Kational Committee, hav-
ing confidence in his seriousness and
good faith, could not do therwise than
welcome him i)ack into the ranks of the
Communist League, We believe that we
will ju,stify that confidence and that
the organization as a whola will ap-
prove tlie action taken.

The Anonymous Factional Struggle in the Party
A new factional struggle, a new type

of factional struggle, is brewing in the

party. It is a neW type because it cor-

responds so perfectly wdth the bureau-

cratic, artificial "monolithism" of tUe

"third period" in the Comintern.

In the early years of the Comintern,

groups and factions took shape on the

basis of clearly defined standpoiutB In

principle, and the discussion between con-

tending groups took place openly on ques-

tions of principle. That is how the doc-

trine of Marx and Lenin was clarified

and strengthened In the Communist la-

ternationaL- After Lenin's death faction-

al struggles began to degenerate into

unprincipled combinations, mechanical-

ly concocted to serve the momentary In-

terests df similar combinations in the

Political Bureau of the Russian party

—

Zinoviev's, Bucharin's or Stalin's. With
the final triumph of the Stalin faction,

with the organizational crushing of all

opposition in the parties, "factional-

ism wai! eliminated". The destruction of

a virile Internal ideological life in the

parties—ifaIsely labeled "monolithism"
or "anti-factional ism"-was made ikjssI-

blo by the canonization of the system
under which leaders exist only tihanks

to an unquestioning obedience to the la-

fallible Stalin faction. Nobody in the

leadership of any Comintern »«ctioJB

dares to develop a "different" point mt

view -without knowing what St&l^ (ot
Kuusinen, or ManuIIsky) has to ^j
about the issue. And 6nce either of tb*
latter has spoken, then there ia aarftlj

nobody in the national leadershipt wb«
dares to develop this "different" vImt
ixilnt. This is the way factional strus-

glea are "eliminated" in the "third pei^

lod" of the Comintern.
Unfortunately for this consummately

bureaucratic "solution", political struggle

has a logic wihich is more powerful. ThA
offects of it are being partly disclosed

in the present struggle of the c3Iqu«!

in the American party.

An Anonynions Sfraggle

For the reasons already mentioned, the

struggle has two additional characteris-

tics to Justify Its designation as a "new
type". First it la carried on anonymous-
ly. Policies are mentioned, viewpointf
are referred to, but the outer world Is

not informed as to who represents them.

Second, the ranks of the party are kept
in abysmal ignorance of what la going on
or w^hat Is involved. For, to eubralt the

dispute to the membership of the party
is to submit the bureaucracy as a whole
to the decision of the ranks—which would
be the beginning of the end for the

Brow-ders of all stripes. But in spite of

all tihe disguises and camouflage and aft-

onymity, the principal actors In tbe

tragic-comedy can already be discerned.

The first hint as to who Is who and what
is w-hat was given to us by the present
leader of the party, EJarl Browder, In

his speech to bhe sixth convention »f

the Y. C. L.

:

"It is necessary that our comrades,
especially the youth should Lave more
definite understanding of the terms 'da-

fenslve', 'offensive' and 'counter-offe»-

slve'." (Dally Worker, July 14, 1931.)

A commendable Idea. How does Brow-
der iiluralrfate he problem?
"The capitalist class is conducftng ^

vicious economic and political offensiv*

against the working class. Wlfihln the
working class there Ls widespread radi-

callzation and upsurge of activity and
beginning of struggle. The main body of

the working class is, however, as yet

only beginning to overcome the hind-

rances and to resist wage cuts, speed-

up, the starvation of unemployment.
The beginning of the ma.'^s actions

has primarily a defensive charac-

ter. Wherever this defensive move-
ment begins to involve broad mas.scs ai!d

sharpen the struggle, it simultaneously

begins to develop tthe elementj? of a coun-

ter-offensive against the offensive ot the

capitalists. The general ciiaracter of the

small strikes that sprang up during the

past period all over the country is, in

the main, that of the defensive. In tlie

miners' strike we alrea y see this defen-

sive in the process of passing over into

a counter-offensive." (Ibid.)

A truckload c,f mud could scarcely be

clearer. But what—that is who—is

Browder really aiming at? Let us read
further:

"It Is therefore clear that it 1,'^ abso-

lutely wrong to speak of the 'offensive of

the w-orking class and the count or-ofTeu-

sive of the capitalists'. An example of

this wrong use of these terms, w-hioh can
create an entirely erroneous politica!

atmosphere around our struggles, may be
found in a recent Lssue of the Daily

Worker, wiiich says: 'increased mass pic-

keting at I'iney Fork and other mines
Saturday morning checked the counter-

offensive of tiie coal operators'." (lijid.)

Browder vs. Dunne and Foster

As we see, the comrade who "is abso-

lutely w-rong" remaiiLs anonymous. But
he has a name which is far from un-

known. We look through our files of the

Daily Worker, and find that the quota-

tion made by Brow-der refers to a dis-

patch to the Worker from Bridgeport,

Ohio, signed by William F. Dunne, a

colleague of Bfowder's on the omni-
potent Political Bureau. Having reveal-

ed the man who has created "an entir[.>ly

erroneous political atmosphere around
our struggies" we find that the unre
lenting Browder resumes the thread of

his struggle a month later, more sharp
ly and more anonymously. In the Aug
ust issue of the Communist, Browder
writes

:

"At the miners' convention, there oc-

curred unprecedentedly bureaucratic dis-

tortions of the correct revolutionary liae.

This was typified by the method used
in making a change in the name of th5

Union. The miners were all for the old

name. National Miners Union; the Party
had never made any decisions instruct-

ing its members to try to change the
name. And yet, one comrade holding a

strategic position proceeded upon nis

personal whim and tjy use of personal
prestige to propose and to have adopted
without discussion the change of name
to Mine, Oil and Smeiter Workers Union
(without even a discussion with the Com-
munist fracbion!) ... It was an ex-

treme example of bureaucratism [hear!
hear! This from BrowderJ, of going over
the heads of the workers—and even ot

the party. Further demoraiiuation was
thrown into the w-ork of the linion at

this convention by another lrrespon.stble

action, the postponement of the election

of the official leadership and the install-

ing of a 'provisional' committee Instead.

This again was an individual action . .
."

Once more, our anonymous, high-hand-
ed, bureaucratic, irresponsible, etc., etc.

criminal proves to be Donne, who re-

presented the T. U. U, L. at the N.
M, U. convention, making the main re-

port and—as Browder so delicately in-

forms US—running affairs In general.
But Dunne appears to be not the only

one for wliose throat the rapacious Brow-
der is itching. In the same article, we
read a condemnation of

"... the idea that, because we have

a .'iplendid fighting spirit among the

ma.s.ses therefore we are already develop-

ing an offensive of the working class.

Horactimes this is theorized . . . In its

least harmful form, this is no better

than pbrasti-mongering. It is a substitu-

tion of the wish for the deed."

Again, who is the phrase-monger in

question? lie apiKjars to be no less a

one than Foster himself; In fiie ver.v

same issue of the Communist, he w-rlte.«,

using the same "anonymous language"
as Browder, about the mine strike

:

"It would be to completely misunder-
stand this Lstrlke to consider it merely
a defensive struggle . . . While this

began as a defensive flght against a local

w-age cut at the Avella mines, the striko

is taking on a counter-offensive charac-
ter," etc., etc.

Thus, according to Browder: Dunne is

al)Solutely wrong and what is more, is

irrc.fpim.Kibe ami bureaucratic.

According to Foster : Browder com-
pletely misunderstands the mine strike.

According to Browder again: Foster,

in his least harmful form, is a phrase-

monger.

To those who know the three men
involved, as well as the Rittelmans,

Weinstones ,Tohnstonei:, Stachel.^ and
olher siiadows who lurk even more dimly
in the vicinity of the factional sta:'.;e.

what has been quoted above is enough
to indicate the "line-up". Tor that mat-
ter, to have imagined that Fo.ster or

the others, who have .ibout as much re-

spect for Browder as lie has for tbeTi,

would stand by silently under Browder's
manager.ship would mean to display a
callow ignorance of the party situation.

If there are no issues, they will be found,
Kight iK>w, they all ,iug,:;;o w-ith "dc-
t^n.sive" and ''offensive" and "counter-
offensive" as if tiie terms were so many
colored balls without meaning or impor-
tance. But underneath all ibis word-piay
the cliques are bu^y undermining each
other^anonymously, for the rank and
file must not find out about it "prema-
turely" and t!ie hgiitei-s must fake no
chances in tmniing their fingers in opr'n
combat. Tims it is that they serve them-
selves well w-ho serve Stalin be-;t!

—MAX SIIACIITIIAN.

Maurin and the Anarcho-Syndicalists

We must pitilessly criticize Maurin
without surcease; the events will com-
pletely confirm our criticism. In a short
time Maurin will only be a comical fig-

ure with his provincial rcilections, hi»

corroded doctrines and his primitive
slogans. Kverytiiing lies in knowing who
wii! succeeii him. The Left Opposition
will lie unaiile to become a leading foroe
in Si>ain without being one ia CatalonU,

The second urgent question is that ol

the anarcho-syndicalists. It ia indispens-
able to publish a pamphlet against an-
archo-syndicalism and to distribute it

widely not only in ISi>ain, but also ia
other countries- Have you read the ar-
ticles by Mouatte [leadiug French syndi-

calist.—Ed.] in which he expresses his

hope to sec the Si>anish anarcho-syndical-

ists oppdse to the Bolshevik state a gen-
uinely "anarchist" state? The whole fate

of world anrchism, or rather of the
fragments saved from the Russian rev-

olution, is ip^timately bound up today with
the fate of SiKinish anarcho-syndicalism.
And since anarcho-syndicali,sm in Spain
is moving inevitably to the most pitiful

and ridiculous bankruptcy, there is no
doui)t that the Spanish revolution will be
the tombstone of anarchism. But atten-
tion must l>e paid so that the tombstone
of anarcho-.syndicalism does not at tlic

same time become the one of the rev-
olution. If Maurin is the temporary cov-
er for the Stalinists, anarcbo-syzidicalisni
is a temporary cover for the socialists

and the republicans, that is, for the
bourgeoisie. ,Iust as Maurin can turn
over the advan<>ed Catalonian worker*
into the bands of the Centrist bureau-
<*ra<-y, so tl)e anarcho-syndicalists can
turn over the whole revolution into the
hands of the bourgeoisie. The theoreti-
cal and practical struggle against an-
archo-syndicalism now stands on the or-
der of the day. It is manifest that this
struggle must be conducted on the basis
of the policy ot the united front, of the
unity of the trade union organization,
etc. But we must unmask the leaders of
anarcho-syndicalism and, above all, ei-l

pose that pitiful lay priest of a I'estagna
who will undoubtedly play the most
infamous and cowardly role in the com-
ing developments of the revolution

The samples of Maurin's speeeliCs pro-
duce a painful impression. Contrary to
us, he considers, you see. (he Kive Year
Plan as an acquisition of the revolution:
Can it 1k> that he !ias read nothing'/

By the way, the Renter Press Agency
and otlier agencies witii It, are spread-
ing false telegrams concerning alleged
articles and interviews with mc on the
Five Year Plan (complete failure, false-
hood, eU-. . . ). If is e\(reme!y imper-
tant to unmask and to fU-ny these in-
famies. In the present case, tlie bour-
geoisie uses against (he Staliiiists the
iatfer's own falsehoods and calumies.
Kadikoy, ,Iune 2t), 19S1

—L. TROTSKY,
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It is not customary or seemly to writ*

anniversary articles about the livleg

but we feel that nnder the circumstances

our readers will understand ; and to un
der^tand, snyS de Stael, is to forgive.

It is September 1931 and in these lines

we shall engage to commemorate the

tenth anniversary of Jay Ijovestone's

conversion from counter-revolutionary

Trotskyism to Stalinism. The tact that

Lovestone, ten years ago, was a "Trot
skyist"—we hasten to explain to tha

wondering reader—is adeciuate justifica

tion for a memorial notice today.

The last few Issues of Lovestone's pa-

per, the Revolutionary Age, have be^n
publishing a series of articles on "The
Soviet Union and Its Bourgeois Critics

:

Building Socialism In U. S. S. B.", In

which Lovestone makes a moving attempt
to appear as the defender of Stalin .

against Walter Duranty. The occasion
for this ardent and touching defense

was a series of articles by Duranty In

the New York Times, in which he argued
that Leninism had tteen replaced In the
Soviet Union hy Stalinism, which has
subordinated or cast aside the perspec
tive of international revolution In favor
of the "practical reality" of national soc-

ialism. The Ijovestone defense consists
of an argument that Stalinism does not
exist; if it does It Is merely a legitimate

repetition and continuation of Leninism
itself. It is not Stalin, you are given to

understand, who invented the theory and
practise of "socialism in one country",
but Lenin himself. The only opponent
of this theory is Trotsky.

"The Russian workers have seized polit-

ical power," Lovestone announces "What
shall they do with their power within
the Soviet Union? This Is no abstract

question. To play with the state power
la to play with fire. The question of con-

structing socialism in the Soviet Union
should never be treated abstractly. What
shall the Soviet proletariat da In the
Soviet Union except build socialism?"

[Is this not a iKisitively annihilating
question? They Might build a system of
barbarism. And they might build up a

feudal society. But they do neither. In
spite of the Trotsky i.sts, thje Russian
workers have decided te build soeialia-ml]

"For what other purpose t;hali they use
their state i>ow-ef in the Soviet Union
except for constructing socialism there
Let the critics of the Soviet Union

—

bourgeois and otherwise ["othern-ise"

means . . . Trotskyists]—tell us -what

should the Soviet workers hulid in the
Soviet Union except socialism." (Eevv
Age, 8-22-1931.)

We assume this means that the Op-
position is in favor of the Russian work
ers building capitalism, or feudali.sm, or
nothing at all. If such unrefined idiocy

were so, Lovestone has alrca<ly won the

first victory. But let us pass this by
out of kindness, and read further

:

"It was at the Fifteenth Party Con-
gress in December 1927, that Bueharln
speaking for the Congress, administered
f;he most crushing ideological defeat to

Trotskyism on this viewpoint. If ibe

C. I*. S. U. were tiot correct in conclud
Ing that the Soviet proletariat was cap-

able of overcoming fully all twurgeois
elements within its country, that is, of

bnilding a socialist society, then, it w^ould

really have no reason for maintaining
power". (Ibidt)

The line of division is clear; "Lenin-

ism" (a la Lovestone) deciares that the

Russian proletariat, by itself. Is capable
of the successful construction of a na-

tional socialist society, "Trotskyism"
declares that this can he done only with
the 'state aid" of the revolutionary pro-

letariat of a number of other countries.

It this is the line of division, we are

now in a position to look back at The
Communist, official organ of the Com-
munist Party of America (the under-
ground C. P. of a decade ago) Vol. 1,

No. ,S, for September 1921, where we
read an article by Roger E. Nelson, en-

titled "Russia's Hour of Need"

:

"Our speakers and agitaors should util-
iM the movement for the relief of
Soviet Russia for specific purposes. I-iat

at no time must we compromise the class
character of our campaign for immediate
results. Any other policy would In the
end do more harm than good to the
starving workers of Russia ... We
must bring to light Uie fact that no
successful revolution can be accomplish-
ed in ANY ONE COIJNTBY without tiie

assistance of the international proletar-
iat,"

Who is this counter-revolutionary
Trot-!kyist who smuggled bis anti-Lenin-
ist views into Ihe official organ of the
Communist Party of America under the
guise of a famine reiief article? As we
have said, it was Roger K. Nelson. And
who is Roger B. -Neison? He is, or was—it is not mu<;h of a secret today—Jay
Lovestone, yes, the same Jay Lovestone
wiiom we quoted above. And if the rev-
olution could not be accomplished success-
fully in "any one country" by the forces
of the proletariat of that <>ouutry alone,
why did not Ijovestone, in September
1921, tell the Russian workers—In line
with his arguments of September 1931-

—that they "have no reason for main-
taining power"?

But is it not possible that this was
a momentary "Trotskylst" aberration of
one individual? Let ms look further in

tiie same issue of The Comfnunist, and
on page five we find an article "The
Ttiird Congress' written by "Jaimes A,
Marshall, Delegate Commuist Party of
America" who, after speakihg of "Lenin,
Trotsky and other irreproachaBle lead-
ers" (he changed his mind aliout that
later), w^rites r

"Soviet Russia cannot exist as an Iso-

lated state within a capitalist world,"
[Name of a name! Trotsky was expel-
led for saying no more than that!] "This
is the problem. Tw6 solutions are pos-
sible, OUe puts the burden of the action
upon the revoiutionary working clasa
outside of Russia. The other must be
carried out hy the workers of Russia.
The first is the overthrow of capitalism
in the countries of Europe or America,
and tlie establlsthment o6 a proletarian
dietaorship there. The other is a meth-
od to break the deadly economic isola-

tion of Russia. It waited until it could
wait no longer." [Wliy did it have to

wait if I^nin "in lOl.l" said Ihat they
need fear no isolation because they could
build socialism with their own forces?]
"It now proposes to iireak the unbenrablo
economic isolation. The concessions pol-
icy is one of tiie methods of doing it,"

And who is this Trot.skyist No. 2? Is
he Cannon or Swaiteck? No. At the
risk of producing liie rupture of a blood
vessel, we must iwint out that .lames
A. Marshall wax and is Lovestone's
bosom friend of yesterday -.Max Bedacht,
member of the Political Bureau of (ho
party today and professional Trotsky
killer.

But perhaps we have before us only
two individual aberrations? Not at all.

In The Communist, ofiicial organ of the
United Communist Party of America
(.both Lovestone and Bedacht were mem-
bers of its Central Commiftee), No. o,

for August 15 1920, we read the follow-
ing official prononnceinent, presumably
representing (he standuoint of the w-hoie
party, unlcjis I^ovestone's and Bodacht's
protests were concealed by the otlier

"Trotskyists";

"The Soviets will realiKC that the
theoretical deduction from the facts of

the struggle between capitalism and com-
munism, that a proletarian state cannot
exist in a capitalist w-orid, must lie fol-

lowed in practise and that Soviet Russia
can only preserve itseif by developing
the Russian revolution into tlie world
revolution. Soviet Russia w-ill stand or
fall as the revolution in that country be-

comes, or does not become the world rev-
olution."

Cannot even exi.st ! Can only preserve
Itself! But what about building up a
complete national socialist society with
their own forces, without "developing th«
Russian revolution into tlie world revolu-
tion"? Where was Stalin to put th»
(juietus on such arrant Troskyism? Wh«a
was Bucharin? Where was Bedacht?
And Lovestone? The horriblfe truth is

that they were all, all, "Trotskyists" Jn
those days, . . .

* * « *

There is no exact record of when
Lovestone was converted. He may tell

us some day what caused him to sea
the light and when. But we doubt it.

He appears to t)e too f)tisy dividing his
tongue between Stalin's boots in Moscww
and Muste's in the United States,

—MAIisn.
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The I.LD- «Acts» on Mooney

The Appeal for a United Front Evaded by the Stalinists

In his appeal to ali militant and rev-

olutionary labor organizations and
groups, published iu the last issue ot

the Militant, Tom Mooney wrote from

his prison cell in tjau Quentin ; "Tiie

time for action lias come. I^'t this ap-

peal be the spark which will start an

unparalleled contiagiation—agitation that

will arouse the .masses to demand my

unconditional pardon and the release oi"

all <-Ias3 war prisoners. I ask for U

genuine united front." In this veciucKt,

entirely correct in every respeot, Moonty

very spocitically named the organizations

aiid groups which, in his opinion—and

we endorsed it—sliould be called upon to

join in the united movement.

A Significant Appeal

The appeal by Mooney has a itremen-

dous signili<:ance from every point of

view. For years, those who spoke in the

name of this splendid militant buried

for more than 15 years in the dungeons

of capitalism, frittered away their en-

ergies and sowed disastrous illusions in

the miDds of Mooney's supportera in tie

working class, by limping hopefully he-

hind the Ughtly-givon and lightly-be-

trayed promises of aid by capitalist pol-

iticians. The Mooney appeal to the rev-

olutionary movement for the organization

of a vigorous mass protect movement,

with all its implies, definitely put an end

to this miserable and unworthy i>oIicy of

appeals behind the scenes, ''seeing the

right man", quiet conferences with lib-

erals, and the Pest of the fatile, nonsens-

ical truck frequently imported into the

labor movement by well intentioned and

evilly-lntentioued petty bourgeois "fri-

ends".

Furthermore, the appeal opened wide

the doors to the organised militant move-

ment, -without which the united front is

inconceivable, to talce the initiative i;i

carrying out the provisions ol Mooney's

appeal. We wrote and rei)eat that in

excellent opportunity offered itself to f.he

international Lajior Defense, as the most

prominent and militatft national working

class defense organization, to take tfie

first step In calling a genuine united

front conference of all the organizations

mentioned in Mooney's appeal—however

conservative or reactionary their leader-

ship might be—to work out the plans

necessary for the execution of the pro-

visions in -tlie letter from the world re-

nowned prisoner of American capitalism.

How has the leadership of the I. L. D.

approached the problem of the united

front? By a cheap and disgraceful evas-

ion of the central issues so correctly

raised by Mooney.

In the first place, the "Call for United

Action" by the I. L. D. <J>aily Worker,

»-5-31>, indicates that it is its intention

to bury the Mooney case in the midst

of half a dozen or more other labor de-

fense cases that are pending in the

country today. It is obvious that a

Hnited front movement for Mooney would

be recreant in its duty if it failed to

conduct a struggle also for the other

class war flghters. No man in the claws

of the capitalist jailors is dearer to the

working class than any other. All our

class war flghters who have been cap-

tured by the enemy stand on an eri«al

footing. But in thLs specific campaign,

the whole point is missed by failing to

concentrate the whole Issue around

Mooney as the outstanding symbol of the

capitalist system of antt-working class

frame-ups, and using the example of Tom
Mooney as a point of departure—once

the movement is really under way—for
a uatlon--wide fight to release ail the

class war prisoners. This desirable end

is not accomplished by the mecbanical

lumping together of all the conceivable

cases under the title of a "united front

for Mooney".

A Radical IVfistuke

The second blunder of the I. Ij. D.,

however, is far worse than tlie first, aad

bids fair to nullify all the efforts made

to organize a genuinely united movement.

As we said above, Mooney referred spec-

ifically in his appeal to various organi-

zations and groups to form component

parts of the united front movement. We
cannot conceal ithe fact that we have

not a penny's worth of faith in the good

will or the genuine desire to cooperate

that the leaders of some of the men-

'ttoned organizations have professed for

Mooney In the past. The heads of the

BOelalist party, the corruption is ts and

employers of gangsters -who have looted

the Amalgamated Colthing Workers of

America, and those similar to them-
these are hardly the peopl« who are con-

cerned very vitally with the freedom or

imprisonment of Mooney and other class

war prisoners. W« know them from the

past, and their heavy hands have rareiy

if ever weighed In the scales in favor

of the workers' side. But that Is not

the frux of the problem. The crux lies

in the ranl£8 of the organizations over

whtch thev rule, In the ranks of the

worker v t are heart and soul with

Mooney but who do not yet understand

thoroughly who must be won to a real

struggle for Mooney's liberation. And
they can be won for this goal, they can

convince themselves in the light of in-

contestable and eIo<iuent exi)erience as

to who will best be able to organize

the fight, and what program of action

offt^rs the best means for victory, only

if the class conscious militants declaie,

as Mooney has done : Let ail these or-

ganizations get togettier. Ijet them pool

their re:jources. Let tiiem show where
they stand on the touchstone issue of

a real light for Mooney's freedom.

When such an appeal will be made,

the workers everywhere will be able tj

separate tlie wheat from the clialf.

(.itherwise, the Hillquits and Ilillmans

and their kin will be able to continue to

muddy tlie waters and protect themselves

by promises and phrases which cost

nothing and obligate them to less.

That is precisely where the call issued

by the I. L, I), for a "united front" falls

down completely. Where Mooney was
spAiific and open, the I. L. D., hound
band and foot by the dogmatic sectarian-

ism imposed upon it, is vague and thor-

oughly wrong. It does not appeal to

the Amalgamated Clothing Workers, but

to the "rank and file members of the

A. C W." ; not to the socialist party, but

to the "working class memberjs of the

S, P." The various other organizations

mentionod by Mooney's appeal are sim-

ply omitted: The I. W. W., the Proletar-

ian party, the Left Opposition, the Love-

stone group, the Weisbord group, etc.,

etc. W^y? For one reason only: Tlie

policy of the official party, which dom
inates the I. L. D., as stupid as it is

blind, legally prohibits anything but a
"united front from below" and even that

to the eicluaion of all species of "re-

n^ades". The "united front from be-

low" means, in practise, and has meant
in the past, no real united front at all.

It is gejierally equivaleat to a mere re-

truting drive under the banner of the
party, the T. U. U. L. or the I, L. D.

It is the reverse of the "genuine united
front", for which Mooney calls. It is

not the way to fill the movement with
lite and vigor. It is the swiftest and
surest way of sitrangUng tt when it bare-
ly born.

CIi»]ge the Course!

The I. L. D., and in its name, the
official Left wing and Communist move-
ment, have started the Mooney campaign
with the wrong foot forward. It must
pull trtick and start anew, start correctly.

2nd National Conference, Sept. 24
Arrangements are being completed for the holding of the second iNational

Conference of the Communist League of America (Opposition), whose ses-

sions will open in New York on Thursday, September 24 and run for four

days until S^unday night, Sieptomber 27. More than thirty delegates, regu-

lar and consultative, are expected to attend the sessions which will he

held in the ball of the national headquarters, at M East 10th Street, where
all visitors and delegates are requested to rpeort. Discussion of the thesea

submitted by the National Committee is still being conducted throughout

the organization, and the reports to the conference are being prepared to

insure the most fruitful results from the sessions.

As part of its welcome to the conference delegates, the Kcw York

branch is arranging a banquet to (vbich all New York frisnds of our

movement are being invited, A mass meeting in one of the large balls of

the city is also being planned for September 23. Branches are urged to

send im Immediately information concerning their delegations so that ade-

quate provisions may he made by thenationa] office for their maintenance

during the ijeriod of tlie conference.

Steel Wage Cuts Forecast
Analysis Shows Steel Barons* Plans to Slash at Workers

The steel industry entered the crisis

of 1930 with too much capacity, delibcr-

iitely installed a peace-time record-brealt-

ing amount of new capacity in the face

of violently shrinking markets, and is

preparing an assault on wages to enabie

it to operate at a profit on the small per-

centage of capacity which is now feasi-

ble fo operate at all.

At the beginning of the boom year 1024*

steel ingot capacity was 63,067,000 tons.

Only in May and June of that year was
it necesssary to call on this capacity to

the extent of 100%, and then it was the
lirst time since March 1926 that the

steel Ingot capacity of the country has
beon taxed to its full extent. During
1929 there was an addition of 1,308,000

tons to the ingot capacity, which would
have seemed amply sufficient to take care
of the requirements of the country dur-
ing the crisis which was plainly in sight
by the end of the year.

At this point, however, a typical capi-

taiist contradiction set in. Production of

»tee! ingots declined from .14,312,000 tons

It cannot iaiwr under the illusion that
the leadership of tlie magnilcsnt move-
ment which is about to be started will

fall to it automatically. A false, a stupid
policy .may cause it to forfeit not only
leadership in the movement, but even
prestige and influence. What the Left
wing allows to slip through its hands
will be picked up by conservative and
reactionary groups which will only lead
the movement into a ditch of futility &is

they bave done so often in the past.

—M. S,

Jobless Spurned by

Roosevelt,Hoover
Unemployment Insurance Must Be Won

Demand Trotsky's Return
French Red Union Congress Votes for Appeal to the Soviets

At the national convention in Limoges
of the "Federation de I'Knseignement Un-
itaire", the revolutionary teachers union
aifiliated with the Ited trade union cen-

ter of France, the following significant

resolution was adopted on August 6

:

"The national Unitary teachers' con-

vention aflfirms its absolute solidarity

with the proletariat of the iirst socialist

republic in the world, the U, S. S. It.,

which, at the cost of immense efCorta and
heroic sacrifices, is strengthening and
developing the foundations of socialism

over one-sixth of the globe,

"It proclaims the nnconditionat daty
of the revolutionist of every country to

rally by revolutionary struggle against

their own bourgeoisie to the defense of

the U. S. S. R., fortress of the world
proletariat,

"It demands of the Soviet government
the recall of the measures of exile, of

deportation and of imjirisonment against

tlie revolutionists of October, notalily

Leon Trotsliy and Kakovsky, in order to
permit them to participate with their in-

exhaustible energy in the common work
in the superior interests of the revolu-
tion and of the dictatorship of the pro-
letariat.

"It demands that the revtflutionary
workers persecuted for political offenses
be turned over to the regular organs oi
proletarian justice and not to the .ad-

ministrative justice reserved for the clasi
enemy."
The first two paragraphs of the resolu^

tion were unanimously adopted. The end
was adopted by 270 votes in favor, 132
against, and 26 abstentions.

Not only did the syndicalists, the Op-
positionists and non-party Communists
vote for this resolution, but more than:
a dozen delegates supporting the official:

party policies in the union also recorded
themselves affirmatively.

i

in 1928 to 39,648,000 tons in 1930. Ingot

capacity, however, increased from C3,-

067,000 tons at the end of 1929 to 66,

897,000 at the end of 1930, an increase

of 3,831,000 tons, the largest amount of

new capacity installed in any one yaar

in the history ot the industry, except

for the war-boom year 1915.

As a result, while the industry Itad
operated at an average of S9% of capac-

ity during 1929, it operated at an average
of 64% during 1930, an average of 46'^t

during the first half of 1931, and at pre-

sent and for the last three months has
been operating at from 30%. to 34% of

capacity.

In view of the enormous investment in

constant capital which is a technical

characteristic of the industry, relatively

small fluctuations in percentage of oper-

ations are reflected in relatively large

fluctuations in profits, as pointed out in

a previous article in this series. In the

"nonmal" years 1925-li)2S, steel ocni-

panlea reported profit.'! of Vi to 6% per
annum on their capitalization, operating
at an average of RS^. In 1929, at an
average of 89%, profits jumped to

10 1-2% in 1930, with operations at 64%,
proflts were 3,71% on capitalisation, the
lowest since 1925, For the first half of

19,31, profits of U. i?. Steel Corporation
were at the rate of 1.3% on its capitali-

zation, against 7.1% for the first half

of 1930; for thirty-two otlier steel com-
panies, profits for tlie first half of 1931
were at the rate of 0.1% against 6.4%.
The basic reasons for these sharp de-
clines in profits were (1) shrinking mar-
kets for steel, (2> increa.Mng capacity
for making steei leading to higher costs
per ton of steel njade.

The reason for the huge increase in

steel-making capacity in the face of 'in

unprecedented crisis in industry was the
increasing acutenss of comr>etition within
the steel industury, intensified by the
crisis itself with its narrower markets,
lower prices and higher costs of produc-
tion due to low rate of oi)erations. The
two lending factors of industry, U. g.

Steel and Bethlehem, face each other com-
petitively in every important steel-mak-
ing district in the United States except
for U. S. Steel's dominating po.^ition at
^Birmingham and Kethlehem's at Phiia
delphia and Baltimore. U. S. Steel's
strategy is based on access to control-
led ore deposits at Lake Superior and
Birmingham; Bethlehem's is based on
locating its plants to be able to ship ore
cheaply by water transportation. Beth-
lehem in 1929 tried to entrench itself
in the important mid-western district
through mergers with Youngstown and
Inland, two big "independent" steel com-
panies. It was driven off by Baton, re-
presenting Cleveland and New York capi-
tal, who has since been financially wreck-
ed. U. S. Steel, however, seeing the
danger, strengthened itself in Chicago
and put under construction 21 new fur-

(Contlnued on page 1)

With the gaunt specter rising of a

winter of misery and starvation for the

millions of unemployed, the two leading

contenders for the capitalist nominations

for president in 1932, Hoover the Repu-

blican and Koosevclt the Democrat, are

racing against each other to the goal of

their ambitions with the plight of the

unemployed as the football they kick

around as they proceed. The latest act

in this criminal play with the lives of

millions of victims of "prosperity", has

just been unfolded at the jubilee cele-

bration of the founder of the Ked Cross

in this country. Kach of the tacitly

avowed presidential candidates delivered

a radio address on the occasion whlcii

was concerned far less with the Red

Cross than with a pronouncement of

their respective positions on the most

burning problem before the working class

of the United States today: What meas-

ures shall be taken to mitigate the body-

breaking misery which the ten million

unemployed and their families are sub-

jected to?

Hoover's "Plan"

Hoover's contribution to solving the

problem was the advocacy of "individual

and local initiative to aid the distress-

ed". In other words, the government

intends to take no steps towards alleviat-

ing the unspeakable horrors ot unem
ployment. It is 'too concerned and oc

cupied with rebates on income taxes in

the higher brackets, which flow back to

the pockets of the multi-millionaires of

the country to the tune of tens of mil

lions of dollars. To take governmental

measures for the relief ot the unemploy

ed—to say nothing of the establLshment

of a system of unemployment insurance

—would evidently be a blow struck at

the foundations o( American liberty

which, at the present moment, means the

liberty to starve without molestation by

the state.

Itooseveit, playing the softer music

of the "liberal" harp, is more pleasant

to the ear, and infinitely more deceptive.

With Hoover, one can tell just where the

man stands. He is distinctly opposed

to the "dole" and to any state assist-

ance to the jobless. Hoover is the liv-

ing incarnation of all that is reaction-:

ary in capitalist .society. Roosevelt,

however, who is angling for the Dem-
ocratic presidential nomination, with the

boEJe that the disereditment of the

Hoover reigme in the crisis period will

swing him into the White House, plays

the classical game ot all the bourgeois

politicians under such circumstances.

His promises and assurances are as vast

us the votes he hopes to catch with

them,

Roosevelt is not against "state aid".

Not at ail. In fact, he has advocated

the setting up of a $20,000,000 fund for

the relief of the New York state unem-
ployed—and every small time iwliticiau

in his party is already slavering at the

mouth at the idea ot "administrating"

this juicy sum. How much the unem-
ployed will get out of the fund is not so

problematical as it would seem.

The Crux of the Problem
And there lies the real crux of the

problem which neither Hoover nor

Roosevelt—the latter, in fact, less than

the former—is willing to mention. First

:

it is not "relief for the unemployed"
that the workers want. They want in
organized system of unemployment in-

surance, and not one administrated by
and for corrupt capitalist politicians.

Second : it is not simply an insurance
fund they want, a fund which "bo/th

sides", the boss and the worker he ex-

ploits, contributed towards. They want
unemployment insurance which is an
obligation on industry and the state, and
not an obligation upon the workers who
are the only real sufferers from th»
capitalist productive system.

The bourgeois politicians are not Con-

cerned with the tribulations of the work-
ers and the unemployed, except to th«
extent that they furnish a political foot-

ball and a hiasis for demagogic argu-
ments with a capitalist opponent. They
will grant the workers nothing that .they

do not win by struggle. That truth hoidi
good for unemployment insurance toda.r.

The fight for it must be organized, strong-
ly founded, spread to national scope, and
driven home with a force that compels
the self-satisfied demagogues of the rul-

ing class to grant the relief so impera-
tiveiy needed by the starving millions.

Split Threatens A. C. W.
Cliques Expose Each Other While Left Wing Marl<$ Time
The removal of the officials of the

Cutters Local 4, A, C. W. by the G. E.

B. of that organization, on charges ot

graft ajid racketeering, and the fight tliat

has ensued between Hillman and the

Becberman-Orlofsky clique, have held

the center of attention of the unions and
labor press in the last two weeks. These

events liave created a sensation in cir-

cles unfamiliar with the situation thp.t

has prevailed in that graft and racket-

eer-ridden organization which, curiously,

has been masquerading as the most pro-

grrasive labor union in the country. The
readers of the Militant had the oppor-
tunity to see fhe A, C. W. officialdom in

their true light, with their masks off

and their practises unveiled. To them,

the recent developments will not be sur

prising. We have forseen th^e events
as a result of the fermentation going on
In the A. C. W. bureaucratic machine,
a fermentation whose process had been

COMPLETE THE EXPAKSION FUND PROGRAM!
Our Weekly Militant is so manifestly

superior from every ijoinit of view to the

semi-monthly—and the reception with

whicii it has met in the movement at-

tests the faot—that no effort can be

spared to maintain it and even more,

to put a solid and unshakable foundation

under it. We started the Weekly Militant

again in what appeared to be a "bad

period"—the combination of a crisis with

the laxity of the summen months. In

spite of that, the paper has been so well

received that we have been able to get

out every issue thus far without inter-

ruption.

This Is not to say that the job has

been an easy one. It was accomplished

to a certain extent by the contributions

made in the preceding period to our

Expansion Program Fund. It will con-

tinue to appear regularly and with assur-

ance if the Fund is brought to its con-

culsion in a swift spurt of energy oB the

pant of all our comrades and sympath-

izers, A few hundred dollars are still

needed to reach the goal ot two thou-

sand dollars which was set originally.

That it can be done and done quickly
has already been demonstrated by the
recent action of the New York branch
which, in one evening, following an ap-

peal, raised closed to another hundred
dollars towards fulfillinfi its quota. The
other branches, and friends of our move-
ment who are not in the League itself,

can do at least as well if every nerve
is strained to complete the Expansion
Program Fund quickly.

The extra elTort can and should be
made. The Militant is our most valu-

able instrument in building our move-
ment for the purpose of clarifying and
strengthening the revolutionary labor

movement as a whole. It cannot fulfill

this enormous task without the assurance
of its regular, guaranteed appearance
every week, A long step in this direc-

tion will be made if the comrades every-

where put their shoulders to the wheel
to finish the campaign for the $2,000

PMCMMC
F«r tite Deneftt of Conference Fniid

on Sunday, September 30, 1931, all day

»t TIBBETTS BROOK PARK. Plot 8

Directions : Take the Woodlawn-Jerome Avenue subway to the end of the

line. Then take street car or bus to Tlbbetts Brook Park. Short walk to

Plot 8, reserved for our picnic.

Auspices: N«w Yoik foraocb, C, L, A. All Invited

fund. A stronger Militant means a
stronger foundation for the movement.
A stronger Militant means an Invincible

weapon in our hands for the struggle

we are conducting. The speedy and gen-

erous contribution of every comrade and
friend is imperatively required.

Since the contributions listed in otir

last issue, we have receive the follow-

ing sums;

NEW YOItK: II. Capelis—4.00; M.

Sterling—14,50; 11. Stone—5.00; E. Field

—10.00; A. Glotaer—2.00 ; G. Clarke-
2.50; H . Milton—2.50; .X. Berman—
5.00; Wm. Edwards—2.00 : LOS ANG-
KLBS ; T. Boisnert—5.00, MINNEA-
POLIS BRANCH—'10.30. PHILADEL-
PHIA BRANCH (L. S.)—2.00. CHICAGO
BRANCH — 3.7.'>. KANSAS CITY
BRANCH—20.00. NEW HAVEN BR.
(G. D,)—3.00. Total: $89.55,

Total each reported in last issue from

New York; $27.00. Total previously re

ported: ?1,252,59. GRAND TOTAL TO
DATE: $1,369.14

held in check and prevented from com-
ing to a head earlier i)y strategical mail-

;

euvers ot the olfieiaidom,

la the Militant of August 15, we point-

ed out the causes which were leading tn

,

a break between Hillman and the Orlol

:
sky-Beckerman gang, and the perilous
consequences an inevitable split in the
New York organization held for the
clothing workers. We urged the Left
wing workers in the A. C. W. to raise
the slogan of uniity between the tailors
and cutters in order to frustrate the
sinister designs of their officials. The
Ijctt has been unable to develop any con-
siderable agitartion and has tlierefore

been a negligible factor in the situation.

The scene is entirely held by Hillman
and those loyal to the Amalgamated on
one hand—and the Orlofsky-Beckerman
forces which openly defied the A. C. W.
and are preparing to launch an opposi-
tion union, on the other, Hillman's vic-

tory in this fight is vlituaily secured.
The Left wing, due to its inactivity. Jack
of understanding and the absence of q

correct policy, has missed another op-
portunity to gain ground in the Amalga
mated and confidence of the expioitel
end many times betrayed masses of
clothing workers-

Hillman's Maneuvers

Hillman's clever maneuvers made him
the hero ot the day, not only in the

eyes of the general public as a vaiiani

fighter against gangsterism and racket-

eering, but also to the labor world, to

whom he appears as the great uncom-
promising leader of the great Amalga-
mated Clothing Workers of America.

In removing Orlofsky and Beckerman
from their offices and suspending them
from the organization on charges of
racketeering and scabbery, Hillman tan
consciously endeavored to reach directly

to the hearts of the tailors and cutte-.i

who have been victims of those officials

and their evil practises and cherished
dim hopes for their elimination. Hill-

man, the great conjurer, has succeeded in

turning the tables and appearing himself
as a champion of clean unionism.

In his latest action, Hillman found
(Continued on page 2)
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PLANNING STEEL

WAGE CUTS

(Continued from page 1)

nacys at the Gary and the f^otitii ChU-^iio

works, out of a total of 30 open-Uearth

furnaces^ st-'ticUaled for i;W0-31. IH'tli-

li'hsw. bought ;i atcel company ob tht-

Pacific Coast ; in the same inontl^ TJ. S.

Steel bouKht a Pacilk; Coaat steel com-

pany, both In Jamiary, liJm Ut'fore which

time neither hiid had a plant on the

Coast.

Meiintime the Republic Steel Corp.

thronKh it aeries of merjjers was raakln„'

a hid for third i>laee in the industry, and

the National Stee! Corp., or^aniKed i),v

a group of e^:^j. S. Steel men, throut^h

mergers and construction ot new plant

{particularly «t Detroit, which had nev-

er had a steel plant before although one

of the greateHt steel-consuming districts

in the country) was bidding aggressively

for a place in the sun. There has been

more activity in mergers (involving new

construction to round out plant facil-

ities) than at any time since the grenr

trust-building i>eriwl of ISOS-lOOl.

A Contracted Market

By the end of 1030, t!ie industry had

a capacity of (>0,8i)7.(KK> tons, and in the

following half-year produced 15,250,000

tons of ingots. By the end ot the yeiir

there may be an addition.tl 1 or 2 mil-

lion ions of capacity, with no marl;ecs

in Bight to take up the excess. ISnilding

construction, which took .:p 187'r of last

year's steel output, railroads, which took

167o and automobiles whicii tool: 14."-'>:,

are contracting rather than expanding:

oil and gas piixi-iines, which took 01///,;

(including water lines), will show a

eharp failing-off with the completion of

the Texas-Chicago natural gas line and

the flurry of pipe-line con.stmctlon in

the Kast Texas oil field. The possibil-

ities ot increasing markets for sheet

steel, new uses for structural steel, and

development of alloy steels (now 2'i/./}c

of the total), are not imuiediate enough

to offer hopes of stdving the steel in-

dustry's problems in meetinj; the crisis.

Some development not now in sigiit might

modify this conclusion, but on the basi^

of what is ftvailable at the present time,

we see only limited possibilities at ex-

panding markets for steel.

Another poaaibility, that of increasing

prices, lias been tried twice since the

crisis began, and wil;h the exception of

an iidvance in sheets partially disguised

t)y a reclassification of sheet specifica-

tions has been an nfter failure.

There remains tiie possibility of re-

ducing costs of production, which in

practise means cuttinK the wages •>!

workers. The iKisalbiiity of reducing

costs through other means nre: (])

Newer and more modern machinery,

which has iieen done in connection with

the increase of capacity in the last two

years, but which is defeated by the

simultaneous shrinkage ot the market

and consequently ot tlic ratio of pro-

duction to capacity.

2. The speed-up. which has been in-

creasingly applied to the steel industry

in recent years. In the past ten years,

ingot production per worker in the V

S, Steel Corporation rose from 57 tons

to 79 last year, and in lOiO was as hi^h

as ST tons. In 1023, witli over 2(>0,00()

employees, the corporation produced le^.s

steel than in li)20 with 22r>,W)0. In 1030,

it employed 211,000 workers on the aVer

age, a dwline of 57f wUilii it produced

11,600,000 ton,'; of finislied steel, against

15,200,000 tons in 1920, a decline of 24'::'-

The sufcess of speed-up methods in

making profits is seriousjy limited, bow-

ever, in a Shrinking market. Speed-up

results In more steel, which the market

refuses to take.

Wage Declines

S. Wage-cuts are clearly indicated as

the tactics of the steel corporations in

their struggle to force the burdens of the

crisis on to the imcks of the workers.

The steel companies have iiesitated for

a long time to cut wages, remembering'

the 1910-20 strikes. Last year, the U.

S. Steel Corporation paid an average of

$r)M a day to all employees exclusive

of the general adminisfrative and selling

force, against $5.S0 in 1920, a cut of two-

thirds ot 19c. Tiie average vage iias tuit

varied more than Ifi cent't a day since

1923, when It was ?5.S3.

'Wages per ton of finished steel have

declined steadily, during the same per-

iod. In 1022. wages per ton were ,$42..J5,

from which they dropped to $27,45 per

ton by 1029; last year the company couid

not fire worker.^ as fast as the demand

for steel declined, and the averaj^e wyge

per ton rose slightly to $31.69.

Corresponding to the steady decline in

wages has been an increase in the pro-

portion of profit to the gross sales of

the corporation. As recenlly as 1924,

the Steel Corponttion paid out in wages

35 cents out of every dollar that it took

in, and retained as profits 12 and a half

cents. Uy 1920, the share of labor had

dwlined steadily to 28 cents, and the

share of the bondholders and stock-

holders had increased just as steadily to

over 17 cents. Last year, because of the

inal)illty of the big corporation to adjust

its activities rapidly to the shrinking

market for steel, mentioned above, the

Share of labor w'as .15 cents and profits

15 cents.

At this point a correct Marxian an-

alysis of the productive process is ea-

Bentinl to an understanding of the econ-

omic perspectives for labor in the steel

Industry. Some comrades confuse the

fiV SPAIiV

The Opposition and the National Question
nVe plan to publisii regularly the

most important documenis on the situa-

tion in Spain so that our readers and

comrades may he thoroughly informed

on what is going on. Not only the docu-

ments of the Left Opposi;ion will be

published, but also those of other groups

in the labor and revoluti<raary move-

,mcnt,ii of Spain. iWc commence our

documentation with the theses on the na-

tional (lue.stion adopted by the national

contererice of the Spanish Left Opposi-

tion at Madrid on June 7, 10;u.—Ed.l
1. The nation in its most completed

and defined form Is a product of capital-

ist soeiet.v. The countries which have

not yet entered into the i)ha.se ot capi-

talist development cannot be considered

nations in the real sense ot Hie word.

The progress of capitalism in a country

evokes the need of an appropriate stat?.

The form which is ''typical, normal, for

the whole of the civilised world, ia the

national state" (Lenin) and not ilie

multi-national state. "The most profound
economic factors drive tn this direction."

Tlie national emancipation movements
express this tendency ot the liourgeoi.iie.

2, The .strujjgle of nationalities for

their liberation has been synonymous In

all points with the struggle against feud-

alism. The creation of large state.si has
coincide<l with capitalist development,

and in this sense has constituted an his-

toricaily progressive fact.

In the great "prisons ot the p(>oples')

wiiieh the vanished Russian and Austro-

Hungarian empires were, unity wa.s, on
the contrary, a reacf ion.iry fact: in

these cases, the <^reation of the state

preceded the development of capitalism,

and the unity realised was an aiisoluti^t

and despotic unity, characterized by an
nnheard-of national oppression. Spain
was in a similar position. If in place of

being a primarily afjricultural country,

economically backward, Spain liad been

a countr^i- of great Indus trial develop-

ment, t-apitalism would Iiave founded the

various jieoples of the peninsula on a

.lolid unity. Spanish unity has had as

its basis the hegemony of (ho large land-

owners and the Church, the subjugation

of the most vital, the inost progressive

part of the country to the inost back-

ward part, a hegemony and do ni ination

which found their expression in the

"Ascitic despotism"—to use the term of

Marx^of the Kourbon monarchy. This

artificial and despotic uni'y could main-

tain itself furtiicr only I hanks to an ir-

ritating national inequality which can be

compared with the caste inequality whicii

existed In the Middle Ages between the

lord and the serf,

3. Ilie national emancipation mce-
ment In Spain has risen with particular

energy In Catalonia and in Biscaye, that

if;, in the two most important industrial

centers of (he peninsula, expressing thus

the natural tendency of every bourj;c-

oisie to constitute a state, and the strug-

gle of the economically most advanced

peoples against the assimilating, reac-

tionary centralism of m-marchlcal and
semi-feudal Spain.

4. The struggle tor national emanci-

pation is one of the aspects of the dem-
ocratic revolution and consetjuently ia

intimateiy hound up with the class

struggie. Concretely, the struggle for

national emancipation is only one of the

forma ot the struggle between the bour-

geoisie and feudalism. In it are found

again all the characteristics of the dem-
ocratic movement In general. In this

struggle, the bourgeoisie, at every deci-

sive moment, inclines towsird.s capitula-

tion, towards concessions to the enemy
(recall the whoie policy of t!ie Catalon-

iaii bourgeoisie led by Cambo), while

the petty bourgeoisie holds to raillcal

.solutions (Macjn and the "Catalonian

Action"), showing Itself Incapable of
moving practically to fbe very end,

,•>, National emancipation can no long-

er tie the work of anybody but the great

popular masses. It is upon them that

the bourgeoisie supported itself in the

nineteenth century. Today, that is no
longer possible l>ecauso a new force has
come forward, the proletariat, whoise

function in economic life opposes it to

the bourgeoisie and impels It to exercize

hegemony in all tlie great popular move-
ments. That is why the bourgeoisie, at

every decisive moment, surrenders and
betrays the movement.

6. National emancipation Is one of

the demands of democracy and. for that

reason, the proletariat cannot be dis-

interested in it, adopt an attitude of

opposition which hides behind an abs-

tract internationalism and becomes in

practise a supiKirt of the policy of the

reactionary centralism of oppression of

certain nationalities by others. "To im-

agine that the social revolution ts pos-

sible," said Ijenin, "without the upris-

ing of the small nations in the colonies

and In Kurope, without revolutionary ex-

plosions of a part of the petty iiourge-

oisie, with all its prejudices, witiioiit

movements of the barely comscious pro-

letarian and semi-proletarian mass'is

a^'ainst the landowners, against (he cler-

ical, monarchical and national yoke . . .

to think in this way means to renounce

the social revolution . . . Whoever hopea

for a 'pure' socialist revolution, will not

see it, and Is a revolutionist in phrases

who does not understand the real rer-

olution".

The revolutionary proletariat must

therefore pronounce itself clearly and

categorically with regard to the ques-

tion of nationalities, as it does with re-

gard to all the aspects of the democratic

revolution.

7. The Communists, pronouncing them-

selves unconditionally and clearly for

every democratic objective, the struggle

against oppression, the national emanci-

pation movement, are thus "the mo.it

determined and the most eloquent foes

of all oppression" (Tjenin). But by all

means they avoid identifying themselves

with the nationalism of the liourgi'>oi.-:ie

of the oppressed nation which seeks to

subordinate the interests of the jiroletar-

ian class to the national jirtnciple, and

with the nationalism of the exploiting

classes of the dominating nation whitii.

utilizing the legitimate feelings of the

supra-national solidarity of the workers,

wants to make them accomplices of its

policy of national oppression.

That is why the position of the Catal-

onian-Balearic Communist Federation

which, in its thes(\3 on the national quc,';-

tion and in its recent open letter to the

Comintern, aflfirma that ihe revolutionary

proletariat must make the nationalist

movement its own, must "integrate the

Communist party into tiie movement", ia

just as false as the position of the Na-

tional Confetleration ot Labor which,

at its last conference, at the moment
of the intensification of the conflict be-

tween the short-lived Cataionian repub-

lic and the central iwwer, declared it.self

disposed t/O struggle against the inde-

pendence of Catalonia by all means, in-

cluding armed rebellion.

H. Tlie principle which the Spanisii

Communists must defend with nil their

energy is the recognition of the Indis-

putalile right of nationalities to dispose

freely of their destiny, without excluding

the right to separation if it is the wish

GREECE

THE ELECTIONS
IN MYTILENE

of the majority of the population. No

democrat—and there are no more sincere

partisans of genuiiie democracy tlian the

Communists -can take a stand against

this principie. But one tiling is to de-

fend this right, and another is the thing

in iiself. As Lenin said, "the reeogni-

tion ot the right to separation does not

exclude the agitation against separation".

The proclaiming of the right of peoples

to dispose freely of tlieir destiny sign.

Ifles that the Communi.sts are against

all unjust oppression.

In any case, the propaganda against

oeparation ciiunot come from the Co.m.

mnnists of the oppressing nation, hut

from those of the oppressed nation wiio

struggle against locai chauvinism and

bring to the fore the common interests

of the worker.'? of all the natlonaiities.

It is only thus that will be established

a genuine community of all the work-

ers, ,

0. in the concrete case of Spain, the

Communists will support the right of

Catalonia and of Biscaye to give them-

.selves the political constitution suited to

them, and will tight against every at-

tempt of the provisional government of

the republic to continue the traditions of

tiie despotic centralism of the monarchy.

Such, principally, is the mission of. the

proletariat outside of Catalonia and Bis-

caye.

Tiie Communists ot the oppressed na-

tions will denounce the inconsistency of

the radical petty bourgeoisie, will fight

against local chauvinism and by moans

of an active and patient propaganda

will show tiiat the bourgeoisie is incap-

able of solving the problem ot national-

ities.

10. The Spanish liourgeoisie, Iiy its

weakness, by the ties which liind it ocon.

omically to tlie feudal forces of the coun-

try by Its infernal contradictions, is in-

capable of placing the various peojiles

into the powerful poSitical unity which

the interests of the economic development

of Ihe peninsula reijuire. This unity can

lie realized only by a historically pro-

gressive class, essentially liberating, a

unit which, above all the national dif-

ferences, has a common interest : t!ie

proletariat. Only the victory of this

class will guarantee the evolution of the

peoples, the indisputable recognition of

their rights, the end to all oppression,

and the establishment ot a union of free

republics.

Split Threatens A. C.W.
a:

(Continued from page 1)

an escape from the wrath of the masses

of tailors who were betniyed by hlra in

tlic last stoppage. The Orlofsky-Becker-

man gang are the fitting scapegoat for Uie

betrayal. Indeed, were they not the ones

who have sabotaged the strike and even

directly scaiibed on the tailors? Have

they not been in the racketeering ring

which held the cutters and expreasnjcn

locals in their grip, and through their

jiower in those key poacitions helped the

manufacturers to escape from New York

and entrench themselves in the out-of-

town shops? Has not Beciierman on his

record the crushing of the I^eft wing

and the terrible crime of lorcing piei;e

work on the tailors?

True, Hlllman has not mentioned the

latter crimes on the record of his dis-

carded tools and henchmer., not out of

modesty, of cour.se, but out of discretion,

lie would rather the clothing workers

forgot those particular acta ot the scoun-^

drels becauae the tailors know who wasT

behind them and whose plans Beckermati

general truth that capitalism extracts

surplus value by witholding from labor

a part of the exchange value represented

by la!>or power, with a universal state-

ment that capitalism at all time's and

places is essential in creating surplus

value, tiiat is, exchange values in excess

of the .minimum subsistence levels paid

out in wages. In the case of a highly-

mechanized industry such as steel, op-

erating at a low percentage of capacity,

the value in exchange ot the production

ia actually less than the cost of the

labor powder which has been expended

on them. The only alternative would be

to assume that, since surplus value must

be produced in every factory every day,

the surplus values alleged to be created

under iiresent conditions in the steel

industry must be "on the shelf", that

Is, actually existent but not in a form

in which the capitalist can realize on

them for the present.

If this were the case, the capitalists

would not need to exert any particu

lar pressure on the workers for lower

wages; they could simply pay out paper

dividends to their stockholders, to be

cashed in when the paper profits were

: realizable "off the shelf".

We do not accept this analysis, but

rather conclude that in order to make
; profits the steel companies are about
to engage in a drastic campaign of wage-

cutting, which will place a militant steei

strike on the order of the day,

—B. J. FIELDS.

and Orlofsky carried out. Orlofsky's and

B«;kerman'a recent crimes against the

membership are sufficient to condemn

them betore the masses. But their old

crimes will also count aagainst them

with the masses of tailors, while Ilill-

raan, the liberator of to-day, may be

forgiven his "mistakes" of the past.

Hiilman's calcuiatious have proved

correct to his own satisfactoin and to

the sad disappointment ot his enemies.

The split in the organization, how-

ever, has not been averted. Orlofsky

and Beckerm.in still have the support

of hundreds ot cutters and will proceed

with their destructive plans against the

A. C. W. Hlllman will be faced with

a rival racket and will undoubtedly seek

to eliminate his competitors by compro-

mising the interests of the workers.

Hiiiman publicly admitted that he was
ready to compensate Orlofsky with a big

sum of money or a high position outside

of his local to avoid an open Jigbt. That
Ililman is prone to carry out such n
policy, there is good reason to fear,

judging from big actions in the past. If
a split will be averted at the last min-
ute in such a manner, Hiilman's betrayal
will be most brazen. Hillman Is not
likely, however, to resort to such a pol-

icy in the present situation, with the
elements in his favor. Tile split will be
an open one. The workers will pay the
price for the fight between the cliques.
Only their active interference can miti-
gate Its effects.

Are they prepared to do it? Unfortun-
ately, this is not ihe case.

Ifce Party Policy
The Rank and Pile Committee has

seemingly adopted our slogan of unity
and issued a call to the tailors and cut-
ters to unite their ranks in the struggle
against the cliques to safeguard the
conditions and prevent the return of the
corrupt officialdom to the organization.
The tailors are warned against Hiilman's
treachery and Hiilman's policies of serv-
ing fbe manufacturers. The policy of
the Rank and File Committee is in gen-
eral a correct one, but so far they have
failed to develop activity and give tliis
policy a concrete aprilicatlon, particular-
ly in the Cutters Local. The Rank and
File ComraitJtee has not advanced any
practical program. Tlie Cutters I^ocal
is today the scene of the revival of ac
tivtty neing the local directly involved
in the shake-up. The Hillman forces in
the local rave thrown the membership a
promise of an honest election and a
free and militant union. The cuttera are
taking this promise eerloulsy. A clear

policy and a practical program would

give tiie Ijcft w^ing an ojiportunity to

develop a broad rank and iile movement.

Without these, the Left wing will iose

the prestige it has gained in i-ta cour-

ageous struggle against the corruption

and terror of tiie overthrown ofilcialdom.

But of still grea'tor danger to the sit-

uation is the attitude of the official party

press. Conforming with tiie spurious

theory of company-unionism, 'the Frciheit

fails to see any opportunity for the

development of a movement inside the A.

C. W. The Frciheit has manifested great

interest In the situation but in the wrong
direction. All the FVeihcit can see in

the situation is the mere fight tK'tween

the cliques, but it is entirely blind to

be existence of masses of workers in the

A. C "VV. Oceans of ink have been

spilled on its pages to prove what? That
Hillman is more corrupt and therefore

a greater danger than the gratters whom
he removed. That such propaganda is

of great value to Orlofsky and Becker-
man, there can be no doubt. This is

exactly their line of defense. But of

what value ia the mere exposure of Hill-

man without a clear program of action

to the tailors and cutters? Such abs
tract propaganda can only impel some
backward elements .to cling to their re-

moved officials, the Beckerman and Orlof-

sky gang, hut it will not help the masses
of tailors and cutters in their struggle

against corruption in the A. C. W. The
cutters in particular, who are directij

involved in this struggle, have been en-

tirely left out of consideration, and tlie

general Impression is conveyed Ihat the
cutters have been injured by Hiilman's
removal of their oSicials, which is ob-
viously untrue. Such a policy only
creates confusion.

Why has the Freih^t taken such a
stand? Why this "united front" with

Orlofsky-Beckerman ? Whom will such

a policy iiencfit? There can tie only one

explanation. The party policy is to

smash the A. C. AV. as a "company un-

ion". Tiiey are therefore making what

is tantamount to common cause with

Orlofsky and Beckerman in this fight.

Tlie present situation could be utilized

by the Ivoft wing to develop a wid'.>

movement among the A. C. W. mehibers.

The fight in the Cutters Local could be

developed into a struggle against cor-

ruption in the other locals of the A.

C. ^W. The tailors are premised l)etter

coiwlitions and more work by Hillman

as tiie outcome of his fight against Or-

lofsky and Beckerman. Hillman is out

lo betray them again. The cutters have

been given similar promise. Hillman is

for<'ed to make tliese promises by the

growing restlessness among the w^orkers.

in order to bolster his prestige, pacify

the workers and then continue to be-

tray them. The sentiment of the work-

ers must he kept up and organized to

prevent such a betrayal. This can only

be done by organized activity of the

workers inside the organization, and not

by mere abstract propaganda.

But this means a change in the wliole

tactical line of the i>arty and the adop-

tion of correct Leninist tactics. This is

too much to expect from the StaliiiisE

bureaucracy—unless -the comrades in the

ranks get busy, —ALBISRT OliLAND.

MILITANT SI;BSCRIBEKS!
If the number on your wrapper is 82

then your subscription to the Militsiit

has expired. Assure yourself of an un-
interrupted receipt of the paper by send-

ing in your renewal immediately. Prompt
action on the part ot our subscribers
win also facilitate the work ot the cir-

culation department. The subscription fot

one year is twio dollars, and one dollar

Morgenstern-Goodman and the I. L. D.
Despite all they could do, (he delegates Stalinist sabotage of the defense of our

of the Philadelphia branch of the Com
munist League (Opposition) were unabie
to get any information concerning the

Philadelphia Amnesty Conference ot the

I. L. D. Neither the time nor the place
could be discovered, Tiiree days after
the conference, tlie Daily Worker gave
the first and only report or announce-
ment of it! This is the second time, to

the knowledge of our Philly comrades,
that such a procedure has been followed.
And there seems to be a "good reason"
for such unusual steps. , The party bur-
eaucrats are afraid of the effect that wi!i

be produced on the workers when the
delegates of the Left Opposition are
present at these conferences and even
more, if they raise the question ot the Stalmist officials to such lengths!

comrades Morgenstern and Goodman,
who have been indicted &nd convicted
under the notorious Flynn Sedition Act.

At the Scottsboro conference some time
ago. the party bureaucrats were deter-

mined to have the conference broken up
rather than allow the two comrades to

speak. Both of them were finally re-

moved from the hall by violence. Now it

appears that rather than have our com-
rades present, the bureaucrats are ready
to go to the extreme of holding irhese

"united front" conferences In such a
"quiet" manner that nol>ody even hears
about them and the Daily Worker men-
tions them only when they are concluded.
Only hysteria and fear could lead th«

After tile suriirising resells of the

elsK-tion of Mytilene, wUuie the Commun-
ist party, in coliaboratiim with the Op-

jiositioii, received ationt -l.itiO votes (in

tjie town of Mytiiene itsylf, Ihe C. I"",

bad a majority of the votes. 1,700 out

of H.OOO), the Creek bourgeois prcis,

without distinction of teiidcncfe.-. has

become frightened over the "threatening

Communist danger".

As a matter of fad, it is the first

time tiiat tiie C. P, of fJreccc, since its

foundation in 1920. has coiicent rated so

large a number of votes ia these re-

gions. The island of Mylilone was
rightly regarded as the unchangeable

electoral litf of VeiiLaOism. Since li)12,

tlie date of the attachment of Ihe island

to Cree<-e, the inqmlalion. composed in

large measure of small towii>iiien and

artisans, pressed on all sides by'tlie roy-

alist regime, ahvays gave its votes to

Venizeios.

If fbe economic crisis hsis alfectcd ftli

of Crcece it lias not spared Mytiiene. Tho

island ot a once ilourishiiig commerce,

was cruelly struck by the caiaslroiihhc

which overcame Asia Minor in 1022, in

which it lost (in iiuiiovtaiii market. Tn-

employment developed lika everywhere

else in Greece. The tax jiolicy piitcti.sed

by the present government oiily worsen-

ed the position of the working nias..5e3

of the island. It is exactly in tiiose con-

ditions that the election look place.

The C. P. came out of Jt greatly stren-

gthened in the struggle, especially thanks

to the combined efforts of the Opposi-

tion and party comrades. As soon as the

results were known, the bourgeois press

raised a great outcry and demanded that

exceptional measures be taken to repress

Communism, The government was -if-

fected by it and threw ai! "rcsponsj!)i!-

ity" for the results obtained by Iho C.

P. upon the royalist and republican op-

position.

The latter did not fail to repiy, Kvi-

dentiy, the bourgeois parties didn't ex-

Iiect these i-csnlls at all. Tiie leader of

the Iloyaiist opposition. T^aidaris, in his

declariitions to the press, lai.sed the im-

mediate need of a close collaboration

ot all tlie bourgeois parlies to ward olT

the Communist ihtH.

Tiiey are aiready speaking ot the im-

minent formation of a i>!oc of the iiberal

and popular parties for tiie coming par-

liamentary elections of 19:i2, in order to

eliminate the Communists.
The two princi])al bourgeois parties

iielieve. iiy a formal collaboration, to be

able to put a sto)) to ibe growing radi-

cali/.ation of the mosses. But the ad-

ministrative measures wi!i in no way l>e

able to remedy a sitiiatioa which flows

from the anarchy in capitalist jiroduction.

The CIa,ss Struggle, organ of tiie Com-
munist Left Opposition ( Alchio-Marx-
ists), analyzing the causes for tiie suc-

cess of the C P. in Mytiiene, attributes

rhi.s advance to tiie riidi{;r!:s:ation of the

masses which is taking [dace here on a

grand scale. In reaiity. tliis success of

the C, P. could not be explained in any
other way. The Stalinists have done
notJiing on the island to .lusiiCy such a

resuit. The laboring masses <tlie work-
ers of Mytiiene wiiere ihe Opposition
leads variou.s trade unions) und the

masses of the poor pea.sant.s have turned
towards Communism.

Before the Gree!;: (Nimnnmists and
above all the Left Oiqiosition are posed
today new tasks in f.ice of the new grear.

struggles, Heiiairing the errors of the
Stalinist bureaucracy, the comrades of

the Op[ios!tiO!i must work Vi-itb perserv-

aiice in ord<'r lo gain the working mass-
es who are deserting the bourgeois part-

ies for the revolutionary ciass organlza-
tione. They will sncceetL

Salonika, July 1031.

—OPPOSITIONIST.
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DIKUffION ARTICLES

A Reply to the Discussion
It must be admitted thut the confer-

ence discussion material has yleldt'd very

little either in the way of iiositive sup-

plement to the draft tliesJH of the Na-
tional Committee or criticism of It. Tlie

absence of any serious attaclis on its

main conclusions—althougli some of them
represent a distinct and original contri-

bution of the Left Opposition and are

presented in the American movement for

tbe lirst time—may be taken as an in-

dication of the general supiwrt of the

oryttnizatton for the propositions of the

National Committee and a forecast of

the action of tlie Conference in regard

to them.

Our draft has been submitted to an

International discusston, and a beneficittl

criticism from that source is not yet ex-

cluded. Hut In the ranks of our own
national section the estimation of tbt'

problems and the taaiss formulated by

the National Committee have not yet

been 3ucces=;fuIIy assailed. Critics of the

National Committee are not lacking, but
their contributions do not go to the roots

of tbe new issues. They attempt either

to revive questions long settled in our
ranks or to obscure the maici questions

with superficial quibbles over minor
points.

A Discredited Idea

Comrades Rose and Carter are the

rightful representatives of these tenden-

cies. In their discussion articles they

only recapitulate the attitude and point

of view they have constantly maintained

against the National Committee. Since

the conflicting positions cannot be re-

troncfled—and they cannot be because
they have nothing in common—nothiuj;

remains but for the National Conference

to pronounce a judgement on them and
end the disputes. Here I wish only to

make a few remarks on tile critical ar-

ticles of the comrades mentioned and to

explain once more why we still iold to

the views we have maintained against

them.
Comrade Rose renews his long-standing

feud with us on three very important
questions : On tlie evaluation of the his-

tory of the party ; on the present status

and the persi>ectives of the party ; and
on the attitude of the Left Opposition

toward the party. With us as well as
with comrade Rose all three of these

questions are intertwined and, also In

each case, the coticluaions liave a system-
atic character, Tiiey are mutually tx-

culslve and cannot be joined together.

Our first Conference more than two years
ago spoke very decisively on these poinis.

In our opinion the Second Conference
should reaffirm the judgment and put a

perk)d to contentions over them.
Comrade Rose's first fault, from which

the others flow, is hts grossly distorted

view of fhe history of the party. This
Is not without valid reasons. l>uring ali

the yeara of the party's formative period
and its emergence as a dynamic factor

in the class struggle at the head of the
conscious workers' movement he stood
aside from the party and took no part
in tie making of its history. He learned
about the party from the scandal sheeta
and kitchen-gossip of its enemies. On
that basis he serves up an account .md
Interpretation of the party's past tbat
bears -very little relation to actual fact.

And in part, by the concessions lie con-
tinually makes to the standpoint of tlie

anti-party sects who still hold him as a
captive, his exposition of party history

is somewhat provocative.

If it was a mistake in the first place
to organize the party, If it was wrong
to belong to the party since its founda-
tion, if the circles of word-radicalism
which conducted a venomous fight against
the party since its inception were correct
—If all this were so, comrade Bose.'s

approach to the question would have
a certain justification. Needless to say
we do not share such a view nor the

conclusions deriving from it.

Distorted History

Take a few samples of comrade Kose'i

history at random: In each Instance w«
find them to be distorted, one-sided and

false. "The native proletarian elements

. . . round the I. "W. W, were at first

neglected by this rising movement" (the

party). But this Is presented as solely

the fault of the as yet groping and

ineiperlenced party. The reactionary

course of the I. W. W, leaders In fom-

enting antagonism to the Communist
movement—and this was the really de-

cisive element in the situation—is left

out of account. Finally, he says, there

cam« an appeal to the I. W. W. from the

Cammunist International "over the heads

of the American Communist leadership

Not so. It was the leiegation of the

party to the Comintern that drafted the

appeal and the whole party supported

It.

Comrade Rose speaks of party mem-
bers "sent in 'to capture or destroy the

I, W. W,' " Who were they and when
was such an instruction ever given out

by the party? TVe read about it in the

I. W. W, papers In their campaign to

poison their members against Commun-
ism, and nowhere else. By such criti>

Isms of the party comrade Rose only

succeeds In giving away his sources of

information about it.

"We have always been under the

impression that the Passaic strike

was a landmark in party develop-

ment, that it was handled on a

national scale with considerable skill

and that it signalized the party's aui>-

remacy In the radical labor movement.

But what does comrade Rose see in this

event? He sees "the slowness of the

party leadership to accept the gage of

battle"—-some of Weisbord's absurd gos-

sip retailed five years later to glorify

bimself. Again: "The collective, party

wt^om could find no better road than

to hi nd over these workers bag and bag-

gage to the A. P. of Ij. fakers, to di^^-

Kipate and demoralize." What is this

I)ut I. W. W. chatter, lat!;r repeated by

Browder and similars to justify the

"turn" of the "third period"? So tar

from repudiating the course of the par'y

in the Passaic strike—taking it as a

whole, we mean, not denying or justify-

ing certain errors—the IjCft Opposition

has always maintained that the pariy

must go l>ack and appropriate some of its

fruitful exjieriences. If jou will stop

for a moment to compare Passaic with

the present strategy In Paterson you
ou),'iit to see the force of this opinion.

One more example: In our platform

adopted at tlie First Conference we gave

a review of the mice strike of I927-2S

and the subsequent developments. We
did not spare criticism of the party er-

rors In tlie whole campaign for we had
wa;;ed a heated struggle over them in

the party. But comrade Itose sees only

ttie husk of tlic nut ; the kernel scaped
him altogether. lie laments the "Save

the Union" movement as "the famous
movement of unpleasant memories".

Hut, my dear friend, the "Save the tjn-

ion" movement was the Instrument

tlirough w'hich the party came to head
a huge mass movement of miners for

the llrst time. It is true enough that the

party leadership of the present day is

turning its liack on all that rich experi-

ence and on the methods which, in spiie

of ail the errors, yielded such great re-

sults. But why should we emulate them?
On the contrary wo are Iiammering tliem

nearly every week in the Militant for a

policy -which txtrrows much from the ex

ample of the "Save the Uijion" move-
ment, making allowance ot course for

the altered conditions.

Repeating Slander

Here again comrade Rose gives a pro-

minence to the I. W, W. out of all pro-

ptirtion to their actual merits while lie

belittles the achievements of the party,

Acconling to him the national miners'

relief campaign ied by the party "grew
out" of the I. W. W. strike in Colorado.

Nothing of the sort. The relief campaign
was organized months before and was
based on the Pennsylvania-Ohio strike

The later entrance ot the I. W, W. Into

the relief situation as a result of the

Colorado strike only served to muddle
the situation and poison the atmosphere
with reactionary slander about misap-

propriation of funds.

Such an account of the affair as com-
rade Rose offers is false fo the cor*-,

and provocative as well. You will never
get the Left Opposition to accept the

I ,W. W. version of party history. Just
consider such an expression as this:

"The party pounced upon this movement

[tiie relief campaign, "brought to a

head" by the I. W, W.) as a godsend,"

Why not add tliat the party stole nit

tiie money and thus round out the stoi'y

that all its enemies have told?

Witii sut'h a view of party history as

comrade Hose has expounded in his ar-

ticles it is only logical tbat he should

see nothing good In it today and no

tiope for its future. According to his

opinion, the American Communist Party
—^which never was any good—"cannot

any longer be classified as even possess-

ing the potentialities of a 'mass partj''

in the face of Its miserable failures in

all fields". Can the lyeft Opposition

trifle ftor a moment with such an esti-

mation? Here is a sweeping statement

indeed, which forbids the party to grow
regardless of external events.

The Communist Party of Germany has
no better policy and no better leader-

ship—if we allow for proportions—-and

yet it influences millions and continues

to grow. We should not take the re-

sponsibility of proliibiting the American
party to grow stronger. The facts of life

will most likely veto the order and dis-

credit us entirely. As a matter of fact

the recent advances of the National Min-
ers Union under party leadership on-

cured since comrade Rose made the first

draft of his document. That fact, and
many others which can easily be cited,

show how false and dangerous It would
t>e to accept his view.

False Viewpoints

The theory that the party w^ worth-
less In the past and 'hopeless for the

future brings our critic Inevitably to a

collision with the policy toward the party

whii'h the Left Opposition has pursued
since Its inception. Only one conclusion

can foliow from this premise — to

form another party. But this idea
has been so hopelessly discredited in the

IjCft Opposition, in America as well as
on an international scale, that comrade
Ro.';c stops short of the logic of his own
position and exhausts himself with nega-
tive criticism of the tactics of the Na-
tional Comittee whtt-h proceed from a
different premise. The content in all of
his criticisms, accordingly, is indefinite-

nes.s, contradiction and half-formed con-
clusions.

We caimot determine tiic line of the
Communist League in tiiis manner, Firwt
we must clearly define the premises upon
which our work as a faction of the pariy
Is founded. Tactical conclusions follow
from this. It is of course possible even
them to disagree on the tactical applica-j
tion of the iiasic policy. But in tbutt
case tJe disputes are narrowed down,
they can be put concretely and definitely.

The attempt to work out a common tac-

tic when the premise is contraditory is

doomed to failure from the start. ThlJ.
in our opinion, is the source of the
vague and confusing proposals which
comrade Rose outlines in his articles.

—JAMBS P, CANNON.
(The second article by comrade Cannon

in reply to discussion will appear next
week).

Problems of Our Perspectives
Our thesis breathes not one particle of

spirit of a coming "Victorian age" for

American imperialism in the Ijovestonian

sense. Nor does it project the ptsssibtlily

of a "Victorian age" for American im-

perialism parallel to the development of

British Imperialism In the nineteenth

century. But we do give fhe reasons

Which "are still effective enough to war-

rant its ability to extricate Itself out of

Its present crisis by shifting the burden

of it not only upon the working class at

home but upon the nations of Europe,"

witliouit even excluding the possibility

of another boom.

This we believe, is the most likely

variant for the immediate future which

can be quite well substantiated by the

present economic and political trends.

But at the outset let us remember that

this question is closely bound up with

the perspectives of the world's revolu-

tionary movement. It will be of decisive

Importance whether it progresses toward

new victories or whether It suffers new
serious defe«ts.

Hence, our thesis does not at all draw
any conclusions based upon the ability

of American capitalism to solve Its prob-

lems or to overcome Its contradicatlon^.

It proceeds from the Inevitable Intensi-

fication of these contradlea tions to hold

out "prospects of stru^Ie which will In-

crease in breadth and depth and mili-

tancy". And precisely under the likely

variant of an upward conjuncture of

American capitalist economy.

PundaoieRtals of Present Crisis

The capitalist system ot society as a

wliole has reached Its period of decline.

The crisis which followed the short spe-

culative post-war "boom" marked a Ite-

glnning of a period of crises for capital-

ism, within which the business cycles

still operate but are changed to the

degree that the general period has

changed. This period also marks the lie-

ginnings of the development of » new sys-

tem of economy represented by the Soviet

Union which, ot course, will play Its seri-

ous part in any future perspective. Each

new cycle becomes a historical Step in

capitalism, bringing It nearer to its end.

The Increasingly planetary character af

the conjunctures of capitalist economy

has become particularly expressed In the

more uniform and more universal phase

of the Industrial cycle in each crisis dip,

though not uniform in the rising "booms"

This testifies to the growing intensity and

scope ot crises as a part of capitalist

economy. At the beginning of this crisis,

France was still to some extent an ex-

ception—to tlie extent, mainly, to which

her economy la still made up of small

scale and iieasaut economy. Also this

crisis particularly records as a universp.l

phenomenon within capitalism the grow-

ing standing army of unemployed on the

one hand, and on tlie other, a growing

abundance of credits seeking new markets

for investment. However, the latter in

its overwhelming preponderance it In the

hands of one imperialist power—-the Uni-
ted States.

To substantiate the possible variants

upon which our general strategy is based
it must be proved whether, despite this

general crisis period, room for expansion
at least for single capitalist powers can
still bo found. One of Marx's dictum
ireads: "There Is no such thing as a
permanent crisis." Lenin never tired of

emphasizing that : "There Is no situation
for which there Is absolutely no way out
for the bourgeoisie." Both are still true
today. And it depends decisively upon
the maturity and actions of the prole-

tariat to what extent capitalism can re-

cover from the crisis or whether It will

proceed more rapidly In its decline. In
this respect, the proletarian vanguard
unfortunately shows great weaknesses
throughout the capitalist world.

The Basis of Possible Revival

The law of uneven development of cap-

italism holds no possibility, after the

acute phase of this crisis is overcome,
of a business revival comprising all coun-
tries. But this very uneven development,
which Is more pronounced under the im-
jierialist epoch, Iiolds precisely the possi-

bility of the stronger power emerging
from Vhe crisis, passing through depres-

sion to revival, at the cost of the weaker.

Crises are -the periods of capitalist

forcible adjustments of the relative over
production. They are manifested in the

purely economic aspects by a restriction

of output, diminution of stocks on hand
by a falling price level, thus releasing

money for renewal of fixed capital, which
imeans production of means of production,

factories, machinery etc, re-employment
ot labor and increases of variable capital.

Apparently, however, there is as yet in

this country no diminution of stocks on
hand. According to Survey of Current
Business for Feb. 1931, the following com-

parison of stocks on hand is shown

;

December 1928 1929 1930

Total liaw

Materials 159 188 185

Total Ind, Fin-

ish. Products 122 119 121

Prior to {he war, the American produc-

tion cycles were based almost exclusively

on the home market, by continuous ex-

pansion of national market, by extending

the frontiers to tap new natural resources

and by turning a constant stream of Im-

migrants, In addition to the growing

population, into producers and consum-

ers. They became particularly expressed

in the extension of railroads. The poet-

war boom of 1921-1929 was still based

mainly on the home market. It became

expressed mainly In the renewal ot fixed

capital for railroad material, machinery

and building which had been practically

at a standstill during the war, as well as

by the spurt In the automobile industry.

Meanwhile, however, American capitalism

had entered the world market and world

affairs on a large scale. It would there-

fore be incorrect to speak of prospects of

American capitalism overcoming its crisis

merely on the basis of the process of

oHSSie^is cycles operating in the home

market. This would entirely ignore the

fact th;it its sources of power are spread

all over the world. And it is precisely in

the world arena that It will seek its fur-

ther field of expansion.

Further World Market Expansion

The majority of the world's population

still consist of peasants (still mainly en-

gaged in natural economy). To turn

the peasants into elemente of capitalist

production, i, e., producers and consumei^

of capitalist society, is one of the im-

portant processes of captiaJism and has

proven one additional means of capitalist

expansion throughout its history. From
its very Inception, It began by battering

down barriers for this exiiansion

set up by feudalism, first by "lib-

erating" tlie peasants from serf-

dom, thus creating a new equilibrium.

Immense areas and population can still

be developed capitalistically once there

are the apparently sufficient guarantee

for return on capital investments.

The crisis releases enormous amounts

of liquid capital seeking new fields of In-

vestments, Such are to be found pri-

marily In these economically backward

countries, colonies and seml-colonles.

American imperialism Is again gathering

its breath from the first shocks of the

stock market crash and the crisis. It Is

preparing to conquer new territories. Its

most Important weapon wlil be a com-

bination of capital exportation with .ex-

port of goods, granting of long term

credits and outright loans for the pur-

chase of industrial goods, American Im-

perialism has long had Its eye on China

with its 420 million population, over-

whelmingly peasant In its make-up, en-

gaged mainly in natural economy. Of
course, It would not pour in heavy In-

vestments merely to develop sourc«;s ot

production In competition with Its own
cotton fields, its own copper mines or

Its own .steel mllU, .No; it would enter

primarily to turn the vast field of peas-

ants into elements of capitalist produc-
tion. Into producers and consumers ; to

first of all invest into fixed capital,

which means building roads, railroads,

factories, machinery, etc., thus making
the Investments for promotion of sale of

Its industrial goods and simultaneously
for the extradiction of surplus value—new
super-profits. So far, the Chinese worker
is already on a much lower level, making
the super-profits possible. This prosjiect

can well enough servo as a complement
to a revival and a new upward conjunc-
ture of American capitalism.

To develop such backward countries

carAtaltstically, although offering a
means of expansion for a time, does not

at all solve the contradictions of world
capitalism, nor of any of its component
parts. On the contrary, it vastly in-

creases these contradictions. But to

draw from that a conclusion based uxion

the absolute inability of American capital-

ism to extricate itself from this present
crisis Is simply ridiculous.

America's Role in the World Market

American Imperialism won the war.

It established its world hegemony. It

intervened In Europe in 1923 to defeat

the German proletariat and "stabilize"

German capitalism. It intervened again

in 1931 to postpone the German revolu-

tion and to put the screws on France, It

Is intervening now in England. In this

process of interventions. It has poured
millions upon millions into Europe be-

cause Its hegemony demands a certain

measure of "stability" of the capitalist

equilibrium. While such capital invest-

ments are made also for the promotion
of exportation of goods, they are above
all designed to strengthen ttie Wail Street

hegemony and thereby serve constantly
to put each of the European powers on
a more limited ration in world economy.

Evidently, Wall Street does not In the

least fear the consequences to Its own
.market within these competing powers
by limiting their rations or even crush-

ing them as competitors. That will not
reduce the size of world market still

available. But it will relatively streng-

then further its imperialist Iiegemony
and its struggle for re-dlvislon ot the
world.

So far, however, these forecasts have
taken into account only the possibilities

of American capitalism extricating itself

out of the present crisis in connection
with its possible further expansion on
the world market. Yet each step in this

direction inevitably produces the most
furious conflicts of capitalist state re-

lations as well as of class relations, and,
as far as the latter are concerned—not
the least at home. But this part of the
problem^so important tor our perspec-
tives of coming sharpened struggles—it

will be necessary to leave for another
article.

—ARNE 8WABECK.

Contradictions of the Agrarian Crisis

OUR INTERNATIONAL BULLETIN

The Int«rnat(onnl Bulletin of the Com-

munist Left Opposition which Is publish-

ed in French and German by the Inter-

ternatlonal Secretariat, and an English

edition of which is published by the Com-

munist League {Opposition), Is now be-

ing put on a subscription basis which

will considerably facilitate its publica-

tion and distribution. The annual sub-

scription is one dollar.

The BuUetln contains reports of the

work and the views of the Opposition

groups throughout the world, and is the

main channel for the exchange of opip,-

ions in the Left Opposition and for the

discussion of disputed questions.

Six issues of tlie English edition have

already been issued and the future num-

tiers will appear even more regularly.

All comrades and readers of the Mili-

tant are urged to subscribe to the In-

temaUonal BaUetln. $1,00 for 10 issues.

Money orders, cheeks or tills should be

sent to the Militant; 84 East lOtli St.,

The agrarian crisis presents itself as

a blending of the contradictions of a

theoretically pure capitalism with those

prtjduced by the law ot uneven develop-

ment. Here we have betoro us not only

the striking discrepancy between the pro-

ductive foic-es and the solvent demand
but also barriers erected by the backward

mode of production restricting the free

flow of capital in the creation of the

average rate of profit. From the latter

fact that the preponderable position of

world agriculture Is carried on a pre-

capitalist scale, that to the small produc-

er the farm is not an investment but the

very basis for his existence, from this

fact there arises the radical distinction

between agriculture and industry, be-

tween the agrarian and the industrial

crisis.

'The present agrarian crisis which more
immediately receives its capping charac-

ter from tile tremendous Impetus given

to the extension of grain culture of the

Western Hemisphere during the War and
the period of revolutionary upheavals

and crop failures immediately following,

has its more profound roots fixed in the

enormous technological improvements
(fertilizers, machinery, etc.) .much of

which was applicable even to small scale

agriculture.

Effects of "Return to Nonnal"

The return of normal conditions, the

rehabilitation o£ Eastern Europe grain

fields in the fate of the huge acreage in-

crease In America, could only result In

tlie dizzy fall of the wheat bushel; con-

current with and supplementing the

deepened industrial crisis on the otiier

hand, whets yet more its edge on the

attenuated condition of the city work-

ing masses.

On the theoretical Held It hammers de-

cisively the nails into the coffin of tnc

dogma of Malthus-illcardo, and aWirms

in dazzling manner the contention ot

Engels ; "Against the competition of the

virgin prairie soils and of tlie Russian

and .Indian peasants ground down by

taxation, the European capitalist farmer

and peasant could not stand up at the

old rents. A portion of the soil of Eur-

oiie fell definitely out of the competition

for the raising of grain, the rents fell

everywhere . . . This acocunts for tha

woes of the landlords from Scotland to

Italy, and from Southern France to

Eastern Prussia. Fortunately all prairie

lands have not been taken under culti-

vation. There are enough of them left

to ruin all the great landlords of Europt

and the small ones Into the bargain,*

(Vol. Ill, page 842,)

In Industry a fall In commodity prices

Is Immediately followed by a wlthdra\v

al of capital from the affected lines and
Its reinvestment in a more profitable

sphere. This process, regarded by Smith
and the other economists as another in

stance of the unerring machinery of

Providence flagrantly ceases to function

in the case of small scale agriculture.

The farmer will not only continue after

hts investment yields him no return, lie

will persist after he works for a return

ridiculously below a Jiving minimum.
This tendency originally due to the in-

grown instinct of the petty-bourgeol.sie,

Is more substantially reinforced at tlie

present period when the city holds for

him the unquestionable fortune of the
breadline.

Attempts at Organization

Tlie unbridled anarchy of the world

market calls forth both in agriculture as

well as in industry attempts at organiza-

tion. In the latter sphere these take the

fonn of trusts, cartels, etc,, which, be-

ing liased on the highest developed tech-

nology, are up to a certain point rev-

olutionary in content, Insofar as tliey

consolidate the economic foundation for

the next mode of production. In agri-

culture, the most ambitious of such at-

tempts is the Canadian Wheat Pool. In-

volving largely small scale farmers, af-

fecting only distribution and leaving the

sphere ot production untouched, the

Wheat Pool must be appraised as a re-

actionary petty-bourgeois Utopia, and

like all such, foredoomed to shatter on

the rocks of the inexorable historical

process. It may be well said that the

Wheat Pool presents the same carlcatnri;

of a capitalist Industrial trust as Stalin's

adventurist 100% collectivization, based

on primitive ploughshare offers of Soc-

ialist agriculture.

The Industrial crises in the past have

been by their very nature cyclic in char-

acter. Even the present crisis, wliich

may be considered tlie first of the down-
ward crisis, will undoubtedly be fol-

lowed by a partial revival at least in

America. With the agricultural crisis

this Is not so. The reasons tor this are

innate in the nature of the commodity
produced, and in the form of the produc-

tive process.

Above we have briefly sketched the ef-

fect of small scale farming on the price

level, and it directly follows that the

crisis would be of a more permanent

nature than tlie industrial crisis.

The most fundamental tendency of

capitalist production is the constant in-

cre;i3c of the specific gravity of the con-

.stilnt cayitiil over tlU' vnrLable apital,

and of the fixed cajiital compared witli

tlie civci^lating capital. It Is this fact

wiii;rli ;vives to an increased consumption

of constant capital the role of the dod-

sive factor In the overcoming of the

periodicftl crisis. Agricultural products

appear practically entirely in the produc-

tive process as circulating capital and
for the greater part as varialile capital.

Tlie al)Ove mentioned tendency presents

itself from this point of view as a con-

tinued increase of the importance of in-

dustri.il production at the expense of

agriculture. Tile determining factor In

the alleviation of tlie industrial crisis,

the opening up of new- markets for con-

stant and especially flxed capital, only

indirectly and to an increasingly limited

extent affect the agrarian crisis. The
very te(?hnological development which in-

creases the productivity of agriculture hy

diminishing the importance of agricul-

tural products in the productive process,

diminishes the prospects of greater grain

markets.

Tlie agrarian crisis can be temporar-

ily overcome only through the agency of

calamities iirought about l)y the workin;.;s

of nature or social chaos. The first pos-

-sibility is that of an International crop

failure, which Is improbable; the othar

la that of another imperialist war which

must, however, lead not only to its tem-

porary solution by higher grain prices,

but to the solution of a!! the contradic-

tions of capitalism, to the social revolu-

tion.

Siociety does not travel along lubricated

rails, as the "gradual" philistinc would
have UK l>elieve. The historical process

hew.s its way, having no qualms not only

for indivldual.s but even for the physical

existence of classes. The extermination

of the yeomanry in England accompanied

by the unfathomable misery of i^s vic-

tims, had, however, a revolutionary

significance. The present suffering ot rhe

farmers can have none such. With wheat
at forty cents, and less, a bushel, and
with a most uncertain future, it is hard-

ly likely that there should be present

the incentive for the establishment of

large capitalist farming with the capi-

tal outlay Involved. The law of the

formation o£ an ejiual rate ot profit

makes it very ridiculous to imagine heavy

capital investments In the field suffering

from the acute,--! overproduction. Th«
creditor hesitates to ft>reclose the mort-

gages; they realize well that a portion

of the payments Is better than none. We
have reached a stake where capitalism

must keep tens of millions in a state

of desolate vegetation. As with other

remnants of pre-capitalist society, so

also can capitalism not supersede small

scale agriculture by farms on a capital-

ist basis ; here we have the revolution

in permanence.

A Revolutionary Force

Marxism beginning with unquestionable

historical data arrives at the conclnsloit

that the peasantry can plaj-* no indepen-

dent revolutionary role. This does not,

however, excu^^e at all the tendency all

too prevalent among certain Communists

to "overlook" the agrarian exploited.

Truly did Kautsky remark that in the

same degree as agriculture recedes in

favor of Industry does the peasantry gain

in political importance. Not only in the

backward agricultural countries but even

In America does the peasantry present an
enormous revolutionary potentiality.

Marxism, In contradiction to other

ideologies, can have no des're to set Imr-

riers up to the historical process. With

ol)jective eye it adjudges each social

phenomenon by the criterion of hindering

or advancing the social development.

With this in mind, and considering the

fact that small scale production is but

a decaying remnant of a previous produc-

tive mode, we must declare ourselves

categorically opposed to , any demands
serving the purpose of retarding the dis-

appearance of small peasant property.

The preservation ot small property has

always been one of the cherished resorts

of the reactionaries in their struggle

against the rising proletariat. Our ap-

proach to the farmer must be such as to

bolster not his petty-bourgeois instinct

but to awaken the proletarian half of

him.

The most deplorable failing In the

thesis is the utter lack of an analysis of

the agrarian crisis, which is offered but

two lines. The problem Is as urgent as

It Is untouched. That difficuUfes pr»

sent themselves in its elaboration Is no
excuse for such fl«grant negligence. The
task of the Opposition is not that of re-

peating ready-made formulae, iiut It is

we as the vanguard of the vanguard cti

whom re.sts the tasks of forging new
weapons for the movement. It is essen-

tial thfit the agrarian question be put

on the agenda of the coming Conference.

—W, KREHM.

s=
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SPAT«JISM MEVOLUTION
The Revolution in Spain 10c

Tbe Spanish Revolujtion in Danger 15c

These two pamphlets will give the reader an invaluable analysis of tut

present situation In Spain and the prospects ot the further development

of the revolution. The standpoint of the Opposition, in contrast to that of

all the other groups Involved in the present Spanish situation (the official

Communist party, the Maurin group, the sywiicalists, and others), is pre-

sented with tbe exceptional clarity and pentration for which the author

is so well-known,

Se(nd Orders and Funds to the

PIONEER PUBLISHER S84 East 10th Street, New Yorit, N. Y.
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youth notes The Question of Youth in Industry

OUR YOUTH THESIS

Tbe August lOth issue ot the Militant

contiilned the thesis on the youth tjuea-

tion proposed for our pre-confereuce dis-

cussion by th« National Youth Committee

aBd the National Committee. To date

we have had only «nc discussion article

on It.
,

What do the other youth comrades

think about the thesis? Is it adequate*;

Are we too modest in our proposed steps?

How about the adult ocmrade.s? Are

tiiey frankly disiiiterestedV or i>erhaps

skeptical about all youth v;orlt?

Both youth and adult comrades should

send critical articles on the thesis to

the Militant. In this way the comity

Confert;iice will be in a Ijetter position

to m-ake piaiis for our activity among the

j-ouiig workers.

THE Y, C, L.

The Young Coraimmtst League districts

are again .making plans. This decision

was arrived at following the letter ol

the Y. C. L. to its sixth Convention which

apparently served as a substitute (1) tor

a youth thesis. It malces one sick to

read this letter {Young Worker—8-31-31)

OncR asai" w'e hear about " 'Left' and

Right deviations", 'failure to" do this,

that and the other thing, incorrect lead-

ership, "we must", etc., etc. It is an

identical repetition of the Y. C. I. let-

ters of the last few years. The
^

pro-

posals are the same. For example :
"The

'arm chair' system of work, the making

up of unpractical bureaucratic plana of

work must be done away with. At the

same time it ts necessary to decisively

remove from the leadership those ele-

ments that ha\-e become bureaucratic and

are incapable isi struggling in practise

for the line of the Y. C. I."! A novel

suggestion indeed

!

Everyone was frightened. Some (Us-

tricts started "plana" without figures!

The (:;hicngo district put for itself tli^

goal, among numerous other things, of

150 new members in the next thre*

months. The N. K. C. critlciKed fhis as

too modest. If the number is substan;-

ially increased at least one l)lessing will

result: The members of the N. E. C. will

not function in the Chicago district!

Neither the Y, C. I. letter nor the

Chicago district plaa says as mucb as

one word on tiie need of the education

of the youth inside and outside the

Leaf;ue

!

Our youth comrades especially 1" ^'^w

York and Chicago should get busy

SDeak to the Leaguers ; organize them

into study groups in Communism, youth

problems, or tho platform of the Ijfift

Opposition. —JOS. C

What IS International Youth

Day?
What is International Youth Day?

The "El Obrero Del Caribe", official

organ of the Oarriliean sub-committee ot

the Latin American Trade Union Federa

tlon (affiliated to the R. I. L. U.), re-

plies:

"The 6tli of September, 1914, one month

after the commencement ot the war, the

revolutionary socialist youth held a con-

ference in Switzerland with the partici-

pation of LieblJnecht, Russian Bolshevik

representatives, and other revolutionists,

who in face of the treason of the social

democracy, set themselves the need of

mobilizing the youth in the struggle

against war and Imperialism, for the

revolutionary struggle against capitalism.

Since then, this date has been dedicated

by the international proletariat to the

youth, having been converted into Inter-

national Youih Day", {August 1, 1931).

Can one l>elieve his eyes? Can this

appear In a press edited by Communists?

How can this be explained?

But wait,—let us pick up the Daily

Worker of September 2. In the leading

editorial entitled, "September 8—Youth
Day", we read:

"The anniversary of the founding of

the Young Communist International on

September 8, I^IS, is a fltUng time to

sharply point out the shortcomings ot the

whole revolutionary movement in neg-

lecting the task of winning; the working

class youth to their own class side of

the class struggle and to Initiate an en-

ergetic correction of this remnant of op-

portunist blindness toward youth pro-

blems." I

So! In Lntin America, the proletarian

youth celebrate International Youth Day

as an anniversary of a .meeting of soc-

ialist youth on the Cth of September,

1914, In Switzerland, while the "Daily"

calls upon them to demonstrate for the

same holiday but as "an anniversary of

the founding of the Young GMnmnitfst In-

ternational on September 8, 1919" in

Berlin!

And such ignoramuses head the Com-

munist movement ! The most elementary

knowledge of Communist youth history

would sufficu for one to know, that:

The conference of the socialist youth

took place at Berne, Switzerland, April

1915, while Karl Liebknecht was to

prison.

At that time, the first Sunday of even-

September was established as Interna-

tional Youth Day. Why the 8th, a Tues-

day, was picked this year, is hardly ex-

plainable.

The Young Communist International

waff founded, not on Septemher 8, 1919,

but In November 1919,

After thU nothing they say can sur

priae us!
—JOSEPH CARTEH.

In the front ranks of the recent

struggle of the Pennsyivaiiia and Ohio

coal miners was the proletarijm youth.

Oil the picket line, on the pit commit-

tees, in the locals and on the General

^:xe<'Utive Board, -the young miners were

playing active and leading roles. By
their presence and Integral participa-

tion, tlie strike was assuri'U of heroic

militancy, determined battles, iron-clad

fioHdarity.

This i» \>7 no means an ttan«)ial «•-

cureace. Stnca the world w«r, practi-

cally erery big etraggl« of tha tvorkera

has found the youth playing an Impor-

tant and even decMve part. Wltneis

the steel atrtlce ot IMS, the Passalo

strike, New Bedford, the New York
needle trades, Fall River, and Gastonla.

To underataud the part that youfli

playa In the class struggle, its problems

and needs ; hoir it Is to be attracted tn

greater numbers to revolutionary union-

Isnt; how to win It for Communism—

j

these require careful and deliberate

study. Before this Is done, one caa

hardly expect much organizational rft-

sults from the spontaneous militancy

of the young workers.

Euch a study tn order to be of real

value, should begin with a otatemeat

and examination of the most reeent stat^

istica on the youth In Industry, discuss

the specldc problems of the young work-
er, narrate some of the experiences lit

the organization of the youth and sum-
marize by stating the general tendencies

of the development of youth In Indus-

try — its numerical strength, strategic

Importance, growth *r dlm'uiiitloi* ef

ipeeial youth problems.

A recent attempt to fulSll this need
falls short of the mark. ("Youth in In-

dustry" by Grace Hutchlns, InternatloB-

«i Pamphlets.)

Most of t^ stetlettee used are taken

from the 1930 eensns. Although harlng
some Talue for one who has never look-

ed Into the question, they are ot Kttla

value tor those who want to anawer tba

points raked above. That la, fgr the

practical youth organizers ot today. The
author tries to overcome this difficulty

by referring to the Increased mechanlEO-
tion process, the growing speed-up and
the general tendency towards the slmpU-
ftcatlon and Intensification of the tndu»-

trlal process, which re<rulres an picreag-

Ing employment of youiqr, virile fy««h

labor power. This means the growing
Importance of youth In In<Histry.

However, and this Is of utmost lio-

portance, the numerical increase of the

youth In Industry Is accompanied by a
decrease of the special youth problems.
Wb6rea« formerly (and It Is Important
to substantiate this statistically) th«

young workers wore primarily apfren-
ticee, and helpers, that Is, had a specUc

economic position, today they are In the

overwhelming majority in the less skilV

ed Industries, Still more. In Industries

such as coal, the youth formerly were

to a large extent engaged in auxiliary

work—outajde the mine Iteelt; today a

large section. If not a majority, <the

latter has still to be determined statl*-

ticaJly)i of the ytlung inlneri d» &-

Bide work. From this we can conclud*

that ate t/tvOKKej at work Is that »l r»
doclng the problem ot the proletaries

youtfa to that of ttie cenera] unskilled

woifaer- ^nita ts seen In the textile,

Kutomcbtle, metal as welt as the eo«l

Industry oteDtloDed above^

Youth economic demands are being re-

duced considerably. They arise not

from the epeclal economic position ot

youth In Industry, but rather from that?

physical aod psychological chsractarla-

tlcs. The physical and mental isRaatux-

Ity of the young worker under 18, asi

especially under It, calls tor the Issu-

ance ot su(jh demands as : BstabllshmSBt

of work schools in factories; abollUon

of night work; an annual four weeks
vacation with pay ; abolition ot chlM
labor under 14 with state support «><

these M.t present uaemployed aad sfmllar

demands which may arise under specUe
conditions. The demand tor a slx-houi

day with no reduction In pay, (which the

Party and Y. C. Lj call a stagger sys

tem when Issued tor alt workers), U
still a slogan of the young Cc»nmunUI
League. For us. It le a demand for the

sntlre working class Including the youtlu

The atfove are also the political de-

mands of the young Comntunlsts, that Is

demands of the capitalist state. Added t«

this. Is the demand for the rlg^t to rata
for youth of 18 or more. They are
applied as Immediate Indnstrlal <s
mends when the concrete situation re-

quires It. At the same time the mors
general demands of the workers (social

insurance, Negro equality) are propag-
ated among the youth.

The meaning and importance of youth
sections of unions Is hardly mentioned
while the strength of tile bourgeois youth
organizations are given, those of the
petty bourgeois ones, which although not
Influential, are by no means unlmi>or-
tant The Youth League for Reconcilia-
tion the Young Peoples' Socialist League
etc., are not as much as mentioned.

In summary, It oan be said that tk«
pamj/hlet has little value, either statis-

tically, or as a substantial factual guide
for youth policies and activities. It

falls upon the youth of the Left Opposlr
tion to make the nec^sary study of the
problems of youth la Industry and to
draw the proper tactical concluaions. The
sooner thLs task Is accomplished, the
greater will be the posaibllltlftp for ths
growth of the Communist vouth.

Struggle of the Boston Shoeworkers

The youth members of the Left Op-

position must realize that big responsi-

bilities rest upon their sboultlers. They

must understand what their duties arc

and what the Opposition exi)ects from

them. The fact that they are members
of the Left Opposition implies that they

already understand the historic role that

the Opposition must play in the Com-
munist movement in returning it to the

road of Marxism. They understand that

for this is necesary the creation of Marx-

ism cadres. How can our young com-

radtra mould themselves Into these cad-

res? How can they train themselves for

the big taslis w-hioh they know- will con-

front them?

The first thing they must understand

Is that their training for leadership in

the Communist movement is not a mat-

ter merely of personal desire I'uf n ser-

ious obligation to the organisation. Al!

youth comrades must strive towards fit-

ting themselves for leadership. Second-

ly, they must participate in the activities

of the organization and in the movement
generally under its direction. Thirdly

they must engage in intensive study of

Marxism and Leninism, that is, equip

themselves with the weapons of revolu-

tionary knowledge.

In the past the education ot our youth

comrades has been left too much to

chance. There is no doubt that our

comrades have learned much and ad-

vance<l themselves considerably in the

time that they have been in the Left

Opposition. The serious participation

in all the activities of the Opposition

largely assures this. But this is not suf-

ficient. Better progress could he made,
particularly in the sphere of theoretical

knowledge, if a s.ystematic supervision

of the edu<'ation of the youth comrades

were Introduced.

In my opinion, this function should be

placed in the hands of the Nation<;I

Youth Committee. What nould be its

duties in this relation? First, it would
have to protect, so to speak, the ojipor-

tunities of the young comrades for edti-

cation. It must prevent that al! routine

work lie heaped on the young comrades:,

so that they are left insafiicient time for

study. Secondly, it must elaborate an
extremely compreiienifiive course of study.

Thirdly, it must demand regular ac-

counting from each comrade as to tiie

progress l)eing made. Finally, it must
he responsible for furni.'Jhing all docu-

ments and books necessary in castas

where comrades cannot afford to buy
them.

This work must begin immediately

after the National Conference.

GEORGE RAY.

BOSTON^
From the time of the big strike up

till last June, the shoe workers just ac-

ci'P.ted one wage cut after another with-

out any resi.^tance, in the absence of any

l('adership capable of leading them In

struggle. The T U. II. L. Shoe workers'

group kept up its ofTice on Washington

Street, ,«!itistied to maintain it.self as a

revolutionary "union" with its twelve

.stalwarts, A lot of talk still went on,

how to organize the unorganized? But

no definite plans of approach to the work-

ers Wits laid down by the T. U. IT. L.

,Iune 7, a conference was called by

the Cutters' local in Lynn, a section of

the old I'aitcd Slioe Workers. Ail crafts

in the industry were invited with tua

purpose of discussing ways and tnoafs

of organizing a New England shoe woi'k-

ci.i union. Over seventy rank and iile

deiogates attended. The initiators of the

((inference had made no preparations.

Tbey only proiwsed one question !.>: di-:-

CM^ision: when and how to call a broader

conference. The T. U. U, L. delegates

iiad an opportunity to bring forward

their program of action. Every singie

one of the T. U. U. L. representatives

spoke and all the delegates responded

assentingly. The conference committee

was enlarged and three T, U. U. L, mem-
bers were added to it. The situation

was full of promise for ttie building ot

a union on militant premises, despite of

the few fakers that were behind the

move, such as Meed.
The second conference took place June

21, in Boston. The T. U. V. L, group
came to the meet with a definite stand

:

Either to bring aiiout a united front un-

der the unconditional leadership of the

T. U. U. L. or else to leave the confer-

ence. At a time when the shoe workers

were eager to hear what any group has

to propose to them in relation with their

conditions, the wage cuts, etc., the party

and Left wing forces made the main is-

sue : Blanket endorsement of the T. U,

II. L, rtnd a guaranteed acceptance of its

leadership.

The party had con(K;ntrated all its

forces for tiie conferetice. As soon as it

became evident, that in this manner, the

I..eft wing was in control of a majority,

the leaders of the T. U. U. Ij, group
opened fire against the leadership of the

IH THE RAKKS OF THE PARTY
The Startling Turnover in the Party

One of our party comrades has sent

us a copy of the bulletin issued by the

New York district of the party for a

-Three Months' Plan of Work" issued

July 1, 1931. Since the Stalinist bur-

eaucracy in the Russian party, after bav-

ing grudgingly adopted the essentiul

arguments of the Left Opposition for a

systematic plan in economy, and having

been taken completely by surprise by the

successes of planned economy which were

totally unexpected by them, a veritable

mania for "plans" has swept over every

party in the Comintern. One year plans,

six months' plans, three months' plans,

three days' plans—^all of them are ad-

opted, advertised hysterically, driven at

fewer pitch and—having been bureaa-

cratlcally conceived and bureaucratically

executed—they are brought to a "success-

ful conclusion" in the columns of "self-

criticism" in the party press, where the

appointed leaders seek to prove that the

plajis was indeed a good one, only the

membership did not carry It out proper-

ly. Never do these conscienceless offi-

cials endeavor to make an honest effort

to explain to the party members why
they have such a miserable record to

chalk up for their regime. A case in

point, which speaks eloquently and
tragically about the state of affairs in

the party. Is cotnalned in "Attached Ma-
terial : Fluctuation of the Membership"
which is appended to the bulletin refr-

red to above, "We quote the opening
paragraph:

The Sharp Decline

"Since January 1, 1930, when all <A

the old membership books had to be

exchanged for new ones, the New York
District issued about (5,000 books. The
number of new membership books made
out In the District and not given out to

the new members by the Sections for

one reason or another, amounts to six

hundred, duplicate membership books,

about 200, altogether about 800, This

means that we actually gave out 5,200

membership books during the period of

January 1930 to June 1, 1931. Today we
have in the party not more than 3,000

members. In other words, about 2,200

workers left the party in the period of

n months." (Our emphasis.)

If a discount is made for bureaucratic

figure-juggling and for passive members,

the numb'er of 3,000 members would

doabtlessly be even smaller. But assum-

ing that there are 3,000 members In the

district, then we are involuntarily givea

a crushing indictment of the whole lead

•rshlp, for New York is where all the

statesmen ot the regime are concenrtated,

where the bulk of its machinery, press

and apparatus is concentrated. In the

days of the "prosperity", of the "bonr-

geolsification of the workers", the New
York district had some 3,000 members.

Today, in ttie period of "revolutioanry

upsurge"" of "tnass radlcaldzailon", ot

the "third period", the principal district

of the party has not one serious advance

in membership to record! Worse yet:

Instead of merely having stood still and
gained no members, it #ould appear that

hundreds upon hundreds (a minimum ot

2,200) workers made their way towards
Communism and the Communist party

in the last 17 months, but so radically

wrong was "something" In the party,

that these 2,200 hardly remained in It

long enough to pay their first months
dues.

The bulletin gives 13 "reasons" for

this calmitous situation. The first one

is highly significant: "1. We failed t«

explain to the workers who made oSrt

application cards what the Communist
party is, what It stands for." How Is

this possible? Who were these workers
who joined the O. P. without know either

what It is or what l-t stands for? Where
did they come from? Who fooled them
into signing a card about whose signifi-

cance they did not have the groggiest

notion? AVe have no doubt that In the

course of one of the "plans'l, during
one of the tragl-comic burlesques mis-

named "socialist competition," some ot

the harassed party comrades simply
picked up new "applicants" by the yard,

without either party to the bargain
knowing much about what was up and
probably not caring much, either. But
surely that cannot account for the mem-
bership dropping In 18 months like a
buIIet-riddled. bird. Nor can all of

the other 12 "reasons"—all of them ar»
typical of the official's contemptible en-
deavor to blame everything on the
"ranks"—even If put together, account
for the fall.

The Bo«ts of the Evil

We believe the causes tie elsewhero.
In the first placei. It Is a warning pun-
is'hment of the party for the false pol-

icies of its leaders. The stifling, mechatt-
ical atmosphere In the party makes a

healthy discussion of policies illegal for
the members. They are Obviously voting
"with their feet" against the wisdom of
Browdor, Foster and Co. Despondent lud
discouraged, they seek the easiest way out
of the swamp of defeats, blunders, loia
of prestige and Influence Into which th*
leadership's wrong course Is constantly
pulling them. In Om second place aOd

inseparably connected with the first

cause, is the Internal r^imo of party

bureaucracy, the Stalinist translation ot

party democracy. We have said a hun-

dred times and we repeat : the worker
does not feel at home in his own party.

Let liim say a word of criticism directed

at anyone but the lowest official, at any-

thing irat the least Important Item in

the "party line", and he will wake up
outside the party with a feeling as if a

ton of bricks had hit him on the head.

At best he will be tolerated in his unit

only in the uncomfortable atmosphere Of

glaring looks from the section organise

sneering criticism from some agit-prop

flunkey with the constant threat of Con-
trol Commission inquisitors hanging
over his head. Only the greatest devo-
tion to Communism, to its principles, to

its victory in the Soviet Union keeps the
party member inside the ninks In spite

of this state of affairs. But it does not
keep all of them. The bureaucrats very
"plaufuliy" drive thousands away as
with a metal-tipped acourge.

The astounding, almost unbelievable
decline In the New York district—unmis-
takably typical of what must be a worse
situation in the less fortunately situated
districts—is a signal whose warning note
can be Ignored only by the totally deaf
and hopeless. The drop has occurred in

a period of favorable opportunities for
extensive growth, the like of which the
American Communist movemnt has rare-
ly if ever seen before. What policies is;

the party pursuing that they produce
such catastrophic results? What regime
curses the party that drives thousands
o;it of it? What sort of a leadership has
been inaicted upon the party which, in
the face ot such "victories", does not
come humbly to the membership and ask
to be removed from oifice as hopelessly
incompetent, which—even were It called
upon to render an accounting of its

stewardship—would look with contempt
and amusement upon the impudent fol-
lowers who presume to question the auth-
ority of the inviolable idols consecrated
by Statin himself?

Lynn Cutters groups, JicCaey and other

members of the rank and (i!e Confer-

ence Committee, who were not membors
or sympathiKcrs of tiie T, IT. C, L, Only
a few remained, to answer Ibc denuncia-

tions of the party and T. t', U. L. lead-

ers againsi their group. These also left,

later on, Tlie conference then cicctcd a
committee of fifteen to call a huge con-

ference for August !.">, to organise the

Shoe and Leather Workers' Industrial

i;nion. One meeting of this commirtce
was actually held, which was at the

^nme time the iiriit and the last. The
organization Conference never took piac©
and tiie T. 1,'. C L. Siioe workers' group
slunk back into its isolittitmisc snugness.

The Lynn Cutters reorganiKcd their

local into the National Shoe Cutters L'n-

lon. They have led a liuniiier of strikes

in Lynn, In Boston, they have a great
following among the cutters, as well as
in other shoe towns. The leader.^itip of

this union is conservative, entreiichcd in
the old craft union idcoio.u^v. The shoe
workers have little to expect from tiiem
in their struggle to bettor their condi-
tions. Ail through their little strikes,

at the meetings in which the workers as-

sembicd, nowhere has the voice of the
Left wing been rnised.

In the shoe industry, the Left wing
and the T. V. V. L. ^ire once again at
the bottom of the iad(ier. Tiie work
must be tiegun all anew. First of all,

the policy of mechanical control of 'he
party leadership of the T. t'. 1', L. must
be rejected. Much has bei-n said in party
circles of late in this direction, but noth-
ing lias actually iiecn l)egun to bring
about a change in actual procedure.
Secondly, the Leninist Htiilcd front tac-
tic, the tactic of uniting all {he workers
in action whiie imposing mercilc.sss critic-

Ism in the course of struggle upon the
temporary reformist allies, so that all
workers invoiv<'d may see with th<'ir own
eyes who their real friends are^this
tactic must be revived immediately, in
the shoe industry as well as in all the
other trade union work. Only on such
a basis can the organization of the shoe
workers be effected, only in IhLs way
can they he led info mililant struggle
under revolutionary leadership,

—SHOE WORK MR.
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The political life in our units is very

dull. Sometimes, something flares up in

the form of a Scottsboro case, a mineru'

strike. But whatever it Is, it seems that

w^c are divided by something like a "no

man's land" from the real currents of

political and trade union life of the

.country. For example, during the miners'

strike, wG heard from otir unit leader-

ship that "the 'heroic strike of the min-

ers against starvation must be won,"

How'i By throwing all our forces into

the strike, by building the N. M. U., by
helping the W. I, R. in its relief work,

by exiiosing the "social-fascist" Muste-

ite.s, socialists, etc. But when it came
to the question of how to expose -them,

we heard again that we must do It by
building the T. U. U. L. and the N. M.
I;,, iiy helping the W. I. R,, etc.—^a sort

of a vicious article out of which the

party does not seem to be able to issue,

and from which it w-ill not issue until

that artificial, anti-Leninist Isolation

from the masses, kept up for the sake
of the "third period", "social fascism",

"democratic dictatorship" and the rest

of the spell-binding outcries on the m<K)n,
Is done away with.

Especially do things become bad when
the top kicks of the unit try to conceal
the fact of our defeat in the coal strike.

When it came to the reorganization on
the basis of the "three months' plan",

it was .still worse. There and then the
bureaucratic attitude of our leadership
showed itself up. The time for the re-

port on the very complicated questions
involved, was given between 15 and 20
minutes, time for questions and discus-
sion about 40, and all of tliis at the end
of a lifeless, tiresome meeting filled with
routine work, when everyone wanted to

get eut as soon as possilile. As it was
stated even in the party bulletin : "The
low political level of the units, the mech-
anical discussions without any prepara-
tions, drive away very large numbers of
workers." At the next meeting, another
topic for "discussion". Perhaps the dis-

trict office is working on the "three
months' plan", but for our unit it remains
Chinese, with the exception of one Chin-
ese comrade, for whom it remains Greek.

This and innumerable other bureaucra-
tic attitudes at the top naturally give
rise to smaller bureaucrats at the bot-
tom, which, again as expresed by the
party bulletin for members, Is "oppor-
tunist and sectarian decision of the unit
bureau", "bureaucratic attitude of the
leadership in the unit" and so on.

In the draft of the three months' plan
of work ending July 1, a thousand and
one failures were enumerated and not
onp real reason given except on the
style of "self-crltlcism" with which we
have had such bad experience. But it

is easy to see that the questions: "Why
are we continually falling? Why do we
meet with one majop defeat after an-
other? Why did we lose 2,200 members
in 17 months in the New York district
aiojne?"—are forcing themselves on those
of the party members who really want
to know what is wrong fundamentally
and who cannot be satisfied with the hot
air of the "third period" explanations.

Especially is this state ot mind he-

coming evident with the resistance the

bureaucrats jnet with in some ot

needle trades strike and later on, in the

coal strike. And that is a iiopeful sign

in Itself.

—A PARTY MEMHKR.

How ArUcIes « Happen » lo

Be Written

Headers of tlie Daily Worker may re-

call that a few weeks ago an article

appeared by a certain Frankfeld, one
of the lesser whei^lhorses in tlie appar-

atus who is now "building" the party

In Chicago, In the article, there were
some revoitingly venomous attiicks made
upon the Left Opposition, and also a
little "self-criticism" in which the author
very thoroughly revealed that he has

made nothing lint mistakes and ha.s been
flagrantly incompetent and ignorant—up
to the time of writing the article. The
manner in which these two sides of the

article were combined, and the insane
fury with which the "Trotskyists" were
assailed, were good cause even tlien t.o

suspect that more was rotten than ap-

peared on the surface. Now, we receive

a letter explaining it all from a thor-

oughly reliable Chicago correspondent:
It appears that this same person,

Frtinkfeld, appeared one evening in the

I>arty bookstore, considerably the worse
for an unsuccessful bout nith Mr. Cap-
one's principal commodity. Reing usual-
ly more loquacious and frank in this

state, Frankfeld proceeded to pnmonnce
liimseit as follows r "Wlio was right on
the Chinese situation? None other than
Trotsky, Who mis right on the Spanish
situation? (None other than Trotsky.
And who is the one that can turn out
correct theses on Trotskyism? Why,
none other than me, Frankfeld." This
cynical hypocrisy aroused a Ijeague D.
M C. member, who later bi-oiig!it charg(;3

against the party organiser, Ceijert for
bartioring ,a "Trotskyist" on the district

committee, Tlie ciiarges were finally
dismissed and Frankfeld. wa.^i whitc^wash-
ed. But one of the conditions for tho
coat of kaisomine was, evidently, that
he degrade himself a few more notches.
This is the task he accomplished with
such skill in his Daily Tl'orker article.

He probably figures that he got off

lightly.

I". S. The comrades who brought the
charges has subsequently been expelled
from the League himself! No comment!

L Y. D. IN NEW YOKK

Almost six hundred demonstrators par-

ticipated in the I. Y. D. parade held tiy

the Young Communist League in New
York. Of these, more than half were
adult workers. Tlie party had. calied oif

Its various meetings in the city, and its

members were itold to participate in the
League's demonstration. From this we
can easily see that the League, which
claims three hundred or more members
In New York, did not succeed in moiiil-

Izing the youth against capitalist militjir.

ism and war.

The singing and cheering ot the demon-
strators, which was very poorly organ-
ised, was none too enthusiastic. Our owit
small group of young Opposition com-

the units when they tried to give the rades who partlcluat^d in the parade
oflScIal explanation ot onr defeats In the' cheered and sang heartily.
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Stop Making a Faction Football Out OF
the Mooney Case!

The case of Tom Mooney, wklch for

almost flfteen years, has been ki-ckcd

around like a football, not only In the

legal Instituttoua of capitalism, but in

the labor movement, is asain threatened

with the same fate. The danger to tlie

movement for Mooney's rolease arises

ill spite of the clear, unmistakable and
thoroujjhly correct provisions outlined

for It In the recent appeal Issued from
San Quenttn penitentiai'y by the world
renowned prisoner No. 31,021, For years,

fal.se "friends" of Mfjoney deceived and
frtiatrated the workers by promises that

If they would only remain "respectable"

and not "create disturbances" or organ-
tee tlenKinstrations, M»oney would be
released by the labor fal;ers in high
places -who would see this or that ciiyi-

talist politician in the behalf. Tom
Mooney himself put an end to this rub-

bish and worse when he wrote in his

appeal last month : *'From the cell where
I have been buried alive for fifteen long

years I appeal to every working (lass

organiKation with a spark of militancy

or reovlutionary purpose— I appeal for

united action . . . Let this appeal be

the spark wliich will start an unparal-

leled conflagration—agitiUtion that will

sroase the masses to demand my un-

conditional pardon and the release of

all class -war prisoners." This is the

only sound baais upon which a movement
can be built.

The Stalinist Plan
We have already commented upon and

attacked the course taken by the officiiil

Communist party and the International

Ijabor Defense which It controls. They
are evading the concrete proposals made
by Mooney, whispering around in small

circles that Mooney would adopt their

course if he were not in prison "where
he cannot know the situation". Instead

of striking out on the right path, the I.

.It D, and the Stalinist machine have
adopted a narrow, sectarian iwlicy which
seeks to limit the Mooney movement
within the stifling confines of the Com-
munists, the Communistic organizations

and those under its immediate influeni'?

and control. Mooney, and we with him,

proposed a genuine laiited front of ail

the organizations he mentioned in his

appeal—Communist, socialist, A. F. of L.

anions. Amalgamated Clothing Workers,

I. W, W,» etc., etc. Thijis is tie only

way to put the issue in the labor movi^-

ment and to divide the real friends if

Mooney frodi the false. But the Stalin-

ists are so contemptibly fearful of match-

ing their program and deeds in an open

movement with those of other tendencies

in the working class, that they prefer

sectarian isolation thinly and unsuccess-

fully veiled under the name of "united

front from below" to the broad and gen-

uine united front movement of all group?.

That this course means the strangling

of the movement when it Is hardly born,

does not appear to concern these light-

hearted and email-minded Irareaucrats at

all. They are more interested in their

self-preservation as a clique imposed

upon the movement from above than In

the advancement of the genuine and the

best InterMts of the movement itself.

We said last week that the I, L. D.

and the Left wing "cannot labor tinder

the illusion that the leadership of the

magnificent movement which is about to

be stjjrted will fall to it automatically,

A false, a stupid policy mny cause it to

forfeit not only leaderslilp in the move-

ment but even prestige and influence.

What the Left wing allows to slip

through its hands will be picked

up by «mservative and reactionary groups

which will only lead the movement into

a ditch of futility as they have done

so often in the past" What we forecast

only a few days ago has already signj.1

to the Left wing. It must pay attention

to it, reflect upon Its signiftcance, upoa

the extent of its own responsibility for

it, and upon the measures that m"ust be

adopted immediately to deal with it,

A Novel Committee

As If In reply to the initial blundrr

of the L L- D, and the party (which

even the Stalinist shallow-pates might

have guessed would meet with a ioyf'ii

reception In the conservative camp and

give it the besought opportunity to act

morally Indignant), a call hns been issued

for a tonfcrence which Is to organize ''a

massive labor protest in behalf of Tom
Mooney". Who has issued the call'

Whom do the committee members repre-

sent? When and where did they get

togthr to form their committee? Who
took the fntlatlve and who was respon-

sible for the committee's selection? We
learn nothing about these cogent ques

tions In the call. To all intents and

purposes It is a self-appointed clique

which, somewhere in the dark of the

moon, suddenly arrogated to themselves

the authority to act for the Mooney move-

ment. Its caliber may be Judged from

its composition and from some additional

facts.

On the committee we find an admixture

of snuffling liberals, of outright and not-

orious reactionaries and racketeers in

th^ labor movement, like Ilillman of the

Amalgamated, Fania M, Cohen, loyal

servitor to every reactionary admlnlstfa

tlon in the I. L. G. W. U.; Socialist

party skates like Norman Thomas and

Frank Crosswaithe; the Inevitable sprin-

kling Of rose-tinted "progressives" like

Muste, Lefkowitz, A. J. Kennedy, Burk-

iiardt and other pastors of the C. I*. L.

A flock; and, trailing hopefully at the

heeift of the lakera, Connors, of the I.

W. W. On this whole committee oue

cannot find a single Left wing represen-

tative, not a single Communist. In fact,

we learn from a wailing complaint m;i(ie

against the same people who are allied

with him elsewhere in Paterson, for in-

stance), that Gitiow was run out of

the clandestine "conference" at which
thi,s committee constituted itself because
it would have "nothing to do with Com-
munists" at all. A more malicious cari-

ature of the spirit and letter of

Mooney's appeal for a united movement
can hardly be imagined.

It would be naive to imagine that this

"committee"is anything but a united

front . , . against the Communists. That
the official party policy has facilitatr-d

their task, does not change the fact that

the anti-Communist crusade intere.^ts

these people Infinitely more than the in-

carceration of Mooney and the other

class war prisoners. (That ihe field ro-

(Continued on Page 4)

Arne Swabeck Injured in Accident

Comrade Arne Swabeck, national sec-

retary of the Communist League of

America (Opposition), was seriously in-

jured last Monday by a fall from a
painter's scaffold on -which he had been
working in Hackensack, N, J, The ac-

cident occurred while he waa at work at

a height of nine feet, and in falling off,

his head struck the concrete floor below.

He was immediately rushed to the

Hackensack Hospital, where emergency
treatment was given to him. A number
of Ktitchos were made in his scalp, and
an X-ray examination made Tuesday to

discover if a skull fracture or a concus-

sion had been su-stalned by him. The
medical rei>orts indicate, fortunately,

that the Injury wi!l not Incapacitate com-
rade Swabeck fo any great extent. When
he was visited Tuesday morning by com-

rade Ingrid Swabeck and their son Edgar,

together with a few other comrades who
had received the news of his accident,

he was in good sptirits, resting well,

and the hospital authorities Indicates that

3f*ass

I.LD.Threatens Expulsion
Hacker Announces that All Oppositionists Will Be Expelled

The bureaucracy foisted upon the In-

ternational Labor Defense Is making prt-

parations to add another heavy blow to

those it has already delivered to the or-

ganization : all those who are known or

believed to be Left Oppositionists in the

I. L. D, are to be summarily expelled.

This Is the announcement made at the

second Scottsboro "united front" confer-

enee last week by Carl Hacker, the New
York district organizer of the I, L. D.,

following upon a sharp discussion at the

conference which was precipitated by

the arbitrary and rude acts committed

during the sessions by its Stalinist man-
agers.

Testifying eloquently to the concrete

results which the incompetent I. L. D,

disorganize!^ and their policies produce,

the conference this time had only some

80 delegates present, in contrast to the

345 delegates In attendance at the first

Scottsboro meeting. With the short road

t» Oie electtta chsJx in.Alab8ina being cut

down every da^ to bring the nine Negro

victims of lynch Justice to their legal

assassination, the 1. L, D. otiiclaldom,

XOMUNISMO'BARRED
FROM CANADA

After having banned the entry Into

Canada of Leon Trotsky's work, "Th6

I»ermanent Revolution", t-hc government-

al authorities of that country are con-

tinuing with their arbitrary campaign of

suppression o^ radical and revolutionary

literature, conducted now for some time,

and capping It with their latest decree,

this time directed against the sending

into Canada of ComnlUsmo, monthly

theoretical organ of our Communist Op-

position ill Spain. A package of Com-
tiRtsmo, addressed to a Cauadian com-

rade, has been held up by the author-

ities and the comrade has received the

following letter, which we reproduce In

full:

NATIONAL REVENUE, CANADA
(Customs and Excise Divisions)

Port of Toronto, Sept. 8, 1931.

(Name of our comrade
and address.)

He : Parcel No. 108424.

Dear Sir:

We wish to advise that the books con

talned In the above jarcel have been re

fused entry Into this country. You map
however, »eturn same to the sender by

payment of the postage In the amount of

feurjeen cents.

Failure to do this within ten days from
the date thereof a seizure will he made
in accordance witli the Customs Tarts'

'Yours very truly,

J. H. BERTRAM,
Collector of National Revenue,

* * * *

The Canadian bourgeoisie and Its

agents do not seem to have read—as we
once remarked—the announcement In the
Stalinist press that opposition literature

Is "counter revolutionary" , , .

entrusted with the organisation of a
mass movement of protest and defense,

have so light-heartedly narrowed down
the basis for the movement, so deliber-

ately closed the doors to anybody not
definitely under the control of the ruling

faction of the Communist party, that

the stamp o£ bankruptcy Is being burned
more deeply every day into the body of

the defense movement which rallied

around the ^Scottsboro boys.

Opposition's Proposals
To fail to warn against this dangerous

turn In the movement would have been
unworthy of a class conscious militant

That is why, following the stereotyped

report to the conference by Hacker,
which said nothing and found nothing
wrong, comrad-e H. Stone, one of the

delegates from the New I'ork branch of

the Communist League (Opposition )

,

rose to repeat what we have said so
many times before—^that we stand ready

to give the most loyal ^n'l energetic as-

sistance to the defense movement, that

we have -written in our press and spokea
in public meetings for the defendants, and
that we are anxious to collaborate iu

strengtlienlng th-e defense movement by

broadening its basis from the narrow
one to which ths prevailing policy In tl»e

I. Ij. D. has reduced it. In his concluding

remarks, comrade Stone emphasized the

need of taking up the appeal by Mooney
and organizing a genuinely broad united

front movement for his release. Despite

interruptions, and attempts by the chair-

man to cut him off. Stone's remarks w-ir«

well receivtMJ, as were those of our other

delegate, George Clarke. The latter

moved for a united front conference la

the letter and spirit of Mooney's letter,

and condemned the sectarian antl-Cotn-

munlst policy of the self-appointed "lib-

eral" conference which has recently made
its appearance on the scene. But this

motion was arbitrarily tabled.

Tiien, despite the provisions for a dis-

cussion, the chairman attempted to ex-

clude a number of non-Stallnlet dele-

gates from the floor. H, Capelis, delegate

from the Yorkvllle branch of the I. L.

D., and chairman of the recent Amnesty
Conference of tho I. L. D., was also re-

fused the right to speak. The mildest

protest was Iiowled down by organized

bands of Stalinist supporters. It wa«
then that Hacker announced that the dis-

trict bureau of the I. L. D. would hand

down ''for discussion" Us decision, to

expel all "Trotskylsts" from the organi-

zation.

To our knowledge, this is the first

formally adopted decision fo expel work-

ers from the I. L, D. for nothing but their

political views. The I, L, D. waa found-

ed and had its best period of growth on

the basis of defending all workers ar

rested for their views or activities In

the class struggle. Its membership woi*

specifically opened to workers of all or

no political or economic views and afliHa-

tions. In Its ranks, as well as on its

leading comraitteee, could be found not

only Communists, but socialists, anarch-

ists I. W. W. members, A. F. of L. men,

progressives etc., etc. Since the removal

(Continued on Page 2)

he would be in a poslton to leave for

homo in a few days.

The New York branch of the League

which met Tuesday evening, upon hear

ing the story from -comrade Shachtman,
decided to send a telegram of the warm-
est greetings and wlsh-(^ for speedy re-

covery to our comrade. Arne Swaheck
has not only been in the front ranks o£

the Ijcft Opposition from its Inception,

hut was one of the leaders of the Com-
munist party in this country from its

earliest days, and before that, was an

active militant In the A- F. of L, and
the-I. W. W,, being one of the leading

fighters in the famous Seattle General

Strike. Deeply concerned as every one

of his comrades and friends will he to

hear about the accident, they will he

equally overjoyed to learn that he will

he back in the ranks In a short time,

manifesting that devotion and energetic

activity for the cause which have been

aissoclatetl with his name during all his

life in the n^volutionary n>ovement.

BritishSeamenRevolt

AgainstWageCuts
For the fir.st time since the famou.-;

Nore mutinj' of British seamen, somi?

12,000 sailors of the Atlantic fleet of

the largest navy in tlie world have been

dra\vn into a mutinous action only little

less sensational than the uprising of the

Chilean navy men a few days ago. From
one of the strongest traditional arms of-

British imperialism, the navy, has un-

expectedlj' come one of the sharpest re-

bukes to the new "National Government"
and a rejection of its reactionary "econ-

omy plan".

Right on the eve of the regular Atbui-

tic maneuvers of the British fleet, the

sailors not only refused to weigh anchor,

but threatened the otiiccry that if the

The Latest Events in Spain
Turmoil Among the Socialists, Splits Among the Communists

—-^

—

^^—

SOCIAL I>EMOC«ACV FRENZY
We have already said in our previous

notes that the bourgeois press has beguu

the attack against tiie social democratic

ministers, principally against Prieto,

Largo Caballero, the two "deaeieut min-

isters".

The attack of the bourgeois press has

produced a great perturbation among the

socialists ; we do not know If this is why
they tell the truth or rather because they

have lost the friendship of the bourge-

oisie after having lost the confidence of

the working class. We already have El

SociaUste, the central organ of the Span-

ish social democracy, making Marxian

declarations of faith and proclalminc

with a great deal of emphasis that tiiey

defend the principle and the Inescapable

necessity of the class struggle. In the

same editorial article they declare that

the Spanish social democracy Is eminent-

ly "revoltitlonary" aitd they direct an at-

tack filled with rancor against the mln-

liiter of the interior, M. Maura, and pro-

nounce themselves for the separation of

church and state. It is certain that all

this is a dead letter for the social dem-

ocratic organ. It may appear inconeeiv-

able that El Socialiste attacks the gov-

ernment so openly and that, on the other

hand, the socialist ministers continue to

remain in power with the approbation of

their party. The proof is sure that all

this is due to an ill-contained frenzy of

the socialists. We see it from the de-

clarations made by M. Largo Caballero

a few days after the pulilicatlon of the

notice on which we are commenting.

Caballero declared to the journalists

that "the strikes are anti-productive be-

cause they create economic difficulties

and flU with obstacles the proper func-

tioning and the progress of production".

EI So€lftUste, which supports and ap-

proves Largo Caballero, now defends for

once the need of the class struggle.

Perhiips EI Soeialiste wanted to try to

demonstrate to the masses that the Span-

ish social democracy is "profoundly and

essenttaly revolutionary", but facts are

much more convincing than words and

the deeds ot Caballero and Co, are tar

too concrete and refute ali that Ei Soc-

iftliste can say.

The Spanish working class is already

accustomed and knows very well what

the declarations of faith of our social

democrats signify.

THE C.ATALONIAN STATUTE
We have already said that the Catal-

onian statute was the proof of the trea-

son of Maoia, of the Catalonlan separ-

atists, and we have showed that It was
only a comedy. Macia has drawn up

a far too soft and far too modei/ate stat-

ute. The national government Itself has

adopted It and presented It as a proposil

to the tJonstituent Cortes,

There will be no discussion ; parlia-

ment win approve the statute.

Macia has come to Madrid to present

the document himself. One part of the

press ha« made a semblance of reprov-

al, another of approbation, rather feeble,

by commenting favorably or unfavorably

on the statute. This same press has ap-

plauded the gesture of the government

and has flattered "the noble figure of the

illustrious president of the Catalonlan

Generalldad".

Macia has been feted in nu-merous ban-

quets and receptions for having fought

for a free Catalonia for which he pro-

mised to sacrifice himself. It Is cer-

tain that the whole state apparatus, the

press, and a great number of Spaniards

have conducted a campaign of violence

against the Catalonians who voted for

Macia, and the liberty he promised them.

Today, the Catalonlan problem has al

most disappeared ; nobody speaks of it

now. Everybody is preoccupied with the

social problem. Catalonia is going to

have Its statute and a generalldad pra
sided over by Macia. This is what the

great confusion over the "difficult Catal
onian problem" has been reduced.

(Continued on Page 2)

NATL CONFERENCE TO
OPEN THURSDAY

The second National Conference of the

Communist League of America (Opposi-
tion) will open in New York the coming
week. Its sessions beginning Thursday
morning, September '24, and running
through to Sunday evening, September
27. The branches of the League through-
out the country are already choosing
their delegates and it Is expected that

more tlian thirty delegates and visitors

will attend from out of town, In addi-

tion to those present from New York.

The New York branch, which is making
all the arrangements for housing the

delegates M'hile they are here, has also

arranged a "Spaghetti Dinner" as a re-

ception to the delegates. It will take

place on Saturday evening, September
26, at 8 r. M., In the Stuyvesant tJasino,

9th Street and Second Avenue, to which
ali Is'ew York militants are being in-

vited. Admission to the hall, -which In-

cludes the dinner, has been set at fifty

cents. There will be shoirt speeches by
the delegates from all i)arts of the coun-

try, and comrade James P, Cannon will

act as toastmaster.

The reports, which are being prepared

for the conference, will Include one on

the political situation and the tasks of

the tasks of the Opposition, on the Com
munis t International and the Interna

tional Left Opposition, on the situatlou

in the U, S. 'S. R., on the trade union

work, on the organizational work, pro

blems and development of the Commun
ist League, on the work among the

Youth, and so forth. The four dajs'

sessions of the conference will be open

to all members of the League.

I>elegates and visitors to the oonf-iir

ence should report Immediately upon

their arrival to the national offlce of the

League, at 84 East 10th St., New York

so that all arrangements can be made
in good shape.

WE NEED ANOTHER $600^00 FOR THE FUND
Almost three-fourths of the goal set

for the Expansion Program Fund of the

League has already been achieved by
the organization. Little more than six

hundred dollars must still be raised In

order that we reach the total we placed

iiefore ourselves at the outset. In the

last week. It appears that the contribu-

tions have slackened somewhat because

of the funds required for the sending of

del^ates to the National Conference and
other exijenditures in connection with it.

But this should be considered as an
extra effort, aside from the campaign to

complete the Expansion Program Fund.

We do not want to leave It hanging in

the air', unended, partlcjularly because

we feel that with, orily a little more
effort, the full amount can be collected.

In turn, we aim to carry out all the

provisions of the Program Itself, Many

of them have already been executed.

The Milittint has been launched again as
a weekly paper, and all our efforts must
fee bent to maintain it and to strengthen
it, to increase its circulation, to insure

its gnowth. After the conference, fur-

thermore we hoj>e to be In a position Fund contributions.

to launch our theoretical organ which

has been talked about so much, which

many comrades are looking forward to

with expectancy, and which Is entirely

reallazble if we go over the top in the

j%. sp>m,en[CTTKMM
To grc«t the delegates to oar Second Natioiuil Conference.

Stuyvesant Casino—3iid Ave„ and 9th St

Saturdai' Evening, September 26 1931

Admission Fifty Cents

New York bl-aneh: Communist League of America
(Opposition)

The ''summer slump" is over, and ev-

erybody has the opportunity to buckle

down to the work. If our comrades and

friends will respond generously to the

appeal, our aim can be realized quickly.

The alight returns that we have to re-

port this week must be jacked up con-

siderably so that the campaign can be

brought to a swift and successful ter-

mination.

Since the contributions listed In our

last issue, we have received the follow-

ing sums

:

NEW YORK: N. Eerman—10.00 ; M.

Sterling—lO.OO ; J. Marsh—1,(X); I/IS

ANGELES : J. Lipsehitz—2.00. Total

:

$23.00.

Total reported previously : $1,3(19,14,

GRAND TOTAL TO DATE; ?l,392.1-i.

latter raised one anchor, the men would
drop the otiier. The officers of the fleet

found themselves helpless before this

outsiwken and courageous insubordina-
tion which was cheered by the thousand*
of sailors who then launched tiieir strike
against the governmcnt's wage cut, witii

ciieering and singing. The magnitude and
resolution of the sailors' action is breath-
taking. So much so, apparently, tiiat

the bourgeoisie is at a loss tor what to

do. What under -normal" conditions
would mean the summary execution of the
ringleaders, and the punishment of all

patticipants, is boday met with the great-
est caution. Tlie Times dispatch says
that "there has not been the remotest
hint of a court martial. Instead, Sir

Austen Chamberlain, t'ir.st Lord of the
Admiralty, announced today in the House
of Commons: 'His Majesty's Government
have authorized the Jioard of Admiralty
to make proposal^ for alleviating hard-
ships.' " And, It continues witli fu!l

justitlcation, "as startling aw was the
incipient mutiny in the British fleet, witti-

out precedent in modern times, tlie action

of the government iu making terms with
those who have broken discipline Is re-

garded as even more startling"

That the first organized sign of re-

volt against the new reactionary .id-

ministration of llacDoJiald, Baldwin
and Chamberlain should come from the

conservative-liritish navy, is full of good
omen and significance for the greater re-

sistance which it is bound to encounter
in the Immediate future. Just as the

.
Cronstadt sailors w'ere in the front ranks
of the Hussian revolution, and the sea-

men of Kiel sounded the death knoll oE

German Kaiserism, so the action of the

British sailors is unmistakably a harbin-

ger of ixfwerfnl rumblings and clashes in

tiie economic structure of tJie country,

in vi-hich the working class of Kngland
win be- afforded the opportunity of ris-

ing to the heights of the General Strike

days of 1026, and, under favorable cir-

cumstances, even to a higher plane of

revolutionary activity.

As our London corresijondent writes
(see page two), there Is a widespread
ferment In the working class. Meetings,
demonstrations and protests are the ol-

der of the day. Manj' of the manifesta-

tions of discontentment are still spon-
taneous, largely because there is no forja
capable of organizing them, or willing

to do it. The new "Opposition" led by
Henderson, who is as reactionary in ev-

ery respect as MacDonald himself, can
be looked to only to put obstacles on
the road of labor struggle, or to put
themselves at the head cif battles if

they nevertheless develop, only for the
purpose of betraying them. Their me*i-

sure is given again by the Times dispatch

when it writes o£ the taunts of the Litb ir

back benchers to the partial retreat an-

nouncetl by Chamberlain : 'This jubil.i-

tion was not shared by responsible {'.]

leaders of the Opposition on the front

labor benches. They, in common with
members of the government, consider the

matter extremely grave. Not only have
British seamen refused to obey orders,

therby forcing the postponement of man-
euvers of the Atlantic Fleet, but they

have set an example of disobedience to

other services, civil ami miliary."

And the Left wing of the Independent
Ijahor Party, Maxton and his associates,

where are they? ITrom the London dis-

patches thus far available, they continue

to grumble a little, to address some meet-
ings, and to do anything else except to

organize the w-orkers for a sharp and
militant struggle against the new govern
ment and against the Hendersons who
are tarred with the same stick as Mac-
Donald himself. Unfortunately, what-
ei-er movement of resistance hiis thus
far developed, appears to have been cap-

tured largely by the I^eft wing I. L. P.

ieaders—a guarantee in advance that the

movement will be led back to the camp
of reaction by these experts in perfidy.

And the CJommunist Party of Great
Britain? It does n(>t apiwar on the scene

to any effective extent. The reports do
not even mention its activities. The only

indication of its position that we have is

the article in the Dirily Worker by one

of the British Stalinist majonkimos,
William Rust, an article permeated with

that conservatism In a conclusive situa-

CommunJsm in the daj's ci* the General
tlon which proved so fatal for British

Strike. The slogans it issues ( "Not a

penny off the dole", etc., etc), do not

differ In any important particular from
the slogans of the Left I. L. P. The
most urgent need of the moment, the cam-
paign for a united front to re.slst fho

bratal encroachments upon the workers
planned by the National Government, one

of the best ways of revealing the true

caliber of the Labor mlsle^der.a ot ail

varietifts, is allowed to go by the boards.

The London Dally Worker, further, takes

care, through the party secretariat, to

warn against tendencies towads "uitra-

Leftism", by which It means the desire

of the party ranks for a more militant

and decisive program of action tlian the

party leadership has advanced. And
there lies the danger to British Commun-
ism : that the development of the situa-

tion, once more as In 1926, will And
It trailing .helplessly along.
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FRANCE

French Foreign Policy

Is Modified

Two imiKjrtant facts, the nonitnntlou

of Francois-Poncet jis ambassador to Ber

lln, and the resumption ol commercial

relations and the negotation of a nOQ-

aggrefistoa pact with the U. S. S. 11.,

marlc a notable change isi the orienta-

tion ot French imperiRlisni in its Inter-

rtatfonal relationships. Tlwse facte hav«

not occurred by accident and revolution-

Jsts cannot treat them cavalierly, ae

rHomanito does. There was a time

when, not only serious commentaries on

important political eveiits were made hj

the party press, but when it did not

hesitate to explain these questions In

-workers' meetings. Today, Peri conflnea

himself to relegating everything to a few

genral stereotype*! phrases which coincide

with the 'general line" of the moment.

^ • * +

The nomination of Francols-Poncet to

Berlin goes beyond the limits of a sim-

ple diplomatic change, even considered as

a measure against the former amba.ssa<ior

Margerie, for not Slaving been informed

about what was being prepared between

Austria and Germany towards arriving

at an economic agreement, which wonld

ln»vltably have had important politiciii

consequences. Not only was Margerie

punlatied—and Brland also effected in-

directly—for the Anschluas affair. It 1«

n»t for nothing that a career diplomat

was replaced by an oi>en servitor of the

Comlte des Forges (Steel Trust), l)y the

founder of the Bulletin QiiotiiUeii whicn,

every day, expresses ,to a narrow circle

without circumlocution the points cf

view of an Jmpottaiit fraction of French
imperialism which exercizes a consider,

able prcssur e upon the .government.

After having imiwsed upon tlie Kuhr
polic.v, it had to retreat as a result

of the defeat suffered, and finally, had

to accept against its will the policy ot

Ijocarno. Today, this policy Is dead ; It

ias had its day. French Imperialism ii

compelled to follow another orientation.

Germany lacks capital. To avoid *.

catastrophe there, the other Imperialist!

must lend it capital. France, on the

contrary, has realized capital. The neft^o

tiations that have taken place for some
weeks will lead to some temporary solu-

tion—which will rapidly raise the con-

tradictions to a higher plane : among
them, the loan of French capital to Ger-

many Is acquired in principle: what is

under debate are the conditions, above

all the political conditions, the famous
"guarantees" that Germany will have to

give. But French imperialism does not

intend to rest content with promises. It

Intends to oversee, to control the em-
ployment of its capital. It wants to .«ce

where it goes, what purposes it serves.

For this job, it needs a competent observ-

er, and that is why it sends Francoi.^-

Poncet as ambassador. It needs some-

body who knows German industry, Ger-

man Imperialism, And conid it choose

better than Francois-Ponce t, connected

•with French heavy Industry, connected

also with German heavy industry (Oach-

in pointed it out during an election cam-
al0n, but in a detestable manner such us

could only stir up base chauvinistic sen-

timents) 7 The new French ambassador
to Berlin will have as his mission to over-

see the" manner in which German capi-

talism uses French capital in order the
better to exploit the German proletar

Jans, To thi» strengthening of the bonds
between tlie capitalsts, there should cor
respond a strengtbening of the bonds be-
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tween the proletarians. But the policy

of the "people's revolution" constiutea

an obstacle in the road.

* * • •

It Is economic necessities also which

have led French imperialism to modify

considerably its atitude toTvards the Sov-

iet Union and within such a brief per-

iod. Last October, the campaign against

the iwetido-"Soviet dumping" was in full

swing, the government took measures

against Soviet imports, the relations bt^

tween France and the Soviets were re-

duced to a strict minimum ; today, the

measures are withdrawn, and they speak

of a "lion-aggression" pact. It is minis-

ter liollin who feels the need of explain-

ing himself; it is the Temps which puts

him through hla gait—both of them
strongly embarrassed to say that industry

needs markets, that Russia is a large

market,- that all the bourgeois principles

do not prevent America or others from
doing business with the Soviet Cnioa

and there is no reason for France main-

taining itself in a position without re-

sults. There is a retreat of French im-

perialism with regards to the U. S. S. li

,

and every Communist should rejoice at

it. But that should not prevent us from

seeing clearly, for in the first place it

is not a question of a victory obtained

under the pressure of the French pro-

letariat and then we must combat tlie

confusion sown by the socalled non-ng-

greasion treaties.

Since the beginning of tiie crisis, thii

Opposition has advanced the slogan of

the economic collal)oration with the Sov-

iets under the control of the working;

class. It has shown that this was a

powerful means of putting In motion the

masses, and particularly the unemploy-

ed; It took up this slogan with insist-

ence during the antl-dumplng campaign.
The Stalinists did not take it Into ac-

count because It was the Opposition

which recommended it, and because the

U. S. S. R. was building socialism in

a single country. This phraseology ot

the "third period" did not move the

masses ; and the relations between the

Soviet Union depended only upon capi-

talist necessities, without the workers'

pressure having anything to do with it.

This is what, in an important measure,

today reduces for the Soviet diplomacy,

for the proletarian state, the advantages
which the difflculfc position of Prencn
capitalism creates for it.

As to the non-aggression pacts, they

must be denounced for the same reasons

that the Opposition has denounced theiu

since 1920, on every occasion. They
bring no advantage to the Soviet Union

.

they can sow pacifist Illusions among the

less educated masses, just like the speech

by Litvinov on tl;* "peaceful co-existence

of the two systems" (capitalist and Sov-

letlst) which spring from the same con-

ception. And then, they put the Com-
mnni.sts who want to fight as Com-
munists against the war, that Is, to de-

nounce the pacts, in a false position, in

contradiction to the position of the V.

g. a, R. All the actions of Soviet dip-

lomacy must be defendable by the Cotu-

munists ; when circumstances oblige it

to make concessions, It Is enough to es-

plain the motives for it. But a Com-
munist would be lacking in his duty if he
propagated petty bourgeois illusions !n

the manner of the socialists,
• * • «

Economic necessities Impose upon
French iraperlaUsm, In need ot outlets,

held in the circle of imperialist rival-

ries, important political changes. The
development of the crisis throughout the

world renders ali these "solutions" pre-

carious. The workers should not allow

themsfslves to be deluded by this or that

step. The capitalist solutions can only

transform their contradictions. To im-

pose their revolutionary solution, the

workers can count only on their own
strength and forge their essential wea-

IKjn, the Communist party, which a falje

policy lias greatly blunted.

Paris, September 1, 1931.

After tW Labor Government's Fall

New Nat*l Government
LONDON LETTER

Full details of the Labor govern-

ment's fall and of the formation of the

National government -will be, by now, in

the hands of American militants: pro-

bably some points concerning the effect

of this change, and of the threatened

attack on the workers, upon the Engllsli

proletariat, will l)e of interest to readers

of the Militant.

One thing stands out most clearly

—

the immediate response of the working

people. Not since the General Strike of

1926 ahve audiences l>een so easy to get

and so attentive; socialist and Commun-
ist metings are attracting large audiences

and unemployed meetings and marches, m
some cases spontaneous, are becoming

daily occurences in same districts. The
English workers have awakened in &

manner that rev«als very clearly their

fundamental soundness in class outlook.

Even more ominous is the fact .that th«

lore silence over the General Strike is

at last broken and the proletariat is dis-

cuBBing the events of 1026 because their

relation to today has been strikingly re-

vealed.

The working class, employed and un-

employed, are united agalast the Nation-

al government and its economy plans

:

only over the question of ways and

means of mweting the attack are .they

divided and uncertain.

The Lftbor "Opposition"

Klght up to the moment of the cab-

inet's resignation, the chief leaders of

the present Labor "Opposition" wers
prepared to accept "nine-tenths" of the

banters' demands. The General Council

of the Trades Union Congress were also

prepared to reduce the workers' wages
but by the less open method of tariffB.

Now, both groups, wisely silent over

their previous attitude, are,' together with
the Independent Labor Party, grouped
together against the whol-a program of

the National government.
The three Labor ministers who have

joined the National government'snow-
den, MacDCtnald and Thomas—are un-

doubtedly the three most able men in

the Labor party. Thoma.i is its most
astute tactician ; Snowdeu its iinancial

expert and MacDonald the leading thejf-

ist of British gradualism. Their breach

with the Labor party has a deeper mean-
ing tJian merely a "sell-out". It is not

a "aell-ojit" in the commonly understood
sense of the word : these men have fiesn

quite oleariy that the only alternatlr*

to acceptance of the employers' demands
is revolution—Jwhicli, of course, is no
alternative to reformists.

Because of this, the "Opposition" of

Henderson, of Clynes, of Maxton, of the

General Council, will be limited to words
and to unreal parliamentary "opposi-

tion", since any effective mobilizartion of
the workers will raise revolutionary is-

sues. Indeed caa only be eifective to the
extent that it can challenge .the whole
basis of capitalist rule in Britain. ThM
difference between a revolutionary lead-

ership and a reformist one is not beiinj

emphasized here at all, and the Com-
niunist party Ib In danger of becomlag
either a mere "tail" of the "Left wing"
or an isolated group understood by no
one.

The Plight of the Party
The party has never before been sees

to such disadvantage. Bays elapsed be-
fore any lead was given to the partj
members or to itiie workers; locals meet-
ing difficult and delicate questions in the
localities were left to drift. Only under
pressure from angry rank and filers did
the party leadership eventually issue

some kind of lead—a contused and un-

certain call which left the locals even

more muddled than before.

The slogans of the party^"Not a penny

off the dole" ; "Not one worker off bene-

fit" ; etc.—-are In essence the slogans of

the "Ijeft" and nowhere is it Iieing shown
clearly that the party is u revolutionary

party, different fundamentally from the

I. L, P.

There has been, to date, no clear ex--

planation In the Daily Worker of the

crisis, no clear statement of how the

flght is to be waged and with what end.

To the numerous questions raised by the

locals, there Is no reply.

The workers are, justly as far as they

are concerned, beginning to assume that

the party and the Ijabor "Oppositon"
are, save for personal differences, work-
ing along the same lines. More especial-

ly so since the 'Labor leaders are en-

deavoring to divert ihe workers from im-

mediate action by talking of the next

General Election and t'he party urges
that "now is ihe time to build up the

party's General Election Fund." By its

inability to use the recent events to show
the lie of parliamentary democracy, by

its cowardice, hesitancy and its stupid-

ity, the party toidership Is aiding the

labor leaders to hoodwink the working
class.

Criticism has already been levelled 4t
these leaders and more will follow. In
the events of the next few weeks, the

workers may forge new weapons and find

new leaders; in any case, they will de-

mand a re^rkoning from these who have
served them falsely.

American Bankers and the Crisis

Comments upon the revelations of the

party played in the crisis by American
bankers, are Imth amusing and instruc-

tive.

The Liberal press, whilst more or less

admitting that the bankers demanded cer-

tain "guarantees" before agreeing to the
loan, are regretting the event—not, how-
ever, the fact that the bankers should
dictate to Parliament but that the dicta-

tion should be made public '.

Sections of the Labor movement are
playing the imtwrialist game by denounc-
ing "foreign" bankers' interference with
English government, although the pa^t
played by the English bankers was pre-
cisely the sani!>. In this way, the anti-

Amqrican ^eeljlng ia |rostered amongst
the workers here.

An American Communist, one of the
party on their way to the Soviet Union
a few weeks ago, was questioned about
the attltraie of the American workers
to England and whether the American
labor movement recognized the dangers
of war through the development of An-
glo-American rivalry.

A look of astonishment came over his
face

: war, he declared, between the two
countries was undreamed of, and hts
expression showed that as tar as he wa*
concerned, he'd never heard of such a
thing* Which shows how well the Molo-
tovs and the Stalins have done their
work.

Some Stalinist 'leninism"

An address delivered early this year
by M. Gurevitch (Director of the Sup-
reme Council of National F^eonomy of the
U. S. S. R.) to the "Society tor Cul-
tural Relations with Russia", has just
been published In pamphlet form. Soma
of the statements in It deserve to be class-

ed with Litvinov's latest utterances.
Ills concluding words were : "We have

so much work to do in our own country
and so little help from abroad, that our
only desire is to be left alone. Let us
work for a few years. All of you here

arc not Communists. Nor am I here to

convert yon. flt'e have oniy one wish.

Here are two systems, one Communist
( '.) and the other capitalist. Let us have
a fair struggle, and let us meet again in

a few years time and then judge who has
succeeded and who has failed . . . aft^jr

a few years let us compare results."

(Page 15).

JI. Gurevitch Is certainly a good pupil

of Stalin: who would have thought it

possible that such pitiful nonsen.se could
!h; put forward on behall of workers'
Russia. A remarkable tribute to Uie ef-

fectiveness of the struggle against "Trot-
skyism" in the Comintern '.

—ANGLICtlS.
London, September 2, 1S31

Threats in I.L.D.

(Continued from Page 1)

of the old leadership of the organisa-
tion and the successive advents of "new
leaders", the whole spirit of the 1. L. 1>.

has been subjected to a lorced change.
Now, it appears, this change in spirit is

to ht^ formally in<5orpoiJited into the
statutes of the organization—directed

first against the Left Opposition only a*

a beginning of similar steps against any-
body else who presumes to have an opin-

ion differing from that of the official

Stalinist machine in the Communist
party. Such a disastrous course can
only mean progressive decline of the

1. L. D., the fall of its influence and
prfe^tige, txith of which are already badly
enough damaged by the Engdahls and
Hackers, The letter and the spirit of
Hacker's new "decision" is not only a
gross violation of the conslitutlon of the
.1 Ij. D., but is conceived and executed
in the reactionary spirit of the Gomper.s-

Green-Lewis bureaucracy in the A. F, of

L. When Hacker declared that "we will

put a stop to the boring from within

tactics of tJie Trotskyists", he was sim-

ply borrowing, twth in phrasing and in

toiie, from the an ti-Communist ar.senal

of the Black Hundreds in the A. F. of

L.

Protest the Splitting Proposal!
It would be an evil day for the I. L. 13.

were such a step to be permitted by the

conscientious and responsible workers
in its rank.s. Let the Hackers point to

a single Oppositionist in {he I, L, D.

who has not taken upon his shoulders

more tlian bis share of the work, who lias

not been la the front ranks of activity,

who has not demonstrated a sincere

loyalty and devotion to the Ideas and
work of the organization! It cannot be

done.

The IjCft Opposition requests no priv-

ileges in the organisation, no special

place, no eiceptioual rights, no ''recog-

nition" for doing its simple duty. All

it demands, for ILselt and otljers, is the

right of all I, 1, IX memters to retain

their political or economic views and
affiliations without the arbitrary inter-

ference of Messrs. Hacker and Engdahl
and Foster. All it demands is the right

to work actively and loyally in the ranks

o£ the organizattoti. The Stalinist offi-

cials, drunk with usurped fend abused
power, are rabidly afraid even of our

membership in the I. L, D. But that

should not be decisive for the members.
Ix;t tliem speak out immediately against

the "new policy" of factional discrim-

mination and extermination. The Hack-

er.s have done enough damage already.

Let them go no furthei' in discrediting

and wrecking the I, L, D.

GERM A JV Y

Bruening, France and

the Communists

Tlit> R.eal Situation in

R.ussia

By LEON TKOTSKY
3(J4 pages. Sold formerly at $2. Through
special arrangements with the pub-

iish&rs can be had from ua now at $1

Tlie forco of economic events, without

consideration for the customs of high

diplomacy, which consist of resting in

summer from the "work" o£ winter, has

provoked an ext rjiordinary movement in

the political relations of Europe and even

of the whole world during the recent

months.

The lack of indeiwndeiK t> In the posi-

tion of German capitalism, which ren-

ders Its existence even dejiendcnt hiiou

foreign credits, makes the bourgeois prt^ss

and public life particularly sensitive to

all these changes.

The central problem is tine deportment
towards France. The German bourgeois-

ie still hesitates to submit itself flatly

to French hegemony. That this is sti;l

po.sslble for It, in spite of the terrific

economic crisis, is on the one hand the

expression of its internal iioJitical powt^r,

and on the other, of Its liojw in Kome
Anglo-American combination. But it

must be salt! that the tJ<;rman govern-

ment in recent times has been particu-

larly pursued by bad luck. Hardly Is the
famous Franco -11u.ssian pact annonm'ed,
which destroys at least the illu.flon of a
serious orientation towards the East on
the part of any imperialist country, rhe

French measures of regulafinn in Hung-
ary are hardly overcome, than the Eng-
lish crisis is an^Llou.siy foilowed by the
German press, announcing new .storniK to

which the conservative foreign iwlicy
has accustomed us.

The press of the (Serman Couimnnist
Party, to the extent that it still exists,

does not even deal with this qucsfioii

except by the general and mechanical
formula ot the "war danger". That is

the inevitable consequence of the aban-
donment of all strategy in (ho European
question which the Comintern summed
up in tfl23 by the slogan of the "Sovi'4
United States of Euroi)e".

In the interior of the country, the
bourgeoisie has utilized the defeat of the
referendum In order to attack the C. i*.

G. in a rabid manner (occupation of the
Karl Liebknecht House). It utilises ihe
elements of the slum proletariat, adven-
turists and in large part provocateurs,

who were able to slip into the party
during the "third period" in order to

discredit the iiarty as such. The decrees,
whose importance we have explained,
ftt<;ilitates this task for it enormously,
for they have deprived the party of a
good part of its press as well as of
the possibility of action tiy means of
meetings and demonstrations. As to the
possihility ot action in the trade unions,
the party has itself deprived itself of
this.

Triumphantly, the bourgeois press an-
nounces that the trade union congress
thia year (we will speak of it in greater
detail) is the first one since the war In

wtijch not a single Communist delegate
will partiei;Mite.

What Is more Important than might
appear at first sight, are the new de-
crees which prohibit the savings banks
(official institutions of the communities
and by that fact, everywhere favored by
the small savers) from according credits

to these communities. This not only
means the depositing of all available
means for private economy, i)ut the in-

auguration of a grand-scale pillaging of
the communities by this private econ-
omy, an audacious game which will

strongly disquiet the petty i>ourgeoiBle.

Renin, August lOSl.

READ AND SUBSCRIBE
TO THE MILITANT

fJV SPAIN

Events of the Week
(Continued from Page 1)

FOR THE i;nipk:ation of the c. p.

•nie Executive Commltce of the Span-

ish Communist Opposition has sent, by

registered mail with return receipt re-

quested, the letter reproduced below to

the Executive Committee of the Spaniish

Communist Party, to the Catalonlan-

lialearic Commnnist Federation and to

the Autonomous Grouping of Madrid. It

must be added that the leadership of the

two organizations have maintained sil-

ence on this letter to which they have

given no reply.

The rank and file undoubtedly do not

know these facts, and will be astonished

at the incongruous conduct of their lead-

ers. How will the "Ratallists" of Barce-

lona and the other "Ists" of Madrid just

ify their conduct, they who declare them-

selves partisans of the unity of the Com!
munist Party of Spain? Here Is the text

of OUT letter;

"To the Executive Committee of the

Spanish Communist Party to the Catal-

onian-Ba Iearic Communist Federation, to

the Madrid Grouping, to the Spanish

Communists in general

:

"Comrades. Once more we wish to

express our firm intention to flght for

the unity of Spanish and international

Communism. iWe will do It as often ati

It -win be necessary to bring it to the

attention of the Spanish Communists and

of the working class in general, and also

to show that the Spanish Communist Op-
position, in spite of the calumnies to

which it Is subjected, knows how to

fulfill its duty as vanguard of the world
Communist party.

"The convocation of two Communit;t
Congresses in Spain (August 15, by the

E. C. of the Spanish C. P„ and by the

Catalonlan-Balearic Communist Federa-

tion) took place during the aggravation

of the political situation and the accen-

tttatlon of the revolutionary situation.

In these cireumstanoM, the division of

the Communists the convocation of two
separate congresses would be a count,;r-

revofutfonary crime.

'*The Simnish Commmdst Opposition In-

sists upon the need t« unify Spanish
Commandsm hy convenli^ a national uni-

SotitioD congress n^idt will embrace a
representation from all the present exist-

ing Commaiddt groope and factions., , .

"We, and witb ns the working class

of Spain, will be responsible for disaster

which may follow a retreat of the course
of ithe Spanish revolution, by the mistake
of those "Who, out of blindness or bad
faith, will stand up against the unifica-

tion of the CommuniBt forces In Spain.
The circumstances and the atmosphere
are favorable .to the development of our

forces: The SpanLsh Communist Parry

has iwssibllities of development If, to

begin with, it knows how to achieve Its

unity.

"We hope that good sense and wisdom
will carry ithe day in our organizations.

"Fraternally and always as Communists,
"The Central Committee of the

Spanish Opposition."

IN THE COMMUNIST PART¥
Events follow each other and the lead-

ers of tlie C. P. do not give the slight-

est sign ot activity, unless one calls "ac-

tivity" the publication of a special num-
ber of the central organ of (he party
Mu&do 01»rero, destined for what the

bureaucrats call "an exaniination of the

political situation", or to speak of we
do not know what mysterious terrorism
which, according to the Stalinists, wants
to assassinate BuUejos and otlier no less

Important leaders ot the S. 0. P. These
gentlemen know how to impress iieople

marvellously by speaking of pretended
assassinations against them.

In this period, numerous adventurists
are joining tihe party. The other day we
employed the expression "the adventurists
are streaming in mass", but we must
indicate the signiftcanee of the expres-

sion, We want to say "great quantity,

whole groups of people without pol
itical dignity." One group of ex-soi'Ial-

ist youth, expelled from the soc
ial democratic organization because
they pretended to use a radical language,
fixed themselves upon the organizations
and making a political career, did not
succeed in creating a Left socialist or-

ganization for tihemselveB; after having
found themselves the butt of numerous
difficulties, Viithout finding a field of ac-

tion where they might organize them-

selves and give satisfaction to their per-

sonal ambitions. All these self-styled

journalists, learning of the coming trans-

formation of Mottdo Obrero into a daily,

have adhered to the C. P. with the idea

in mind, no doubt ,of finding a bureau-

cratic position and the Stalinist leader"-

shlp which supports against us this class

of adventurists has given them a job

and is prepared to utHIze them. Need-

less to say that these rooted Leninists

are passionately anti-Trotskyist and that

they submit absolutelv to the will of the

leadership.

The congr-Ms of the official C. P. will

soon open ; according to the date set,

there are only a few days left for it and
the discussion period which should pre-

ce(ie every BolsTievik congress has not

yet opened. The bureaucracy does not
permit of reply. Everything is prepared
so -that the Congress, at which only
those who submit to the leadership may
ije present, will only be a stupid parody
from which not the slifihtest correct
resolution will come out.

The other congress, convoked by the
partisans of Maurin, is pompously «alled

"unification congress". Nobody speaks
of it any longer. Maurin and Go. are
not thinking of bringing it together. The
latest decisions of the Comintern on the
Maurin group, the defeat which it suflCer-

ed in the elections (especially in Madrid)
and the discussions which this has en-

.gendered, have sown discord and the

most lamentable confusion la the un-
principled Maurin group. One may be
assured that this group has entered Into

a period of open decomposition, a pro-

cess -whtth, in Madrid, is very rapid,

even though It Is slower in Catalonia;

but inevitably, it will liquidate the

"Maurin ists}'', Spme will come to the

Spani.sh Communist Opposition, others

to the official C. P., many will remain
where they are; a large number will

lean towards the Macia camp, since the

Maurin group in Catalonia is only the

Left wing, organized under a different

name, of .Macia's party.

UNEMPLOYMENT 1N<;REASES
The mayoralty of Madrid must efPcct

economies, according to the councillois

designated on April V2 to administrate
municipal policy, and for that, they are
speaking of the suspension of the work
begun to keep the workers employed.

.1,000 Madrid workers are threatcd
with -remaining jobless ; other mayoraUios
which also gave some work to a few
workers find themselves in the same posi-

tion as that of Madrid.
Unemployment is increasing consider-

ably. The government does not know
how to find the solution ot tlie evil. The
extremely rare funds voted by the gov-
ernment to remedy the crisis, remain in

the pockets of the enormous and numer-
ous commissions designated to adminis-
ter them. The provincial workers stream
incessantly towards Madrid in the hope
of finding work. Madrid is really the
city least affected by unemployment, but
it is hard and even impossible to find

places.

And the winter is approaching threat-
eningly filled with new events which will

be sensational. It is certain that the
government is disposed to machine gun
the unemployed workers who dare to de-

mand bread for themselvM and their fam
flies.

—HENRI LACROIX.
Madrid, Auinist 22, 1031
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Tasks of Our National ConFerence
The Second National Conference ot the

Communist Leafjue will mark an imp[>r-

tant milestoae in the development of our
organization lanU, cos^equently, in the

history of American Communism, whose
banner we bear and whose future we re-

present. The conference is "a culminat-

ing point in. three years of preparatory
labor lor the gruelling battles yet to

come. Its deliberations have been ground-
ed by all that has gone before and Its

results can be anticipated, even now,
with reasonable assurance.

Our ranks haire been welded together

on the basis of a correct political line.

If tile Conference accepts the proposals
of the National Committee it will not
find it necessary to confront the organ-
ization with any new or surprising turns.

Our theses and otber recommendatloue
only represent a synthesis ot the policies

and methods already worked out and ap-

plied in our daily work and agitation

on the basis of our platform. The ap-
proval of this line by the Conference wUl
necessarily carry with it an endorsement
of the course on which the National
Committee has guided the movement and
a repudiation of the critit-isma brought
against it. Any kind ot indefiniteness on
this point is out of the question. The
Conference Is to draw the balance and
decide. Proceeding from this the Na-
tional Conference is then obliged to de-
clare an end to controversy over the
disputed questions and to prohibit any
further di^cussipn of them. It can do
this with full authoriry and with assur-

ance that its command will be support-

ed throughout the organisation. Our
conference preparations have been a
triumph of proletarian democracy, a
model illustration of Its processes—the
only methods yet discovered whereby a

living workers' organization can assert

its collective Judgment.

The discussion ha,s been thorough, free

and untr^ammelled by any kind of sup-

pression. The selection of delegates pro-

ceeds in the same way. After this. It

will be impossible to question the re-

presentative character of the Conference

or its authority to speak for the entire

organization. The membership as a whole
will wait for its signal to terminate the

discussion and concentrate all attention

on the concrete tasks worked out on the

basis of the fundamental decisions.

Outstanding among the questions con-

cerning wliich the National Committe*
will Insist on a categorical decision of

the Conference—because it has been the

one aubiected to the greatest dispute—is

the question of our attitude toward the

Party. The Platform adopted at the

rirst Conference answered tliis question

correctly. Without that tha Left Opposi-

tion would long ago have suffered ship-

wreck. Now, with the help of the second
National Conference, we must take au-

oither step forward on the same path
we (have travelled heretofore. This

stands first in the list of concrete tasks

which proceed logically from the gen-

eral recommendation already submitted
In the thesis of the National Committee.

In our judgment the practical program
of the Conference should run approxim-
ately as follows:

i. Settling all disputes about the role

of the Left Opposition as a faction of

the party, and putting a stop to all a.Tgn-

ment about It, we must intensify our

work within the party ranks, organize

our forces into a firm group and work out

a practical program for the direction of

their work. The proletarian militants

of the party and its peripheral orf^niza-

tlons are the future troops of the Op-
position : This is the idoa which must
guide our work and from which we must
not depart. Closer to the party, deeper

into the party—these are our slogans.

The Oppositionists must strive by all

means to draw nearer to rank and file

party members, 'approach them in a

fraternal spirit and explain the greal

questions again and again with the ut-

most patience and persistence. This work
goes liand In hand with a fiery proletar-

ian hate of the Centrist bureaucracy and
its corrupting Influence, an unrelenting

struggle against It,

2, Tighten up the organization. Make
a decisive break with the habits of loose-

ness and slackness which hamper the

Bolshevist development of the League.
Impose tasks on every member and hold

every member to account for his activ-

ity. Establish discipline worthy of a
Communist organization and close the

door to -windbags and trflers.

3. Begin the actual formation of k

cadre of professional revolutionaries

who put themselves entirely at the dis-

posal of the organization. Select a

group, out of the younger and foot-loose

elements, and train them deliberately for

full-time professional work. Accept for

this grouping only those who mean it

earnestly, who are not afraid of sacri-

fices, who are willing and able to learn

and boot aside the wiseacres and the
know-it ails.

Even the beginning of such a work

tematically organize their work for the
constructive building of these organiza-
tions and the propaganda for our Ideas
within them. Rejecting all phrase-mon-
gering agitation about "mass work" and
"independent work" In general, and hold-
ing fast to our essential function as pro
pagaudiata, we ought nevertheless .to In-

crease out activity in the class strug-
gle, particularly la thoae fields whlcS
bring the Oppositionists Into contact

will signify an enormous step forward,
for the Opposition cannot succeed with
Its great historic mision, unless it pre-

pares its soldiers for the coming day.

A formal decision of the Confernce, put-

ting such a selection of forces on the

order of the day, vvill give powerful im-

petus to this development,
4. Finish the Expansion Pribram be-

fore the end of the year. Raise the bal-

ance of the fund. StabiliKe the Weekly
MitUant. Start the theoretical

' maga-
zine. Arrange at least two. national
tours. Establish the system of field or-

ganizers on a permanent t>asis|

5. Conduct a campaign for fifty new
niembers out of the circle of sympath-
izers of the Opposition. Our opponents
may laugh at the modesty of such a

goal, but we need not worry about that.

We do not claim to be a mass movement.
Our aim is a selection of the vanguard,
and fifty new members, a number which
can be recruited with a determined ef-

fort—will moan a material strengthening
of our movement which will guarantee
the success of every one of the prac-
tical tasks of the moment. Bigger things
will follow.

6. Enroll every member of the Com-
munist l^eague In at least one ot the ^ . .._
non-party mass organizations, and sys-[ point of view. If we accomplish all ol

with meml>ers and sympathizers of the

party. That means, in the first placa,

to penetrate the non-party mass organ-
izations and unions and work actively

there. A special decision of the Con-
ference along the.se lines fs quite neces-

sary,

7, Strengtheu the central apparatus
of the Communist League. Reject all

amateurist conceptions which mfcloe »
virtue of political leadership on a spare-
time basis. Strain in the direction of a

larger and full-time staff which con^

tinues to eipand the growth kit the
organization and Its tasks. Settle t^ls

question In principle and explain the
views and methods of I/enin r^ardlnj
professional revolutionary work.

• » •

It will be seen at once that the sug-

gestions indicated above, taken all toge-

ther, do not constitute a very ambitious
program. All the tasks enumerated are
small ones, they are comparatively simple
and they are all easily possible. Yet it

would be a mistake for the Conference
to go far beyond them.

It Is not for ns to adopt grandiose pro-
jects which are beyond our capacities at
tile moment, which are soon forgotten
and never accomplished. We are under
no compulsion to Imitate the bluff-pro-

grams of the Stalinists. We do not have
to "make a showing" before anyone,
.We are only obliged to know what to

do next with the forces at our disposal
and do it.

The practical proposals which have
been outlined here proceed from this

them—and we can do so without undue
strain it we have the will—it will not
change our position In a qualitative
sense. But it will Indubitably raise eur
hard-pressed faction to higlier ground and
prepare it for a further ascent. That is

enough. No more can reasonably be ex-
pected from the Second National Confei-.
ence. There Is every reason to expect
that it will not yield less,

—JAMES P. CANNON

The League and Problems of the Youth
The Draft Thesis on the Youth Ques-

tion attempts to state In concise terms
the position of the youth under capital-

ism, the need of a Communist youth
league. Its attitude toward other youth
oi^anizatlons and finally the tasks *t

the Left Opposition youth. We essayed
to include only that which is essential.

The scantiness of the dlscQflsion on
the youth is one of th* none too few
In this field of our work. Among the
signs that there is not enough interest

youth comrades there are manj who have
never been In the Y. C, L. or carried on
activity among young workers ; Others
are too absorbed in the general Opposi-
tion ac'tivty. The adult comrades also do
not appear to understand tb« Importance
of youth work.
From this follows the Beeesslty of

making the young comrades "youth con-
scious" ; proving to the adult comrades
that youth work Is essential and can be
done. Towards this end, the Draft
Ttesls proposes: the Issuance of an In-

ternal youth bulletin, the publication of
the Youns Vanguard as a semi-monthly
section of the weiekly Militant on the
one hand, and the section of a National
Youth Committee of five, the election of
at least one comrade in each branch to
be in charge of youth work, the organ-
ization of a fraction In the Y. C. h., and
the organization wherever possible of a
youth club. If this work Is successful
we will be in a poStion to issue a separ-
ate youth paper by the next conference.

The aim of our youth Is "the organiza-
tion, education and consolidation of a
revolutionary, capable, and advanced
Communist youth cadre". In the Im-
mediate sense this means the winning of
the Communist youth for the Left Op-
position. Through participation In the
work and affairs of the Y. C, L., ithro«i;h
classes on fundamentals of the Com-
munist youth movement. Communism,
Marxism, etc., by spreading the Militant,
and our literature we can attract the
young Communists. At the same time
through open-air meetings, independent
work in factories where our young coi»-
rades are, and by Improving the ¥oui^;
Vanguard, making it more of an educa-
tional page we can win young workers
who have never gone through the Y, C.
L. for Communism. If these activities
bear fruit we can be assured of a youth
club in at least seve'ral of the cities which
have functioning branches. In New
York, immediately following the Confer-
ence it is planned to take steps for tie
organization of a youth club.

The success of this work depends on
first, the participation of all of the
youth comrades and second, a clear Idea
of Communist youth work and our aims
and tasks. The Thesis endeavors to ans-
wer these questions. An Important
thought expressed in It Is that:
"Limited experience with Communist

youth work requires that youth tactics,
demands, slogans and special oragniKa-
tional forms should be put forward not
as dogmas or finished products which
have universal validity but rather with
a view of testing them In practise, ex-
amining the results, and thereby laying
the ground for more effective tactics,
slogans, etc." This, In my opinion would
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be ever before us when discussing youth
methods and means of work.
The old slogan of the Young Commun

ist International "Clarity and Action"
should be revived. Tlie educational and
cultural character of the youth emphas-
ised in the thesis. We should not for-

get that "Communist training and educa-
tion requires the Intimate linking up of
the theoretical with the practical, the
studygroup with the field of the class-

struggle". It falls upon us to carry out
as much of this work as our forces will
permit.

Comrade Bord ("Shortcomings In the
Youth Thesis", Militant, 8-22-31) takes
us to task for a number of omissions and
commissions In the thesis. I will brleily

touch on the points raised.

1. The thesis treats "!he youth as
though It were some queer product of
society complete in itself, and having no
relation to anything else." ! If rhis were
so then it would be wrong to say, ts
comrade Bord does In her opening sen-

tence, that "The thesis o^ the youth ques-
tion on the whole treats the problem
well." On tbe contrary, 1 would favor
the complete rejection of such a thesis.

But fortunately the criticism cannot
l)e accepted. Throughout the thesis. It

Is stressed that the youth is a section ^f
the working class, that the problems of
the class are the problems of the section,
etc. In the section on Youth in America
it is explained in some detail. In fact,

the first sentence of the thesis reads
"Capitalism draws the youth of the pro-
letarian families into the productive
process. Does this imply a "queer
product of society complete in itself, and
having no relation to anything else"?

2. The slogan of "equal pay for equal
work". The thesis does not enumerate
aay youth demands. We intend earrj>-

Ing on a discussion after the Conference,
on this question In our Interal youth
bulletin. At the same time I woftld like

to comment as follows: The above de
mand was taken from the program of the
Y. C. I. which holds good for European
conditions. As a geiteral demand In this

country it Is wrong because (1) in un-

skilled trades, automobile, textile, coal,
etc, there Is Uttle wage discrimination
Iwtween adult and youth who do the
sttrae work; (2) In other industries, de-
mands for the youth hav* to be formu
lated on the basis of the specific condi-
tions and position, fn niany of these
cases the slogan "Equal pay for equal
work" will apply. (3) For Workers un-
der 18 years special hours (and therefore
labor performed should be formulated,

3. On the question of youth auxiliar-
ies. The thesis states: "A thorough ex-
amination of the functions of Youth aus
iliaries and the actual activities of the
existing ones Is needed. If this Is not
d»ne, this important part of League ac
tlvity win continue to yield no results.'

In other words we do not come out
against all auxiliary yoath organizations.
Sport clubs uniSbd into the Labor Sporta
Union, under certain condifions, youth
educational clubs are accepted forms of
auxiliaries. What the thesis takes Is-

su% with is the formation of such or
ganizations as the Youth Liberators, th»
Young Defenders (Youth of the I, L. D.),
and -Youth Section of International
Workers' Order. These were formed af-
ter the Y. C. L, had failed to live up
to Its task: Become the cultural center
and political leader of the youth. Their
existence facilitates the conversion of
the Y. C. Tj. into a youth party.

For example, the youth section of the
I, W. O, states: "We give expression to
the cultural, athletic and social require-
ments of the youth." Who will be afr
traded? Primarily the youth sympathe-
tic to the Left wing and Communist
movement; children of adult Commun-
ists. These can be won directly to the
youth league—assuming correct tartlca,
organizational methods and leadership.
At the same- time we, the Left Opposi-

tion youth, should work within these

tact with the League members and sym-

pathisers,

t. On the other points raised : .Work

in the Y. C, L., educational work, inde-

pendent work wherever possible there is

general agreement. The National Youth

Committee will have to concretize these

tasks and outline definite ways of pro-

ceeding. The youth comrades will be

called upon to aid in this work.

JOSEPH CARTER,

The Youth Thesis

The future growth of the American
section of the Left Opposition depends

in a great measure upon our ability to

win the youth to its banner. For this

end we must understand correctly how
to attract and secure their political and
organizational support. The youth reso

lution, despite weaknesses of a mtnox
character, correctly establishes our ap-

proach to this problem and a successful

realization of its aim. On fundamencal
approach there is agreemeut. Our task

at the present time is to set upon a
practical solution to the problem ol win-

ning the youth to our banner.

At our first conference, over two and
half years ago, we signalized our :ip-

proacfa to this problem by asserting that

the task of the youth members in our
ranks, was to work as oppositionists in

the general struggle of the Communist
Left wlthotit concentrating on specific

youth questions. We understood correct-

ly that during those days our main tabk
was tlie establishment of the Left Op-
position In this country, to make known
its position among the American Com-
munists and to sink Its roots as an or-

ganization. 'Bhls continues to be our
task on a much larger scale,

Tlie exigencies of the first period of
our existence have passed. Our problems
remain basically the same—but that an
organizational and political stabilization

has taken place nobody can deny. The
American Left Opposition is hero to stay.

Our problems today are broader. Our
movement Is much stronger and our foun-
dation is a solid one.
An eiitimate of our membership wiit

show that the youth make up one of its

largest sections. They are a vital part
of the organization, and have contributed
a great share toward its growth. It is,

howeevr, necessiiry, in view of a changed
situation, to organize the youth activity
for our younger comrades who can now
devote their attention to It. Our ap-
proach is based on the analysis tliat whli^>

hitherto our younger comrades were not
In a position to devote their time and
energy to youth activity—that period
Eas changed and it is absolutely urgent
that they partlcpate in fall force in youth
work.
The general problems of a theoretical

nature and political sphere find a un
animous opinion among all our comrades.
This will heip very much to facilitate
matters in an organizational sense. But
the most important problem Is ttiat of
finding a form through which our youny
comrades can operate. In this pre-icOB-

ference discussion it is necessary to con-
sider various propositions. We submit
here, the propoaal for the organization
ot a series of youth clubs wherever pos-
sible throughout the country. We con-
sider at this moment something tangible
which can be realized: the organization
of youth clubs, whose function it will
be to win the Communist youth and
young workers to our ideas and to our
ranks. Tlie work In such an organiza-
tion musj. consist in the main of educa-
tion, social and sports. If properly un-
derstood and correctly organized this can
successfully be carried through. It can
serve as a basis for the advanced idea
of a Communist Opposition youth move-
ment. The propositi of Spartacus youth
Clubs under the guidance of the oi^anl-
zation, unified nationally through the ef-
forts of our comrades apjiears to be at
this moment the most logical step to
take. In .such organizations our young
comrades must devote their main eflforts.

—A, GLOTZER,

Maurin and the Catalonian Question
La Bat^Ia, organ of the Catalonian

Federation, is taking many pains to siiow

the ComlnttTu bureaucrnts that it is

not "Trotskyist". It is really a need;

less work. In reality, the further the

Spanisii revol'ution develops, the more
the Catalonian Federation shows, by its

activity and by the very "original" posi-

tion of Its leaders, that it has never bud
anything in common with the Interna-

tional Left Opposition. Without inter-

national connections and "without exact
revolutioary perspectivt^, the Catalonian
Federation is reduced to guide Itself by
the sage theories of its local chiefs, in-

capable of profiting by the great lessons

of the October revolution and of the
revolutionary movement in general. The
declarations by Maurin which we quor.e

later on, show what confusion and what
haziness prevails in the mind of these
chance leaders. In his speech at the
Madrid Ateneo, Maurin said among other
things: "It is necessary to demand not
useless Constituent Cortwses, but a rev-

olutionary couvention. We need a deli-

berative and an executive assembly with
a committee of public safety." In cou-
cludimg his speech, Maurin said that "It

Is precisely by its national character that
the Spanish revolution will have a univ-
ersal radiation". (La BataUa, (5-25-31.)

Maurin and his young disciple, JordI
Argquer, boast in La BataUa of being
independent of the orders coming either
from the Comintern or from Trotsky.
As a sign of independence, Maurin has
engaged in copying servilely the voca-
bulary of tbe bourgeois revolutionists of
the flench revolution of 1789. From the
Ups of a leader of a Conimunl.st organi-
zation, this language is simply ridiciii-

ous. We are convinced that the revolu-
tionary workers of the Catalonian Fed-
eration who, by their class instinct, take
a direct band in the spontaneous strug-
gles of the Spanish proletariat, will not
take up any of the burlesque language
of their Icadei-s, but that they will em-
ploy the language of the proletarian rev-
olution, that is, of the October revolution,
of the Comintern ol Lenin and Trotsky.

Thanks to the extreme weakness iif

the official C. P. in Catalonia, 'the con-
fusionist and Right wing leadership of
Maurin stiil remains at the head of the
most numerous Communist Federation,
in the most IndtHitriai region of the
country. But in order to preserve his
leadership, Maurin wants to discredit
the "Spanish Trotskyists" who are ob-
viousy disconcerting him. Jordi Arquer
is the one charged with this job. In a
series of articles in La Batalla, he ;iu-

nounces the "epigones of Trotsky, the
sowers of falsifications". Not having the
courage to stand up directly against the
ideas developed by Trotsky In his latest
works, he crtidely attempts to oppose
our Spanish comrades of the Left Op-
position to Trotsky. ''Nln and the other
Spanish 'Trotskyists' reproach the Catitl-
onian Federation", he writes, "for having
a false position in the Catalonian ques-
tion. But they have read Trotsky badly.
Hasn't he written in one of his letters
(the Spanish revolution from day to day)
that 'in the present stage of development
and with the existing relationship of
social forces, Catalonian nationalism i%
a progressive revolutionary factor'? Th!«
is how the epigones of Trotsky falsify
their master!"

The letter by Trotsky which we pub-
lish further on, will prove sufliiclently to
the members of the Catalonian Federa-
tion that their leaders were not happy
in their idea of defending the thouglits
of Trotsky against his Vepigones", It
will be seen from the first part of this
letter tliat the separatist position ot
Maurin is just as far from the Leninist
conception of the national question ds
his "committee of public safety" is
from the dictatorship of the proletariat
and the Soviets. ^jj_ j^^

* * •

Once more on the subject ot the timelj-
questions of the Spanish revolution,

1, Thus, Maurin, the ''leader" of thi

Perspectives of the A
1. The writer has consistently stated

his belief that America will recover from

this crisis, in the Immediate. The means
whereby this wlli be done will apparent-

ly be through a drastic wtys^e-cutting cam-
paign designed to restore the margin ot

surplus value to the capitalists. Because
of this, the perspectives of increasing

militancy of strikes and radical ization of

the masse are justified, also in the im-

mediate,

2. This does not Imply accepting a

perspective of long-time stabilization for

capitalism in America, which economic

analysis indicates to be Improbalile. The
long perspective implied is of temporary

stabilization on a lower plane, accom-
panied by further crises and temporary

stabilizations, with a generally down-
ward trend. The quotations from Marx
and Leniji as to the impossibility of a

permanent crisis in no way exclude such

a process of decline. England sirice the

war Is an example of a generally declin-

ing capitalism In the sense meant by

the writer.

3. A long period of years of general

capitalist advance, the opposite of tbe

above perspective, would involve in gen-

eral repetition of the 1923J92& situa-

tion of slow paralysis of the labor move-
ment. A short iieriod of advance, in the

other hand, in which capitalism solves

Its immediate problems by cutting the

wages of labor, on the contrary, would
not involve a deadening of labor resist-

ance, but rather an intensification of it.

We see this in the strike and political

activity today, which would be still fur-

ther Increased by a wave of wage cuts

beginning with steel and railroads, re-

gardless of the "prosperity" based on
such wage cuts.

merican Crisis
a solution for capitalism as wage-cut-
ting, but will unquestionably result from
the intensification of present contradic-
tions. Owing to the advanced state of
the general capitalist crisis and the posi-
tion of America with respect to the re.st

of the world, imperialist conquest can-
not solve America's contradictions for
any long period. To apply the methodB
of primitive accumulation of capital, a&
possible In India or Cliina, to solve the
contradictions of a world capitalism iu

an advanced state of dissolution Is t D

offer an old man the remedies applicable

to children's diseases. When peasantB

in the most backward countries are torn

lose out of a self-supporting village

economy into the production of "commo-
dities" for the world market, at a time

when the world market cannot absorb
Increased amounts of raw material, the

new production must displace an equi-

valent supply from older sources, iu

most cases the United States, For thi«

reason, we say imperialist conquest of
foreign markets will merely shift the

scene of American capitalist contradic-

tions, not lessen their crushing weiglit,

AH of this refers, of course, to the long-

er outlook over a decade or more. Xn
imperialist war by or on behalf ot Am-
erica, with the Ideological and material

workers' and peasants' bloc shares the

point of vie-w of separatism. After cer-

tain lie=;itat!on, he tins resolved himself

into the Lftt wing of petfy bourgcol."!

uatiouiillsm. I have already written

that t'ataloniEiu i>etty bourgcoia national-

ism ill the present stage is progressives

But on one condition: that it develop*

its activity outside of the ranks of Com-
munism and that it is always under the

blowa of Communist criticism. To per-

mit petty iMiurgeois nationalism to mani-

fest itself under the Communist maslt

means at the same time to deliver a per-

fidious blow to the proletarian vanguard
and to kill tlie progressive signlftcance Ot
petty bourgeois nationalism.

2. .What does the program of separat-

ism mean? The economic and political

dismemberment of Spain or, in other
words, the transformation of the Iberian
peninsula into a sort of a Balkanlc gea-
insuia, with indepeadent states, divided
by customs barriers with Independent
armies and conducting ititlependent His-
panic wars. Of course, the sage Maurta
will say that he does not want this. IJut

programs have their own logic, something
Maurin hasn't got.

3. Are the workers and the peasants cf
the various parties of Spain intereeted
in the economic dismemberment of
Spain? In no case. That is why, lo

Identify the decisive struggle for th«
right to self-determination with propa-
ganda for separatism, means to accom-
plish a fatal work. Our program Is tii»

Hispanic Federation with the IndlspMa-
able maintenance of economic unity. We
have no intention of imposing this pro-
gram upon the oppressed natioualitiea
of the jieiiinsula with the aid of the anui
of the bourge&isie. in this sense, wa
are sincerely for the right to self-do-
terminatioQ. If Catalonia separates, the
Communist minority of Catalonia, a»
well as of Spain, will have to conduct
a struggle for Federation.

4. In the Balkans, the old pre-war soc-
ial democracy already put forward tbe
slogan of the democratic Balkan JTedara-
tion, as the way out of the madhouse
created by the separated states. Today,
the Communist slogan In the Balkans
is the Balkan Soviet Federation (by the
way : the Comintern adopted the slogan
of the Balkan Soviet Federation, but
at the same time it rejected this s!oga-i
for Euroiie!) Can we, under these con-
ditioa.s, make our own the slogan of
the Balkanization of the Spanish -penin-
sula? Isn't it monstrous?

!>. The syndicalists, at least certain ot
their leaders, declare that they will figat
against separatism even with arms in
hand. In this case, the Communists and
the syndicalists would find themselves
on two sides of the barrlcjides because,
without sharing the separatist illusions,
while criticizing them, on the contrary,
the Communists must stand up pitilessly
against the hangmen of Imperialism ami
their syndicalist lackeys.

6. Should the petty bourgeoisie suc-
ceed—against the advice and the critic-
ism of the Communists—in dismembering
Spain, the negative results of such a
regime will not take long in manifest-
ing themselves. The workers and th"
peasants of the various sections of the
peninsula will speedily Jirrlve at this
conclusion: yes, the Conujiunists wert,
right. But this means precisely that w«
must not assume a particle of rosponut-
bility for llanrin's progr;im.

7. Monatte hopes that the Spanish
syndicaii.'its win create a new "syndical-
ist state". Instead of this, the Siwntsh
friends of .Monatte are integrating them-
selves succcs-sfuily into the bourgeoJ<)
state. It is the story of the luckless
hen who sits on duck's eggs. Today, it
Is very important to follow all that the
Spanish syndicalists K\y and do. Thia
wil open up possibilities for the Left
Opposition in France to deal a luirsh
blow to French anarcho-syndicalism.
One cannot doubt for a single instant
that under the revolutionary conditions
the anartho-.syndicalists will discredit
theniselves at every step.

The gifted Idea of the .syndicalists con-
sists of controlling the Cortes without
particpating in it! To employ revolu-
tionary violence, to !if;ht for power, to
seize the power-all this is not iiermit-
ted. In its place, they recommend the
"control" of the bourgeoisie which is In
power. A magnificent picture: the bour-
geoisie takes its breakfast. It lunches, it

dines, and the proletariat led by the
syndicalists "control" these operations

—

on an empty stomach.

—L. TROTSKY,

Kadik-oy, July 13, 1931

preparations which it implies, cannot bo

accomplished overnight, and is not the

immediate answer to the present crista

of caprfaiism.

Rather do we expect such an Imperial-

ist war to break out in the course of

the long downward trend after a recov-

ery from the present cri.sis, as an expres-

sion of the fact that contradictions have
become even more acute than at pre-

sent. Such a situation, superposing tbe

jioJitical crisis of an imperialist war o?i

top of a series of economic crises of iii-

crea>?ing acuteness, will pose the ques-

tion of the social revolution in all its

force, and will test the ability of tht

subjective factors of revolutionary leader-

ship to cope with tlio objective situation

then presented.

—B. J. FIELD.

4. Imperialist conquest of foreign
youth auxiliaries and thereby gain coa-J markets Is by no means as immediate
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I(esolution on the International Left

Opposition

1. The destruction wrought by eight

years of domination by the epigones in

t!ie leadersUlp of th« Communlsit Inter-

national is making itself felt moat acute-

ly at the present moment, when the ob

jective conditions for revolutionary pro-

gress *re almost universally favorable

to the proletarian varJKUSird. Paralysis

and decay of the nnost vital organs of the

officiai international Communist raovs-

ment are the most notable effects, parti-

cularly glaring and Oisastrous in the

present world crisis of capitalism, of thu

ravages of the bureaucratic internal re-

gime which was required by the appar-

atus in order to destroy the fundament-

al pinciples of Marxism Iti all the parties

of the International. In the three coun-

tries of Europe where the Communists

should even now be leading the workers

to decisive battles, a disheartening pic-

ture is presentLHi. In banlirupfed Ger-

many, the plague of nationalist degenera-

tion haw gripped the only remaining nou-

KuBsiau mass party in the Comintern

and threatens it with another 1923 de-

bacle, even though in a different form

end under different conditions. In rev-

olutionary Spain, the feeble skeleton for-

mation of the official party plays no de-

cisive role in the country, &w\ lays a

huge obstacle in the road to the vi<;tory

by diverting the vanguard from the pro-

letarian revolutionary goal to the—at

teat—mythical and — at worst—futal

goal o£ a "democratic dictatorship
^

of

the proletariat and peasantry". In Eng-

land, the prostrated figure of the official

party is unable to affect developments

in any serious manner at all. The other

parties of the International do not pre-

sent a mucli more encouraging picture,

despite brief and teraoprary rises, de-

epite the increasingly favorable condi-

tions.

2. The Centrist bureaucracy has not,

however, succeeded in completely destroy-

ing the Communst International. The

latter posseses a vitality, not derived

from Centrism, but still sufficiently iww-

erful to have witlistood tlie fatal conse-

qnences of the corrosive influence of Lhe

epigones. The vitality of the Comiutern

has its sources in the existence and popu-

larity of the October revolution and the

Soviet Union, its traditions and its as-

sociations, all of which the advanced ele-

ments of the working class stiil connect

and identify in their minds with the

existing parties. The support still en-

joyed by the official parties is given them

by the workers as representing the ideas

of the October revolution. In addition

to this tremendous factor, the hopeless

bankrutcy of capitalist society, the in-

tensified expiwtation and misery ciiar-

aoteriKing it in its last period of decay,

plus the despicable and unconcealed

treachery of the social democracy, drive

more workers to the ranks of Commun-

ism than the mountain of blunders, de-

feats and crimes of the f?talinist appar-

atus can drive away. While this state

of affairs cannot produce a permanent

"eiiWiUbrium" In the ranks of official

Communism, It nevertheless operates at

the present stage with sxK-li force that

U may be said that the bnlk of the rev-

oluionary workers are either in or ai-onnd

the official Communist parties or nnder

its Influence. Furthermore, the shifting

of the apparatus from its liight positionfe

to positions of ultra-Leftism, driven by

the pressure of events, by criticism or

the Opposition, by discontentment in the

ranks of the party itself, are ol'Ject ve

testimony to the possibilities which still

exist to purge the party by radiwil mea-

sures of reform and to re-establish it

upon a strong Marxian foundation.

These are the principal factors which

determine for the International Lett

Opposition the role which it has assumed

and which it must maintain: the Marxian

wing of Communism, constituted as a

faction of the Commnnist International

which works for it.^ regeneration and re-

storation. This historical task can be

accomplished only by the most intranaig-

eant struggle against the Centrist bur-

eaucracy and the i-eactionary ideas wHh

which it has poisoned the movement.

3. The formal splitting o)T of the Right

wing from the Comintern in a whole
seriei of countriecJ, i>articul!arly Kince

the Sixth Oonfrress, has served to clar-

ify the struggle !n the Communist movs-

ment. The Right wing represents the

most consistently opportunist section of

the ruling machine in the- Comlnteru
from 1923 to 1928 which, in the persOTi

of the Right witig, has n-ow taken a

giant'is stride cioser to the social demi)-

cracy. In a number of countries, sec-

tions of the Right wing have already

completed an organiaKtional fusion wiih

the Second International. In the main,

Ijowever, it represents a bridge built to-

wards social democracy. It shares (Lie

basic theortical concei>tionH of Centrism

(national socialism a^s against revolu-

tionary internationalism), but otherwise

ft leads a parasitic existence, nourished

by the cruder and more obiions hlund'jrs

of purblind Centrism, which it crit.iei/,e3

with scraps borrowed from the phitforni

of the Opposition. IjiquSdators, the ideo-

logical agents of the social democracy

under the Communist banner "who con

stituto the Brandlerist "International"

must be fought relentlessly at every

juncture. "While It has and can have

nothing in common with the Right wing

liquidators, the Left Opposition, mindful

Against National CommunismI ('
essons of the

Referendum

'RedA

" )

of the fact that great numbers of work-
ers reacted honestly in the direction or

the Right wing only because of the blun-

ders and bureaucratism of the Stalinists,

should make every effort to win over,

by fraternal discussion, the revolutionary

working class elements in the Right wing
camp.

4. In spite of, and in a sense because
of, the obstacles placed in the path of

its development and the organ iKational

defeats tnliicted upon it by tlie appar-

atus, the International Left Opposition

is today at the highest point yet attained

in its ideological progress. The disloyal

abuse of the immense apparatus at the

disposal of Centrism, its usurpation of

tiie direction of the Soviet Union and
the Comintern, the years of defeats and
revolutionary ebb, the fact that the pre-

sent revolutionary tide has not yet i>oaed

acutely and unpoatponably before the

Communist workers the fundamental
strategical problems all these circum-
stances have combined to prevent the

Ijeft Oppositoin from enjoying an organ-

izational growth commensurate with al-

most daily vindication and confirmation

of Us ideas, its prognoses, its i>iatform.

The aim «f the Left Opposition is to

redress the dispersed and bewildered;

ranks of Communism so that the organ-'

Ized revoiutionary vanguard shall be
able to fulfill Its historic mission. Our
principal task, therefore, 1? not the pur-

suit for a "mass movement", which the

whole environment and the conditions ot

our struggle renders futile, but the more
.systematic and strengtiiened organization

of our propaganda for winning the miii-

tant vanguard.

In a number of countrie.s, great steps
have been taken in the past period to-

wards the accomplishment of this task.
The International Left Opposition has
succeeded not only in clearing its ranks
of all capitulationist elements of the
Zinoviev group, but also of ultra-Leftist

dilletante and compromising tendencies,
such as were represented by Utbahns, Paz
and vari Overstraeten. In addition, ele-

ments alien to the ideas and spirit of
the Ijeft Opposition, like Pollak tn

Czecho^Slovakia, Frey in Austria, the
Landau group in Austria and Germany,
have been dropped by the way-side. The
Opposition, whose strength lies In its

idcsis and which constitutes a faction,

has especially rigid requirements and
cannot have any hesitation in enforcing
them. For that reason, the Americaii
section of the Left Opposition also en-

dorses tlie struggle conducted by our
French section against the Right wing
group of Gourget and against the ambi-
guous attitude of other members of the
Ligue, Lsuch as Naville, who did not join
in rejecting cati^forioaliy the ideas and
conduct of tills group, and whose atti-

tude, instead, confronted it. Just as ii

comforted the Landau group in its de-
structive work in the ranks of the Ger-
man OpiKJsition, In the future, the Am-
erican section must devote a greater
amount of Its attention to the develop-
ments in the other countries .so that it

tnay contribute the maximum possible

clearing the road of progress of the In-

ternational Left Opi>ositioji and helping
to overcome those difficulties, and even
crises, which frc<iuently arise in the
life of every active political organism
and from which the Left Opposition is

not Immune. Any tendency in our own
ranks to inli^^miae the imi)ortian<je of

the genuine internationalism which is

constituted by an active and fraterntii

intervention in the life and work of the

movement as a whole, mu«t be sharply
checked and corrected.

!>. One of the difficulties which the

International Opix)3ition has enountercd
in the past period has l)eon the defec-

tions of members of the Bureau whit'h

has so gratcly incapacitated it as to

compel the International Secretariat to

assume functions other than purely ad-

ministrative ones. This assumption of

EKJlitital functions has proved to be cor-

rect, and at the present moment, the

Secretariiit is the only effective center

iiolding together the various sections of

the Opposition, and, by grace of the

support given it by the great majority

of the sections, having the authority to

intervene In any country for the purpose
of defending the ideas of the Left Oi>-

position. The fact that purely formal

organiaiitional attacks are levelled at the

Secretariat precisely by those elements
who are breaking, or never had anything
in common, with the principle and poli-

tical ideas of the Opposition,—elements

like Landau, Frey, van Overstraeten, Ur-

bahns, Weisbord, etc.,.—gives the meas-
ure of these criticisms. Until an inter-

national congress can take place, and

a representative Bureau elected, wo must
give all our assistance towards streog-

tbening the authority and the capacities

of the Secretariat.

At the same time, the Communist Lea-

gue ot America (Opposition) suggests

that the International Congress be called

for the Spring of the coming year, so

that the international relations of the

OppcKsition may be strengthened, a re-

view of the past years undertaken, and

the tasks for the coming period elabor-

ated. We propose that all the main
theses and documents for the congress

shall be availabW for all the sections

at least two months before its actual

convocation.

When these lines reach the reader, thoy

will, perhaps, in one section or another,

he out of date. Through the efforts ot

the Stalinist apparatus and the friendly

collaboration of all the bourgeois gov-

ernments, the author of these lines is

placed in such circumstances under

which he can react to political events

only after a delay of several weeks. To
this must also be added that the author

is oi)liged to rely on tar from complete

information. The reader should bear this

in mind. But even from the extremely

unfavorable circumstances, we must at-

tempt to extract at least some advantage

Not having the possibility to react to

events in all their conereteness, from day

to day, the author is compelled to con-

centrate his attention on the basic points

and the central que.stions. This Is where

he justification lies for this work.

How Everything Is Turned Upon
Its Head

The mistakes of the German Com-

munist Tarty in the question of the pleb-

iscite is among those which -will become

elearer as time passes, and will finally

enter into the textbooks of revolution-

ary strategy as an example of what

should not he done. In tlie eonduct of

the Central Committee of the G. C. P.,

everything is wrong: the evaluation of

the situation is incorrect, the Immediate

aim is posed incorrectly, the means for

its achievement was selected incorrectly.

In passing, the leadership of the parly

succeeded in overthrowing all those "prin-

ciples" which it advocated within recent

years.

On July 21, the Central Committee ad-

dressed itself to the Prussian government

with the demand for democratic and soc-

ial concessions, threatening otherwise to

come out for the referendum. AdvanctUjj

its demands, the Stalinist bureaucracy

in actuality addressed Itself to the up-

per stratum ot the social democratic

party with the proposal for a united

front against the Fascists under certain

conditions. When the Social democracy
rejected the proposed conditions, the

Stalinists formed a united front with the

Fascists against the Social Democracy.

This means that the i»licy of the united

front is conducted not only from "be-

low" but also from "above". It maens
that Thaelmann Is permitted to address

himself to Braun and Severing with an

''open letter" on the joint defense of

democracy and social legislation from

the Hitlerite bands. In this manner,
these people, without even noticing what
they are doing, threw overboard their

metaphysics on the utiited front "only

from below", by means of the most stupid

and the most scandalous experiment ol

the united front oaly from tko top, un-

expectedly for the masses and again*t

their will.

If the social democracy is a variety ot

Fascism, then haw can one propose to

social Fascists a demand for the joint

defense of democracy? Having entered

upon the road of the referendum, the

party bureaueracy did not put any con-

ditions to tile National Socialists. TiThyT

If the Social Dtimocrats and the Nation-

al Socialists are only shades of Fascism,

then why can conditions be put to tht

Social Democracy and not to the Na-
tional Socialists? Or pevhaps between
these two "varieties" ttiere exist certain

very important qualitative differences in

i'egards to the social base and the meth-
ods of deceiving the masses? But then,

do not call both of them Fascists, be
cause names in politics serve in order

to differentiate and not In order to throw
everything into the same heap.

Is it true, however, that Thaelmann
entered a united front with Hitler? The
{Communist bureaucracy called the refer-

endum of Thaelmann "red". In distinc-

tion from the black or brown plebiscite

of Hitler. That the matter is concern-

ed with two mortally hostile parties. Is

naturally beyond doubt, and all the false-

hoods of the social democracy will ')0i:

compel the workers to forget it. But a

fact remains a fact ; In a certain cam-
I>aign, the Stalinist bureaucracy drew the

revolutionary workers into a united front

with the National Socialists against the

Social Democracy, At least if one could
designate his party adherence on the

ballots, then the referendum would at

least have the justification (in the given
instance, absolutely insufficient from a

politlciil standpoint) that it would have
permitted the count ot its forces and by
that itself, separate them from the forces

of Fascism. But German "democracy"
was not sollaitoug enough in its time
to provi<ie for participants In referen-
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dums the right of designating their

parties. All the voters are fused into

one inset>arablo mass whicli, on the

given question, gives one and the same
answer. Within the limit of this ques-

tion, the unity of front with the Fascists

is an indubitable fact.

Thus, between midnight and dawn ev-

erything appeared to be turned on its

head.

The "United Front", Bat With ffliom?

What political aim did the leadership

of the Communist party pursue with its

turn? The more you read the oHicia!

documents and speeches of the leaders,

the le.ss you understand this aim. The

Prussian government, we are toid. Is

paving the road for Fascism. This Is

perfectly correct. The federal govern-

ment of Brucning, the leaders of the Com-

munist party add, have actually been

fascising the republic and have already

aceompiished a lot of work on this road.

Perfectly correct, we reply to this. But

without the Prussian Braun, the fedenvl

Brueiiing cannot maintain himself the

Stalinists say. This too is correct, wv

reply to them. Up to this point, vra

are in complete accord. But what pol-

itical conclusions flow from this? We
have not the slightest griiund for sup-

porting Brflun's government, for takins

even a shadow of responsibility for it

before the masses, or even for weakening

by one iota our political struggle against

the government of Bruening and Itt

Prussian agency. But we have .^tiii

less j^round for helping the Fascists to

repla(?e the government of Bruening-

Braun. Because If we accuse the iSocial

.Democracy, with sufficient grounds, ot

paving the road for Fascism, then our

own task -can least of all consist of

shortemng this road for Fascism.

The circular letter of the Central

Committee of the German Communist
Party to all the nuclei, on July 2T, most
mercilessly lays bare the inconsistency

of the leadership, becau.se it is the pro-

duct of a collective elaboration of the

question, Tlie essence of ihe letter,

liberated from confusion and contradic-

tions, is reduced to the idea that, in the

final analysis, there is no difference be-

tween the Social Democrats and the Fas-

cists, that is, that there is no difference

between the enemy who deceives and
betrays the workers, taking advantage of

their patience, and tlie enemy who si;n-

ply wants to kill them off. Feeling the

senselessness of such -an identification,

the authors of the circular letter unex-
pectedly make n turn and present the

red referendum as the "decisive a])plica-

tion of tlie jiolicy of united front from
below ( !) towards the Social Democra-
tic, the christian and the non-party work-
ers". In whit way the intervention in

the plebiscite alongside of the Fascists,

against the Social Democrn<'y and the

party of the Center, is an application

of the policy of the united front towards
the Social Democratic and christian work-
ers—will not be understood by any pro-

letarian mind. The reference is evident-

V to those Social l>emcoratic workers
who, having broken away from their

party, participated in the referendum.

How many of them? By the jwlicy of

the united front, one should at lea.^t

nnderstand a common action, not with

the workers who have left the Sociiil

Democracy, but with those who remain in

its ranks. T'nfortunately, there are still

a great number of them.

The Qaestien of the Relation of Forces

The tonly phrase in Thaelmann',^

speech of Juiy 24, which restmibles a ser-

ious motivation of the question is as fol-

lows: "The red referendum, by utili/;-

Ing the possibilities of legal, parliament-

ary mass action, represents a step for-

ward in the direction of the extra-par-

liamentary mobilization of the mases'.
It these words have any sense at all,

it ia only the following: We take the

parliamentary vote as the point of dc
parture for our general revolutionary

offensive, in order to ovcrtlirow the gov-

ernment of the Social Democracy and
the parties of the golden mean ailled

with it, by legal mean.s, and in order
afterwards, by the pressure of the rev-

olutionary ma.sses, to overthrow Fascism
which is attempting to become the licir

to the Social Democracy. In other words :

the Prussian referendum only plays th';>

role of a spring-board for the revolu-
tionary leap. Yes, as a spring-board,
the plebiscite would have been fully jus-

tilled. Whether the Fascists vote togeth-

er with the Communists or not, would

lose all significance, beginning with the

moment when tiie proletariat, by its pres-

sure, overthrows the Fascists and takcb

the iwwer Into its own hands. For a

spring-board, one can make use of any

planks, fhe plank of the referendum in-

ciuded. Only, the possibility of actually

taking the jump must be there, not in

words liuL in deeds. The problem is con-

sequently reducfKl to the relation of

forces. To come out into the streets

with lhe slogan "I^own with the Brusn-

ing-Braun government!" at a time when
according to the relation of forces, it can

only be reyiaced by a government of Ilit-

ler-Ilugenburg, is the sheerest adventur-

ism. Tlie same slogan, however, assumes
an altogether different sense if it be-

comes an introduction to the immediate

struggle of fhe proletariat itself for

power. In the first instance, the Com-
munists wouid appear in the eyes of the

masses as the aids of reaction ; but in

the stH:ond instance, the question of how
t iie Fascists voted before they were
crushed by the proietariat would have
lost all political signiiicance.

The question of the coincidence of the

voting with the Fascists is consequently

viewed by us rtot from the point of

view of some alistract principle, but from
the point of view of the actual struggle

of th{? classes for power, and the relatioa-

ship of forces at a given stage of thix

si ruggie.

Let Us Look Back at the Russian

Experience

It may be regarded as Incontestable

that at the moment of the proletarian up-

rising, the difference betw^n the Soc-

ial Democratic bureaucracy and the

Fascists will actually be reduced to a

niiuiraura, if not to zero. In the Octobi.-r

days, the Russian Menshevlks and S.

U.s fought against the proletariat hand

in hand with tho Cadets, Kornilovisls

and mon.-irchists. The Bolsheviks lett

the pre-pariiament in October and went

into the streets, in order to call upon

the masses for an armed uprising. If,

simuLtaneously with the Bolsheviks, some
kind of a monarchist group, let us say,

had also left the pre-parliaraent In thoae

days, this would not have had any pol-

itical significance because the monarch-

ists were overthrown together with the

democracy.
The party arrived at the October up-

rising, however, through a series ot

stages. At the time of the April, 1917

demonstration, a section of the Holslm-

viks advanced the slogan : "Down with

the provisional ^jovernment !" But the

Central Committee Immediately rejected

the ultra-Leftists. Of course, we should

propagate the necessity of overthrowiiig

the provisional government; but to call

the workers into the streets under this

slogan, cannot yet be done, because we
ourselves are still a minority in the

working class. If we overthrow the

provisional government under these cou-

ditions, we will not be able to replace

it, and consequently we will help the

counter-revolution. We must patiently

explain to the masses the anti-popular

character of this go-<ertiment, before tiie

hour for its overthrow has stcuck. Sucn
was the position of the partj'.

During the subsequent period, the slo-

gan of the party was : "Down with the

capitalist ministers!" This was a de-

mand directed at the social democracj
to break its coalition with the bourge-

oisie. In July, we led a demonstration

of workers and soldiers under the slo-

gan "Ail power to Ihe Soviets!", which
meant at that time: all power to the Men-
shevlks and S, R.s. The MensIieviM and
the S. R.s, together with the White
(Juardisfs, cruslied us.

Two months later, Kornllov rose

against ihe provisional government.
In fhe struggle against Korntlov,

occupied the frontline positions, Lenin

was at that time in hiding. Thousands
of Bolsheviks were in the jails. The
workers, soldiers and sailors demanded
(lie liberation of their leaders and of tlie

Bolsheviks in general. The provisional

(JoviTumeiit did not come to termsi

Should not the Central Committee ot

the Bolsheviks have addressed an ulti-

matum to the government of Kercnsky:
Free the Bol.sheviks immediately and re-

move from them the disgraceful accusa-
tion of service to the Ilohenzollenis—
and, in tlie event of Kerensky's r<>fnsul,

Do Not Make Mooney Case a Football

M.N.Roy Arrested in India

Manafiendra Natli Roy, the principal

leader of the Right wing of the Indian

Communists, has betm arrested by the

British authorIties-4n India and charged

with high treason. This is the second

time Roy has been on trial, the first one

having been during his absence from

India, when the same charge was laid

against him and other Communists.

Labor and revolutionary organizations in

a number of countries, and outstanding

scientists, authors, artists and publicists,

have already adopted resolutions demand-
ing his release from the Indian prisons

of British imperialism and fhe British

Labor Party, for it was during the Labor
party cabinet's regime that he was ar-

rested. The International Labor De-

fense, of course, has refused to do any-

thing about the case Roy, who was
one of the leaders of the Comintern in

its early days, became an ardent sup-

porter of the Stalln-Bucharin regime.

He was expelled after the 6th Congress.

(Continued from Page 1)

presentatlve of the Mooney Committee is

a partner to this movement -does not
change the fact either, and the sooner
it is realized the more swiftly the genu-
ine united front movement for Jlooney
will progress.) The purpose of the com-
mittee is "one effective demonstration in

which all forces constructively and hon-
estly willing to ielp, may do their part."

We know this language well. This is

t,aken from the reactionaries in the

labor movemeiLt who use it demagogically
and with a despicably pious hypocrisy
against the Left wing who, you see, are

not as "constructive and honest" as the

Greens, Wolls, Hlllmans and their

ilk. . . .

We say quite openly : liot an ounce of

confidence can he placed in this sell-

constituted eliquB, thrown together behind
closed doors. The protest movement,
the united front for Mooney Is inconceiv-

able without the Communists and the

Ijeft wing. Whoever starts off without
them has started off on the wrong foot,

has made a start which will end where
the previous deceptive and abortive move-

ments "for Mooney" ended—in the
ditch. It is n-ot two or three or twenty
movements for Mooney that are needed,
but one. It is not a conglomeration of

reactionaries, pseudo-progressives and
assortetl sliysters who can organize and
lead it, much less organize and lead it

against the Communists. That is to say,

it cannot lead it corrtwtly or success-

fully. But it can undoubtedly muddy the

waters for some time to come. And it

can do this largely because the official

Left wing movement, hornswoggled by

the Stalinist bureaucracy, has not started

off by clearing the waters.

For a Genuine Movement
Whatever strength the newly-formed

"Mooney committee" may gain will come
to a large extent from the blunders i\\

ready made by the Communists, without
whom, we repeat, no real movement is

^'orthy of the name. What milk has

been spilled cannot he gathered up again.

But a new and better start can be made
and must be made. The IllUman-Cohen-

Muste-Balley committee is only the first

installment on the payments the Left

wing will get from the conservative and
reactionary camp for its radically false

course. A timely correction will minim-
ise or even conceal any future pay
ments.

Ijet everybotiy bear in mind : the

Mooney case is no faction football, and
ivlioever seeks to use it for this pur-

pose will come a cropper in the end.

The Stalinists can just as little use it

for the prestige of their own false line

as the labor skates can use It for their

anti-Communist arsenal. It Is up to the

class conscious militants to make this

idea prevail. —II. S.
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Bnndle r&tea, S cehta {»e* co[it

have refused to fight against Kortiiiov?

This Is probaidy how the Central Com-
mittee of Thaelmann, Remm^^Ie, Neumann
would have acted. But this is not how
the Central Committee of the Bolsheviks,

acted. Lenin wrote at the time; "It

would have been the profoundest error

to think that the revolutionary pro-

letai'iat is capiible. so to s!iy, out of 're-

venge' ui>i)n tiie S. R.s and Meiisboviks

—for their support of the crusbiug of th-;

Bolsheviks, the assassinations on the

front and the disarming of fhe workers

—of 'refusing' to sui>port them agaia-it

Ihe counter-revolution. Sucli a way of

putting fhe question Avonld have meant,

jirst (if all, the carrying over of potty

bonrgeois conceptions of morals into Iha

proletariat (because for (lie good of tho

cause the proletariat will always suiv-

port not only tiie vacillatii.g petty bour-

gcoL-iie but also the big iiourgeoisoj ; in

tlie second place, it woitid have been

—

and this is most imporlant—a petty lioui-

geois attempt to cast a sbadow, by 'mor-

aliKing', over !lie poHiicai essence of the

matter."

If we had not ret>ulsed Koridlov in

August, and had thereby facilitated his

coming to victory, he would, in the first

place, have destroyed the {lower of lhe

working cias.s, and conseipiently, would
have in!erfei\'d with our victory, two
months later, over the cialciliatoM when
they were overtaken by (heir X<^mesis-"

not in words but in (lec<ls—for their his-

toric crime.

It Is precisely "petty bourgeois moral-
izing" which Tbaelniaim and Co, engage
in when, in justification of their own
turn, they b("gm to cmmicrnte the end-

less infamies committed by tiie .soci.il

democracy.

With Blown-Out Lanterns

Historical analogies are only analogie.-i.

There can be no talk aiiout tht; identity

of conditions and tasks. But in the fig-

urative language of analogies, we may
ask: At the time of the referendum in

{iermany, was the <iue,stioi! jiosed of (ho

defciL'ie against the Korniloviad, or in

reality, of the overtiirow of the whole

bourgeois order by the proletariat? This

question is not decided oy liare princi-

ples, !)or by polemical formulae, hut liy

tiie relatfon ot forces. With what eaio

and sincerity the Bolsheviks studied,

counted and measured the relation of

forces at every new stage of the revoSu-

t!on! Did the leadership of the German.

Communist Party attempt, when it en-

tered into the iitruggle, to draw the pre-

liminary balance of tht? struggling forces?

Neither in articles, nor In speeches, do
we find such a balance. Like their

teacher Stalin, the Berlin pupils conduct

politics with biow-n-out lanterns.

His considerations on tiic decisive

question of the relation of forces, are

reduced by Thaelmann to two or three

genera! phrases. "We no longer live in

102;j," he said in his report, "the Com-
munist party is at present the party of

many millions, which grows at a furious

pace." And tbi.s Is all! Thaelmann could

not show mf>re <ilearly the extent fo

which an understanding of fhe difference

between the situation in lf)^3 and liKU

Is foreign to him! Then, the social dem-

ocracy was breaking up iiito bits. The
workers who did not yet succed in l>reak-

ing away from the ranks of the Social

Democracy, turned their eyes hopefully

in the direction of the Communist party.

Tfien, Fascism repivsealcd to a far

greater degree, a scarecrow^ in the garden

ot the iiourgeoisie, rather than a serious

political reality. The imiuenct! of the

Communist party on the trade unions and

the factory committees was incompara-

bly greated in lf)2;i than it \a today. The
factory committees were actually carry-

ing out at that time the basic functions

of Soviets. The Social Democratic bur-

eaucracy in the trade unions was losing

ground from nnder its feet every day.

The fact tiiat the situation In 1923 waa
not utilized by the opportunist leader-

ship of the Comintf^rn and tiie German
Communist Party is still alive in Van

consciousness of the classes and tlio

parties, and in the'nintual relationships

between them. Tlie Communist i>;irly,

Thaelmann says, i.-^ the parly of millions.

We are very glad of that. We are very

proud of it. But we do not forget tiiat

the Social Democracy stiil remains the

party of milHons, We do not forget that,

thanks to the hor-rible chain of the epi-

gone mistakes of 1023-10/il. the present

Social Democracy reveals far greater

powers of resistance tlian ihe Social

Democracy of lija*?. We do not forget

that present-day Fascism, nu)',sed and
reared by the betrayals of the tsocial Dem-
ocracy and the misfakes of the Stalin-

ist !)ureaucracy, represents a tremendous
obstacle on t!ie road to ihe seizure of

power by the proletariat. The Commun-
ist party is the party of miliions. But
thanks fo the precMiiug strategy of tlie

"third period", the period of concentrated
bureaucratic .stupidity, the Communist
party is still extremely weak today in

the trade unions and in the factory com-
mittees. The struggle for power can-
not be led by basing oneself only <ui tlie

votes of a referendum. One must have
.support in the factories, !n the trades, in

the trade unions and in t!ie factory com-
mittees. AH this is forgotten hy Thael-
mann who suf»;titutes strong words for
an analysis of the situation.

To contend that in July-August 19S1,

the German Communist Party was so
powerful that it could ented into an open
struggle with bourgeois society, «m em-
bodied in both its flanks, the Social Dem-
ocracy and Fascfsm, could Iw done only
by a man who has fallen from the moon.
The party bureaucracy itself does not
think so. If it resorts to such an
argument. It is only because the plebis-

cite failed and consequently it was not
put to the further test. It is prceiseiy
in this irresponsibility, in this hjindness,
in this unscrupulous pursuit of effect*,

that the adventurist half of the soul oC
Stalinist Centrism find its expression 1

{To Be Cojitinued)
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Our Second Conference

A Milestone in the Progress of the American Opposition
4

The delegates from all over the coun-

try wlio come together for the second

National Conference of the Left Opposi-

tion will asemble_ under the banner of an
organization which has not been so

strengthened in every respect, w sure of

ita ground, 30> confident of its victory, at

any time since its foundation. Through
all the vicissitudes and weaj£ points

that stand recorded in the more than two
years since our first national conference,

we look back OTcr a period of the con-

solidation and growHi of our influence.

The Marsian wing of the movement, re-

duced to a numerically small section by

an unprecedented combinatou of eircmn-

stances, has established a place for it-

self from w'htch all the violence, sup-

pression and slanders of the Centrist ap-

paratus have been unable to tear it.

The voices of the prophets of doom are
greatly stilled today. The Right wing
which, while in power in the party, com-
blaed with the Foster faction to expel

as.-summarily from the party, is itself

out of the ranl» today. At the bottoix

of Its defeat lie the invincible ideas ot

the Left Opposition, from which the Cen-
trists were compelled to liorrow whole-
Bftls in order to combat the liquidators.

In a remarkably short time, in this

country, at least, the march of events

has revenged Itself upon the I^ovestone-

Its In BO conclusive a manner that it no
longer brooks discussion. When they ex-

pelled us, It was with the declaration

that we were, or soon would be. In She

oamp of »11 the enemies of Communsim;
that we would soon he on the same side

with MuBte,.wlth Brftndler, with Lore,

with BaluUky, with the A. F. of L. bur-

eaucracy—against Communism and the

Communist party. Hardly kad the Ink

dried on their accusations, when they

themselves adopted the course with which
they charged ua. Today, the Ri^t wing
faction Is the American section of the

Brandlerlst t'lnternftilonal". In the

needle trades unions it conducts a strug-

gle, hand In glove with anti-Communist

and pseudo-progressive cheap-jacks for

the liquidation of the militant unions.

In Paterson, it sits cheek by jowl with

Muste. Salutsky, Lore and the A. F. of

L. skates, playing the baaa role of In-

rofmers agalnet the Communists, smooth-

ing the road towards the betrayal of the

silk workers by the trade union hier-

archy. The faction which, after lt<i ex-

pulsion from the party, made the charge

of "sectarianism" Its highest trump
against us, Iteelf occupies the pla.ce of

a tiny sect tagging along at the heels

of "progressives", protesting the value

of its special kind of nervices against

the revolutionists.

As against the Stalinists Of the Cen-

trist facitioE, the Left Opposition lias also

made considtirable progress. Having us-

urped the tremendous machinery of the

Comintern, with the official stamp of the

Soviet Union upon them, the Stalinists

have had tremendous opportunities to

advance the influence and the prestige

of the Communist movement, particu-

larly in the last three years. But the

ofl3ctal stamp and the apparatus have

proved to be Inadequate. Correct revolu-

tionaries ideas, an ever greater absonce

of which is the mark of Stalinism, are

the essential pre-requisite to revolution-

ary progress. In this field, ithe appara

tua-men have made one blunder after an-

other. The influence of the party in the

great unemployed movement, in spite of

the Increase of joblessness, has declined

to a low point. The strikes led by the

party have not merely ended in defeats,

but have been marked by fatal mistakes

wtich a correct course could easily have

avoided. The magniflcent opportunities

offered to Communist leadership for tak-

ing the initiative in a nation-wide united

front movement, have been systematical-

ly sabotAged by the Stalinists, and In

its place, the sectarian, disastrous form-

ula of the "united front from below"

has been substituted.

Our Portion Confiriited

On virtually every occasion, the fore-

casts and the proposals made by the

Left Opposition have been, confirmed hy

the events themselves. In the trade un-

ion field primarily, in the field where

the party's attitude towards the dally

problems of the working class is put

sharply to the test, the viewpoint of the

Opposition has not only been Justified

as against that of the Stalinists, but our

persistent principled criticism has slow-

ly made Its way through all the bureau-

cratic barriers and finally found eiprra-

sion, even if to a limited degree. In the

turn from the extremely false positions

adopted by the party leaders at ttre

height of the "third period" follies. The
latest demonstration of the power of

our ideas has been the turn made by

the par.ty in our direction, by its advo-

cacy of the development of trade re-

lations with the Soviet Union In connec-

tion with the Five Year Plan and mass
unemployment in the United States,

In general, where tbe Stalinists have

continued, with increasingly harmful re-

sults, to pursue their classic course of

eig-zags, condemning today what was
gospel yesterday, spreading confusion on

every question, the Left Opposition has

been able to maintain a steady course

on the fundamental principled questions

of the rervolutionary movement, the ideas

gaining In influence and support In a

widening circle of Communist workers.

Our own ranks have experienced a
gratifying consolidation, especially in the

realm of our ideas In which lies oor
greatest strength. Questions upon which
lack of clarity existed, upon which we
even had a false position, or which were
disputed for some time, now approach a

ff^ar CloudsDark

in Manchuria

The political lease granted to Chiang
Kai-Shek by imperialism for his services

as butcher of the Chinese proletariat

seems to be at an end. The coincidence

of several important internal and CKter-

ual development in Chinese affairs has
forced Nipponese capitalism to dispense

with the services of their Chinese bour-

geois iackies and to take matters into
iinai and correct conclusion, and tliere their own bands.
is no doubt that the conference will putl

j^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ jj^^^
its definite stamp of approval upon the

results so that they may henceforth be

regarded as settled questions for us.

The Opposition was not and could not
be born as a full-fledged, matured politi-

cai body. It was assisted in the process

of its growth by the invaluable experi-

ences, both positive and negative, of the

Opposition groups in other countries, and
primarily the experiences of the Rus-
sian Bolshevik-Leninists. Without thi«

active internationalism—participation in

the ideological and organizational life

of the movement as a whole—the past

period would undoubtedly have been

marked by considerable difficulties and
even by crises which we were able to

avoid.

The second conference meets with a
firm Marxian nucleus establshed in this

country. The struggles we conducted

against the Right wing and Centrist fac-

tions have steeled our faction in intran-

sigeance and in principle. To no small

degree was this process advanced by our

own internal struggles, against the facile

confusion of Weisbord, for instance. Ot
incalculable aid In 'this, also, was our

Militattt, which we have once more suc-

ceeded in establishing as a weekly paper,

and the series of Marxian works—pam-
phlets and books—which we turned out

and which found such an encouraging

reception among the Communist workers.

''The Left Opposition is the only pro-

gressive force in the Communist move-
ment." The American section has al-

ready succeeded, in spite of our numer-

ous and manifest shortcomings, in laying

the solid foundation for new steps for-

ward. We have an unshakable faith in

the power of our ideas and the sureness

of our victory, provided we remain true

to ourselves. These ideas will become a

real power when they penetrate the mass-

es. This aim we will realize, not by

an impatient leap ovr stages of our own
development, not by "clever maneuvers"

and high-sounding schemes, but by an un-

yielding adherence to our fundamental

line in principle, by ithe hard road of

preparing the Marxian kernel of revoul-

tiouists, by re.popularizing the ideas and

methods of Marx and Lenin, the ideas

wlilch made the Russian revolution and

built the Communist International. In

this historic task we have assumed, we
are sure to "win the support of the rev-

olutionary elements In the Communist

party and the Left wing around It, and

we shall bend every effort in that direc-

tion.

Our conference will mark a milestone

on this road, that will enable us to tread

it more surely and more swiftly in the

coming period.

Chiang Kai-Shek was linked to the Japan-

ese by ail sorts of political and personal

entanglements, and even by family re-

lationship. The fact that Chiang is at

present being undermined by his imper-

ialist patrons marks the seriousness o£ the

situation. For some time now, his power
and that of the Central government at

Nanking have been undermined consider-

ably by the tenacious and persistent

struggle of the partisan detachments ot

the revolutionat:y peasantry, hy the new
alliance of the Kuo Min Tang "Left" at

Canton, as well as by materinl disadvan-

tages heaped on top of these, such as tiic

recent flood disaster. All of whicli, by

(Continued on Page 4)

Steel Wages Slashed

Throughout Land
The heaviest single blow dealt in the

national wage-cutting cami>aign of the

capitalist class ha.i just been delivered

hy the United States Steel Corporation,

which announced that, effective October

1st, wages of ail its employees, approxi-

mately 220,000, would be cut ten percent.

A few hours later, the second largest

jiteei corporation in the country, Bethle-

hem, announced a similar cut, effective

the same day. for its 50,000 workers.

The Youngatown Sheet and Tube Com-
pany has followed suit.

TTie socalled independent steel barons

have already announced that the cut will

be universal throughout the industry. The
president of the Pittsburgh Steel Com-
pany expressed the sentiments of the "in-

dependents" by saying that "we could

not ignore such a handicap as a 10 per-

cent wage reduction by other firms. It

will bo necessary for us to take similar

action to keep our operating costs at the

general level."

A virtually identical wage cut was
announced simultaneously by tiie United

States Rubber Company, the largest in

that industry, with 25,000 employees. The
"five-day week" is to be estahiished in

its plants, with an equivalent cut in

wage,:; which would amount to about one-

eleventh of the present scale.

To cap It all for the most ruthless

and widespread wage reductions ever an-

nounced in one day, the General Motors

Corporation has announced salary cuts

ranging from ten to twenty percent.

"Ilouriy wage rates of the corporation

Expulsions Campaign Begins in I. L D.
A few days after Hacker, the New

York district organizer, of the I. L. D.,

had "spilt the beans" about expelling all

Oppositionists from the ranks of the or^

ganization, he sent down one of his lieut-

enants to Young Defenders Branch No.

3 and then to the Steve Katovis Branch

to expel the disrupters who had been

among the most active members of their

group. The Stalinist agent who pressed

the charges against comrades Bord and

Craiae—members, and active ones at

that, of the I, L. D. for several monUw—
and against comrade Harry Milton wtio

had applied for membership in the I. L-

D., was none other than the discredited

Malkin. After havlne been expelled l*om

the Left Opposition lor making back-

stage deals with the Eight wing faluers

of the A. F. of Ia Furriers' Onion at k

time when the Left wing was under Are,

he is today wearing the badge of of-

ficial Communism in order to hito hia

treachery. We have warned the party

comrades of Malkin before this. How-
ever, Malkin did manage to attack him-

self the name and ubious honor om
being a servant to the Hackers and Fos-

ters.

The bluntness with which the charges

were pressed is exceedingly remarkabl*.

The comrades were simply expelled for

belonging to a political organization

other than the Communist party, and thi»

in the face of all the I. L. U. says about

not being a political organization. On
such a basis the 1. L. D. expects to win

over all vrorkera to its banner. It was

not until Tve pressed them to point out

the detailed "crlmee" we had conamitted

that we were given lies as to our various

R.R.S Prepare Wage Cuts
The policy of class collaboration,

wnuse Classic home has been the tour

ruiiway oroihernoods, will soon L>e con-

iruiiLeu by a decisive conLtict of inier-

est;j under the pressure of the crisis,

in the first halt of this jear, gross re-

venues of the railroads fell otf 28.1%

compared with 1020, and 18.1% compared

with the first half of 1921, the worsi

previous crisis. Operating profits were

$238,000,000, compared with ?5G3,0O0,0QO

for the first half of 102'. At this rate,

for 1931 the railroads will earn $616,-

000,000, or less than 3% on their official

valuation of over $21,000,000,000.

Bondholders are in a panic, not to

speak of stockholders. Banks, insurance

companies, trust funds, indlvMually and

through their organizations, have sent

delegations to Washington to picture the

sad fate of the widows and orphans

whose investments are being ruined.

Finally, the situation has resolved itself

into two alternatives—either an increase

in railroad rates, or a cut in railroad

wages. The Interstate Ctimmerce Com-

mission closed hearings at Chicago on

Sept. 5, and is expected to iand down

a decision next month. The railroads

ask for a 15% increase except for coal

and coke, on which a set of schedules

is to be worked out may average more

than 15%.

Position of Labor Leaders

The railroad brotherhoods of course

are supporting this move, and in general

"defending" the railroads. Last March,

Robertson of tlhe Locomotive J'iremen

and Engineers, addressing the National

Association of Owners of Railroad and

I^ublic Utility Cesurities stated that

waterways, if allowed to develop at all,

"should complement the railroads under

their ownership and operation", and

that "the railroads, under regulation and

with the proper spirit of cooperation

shown toward their employees, should

control and manage the coordination of

public transportation facilities."

The* acute crisis In the railroads J»

caused by two things: the sliarp tailing-

off in traffic, and the increasingly effec-

tive competition of passenger automo-

biles and busses for the passenger traffic,

trucks for less-than-carload (I. c. 1.)

freight, and barges run on land water-

ways, rivers and( canals, for carload

traflic. In 1929, it is estimated that over

650 billion ton-miles (tonnage moved

times miles liauled) of freight were

transportd in the United States. Of this

(Continued on Page 4)

activities. It was plain that the mach-
inery liad been well oiled to railroad us

out of the I, L. D, and that no excuses

were needed by the organizers or by

Malkin. The details of the expulsion are

of viilue only in so far as they expose

the manner in which the Stalinists can
corrupt and contract a mass organistation

to the confines of a party apjiendage.

However, there was at least one com-

rade who rose to speak against our ex-

pulsion and had the manhood eaough to

vote as he believed. The others voted for

the resolution against Trotskylsts, manf
reluctantly. This resoluiton contained

mention from ''intervention of the Im-

porialietB in the Soviet Union" to tha

"Paterson strike." It was deliberately

drmvn tn such a manner as to cOnluso

the members of the branches. It con-

tatned the fl»atence to liie ^ect that

»lnce the I. L. D. reoogidzes tiio Comltt-

teoii, and tlhe l^ter do^ not rocogiuza

the OpipaeitiMii, the I. L. D. was not e*-

t!ig to allow Oppositionists to p>artk>lpate

in its worfa!

The I, L. D. closw its eyes at th«

same time to the workers in the S. P.

and other reformist organizations even

tkough the Comintern does not "recog-

alze" them. In this spirit, Malkin him-

self while still la the Oppoeition, was not

allowed the floor at a mass meeting

called for his ovni defense by the I. L,

D. In this way, Morgenstern and Good-

man were not given defense in Philadel-

phiai WIKh this spirit, the I. L, D. will

not succeed in rallying the masses around

itself as the leader in the movemeat

for the class war prisoners. Because Its

eyes are shut and we dared to bring up

Uiis point, we were exprflcd. The bui^

eaucrats do not Intfend to stop here. They

threaten more expulsiotf* and they will

find more Malkins to do tlie dirty work.

We on our part do not intend bo stop

here ei;hcr. Wc app™! to all those -who

are in earnest about Ituilding tho I. L.

D., not as a Stalinist sect, but e« a

mass organization, we appeal to these

comrades to raise voices ot protest

against the procedure of the irreeponsl-

ble bureaucrats. fWe, for our part, will

carry on defence activities Irv spite ot

them. We wiU give all the support we

can to the I. L. D., whether it la ac-

knowledged or not. At the same time,

we will carry on our Gtruggle against

Hacker and his Ilk, thus helping the L

EXPANSION PROORAM
which opened this week miirks another

achievement of the organization, follow-

ing directly In the tasks outlined for our-

selves in the Expansion Program. We
declared that when the Fund reached a

certain point, we should have strengthen-

ed the national ofllce and the staff, the

branches of the League, and that wo
would have returned the Militant to a

weekly basis. All of these tasks have

been realized up to now and we are de-

termined to finish the, campaign in pro-

per style. With the $1,500 mark reached,

our national conference was to be held,

and now this task is being realized too.

The fund now exceeds $1,400, With the

balance to be raised for the total of

NEW YORK FORUM
A new scries of Forum lectures, un-

der the auspices of the New York
Branch of the Communist IjOaKue of Am-
erica (Opposition), will begin its third

season on Friday, Otocber 2nd, 1031 at

the Labor Temple, 14th Street and 2nd

Avenue. Prominent and well known
leaders of the American revolutionary

movement will deal with the most im-

portant current evenL'i and interpret them

In the light of Marxism. All workers

are invited to attend aUfi participate in

the discussion.

begin the publication of the theoretical

organ. These will be big steps forward

for our movement and every effort must

be made now, with the conference open-

ing a new period in our organization, to

raise the full tjuota and raise it quickly.

We know it can be done. A tew dol-

lars from every member will turn the

triek. And if our sympathizers, our fel-

low-workers in the shops and labor or-

ganizations, are approached on a mora

extensive scale, the claim on every mem-

ber will be that much reduced. Less than

six hundred doliara are now required

and if the Mllitent is to be strongly e»-

tablished. If the road to the monthly

theoretical organ is to be traversed

swiftly, if we are to increase the number

of pamphlets and books issud by us—the

money must be contributed generously

and quickly.

Every comrade's shoulder to the wheel!

Secure the Militant by finishing the Ex-

pansion Program Fund to the last cent!

Since the contributions tisled in our

last issue, we have received the follow-

ing sums : New York : T. F. Meade—1,85

;

A. Basky—T.OO; B. J. Fields—25.00

;

Boston branch—6.00. Total: $33.85,

Previously reported: $1,392.14. Grand

Total to date: $1,425.98.

L. D. to rid itself of those who prevent

its growth, —It. G.

Refused Admission

On Sept. 11, I filled out an applica-

tion for membership at tiu; Steve Katovis

Branch of Uie I, L. D, I was instructed

by the secretary to appsar at the next

week's meeting. The following Friday, I

appeared before the branch and wob told

In wait until new applicants for mem
bership appeared on the order of busi-

ness.

The meeting began with the organiaer

making a special announcement that a
repr^entative of the O. E. G. of the

I. L. D, was to address the meeting on
the subject of the "disrupters".

To the astonishment of the writer, th«

representative of the I. L. D. proved to

be none other than M. Malkin recently

expelled from the Oppositon.

The chairman introduced the speaker

and M'alkin teok the floor. This is th»
substance of his speech

:

That the N. B. C, of the C, L. A. had

made a motion thait every member of the

0. L. of A. join the I. L. D, and organ!

zatlons sympathetic to tfie party for the

purpose of disrupting and splitting them.

That Morgenstern and Goodman had
been handing out a learflet attacking the

party and the I, L. D. in Philadelphia

and that the I. L. I>. would not defend

such renegades. That the G. L. of A,

in Philadelphia had built an opponent

organization and was fighting the I. L, D.

That when ocmradee Cannon and
Shachtman were at the bead of the I,

L. D., they pursued an anti-class defense

policy and that was the reason they were
removed from the i«adorship.

That all members and sympathSECrH of

the Trotskyists were renegades and coun-

ter-revolutionists and were not eligible

for membership in the I. L. IJ. and any
.such individuals already memljers should

be expelled.

That the C. L. of A. and the Opposi-

tion the world over were against the Sov-

iet Union against the C. I. and enemlee

of the -working class.

That we had united with Muste, the

A. F. of L. and the police in Paterson

and that we were fighting the party and
the National Textile Workers Unloa
there.

That any organization or individual

that did not support the party could not

belong to the I. L. D. and if they were

already members they should be expelled.

He thfeh presented a resolution which
he said must be supported by every ORe
present.

The substance of the resoiution was
as follows : The C, L, of A. Is a countef-

revolutionary organization and enemy of

the I. L. D. and the working class. Any
member of this organlaation is Ineligible

tor memberis(hip and if -already a member
should be expelled. That the C. L. of A.

was opposed to the principles and ideals

ot I. L. D. and that tb« members of this

organlza-tlon Joined for the pose o( dis-

rupting the I. L. D.

There was also a motion to th« Sal-

lowing affeot: That H«rry Milton, wlio

had made out an application for member*
ship in the Steve Katovis branch of the

%, L. D., not be accepted, because he was
a member ot the C. L. of A.

The floor was then thrown open for

(Continued on Page 2)

are not affected," according to the presi-

dent, Mr, Sloan, but it will be recalled

that the Steel trust announceerant of

wage cuts was preceded by an exactly

similar announcement a number of weeks
ago.

The steel industry cuts were forecast

and analyzed in the Militant two weeks
ago, when we Tvrote in part as follows

;

'Wages per ton of finished steel have
declined steadily, during the .same period.

In 1922, wRgss pr ton were $42.3o, from
which they dropped to $27.45 per ton by
1029; last year, the company could not
fire workers as fast as the demand for

steel declinetl, and the average wage per

ton rose slightly to -31.60. Correspond-
ing to the steady decline in wages has
been an increase in the proportion of

profit to the gross sales of the corpora-

tion. As recently as JS24, the Steel Cor-

poration paid out in wages ,15 cents out
of every dollar that it took in, and re-

tained as profits 12 and a half cents. By
1929, the share of labor had declined

steadily to 28 cents, and the share of
Ixmdholders and iitockholdors had in-

creased just as steadily to over 17 cents.

I/ist year, because of tlie inability of the

big corporation to adjust its activities

rapidly to the shrinking market for

steel,, mentioned aliove, the share of

labor was! 35 cents and profits lii cents

. . . We conclude th^tt the steel companies
are about to engage in a drastic cam-
paign of wage-cutting which will place

a militant steel strike on the order of

the day."

Now the cuts have been officially an-

nounced, in spite of ail the pious pledges

made to the contrary. Hoover, It is re-

ported, is consideralily "shocked" by the

announcement, ijecause of 'the promises
made by the steel makers to maintain
wage standards. No intelligent worker
was ever deceived by these promises,

made mainly for the purpose of offering

a pretext to the A. F. of L. leaders not

to mobilize the resistance of the workers.

If any doubts ever existed about the

deceptiveness of the Hoover conference

and -the solemn pledges of capitalists and
labor leaders, the recent action will re-

move them for good. Hoover will soon
recover from his "shock". The steel

workers, who have been unemployed as

it is, or else working only two, three or

four days a week, will receive a ''shock"

of much more durable and disastrous

character.

A Signal to the Bosses

The wage cut announcements by ihese

huge corporations, with whom are allied

In one way or another virtually every

powerful industrial enterprise and big

banking interest in the country, is far

from the end of the reductions campaign ;

it is the signal given by the masters of

American industry for a ss'stematic, na-

tion-wile, relentless undercutting of the

standards of living of the whole working
class. When these people speak, it is

not the corner grocer cutting the wages
of his clerk, but the Taylors. Morgans,
Farrolls, Schwabs, (Jraces, Sloans, Dav-

iscs—the real dictatorship of the capi-

talist class in America—who iiave sound-

ed the keynote.

What we have written in the past Is

being realized today. The textile work-

erA and miners were driven back with

such violence, with the hope that the

spirit of the workers would be broken

when the wage cuts in the bigger and
even more basic industries would be

proclaimed. Today it is steel, rubber and

DMrtor cars. Tomorrow it wlU be the

railroads. , Tlie next day, all the others

will be confronted with the same fate,

irnless the resistance is organized now,

the struggles in the future will be con-

siderably handicapped.

Who will stand as the organizing cen-

ter of this defense of labor's standards?

Surely not the A. F. of L. leaders. For

years they have lulled the workers into

a false security. They have stripped the

unions of every militan-t fighter who
sought ,to arouse the vigilance of the

workers. They tied the organized labor

movement to the footstool of the capi-

talists. Even now, in the face of this

bnrfal series of wage cuts, instead of

a ringing call to the workers to dress

their ranks for a bitter fight, ail they

can say is : "I am very much disappoint-

ed" (Hugh Frayne) ; the ''U. S. Steel

Corporation has taken a very foolish

step" {Joseph Hyan) ; "it is a great mis-

take" (Jolin Sullivan) ; "I can only ex-

(Continued on Page 3)
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Progress of the Left

Opposition

The Spanish Communist Opposition Is

very grateful for your tremendous aasis-

tanct'. It may bo said in all frankneBS

that without your generous democstra-

tion of generosity, It would not have
been p03Sii>le for us to accomplish many
of the tasks that we ara realizing. This

shows toncluEivcly that the International

Opposition has known how to arouse the

spirit of International solidnrity whicii

knH been annlliilated by the Stalinist

tmreantracy. Your solidarity in & lofty

example whicli we will not tlF» of r»-

peatiisg to the comrades in every coun-

try so !is to serve to stimulate them. AH
the comrades of the Spanish Communist
Opposition liave been notified about the

aid lent by you, and wo believe we are

interpreting their expressions of thfliAs.

We shaJI soon send a message of greet-

ings and appreciation to all the North

American comrades for publication In

the Militant. And now let us proceed

to a brief sketch of the situation of the

Opposition in Spain and the vs^ork it Is

carrying on.

The Propaganda Tours
At the present time, comrade Henri

Lacroix is on a propaganda trip. He has

Germany and the Approaching Winter
Even liruenlnj?, the eternally smiling

hunger Chancellor of German imperial-

ism, has declared, under the protest of

his social democratic lackeys, who feel

themselves hampered by it In their work
of deception : Germany Is approaching

a winter which Is the worst time in a
century. This declaration refers, of

(;otirse, not only to the economic, but

also to the political sphere.

Those of our American comrades, who
have attentively studied the reports from
Gormuny, will say skeptically about such
prophecies : but the same thing was an-

nounced a year ago. Did not everybody
say tiie same thing a year ^go, after the

outcome of the September elections?

Were not deceptive pictures conjured up
before us at that time? How<was It pos-

sible, in spite of this, the winter In

Germany pasawl by orderly, without an
attack by Oommiinism or Fascism? Did
the objective, the economic situation of

Gerraarty Improve In this period?

No, American comrades, no deceptive pic-

tures were conjured up before you fit

thnt time.* No, the objective situation

did not improve, Jf the purely econ-

omic development were to be considered,

a completely dlsliorted picture of the
situation would l)e the result. Notliing

better demonstrates the incorrectness of

a!! theories of spontaneity and collapse

than the German development and the

unshakable truth of the doctrine of thagone through Barcelona, Zaragoza, Bil

bao, Santander, Oviedo, Gijon, Leon and imi>ortanoe of the party.

Salamanca. Comrade Fersen is passing

throuffii the province of Galicia, embrac-

ing Itontevedra, Vigo, Santiago, L«f*o,

Ferrol and La Coruna. Another com-

rade will leave one of these days for

Extremadura and still another for An-

dalucia and Levante.

All the impressions of our organizers

are tremendously good. In all these

places we have good nuclei of militants,

very entliusiastic and active. We believe

that by December the Spanish Opposi-

tion will liave one thousand members,

but a thou-sand enthusiastic members
and active milit-ant,'!. In our country,

this signifio.s an extraordinary success.

The country which mainly preoccupies

the Communist International for Its

•Trotskyist" tendencies is Spain. They
believe tha main "danger" in Spain Is

"Trotskyism". And I do not think they

are mistaken. So fearful are the Stal

inists that they do nothing but sent dele-

Lratlons. At this very moment we have

three in « delegation from the Commun
ist International to Spain, . . .

Our Weekly Organ
We have a splendid piece of news to

give to the Spanish and the International

Opposition : On the 2utli ot this month,

[September] will begin the publication

in Barcelona of our weekly paper, called

EI Soviet, which Andres Nin will edit.

We have decided to continue to publish

Comuiiisnio as a monthly and a weekly

organ. Cojnunlsmo has succeeded in

giiining a great authority in Spain, and

even the members of the official party

acknowledge that it Is the most valuable

thoorollca! journal that h,is ever been

puldished in Spain. Tip to now, tJie

Spanish Communist papers were com-

posed almost exculslvely o£ translations

from nrttcies of foreign comrades And

tlie workers like to see that In our re-

view, Spanish questions are dealt with

by comrades of the country. This gives

us a great theoretical prestige,

I!nt Comtinismo is not an organ tliat

can reach the masses and Is only a theor-

etical review which is very necessnry

for the political training of the militants.

In addition to Comunismo, we need a

fi^htuig paper in wliitfli we can deal with

\U the dally questions of proletarian

and peasant life of Spain. And that Is

what we are going to have from the

2r>(h of this month.

The Spi-eitd of Our Literature

Coniunisnio Publishing House" is get-

ting on n>agmficently. Our pamplilets

meet with a great reception. In this

way, we have decided to Intensify the

publication of pampliicts. We want to

publish two a month, Moraover, we want

to give tlie ofTicial party .an example

of how the work should be done. While

flie p.irty is engaged merely In publish-

ing translated pamphlets on Russia, we
are putdishing pamphlet-s on timely sub-

jects of Spanish labor, written by Span-

ish militants. This aL-^o gives us a great

prcKtige, , .

We are going to publish the following

"What Are the Soviets?", ''.Wliat Are the

Factory Committees?", "Ti\"hat Is the

Left Opposition?" by Forsen, "The Leg-

end of Trotskyism" by Esteban Bilbao,

"Whither the National Conferedatton of

Labor" by Henri Lacroll, and ''Com-

munism and Anarcbo-yndlcaliBm" by

Juan Andrade.
—JUAN ANDRADE,

Madrid, September 24, 1931

To get a clear picture of the situa

tion then and today, we recommend the

reader to look once more Into the work
.of comrade Trotsky, "The Turn In the

Communist International and the Situa-

tion in Germany,"
The key to the German development

lies completely in the subjective atti-

tude ol the German working class and
in the policy of the reformist S. P. G.

and of the revolutionary C ,P, G., which
is however misled by the Centrists. There
Is no other way to introduce an analysis

of the present situation than by a de
scription ot political history since the

September 1930 elections.

The Developinent of Oerman Faseism
After September 14, which produced

the tremendous election success of the

National Socialists (Fascists), the ques-

tion of the Fascist seizure of power was
put on the order of the day. The hour

geolsie itself discussed the question in

all frankness, it Is already obvious from
the fact that In certiaHn provinces It

agreed to coalitions with the Fascists

that It was making serious preparaions

in eh Is direction.

It should be remembered la this con-

nection that the election results, num-
erically at any rate, were annihilating.

Not only the Fascists, but also the Com-
munists grew tremendoual.y, and even
the S. P, G. was drawn Into the electoral

struj^le under the iMinner of opposition.

The proletarian members of the reform-

ist party were, besides, in open rebellion,

in face of the Fascist danger t!Iiey called

for arras.

The S. P. G, It is true soon swung
over to support of the government. In

spite of this, the bourgeoisie made up
Its mind on the question of Fascism only

when It was made clear by extra-parlia

mentary struggles whether the reformlata

could once more hold the masses in check

in the economic struggles and on the

streets against Fascism, or If the success

of the Communists would be more than
an electoral victory, so that In the face

of the tlireatening civil war, nothing

would be left to the bourgeoisie but the

Fascist bloodbath, "A revolutionary

party, during the crisis of u regime. Is

stronger in extra-parliamentary mass
struggle than within the framework of

I>arliamentarism" (Trotsky ) . Unfortun-
ately, this does not hold for the C. P.

G. In the two large strikes, of the

metal workers in Berlin and (he mine
workers/ in the Ruhr, as a result of its

false trade union tactic. It was not possi-

ble for it to tear the workers away
from the reformists and thus to prevent

their betrayal. After these two dcfeat.s,

the will to struggle of the German work-

era was broken and the question decided

for the time for the bourgeoifac. To
tliis Is to be added, that also on the

field of the struggle against Fascism,

everything was lost, for the C, P. G.,

with its sectarian tactics, did not under-

stand how to create a united Iront with

the social democratic workers and thus

to drive a wedge into the S. P. G.

We have here a striking proof of the

practical lack of significance of parlia-

ment, for the actual relationships of

forces were determined by quite differ-

ent factors and did not correspond in the

least to the composition of prallament.

The Fascists quit the parliament, their

ministers quit the government. This was
nothing but a clever, masked retreat

Only fools, like the ultra radical Fasc-

ists, Stennes and Straser, and the for-

mer pseudo-Oppositionist, Landau, who
see In Fascism an anti-capitalist force,

and therefore ascribe to it a certain in-

dependent rolft, could see in this the

prologue to a Fascist seizure of power.

Since tlien, German Fascism has been

living in reserve, patiently adapting it-

self to all the wishes of the bourgeoisie

with whom it stands In principle on tlie

'•legalizing" Itself and merely filling its

same i>asis, sacred private property,

leisure hours with the murder of work-

ers. How lacking In Independence and
entirely obedient it is to the call of fin-

ance capital, so Itated by its supporters,

is best shown by its attiture in the July

bank crash, when the power was easy to

take, but which was not seen by this

party.

Does the defeat of Fascism in the

: Prussian referendum already mean that

all ia over with It? Witfh such an as-

sumiJtion, we would fall into the error

of the C. P., which every moment pro-

claims the decomposition of Fascism on
the basils of its olijective contradictions.

In reality, however. Fascism will col-

lapse only on the basis of a victorious

advance of the proletariat, or when the

liotirgeoisie no longer requires Us ser-

vices ; but nothing of the kind Is visible

in the next period.

The Present Method of Domination and
Strategy of tii« Boni^eoisie

Extra-parliameutarlly, the bourgeoisie

rules today on the basis of the betrayal

of the trade unions. "Parliamentarily",

through the medium of Hie Briienlng gov-

ernment and Its emergency decree sys-

tem, which Is rendered possible by the

agreement of the S. P. G. B;t.sed thus

upon a nominal parliamentary majority,

the Bruenlng government has long ago

sent parliamept home, and settles all

([uestions by decrees. In this way, it

has cut wages and salaries, diminished

unemployment insurance, removed the

democratic rights (freedom of press,

.self administration, etc. ), and all this

with the aid of reformi.sts. The reform-

ists are today, therefore, tffe basis of

the regime, their liquidation constitutes

the key to power.

The social democrats justify their be-

trayal of the working class with .the

claim that In this way the bourgeoisie

will not procee<l to Fascism that this Is

the lesser evil. Naturally, the Iwurge-

oisie can forego Fascism it it succeeds

in attaining by degrees the same meas-

ure of exploitation and oppression that

Fascism would bring it in one day, ()ut

with a greater risk.

In reality, the reformists do not flght

against Bruening or against wage reduc-

tions, because every struggle today would
rsise the question of the capture of power

by the proletariat or of a reaction with

relentless sharpness ; but the reformists,

no matter what the price, want no cap-

ture of power by the proletariat, no

social revolution, for they have long ago

grown Into capitalism. The bourgeoisie,

for its part, pays the social democracy
t>adly for its services, by humiilating and

exposing It on every occasion (armored

cruiser, plebiscite). What comrade
Trotsky wrote In 1929 about-the strategic

torshlp. In fact, the Centrist analysis

is false because the Bruening regime,

which supports Itself upon the relormlst

workers, lias a tfj/ferent social basis from
Fascism, which rests upon the despairing

petty bourgeois masses, because its ideo-

logy i^ pseudo-revolutionary and not con-

servative, like Jiruening's its metdliiOds

are terrorist ami not pseudo-parliamen-

tarian, like Bruonlng's. With the de-

claration that liruening Is exercizing a

dictatorsbip, nothing is said. For us

Marxist-Leninists, every bourgeois re-

gime up to now has been a dictatorship.

It is a question here ot the special meth-

ods. And these are different with Bruen.

ing and MacDonald from those of Hitler

and Mussolini. Politicians who set them-

selves to ba stabbed, when they are to

be poisoned, can very easily fall victim

to their own mistakes, and are worth

nothing as strategists of the revolution.

(To Be Continued),

Berlin, September 1931

—ERVIN BAUER.

The Floating Baron

Almost every other day brings a new
indication of tlic progress which German
Stalinism Is making—it not In the ranks
of the social democratic workers, at least

among the chauvinistic military camar-
illa and the blue-blooded nobility, lint

all the Lieutenant St'heringcrs wliom the

Hemi-nationalistic program ot the Stalin-

ists win to Its side, are not an unmixed
blessing, nor do they all stay put for

GREECE

The Opposition and

the Party

line of tlie bourgeoisie is being complete- "nj" ^^"S'h of time. An example will II-

' luminate the point.
ly confirmed

:

"The bourgeoisie finds that the diseip-

ilning of the workers by the social dem-

ocracy places high expenditures upon U.

The bourgeoisie ns such needs Fascism

in order to hold the social democratic

party In check and, If necessary, to push

It aside. Fascism wants to capture power

and Is capable of doing It. After seiKing

power. Fascism will surrender to linanee

capital. But this is the path of cgnvul-

sions, which also places high expendi-

tures upon the bourgeoisie. This ex-

plains the vaciilatloas of the bourgeoisie,

file Internal struggle In Its ranks ; and

thereby Is determined the policy It will

probably pursue In the next period: to

force the social democratic party, with

the aid of Fascism, to help reconstruct

the constitution in such a way as to com-

bine for the bourgeoisie the advantages

of Fascism and democracy. Fascism in

essence, democracy in form ; In fhls way
it hopes to free liself of the increased

expenditures for democratic reforms and

If possible also from the increased ex-

penditures of the Fascist upheaval. Will

the bourgeoisie be able to take this road?

Certainly not to the very end or for a

long period of time." (Trotsky, "The

Austrian Crisis, the Social Democracy,

and Communism".)
The swindle of the lesser evil Is fac-

aitated for the reformists by the fact

that the C. P, showed itself incapable

of analyzing the situation correctly, and

also branded the Bruening government

without further ado as a Fascist dicta-

One of the r(;cent contiuests of the

German Communist I*ftrty was the Baron
von Frankenburg and Proschwlti who,

in the fury of his newly acquired en-

thusiasm tor national-Bolshevism, was
scheduled for a number of meetings under

C. P.'s auspices, on the subject "My Path
from the Fascists to the International

Red Aid and the German Communist
Party." Last August 31, the Herr Baron,

or "comrade" Baron von so on and so

forth was slated to speak again at a

mass meeting in Halle. He never ap-

peared. Between the announcement of

the meeting and the day It was to be

held, the Red Baron had turned Black

once more and was back ,in the camp
of the Hitlerites. Whether the Nazis

intend to hold meetings where the Baron
will speak on "My Path from the C. P.

G. and the I. It A. to Fascism", we do

not know, Irat we do know Hiat they

ara milking morry ov«r the reconversion.

How many of the other Barons, Counts,

Lieutenants and Generals the party will

gain liy its nationalist capitulation, it

Is hard to say. In fact, it is easier to

say, quite confidently, that at least nine-

tenths of those it wins over on this basis

From August 25, the Pali Ton Takseon
[Class Struggle, olticial organ of our
Greek Opposition group, the Ai-chio-

Marxists.—Ed.l Is to be issued semi-
weekly, on Tuesdays and Fridays. The
Tuesday number will apix-ar tor the mo-
ment with two pages. We hope, how-
ever, with the assistance of our sym-
ptabizers, to insure its appearance with
four pages.

Davlos [The Torch]. Our monthly re-

view Ls also on the press and we shall

not fail to send you. a number ot copies.

5t is precisely for our review that wo
want your collaboration. In the Fail,

we frequently reproduce translations

from the Militant. But articles e?:p6cial-

ly written for us by f(»reign comrades
would create a good impression on our
ranks and discouragement in the party's

Should your articles be of interest to

the Greek-Americans we could send you
a quantity of the paper to be distributed

among them.

P«rsecuti«is and actfoo. For some
time now we have been able to show jail

eentencOB in order to shut the months of

the Stalinists. .Now, the slanders about
"Archio-Fasclsm", or the provocation a,

are not believed even by the moat tgnop-

act sympathizer of Stalinism. We bars
ed the Influence ot large strata of "work-

this year won other records which gain-

ers in our organization and the Interna-

tional Left Opiiosition. Our participation

In the Slay Day and August 1 demonetra^
tions, saved the dignity of Communisia
from being turned ridiculous by Stalia-

isra. Were it possible to obtain some
good faith from them and less sabotago
action, the results would have been bet>:

tor. In many localities, tlie initiative

was taken by us. Our organisation's

victims have been oodnemncd to 100
years imprisonment and deportation. Sen-

tences of six and seven years are now
common in Greek courts.

On August 15, at Salonica, there took

place a march of a Black Hundreds or-

ganization called the 'Steel Helmets" In

Greek, It is onl.v our section at Sal-

onlca that collided with tliem, throwing

rotten tomatoes and e^s at them. Sev-

eral comrades, men and women; were
arrested, beaten l)y the police, and con-

victed of violating the Special (Anti-Com-

munist } law. The party was absent

from this demonstration.

International Labor Defense. Under
the press of our activity, tht,* utnks of

the party compelled the bureaucracy to

open to us the gates of the International

I^abor Defense. It Is true that tliey

make efforts not to permit the entrance

of comrades whom they call leaders and
'•cadres" and who, they say, are ocnscions

traitors while the members are ''de-

ceived" by tlieir Archio-Fascist leaders.will either poison the life of the party

or And their way back to the swamp The aim is to separate the cadres from

the ranks, but this idea is characteristicthey came from at the decisive moment.

But then again, the permeation of the

Communist workers with the Illusions

and toxins of Staiiuism Is not helping

but postponing the advent of that mo-

ment.

I. L. D. Expulsion Campaign Begun in New York
(Continued from Page 1)

discu.=iSion. Immediately a party mem-
ber took the floor and said that the

question under discussion was of no im-

portance, that there was no need to waste
lime discusslHg such a trivial matter, and
that we immediately proceed to a vote.

The writer demanded the floor and
pointed out the extreme importance of

what was being discus.sed and that be-

fore they come to any decision It would
be wise to give me the opportunity to

iefend myself.

A young worker took tlie floor and
made the following statement: that ie
did not support the Trotskylsts, but that

we had a right to join the I. L. I>. and
tbat he was in favor of my admittance;

that he vvas against tlie expulsion *f any
one because he was a Trotskylst

Another worker took the iloor and aald

that he did not understand the differ-

ence between the C. P. and the Trot-

Rkylirts but he did know that the Trot-

skylsts led the revolution in Russia.

Several others took tiie floor and spoke

in favor of my admittance. I was then

given the floor for five minutes,

I d*pIarod that the C. L. of A. uncon-

ditionally supported and defended the

Soviet Union, that we supported the C
I. and the Communism and that we cor*-

sidered ourselves Communists and wer«
fighting to be reihstated in the ranks of

l"iV"'''-'-"
I''.'.'.---™ BSS tBBsamzBsaa
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tlie party. That we supported the prin-

ciples and Ideas ot the I. L. D. and joined
for the purpose of participating In the
work of the I. L. I>. I then attempted to
answer the slanders made by Malkin but;

was constantly interrupted and prevent-
ed from speaking.

Malkin then took the floor and started

to continue his lies and slanders. The
party traction ably assisted Malkin in

this noble task, fifter which the resolu-
tion and motion were voted on.
WitK the exception of one vote against,

both the resolution and the motion were
adopted.

The result of the vote can be readily
understood, the members present, who
had had no opportunity to study the dif-

ferences between the C. L. and the party,

and on fhe basis of the statements made

misted by the "Trotskyist leaders", was wo ^vere a "tail to the party", and more

one of the first party members to join

our ranks, proudly claiming his adher-

ence to the views of the Opposition ''long

before anybody else". At that time, he
was under Indictment in the famous Mln-

eola furriers case, but when he announced
his adherence to Opposition, the I. L.

D. officials embarketJ upon a disgraceful

course ot sabotag of the case. A meet-

ing called to protest the impending im-

prisonment ot Malkin and Franklin was
deliberately called off by the I. L. D.

so as to keep JIalkin from speaking

there. After Malkin had been in prison

for some time, he kept writing the most
bitter letters of complaint", to us and
to the I, I/, D., tor the latter's neglect.

One or two of his prison letters, printed

In the Militant, knew no bounds In thier

by Malkin which I was preventtTd from violent criticism of the party and defense
answerihg, voted for my expulsion, ItJ leaders. Suddenly, we were sturned to

<

was perfectly obvious that they felt

something was wrong and they voted very
reluctantly. It can certainty tie said
that with such methods it Is easy to

understand the sad state of affairs exists

Ing in f<he I. L. D.

—HARHY MILTON,

Who Is Malkin?
There Is no malice—we believe It was

Macaulay wtto wrote It—like the malice
of a renegade. Maurice Malkin, who wag
recently expelled from the Left Opposi
tlon In New York, is now touring the
branches of the International Labor De-
tense as the prosecuting attorney in tie
new campaign ot expulsion of the "Trot-
skylsts" from the organization. He Is

the specialist for the Engdalhls, Fosters
and Hackers. He knows the "insldes"
of the Tjeft Opposition, end pretends to

the Ignoble role of informer. The ardor
of his defense of the I. L. D. bureaucrats
and their sectarian splitting course is

excelled only by his venom against the

Opposition, liis cynicism, his revolting

falsehoods. By their deeds they shall

be judged. And also by those thfly choose
to do their deeds for fJiem. A few words
about who Malkin is will give added point

to the expulsion campaign,
Malkin, "wlto now claims to have b«en

read in the Daily Worker a statement by
Malkin repudiating fhe Opposition and
rallying to the party and its policies

and leadership. Before we could catch

our breath, Malkin wrote to us, telling

us that his statement meant nothing,

that he was still with the Left Opposi-
tion, that he wrote it only Iwcause he
had virtually been blackmailed by the

party leaders, who threatened to cut off

relief from himself and his aged parents

unless he capitulated; he bef^ed us to

keep it all quiet, lest his relief and
liberation be endangered.

Outraged as we felt, we realized tliat

Malkin, In many respects so irresponsi-

ble and impressionable, was undoubtedly
demoralized by his prison term, and
rlglitly or wrongly, we decided to refer

to his ease ambiguously In the Militant,

with the promise to tell the full story

some day.

Malkin was finally released from pri-

son, and the kindest thing that can be

said about the release Is to say nothing

about It . . . He rallied to the Opposi-

tion again, and again 'his condemnations
and attacks upon the Stalinists exceeded

all bounds. He assumed no less, the

mantle of the ultra-Leftist. He conduct-

ed a veritable campaign in the New
York branch against the leadership and
policy of the Left Opposition because

wo "would not fight the party", because

witliout end. In the meantime, he did

his l)est to discredit us and the move
ment in general. The demands he made
upon the Industrial Union, because he

had served a short term in prison, were

iiierally unsi)eakable. His shady asso-

ciations with S. P. spokesmen like Nor-

man Thoma.s became the talk of the

needle trades market. Finally, he com-

mittetl a crime which not even considera-

tions for his prison service could permit

anyone to overlook. At the vfery height

o fthe united agitaion of the labor

skates and the Lovestoneites to liquidate

the Needle Trades Workrs Industrial

Union, when it was under the severest

fire, Malkin, on his own initiative, went to

see Begun, of flie A. F, of L, Furriers'

.Joint Board, abut getting back into the

reactionary union, which still has a rule

again.st re-admission of the Communists.

The deal Malkin offered to make with

Begun may be judged from the fact that

licgun promised to take Malkin, a known
Communist, back Into the union at a low

initiation rate.

Singularly enough—and yet not so

strangely—his capitulation to the reac-

tionary fakers coincided with a recurr-

ence of capltulationist moods towards

Stalinlam. Tlie New York branch of the

League decided to expel hlm^as a rene-

gade and a traitor, and to warn the work-

ers against him.

Our public statement to tlie workers

put a spike In Mr. Malkin's plane. The
furriers' union deal did not go through
Our declaration also prevented the party

bureaucrats from re-admltting him Into

the ranks. The Central Control Cots

mission turned down his re-application

The party fraction of the furriers in New
Yrk, In May 1931, TOted nnaiiinionslj

against admitting this unprincipled and
treaclierous person Into the party.

This is the individual selected to do

the dirty work of informing on the Op-
position and directing their expulsion

from the I. L. I>., doing the work fo«

the same leaders and policies thai Malkin

once denoutiiced In such unmeasured
terms that were we to reprint some of

his letters, even "he, in whom every spark

of revolutionary conscience and honor Is

extinguished, would burn with shame.

only ot the feeble-mindewiness of Stalin-

ism. In prison, too, they refuse the ad-

mission of valuable comrades to the

I. L. D. cells, which contain the assas-

sins of our comrades Ladas and Georg-

opapadakos.

Federation of Food Industries. By the

propagation of the slogan of unity of the

class trade unions, we have compelled

them to accept the unity ot the food un-

ions, and we hope that, the forces under

our influence being greater, wc will ob-

tain -the leadership of the Federation of

Food Industries, which adheres to the

red trade union center.

Party memberslilp. From our contact

with the party membership In the I. L.

D. circles, as well as in the prisons, we
have reall'/jpd the low intellectual level

of the party members. They have very

poor notions of Communism, to say noth-

ing of Marxism, Rut we Iiave succe(;d-

ed in getting a heiiring and in the

Aegna Island prisoiLs, we starte<l courses

whicli are attended by ail of them. In

this prison, there are 70 of them and It

of ours. There the views of the Ijcft

Optx>sition and the international pro-

blems are put tor discussion. Unfortun-

ately, the low level ot the ranks ot

the party makes it dlfiicult tor us to

get many recruits from tliem. They be-

lieve in the infallibility of the party like

those ignorant christians who say "credo

quia absurdum". But we hope tlutt it

we are not separated by the prison man-
agement, the results will be good.

Mitylene By-EIeotlon. At the Mltyleno

by-election, our comrades worked hand In

hand with the party. Result : 4,700

votes as against 1,,^00 at the general elec-

tions in 1928. The government candl-

dated obtaI»ed 10,600 votes.

_-P. PSAKIS,
Athens, August 28, 1931

.Why is he the man chosen for the work?
Because that is the way imposed upon
him to buy back his meml)ership In the

party. When he has sufliclently demon-

strated his baseness in character and
thorough lack of self-respect, Foster and
Co. will consider him fit candidate for

the party again.

What a wretched character one must
have to carry out the task assigned to

Malkin *

What l>etter can be said of those who
order him about and sneer in his face.

Ills masters who are worthy of those they
hire!

Wihat an infliction upon an organiza-
tion whose destines, to however small
an extent, must be guided by such In-

dividuals—the only ones flt to carry out
the disastrous policy which has been de-

creed!
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"With ever sltarper turns and ierka

American capitaltstn is endeavorinef to

find Its waj out of the present crista.

The convulsions already recorded by Ita

efforts glTe eloquent testimony to th« ex-

plosive cliaracter of the presenl epoch.

To what extent It can gain a respite

from the general -crisis period and lo

what extent It can take adva&tage of
'he possibilities still open lor further

tixpansion on the world market should
not be judged a priori. MoreoTer, It can-

not be judged at all on the mere basis

of such possibilities without regard to

tbe problem of class relations. But for

purposes ot determining the general dir-

ection and to work out a correct strategy:

tt Is necessary to examine tlie economic
and political processes.

While even the "best" of the bourgeois

experts have not as yet succeded In ea-

t>ablishinjf any concrete evidence of a

change in tlie cycle, there is evidence a-

pierty of preparations for the shifting of

its burden. None of these so far point

to acceptance of a condition of "stabili-

zation" on a lower plane for American
(japUallsm. This Is not yet the general

direction of the economic and political

proceases.

To be sure, the general declining char-

acter of capitalism catmot be overcome.

And any respite even for American capi-

talism will necessarily implies tlie low-

ering of the present level of the American
worjters as well as the reduction of the

ration of other capitalist powers in world
economy. This process Is already In op-

•ratlon in both directions.

The Amerloan bourgeoisie la definitely

aiming at , replacing the bourgeolse of

s;ur6pe and particularly that of England,

jjrimarily,- in order to take possession of

their markets. But what this implies

comrade Trotsky has so aptly pointed

out: "It is precisely the International

strength of the United States and its

unbridled expansion resulting from It,

that compels It to include powder maga-

Efnes througliont the world among the

foundation of its structure—the ahtagon-

Isms between the Bast and the West,

the class struggles in Old Europe, upris-

ings of the ooiniat masses, wars and
revolution,"

We have witnessed, as ominous signs

for the European bourgeoisie, a series of

convulsive economic and political crises

cupled with direct intervention of Am-
erican <.»apitalism within the most recent

period. Notably so in England and Ger-

many, with France not escaping pressure

from lioth the Amercian colossus which

in every Instance emerged the victor,

further strengthening its hegemony. Be-

hind the apparent international action to

assist the financially hard pressed pow-

ers, there develops the sharpened antar

gonisms across the various state border*

and keener competition for armaments.

There have been rapid, frenzied swing*

from the rule of social deriocracy as an

instrument of capitalism to that of open

reaction, as these powers, each struggling

more desperately for their diminishing

rations In world economy, attempt to

put ever heavier burdens upon their own
proletariat and reduce Its standard; Un-

questionably there has been an immense

sharpening in existing class relations.

The objective situation la becoming in-

creasingly revolutionary. These results,

which express the contradictions of capi-

talism in general, are made so much
more turbulent by Amdrlca'^a ruthless

advance in Europe.

What are the prospects of development

within the United States in this strug-

gle for a respite? While the furHier

ebbs and flows of the economic cycles

may take place In strong leaps, seme of

the .Important aspects of the course for

the immediate 'period are already indicat-

ed. And most likely, within these leaps

the attitude and the actions of the work-

ing class will become a factor of far

greater decisiveness than during tihe past

decades. The sharper and deeper the

changes "In the future cycles as well as

in the general economic and political con

ditlons, the sharper the actions of the

masses will be. Its outcome, however.
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(Tepends decisively ujwn the extent and
ability of Communist leadership.

The process toward the reduction of
the working class level is definitely in

motion. That is also one of the signs

of efforts toward an economic revival ot

American capitalism which, of course,
holds possibilities of success In so far
as another upward conjuncture is con
cerned. But depending -as It does in a
large measure upon the d^ree of Uie
reduction of this level, the attacks upon
the workers can be expected to reach
yet a much more acute stage. It Is there-

fore logical to assume a tenacious growth
of resistance in this upward conjuncture,
when the workers find more solid ground
under their feet, when the threatening
-clouds of large scale dismissals from
factories and shops seems to disperse and
when the demand for Latior power be-

gins to increase. This is so much logical

to assume in view of the fact that the
working class has experienced a rude
sha'^ing -from its false sense of security,

induced by the capitalist "prosperity"
alone and, not having exhausted its

forces in serious defeats, finds itself

compelled to meet attacks formerly not
dreamed of. Unquestionably the prospects

of such broad economic struggles also

holds prospects of new life to the labor

movement In general as well as possi

bilities for a rise in the level of class

eonsclousness.

Growing resistance of the workers at

the beginning of this crisis or during its

first rapid progress downward could not

be expected. That was the period of

mass dismissals from the' factories with

the prosiwrity illusions still strongly im-

bedded. How false was the party lead-

ership's analysis when, already prior to

the crisis, it proclaimed the ''mass radic-

aliaation*' of the -work^r^ and In It^

seventh convention thesis, in attempting

to analyze the crisis, stated : "Its effects

are broadening and deepening the coun-

ter-offensive of the exploited working
masses," And further to make sure of

no misunderstanding. It proceeded to list

the evidences (?) of "the revolutionary

upsurge of the working masses of the

United States". How equally false were
its strategical conclusions for the "con-

quests of the streets'*.

Yet, in this coming period of grow-

ing resistance and sharpened economic
struggles, iJie workers, despite the false

analysis and conclusions of the leader-

ship, will move at an accelerated tempo
toward the Communist party. And while

the impact of the struggle may for a
time, as far as the masses are concerned,

relegate the questions of strategy to the

backward ttoere will nevertheless be a

growth of the problems of correct iead^

er.^iip. Moreover, at each decisive turn,

of changes of objective conditions, the

questions ol strategy will again be posed
111 lull force—more so at each particular
mistake and failure recorded. And from
the Centrist bureaucracy now in control
of the party there are no signs whatever
other than those belonging to its career
of false -concepts and stupid blunders.

Unfortunately, however, the field for
ma&5 leadership is not left open exclu-
sively for the Communists. There are
yet the social reformists of various types
and appearances to be taken into account.
/While in certain advanced European
capitalist countries we witness many
strong manifestations of disintegration of
the social democracy, that process has
not yet reached such a point hero. To
what extent the workers here will pass
a period of reformist illusions depends
largely upon the objective developments
and the ability of the Communists. It

is therefore no accident that in recent
strike struggles, as in the mine fields

and in Paterson, where the party leader-

ship failed in its greatest opportun i ties,

-

the penalty became a strengthening of
social reformist influence. It was to be
expected th-at such would first be reflect-

ed In the trade union field and in econ-
omic struggles of resistance. But it is

also a portent of serious consequence*
for the future. Particularly in the first

stages of masses moving Leftward, the
reformists also move Leftward, hoping
So lead them. They bring forward their

most effective "Left" coverings, but when
the masses make more definite demands,
when the tendencies to go beyond the
bounds of reform appear and > assume
revolutionary Implications, they change
their tune. It is precisely In this situa-

tion. In these very finst beginnings of
such manifestations, that the party lead-

ership has shown itself utterly incapable
of utilizing the united front policy which
would strengthen the Communist influ-

ence as against that of the reformists.

It can therefore not be too often as-

serted that with each atep of development
of present objective conditions, the posi-

tion of the party and its policy becomes
of ever greater imi>ortance. Commen-
surate with this grows the importance
of the role and function of the Left
Communist Opposition, Has the party
spent itself in its *'Third Period" assaults

upon a "revolutionary upsurge", exist-

ing only In the sphere of false evalua-
tions of its leadership? This, of course,

is what all the capitalist agents within
labor's ranks as well as the social re-

formists and with them, although in a
diJferent manner, the Kight wing leaders

of the Lovestone -camp would like to
have us believe, For us, however, It Is

pertinent to recognize the weakness of
the party's iwsition despite the growing
favorable objective situation, A false
strategy running counter to the actual

developments of the working class move-
ment iniiicts a heavy punishment. And
all the protestations of the Centrist
leadership of groat disproportion between
tl^ party's numerical weakness and its

large ideological iuUuence to the con-
trary notwithstanding, the workers have
in many respects, since the early part
of the crisis, cast an adverse vote in

regards to the party, Thoy have voted
by their al)sence from ita mass organi-

zations, by their decreasing response to

calls for demonstrations ; their vote be-

came decisively adverse in the mine fields

and In Paterson -after the party leader^

ship's failur to become the proponents of

a united front struggle.

Forced by the pressure of objective

developments and by pressure of our cor-

rect criticism and intervention, the Cen-
trist party leadership has found itself

compelled to relinquish ita "Third Per-
iod" analysis and conclusions. Has it

come -to a position more In accord with
the actual needs of the mass movement?
Has it come to a correct understanding
of the Lenin policy of united front,

which In this developing period will be-

come so particularly essential? There
is no such evidence. But there is

evidence of the continuation of the

alg-zags of the past now turn-
ing toward the ItighL The serious

effects of its adventurist position compel
it to turn in the opposite direction. This
is alscx expressed first in the trade union
field. Above all, the Centrist leadership

stifles the party's Ideological and politi-

cal life ; ita continued tip-tilted position,

in the opposite of the objective curves,

keeps it from rapidly advancing the
working class ideological level in a rev-

olutionary direction. Because of this,

it will Le equally as unprepared when the

masses move Leftward.
However, there will be new decisive

jerks and turns also In the working class

movement in the immediate future, per-

haps of a convulsive character. This is

clearly indicated in present perspectives,

and at such decisive instances the ques
tions of strategy will be posed in a
forceful manner.

This imposes heavy obligations upon
the LiCft Opposition. Our strength must
first of all become the one of correct

Marxian evaluations and -conclusions.

There will be plenty of decisive issues

and situations and in all instances our
direutiott must be the one of all efforts

toward the restoration of the party to its

revlutionary path. It is our party, and
this is our task. A concentration on
the decisive issues must first ot all Ije

our object, coupled with the most direct

intervention. l^or that we still require

an immeasurable development and stren-

gthening of our forces.

—AKNB SWABECK.

Mohili:(ing the Lahor United Front

How the Life of the Y. C. L Is Strangled
Somehow many a sincere League mem-

ber begins to ponder over the curious an-

omaly we have in the Y. C. L„ namely
a lot ot "«;tivity" but no results, nay
even going backward. Time and again

we have "discussions" on -what is wrong
with the Y, C. L, and as yet we are
just as stagment as ever,

Hie "Inner Life^

The discussion article of comrade G.

Ray on ''Education an3 Young Commun-
ists" drives home a point which is even
taboo to discuss la the Y. C. L., namely
the exact conception ol what really the

Y. C, L. should be. It Is almost axiom-

atic that the Y. C. L. should train Com-
munists and not be a Junior Communist
Party as it is. At present we have no
"irmer life" nor any life for that mat-

ter. Gone Into oblivion are the begin-

ners' classes, study circles. Gone are

wall papers, pictorials, etc., a» "sheer

nonsenses" although it Is not said as
much. The inner life of a typical ttnit

consists ot In a discussion at regular

intervals on our tasks. One wonders
why not read la.st year's or last month's

speech, since fchey are so identical. A
typical unit meeting lasts for several

hours with tedious report* and bicker-

ings on this and that failure. There is

no enthusiasm at the meeting. The com-

rades yawn and clamor for adjournment
whenever an opportunity occurs. Is there

any wonder then, that every unit can
tell a tale full of woes about bow it re-

cruited such a number of real "Am^-
Ican Young 'Workers" who vanished af-

ter two or three- meetings. It would

have been a miracle If. they stayed there

listening to boring reports, and bureau-

cratic orders. The unit meeting resounds

with the echo o( "you must do this

tonigit, that tomorrow night, etc. No
provision whatever for a class or a study

circle. The comrades finding themselves

overwhelmed with work grumble until

out they go voluntarily or involuntarily.

At the present time the Y. C. L. ''func-

tions" on a "three mooths' plan" basis.

Were the results not so tragic in under-

mining the influence of the Y. C, L, it
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would be indeed a y^ry comical specta-
cle. The life history of a "three months'
plan" is something like that. The Dis-
trict E. C. {always from above, you see)
decides upon a plan for the District say
150 members. The number itself is

small, but—here is the rub—the em-
phasis should ha n-ot on numbers but
on method of getting and most' Impor-
tant keeping these new members. But
no "not in this country". The D. E. C.
gives out the quotas "get ao many from
here, so many from there" and, presto

!

The Unit Executive concretizes it by
deciding upon the places to concentrate.
Everything Is decided upon and the plan
with nothing but figures Is presented to

the unit. The unit will of course accept
this lifeless planning, for, Jot it reject
fiis plan and form a new one and the
District will promptly reject It on *h«
ground that it is not "ccBereto enough"
The result of such a mechanical plan ts

that after a few meetings where mere
reference was made to the plan, it is

forgotten and plans for a new plan are
being hatched.
When such a disastrous policy is ap-

plied to She »o-calied <'mass work" it

plays havoc and certainly injures our
work.

^

Paradoxical as It may sound, as a re-

sult of VPlahned acUvity" we spread
our activities In every possible direc-

tion (the "tjtiird period", you knew),
starting something here, soimethiiii; ther«,

and abnHoning it Just as Quickly for a
new field of concentrations. This tb^tx-

kcteri-stic prevails in every phase of our
work. Just to take a few esampl^i at

random, I want to describe how a T,

C. L, unit does factory work. The unit

"discovers" a "good factory" and like

a bolt from a clear ^ky "shock brigade*"

start ''storming" the factory -with Yonng
Workers, Labor Unity leaflets of every
description, etc. Contacts are made and
our league comrades are jubiliant, for

the rank and filer expects results after

his hard work. The contacts are called

to a meeting. The young workers come
enthused thinking that work will be done
hut no poll<^ U presented or if It Is, It

is as clMr w mud. The workers get

disappointed and after a few meetings

they leave tus for good. The unit then

gets another factory with exactly the

same process heing repeated. Colonlc-

Ing comrades in factories and then sel-

ecting one for work, seems to be rele-

gated for the easier and more boister-

ous way ol "storming". Thus, in many
4 section of New York the Y. C. L. re-

corded gains and even organisied shop
organisation committees ; now they arc

all gone.

In our Negro work we see Young Lib-

erators formed and disbanded. Scottsboro

block eommitteee, with the workers •»-

thuslastic, but after a while we "cool

off" and leave it for "better and more
urgent work".

HuUab&Ibo and N<ds«

These cases can be multiplied many-
fold. Conferences for Y. I. D. are called.

Much 'huHaboo and noise accompany tha

prepiiia Lions;, iiuc lo! iiie '-united front

Lvuieruiic^iu" arc uat BUatti>ws ol coufer-
viite^. jjeague uniiti ami a itw urancues
fi 1. W. u, iuiu xuiiUg ;L.rei.euaers aro the
tixt;iUiuvo eieuieui repiec^euMiti, 'Itie iju-
tiici. Will pi-oojiuiy jjive UMil zor inj^iecL-

ing 1. X. Lf, work, not unuerstaudiuK tnat
It i3 tueir lauit ny not esplaming what
Kluo wori suouia tui uii year rouna,

'A'hus, lii every puaae of our wora this

acLiYity, '"fuil ot jjound and fury, sign-

ifying nothing", peivauo. The inemoers
gut uistouraged, phiegmatic, carrying on
Liieir work in a forced manner, ftealiy

a picture not inspiring to outside young
wurkers. The (jtuestion for every i. C. 1j.

fliemtKir to ask is why tneae endless de-

leaisy ft is certainly not the fault of

the young workers but tnat ol our wrong
approach in method and tactics.

—A LEAUUii Aii^.UBER,

Wase Cut In Steel
luonunueu iroiu PtiEe fj

press feitjL legi-ei unu proiounu (iisup-
pointment" (Aiattuew Vvouj

!

iti%u.auxnl (iie Ki^aV,

"11 is incouceivinjie tuat tne workers
wilt iiate ufia oio\^ >vuuout i-esiiumce,"
auus \yoli, aiul ijQiUvau "noiieB it win
iioi, teuu LO atiaiuiaie lae giowtn oi i-«-

iiitaiisiu '. iL la uyt uai-u lo agree A'Uu
\i\Jii luia tiiiit:. i^ 13 jusi, iiii euoy to !>ay

luiit ueitner won nor <tay oi hib i;iouies
Will organize tuts msHatencB. al win
i.<tve lo ue uoiie oy Liiosc uundreoa oi
ttiousaiiUji OI Bteei woriieis who snowed
i.iL-if iiMjitit in tue inagmntient steel
sLi-ikc Ol xalA) wnicU wus carntu out in
spite of me salJOLago oi uompers and
^^oinpauy.

Tnat a natioual steel strike is the only

possible answer to the wage cut announce-
ment, is indisputable. But such a step

would be prejudiced irremediat)ly if it

were precipitated artificially, without a
previous organization of the necessary

pre-requisitfei for it. (What the situation

demands more than ever Is a carefully

conceived and executed light against the

steel manutatourers, organized on a un-

ited front basis. Should the official

Communist party pursue. In this situa-

<tion, the narrow, sectarian, isolationist

course it adopted in the recent miners

strike, the results in the steel industry

would be even more disastrous. It is

the height of idiocy .to proceed from the

idea that the Communists acn have noth-

ing to do with anybody who does not

agree entirely with everything the Stal-

inist leadership puts forth as gospel

truth.

The militancy of the steel workers,

nobody can dispute. They proved that

once and for all time in 1919. It is

necessary to crystallize the bitterness of

the workers, organize it carefully, direct

it into struggle against the wage-slashers

and their agents, and conduct a strug-

gle which has every prospct of arousing

the whole working class of the country to

a realization of Its task In .the crisis.

Kvery day brhigs new indications of
well prepared attacks against the work-
ing class by the leaders of American
capital, by tbe socaUed "captains of in-

dustry". If attention !s given to the
development of this campaign of attacks,
the line of boss strategy, will become as
clear as daylight before all workers, and
the organization of their defensive strag.
gle will. thereby become more effective
and strike Its mark.
The burning need of the hour, in the

face of the torrentous onslaught of the
old, experienced and crafty bourgeoisie.
Is the hermetic unity of the working
class, which has yet to be achieved. Equ-
ally Important is the ever watchful alert-
ness of the party of the class, of the
Communists, In directing the forces of
the defensive.

Double Responsibility
Incomprehension of the perspectives

facing the working class, a false analy-
sis of tbe situation, failure to grasp the
tasks Involved, faulty preparations, are
bound to prove costly not only to the
Communist leaders of the proletariat, but
to the entire working class as a whole.
This double responsibility staring us in
the face, these circumstances that con-
stantly keep every revolutionist on edge
today, alone force the Left Oppositien
to stress before the membsrship of the
Communist party, one hundred fold tbe
imijortance of the Leninist unitsd front
tactic, the necessity of returning to the
principles of the International of Lenin
and ot Trotsky, and to increase our
criticism of the Centrist bureaucrats

blindly following the Stalinist apparatus,

with all the greater Impetus,

A working class divided, Is an *«sy

prey in the claws of the tapitalist vul-

tures, Tbe flghting unity of the workars

spells their end. Tlie struggle for Ibe

conciliation of the backward laboring

masses with their revolutionary vanguard

is a struggle on many fronts.

Aside from the necessity of uniting

the reformist with the revolutionary

workers, there are a good many other

problems involved In constituting the

workers' front. We shall deal here with

only two aspects of the question of unity.

The bosses aim at breaking up the

ranks of the proletariat is being carried

on under various forms. One of the most
vicious forms is that of pitting the whttt

against the black workers. How thej

go about this is most easily demonstrated

by a few Unemployment statistics. The
Monthly Labor Eeview of the U, S, De-

partment of Labor quotes the following

from a report on an investigation jnade

by the Urban League;

"Wherever figures were given, the per-

centage of the unemployed among the

Negroes exceeded their percentage of

the total population and in some cases,

the disproportion was very marked. Thus,

in Baltimore they formed 17 per cent,

of the population and 31,5% ot the un-

employed; in Charleston, B. C, 4a% of

the population and 70% o£ the unemploy-

ed in Chicago, 4% of the population and

16% of the unemployed, in Philadelphia,

7% and 25%, in Pittsburgh 8% and

38%, etc.

Not only are Negro workers the first

ones to be fired when personnel is re-

duced, but very often they are replaced

by white labor. The boss, by playing

on the race instincts of the white work-

ers, in this manner tries to set up a

barrier between wliite and black, from

which he alone ultimately gains. Now
the Negroes make up about 10 percent <rf

the entire populatloa of the Unite*

States, in very many industries, their

percentage is even far weightier. In re-

sisting the attacks of the bosses, who
live from the labor of the white and the

black workers alike, the inclusion of the

N^ro toilers in the ranks of the strug-

gle is indispensable. The unity of Negro

and white workers is a matter of do or

die. The task of the Commuuists la not

so much to make the Negro worker race

conscious, which all the blabber of the

Stalinists about "national minority" and

"self-determination" drives at, but much

rather to expose the class character of

the oppression against the Negro before

the Negro himself as well as before the

white workers. That is the only way ot

achieving the solidarity of tlie white and

the black workers against the capital-

ist enemy. All the frame-ups, all the

lynchings, all the massacres of Negro

workers in the street must be explained

and combatted from this angle. The fight

against Negro persecution and for the

unity of the white and the Negro work-

ers can only be carried on under the

banner of the class struggle.

nntional Instincts of the native workers,

Wtien the native i)orn woriier considers,

howevor. that the percentage of foreign

biun lubjr in tbe i'ldted States amounts
to about lo per cent of the entire In-

dustrial population and more, it becomes
clear to him that this whole business

of deportations is merely a rcacHo»nry
ruse. Here are a few figures of the per-

centages of foreign born Is different In-

dustries :

Iron and Steel manufacturing 58%
Bituminous coal mining 61%
Woolen and Worsted m'f'r'g fl2%

Cotton goods 62%
Cfothing 63%
The question of the unity of native

and foreign born labor, is therefore,

when we remember that foreign bom
labor amounts to about 9,000,000 workers
in good, round numbers, a question of
vital importance in the resistance of the
American working class to the onslaught
of capital. These hard figures are con-
vincing enough to drive out primitive
prejudices from the niind.-j of the Amei-
icnn worker. They meain : Hanging to-
gether or hanging alone. .When the Am-
erican worker understands this, he will
undoubtedly raise his voice against the
system of deportation, tbe cruelty and
barbarism of which is enough to even
make the conservative bourgeois Intel-
letttials on the ^Wickersham Commission
filled -with disgust,

SAM GORDON.

Fordgn-Bora Workers

Another method of dividing the work-

ers against themselves is the campaign

to deport foreign born workers. The la-

bor faker Doak as secretary of Labor

in the Hoover cabinet, announces 20,000

deportations of foreign born workers

within the period of a few short months

and hopes thereby to arouse the basest

A Letter About the

Spanish Revolution
According to the information of com-

rade N., the Centra! Committee of the
Spanish Communist Party has made a
decisive turn in its policy, . . .

From tJie words ot comrade N., it

follows that tbe Spanish Centr.il Com-
mittee, which tormnlly retaining the slo-
gan of the "democratic dictatorship",
changes its poiicy decisively on two
points: first. It takes the road'of strug-
gle for democratic slogans ; second, it is

ready to apply the policy of the united
front.

We have here a clear and an indubita-
lile victory of the Left Opposition. How
deep and serioti.s is the turn of the Span-
ish Stalinists, is anotlier Question. More-
over, any answer to it depends to a con-
siderable degree upon our iwlicy. Hut
at any rate, tbe very fate of the turn
is a direct fruit of the criticism of the
Left Opposition , . . Only the faction
of the Left Opposition is a progressive
force within Communism . . , tliwn its

successes depend the succe.'ises of Com-
muni.<!m, and particularly the successes
of the Spanish revolution.

But how shall we react to the turn
of the Spanish Stalinists? On this

score, we already have a serious experi-
ence, true, primarily «n experience in

mistakes. When the French Stalinists,

to a considerable degree under tbe influ-

ence of our criticism, decided to retreat
from the fantastic policy of the ''third

period", the old leadership of the Ligne
declared in advance tlwt adventurism ts

being replaced by opportunism and that
the Left Opposition should go its way
as if nothing had happened. At the time,

we criticized this formalistlc and life-

less policy, which had as las consequence
the fact that the French Ligne missed
a situation favorable to the highest de-

gree for approaching the proletarian core
of the party. Let us hope that this mis-
take will not be repeated in Spain.

In a brief letter, comrade N. underlines

two facts, having an exceptionally im-
portant significance for the policy of the

Spanish Left for the present period ; the

official party has taken, or at any rate,

has proclaimed a series of steps directed

towards the poiicy of the Bolshevik-Len-
inists ; on the contrary, the leadership

of the Catalonian Federation sink-s all

the deeper into the confusion of oppor-
tunism and petty bourgeois nationalism.

The official party, heretofore, has done
everything to identify the Left Opposi-

tion with the blunders of Maurin. At
the present time, we are offered an e:c-

ceptlonally favorable possibility to dis-

pel all misunderstanding. , . .

Tbe Ijeft Opposition siwuld subject the

turn of the Spanish Central Committee
to a serious analysi.s—without naive

credulity, but also without .sectarian pre-

judices. Whatever is conquered by «a

should be clearly stated by us and taken

into consideration. Where differences re-

main, they should be characterized with-

out any softness and eml>eHishment.

The taster and the more decisively the

IjCft Oppositin reacts to the turn in the

direction of an approach to the party,

the more advantageous it will be to the

Left Oppos.tion, to the party, to the

Spanish revolution,

•luly 30, 1931 —LEON TROTSKY,
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Railroads Prepare for Wage Cuts

(Continued from Page 1)

the railroads took over 75%, 16 p, «.

moved in rivers, canals and the Great

Lakes, 5% l>y pipe-lines, 2 1-2 p. c, by

iiiterurban motor trucks.

Trucks of course cannot compete with

railroads in movins trainloiids or coal

or bargeloads o£ iron ore. They can and

do complete cfTectively in the 1. c. 1.

traffic, which in 1029 contributed only

2 1-2% of tlie (oimagH but took up 25 p. c.

of the total car loadings and supplied

over 10% of the revenue. The effect of

diversion of this valuable 1, c. 1. traific

from the railways is therefore out ol

all proportion to the volume of such traf-

fic that the trucks capture.' Besides, a

larjje part of the total investment of the

railroads in freight houses, terminal

faciiitiOH, etc., is based on the handling

of 1. c. I. traific, and ttie costs of oper-

ating these fjicilities increase disproiwr-

tionately as the relative amount of traf-

fic handled diminishes.

The barge lines, on the other hand,

attack the big bulk products such as

coal, Ktone and siind, grain, etc., which
accounted respectively for 83 p, c, 8 p. c,

and ;> p, c. of the total tonnage handled,

Ilpc-lines, which have been in use fol

over fifty years, further compete with the

railroads In transporting oil and oil pro-

ducts, which made up nearly 5% of ths

total tonnage. liailroads cannot com-

pete with pipe-lines in carrying crude

oil, but until recently had the carrying

of ga.'ioline and other refined oil product!

to themselves, eiccept for some watei

competition. Now gasoline pipe-lines are

taking away this business rapidly.

This newly intensified competition

comes aftr a long slow development

which has resulted !n blowing up the

rate of increase of railroad freight traf-

fic as ft whole. In tlilrty years the am-

ount of railroad mile.ige in this coun-

try has shown no increase. Up to th«

war, however, tile amount of freight

traffic handled doubled every twelve

years, Fnim 1512 to 1020 traffic in-

creased at a rate that would have dou-

bled it in 14 years; the high mark of

410 billion ton-miles set in 1020 was

not reached aRain till 1S23, when It

touched 41S billion.s; the next peak was

ia2(i, at 444 billions, and the latest and

highest was 1020 with 447 billions.

C'impavitig index numbers of industrial

production with similar indexes of rail-

road freight traffic, with 1923 us 1007p.

the ratio between the two declined until

In 1920 the index of freight movement
was only 02f/c of that of industrial out-

put. This was due in part -to the spread-

ing of population, in part to tlie migra-

tion of industrial plants, eliminating

cross-movements of goods (e. g,, cotton

from thf South to New England mills

and cotton goods back to the South), but

also in large part to the effects of com-

petition from other forms of transporta-

tion.

Freight Rate Decline

Meantime the average freight rate re-

ceived by the railroads per ton-mile ha*

been going down steadily for ten years,

from 1.21'i cents in 1021 to l.OKJ cents

in 1930, Rates have been cut partly hy*

orders of the I. C. C partly by railroads

refusing to charge as high rates as they

were legally permitted to charge in order

to get a particular shipi>er's business.

The steady decline further reflects the

steady pre.ssure of competitive means of

transportation.

In the face of all this. It Is the rank-

est hypocrisy for the railroads to state

their ease ^, "Give us a rate increase

or we will have to cut wages, as we are

not earning tiie 5 1-2% on our investment

promised .to u^ by law".

Actunll.v, a 1")%. rate income for the

railroads is a ].")% sul)sidy ot all their

competitors—trucks, busses and barge-

lines, which can either raise (heir rates

to meet those of the railroads, or use the

15% difference to solicit traffic competi-

tively with even greater success by. keep-

ing their old rates. Even here the rail-

roads as a group have no outside com-

petitor, competition among railroad them-

selves would prevent them from taking

full advantage of any permitted rate in-

crease, in the same way as It has kept

the railroads up fo now cutting rates

among themselves.

Already one small road, the IjOulsian*

and Arkansas Hallway, has attempted to

cut shopmen's wages, and was slapped

over the wrist in July of t'lus year by

an ''emergency board" appointed by

Hoover, for refusing to submit to arbi-

tration a.^ duly provided for by law. It

is even whisjiered that the president of

the road, Harvey C. Couch, an electric

power magnate ftnd banker as well as

railroad reorganiKer, was summoned to

the White House for a talking-to by

Hoover
The railroad,s in reeetit years have been

maVrtng the speed-up take the place of

outright wage-cuts. In 1024, when the

ntiiroads hauled 48,534,000 carloads of

freight, they employed an average of

1,77.391 men; in 1929, hauling 52,828,-

000 carloads, or 0% more, they employed

l.OSGJfiO men, or 5% fewer; last year

thev employed 1.510,688, and this year

about 300,000 less. Wage rates, hOTT-

ever, were kept relatively stable, aver

aging ?r,74,1 ixr man in 1020 and $1,715

in 1930.

Class collaboration—the Baltimore and

Ohio company union tbe capitalist ven-

tures of the Brotherliood of Locomotive

Engineers under the Stone regime, the

execution of the labor policies of Hoover
by the ex -brotherhood official Doak, the

united front of "labor" and capital for

higher railroad rates and against com-

petition from other forms of transporta-

tion—will be pu.t to the test %vliether

or not;the I. C. C. grants the railroads

their rate increase. With a 10% wage
cut Just announced by U, S, Steel and
Bethlehem, the way is prepared for an

intensive drive against living standards

throughout American basic industry.

The pressure will be hardest where low

profits, huge fixed capital, develope! capi-

talist stagnation and keen competition

are combined. The militant record of

the railroad workers in spite of their

leadership in past years guarantees effec-

tive resistance to the next onslaught of

American capitalism against the working

and living conditions of the proletariat.

—B, J. FIELD.
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Party Breaks Meet

in Maiden
BOSTON—

At its last meeting, the Maiden branch
of the League of S^truggle for Negro
I ti gilts, upon the suggestion of comrade
Dubin, one of its members and a known
member of the Boston Left Opposiiton,

voted to have comrade S, Gonlon lecture

before them on the Kegro and Unem-
ployment. As soon as this leaked out to

the party di.-itrict office, orders were im-

mediately issued, to mobilize the party

fraction of tbe L, S. N. R. to prevent

(iordon from speaking at all costs. The
fraction thereuoon instigated the branch
secretary to notify the rank and file of

the organization that the lecture had been
called off, without any previous decision

by the branch or any other such botiier-

some "bourgeois" procedure.

Tiie meeting was attended by about
half a dozen party members of the frac-

tion and only two non-party Kegro com-
rades, while the organization is supposed

to have a membership of more than

forty, mainly Negro workers. Immedi-
ately, the party fraction put tlirough one
of its members, Piaer, who had not at-

tended a single meeting since the forma-

tion of the branch, but who had been

sent down for the sijecial purpose do-

.scribed above, to preside at the meeting.

He quickly rattled through the business

end, and then, concerning the decision

passed previously, he declared brazenly

(after the nth turn -towards workers'

democracy in the mass organlKations)

that the branch in Maiden had no right

to choose who should speak for it, the

L. S. N, R. is; an organization closely

affiliated to the Communist party, there

is a United Front Scottsboro Committee
in Boston, all speakers must be approved

by that committee before they can speak

before the branch (!) Amidst protest

this tool of the bureaucracy proceeded,

as chairman, to make an amendment to

the motion passed invalidating it. Amid
further protests, the party fraction rush-

ed the amendment through in such a

whirlwind fashion that a number of sym-

pathizers who had gathered to hear the

lecture just afbod there dazed.

Comrade Uubin, after some difficulty,

obtained the floor, denounced the man-

euvers of the nether burw|ucrat, and

demanded that Gtordon be allowed to

make a statement before leaving. The
chairman shouted him down, arousing

the indignation of a non-party Negro

comrade present, by the name of Hindon,

who got up, expressed the purpose of

the organization as a united front or-

ganization to be a struggle against the

capitalists and iiot a fight aganist others

who want to participate in this united

front, and also demanded that Gordon

be given the right to make a statement.

This comrade too was shouted down by

the chairman, and councilled in a threat-

ening manner "not to allow his senifi-

mets to get the better" of him f i). The
pretty trick of the bureaucrats had been

curried through, disruption and confusion

had been thrown into another "non"-

party "mass" organization, with the sole

end in view of preventing the Opposi-

tion from making its voice heard before

tho workers.

Some of the party fraction tried to

provoke the comrades. We interfered,

calling out loud that we leave ai! fight-

ing to be turned against the bosses,

among the workers we demand only dis-

cussion, and we'll get it yet ! It Is (luite

clear that the only achievement of the

whole tactic pursued by the party, is fur-

thf^r discreditment, further isolation from

the masses, further confusion of the

ranks of the revolutionary workers. The
incident is very typical. Our .ansVer,

tlie answer of the Opposition, to such

wretchedness, must be: a tenfold In-

crease in our activities, a powerful con-

-centration of our efforts to penetrate

the ranks of tho party, Eo put a stop to

this suicidal policy which is leading the

party and the revolutionary movement to

destruction. Many and heavy tasks are

facing us, the objective situation presents

enormous possibilities for real and rapid

advance to the revolutionary goal. We
must not allow this petty violence, this

dissipation of the forces of the revolu

ttonary vanguard to go on. The life of

the movement depends on tliis. We must

gather our forces quickly and act soon

and effectively, ^S. G.

NEXT ISSUE

The next issue of the Militant will con-

tain, besides the regular material, s full

report of the second National Confer-

ence of the Communist League of Amer-

ica (Opposition), whicii is now taking

place in New York. In addition, the

conclusion of comrade Trotsky's article

on Germany win appear.

Against National Communism! (
Lessons of the Red'

Referendum )
(Continued from last Issue)

'*nie People's Revolution'* Instead of

the Protetariu) Revolution

Such an^at first sight "sudden" zig-zag

of July 21 did not at all fall like a
thunderbolt from the clear sky, hut wa«
prepared by the whole course of the

past period. That the German Commun-
ist Party is governed by a sincere and
burning striving to conquer the Fascists,

to break the masses away from their

iniluence, to overthrow Fascism and to

crush it—of this, it is understood, there

can ba no doubt. But the misfortune
lies in the fact that the Stalinist bur-

eaucracy strives ever more to act against
Fa,scism with its own weapon : it bor-

rows the colors of its political spring-

board and tries to out-yell it at the auc-

tion of patriotism. These are not the

methods of principled class politics but
the methods of petty bourgeois competi-

tion.

It is difficult for one to imagine a more
shameful capitulation in principle than
the fact that the Stalinist bureaucracy
has substituted for the slogan of the

proletarian revolution the slogan of the

people's revolution. No shrewd concoc-

tions, no play on quotations, no bistor-

ical falsifications, will alter the fact that

this is a betrayal in principle of Marx-
ism, with the object of the best possi-

ble imitation of t^scist charlantism. I

am compelled here to repeat what I

wrote on this question several months
ago : "It is understood -that every great

revolution is a people's or & national rev-

olution, in the sense tbat it unites around
the revolutionary class all the virile and
creative f<irces of the nation and recon-

structs the nation around a new core.

But this is Bot a slogan, it is a sociol-

ogical description of the revolution,

whioh requires, moreover, preclae and
concrete definition. But aa a slogan, It

is inane and charlataniia, market com-
petition with the Fascists, paid for at th«

price of injecting confusion Into the

minds of the -workers , , . The Fascist

Strasser says. Ninety-five percent ol t!he

people are interested In the revolution,

consquntly this is not a class revolution

hut a people's revolution. Thaelmann
sings in chorus. In reality, the worekr-

Communists should say to the Faseiat

worker; Of course, ninety-five i>erc6nt <<

the population. If not ninety-eight per-

cent, la exploited by finance capital. Bu-t

this exploitation Is organized ihlerareh-

Ically ; there are esploiters, there «r«

subJexploitere, subisub^xploiters, efts.

Only thanks to this hierarchy do th«

super-exploiters keep In subjection the

majority of the nation. lu order tliat

the nation should indeed be abW to re-

construct Itself around a new class core,

it must be reconstructed ideologically and

this can be achieved only If the pro-

Itearait does not dissolve itself Into the

'people', into the 'nation', but on tie con-

tray develops a program of Its proletar-

ian revolution and compel* the petty

bourgeoisie to choose between two re-

gimes. The slogan ot the people's rev-

olution lulls the petty bourgeoisie as well

as the broad masses of the workers, re-

conciles them to the bourgeois-hlerarcb-

ical structure of the 'people' and retard*

their liberation. But under present con-

ditons in Germany, the slogan of a 'peo-

ple's revolution' wipes away the idsolo-

gical demarcation between Marxism and

Fascism, reconciles part of the workers

and the petty bourgeoisie to the idoelogy

of Fascism, allowing tbem to think that

they are not compelled to make a cholcft,

because in both camp^ it is all a mat-

ter of a people's revolution,"

"People's RevolutiwV as a Method o!

National Llh«rati(»i

Idea iave their own logic. The peo-

ple's revolution is put forth as a sub-

ordinate method of ''national liberation".

Such a way of putting the question open-

ed an approach to the party for purely

chauvinistic tendencies. It Is undei^

stood that ther is nothing bad about the

fact that despairing patriots apprftach the

party of the proletariat, from the camp
of petty bourgeois chauvinism : various

elements ocme to Communism along dif-

ferent roads and paths. Sincere and

honest elements—along with areh-career-

Ists and Irresponsible failures—are un-

doubtedly to be found in the ranks of

those officers of the White Guardists and

Black Hundreds who liave, in recent

months, apparently turned their face to

Communism. The party, of course, could

utJllKe even such Individual metamor-

phoses as ai auxiliary method for th«

disruption of the Fascist camp. The

By LEON TROTSKY
crime of the Stalinist bureaucracy—^yea,
an outright crime—consists, however, of

the fact that it solidarizes itself -with

these elements, identifies their voice with

the voice of the party, refuses to lay

bare their nationalistic and militaristic

tendencies, transforming the thoroughly

petty bourgeois reactionary-Utopian and
chauvinist pamphlet of Scheringer into

a new testament ot the revoiutionaiy

proletariat. It is precisely from this

base competition with Fascism that the

apaprently sudden decision of July 31

arose: You have a people's revolution

and we have one too ; you have national

liberation as the highest criterion, and
we have the same ; you have a war
against Western capitalism and we pro-

mise the sairte ; you have a plebiscite,

we too have a plebiscite, even a better

one, "red" through and through.

The fact is tha t the former revolu-

tionary worker, Thaelmann, today strives

with all his strength not to be outdons

by Count Stenbook-Fermor. The report

of the meeting of party workers at whicb
Thaelmann proclaimed the turn towards

the plebiscite, is printed in Kote Fahne
under teh pretentious title, "Under the

Banner of Marxism". However, at the

most prominent place in his conclusion,

Thaelmann put the idea that "Germany
is today a ball in the hands of the En-

tente". It is consequently a matter,

primarily, of national liberation. But

in a certain sense, France and Italy also,

and even England, are "balls" in tie

hands of the United States. The de-

pendence of Europe upon America, which

has once more been revealed so clearly

in connection with Hoover's proposal

(tomorrow this dependence will be re-

vealed still more sharply and brutally),

has a far deeper significance for the de-

velopment of the European revolution

than the dependence of Germany upon

the Entente, This is why—by the way^
the slogan of the Soviet United States of

Europe, and not the single bare slogan,

"Down vritli the Versailles I'eace", Is

the proletarian answer to the convulsions

of the European continent.

But all these questions nevertheless

occupy second place. Our policy is de-

termined not by the fact that Germany

Ls a "ball" in the bands of the Entente,

but primarily by the fact that the Ger-

man proletariat, whicli is split-up, ren-

dered powerless and degraded, is a ball

in the hands of the German bourgeoisie.

"The main enemy—is at home!" Karl

Ijiebknecht taugiit at one time. Or per-

haps you have forgotten this, friends?

Or perhaps this teaching is no longer

any good? For Thaelmann, it Is very

obviously antiquated, Llebknecht is sub-

stituted by Scheringer, This is why the

title "Under the Banner of Marxism"

rings with such bitter Irony

!

The School of Bureaucratic Centrism

As the School of Capitulations

Several years ago, the IjCft Oppositlpn
warned that the "truly Russian" theory

of socialism in one country would in-

evitably lead to the development of soc-

ial patriotic temlcncles in all the sec-

tions of the Comintern. At that tlm«.

It seemed to be a fantasy, a base inven-

tion, a "slander". But ideas have not

only their own logic, but also their ex-

plosive force. The German Communist
Party, In a brief period, has been drawn
into the sphere of social patriotism be-

fore our very eyes, that la, into those

moods and slogans, on the mortal hos-

tility towards which the Comintern was
founded. Is it not startling? No, it is

only a natural oensequencel

The method of [Ideological imitation

of the opponent and of the class enemy
—a method which Is thoroughly contra-

dictory to the theory and the psj'chology

of Boiahevlsm—flows quite organically

from the essence of Centrism, from its

unprincipiedness. Inconsistency, ideolo-

gical hollowuees. Thus, for several yoars

the Stalinist bureaucracy carried out the

Thermidorean policy In order bo tak«

the ground from under the feet of the

Thermidoreans. Having l>een frightened

by the Left Opposition, the Stalinist bur-

eaucracy started to imitate tlie Left

nlatform bit hy bit. In order to win the

ISiglish workers from the domination of

"trade unionism, the Stalinists conducted

a trade unionist instead of a Marxian

policy. In order to help tho Chinese

workers and peasants to emerge tipon an

War Clouds in Manchuria
(Gontlnued from Page 1)

the way, also offers very telling proof

for the contention that only und:;r the

leadership of the proletariat can the Chi-

nese revolution, and all the prolielms it

involves, be successfully concluded.

Japanese Imperialism: on the other

hand, has been hit, together with the rest

of the capitalist world, by the deepest

economic crisis since tho war. Under

the strain of the crisis It Is only natural

that its concern over markets should be

made all the more anxious. Tlie occupa-

tion of Southern Manchuria hy Japanese

troops, supposedly "without the consent"

of the Tokio authorities, is therefore less

surprising than the bourgeois press

would have us believe.

Even more significant than the act

alone, is the general sanction it is given

by capitalist spokesmen the world over.

When, in their confusion and panic, the

leaders of the servile Chinese bourge-

oisie, appeal—as if hanging on to a last

straw^to the Justice of the Kellogg Pact.

Stimson and the state department of the

Amprican imperialist government, mince

no words in declaring that the greedy

seizure of the Japanese militarists Is in

no way under the jurisdiction of this

pact. The whole hypocrisy and decep-

tion of the brand of pacifism flourished

in the face of its vassals 'by American

imperialism, is revealed in glaring light.

The events in Manchuria and their re

percussions, fore-shadow a new and

sharpened attack of international imper-

ialism, a new attempt to cast the bur-

den of the crisis on the shoulders of

the enslaved and oppressed. The work-

ing class of the world must be awakened

to the new war danger. The solidarity of

all the 'toiling masses, the solidarity of

the workers of the capitalist countries

with the oppressed colonial peoples must
be renewed and strengthened a thousand

^Id. This can best be done by the ab-

sorption of the lessons of the Chinese

revolution of 1925-1927, by a thorough

understanding of the theory of the Per-

manent Revolution, wliich has so long

been abused, and of the concrete .tasks

it implies.

Independent road, the Stalinists drove
them into tho bourgeois Kuo Min T^Bg,
Tills enumeration can be coctinuetJ end
les.siy. In big as well as in small ques-

tions, we see one and the som« spirit

of mimicry, constant imitation ol the

enemy, a striving to utilize against the

enemy not their own weapooa—which
alas! they do not possess—but the wea-

pons stolen from the arsenal of th« en-

emy.

The present party regime acts in the

same direction. We have written and
spoken more than once that the absolu-

tism of the apparatus, demoralizing the

leading stratum ot the Comintern, hum-
iliating and depriving of individuality

the advanced workers, crushing and dis-

torting revolutionary character, inevit-

ably weakens the proletarian vanguard

In the face of the enemy. Whoever bows
his head submissively before every com-
mand from above, is a good-foronthing

revolutionary fighter

!

The Centrist functionaries were Zln-

oviev, Bucharinista under Bucharin,

Stalinists and Molotovists when Stalin's

and Jlolotov's time came. They even

bowed their heads before Mannilsky,
Kuvt.sinen and Losovsky. At every one

o£ the stages passed, they repeated the

words, the intenatlons and the gestures

of the alternating ''leader'* according to

command, they rejected today what th*5f

swore by yesterday, and having two fin-

ger.* in tho mouth, whistled at the rs-

tiring chief, wiiom they had borne on

their iisnds only yesterday. Under this

disastrous regime, revolutionary courage

is emasculated, theoretical consciousness

is emptied, the backbone is softened.

Only bureaucrats who have gone through

the Zinovicvist-Stalinist school could so

easily substitute the people's revolution

foi- the proletarian, and having proclaim-

ed the Bolsbevlk-Ijentnists as renegades,

raise upon their shoulders chauvinists

of the Scheringer type.

"Revolutionary War" and Pacifism

The Scheringers and the Stenbo«k-

Fermors look favorably upon the cause

of the CommunL=tt party as the direct

continuation of the HOfhenzollern war.

To them, tlie victims of the hideous im-

perialist slaughter remain heroes who
have fallen for the freedom of

the German people. They are ready

to call a new war for Alasce-Lor-

rathe and for Eastern Prussia a "rev-

olutionary" war. They agree to accept

—so far. In words^"th6 people's rev-

olution", if it can serve as a means of

mobilizing the workers for -their ''rar-

olutlonary" war. Their whole program

lies in the Idea of revanche (revenge] i

if tomorrow it will seem to them that

the tt;ame aim can be achieved by anotl/r

road, they will shoot the revolutionary

proletariat in the back. This should

not be passed over in silence, but re-

vealed. The vigilance of the workers

should not be lulled, but aroused. How
does the party proceed?

In the Communist FiBifare of August

1, in the very heat of tie agitation for

the referendum, along with the picture

of Scheringer, Is printed one of his new
apostolic messages. Hero is what Is

said tliere literally : "The cause of the

dead of the World War, who have given

their life for a free Cermany, is betrayad

by everyone who comes out today against

tlie people's revolution against the rev-

olutionary war of liberation," You do not

believe your own eycis, reading these r»

relations on the pages of the press call-

ing itself Communist. And all this is

covered up with the names of Ijiebknecht

and Lenin! "What a long whip Lenin

would have taken into his hftnds for tBe

polemical castigation of such Commun-
ism. And be would not stop at polem-

ical «rticlo,s. He would strive for the

convocation of a special international

congress in order mercilessly to purge

the ranks of the proletarian vanguard

from the gangrene of chauvinism.

"We are not pacifists", the Thaelmans,

Rcmmeles and othes retort proudly, "We
are for revolutionary war in principle."

As proof, they are prepared to produce

some quotations from Marx and IienlJi,

selected for them in Moscow by some
ignortant "Red Professor". One might

really think that Marx and Lenin were

the spokesmen of national wars and not

of proletarian revolutions! As If the

conception of revolwtionary war of Marx
and Ijenin has anything in common with

the nationalist idijology of the Fascist

officers and the Centrist coriwrals. By
the cheap phrase of revolutionary war,

the Stalinist bureaucracy attracts dozens

of adventurists, hut repulses hundreds

of thousands, and millions of social dem-

ocratic, christian and non-party workers.

—This means that you recommend to

us to imitate the pacifism of the social

democracy? some particuliirly profound

theoretician of the new course will ob-

ject. No, we are least of all inclined to

imitation, even the moods of the work-

ing class ; but we must take them into

consideration. Only by correctly estima-

tion the moods of the broad masses of

the proletariat can they be brought to

the revolu'tion. But the bureaucracy, im-

itating the phraseology of petty bourgeois

nationalism, ignores the actual moods of

the w^orkers who do not want war, who
cannot want it, ftnd who are repelled by

the military fan-farronades of the new
firm: Thaelmann, Scheringer, Count

Stenbock-Fermor, Heinz Neumann and

Co,

The possibility of revolutionary war
in the event of the seizure of power by

the proletariat, Marxism, of course, can-

not fall to take into consideration. But

this is far removed from converting an

historical probability, which may be

forced upon us by the course of events

after the seizure of power. Into a fighting

political slogan prior to the seizure if

power, A revolutionary war, as some-

thing forced upon us, under certain con-

ditions, as a consequence of the prole-

tarian victory—is one thing. A "peo-

ple's" revolution, as a means tor rev-

olutionary war. Is something altogether

different, even the direct opposite.

\n spite of the recogniton in princi-

ple of revolutionary war, the government
of Soviet Russia signed, as is known,
{he most onerous Brest-Litovsk peace.

Why? Because the peasants and the

workers, with the exception of a small
advanced section, did not want any ivar.

l^ater, the same peasants and workers
lieroically defended the Soviet revolution

from innumerable enemies. But whea
we attempted to transform the harsh
defensive war forced upon us by Pilsud-

sky Into an offensive, we suffered a de-

feat, and this mistake, which grew out

of an Incorrect estimation of the forces,

struck very heavily at the development
of the revolution.

Tlie Red Army has been in existence

for fourteen years. ''We are not paci-

fists." But why does the Soviet govern-
ment declare on every occsalon its peace-

fill policy? Why does it propose dla-

armament and conclude non-aggrcssioa

pacts? Why doesn't it set Into motion
the Red Army as a weapon of the world
pi-oletarian revolution? Evidently, it 1*

not enough to be for revolutioanry war
in principle. One must, in addition to

that, have a head upon his shoulders.

One must take into consideration the cir

cumstances, the relation of forces, and
the moods of the masses.

If It is imperative for the worker*'
government, having in i(s hands the
powerful state apparatus of compulsion,
then all the more attentively must ft

revolutionary party, which can act only
by convincing and not by compelling, take
into consideration the moods of the work-
ers and of the toilers in general. The
revolution to us—is not a subordinate
mean,s for war against the West, hut
on the contrary, a means for avoiding
wars. In order to end them once and for
all. We fight the social democracy not
by ridiculing its striving for peace, which
Is Inherent in every toiler, but by re-

vealling the falsehood of Its pacifism,

because capitalist society, which is saved
every day by the social democracy, is in-

conceivable without war.-^. Tiie "nation-

al liberation" of Germany lies, to our
mind, not In a war with the West, but
in # proletarian revolution embracing
Central as well as Western Europe, which
would unite it with Eastern Europe in

tfce form of the Soviet United States.

Only such a way ot putting the cjuea-

tion can weld the working class and
make it the center of atraction for tha

despairing petty bourgeois masses. In

order for the proletariat to he able to

dictate its will to modern society, its

party must not bo ashamed of being a
proletarian party and of speaking its own
language, not the language of national

mvantihe, but the language of Interna-

tional revolution.

How Marxists Sliould DeHberato

Tho red referendum did not fail from
the skies : it grew out of an advanced
ideological degeneration of the party.

But because of tJiis, it does not cease

to be the most malicious adventure im-
aginable. The referendum did not at

all become the point of departure for a
revolutionary struggle for power. It

remained fully wtlbln tiie frame-work of

an auxiliary parliamentary maneuver.
With its aid, the party succeeded in in-

fiictinj upon itself a combined defeat:

having strengthened the social democracy
and consequently the Bruening govern-

ment, having covered up the defeat of

tjie Fascists, having repelled the social

democratic workers and a considerable

portion of its own electorate, the party

became, on the day following the refer-

endum, considerably weaker than it was
on the eve of it. One could not do a

better service to German and world capi-

talism.

Capitalist society, particularly in Ger-

many, has been on the eve of collapse

several times In the last decade and a
half. But each time it emerged from
the catastrophe. Economic and social

pre-requisites for the revolution are in-

sufficient by themselves. The political

pre-requisites are requii^d, that is, such

a relation of forces which, if it does not

assure victory in advance—'tliere are no
such situations in history—at least makes
it possible and probate. Strategical cal-

culation, boldness, resolution, later trans-

form the probable into the reality. But
no strategy can turn the impossible into

the possible.

Instead of general phrases about the

deepening of the crisis and tlie "chang-

ing situation", the Central Committee
was duty bound to point out precisely

what tlie relation of foi-ces is at the

present time in the German proletariat,

in the trade unions, in the factory com-
mittees ; what the contacts of the party

are witt the agricultural workers, etc.

These data are open to precise investiga-

tion and are not a secret. If Thaelmann
had the courage to enumerate openly and
weig'h all the elements of the political

.situation, he would be compelled to come
to the conclusion : In spite of the mon-
strous crif-is of the capitalist system and
the considerable growth of Cximmunism
in the past period, the party is still too

weak to strive to force a revolutionary

solution. On the contrary, it is ttie

Fascists who strive towards this aim.

All the bourgeois parties are ready to

a.ssist them in this, the social democratic

party included. For they all fear th«

Communists more than they do he Fa^
ifits. With the aid of the Prussian pleb-

iscite, the National Socialists want to

force the collapse pf the extremely un-

stable state balance, bo as to force tbe

vacillating strata of the bourgeoisie to

support them, the Fascists, in the caucte

of a bloody jufigment over the workerB.

For us to assist the Fascists would be

the greatest stupidity'. This Is why we
are against the Fascist plebisclt«~thls

is how Thaelmann should have concluded

his report, if "he had a grain of Marxian

conscience left in him.

(To Be Concluded)
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Reply of the Steel Workers

Preparations to Resist Wage Cuts on the Order of the Day

It has already been amply dcmonRtrui-
ed titat tlie 10 percent wage cut decided
upon by the board of directors of the

United States Steel corporation, affecting

about 220,000 workers on Oct, I, became
tite signal to a whole series of wa^e cuts

for a number of the bigfcest industrial

concerns, such as the General Motors,
(he United States Rubber Co., the Color-

ado Fuel and Iron Co., the B. P. Good-
rloli Co., the Northerti raciftc Railroad,

the biggest Arizona copper companies,
several New England textile concerns
and the otfter major steel corporations.

Similarly the reaction of the steel work-
ers to this slashing o^ their standard
will in many respects be detxirminlng

tor the working class as a whole.
Wag^ and Living Costs

By EChelbart Stewart, the United
States Commissioner of Labor SLatlstics,

we are informed that since December
1925, using that period as the basic fig-

ure of 100 both for cost of living ot

tlie American workman and for total

payroll in manufacturing industry, when
compared to June 1931, there lias been

a total drop of only 15 per cent in the

cost of living but of 40 per cent in the

total payroll. These are telling figures.

The total pjtyroll, of course, iaclndes in

this case the present 'heavy unemploy-
ment. But that is precisely the biggest

curse of capitalist society today. When
one adds 'to this fhe drab prospect of

much more deep-going wage slashes, as

alireacly haughtily pn^laimed by the

barons of finance and industry, fhe out-

look for the working class Indued be-

comes one frau^t with sinister import.

To what extent and how effectively can

the steel workers take up a serious re-

sistance to these attaicks? For tlie mom-
ent 'this ia quite a crucial question. What
the attitude is of the American Federa-

tion of l>abor leadership and what can be

expected from them we have so often

pointed out in these columns. Through-
out the whole present period of wage
cutting, tlie bombastic statements by
Green and other A. F. of L. officials about

"standing like the rock of Gibraltar

against wage cuts", are Just so much
empty chatter. It 1b not associated with

aa appeal to the workers and prepara-

tions for their resistance ; and such could

not be expected from imperialist agents.

Their empty proclamations to organize

the automobile Indusrty and the South-

era teictile field were not even worth the

paper they were written on. Now they

address themselves to the employers asy-

ing that wage cuts will not help the

recovery of industry. But, it is, of

course, a well known fact that the em-

ployers* aim is to unload the whole bur-

den of the icrlsie upon the backs of the

workers aa a means of facilitating an

Industrial recovery. Hence the wage
cuts.

The steel workers cannot look for any

leader^ip or assistance from the A. F. of

L. The difficulties in their way are

Indeed great. Herded Into their miser-

able hovek, working and living under the

most brutal industrial and political op-

pression, with armies of privately owned
police and a complete spy system watch-

ing their every move within the plants

and within the company owne<I cities in

which they live, only the greatest power

ot solidarity and consciously planned

militant organization can batner down
such walls. It is a well-known fact that

the ateel barons have already before this

wage cut announcement taken all possi-

ble precaution to forestall effective re-

sistance. Undoubtedly they even have

their spy system busily engaged not only

in attempting to prevent any sign of

organization but also to pnovoke abortive

actions which can easily be defeated.

F»gt Experiences

The steel industry Is rich In experi-

ences of spontaneous strikes on a local

scale arising out of grievances, of spe-

cial conditions, within single plants.

Though entirely unorganized, many such

strikes have been successfully won by the

workers. But the indudatry is also rich

in experiences of strikes of a national

character around issues of national im-

portance "won" by the employers. The

powers of the steel trust are as mighty

today as before. The forces of state

suppression and the private armies of

police and gunmen are as much at their

disposal as ever. But today we also

have all the potentialities of a comin;

new wave ot rising resistance of the

working class In face of which the power

of the mightiest 'trusts might be reduced

to rather small proportions. In this lies

real hope for the present.

It will be recalled that during the time

of the mighty wave of organization of the

steel workers in 1919, the labor move

ment as a whole was experiencing an

upward curve. A growth of organization

and a growth of militancy. So much so.

that the reactionary A. F. of L, leaders

found themsijives pompeled to engage

in tfhis campaign of organization and

strike. That they did i't reluctantly Is

true. That they used every opportunity

tor betrayal is equally true, Neverthe

less 'there was an almost irresistible

sweep of organization and struggle. And

yet the steel trust, aided by these factors

mentioned, "won" the baitle and since

crushed practically all remnants of nn

ion organization.

Today, the posetbUitles for dissension,

division and betrayal of these Imperial-

ist agents are lessened. The possiblU-

real factor In leadership ot organization
«nd resistance are mucb greater. These
become two additional positive points of

real value in favor of the steel workers.
We are again facing an issue of national

proportions and Importance—a wage
slashing throughout the industry. But
the steel workers as yet remain prac-

tically without any trace of organiza-

tion or actual preparation for struggle.

In face of this situation serious-minded
revolutionists can look npon with deep
apprehension' ui?on the attitude of the

official party headers proclaiming, and
apparently pushing forward tor local

strikes against fhe present wage cut, ex-

pecting them, as stated by Foster, to

"spread like wildfire". This Is not the

metihod or tactic to pursue. Local strikes

in face of this national issue carry all

the dangers lof becoming abortive of facll

itating isolation of the moat militant

sections to become easily crushed as a
means of administering decisive defeats

before the main forces can be collected

;

before any adequate preparations and or-

ganization can b^ accomplished.

Urapiestionably the wage cut in the

steel industry can become a real Incentive

toward organization. That Itself is the

main task. Amongst revolutionists there

should be no dispute about that. Organ-

ization in preparations for a nationwide

strike should be the issue at present.

—ARNB SWABECK,

ZJyOOO Strikee in l^awrence. M.ass.

Will Left Wing Repeat Errors?

As we go to press, the report Is re-

ceived of the walkout of 23,000 textile

workers in Lawrence, Mass,, the second

strike of the Lawrence workers in re-

cent months. The alignment of the

forces is not yet clear as this is written,

but the wide scope of the strike and tie

militancy and determination of the work-

ers is attested by the speed and num-

bers with which they have srtuck against

the mill harons.

The A, F. of L. unions appear to be

on the scene first, despite the fact (Ifflt

the last strike enabled the I^eft wing,

through the Nartional Textile Workers
Union, to get a foothold in that famous
textile district. The characteristic blun

ders of -the Stalinist leadership at tiiat

time caused the Left wng to lose all

that it had gained and more than that,

what it might have gained. Past experi-

H Ai

ences are eloquent and bitter testimony
to the treachery of the A. P, of L. lead-
ership, particularly in the recent textile

.strikes. The opportunity for a militant
strike and a militant leadership is at
hand In Lawrence now. But it will be
lost fatally if the Lefit wing pursues the
ixillcy of sectarianism, bombast and bluff

which has just had such cata*rtToi)hic re-

sults In Paterson. Will tiie sober and re-

sponsible Left wing mllilants continue to
allow the Stalinist incompetents to con-
tinue their rejection of the Leninist un-
ited front, a rejet-tion which has been
proved so ruinous of late?

See irage FOUR of this issue for com-
rade Trotsky's keen analysts of the les-

ions of the recent referendum for the

dissolution of the Prussian Landtag and
the policy of the German Stalinists.

oover /announces

New «Crisis Cure»
The latest Hoover conference, this for furnishing loans to industry. In the

time with the bankers who dominate the

financial and Industrial life of tie coun-

try, and then, formally, with reiireriiita-

tives in Congress ot both parties, has
brought forth a new panacea for fhe cur-

ing of 'the ills which are eating into the

vitals of American imperialism. The new
apostolic revelation from the White House
advocates the establishment of a central

corporation, with a revolving fund of at

least half a billion dollars, which is to

rediscount iianking assests which are not
now eligible for such service at Federal

Reserv Banks. The aim is to free the

so called "frozen as.sets" of the smaller

banks which have been hit in past

months, and further to set up the means

IWliere Mn R^alcovsk.^?
Where is Christian Rakovsky? What

is Stalin doing to him? 'What Is iiappen-

ing with tlie unbending fighter against

the imperialist war, the soldier of the

Bolshevik revolution, the founder ot the

Communist International, the head of the

Uknainian Soviet Republic, the Bolshevik

Ambassador to France, the sterling leader

What About Paterson?
The Stalinists Unload Responsibility for Their Bankruptcy

The October 5, 1931, Issue ot the Dally

Woriter contains the following astound-

ing letter on its editorial page Irom an
organizer of the National Textile Work-
era Union and a reply by the acting edit-

or of Che party's central organ, which
we quote here in full

:

'WANTED: INFORMATION
'* 'Dear Jorge,' writes a comrade from

South Carolina :—

-

" 'I see by the papers that BUI Mur-
dock Is sSill national secretary of the

Na'tional Textile Workers Union. This

Is Interesting to me, as I am an organ-

zer for that union, but 'way down Soirth.

I had thought he migbt be still in jail,

or deported by now,
" 'And speaking of mislaid strikes, as

you did the other day, I see a little

story on the second page of today's Daily
Woricer, wihl-eh implies that the Paterson
strike is over, when it says; "During the

strike, the milita'njey . , . " etc.

'' 'This also is of special interest to

me, since I am doing N. T. w. U. work.

1 read the Daily every day, also Labor
Unity and the Southern Worker each

week, but I have no idea If the Paterson

strike is still on, won, last or anything

alKiut it. Maybe you can enllgtiten me.
" 'I believe the N. T. W. U. had a

National Council meeting on Septembers,
where undoubtedly some important mat-

ters were discussed. I would be inter-

ested to learn what took place. As I

have not ieard a word tirom the National

Office of the N. T, W. U. since the early

part of August, In spite of repeated

requests, possibly you can let me have a
few facts.'

"Well, s'e knew that the comrade was
'sold down the river*, but we are handi-

capped in answering by grape-vin^ tele-

gram as the old abolitonists used to do,

"Firstly, we don't know, either, wliat

has bec<»ne of tlie Paterson strike. IHay-

be there never was a strike and we just

imagined tt. Maybe fhwe was sntt maybe
It's still on. We don't know and it

seems doubtful whether the organizer of

it knows, either.

''Maybe, in fact, there Just ain't any
National Textile Workers Union at all.

Maybe it's what the philosophers call a

'social myth*. And maybe, finally, the

Trade Union Unity League might do
something about it,"

The bewilderment If ISie Southern or-

ganizer is entirely understandable. For
many days, the Worker has not printed

a single word about the Paterson strike,

as though it had never taken place. For
weeks before that, the party leaders in

charge of the N. T. "W. U. forces in

Paterson blared out, in big headlines and
long stories, the announcemeu't of their

fabulous successes in the strike. Lacking
actual support from the bulk ot the silk

workers, due to the radically false policy

pursued by the Stalinists, the latter

sought every day to make up for this

lack by abuse, faked stories, bluff and
bombast. At virtually every stage of

the strike, the Left wing found itself

to be outwitted by the A, F. of L.-Muste-

Lovestone combination, which was itself

sedulously preparing to surrender the

strike and the strikers.

The proposals made by the Militant,

which urged the IjCft wing to become the

banner-bearer of the fight for unity of

the strikers, were rejected by the call-

ously cynical strat<^ists ot the Slalln

school. They were going to prove how
superior was their line of conduct In

the strike.

Now Che proof is evident to all. The
party and Lett wing forces have suffered

a crushing defeat. What is left of the

strike is apparently dn the Iiands of

reactionary fakers and their "progres-

sive" stirup-holders. The Daily Worker
does not even presume to speak of tihe

strike any longer. Harrison George,

acting editor of the Worker, member of

the PolitJical Bureau, highest body of

the party, professes a complete Ignorance

about what has happened to the strike!

Under cover of dull wit, George aickow-

ledges what tlie party has not dared to

grant publicly : that the result of the

party's participation in Paterson is an

admission of complete, disgraceful, un-

extenuated bankruptcy.

George pretends not to know a thing

about the strike. Quite a comprehensive

reply for a n(ember iof tlie almlgbty

(Continued on page 2)

of the Bolshevik-Leninist Opposition, ex-
pelled from the Russian party after

the Fifteenth Congress and buried alive

in exile?

The reports we receive are highly

alarming. Neither in Moscow nor in

Leningrad has anybody exact informa-
tion about where Rakovsky is and under
what conditions he is living. Two ver-

sions are being wliispcred about : accord-
ing to one, Rakovsky is to have been
transferred to AstracUan and placed un-
der a "special regime" ; according to

the other, ho is to have been interned as
being in an "abnonnal mental state".

The versions are not contradictory. If

Rakovsky Is at Astra<chnn, w^hich is quite

possible, he is not at liberty, otherwise
evrybody who know it. The ''special re-

gime" is the regime of complete isolation.

It is quite pcKsIble and even probable
that in order to explain away this iso-

lation, the Stalinist agents are referring

to Rakovsky's mental state. In one of

bis last reports, Yaroslavsky quoted cer-

ts^ letters and declarations of Rakov-
sky, Yaroslavsky went to Yagoda, of

tihe G. P. U., 'to have him furnish poll-

'tical arguments to pustify the crimes
against the Left Opposition. Yarosiav-

sky's latest reports were enough to in-

dicate the preparation of new repres-

sions against this old revolutionist. These
suppositions coincided entirely, as we see,

with 'the absence cf any exact information
about Rakovsky and with the rumors
spread about him,

Rakovsky was already deported to

Astrachan before being transferred to

Barnaoul. * The climate of Astrachan, a
malarial breeding ground, is disastrous

for Rakovsky. At the time of Stalin's

"liberalism", Rakovsky was transferred

from Astraciian upon the insistancc of the

doctors. It he has been sent back there,

it means tliat Stalin has set himself
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the Immediate task of exterminating Rak-
ovsky In the shortest possible time! This
corresponds entirely with the general
policy of Stalin, with his personal ch«r-
acter and above all with his position

at the present moment.

With the destruction ot l>oth the Ijcft

and tlie Itigbt Oppositions, Stalin has.

flmally revealed himself before the party
and the proletariat. Economic develop-

ments have reached an extremely criticiil

point. It is now impossible to throw
the rcsponsiliility upon anyone, liefore

tlie working class, before its vanguard,
stands the question ot t'hanging the pol-

icy, of changing the regime In the party
and the Soviets—consequently, the ques-

tion, above all, ot the political fate of

Stalin and his clique. That explains

the new fury of repression against the

I^ef t Opposition ; on the one hand, (tif

base falsification of Yaroslavsky against

Trotsky ; on the other, the sinister meas
ures of Stalin against liakovsky. These
complement each oUaer.

Stalin is determined to achieve the

complete physical annihilation ot the

thousands of imprisoned and exiled Left

Oppositionists in tSie U, S. S. K., the

flower of the Bolshevik cere of the move-
ment. Above all is he set up4n sending

Rakovsky 'to hin grave. We say this

oiienly and plaice the responsibility wlierc

it belongs.

To allow Eucii "an act to go by un-
challenged by the militant workers would
be a ehameful calamity. The voices oi

protest muat be raised so loudly and in-

sistently that Stalin is compelled to re-

treat from (his dialolical plan of exter-

mination. In the j)arty. In the Left wing
organizations, everywhere, the demand
must be made : Releiase the fighters of

the October revolution ! Stop the repres-

sions against 'the IjCft Opposition!.. And
above ali, hands off Christiaii Rakovsky! new society

tjackgnound ot the new plan hovers the
question of foreign debts to the United
States, and, by that, the all-porvading
question of reparations. On this, Hoover
makes only « vague reference, without
indicating tiiat there Is to be any change
from the policy enunciated by him at the
time the debts-reparations moraforium
was first proposed.

Only those who arc permanently gulli-
ble wH find it possble to believe that
the new Hoover plan of action will suc-
ceed in liquidating the acute crisis
through which the United States is pass-
ing, 1'hQ principal problem for the Am-
evic:an ruling <;la3s, and its governmental
agent, Iloover, to solve, is that of setting
the wheels o£ industry into motion on
a scale which would at least approxim-
ate that of the late "prosperl'ty" period.
This problem Hoover has not even come
close to solving by 'ii.^^ numerous "con-
ferences" in tlie pa.s-t, and surely not by
his oracular pronouncements that the
"depression" was but sligiit and tempor-
ary. Freeing the frozen assets of hun-
dreds of biinks is a stop-gap In the sit-

uation. But \i does not accomplish what
is imperatively needed by capitalism : the
extension ot the market. The wage cuts
have only succeeded in narrowing down
the markets at 'home. The lowering
the standards of living ot the mass*
throughout the world has only accenti
ated this state of afCairs. Failing con
modity i>rices, which have accentuate
the dcclizie in foreign trade, do not y<

aiiear to have come to a halt In ithei

careening downward.

Will the new central rediscount ban
solve these key problems? Hardly. Tlia

it may bring a momentary relief to som
of ifhe banks, particularly In th6 rura
sections, ia possible. But the vital need,

of the millions whw have been sufTerinf

the most Intense misery since the com
mencement of the crisis, 'the foodless

homes and the homeless families, can
look forward to no amelioration of their

lot. Under the best possible circum-
stances imaginable, with 'the setting into

motion of the jiro<Juctive appairatus once
more, the burdens ot the wage cuts, the
standing army of unemployed which is

now and will be a permanon't phenomenon
in the United States, will weigh like

mountains upon the living conditions of
the American proletariat.

Kach new plan produced by the capi-

'talist sages and stjttesmen only demon-
strates once more their Iiopeleas bank-
ruptcy, Kven the respites that they may
gain are only breathing spaces toir the

ruling class in Jtheir remorseless march
towards the end. It is the workers' mis-
sion to speed the day to for<* concessions
from l>loated wealth, to act with resolu-

tion and militancy in the struggle tor a

British Crisis Sharpens
Miltant Correspondents Describe Moods oF the Workers

LONDON—
The position here grows more and

more unsatisfactory : it seems that as

the crisis grows more acute so the un-

certainty and confusion of the Party
leadership increases. Their failure to

state a concrete policy right at the be-

ginning has led the Party into making
blunder after blunder : even now the

lead being issued Is half-hearted and un-

real.

The strong feeling aroused amongst the

working-class shows no sign of diminisrti-

ing : indeed it grows daily and has been
strengthened by the sailors' splendid

stand against the economics to be ef-

Second National Conference Marks Step Forward
The second national conference of the

Commiyiist League of America (Opposi-

tion) has completed its tasks through a
four days session of fruitful discussion

held in New York Oity, September 24

to 27 inclusive. In the unanimous opin-

ion of all delegates it recorded a sub-

stantial forward step for the Left Op-
position in taking account of the past,

both of achievements an4 ot shortcom-

ings, as well as in its adoption ot a
guiding policy for future work,

A completely free and untrammeled
discussion during a preceding slity days

period, conducted without any trace of

the factional or bureaucratic encum-

brances which have now become the rule

in the official' parties, culminated at this

conference in such a way that the dele-

gates could return to their branches

with a conviction of having attained fur-

ther strength to the future cadres of the

American Communist movement. This

does not mean tlwtt no difference of view-

points were presented, for example, on

such Issues as an evaluation of present

trend of economic and political process-

es as well as in regards to interpreta-

^ _ tlon of the role of the Lett Opposition

(Im for* Communtete"Md militant«"as a] in Its practical tasks. There were such

differences. However, in every tunda-

tmental aspect the discussion resulted

In practically unanimous conclusions.

With comrade Coover from Minneapolis

in the chair for the first day's s^sion,

the credential committcee reported the

following branches reprcsenteed ; Toronto,

Bost-on, New York, Phladelphta, Chicago,

St. Louis, Kansas City and Minneapolis.

Smaller branches, such as Montreal, New
Haven and Richmond, could not see

their way to send delegates and in gener-

al bearing upon reducing the size of the

delegation, for example, from such dis-

tant iKtlnts as Chicago and ^finneapolis.

The delegates were practically exclus-

ively workers direct from the shops,

many unemployed and compelled to beat

their way to the conference or to travel

on local expenses; hence, the inevltahle

reduction of Size,- Not only that but

some regularly elected delegates, because

of these economic reasons, bad to t)e re-

placed by alternatives. In this respect

a certain weakness became manliest by
the absence of those experienced com-
rades who could otherwise have contri-

buted much.
In spite of these handicaps, the second

conference succeeded as expected in

.marking a new stage when compared to

the fii-st held a little better than two
years ago. At the first conference the

pivotal point became the one of elabora-

tion of a platform based upon the gen-

eral integrnational views ot the Lett Op-
position with an endeavor to apply it

In the sense of building a functioning

group In the United States and Canada.
Compared to this, the second conference

could record a developing degree of ma-
turity. Several experiences were already,

a't hand not only of results of our pro-

paganda activities but also of our be-

coniing a factor of actual intervention

in the Communist movement. , Thus It

had a firmer foundation to build upon
and could further elaborate these views
in conformity with the additional require-

ments of a situation of intensifying de-

velopments in the class struggle. Fully

cognldant of this more advanced stage,

the second conference adopted in full

the views contained in the various theses

presented by the National Committee,

indorsed its atewardsMp during the past

period and decided to continue the lead-

ership with an addition ot two meinbers

to the National Committee. Thus the

oomjnlttee Is now constituted with tSie]

follow'ing membership : Martin Abern,

James P, Cannon, Vincent l>unne, Albert

<llotzer, Hugo Oehler, Max Shachtman,
Carl Skoglund, Maurice Spector and
Arne Swabeck.

It cannot I>e denied that since the first

conference, that is, during the early

preiod following it, a certain organisa-

tional slump set in, which naturally also

had its political repercussions. The
center became greatly weakened, the nec-

essary means for carrying on the work
were serously curtailed and naturally

the obstacles in the way contained ele-

ments of friction- One of the blows was
expressed in the inability to continue the

weekly publication of the BVIitiutt which

had begun in November 1'929, about one.;

year after the first expulsions ot Jjeft

Oppositionists. Yet the great vitality of

the orgairization, the power of the Left

Opposition platform made it possble to

weather this period with only minor dis-

organization in a few branches. So

much so that capitulations or actual loss

of mfembership during these trying dif-

ficultiM were exceedingly rare wtMn our
ranks.

This experience the conference faced

(Continued on page 3)

fected in their pay—a stand which has
already brought promises from the gov-
ernment of possible readjustment. But
precisely because there exists no capable
Communist leadership the movement
seems likely to -come to nothing.

It was necessary for the Party to enter
this struggle perfectly clear about two
things: the immediate steps to be taken
by the workers, led by the p;irty, to meet
the <}overnmeut's attack ; the {)rganiza-

tion necessary and the .ways of fighting;

and the role of a revolutionary party
In such a situation. On both these

points fhe party blundered—it still

avoids any clear answer to the question

being asked by all workers "How are we
to fight!" Thre tcan only be one reply

since in such a situation the workers
have only one weapon to commence such
a fight with—general strike* action. The
party leadership asked whether strike

action is their policy reply that strike

action is a "weapon that needs to be

used ''wisely". True enough—but com-

ing from those who tor the last four

years have sought strikes on every lit-

tle protest, have held up ridiculous "im-

mediate demands for the workers to

strike for, who have used the strike

weapon on very "unwisely" and mainly
to Impress their Stalinist pay-master, it

signifies a cowardly running away from
the issues of the day. For the present

Party campaign of demonstrations Is

meaningless and merely a parallel cam-
paign to that of the 1. L. P. if it Is not
run for the purpose of securing general

action b.y the workers. When this is

pointed out and When the results of this

policy are seen in secret maneuvers with

Miaxton, Kirlrwood and Brockway, the

reply of the present leadership Is to at-

tack -the party comrades of the "Left"

and allow numerous right errors to go
unchecked- I'robably nothing could show
the essentially reformist attitude of the

Party leadership more strikingly than
their attitude towards the sailors. The
cuts In pay ot the sailors received no
attention from the Party and were

(Continued, on page 2)
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THE COMING
WINTER

(Continued from Ijiist Issue)

The special acutenoss of the (jtirman

crisis rests upon the iwsition into which

German capitiiUKni landed tlirouKh the

end of the war. It lost substantial

sources of raw material and ita best

markets. On tlie other hand, it C3tal>li3h.

ed, with the aid of foreign credits, a

huge productive appiiratuy which it could

never utilize fully, whi(-h burdened it

enormously, and purt of which it cannot

yet decide to iiquiditte. This is the ac^

tual reason for the speciiil German crisis;

not the Young Plan, as the Fascist de-

magogues say and the Centrists parrot

after tliem. How little a change in the

young rian could inlluence the crisis is

Shown by the absolute lack of success

of the Hoover moratorium. The tJermiin

bourgeoisie, which has become completely

dependent upon the big iK>wers, must tight

for more in order *to achievS its imper-

-ialist emancipation. The worid economic

crisis, which accentuated all the foreign

political reJutiona and strivings, and illu-

minated their direct connection with

domestic policy, also evoked a turn in

German foreign policy, which Is repre-

sented by the Bruening of the emergency

decrees, German imperialism, in pos-

session of a powerful prcnlw-tive appar-

atus, and on the other hand press-

ed by the crisis, places its claims to

eciual rights against the French striv-

ing for hegemony. We .recall the specch-

^ of Minister Treviranus on the Polish

corridor, the armored fruiser construc-

tion, Bernsdorff's dlsarmnnent demands

in the League of Nations, the Russian

credits, and finally, &s the crowning of

the whole, the German-Austrian customs

anion.

The German bourgeoisie suffered for

the time being a crushing defeat. Not

only in Geneva, but by thfe withdrawal

of credits, it was driven by Prance, in

the bank crash, to the very edge of the

abyss. French imperialism robbed it of

its Hungarian support, checkmated the

game ot the Kaatern orientation by the

Russo-French pact—and yet the German

bourgeoisie has not capitulated as yet.

This is above all tilings the eipres-sion of

its internal strength, which even made

possible this whole foreign political man-

euver. It endeavors, by squeezing down

upon tiie toilers to the last ounce, to hold

out by the aocalled self-aid until it re-

ceives aid from America or Kngland,

which will have to oppose a too strong

growth of French iniiuence. That is its

second "trump", A capitulation to

France would be the expression of its

growing internal dtfticultics.

We see -what enormous importance the

development of the American crisis has

for the fate 'of the German revolution.

The Policy of the German C. P.

We have already seen that the bour-

geoisie could stand all the blows it re-

ceived with the aid of the Social Dem-
ocratic Party. We must, however, raise

the question ; how could the S. I>, P, re-

liiain the leader of the starving millions

of workers for so long a time? Form-
erly, it was able to keep the workers

away from Communism by the preserva-

tion of small reforms. liut today, it no

longer preserves these small reforms,

hut rather participates in the most far-

reaching elimination of them. A con-

tinued existence of the S. I>, P. with such

a scope in the present crisis can only

be explained by the absolutely false and

powerless policy of the Communist party.

An examination of its policy, unfortun-

ately, confirms this assumption to the

highest degree. (Ml the basis of the

Centrist construction of the third period,

the policy of the C. i'. rested upon Uiree

pillars: the acute revolutionary situa-

tion (192y!), social -faseism, founding of

new trade unions. There was no policy

of united front. By the "turn" of 1030-

1931, the estimation of the situation was
indeed moderated and a policy of the

united front schematically dictated; the

pillars of social-Fascism and their own
trade unions, however, remained.'

With regard to social-Faseism, the Left

Opposition repeatedly pointed out the

absolutely theorel^ical falsity of this con.

ception. In practise, it formed an in-

surmountable wail between Communist

and social democratic workers.

Separate trade union organisations (It.

G. O.—lied Trade L'nion Organizations)

could not even embrace one-fifth of the

party membership. They are about one-

one-hundredth as large as the reformist

unions. As a result, it is also incapable

of effectively influencing the daily strug-

gles of the proletariat. In the trade un-

ions themselves, the influence of the

Communists, who are either expelled or

else bound hand and foot by the ultra-

Leftist policy, is reduced to nothing. The

bourgeois press reports triumphantly tlmt

this year's trade union congress was the

first since the war at which there was

not a single Communist party delegat.e.

Neither could the party succeed is the

organization of the enormous «nem

ployed masses, for, with the deceptive

expectation of an automatic radicalizatiou

of the unemployod, it rejected the pro-

posals of the I^eft Opposition for forming

a uuited front with the slogans of Rus-

sian credits, etc. The struggle against

Fascism offered the best possibility of

putting the party at the head of the pro-

letariat. Here too a luekles^ policy de-

stroyed everything. After the party had

juirsued a big-mouthed ostrich policy to-

wards the growth of Fascism, it was
flclzed with panic before the September

elections. Instead of vt^n(^wishing Fasc-

ism by a proletarian ideology, it en-

deavored to smash it by adapting itself

to the Fascist ideology. There appeared
tne program for "national and social

emancipation", the slogan of the 'peo-

ple'e revolution" was proclaimed instead

of the proletarian revolution, and linully,

a direct; united front w^ concluded with

ttie Fascists at the referendum. This

opportunistic policy, which is dictated

solely by votc-catelling endeavors and
not by the actual reiationiships ol the

class struggle, which overlooks the fact

that the united front is possible with the

social democratic workers on the basis

oi a common principled basis o£ the

class struggle, that there is no such basis

with the blood-stained Fascist murder-

ers, brought the C. 1*. G., outside of a

few banitrupted lieutenants, nothing but

ooiiEusiuu in its iwn ranks and a sireu-

gtnened mistrust of many nonest aud

class conscious workers.

One would, however, tail into error in

assuming that the party is not growing,

'fhe elementary pressure of the crisis is

so great that it; grows tu spite of its pol-

icy. At ail events, the nuctuations are

so enormous (forty iierceut in iy30

—

ituctuation appears to be a concomitant

of iStulinlsm; that- it does not lind it

possible to constitute real cadres. Since

me old, experienced members are mostly

expelled or driven into p^sivity, the

(luatity is a bad one. This is shown by

ine spread of anti-Semitism which is even

rampant in the party press. That is how

it is possible that in spite of all the

election successes and iu spite oi the

nutuei-icai strength, the party is incom-

petent in the decisive moments of extru-

parUaraentary action: in the economic

struggles, tn the struggle against the

emergency decrees, in the bank crush.

Of course, the i>arty is completely bur-

eaucratisied ; in actuality, there are no

discussions and no elections. Corruption

is iuevitable as a concomitant of bureau-

cratism. It is an expression of the pol-

itical bureaucratization of the party that

one day it can make an unprincipled un-

ited front with the Fascists agaitist the

•social-Fascists" in the I'russiun refer-

endum; both oveniight, upon command
from above, without inquiring of the

membership.
This disproiwrtion between the stren-

gth and inner power of the party and the

objectively revolutionary situation (how-

ever complicated it may be by Fascism)

explains the otherwise obscure develop-

ment of Germany.
The objective situation remains the

primary measure of tiie perspective. The

objective situation is: sharijening of the

crisis; collapse of banks and factories;

rise of unemployment; decline of unem-

ployment support; decline of wages; in-

crease of hunger. The objection situa-

tion is: further collapse of the petty

bourgeoisie in town and country. iCvea

the bourgeoisie, at the sharp curves of

the breath-taking decline, lives through

moments of completely hopelessness.

Their old parties are distegrating.

In the proletariat, dlsatisfaction is

constantly on the increase. Weak as the

will to struggle still is, the will to un-

ity is nevertheless great. Ail these

phenomena permit the assumption that

despair outside the factories and hunger

inside the factories will lead to «pon-

taneous outbrealis this Winter, All this,

however, can only lead to the victory

of reaction, which itas up to now con-

stantly and boldly attacked, unless the

Communist party understands how to

;issemble and to lead the majority of the

proletariat. The premises for this would

be a re-anning ot the party diiwn to the

ranks. That such a re-armanent is pos-

sible in a very short time is demonstrat-

ed by the history of tlie Bolshevik party

in April 1917. A re-establishment of the

party upon a real united front tactic

in the economic struggles, with dem-

ocratic slogans, in the struggle against

Fascism and Brueniug, would giv;e the

party good prospects for the seizure of

power. The Lett Opposition is lighting

for the propagation of the slogan which

alone can make the situation fruitful.

It examines the magnificent experienecs

which unfold before its very eyes in or-

<ler to learn from them, and it fights

in the ranks of Communism for the

revolution, come how it may.

Berlin, September 1931
—ERVIN BAUER,

^

What About Patcrson?

(Continued from page 1)

Political Bureau \ But it is quite certain

tiiat the workers in, the field and in the

ranlK are ignorant of what the outcome

has been. And that because the irrea-

l>onsibIe cavaliers in charge of the party

liave nedther told ttem, nor attempted

to make an expl-anation, nor attempted

to draw the tragic lessons from the re-

^ultK, nor attempted to examine into"

the "line" in the light of experiences

gained—in a word : the Fosters, Browders

a-od Georges perpetrated a crime against

the movement with their obstinately

stupid iwlicy in Paterson, and they now

conveniently wash their hands of the,

whole matter—"We don't know what has

become of the Paterson strike" . . and

they don't seem to care,

George insinuatingly refers to the

guilt of the ''T. U. U. L. (wihich) might

do something about it". The trick will

not work. These cheap politicians are

trying to unload their joint responsibility

upon Foster alone (who is the formal

head of the T. U. U. L,}, because Brow-

der, George and Co. are conducting an

undergound factional fight against Foster.

The responsibility for the Paterson trag-

edy rests upon the shoulders of all of

them. Ijet them explain. Let the work-

er-Communists in the party call the

bureaucrats and their policies to taskl

British Crisis Sharpens
Militant Correspondents Describe Moods of the Workers

(Continued from pa«e 1)

Ignored in their slogans: then the Atlan-

tic Fleet went on strike and the Daily

Worker jilled its frotit page with babbl-

ings about the Atlantic Fleet but avoids

ed any definite appeal to the sailors:

that is they did not urge any form of

organization or action Ui)on the sailors

but merely applauded their action. The
German Communist Paper has been .sus-

pended for fotu' weeks for a direct ap-

peal -to the English sailors whilst the

Unglish Communist Daily avoids this

aiid beyond sending ''greetings" plays no

part in the sailors' struggle whatsoever.

The need is for effective organization

of all the workers for mass demonstra-

tions and for strike action: for a real

revolutionary leadership : for courage and
determination, Indecisiveness, hesita-

tion avoidance of direct and clear pre-

paration for widespread strike acfton,

frienddly overtures to 'the "IjOft" of the

I, L.' P.. talk of the fleneral Election,

hiding of the revolutionary implications

of the stroggie, these things are help-

ing to confuse and weaken the workers

and to prevent real resistance to t&e

economy cuts and to the heavy wage-

reductions threatened. Whether such a

leadership can come forward in the party

it is impossible to say, but there are

signs that efforts are being made to

force the Issues into open Party discus-

sion,

The full extent of the National Gov-

ernment's econo(nies are tiow known: it

i.5 beginning to be clear that tbi.'? atlacfe

la preliminary to widespr-^ad waije re-

ductions, affecting all sections of the

working class. Talk of *<balanci!'g the

budget" has no\v given place to talk of

the i>eed to revive industry ^nd trade.

For the financial crisis is only the reflec-

tion of the existing industrial crisis : the

outflow of gold is due to the Increasing

excess of imports over exports, so great

that the enormous tribute levied by

British capitalism from foreign invest-

ments cannot t-oVer it, and only a revival

of industry and increased exports can

save tiie whole of BrltLsh imperialism.

Because under capitalism present meth-

od.^ must go on the only "solution" pos-

sible for the ruling class is wage-cuts.

The Budget has been "balanced" by re-

ducing the wages of state employees and

by cutting the benefits of the unemploy-

ed : trade can only be revived by heavy

wage reductions in the principal indus-

tries.

Arthur Hayday, M. P., in his presi-

dential address to the Trades Union

Congress said: "To restore our export

trade to equilibrium, if the wage-cut-

ting policy were adopted, would involve

wage reductions of 20 to 30 per cent".

That the wage-cutting policy will be

adopted we n«*d not doubt : it is as

certain as the fact that the trade union
and labor leaders will not offer any real

resistance to the Government's econom-
ies. I'^or the extent of the wage reduc-

tions and of the strength of the work-
ers' resistance to these demands depends
very much upon the nature of the op-

position to the National Government's
economies.

Parliamentary Opposition
The Labor Party's "opposition" lias

been revealed as one of words and very

we£ik ''words" at that ! Indeed, there is

widespread suspicion that the whole af-

fair has been "rigged": this instinctive

feeling is very widespread among the

workers.

The role of the Labor opposition Is

clear enough : It is to divert the grow-

ing fury aiid revolt of the workers into

"safe" parliamentary channels. More
than ever before is the parliamentary

deceit clear to all and the uselcssness of

the I/aljor Party's opposition opens the

way to the development of a pow*«ful

mass movement led by the Communist
party.

In -the weakness and cowardice of the

I'arty leadership lies great danger for

the workers of Kngland. Hesitant for

days, unwilling to move without sanction

from Moscow ; locals, all initiative de-

stroyed by the suppression of discussion

and by the attacks on critical comrades,

did nothing save Ttm meetings, and the

party as a whole could return no answer

to the question of the workers "what do

you suggest we should do?" This re-

mains unchanged : the party has no de-

finite policy and even distortri and alters

resolutions passed by militant trade un-

ion branches in order to avoid being

committed too definitely. Where steps

have betui taken l)y locals, results have

followed but in the vast majority of dis-

tricts the workers are being ottered de-

nunciations of the T. U, C„ of the Labor

Party, of the I. Ij. P., and nothing be-

yond that. Tlie need of the hour is the

uniting of the organized and unorganized

workers together with the uneniployeii

in each district for action ; mass demon-

strations and preparation for widespread

strike action. No other Course Is possi-

ble save confusion.

The Party
The Implications of widespread action

against the economies arc obvious : any
real and effective struggle would inten-

sify the crisis and line up openly the two

cla.sses for warfare with the state forces

at the disposal of the employees. A rev

olutionary party should face the impli-

cations, prepare She workers to face them

and lead into strtiggle a conscious work-

ing-class : to avoid clear explanation and
preparation is treachery. The party Is

avoiding it and is thus almost indistin-

guishable from the Independent Labor
Party. Time is all imiwrlant but the

signs are that the leadership of the Eng-

lish party will fail to utilize this great

chance and that their failure will be

paid for heavily by the English workers.

It is the task of Left Oppositionists in

England to rou.se the party membership
against the present policy and methods
oi; the party leaders : to force discussion

and full consideration of the position

immediately and to win to the party

workers wdio will fight inside it for a

return to the Comunism of Lenin and
Trotsky,

—ANGLICUS.
London, September 15, 1931,

A LETTER tTtOM CORNWALL,
The naval mutiny was a nerve-sliatter-

ing blow to the Governmeiit, of course,

and this financial crisis, with the susi-

pension of the gold standard, will re-

duce them to second childhood. Some
of the London capitalist papers, judging

by today's Daily Telegrapii are trying to

minimize the effect of the susiicnsion by

l)ointing out that it comes after the bud-

get has been balanced. Today's Tele-

graph keeps up its courage as follows

:

"The budget Is balanced, and the bud-

get will remain balanced. Half or more
than half the sting of this enforced sub-

mission is removed now that the con-

sequences can be faced i)y the British

(Jovernmcnt with fortitude and com-

posure."

I'reviously the article had admitted

that it was precisely with the object of

preventing Great Britain from going off

the gold standard that tlie present Na-

tional Government was formed, "Events

however," it pathetically remarks, "have

been too strong and too hard for them."

Then it goes on trying to keep up the

courage of its readers.

''Tiiere is no need to fear a flight from

the pound on the parallel of the flight

from the mark of the franc. British

currency is not inflated. The financial

(-ondition of the country Is fundamental-

ly sound. Nothing therefore in the shape
of a currency slide need be anticipiited,

though some deprcs-iation must be ex-

pected, lint it can be reduced to a min-

imum if the British people will keep

their beads as, by. their official declara-

tion, the Prime Minister and his col-

leagues are resolved to keep theirs."

When the news of the mutiny came
the reaction was miich the same. There
was an endeavor to show that it was
hardly fo be called a mutiny at all. True,

the men flatly disobeyed the orders to

get up aneiiors and refused to go to sea.

But they did not lay hands on their

officers or work havoc on the ships. The
flue tradition of the British navy for dis-

cipline and devotion remain intuct, etc.,

etc.

The reaction of the workers I was
able to speak to wa,s one of pure joy.

They were delighted when the news
came through. , , .

—M. SIIOOTEit.
Ilelston, September 21, 1031
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LETTERS FROM
OPPOSITIONISTS

A View of the Struggle in Madrid
The repression against the Communist

Party of Spain grows lighter every day.

The end of the party congress in the

Asturias was marked by the arrest of

the principal leaders of the party, ad-

ministratively, witiiout misdemeanor , .

Communists and syndicalists [lopulate

the prisons and floating jails by the

hundreds.

In the proletarian sections, the repres-

sion arouses indignation; but the party,

instead of gathering together the work-

ers' organizations by a real united front,

giving to the action undertaken a vast

scope pressing the socialist and syndical-

ist leaders to the wall—organizes with

its own forces "mass" demonstration. I

had the occason to participate Sunday in

two of them which I will describe to

you

:

From morning on, together with mem-
bers of the Youth, we circled around the

proletarian nelgiiborhood, in many
streets resounded the voice of the JVIondo

Obrero newsboys and our young friends

pointed out to us every news stand with

.satisfaction. On a lamp-post, a small

poster pasted high up : Mondo Obrero has

been seized by the republican police.

Numerous stickers." Form your Soviets

in every factory", and in this Saint Denis

of .Madrid where the party in the last

elections had a large number of votes,

there is a warm enthusiasm for Commun-
ism.

We arrive at an illegat meeting of a

nucleus. An old militant sjieaks to us

of the great difficulties of organization

and work, "The party meetings, even

though thej are legal, are forbidden, but

we go off a great distance and the meet-

ings are held anyway." As a group, we
go off to the place of the demonstration

where we arrive a few minutes before

8 (that is, much in advance, for the time

in Spain , . . ) Tlie same spectacle pre-

sents itself to me as in Pars ; general

indecision ambulating groups, cafe ter-

races occupied by demonstrators. Little

by little, the circulation becomes intense,

almost a thousand young workers are

scattered there. KIght o'clock has struck

about an hour ago . . . and the police

(12 mounted and go on foot and a few
flat-faces) begin to "scrape off" and fo

''filter through". Where a small deter-

mined group would liave made pos.sible

at least a relative demonstration, this

initiative is left to a handful of cops who
attack every small group in the usual

police manner.

No shouting, no singing, the police be-

come unnerved, the horsemen mount the

sidewalks , . , a group of Youth fake

refuge in the neighboring hospital, the

cops receive a few stones, pistols are

unhesitatingly drawn, a few shots fired

and the entrenched workers are dislodg-

ed, not without arrests . . . Something
of an agitation continues on the place

for a few liours.

The next day, the second demonstra-

tion was to take place at the prison.

This prison surrounded by a huge square

of high walls, composed of central

buildings arranged in a cross, offered a

surprisng .spectacle: Almost a thousand

workers, very young for the most part,

formed an endless line between •the prison

wall and a cordon of police. , . ,

Their hands strengthened by their ad-

vantages of the morning, the police this

time took the offensive brutally. It wa.s

an abrupt assault, the cordon of visitors

was arbitrarily swept away. A platoon

ol cavalry, sabres drawn, charged, follow-

ed by a hundred "seguridads" [security

police], who, with their long swords did

not miss any of those spared by the

cavalry.

Our position not having been wiped out

yet, my comrade and I sought to move
on; but, impassible and determined, two

"seguridads" barred the road by drawing
their sabres. We are forced to retrace

our steps. By misfortune, cavalry and
footmen have turned about face and they

approach to "clear out" our corner. Noth-

ing to do Bl>out it. JWe must "get out".

We pass with a few thwacks.

In small groups, the workers discuss

this new defeat, where a thousand work-

ers who came to demonstrate were dis-

persed by 150 guards! The more we
would be the better, said the numerous
workers, and the attitude of the local

N, C. of L. was severely criticized. But

why, then, does the party allow its an-

archist leaders to slink off? Why doesn't

it make proposals for a united front?

"Todos ft la c^le!'" Result: ten seri-

ously wounded, numerous arrests,

A comrade Informs .me: This evening

there's a meeting of the Labor Defense,

a. Cortes deputy, a sympathizer, will

^peak. It is an invitation and we shall

go 'there. The hall doors are closed, and

a troop of Guardia Civil, mounted, rides

around, provokingly. The meeting is

prohibited and the street belongs to this

civil guards, with green uniforms, light

yellow trappings, black oil-clo'th bicorns,

swarthy complexioned country lads,

whose hands never leave the pommel of

their sabres. We mix with the groups

and make acquaintance wft'i a party com-

ade who speaks Freneli, 1 wiil repeat

here his words: "In Madrid the party

has grown enormously. We have, inciud-

ing three hundred youth, a thousand
members. There arc few important
factories licre, and we are organined
on the basis of local nuclei, many of

them by localities which meet every
week. Our difficulties are enormous, tiie

workers who come to us are absolutely

raw politically: impregnated with an-

ancblst traditions, our cadres are scat-

terd iiy the ix^rsecutioiis. Throughout
.Spain, the party has 12,000 members ("?)

and the sale of MmmIo Obrero Is 2o,0l)0

{'!). The youth paper sells 300 copies

in Madrid and 4,000 throughout Spain
In Catalonia, it is true, our force.s are
vii'lually zero, but they are rising little

by little, the Bloc is disintegrating. The
Trotskylsts? There are none tn fSpain

(?), there are some fine militants (sic),

Garcia Lav id, Andrade, Nin and a few
others; but that is all, they cannot re-

cruit among the workers (!) to whom
the various internal disputes are un-

known. As for me. I respect many of

these comrades, their place is with us,

Trotsky is a revolutionist; without him,

October was in danger, but the Russian
liarty -rejected him—that's discipline. I

read Comtiiriismo it is the best (Commun-
ist review, but we are so persecuted that

we need one party. You say that our
leaders will oppose it? But here we
. . . the leaders! In reality, the party

hasn't any. lit is on!y now thaf we are

forming our cadres. Yes, of course we
need a correct policy,"

We step i)efore a news-stand where is

sold the issue of an illustrated review
which has Trotsky's photograph on the

first iKige, with 'the title "Trotsky in

prison in Madrid", Our comrade re-

marks : You see, there's propaganda for

all of us. A personage appeared to in-

terest himself very persistently in our
conversation, and we must separate, but
our comrade holds my hand : Teil me,
how is Trotsky getting along? I answer
him, and he concludes: "Y'ou know, j'ou

take the steps [literally) and he'll come
back tq the U, S, S, R., and tell him
that the Spanish Oommuni.sts know well

enough that he is « revolutionist", I

answered him that in that case, he ought
to extend his judgment to the concep-

tions of the whole Opposition and to act

accordingly. We parted, and I recount

the words of a local Communist ; he ex-

presses a mentality which permits the

Opposition to conduct a profitable work.

Madrid. —RAY.

After liaviug serveti my three years of
deiiortations. I have obtained -a "minus
20" and 1 am' now at .\. Here (and
in She district) I have found an impor-
tant group of deported Opiwsltionists.

here are also "old ones" who have served
their three years and have obtained their

''mijius" ; tliere are also youth and a
former capitulator. The latter was sent
here under Article 58 for three years,

following the mass arrests made among
tlio capitulators in the Spring of this

year. These arrests were niade in con-
nection with our leafiets (on the triaj

of the sabotagers, etc). Even though
thCfie leaflets were issutid by our active

group in -Moscow, the repressions strong-

ly aected also those who had left us. In

general, the publication of each leaflet

is accompanied in Moscow by raids in

mass (and frcijuently by arrests) among
all those who, in any way whatsoever,

ever bad anything to do with the Op-
osition.

The deported youth produced a very
happy Impression, Most of them are
workers; .they joined the Opi>ositlon in

the last two years and they iire complete-

ly unknown to us. They came to our
ideas independently, "spontaneously". On
their own initiative, often without any
contact with the organization, they be-

gan [he factional work, they issued leaf-

lets, etc. This youth today constitutes

a very important actor in the depprta-

tion. How many are there of them? A
thousand, two thousand, or more'/—I find

it hard to say : my horizon of observa-
tion is too limited to judge. At «11

events, they are numerous.

From the solitaries, only unimiiortant
Setters are allow^ed to go through. In
tiie solidarity of Verchuie- Uralsk, we are

two hundred and fifty and this number
is constantly augmented. We have learn-

ed that following a protest of those in

solitary confinement at Verchnle-Uralsk,
they took aw^ay the "initiator" of this

protest, comrade Yanucbevsky. Since
collective protests are not permitted in

the solitaries, we proceed in tiie follow-

iiig manner : a comrade makes an in-

dividual protest and the others adhere
to i't. This was also the case with com-
rade Yanuchcvsky. He was conveyed to

Moscow, to tlie internal prison of the

G. P. U. and he is condemned, it seems,

to ten (!) years in a concentration
camp, , , .

Since then it has been months that

we have liad no news of Jiim, nor do
we kitow whei* he is or what has be-

come of him. That is just how the

Sk-'hwalbes disappeared withouit a trace,

after iiaving si>ent many months «f de-
tention in the internal prison of the
G. P. U. One of them is seriously af-

fected by tuberculosis.

We have learned even if after a great
delay, of the document, magnificent

its persuasive force, of Christian -Georg

evitch liakovsky on the trial of tht

sabotagers. Christian G. shows why sab-

otage has deveioped and upon what it

supports itself. Ch. G, says that on the

basis of his experience in the work at
P-aris, he could give vast and valuable

material on tiie connections of the sab-

otagers with the White emigration and
the French bourgeoisie.

Comrade llakovsky has been placed

under extremely painful material condi-

tons. The state of his heaitli arouses
among all of us a tremendous uneasiness.

There is no doubt that the Stalinist

clhjue has condemned llakovsky to a sure
physical destruction. Continuai house-

raids, the encirclement of G. P. U. pro-

vocateurs ab.solute isolation, pernicious

illness, mat*rial privation—there are the

conditions under wiiich Christian Geo-
rgievitch lives. From the jwlitical point

of view, llakovsky is In an active and
valiant state of mind; he reacts imme-
diately to all the events lutt his writings

reach us ^ery rarely, . | .

July 1931 —P.

FROM AN ECONOMIC DIEECTOR
The situation is criticnl in the field

of construction material." Gigantic and
urgent constructions like tile Knznetstroy
and the JIagnitogorsk are guaranteed
with only 75% of the construction mater-
ia! ! Construction on the average are as-

sured for r)07fl or less. How, under
these conditions, can one count on the
realization of the construction plan?
.118 factorie.^ which, according to the
plan, should be completed and put to

work in the third year of the five year
plan, will not attain this point. But
instead of giving up the five year plan,

in four years and of reducing the unreal-

izable program in a mehijdical manner,
and thereby assuring the urgent con-
structions with 100% in construction
material, the Stalinist leadership con-

tnues to build the factories . , , by
half. The criterion of bureaucratic pres-

tige dominates everything. The wastes
of "anarchy" attains an unbelievable de-

gree : the econonrie organizations snatch
construction material from each other.

Under the unbridled pressure of the

apparatus, we endeavor to follow unten-
able rhythms. The tension of forces is

terrific. Everybody is fatigued, includ-

ing, of course, the stratum of the work-
ers who are sincerely enthusiastic over
industrialzation. All this feeds the Right
wing sentiments, . . .

August 16, 1931

READ AND SUBSCRIBE
TO THE MILITANT
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Secr*t Greets Conference
Increastns Problems Face the International Left Opposition

To the ComrauBist League
of America

Dear Comrades

:

The International Secretariat semJs Its

warmest greetinga to tlie Second Na-
tional Conference of the American sec-

tion of the Left Opposition, which we
are sure will contribute towards fortify-

ing your organization and which will be
the point 'of departure of a new period
of development. The International Op-
poaltion, for material reasons, cannot
participate effectively In your Confaf-
ortce and also, as a result «f great dif-

fleulties, it cannot bring the necessary
Contribution to your discussion.
The tasks that are posed at the pre-

sent moment for the Communist move-
ment and specifically for our Ijeft fac-
tion, are -of so wide a scope that they
necessitate that the political work o£
clearing up, of enlightenment, of delim-
itation and the corresponding organiza-
tional work which have l>een under-
taken, especially in the last two years,
be followed up at a more sustained pace,
n more accelerated rhythm. The events
In Spain have begun without a Commun-
ist party, hut also without an organized
Opposition, having at its disposal trained
militants, known organs. In the present
situation in Germany, there does eilst
a numerically strong C. 1'. but one with-
out political leadership, and the Opposi-
tion Is still much too weak to be able
to exercize a substantial political role
there. In England, the ruin it the C,
P., caused by the policy of the Anglo-
Russian Committee, permits the leaders
of the Labor paity to liold hack the
masses affected by the crisis; there too,

the Opiwsitlon Is unable to ^ve the
party its strength, its vltHllty, being It-

self In its very first stages.

You Insist very rightly In your thesis

on the importance of the United States
In the world and the weight it bears
upon Kuropenn economy. This relation-

ship of forces which our comrade Trot-
sky already brought to light a few years
ago, has lately been forced upon the
blindest. Imperialism seeks more and
more to put Kurope on rations ; its policy
will not fail to aggnivate and esacerbiate
the conflicts in Europe. Kut also the
curtailed position of Europe will have
repercussions In the ynlted States ; and
there, as la Europe, ttie burdens which
world capitalism will seek to have the
working masses bear, will be so heavy
that the latter, in order to oppose it.

will be drawn into great struggles.

The world crisis, which continues to

develop, will only increase the favor-
at)Ie objective conditions for the revolu-

tionary movement. The issue from the
development of the crisis depends, thus,
essentially upon subjective factors, upon
the capacity of the Comintern and Its

sections, consetiuently, upon the capaeltj

of the International Left Opposition to

shflt the political course of the C. 1.

In this sense, the results already ob-

tained by the Communist Ijcague of Am-
erica are very substantial. Your theses,

those of the Opposition Youth, the dis-

cussion f^ey have aroused, as well as
the -weekty appearance of the Milit-ant,

are indications of this. Another indica-

tion of your consolidation lies In the

manner In which yon have been able to

oppoh'e the confustonist tendencies of
Welsbord and to reject them without
undergoing a crisis as painful as those
which many European sections experi-

enced.

But in order to assure from now on
a rapid and vigorous development of the
Left Opposition—in America as else-

where—we must very quickly apply our-

selves to strengthening the organization
of the Left Opposition. The Bolshevik
party, where they applied themselves to

delimiting clearly the organization of a

group, few in numbers as it was, should
serve us as an example. Ideological cor-

rectness Is intimately bound up with the

solidity of the organization. It was in-

evitable that, at the outset, the inade-

quacies, the political Inexperience of' the

Opposition groupings, should be trans-

lated into the field of organization. But
at the present moment, it Is high tilnu

and it Is possible to have the Opposition
take a step forward In this field. Two
years of work, of efforts, of eiijerience,

are finding themselves concretized In the

theses, in the resolutions to your nation-

al conference, as well as in other im-

portant sections of tlie Opposition (t^ic

French League, the Archio-Marxists). In

this way, each Opposition militant will

find a firmer basis for his activity. In
this way, the sections of the Left Op-
position will be able to strengthen their

work within the Communist party.

One of the most Important tasks of

tlie present moment is an or^ilc con-

solidation of the IjCft Opposition within
the Communist parties and the Comin
tern. The defeats ot the past years,

tbo present bankruptcy, have piled up
profound (tlscontentment In the masses
who follow the parties, as well as among
their members. The rupture ot the party

with the broad masses has been reflected

in the parties. At the moment when the

proletariat, resisting violently 'the capital

ist offensive, will seek its road, all the

elements, all the groups which have re

mained in the party without pronouncing
tiiemselves openly upon their policy, will

also emerge from their passivity in oi--

der to seek actively to orient the policy

of the C. P. The action of the Left Op-
position upon these elements will be all

the greater If Its external action uposi

the party (which expulsion has Imposed

Ufmii il ) will h;ive, (Olrt'.'spoiidiii^ !o it,

;ni ;iclUiii wilhiii its own runt;.-;, where
ttio aciivily of all the Oppositionists v^ill

'je coordhijitetl in onier tn return the

Oiiiitiiern. a;;ah!.st the Centrists, to ilie

r;iih of Marxism which will lend it to

victory.

.We wish you the accompiishmftit of

a fruitful labor, and we send you, dear

Ciiiiji-ade.-;, our Communist greeting?!.

For the International Secretariat,

M. MILL.
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present situfitioii in Spain and the prospects of tlte Itirther aevelopiuant

of the revolution. The standpoint ot the Opposition, In contrast to that of

all the other groups involved In the present Spanish situation (the official

Communist party, the Maurln group, the syndicalists, and others), is pre-

sented with the exceptional clarity and pentratloo for which the author

Is BO well-knowru
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A Ferment in the Chicago Y. C L
t>n Scpli'iubcr 14. VM1, tiiree former

meiiibcrs of the E^iecutive Committee of

Disirict 8. Young Communist lieague,

Issued a statement to all members on
why two. Norman Satlr and Ruth Au-
di';) s, hiive been cxiJelled from member-
ship, and one, Xuthan Gould, is about

to meet the same fate ( he has since

been expelled also).

Tile charges of these comrades are

:

that ba.'^ed on a system of bureaucracy,

a regime <.f terror, of expulsion, an in-

capable district and national leadership

has attached itself to the Y. C. L. and
prevents the I^eague from efficiently ful-

filling its role.

The same leadership, in order to main-
tain its ixisition, has had to line up com-

rades against Satir who had taken a cri-

tical attitude towards the activity o!f

the National Committee, spread lies and
slanders, suppress articles written for

the pro-convention discussion, not allow

anybody time to present any position

opixjsing 'the National Committee and
that the party leadership has condoned
and encouraged the younger bureaucrats.

The document charges that the last

convention of the Y, C. L. was not a
Communist convention, because there was
no preconvention thesis, nor discussioin

involving the membership. The state-

ment goes on to tell what the League
bureaucracy Is attempting to hide ; poll

tical bajikrupfCy (If that term can be

appiie<l to a leadership wiiich never was
capable). According to the Y. C, I. let

ter, the National Committee of the Am-
erican League has: (1) been absent from
the economic field; (2) not formulated

&ny youth demands; (3) no shop nuclei;

(4) no anti-militarist work; (5) no op-

ponent work; (d) crisis In «ports and
I'ioneers; (7) League still Isolated. To
these, the trio add four additional

points; (8) no single shock plan was
completed; (9) the ideological level of

the League is at Its lowest; (10) bureau-

cracy is the prevailing system ;(11) the

National Committee is entirely incap-

able of indei>endcint analy.^cs or formu-

lation of correct policies; (12) all gains

that were made, were made after the

Y. C. 1, threat ot removal and these gains

are micros(;opic.

According to the present leadership,

the League membership fusing *'third;

period" raatliematicji) is "around 3,000".

Kvon IE tiiese figures are correct, they

show a great discrepancy between iK>ten-

tial possibllltjes and actual results. Yet,

many join tlie Y. C. Ij. continuously, but

go through it like water through a selve.

Wiiy?
The main reason for this, the state-

ment goes on to say, is the low ideologi-;

cal level of the membership. Theory,

while openly pal<l lip-service, le secretly

sneered at as a pre-"third period" pre-

judice. Then tlse document says;

"To exiieet the leadership to change
their attitude on this matter is hopeless.

Because this leadership can only exist

as long as wid(>3pread ignorance prevails

. . , political c'onscion.'Juesrt would mean
the doom of this 'leadership' ".

Secondly, the strangling hold of the

bureau<:racy. Democratic centralism

—

the highest degree of democracy with the

hlgheat decree of centralism, hecomtM
the handing down of decisions by the

higher committees to the lower ranks
with the air of a royal decree, or In-

2t
imiD

(Continued from page 1)

squarely, analysed its reasons and became
so much more convinced of our great

vitality aud powerful political position,

by the splendid upward curve which
could he recorded following immediately
upon the slump. Tlie branches of

Boston, Philadelphia and St. Louis, which
had witnessed particular difficulties, were
re-established. New members were
gained everywhere and to a yet greater

degree, new contacts of sympathetic ele-

ments within and around the party. We
rapidly Increased our literature supply

by printing new pamphlets and books by
comrade TroLsky and extended its dis-

tribution. The Program ot Expansion
became a means of setting definite pol-

itical objects for the material support

given by all our contributors. Thus we
oi^naized 'the Pioneers Publishers, open-

ing up new avenues for propaganda ac-

tivities. We re-established the Mlitant
as a weekly, strengthened the staff and
made a small beginning toward field

organizing work. Progress in rapid

strides had political manslfestattons In

important issues of the class struggle, to

such an extent that the Intervention could
be felt, both by growing sympathy as

well as by Its pressure upon policies of

the party bureaucrats, but also in the

fact that the American League began to

become more of an active participant in

the international Left Opposition move-
ment. The second conference could, of

course, only accept this as & small be-

ginning, but nevertheless a beginning in

the Tight direction.

TKe Political Report

.While it may be difficult to determine
which Item on the conference agenda, or

which report made, called forth the

greatest attention or mort thoroubh dis-

cussion by the delegates. It stands to

reason that In the discussion on the gen-

eral political thesis most of the vital

Issues were concentrated. It was also In

this document that a certain tactical de-

parture from past position was presented

In r^ards to our views toward the labor

party queslon. Comrade Shachtman de-

Hvered the report for the National Com-
mittee and most every delegate made
valuable contributions. All were unani-

mous In indorsing the general line re-

presented by the thesis with possibly one
exception, which advanced a view that

the present crisis marked the beginning

of the definite downward curve for United

itat» capttallsm whether or not It

could emerge from It at the co.^t of other

Imperialist powers and of its own work-
ing class. Then hIso, on the very vital

(luestion of our position as a taction of

the Communist movement, discussion cen-

tered around a specific Interpretation of

what this Implies. However, there was
unanimous agreement that our platform

la correct, i. e., that our orientation is

directly upon the Communist movement,
of which the Comintern, and In the Uni-

ted States, the official party is tlie cen-

ter, as the only historically progressive

force, to which our appeal, despite the

blunders and mistakes of its bureau-

cratic leadership, is a*5ilres.sed for the

purpose of re-establishing Its Marxian
foundation. Rut to make this effective

the delegates again reaffirmed the nec-

Mslty of organizing the Communists in-

side and outside the Communist Party

of the United States on the platform

of the Left Opposition,

As already mentioned, the second con-

ference made a tactical departure from
the views presented in our platform,

adopted in 102Ei, in regards to the labor

party question. While we then still

carried remnants of officially adopted
party views we considered It feasible

under certain conditions for Communists
to rai.se the slogan of organization of a

labor party. In this respect, our thesis

prciiented a change away from such views
and found unanimous Indorsement from
the delegates, not, however, overlooking

tiie fact that should a labor party come
into existence upon a working class and
trade union basis It would become nec-

essary for us to consider our relation

as Oommunists towards it, depending
upon the general conditions existing.

The trade union discussion, reiiort of

which was made for the National Com-
mittee by comrade Swaheck, was the

second point on the agenda but with no
le.ss attention. It is particularly In

this field that we have witnessed the

sharpest clashes of policy with the Stal-

inist party apparatus and naturally more
so with the Right wing views of the

IjOvestone group. That is because the

issues present themselves here In the

most concrete form, already in the ini-

tial stage of each specific sfruggle. We
have had the very recent experiences

of the strikes In the nilne field and in

Paterson, We have had the general

experience of the T. U. U. L. unions

under control of the party bureaucrats

as well as the emergence of other new
unions under leadership of social reform-

ists. Al! this rich material at hand in

the view of the delegates had served
to vindicate more decisively the views
and tlie platform of the Left Opposition
and complete unanimity prevailed in In-

dorsing the National Committee thesis.

While space makes It necessary to

treat the other reports more briefly, they

received fully as much attention and
create<I just as live and fundamental a

discussion as tiie other reports mentioned.
The next in order was tlie report on
the international situation and the de-

velopment and growth of the Left Op-
position within the various countries.

While It contained many important les-

sons of the birth pangs of a movement

—

expressed in this case particularly in

groups and elements professing adher-

ence at first to the Russion Left Op-
position and later to the International

Secretariat but without accepting its

views thus having made several opera-

tions and splits necessary—-all in all the

main lesson accepted by the delegates

bet^ame the one of striving much more
seriously and conscously for a real in-

ternational orientation. That is to func-

tion more actively and more directly as

a part of the international movement
and participate In all of Its problems and
achievements. As to the latter the con-

ference could take joy in 'the great pro-

gress, to mention only two instances, the

rapid growth organizationally and in

revolutionary influence of our Left Op-

position in Spain and the unification of

four dL'itlnct Left Oppceitlon groups In

China into one organization.

A small token of this spirit the con-

ference expressed in its cable greetings

to the now weekly Ijeft Opposition paper

in Spain the <'K1 Soviet" and to comrade
Trotsky. . Similarly it also expressed Its

feeling of solidarity wth the thousands

of Bolshevik-Leninist prisoners now in

the Stalin prison camps in Siberia.

On the Soviet Union

In discussing the report on the situa-

tion within the Soviet Union the confer-

ence was fortunate in having the draft

thesis presented by comrade Trotsky,

I't met with unanimous approval. The
youth question received more serious at-

tention than at our first conference. This

is natural as we have since that time

gained quite a good number of young
memhera. A couple of valuable amend-
ments were made to the youth thesis he-

fore its final acceptance and prospects

are very good that the youth committee

to he selected by our National Com-
mittee will find a splendid field for its

work. We would be remiss if we failed

to mention that several amendments and
proposals were on hand from the branch-

es pertaining to the varlouH issues and
problems before the conference. But
since all were in conformity with the

ireneral views presented in the various
<locun!euts and reports, only altering

fromulations or adding minor points, it

liecan«! quite easy to select only those
vviiich could really mean an improvement.

In t!ie organization report, the second
"conference received a graphic picture
of the developments which had taken
place and had proposals presented for

means of further strengthening in an
organizational sense. A furtlier elabor.

atcd constituion presented also served
th;it purpo.'^e. The discu.^sion In partl-

cuhir cnlovjd a:'.);!:i.l ci ncrete experi-

ences In the ta.sl« of building a Com-
munist organisation supplemented l)y ex-

iwrieuces on a local scaie as told i)y the

delegates. Its general tenor be-

came the one of deeper penetraw

tion into the party, every member active

in the existing party auxiliaries and mass
organizations, more definite expression of

the re<]ulrements for membership In the

League, definite requirements for enter-

ing into its leading bodies, etc. In

sum and substance. It can be said

that with the acceptance of the
report and the proposals made by
the National Commitee one more impor-
tant forward step will be recorded. One
step toward more clearij- defining our
puriKises, our duties and obligations and
to prepare for a more solidly knit body
of revolutonists conscious of their tasks

and able to carry them out.

The pitiful attempt made t>y Welsbord
to represent himself and his few sup-

porters as u group adhering to the In-

ternatonal Ijeft Opjiosition, and his pro-

posal to send representatives to our con-
ference to discuss what he considered as

following from blsr pretended adherence,

namely to "unite" the alleged "two"
grouijs, met with a very stern rebuke
from the conference. T^ie resolution

adopted unanimously upon this (juestion

is printed elsewhere in this issue, suf-

fice only to say that the conference had
no time for this imposter pretending to

adhere to our movement while at the

same time using every opportunity to

shoiv that he has nothing in common with

our views. Y'et the conference did de-

cide to call upon those who may follow

Welsbord, those who really have sincere

intentions of supporting the Left Opposi-

tion to do so by joining our I^eague.

Having settled In a thorough and ex-

haustive manner all of the main issues

presented by the National Committee re-

ports the confi-rence found Itself com-

IwUed to deal very briefly with othei;

problems arising, For example tlie

Negro que.ition aud what is at present,

fal!ii>le papal bull. The ranks must say,

"To bear is to do." The efficieut methiid.s

of Communist leadership are replaced

by the carrying out of decisions by a
membership who have no understanding
of the reasons for the decision. Seif-

crticlsm becomes greatly similar to the

confession-box proceedings of the Cath-
olic Church. Like the Catholic Church,
too, the only ones allowed to receive

confessslon, to give chastisement or to

allow absolution are higher bodies, while

the ''very, very low", If they attempt
criticism, become "enemies of the work'
ing class".

Thirdly, the documei^i; goos on Bo

show how these leaders are created. Not
the most developed, ideolgically and
practically, but the "politically dishon-
est, opportunist and careerists—who will

agree with everything that the higher
bodies propose . . . Ignoramuses" rise

to the leadership. The proletarian lead-

ership becomes merely a blind They
take no real pant In the work of the
leadership.

The practical proposals of these pro-
testing comrades then follow;

1. A broad and free discussion. 2.

The discussion must be followed by a
real convention. 3. The present lead-

ership must iie replaced by tempered
young Communists. 4. Regular reports

to the membership by the leaders. 5.

Democratic centralism—free elections by
Siud responsibility to the membership. 6.

Broad discussions on all Imi>artant ques-
tions. 7, Right of Communist criticism

of leaders. 8. Bureaucracy must he
destroyed, f), Kaise the theoretical level

10. Proper relations between the Youth
and the party.

With a call to the membership not to

heed the bureaucrats' instructions to dis-

associate themselves from the signing
cmorades, the statement ends: "Oust the
bureaucrats! Build the League!"

—C. C.
« * * «

The following Is the statement of the
Youth Committee of the Chicago branch
of the tlonimunist League of America
(Opposiion) on the recent developments
in the Y ,0. L.:

In Chicago, the statement of Norman
Satir, Ruth Andras and Nathan Gould
against tiie bureaucracy in the Y. C. L.

has met with a warm welcome from the

members of the Y. C. L. This in spite of

ft long and arduous campaign of slander.

While young comrades are not as well

versed or experienced and therefore

more easily misled than the older com-

rades, the i»?;ychological factors make
Iiureaueracy more repugnant among the
youth than ever amon^' the adults. These
signs of stirring life, which the Left Op-
position always knew to be present, is a
favorable portent,

I'he statement has obvious shortcom-
ings. It fails to answer the wherens of
this bureaucracy. Its source, according
to the statement, is a mys-tery, It sprang
up from nowhere. That source is the
Y. C. I. leadership and behind them the
Stalini.-Jt revisionists of the teachings of

Marx and I.enln in the C. I. Unless
the^e comrades recognize this, their cor-

rect labors win be Ineffectual. Every
leadership will tend towards bureaucracy
for the Id(Mis of the Stalinist revisionists,

not having Ideological coiTectness, can
only he defended by cureaucracy.
How long will a leadership that is hon-

est and theoretically firm stand for "soc-
ialism In one country"; the Anglo-Rus-
sian Committee betrayal, the Chiang Kai-
Shek alilanjce, the "tbirdd pei'lod", "soc-

ial-Fascism", for the dubbing o'f Trotsky
and the International Left Oppo.sition as
counter-revolutionists? The only kind
of leadership the C. I, and the Y. C. 1.

bureaucrats can tolerate are bureaucratic
Ignoramuses. Any other kind could not

tolerate the C. I. and Y. C. L leaders.

The decline in membership Is an In-

ternational phenomenon when we discuss
quality. When we discuss quantity,

with the exception of Russia, wheje the

reason for the exception is obvious, and
Germany, where the situation is so favor-

able that members stream in. In spWe of

the bureaucrats, the sjime holds true In

the entire luternatioua!. The same
causes In our brother Lengues produce

the same effects as in the American
League.

Our support of their statement will

undoubtedly cause these comra<U>s to be
subjected to the epithet of "Trotskyists"

which the bureaucrats will fiing at them,

as though that disiwses of the questions

t-alsed. Do not permit 'this to divert

your attention from the fight. Spread
the rebellion, district and nation wide!

Our support as our criticism. Is given In

a comradely fashion. The ousting of the

bureaucracy, the re-arousing of the Inter-

est in .Marxism, the study of the tactics

and strategy of the movement, leads ev-

ery sincere young revolu-tionist forward
on the path towards the International

Left Opposition.

We urge all comrades to study the

position of the Left Opposition,

Youth Commitee, C. L. A. (O.)

Chicago branch.
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its main Immediarte aspect viz. the Correct-
ness of the slogan of ''Ilight of Self-deter
mination" as well as all the implica-
tions which would necessarily flow from
such a slogan. iWbile a general eon-
census of opinion exists within our ranks
of deep fK-eptisi.sm in a'egards to bhe
correctness of this slogan the conference
accepted the National Committee on this

question. It decided to Instruct the Na-
tional Committee to create a commission
which is to make an exhaustive study
of this problem in such, a way tiiat when
a policy is finally arrived at It can be
fully motivated and definitely based on
Marxian conclusion.s. Similarly in re-

gards to the specific Issues and tasks
ot the present acute unemployment sit-

uation the conference decided to In-

struct -the National Committee to finally

eliihorate the draft resolution presented.

It can truthfully be said that the first

manifestation of the .second conference
actually marking a Teal forward step
were apparent in the splendid banquet
arranged by the New York branch In

honor of the conference on Satur'tlay,

Sept. 2(5. A total of 150 plates were set

and every place filled with comrades who
came to give their enthusiastic indorse-

ment. At several Instances the hall vir-

tually rocked with the applanse given

to the remarks of the speakers when pic-

turing the advance of the JjCft Opposi-

tion and forecasting the future prospects

and tasks. Beyond the fondest expecta^

tions, and in spite of existing unemploy-
ment and economic difficulties, that sen-

timent was translated Into action In a

collection of $207.13 for the future work
of the League. Two comrades represent-

ing the militant miners of Pennsylvania

and Ohio appeared to make an appeal

for their follow workers.' They were In-

vited to sit at the banquet and a collec-

tion was taken up on their behalf am-
ounting to $24.85, the contributions being

started oft with a donation from the Na-
tional Committee.

Such examples are a telling answer to

the Stalinist bureaucrats who have been

exuberant in their predictions of collapse

to the I^eft Opposition, But with each

such prediction we have appeared strong-

er. We are stronger In numbers and
stronger In Influence with constantly

growing sympathetic contacts. We have

succeeded at this conference in preparing

to meet our organizational require-

ments. All proposals were worked out

on the basis of the , experiences accum-

ulated. We have made provisions for a

stronger and more definitely defined con-

stitution, a tieginning toward a, function-

ing staff, more effective use of propagan-

da and educational material, organiaa-

ttonal tours, utilization of voluntary or-

ganiiiers, recruiting of new members,
etc. We have made provlsons for much
more effective utilization of the many
young members who have Joined our
ranks. A shortcojuing of the past, but
with prospects of really taking up youth
work in the future as it should be taken
up.

Conference Achievements

While these may be considered .small

Bichievements iet us point to the yet

more Important facts oa emerging from
the secojid conferen<:e.

1. Our experiences during the longer

existence and diffleult struggle of the In-
ternational Left Opposition, the facts of
which were assembled and analysed col-

lectively at this conference, has confirmed
In all oi: Its major aspects the correct-

hess of our position.

2. Our strength is re-lnforced in a,

developing maturity toward a Marxian
evaluation of iwlitical and economic pi*o-

cesses as well as of the needs and tasks

of the revolutionary movement.

3. We are establishing ourselves more
firmly and more clearly as a faction of

the Communist movement orienting our-

selves mainly upon tbis movement for

an uncompromising struggle to restore

our party to again become the party of

Lenin capable of fulfilling its great his-

torical mission.

4. We are Increasingly strengthening

ourselves for more active and more dir-

ect Intervention in the class struggle as

a force presenting and fighting for our
definite views of strategy and policy to

lie puraue<l. be it in the trade union field

or elsewhere, be it in regards to a cor-

rect conception and practice of the work,
ing cla-^H united front or other major
issues.

5. Our decisions at the secono L-onfer-

ence, desiiite any differences ot opinion

and freely expressed, were arrived at

unanimously on all major questions of

policy. This Itself gives the nearest

possible guarantee which can be given

for a collectively functioning leadership,

6. We have succeeded In marking one

further step toward a broader and more
precise understan<ling and prjictise of in-

ternationalism in a revolutionary sense.

The Inevltaiile conclusion flowing from
this must be our more active collabora-

tion in the solution of problems of the

International Left Opposition movement.
With this we feel certain that we can

confidently face the tutors which belongs

to the developing world proletarian rev-

olution,

—AUNE ^WABECK.
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After Ihis, it would litive been neces-

sary to cpon aK brood and open a dis-

cussion as i)OSsii)le, because it is nec-

essary for tlic leaders, even for sticli in-

fallable ones as HeinK Neumann and

Bemmele, to listen iittentively at every

turn to the voice «f the mass. It is

necessary to listen not only to the of-

ficial words which the Communist speaks

from time to time, but also to those

deeper thoii^^hts more cIokc to the mass-

es wliieh hide themselves beneath bis

words. It is necessary not to command
workers, but to know how to learn from

them.

If the discussion had been «n open

one, then probably one of the partici-

pants wouUi iMve made a speech some-

thins like this: <'Thaelmann is right

when be deminids that rejjardlefW of the

undoubted ebanses in tbe situation, Tfe

must not, btK'ause of the relation ot

forces, strive to a revolutionary event.

But precisely for that reason tbe most

extreme decisive ciementa are forcin;? an

outbreak, as wc see. Are we able, in

such a .situiition, to save the time essen-

tial for lis in order to effect prepara-

tory changes in the relation of forces;

th«t 13, to snat(-h the basic proletarian

masses from under the inllnence of tbe

social democracy and thereby force tbe

despairinf; lower strata of tbe petty

feouregoisie to turn their face to the pro-

letariat and tbcir backs to Fascism? Cer-

tainly, if the opportunity presents itself.

And what if the Fascists, against our

will, lirinj; tliC matter to an uprising in

the near future? Will the proletarian

revolution then be once more foredoomed

to a heavy defeat?

Then Thaelmann, if he were a Marx-

ist, would -have answered roughly thus:

"IS is self-understood that tbe choice

of tbe moment of decisive strugi^le de-

pends not only on us, but also on our

enemies. We are in entire agreement that

the task of eur strategy at the present

moment is tfl make difficult, find not to

facilitate, tor our enemies tbe forcing of

an outbreak. But if our enemies never-

theless declare war on us we, of course,

must accept, because there Is not and

thei-e cannot be a heavier, more destruc-

tive, more annihilating, more demoraliz-

ing defeat than the surrender of great

historical positions without a struggle.

If the Fascists take the initiative for an

outbreak on themselves—if it is clear for

the popular musses—they will push to

our side the broad layers of the tolling

masses. In that case, we would bave

all the greater chances to obtain a vic-

tory the more <-Iearly we show and prove

today to the working millions that we do

not at an intend to accomplisb revolu-

tions Avilbout fhem and against them.

We must therefore state clearly to the

social demouratic, Christian an,! non-

party workers : the Fascists, a small min-

ority, wish to overthrow the present

government in order t« seize power. We
Communists consider the present govern-

ment tbe enemy of the proletariat but

this government supports Itself on your

confidence and your votes; we wish to

overthrow this government by means of

an alliance with you and not by means

of an alliance with the Fascists against

you. If the Fascists attempt to organ-

ize an uprising then we Communists will

fight with you until the last drop of

blond—not in order to defend the gov-

ernment of Bratin-Bruening but in order

to save from being strangled and anni-

hilated the Jlower of fiie proletariat, tbe

workers' organizations, ,
the workers

press, not only our Communist press,

but also your press. We are ready to-

gether with you to defend any workers'

home \vbatsoe\-er, any printing plant of

a workers' press, from the attacks of

the Fascists. But we demand from you

that vou pledge your.*elves to come to

our a'id in case of a threat to our or-

ganiKutions. We propose a united front

of the working class against the Fasc-

ists—the more firmly and persistently

we will carry out tliis policy, applying

it to all (luestiona, the more difficult it

will be for the Fascists to catch us un-

awares and the smiHler will be tlie

chances to defeat us in oiien struggle

Thus would have answered our hypotbe

tical Thaelmann.

But here Heinx-Neumann, the orator

permeated through and through wltb

great ideas, takes the floor. Nothing

will come of such a policy anyway, he

.^itys The soL'ial demiocratic leaders will

sny to the workers,, "Do not believe the

Communists, they are not at all con-

cerned about saving the workers' or-

ganixations, but wish only to seize power

;

they consider, us to be social-Fascista

and they do not make any distinctions

betxveen us and the Nationalists. That

Is why the policy that Thaelmann pro-

posed would simply make us look ridicu-

lous in the eyes of the social democratic

workers."
,. , 4.„

To this Thaelmann should have bad to

answer: To call the social democrats

Fascist^ that is certainly a stupidity

into which we collide at every critical

moment and whi<:li prevents us from find-

ing the way to tbe social democratic

workers. To renounce this stupidity is

the best tiling we can do. As to tbe ac-

cusation that under tbe pretense of the

defense of tbe working class and ifs

organisations, we desire simply to seize

power, we will say to the social dem-

ocratic workers: Yes, we Communists

strive to conquer power, but for that we

require t?ie unconditional majority of

the working class. The attempt to seise

power, supporting oneself on a minority,

iE, a contemptible adventure with which

we have nothing in common. "We are

not able to force the majority of tbe

workers to follow us, we are only able

to convince them. If tbe Fascists should

defeat the working class, then It would

bf! impossible even to speak of the con-

quest of power by the Communists. To
protect the working class and its organi-

zations from the Fascists signifies for us

to assure ourselves of the possibility to

convince tbe working class and to lead

it behind us. We are unable, therefore,

to arrive to power otherwise than by

protecting, if necessary with arms In

hand, all the elements of workers dem-

ocracy in the capitalist state.

To that Thaelmann might have added

:

In order to win the firm indestructible

trust of the majority of tbe workers, we
must above all renounce throwing dust

in (heir eyes, to exaggerate our forces,

to close our eyes to facts, or still worse,

to distort them. It is necessary to state

what is. We shall not deceive our en-

emies, we have thousands of organs for

testing. By deceiving the workers, we de-

ceive ourselves. By pretending to be very

strong, we only weaken ourselves. Tiiere-

In, friends, lies no lack of confidence,

no "pessimism". Ought we to be pes-

simists? Before us there are gigantic

possibilities. For us there is an isnlimit-

ed future. The fate of Germany, the

fate of Europe, the fate of the whole

world depends on us. But precisely he

who firmly i)elievcs in the revolutionary

future has no need for illusions. Marx-

ian realism is a prerequisite of revolu-

tionary optimism.

Thus would Thaelmann have answered

if be were a Marxist. But, unfortunate-

ly, he is not a Marxist.

Why Was the Party Silent?

But how then was it posBiblc for the

party to remain silent? Tbe report of

Thaelmann, representing a turn of 180

degrees in tbe question of the referen-

dum was accepted without di.scussion.

Thus it was proposed from above, but

proposed means ordered. All the ac-

counts of tlie Bote Fahne report that at

all the assemblies of the party, the refer-

endum was adopted "unanimously". This

unanimity is represented as a sign of

the partlculiar strength of tbe pi\rty.

When or where has there yet been in

the history of the revolutionary move-

ment such dumb "monolithism?" The
Thaelmanns and the Remmeles swear by

Bolshevism. But the whole liistory of

Bolshevism is the history of intense in-

ternal struggle in which the party won its

position and hammered out its methods.

Tlie history of the year 1017, the great-

est year in the history of tbe party, is

full of tense internal struggles, as is also

the history of tbe first five year.-; after

the conquest of power, despite this—not

one split, not one widespread expulsion

for political motives. But—at the head
of the Bolshevik party there stood lead-

cr.s of growth, another tempering and
anotJier authority than the Tbaelmann.s.

Remmeles and Neumanns. Whence then

this terrible present-day ''monolithism",

this destructive unaniniity which trans-

forms each turn of the unfortunate lead-

ers into an ai>solute law for the gigan-

tic party?

"No discussions !" Because, as the

Rote Fahne explains, "in this situation

it is not speeches but action we need,"

Repulsive hypocrisy! The party must

accomplish "deeds", hut renounce parti-

cipating in their preparatory delibera-

tion. And with what deed are we con-

cerned at present? With the question of

placing the cross on the ballot, altliough

in the final balance of proletarian crosses

there is not even the possibility of ascer-

taining whether it is not tbe Fascist

cross. [Ilakenkreuz—tiie Fiiscist swast-

ika.] Without doubts, without con.slder-

atioti, witiiout questions, without even
anxiety in your eyes, accept tbe new
wild Jump of the present holy leader.s,

olherwi.'se you are—a renegade, a counter

re^^olutionary 1 Tliis is tbe ultimatum

that the international Stalinist !)ureau-

cracy liolds as a revolver against the

temple of eacli militant.

What Does St^tn Say?

Did Stalin actually sanction in ad-

vance the new zig-zag? No one knows

that, just as no one knows tbe opinions

of Stalin on the SSpani.sh revolution.

Stalin remains silent. When more mod-
est leaders, beginning with I.enin, wished

to exert influence on the policy of a

tirother party, they made speeches and

they wrote articles. The point lay in

the fact that they !iad something to say.

Stalin has nothing to say. He uses cun-

ning with tbe historical process just as

he uses cunning with individual people,

lie does not consider bow- to help the

Spanish or German proletariat take a

step forward, but how to guarantee for

himself in advance a political loop-hole.

An xinsurpassable example of the dual-

ity of Stalin in the basic questions of

the world revolution. Is his attitude to-

wards the German events in the year

1923. IjCt us recall what he wrote to

A Syndicalist Voyage to the Ranks of Stalinism
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Wltb a triumphant fanfare, the Daily

Worlter (10-2-31) makes much ado of tbe

application of Sam Scarlett, an old-lime

I. W. W. militant for membership in

the Communist Party of Canada. The

D^Iy Worker In commenting upon Scar-

lett's adherence to tbe Communists, de-

clares :

"Again tlie victory of socialist con-

struction in the Soviet I'nion has shown
a capacity tor winning over to Commun-
ism tile really revolutionary elements

among the anartfbo-syndlea list workers of

pa«t years."

It is a correct step for Scarlett to join

the Communis;t Party. The Left Opiiosl-

iion has pointed out time and again the

failure of tbe Communist movement In

tbe United States and Canada and

throughout tbe world, to attract the rev-

oiulonary syndiciUist to the banner of

Communism, and has explained w^hy tbe

Communist parties have failed. Fore-

most, there stocni out the basic theor-

etical weakness of the syndicalist, the

I. W, W., to grasp the cardinal neces-

sity of a political party of tiie wxjrking

class, and tlie dictatorsliip of the pro-

lettariat, as the Instruments of the work-

ers and all exploited peoples to achieve

and to maintain the power of tbe masses

against the class enemies.

But there was also the pedan.fic, smart-

aleck and bureaucratic attitude of two-

by-four functionaries of the Communist

party toward the militant I. W. W.

workers, participants and leaders of mag-

nificent battles in the class struggle.

Coupled' with the mechanical measures

utilized to win adherents of tlie I. W,
W., these conditions served further to

disgust or dismay I. W. W, militants

still unclear on theoretical, principle and

tactical issues avowed by the Commun-
ists. So .tbe fundamental appeal of tbe

Ilusslan revolution and Communism
brought only h^indfuls of the I. W. W. to

the party wher hundreds and thousands

might have come

CatcMng up with the Revolution

In the 14th year of the Russian revolu-

tion, Scarlett only now finds it possible

to Jotti the Communist party, to endorse

the Communist International. This act

is understandable for ordinary workers

just coming to comprehend the class

struggle and looking for methods to

throw off the shackle.s of wage slaverj".

The path of a worker, blinded by capital-

ist prejudices and education toward class

consciousness and tbe revolutionary

movement Is, at the outset, slow for tiie

lone worker and, for tbe mass of workers,

is speeded up only under tbe impetus and

blows of stupendous class struggles and

political developments, economic uheav-

als (Russian revolution, Spanish revolu-

tion, economic crisis, general strike, etc.)

But this cannot explain, Scarlett's late

entry, for Scarlett is a militatrt of many
years standing. WOiy should he but at

this day join the Communists?

Scarleti has finally caught up with tbe

Russan revolution. lie says, in his state-

ment printed In the Dallv Worker (10-

2-31) that "we (the I. W, W.) under-

estimated tbe role of the proletarian

dictatorship, and maintained our anan-ho-

syndlcalLst opposition to ali fonns of

government, capitalist or proletarian."

The ex-syndicalis!t or I, W. W. Scarlett

now arrives at and sees the role of a

vanguard organization of the prolctafiat,

of a imlitical party «f the working class;

he now "recognlaes" the ''State" ;
he

draws tbe distinction between the aim

and function of government in the hands

of the capitalist class as an oppressor

of the workers, and a Soviet Government,

:
through tbe medldum of the proletarian

dictatorship, as the defender and guide

of the workers and all tbe exploited

peoples.

We may thus assume tbat Scarlett

will struggle hereafter against tlie "epi

gone.s of syndicalism" who dominate the

degenerated I. W. W. of today witli false

and outworn doctrines of the emancipa-

tion of the working class solely tbrough

the method of "industrial action" and

the industrial union. By sucb "ideas",

the I. W, W. remains factually and his-

torically in the swamp of reaction.

Scarlett ia correct when he says tbat

'*lack of self-criticism and inability to

alter the opIaioiK of yesterday on the

basis of the facts of today led to fossili-

zatlon and degeneracy" (of tbe I, W.
W.). Bat will Scarlett, in thus stepping

ahead, now apply this critique and ap-

proach to the problems that today Eace

the Communist party and the Comin-
tern? Let us see.

Scarlett on the Field of National

Socialism

Scarlett unlike the liberal and treach-

erous "Friends" of the Soviet Union,

takes his stand on the field of Commun-
Itsm itself. The Left OPiMJsitlon has

charged that the Communist parties and

the Comintern itself are neglecting or ig-

noring the basic problems and Issues of

the struggle for political power within

the respective capitalist countries and
on an InternatiimJil scale. Under the

orders and guidance of the Stalinist

Comintern the .respective Communist
parties tend to l)ecome transformed large-

ly into auxiliary agencies for tbe pre-

servation of the Soviet Union, and to

push the basic issue of the international

proletarian revolution Into the attic of

history and pure speculatloil. The Satl-

inlst Comintern draws its theoretical

outlook Into the closed shell of "social-

Ism in one country" and, with its nar-

row horiEon, fails even to see that the

pre.serva'lion of the Soviet Union itself

is predicated upon tbe support of a jiro-

letarian revolution in Western countries.

Scarlett himself accepts this narmw
Stalinist theory. Like the DaJIy Worker
in Its opening sentence, Scarlett says,

"The political line of the Communist
party bi correct. It i-s necessary to build

socialism in a territory which is Indus-

trially and politically liackward." He
is impressed with the "aniasiing progress

of industrialization" ; he watches the rev-

olution change from the "iwiystack" to

the "smoke-stack stage".

With those lines we see how Scarlett

comes to the Communist Party. From the

tlieoretiieal swamp of Ihe I. W. W. iic

progresses to the need of a political party

of the working class, etc., only to fail

Into the anti-Marxian, Stalinist and re-

actionary swamp of the theory of social-

ism in one oountry. Neither tbe effusion

of the Daily Worker nor of Scarlett carry

the burning spirit of international rev-

olution and socialism, for a genuine

Comintern. Both begin and end with the

glorification of Soviet industrial suc-

cesse.s, even as liberals bail these suc-

cesses. The Left Opposition fortvast.

planned and worked for these successes,

despite Bucharin's and Stalin's hopeless-

ness and p(;ss!mism.

From what considerations does Scar-

lett come to accept the theory that a com-

picte Soviet industry and economy can be

built independently in 'l!he Soviet Union
without t:he assistance of the workers in

other eountrie.s and through international

proletarian revolution?

The Struggle .4gainst Bureaucracy
Further, has Scarlett failed to note,

in Ills 14 years of lonely progress

to C/ommunism, the specific problems and
contradictions developing in the Soviet

Union, iarisi»g lioth from objective factors

and tlie Stalinist destroyers of revolu-

tionary theory and revolutions tliemselves

(China, Germany, etc.? Is Scarlett blind

to the changes in Soviet Industry in re-

spect to continuous loss of workers' con-

trol in the shops, lack of Comnnmltit
direction, etc.?

In ihe old 1. W. W. emphasis was laid,

and no doulit endorsed by Scarlett too,

on the unskilled workers, the most ex-

ploited, the lowliest workers, wliom Hie

I. W. W. reached in tbe wheat fields, the

lumber camps, the oil territories, tbe

waterfront, etc. Potentially, these were

the most revolutionary, workers wltb

nothing to lo.se and ail to win. The old

I. rtV. W. fought militantly for free

speech. In and outside of tlie organiza-

tion, for democratic methods, against

fakers and bureaucrats. Tliese were

strong points on tbe I. W. W. side.

Will Scarlett react to tiiese good qual-

ities of a revolutionary syndicalist and
a Communist, and will he now figbt for

workers' democracy within the Commun-
ist party and Comintern? Will he op-

pose tbe bureaucracy in the Communist
Party of Canada, the United States and

tbe Comintern?
In "Problems of the Development of

the U. S. S. n.", Trotsky has accurately

foreca.st the present and impending diffi-

cuities in the Soviet Union, -arising out

of tlie successes of industrialiKation and
agricultural collectivization, and the con-

tradi^'tions of t'he teniporary existence

side by side of a Soviet State and a

remaining capitalist world. Despite

Stalin and Litvinoff, the U. S. S. K.

and capitalism cannot indefinitely co-

exist side by side peacefully. Will Scar-

lett and the thousands of new Cojn-

munisfs continue to ignore the program
of tlie Left Opposition on these growing
problems?

T!ie (:;oniIntern bureaucracy, witii Its

false policies, continues to corrode and
poison the vitals of the Comintern and
ItL^ sections, the Soviet Government and
the working class. In tiie Soviet Union,

Stalinist methods create ever wider dif-

ferentiations economically among tbe

ma.sses, particularly the city proletariat.

Workers, pooriy paid, siiift from job to

job in liope of economic betterment.

Stalinism and Its lackeys everywhere
make no effort to close lliese gaps, imt

only to justify them in tlie name of

"indui^t-rialiKatlon". Stalinism makes a
caricature of a correct policy of Soviet

building, as set forth by the Left Opposi-
tion.

The Left Opposition has exposed the

inadequacies of the theoretical position

of Stalinism and Its terrible results for

file proletariat everywhere. For strug-

gling for a change of the Comintern line,

for the reformation of the Comintern,

Oppositionists by the t^usands have

been imprisoned, exiled and even shot.

What has Scarlett to say to all this?

Win he tight for the reinstatement of

tlie thousjinds of I^eft Oppositionists to

their righful places in the Communist
movement?
Having taken one istep forward to the

Communist party, will he remain, as

now, on the ground of Stalinist national-

sw-ialism or will he take another step

forward to tbe Tjeninist position of in-

ternational socialism?

—MARTIN ABERN.

Conference

^eisbord

Acts on

In regard to the proposal from the

Weisbord group to have representatives

appear before our conference to present

Its views in regards to what it calis the

existence of two groups adhering to the

International Left Opposition, the Cred-
entials Committee recommends to the

Conference

:

The Conference rejects tbe proposal to

have representatives of the Weisbord
group appear to present Its views for the

foflowing reasons :

fl) That the Communist League has

already discussed tbe views of Weisbord

and those who may Collaborate with him,
both within our units and in the Militant

and decisively rejected these views as

having nothing In common with those of

tlte Left Opposition, We therefore see

nothing further to discuss at this confer-

ence.

(2) The International Secretariat In

Its resolution has al.so decisively reject-

ed any pretense of the Weisbord group to

claim adherence to the International

IjCft Opposition and has declared that

this group has nothing In common with

our views.

(3) Iji accordance with this, the Na-
tional Committee has already previously

rejected any proposals from the Weisbord

group for presentation of its views to us,

while Weisliord has continued hs imper-

missible attacks upon the views and
leadership of tbe Left Opposition.

(4) We propose that tbe convention

endorse this policy maintaned by the Na-

tonal Committee,

(5)We propose the Conference affirm

the' fact that there is only one section

of the International Opposition in this

country, the Communist League of Am-
erica (OpiKJsition) and reject the ridi-

culous pretenses of Weisbord and those

who agree with him, of adherence to the

International Left Oppposition and tbe

principles It stands for,

(6) W» propose that the conference

call upon all those supporters of Weis-

bord and his views who seriously wish

to support the Left Opposition, to trans-

late It into action by definitely opposing

the attacks of Weisbord upon tlie Left

Opposition, by severing all collaboration

with him and by Individually joining tlie

only section of the Left Opposition in

the United States, the Communist League
of America ^Opposition).

* *

The National Conference unanimously
adopted the above report of the creden-

tials Committee to which tbe letter from
Weisbord has been referred.

Issue Is Skipped

A number of circumstances com-
bined last week to prevent the ap-

peanance of the MlUtajit, and we
have t"herefore decided reluctantly

to forego the issue. Our national

conference extended for a longer

period than originally planned, and
post-conference meetings with tJie

various departing delegations, plus

a brief Illness of the editor, created

such a dislocation of the editorial

department as made Impossilile the

publication of last week's Militant.

We ask the indulgence of our read-

ers for the failure to appear and
assure all of them thei'e will be

no further interruption of tbe re-

gularity of the paper's appearance
every week.

Expulsions Begin In

Spartacus Club

Monday: 8 P. M.
History of the Commnnist International

Instructor: Max Shachtman

Wednc.'jday: S P. M.

Marxism
Instructor : Arne Swabcck

Fundamentals of Communism
Instructor: Martin Abern

Re^stration Fee: 81,00 — one dollar per

course — unemployed workers
— Special rates

OpeiKing W«ek: Oct. 19th

Register at 84 East 10th St., at once

Tbe New York Sparatacus Club, a
working class organisation under the

leadershiip of the Stalinists, is now tlie

scene of an expulsion campaign against

all those who presume to differ ia their

political views from those of the party
bureau'crats. At last Sunday's meeting

of the club, two of its members, com-
rades Harry Kumondareas and L. Ilidus,

were cliarged with "anti-working class

activity" on the grounds of which tiiey

were to be expelled. The party fraction

bad been mobilizwi to Its fullest extent

and the Stalinist proposal was put. It

immediately transpired that the "anti-

working class activity" of the two com
rades of explaining to workers in the

club Wliat were tlie difTerenees agitating

tlie present-day Communist movement.
The anger of tiie bureaucracy arises from

the fact that somebody sought to disturb

tbe foundaions upon which their power
rests—tbe ignorance in wiiicb they keep

ehe Communist workers.

A number of Club members rose to

tbe defense of the accused and in the

attacks made by the party fraction upon

tbe latter it was made clear that the

reiison for the expulsion was tbe sym
pathy of the two comrades for the

Left Opposition, whose views have been

growing popular in the ranks of tbe

Club, The lub was organized as a non

party movement which would embrace

workers of all politcal and tconomic

views. With the appearance of some

Left Oppositionists, the Stalinists are

forgetting all this and are determined

to destroy the Club rather than allow

the participation of Left Opposition work

ers and sympatlthiKers.

Despite the mobilization of the party

fraction, the vote to expel comrade

Kumondareas stood at 34 in favor and

14 opposed. The absence of comrade

Hidus at the meeting that day delayed

a decision on his case, which Is to come

up for actlom next meeting.

The determination of the Stalinists to

split the movement; must be m«t every-

where with the greatest resistance.

ZInoviev and Buciiaiin in August of the
same year. "Ought the Communists
strive (at the present stage) to seize
power without the Social Democrats?
Are (iiey ripe yet for that—in that, in
my opinion, consists ihe qacstioii. At
the same time of the taking of power
we had in Russia sucli reserves as (1>
iK'ace, (2) land to tiie peas. tut.';. (S) tbe
supiiort of the enormous majority of the
working class, (4) sympathy of tlie pea-
santry. At present, the German Com-
munists pos.sess no such tiling. It is

true that they have as their neighbor the
Soviet country, whicii we had not, but
what can we do for them at the present
moment? If, at present, the power of
Germany would fail, so to speak, and the
Communists would seize it they would
collapse with a crash. That is ia 'the

best case'. But in the worst ca.se—they
would smash into smitiiereens and be
thrust backwards. In my estimation, we
must hold back tlic (Germans and not en-

courage them." Stalin .stond. this way,
at tiie Right of Brandlcr wlm, in August-
September 1!>23 considered, on the con-
trary, that the conquest of power in <3er-

many would not present any dilliculties,

but that the difficulties would liegin on
t!ie next day after the coiiriuest of
power. T!ie official opinion of the Com-
intern at present is that (he Brandler-
iles in the Fajl of 1923 let pass an ex-

ceedingly revolutionary situation. The
leading accusator of the Bramllerites is

—Stalin. Has lie, however, explained to

the Comintern the quc.'ition of bis own
po.sitioa in that year? No, for that there
is not tiie least necessity: It is .snfiicient

to forbid tiie sections of the Comintern
to raise the question.

In the same fashion, Stalin attempts
to play also with the (juestion of the
referendum. Thaelmann* is uiiat)ie to

reveal the fact that Staiiii worked
through his agents in the German Central
Comittee and himself remained ambigu-
ously in the rear. In the case of a
victory of the New Line all the Manuil-
skys and Remmeles would proclaim that
the initiative was Stalin's. In case of

a defeat, Stalin would retain the full

possibility to find a guiity one. In pre-

cisely this lies the quintessence of his
strategy. In this field he is uowerful.

Wliat does ''Pravda" Say?
And what then does Pravda, the lead-

ing journal of the leading party in the
Communist International, say? I*ravd»
was unable to present one serious ar-
ticle, an attempt at an analysis of the
situation in Germany. From the large
programmatic speech of Thaelmann it

shamefully produces a half-doKcn phrases.
And indeed what can the present head-
less, spineless Pravda, servile to tlie

bureaucracy and tangled in contradic-
tions .say? What can tbe Pravda speak
aljout wlien Stalin remains silent?

Pravda of July '24 explained tlie Berlin
turn in the following fasiiion: "Failure
to parti<'ipate in the referendum would
signify that the Communist.s support the
present reactionary Landt-ag". Tbe whole
matter is here reduced to a simple vote
of lack of confidence. But why then in

such a case did not the Communists take
the initiative In the rcfereuduni, why did
they .struggle for several months against
this Initiative, and wliy on the July 21
did they suddenly kneel down before it?

The argument of Pravda is a belated
argument of parliamentary cretinism,
and nothing else.

On the August 11, after tlie referen-
dum, Pravda changed its argumentation:
The purpose of the participation in the
referendum consists for the i>arfy in the
extra-parliamentary moitilizatiou of tiie

masses. But was it not for iirecisely

that reason, for the extra-parliamentary
mobilization of the ma.iises, tbat tbe day
of August 1st was assigned? We shall

not now stop for a criticism of calen-

dar Ited Days. liut on tiie F^rst/ of

August, the Communist party mohillaed
the masses under its ow-ii slogans and
under its own leadership. For whftt

reason, tlien, in a week's time, was a
new mobilization necessary, moreover of

sudi a nature that tiie mobilized do not
see one another, tbat no one of them is

able to calcuiate their nulni^crs, that

they tliemselves, nor their friends, nor
their enemies, are able to distinguish

them from their deadly enemies.

On the following day in the number
of August 12 Pravda detdares, no more,
no less, than that "the results of the

voting signified . . . the greatest blow
of all that t!ie w^orking class has yet

dealt Ehe social democracy," We will

not produce tbe figures of tiie .^itatistlos

of tiie referendum. They are known to

all (except to the readers of the Pravda)
and they strke the idiotic and shameful
boasting of Pravda in the face. To Ho
to t!ie worI:ers, tn tbrow dust In their

eyes, these people consi<ler to be in the

very nature of things.

Official Leninism is crushed and tram-

pled under the heels of bureaucratic epl-

gonism. But unofficial Leninism lives,

Ijet not the unbridled functionaries think

that all will pass over for them with
impunity. The .scientifically founded
ideas of the proletarian revolution are

stronger than tlie apparatus, stronger

than any amount of money stronger than

tbe iiercie.st repression. In the matter

of apparatus, money and repression, our
cla.ss enemes are incomparaiily .stronger

than the present Stalinist bureaucracy.

But nevertheless, on the territory of Rus-

sia, we conquered ihem. We demonstrat-

ed tbat it was possible to conquer them.

T!ie revolutionary proletariat shall con-

quer tbem all over. For that it needs a

correct policy In the struggle for Its

right to carry on the policy of Marx and
Lenin.

*The question of whether Thaelmann
was again.st the turn and only subor-

dinated himself to Remmele and Neu-

mrnnn, who found supjiort. in Moscow,

does not occupy us here, being entirely

personal and episodic: the question Is

that of tlie system. Thaelmann did not

dare to appeal to the party and conse-

quently bears the entire responsibility.
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ILD Mooney Meet Ousts Left—«

—

Opposition Delegates Unseated by Bureaucratic Machine
^

—

—

.

Once more the International Ijahor De-
fense has carried out its clasaical un-

ited front policy. This time the Tom
Mooney case is made to snller the in-

calcuiable stupidity ot Stalinism. Tom
Mooney, through his appeal to all work-
ing class 0!;aniKations jiave a tn-mendous
impetus to the struggle for the

liberation of all cla^a war prison-

ers. The party at first hesitated

to take up the proposal made by Mooney,
and then it paved the way for the re-

formists to seize the hegemony and split

the movement, by the incomprehensible

Stalinist policy of the "united ^ront from
below". The I, Ij. D. having been thrown
out of the "Mooney Molders Defense
Conference hy the labor skates, learned

nothing but a few A. P, L. tactics, whict
they proceeded to apply in their own
eowference held October 1th at the Irv-

ing Plaza Hfflli,

In order to avoid a meeting which
would show the resuits of a policy of

appealing to the "rank and file mem-
bera of the Amalf;amated Clothing Work
ers «nd the other unions. Independent. of

the A, F, L, . . . and the local unions

of the A. F. Tj," the party call invites all

organizations to send one delegate lor

every five members. By this very subtle

method the conference was packed with

party delegates, I, L. 1). delegates, and
the inevitable fraternal organizations.

The credentials report was an incredibl*

hash of figures for which the reporter

kept apologizing and promised just as

many times to send ft "complete" report

to the organizations represented follow-

ing (!) the conference. The party wast
ed no time. From the very beginning

the hand of the teachers (Mrj Green and
Sam Gompers) was as clear aw day. The
chairman and the credentials committee
were proposed by the Dist. Comm. of the

I. L. D. No further proposals were ac-

cepted and the well known steam roller

method applied. A dele^te from a W.
C, branch protested, but Car! Hacker not

to be hindered by an "naive" rank and
filer, muttsring some vague words about

facilitating the work of the conference,

poo-pooed such antl-deluvlan democratic

notions. Then came a rain of Ijanalities

about why we unite with the rank and
file and not the leadership of the reac-

tionary organizations and other rot about

the new "third period" tactics of the bol-

ahevised I, D. D. This was known as

the report of the I. D. D, district com-

mittee. FoUowiiig the intermission tor

lunch, the delegates representinff the

Communist League of America (Oppo.si-

tion) Geo. Saul and Geo. Clarke were
called t>efore the Credentials Committee.

Seigel "the leader" of the Comm, coaxed

us to withdraw from the cojiference, ex-

plaining to us that since ^ve were "old

timers" he knew fop what purpose w«
came to the conference, "Communists",

he said, "go to the A. F. of L. confer-

ences to disrupt them (!) and the Op-

position (being enemies of Communism)
therefore came to the I. L, D. conference

with tlie same Idea in mind." 't'hese

were literally Ills words. Explain ae we
might that our real intentions were unity

and not split, there was no swerving the

infallibility of his bureaucratic de<'isions.

The Credentials Committee was to pro-

pose the rejec6ion of the Opposition as

delegates to the conference. Comrades
Saul «nd Clarke nevertheless informed

the Committee that they would fight the

report from the floor.

Using a quotation from the Militant

which even the hysterically whipped-up
Stalinists could find little to boost, Seigai

moved the non-acceptance of tlie dele-

gates of the C, L, A. and the Weisbord
group. Discussion was automatically

closed and the former Lovestoneite, Nem-
ser, in the chair proceeded to take the

proposal of the credentials committee

to a vote which passed not with

out opposition however. At this point,

the delegates of the Opposition, who were
demanding a discussion on the report all

along, were joined by several other dele-

gates, and the Stalinists were compelled

to allow discussion. Discussion which

was not to Inliuence the vote on the re-

port but was to sanction it. Del. Her-
mann of the Carpenters' Union spoke

against this exclusion, saying that his

local Itad elected delegates to a united

front conference and not a splitting party.

Delegate Berlin of the Workmens Circle

arose to express similar sentiments, but

he was howled down by the chairman

and the faithful from below. Then the

big guns were brought into play. Maur-

ice Malkin, well known in Right wing

circles, stepped upon the stage to recite

his little tttece. One lie followed an-

other from the mouth of thas unequalled

convert to the Stalinist camp. Taking

the cue from Hacker, Malkin said that

in 1925 and for many years following, the

I. L. D. was a lawyers' defense organi-

zation and that Shachtman had pleaded

guilty wlien arrested in 1927 in a "Hands
Off Nicaragua" demonstration In Wash-
ington, proving the depths of the Ox^^

position's renegacy. ITiat the party had
instructed Sbachman to act in this man-

ner and had never condemned him or

tlie others who were resposible for it,

meant nothing to Malkin.

But that was the mildest of his fabri-

caions. About this time, the comrades

representing the C. L. A. protested aloud.

That was a signal for t2ie pogrom gang

to get to work. In a liysterical, toalf-

crazed voice, a party member arose and

Remanded oar exclusion from the hall,

to which the chorus did not fail to join
in. Carl liackei), wl(o has learned a
few lessons from John L. Lewis, pro-
pose<I a motion asking the Opposition de-
legates to withdraw ^rom the hall. 'iTie

terroHsed party members voted tor it

When the Opposition refused to leave
without making a statement, a pack of
hoodlums approached us with the threat
to beat up on us. I.'nwilling to turn the
meeting into a riot, we withdrew from
the meeting under threat of violence.

We read the next day in the Daily
Woriter that "someone" overheard one
of the Opposition delegates phoning Can-
non to the effect that "we tried Oo dis-

rupt the conference but were unsu<'cess-

ful." iiaving split the conference, the
bureaucrats, with an aching conscience,
had to wrack their feeble brain.s for such
a crude and ridiculous invention in or-

der to convince the delegates that after
all it was the Opposition tfiat disrupted
the meeting

!

—G, c.

WarThreatens in Manchuria
Japan^ China, U. S. and Soviet Union Are Involved by Nipponese Military Attack

Protest Expulsions

Greel(^ Cluhin

The following appeal has just been
issued in the Greek language and is be-
ing clrcuhtted among the members of
tiie Spartakos Club, among the Greek-
.speaking members of the Communist
party and its sympathizers. Tiie appeal
was drawn up and signed by a group of
Greek members and sympathizers of the
Jjcft Opposition, against wliom an expul-
sion campaign from the Spartakos Club
has been launched by the Stalinists. The
gratifying progress wihch the ideas and
prestige of the Left Opposition have
made among the Greek workers, particu-
larly in -New York, in recent months, has
proved to he a thorn in the flesh of the
bureaucrats. Their arbitrary expulsions,

actuated by their fear of discussion, will
not prevent the growth of the Opposition.
On the contrary, their savage attaclis

will only cause the militant Creek work-
ers to arouse themselves to a considera-
tion of the disputed (juesflons agitating
the CoramuDist movement. We have ev-

ery reason to believe that the recent ac-
quisition of strength made bp the Com-
munist League of America (Opposition)
in t^e field of Greek-speaking Communist
wiorkers, where we are gaining some of

the most influential and oxperelnced
fighters, is only a beginning .The best

Communist workers, the most courageous
and intelligent, those who will refuse

to let bureaucrats think for them and
bully them, will find the road to the
Left Oppt^ition in the end.
The statement on the recent expulsion

campaign reads as follows:

To the I'arty Members and Syn«)athizer8:

At the last meeting of the Spartakos
Cluij charges for expulsion were pre-
sented by the Stalinist bureaucrats
against comrades Koumondoureas and

( Continued on page 2>

IIow fragile and deceptive is the whole
structure of "peace" and "reconstruc-

tion", wiith its League of Nations, its

pacts and agreements, built up by world
imi>erialism after the world war of lOli-

1918, is being strikingly demonstrated by

tiie sensational events now unfolding in

Manijhuria. More than seventeen years

after the world was throw into the most
horrible shambles history has known, the

word "War!" stands out again menac-
ingly in the headlines of every newspaper.

It is not a danger of war that exists

in Manchuria, It is a state of war in

actuality. Whole sections of the coun-

try have been invaded and ocupied by

Japanese military forces. Squadrons of

Japanese airplanes have flown over Chi-

nese cities, raining down machine gun
[Juliets and bombs, terrorizing the civil

population and already placing to its

account a growing list of casualities.

The situation is almost identical, feature

lor feature, with the invasion of Bel-

gium by German imperial troops in Aug-

ust 1014. Tjie only important difference

is that the Chiang Kai-Shek government

has not yet ofliciaily declared war against

the .lapanese in answer to the tatter's

unofficial declaration of war upon China.

But tlie war itself is in progress, on

a smaller s(-ale. It is true, but it is nev-

ertheless a fact which all of the futile

palavering at the Geneva meetings of

the League of Nations cannot cover up.

The only iiuestion to lie determined in

the coming days is the scope this war
will assume, the forces it will involve,

and how tliey will align themselves.

J^[>an and China

The veritai)Ie war which Japaa has

launched against China marks no new de-

parture in its relations writh that coun-

try. It is part and parcel of that arbi

trary, domineening, rapacious policy of

plunder and subjugation which it has

pursued in common with the other im-

perialist powers since the industrial rev-

olution towards the end of the 1-ast cen-

tury brought Japan to the forefront In

world politics and economics, and more
specifically as an Asiatic and Pacific

power. From 1894 onwards, Japanese

policy has been "China for the Japan
ese", and It h-as made no specal attempt

to eonceal its reientle.'JS imperialist pur-

pose. It successfully took over control

of Korea, which it succes.sfully defend-

ed against the Kussian cxar and annexed
in 1910, gajined oontrol of the strategi-

cally invaluable Port Arthur, and devel-

oped its position to such an extent that

trom Formosa on the South to Sakhalin

on the North, it virtually dominated th«

coastline of China from the South China

Sea to the furtliermost part ot Manch-
uria. Manchuria it occupied—and stayed

—immediately upon the outbreak of the

w-firld wir, da.spite Chinese protci^ts, and

it has more or less dominated that vast

territory with little Interruption for the

past fourteen j-ears.

Japan's imperialist interests in China

are deeivgoing and tenat^Ious. It wants

Chinese coal to supplement its own small

supply. More even than coal, it wants
iron, both of which are present in large

deposits in the Shantung region, at the

Northern part of China, dir^tly south

of Manchuria and I'ort Arthur. Japan
seeks Its rice and cotton from China

proiwr and its wheat from Manchuria,

In addition, Japan runs the highly valu-

able and important Southern Manchur-
ian railway, and uses t!ie policing of

it as the pretext for con.stant jnterven-

tiion in the internal affairs of the coun-

try.

Tihe Position of the U. S.

But it is not alone with China that

Japan ha.s its clashes, A sharp conflict

of interest also exists between it and the

United States, a festering sore wiiich

may burst into a militancy txjllision be-

fore -one is really aware of it. As de-

terraineKlly as Japan has stood tor a

Closed door lu China, a door closed to its

imi>erialist rivals, the United Statos,

coming to the tremendous wealth of

China late in the day, has stood for the

"open door", that is, for holding it open
long enou;?h for the Yankees to establish

Ihemselves in the house. The uotoriou.s-

ly arbitrary "twenty-one points" demand
made by Japan upon China in 1915, which
involved little less than the complete
subjugation of the latter, met witli for-

mal opposiion from only one important

power, the United Stato.s. For d(x;ades,

the American jingoes have stirred up the

Jurisdictional Disputes Disrupt

A,F.L. Building Trades Dept,
It the corpulent gentlemen, who met

in Vancouver, B, C, recently, have thedr

way, there will be a more intense juris-

dictional war within the building trades

unions than ever t)efoi-e. At least that

much was decided by the A. i\ of L,

Building Trades I)ei>artment convention.

Speaking virulently and with mucii gusto,

that is, in Uetween chewing on fat cigars,

one after another of there "labor" re-

presentatives denounced the "tripple

alliance" of the carpenters, bricklayera

and electricdans unions. Times are hard,

most union members are out of jobs and
some sort of militancy liad to be shown.

T^ie "defensive" alliance of the three

unions was described as having been

formed "to take work away from other

I)eople." The carpenters particularly

came in for the unanimous wrath. ITiey

were called "pirates" and "ruthless",

having the intention of fostering an or-

ganization to "create turmoil and indus-

trlHi discontent". One expressed the

opinion that untal all locals affiliated with

the "triple alliance'' were ousted from

existing building trades councils "we are

simply wasting our time talkiing'*. And
this became the unanimous sentiment ex-

pressed in a resolution, that "this build-

ing trades department of the A. F. of D.

direct the national presidents of the af-

filated unions to support to the fullest

extent o£ their resouixjes any aflSliated

union when an attack is being made upon

them by unions not affiliated with the

building trades flepartroent of the A. F.

of L." The three unions mentioned are

not affiliated because of jurlstilctional

disputes.

For the rank and tile membership,

iowever. this Ls an ominous sign rather

disquieting for the future prospects. It

has become a well established practise

among this type of "leaders" to intensify

the jurisdictional conflicts as a preiude

to attacks coming from tho bosses.

The general wage cut campaign is al-

ready In full swing. That it has not

yet to any great degree officially bit the

building trades is perhaps only duo to

tlie fact that t)y the conditions of large

scale unemployment and the extreme
weakness of the craft union position the

bosses find themselves able, in the main,

to enlist the labor needed at a price way
below the offieially established wage
scale. That itself, ef course, carries with

it only further weakness and seriously

undermines tlie organizational ba.sis. For
the large contractors in the building i-n-

dustry this undermining serves well as

a prelude to an open attack which is

sure not to lie long delayed.

The well-fed officials of the nineteen

building trades uiiions, those within as

well as those outsidi* of the irailding

trades department, surely know what is

coming. They tave not a scrap of a
program for organized resistance and
have CO such intentions. The inten si

flcation of jurisdictional squabbles in

their hands serves as a means of pre

paring the way for tiie bosses an<l makes
their task an easier one. In tliis manner
do they prove themselves as efficient ser-

vants of capitalism.

The slogan and demand for amalgama-
tion of ail building tnades unions cor-

rectly advanced by the militant work-

ers a few years ago should now again be

put on the top of the agenda. An effec-

tive campaign for amalgamation and its

ultimate accomplishment, plus the re-

placement of class struggle for class

collaboration, would make short shrift

of all these present designs of dissen-

sion and<iivLsion promulgated by the of
ficlals. It would become the most prac

tical and effective way of making an end

to jurisdictional squabbles and really

help to unify the ranks of the building

tntdes workers for resistance to the cow
ing attacks. —A. S.

MJ. 9* Coofronts ^ankinst Crislii
The announcement of the plans for a

$500,000,000 National Credit Corporation
t>y Hoover, followed by an advance in the
Federal Reserve rediscount rate, from
I 1-2 to 2 1-2%, after two years of de-
clining rates, have brought out into the
open the existenice of a banking crisis in

tiie mited States. In addition, the -Am-
erican Ijftnkdng system has l<«t $500,000,-

000 of gold since Sept. 20, when Kngland
went off the gold standard, the greatest
loss of gold ever recorded In such a brief

time, reducing its gold holdings from 5
billions to 4 1-2. The number of bank
failures has increased rapidly, and the
cnatiuued crash in the prices of stocks
and bonds culminating Saturday, Oct. 3

and Monday, Oct, 5, endangered the

solvency of many additional banks. Rum-
ors that America was about to go off

the gold standard, or at least depreciate
the, gold value of the dollar by inflation,

were widespread throughout Europe, and
added to the panicky feeling here. Clear-

ly something has to be done Immediately
to "restore confidence".

The New Mediantsm
True to the philosphy of "individual

initiative", Hoover's method of approach
was to call a conference of a handful
of big hankers, and have their decisions

raitified by a liand-picked caucus of Con-
gressmen and Senators. The first con-

crete step was to start the formation of

a corporation with halt a billion dollars

of working caRi'fal, which is to lend

money to banks against assests not eligi-

ble for rediscount with the Federal Re-
serve banks. TTie funds for this purpose

are to be raised by subscription from
banks themselves, for which they are to

get bonds on which Interest Is to be

paid out of profits. Loans are to be made
under a double check, hy local bankers*

associations and by the national credit

board, and are to be secured by specific

assets held by the borrowing bank, by a

note of the bank, and by a note of the

local bankers' association.

Further Steps to be taken away include

amendment to the Federal Reserve Act

to permit reserve banks to lend mo"ney

against types of assets which are not
eligible now ; if necessary, a government-
financed company like the wartime War
Finance Corporalton, and lastly, possible

purchase by the government of additional

stock in the farm land banks. These last

three steps will all need to be carried

out by act of Congress, which will not

meet until December, unless a special

session is called before.

What is tiie purpose of the whole man-
euver? Obviously not to "restore con-

fidence" ; that may be all right to pub-

lic consumption, Imt the only thing that

would really restore confidence to the

bourgeoisie would be profits coming into

their pockets. Nor is it to "strengthen

the little banks" ; of all the things that

would keep a group of big bankers awake
all night, that would be one of the last

on the list, particularly when they are

in the midst of a campaign to merge,

absorb and control thousands of little

banks tiii'ougliout the country.

T'he basic purpose is to strengthen the

hold of finance-capital on the national

economy, and consolidate the positions

won during the boom that collapsed in

1929. By insisting on the repayment in

dollars worth a bushel of wheat apiece,

of loans made in dollars worth a bushel

each, the relative position of the banks
will be strengthened as against all other

elements of national economy, and by

subjugating the small banks to the dom-
ination of the large banks, through loans

to be made by the new credit corporation,

the plans of tlie latter for perfecting their

monopoly of banking will be furthered.

Ail other elements in national economy
liave borne some part of the burdens of

the crisis-workers through unemployment,
part-time, wage-cuts and speed-up ; land-

lords through deprtwiation in value of

real estate and scattered rent reduc-

tions; industrial capital through iower

profits. Finance-capita I stands to benefit

enormously by the deflation and depres-

sion, which increase the vaiue of gold

as commodities and labor power decline

in price.

Controlling the Deflation

Only—this profitable deflation and de-

pression must be controlled, and allow-

ed to go only so far and so fast as it

serves the interests of monopolistic fin-

ance-capital. It must not tie allowed to

get out of liand, so as to endanger the

likelihood of repayment of loans based

on the inflation period scale of values.

The policy of finance-capital with re-

spect to capitalist economy as a whole

Is a grotesque caricature of the policy

of tire capitalist class with respect to

productive labor^to ride on its back and

starve it, not to tlie point of death but

to the point of maximum profit over a

period of time. By maintaining in a de-

flationary period the dollar value of loans

made In a period of inflation, flnance-

capltal will greatly increase the propor-

tion of its share of tlie surplus value

t N« y« OPEN FORUM t
Oct. 16: Lessons of Recent

Strike Strussles

(Coal miners and Paterson Textile

strikes)

Lecture by James P. Cannon

Questions and Discussion

Oct. 23rd. Communism and Syndicalism

in Spain
lecture by Max Shachtman

Oct, Both. Tom Mooney's Appeal for a
United Front

Lecture by James P. Cannon

LABOR TEMPLE, 14th St., and 2nd Ave.

Admission: 25 Cents

Unemployed admitted free with Unem-

ployed Council card

of the future, and within the general

class of finance-capital, the big banks will

increase their hegemony over the small

banks by bringing them under tiieir fin-

ancial domination through emergency
loans.

The following paragrapiis will attempt

to discuss the possibilities of success of

such a iiolicy by descriiiing, first tiie func

tioning of finance-capital under "normal'

conditions, second, how this "normal^'

functioning has been modified by the

boom up to 1929 and the crisis since

then, and third, the perspectives of the

banking crisis and some probable vari

ants.

Lenin says, in "Im[>erialism", "The fir.";t

and most fundamental Eunctitin ot banks

is to serve as an intermediary in pay

ment. In so doing they transform In-

active capital into active capital, that is,

into -capital producing a profit ; and, col-

lecting all kinds of revenues, they put

them at the disposal of the capitalists.

"In proportion as banking operations

develop, as they become concentrated into

a smaller number of establishments, the

banks become transformed and instead

of being modest go-betweens they become

powerful monopolies dealing with al-

most all capital, and with almost all cap-

italists fand small proprietors) ; and sim-

ilarly dealing with the biggest part of

the means of production and of the

sources of raw materials of a country

or ot several countries. The transforma-

tion of numerous little intermediary

concerns into a handful of monopolists

constiutes one of the essential elements

of the change from capitalism to capital-

ist imperialism."

In the United States, these functions

are performed by several different types

of institutions, which may be summarized

as follows;

{See table next page)

In recent years, the trend has been

toward "department store banking", so

that one institution may be found per-

forming a number of these different func-

(Continued on page 2)

basest prejudices against the Japanese,
and the "yellow petiil" on the (West
coast, just as the Japanese warmongers
have .sedulously cultivated amoag their

people the natural antagonisms that arose

to the discriminatory acts of the United

States against .lapanese immigrants to

('allforonda. The friction existing be-

tween t!ie two powers, in spite of tem-

l>orary and surface agreements or mod-
crati^ms achieved from time to time, has

not Ijeen eliminated to the present day,

and with the present inva-^aon of Man-
churia, .shows every likelihood of being

rendered increasingly acute.

The most suj>erficLal reading of the

news indicate tliat the country most af-

fectd by the Manchurian events, next

to t'hina and Japan, is the l.'nited States.

Chiang Kai-Shek has operated for a few
j-ears now under a benevoient protector-

ate of Ameri-s-an imperialism. It is to

.Walt Street and Washington that the

Chinese butcher IooIm for loans, for sup-

port of all kinds, and it is far from look-

ing In vain. In tlie .Vorth of China,

where Japan once had tiie free hand
granted it by lit.s puppet Chang
IIsueh-Liang, has from all appearances

I'ceonclied himself with the central gov-

ernment and has put one ob.stacle after

another in the path of Japan's Chinese

progress. Timt ifi what has determined

Japan to take the brutal measures It did

talie, averring with a cynicism that trans-

cends all the hypocritical peace talk of

the whole collection of imperialist dip-

lomats, that it will "wtihdraw" only when
it has established a "friendly regime". In

Manchuria.

The American Game

Will the United States intervene ac-

tively? Tlius far, it has confined itself

to the usual preliiniinaries : diplomatic

notes, diplomatic cohversatlous. It h*i
even departed from its regular policy by
asking the League of Nations to take

measures Eer settling the conflict. This
indicates only a skilful plan of making
a pretense of patience, of willingness to

use ev.ei'y "paeifiW measuiV! available

before taking bolder and more concrete

steps. TJie United States will not let

Chiang Kal-Siiek down, unless it does it

at the expense of a valuable concession

fi\>m Japan in some other sphere of Am-
ericiin imiwriallsm's interests. Chiang by
himself cannot undertake a war against

Japan. For that, he would have to set

into motion such a mass of the (Chinese

proletariat and peasantry as would con-

stitute a force for his own destruction,

Chiang's fulminations, his threats to ans-

wer the linviision liy a declaration of

ivar, his parading of the numerically

superior army (compared t-o Japan) are

so many Chinese paper dragons. 'I'he

Chiang Kai-Shek army, however superior

numerically, is no match at all for the

highly trained, efficiently equipped, eas-

ily mobilized army of Japan. The .Jap-

anese have a "united nation" behind them
in comparison to tfie harassed internal

front of Chiang Kai-Shek, torn by the

Canton rump "goveraraent" on the one

hand, and by the unintcrmittetit peasant

war on the olher, Chiang's threats are

made on the tiasis of the hope—if not

something more concrete and tangible

than hope !—that more than moral sup-

port will come from the United States.

Under any conditions, the events in

Manchuria demonstrate how tenuous is

the lialance imperialism lias attained.

The slightest jar, and the world is once

more confronted with the nightmare of

imperialist war. Tlie slightest disturb-

ance iji the East, and the wiiole press

Is agog with speculation about a conflict

with the Soviet Union. And on this

score there is not so much ground for

speculation. There exists no doubt that

if the Manchurian conflict should devel-

op, an "occasion" will be !«)und to in-

volve the Soviet Union, with the hope

that its Eastern frontier can be broken

into as a preliminary to a concerted holy

crusade of blood-stained rimperialism upon

the fortress of Bolshevism.

Tile tragedy of the war danger, of the

struggle for existence between the Im-

perialist wolves in which the woikihg

masses remain the victims, at the same
time reveals another tragic situation: the

feebleness of the Communist movement,

corroded for almost a decade now by the

slow poison of Stalinism, (Confronted

with an extremely acute war situation,

which threatens to spredd like a prairie

fire, the official Communist parties, whi-ch

spend three-quarters of their agitational

time in the mechanical repetition of "War
danger!", show no ability to mobilize

the broad masses for resistance to the

plans of the imperialist war-mongers.

Aside from screeching headlines, little

is being done. The betrayal of the soc-

ial democracy which helped to lead the

proletariat to slaughter in 1914, is being

replaced by the incompetence and bank-

ruptcy of Stalinism. War puts all ques-

tions sharply. It puts Stalinism to the

test, as events have put it to tlte test

in the past, Ttie rt'volutionary Commun-

ist parties have as theiip duty the

propagation of the ideas of the Left wing

of the socialist international before the

war, the ideas which lay at the founda-

tion of the Communist International.
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Minneapolis I.L.D. Pursue Ruinous Policy

of Sectarianism and Expulsion

MINNEAPOLIS.—The I. L. D. in Min-

neapolis has never huA a. better opportun-

ity 'to develop into a really influential

.mass organization than it has at tlie pre-

sent time. The crista has had telling

effects upon the Minneapolis working

class. They lend willing ears to what
the Communists have to say and enroll-

ment in an organiiatioa like the I. L. D.

which is proclaimed by the party as a

broad united front working class organi-

zation, is comparatively & simple mat-

ter. But the retaining *nd activizing of

the members onrolled ia quits a dilterent

matter and one which is beyond the

powers of the incapabl* bureaucritl*

clique in control.

Incapable themselves of giving proper

leadership and guidance to such an oa-

sential organization as the I, L. D., they

prevent with aU their bureaucratic power

the helpful participation of capable rev-

olutionary workers. This holds good not

only for members of the Communist
League, but for anyone who takea liter'

ally their stiitements that the I. L. D.

is a broad united front organization ii^

respective of political differences.

Once again the above-mentioned asser-

tion has proved to be nothing but an

empty phase which the bureaucrats use

as 'they see fit. The writer of tliJs arti-

•ele was elected by 'the membership o(

the central branch of the Minneapolis i.

L, D, as one of their delegates to the

city central committee. The representa-

tives of the party present, including the

organizer, Carlson, did not utter a word

against my eleolion, though they knew
well enough that I was a member of the

Communist League, Trained appamtu*
men that they are, they sensed they could

not oppose my eleotiou after the mem-
bership had so decided. Particularly

since they had come to the meeting utterly

unprepared and had allowed a Trotslcy-

ist to make most of the organizational

proposals.

It did not take them long, however,

to decide upon definite organizational

steps, at the very first meeting of the

central body (which includes the dele,

gates from sympathetic organizations)

the axe fell and another great deed for

Communism was accomplished. Carl»on

opeced the meeting by reading the usual

meaningless catechism "that the I. L.

D. is open to all workers Irrespective of

political differences but that does not In

<?lude Trotskyists". He might as well

have continued and echoed the word*

of a Fourth ot July senator who 'thun-

ders "that this countiy is based upon

the glorous traditions of freedom but

freedom does not mean license." Com-
rade Carlson, however, did not waste

any ceremonies^he knew the composi-

tion o! the eity central committee only

too well. He proposed my expulsion

from the central body and my cvinition

from the hall. The chairman, Tom Foley,'

ably executed the proposals of Carlson

and I was not even permitted to take th»

floor.

The vote for my expulsion and «vlc-:

ti'on, despite the efforts of the bureaucrats,-

was not unanimous. Several of the

worker-delegates present absenting from
voting and one representing an I. W. O.

liocal spoka in favor o£ my being seated.

It is not strange, then, that through such

a narrow bigoted policy, the I. L. D.

here remains but a skeleton organization

with a drifting membership.

In such the same manner as they man-

age membership in the 1. L. D., ttiey »r*

going abou tputting Mooney'a united

front plea into effect. WitHout any pre-

paration, with no oi^aaized a'ttempt to

reach the trade unions or the masses of

workers, the usual demon.stration, ftt-

tended by the usual several hundred
faithful, was held- Following up ibis

great success, they are calling what is

now becoming the traditional party con-

ference at which only party controlled or

party influejiced organizations are in-

vited. That such n conference could ef-

fectively take up the Mooney defe' ^ U
the height of absurdity.

The effectiveness of the Jlooney cam
patgn does not seem to enter into the

calculations of those in control ot the

I. L. D. at all. They seem to live in a

world created 'by their own fancy, void

of any realistic conception of the trem-

endous mass movement that could be or-

ganized around the Mooney defense. Tiiey

go their way sublimely carrying out the

official policy to 'the letter—call a con-

ference, have a street demonstration and

await the call for the next conference.

In Minneapolis, uixm the failure of the

party and the I. L. D., the Opposition is

compelled to take up the task of organ-

izing a Mooney Defense Conference that

will truly represent the masses of work-

ers. A conference that will be base<l

upon the trade unions and one that will

be able to bring pressure to bear on

Jlooney's jailors. Fourteen years after

the Russiati revolution, we must take up

the elementary task of demonstrating to

the rank and file o£ the I. L. I>., and

party that united from conferences ave

not narrow family affairs but are meant

to unite the entire labor movement on

a vital issue. Only in such a manner

can the Communists show up the fakers

and demagogues that trail along.

The I. L, D. in this city will remain

the impotent isolat:ed group it is as

long as it follows the stupid policy of

expelling revolutionary workers for their

political differences, while allowing car-

eerists, adventurers and rank incompet-

ents to control 'the organisation. It is

to Iw hoped that the coming united front

conferences under our auspices will have

some effect upon the present politically

Kuicidal policy of th I. L. D. —M. G.

revolutionists from this workers club

mean? It cau mean nothing less than

an attempt to split the club. The com-

rades who were expelled were amongst

the founders of the Spartakos club.

Comrade Kouraonndoureas was the sec-

retary during the first year of the club.

Both comrades Koumonndoureas and

HalttouB have served on its executive

committee. They have participated loy-

ally in all of its activities, and particu-

larly in such activitle.s which aimed to

strengthen the Communist movoment, in

collections of miners' relief, in building

the I. L. D., in fights against evictions,

in enlisting support ot the Entpros as

well as in the general working-class edu-

cation of the Club. 'I'heir record is clear

for everybody to investigate.

The Spartakos club aims, and correct-

ly so, to be a workers' educational club

to develop class sollddarlty and class

consciousness to facilitate political edu-

cablon of the Greek workers and thereby

render all possible support to the Com-
munist movement and the Communist
party. The comrades of the Left Op-

position intend tx> support any effort to

help further build and strengthen the

Spartakos club on this basis.

The Spartakos club by its constitution

aim.s to take into its membership ail

Greek workers who agree with its ob-

ject. In this sense the two comrades

under expulsion have worked faithfully.

In this sense the corara<les of the Left

Opposition appeal to all workers not to

support the splitting tactics of the bur-

eaucrats, but to broaden the united

front, to build and strengthen tile 'Spar-

takos club and to strengthen its pur-

poses. In this sense the comrades of

the Ijeft Opposihion appeal to all menr-

bers of the Spartakos club to demand
the reinstatement of the expelled c-om-

rades.

Protest Expulsions
(Continued from p:\ge J)

Lapmnos IlaMous. Comrade Koumonn-

doureas was expelled from the club ; com-

rade Haldus, not being present, is to be

expelled at the next meeting.

Of the 60 members present out of a

total of 19(5 members of the club, 34

voted tor the expulsion, 14 against, with

10 abstaining. This shows clearly that

the workers present were not at all con-

vinced by the slanderous charges pre-

ferred against the comrades.

The charges were that these comra'Cles

were counter-revolutlonaricj:, enemies of

the working-class, enemies of the Soviet

Unlion, etc. In reality, the charges are

brought forward because these comrades

support the Communist Left Opposition,

In view of this, the expulsion aetion be-

comes an outrageous one and should be

reversed.

The Left Opposition under the lead-

ership of comrade Trotsky has many

times put itself on record as the staunch-

est defenders of the S, U., as the de-

fenders of the October revolution and as

active workers of the international pro-

letarian revolution. In this the Left Op-

position fights against the bureaucratism

of the present Stalin regime ivithln the

Communist Party of the Soviet Union as

well as within the other parties of the

C. I., against the Stalinist revisionism

which 'Is not only enda-ngering the herit-

age of Octoi)er but endangers the success-

ful development of the world revolution

as well. The members of the Left Opposi-

tion have a long and unstained record

in the Communist movement. Their ac-

tions and their views are open for every

worker to examine. Today the IMt

Opposition (insiders its main objective

the one of restoring the party to the

policies of Lenin, to do away with bur-

eaucratism and at this moment It be-

comes particularly expressed In Its ef-

forts for a correct application of the

united front policy which is really in-

volved in this case.

What does this method of expulsi-on of
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Plans Laid for Systematic Youth Work
steps iiave recently been taken by the connected with the establishment of the

Organization Notes

Communist League of America (Opposi-

tion) to develop and intensify activity

among the young workers and youth gen-

erally. With the establisbraent, after

the second national conference of the

League, of a National Youth Committee,
immediate <»ncrete organizational and
political tasks have been laid out. The
Xnfsonai Youth Committee consists of

the following members: Martin Abern,

Jo.'ieph Carter, George Clarke, Albert

Glotzer, George Ray, Hank Stone (resi-

dent committee), together with Reva
Craine and M. Kent, candidates, and out-

of-town members of Charles Curtis

( Chicago) , Martin Payer (St. Louis )

,

Joe Silver (Toronto, Canatia) and a com-

rade to be selected from Philadelphia.

Comrade Abern is at present in charge

of the youth work.

The youth comrades of the Commun-
ist I/Oague i;Opposttion) in the various

localities arc for the present, to organize

themselves into a Youth fraction of the

IjCft Opposition for tiie conduct of youth
activity. As a prelirtiinary step, each

branch of the Ijeague is forming a youth

committee to initiate the work.

At a recent meeting of the National

Youth Committee, work was laid out, Ab
an oufstandtng task, the perspective was
laid down the publication of ii.n official

youth paper as soon as possible.

The Youth Vanguard, issued heretofore

as an occasional supplement of Tlie Mili-

tant, is to be discontinued at once and

all efforH concentrated upon tiio organ-

izational, editorial and finanical tasks

youth paper. There Is an excellent field

for a Left Opposition youth paper among
the members of tlie official Young Cfim-

munist League, Communist youth sym-

pathizers and among the young workers
as a whole, and there is full confidence

everywhere that this latest step forward

of the Left Opposition w^ill meet with

enthusiasm and success:. In another

week, detailed announcemnts will ba

forthcoming relative to the Youth paper,

as well as to other outlined activities

among the youth.

Members and sympathizers are calle<l

upon to give financial support to enable

the immediate and regular issuance of

the youth paper. Information reauests,

concerning the Youth fraction and money
are to be sent to Martin Abern, National

Youth Committee, Communist League of

America (Opposition), 84 East 10th St.,

New York, N. Y.
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In the center and in our units, plane

arc now talting shape for putting the

second national conference decisions int9

life. The New York branch heard the

report of Its delegation, accepted the de-

cisions and indorsed the general political

line worked out by the confernce. It

adopted fuither a re^-olution setting forth

some of the practical taslw for the branch

to engage in for the immediate future.

The points particularly wwrthy of note

were; Organization of the Lett Opposi-

tion fraction within the party, Y. C. t*

and sympathetic organizations, strength-

ening of our specifically sympathetic

contacts and more efforts to have all

branch members actively functioning in

workers' mass organizations, a campaign

for recruiting new members, encourage-

ments to comrades avail-able to assume
respon.-jiiillity as wluntary organizers

wherver assigned, encouragement to

young comrades to 'take up youth work in

n more systematic manner, building of

the Militant and literature circulation

and the completion of the Expansion
Program.

From the center, we are similarly pro-

ceeding gradually to take the measures
for organizational strengthening based
upon the conference decisions. Actual
steps iwive been taken to lay the founda-
tion for building up the Pioneer Publish-

ers as a separate institution- EhLs apply-

ing both to -the utiliKatlon of avenues
available for extended literalure circu-

lation as well as to planning o' new pub-
lications. A beginning has been made
toward as.5iigning young comrades ready
to take up voluntary wwrk in helping

branches now numerically weak. "Hie

fir.-it a.<s!gimionl3 include one corarade-for

Sit, Louis, Mo„ and one for Kansas City,

Mo. Two national tours arc being plan-

ned, the first ba begin about the latter

part of November.
Selection of a national youth commit-

tee has been completed with comrade
Abern in charge and plana for Its activ-

ities are already under way. According

to decisions of the national conference a

special committee to give attention t*

a study of the Negro problem has also

been created. Comrades who want to

present their views on this question

.'ihould forw.'ird such to the national of-

fice.

The return of delegates had to take

place in (he same manner as the arriv-

al. Most of them had to beat their way
in one fjisbion or another but we have
received wvjrd of safe arrival at the home
point. The Chicago branch utilized the

opportunity of the Mlnneapolia delegates

passing through to add them to the pro-

gram of reporting on the conference at

a public meeting held. The Chicago mem-
ber.ship has recently been actively engaged

in activities aihong the unemployed work-

ers. Their efforts have been, and quite

succestuily so, directed toward strength-

ening the general movement not only by

criticizing the serious weakness obtain-

ing but also by adding positive propos-

als. The membership has been active in

Left Opposition propaganda among the

Communist youth end has incurred :the

wrath and fire of the bureaucrats from

the official party and Y, C. L. However,

so far the results have been expressed

in several new members fcr our branch.

From Philadelphia, we have received

word -that heaving of arguments for a new

trial for Morgenstern and Goodman, who
have been found guilty under tbe-Sedl-

tt«n act, has been postponed until some
time in November. The defense commit-

tee states it intends to ivsue n leaflet

for general di-Stribution in support of

the defense. And if would not be amli«

to remind our members and supportera

again that now is the time to speed up
with, nil arrangements for a proletarian

defense, tio gain support from workers
eveywhere. Activities so far in behalf ot

thet<e two victims of the clags struggle

have been entirely too limited. While
many workers and organi/.ations have
protested the sabotage ot the I. L. I>. It

to the hearings and pii.-^sibly new trial.

The New York supisorters made a good

L-itart in ;ippearing before local unions by

collecting from one local SlT.tJO.

Militant Builders

Under this heading we plan to have

a standing item among our organization-

al notes. Of course, its life depends upon

what actual builders we have. Hut at

the outset we feei sure that every active

supporter wiil agree that we have now
arrived at the time wiien the Militant

extended. Tlie material is all at hand,

circulation must be built u{> and far more
The Militant appears weekly. Many
workers are interested in its contents and

despite the great unemployment many
new subscriber^, can be secured. With
that well under way the next [wint must

be the increase of bundle saies and sec-

uring of additional newsstands willing

to handle our paper, especially such

which handle radical literature. Who is

ready now !o enlist in the group of

Militant Builders?

Some of our comrades who have been

(juite active in the past in this field we
naturally expe&t to enroll in this group

right -iiway. We have in mind comrades

like Philip. Sbulman in New York, Re-

becca Sacbarow in C!iic;ig<). .1. It. Iledlund

in Minneapolis and II. Goldberg in St.

IjOuIs. Rut tiievc is room for many
more.

0«r Expansion Program
During the recent weeks we have !)een

quite liberal with our entries of con-

tributions under (his heading. .\.s a mat-

ter of fact we credited also sucli dona-

tions which were not for certificates for

the Pioneer Publishers, Henceforth we
will enter only such funds which are

actually on this account for certificates,

either in full or in part payment. We
have almost reached (hree-fourth.^ to-

ward our goal $2,O()O.O0. We lia\e taken

(be first three major slops, established

the Pioneer Publisiier, returned tlio Mili-

tant to a weekly publication, held Iho

second national conference. Now wa
should forg<> ahead for the final goal.
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THE BANKING CRISIS IN THE UNITED STATES
(Continued from page 1)

ions, but by far the most important from
the standpoint of the immediate crisis

are the commercial banks.
They constitute part of the mechanism

by which 4 1-2 billion dollars' worth
of gold, finances the circulation of capi-

tal to the extent of over 00 billion dol-

lars' worth of commodities a year, in

the United States alone. It is essenial

to the functioning of this mechanism that

all paper claims and credits created by

it should be exchangeable for gold, at

a fixed basis, that i,s, a dollar is defined

as a piece of gold weighing so many
grains, and all forms of paper express-

ed in dollars, such as bank deposits,

loans, credits, etc, are supposed to be

exchangeable for the amount of gold

w'hicii they represent. This is what is

meant by the gold standard,

Pai>er and Gold

It is clear that there is not enough
gold in the United States, or on the

entire world, to pay off nil the holders

of all tiie various kinds of paper claims

if they should all ask for their gold at

once. But this is only academic possi-

bility. In actual capitalist economy,

showdown is never called for, except in

International linance, where the paper of

one country, expressed in Its national

currency, is not acceptable to the finan-

cial system of another, based on a differ-

ent gold unit. Normally, the paper

passes freely from hand to band, chang
ing its form constantly—a capitalist re-

ceives a check for a hundred dollars in

paper, deposits it at his bank w^here it

becomes a book-keeping item on paper,

draws against his deposit to obtain paper

bank-notes with which to pay wages, the

worker uses part of his paper wages with

whicii to pay a paper debt to bis land-

lord for rent, the landlord uses part of

the rent to pay interest to holder of a

paper mortgage, etc.

There is, of course, the possibility that

in all these paper transactions more pa-

pep dollars will be called for than there

have been commodities and services ex-

changed. Since the amount of gold is

not affected directly by such paper trans-

actions, this will show at once in an in-

creasing ratio of paper to gold, or a de-

creasing ratio of gold to paper.

This is called inflation, and may come
about in many different ways. Prices of

commodities, or real estate, or securities,

may rise sharply creating more paper

values; banks may lend more freely,

creating paper assets against which de-

positors may draw checks ; securities

may be ereated and offered on a wide

scale, giving the corporations which is-

sue them control of more funds, while the

people who buy these securities borrow
the money witii wliich to pay for tliem

from the banks. In such cases, a finan-

cial boom arises, based on increased pa-

per values. It may arise Independent-

ly of, or in connection with, an industrial

l>oom !)ased on creation of additional

commodities and services, such as would

Treasury is a member. Their capital

stock is beW by national banks, which

must belong to the Federjil Reserve sy.s-

tera, and„l)y some of the state banks.

The Federal Reserve lianks do the fol-

lowing: (1) Act as bankers for the Uni-

ted States government, that is, keep de-

posits, lend money, iasuc boaids, etc,

(2) Act as bankers for the banks, who

Types

Saving Bank
(like Bowery
Savings Bank)

Commercial Bank
flike National

City Bank)

Investment Bank-
ing House
(like Morgan or

Dillon, Read)

Stock Exchange
Firm (like E. A.

Pierce & Co.)

Ownersliiii

Usually mutual,

no stockhoiders

Corporation, con-

trolled by big

])ourgeoisle in big

cities

Usually private,

sometimes affili-

ated with big

commercial bank

Must be privately

owned by Ex-

change rules

Source of Funds

Ix)wer bourgeois-

ie, upper proletar

iat

Big and petty

bourgeoisie

Big and petty

bourgeoisie, also

trust funds, Insur-

ance companies,

All classes ot

!>ou!rgeoisiie, In
boom times sec-

tions of proletar-

iat

Type of Invest-

ment

Ix)ng-term, in

fixed eapital like

railroads, home
mortgages

Short term, in

variable capital

especially com-
mercial transac-

tions

Usually long-term

in fixed capital

;

creates, buys and
sells securities

Primarily gambl-
ing An security

prices without
supplying new
capital I.

result from the development of new in

dtt»trle« or opening up new markets.

Effects of Deflation

The lopposite tendency, to reduce paper

values faster than physical volume of

production of real values, is deSation,

and in finance Is reflected In an increased

proportion of gold to paper. This rt^ults

in lower prices for g-oodds and securities,

reduced markets, induced profits, unem-
ployment, and an Incentive for the capi-

talist to cut wages-

The changes In relation and amount
of goia and paper are tiie formal refiec-

tiona in the financial sphere, the world

of money and paper, of the basic rhythms

of capitalist economy, boom or stabiliza-

tion and crisis, whose real content, based

on the necessary internal contradictions

of capitalism, are familiar to Marxists,

Coming back to the "normal" function-

ing of the system, the goid is held by

the Federal Reserve banks, In the U, S.,

and by the central banks in the other

cailtallst countries. There are twelve

Federal Reserve banks, each in a definite

region of the United States, whose oper-

ations are unified by a Federal Reserve

board ot which -the Secretary of the

keei> deposits with them, (Z) I^end money
to tiie banks agaJTist paper assets such

as bills and not6,s. Government bonds,

etc., ( this ia called rediscounting, and
the rate at which such loans are made
is the rediscount rate), (4) Issue cur-

rency called Federal Reserve notes.

As to (.3); the Federal Reserve Act
mak(v=! a sharp distinction between bank
paper based on commerciai transactions,

Kucii as lending money to a mill-owner
tor the purchases of cotton, and finan-

cial paper, based on such transactions as

buying stocks or bonds. Only commer-
cial paper, which is self-liquidating, that

is, in the normal course of events will

supply funds with which to pay off debt,

is eligible for rediscount wltli the Fed-

eral Reserve banks, T^ie cotton mill-

owner will, normally, convert the cotton

which he buys with borrowed money into

cotton goods which he wiil sell, and out

of the proceeds will pay off his loan to

his bank. For this reason the Federal

Reserve bank is willing to take this loan

off the hands of the mlllowner's bank,

by lending against it, that is, rediscount-

ing it. Paper baaed on a purely financial

transaction, on the other hand, has noth-

ing about it that assures the bank that

funds will be found with wliich to pay off

the ioan, and is therefore not eligible for

redi.scount,

Govemment Bonds
The only exception is Government

bonds, against which the Federal Reserve
banks will lend money, to heip the gov-

ernment to finance Itseif, Cenfral banks
in foreign countries do not draw this

distinction, by the wa.v.

The deposits which the ordinary com-
mercial banks maintain witli the Federal
Reserve banks are fixed at ii definite per-

centage of their own deposits, ranging
from 7 tio 13% of tiie most important
class of deposits, &% for other deposits.

When business improve,'--, and bank de-

posits increase, they have to increase
their deposits with the Federal Reserve
Iianks. Tiiese deposit.*! must be at least

35% in gold: the rest may be pitper eli-

gilbe for redifK-ount.

ITie Federal Reserve b;inks therefore

receive gold in the form of deposits from
member banks (ordinary commercial
lianks afl!illated w-ith the s.vsfem through
.stock ownership).

The Federal Reserve l>anks may Issue
bank-notes, but these must be covered
to tlie extent of at least 40% by gold

;

the rest may be eligible paper, it enough
such paper has been ac<iulred by, redis-

count or purchase.

In the normal course of event'*, a dol-

lar In gold received by a member bank
is deposited by it with the Federal Re-
serve bank, and sucli a deposit makes it

possible for the member bank to add 8
to 14 dollars to it^ own deixjsita. 'llie

Federal Reserve bank receiving the gold

ean issue up to 2 1-2 dollars in bank-
notes against it, and in this way control

the amount of currency in tbe country.
The Federal Reserve bank, if it does

not receive requests for loans from its

member banks suflTieient to lend out Its

deposits, can go out and buy government
bonds and commercial paper in the open
market, that is, put more money Into

circulation, or when it wants to help de-

flate the banking system, it can sell its

bonds and paper, thus absorbing money
from the other banks.

In these ways, the Federal Reserve
system regulates the activity of finance*

capital through it's phases of inflation and
defiation under relatively normal circum-
stances.

In the following paragrapiis we shall

see how this machinery functioned dur-
ing the period from the last previous

crisis in 1021 to the present one, (To be
continued), —B. J, FIELD,
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Constitution Is Revised
National Conference Strensthens the Statutes of the League

ARTICLE I: NAME
Section I. The name of this organi-

zation shall be THE COMMUNIST
LEAGUE OP AMERICA {OPPOSITION )

.

ARTICLE U: PURPOSE
The purpose of the organization is to

organize the Communists in the United
States and Canada, Inside and formally
outside the official Coiaunist I'artles, for

the struggle to preserve the fundament-
Rl teachings of Mai*i and Engels, Jjenin

and Trotsky in the Communist move-
ment, to apply them in the daily activities

of the workers in the clnss struggle and
to reunite the Communist International

on that basis,

ARTICLE III: INTERNATIONAL
AFFILIATION

The Communist League of America
<Oppositiin) is affiliated with the Inter-

national Le£t Opposition in the Commun-
ist International aa its American section

and is bound by the decisions of its In-

ternational Conferences and its executive
organ,

ARTICLE IV: MEMBERSHIP
Section 1, All those who suhsoriho to

the principles and tactics laid down in

the first four congresses of the Commun-
ist International, who accept the piat-

form of the Communist IiCaguo and who
agree to abide by its discipline and en-

gage actively in its worlt shall be elijji-

ble to membership in the Communist
League.

Suction 2. Every member must belong

to ^a -duly constituted branch of the

League in the locality where he resides.

Groups of members shall he orsaniaed

in places of employment under the sup-

ervision of the branch. In localities

where no branch exists ajiplicants shal!

be admitted us members at l«rge. Pend-
ing -the formation of a separate natioiia]

organization of the Canadian Commun-
ists adhering to the International Left

Opposition, branches in Canada shall he

affiliated directly to the Communist
League of America with all the rights

and obligations of other Iirant'hes.

ARTICLE V: ORGANIZATION
Sectioin 1, The basic unit of the Com-

munist Ijeaguo shall be the brsvpch con-

sisting of not less than five nor more
than 7C members. "When a branch at-

tains a membership of 75 it shall be
subdivided into two branches.

Section 2. Wherever two or more
branches exist in the same locality, a
Local Executive Committee shall be

formed by delegates from the rtspeetive

branches elected on the basis of propor-

tional representation.

ARTICLE VI: ADMINISTRATION
Section : The highest governing body

of the Communist League Is the National

Conference. Its decisions are binding on

the entire organiaation.

Section 2, Between National Confer-

ences this authority is vested in the Na-
tional Committee elected by the National

Gefuference,

Section 3, The National Committee
consists of nine members. The Nation-

al Conferetnce also elects two alternates

who become members of the National

Committee in c^e of vacancies in the

order of their vote.

Section 4. The National Committee
directs all the work of the National or-

ganization, decides question's of policy

and elects the National Secretary, edit-

orial board, international representatives

and other necessary officers and sub-
committees.

'Section T). The local governing body
of the League is the local executive com-
mittee consisting of delegates from the
branches elected on the basis of propor-
tional representation. Where only one
branch exists this authority is vested in

the branch.

Section 6. The braiK-h executive com-
mittee is electe(^ by the membership ol

the branch and is subordinate .to it. The
branch executive committee directs the

practical activities of the branch, prepares
the agenda for the branch meetings and
brings in concrete proposals regarding
the actions to be taken by the branch.
Between business meetings the branch
executive acts with fall powers. The
branch executive committee does not have
a binding discipline over its members in

the branch meetings. Members of the

executive commitee who dissent from the

decisions have the right to present a

minority report to the branch, but as

a general rule this right should not be
exercised on practical questions involving

no serious political Issues which have
been discussed and considered by the ex.

ecutive committee.

ARTICLE VIH: DDES AND INITIA-
TION FEE

Section 1, Each applicant for member-
ship shall pay an initiation fee of fifty

cents which shall be receipted for by an
initiation stamp furnished by the Nation-

al Ottfte. The entire initiation fee goes

to the National Office.

Section 2, Each member shall pay
fifty cents per montli dues which shall

be receipted for by dues stamps furnished

by the National Office. Of this amount
35 cents is remitted to the National Office

and 15 cents remains in the local or

branch treasury. In addition to this, all

members are expected to make regular

and systematic voluntary contributions

to the pledge fund according to their

means.

Section 3. Members unable to pay dues

on account of unemployment or strike
shall, upon application to the branch
secretary, be tarnished with exempt
stamps which secure their full member-
ship rights.

Section 4, Members who are three

months in arrears in payment of dues
shall cease to be members in good stand-

ing. Members six months in arrears

shall be stricken from the rolls by form-

al action of tiie branch. The branch ex-

ecutive oomnaittee appoints a conductor

to examine the membership cards of

those present before each business meet-

ing to insure that the meeting is restrict-

ed to members only.

Section 5. New members serve^a pro-

bationary period of three months before

final acceptance into the League.

Section 6. Members desiring to leave

.one city for anotiier must apply to his

or her branch for permteslon and re-

ceive a transfer card which Is to be de-

posited with the branch of the city to

which the member moves. If no branch
exists the member is to remain la member
at large,

ARTICLE Vni: DISCIPLINE
Section 1. All decisions of the gov-

erning bodies of the League are binding

upon the members and subordinate nnlts

of the organization.

Section 2. Any member or unit vio-

lating {he decisions of the League or any^

of its 'Subordinate Ixidies shall be subject

to disciplinary action up to expulsion by

the organization having Jurisdiction.

Section 3. Chiirges against any mem-
ber shall be made in writing and the

accused member shall be lurnisbed with
a copy. Charges filed before branches
shall be considered by the branch execu
live committee at a meeting to which the

accused member is invited. The recom-
mendation of the Branch Executive Com-
mittee is acted on by the membership of

tiie branch. Charges considered by high-

er unifcti of the organization are also acted

on by them.

Section 4. Any member subjected to

disciplinary action has the right of ap-

peal to the next higher body, up to and
including the National Conference. Pend-
ing action om the appeal the decision of

the League organization liaving original

jurisdiction remains in full force and ef-

fect.

ARTICLE IX: QUALIFICATIONS

FOR ELECTION

Section 1. Members of local and branch
executive committees must have been
members of the organization for at least

six months at the time it election.

Section 2. Delegate to National Con-
ferences must have been members of the

organization for at least ome year at the

time of election.

Section 3; Members of the National

Committee must have -been active mem-
bers of the Communist political move-
ment for at least four years, at least

two years of which Mve been in the

Commuifiist League, at the time of elec-

tion.

ARTICLE X: CONFERENCES

Section 1. The National Conference of

the League is held once a year. Special

conferences s'hall be called by the Nation-

al Committee upon the demand of branch-
es or local executive committees repre-

senting one-half of the membersliip.

Section 2. The Call for the Conference
together with an agenda and the pro-

positls of the National Committee shall be

Issued at least sixty days before the

date of the Conference tor, discussion in

the local organizations and in the ofiicial

organ or Internal bulletin.

Section 3. Itepresentatlon .to the Con-

ference shall be based on the dues-paying
membership in good standing for a period

of three months prior to the issuance

of the Call for the Conference.

Section 4. The manner of defraying

the expenses of the Conference shall be

outlined by the National Committee in

the Call for the Conference,

ARTICLE XI: FRACTIONS
Section 1. Members of the League be-

longing to trade unions and all other

ctrganizations are obliged to organize

themselves into fractions for common
work within them for the advajicement

of the ideas and influence of the League
under the direction and control of the

League unit having jurisdiction, frac-

tions must report regularly on ttieir work
to the respective organization of the

League and carry out all instructions.

The members of the fractions must work
as a unit under all circumstances. The
fractions discuss the questions aifecting

their work and formulate proposals to

the League unit having jurisdiction with

which the riglit of final decision rests.

Violations of discipline are not acted on

by the fractitons, but are reported to

the respective organiaation of the League

for action.

Chicago Unemployment Conference
The Chicago Communist League en-

dorses the Unemployment Councils' posi-

tion of uniting all organizations, ''re-

gardless of its affiliations to anions or
political parties umd its immediate de-

mands and tasks for unemployment re-

lief, ,We affiliate to the Unemployment
Councils and turn over to the Councils

comrades for general activity, literature

distribution, and speakers to cover street

and hail meetings.

At the same time we point out short-

comings of the Draft Program of the

Unemployment Councils. The demand
for "trade relations with the Soviet Un-
ion" is a step forward in spite of its

Inadequate formulation or explanation

of the relation between the American
and Russian workers.

The draft lists immediate relief and
social insurance as the two outstanding
tasks of tlie organizational struggle o£

the Councils and subordinate entirely

the struggle for the reduction of hours
to an ordidnary demand of the eight

listed. The struggle for tlie reduction

of hours must bo placed on a par with
immediate relief and social insurance
and as a long range perspective as the

most important of the immediate de-

mands to express itself in the slogan o£

''THE SIX HOUR DAY, THE FIVE
DAY WEEK, AND NO lifclDUCTlON IN
PAY."

The draft program necommejids tihe

"setting up of unemployment commit-
tees in flop houses, soup kitchens, in the

bloclcs, employment agencies, delegates

from shops, trade unions and other mass
organizations," This presents the or-

ganizational question entirely wrong.
The organization of the employed and
unemployed into BLOCK TO BLOCK
COUNCILS with democratic centraliza-

tion up io the City Committee is the

basic organizational force of the worlc.

This must be coordinated through the

UNITED FRONT POLICY with the

working class organizations, trade un-

ions, etc., through delegates to the lead-

ing committees and conferences. The
flop houses, soup kitchens and employ-
ment agencies are entirely stibordinated

to the organization of BLOCiC TO
BLOCK COUNCILS and coIlecUve af-

filiation of trade unions and other work-
ing class organizations, through the

UNITED FitONT.

The first conference in August and the

second conference on September 13 were
not UNITED FRONT conferences. In

the first conference no delegates were
seated, it was a mass meeting and in the

second, the representation of working

class organizations was too narrow, and
the Communist League of America dele-

gateis were not seated. To exclude Com-
munist Ijoague delegates from a United

Front Conference is a move helping the

enemies ot Communism and the working

class.

Now the third conference is called—

Oct. 18 at People's Auditorium, The
Council organized the August Confer-

ence to call the September Conference

and fche September Conference to call

the October Conference and each con-

ference carries on thus and tiie election

of committees to call on some capitalist

government apparatus to demand relief

and to expose them to the workers, Im

the first case Governor Emmei'son's Com-
mission and in the present case a Hunger
March and to call on Congress when it

convenes.

The relation of the Communist to the

unemployed councils must be to unite ell

forces ready to figlit on this issue regard-
less of political positions and to Gsiiit

the iiardest "for the aftainment of the

immediate demands, tor the enforcement
of the momentary interests r.f tiie work-
ing class; but in the nioveniciit of the
present, they also represent and take
care of the future of tiie movement," At
the Sept, 13 Conference the official Com-
munist Party representative's speecii

could not be distinguished from the re-

gular speech for unemployment activity.

At such conferences the Communist re-

presentatives must always point to our

goal and to the solution of the problem
—the overthrow of capitaiism and the
establishment of tiio dictatorship of the
proletariiit.

rxiTi.; THi'J WOIIKING CLASS TO
STiiIi;(;LE FOIt THK REDUCTION Or
IKH'R.S, SOCIAL INSL-KANCE AND
IMMEDIATE RELIEF THROUGH THB
UNEMPLOi-ME-VT COUNCILS!
SEND DELI'JCATES TO THE OCTO-
BER 18tli CONFKKEXCKr

Communist League of America (Left

OpE>o.sition ) Chicago Rranch.

The Party's Election Campaign
l^he outstanding difference between

Socialists and Communists, between re-

formists and revolutionists, is the fact
that one spreads the illusion to tile work-
ing-class that through pariiameritary
action it can gain its freedom, and the
other openly states that its aim is the
revolutionary overthrow of the capital-
ist state and the establishment of the
dictatorship of the proletariat. Thi.s,

howevr, does not mean that the revolu-
tionists must ignore the use of reforms
but they must use them in a revolutionary
sense. The working class cannot be ral-
lied for the overthrow of capitalism on
the basis of platonlc love for the op-
pressed or of high ideals; It is united
mainly on concrete issues—on demands
of 'the day. To rally the workers, to
present to them concrete issues, and
fight for their immediate, needs to secure
the opportunity of taking to them, tliis

is tile purpose of Communist participation
in elections.

We must come to the workers with
demands, but we must under all cir-

cumstances explain .to them that only
with the overtiirow of capitalism will
their problems be solved. To ask for de-
mands witiiout this necessary explanation
is to fail to clarify the workers. To
have a list of some 75 demands a la
Social Democracy and only at the end
somewhere throw in (as if to satisfy
someone) a demand for a "workera' and
farmers' government", without explana-
tion, without reason, as the New York
municipal election program of the Party
does is to fall to the level of social
reformism.

From some seven demands of last .year
have grown some 75 of to-day. From tiie

"conquest of tiie st»-eets" and "revolution-
ary upsurge" of two years ago, w^e have
reformism, and poor reformism to boot,
today. If yesterday .the situation was
overestimated, then today it is under-
estimated. It yesterday we had adven-
turism, tlien today we are confronted with
opportunism. Because the base of yes-
terday's errors was not removed, it is

today the eanse of new errors. One Is

as bad as the other, juat as light is

blinding to the owl and darktiess is blind-
ing to man.
When reading the program of this year

the worker is dazed. What is the
chief demand? Is it social insurance or
is it the demand for tiie right of firemen
to go on strike? There is a demand
for everything, there is an explanation
for nothing. Why the reduction from
last year's demand for $18.00 weekly to
unemployed to $15.(X) this year? Is it be
cause prices have fallen? Or is it to
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The Struggle for Trade Union Unity

in Spain
The dictatorship of Primo de Rivera

put an end to the exasperated struggle

in which the two trade union centers of

the Spanish proletariat were engaged in

1&2S : the General Union of Workers and
the National Confederation of Labor. The
battle between the two organizations con-

tinued to grow from 1920 onwards, when
the treacherous leaders of the reformist
G. U. ,W, broiie the pact which established

the united front between the two onjanl-
zations for the light against the capital-

ist repression which was then raging.
The united front was broken by the Span-
ish social democracy (altliough the an-
archist leaders also bear responsibility

by having pretended to hinder the social

democrats from conducting an electoral

campaign), in order the better and more
freely to be able to conduct the electoral

campaign which had opened at that mo-
ment. That is when an abrupt <^ange
took place in the tactic of the G. U. W.,
an organization which had supported
great struggles like the general strikes

of 1817, the miners' strikes of the Ast-
u4as. of Kio Tinto, Pennaroya, Biscaya,
Barruelo, etc. This change coincided
with the split within the ranks of the
Spanish social democracy during the dis-

cussion of the 21 conditions of the Com-
munist International.

The G. U. W, at that time had less than
200,000 members. Most of tt« forces were
concentrated almost exclusively in Bis-
caya (with about 35,0(X) members), in
the Asturfas (more tiian 30,000) in Mad-
rid (with almiost 90,000). The Test were
divided, In the order of their numbera;
between Andalusia (peasants), Gallcla
(peasants and construction workers), eld
Castllle (peasants) and some industrial
workers in the province of Guipuzcoa.
The N, C. L, had almost 1,000,000 ad^

herente, and Its most salient trait was
tie violent, revolutionary, half-collective,
half-individual struggle. It soon fell into
the unpardonable error of replying only
by individual violence to the repression
of the bourgsoisie, principally In Cata-
lonia, This aspect of the struggle, the
lack of revolutionaxy program on the
part of the N. C. L., the political myopia

» — WIW I ^
and the incompetence of its leaders, led

to the most miserable defeat; the nest

revolutionary occasion the Spanish pro-

letariat had had, wa,3 lost. Anarchist
a-politicism, its stupid blindness, were
the prin<:)i>al obstacles to the triLUiph ul:

roe Spantsh revolution in 1»^.
-Hi; iij(:iviai.alist anarchiat adv -;utur('ni

was crushed by the capitalist r«pres>laa

in spite o£ magnificent acts ot heroi»m.

i-'iie dictator«hip of Primo de Rivera wau,

in a sensa, the real ailirmatlon of th«

triumph «f capitalism over the SpanUh
proletariat.

During the 1828 eotip d'liitat, the an-

archist leaderi ol th« H. C. L. found

no other way out »nd were un^tile to act

otherwise tnan by dissolving tiie N. C.

L. Catalonia, Andalusia, the Asturlas,

Gaiicia and other centers where the Xi.

C. L. counted organiaatious, were sud-

denly "pacified", according to the ex-

pression of the Spanish bourgeoiait.

ihts event played a big role in the lor.g

duration of tiie dictatorial regime ol

i*r mo de Rivera. 'I'iie bourgeoisie saw

in U a great success of the dictator; the

working class Buffered an abrupt shock

and a brutal deception by seeing the con

jedcral leaders dissolve the trade union

organisations. One may assert that if

ibe K. C. L. had not been dissolved, if

it had been endowed with a concrete

revolutionary program, the existence of

the dictatorship of Pi'imo de Rivera

would have been of short duration.

Eight years have passed. Tlie political

regime bus undergone modifications. 'I'he

N, C. L. has been reconstituted, powerful

trom the organ!* point of view even

though it is much more reformist than

when It waa dlssolvod.

Tiie G, U. W. has retained and in-

creased Its membership a little, at the

present time it ha» about 230,000 worlt-

ers, 'fhe N, 0, I*, has reorganized and
should have about 800,000 members. The
division of the members by regions has

changed profoundly. The G. U. W. has

l(»t strength In the Asturl'as ai)d la BiS'

eaya (among the miners and metal vrork-

•rs), who went to tscreaiQ the rank* of

tk« N. C. L, in their great majority. Oa

the other hand, it has sought to create

a ridiculous organization in Catalonia,

which does not count more than a few

dozen members. The K. C. L. has sunk

its roots a little in Madrid (the center

»f social reformism), and has lost mem-
ber* in Andalusia, won by the '-^fotind-

ars" of th« Committee of Reconstruc-

tion of Stalin-Dosovsky.

The Btniggle for Trade Union Unltj

Up to 1936

Shortly after Its foundation, the Span-

ish Communist Party waa able to conduct

a fruitful and intense campaign tor trade

union unity. The slogan of the holding

of a national conference of unification of

the trade union forces did not at first

find a great echo, but to the extent that

the social democracy leaned towards re-

formism, while the anarchists dissolved

tba If. C. L., the masses accepted the

idea ol trade union unity with conviction.

We have spoken of this movement numer-

ous times, and we cited the culminating

«vent which was the convocation of th»

conference of San Sebastien (suspended

by Primo de Rivera), in 1926. Let us

speak of this event once more, even

though it be known to the readers. In

order -to show what was the attitude of

the anarchists and the socialists before

the conference.

The G| tJ. W„ whose secretary gei»-

eral, Largo Caballero, was a member rf

the State Council of Primo de Rivera

(today he is a minister of the republic)

could act freely and legally. AH the big

bureaucratic artillery of Sr. Largo Cabal-

lero was mobilized against the San Seb-

astien trade union unity conference.

Primo. as thanks for the services ren-

dered by Caballero, luipenied the con-

ference. But he could not prevent the

workers' federations of Toledo and San

sebastien, as well as a great num^ar

of trade unions adherlag to th» N. O. L.,

from having given their adhsr«nca to

the conference.

The N. C. L. was dissolved. But sonis

trade unions which had belonged, an*

still belong, to the N. C L., among othsra

the unita'ry trade union of miners of the
Asturlas, gave their adhereac* to the

coniference, . A few leaders of the N. C.

L. were supporters of trade union unity

(even though ttiey are its greatest foes

today), Jose Villaverde, the present man-

ager ot the Solidaridad Obrera (of the

N, C. L. in Galicia), Jose Viadin, Antonio

Amador, and many others made declara-

tions in defense of the unity idea. The
Spanish working masses adopted with

eutlmsiasm the slogan of trade unity.

Even a few anarchist leaders showed
themselves as unity supporters, even

thouiih ;hrrc are th',' most rabid splitters

today. In general, the leaders of the

G. U, W. were resolute enemies of un-

ity.

It is at this moment that' there took

place the moral rupture of the Anglo-

Rusian Committee, during the betrayal

of the miners' strike by the General

Council of the English trade unions. The
Spanish social reformists made haste,

protected by the freedom granted them
by Primo de Rivera, to denounce the

fact of the dissolution of the Anglo-Rus-
sian Committee in their favor. The Rus-

sians had broken the pact, the Russians
deal with the English aa traitors, the

English with whom they maintained
connections during the strike. .With this

situation coincided the tactic of tlie Pro-

fintern which, from unity, became isplit-

ting. The bureaucrats of the Spanish C.

I', removed our comrade Juaii^ Andrade
from the post of manager of the central

organ of the C. I'. S., la Antoreha, which
had conducted such brilliant campaigns
for trade union unity.'

(With the change of tactics supervened
the disillusionment of the working mass-
es, the furious attat^k of the social re-

formists, and the change of position of
the anarcho-syndicalists.

Deception and Uncertainty
Tlie preceding period was followed by

two or three 3'ears of demoralization in

the ranks of the working masses. The
socialists sought to support the party com-
mittees created by Primo de Rivera, or-

ganisms of treason and class collabora-

tion which constituted a powerful wea-
pon for trapping a certain number of
ignorant workers. Tiie G. U. W. inh

creased its membership a little. With-
out other changes there came the period

of the transmission of powers from
Primo f» Berengu6r, then began the

period of the reorganization of the N
C. L. which everybody knows.
The woricing class wanted to organize

itself and on the way it encountered a

N. C. L, with a revolutionary tradition

which, in spite of fcg enormous mistakes.

gave to the Spanisii revolutionary ijro
letariat days of triumpn ana oj. gioiy.
ilie -anarcno-synuicansts uiiiizcU luis
cuvumsL-uuiie to ucnonuce tne commun-
ists us enemies ot trade union unay ana
ot tne .N, C. L. 'I'ney pointed to tne com-
mittee ot iteconslruction as supi>orLiiig
proof, ihe sociulists are Lraitor.H wiio
couaboraicd witu Primo ae Kiveia. 'luis
is tne language our aiiarcnisis employed,
ine woriiiiig cwss, laoro or luss, uiicou-
sciou.s, DOiieveu taeni. i nen uucupiiou
ami uncertainty supervened among cne
worliers, wiio witnessed numerous
cnunges of tuccics without having tne
isligjiiest explanation given tnem, in
their minus aeveloped the idea of the
socialist treaaon, ana they no Jtujiiger

taought 01 uuity of the G, Ij. W. and tne
iN. C. L. 'fhey conaidered it impossible
ana laughed ui those wiio would msike
such a proposal, 'i he Communists, pion-
eers of traae union unity, iiau cnangeti
thea- tactic for that of tiauc union "spiiL-
ting". Tnai Js what the anarcnisis sitta

anu what the Communist!; provea by their
suicidal actions,

Msery, Class Struggle and Tj»id«

Union Unity

The present situation, the labor crisis,

hunger and misery in the proletarian
homes, are not correctly appraised by
the reformist leaders of the G. U. W.
and the iN, c.L. Tlie working ma.sses
want to fight for a better situation. The
bourgeois republic has in no way solved
the miserabie position of the working
masses. The Audalusian proletariat,
famished, is demanding bread and work.
The spark will light the tire throughout
Spain. The workers are rebelling. The
G. U. W. betrays. The N. C. L, does
not knww what to do, its leaders are
afraid of the masses. The N, C, L. has
forces to carry out a social revolution.
But the essential thing is lacking; a
program. Its leaders have none. There
is absent a C. P. which should be the
vanguard of the working class. And the
anarchist leaders publish the following
declaration: "The Spanish working class
is not capable of replacing the bourgeois
republic." Tiiig phrase throws deception
into the hearts and minds of the working
masses. What is to be done? I'ropose
the fusion of the G. U. W. and the N. C.
L.? The 230,000 members of the G. U.
W„ almost all of them, constitute a sort
of aristocracy of the Spanish working
class. The bCMses prefer the workers of
the G. U. W. to thc^e of the N. C. L|
and U> the uoorganized. The immense

majority of tiie members of -the G. U
eiTthTru w"'^'r^"^'^^'-«^-"^ lor ice G. L. W. e.xpel from its midstwlioever defends trade union unity as

^ lytrr"^'
''"''''**• "" orgaiiizatl<^

'0(i oy the Communistf?.

The workers and the leaders of the
.'v. C. L, liiso iaugh at anybody who comes

X!s" u'V.
'""°" f ^'^^ ''^^ -^""^

^^lions. It :s impo.s.s5blft. There lanihowever, also in the G u. w., revo^-tlonary workers, and others of goodfaith, h^,,,,^, ^o.,(^ea. Those who are
^'^"7^^" »'« ^' C. L., discontented
with their leaders, hope tiiat from some-
whore wiil emerge a correct and a rev-
oiutionary orient;ition; they have con-
fidence in their for<-es and they love the
N. C. L., their N. c. L. and its revolu-
tionjiry tradition. We mu=it unite the
revolutionary workers of the N. C. JL.
with thosio wiio are in the G. U, W The
Communists must fight in the G U W
and in the N. C, L. for trade union un-
ity on the basis of the iX. c L • th«
workers of tiie G. U. W. must be' con-
vinced of the necessity of fighting with
their brotiiers of tlie N, C. L., by real-
izing first the united front for winning
immediate demands, and then for revolu-
tionary trade union unity. We know
that the reformist leaders of the G. UW. will exiiel from their ranks the liilli-
tants and also the organisations which
do not support their standpoints, and
which do not declare tiiemselves partis-
ans of trade union unity .They must
immediately demand their entry Into th«
N. C. L. And if in this organization
it is not always ea.sy to act, because th«
anarcho-syndicalist leader.s also know
how to expel dSctatorialiy, we can count
upon the fact that the ranks of the or-
ganization are a littie more olerati and
understanding than the unconditional
defenders of Largo Caballero and Co.

Tlie problem of trade union unity in
Spain is more ditficidt than in tiie other
countries, even though there existed In
the past a vast unity atmosphere. And
tiiat becau,^-e of tiie sectarianism of the
leader.s, of tlio lack of understanding and
the deception of the masses, of the faisg
policy followed by the bureaucracy of
the Spanish Communist Party. But in
spite of all, it cannot be doubted that
the.se difficulties will lie overcome if we
skilfully apply the correct l«ctic» by
the Spanish Left Opposition,

Madrid. -HENRI LACROIX.
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^RBIERS' UNITY

Tbe central feature of interest in

needle trades labor circles for tbe past

weets has been the negotiations and dis-

cussions over the question of unity of

the furriers. There is something behind

this sudden eruption of unity fever which

every one who wants to understand the

trade uuion question will do well to

consider. It is a remarkable fact that

the leaders of all the factions found it

necessary to take part in the negotiations,

each swearing wiPh his hand on Iiis heart

that he stood for a united union. There

was a reason for these protestations.

The rank and file of the fur workers,

who have seen their standards cut to

pieces b^ the disruption of the union,

are crying aloud for a single organlza-

tioa that will give them the strength ana

oourafge for a new stru^le against the

raisicious employers.

The faet that all the leaders without ex-

ception have been coiupelled to listen

to this demand and profess agreement

with it is a singular confirmation of the

idea, which we have advanced more than

once, that no one can do just as he

pleases with the trade unions. The ele-

mental interests of the workers play

their own part and break through all

the schemes. At the present writing, the

negotiations have been broken off, but

this is by no means the eqd of the affair.

Therefore a brief review of what has

taken place and some suggestions regard-

bg the future course of the Left wing

will not he out of place.

The initiative for the unity negotia-

tions came from a section of the Hight

wing fakers, with the Ijovestoneife.'i act-

ing in their now fully established role

of butlers for them. But Stelsky and

Co,, who control the Joint Council of the

A, F, of L. union, are the very people

who disrupted the union. It cannot be

lorgotten for a moment that these out-

right betrayers of the workers expelled

the Left wing and joined forces with the

bowses, the police and the A, F. of L.

bureaucracy to smash the union and the

strikes. What does it mean if they now

approach the Industrial Union with pro-

posals for unity? It means in the first

•place that they haven't got the workers.

It means that even those furriers who

have been driven back into the A. F,

of L, union by police clubs and economic

preiisure fhave not forgotten the traitors

and do not trust them. In spite of all

the blows dealt by the combined reaction,

In spite of all the blunders of the leaden

ship, the soul of the furriers belongs

bo the Left wing. That is why Stetsky

has resorted to the unity maneuver. And

by that he, and all those who joined in

the unity chorus from Kaufman down,

paid tribute to the power »^ the Left

jving.

On the other hand there is no ro»m for

doubt that the fakers have gained a cer-

tain advantage in the situation and that

the Industrial Union has been out-man-

euvred. This followed inevitably from

the fact that the party, and the leader-

ship of the Industrial Union guided by

It, gave over the initiative on the unity

dueation to the Jiight wing betrayers at

every stage of the discussion and nego-

tiations. The unfavorable results were

made doubly sure by the failure of the

Left wing leaders t» formulate a correct

position on the issue of unity. Can these

leaders ever learn anything? They

don't know yet that the workers really

want a united' oran^ation and that the

(Jucstion. CBOjnitj be played! with any

longer. They don't know yet—eleven

years after the trade union theses of

the Second Congress of the Comintern—

that trade union unity is the slogan of

the Communists, So they hand it over

to SteUky. If he is not grateful tor

such a contribution, he ought to be.

People like Stetsky, whose function In

the trade unions is to disrupt and split

them, have their work greatly facilitated

if they are also allowed to parade as tSie

champions of unity.

The Industrial Union leaders present

ed*a sad spectacle throughout the affair

Here was a singular case of the pre

conceived theories of Stalinism colliding

with the logic of the class struggle and

a sweeping demaml of the workers. The

result was contradiction and confusion

all along the line. T^e theories simply

did not St the facts, and the whole time

was spent in a hopeless attempt to re-

concile them. First they were taken un

awarea by the bold maneuver of the

faker and their henchmen from the Ijove-

stone group. Then they said they would

not negotiate with the officials of the

A. F, of Ij. union because it is a "com-

pany union". Besides, according bo the

current theory, it is wrong to negotiate

with reactionary leaders. They began to

talk about the well-known "united front

irom below" when they were interrupted

by a movement "irom below" in their

own ranks. Under this pressure—follow-

ing the masses and not leading them—
they had to go to the negotiations and

sit at the table with the fakers, choking

on their own formulas of "company un-

ion" and "united front from below" as

though their mouths were stuffed with

feathers.

The basic fault iij the strategy of the

Industrial Union, wtiich has given a real

if only a temporay advantage to the

llight wing disrupters, proceeds from

the abandonment during the "Thini Per-

iod" of the Lenin teaching on trade union

unity. More than two years ago when

this error made its first appearance, and

on many occasions since, we have point-

ed this out to the party and the I^eft

wing workers. In the MifitanI for Aug-

ust 15th, 1920 we wrote the following:

"ftne of the greatest weaknesses in

the carrent trade union policy of the

party is the withdrawal of the slogan

of unitT, This was a central slogaji of

the pK^ty and one of its mightiest wea-

pons In the fight .against the reaction-

arlea. The slogan of unity was one of

ths most effective. means of moblllaing

the masses in the ne<ldle trades under

the Left wing banner. And conversely,

although their are other factors, the de-

cline of Left wing power and influence

and the revival of the Rights in this field

are closely related to the dropping of

thb slogan,"

The idea expressed there has gained

force in all the experience of the Left

wing on the trade union field in the in-

tervening period. It has been given a

fresh and startling confirmation in the

recent developments among the furriers.

The unfortunate results of *the unity

negotiations should he a warning t» the

Communist workers of the false and dan-

gerous path the party i« travelling on

the trade union field. If they see it

that way' if they exert the necessary pres-

sure to turn the helm, t!he lost ground

can soon be regained. Stetsky 's mane-

uver will remain a small episode in the

struggle for a powerful union of the

needle trades workers under the leader-

ship of tile Left wing. The masses of

the workers there have not been won
over by the traitors.. They will supiK>rt

the lycft wing again if the leadership

makes it possible. For this a Commun-
ist trade union policy Is needed, not as

Stalin teaches but as Lenin taught.

We have no intention of suggesting here

any "clever" answers for the Industrial

i;nion to make to the fraudulent unity

maneuvers of the Right wing disrupters

and their l^ovestonelte come-ons, "What

is needed is a reorientation of the whole

policy of the Industrial Union. It must

imt the slogan of unity in the fore-

ground, and really mean It. It must re

educate and !ra|Iy the workers again

around the idea that it is the Commun
ists who fight for the unity of the trade

union movement and the reactionaries

who disrupt it, A few months o£ iuten

sive agitation on this point will change

the whole situation. One of the very

first results of such a course will be

the revival' of the spirit and confidence

of the militant workers. The second

result will he a complete retreat of Stet

sky and Co, from their hypoeritical pre-

tenses regarding unity and the passing

of the initiative into the hands o£ tlie

Industrial Union. This will clarify the

situation and put the issues as they really

stand. The demand of the workers for

tmity, which will grow deeper and strong-

er every day they feel the harsh results

of the division and disruption, will he-

come a great motive force behind the

Left wing, forcing it forward, streng1;h-

ening its positions and thereby preparing

the ground for a genuine revival of mili-

tat unionsm in the needle trades,

—J. P. C,

A LETTER TO COMRADES BY LEON TROTSKY

The Question of Workers* Control of Production
In answering your inquiry I will en-

deavor here, as an introduction to the

exchange of opinions, to outline a few
general considerations which concern the

slogan of workers* control of production.

The first question that arises in this

connection is; can we picture workers'

control of production as a fixed regime,

not everlasting of course,, but as one of

long duration? In order to reply to this

quefo'tion, the class nature of such a re-

gime must be more concretely determined.

The workers have in their hands—con-

trol. That is : ownership and right of

disposition remain in the hands of the

capitalists. Thus the regime has a con-

tradictory character, presenting a sort

of interregnum.

Tiie workers need control not for pla-

bonic purposes, but io order to influence

practically the production and the trad-

ing operations of the employers. This

cannot, however, he attained unless the

control, in one form or another, within

these OP those I/imits^ is transformed

into direct fnnctions of disposition. In a

developed form, wwrkers' control thus

signifies a sort of economic dual power

in the factory, the bank, trading enter-

prise, and so forth. •

It the participation of the workers In

the administration is to he lasting,

stable, "normal", it must rest upon class

collaboration, and not upon class strug-

gle: Such a class collaboration can be

realized only through the upper strata of

the trade unions and the capitalist as-

sociations. There have been no few such

attempts: in Germany ("economic dem-

doracy"), in England ("Mondism"), etc.

Yet, in all these instances, it was not

a case of workers' control over capital,

but of the subserviency of the labor bur-

eaucracy to capital. tSuch subserviency,

as experience ^ows, can last for a l<Mig

time : as long as the patience of the pro-

letariat.

The closer it is to production, to the

factory, (to the shop departments, the

more Impossible is^ this regime, for it is

a question here of the direct vital inter-

ests of the workers, and the whole pro-

cess develops before the eyes of the

workera then*?elves. 'WTorkers* contrt*

through factory councils is conceivable

only on the l>asis of sharp class strug-

gle, but not on the basis of -collabora-

tion. Yet even this means dual power

in the undertaking, in the trust, in the

branch of industry, in the v^ole of in-

dustry.

What state regime corresponds to

workers' control of produdction? It is ob-

vious thd't the power is not yet in the

hands of the proletariat, otherwise we

would have no workers' control of pro-

duction but the cotitrol of production by

ehe workers' state as an introduction to

the regime of state production on the

foundations of nationalization. What we
are talking about is workers' control in

the domain of the capitalist regime, un-

der the power of the bourgeoisie. How-
ever, a bourgeoisie, which feels itself

firm in the saddle, will never tolerate

the dual iKJwer in its factories. Work-
ers' control, consequently, can Lie carried

out tfniy under the condition of an abrupt

change in the relationship of forces un-

favorable to the bourgeoisie and its «tate.

Control can be forced upon the bourge-

oisie by th« proletariat only violently,

along the road to the moment when it

takes away from it the power, and then

also the ownership of the means of pro-

duction. Thus the regime of workers'

control, by its very essence provisional,

a transitional regime, can correspond

only to the period of the convul&ing of

the bourgeois st«te, of the proletarian

offensive, and of the falling back of the

bourgeoisie, that is, to the period of the

proletarian revolution, in the furthest

sense of the word.

If the I)Ourgeois is already no longer

the master, that is, not entirely the mas-
ter in his factory, then he is, consequ-

eritly, also no longer completely the mas-

ter in his state. This means : the regime

of the dual power in the factories cor-

responds to the regime of the dual power
In the state.

This relationship, however, should not

be understood mechanically, tihat is, not

in the manner that the dual power in

the factory and the dual power in the

state see the light of day on one and the

same day. The advanced regime of the

dual power, as one of the probable stages

of the proletarian revolution in every

country, can develop in different countries

in different ways and out of different

elements. Thus, under certain condi-

tions, with a deep and perservlng econ-

omic crisis (strong state of organization

of the workers in the fiactories, a rela

tive weakness of the revolutionary party,

a relative strength of the state which

has a strong Fascism in Teserve, etc.)

workers' control of production can pre-

cede the developed political dual power
in one country.

Under the condiitions tracked above in

broad outline, especially cliaracteristic

ofr' Germany, the dual power in the coun-

try can develop precisely out of work-
ers' control as its main reservoir. One
must dwell uimn this fact if only to re-

ject that fetishism of the Soviet form

which the epigones in the Comintern

iiave put into circulation.

According to the ofl3cial view prevail-

ing at the present time, the proletarian

revolution can be a^^complisbed Cfnly by

means of the Soviets, where tie Soviets

have to arise directly for the purpose of

the armed uprising. This stereotype is

absolutely worthless. The Soviets are

only an organizational form, the question

is decided by tlie class content of the pol-

icy, anrt in no case by its form. In Ger-

many, there were Bbert-Bcheidemann

Soviets, In R-ussia, the conciliationist

Soviets turned against the workera and

soldiers in July 1917. "Hiat is why Len-

in, for a long time, took into account that

we would have to carry out the armed
uprising not with the aid ot the Soviets

but of the factory committees. This cal-

culation ivas refuted by the course of

events, for we succeeded, in the month

and a half to two montiis before the

uprising, in winning over the most im-

portant Soviets, Yet ithis example alone

shows how little we were inclined to

consider the Soviets as the all-saving

raean.s. In the Fall of 192."?, defending

against Stalin and others the necessity

of passing over to the revolutionary of-

fensive. I fought at the same time

against the creation of Soviets in 'Ger-

many on command, side by aide witit

the factory councils, which were already

actually beginning to fulfill the role of

Soviets,

There is .much to say for the idea that

in the present revolutionary ascAit, too,

the factory councils in Germany, at a

certain ^^tage of developments, will fulfill

the role of Soviets and replace them.

Upon what do I base this assumption?

Upon tlie analysis of the conditions un-

der which the Soviets arose in Russia

in February-Jtarch 1917, in Germany and

Austria in November 1918, In all three

places, the main organifsers of the Soviets

were Mensheviks and Social IJemoerats,

who were forced to do it by the condi-

tions of the "democratic" revolution dui^

ing the war. In Russia, the Bolsheviks

were successful in tearing t!he Soviets

from the conciliators. In Germany, they

did not succeed and that is why the Sov-

iets disappeared.

Today, in 1931, the word "Soviets"

sounds quite differently from what it did

in 1917-1918. Today it is the synonym of

the (iictatorship of the Bolsheviks, and by

that the bugbear on tlie lips of the social

democracy. The social democrats in Ger-

many will not only not seiise the initiative

iu the creation of Soviets for the second

time, and will not only not join volun-

tarily in this initiative, but will fight

against it to the last possibility. In the

^l^Iio Ms Cliristiao ^akovsk^?
The present whereabouts of comrade

Christian Kakovsky, exiled leader ot the

Russian Bolsihevik-Leninists, are un-

known, as we poiLlted out in our last is-

siue. Who is Uie man that Stalin is de-

liberately seeking to hound to death as

a "counter-revolutionist"? Tlie shocking

falsifica'tion of history undertaken by the

Stalinist apparatus men has prevented

niany from learning the true records of

those In the forefront of the struggle.

Soifhat the American militants may leara

who Is the man upon whom the Stalinist

fist has descended, we reprint here a bio-

graphical sketch of comrade Rakovsky
wltiiCh appeared in the May 21, 1921 issue

of Soviet Russia, the oilicial organ of the

Soviet Govenment in the United States

at tUmt time. From it, readers will be

able to see how comrade Rakovsky was
descrihed by the revolutionary prws be

fore truth was buried beneath the aval

anche of lies and inventions which Stal-

inism has contributed to tiie Communist
movement. The sketch is published here

in full

:

• • •

The present leader of thg Communist
reconstruction in Ukraine, the head of

the People's Commissars, Christian Geor-

gievich Rakovsky, was born on Septem-

ber 1, 1873 in a little Bulgarian town,

Kote. lie belongs to the very old Rak-

ovsky family Iccown in the history of the

Balkan revolutionary struggles, a family

which from the beginning of the nine-

teenth century played an important role

in t!he revolutionary movement of the

lialkans in general, and in Bulgaria par-

ticularly. He early showed the heritage

of his revolutionary family traditions. As
a youngster, while in >the sixth class of

gymnasium he was expelled for distri-

buting Socialist propaganda, and organis-

ing revolutionary cineles.

In 1890, Rakovsky unable to finish his

studides, went to Geneva, Switzerland.

Here he immediately entered into the

Russian Social Democratic oi^nizatlon

at the head of wiiich at that time were

Plechanov, Sazuiich and Axelrod. Through

rleehanov, he familiarized himself with

the international labor movemeSit.

For seven years Rakovsky, thanks to

550vernm6ntat persecution, spent his time

wandering between the universities of

Switzerland, Germany, and France. In

1892 -he was arrested by the authorities

of Geneva for an attempt against one of

the Russian agents provocateurs. He
was expelled by the Berlin police for his

participation in the German labor move-

ment, innally the French Government

permitted him to study there, biit only

under very strict police surveillance.

While working in Russian, German,

French, SwLss, and other organizations,

Rakovsky did not forget his native coun-

try. He published in Geneva a Bulgarian

paper. Social Demecrot, and directed the

Socialist papers in Bulgaria itself.

After (having completed his studies in

the Medical Faiculty in 1897, Rakovsky

wrote a brilliant doctor's dissertation

which gives a Marxian explanation of

criminality and degeneration, a work

which has been translated into Russian,

Upon his return to Bulgaria, there began

a struggle against Russian Tsarism, Rai-

ovsky organized throughout the whole

country a great cumber of meetings,

started a campaign in the press, and pub-

lished a" big historical work under the

title "On Russian Policy in the East",

In view of the fact that the countqf

where his family was liviing was occupied

by the Rumanians he was mobilized for

military service, where he continued Soc-

ialist propaganda.

In 1899 Rakovsky went to Russia. He
was immediately arrested and expelled

through Reveal to Germany where he

com-pleted 'his well known work "Present

Day France", published under the pseu-

donym Insarov, In order to get in touch

with the French labor movement, Rak-

ovsky entered the juridical faculty of th«

Umiversity of Paris; but within a year

be relumed to Russia and again was
compelled to leave tie country. The

years 1900-1903 Rakovsky spent writing

for the Russian Manian review, "Novoye

Slovo", and other papers. In 1904 began

the so-called "Rumanian period" when he

reorganized the Socialist Party In Rum-
ania, which had been liquidated by Social

democratic intellectuals.

There now began a violent persecution

by the Rumanian authorities and t>our-

geoisie, and in 1907 Rakovsky was ar-

rested following the peasant uprisings.

He was deprived of hia political rights,

and emtrance to Rumania was forbidden

him. Tte whole organized Rumanian
proletariait rose in liis support and he

returned to Rumania to arouse public

opinion by bringing his case before the

courts; but th^ Rumanian government

did not give him this opportunity and

tried to send him over the border agaio.

The border countries refused to receive

the revolutionist who at that time was
already known to the entire western Eur-

opean proletariat, and the Rumanian gov-

ernment, to solve this problem, was on

the point of shooting him. This brought

about an uprising of the workers in Buch-

arest which ended with a bloody conflict

in which more f!lytn fifty workers and

policemen were victims. An attempt to

remove liakovsky from Bucharest was
foiled by the workers who tore up the

rails. The Government, powerless itself,

asked Rakovsky to exert his influence on

the workers and agreed to return all

his rights. This was done in 1912 ; it was

a brilliant victory for the labor party

over the Rumanian oligarchy.

During his "Rumanian period", Rak-

ovsky renewed his close relations with

the Russian revolutionary movement. In

1905 he went on *he mutinous warship

"Prince Potemkin" and influenced the in-

surgent sailors not to surrender and to

go instead to the aid of the striking

workers at Batum, Later Rakovsky went

to the relief Of the Insurgents who re-

mained in Rumania thus bringing upon

himself new persecutions. Compelled to

leave the country In 1907 he renewed his

relatioiK! with the Western revolutionary

movement. He also returned again to

Bulgaria where he founded the paper

Forward.
During the great war the Rumanian

Government shamefully persectrted Rak-

ovsky as well as the Socialist press.

There were arrests and armed police at-

tacis In one of wfhieh Rakovsky was
wounded.

The Russian (Sovernment was watching
the July manifestations in Galatz, In a
telegram of June 17, 1916, the Russian
envoy Poklevsky informed his govern-
ment as follows;

"For the hapi>ening« in Galatz the

Rumanian Government has removed from
his post the Prefect Gussy. It transfer-

red the prosecutng attorney and indicted

Rakovsky and the chief syndicalist spon.

sora of tSie manifestations. The latter

have convoked numerous meetings pro-

testing against bloodshed in Galatz and
in general against the war."

Iliese manifestations were so powerful

and threatening that the Rumanian Gov-
ernment was compelled to release Rakov-
sky as well as otiier prisoners. When
with Rumania's declaration of war the

workers were mobilized, the Government
again arrested Comrade Rakovsky.
These activities and esi)ecially the Zfm-

nierwald conference, initiation of wiieh
Rakovsky shared with Lenin and Trotsky,

stirred against him violent attacks of the

European imperialist press of all coun-
tries, particularly of France, Italy and
Russia, Thanks to the Russian Revolu-

tion on May 1, 1917, when the Russian

garrison of the city of Jassy freed, the

political prisoners under the eyes of the

Rumanian king and his spies, Rakovsky
again was released from prison.

The Russian envoy Masslov in a secret

telegram reported tihus; "Yesterday on

May 1 there took place in Jassy a meet
ing of the Russian garrison ; those par-

ticipating in the manifestation proceeded

in an orderly fa.shlon through the streets,

the participants bearing red flags on

which were inscriptions in Russian and
Rumanian. During the manifestation the

troops gatJhered upon the square to which
they brought, in an automobile, the Rum-
anian Socialist Rakovsky who had just

been released and who in a short speech

greeted the soldiers. Rakovsky was ans-

wered in French by the Russian non-

commissioned ofiicer Giller, who conclud-

ed his specOh with the wish that the

same fate might overtake the Rumanian
king that had befallen the Russian Tsar

and that in the Balkans there should be

formed, as soon as possible, a federation

of democratic republics, Rakovsky was
then brought to safety. In hie conversa-

tion witai me the Rumanian minister ex-

pressed his regret and accused his police-

jmen for not executing the order concern-

ing the removal of Rakovsky before the

manifestation of May 1." It must he add-

«d that this shameful action did Ttot

succeeded owing to the fact that Rakov-

sky fell "gravely ill" in time.

From Oiis moment there began tihe

Russian-Ukrainian period of the activity

of Rakovsky, After coming to Odessa he

organized a great number of meetings,

gatherings, and lectures, in which he ad-

vocated his slogan "Down with the "War,"

thus bringing upon himself persecutions

and attacks from the Provisional Gov-

CTnment as well as from tihe soL-ial-pa-

triotic press and very quickly after his

arrival in Petrograd he was entered on

the Itot of the "twelve" whose arrest was

askod by Burtaev as well as by the Rum-
anian Government. As revealed in a

secret note -of the Minister ot Foreign

Affairs, Tereschenko, and in a telegram

of Kerensky of August 30 to the General
Staff, every effort was made to put an
end to the activities of Rakovsky. Gen-
eral Lukomsky, at the time of the revolt

of Kornilov gave an order to arrest him
hut this did not sniceed owing to the liq-

uidation of the Kornilov attempt After

learning of this order Rakovsky went to

Kronstadt,

At the time of the November Revolu-

tion Rakovsky was iu Stockholm from
which place he sent his greetings and
supix>rt o£ the revolution. Upon. his re-

turn to Russia, he was ordered to Odessa
and Sebastopol with a body of sailors

for t!ie liquidation of the counter-revolu-

tion in Rumania and in Ukraine. Fol

lowing his return to Moscow comrade
Rakovsky appeared again in Ukraine to-

gether with.comnide Manuilsky in the

role of the head of the peace delegation.

This activty of Rakovsky is known to

everybody.

After the conclusion of the negotiations

comrade Rakovsky was delegated as a
member of the Russian Soviet Embassy
to Germainy, He returned to Germany
later in behalf of the Central Exotmtive

Committee together with comrades Joffe,

Radek, Bucharin, Ignatov, Marchlewski,

eyes of the bourgeois states, especially

of its Fascist guard, the Cqmmunists set-

ting to work creating Soviets will be

equivalent to » direct declaration of civil

war by the proletariat, and consequently,

can provoke a decisive claeh before the

Communist party itself deems it expedi-

ent.

All these considerations prompt us

strongly to doubt if one could succeed,

before the uprising and the seizure of

power In Germany, in creating Soviets

which would real embrace the majority

of the workers. In my opinion, it is

more probable that iu Germany the Sov-

iets will first arise on the morning after

the victory, already as direct organs of

power.

The matter stands quite differently

witi the factory coancils. They already

exist today, "Hiey are composed of Com-
munists aa well as of social democrats.

In a certain sense, the factory councils

realize the united front of the working

class. It will broaden and (leei>en this

one of its funct'ous with the rise of the

revolutionary tide. Its role will grow,

aa will its encroachments into tlic life of

the factory, of the city, of the i)rauches

of industry, of the district, of the whole

state. Regional, district as well as fed-

eral congresses of tiie factory councils

can serve as the basis for the organs

which actually fulfill the role of Sov-

iets, that is, the organs of the dunl pow-

er. To draw the social democratic work-

ers into this r^ime through the medium
of ehe .factory councils will be much
easier than to call upon the workers dir-

ectly to begin with the forming of Soviets

on a definite day and at a definite hour.

Tlie factory councils' central of a city

can thoroughly fulfill the role of city

Soviets. This could be observed in Ger-

many in 1923. ISy extending their func-

tion, applying tliemselves to ever bolder

ta.sks, and creating federal organs, the

factory councils, intimately connecting

the social democratic workers with the

Communists, can grow into Soviets and

become an organiaational support for the

uprising. After the victory ot the pro-

letariat, these factory councils-Soviets

will naturally have to separate them-

selves into factory council,'; iu the proper

sense of the word.l, and into Soviets as

organs of the dictatorship of the prole-

tariat.

By alt thi.'i, we in no case want to

Kiy that t"he rise of Soviets iicfore the

pniletarian overturn in Germany is

completely excluded in advance. There

is no possibility of foreseeing all con-

ceivable variants. Were the colMpse of

the iKwrgeois state to come long before

the proletarian revolution, were Fascism

to run its head into the wall, or fall

to pieces, before the uprising of the pro-

letariat, then the conditions could arise

for the creation of Soviets as the fight-

ing organs for power. Naturally, in su<Si

a case, the Communists would have to

perceive the situation In time and raise

the slogan of Soviets. This would be the

most favorable situation conceivable tor

the proletarian uprising. Were it to fol-

low, it would have to be utilized to the

end. Yet, to count upon it in advance

is quite impossible. Insofar as the Com-
munLsts must reckon with the still suf-

ficiently firm Iiourgeois state, and the re-

serve army of Fascism at its back, to

that extent the road through the. factory

couufils appears to be the more proliable

one. (To bo continued).

but he was arrested in Vilna and forced

back to Russia. In January It319, ac-

cording to the decisioin of the Uin-ainian

Communist Party Rakovsky was called

liack and at the Third Congress of the

Ukrainian Soviets confirmed aa head of

the Soviet power returned after the

crushing of Denikiu, comrjidc Rjtkovsky

became again t!ie head of the Soviol of

People's CommiK!;nrs, being at the same
time the People's Commissar tor Foreign

Affaii-s, member of the Central Commitee
of the Communist Party of Ukraine, and

member of the Kxecutive Committee of

the Tliird International.
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Green and Co. at Vancouver

A.F. of L. Officialdom Continues to Serve Its Master

Delegates to the fifty-first annual A.

P. of Ij, convention had to travel all

tho way to Vancouver B. C, to re-affirm

its "time honored'* reactionary policy

of completely indorsing all the views of

the aristocracy of finance as at present
expreased by the Hoover administration.
The on!y serious proiwsal, which could

really he considered in the interest of

labor, to come before this body, namely,
the proposal for unemployment insur-

ance, was rejected. No wonder the New
York "Hmcs could take great comfort in

this decision and say editorially :

"Tlie action at Vancouver mi^ht well

serve us an example of steadfastness and
intelligent self-interest to nervous busi-

ness men wlio have been behaving and
talkint' as if the end of this familiar

American world of opportunity, courage,

energy and enterprise were here. They
ought to be willing to wait a little while
longer before throwing up their hands
and calling for revolutions and miracles"

The A. F, of L. convention called

neither for miracles nor for revolution.

I>t was obsessed by only one idea—to

strengthen the foundation pillars of hard
pressed bourgeois society. It had to be
done this time in a language interspersed

witli remarks somewhat foreign to this

coterie of high salaried officials. But
that was only an effort to deceive the

worlcers into helping ram these pillars

more securely with 'their own heads.

(With all the old slogans of bourgeois

prosperity, of the full dinner pail, van-

ished into oblivion, a new language had
to be adopted. This fact gives a different

connotation to the apparently radical

passages in Mr. Green's opening address,

such as: "Because of this dislof^ation of

our economic structure, because there

is suffering in a land where plenty exists

in abundance, men and women who arc

the victims possess inquiring minda
. . , They are asking questions that are

difficult to answer. They are wondering
whether the system itself set up by soc-

iety in every nation has failed , . , We
may well ask the question, has tapitat

ism failed?"

We «ould well answer : "Surely Mr,
Green, it has failed miserably!" But he
did not stop for an answer and did not

seek one. He proceeded to show that

he also had leawied the art of call i

ing the wolf to gain his own
He continued : "But I warn these people

(

who through force and domination and
dictatorship and brutality, exploit the

masses of the people, forcing them down
and down to the lowest depths of de-

spair, that they can only drive them so

far, and then they will turn eveirtually

and rend those who do it."

This was not at all spoken to the

working class. Nor did it intend tMe

working class to carry out the conclu-

sion therefrom. It was the gang hoss'

plea to the master not to exact too much
for fear that those he was to hold in

BUbjection may turn upon him. The
convention actions furnish conclusive

proof of 'this contention.

Held in a period of the most serious

crisis of capitalism, with millions walk-

ing the streets in vain search for work,

and the masters without the slightest

regard or scruples utilising this oppor-

tunity to hammer down the standard

of living, cutting wages right and left,

the convention exuded eloquence but took

not one single measure toward working

clasfl resistance. This convention kept

the record of the A. F. of U ofiicaUIom

being more reactionary than socalled

capitalist liberals. Although a rather

strong section favored unemployment

insurance the convention declared it

"unsuited to our political and economic

requifements". Instead it asked for

more and better charity from capitalism

and solemnly resolved to ask each em-

ployer • to take on additional workers.

Could the ,mo3t hard boiled exploiter

ask for anything better? The conven-

tion supported the Wall Street imper-

ialists in their demand that before they

be asked to forego any "just claims",

meaning war debts, Europe be compelled

•to reduce armaments—not the United

States. It went on record for extension

of the ban on immigration. The conven-

tion rejected a proposal to defy anti-abor

injunctions. And to cap the climax of

this burlesque labor gathering the de-

maibd for 2.75 per cent beer went over

with a whoop.
'i'te executive council did not fail this

time either to submit the traditional ab-

surd review of favorable legislation

gained by labor. 15 labor laws passed

by CongreBs was the record claimed

among which we notice such two as

—

modernization of three battleships at a

coat of $30,000,000 to be performed in

the government navy yards, and requir-

ing work on 11 new destroyers at a cost

of ¥51,700,000 to be performed in the

same yards. From this splendid record

the convention concluded to reaffirm its

old policy of "rewarding our friends and

punishing our enemies". As it has been

appUed, and there is no intention what-

ever of deviating from that—it has al-

ways meant the friends of capitalism.

In this whole setting any proposal or

declaration which may on the face of it

appear entirely valid, loses all signific-

ance. Thta, for example, to return again

to the question of the A. F. of L. official

view of working class redress in the

present crisis, 'the principles of the five

day week, of the 'shorter workday and

of maintainance of the wage standard

were eloquently propounded in resolu
tions and otherwise. Timt becomes en
tirely meaningless without preparations
for enforcement. T^e A. F. of Ij. can
still, despite all serious deterioration
count almost three million workers in

If.s ranks. Truly a formidable force if

attuiilly brought into action, particular
ly with present growing pmspects of
countlesK others getting ready to follow,

on(;e a serious lead is given. liut this

is i>recisely what is not wanted.

To concl«<Ie from this, however, that
revolutionists can bruKh the A. F. of Ij.

a.'iide as hopeless, as compa&y unions, as
"social Fa.«!ci3t" unions, etc., is worse
than repeating the farce of this recent
annual gathering of its high priests. The
mere fact that they were compelled to

make some revision of language employ
ed, reflects the ad^ance signs of the pres-

sure coming upon them from J)elow, This
pressure is bound to grow with the con
tinuation of the crisis and more so with
ttie slashing into the standard of wages
and working conditions. How far the

ofiicials will respond to this growing
pressure is of no serious interest. No
expectation whatever is to he placed ui>on

that. Kssentially they remain imperial-

ist agents under all conditions. But a
rank and file memt)ership chafing under
rising exploitation and finally getting

into motion to resist, that is a different

matter. And this is an actual prospect
'I'liat this A. F. of Ij. convention i>er-

haps was less vitui)erative against Com-
munists iind radicals only reflects the

extent to which the present official party

policies and practises have succeeded
in actually separating the LeJt wing from

the trade union bodies. It has sue
ceeded, at least for the time being, in

wiping out a once promising Left wing
movement within these unions. Some
very recent feeble efforts made by the

party though as yet only on an isolated

scale, to draw local A. K. of L. unions
into some united front activities, should

be welcomed as one step in the right

direction. But It should also serve as

a most serious reminder that now more
than ever must the work of aiding and
aiftmiulating the pressure from the A
F. of Ij. union membership and gradually

directing it into the channels ot a Left
'''^"

I
wing movement, be taken up in earnest.

^'^"^ —ARNE SWABKCK.

Growing Revolt against National

Government Marks British Scene

LONDON.—
This week has seen the struggie against

the National government's economies
reach its highest point since the fight

began. Not a day lias pas-sed without
demonstrations of unemployed workers;
demonstrations which by their siae and
militancy testified to the deep feeling and
anger of the unemployed at the threaten-

ed reactions in their benefits.

La^st Sunday over twenty-thousand
tt'orkers assembled in Hyde Park and,

at the conclusion ot the meeting, marched
off to Wormwood Kcrubs Prison, where
several militants were imprisom^, t)n

Tuesday evening, thousands gathered
again in tht; Park: a deputation proceed-

ed to the House of Commons with a
petition against the cuts and in support

of them the workers surged out of the

I'ark, through the West End and gather-

ed around Parliament. The police at-

tempted to disperse them, there were
baton charges, seventl scuffles between
groups of workers and mounted police-

men, and twelve arrests. <When the

deputation returned, the crowd formed
up again and In .spite of the police,

marched away to the Park. In the Park,

thoroughly arot»sed by the brutal meth-

ods of the police, they tore down rail-

ings and distributed the staves, carrying

these in readiness on the homeward
march.

In Manchester, Rochdale, Salford,

Birmingham and a score of equally Im-

portant industrial centers, great de-

monstrations took place whilst the cam-
paign in (Jlasgow culminated on Thurs-

day with a demonstration of 50,000 work-

era; poli<« interference with the march
caused trouble and a miniature battia

took place, the workers using railinga,

bottle!< and sticks against the police:

the fight lasted well into the night. This

by no means exhausts the week's story ot

demonstrations, baton charges and
"skirmishes" between police and unem-
ployed. But it is sufficient to show the

widespread character, as well as the

militancy of feeling, of the movement
against the Economy cuts.

I have briefly recounted certain hap-

penings of the last few days because

they are of importance for the ^Interna-

tional Opposition. The party press here,

as elsewhere, indulges in continual exag-

geration and distortion of happenings and

Banking Crisis in the U.S.
Attempt to Defend Gold Standard Proves to Be Costly

Summarizing the developments in the

American banking situation from the last

crisis in 1921 to the present, we find

:

1. The number of banks has been con-

siderably reduced. In 1921 there were
30,812 banks of all kinds in the U. S. ; by

June 30, 1930, there were 24,079; by the

end of August of this year, 22,300.

From 1921 to 1930 there was a total

of over 7,000 bank failures, the highest

numtter In any year being 1,348 in 1930;

ao far this year, up to Oct, 17, there

have been 1,498. The deposits in the

banks which failed last year totalled

$865,000,000; those of the banks which
alive failed this year were over $1,300,-

000,000.

Bank mergers affecting members of the

General Iteserve System (which are about

a third of all the bamka in the country,

with about G0% of the deposits), included

over 1,400 banks in the last five yeart

alone.

Somewhat offsetting the above factors

were the formation of new banks, especi-

ally in the last stages of the boom, and

in a few instances, the reopening of

banks which had failed or been closed.

The net result, however, was that be-

tween 1021 and 1930, the number of

banks decreased 22% while total re-

sources increased from under 50 billion

dollars to over 74 billions, an increaa*

of 48%. In other words, in 1321 the

average bank had resources of $l,600j-

000; in 1930, nearly $2,100,000.

Small Banks Failed

It is tfierefore clear that the banks
whioh failed were mostly the smaller

banks, and that tile result of the com-
bination of weeding-out by failures, and

of mergers, was greatly to aid in the

direction of bank concentration.

2. During this period, bank deposits

in<?reased from $34,800,000,000 to $05,-

700,000,000, or 54%; bank loans And dis-

counts from 28.8 billions to 40.5 billiona,

or 41% ; and bank investments from 11.4

billions to 17.0 billions, or 57%.
Industrial production., however, taking

the 1923-25 monthly average as 100, did

not show any such increase during the

jjettiod. From tlie low point of 67 in

the crisis year 1921, it rose to 85 In

1922, and 101 in 1923. The highest point

reached thereafter was 119 in the boom
year 1929; in 1928 it was 110; no other

year was over 110, and the average for

the entire period was 99.3. Last ye»r

it declined to 97, and this year is averag-

ing around 80.

Nor did wholesale prices show any

notable tendency to rise during this per-

iod. Taking 1926 as 100, the 1921 aver-

age was 97.6%, the highest annual aver-

age for the period was in 1925, at 103.5,

from which point the general tendency

was down, to 96.5 in 1920 and 86.3 in

1930.

(Continued on page 4)

there is a danger that comrades aware
of this will tend to minimize the itrength
of the mass movement against the Econ-
omy cuts. It cannot i)e made loo clear
that there is a real, wi<Iespreitd and mili-
ant revival of the working class move-
ment hiere and jtbat, in spite of tjie

stupidities of our party le.iders, it finds
its reflection in increased .support for
our party. But the eiTectiveness and
druiibility of this "revival" must be great-

affected l)y the [>olicy pursued by the
party during the next few weeks.

A Tuim-Aliout

Today's Dally Worker issues a new
call to the workers: partly due to the
fa(;t that in less than a week the cuts
begin and partly becausre even a Stalin-

its official cannot altogether avoid seeing
the obvious. Having refused ffom the
beginning to work for , united workers'
councils, bringing into the movement the
workers in industry as well as the unem-
ployed, the party leadership suddenly
realizes that the campaign has been
largely an unemployed campaign and
tha.t, save in a few districts, there are
no broad united (rout bodies influential

enough to mobilixe effecti-ke -resistance.

Had they, right from the start, set about
getting all the workers, employed and
unemployed, organized in eat-h locality

and linked up nationally in councils of
action, they might now have been at

tlie head of a powerful mass movement,
with strength inside and outside ot the
trade unions and organised for action.

Instead, at the eleventh hour, they are
compelled to Lisue a last minute call,

without having in any lyay prepared the
road for such a call, for strike action.

And even now they blunder. This is

how it Is done

:

"How to stop the cuts? What can be
done In the next few days to organize

the wonderful fighting spirit evidenced

on all sides? . . . The great need dur-

ing the coming days is more and mors
activity, more fa<'tory gate meetings, de-

monstrations, mass marches, resolutions

in the trade union branches and local

Labour Parties, the building up of un-
ited front organizations—committees of

action, Charter committees, unemployed
committees, etc." (October 3, 1931.)

What a conception of organization for

serious struggle! Here "Charter Com-
mittees", "unemployed committees" and
"councils ot action" mean the same
thing: the "etc." is especially revealing.

To such stupidity it is impossible to find

an adequate reply : certainly, in this way
will lie disaster for the movement.
Careful explanation of the reasons why
united workers' councils are needed; how;
they are to be formed and of whom

;

they are to Ije composed ; what attitud«

is to be taken to the councils already es-.

tahlished, or !n proce.ss of establihsment.

by the branches of the Indej^ndent Ijab-

our Party ; what form of action is to

be worked tor and in what way—these
elementary things have not been done

in this latest proiKiuncernent and as a

result it is worthless to the workers

and oven may help to spread further col-

lusion and uncertainty.

The statement already quoted also says

in the usual panic-stricken way that

"the lower scales will be paid out—un-

less the attack is defeated". There is

exactly a week to build united workers'

council^, t ) org:.!ii:-.3 a :;trike and to

bring the whole working class "on the

streets".

To have done at the beginning of the

stru^le in a systematic way, what they

are now, at this late hour, doing so badly

and foolishly, would have advanced the

revolutionary movement in England

further than all the party's efforts for

the last ten years. This was not done

when it should have been done ; worse

rven—those who suggested d'ling It were

attacked as "sectarians" and now, in a

frantic effort to develop the flgJit fur-

ther, the party leadership screams out

tor workers' councils and for strikes

—

all in a week

!

M»st interesting perhaps has been the

(Continued on i)age 3)

Vote
the

Communist

Elections I

in

Support the Candidates o( the C.P.U.S.A.

Although the elections this year occur

in a socalled "off year" and arc con-

fined largely to .municipal candidacies,

they are nevertheless of considerable

.significance. For tiie ruling class, the

eIe<?tions are a rehearsal for the presi-

dential and state elections next year

when the two parties of capitalism.

Republican and Democratic, will vie

with each other in an attempt to get

at tlie sjKiils of office, the reward vviiich

comes for faithful service to the capital-

ist exploiters. For the working class,

it is an excellent opportunity to register

its op[K>sition to the murderous offensive

which the iiourgeoisie and its government
has bt*n conducting with particular re-

lentlesMuess since the advent of the sharp
crisis, to indicate on the parliamentary

fleid the degree to which it has separ-

ated Jtself from the domination of the

C!ip:;alist parties and the extent to which
it threaten.s to intensify the struggle to

defend its standards in the field of daily

struggle.

Tlie elections will serve as a baro-

meter ot the maturity of the American
working class, to what point It has been
heightened under the impact ot the dis-

illusioning i)ost-"prosperity" crisis, A
barometer does not create winds and
storms ; It records them. The elections

too will not create the rising temper of

the proletariat ; they will register it

within the narrow confines of the ballot

box, a warning to the bourgeoisie, a

source of encouragement to the working

cla.ss itself—provided, of course, ttiat the

workers mobilize their voting strength

behind the camlidates of the only rev-

olutionary party in the field^the Com-
munist Ijarty.

Opportunities for Progress

Great opportunities are afforded the

latter this yt'ar. The abatement of the

crisis so solemnly promi.sed by the bour-

ge<us stiite.smen and economists is not

even visible on the horizon. Quite the

contrary : the approaching winter already

siiows that the sufferings of the past

two years will be sharply accentuated.

The manifest incapacity of the two big

bourgeois parties even to approach a

solution, or at least an amelioration of

the crisis, open up to the revolutionists

broad avenues of approach to the masses.

Hundreds upon hundreds of thousands,

if not more, who still believe in the efli-

eacy of the vote, will seek to express

their dissatisfaction, their resentment

against the ruling powers, by casting

hostile ballots.

That they might "ordinarily" turn to

tiie party of capitalist reform, the Soc-

ialists, does not constitute so great an

obstacle to the Communists. The latter

have a solid < foundation for an attack

upon t!ie party of Hillquit and Thomas.

The miserable bankruptcy ot the soc-

i;Uist parties in England and in Ger-

many, to mention but two recent in-

staees, to give the 0)mmunists a power-

ful weajwn in i)roaking down the reform-

ist tendencies in the advancing sections

of the working class. The tlommunist

party is the only one in the field that has;

not waited for the elections to give

"promises" to the workers. Alone it

has endeavored to mobilize the hard-

pressed labor movement for militant re-

sistance to the capitalist offensive, day

In and day out. It alone embodies the

link between the daily struggle of the

workers and their final struggle for com-

plete emancipation from capitalist op-

pression, it alone has earned the suf-

frage of the working class.

It is for the principles of Communism,
for its militant struggle against the

capitalist class, because of the tact that

it is our party, the only fighting revolu-

tionary imrty, the only workers' party,

that it behooves every worker to support

Fands^ms^eMeededImmediately
It has become necessary for us to I steps ahead. Nevertheless the objective

ad<Iress an appeal for support for The difficulties have reached a point where

Militant directly to our readers. To in-

sure the regular appearance of our organ

we have had only contributions made at

a great sacrifice by the small but grow-

ing group of convinced Left Opposition-

ists and sympathizers. While in the

sense of a burden, this has been a cheer-

ful one, nevertheless it has by no means
been easy. Now, the present large scale

unemployment has hit our ranks heavily

and multiplied the financial difficulties.

From i-ts inception the Lett Opposition

proceeded with carefully laid plans to

secure a sound financial foundation. Our
literature, gotten out at a great sacrifice

by the comrades who contributed per-

sonally, was conceived, in addition to its

fundamental value to the moveznent,

also as a means of steady income to aid

The Militant. We resolved to discard

the old fly-by-night methods which can-

not result in strengthening the movement
on a sound basis. We proceeded step

by step to expand and secure cur growth

ideologically and oi^anizationally. We
believe we have taken some important

the continued existence of The Militant

is endangered utiless a generous response

is made inune<£iately to our appeal.

We succeeded In re-establishing the

weekly appearance of The Militant. It is

not necessary for us to attempt to em-
phasize what this means. Onr readers

are in a much better position to ap-

preciate its inestimable value, in cut-

ting with the sharpnes of a razor edge

into the parasitic growth upon the Com-
munist movement, to eliminate it at its

source ; its analysis of the problems con-

fronting the working class and its efforts

to show the revolutionary way out. Our
readers can appreciate the veritable

arsenal of Marxian literature prtxluced

by our young group, the fundamental

textbooks for the movement of today and

tomorrow. Our readers can appreciate

our well-aimed efforts to br&ig the events

ot the world revolutionary movement and

its problems nearer to the American

proletariat. We have even been able to

give our material support through the

generosity of our contributors to the

young virile Left Opi>osition in Spain.

A collection of $188.30 has been for-

% N^ y« OPEN PORUM %
Fri.. Oct. 30 : Tom Mooney*s Appeal For A United

Front -— by James P. Cannon

LABOR TEMPLE, 14th St„ and 2ttd Ave. Unemployed admitted free with Unem-
Admlssion : 25 Centa ployed Council card

Questions and Discussion

warded to date to ur comrades there.

The all imjiortant question is : shall

these activities continue, expand and
grow? iWe pass that on to our readers.

Only by oxpansion and growth is there

life for the revolutionary movement,
and we are confident of your reply.

We have always avoided sounding the

tocsin of alarm in the sense of making
ptinicky appeals. This is the reason why
we only now ask emphatically of each

reader to come forward with his contri-

bution, to i>erfor,m bis duty in laying the

foundation stone and ram deeiwr the

pillars of u strong Communist movement.

If our readers will help, we will in

common undertake work to guard and
preserve the capital of the Russian Oct-

ober revolution. Soon the time is here

to celebrate the fourteenth anniversary.

We can best preserve and guaml it by

restoring to the movement the funda-

mental teachings of Marx, Kngels. Lenin

and Trotsky. To do thLs we ask our

readers for their generous assistance.

Will you make your contribution today?

SeiMl cash, checks, or money orders to

The MiUtact, 84 East lOtb St., N«w Yoifa,

it iu the elections. But by this we do
not mean that the class conscious mili-

tant can endorse everything timt the
party leaders have done in the past, or
riglit now—to the prejudice of the party's

intere.sts—or jeven the election pn)gvess
and ciimi)aign wMeh the .Stalini.st lead-

ers are now conducting,

OpportunLst Blunders
The official party pronouncements have

made as their only criticism of the elec-

tion campaign tlie fact that "in the

ranks" there is ;\ "sectarian under-esti-

imation" of the ele<'tio!is and parliament-
ary activity in general. There is no doubt
that this is true, and tlie outstanding
insance of it is Boston, There, follow-

ing the Daily Worker report that Minor
had spoken to thousands of workers who
cheered the t'ommunist candidates, we
found out that the party had simply for-

gotten to put up candidates. I'.uX such
examples are relatively few. What is far

more prevalent, and more dangeroti.s, and
a condition for which the party leaders

cannot escape responsibility, is the op-

portunist character of the eli^ction pro-

gr;tms which the party has issued in a
number of cities. Dn some localities,

the campaign has been reduced to a vul-

gar gutter level whicli must excite the

envy of the Morris Hilhiults, In 1317,

in the stirring war days, the latter ran

for Mayor of .New York on a platform
of five cent milk for the poor people.

The Left wing at that time could find

no scdrn biting enough with which to

ci>ndemn such a iK'tty bourgeois reform"
er's platform. It; i.s( sad Jto have to

make the comparison with the Commun-
ist party today. Yet, for days, the Daily

IVwfcer has been running editorial

streamers on the "big" loose-or-bottled

milk fight, "exposing" it, and declaring

that "the issue is . . . the question ot

rillCB. In another article we will take

this up. But here aiid now wc say: De-

mand that milk, bottled or lotise, be sold

for no mwe than eight cents a quart"

<D. W., 9-30-31.) The general election

program, issued for New York, is hardly

superior. The characteristic of the old

socialist party reform platforms was that

they contained dozens ot demands, for

anybody and everybody, set up for the

purpose ot providing a small plaster for

every sore on the Iwidy of capitalism and
of cat< hing a vote from every possible

element. The erection platform of a

t^ommuni.st party must be distinguished

from this by the fact that it selects tlie

oustanding issues of tiie moment, refiect-

ing the immediate needs and interests

of the masses, which are not calculated

to delude them into the Idea that the

sum of all these dt^mands will serve to

reform capitalism and satisfy the work-

ers with it, but are rattier aimed at

mobiliniug the workecs, during the "bal-

Iot-f>ox season", for an intensification ot

their daily struggles for existence. Such

a requirement is not satisfied by the

New York program, which contains no

less than seventylive demands, intended

to satisfy everybody from bank depositors

and ex-servicemen to child laborers and

farmers. There is even a worse feature.

A Communist election program puts forth

immediate demands in the sense of using

them to advance the proletariat to the

r<?volution, which alone solves the contra-

dictions of capitalist society. The strug-

gle for the final aim is implemented, so

to speak, by the struggle for immediate

demands. The two must be set out as

inseparable. The emphasis must be

placed npoiL the final goal. Nothing of

the kind is found in the party platform.

One reads page after page of imme-
diate <lemands, demands by the dozen,

to come to the very end of the list with

the ca.sual insertion, Point 75, of the de-

mand "for a workers' and farmers' gov-

ernment in the i;nited States". In the

i'gitational material aeompanying the de-

mands, the same blunder is committe*!.

Towards the end, one finds—as a sort

of afterthought—a reference to the In-

efficiacy of the ballot-box and the need

of overthrowing the present system as

a whole.

What does the party platform n(K?d?

It needs to concentrate upon a few out-

standing demands, which the workers

can remember and understand and fight

for. They are demands like unemploy-

ment insurance, for large-scale, long-term

credits to the Soviet Union, immediate

government relief. Those reflect some ot

the burning needs of the workers in the

present crisis. They are issues upon

which broad masses can be mobilized,

in the factories, in the streets, in the

trade unions. Tbey can be rallying ban-

ners for active movements during the

election campaign which will lift it out

of the formal registry of the vote at

the polls and transform the eh?ct!ona

into part ot the struggle which the {;!om-

munists must lead for uploading from

the workers- backs some of the burdens

of the crisis.

With these criticisms in jnind, which do

not, however, change our fundamental

estimate of the revolutionary nature ot

the party, we add our voice to its own

"

Vote tor the party of the working clasa!
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Lessons from the Furriers* Fight for the

Coming Dressmakers* Struggle

The atraoKi'liere created In recent

months by the unity maneuvera In the

furriMR' trade has fully absorbed the

mimis and hearts of the needle trades

w-orkers. How iind by what means we

can reuilly bring about unity in the

needle industry, !s the topic ot the day.

Conditions of Workers

The present conditions of the needle

trades workers are miserable beyond

deKcriirtion. The earnings of the work-

era have reached tlie lowest level. While

previously the prevaiiing standards were

enjoyed by broad stnita of the needle

workers iind were pretty much univers-

al, at present the very low level of earn-

inss spreads misery and discontent

araonjf the great majority of the needle

workers, llaiiiteiiance of former pleec-

work rates and week-work scales is only

an exception. The average needle trades

worker feels that the working conditions

in the trade don't afford him a decent

living' any more. Tliese miserable con-

ditions remind the workers constantly of

the desperate need for unity in the

orKauized ranks, and is becoming more

and more the outstanding problem ag!

tatinK the needle trades workers.

The deei>-Koiug interest in unity for

needle workers has expressed itself very

amply in the recent united front nego-

tiations in the fur trade. Here the

Left wing has certainly been outwit-

ted, at least at the outset, by the Kight

wing. The Kaufman gang was forced to

start this movement because of the turn

ot events in the fur trade. The move-

ment for July raises, under the leader-

ship of the Industrial Union, a^ain

awakened the hope of the workers in the

possibility of reviving the fur depart-

ment of the N. T". W. 1. U. and they

imtnediateiy demonstrated that by cut-

ting off the payments from the Interna-

iional Fur Workers and by intensifying

the fight within it. Thp socalled united

front call was resorted to as a meiaiia

of escapiag the very emharassing sltua'

tion. After all, it took the whole A.

F. of L., the New York police force, and

the bosses' association, to put the fur-

riers into Kttnfman's outfit. And here,

one move of tbe Industrial Union to do

eonatructive workt Is threatening the

whole foundation and the structure ot

the Fur International. TTie fur workers

turn their ears to the fake call of Kauf-

man nevertheless, Some ot them took

the call at face v;ilue. Others felt the

need for participation in the united

front conferenwJ to exploit the sligM-

eat chance for unity in the ranks.

The Industrial Union was vacitJatlng,

becauae of the incnrrect policy of class-

Ifyiiig all and everyone and putting them

int« tlie same group ot the bosses, with-

out any differentiation.

To respond the cull would liave meant

•'to go to a united conference of the

bosses", to make "peace with the fasc-

ists", ate, etc. Their own wrong policy

turned baek on them. Gold went so far

as to pronounce demonstratively and

also in order to conform to the old policy

•that "if you eiect me to represent you

and to participate in the conference, I

will resign ray po.sition". But the work'

era won the <iay. Their pressure to par-

ttcpaite in the conference was adopted

at the eleventh hour, in spite of the de-

cision of the fraction to the contrary.

The advance guard of the fnr workers,

the party comrades, nursed on the wrong

policies of Stalinism, failed to sense the

right spirit of the workers and to act

accordingly. Subsequent events have

proved that the policy finally adopted

was correct. The presence of the Indu-

strial Union and the proposals for tangi-

ble work, like the organisation of the

unorgiinijied and the wtmpaign to im-

prove their conditions as a pre-requis-

ite for a united union, exposed the fak-

ers once more and showed up the ap-

peal for unity w^ith the militant fur

workers.

Our job has not ended yet. The Right

wing may not call us any more to con-

ferences, but we won't forget to remind

them and the workers about these man-

euvers. The Industrial Union will have

to call again and again for unity of ac-

tion on stiecific issues to improve the

conditions of the fur workers. The nego-

tiations, despite the Stalinist confusion,

have nevertheless strengthenejl the t;iith

of the workers in the Left wing, and have

certainly raised the spirit and fighting

ability of the I.*ft wing fur \vorkers and

f.ympathJKers in the fur Internationa!.

Coming Dress Strike

What lessons are we going to draw

from this united front in order to change

our tactics in the coming dressmakers'

.-^trilce? So far, it seems as though the

policy pursued in the furriers was only

:\ temporary retreat from the old meth-

ods only because of tiie pressure exerted

by the workers. The last shop dele-

^rales' council meeting displayed utter

djsi-egard for the latest experience. In

answer to some definite proixjsals made
by the writer of these lines for the

^oming conferei^ce of the dres.snrakers

called by the United Front Committee,

its representative gave a general ABC
talk about unity in the shop. It seems

that the generaly known unity in the

shops is becoming a new poli<-y in the

hands of the United Front representative.

lA'ft wingers have known in practise for

years such unity in the shops. So far,

the United Front Committee ot the dress-

makers set itself up as almost a dual

InduBitrlal Union with the same wrong

policies in stock, forgetting completely

Jits |function, and the m*eaning of itis

"aim. At this late date, it has nothing

yet to propcee for the coming conference.

The members of the Industrial T.'iiion,

udherents to the Left Opposition, propose

the toileting L

There- Is a wide field for organization

of unrfrganized workers in the needle in-

dustry. The I. U. should begin a serious

campaign for organization to broaden

the base of the Industrial Union and to

improve conditions of the workers.

The Industrial Union should aim to

gain the workers for our ranks, but

should in no case eall those workers who

are in the ranks of the Kiglvt wing-con-

trolled union, scabs or scab agents.

The Uni.':n affiliation should remain

for final decision with the workers of the

shop. The Left wing has nothing bo fear

and will be as.sured of the needle trades

workers' support both morally and or

ganizationally if It should conduct the

proper campaign tor the organization of:

the unorganized.

The Industrial Union must make every

eKort at this time particularly to streng-

then the opposition within the interna-

tional. The organi:;ed Left wing in the

International should first of all begin a

svstematic fight and proi>aganda cam-

paign for the principles of the Indus-

trial Union, and for united action
^

of

the two Unions especially in the coming

dressmakers strike.

The Industrial Union must eradicate

the opinion that was created in the mind.^

of the needle trade workers due to the

erroneous policy of staying at work dur-

ing t-he dressmakes' strike of tlie Inter-

natiional in 192t), by stating it publicly

in our oral and written proclamations.

The Industrial Union should imme-

diatelv propose a conference of represen-

tatives of both unions for tiie purpose

of electing a united front action com-

mittee for tlie drawing up of the demands

for the coming dressmakers' strike, ThCf

united front must be based on the se-

cognition of both unions as such. The

Left wing will of course put forward

such demands that will make the strike

a real struggle for the improvement of

the w-orklng conditions 'in the needle

indastry. At the same time the l^eft wing

will reserve the right of and continue the

.sharpest criticism of the Right wing of-

ficialdom and the Ijovestone liquidators.

These proposals of united front tac-

tics, if adopted and carried out, will

serve as a step forward in building the

Industrial Union and .the Left wing gen-

erally. We on our part, pledge our

whole-hearted cooperation morally, phy-

.sicaliy and financially. We will not

fall to do all in our power to hasten

the adoption of tliese proposals. We
wiil speak at the meetings of the In-

dustrial Union, issue leaSets to the dress

makers, and api»al .to the members of

the union. It is our duty to break down
the wall of wrong policy, which has

hampered the union and reduced it to

its present state. We appeal to every

dressmaker to work tirelesly from now

on till tiie conference to make it a real

success and a conference of many re-

presentatives of organized and unorgan-

ized shops in the dress trade,

—KYLVIA BLEEKER

The Government Civil Service Applies

Hooverism to the White Collar Slave

40,000 applications have been filed for

the nation-wide examination for steno-

grapher and typist, and in itself demon-

strates the enormoas unemployment and

state of insecurity that prevails among
the office workers and "white-collar"

workers generally.

The official stjitement of the I.'. S. Civil

Service Commission, says :

"Approximately -10,000 formal applica-

tions were filed with the United States

Civil Service Commission at (.Washington

for the stenographer a.nd typist examina-

tions. ..."
"This e.stablis-lies a record for aJl time.

In the same examination.-; held in 1030

for the departmental t^ervice, S,ri46 ap-

plications were filed with the Commis-

sion, a record number at that time . .
.

"

Tlie Commis.sion acknowledges that,

"the greatly increased number of appli-

cants is, without doubt, due to the gen-

eral industrial depression", and also ad-

mits that this huge increase of applicants

for Civii Service jobs is to be met w-ith

or

be-

Stalinists Again Oust Left Opposition at

Chicago Unemployment Conference
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CHICAGO.—

The Oct. 18th conference of the Cook

CoMtity Unemployment Councils, the

third in three months, ended by laying

the "base" for a fourth conference neit

month, electing delegates to call on city

and connty authorities to present de-

mands, a committee for a Cook County

Hunger March and a committee to line

up preliminaries for the Nov. Tth march

on Wa.shington. The usual party and

eympathetic element w-as in attendance

and the usual bureaucratic methods and

lack of Marxian program.

(:;omrade Curtis of the Left Opposition

wa.-! elected on the credentials commit-

tee of five and when it came to the

point of seating the three delegates from

the Ijcague, Bu<'kley, Curtis and Oehler,

the ixirty representative, Rybicki moved

that they not be seated. Curtis spoke

for the seating and to the surprise of

the bnreaucrats the vote was three to

two in tavor of comrade Curtis' motion

in the credential committee, one of the

three being a party memher who voted

with Curtis and could not see why we

could not be seated. After a long argu-

ment Kybickl finally "convinced" the

,-^,ther party member that he was "wrong"

and he said, well what ever Kybicki

says is correct. This gave the bureau-

crats a majority.

In the meantime, comrade Oehler had

obtained the floor for five minutes and

dealt with the one point of adding the

struggle for the ,«;horter w^ork day with

the present two main demands of social

i?isurance and immodtate relief, concret-

izing it in the slogan o£ the six-hour day

and the five day \veek. The delegates

j^ave an excellent resjwnse. to these re-

marks, but Rybicki who bad come out

to caucus with the other bureaucrats to

see what to do about the way things

were drifting, came back to the creden

tial committee and reported that the con-

ference had hooted the "Trotsky dele-

gate, Oehler" down. This was an at-

tempt to weaken the resistance to his

motion to oust us from the convention.

Gebert, the D. O., took the floor after

the League speaker and devoted fifteen

minutes to slander and demagogy against

the Left. The conference bad started

late and only several delegates had the

floor for five mitiutes follow-ing and again

e,oo

15c

went to reports of committees over the

protest of many delegates.

The "majority" report of the credential

committee was not to seat us. Comrade
O'Hara, a Communist, but not a member
of the party or the Left, being one of

the members of the credential commit-

tee, representing a large unemployment

council, -took the floor to give a minority

report. He was denied the right to pre-

sent a minority report. All delegates

were denied the right to speak on the

motion presented by the "majority re-

port". It was railroaded through in the

.most braaen A, F. L. fashion. T^e bur-

eaucrat.^ feared a minority report, they

feared discussion on the "Majority re-

port"—'I bey fear the Marxian position

ot the Left Opiwsition that smashed into

their opportunist program.

In an uproar and protest Irom all

parts of the iloor and its usual counter-

uproar of lesser bureaucrats hollering

for the kicking and throwing out of the

three delegates the will and desire of the

Stalin bureaucrats overrode the interest

of the workers by refusing to seat the

Marxian wing of the Communist forces

A motion to (hrow us out of the hall

was not entertained by chairman Otto

Wangerln. The committee on rcsolu

tions reported, presenting the draft pro

gram of the last conference for final cor-

rections and adoptions. Tlie amendments

of the Left Oppositon had lieen given to

the committee but of course the resolu-

tions comniittee said nothing on this.

The Ciiicago League continues its sup-

port of the Unemployment Councils and

will fight for a correction and develop-

ment of its program -w-hJch at present

has many opportunist points, ITnem-

ploymcnt councils not being the Com-

munist party cannot be expected to have

a complete Communist program but un-

employment councils under the leader-

ship of the Communist party <and no

one can question this) must have a cor-

rect Marxian program on what partial

demands it takes up in the field of un-

employment and must above all not have

an adventurist or opportunist line. Tlie

Chicago League, true to the interest of

the working class, can do nothing else

than fight against the bureaucrats and

their wrong line and for the unemploy-

ment councils. — 11. t^-

in other classes of positions.

The vast numbers of unemployed
poorly paid oflice workers vaguely

iieve and hope tliat a Civil Service job,

"working for the government", wiil bring

ii large degree of economic security, per-

manent employment, and that their wor-

ries w-ill then lie over. It is a pitiful

hope and illusion ; for capitalist gov-

ernment, no less tlian its !)ossea, the pri-

vate proprietors of industries, lands and
bitnks, must face by and large the pro-

blems po.sed by an economic crisis, pol-

itical instability, etc. Budgets must be

balanced, taxes arranged—according to

the reijuirements of the employers, the

ruiei-s of the land. Employees, whether

of a local, state or national government,

or employees o£ a private capitalist, re-

main economically—wage slaves. When
"times are bard", the government em-

ployee, like any other worker, is also hit

by layoffs, increase of working hours,

wage-cuts, etc.

Hut so strong is the Illusion of gov-

ernment jobs. Civil Service appointments,

etc., that between the year 1930 and 1931,

an increase of approximately 450% in

the number of applicants for stenograph-

er and typist jobs, fe( recorded. And
1930, with its 8,549 was already a record

year tor applications. To cap It ftll, th«

U, S. Civil Service Commission do«8 not

mention the number of jobs actually opea

for the 40,000 applications. By th« ten*

of thousands, the applicants are to fall

by the wayside, and left to ponder their

future fate, lack of Jobs and security

under capitalism.

Low Wages of Civil Seirvice Workom
It might t>e thought, further, that thei*

stenographic and typist Joba, for whick

40,000 humans swarm in desperatioit

paid handsome wages. Yet the wage for

the highest paid stenographic position Is

$31.00 per week and the low is ?'ii4.00.

And In this mad plunge of applicant* for

$2-1.00 and $31.00 a week jobs, the race

is not merely to the swiftest, "With «ii

unconscious sense of humor or irony, th«

Civii Service Commission announces with

dignity that "Recently ... it has ini-

provod its test for stenographers and typ

ists for the Government Service." For

In addition to the ability to take dictation

and to transcribe notes, "such an em-

pioyc* should have good judgment . , .

more knowledge of the Kuglish language;

etc." All for $24.00 and $31,00 a week,

an*l the right to "w-ork for the govern-

ment".

It is known to all and sutidry that

the IT. S. Government, and its official

spokesman, I'residcmt Hoover, have pro-

fessed great concern about the unem-

ployed, and have even called uiwn tht

captains of iiiidustry not to lay off work-

ers or to cut wages. It has however

been amply proved that neither Hoover,

the government nor the bosses were
serious about such statements ; and the

employers have, from the day of Hoover's

statement, continuously cut wages, iji-

creased hours of labor, and laid off work-

ers, so that some 10,000,000 are today

unemployed in the L'nited States,

U. S. Goy^ninent Increases Hours

Now the government adds its bit, and

we quote, for the benefit of the steno-

graphic and typist applicants, irosta!

workers and any others who may read,

a statement of the Post Office Depart-

ment.

"Because of the greatly increased de-

posits, all ejnployees In the postal sav-

ings division are required to work eight

and one-half hours a day, an tnetcase of

oaie-hall hour over the regular Federal

\\-orkday. This extra worit will not liv

volve any salary increase. The Depart-

ment found it necessary lo hire more
men, or to require overtime work of pre-

sent employees, and decides vL^oa the lat-

ter course." Capitalist government «iid

employers set their coursu by the dollar

sign or requirements of capitalist econ-

omy, and not by those of the worker.

The office worker or "whitc-coUar"

employee, unquestionably In the past and
largely yet in the present, is affected

by the ideaa of the capitalist class, par-

ticularly of the middle class. Actually

feeble in an economic jjense, he has en-

deavored to ape the class he aspired to.

The viewpoint of the office-worker has

been slow to •change. But low wages,

unemployment on a tremendous scale

among office workers, inability to pre-

tend evt?n to "keep up with the Joneses",

are driving the office worker, very slow-

ly as yet, toward a common economic

an<l ideologic position with the rest ol

labor.

Need to Organize '*White-Collar" worker*

There are no siiecial and final reason«

that prevent the organization of the

"white-ciaHlar" workers into militant

labor unions. European countries have

witnessed them. The United States need

not be exempt from progress in this field.

It Is tolly to surrender all the miliions

of extremely low-paid office workers to

the existing capitalist movements or to

potential Fascist movements, or to lib-

eral and social-democratic ideologists.

While there are obvious llmltationB In

approaching and -w-innlng such elements,

the policy of virtually ignoring them Is

patently wrong. The American Federa-

tion of Labor has only played about with

the question of organixinj{ the office work-

ers, and its federal labor unions have

t>een made up to a large extent of i-Ivil

service employees. These >hould be reach-

ed by all means also. Hut hitherto the

other millions of office wrsrlters Iiave ix'en

passed by. Tlie Left wing has made
sporadic efforts of organization and has

gotten mostly office help employed by

unions.

The task ot organisation of tliis wide

field of workers is ba.'^Ically the -ianie as

with the industrial workers, with all

due advantages as are already known in

the orga.nization of the latter. Tlie ap-

pe^il must be broad and on elemental

economic and class issues, Scctariati ap-

peal will not work. Yet the only ef-

forts able to succeed will have to be

exerted by the militant and Lett w-ing

workers and organizations, —M. A,

A Few "^"^Pages from Party History
jj

For a few- ssues now, Lovestone has

been printing in bis pajjer extracts from

old documents in the past faction fights

of the party, under the general title of

"pages from party history". So that the

"pages" may be rather more complete

and all-sided than are those presented

by liOvestone, we call attention to one

or tw-o which Lovestone would surely

much rather were forgotten, or at least

not mentioned in polite society. We have

pointed out once already that at the

time Stalin and ('o. were so disconcert-

ingly kicking Lovestone out of the

party'^ leadership, the Right wing leader

played a.s one of his trumps the fact

that, it was Bedacbt, the "loyalite", who

had proposed to Ix>vestone after the 1929

Youth Will Issue «young Spartacus» as Organ
In 79 B. C. the slave and gladiator

SparUicus commenced a magniftcient

struggle of reiolt against the oppression

and rule of the Itoman Empire. In the

course of battles in which thousands of

revolting slaves gathered aroutid the ban-

ner raised by the Greek Spartacus, ten

Itoman armies were defeated and laid

to waste before the patricians ani mili-

tary power of Rome oould gather suf-

ficient strength to beat down the glorious

revolt of the enslaved masses, Spartacus

and his followers went to their death,

but for the .slaves, plebeians, serfs and

toilers, there remain forever the glory

and inspiration ot the revolt of Spart-

acus and his fellow-slaves and gladiators.

The Communist League of America

(Opposition) aims to develop further the

Spartacus tradition of struggle, revolt

and organization against the slavery of

tQ,j;iy—wage-slavery, which enfolds count-

less millions of toiler, young and dold,

throughout the world. The Natrional

Youth Committee of the Communist
League jointly with the National Com-

mittee of the Communist League,, have

decided to call the forthcoming Youth

paper of the Left Opposition, announced

in -the previous issue of the Militant

—

Young Spartacus, The youth of the Left

Opposition, In claiming the tradition ol

Spartacus for the revolutionary youth

and proletarian movement of today

thereby also lift high the symbol and

banner by which Karl Llebknecht and

Rosa Luxemburg gathered the first c*-

horts of Communism in Germany Into

the Spartacus League—Communist Party

of Germany.
The issuance of Young Sparta«us in

the very near future represents anotlier

advance of the Communist League of

America and the International I^eft Op-

position In the endeayor to bring clarify

again into the confusion wrought by the

theories and practises of Centrism, Jed

and nurtured by Stalin. It is but the

first, we hope, ot youth publications by

the Left Opposition.

For the young workers in the United

States, in -the official Young Communist
League, for Communist sympathizers

among the toiling and student youth of

America, the issuam-e ot Young Spart-

acus, It is hoped and expected, will be

one of the means whereby the revolu-

tionary youth can once ligain step into

the trotit ranks of Communism in the

demand for clarity of imrpose, sound

theory and program, for militancy and
action. Tlie Yoting Worker, ofiicial organ

of the Young Communist League, I.'; but

a caricature of what a youth paper should

be. It grovels before the bureaucrats of

the party, and makes sycophants of the

youth, acceptors without question of

anv and all orders handed down from

above. The offieial apparatus of the Y.

C. I. and the party is passively accepted,

at best with whispered criticism. Nei-

ther thought nor educational material of

any real consequence is any longer to

be found In its -columns. The revolution-

ary youth in the United States needs

a revolutionary youth paper and this

role Young Spartacns aims to fulfill. In

his letter to his party nucleus, en-titled

"The iNew Course", Trotsky .has this to

say concerning the youth :

"It is wholly inadequate that the youth

should repeat our formulas [i. e. ot the

older COmrades^so-called Old Guard

—

M. A.l It is necessary that the youth

sihould take the revolutionary formulae

fighting, transform them Into flesh and

blood, work out for themselves their o»li

opinion with that courage that comes

from sincere conviction and Independence

of character. Passive obedience, mech-

anical drill, characterlessness,, obsequi-

ousness, careerism—away with these

things from the party! A Bolshevik is

not only a disciplined man; no, a Bol-

shevik is a man wlio, boring deep, has

w-orkcd out for himself in each given

iiistance a firm opinion, and courageously

and independently defends it, not only

in war with his enemies, but also with-

in his own organization. Today lie may
be in the minority in the organization.

He submits because it is his party. Rut

that obviously does not always mean that

he w-tis w-rong, ..."
The members of the Young Commun-

ist League and the Young Worker 'today

only too plainly do not have that inde-

pendence and courage and clarity which

characterize the kind of revolutionary

youth needed in the Communist move-

ment. Trotsky's words are the words

for any vital, thinking revoiutlonary

youth. The Youth fraction of tfie Com-

munist League, through Young Spartacui^

as well as through the coming formation

of youth clubs, will endeavor to SnstlU

tile fundamentals of Communist theory

and practise among the youth it cau

rt^cb. In the Young Communist League

of America there is also worthy tradi-

tion, particularly of its early years as

the Y. W. L. when Clarity and Action

were its slogans. Young Spiurtaeus will

endeavor to fulfill these slogans. Every

adult worker and member of the Com-
munist Ijeague and sympathizer ol the

lyeft Opposition should help in the lasu-

ance and maintenance -of the forthcom-

ing Youi^ S]»artacus which w-ill start

as a monthly four page paper, tabloid

size. H, Stone has been selected as

Business Manager of Young Spartacus

and funds for It may now be sent to

H. Stone, care of Young Spartacus, 84

East 10th Street, New York, N. Y,—M. A.

convention of the party that their faction

establish relations with Rrandler in

Rerlin. With all the indignation he

could muster, Lovestone declared that

'le had spurned so base a projiosal. Now
ive recall that Lovestone, a .short time

before the party convention which sealed

bis fate, wrote a mendaclou.^ i)aniiihlet

against the expelled "Trotskyists" and
the Foster-Bittelnian faction which was
soon to replace him. It w-as called

"Pages from Party History", and on

pages 12 and 1(J of thi.-< [ynieaily falsi-

fied collection of petty bourgeois self-

praise, we read about Lovcstone's ac-

complishments as follows

:

"Let us examine some of the main
steps toward Bolshevization, toward era-

dicating the menace of (ipportunism taken
Iiy the party under its pn^sent leader-

ship. Merely to enumerate, the.'-e are;

. . . ("11) The party under its present

leadership has been among the first sec-

tions of the Communist Jnternational in

combatting deviations from the I.cniuiHt

line . . . Our party has pursued «.n en-

ergetic policy in the struggle against

Rrandler and Thalheimer and other Right

wingers and conciliatnrs in the German
party. In the Fifth Plenum ot the Com-
intern, the comrades representing th«

viewpoint now held Iiy the majority ot

the Party were amongst the most ag-

gressive in the struggle against Rrand-
ler. Thalheimer, liubnik and the Trot-

skyist deviators from the Lenini»t line."

Lovestone, in the first period of hla

expulsion- from the party, siwled under

the same flag. At the very moment that

fie was negotiating with the German
Right w-ingers he continued to thunder

against Brandlerism. When the change
was finally made in the open, there was
no explanation of the past, no explana-

tion of the reasons for the change. In

fact, the American Right wing talks with

such unresstained enthusiasm a!)out Kb
German prototype that one might al-

most beiieve that it w-as not Lovestone

who was for years (immediately after

the official decree was handed dow-n) the

most aavage fighter against Rrandler,

whom he scrupled as litle to misrepresent

as he did to denounce. And now that he

has "Iearne<i better", perhaps he w-ill tell

lis w-hat caused the change of heart—for

Rrandler today is only a generaiiKed and
systematized edition of all the mistakes

.^f the Right wing before lit2^. And
while questions are being put, let us

put this one too;

What has become of the Right wing's

"International"? Has it collapsed com-
pletely? We do not hear a whisper from
it, or a word about it in the Right wing
press. Has the whole thing been called

off as a superfluous tcrmaMty? Why?
An annswer to these questions would

surely be ot Interest.
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C. p. Policy in Ensland

The Stalinists* Sterility Before the Problem of the United Front

Since the Fall ot MafDonald "LaJwr"
govt'fnment the cltxas struggle in England
has entered a new and more decisive

stage. A revolulionary perspective, al-

though yet only in its embryonic form, is

at hand. But the all important question

of ability of the Communist party to meet
this situation atill remains unanswered.
The real ^significance of the October

27 elections Is not so much determined
by the immediate question as to who
wins ttie majority of seats In parlia-

ment. The almost certain prospect ol
the national government bloc,—In real-

ity 'the Conservative party,—winning a
majority will make but little difference.

The all important fact tor the f«tur«

lies in the beginnings of the new and
more definite line-up of forces. To the

extreme Itight, those represented by tita

national government ; in the Center, those

most nearly representative of social re-

formism in England, the official labor

party opposition, with perhaps a section

of the liberals; to tlie Left, the revolu-

tionary forces, of the Communist Party

and the Letfvvard moving sections from
the labor party.

SeiiouB Currents Within Labor
Opposition

The future role of the official labor

opposition will morie than ever be that

of social reformism, 1, e. to continue

under a new cloak the capitalist policies

of the past. Its resources are still

powerful. Its leadership may still devel-

op a far greater skill and cunsiing is

keeping the working .class under Illu-

sions and ward off its natural progres-

sive course toward the L>eft. But whether
MacDonald and Henderaon again find

common ground, which is most likely, and
in spite of '[he great hold which the of-

ficial labor opposition still has upon the

British working masses, the disintegrat-

ins process which has now hit European
social democracy will periiapa have an
accelerated course in England, In gen-

eral there should be excellent prospects

for Communism,

The break-up of the labor party 1»

already an actual process though as yet

only in Its Initial stage. The old and
tried imperialist agen'ts, the Hendersons
and the trade union leadership, have time

only for efforts to find new ways of

balancing the capitalist budget, mean-
while winking a friendly eye to a coali-

tion with the Lloyd George Uberale.

With the lines so sharply drawn hy the

general crisis and the ecoiioiiiI«tf ulti'

matum of the National government, their

only alternative course would he a rev-

olutionary one w-hich they have no In-

tention'whatever of pursuing. The Left

section of the 1. L. P, Is by the force of

events being driven further Lefirward.

The "challenge" of such leaders as Max-
ton, Brockway and others of a "social-

ist program", of "socialism In our time",

of "socialism with speed" Is being taken

seriously by their rank and file followers.

In scores upon scores of letters to their

official organ, the New Leader, they aut

pointed questions, demanding reeojniltlon

of the necessity of revolutionary action,

of the necessity of forcible overthrow of

the system, for affiliation to the Con»
munlst International and for unity with

the Communist party. These leaders,

seeing the masses moving Leftward are

hurriedly covering themselves with ttie

red mantle and moving in that direction

also, endeavoring to keep step so as to

maintain their leadership and head it

off. When the maases, compelled by the

force of necessity, continue further in

this course and attempt to translate their

program ot "socialism with speed" into

action, a. program which was conceived

/ CLAffEf /
Marxism

Instructor : Arne Swabeck

Fundamentals of Communism
Instructor; Martin Abern

Registration Fee: $1.00 — one dollar per

eourse — unemployed worlters

•- Special ^rates

Register at 84 East 10th St., at once

Boston Classes
THE HISTORY OF THE RUSSIAN

COMMUNIST PARTY
A Course by Antionette F, Konikow

Starting on
Tuesday, October 20, 1931, 8 p. m,

at Amba«siHlor Palace— Berkeley and
W«rr«n Sts., BOSTON, Mass.

Aaspteea : Communist League of Amerlac
(Oppc^ltlon), Boston br.

Further announcements at lecture.

purely on the basis of reformist meas-
ure,-;, but wiiich can be accomplished only
hy revolution, they will aoon change their

tune. Tiien the actual separation of the
masses from these charlatans begin.

C. P. Leadership Impotent
With these splendid posaibilitlea the

Communist party leadership has unfor-

tunately not mea-sured up at all. Dur-
ing the first phase ot the present situa-

tion it displayed its utter impotence in

failing to give any direction whatever.
Hut a "turn" came, a turn with an ad-

venturist vengeance, however, maintain-
ing all Its former opportunist essen-
tials. It emerged with a basic program
formulated In the following slogan;
Xot one penny oft the "Dole", not on*

worker off benefit

!

N'ot a pennj^ off wages of the workere

!

Not a penny off teachers' salaries 1

Not a penny more tai on the people'*

food!

Down with the National Government

!

To this even the Henderson official

labor opposition, since It has extricated

itself from the MacDonald government
can well eubscrihe without difficulty as
it does not in the least take co^izance
of the revolutionary potentialities of the

present situation. It does not even
approach the "challenge" of "socialism

with aj)ued" which is put forward by the

"Left" mountebanks.
Adding New Cotittisiott

Our London correspondent correctly

criticizes the recent confusion of adven-
turist miiture added by the Communist
Party leadership of calling for councils

of action and general strike, all within

one week and without any previous pre-

paration. And further proposing to

build alongside of the unemployment
movement also the charter movement,
which was already antedated at Its In-

ception and became only a sorry carica-

ture of the proud old Chai'tlst movement.
It is naturally difficult for revolution-

ists to have any patience with such peo-

ple?, who, while remaining steeped in their

opportunist outlook, suddenly discover at

last that they are somewhat belated and
hurriedly, In panic, call upon the working

class for aotlon without performing their

iluty of previous preparation, 'l"heir

characteristics are that ot contemptible
bueraucrats,

Surely there should be opportunities

for strike action against the Natloniil gov-

ernment economy program of idrastic re-

duction of the working class standard
and yet much njore heavy cuts to come.

Surely councils of action, which already

have a good tradition In England, should

be created to lead these economic strug-

gles and become a weapon against treas-

on of the reactionary trade union bur-

eaucrats. However such strikes in the

present situation will Inevitably have

ever, must of necessity proceed through
the struggle for the immediate and press-;

ing needs o£ the workers. On the basla
of these needs we propose a united front
with you so that we may in common en-
deavors work out the well defined im-
mediate demands which the situation
now requires and by united efforts fight

more effectively for their attainment. We
propose to reserve for ourselves the right
to aim for an actual socialist program,
for a revolutionay objective. For this

ol)jective we will light also within this

united front.

However, that itself must first of all

imply on your part a complete break with
the official labor party parliamentary op
position and its whole apparatus, both
ideologically and organically, because
their objective goes definitely in the op-

posite direction."

In such an attitude and approach lie

the jKissibiUtles of the Communists tak-

ing over leadership of this Leftward mov-
ing section. It is true that In this pro-
cess new problems will arise such as even
the question of a slogan for a socialist

government, which under present condi-
tions in England baa a different conno-
tation from say, tor exarapie, in Ger-
many. But once the approach to the
problems is begun correctly the further
solutions will not have the greatest dif-

ficulties. Finally it goes without saying
that such approach can never In the least

be confined within the narrow scopes of
parliamentary activities. Revolutionary
objectives by far transcend such bounds,
and it Is precisely around these objec-

tives that the strike movements can
have real meaning and become an In-

tegral part.

Now Is the Time to Apply Lessoma
of Past Eiq;>erieoees

The pr€«en>t situation In England pree«-

Ingly demands a revolutionary orieuls-

tion by the Commuist party. That
dare not be delayed, any longer if it is

at all to take advantage of the excep-
tional possibilities. But to accomplish
this means a definite fight to eliminate

root and branch the heavy burden ol

the Stalinist bureaucratic leadership the

penalty of which the party is now suf-

fering. Of course, this would be alto-

gether Inconceivable without a broad,

open and free discussion within the

party. To any such attempt the bureau-

crats will certainly answer by, if possi-

bly, re-lnforcing their edict against any
discussion under the plea that now Is

the time- for action, and there is not a
moment to lose. But for the party to act

correctly In this situation first of all

implies a proper evaluation of the ex-

perience and disastrous orientation of

1026. Iif this is further compared with
the puerile banalities of the "third per-

iod", a good beginning will have been
made. Many lessons could be learned

of Incalculable value for the present sit-

uation. And to initiate this is precisely

the duty of a revolutionary leadership.

Of course, judging the present serious

situation in England from a considerable

distance, there may be many develop-

ments unavoidably escaping our attention

and thus of necessity make our sugges-

dynamic political implications and na- tions incomplete. Nevertheless we be-

turally the danger of defeat by isolation

or lack ot preparation become so much
greater. The actual steps of prepara-

tion, thorough preparation of organiza-

tion, of taictlcs and of object are yet In

order and no moment should he lost.

As a matter of fact they should have
been taken from the very first day of

the National government. That much at

least should be known to revolutionary

leaders.

The United Front Policy

However, the main key to the present

situa;tlon, which 'the C, P. leaders must
learn to take hold of, Is the united front

policy. Not Its perversion, neither of

the alliances behind the workers' backt

with reformist leaders nor the fakery

of "united front from below", hut a un-

ited front policy as taught by Lenin. The
former method was well exemplified by

the spurious Anglo-Russian Unity Com-
mittee. The latter has now become the

"line" by which party bureaucrats can

unload responsibility for their own fail-

ures upon the membership lor not being

in the shops and not understanding the

unity with the workers. But it has noth-

ing in common with the united front pol-

icy and does not lead toward a solution

of the revolutionary problems.

It is necessary for the C, P. leaders to

define their attitude particularly clearly

toward the Leftward moving section of

the I. L, P., to consider them prtentlal

revolutionists who, however, still follow

the I. L. P. leaders. The C. P. must speak

to them as class brothers Id arms. It

must say to them

:

"You 'trust these leaders, we don't,

and in our opinion it Is well founded upon
past experiences. You l>elleve their 'soc-

ialist program' is seriously conceived as

an actual overthrow of capitalism and

the building of a new system, we doi^'t

because that becomes a revolutionary

objective which they tear. The reallia-

tton of an actual socialist program, how-

lieve our Left Opiwsitlon supijortens

should give these suggestions their most
serious attention,

—ARNE SWABECK.

LETTER F ROm EJVCf./l/¥i»

The Struggle against the National Gov*t
(Continued from page 1)

dropping of the "Nino Points" of the

Workers' Charter. After a year's cam-
paign for these "Nino Points", they are
quietly pushed aside and to save the

faces of the sponsors of this Workers'
Charter, the present slogans of the party
against the cuts are now put forward
as the "Charter",

EstabQsh an English Opposition!

Clearly, the time is ripe for the con-

solidation' of all the critical elements
under the banner of the international

Left Opposition. So far nothing has been
done in this direction: isolated comrades
have been crushed easily by the leader-

ship ; the party press has not only re-

fused to publish criticism but it has even
suppressed reports of very large and im-

portant demonstrations when those de-

monstrations have been ciirried through
by comrades in disagreement with the

party policy. At present, the control by
the Stalinists of the press, and the lack

of an organized Opposition, together with
the low theoretical level of the English

party membership, makes the position of

the present leadership very strong.

The need is for an English Opposition

palttorm around which the best elements

in the English party can rally.

London, October 3, 1331

—ANGLIC CS.

^.ONDON.—
In previous letters some of the weak-

nesses of the partj-'s campaign around
the National government's economy at-

tack have been pointed out. Events have
more than justified this criticism and
more than ever is it necessary to rouse

the party membership against the policy

IJursued by the party leadership.

At the commencement of the campaign
it was pointed out in these columns that

failure on the part of the party to give

a definite lead for the formation of

councils of action and to urge prepara-

tion for strike action wouid prevent the

widest possible mobilization of all work-
ers under militant leadership. In addi-

tion, It was shown that tiie line carried

out by the party w«s a reformist line,

not a revolutionary one and that such

a policy could only result in a strengthen-

ing of the I. L, P. "Lefts" at the expense

of the party.

It is now possible to see that the vir-

tual restriction of the campaign to the

unemployed has found our party after

seven weeks' agitation with no rea! gains

to register as tar as the trade unions and
the factories are concerned. Whilst in

the great demonstrations of unemploj'ed,

the party, as a i)arty, has scarcely ap-

I>eared at all. All the great demonstra-
tions in London and in the provinces,

have been organized by the National Un-
employed Workers' Movement : all the

.-ij^^kers at these demonstrations have
ijeen unemployed leaders or local unem-
ployed organizers. There can be, of

,;jurse, no objection to the organizing

ot the unemployed in the X, l,'. W. M,,

lut the party should work to secure a
workers' united front movement to bring
together employed and unempioyed under
the leadership of the Communist party.

The need for the party, its vote in the

workers' struggle should be expiainotl

and demonstrated day in and day out,

especially in this time when the workers
are more politically active than for some
yearsj past. In the meantime, precisely

because the Piirty is not pursuing a cor-

rect policy, the influence of the "Letts"

increases: in Glasgow, for example,
only a. week agu, Maxton and other I.

1... i', leaders were greeted with enthus-
iasm by a demonstration of 100,000

workers.

The Party and the Election

During the General Election, of conr.se,

we shall bear and see more of tlie party.

This is a hard thing to say, but it is

true, and one can eveii see that, uJider

certain circumstances, a big party vote

.n the election will be a step backward
lor the movement.

How should the party approach the

election? Clearly it should enter the

election primarily to strengtiien and de-

vfclfjp tilt! muSa movement and not merely

to get seats in Parliament. The worst

thing that could happen would be that

the naturally strons; tendency amongst
the workers is to rely upon the vote ra-

ther than ilpon their own organized

strength, should be encouragetl by our

participation in the election. To enter

the election to help to extend the mass
agitation against the economy cuts and
to prepare for strike action is one thing

;

to enter it to gain seats in Parliament

is another. Let Communists go to the

poll wherever iiossible by all means, but

see that they utilize the campaign prin-

cipally to gain supiKirt in the unions,

in the factories, and at the unemploy-

ment exciianges, for the extra-Parliamen-

tary struggle against the employers'

atack. Where it is not possible to raise

the necessary money (150 pounds de-

posit is needed before a candidate can

go to the poll which is lost unless a

certain percentage of the total vote is

registered for the candidate concerned)

then let candidates be put up and lead

mass marches of workers to the polling

stations to vote Communist, although

such votes will of course be disallowed.

But everywhere the party should carry

to the workers the message: build your

movement in the factories and outside

the factories for in this way only can

you achieve anything real.

Figbtling—for Votes!

Unfortunately, the party Is not enter-

ing the fight in this way. The i>arty seeks

seats in parliament: it is therefore to

concentrate mainly upon certain constitu-

encies where they believe they have a

chance of getting in. Although this plan

has heeji partly defeated by the insistence

of the locals upon running at least "de-

monstrative" candidates, yet in the main
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There is a sickening silence in my unit

of the CommuniBt Party of the U. S.

pertaining to one ot the major events of

direct national and interrmtloual tr^-

portance for the working class—the ap-

peal of Tom Mooney, There are over

twenty members in my unit. Some are

old memi>ers ot the party. In that re-

spect, the composition Is such that the

unlit might have a good political guid-

ance. But a good political guidance

would Immediately raise a question : why
Is the spirit of Tom Mooney's letter un-

acceptable to 'the party? The defeats

and failures suffered by that part of the

American working class which follows

the leadership ot the party are due to

a large extent to the 'united front from
below" of the third period". And an hon-

est'leadership In the unit would not be

able to escape the question: Why are

these false theories stopping us from us-

ing the experiences of a genuine united

front applied so many times by comrade
Lenin? tha united front which helped the

party to gain so much influence in the

Sacco-Vansiettl case? the same united

front asked for by Tom Mooney In his

open letter?

Ope thing is self-evident : the big party

bureaucrats are afraid that those ques-

tions may be asked by those who are

not corrupted a.i yet by the apparatus.
The stifling silence on the burning ques-

tion of flrst importance for the class

struggle can he traced to them.

Yet, how can the oureaucrats explain

the fact: tiiat Tom Mooney, whom even
they do not dare to call a "social Fas-

cist", offers a united front with those

organizations enumerated In his letter?

A bureaucratic explanation Is ready

:

"Tom Mooney does not know the actoal

situation In the labor movement of the

country." Which situation? The one

created by our defeats, such as in the

Independent Shoe Workers Union, the

N. T. iW. I. U., the rotting away of the

Food workers industrial Union? or the

recent defeats in the coal mines and in

the Paterson textile .strike? But even

to touch these situations would mean to

expose the Fosters, Dunnes, Browders
and the rest. They are only the willing

tool of the same Losovsky whose "self-

crltleal" letter was read In the unions.

In this letter, Losovsky has enumerated
all our defeats about which it became

impossible to maintain silence, but the

'tily I'eason given for those defeats is

"our inability". Yes, inability to realize

the impossible "united front from be-

low", which so far as the present leader-

ship is conoerned, is dooming Mooney to

a permanent stay in prison.

In order to set at ease the revoiu-

tionary conscience of the rank and filers

of the party, the usual, dizzying cry Is

raised for "All out to demonstrate for

Tom Mooney!" But the party is small.

Its Influence is far from what it should

be and therefoi^ those "all" may prove

to be very few, and do prove to be very
tew.

Therefore, an order from above is

given to mobilize all the units at the
Madison Square Garden. Another staged
demonstration will take place. Another
chance to acquaint the party with the
masses, to gain «n ideological Influence,

will pass by, to the joy and for the
good ot all siieeles of reformists, from
Won to Muste.

And perhaps it is In order to escape
the stinging questions of those who were
never afraid of tlie bureaucar tic appar-
atus, when the stupidity of the Stalin-

ist leaders becomes evident, perhapp it

is tor this that the Maikins are mobilized
to launch such a vigorous campaign ol

expulsions of "Trotskyists" from the I.

L, D, —I'ARTl- ME.\IBEH.

The NJ.V^.I.U. at Work in Boston
After a long period of passivity the

N, T. w. I. U. has awakened to the

fact that something must be done. And
while this is not the flrst time this has
been said, let us hope and see that this

time It is not only put Into words, but

into deeds.

I>uring the past week, several meet-
ing were held with leading comrades in

an endeavor, finally, to consider seriously

the united front policy. It must be said

that it took long before we succeeded In

getting a "leader" down to Boston and
when BuK^hovitch finally came he re-

ceived, together with a warm welcom-^
the well-deserved criticism to the G. E.

B. for the many shortcomings as well as
for sending away some of the heads to

Russia during a period of such acute,

struggles. At a time when the furriere

in New York and the cloak and dress

makers throughout the industry needed
leadership the most, no leader could

spare three days in Boston but could

spend nine months in the Soviet Undon
—with the result that the needle trades
suffered severely. And today we have a
shadow of what once promised to be a
broad movement. However, this shadow

will need me, I will come back"? When
does Hyman think the time wiil be more
pressing than the present? It is hardiy
believable that he thinks that the work-
ers do not need him any longer, for he
knows the situation thoroughly and ahso
knows that the workers feel it too keenly
to accept his statement literally. How-
ever, the future will undoubtedly tell

the truth.

The united front question is not new
and has received much mention but never
been made clear to the minds of the
worker. Consequently we olten hear:
"Yes, a united front, but how is It to l>e

enforced?" This question intensifled the
Interest of the workers to find out thi«

time just what the leadership had to

propose. When we oame to the meetring
and after Burochovitch spoke for an
hour, he failed, as so many times In the
past, to bring forth clearly this Idea,

Calling to the workers to organize shop
committees, make this their flghtlng body
that will demand conditions, tha)^ the
workers are not compelled to join the
Industrial Union is not enough to clar-

ify to the workers the united front pol-

icy. We must in a united front draw up
still has life and needs building up. Everya slogan for demands. Together with

thinking worker will agree that the

needle trades union needs the immediate
and Intensive acliivlty of all forceg In-

cluding the leadership. How, then, could

Hymaa leave for the Soviet Union with
the farewell words: "When the workers

the Right wing workers who are still

deceived hy their corrupt leaders, bring
our demands to these leaders, emphasiz-
ing that they shal not sign agreements
for us without fighting for our conditions,

and if they will not do ttila then we will

it stni holds good. It can only mean
that in many areas, the workers will get

no real and effective lead from the party,

that the purty comrades in certjiln areas
will work, not amongst the workers in

ttieir own areas but in nearby places

where, by concentration, tlie party hopes
to itecure a se;tt in l\irliament.

This is opportunism of the worst kind
and it means, so f;ir as the party leaders

are concerned, that they are more con-

cerned itbout results to report to tiielr

Stalinist masters than with the effect of

their campaign upon the raas.s of the

workers.

Against such a policy, the Opposition-

ist" in England should tisht not only by
raising tiie question Inside the party but

also by refusing to consent to the deser-

tion of the worker.s in their own areas

for the purpose of getting a Communist
in somewhere eise,

Diyisiou and Doubt

The serious miture of the crisis is re-

vealed in the election, for at this elec-

tion no less than eight different groups

will fight for seats.

The Liberals are now dlvidtfi into

three groups : one led !)y Sir John Simon
who is pro-National government and pro-

tarilf: another group led by Sir Ilerljert

Samuel who is a member of the National

government but anti-tariff; and a thii-d

group led by IJoyd George who is now
out openly against the National govern-

ment and getting nearer to the Labour

party, Tfie Labour party, save for one

or two constituencies wher the I, L. P.

r.rc running tlieir own "rebel" candidate,

without the sam^tion of the Labour party,

will fight as one i>arty but with their

iato leaders flghing against them and
with .several "National-Labour" candi-

dates in variou.s const itu<.'ncie.^. Then,

of course, there are "independents'' of all

shades, a few "Prohibitionists" and so

on to make contusion worse confounded.

To forecast ihe result ot this election

is obviously impossible but the Commun-
ist pak'ty, of whose (candida^tes al)(fot

forty may go to the poll, will do well

in spite of its stupidities and the Labour

Darty will probably get a very large

working class vote, Tlie result will be

known on October 28.

The Case of the Meerut Prisoners

The campaign for the release oi

Meenit prLsonerg, three of them Ei
comraaea, started weil over two years
ago. Since then, it has, save for oc-
.asional spurts, almost disappeared and
real effective agitation has long aban-
doned. f>ccasional!y a letter from one
of the English jirisoners would be re-
ceived and published in tiie Daily Worker.
Hlill tihe Dally Worker publish the lat-

«st letter received from Meenit jail?

In this letter, the English pirty lead-
ers are bitterly reproaciiod not only for
t!ie failure to conduct an effective cam-
paign but also for their failure to fulfill

their obligations to the Etigli.sh prisoners.
The latter states that money due to them
has not been sent as it aiiould have been
sent, which, considering the position of
the prisoners, who have been nearly
three years in Meerut ,Iai!, is s<'andaIous.
The proletarian meratjers of the League
against Imjierialism Executive raised an
indignant protest, much to the embar-
rassment ot the party functionaries pre-
sent.

An attempt is being made to hush the
matter up, but it should be made known
and remedied.

October 12, Iftai

-ANGLICUS,

REWARDI
Prom the October number of the

trade journ-al of the "American Associa-
tion for the Care of Pyromaniacs, Aden-
oidals, Monomaniacs, Paranoiacs and the
Generally Mentally Infirm", we learn
that the reward of fifty dollars for the
captive, airive, breathimg, or dead of

Harrison George, is still being offered.

The reward holds good whether he is ap-

prehended under. his own name or under
an alias. Unemployed workers, take

notice.

fight without tliem and against them.
The active membership meeting was

followed by a mass meeting with Gold.
This meeting of about four hundred
workers, the majority of whom are Right
wingers, again proved that the existing

canditions are oponing the eyes of the

workers to the realization that only the

unity of all workers can lead them to

victory. It was precisely with this in

mind that so many answered the call

to pave the way for successful stru^les
in the coming season when the agree-

ments with the bosses expire in Febru-
ary. It was here that our speakers had
a splendid opportunity to bring forward
more claarly our policy to the workers,
and failed again to same extent.

However, let us call this the beffinning

of real earnest activity. Let us not nog.

lect It as in the past. The time Is now.
Forward to a genuine united front of all

workers in our conning struggles foi

victory. —C.

BEAD AND SUBSCRIBE
TO THE MILITANT
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LAYING THE FOUNDATIONS

With the publication of the forthcom-

ing bock on the Chinese revolution, which

the Pioneer Publishers are now getting

ready for tht? press, the American sec

tion of the Opposition will record an

other substantial athieveraent. It

now undertaking on a wider wcule has

^. , I.- ^ t jt v<^ ^n admittedly experiment iil character, ^^ nnus Kitsir urejuuitcs iui.u a iic^ii.jit

other substantial achievement. It hs.
the same can he said with no leas justice system, they would probably argue as

longs among the /imdamental and moet
^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ attemoted up to now follows: Workers' control as a sort of-

.7 . . ^ ^ '!!tt„„ 1^ Of lall that has been attempted up to now
important

"^^^'^^^'^"^"'".^f
» ^^^^J' .'^ in this domain by ti.e party, and even by

the heat of struggle m the Communist
„„„.„t,rn. We maintain that the

International sinee Lenin departed from

its leadership. Wf h.ive regarded the

publication of all these historic docu-

ments as one of our first and foremost

tasks. The volume on China round-s out

the great series of books and pamphlets

from the pen of corarstde Trotsky in the

past peiiod which will stand for all the

time itmong the flasslcs of our move-

ment. It is with stich weapons that the

proletarian wing of tlie party will fight

Its way to victory. I!y its stubborn con-

centration on this simple and prosaic

work of publication, by its refusal to be

diverted from it by any kind of charlatan

promi-ses of clieap success and easy

victory, the OPDOsition Is bringing its

first, and therefore its most essential,

task to a successful fruition. In this

way we are laying the ideological founda-

tions of the future movement, upon whii-h

it will stand, steadfast and sure, tn the

stormy days to come. There are i)eopIe

around the fringes of the Communist

Ijeague who looked down upon this "pub-

lishing business" and ridiculed our con-

centration on it. The Opposition was

fortunate in disregatvliinj; the pretensions

of those who talk only of spectacular

ui/dcrtakings and overlook the essential

task, in hand. First things come first.

There are illustrious examples of the

same point of view. ITie founders of

BCientifie Communism, who had a few

ideas and even some great ones, were not

above the simple task of assemblinj; the

technical means to publish their doctrines

when that task stood first on the order

of the day. In the trial number of the

Kommunititische Zeitschrift, issued in

September 1847 under the direction of

Marx and Kngels, one can read the mo-

dest announcemnt of a project not un-

like the one which has engage*! our ef-

forts :

"Both intellectuals and manual work-

ers promised, their collaboration [in pul>-

lishing-the paperj. Yet we hesitated

lest after a very short period of activ-

ity, publioation should cease for lack

of funds. It was finally suggested that

we acquire a printiing pre.ss of our own

so as to give the venture a more stable

foumlation. A subscription list was

opened . . . and in a .short time the sum

of 25 pounds was collected. The money

permitted ns to have the necesssary type

brought from Germany; our compositor

members hare aet up the issue gratuitu-

ously ; and here in actual fact is the first

number of our paper ... We S'till lack

a printing press, but as soon as we have

money we intend to purc;base one. Then

our printing establisJiment will be in a

position, not only to run off our newspa-

per, but likewise to print the pamphlets

necessary for the defense of the prole-

tariat."

That is the way we arc profeeding,

too. We also undertook "to print -the

pamphlefs necessary for the defense of

the proletariat". With (he slendereet

means and with economies and sacrifices

not. unlike those described in the KoiiB^

munlstiche Zeiteehrift, we have accom-

plished a part of the task. And we are

still working along the same line.

of the Communist youth in America ar»

already enrolled In the ranks of the Op-

position. A ' bold step forward is now

Justified and necessary
ally accepted the idea that workers* con

trol of production, like Soviets, can only

If the youth work the Opposition Ib 5,^ carried out under revolutionary con-

ditions. Were the Sbilinists to attempt

to bring their prejudices into a definite

the Comintern. We maintain that the

problem of effective work among the

youth" has not yet been solved in the

capitalist countries, and under the re-

gime of the epigones it has been cynic-

ally misma»aged and abused. They have

been corrupting and perverting ths rev-

olutionary youth, training young bur-

eaucrats as Fagin trained young thieves.

What is wanted is the education of a

cadre of frank and honest young worker-

ifcvolwtionists able to organixe and lead

a proletarian mass movement. This task

belongs to the Marxian Opposition. It

will bring new methods and a new spirit

to the work.

,We expect that the first Issue of the

youth paper of the Opposition—the plane

for which arc already under way and

wiiich it 1« to tie hoped will not long

be delayed—win reflect this new spirit

and be welcomed in the youth movement

like a fresh breCKe. To flo this it will

not have to borrow anything from the

Ycui^ Worker, that pallid and unhealthy

caricature of grown-up Stalinism at its

worst. The aim which we and our young

collaborators aspire to is to make a real

youth paper, to interest young workers

and not to command (hem, to convince

and educate them and not to herd them

like sheep for a faction that has no

Ideas, No pretensions, no diplomacy, no

high-polittes, no slavish aping of (he big-

talk of the eiders, but a young CL-mmun-

ists' paper for young workers.

In deciding to call the new paper Yoang

Spartacits, the joint committee has en-

dowed it with an inspiring historic name.

The name of the great leader of the

colossal slave revolts of antiquity waa

the banner around which Ijiebknccht and

Luxembourg assembled the dispersed van-

guard of the German proletariat. It

can well become the symbol of the re-

volt of Communist youth against the

corrupting influence of Stalinism, aiid

their assault against the capitalist order.

The name imposes obligations. We are

convinced that the young militants of the

Opposition will fulfill them. In their

great undertaking they will have the un-

qualified support of every member of

the Communist Ijcague. —J. P. C.

A LETHR TO COMRADES By LEON TROTSKY

The Question of Workers* Control of Production
(Continued from Last Issue)(tjonnnueu irom i.;asi issue; [iiui,aia/ ur lu mi; j-iiouiin. tuuiimi-ic»

The epigones have purely mechanic- olution, which establishes the naked die
. . .. +,__ .,__.. 1 ^t ^^ V. -ui.^ _^ it-r^i fT«-»T.. \ Tt- ;.. ..—A

economic dual power is Inconceivable

without political dual power in the coun-

try, which in turn, is inconceivable with-

out the Soviets being counterposed to the

i)Ourgeois power; consequently—the Stal-

inists would concluile—the slogan of

workers' control of production is ad-

missable only simultaneously with the

slogan of Soviets.

From all that has been said above. It

proceeds clearly how false, schematic,

and how lifeless is such a construction.

In practise, it results in the unique ulti-

matum which the party puts to the

workers: I, the party, will allow you to

fight for workers' control only in the

event that you are prepared simultane-

ously to build up Soviets. But this is

precisely what Is involved^that these

two processes must tn no case run abso-

lutely parallel and simultaneously. Un-

der the .influence of crises, unemployment

and predatory manipulations of the capi-

talists, the working class in its maj-

ority may be prepared to fight for tt»

abolition of business i^creey and ft»r

control over banks, commerce and pro-

ductloti even before th^ have reached

an understanding of the revolutionary

conquest of power.

Two Ways Out

Taking the path of control of pro-

duction, the proletariat will inevitably

have to advance further in the direction

of the seizure of power and of the means

of production. Questions of credits,

of raw materials, of markets alternately

lead the control beyond the walls of the

isolated enterprise. In a country as

highly developed industrially &s Germany,

Hie tiueations of exports and imports

alone sufike to elevate workers' control

f Russia) or in the Fascist counter-rev-

tatorship of capital (Italy). It is pre

cisely in Germany, with its strong soc

ial democracy, that the struggle for the

workers' control of production will iu

all probability be the first stake of the

revolutionary united front of the work-

er."!, which precedes the otx^n strnggle for

power.

Should the slogan of workers' control,

however, be raised right now? Is the

revolutionary situation "rllKi" for it?

This question Is iiard to answer. There
is no measuring instrument which would
permit the determination, once and for

all, of the degree of the revolutionary

situation. One is compelled to check it

up by deedv, in straggle, with the aid

of the most vai legated measuring in-

struments. One of these instruments,

under the given conditions perhaps one

of the most important, is prwisely ti>e

slogan of the workers' control of pro-

duction.

Tiie significance of this slogan lies

primarily in the fact that on tlie basis

of it, the united front of the Communist
workers with the social democratic, non-

party. Christian and other workers, can

be prepared. The «ttitude of the social

democratic workers is decisive. The
rerolutionary united front of the Com-
munists with tiie social democrats

—

that is the fundamental political condi-

tion which is lacking in Germany for

the immediate ^revolutionary situation.

The preaehce of a strong Fascism is sure-

ly a serious otjstacle on the road to

victory. Yet, Fascism can retain its

power ol attraction only because the

proletariat Is split up and weak, and be-

cause it lacks the possibility of lead-

ing Ihe German people on the road to

the victorious revolution. Tfie revolu-

tionary nnited front of the working class

already signifies, in itself, the political

dea'th blow for Fascism.

For this reason, he it said in pass-

ing, the policy of the Communist Party

„xw..^ „„„.^., .„ of Germany leader.^lp in the question

immediately to the level of state tasks ^f t],g referendum bears an all the more
and to cotmterpose the central organs

of workers' control to the official organs

of the bounreois state. The essentially

irreconcilable contradictions of the re-

gime of workers' control will have to be

accentuated to the degree that its sphere

of influence and its tasks are extended,

thereupon to show themselves promptly

as intolerable. A way out of these con-

trad i<'tions can be found either In the

capture of power by the proletariat

criminal character. The most rabid foe

could not have thought up a surer way
of inciting the social democratic work-

ers «gainst the Communist party and

of holding up the progress of the policy

of the revolutionary united front.

Necessary Prepartioos

Now this mistake must be made good

again. The slogan of workers' control can

be of extraordinary aid in this regard.

However, it must be approached correct-

ly. Advanced without the necessary pre-

paration, as a bureaucratic command,
the slogan of workers' control may not

only prove to be a blank shot, but dis-

credit the party even more strongly in

the eyes of the working masses and un-

dermine the confidence in it also of

tho.se worker.s who still vote for it today.

Before this highly responsible lighting

slogan is raised, tiie situation must be

reiKl well and the ground for it prepared.

We must begin from below, from the

fa(;tory, from the workshop. The ques-

tions must be scrutiniKed and adapted

to certain typical industrial, banking and
commercial enterprLses. Kspecially crass

cases of speculation must be taken as

a point of departure, veiled lock-outs,

mendacious diminution of profits aimed
at reductions of wages or mendacious ex-

aggeration of production costs for the

same purpose, and so forth. In the fac-

tory which has fallen victim to such

machinations, the Communist workers

must be tlie ones through whom are felt

the moods ftf the rest of the working
masses, above all, of the social dem-

ocratic workers : to what exteut they

would be ready 'to accept the demand
to abrogate business secrecy and to es-

tablish workers' control of production.

Using the occasion of particularly cra«B

individual cases, we must begin to con-

duct iiropagenda persistently with a

purely positive way of putting the ques-

tion, and in this way measure the power
of resistance of social democratic con-

servatiiTn. This would be one of itie

best ways of establishing to what degree

the revolutionary situation has "ripen-

ed."

The preliminary feeling out of the

ground a.ssumes a simultaneous theor-

etical and propagandistic elaboration of

the question of the party, a serious and

objective instrticting of the advanced

workers, in ttie first place, of the fac-

tory councils members, of the promin-

ent trade union workers, etc. Only the

course of this preparatory work, that is,

the degree of its success, can show at

what moment the party can pass over

from propaganda to further agitation

and to direct practical action under the

slogan of workers' control.

The policy of the Ijeft Opposition In

this questi(m follows clearly enough from

what has been presented, at least in its

essential features. It is a question in

the first period of propaganda for the

correct principled way of putting the

question and at the same time of the

study of the concrete conditions of the

struggle for workers' control. The Op-
position, on a small scale and to a mod-
est degree corrc^iwndiiig (o its forces,

tfust take up the preparatory work which
WAS cliaracteriKCd above hs the next task

of the party. On the basis of this task,

the Opposition must seek contact with

the Communists who are working in the

factory councils and in the trade unions

explain to them our views of the situa-

tion as a whole, and learn from them
how our correct views on the develop-

ment of the revolution are to be adopted

to the relationships in the factory and

the workshop.

P. S. I wanted to close with this,

only It occurs to me tiiat the Stalinist*

might make tlie following objection; you
are prepared to "dismiss" the slogan ol

Soviets for Germany; but you criticized

us bitterly and branded is because at

one time we refused to proclaim the

slogan of Soviets in China. In reality,

such an "objection" is only base soph-

ism, which is founded on the s:niie or-

ganizational fetishimn, that is, upon the

identification of the class essence with
the organizational form. ^lad the Stal-

inists declared at that time (hat there

were reasorus in China which liindcrcd

the application of tiio Soviet form, and
had they recommend(>d some other or-

agnizational form of the revolutionary

united front of t!ie masses, one more ad-

aptable to Chinese conditions. w(! would
naturally rave met such a proposal with
the greatest attention. Hut we were re-

commended to replace the Soviets with
the Kno Mm Tang, that is, by the en-

slavement of the workers to tlio capi-

talists. The dispute was over the class

<.ontent of an organization and not over

its organlKational "technique". But we
must promptly add to this that precisely

in China tfiere were no subjective ob-

stacles at all for" the Soviets, if we take

into consideration ihe consciousness of

the masses, and not that of Stalin's al-

lies of that time, Chiang Kai-:Shck and
Wang Chin Wei. The (Tliinese workers
have no sCK'ial democratic, conservative

trailitions. The enthusiasm for tiie Sov-
iet Union was truly univer.'jal. Kven the

present-day peasajits' movement In

Chinla tttr?ivie3 80 adopt iSoviet forrap.

All the more general was the striving

of the masses for Soviets in ttie years

1925-1927.

August 20, 1931.

THE BANKIN6 CRIflf IN
THE UNITED STATES

«^

HAIL, YOUNG SPARTACUSt
One of the first positive results of

our national conference is the discussion

of the National Ommittee, in agreement

with the newly-appointed National Youth

Committee, to lanch an independent club

for young workers in New York and to

begin the publication of a special youth

paper. ,Wlth this the (:k>mmunist League

will begin a momentous experiment

which will call out the intense interest

and warm sympiithy of all who fight

under our banner. So far as we know

we will be the first section of the Inter-

national Left Opposition to form such

an orgajiii'.ation an<l to come out with

a special organ viippealing to the proletar-

ian youth. We are pioneering on a new

f^eld in the world-wide struggle of the

Marxian wing of the movement. But all

the circumstances warrant the step, and

we are confident that the results will

quickly vindicate it.

The situation and the special problems

confronting the (Communist youth are

not the same as those of the adult move-

ment, or at any rate they are not exactly

the same; and it is from this clrcum-

ytanw that different tactical and organi-

zational methods flow. The Opposition

youth remain—as the conference resolu-

tion said—*!t faction of the Young Com-

munist League as our organization is a

faction of the party. But the relotion of

forces and a number «f other conditions

in the youth movement are far more fav-

orable for independent action up to ft

certain point.

Stalinism has wrought' devastation

enough In the party, but in the Young

Communist I.*ague the wsults have been

truly catastrophic. On the other fiand,

the Marxian edudeational work of the

Opposition has awakened a tar wider re-

sponse, speaking proportionally, in the

ranks of the Communist youth than la

the adult organization. And this is not

without vsftlld reasons. The youth are

not, and in the nature of things cannot,

be weighted down with as hard and

heavy a crust of bureaucratic cynicism

as is the case in the party. The youth

react more sensitively to revolutionary

ideas. The youth are the barometer, as

Tpotsky said at the beginning of the

stru^le against bureaucratism In 1923.

All our experience in America supports

this idea. We do no boasting. We have

never deceived ourselves or others with

exaggerated claims. But we can aay .

with absolute confidence that the flowerl autlforitles

(Continued from page 1)

So far as volume of industrial produc-

tion and wholesale prices go, therefore,

the creation of paper values in the form

of hank deposits and of bank credit,

short term in the form of loans and dis-

counts and long term in the form of in-

vestments, ran ahead of the production

of real commodity values. In short,

generally speaking, the period was one

of financial inflation.

3, Tiiis must bo understood, however,

not merely formally, but dialectical ly,

iu Its relation to the development of

capitalism in America during this period

to a higher level, that of Imperialism,

in the Leninist sense whitrh includes fin-

ancial concentration toward the forma-

tion of a financial oligarchy, increasing

monopolization of industry, and increas-

ing hegemony of finance-capital over capi-

tal as a whole. This involves the trans-

formation of increasingly large propor-

tions of capital into the form of stocks

and lionda, facilitating bankeni' control.

Lenin says, "Pinance-capital, concen-

trated in a few hands and exercising a

virtual monopoly, exacts enormous and

ever-Increasing profits from (he floating

of companies, issue of sto(?k, State loans,

etc., tightening up the grip of financial

oligarchies and levying a tribute on the

whole of society . . . The extraordinary

high rate of profit from' the issue of

securities, which is one of the chief

functions of finance-capital, plays a large

part in the development and stabilization

of the financial oligarchy . . . imperial-

ism or the rule of finance-capital in

which this separation [of finance-capital

from industrial capital] reaches vast

proportions. The supremacy of finance-

capital over all other fornas of capital

means the rule of the Investor and of

financial oligarchy. ..."

Between 1921 and 1930, there were is-

sued in the United States over 5 billion

dollars of foreign government loans

;

r)S,3 billions of corporation securities, of

which 19 billions were stock and 34,3

billions bonds, including 9.5 billions ol

refunding Issues to pay off old secur-

ities, which should be deducted from the

53.3 billion total ; and 4 millions of real

estate mortgage bondsd.

This tremendous outpouring of capital

did not represent actual savings, or real

surplus values <rreated during the i>eriod,

but ratlier paper values created by the

banks. As indicated by the discrepancy

Ijetween the increase in industrial pro-

doction and the increase in bank deposits

aid credits, this was a period during

which paper values rose faster tiian real

v»lues.
Bank Assets

4. To confirm this, let us examine the

character of the assets of the banks,

and see what changes they underwent

during the boom. We shall confine our

attention to the national banks, having

40% of the resources of alt banks com-

bined, because they are under the juris-

diction of one authority, the .Comptroller

of th? Currency, rather than the state

banks, regulated by 48 aet^ of banking

In June 1921, loans constituted 57% of

the total assets of the national banks;

by 1!>29 the percentage had been reduced

to less than 50^c. During the same per-

iod, investments increased from 20 to

257e.

In other words, the banks were tending

to lend less, and put more of their money

into securitie.s. Of the loans themselves,

in- 1921, 23.7% were secured by stocks

and bonds—by 1929, 37% were so secur-

ed. Of the loans secured by stocks and

bonds, 7.9% were secured by V. S. gov-

ernment bonds in 1921, 2.5% by 1929.

Simultaneously, the proportion of loans

represented by ordinary commercial loans

decll-ned from 69.2% in 1921 to 4S.2% In

1929. Remembering what was said in

the previous article of this series, that

only loans based on legitimate commer-

cial transactions or upon U. S. govern-

ment bonds are eligible for rediscount

with the Federal Reserve banks, it .»

clear that the percentage of loans eligi-

ble for rediscount would have to decline

during this period, from 30.6% in 1921

to 19.4% in 1929.

Tlie foregoing makes clear the extent

which the enormous distribution «tto „_- -. -
securities during the big boom was based i^^ ,t;iiciai iwocnc lj^^^^.-, ^ —
on manufactured bank credit, and con- [ .jshis situation to try to stimulate business

frequency of bank failures, and by banks

themselves, who twtve need to keep more

cash in their vaults to meet the possi-

bility of an unexpected run. The latest

Federal Reserve statement, for Oct. 14,

1931, shows money in circulation of 5.5

billions. A year ago there were in cir-

culation 4,5 billions. Considering the ex-

tent to which the crisis has deepened dur-

ing this period, it would have seemed

reasonable to expect a drop in circula-

tion of several hundred millions dollars

Instead of an increase of a billion. About

one to one and a quarter billions are

evidently being hoarded, mostly in the

form of Federal Reserve notes, rather

than gold. On Oct. 14, 1931, total gold

reserves in the Federal Reserve system

wore 3 billion dollars against 3.1 billions

the year before : General Reserve bank

notes, however, were outstanding in the

amount of 2.3 billion dollars against l.S

billions a year ago.

This Increase in note issues, based on

hoarding, was all right as long as gold

kept coming into the country. The gold

holdings of the United States, which

ranged from 3 to 3.7 billions in 1921,

stea<lily increased to 4.9 billions in 1924,

declined during the period of active fin-

ancing of foreign countries in 1925-7 to

a low of 4,1 billions in 1928, from which

point they increased steadily until by the

first week of September 1931, American

gold holdings were over 5 billions, the

highest figure in history, and fully a

half-billion higher than a year ago.

The Federal Reserve hanks utilized

sequently the extent to which the finan-

cial structure of the banks was based

on the security inflation accompanying

the b«>m.
Another feature of the same situation

was the fact that many corporalons,

which were succeasfully selling their

stocks and bonds at high prices to in-

vestors, used the cash which they re-

ceived, first to pay off bank loans, sec-

ond to p«t their treasuries in such posi-

tion that they have less need than ever

before to borrow from ^he banks for

their ordinary commercial transactions.

This further Intensifies the tendency fot

the banks to have relatively little com-

mercial paper among their assets, osd

relatively large amounts of financo pa^

per, based on stock and bond transac-

tions.

Financial Effeets of the Crisis

Comparatively little of the loans based

on this inflated paper has been paid off.

Federal Reserve member bdbks had out-

standing at the e;nd of August 1931, 14.4

billions of loans and discounts, against

16.8 billions in August 1930 and 16.9 bil-

lions in August 1929, near the peak of

the boom. The other major form of

back credit, in long term investments,

actually increased from 5.5 billions is

August 1929 to 6.3 billions in August

1930 and 7.7 billions in August 1931.

This in the face of a very rapid de-

preciatlon during these two years in ths

prices of stocks and bonds meant that

the banks were not taking their losses

and writing off their loans, but havs

been consistently fighting to maintain tSs

dollar value of their partlrfpation in the

Iwom aTid consequently obtain a greatly

increased proportion of the effective ec-

onomic strength of the country.

During the crlsU, there has been mani-

fested a great tendency to hoard money,

both by little depositors, scared by the

by keeping nioney rates low, using the

two chief weapons which we discussed

in the previous article, manipulation of

the rediscount rate and the purchase ol

commercial paper and government bonds

tn the open market, thus pumping njoney

into the market to pay for their pur-

chases.

The rediscount rate of the New York

Federal Reserve Bank, which had beea

4 1-2% at the beginning of^ 1930, wai

forced down to 2% by the end of the

year, and further reduced in April, 1931,

to 1 1-2%, the lowest rate in history.

The theory of the maneuver was that

the low interest rates would tempt capi-

talists to borrow and make the banks

eager to lend.

What actually happened was that. In

view of the fear of the public, Which was
pulling out 'deposits and harding bills,

and the sharp decline in prices of in-

vestment securities based on the con-

tinued low profits of corporations, the

banks {Eemselvea felt their position,

loaded as they were with stocks and

bonds, and with loans based on stocks

and bonds, was none too ssafe. Accord-

ingly, they began calling in old loans,

replacing them in lesser amounts with

new loans, holding back from new loans

as much as possible, and building up

their cash reserves, and their holdings

of such assets as are very "liquid", 1.

e., readily exchangeable for moiney—gov-

ernment bonds, short-term loans, etc.

The most recent statements of some of

the largest banks in JJew York City have

been showing 50 to 60% of t&eir total

resources in cash or assets equivalent

to cash—that Is, they were half-way or

mo/e out of the banking business, fand

merely serving the same purpose as an

old sock, as a place to put money Into,

without participating in the process of

circulation of capital which Is the fund*-

inental function of a bank.

The low interest rates prevailing im-

posed little penalty on the banks tor

these overcautious policies, but instead,

actually made it harder for the capi-

tAlis* to horow than before. Whatever

good loans they had they keep to them-

selves, instead of turning them aver to

the Federal Reserve banks either by re-

discount or by saie in the market.

Increased Gold Need

Tlie large amount of Federal Reserve

notes outstanding, as a result of hoard-

ing, the relatively large deposits of men>-

ber banks with the Federal Reserve

banks, as a result of the banks' policy

of resistance to deflation of their credits

and deposits, meant that Federal Re-

serve banks would need great quantities

of gold to maintain the minimum legal

reserve re(iuirements of 35% against de-

posits and 40% against note issues. As

to the notes, [he 40% gold reserve is a

minimum only when the Federal Reserve

banks can make up the additional 60%
of tiic amount of notes issued by means

of eligible (^ommerical paper. The lees

of such paper the Federal Reserv* banks

have, the more gold they need, to fill

in the gap.

For example, on Oct. 15, 1931 th«

twelve Federal Reserve banks combined

had outstanding $1,372,000,000 of notes

in circulation, to which should be added

some 40O to .'lOO millions of notes Is-

sued but not in circulation; kept liy the

F. R, banks as "counter cash" to avoid

having to pay out gold or gold certificates

to their member banks. On the same

date they had in their portfolios f210,-

000,000 of discounted bills, and $185,000,-

000 of bills bought in the open market,

or total eligible paper of $395,000,000.

Taking the lower of the two figures

for "counter cash", would leave total

«Iiglble paper at only 22% of the total

notes issued. In other words, since

gold plus eligible paper must equal the

amount of notes issued, the effective min-

imum of gold reserves requirement*

against note issues as of Oct. 15. 1931,

was 78 percent, and not 40 percent., be-

cause of the insufficient amount of eligi

ble paper, in turn due to the fact that

the banks were loaded up with ineligi-

ble finance paper,

This situation, as said above, was per-

fectly comfortable as long as gold kept

coming in. When England went oft the

gold standard on Sept. 20, however, a

sharp reversal of the gold flow set in.

The Knglish capitalist, after a depaecia-

tion of 20% In the pound, found his Am-
erican securities, expres.sed In dollars

worth 20% more in pounds than before,

while his French liabilities, expressed in

francs, correspondingly weighed 20%
more in pounds than before. Similarly

with the otlier European nations which

went off the gold standard.

It paid them to sell American secur-

ities, commercial paper, or anything else

expressed in dollars, collect the pro-

ceeds in gold, and remit them to France

to settle their obligations payable in

francs. As a result, American stocks

and bonds were heavily sold, commercial

paper began to appear more freely in

the market, and gold began to leave th«

United Stat«s for France. Up to Oct

17, over $650,000,000 had been exported

or earmarked (removed from domestic

gold reserves and held for the disposition

of a foreign bank), of which nearly 85%
went to France.

The only thing for (he Federal Reserve
tianks to do was to reserve their pre-
vious policies. Instead of buying gov-
emmint bonds, they sold; last week
alon^ they sold 11 millions of these
bonds; breaking the market In some Is-

sues 5 and 6 points in a week, a terrific

decline for U, S. bonds, along with the
selling brought out by the fact' that the
P. R. was selling. In.^tead of keeping
interest rates low, they raised the re-

discount rates a full 1% each in two
successive weeks, bringing tiie New York
rate up to 3 1-2%, and carrying all other
fonms of ^ort-term interest rates, iKtr-

ticularly the rate on commercial paper,
up with them, Tixe commercial paper
rate for 4 to 6 months' paper, which
had been steady at 2%, since June, is

now 4^ 1-2%.

As a result, the banks have l>een more
eager to lend money—the penalty for
keeping bank funds idle in cash is now
4% at least, instead of 1-2 of 1% to

1 1-2%, as a montli ago. The Federal
Reserve banks, as of Oct. 14, 1931, had
on hand bills dis<"ounted and bought In
the open market, together constituting
it* eligible paper available as collateral
for Federal -Reserve notes, of $1,358,000,-

000, against $1,045,000,000 a week ago
and $396,000,000 a year ago.

Its gold reserves (including "lawful
money" such as national bank notes)
were $2,!)94,000,000 on Oct. 14, 1931,
against $3,193,000,000 a week ago and
$3,126,000,000 a year ago.
The F. R. system therefore lost $200

millions during the week, but because of
the addition to its holdings of eligible

paper was able to maintain its re.^erve

posibion unimpaired. The test of the
gold position of the F. R. Is the "free
gold", or excess of gold reserves over
legal requirements. T^ie "free gold" of
the system on Oct. 14, 1931, amounted
to some $670,000,000, about the same as
a week ago, and only $90,000,000 less than
a year ago, in spite of the increase of
a biilion dollars in note liabilities.

So far, therefore, we find that the de-
fense of the gold standard baa been suc-
cessful in the face of huge gold exports
and a vast amount of hoarding of money.
The defense has cost so far, a severe
break in U. S. government bonds, a
tightening of money rates, and an ex-
tension of Federal Reserve credit on an
enormous scale on very short notice, en
an artificial basis. Still, the immediate
emergencj- is being overcome.
The final article of this series will

discuss the immediate perspectives for

the further development of the banking
cri.sis, with their probable bearings on
the general economic crisis.

—B. J. FIELD.
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UNITE EMPLOYED AND
UNEMPLOYED IN RELIEF STRUGGLE

In at least t^e same ratio by which
growth of unemployment and wage cut*

£0 hand la hand increases also ttie im-
portance of effecting unity of action of

th8 workers who are employed with the
unemployed. Moreover, when facing

the inescapable future prospect of a
standing army of unemployed, this issue
Ijecomes one of major importance.

Tliat unemployment is still increasing
Is substantiated by the United States

Department of Labor, According to its

monthly report for September of statis-

tics obtained from the various manufac-
turing establishments throughout the

country, it is made clear that for every
100 persons employed 3.58 were taken
an as compared with 5,62 laid off. The
extent to which wage cuts inevitably

folow in the train of the increasing un-

employment by capitalism utilizing the
situation to shift the whole of its burden
upon the workers, is also revealed by
Department of Ijabor report. Thus dur-
ing the first eight months of 1931 ther*
w#re a total of 1,895 wage cuts, the av-
erage Tedu«tioii applied being about 10
percent.

All present Indications bear out the
contention that with the continued re-

duction of the standard of living and
the Increasing pressure upon the work-
ers( they will Inevitably be set into

motion to resist. Nevertheless the dis-

tance still to be traveled to make this

resistance a broad and effective one be-

comes clear by an analysis the nuiftber

\oI wage dispi^ttes during tl^ present
crisis as compared to the one of 1S20-21.
These figures are illuminating. The
wage disputes listed by the Department
of Laber were

:

First seven months of 1920 2,246
First seven months of 1821 1,790
First seven months of 1931 498
In the first instance it must be re-

membered that 1920-21 occured In a per-
iod when workers actually were in mo-
tion to maintain their most recent gains
and further elevate their position. It
was an aftermath of the great strikes
of 1919 and the methods of militancy
still prevailing. In the intervening per-
iod the illusions of bourgeois prosperity
became deeply rooted. Deterioration of
the trade union' movement proceeded
apace, feeding upon the false Kense of
security. But what canqot be overlook-
ed by revolutionists is the salient fact
that, growing out of this situation, the
worlEing class enemy has made consi-
derable progress in its obvious designs
to separate 'the unemployed from the
employed workers, to isolate the former
In order to facilitate the defeat of their
struggle for actual relief, and to utlliae
their position to keep the employed in
submission.

Opponents Divert Unemployed Issue
Into False Channels

This prospect Is fraught witJi serious
dangers to the American proletariat as
a whole. Worse, however is the fact
that the tactics and organization meth-
ods pursued by the official party leader-
ship have unwittingly played into the
hands of the class enemy, strengthening
them 'in their designs. While the party
Is undisputably at the head of whatever
organized unemployed activities exist
today, it has failed in the main object
o6 uniting the employed with the unem-
ployed. If another aharp "turn" Is con-
templated by the party leadership,
which, of course, Is to l>e expected, we
ask emphatically that this be the first
turn to be considered without delay.

From its early stage of mass response
to party calls for unemployment de.
monstrations, the movement in every re-

spect, incl-uding its actual organized ex.
presslon, has become reduced to a posi-
tion of vegetation. The center of the
stage has been taken by the reserves
mobilized by .monopoly capitalism. The
BO-called progressives fi«m within the
class enemy's camp have taken up the
unemployment issue and to a large ex
tent have already succeeded in diverting
the objective away from struggle and
Into the Illusory channels of hope from
capitalist charity crumbs. They have
made themselves the spokesmen for re-

lief, in a .manner seemingly occupying
an unusual radical position. Senator
Borah proclaims the necessity ito tax
the rich for the benefit of the uenmploy-
ed but carefully avoids any concrete
steps in that direction. Governor Iloos-
evelt made proposals for extended cliar-

Mn th« IV«^t Sssne

On the Manchurian Events!

ity measures of relief. Governor Mur-
ray ("Alfalfa Bill") violently denounces
the bankers for their guilt in this sit-

uation. Senators and congressmen and
sections of the capitalist press speak vig-

orously for relief—alas, as opposed to
actual unemployment insurance. Un-
questionably there is much fishing for
issues and preparations for the 1932
elections. But it just as assuredly re-

inforces the conclusion that these spokes-
m-t'n for the petty-bourgeois interests,

-fiiught in the squeezers of advancing
monopoly capitalism, have actually be-

come alarmed by the much more dreaded
spectre of potential proletarian revolt.
True to their petition and driven by
these fears, they hurry .to become the
reserves of monopoly capitalism and
forestall the greater danger.
Unemployed and Employed Must Be

United In Struggle
On a whole these attempts at diverting

the issues into the ctiannels of il-

lusions serve first of all to blunt the
edge of the proletarian struggle. Sec-
ondly it serves to strengthen the en-
devors to diaslodge the Communist lead-

ership of the unemployed masses.
Thirdly, it serves to facilitate the gen-
eral efforts to separate the unemployed
from their class brothers and to isolate
thein Btruegle for teaaier defeat
The enormous Increase of productive

capacity under monopoly capitalism
creates all the conditions for the stand-
ing army of the Tinemployed. Its con-
stant overproduction can seek an out-
let in the recurring crises which accen-
tuate the unemployment problem. The
fact of the increase of output per man,
reliably calculated at from 48 to 50 per
cent during the last decade, just that
much more emphasizes the permanency
of unemployment even during the future
upward economic conjuncture. The vio-

lent slashing of the workers' standard
of living, now so much intensified, ac-

centuates the indications of the capital-
ist preparations to gain a respite for
them from the crisis. But with the pro-
spects of the standing unemployed army
remaining under such a pMsible upward
economic conjuncture, there are reasons
aplenty for an ever sharper emphasis
upon the need of unity of employed and
unemployed workers. There can be no
successful struggle for relief, for actual
unemployment Insurance, without it. To
the employed workers facing the inevit-

ability of resistance to the attacks, it be-
comes a question of serious magnitude.
Today the crowding of unemployed work-
ers ^t the factory gates seeking work
is tlie club effectively wielded over their
heads to make them hesitate and sub-
mit, For tomorrow's struggles it is

necessary that this threat be removed
by ,making clear the common objectives
of both categorif^ of the class and unit-
ing their efforts for its realization.

Party Recognizes Narrowness of
Unemployment Mov«enei^

It appears that the party leaderahip
has learned at least one lesson from past
experiences. Piatnitsky, commenting
upon the "Weaknesses in Our Unem-
ployed Work", say that the unemployed
workers movement in "America was at-

tached to the weak red trade unions,
which are few enough* In number, ITie
association with the 'red trade unions'
and 'revolutionary trade union opposi-
t;o' drove away the unemployed who be-
longed to other political parties and to
the reformist, eatholle and other trade
union organizations." (Daily Worker,
10-13-31),

iSmall and criminally belated as this
r«eogHStion is, if Is nevertheless to be
welcomed. However, we clearly and
much more emphatically warned against
precisely that at the' time of the very
formation of the national unemployment
councils on July 4, 1930 In Chicago, We
said in these columns

:

For a Unlt«d Froid

"Certainly the successful carrying on
of the struggle for the unemployed
means to spare no effort to really unite
T. u. U, Ij." Further, commenting upon
the working class, which cannot be done
within the narrow framework of the
the detailed measures of organization,
we declared: "ITiese added mechanical
limits isolate the movement and confine'

it within that section of the workers
ready to join the 'revolutionary unions'.

(Continued on page 4)

We Jiave received, at the moment of

going to press, a comprehensive and
brilliant review from Shanghai, China on;

"The Manchurian Evtmt, the Communist
Party of China, lutd the Left <^ppositiOD."

by comrade Niel-Sih. Comrade Nlel-SIh

is a leader of the Lett Opposition in

China whoso articles have appeared on
previous occasions in The Militant. We
are glad to be able to announce to our

readers this sign i ftcant and timely arti-

cle. Be sure to get your copy of The
Militmit,

Russian Revolution Anniversary Issue

The next issue also will be an anniver-

sary number in commemoration and cele-

bration of the 14th Anniversary of the

Russian Revolution. Tke MiRtent will

contain important reviews of this his-

toric event for the working masses.

Railway Bosses Drop

their Masks

England Goes to the Polls
LONDON.—

(As we go to press, a Conservative
victory Is announced in the British elec-

tions, together with am overwhelming
defeat for the Labour Party. Forth-

coming articles in The MtlitaAt will

carry an analysis of the British elections

and the perspectives for the labour and
revoiutloinary movement in Great Bri-

tain.)

When In 1867 the Tory government in-

troduced the second Reform Bill, Dis-

raeli described the innovation as a "leap

in the dark". This epigram of .the great

phrase-maker of British polities irresist-

ably occurs to one at the present time

in connection with the forthcoming Gen-
eral Election in Great Britain. For the

British bourgeoisie this election also is

a "leap in the dark", and the British

ruling class hesitated on the brink, un-
certain whether to take the plunge.

Two psominent members of the "left",

Messrs. J. Maxton, M. P., and W. J.

Brown, M. P., a clown and a career-

ist), boldly wagered in public speeches
that there would be no General Biection,

and that formal democracy had shot its

bolt in Britain, But while superficial

reasoning pointed in that direction, one
does not ciiange the regime in a day,

"In the beginning, the act". The theory

comes afterwards. While the British

ruling class is now more than ever re-

sorting to fascist methods of rule, it re-

quires time for a conservative ruling

class to make up its mind formally to

discard those methods of democracy with
which it has achieved such immense
triumphs, and by means of which it has
gulled the working class with such
triumphant success. The present regime
in Britain is a transitional regime be-

tween Democracy and Fascism ; and It

Is the essence of a traneittonal regime
that Its a«ts are the acts of tbe future

while its words are echoes of the past.

(It is this phrase that in the crucible

of Stalinism becomes that monstrous
miscarriage "Social Fascism"

!

)

The essence of the Marxist method
consists in seeking for the concrete sit-

uation behind the abstract formula which
is too often merely apologetic verbiage.

If we apply this method—the only sci-

entific method—to the British Election,

we shall find that "appearances are de-

-ceptive" ami that the formulas of the

contending parties are by no means a

complete picture of the facts. Our meth-

od will consist in expressing first the

political situation as it appears to the

bourgeoisie, and then as it presents itself

from the viewpoint of Marxian science.

Labour Party Battles for Capitalism

Apart from the Communist Party

which has, in any -case, no possibility

of parliamentary success, all the con-

tending parties go into battle under the

(Continued on page 3)

Chicago I.L.D. Persists In isolation Policy
After months of waiting the I, L. D.

of Chicago called a Mooney-Harlan Un-
ited Front Conf-ernce Oct. 25 at the
Capital Building in a hall seating not
more than 200. The report of the cre-

dential committee showed forty seven
organizations represented : 8 A, F. of L.

organiaations, 20 fraternal organiKations,

18 branches of the I, L. D. and 1 un-
employment council. It was the driest,

deadest conference held for some time.

The above represntatioii shows its nar-

rowness and where the poli-cy of the
burocrats is leading the I. L, D., which
has such favorable opportunities at pre-
sent for growth and mass influence.

The credential committee and confer-

ence under protest of several delegates

refused to seat the representative of the

Communist League. Slaftder and the

usual abuse was used against the League
and its reprL^entative, comrade Oehler.

A del^ate from the John Reed branch
of the I. W. O. took the floor and spoke
against the splitting, narrowing policy!

of the bureaucrats, po nting out what
a united front should be as well as what
it should not be. This was followed by
more attacks on the Communist League
and the speaker who only wanted a real

united front in the Ijenlnist sense.

The bureaucrats' main arguments
against the Left was that we wanted a
united front from the top (?) and that

they would always conduct their united

fronts from below.

A united' front implies unity of action

on a specific class issue by GRGAN'IZA
TlONs Of the working class.

The discussion from the floor was a
sad affair. No one wanted the floor;

only a few took the floor aftei' much
coaxing and then they had to force

some to take the floor by nominating
them to speak. They brought up no con
crctc proposals for the conference. The
Left Communists who had Majrxitm pro-

posals were denied the right to speak,

not only under discussion but also on
the motion not to seat them.
The conference is calling another con

ference in December and elected a com
mittee of 15 to carry out the work and
also to arrange a mass demonstration
The bureaucrats could not obtain a com-
mittee of 15, the majority declined, they

were forced to reopen nominations three

times and ask for volunteers several

time. They finally obtained the 15 by

accepting names of delegates who were
not present.

In api'te of the tactics of the bureau-

crats, the Chicago I^eague calls upon the

workers to support the I. L. D. in its

campitign, calls upon the workers to

correct the line of the I, L, D, on the

united front and on the right of freedom
of expression of workers in the I. L. D,

D. who do not happen to agree with the

bureaucrats.

MKE£M£ OPPOSlTMOmf ACXM%^E AiMOMiO

On October lOtl^ the Saloi^ca set^-

tlon of the Archto-Marxists (Left Bolsh-
evik Opposition) of Greece, distributed a
leaflet to visiting British sailors. The
leaflet contained an exposure of the labor
traitors of England ; it further pointed
out the errors and cMmes of the Stal-

inists in -connection with the Anglo-Rus-
sian Committee and the betrayal of the
British General Strike by the British
labor fakers.

The Greek comrades called for sup-
port of the British Communist Opposi-
tion in order to regenerate the British
Communist Party and hailed the leader-
ship of comrade Trotsky„It expressed
the enthusiasm of the Greek Opposition
and world proletariat with the gallant

strike recently of British sailors against

wage cuts, etc., and exhorted them to

follow the example of the Potemkin
sailors in the latter's struggle against
czariam.

The Greek comrades were especially
organized to meet the British sailors as
they landed. The sailors were surprls

ed with the conspirative manner of dis

tribution and placed the leaflets in their

pockets. A British Oj^Kisitlonist who
happened to be in Salonica distributed
the leaflet aboard the battleships. An
English provocateur in a sailor's uniform
attempted to astest the comirade and
to give him into the custody of the Greek
police, but failed to do so on account of

the interference of the British sailors.

After four months of public hearing about the maintenance of wages being In

and the presentation of bales of evidence
by railroad men, shippers, and bankers,

the application of the railroads for a

general 15% rate increase has been
denied, and instead an increase in cer-

tain lines permitted, averaging 3 to 4%
but subject to the condition that the

financially strong roads turn over the

profits from the rate increase to the

financifl.lly weak ones (cries of "Social-

ism!" from the Right).

Thfl Railroad Age says to this, "How-
ever confusing it may be in other re-

spects, one thing that the decision of the

Interstate Commerce Commission in

the 15% rate advance case has made
clear and certain is that railway wages
must be reduced as soon as practicable.

The Commission could not have .made

this more Inevitable if it had been decid-

ing a wage case instead of a rate case,"

Three days after the decision was
handed down, three of the smaller sys-

tems had already announced wage cuts,

wliile the Association of Railway Execu-
tives still hypocritically refuses to take

up the wage question. Evidently they

want each road to deal piecemeal with

its own workers. The Brotherhood lead-

ers naturally support these tactics, con-

fining themselves to misty generalizations

capitalism's own best Interest.

The defense against wage-cuts must
l>e fought nationally, and by concrete ac-

tion, not words; the railroad labor lead-

ership refuses to do either. If it were
to fight the cuts on a nation-wide scale,

even on a purely legal basis by invoking

the provisions of the railroad labor law,

which call for hearings 'and eventually

a decision by the Railroad Labor Board,
the cuts could be pMtponed a year. Dur-
ing this time the railroads* would be

weakened and the workers could b«
strengthened.

Splitting up the railroad workers' re-

sistance into negotiations with individual

railroads means the immediate betrayal

of the workers, an<i is a living proof of

the worthlessness of legal safeguards of

wage standards where the leaders of

the workers refuse to assert their in-

terests against those of bondholders and
sotckliolders. The only way for the

workers to see to it that their Interests

are protected is to exert determined

pressure on their leadership, grouping

themselves around the Left wing ele-

ments in their unions who have a con-

sistent record of struggle against the

bosses. —B, J. F.

Trotsky Greets El Soviet^'
TO SPANISH WEEKLY
Dear Friends:

Toii are preparing the publication of

the weekly. This Is a serious step for-

ward. Let us hop* that the others wUl
follow swiftly, after this one.

In Spain, as elsewhere, communism is

divded into three factions : Right wing,

Centrist and Left, The Right repre-

«>ent8 a combination of communism and
social democracy, trade unionism or syn-

dicalism, functioning according to the

national conditions. In Spain, as in other

eoutrcs, the offical represptation of the

Comintern is in the hands of the Cen-

trists, that is, people who vacillate be-

tween revolutionary Marxism and var-

ious phases -of "Communist" opportun-

ism. The strength of Centrism la the

Comintern is conditioned by the fact that

it supports itself on the state power of

the II. S. S, R. Under the present con-

dtioins, Centrism is not only an ideolo-

gical current, not only a faction, but a
powerful bureaucratic state apparatus,

tn conducting a perfunctory, contused

and contradictory policy, with not only

the authority but also by the material

means of the Comintern at Its disposal,

Centrism has created cruel ravages in

the world vanguard of the proletariat,

and already led several revolutions to

catastrophies. In Spain, through the

fault of the Centrist bureaucracy, the

Communist party proved to be a miser-

ably small factor at the beginning of

the revolution. Imposing a false policy

on the national sections, the Stalinist

bureaucracy permits no criticism of itself

and thereby obstructs the education of

the proletarian vanguard, preventing

the formation of a vigorous Communist
party, independent and sure of itself.

Therein consists the chief danger threat-

ening the Spanish revolution which Is

developing so powerfully before our •wn
eyes.

The principle position of the Leninist-

Bolsheviks (Left Opposition) has been

confirmed by the gigantic events of

world development, particularly by the

entire advance of the Spanish revolution.

The official Communist party, thrown oft

fjuard at each step in the progress of the

revolution, -corrects its mistakes in lit-

tle parcels, basing itself on oua" criticism,

utilizing our principle line, because Cen-

trism in itself is empty and barren.

But, for the faction of the Lealalst-

Bolsheviks, a correct principle position

does not suflSce ; It Is necessary to apply

it precisely to the dally events. Revolu-

tionary strategy requires a corresponding

tactic.

The Importance of the weekly consists

therein, that it brings the Spanish Left

Opposition face to face with all the cur-

rent happenings and forces It to give Its

immediate fighting reply to them. With

the creation of the weekly, the Spanish

Opposition rises to a higher stage.

To assemble the proletariat, especially

in an epoch of tempestuous convulsions,

can only be done on the basis of a con-

sistent revolutionary position. This is

your historic mission, Spanish Leninists

You must increase your eflorts twofold,

threefold, tenfold. The voice of th«

Leninist-Bolsheviks must resound in all

parts of the <»untry, at all the mass

meetings. Yours are grandiose tasks. Th«

revolution does not wait. Woe to th<N»«

that lag behind 1 With all my heart I

wish you that you may not prove to h«

lagging behind

!

Yours,

L. TROTSKY,

Kadikoy, September 29, 1931

Banking Crisis in theU . S.
Perspectives of Future Finance Developments

Faods to The Milltaot I
..The AUlitant needs your continued fin-

ancial support. Since our appeal in the
recent i8sue,t her has begun a response.
Through the New York branch, which
first received our appeal, a total of fifty

dollars to date has befen raised. The
branch will speed up Its drive in the
forthcoming week, and on Saturday and
Sunday, October 30 and 31st, the Com-
munist League members, will canvass all

readers and sympathizers for donations,
his example should be followed by ail

branches.

UUH NEED YFT IS GREAT, Much
needs to be done and given by our sup-

porters to ensure the continued ezist-

«nce of The MUitai^ as a weekly paper.

Our only support comes from the rank

and file of the worker-revolutionists wao
fitidenitand what The Militant means
tbe Tiffenildinft and regeneration of the

international Communist movement as it

was in the days of Lenin. Great tasks

remain for The MilHant In giving ex-

pression and Interpretation to the events

of the international labor and Commun-

ist movement, the policies and activities

of the Communist party, problems of the
trade unions, etc. Maintenan<!e of our

Weekly Militant is the best way to en-

able us to carry through our tasks and

^ N« y« OPEN PORUM %
Fri., Oct. 30 : Tom Moon€y*s Appeal For A United

Front —- by James P. Cannon

LABOR TEaiPl.E, 14th St., and 2nd Ave. Unemployed admitted free with Unem-
AdmissIOn: 25 Cents ployed Council card

Questions and Dtscusslon

NEXT WEEK. Friday Nov. 6: 14 Years of the Russian F«vftliit(ota

by ARNE. SWABECK

duties.

Contribute to tiie Sustaining Fund t

The best way In which our readers
and sympathizers can assist The Mili-
tant today is to make a contribution im-
mediately, and then pledge to make a
steady donation to the Sustatnu^ Fnnd
for the continued and regular Issuance
of the paper.

WE COUNT UPON YOUR SUPPORT!
What Is your reply? Send money to TTie

Militant to help ua in our task of the

preservation and propagation of *the

theories and practices of Communism
as set forth by its leaders, Marx, En
gels, Lenin and Trotsky,

SEND YOUR DONATION TODAY!
to

Tbe Militant, 84 East lOtb St,, N. Y C.

(Continued from previous issue)

The immediate perspectives of the

American banking crisis center around
three major phases : the outflow of gold,

the number and size of bank failures,

and the break in the price of bonds,

which constitute 20 to 25% of all bank-

ing assets. Any one or more of these

factors, taking the most unfavorable

turn possible, would paralyze the plan^

of the finance-capital oligarchy for dom-
ination, (1) over the smaller aggregates

of finance-capital, (2) over industry as

a whole, through the maintenance of

boom values of claims expressed in dol-

lars in a time of crisis when dollars

are worth twice as much, (3) Interna-

tionally, as against finance-capita], and
the industrial capital which it repre-

sents, in the other Imijeriallst coun-

tries.

These are the stages for whicii Amer-
ican finance-capital is fighting in its

struggle to overcome the present finan

cial crisis.

1. The outflow of gold is contrary to

the general trend of American finance.

U. S. A. normally imports more gold

than it exports, as a result of its es:-

cess of exports over imports, and of its

large investments abroad. A permanent
cessation of the fiow of gold imports

Into America, the most unfavorable var-

iant for American finance, would result

only from the loss of Its export markets

and from the refusal of foreign debtors

to pay inter^t or their loans. A tem-

porary outflow of gold, even on the un

precedented scale of recent weeks, can be

met by using the mechanism of the

Federal Reserve system, through rais-

ing the rediscount rate and substituting

eligible paper for gold, down to a min-

imum of 40% gold reserves, as the back-

ing for Federal Reserve notes. This la

being done, and has so far 'resulted in

the Federal Reserve system maintaining

an excess of "free gold" above its re-

serve requirements not materially lower

than a year ago,, when gold was flowing

freely into the U, S. A. A further use

of the resources of the system, plus

1 1-2 billions of gold dollars In the U. S.

Treasury, can take care of the with-

drawal of all the short-term gold claims

of foreign countries. It will be at tbe

cost of imposing frc^h financial burdens

on industry through high interest rates,

but we believe the most probable vari-

ant is the continued maintenance of the

gold standard in U. S. A. in spite of

gold withdrawals.

2, The increase In bank fallurtis is

caused by two factors—runs by deposit-

ors, and inability of banks to pay out

cash against deposits due to the "freez-

ing" of their assets, that is, the conver-

sion of good loans and investments into

poor ones a« a result of the crisis, tin-

questionably, even the strong banks could

not long resist the continued operation

of both factors. The higher Interest

rates, however, are bringing deposit*

back out of hoarding Into banks to coun-

terbalance In part the continued with-

drawals from others ; many of the weak-

est and -smallest banks have already

been closed ; and the slowing down of

the tempo of the crisis in the past thre«

(Continued on page 4)
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The Morgenstern-Goodman Case

and the I.L.D.

The Defendants Present « Statement oF the Facts

The MorgPTiRtern-Gooiiman Defense

Committee has recently sent to The Mili-

tant a statement of facts and Informa-

tion regarding the case of Goodman and
Morgenstern. It is a declaration by the

defendants themselves.

The Committee points out that Good-

man wild Jl-orgenstem were convicted of

violation of the Flynn Sedition Act of

Pennsylvania, at Philadelphia on Jun«
18, 1031. It welcomes communicationi

from organizations and individuals rela

live to the case. The declaration of the

defendants lias the complete endorsement

of Tlie Militant. The Committee further

requests that workers and sy-mpathizers

everywhere .shall give imblicity and sup

port to the defendants. Letters and

fund.s should lie sent to the Morgenstem
Goodman Defense Committee. 327 South

11th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Tie state

meat follows

;

"On Monday, February 23, Bernard

Morganstern^and I/eon 0oodman, mem
bers of the Communist League of Am
erica (Opposition) 1r Philadelphia, were

arrested while distributing leaflets en-

titled: "Unite the Masses in Struggle for

the Unemployed"—an ppen letter to the

Communist Party of America, Issued by

the National Committee of the Commun-
ist League of America (Opposition). The

leafict presents the program of the Coi»-

munist Left Oppo.sition towar^ the pre-

sent unemployed situation. To this leaf-

let was pasted a sticker calling ujkhi

the workers employed and linemployed

to attend a demonstration on February

25, at City Ilall; this demonstration was

called by the Unemployed Councils of the

T. U. U.- L.

When arrested, we were booked for

"blocking the highway and disorderly

conduct". That night our branch sec-

retary, who knew of the intended distri-

bution, got in touch with the Interna-

tional Labor Defense. They would have

nothing to do with Left Oppositionists.

In order to have a lawyer at the hear-

ing the following morning, he then called

the American Civil Liberties Union. At

the hearing the charge was changed by

the district attorney's office to "disorder-

ly conduct and distributinig seditions lit-

erature"—the latter charge baaed on the

entire leaflet, and particularly on the

following passages: "There can be no

solutiOTi to the unemployment problem

under capitalism. The solution can ho

found only in the socialist revolution,

and finally only on a world scale." . . .

"Our principle object is and remains the

proletarian revolution". Further, the

official f|ommunist Pa'rty must >rei'ivo

and apply the united front as Ijenin

taught us." The hearing was postponed

to the following day to await further

action from the prosecutors' office. The

A. C. L. TI, attorney was unable to get

tlie' case .'iquas'hed. On the sa,me day

comrade Goodman saw the district or-

ganizer of the I. L. D., Jack Ross, and

tried to interest 111™ in the ease. He
was toW that it would have to be "con-

sidered" by the National Office of the

I. L. D,
The hearing resulted in dropping the

.charge of "disorderly conduct" and tiold-

ing ns on $1,000 bail each for court, on

the charge of sedition (being members

of a Communist organization) and dis-

ti-ibuting seditious literature, these com-

ing uoder violations of the notorious

Flynn Sedition Act of Pennsylvania.

Bail w'as furnished by relatives.

I. L, D. Refuses t* Aid Class War
Victims

On Sunday, April Ist, the I. L. D. held

an Anti-Flynn Sedition Conference, sup-

posedly a "united front" conference, J.

Louis Bngdahl was present as national

secretary of the I. L. D. Our branch

sent two of our comrades as delegates.

We were also present. Kosa promised

lo give us an answer to our request for

defertie by the I. L. D. T^is is the

"answer" we received : the conference, a

closed family affair, did not even men-

tion the case (only a few days old, and

the news ot which appeared in all local

papers.) One of our delegates "remind-

ed" the conference of it. Our delegates

were denied a seat, and we were all re-

quested, after being denounced as coun-

ter-revolutionists, to leave the hall. We
did so without making tjny further ado.

This shameful conduct on the part of

the I. L. D. bureaucrats created quite

a stir, not only locally but nationally as

well. The Militant rendered invaluable

service in (giving puhicity to the whole

affair. We on our part kept asking tfhe

I, L. D. to take up our defense as two

clas.-»-war victims. To this date rut a
single word has appeared, even in men-

tion of the arrets, in any of the Com-
munist Party controlled organs. This

despite rumors outside of Philadelphia

to the contrary. ,We all well know how
Important publicity Is in such cases. The

July IS issue of The Militant contains

many letters passed between the I, L.

D. and those who had our defense at

heart. These letters exixjse the corrupt

maneuvers by means of which the bur-

eaucrats of the I. L. D. try to avoid the

issue of class defense of two Ijeft Op-
positionists.

On Wednesday, April 15, Goodman and
Morganstern met with the I. L. D. organ-

izer, Jack Ross, and had a lengthy dis-

cussion with him. He was evasive but

we put him to tlie wall. ,We forced a

definite stand on the part of Internation-

al Labor Defefise. He was asked what
the policy of the I. L. D. here was on

the Flynn Sedition Act, arrests, etc. He
replied that they were collecting sign-

atures on petitions for repeal. We ask-

ed if they would call any demonstration
or mass meetings. He said, No; they
were engaged In too many outdoor meet-

ings; it was inadvisable to have any
more until June 5, when the petition

campaign would be completed and a dele-

gation sent to the Governor, Indoor
meetings would not be a success, he

said, since it was too warm. What they

intended to do, instead, was to have open
air neighborhood meetings.

We asked Ross If the I, L. D. speakers
will mention our cases at such meet-

ings. He gald they would (this he later

refuted). Would the Daily Worker men-
tion the case? "No." Would the Labor
Defender? Also "No". Would he have

one of us speak at the I. J/, li. neigh

borhood meetings? No, they could not

permit that.

,We proposed the following: I. the hold
ing of an open-air meeting or a mass
meeting at which one of us should speak
2. a united front conference.

The first proposal he answered as re

ported atwye. The second he ignored.

Finally he was forced to come out open
ly and tell us that the I. L. D. would
give us "legal defense only" and no pro
gauda of any kind."

"Is this what you meant," we asked,

"when you told us at a previous meeting
liiat we would receive the same defense

from the I, Ij. D. as the other labor

cases, Uyder, Lynn and Lawrence?"
"Yes, the same legal defense only".

We then told Ross that our Commun
ist League (Opposition) branch would
send the I. L. D. a letter giving the

points we proposed, and request an
answer, Ross told us we would get

an answer—the same he just gave us.

This letter was sent and no answer ever

received. Indeed, never at any time did

we receive a letter, visit or telephone

call from the I. L. D., tliis despite their

promise and the necessity for them to

do so,

Coiivict«d on Sedition C}targ«s

, Even the promise to furnish legal de-

fense was a lie. On June 18 we were in

court before judge Reed and were re-

presented by two lawyers from the Civil

Liberties Union. We were quickly found
guilty of sedition. The I, L. D, was not

represented, nor were any of its officials

even in court. This was complete sab

otage on the part of the factionally blind

and corrupt bureaucrats of the officialdom

of the Communist Party and I. L. D
Before the trial, and- upon getting notice

of it, we again paid a visit to the I, L.

D. Again no response. "They would

see" {?), They refused not only to give

us a working class defense, but even to

have a lawyer in court. This is the

absolute truth. Please refute all state-

ments to the contrary. They are lies

with which the wreckers try to cover

themselves and their treachery to tie

cause of class-war prisoners. Similarly

the statements of these same people that

we gave them "no chance". Why then

no mention in their pr^s of oar case?

On May 25 the international Labor

Defense and the League of Struggle for

Negro Rights held a Scottsboro United

Front Conference. Bernard Morgenstern

was one of the delegates of the Com-
munist League of America (Opposition).

He, together with all our comrades, in-

cluding Goodman, were forcibly ejected

—de^ite the cries of worker-delegates

tha't Jlorgenstern be permitted to speak.

Forty delegates walked out of the hall

after us.

Rally to Defendants

In r^ard to our independent line of

defense. It became early evident to

ourselves and sympathizers what the

L L. D, officialdom intended to do, or

rather not to do, on our ease ; we began

to propagandize here the idea an inde

pendent working class defense for us.

The C. L. U„ he it remembered, is fur

ntshlng legal talent only. We, commun-

ists, well aware of the capitalist class

role of the courts, are not going to pin

our faith in their plea to the court's

"fairness". We know well that only the

protest of masses of workers can defeat

the attacks of the bosses on the van

guard section ol the workers. It is nee

essary that we explain our case, as well

as all similar labor cases, to the work-

ers.

Locally we have a "Morganstern-Good

man Defense Committee" It is to do the

work the I. L. D, is not doing : the work

ing class defense of two victims of cap!

taiist class justice-Goodman and Mor-

genstern. At the same time, we eon

stantiy advocate the necessity of -united

action on the part of the I. L. D. We
have gotten out collection lists to raise

money for- the proper functioning ol the
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defense work. We propose to develop

the work of the Committee localta to

the calling of a conference to support

the Committee. We will print leaflets

popularizing the case, call meetings,

speak before forums on labor defense,

appeal to trade unions and fraternal

labor organizations for support, arrange

speaking tours, etc. Al! this will con-

cern Itself with the problems of working
class defense, linking up our case with
others.

We appeal for the support of all

workers.

Rally to the defense of ALL class war
victims

!

(Signed) Leon Goodman
Bernard Morgenstern

^enn. Sedition

f^ictimDiesin Cell
Milan Eesetar, Croatian baker tutd

communist, who was «crving five years
for sedition against the -commonwealth
of Pennsylvania because he had Com-
munist literature in his possession, died
of tuberculo«i» la the Alleghany county
workhouse October 19, after all efforts to

obtain adequate medical treatment for
him haid failed. Appeals In Res«tar's
behalf were made to judges, parole board
members, the workhouse superintendeot
and Governor GifTord Pinchot, according
to the International Labor Defense, but
no action resulted,

Resetar was arrested Dec* 13, 1929,

with two other CroMlan workers—Tom
Ziraa and Peter Museiln—^in -Woodlawn,
Pa. Leaflets had lately been distri-

buted protesting against low wages and
bad working conditions In the Jones and
Laugh h steel works, which dominate
the lives of Woodlawn's working class.

Literature found in the homes of tiie

three defendants was the principal evi-

dence. The defendants were convicted
of utterances intended to overthrow the

government of Pennsylvania,
Efforts to obtain the release of Zlma

and Museiln are now being made, and
a liearing before the parole board is

scheduled for November,
It is in Pennsylvania, through the in-

strument of the infamous Flynn Seditioc

Act, that numerous working class de-
fendants have been sentenced to long
prison terms. There is need for the In-

itation of a genuine and broad unite*

front movement by th« I. L, D. to aro-use

the masses againSt the Flynn Seiition

Act and lor the release of all the work-
ing class victims ol the Pennsylvania
coal and steel bourbons. The moat re-

cent victims, convicted for the distribu-

tion of "seditious literature", are Leon
Goodman and IJernard Morgenstern at

Philadelphia, They are members of the

Cammnnist League of America (Opposi-
tion) whom the International Labor De-
fense, in outright violation of its prin-

ciples, refused to defend, with the re-

sult that It was necessary to organize

a special Morgenstern-Goodman Defense
Committee on befhalf |lf Ithe working
class victims of Pennsylvania's capital-

ist justice.

Serious Unemployment Problems Suffer

Because of Stalinist Maneuvers
Left Opposition Brings Program Before Chicago Conference

THE MMElT^imiE

CHICAGO.—
A few additional words on the Un-

employment Conference that took place

in Chicago on October 18 might interest

readers of The Militant. It w-as grimiy

humorous, if humor can be associated

with unemployi^ent and the struggles of

the working class.

"SLIP UP" OF THE MACHINE
The conference which was to unite the

workers for a hunger march in Cook
County started at 11 o'clock, an hour
late. The attendance was not as large as

at the preceding conference. The pre-

liminaries being done away with, the

conference proceeded to the election of a

credentials committee. Tlie committee
elected consisted of five: Rubicki, Brown,
Williams, O'Hare and Curtiss, riie last

being a mamber of the Left Opposition,

It would be too much to say that this

was the result of pressure from the

ranks; it was evidently a slip-up of the

machine, although the OPiwsition's stand,

particularly for unity, iiad a large follow-

ing also from the floor.

The credentials committee tiien con-

vened In a room above. Of course, there

was no great difficulty about seatinjr

anyone ; everyone was seated except the

delegates of the Communist League of

America (Opposition) -rt-ho.se credenUal.i;

were taken up when all other business

was cleared away.

Rubicki then said, "1 move that the

deiegation of the Communist League of

America (Opposition) be not seabed"

because it was an organization tliat was
against the Communist Party, the only
party of the workers, and he drooled his

litany on and on. Rubicki was very

anxious to go to a vote. The delegate

from the Opposition however got the

floor and spoke, in brief, as follow-s

:

OPPOSITION ON FLOOR
"The statement of comrade liubickl Is

untrue. While the Communist League of

America (Opposition) is undoubtedly
outside the Communist Party against our
wish and aetion, because it disagrees

with the policies of its leaders, it still

recognises the Communist Party as the

incarnation of the ideals of communism
which live in spite of the actions o£ the

leaders ol tile party. Comrade Rubicki
is challenged to prove that we, by word,
writ or deed in any way are against
communism. Even if this statement were
true, which it is not, the call for the

conference specifies that ail organiEations
"regardless of tlie affiliations to unions
or political ixirties" are invited. W-ouid
that mean that the Democratic, Republi-
can or (Socialist parties or their controlled
organizations would be allowed to send
representatives and the Opposition not
permitted? Unity Is the need of the

movement; rally the w-orkers behind the
Communist Party and T u. U. L."

Rubicki constantly hurried the dele-

gates and begrudged tbe.m a few words
and demanded that a vote be taken. Dis-

cussion was for the moment cut short.

"All those in favor of the motion that
the- delegates of the Communist League
of America (Opposi(ion) not be seated,

raise their hands". Two hands were

Siskind's Report: Party Failures

and New «Plan$»
NEW YORK,—
At the convention of Section Two of

the Communist party in New York City,

George Siakind reported. He, spoke of
the necessity for the party to form its

base aictualiy in the shops, which is

not the case today. Tlie experiences in

the furriers' strike must not be passed
by. Did the party appear in that strike

as an independent leader? In the min-
ers' strike, in the sense the i>arty melted
away its identity among the masses.
In the furriers' strike, the party ab-
solutely failed, he declared ; as a party
it had not succeeded" in anything.

The party must i<ow turn Its face
to the shops. Toward the 13th Plenum,
it has shown Itself capable of indepen-
dent leadership, as among the coal min-
ers and Paterson, but the party had
failed to get results because of Isola-

tion from the masses, and because our
unions are only skeleton organizations.
He said that the masses are assuming a
counter-offensive, hut he corrected him-
self by saying that "if that Is too much
to say, then they are revolting against
wage cuts, etc." That, I tiiought, was
saying something else a^ain. 230,000
workers had participated In strikes, one
third of whom had been led by the
T. U. U, L.

Siskind stated that the main weakneea
had been the failure to organize the
workers on a itatlooal scale. We enter
strikes iui|»«pared4 There Is need ta
organize grievance committees, party
shop nuclei, etc. If we fail to lead the
workers, others will because the work-
ers are ready. In Paterson we did not
succeed to organize a single shop nuc-
leus. Lovestone and Muste took away
the workers from us after we had pre-
pared the strike. He failed to explain
Workers' Union failure to apply a genu-
that the Party and National Textile
Ine united front policy as advised In
The Mllitaot toward the Associated Silk
Workers Union and the Musteites made
it very easy for the ouitrtght fakers,
Musteites and Lovestoneites to carry
through their alms and to Isolate the
Party and N. T. m. U.

Ttie sentiKient that the A, F, of L.

Is too discredited and that therefore we
don't even have to think of it is wrong.

New PI«is
Not enough attention was paid to

penetration ot the shops. f)ur few shop
nuclei became barren, inii>otent. Tliey
lost any ability to conduct inde[iendent
strike struggles. He also spoke on oflier

party work, but I noted these points as
of major interest in the attitude and
development of the party.

Sisk.jnd spoke in support of the draft
resolution of Section Two which laid out
a plan of work for the next four months.
"The methods of shock troops" are to
he applied, and concentration is to be
directed in the four months plan on two
needle trades buildings to be selected by
the union and section bureau, one dock
and She Nabisico ^jmpany. S'hop and
building nuclei are to be built at these
points—^with shock troop methods.
These are some of the aims set forth

by the Resolution for four months ac-

tivity. The resolution also dealt with
the work and proposals regarding Negro
work, unemployment and tenant leagues,
bureaucracy in the section, Y. C' L.,

etc. By way of contrast there is a good
deal to be said concerning future hopes
and the plan, as can be seen by the re-

sol-ution's statement of failure on shop
work and other activity in the past. It

said:

'tWe failed: (1) to build shop nuclei;

(2) to expand existing shop nuclei; (3)
lack of Individual activity; (4) failure
to carry on work in company anion
shops; (5) non-coordination between
section and union; (6) failure to par-
ticipate actively in the fur' strike; (7)
falure to recruit members into the
to build party during the course of the
strike."

Readers of The MHItant on the basis
of Siakihd's report and excerpts from
tihe section resolution will be able to
note the extent to which the party bur-
eaucrats have learned from the critic-

isms and advices from the Left Op-
position and The Miltant, and the great
extent to which the party still fails to
set forth correct policies and pecslsts
-in a false line,

—A PARTY MEMBER.

raised. Rubicki blinked in amazement,
counted again. There were yet two,

"All those opposed," , , ,

Three hands were raised. Rubicki
went pale with horror. It was bad
enough that he had had to sit on the
same eomniittee with a "rengade", but
to have that -eommittee jjo dow-n and
recommend the seating ot the delegates
of the Communist League of America
was more than flesh could stand. Tiiree

to two the credentials committee stood,

for seating the delegates of the Left
Opposition.

BUBICZKI IN FEENZY
Rubicki now became interested in fur-

ther discussion. The Negro delegate,
Williams, was evidently a new party
member and instinctively he reacted to
the proposals of the Left Opposition for
unity. Upon him all the attention of

Rubicki was turned. Rubicki was in a
frenzy. The delegate of the Left Opposi-
tion, calm, had no difficulty in refuting
Rubicki's arguments. Rubicki had to

dig deep into the sewers of slander and
demagogy in order to buily the Negro
delegate into voting to unseat the dele-
gates of the Left Opposition.

The Oomniittee then stood three to
two on the question of seating tiie Op-
position, A demand for a minority re-

port was voted down—a Jeffersonian
prejudice ; it is ail right for left wingers
fo ask sucii rights from reactionary la-

bor unions, but quite differnt when the
Opposition demands it from the party
bureauci'ats.

OPPOSITION'S PROGRAM
Meantime, down below the work of

tiie conference had begun. During the
discussion, comrade Oehler of the Opposi-
tion had put forth the position of the
Communist League : for the six hour day
and five day week without reduction in
pay; lor social insurance; for the ex-
tension of long term credits to the Soviet
I.'nion and development of economic re-
lations between the United States and
the U. S. S. K. ; for unity of the work-
ers; for the ultimate goal of the prole-
tarian revolution. Oohler's remarks were
received with manifest applause by the
delegates. Folloiving him, Gebert party
district organizer, spoke,

Gebert's speeches never vary, especi-
ally against the "Trotskyites" : the same
adjectives, verbs, nouns, adverbs, etc.
He scarcely allows himself to give order
to his words of what he would like to
be "burning scorn", but he only suc-
ceeds in boring his audience. Maybe
there is merit in Gebert's methods. Since
he will never discover any new proofs
of the "renegacy" of the Left Opposition,
he will alsb not be guilty of deviations,

THE MACHINE "REPAIRED"
Ilnaily the report of the credential'*

committee was called for. Rubicki re-
ported and scarcely allowed himself time
to mention tiie number of delegates, 320,
before he attacked the "renegades".

'

The
slip-up of earlier in the day was not to
be repeated. The machine had been re-
paired, oiied and put again into first
class shape, but In spite of all tids the
attempts at steam-roiling had quite a
bit of resistance. The unprecedented re-
fusal of a minority report abashed even
a number of party comrades. "When
"Noes" were called for, there was quite
a sprinkling of them throughout the hall
Some of the die-hards then ar^se and

demanded that the unseated delegates
ieave the hail. The bureaucrats thought
better of It, the action would he too

obvious, and our support was not nef-
liglble. The die-hards, who plainly did
not have much support from the ^oa\
were quieted.

During all this hub-bub the delegates
from the Left Opposition received whte'
pered words of encouragement from
workers. Tlioir attitude was admiration
of the more advanced comrauntstfl and
their sincere proposals, so obTlously bt
place. The Opposition demand for un-
ity aroused many of the workers. 0»r
support was larger tjhan ever before.
In 5;pite of the methods of the bur«a»-
crats, we advise all workers, especially
those who supported our seatiifig, to re-
main in the Unemployed Conference foi
these, among other, reasons: (1) It l»

the only conference for unemployment
relief under the leadership of the rev-

olutionary party; (2) To fight from the
inside for the seating of tile Left Op-
positiftjn In the best inte^tv^Jts of th«
immediate and historical needs of tb«
working class,

—

C. C.

The Bureaucracy

in the LW. O.
The lengths to which the Stalinist

bureaucracy will go in order to prevent
workers from discu.s.sing the vital pro-
blems of the revolutionary movement
has recently been demonstrated in Chic-
ago.

At the last meeting of the John Reed
branch of tiie Chicago International
Workers' Order, the educational commit-
tee brought in a proposal to have among
the speakers at the branch meetings
comrade Hugo Oehler, of the Left Op-
position, to speak on tiie Five Year Plan.

The Stalinist watch-dog in the branch
is the parly functionary, Sam Hammers-
mark, who has apparently left his hfst
days behind hira and carried his worst
ones forward. Upon the proposal being
made, Ilammersmark, at the end of a
long discussion, announced that if the
branch voted to allow 'this gentleman"
!o speak, the party would mobilize to

break up the meeting and to see to It

tiiat comrade Oehler did not Kpcak. Un-
der the inSuence of this papal decree,
a number of votes were oast against
the proposal by. members who were fav-
orable to the idea originally. Even then,
the vote stood 12 to 12, so that only tiie

vote of the chairman decided finally in

favor of submitting to tiireats of Stalin-

ist hoodlumery. Some of the workers who
voted against Oehler speaking said that
tiiey knew the Left Opposition was not
counter-revolutionary, but that in order

to -have peace in the branch they would
vote against his lecture.

Such a stand, wlille understandable,
is highly unfortunate. To obtain "peace"
I;i the movement by swallowing the in-

sults and despotic arbitrariness of a
high-handed i^talinist functionary Is one
good way of destroying tlie movement.
Only, the most stubborn resistance to

such scandalous methods, which strike

for the "peace" of tile graveyard, can
deliver the movement from its present
state of confusion and impotence which
Stalinism has introdudced Into it.

New Intcrnationaf Bulletin

Out on Sale
*

International Bulletin No. 7 of the
Left Opposition is now out. This Is.sue

contains documentary material on the
German Left Opposition and statements
by Leon Trotsky, as w-eli as other ma-
terial of interest.

In order to insure the regular ap-
l)carance of the International Bulletin,
we ask our readeru; and sympathizers to
subscribe. The rate is $1.00 for ten
issues.

Additional Issues of the JnternatlomtJ
Bulletin have already been received and
are now being translated Into English.
Send subscriptions to the Intema-

tiomil Bulletin, . 84 East 10th St., New
York, N. Y,

FOR YOLR LIBRARY
^o«k« toy Leon Trotsky

THE STRATEGY OF. THE WORLD
REVOLUTION

86 pag^, two-colored paper cover 2So
Introduction by Max Shachtman

THE DRAFT PROGRAM OF THE
COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL
A Criticism of Fundamental?
Introduction by J. P. Cannon

140 pages hard paper cover aScTHE SPANISH REVOLUTION
80 pages, paper cover lOc

THE PERMANENT REVOLUTION
208 page book—cloth bound 1.00

paper bound .60
THE REAL SITUATION IN RUSSIA

Introduction by Max E>astm8n
864 page book formerly $2 now 1,00

MY LIFE—600 pages 6.00

COMMUNISM AND SYNDICALISM
The Trade Union Question

Introduction by Jamea P. Cannon
64 pages, paper cov»r I5ii

THE SPANISH REVOLUTION
IN DANGER

64 pages paper cover 18c

PROBLEMS OF THE DEVELOP-
MENT OF THE U. S. S. E.

48 p«ges, paiier cover 15c
Spaciai Bates In Bundles ol 5 or mor*

SINCE LENIN DIED
By Max Eastman
1924 60c

158 page book printed la London

S^oneer PabilsElters
84 Bast 10th Street
Now York City
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England Goes to the Polls

(Continued from page 1)

banner of capitalist slogans. It does not
require a profound knowledge of Marx-
Ism to see tbrougli the pretence of "Soc-
ialism" as advocated bj the Labour
Party CoiUfress at Scarborough. A very
•llirttt knowledge of the record of the

two Labour gOTemmectB ia sufficient to

reveal only too well the nature of the
"socialism" that the Labour Party ad-

vocates in practice. It Is a "socialism"
that difTers from capitalism precisely aa

tweedledum does from tweedledee ! The
Labour Party that was put out by a Red
Letter will not return hy means of an
obvious red herring! Tbe sight of Mr.
George Lansbury leading the Labour
Congress to the refrain of the "Red
Flag" no longer moves the Brltiskh work-
ers. The eicutioners of the Indian peo-

ple find it difficult to act a revolutioin-

ary part, and if Jesus fed the multitude,

his Labour disrfples were quite prepare'd

to starve the unemployed

!

All this cant about socialism cannot
hide the transparently obvious fiict tiat
the Social Democracy is now a part of
the normal machinery of the capitalist

state. The slogans of the opposition may
have a "left" sound, but their program is

a program of capitalist reform and re-

construction, and we know that In prac-
tice such reconstruction will be at the
expense «f the broad working masses.
The General Election is, therefore, a
bourgeois election. The alternative pro-
grammes that are offered to the workers
are merely programmes for the recon-
struction of capitalism, la actual fact,

the workers are merely asked to write
on the ballot the name of the party
which Is to reduce their wages!

Tories Shltt to ftvtection *'Issue"

The economic necessities of the bour-
geoisie and expression Jn politico-econ-
omic foirmulas. The 17th century rev-
olutionary bourgeoisie put forwar* its

demands under cover of the demand for
the supremacy of the House of Com-
mons. To-day, tbe demand for tariffs

represents the necessity of the declin-
ing ruling class of Britain. The desire
of the Tory party for protection pre-
cipitated the election, and protection ver-
sa* free trade will form its chief bat-'
tlo-ery. (,WhfIe the Beaverbrook wing of
the ^ty advocates Empire Free Trade
(protection) this does not seem likely to
become a practical Issue.) Before Bri-
tish politics pass into the openly rev-
olutionary stage of fascism versus com-
munism, it must be demonstrated that
capitalism Is Itself the Inevitable cause

of the terrlflc plight of the masses. It
is still possible to throw the btame (or
tbe crisis not on capitalism, but upon
its local form, I e., free trade. Until
protection also has demonstrated its

complete Incapacity to restore Britain's
lost prosperity; British poUtlca will not,

to the opinion of the writer, past Uto
the revolutionary stage.

Protection has thus a twofold root. It
is a necessary prop to declining British
capitalism, (and Is, as such, a convinc-
ing proof of the decline of British capl-
tftlism, which once arrogantly spurned
all forms of protection). It la also a
peycholc^oal necessity to the Brtllsh
bourgeoisie, in that It enables them to
offer free trade as a scapegoat to th*
starving masses who are thus prevented
from realizing that it Is capitalism which
is the cause of the crisis, and that its
forms are immaterial. By this means,
t^ie political representatives of the ruling
class are able to draw the masses froci,

the broad highway of revolution Into
the side-track of tariff reform. It is not
until this also proves a Wind alley that
the IsBue^ot revolution as the ineseap-
ahie issue from permanent crisis will
raise itself with Irreslstable force in the
minds of the masses.

If a forecast may behazarded, it wvaid
seem that a conservative victory at the
polls Is indicated, backed as It is by a
terrific mass drive on the part of the
press. It may also be predicted with
reasonable certainty that, in the event
of a decisive victory, the Tories will
serve MacDonald as in 1922 they served
Lloyd Georg« when they no longer need-
ed him. An Imperialist bourgeoisie in-
variably cherishes an Immense esprit
de corps which makes it instinctively de-
spise Judas Isariots of the MacDonald
Thomas type whom It spurns when It

no longer needs them.
'Ilie opposition will consist of the

Laobur Party plus the free .trade Liber-
als with a programme of free trade plus
a few platitudes about bankers ("Shy-
'iock versus the people", etc,), in this
opposition it la probable .that Lloyd
George will swallow Henderson and be-
come leader of the Labour Party in fact
If not in name. In that case. Labour
would probably shed Its "socialism"
(wlhch is in any case too obviously ab-
pird to continue to be of any use; the
I .L, P. and the "left" would be expel-
led, and the Labour Party would become
an avowedly liberal party ; a position
which could not last long in the con-
ditions of British decline,

— CAIiUS GRACCHUS.

A Communist Party - The Problem
of the Revolution in England

The contemporary situation In Britaia
can only be understood against its hl»;
toric background. Considered as a "thing
1b Itself" the present crisis is as meanr
titgleas as would be a single algebraic
formula deprived of Its correlative fac-

tor. The probiem^of Britain are pro-
blems that history has placed on the or-
der of the day. And problems of svok
an ordev are not to be arbitrarily check-
ed or swept back by the broom of tbe
bourgeois Mra. Partlngtons.

The Industrial Revolution created new
conditions In Britain, Its classical 'hem*.
To serve its newly-acquired world mar-
ket, British capitalism brougkt Into tx-

jstence a population of wage slaTet far

is excess of its domeitlc capacity to

maintain on even the barest sabeiste^M
level. Now that the Victorian age is gath-
ered to its father* and th* world h«f»-
mony of Britain is a thing of the past,

the British bourgeoisie flndj itself fa<*4
with a reaction of proportionate iiXr
enelons to Its previous gigantic acllen.

The markets have gone but th* work-
ing class remains t The problem et
British Impei^alism, )t<nday. Is to r«^

dnce Iti population In proportion to .th*

rapid loss of 'its markets. How this

can b* done without riot, insurrection,

asd, nitlmately, civil war; that Is th«
qa4sti0a at the day ipH tb* BrlttA
ruiing class.

Taken In Its broadest sense (aad
history, unlllke the historian, is nevn
ii8»a(ow) the ^esent icri»U la mercay
the frst stage In this process, Koif
tihat the 'World Baiikeir, I»ndioa^ kma
followed London, the commercial metr»
polls, Into limBo; the British bourf*-
olsie has lost no time In reminding th«

British workiag class that it must ao
longer remain on the stage aow that Ita

Halson d'etre, the worli market, I* a
thing of the past. Tbe ««mcert«d attack

on tbe whole working class, (unam-

ployed and €anployed alike) Is merely
the first step In the process that wUl
render the socially unnecessary work-
ing class socially lmpo3s|l^a The it-

sue Is now transparently «iear. If tk*
oapltallsts are ^own in tbe light »1
Marxian science to be a socially un-
necessary class, It is clear that the
«ontiQued existence of the working claa*
(in, at any rate, anything like Its pre-
sent ^mcnsiona) u Incompatible with
tbe necessities ot th* bourgeoisie. And
this fact is most of all evident In Bri-
tain, the classical parasitic rtntlev,

whose 'World Empire has gone kat vkae*
swollen «lave class yet T*n»alne.

Brttisli SftukAioa Is BeyenS Ref«rK
Viewed from this angle, aothlag c««14

be more mec^hanical and inan*, than to

isolate t84 crisis both from what pre-
ceded It and also from wfhat will tomt
after it The present attack on tbe

British workers Is merely experlmeatal,
and, with an Imperialist boargeoiel*^

notoriously, "appetite <(omes with cai-

Ing", The British working class is not,

therefore, fighting merely for trade ni-

ton standards. It Is, ultimately, light'

Ing {or bare existence. And this, sacve

the mark, is the time that the mandarins
of the C. P. G. B. deem fit and proper
for the slogan of a worker*' charter and
a guaranteed minimum wagel If th*

Issue were left to reformism, the only

concession t^at the members of the

working. class are likely to get Is a
"stake in the country" large enough to

contain their coffins!

It is clear that the situation has now
got beyond reform. It Is no accident

that there la a simultaneous collapse oi

the bourgeois reformist Lfbferal Party
and the working class reformist Labour
Party whose policy is, in any case, mere-
ly the cast-ofl clothes of liberalism. It

Is Socialism or starvation, Oommunlsjs
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or chaos! Only the iron broom of rev-

olution can be relied uporv to cleanse
with complete efficiency, this Augean
Stables,

The events of the last few weeks have
shown that the "Inevitability of gradu-
alness" only applies to overthrowing
Capitalism, There was nothing gradual
about the method* taken by Messrs.
MacDonald Snowden and Co., to save it!

Reformism presupposes a stable and ex-

panding capitalism as an essential pre-

liminary to Its ' reforms, and an even
relatively stable capitalism can in Bri-

tain only be achieved over a literally

decimated working class. The logical

eonclusion of reformism Is, undoubted-
ly, that of MacDonald ; since, unless

Capitalism can be fiivt saved, obvious-

ly, it cannot be reformed ! The posi-

tion of the Fabians in their 'cloud-

cuckoo-land" Is, therefore, a fantastic

farce, and tbe attitude ot the 1. L, P.

in trying to pour the new wine of rev-

olution Into the old bottles of reform-

ism, is merely a grotesque comedy.

If the 1, L. P, is a comedy, the Com-
munist Party is a tragedy. In an era

when speedy revolution has become the

«n* crying necessity of the working

class, the only alleged revolutionary

party Indulges in chartist antiqarian-

Isa, converting the living slogans of the

period of capitalism's rise Into musty
falsehoods in th* period of Its decline.

When the proletariat needs its party as

never before In British blstory, the party

is skulking In a sectarian corner, striv-

ing vainly to cling to the coat-tails of

the militant workers outside.

Objective Conditions Favorable to

Revolution
Indeed, so completely has a vulgar

empiricism succeeded and superceded a
Marxian anniyEii^, that tlheory in th*

C. P. G. B. is despised on the eminent-
ly Iwurgeois ground that it Is "unpracti-

cal" In the laboratory of these alch-'

emists, the word- "intellectual" has un-

dergone a "translation". la the epoch

of Marx and Lenin, the term "Intellec-

lluai" denoted a revoii^tionary student

preoccupied (sometimes excessively)

with the intellectual problems that are

inseparable from a revolutionary an-

alysis, la the epoch of Stalin and Pol-

litt, an intellectual is scouted and con-

demned B^ a counter-revolutionary

merely because he pc«sesses an intel-

lect! It is only su'Qh an attitude that

could produce such theoretical Siamese
Twins as the Workers' Charter and the

doctrine of socialism In one country,

with ita corrollary of friendly (sic) com-
petition with the world bourgeoisie.

What is our eonclusion? It is that

the era of gradual reform is over, and
tlhat of a Bwift reaction is .at hand. 'I'he

law of the pendulum applies to politics.

The decline of British Imperialism will

l>e of a corresponding magaltudo with

its unparalleled ascent, and the speed

of its world decline will be matched by

the ferocity of its drive against the

working class. If the 2nd Labour Gov-

ernment represented tha last ineffective

splutterIngs of British democracy, the

"National" goverement reprMents the

first stage of British fascism, which only

requires time to become fully articulate.

Under these conditions, th* period

when the working class mustered under

the banner of the Labour Party, with Its

bourgeois outlook and "evolutionary"

socialism, la doomed to a speedy end,

'and an epoch ot revolution is already

Ifisittg above its ruins. For that rev-

olution two things are Indispensable,

militancy and a p^rty that Is revolu-

tionary to the end. The militancy la

there, and grows rapidly—of that there

can be no doubt whatsoever. Only the

party is lacking, and the time is short.

If, as Disraeli once said, "adventures

are to the adventurous", it Is no lees

true that revolutions can only succeed.

If, and when, they are led by revolu-

tionaries. From the era of Wat Tyler to

that of the general strike of 1926, Bri-

tish history affords examples to show

what (happens to a movement whose

leaders fear victory more than defeat!

For the solution of the revolutionary

problem in England, all the Ingredients

are there except one; the most essential

of all; the party that. Is not afraid both

to think and fight out the problems of

the Britislh proletariat to their revolu-

tionary end. The British revolution Is

now attaining dramatic proportions

;

but It is a drama without a centra;

Hamlet without the Prince of Denmark,

so to speak. All the problems of the

British revolution are now reduced to

this single problem. Without the lead

of a mass party, revolutionary energy

will dissipate Itself In abortive and

scattered riots. The problem of the

revolution te now,- simply and solely,

the problem ot a party,

—F. A. RIDLEY.
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Although It is a little late for dis-
cussion, the Hamburg election's are
still of interest as a barometer of the
German political eituatlon. •

According to the figures of the 83% of
the voters taking part in the elec-
tion, the Nazis gained 58,000 votes (40%)
'and took the second place with 202,000
votes against 214,500 for the S, P. D.
which hemalned first. The Deutsch-Wa-
tionaie, after a long period of defeats
also gained (12,000 votes). The S. P.
I>. lost only 10% of its voters, which a
Berlin liberal newspaper Justly described
as "surprising"; in fact, as a result of
their policy of tolerance and of using
the club, one might have expected a
much greater loss.

Tie same as in the elections of Sept-
ember 4th, 1S30, these f;wo factors, the
Increased growth of Fascism on the one
hand and the large masses of workers
who are still m^re numerous in the
S. P. D. than in the German Communist
Party, represent the unfavorable side for
comi^ui^lsm, or>,(ijh!e ((resent situahlon.
The C. P. G. gained 33,000 votes (25%),*
particularly at the expense of the S, P,
D. This is obviously an important suc-
cess.

But compared with the victory of the
Fascists, the C. 1\ G. on the contrary
has suffered a defeat, which becomes
still more serious if we examine the
figures since February, 1928; the F&sq-
Ists have gained 188,000 votes, the Com-
munists, 24,000. TIlb real vietora are
the Nazis,** They are on the upswing.
The tendency of the September 14th
elections has gone further, Tbe elec-

tions In Oldenburg and in Brunswick
several months ago followed the same

lines. The relation of forces throughout
Germany, we can say definitely, is still

worse.

This situation ought to have determin-
ed all the policies of the C. P. G. but
what is it actually doing? It talks only
of "Communist victory", "Red elections",

"Ked Hamburg". They talk about the
victory of the Nazis casually, as a mat-
ter of secondary importance, they laugh
at it (literally, Reramele in his speech
laughed at it), or they give Irresponsible

explanations which are as ridiculous as

they are stupid.

In the Communist press, they say that

"the success of Fascism is more an echo
(?) of September 14th than a new up-

swing". The Communist newspaper at

Hamburg writes that "in spite of the

gain in votes, tbe Nazis even in Ham-
burg, have become not stronger but

weaker" C? ?), and so on. I do not take

the time for the other explanations, on
a^ level with these where with shrewd
sophistry they try to prove that Ham-
burg is a commercial town, as if this

figure of 202,500 could represent the
votes of employees and petty bourgeois

only ! At the same time the fact that

the little employees have followed the

Nazis only speaks against it, the C. P,

G., which has not known how to at
tract them and has completely neglect-

ed this work as a Hamburg correspond-

ent tills* us.

By its policy of conccaiing tlie vic-

tory of the Fascists and of shouting

deafeningly about .its own victory the

leadership ot the C. P. G, only demo-
bilizes and disorientiites thg iiiasses, in-

stead of orientating them and concen-

trating all its efforts oil tbe struggle

against Fascism as the principal danger.

To put itself In position to subdue Fasc-

ism which has gone over to the offen-

sive on all fronts, the C. P. G. the only

one who can subdue Fascism, must make
a sharp turn in its policies. Today in

the face of the threat of counter-rev-

<*lution in Germany, this turn is more
indispensable tlian ever,

Tlie first elements of this turn should

be, to tell the truth, not to understate

the success; to re-esablish Party dem-
ocracy ; to break with National Com-
munlsan ; instead of trying to gain Seh-

eringer's on this soil, to find a way to

the Social-democratic worker ; to give up
the theory of social fascism and the Hed
Trade Union policies of the R. G, O.
The creation of the Workers' Socialist

Party (Seydowitz-Bosenfeld) Is a strik-

ing proof of the crisis in the S, P. D.
on the one hand' and at the same time

a proof of the inability of the 0. P, G.

to win the revolutionary workers away
from social democracy.

Without a sharp and immediate turn,

the C. P, G. will certainly not be able

to meet the enormous tasks which it

faces.

—M,
Berlin, Oct, 31st, 1931,

• All these figures are In comparison
with the elections of September 14tb,

1930
•* By the way, this shows that the

"defeat" of the Fascists loudly proclaim-

ed by the Social Democratic and Dem-
ocratic press after the plebiscite, did not

in any way correspond to the facts. The
party that realy lost, in the plebiscite,

was the 0, S, G.

Notes From Berlin
The Abend, the evening,edition of the

Vorwaerts In its issue of September 17,
claims that the socill-democratic press
has retained all its readers, but that,
on the other hand, the economic crisis
has at tbe present caused a drop in
the sale of the various other papers.
It quotes the Frankfurter 2eltung, the
I>etttsclte T^eszellUttg, the O^tnanta
and other paper trusts. Then tbe Abend
proceeds to the Communist press, on
which it says, it is in a position to give
annihilating figures. The material, we
are told, does not have its origin in the
police occupation of the party headquar-
ters during a period of ten days of the
occupation, according to the affirmation
of several party functionaries, no dom-
ination made Itself felt and nothing pre-
vented the Central 'Committee from be-
ginning to function either. There is a
central publishing house ol the party,
the V. Z„ where all the different pub-
lications of the party are required to
give an account every month, particu-
larly on the state of Its readers in the
local groups. These reports are given
In terms understandable to all and kept
on file, A trunk full of these files was,
prebably carried off during the occupa-
tion In the haste, and no measures hav-
ing been provided for such a case, it was
entrusted Just to any one at random.
After the evacuation of the Karl Lieb-
kneeht House, when they wanted to
bring the trunk back, It could not be
found. According to information we re-

ceived. It was In this manner that the
S. P. D, got into possession of the exact
data on. the party press, * "A great part
of the Rote Fahne," the Abend says,
"goes to Russia and hundreds of copies
are read by tbe Russian embassy, the
trade representation and other organiza-
tions close to the party,"

On the other hand, according to In-

formation we have received from a well
situated comrade, the Rote Faline has
18,873 subscribers and sells only from
5 to 6,0QO copies besides, which shows
a great decrease with relation to the
Here is tbe informtaion of the Abend

which has been confirmed entirely by
the comrade mentioned above.

"'ITiere are several hundred local

groups," says the Abend, "that do not
have In their ranks a single reader of
the Communist press, mainly In the fol-

lowing regions:

Munich—62 groups without a reader
Kuremburg-^4 " " "

Pomerania^-34 " " "

Koenigsburg—34 " " "

Dresden—-33 " " '

Essen —20 " " "

as well as others, xn Brandenburg, the
domain of the Rote Fahse itself, the

greatest figure of all is attained with 154

groups without a reader. This—says the
Abend—Is taken from a report to central

organs of the party." "Six months ago,

the administration of the R. P. was "re-

organized?'. 'I'he new responsible dir>-

ector complained continually about the

lack of support from the party func-

tionaries. 'If this continues,' he wrote,

'the K, F, will soon fall down to the
level of a ^aaall provincial sheet.' On
aoiidarity days, the comrades who
went soliciting for the R. F. In the cof-

fee houses, were often thrown out. And
still, how many organizations are kept

up by the party for Its short-Hved read-

ers, with an army of secretaries and em-
ployees: there Is the Gecba, the United
Publishers, the Central Publications, A.

G., tbe VuUian and the Peuvag (the

central printing establitt^ment)."

• • * *

A few remarks in regard to t^e notor-

ious demonstration ct the Nazis on the

Kurfuerstecdamn, the day of the Jewish
New Year. The demonstration was well
organized, the demonstrators did not
gather in large masses, but formed lit-

tle groups shouting: "Deutschiand Er-

wache, Juda, Verrecke!" and later on
mixed with the crowd, re-forming their

ranks again further on. For more than
an hour, the police, which arrived much
too late, could not reestablish "order"
in the street, precisely because the de-

monstrations were held by little groujfis

and at different corners. What la note-

worthy in these demonstration is the

fact that they were made up of young
unemployed workers and employees,

—

partly also of rowdies, to be sure. Tteir
dress contrasted violently with the gar-

ments of the Kurfuerstendamm crowd,
and it was by this mark, cap and no
necktie, that they were recognized by
the police.

Part of these young Nazis, members
of the Sturm-Abteilungen (shock-brig-

ades) live' in armories, kept and fitted

out by the Nazzis. Very significant too,

was one of the remarks of an arrested

Nazzi before the bench: "We wanted to

show the Jews, covered with diamonds
and with gold, who parade along the

Kurfuerstendamm, that there are people

In Germany who actually suffer from
hunger".

A former ultra-leftist, a capituiationist

who llvew in Moscow, said that all the

Opposition groups in Moscow are dead.

The only Opposition that exists Ideol-

ogically and organizationally are the
"Trotskyites", although to sympathize
with them means to go to Jail or to be

sent to the deiwrtatlon camps. He him-

self, according to his statement, agre^
with the Left Opposition 98%. But
these two per cent are the ones that

count (these are probably the two p. c,

that Include the isolators?).

A letter from a village on the Baltic.

"During my vacations, which I spent

in ,my native viUftge on tbe Baltic coast,

I noticed that tbe big landlord of the

locality allowed ibis fields ,to lie Idle.

He had no money to buy seeds. Natur-
ally, he Is a. national-socialist. He can't

even keep np his poultry-yard and lets

his fowl starve to death. One can bear

them crow of hunger. It is a village of

about 200 inhabitants and serves as a
residential section for small employees.
This year, the railroad ihas issued a

thousand tickets less for this station

than last year. However, the conditions

of the unemployed agricultural workers
are not very bad at present They re-

ceive some relief, and they get little

jobs that cannot be submitted to control

;

there are also a few opportunities for

them. ..."

A comrade who works in the building

trade's tells us, that despite tbe great

unemployment current in the trade,

there are still workers who w^jik as

.much as 17 hours a day. Formerly, It

was Impossible for such elements to ex-

ist in the building trades. The con-

tractors use this mode ot working, so

as to be able to save on their part of the

contribution to tbe social Insurance

funds, since they eihploy fewer workers.

The personnel of the police force will

not receive any furlough, beginning with

October 1. They say among themselves

that a putch from the Right Is expected.

It is significant that the police Is engaged

In* imprisoning the moet active elements

by preventive arrests, etc. There is al-

ready a greait number of these.

Some comrades say that tkert is a

strong tendency to leave the^ party among
many of Its members. These elements

ae ready tor "action", but cannot be
confined any trmi^fr bv a political or-

ganization.

Tbe party has impiified and vulgarized

its propaganda methods. Instead of pos-

ters, they rtre now content with inscrib-

ing slogans of a primitive charactei* on
tbe walls and on the side walks.

The problem of the economic relations

between Soviet Russia and Germany
forms a very important subject tor dis-

cussion between Communist and Social

democratic workers.

The social democracy has begun—ana
this shows how important and how dif-

ficult this question is foi them—a broad
press campaign on this (|ueslion. At
times. It gives articles, like that by

Heinig, that credits, cannot be of any
use for the working class. Then, it also

has a supple^ient in all the papers ; "Is

a Soviet Germany possible?", in which it

"proves" that the possibilities for mu-
tual economic work between Germany
and Russia are very narrow. This suh*'

ject has called forth a big discussion in

the factories. At the sessions of the Ex-

ecutive of tbe C. P. It has been recog-

nized for a fact that the party members
are not capable of giving an answer to

this questiOTi

An oppositionist member of the party,

who has been entrusted with a post, says

that the organizational system is very

weak. The work rests on the shoulders

of a few. The majority of the mem-
bership does not participate actively.

Even the majority of the functionaries

—even they are only seen, on "parade"

(big meetings, etc.}. B'or instance, the

problem of replacing the proscribed

newspapers by mimeographed sheets has

met with general apathy.

Berlin, September 31, 1931

Prepare for Third

Annual Dance
The second week m November marks

the third anniversary of the issuance of

The Militant, official organ of the Com-
munist Deague of America (Opposition),

The first issue of the paper found In

our ranks only 'a handful of members
and Just a very few sympathizers, Tt^

day our ranks have grown to more than

ten times that number.

We are stlil a small group. But the

force of our Ideas, the correctness of our

policies in given situations, and our

criticisms of the official party are pene-

trating dally into the rank and file of

the party members and the Left wing

workers who are willing to read and

think for themselves. The recent ban-

quet held in New York City, where more

than one hundred were represent and

eontrlbuted over ?20O testifies to the

truth of thLs claim.

The third anniversary of the found-

ing of The Militant will be a Jubilant

affair where all the friends, sympathiz-

ers and members of the organization

gather to get better acquainted with

each other.

The next issue will carry the definite

date and place for the affair, *nd It

is hoped that this third annual affair

will prove another step in the growth ot

our organization.

Watch for further snnonnceinents.
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EDITORIAL IVOTES
AN APOLOGIST FOB
STALINISM.
One of the sur^t stgna of the signi-

ficance of alien classes upon the course

of the Stalinist bureaucracy in the

Soviet Union is its rabid ijersecution of

the Left, proletarian wing of the Party,

It is the hounding, exiling, imprisoning

and murdering of the unwavering and

incorruptible defenders of the ideas and

the tradition of the October revolution

which give the lie to every pretended

"loft" turn of the Centrist regime and

deprive it of the right to confidence. Tlic

defense of the proletarian dictatorship

In the Soviet Union involves in the

highest degree the unceasing exposure

of the reactionary terror against the Bol-

shevik-Ijeninists and the most energetic

defense of its victims. Every Opposi-

tionist wordhy of the name cou»t8 this

Rmong his first duties.

,Weisbord, who assisted in the expul-

sion and terror campaign against the

American Oppositionists, turned up—it

will be recalled—two years later with

the offer to instruct us how to interpret

the principles of the Opposition in Am-

erica. Now he is ' enlarging his terri-

tory. First he wanted to correct our

misconceptions of the situation as com-

rade Trotsky explained it; now it is

comrade Trotsky ihimself whom he takes

to task. Trotsky, who knows something

about the, bureaucratic degeneration of

the Stalinist apparatus and ita terror

against the Leninist Opposition-and

not by hearsay—has again illuminated

this side of the (|uestion> ampng the

others, in his recently-published thesis

on the "Problems of the I>evelopment of

the U, S. S. H." Therein he demon-

strates once more that "the Stalinist

plebiscitary regime has been converted

into a main , danger of the dictatorship

of tjhe proletariat." Against this rea-

soned and deliberate conclusion ;Weis-

bord has intervened with a statement of

hla own in whicli he corrects the "ex-

aggerations".

In this statement wc read the follow-

ing: "Comrade Trotsky declares there is

not a trace of party democracy, I^cal

organtKations are selected and automat

tically reorganiKed by secretaries. Local

secretaries are appointed. Congresses are

arbitrarily postponed, delegates selected

from the top, every spark of those fea-

tures which go to make up the nature

of a revolutionists crushed ; Blnmkins are

shot down, Bessedovskys direct the purg-

ing of the oaity, etc." All this is lit-

eral quotalion from the thesis of Trot-

sky, hut it is Quoted with disapproval.

Things are not so bad as Trotsky makes

them out. Like the impartial judge who

"sees both sides" he comments: "We
submit <I) that this evidence U «xag-

gerated (2> that white some .(rf the

above is true in part, yet this Is not

decisive as to wheHier there Is a party.

'

Exaggerated? Only "some" of it true,

and that only "in part"? Where, how

and in what way, the Weisbord state-

ment does not say, and cannot say. We
know that the monstrous accusations

against the Left Opposition CTlie "Wran-

gel Officer" and so forth) were all ex-

posed and refuted, but wo do not know

of a single instance where the Opposi-

tion was convicted of falsifying or "ex-

aggerating". Is there a trade of party

democracy? Can a worker Bolshevik

stand up and speak out for fche basic

Ideas of the October revolution without

being sent to prison or Siberia? Was

not the heroic Blumkin assassinated?

Was not the organiser of the October

revolution and the Red Army exiled to

Turkey by a dicker with Kemal Pasha

&nd kept there liy an agreement with

the Bourgeois goTern,ments of Europe?

Did not BessedoTsky help to purge tbc

Party of "Trotskylsts" before he Jump

^d over the fence into the camp of the

White Guard?

We have one more question that is of

the deepest concern to every revolution

ist of the entire world: Is not the sick

Rakovsky, the great hero and warrior of

the revolution, being slowly and deli

lierately done to death right now in the

bitter cold ot Siberian exile? Exaggera

tions? No! We "submit" that com-

rade Trotsky has only told the indis

putable truth and that this truth must

be made known to the proletarian van-

.guard without any mitigation or gloss

ing over of the cruel factrf. It is not

Trotsky who exaggerates the bureau

cracy and the terror against the Bol

shevik-Leninists, but fWeisbordd who

minimizes and thereby apologies for

them.

The .Weisbord statement is, of course

ao accidental error. It has an intimate

connection with .the whole campaign

From an LL.iJ,

Delegate
left wing labor 'movement in generai

The "United Front Committee", as ev
erybody knows, is under the leadership

of the Stalinists. It is a long way from
their mad hounding campaign of yester

day against everyone who differed with

the official party in the slightest de-

gree to today's poltte invitation to all

factions to meet together and talk things

over. This ineons isency only reveals

once more the instability of Stalinist

policy, in the trade union field as else-

where. It does not alter the correct-

ness of the action in calling the sym-
posium. Every revolutionary worker in

the trade—and in the first place the

group of the Left Opposition—should
welcome and support and strengthen this

trend.

The leaflet issued by the committee,
inviting the workers to the symposium,
is well worth reading—especially by

those who want to check np on the is-

sues of controversy on trade union pol-

icy in tiie Party and, consequently, in

the Left wing labor movement. 'I'he

leaflet says : "The present state ot af-

fairs in our industry is, to a very lai^e

extent, the result of the split and the

artificial division in the ranks of the

workers which the bosses are taking

advantage of." » In our opinion this

statement is incontestable—even though
it was written by, or at the direction

of, people who made a virtue, and even

a' fetish, of the split at the last con-

vention of the Needle Trades Workers
Industrial Union. And foiiowing that

there is another complete right-about-

face, when the leaflet says : "Dressmak-
ers representing hU stiades' o( opinion

will he called upon to come and present

their views and proposals ..." (Our
emphasis). On this point also the leaf-

let is just as correct as yesterday's sec-

tarianism was false.

How were the infallible leaders of the

Party induced to approve such a com-
plete reversal of policy? The answer is

simple. In this instance, as always,

they did it under the whip of necessity.

The results of the old approach have
been so catastrophic that further steps

on that ro*d became impossible. Even
a blind man knows he has reached a
blank wall when he bumps his head
against it. When it came to the point

tihat the Kaufman gang of boss^and-

police agents were able to appropriate

the slogan of "unity" and make fun of

the left wing workers in the fur trade,'

a revolt from below against the suicidal

policy of the leadership was no longer

to be avoided, it was this logic of

events and ths pressure of the workers
that persuaded the bureaucrats to ap-

prove the symposium and the properly-

worded invitation to it. Tte criticism

of the Opposition played its part in

enlightening the workers, a part which
would have been greater and would have

brought results sooner if, while remain--

ing entirely loyal to the Party, it had
been sharper, more aggressive and more
ruthless against the leadership. Stalin-

ist bureaucrats cannot be cured with

kindness.

An interesting question arises : Does
this action in the dressmakers' signify

a deliberate change of policy motivated

by a principle conception, or is it merely

a panicky "goat-leap" in an isolated case

under the compulsion of necessity? Most
likely the latter. Centrists in general

are incapable of following a consistent

line of policy, and «tpll less a prin-

cipled one. TTiey live from day to day,

attempt to solve each problem separate-

ly and move one way or the other ac-

cording to the pressure of the moment.
Hence their repeated contradictions, the

attempt to escape from which only leads

to others. This is the case right now
with their policy toward trade un-

ions and non-pary mass organizations in

general. If they have purchased a re-

spite in the dressmakers' situation by

the polldy implied in She conduct of the

symposium it is only at the price of

multiplying their complications in the

broader field.

Here is their dilemma : If the policy

of the symposium is defended ss a cor-

rect one, if they claim that it repre-

sents a worked-out line, then it must

be applied getkerally. But such a gen-

eral application would bring them to

a head-on collision with their present

course in the other ma.ss organizations

where yesterday's policy in the dress-

makers' still BUTvlveB, and with similar

results. They are crying out loud these

days to the effect that the skeletons of

left wing trade unions must take on the

flesh and blood of membership and that

such organizations as the I. L. I>. must

be transformed into "mass organiza-

tions." But such a consummation must

Our Own Interview with Ben Gitlow

NEW YORK.—
Logic is a most consistent touchstone

—but experience is more so. Facts make
logic genuine. For about a year or so

I have been reading The Militant. My
ideological knowledge of Communism be

ing in a sorry state, somewhat akin to

Earl Browder's education along party

lines, TXty political attitude was undeter-

mined, vacillating. The logic as pr«

sented by The Militant seemed logical

enough. My mind was turning towards
Marxism-Leninism, but my feet as yet

resisted—until—October 11, 1931, when I

attende<^ the I. L. D. "Mooney-IIarlan-

Scottsboro'* conference as a duly accre-

dited delegate.

TTiis meeting was an eye-opener and
also affected my mind. The bureaueratic

manner, the steam-roller tactics employ-

ed, the railroading through of motions,

was, to say the least, disgusting. No
open election of a chairman, no open

election of a credentials committee; all

appointed by the leadership, this sinellcd

of the sewer, but the absolute refusal

to seat non-party or sympathetic dele-

gates, smacked of the A. F. of L, ce»-

pool. But to cap the climax, one smirk-

ing, wash-faced bureaucrat, rattling in

his master's empty shoes, had the colos-

sal effrontery, the brazen gall, to threat-

en to report back to that delegates's

local his actions at t^e conference and
thereby to have him thrown out of the

local and ptKsibly out of his job! All

this before a Communist audience. But

this is not all. After the district or-

ganizer of the I. L. D., Carl Hacker har-

anguing his audience after the fashion

of a William 'Green, proposed a motion

to put four delegates, refused seats, out

of the hall, and the Stalinist myrmidons
began to applaud franticaiy, one bellicose

individual, seeing me not applauding,

turned towards me with threatening tes-

tures and even went so far as to poke me
in the side, meanwhile saying, "Why
don't you applaud?", thereby trying to

force me to justify the criminal motion

of the D. O. . . .

As soon as the expelled four left the

hall, or rather were forced to leave {they

were threatened to be thrown out by

force), I left the hall in disgust. At any

event, a change in the party must take

place, if it must prevent beings- smashed.

The day draws near and the rope hangs

high for the Stalinist mlsleaders.

—A OONFERENCK! rtRi.Krj*.Tw

We notice by the current issue of the

Revolutionary Age that it has scooped

the whole labor press with an exclusive

interview, obtained at great cost and
travail, granted to a special correspond-

ent by . . . Ben Gitlow. We are told

that "your correspondent took the in-

itiative in interviewing Gitlow ... he

stated ... he stated further . . . Gitlow

further stressed . .
'. be further stated"

and so on and more of the same. We
were aaturuly deeply chagrined at bal-

ing been beaten to tlie draw by the Age
in so difficult, and yet so important, a

matter as an interview with Gitlow,

How the correspondent got to him and
managed to turn the trick, continues to

mystify us beyond words. In a feeble

attempt to stage a comeback, we will

enviously try to emulate the enterprising

and successful staff of the Age by pub-

lishing a wholly imaginary interview with

the same Gitlow. The fact that our in-

terview was never given is no great

shakes as an argument; the truth of the

matter is that Gitlow would have been

better off if be had not given any inter-

view at ail in the first place.

'WB : What is your general view of

the present situation, Mr. Gitlow?

BEN : These are times which try men's

souls. What is needed Is a concrete pro-

gram of action adapted to the physiology

of the American working class. We stand

foursquare on the platform of pasteurized

Ijeninism,

WE : W'hat is going to come out of the

crisis in this country?

BEN: It is clear to all of us that one

of two things will happen for sure: the

crisis will either blow over, or it will

not blow over. In the meantime, htings

look pretty bad. ,What we need is less

theory and more action. Theory is all

right in a way. I used to make speeches

about it myself years ago. But as Marx
said, we need action and a mass labor

party.

WE: What about the socialist party?

BEN: We have nothing against the

socialists. Sbme of my best friends are

socialists. I was once a socialist my-

self. But it appears to us that the Soc-

ialist party is getting too conservative.

We need a new party, a more radical

party. We stand for that, too.

WE: What about the Left wing in the

\SociaIist party?

BEN : These are times which try men's

souls. Live and let live. We are against

the stupidity of the Communists.. We

The Opposition at Party Forum

he has conducted against the American logically presuppose—since only a corn-

section of the Opposition with ideas and

slanders borrowed from the Centrists

and the Right Wing. Our National con

ference unanimously rejected the pro

posal of Weisbord to present his "views'

before it And rightly so. We have

nothing in common with suoh "views".

It would have been a disgrace if a

single delegate had expressed any

doubts on this question. For our part,

if we have to choose between the out

and-out Stalinist hencliman who defends

everything and the camouflaged apologist

who blunts the edge of criticism—if we

have to choose between the one who

justifies the crimes and the one who

"submits that fhey are exaggerated"—

we prefer tlie former. It is best to have

enemies out in the open. And if they^

conceal themselves behind the pretence

ol "adherence to the International Left

Opposition" It Is all the more neces

sary to drag them into the open.

THE DRESSMAKERS' SYMPOSIUM.
The symposium held last^Sunday under

the auspices of the "Dressmakers' Un-

ited Front Committee'* represents a step

lorwardi Under certain conditions it

<»n beoonie the starting point of the

revival of the militant union movement

fn the industry and a stimulus to the

paratlve few of the workers are as yet

Cbramunists—that other workers are

given a chance to live and breathe and

feel at home there, that "all groups and

shades of opinion"—to quote the invita-

tion to their symposium—are made free

to "present their views and proposals

But this is precisely what their fear

ot criticism and discussion Impels them

to deny, as the expulsions in the Mar-

ine Workers' Union and the I, L. D.

so eloquently t^tlfy. This is one of the

reasons why tlse "mass movetaents" do

not materialize, or if they do take mom-
entary shape as a result of a spontane-

ous activity of the workers they are

quickly wrecked.. The bureaucratic re

gime narrows down and defeats the

movement everywhere. A regime of

workers' democracy, which is the prere-

quisite for the healthy growth and de-

'opment of the Left wing organizations

in the labor movement, is at the same
time incompatible with the survival of

a leadership by appointment and com-

mand. All the Browders are stranded

on thip contradiction. —J. P. C.

•
WATCH FOR
DATE OF

MILITANT DANCE

NEW YORK,—
Tlie Communist Party's New York

forum on Sunday, October 17, at their

headquarters was attended also by two
members of the Left Oppositon and their

experience is worth recounting.

William Weinstone was the speaker

on the subject "Capitalism or Socialism

—Which Road Out of the Crisis?" Ex-

cept for two important points his speech

was the usual one, that of contrast of

the Soviet Union with the capitalist

world.
The first point of interest was Wein-

stone's constant repetition of the nec-

essity of the use of the united front tac-

tic tty the party, before it oculd hope to

organize the American working masses
He likewise pointed this out for the

English Communjist Party. But Wein-
stone's explanation of what he meant
by the united front was "penetrating

the shops and uniting the workers
against their enemy, the bosses" (!>
Hhe second point centered on Wein-

stone's remarks on conditions in the

Soviet Union today. "No strikes take

place", said Weinstone, "because the

workers don't go on strike. If they are

dissatisfied with conditions in their fac

tory, tliey simply move and shift from
one factory to anotlier, as was pointed

out in the latest decree on wages and
by comrade Stalin in his speech before

the Xlth Plenum". For an analy^s of

this question of migration of workers
from jtrf) to job, see comrade Trotsky's

article on Stalin's speech in The Mlli-

jtant,

I took the floor and endeavored to

state some of the tasks of the Com
muni St s in this present crisis, upon
which iwint the speaker had concluded,

Stressing the question of unemployment
relief, the immediate importance of the

slogan and demand for itnemployment
insurance, I also emphasized the slogan

of the six hour day and five day week
without reduction of wages, and the

slogan of the extension of long term

credits to the Soviet Union by the Uni-

ted States, as one of the means for the

development of economic relations be-

tween the two countries and the amelior-

ation of thousands of unemployed in

the United States, etc. I stated also

that there were demands of the Left

Opposition, of which faction I was a

member; and that these were »ome of

the tactical questions on which we dif-

fered from the jKJSltion of the official

party. There was no disturbance when
I spoke and evidently these correct

slogans had aroused some thought and
questions in the minds of the workers
present.

,WIhen I sat down, several workers

around me qu^tioned me about the

Communist League (Opposition). I gave

cards advertising our forum to them.

One Young Communist League member
took the floor end warned the audience

to beware of "social demagogy". About

a third of the audience applauded him
Following him, one confused young cnap

took the floor and s^gi'ed against our

slogan of the sii hour day on the basis

of its inapplicability in the jewelry In-

dustry !

Discussion was closed with one or two.

additional speakers and then Weinstone
proceeded to answer a number of ques-

tions, Comra^ Morris and myself went

Then began another of these exhibi-

tions by some party members whose con-

duct only serves to disgrace the party

before its sympathizers and the work-

ers. I was attacked by the brother of

young Harry Eisman. This was the

signal for several more who surged

valiantly to the ail of Eisman in his

"struggle" against the "Trotsk3(ista|'

Comrade Morris likewise was set upon

and had Jiis copies of The Militant torn

up. Before altercations became worse,

a number of party members and sym
pathizers intervened and compelled the

attackers to stop.

We remained then and discussed the

Opposition proposals with a number of

workers who remained and distributed

the remaining copies of The Militant

and our open forum cards.

When we left, we said we would be

around again to help to clarify the dif-

femces before the Communist workers

and sympathizers. —H. C.

Unite in Unemployed

Relief Struggle
(Continued from page I)

Tliere could be no batter way of actually

preventing a mass basis of stru^le for

the unemployed. The social reformists

will thus have a free field to rally all

those workers who in vain search for a

job are turning away from their capi

talist ideology, but ttre not yet ready

to join the 'revolutionary unions'. In

that broad field the social reformists can

continue to sow their seeds of illusion

and deceit. But it Is precisely also in

that field that a united front struggle

around the burning issues of unemploy

mtmt as well as the very question of

Communist activities has suoh rich pot

entialities." (The Militant, July 26,

1930).

However, despite this present recog-

nition by the party leadership, it pro-

ceeds yet essentially on the same b^sis.

It is now intensifying the activities of

hunger marches and connecting it with

punblicly arranged hearings on the mis-

ery of unemployment. Tliis serves to

emphasize the needs of the unemployed

but still ignores the essential aspect of

the needs of the class. When standing

alone It lends itself to facilitate all the

effort» ,0f caHitaliism 'to eeparate thte

unemployed from the employed and to

isolate the stru^les of the former.

It is necessary for the Communist
movement to fight relentlessly for miti-

gation of the misery of unemployment.

It must, however, to be successful, be

done in such a way as to provide for

the maximum of working class unity.

It is necessary to repeat again that in

this field especially there is an oppor-

tunity of a bKmd nnlfed front policy.

It is the one where the most elemental^

class objectives, aspirations and activ-

ities of the workers can be united. The

decent A. F. of L. convention again de-

monstrated Its servile capitalist charac-

ter and refused to consider even the need

of unemployment Insurance. So much
more should that now be considered an

opportunity to press forward for Com-

munist leadership on this issue. An
actual united front foundation for t^e

are against the stupidity of the Norman >bout the situation in the Amalgamated
Clothing Workers Union? You can't ex-

pect him to know anything aiVout it. He
is too busy with lUisslan problems. Rus-

sia has many problems. All the Rus-
sians arc busy with them. We are busy

with ours. ,When the Five Year Plan is

completed wo have every reason to be-

lieve that it will come to an end. Then
there may be another Five Year Plan,

We do not know for sure, but wiiatever

happens is all right with us. We stand

foursquare on the platform of Marx:
Live and let us live. The American work-

ers are very backward and we must keep

up with them. The Five Year Plan is

a great success. We say ; Ijong live the

Soviet Union ! Quote me if you like.

We: What do you think of Trotsky?
GEN : Trotsky has inade a lot of mis-

takes. Trotsky Is not Stalin, Stalin is

not Lenin. Lenin was not Bucharin. In

one word, that sums up the situation, al-

though we hope that better times are

ahead. That is the ixssition of the Com-
imunist Party of the United States (Maj-

ority Group). These are time.s that try

men's souls. Trotskyism is not Ijenin-

ism. One is Trotskyism and the other

is Leninism. I met Lenin once at the

Third Congress. He was a nice fellow.

He was a Russian too. Tte Kussians are

all right for Russia. Trotsky didn' fit

into the Russian situation. "That's why
iie's in Turkey now. Turkey Is a semi-

feudal country, bounded on the North by

Bulgaria, on the South by Africa, on the

East by Afghanistan and on the West
by the Bosphorus, It is populated main-
ly by Turks who eat haivah. Trotsky is

a sectarian. He does not know the sit-

uation in the Amalgamated Clothing

Workers union. There is quite a strug-

gle there between Hillmau' and Orlof-

sky. I wrote an article about it, but
Trotsky hasn't written any. We are not

sectarians. We make alliances with any-

body except with the Communists. They
are stupid. ,We are against stupidity. I

said that in one of my other answers.

WE : Wiiat about the Paterson

—

BEX: Glad you called. Have a cigar

—a friend of mine from Havana makes
them up for me. Drop in to see me
again some day.

Thomas group. We are against stupidity

altogether. .We also stand against Mos-

cow dictation if it's we that are dictated

to. ITie Communist International is a

noble experiment.

We : What has happened to your own
International, Mr. Gitlow?
BEN : We are against foreign inter-

vention. We stand foursquare with the

father of our country : no entangling for-

eign alliances; Siam for the Siamese!
America for the Americans ! Russia for

the Stalinistsl See America first! From
the sunny pines of Florida to the ever-

greens of Maine, we must build up the

united front of all the workers. Brand-
ler is a nice fellow. I met him once.

Some of my best friends are Brandler-
ites. We lie lieve in live and let Jive.

WE : What do you think of Stalin and
the Five Year Plan?

BI'jN : Stalin is a nice fellow. I met
him in Moscow. I was once a delegate

to the Communist International. Stalin

is a Russian, but he is also a leader of

men. He invented the Five Year Plan,

although Lenin invented Leninism,

Bucharin is also a nice man. Some-
times I find it hard to say which of
the two is nicer. But they ought to let

the Americans work out their own his-

toric destiny. What does Stalin know

The Party on

Phuippines

thi

In a declaration (Dalty Worker, 10-

23 31) addressed to the Communist
Parfy of the Phillipplne Islands by the
Central Committee, Communist Party of

U. S. A,, a large share is devoted by
way of advice to the I'htUippine com-
rad/es on the lessons afforded by the
Chinese Revolution of 192f5-27. The de-
claration refers to "especially the treach-

erous role of the bourgeois nationalists',

the butcheries of workers and peasants
by the Kuo Min Tang and the servility

of its factions to one or the other of
the Imperialist bandits," all of which, it

appears, has finally become known to
(the' American Communist Party. The
years are not so many, however, since

the Stallnized Communist International
and its American lackeys, saw in these

bourgeois "nationalists" the leaders of
the Chinese Revolution, permitted the
butchery of the Chinese proletariat and
peasantry in order not to break up the
grotesque "united front" of the "bloc
of four classes", and deliberately held'

back the agrarian uprisings. T^e reso-

lution of the Comintern in those stirr-

ing days said: "The apparatus of the

national revolutionary government (of

Chiang Kai-Shek) offers a very real road
to solidarity with the peasants". Chiang
Kai-Shek was hailed as a "warrior
against imperialism". Many little Stal-

inists—the Browders and Neumanns-

—

were in China in these days to avow
such theories and thereby to aid In the
treacheries to and butcheries of the

workers and peasants,

"Above all else," continues the de-
claration tn the Phillpiiine Communist
Party, "the lessons of China should teach
the Filipino masses the danger of fol-

lowing tJiie leadership of the national
bourgeoisie which chatters of 'opposi-
tion to imperialism' .... the example
of, China should prove to the Filipino
workers and iwasants the Imperative
need of ttielr own reovlutionarj mass
movement, organizationally nai pelttlc-

ally IndepenAeirt of and opposed to the

of the national bourgeoisie, bhelr own
movement which Is positive of success'
only when led by the proletariat whose
guide and leader is the Communist
Party of the Philippine Islands."

But, we ask in all humbleness, have
the American Communist Party and its

Browders really accepted these ideas In
regard to China and which they now
advise for the Phillipines?

Does the American Communist Party,
in defiance of the conceptions of Stalin,
Bucharin, the Vlth Congrass of the
Comintern, now agree with the Left
Oi^posltlon that the subordination of the
Ci.mmunist Party to the Kuo Min Tang
WG.S unqualifiedly wrong; that the ac-
ceiitance of tiie leadership of the Chl-
rtcie revolution placed a noose around
th;> necks of the Chinese proletariat and
peasantry and the young Communist
Pi:rty? Or do we have a case of Love-
stoneian exceptionalism in upside down
form? Does the American Central Com-
mittee have one theory regarding the
role of a Communist Party in China and
another for the Philippines? Perliaps,
like Minor, the comrades will change
their minds a little more. ^\
ff---
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Banking Crisis in the

United States
(Continued from page 1)

months has kept the percentage of "fro-

zen" i>aper from increasing. The Hoover
National Credit Corp., will probably not

be of much help to the banks as a whole,

but will transfer some of the excessive

strength of. the stronger banks to the

weaker ones, helping along the process of

concentration and monopolization of fin-

ance-capital. The turn from the stage

of crisis to the stage of depression,

whenever it comes, will "thaw out"

some of the assets of those weaker banitt

who can survive, or be kept alive, be-

tween now and that time.,The most pro-

bable variant is a continuance of an ab-

normal number and size of bank fail-

ures, but not on a scale that will threat-

en American finance-capital as a whole.

3. The price of bonds has an immedi-

ate bearing on the position of the banks.

Many hank failures have treen due to a

decline in the -vilue of bond investments

to a point where the surplus was wiped

out and the capital impaired, under

which conditions a bank Is technically

insolvent, has no right to accept further

deposits, and must close down. Bond
pricfK have recovered since the first week
in October—the campaign of wage-cuts,

by increasing tlie sB&pIus values? accru-
vaclUatlng and compromising leadership jj^g ^.a industry, has strengthened the

downsflrs and proceeded to distribute uemployed movement embracing also the

free «>pl€« of TTm^ Militant. We had A. F. of L. unions would be a good

given *way about 30 without any dif-
beginnii^,

geulty —ARNE SWABECK.

BS

standing of bonds whose inter(!st is paid

out of such surplus values, and the an-

ticiiMitlon of wage-cuts on the railroad!

has strengthened the prices of railroad

bonds, which constitute the largest sin-

gle group of bond Investments next to

government bonds. A renewed Intensi-

fication of the industrial crisis toward

new depths will of course reverse this

tendency ; in the absence of present In-

dications of such a turn, the most pro-

bable variant appears to be a stablliaa-

tion'of the value of ihe investment as-

sets of the banks.

The immediate perspective of the Am-
erican banking crisis, based on these

valuations, is one of Increased hegemony
over indudstry, of increasing monopoli-

zation nationally, and of maintaining Its

international position, through the main-

tenance of the gold standard, to a point

where Am<ri<ra can go forward, under

the leadership of its oligarchic finance-

capital and its highly developed and mon-

opolized inddustry, toward imperialist

expansion and inevitable conflict with

the declining imperialism of England

and the rising capitalism of France,

—B. J. FIELD.
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After the British Elections

Preparin3 the Road for Sharpened Future Struggles

"On the day when the English prole-

tariat frees itself from the mental bas(>-

ness of Fabianism, humanity, particu-

larly in Europe, will increase in statiive

by at least a head." (Trotsliy
—"Whither

England", page 91).

Unquestionably the moat outstanding

among the generally extra-orylinary re-

euUs recorded by the BritlKh elections of

Oct. 27 is the crushing blow dealt to £ab-

ian reformism. In the immediato sense

and by way of parliamentary representa-

tion, reaction gained overwhelmingly.

But in its more fundamental aspect,

these elections have compressed into

one expression the fact that the Hri-

tish workers are becoming disillusioned

with this insidious coirupting influence

of reformism, but have not yet learned

the revolutionary way out. In this re-

spe(it ttie elections re<!«rd one serious

obstacle diminished.

The conservatives Increased their vote

from the 192:1 elections by nwrc t'han

three millions; it gained iflore than 200

mandate.*! now having 472 seats in the

House o£ Commons out of a total of

615, In the same comparison, ttiat is,

with 1929, the Labor party lost over one

and one half million votes. In the 4ip-

portionment of seats in parliament they

are now minus 214, having been reduced

to a mere fraction of 50 members in the

house. The Communist party polled 'a

total of 74,824 votes, compared to its

50,000 votes in 25 electoral districts in

1929 and 53,000 votes in the 1924 elec-

tions.

The Labor Party Prepared for Present

Situation

Undoubtedly the two years reign of

the labor government succeeded admir-

ably in laying the foundation for what

is happening now. It would be entirely

inadetjuate to speak only of its treason-

able role. In fact it performed She his-

torical function of reformism which in-

evitably followed the road from a pro-

gressive position to that of reaction.

With the accelerating decline of Bri-

tish imperialism, altered also the posi-

tion of the Labor party reformism.

Thus, when the capitalist masters, in an

effort to save the sinking pound, made
their categoric demands for further dras-

tic reductions in the working class stan-

dard, thevse people were feced with either

complt^e submission or the revolution-

ary alternative. The latter, of course,

his majesty's ministers would never ac-

cept, so MacDonald, Snowden and Jimmie
Thomas went with the national govern-

ment to "victory". The others attempt-

ed to stick to their fabian reformism and

were pretty well wiped out o£ parlia--

ment. This ^-ote of Oct. 27, happening

in a country with a decisive proletarian

majority, represents first dt all the de-

spair caused by the miserable role of

the Labor party. Only in that light can

also be explained the small vote of the

Communist Party. It failed to indicate

the revolutioniary way out.

Does Mac Donald See His Finish?

In his statement, thanking the voters

for their "confidence", Mac Oonald says

;

''The very emphasis of the response is

embarrassing, but I appeal for forbear-

ance as well as conSdeuce. , , , " Per-

haps he sees in this response already

th« forebodings of his being thrown away
as e, useless tool now that he can no

more effectively serve to keep the work-

ers under illusions. At any rate the

conservatives wil not be alow in taking

full charge of affairs without being much
hampered in parliament. Even the Lloyd

George section of the liberals should hot

cause much more worry to its leader as

it has been reduced to an extent of be-

ing pretty safe from any further splits.

One of the first issues which the con-

servatives can he expected to ride

through rough shod will undoubtedly be

their much cheristted protective tariff.

As a solution to a decadeht industrial

system operating in a country which has

now become the classic example of im-

perialist decline, jflrotective tariffs «an-at

best, have a very questifinable value.

But it will be certain to add its part in

the sharpening of imperialist antagon-

isms in the worid market and especially

Bri-

the
so with the United States, Great
tiiin's main competitor. However,
conservatives majority can be expected

to more than repeat its inlarpous record

of the former tenure in office, of which
the trades union act became the out-

standing example.
New Relations and Labors' New Road
British capitalism finds itself today

already reduced to a smaller ration in

world economy. That it will fight more
desperately for its diminshing ration ii

already indicated, but the most imme-
diate front it will seek at home. The
sLaslies in the worliiag class standard
which have so far taken place, can be

considered only the preliminary' skirM-
ishes and a prelude to what is coming.

I'or that the way has been well pre-

pared by the two years reign of the

"labor" government. The workers at

this moment, perhaps more disorganized

than ever, are undoubtedly looked upon
as easy victims by the conservatives who
will now continue the task of their pre-

decessors and consider the election vic-

tory a license to go to the extreme limit.

jWiiile these elections merely reflect the

deep going changes now taking place in

the general structure o£ British imper-

ialism, in its relations to other powers
on the world market, and particularly

in itK internal class relations, they will

also undoubtedly in more than one re-

spect mark a serious turning point. The
furious conflicts for the world economic
rations and for division of the -ivorid

can be expected to develop at an acce-

lerated puce. But above all, the sharp-

ened class relations within will compel

a new constollation of forces. On a whole
it can easily be assumed that what now
looks like a body-blow to British labor

may rather prove Us rebirth on a high-

er plane. The role of the oflicial par-

liamentary labor opposition can become
only a very limited one. In reality it

will register a body blow to the miser-

able fabian reformiSE^, which although
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not dead, in this new situation of sharp-

er class relations will be compelled to

give place to a new and a revolutionary
outlook. In this respect the elections

can become a milestone on the road for-

ward for British labor. To the degree
to which it has become freed from the

mental baseness of fabianism, to that

degree it will be able to commence its

solution on the revolutionary path.

For the Communist party the future

possibilities are that much more en-

hanbed. If it can solve the very .^ierirtus

The I4th anniversary of the Bolshevik
Russian Kevoiution is at hand ; and
the proletariat of the entire world cheers
the first working class to achieve power
over the capitalist class. The heritage

of the October Revolution, precious to

the toiling millions everywhere, must
be preserved.

In 1848 Marx and Engels, in the im-
mortal Communist Manafesto, exultantly

cried: "A spectre is haunting Europe

—

the spectre of Communism". With the
Russian Revolution of November 1917,

this spectre became a reality ot the mod-
ern world, the first death-thrtjst of the

unshe'athed proletarian sword in the

body of imperialism,

Itie Proletarian Dictatorship Is

Estahfished

The major act of the Russian prole-

tariat, in the program of revolution, was
the seizure of political power as a class

;

it established State power; it set up the

dictatorship of the proletariat which, as;

Marx proved in the Criticism of the:

GoHiB Program, was the necessary tran-

sition measure employed by the work-
ing class in the long, hard road' toward
the establishment of a genuine Com-,
munist society—a society without the ex-

ploitation of man by man and thereby
without classes. The Kautskys and the

Mensheviks, et al, abandoning Marx's
ideas, lost their base, and since then have
stood upon the ground of revisionism

and reformism.

When the Russian ma.sses, under the
leadership of the Comnmnist I'arty, of
Lenin and Trotsky, assumed power,
there began the first acts in carryingproblems of correct policy, it has the

opportunity of reviving the splendid 1 through "tiie economic program" of scien-
traditions of the Chartist -movement indUfst, socialism. The Russian Revolution
a revival on a higher plan^-on the plane

j
proceeded with the social measures put

of the world proletarian revolution. forward by the early leaders of scien-
—A. S, tific socialism, Marx and En.gels. 'I'he

Manchurian Eventsand the Communists
SHANGHAI.—
The dominant event now in Far East-

ern politics is the Manchurian occupa-
tion which startled the world like light-

ning from the blue. Japanese imperial-

ism has carried out the wishes and
plans, which it entertained tor years,

to subjugate ManchuYla to its own ter-

ritory. It chose the right moment to

strik'e since the world economic depres-

sion has so seriously affected the United
States of America and England, even as

it chose the right moment during the

World War to put up the famous tvpenty

one demands upon China, The Japan-

ese imperialists are always at work to

lieep China in a state of schism and dig-

cord, and to make the militarists fight

each other in order tx> fish in the trou-

bled waters.

After the suppression of the revolu-

tion, after the slaughter of tens of thou-

sands of the revolutionary masses, th«

Nanking government is degenerating to

the same fate as the former Peking gov-

ernment. It can effer no resistance

against the aggression of foreign imper-

ialists, except that It still uses many
revolutionary phrases which are anach-

ronistic reminiscences of the past rev-

olution. In the face of a predatory war
launched by Japan against China, the

generals of the Chang Hseuh Liang

group only retreated as the Japaaesa
army advanced, and laid down arms to

let the Japanese army have a free hand
and complete control over the territory

where they were the rulers. They look

on helplessly at the Japanese bombard-

ing burning, pillaging and killing.

The Beslstanee of the Chinese Masses
The Nanking government, at the head

of which stands Chiang Kai-Shek, is no

better. Chiang Kai-Shek preaches "calm

ness" and "endurance" to the people

just as the Manchurian generals practise

non-resistance in delivering the people
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to the claws of Japanese imperialism. A
wave of indignation and fury is spread-

ing throughout the whole of China, stu-

dents are out In the streets haranguing
the crowd, mass meetings are being held,

anti-Japanese associations organized ; the

anti-Japanese 'boycott is to be streng-

thened, circulars, leaflets and placards

distributed. liut unfortunately the pro-

tests and resistance among the people

up to now are chiefly words and senti-

mental phrases which are characteristic

of the petty-ljourgeois movement. The
workers are not now participating ac-

tively in the a nti-Japanese imperialism

movement because the/ are not quite re-

covered from the woun-ds they suffered,

and there are still rigorous restrictions

against them.

What is to be done to be^t off the

foreign invasion? What will be the out-

come of it! IMany public and legal or-

ganizations are Clamoring for a war
against Japan. But a war against Jap-

anese imperialism means a revolutionary

war. It is impossible lor the Kuo Min
Tang government to conduct such a war
because it fears the awakening of the

broad masses. The only alternative f»r

the Kuo Min Tang government is to ap-

peal to the League of Nations and t6

America for interference in favor of

China.

Kuo Min Tang's ^utky Position

Until now it only received a rebuff

from the Ijoague of Nations. After all,

the latter is quite in line with Japan-

ese Imperialism, expressing satisfaction

over the sophistic Japanese explanation

that the military invasion is not mili-

tary occupation, etc. The only road open

to the Nanking government is to negoti-

ate directly with Japan, to put up with

the toss of territory and to swallow the

insult. But in the long run, will the

people not be exasperated by the gt/v-

ernment's capitulation to the clattering

of weapons and the unsheathing of

swords by Japan imperialism > The
logic of events should lead to the serious

shaking of the Kuo Min Tang rule and

should open many possibilities for Com-
munist agitation.

The Kuo Min Tang rule lias experi-

enced this year the most severe crisis

since its advent to power in China In

1927; its inner deep antagonisms be-

tween the Chekiang and the Kwantung
factions, the revolt of the Northern

militarists, the peasant war In central

China, the growing misery of the mass-

es due to heavy taxation and high cost

of living, the unprecedented flood disas-

ter, and the Japanese occupation ef

Manchuria are hound to exert a revolu-

tionary influence upon the masses. Here

and there we hear always the bitter tone

of enmity from the lowest strata of the

masses against Chiang Kal Shek, Chang
Hsueh Liang and the Kuo Min Tang
because they advocate non-resistance to

the Japanese agression. But where is:

the Communist Party which can utilize

successfully the hostility of the people

against the Kuo Min^ Tang to overthrow

its rule? In other words, where Is the

Communist Party, the only party exist-

ing in China, which is against all shades

of the Kuo Min Tang?
We need to write the history of the

Chinese Communist Party In the last

two years in order to understand the

present situation of the Party, Between
September 1930 and January 19,^1, there

were two overturns in the Party which
resulted ifi the complete elimination of

.he I,i-Li-Sian group from leadership.

It was sacrificed as a scape-goat to cover
the adventurous sins of the Stalinist E,

C. C. L
bifluence of the Past on Present

Chinese C. P.

It is really amusing to read the Com-
intern's letter of last November to the

Central Committee of the Chinese Com
munist Party, condemning the policy of

the LI-Ll-Sian group. The gist of the

letter was that "the course of armed
uprising is already decided, the signi-

ficance of the establishment of the Sov-
iet government lies in t!ie fact that the

Chinese Communist Party is on the road
towards armed uprising in the big and
biggest cities", hut "comrade Li-I^i-Sian

saw the ripening of the revolutionary

situation on a national scale," and "piv)-

posed to start an armed uprising in Han-
kow when the Chinese Communist I'arty

has in that area only two hundred Party
members a.;d one hundred and fifty rod

trade union members."
But the executor Li-Li-SIan should

have fully the right to ask the sages

of the Comintern why they decided on
ths course of armed uprising In the big

and biggest cities when they themselves,

admitted In the same letter that "'the

rising tide of the labor movement, gen-

erally speaking, even in the decisive In-

dustrial cities (Haukow, Shanghai along
Yaugtse, not to mention Canton, Hong-
hong, Darlen, Harbin, etc.) lags behind
the peasant movement. Even in Shang-
hai and Hankow, the siwntaneous strike
struggle did not develop rapidly. In the

May and August demonstrations of this

(Oontinued on Page 3)

[
means of produstion and distribution

were socialized and nationalized. For
the iirst time in the modern imperialist

epoch, by the act of the proletarian rev-

olution, "Socialist production upon a

pre-determined plan became henceforth

possible" < Engels). Not through the

hazy dreams of the Utopian sO(^ialists,

;

but scientifically, following the basic

plans of Marx anid Engels, socialist

coniitructlon began.

The Epo<^ of Wars and Revolutions

There began that experiment in hu-

manity-building when ultimately, "The
government of persons (the State} is

replaced by the fcdmlnietration of things,

and by the conduct of the processes of

production." (Engels).

Ilie Leninist estimation of the present

imperialist epoch Is that It is the "epoch

ot vv'ars and revolutions." With the ad-

vent of the Bolshevik Revolution, the

establishment of proletarian Soviet

power, the two phases of the I>eninist

view were realized. The World Wax,
that enormous but inevitable disaster ol"

civilization, which forever damned capi-

talism in tlie eyes and minds of the

thinking and revolutionary workers

and peoples of all lands, was first given

a deadly blow by the uprising of the

misery-ridden workers and peasants and

soldiers of Czarist Russia. The epoch

ot capitalist war had met its complenient

and master—th(> Proletarian Revolution.

The Kerensky .;ocialists and mcuahovlks

—the protector-, o£ the Int-t-rasis of the

Russian bourgeoisie—who tried to hold

back the realization of the demands of

tlie workers and peasants met defeat.

The Bolsheviks, penetrating the Soviets

with the slogans ot Bread, Peace and
Land, won the masses to their slogans

and received the mandate of the Rus-

sian people to carry through the Bol-

siievik program.

Carrying Out the Program ef Communism

It became possible then to initiate the

work of carrying out successfully the

principles of Communism—a task which,

as Lenin pointed out in his brochure,

tlie Soviets At Work, would coiu[irise

the physical and intellectual efforts of

the masses for decades. Its consumma
tion would v\'itue3S the complete trans-

formation of the means of production

and distribution and the outlook ot man
upon the world—a transvaluation of

vEilues that would raise mankind to a

historical level never before conceived

by man. Though begun In Soviet Rus
sia, this objective could only be achieved

on an International s«ale through the

instruments of Communist Parties and

a Communist International as guides and

leaders of the working class. To this

end the Communist International, with

the leading spirits then of Lenin, Trot-

sky, Rakovsky, ZInoviev and Flatten

was formed in 1919,

I>uring the fourteen years of the Rus-

sian Revolution there have been also six

congresses of the Communist Interna-

tional. During these 14 years of pro-

letarian power in Soviet Russia, there

have been mighty achievements despite

the many and persistent elTorts of the

R-assian bourgeoisie, White Guardists

and the world imperialists led by Am-
erica, England and France, to smash

the Soviet Power. Military Interven-

tion, civil war, sabotage, famine, etf-

falleO. The power of the Red Army,

the fundamental acts of the socialization

and nationalization of the means of pro-

duction (to the fullest extent possible

under the given conditions) the power

above all, of the ideas and ideal of

Communism, that penetrated the coi^

sciousness of the masses ever mort- and

more, held the Soviet Power and the

Communist Party firmly together thro^igh

all struggles and vicissitudes.

Lenin IDtes; Stalinism Rises

Tiie death of Lenin, which came af

ter four Congresses of the Communist
International had guided the destinies

Canadian ^arty Leaders on Trial
since the arrest of the nine Party

leaders in Canada last August, the main
efforts of the Canadian Labor Defense
League have been in forming a mass de-

fense movement ; this work has found
expression as the Workers' Rights and
Anti-Deportation Conference,

In all leading cities of Canada where
a branch of the t", L, D. L. exists, con-

ferences have been organiiied for the

defense of the Communist Party, In

Toronto, where the headquarters of the

Party are located, and where the trial

will take place, a conference was organ-

ized on September 28th, which was at-

tended by 129 delegates representing 49
orr^anlzations, and consists of an effort

to form a united front of various sec-

tion,^ of the Labor movement, as evidenc-

ed by the nature of the organizations re-

presented, reformist unions. Labor party,

fraternal and cultural bodies, and or-

ganizations sympathetic to and under

the ideological control of the Party. The
composition of the conference has shown
that if proper tactics are adopted united

front can be attained. It seems that the

Party leaders are learning a few lessons

from the catastrophic policies of the last

few years; that the present trial means

the legality or illegality of tlie Commun
ist movement, and strangulation or bur-

eaucratic control of the defense move-

ment would have serious repercussion in

harming the cau.^e at a cVitical period.

The first meeting of the conference in

Toronto adopted a resolution giving an

analysis of the situation in Canada, of

the various phases of capitalist break-

down leaving an army of 600,000 unem-
ployed.

In.stead of granting unemployment in-

surance to the hungry, capitalist econ-

omy "strengthens" itself by adding to its

police forces, and using more outrageous

methods ot violence as instanced i)y the

shooting of three striking miners In

Estevan, Saskatchewan. t:!an«da has al.'iO

broken off all diplomatic and commercial

relations with the U. S. S. R., and Is

now a leader In the ChriBtian anti-Sov-

iet blockade.

The Decisions of the Defense Conference

The conference accepted the Workers'

Rights and An ti-Deportation Bill, and

the following are its main clauses:

1. Freedom of speech and aisembly

for the working class

2. Protection of foreign-born and Bri-

(Continued on page 2)

of the Soviet Union and the internation-

al proletarian movement, gave rise, under
the aegis of Stalin and Bucharin, to new
formulations, new ideas, false interpre-

tations and revisionist theories of Marx-
ism. The tremedous damage which the

epigones of Lenin—the Stalinist-Bucharin

school of thought—have .committed *o the

immediate and historical interests of the

Russian and also the world proletarian

revolution, Is here briefly outlined.

Property—land and the means of pro-

duction—remain socialized in the Soviet
I.'nion. TTie monopoly of foreign trade,

a iiiigiity pillar for the maintenance of

the proletarian dictatorship, exists. The
years in which Lenin and Trotsky led

the destinies of Soviet Russia, the best

period o£ Communist leadership, have
instilled millions of workers with the

understanding and need of Communism.
Despite the Stalinist perversions of

Marxist-Leninist theories and practice and
the disfiguration of Revolution, there re-

mains tremendous ideological strength

in large sections of the Commutiist party

and the -proletariat, largely unexpressed

because of the suppressive methods of

the Stalinist regime against the worker-

Communists and Left OpposHtlon,

Stalin andi Menshevlk Hopes

The revision of the doctrines of Marx
and Lenin by the Stalinists has given

aid and comfort to the theories of Men-
shevism. Men.'^hevism insists that the

zig-zags and revisions of Leninism by
Staliu and Bucharin are historically In-

evitable, ami that the present leadership

of the Comintern is adapting itself ac-

cordingly. Men.shevism denies that the

assumption of iwwer by the proletariat in

a stwalled backward country economical-

ly, as in Russia, can become the means
whereby the proletariat can proceed to

the introduction of socialist principles

of production and distribution, and It

maintains that if a working class attains

political ix)wer under such conditions,

the drift must be back to capitalism,

in order not to "skip any stages" In the

historical economic scale. But the years

of the Russian Revolution under Lenin

and Trotsky are a living refutation of

the Mensheviks and made easier the de-

feat of the latter both in Soviet Russia

and on a world scale. However, the

official paraders of Communism, the

Stalinist regime, have made simpler the

tasks of tiie Menshevik slanderers. We
cite here some factual material.

The Left Opposition has consistently

discussed t!ie issues dividing it from the

Centrists and Right wing. In the 14th

year of the Ilusian revolution, the Left

ORposition finds that time has confirmed

its criticism of the Stalinist Comintern

and ratified the platform and perspec-

tives of the Ijeft Opposition Iwth In re-

gard tb the situation in the Soviet Un-

ion and iKternatlonally.

In the year 1931 there took place the

trials of the engineer specialists and

>iensheviks on charges of sabotage and

counter-revolutionary activity against

Hie Soviet Government, Tiie Opposition

warned the Party against the Stalinist

±iethods which made it so easy for Men-

sheviks and intellectuals of the old or-

der to step into positions of signiftoance,

without any check, in the fields of ecoa-

omy and politics. The party and the

Soviet Uni^m paid the price of this "re-

«)ncIliatIon" with wlndowTJumping Bes-

sedovsky, the Agebekovs, the Ramzins,

the "Mensheviks-Bolsheviks, and count-

les.s others.

The Opposition Platform Serves ttie

Workers* Interests

Advances in socialist construction in

the domain of industry and agriculture

have been made-notable ones. The Left

Opposition led the struggle, resisted for

years by Stalin and Bujcharin, for a

vast increase in Soviet and collective

farms and for a swifter industrializa-

tion policy. Under Opposition pressure

the Stalinist "Left" swing began. We
will not deal hear with the caricature

the Stalinists have made of a sound

collectivization and industrialization

program, but concern ourselves with the

main outlines. The Five Year I'lan, the

first of many to come, was first advanced

by the Left Opposition umler Trotsky's

leadership. In a fundamental, principle

and programmatic sense, these and many
other ACHIEVEMENTS OF THK RUS-
SIAN -REVOLUTION BELONG TO THE
LEFT OPPOSITION,

In respect to Soviet economy, the Left

Opposition proposed the abandonment of

the Stalinist policy of economic isola

tion, the theory of an Isolated, self-suf-

ficing Soviet economy able to build a

"complete socialist society" (Staiin)

with the existing economic perciuisites

of Russia, The Opposition insisted that

the false theory of socialism In one

country, the foundation of Stalin's "the-

ories", be discaivied. The Opposition

proposed a foreign trade policy that

would link the needs of the Russian

Revolution with the requirements of the

world's workers affected by the world

economic crisis. The monopoly of for-

eign trade by the Soviet Union would bo

the lever for a controlled economic col-

laboration with the capitalist world.

Concretely, further, Trotsky proposed

to this end that the Comintern Initiate

(Oontinued on page 4)
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A Union Delegate on the Mooney Meets
On Oct. 15th, t&e night I intended to

make the report to my local wnlon on

tlie Mooney United Front Conference

called by the,!. L. D., what did I find!

A repr^entfttive from the I. L. D, (a

Kentucky miner) presented his creden-

tial aod asked for the floor, which was

granted him. After dwelling at length

on the "victorious" Mooney Conference

and the great work they had done in de-

fending tlie workers In the clsss strug-

gle, ihe appealed for financial aid to the

ir L,. D. After him, tie leader of tbc

T. U. U. L. group (who had enjoyed my

report on the Mooney Molders Confer-

ence—a report in which I condemned the

Molders' Conference for not seating the

delegates of the I. L. D, and the Party)

got up and made a .motion that since I

was a delegate to the Mooney Conference

the local should hear my report first and

then act ui>on the appeal in accordance

with it.
, ^

Of course, this T. U. -U. I^. leader,

either throtigU laxity or Inattentlveness,

was hlankly ignorant of what had taken

place at that conference. He lahored

under the illusion that my report would

be favorable and that the local union

would automatically respond to the ap-:

peal.

Then came my report, which was about

as follows

:

"Mr. Chairman and Brothers: This I.

L. D.—Mooney Conference was a mere

mass meeting. Its representation was

90 per cent bodies oTganiaed by the C.

P., «uch as the I." W. A., the Working

Housewives, the W, E. S. L, the H. F.

Band, the K of Struggle for N. R., B.

C. W. L. branches of the I.. Ij. D. and

the T. IJ. U. L., etc. Local Union 2000,

U, B. of C. & J- of A. was the pnly or-

ganization present which is affiliated with

the A. F. of L.

The credentials committee was ap-

pointed before and outside of the con-

ference. The resolution was presented

m complete form, and no one could add

a suggestion to .it. Four delegates re-

presenting workers' organization were

not seated and were ousted from the hall.

The whole Mooney I>efense campaign

was turned into a general goulash, . .

The I. I... D- acts now almost as if it

were a strictly party defense organisa-

tion, as is shown by the conduct of the

Morgenstern-Goodman case in PhHadel-

phifl.

Therefore, I move that tiiis lot,c*i un-

ion withdraw it^ delegation andiabstain

from any further participation in these

fake united front conferences, until the

leadership of the I. L. D. changes its

policy in united fronts.

My motion was seconded, wherenpon

the T. U. U. L. leader made an amend-

ment ; that we defer action on the motion

and invite another speaker from the I.

L, D. to espicin the action of the I. L

D. at this conference and also their gen

eral policy, and then act upon my motion.

In Sec, Two C.P.

^El Soviet' Out
The first issue of El Soviet, weekly

organ of the Left Opposition in Spain,

has made it« appearance, and hiia been

greeted with enthusiasm by the advanced

workers and Communists in Spain.

Among the contributors to the first num-

ber are L. D. Trotsky ( Andres Nin, Hen-

ri Lacroix and other leaders of the

Spanish Opposition and proletariat.

Part of the contents of El Soviet in-

clude articles on: The Duty of the Mo-

ment; the Constituent Assembly (Cort-

es); the Parliamentary Elections; the

Telephone Strike and its Development;

the Persecution of the Communist Press

;

Greetings from L. D. Trotsky, the In-

ternational Secretariat, the National

Conference of the Communist League of

America (Opposition; Workers' Life;

For a Genuine Universal Suffrage ; Mark-

ing the Boundaries of the Communist

Factions; the Agrarian Revolution; the

Opposition Center at Madrid; Editorials

and other articles.

The Militant sends its greetMigs to El

Soviet and the Spanish Opposition on be-

half of the revolutionary workers and

Left wing in the United States, V/e are

sure that El Soviet will prove a weapon

Jn the clarification of policies in the Com-

munist movement and in the struggle for

the unification of the forces of Commun-
ism, and in the day to day battle for a

Soviet Spain, The Spanish Opposition,

in addition to El Soviet, also publishes a

monthly theoretical organ, Communlsmo,

and have issued a number of pamphlets

and books by Kicolai Ijcnin, L. D. Trot-

iky, Andres Nin and otiiers.

Copies may be obtained through A.

Gonzalez, 84 Kast 10th Street, New York,

N. Y.

Ha«ker Lleg

On Oct; 29, Hacker, the L L. D. dis-

trict organizer, appeared on the floor of

our local union. He spoke for 30 min-

utes, mentioning all the cases the I. L.

D. had defended, and said that the I. L.

D. was a iwlitical organization and all

its present actions were based on past

experiences. Then he came with an out-

right lie, -and said that at this confer-

ence they were compelled to put the

Trotsky eleiments and ''agents of Eiie capi-

talist class" out of the hail because they

had disrupted every speaker at every

third or fourth word, and that in all

their activities they were confronted with

tliese same elements, who tind their way

in there under assumed names. And so

on.

I was then given the fioor and of

course I had to deny his statement that

these delegates were guilty o£ any ,dls

ruption tactics. As a matter of fact, if

they had been quietly seated, liardly

anyone would have known that there

were repressntatives from the C. L. of

A. (Opposition) present—at least, no;

[juestion of disruption couid have been:

raised. I challenged any delegate pre-

sent to fefute what I said. I asked the

speaker for what purpose the I- L. D.

and tlie Party sent their delegates to the

Mooney Molders' Conference, so long

as they had olficialiy denounced the com-

mittee in the Daily Worker and refused

to go into conference with it. Was it

for construction or disruption? To. this

Hacker failed to answer, I went on to

point out to him that tht reasons for

not seating the delegates at the Mooney

Molders' conference, and the reasons for

not seating delegates at the L L. I^-'s

conference were Identical, and that just

as Muste, Lefkowitz and company were

afraid that the delegates from the 1. L.

U. .might offer policies to the confer-

ence that would be accepted in prefer-

ence to theirs, thereby throwing them

tnit of the limelight, so were the bur-

eauprats of the I. L. IJ. afraid tliat the

Trotskyiats might do the same to them.

The easiest way out for the time being

was to declare them to be disrupters and

counter-revolutionists and throw them

out of the hall.

On the Morgenstern and Goodman

case; since at our last meeting it was

denied that the I. L. D. refused to defend

these boys, I was compelled to write to

the Morgenstern-Goodman Defense com-

mittee for the facts in the case. When I

read them off before the local union.

Hacker was obliged to admit that the I.

L. D., has not defended them.

In conclusion: the local union did not

act on mv motion to withdraw, nor tlid

it act on the appeal for financial aid

But the chairman let Hacker know that

in the future, if we are invited to a un-

ited front conference, (by that we under-

stand that all workers' organisations

must be seated) that what took place

at the I. L. D: Mooney Conference must

not be repeated.
—W. H. H.

Delegate from L. Vi. 2090,

U. B. of C. & J. of A.

(We are of the position that it is

incorrect tor delegates from local un_

ions, such as the ahove-mentioned, and

other workers' Organictions, to witn-

draw as delegates lii protest against the

narrow and incorrect policy of the I

L D Rather, we propose that such de

legations should retain their representa

tlon and <»ntinue their appeal to the

rank and file delegates to overrule the

methods and policies of the bureaucrats

of the Staliniaed I. L- D.—Ed.)

NEW YORK.—
A membership meeting of section two.

Communist Party, New York district,

was called for October 27, to hear a re-

port by S. Perila on work among the

unempOoyed. It is hartjlfy po^ible Ao

imagine anything more colorless and
ineffective, depriveicl even of an iota of a

revolutionary aspect. It was a boresome

repetition of well-known "failures"

"We miserably tailed because we had

nothing to offer to tiie unemployed".

Tlierefore, "soon after the famous March

Gth demonstration, the unemployed couh-

ciis disappeared from the map," But

how to remedy timt small matter and to

develop a clear-cut program of demands
and action? Here is the prescription

presented by the Centrists:

1. To build unemployed councils; '2.

to penetrate the A. F. of L. anions with

the demands for; (a) exempt stamps for

unemployed; (b) unemployed fund drawn

from the bosses; (c) rotating jobs; X
Unity of employed and unemployed- All

of this is to be achieved by the "united

front £iMm below". Which reminds one

of the housewife who, being asked how

to cook jelly from cherries, replied:

"Buy two pounds of cherries, a pound

of sugar and cook it,"

A Bank and Filer Speaks Up

It was quite logical then that a com-

rade took the floor and said fcat he did

not see the face of a revolutionary party

in these demands, and that a united front

from Ltelow alone is no united front at

all. It is Interesting to remark that it

is a long time since one dared to state

openly his opinions in the Communist

Party. S. Perila in reply, said, "I shall

not discuss with comrade L—-about the

.statement he made. He shall be called

to another place and we shall disease

tliere." Thus, Perila, like a true petty

bureaucrat of a low order of comprehen-

sion, spoke up.

This statement made by one of the

"leaders" and not by a labor falter,

<'alled forth an indignant protest of a

rank and filer who criticized Perila's re-

marks as terroristic and threatening

;
against a comrade who ejcpressed his

views. One could tee! the silent approv-

I

al of the membership on the protest

against Perila, and the latter evidenotly

realized the effect of his unguarded re-

velations Jn the methods of the present

party regime

Perila then stated that comrade L—Is

to be called to the section committee and

he will be given a chance to explain his

statement in front of the section member-

ship. The question really is whether the

partj bureaucrats are courajieeoas

enough to confront and to reply to a

Leninist definition of Communist tactics,

of a real united front policy.

Amter Proscribes Opposition at Forum

: CHICAGO X

House Warming

Party

Saturday Nov. 14, 1931

All aboard for a Real Good Time!

To celebrate the opening of the Chleago

Headquarters of the Communist League

of America (Opposition)

at

143* N». Western Ave.

DANCING — BNTEETAINMENT —
Fun Galore I

Admission, 'iXi Cents

Auspices: Chicago Branch, Communist

League of America (Opposition) ,

The party has tor some time been con-

ducting an epen forum in New York on

Sunday nights. Assuming that an open

forum, conducted by the Communist
party, la the place for workers to clar-

ify themselves on questions of funda-

mental revolutionary policy. Opposition

comrades have been attending the for-

um, witli the object of learning from

and discussing with comrades of the of-

ficial party, what the attitude of Com-

munists toward such important problems

aa the united front tactic, the Negro

question, unemployment, etc., should he.

After all—as Amter himself perhaps un-

wittingly exclaimed ;—the determining

factor under such favorable revolution-

ary conditions as exist at present, Is the

party. And for us, Oppositionists at

least, the party means chiefly tue repre-

sentative of the ideology of the work-

ing class, .the protagonist of Marxist

ideas applied to all phases of proletarian

activity.

As usual, our comrades took their

places at the forum last Sunday, Novem-

ber 1st, when the redoubtable Israel .'^m-

ter, top-sergeant of District Two, conde-

scended to instruct the advanced Com-

munits workers lof Nwv York in the

post-October history of the world revolu-

tionary movement, on the occasion of the

fourteenth anniversary of the Soviet TTn-

lon. After he had disposed very easily

of such Inslgtiiflcant trifles as tlie N. E.

P. the Anglo-ltussian Committee and

the emaciated Chinese Revolution of 1!)25-

1927 (in which the Chinese Communist

Party^"cooperated"—with the bourgeois

Kuo Min Tang) several of our comrades

took the floor to comment on omissions

and commissions in the speech and to at-

tempt comradely discussion on vital ques-

tions with the comrades present.

Amter Proscribes Opposition

^Immediately as our comrades took the

floor, the grumblings of the t-orporals

and subalterns of the olflcial apparatus

became audlhie. Isolated booings and

threats against the "insolent" Trotsky-

itea who dared to attempt discussion at

what was jipparontly a workers' educa-

tionl meeting, soon worked up a frenzy

among the stampeded party members,

who at flrst showed themselves eager to

listen to the words of the Oppositionists

But It remained for the

dauntless top-.sergennt himself to whip

up the sentiment into a veritable lynch-

ing spirit, by such provoking shouts as:

"Do you know what would be done with

people like these in the Soviet Tnton?"

To which obedient lackies of the appar-

atus readily responded : "Hang them !"

With that same fire with which he ex-

erts the exploited bank deposits to mili-

tant class action, the future Borough

President of Jlanhattsm held forth for

more than flftsen minutes against the

young Opposition comrades, with no

slitnder too vile and low but he was
able to fish it up to cover his own in-

competent and ignorant blabber that to-

day takes the place of Marxist educa-

tion in the Stalinlzed party. ITinally,

in the midst of the frenzy, he succeeded

in putting through a motion depriving

Opiwsitionists of the floor at the future

forums.

We «in be quite certain that the "vie

tory" of this arrogant flunkey of the

Stalinist regime will not stand to his

credit. His reckless mismanagement of

the party's affairs in Cleveland and

more recently, in New York, by far efface

it. Lynching tactics as a whole have

no place in the revolutionary movement
They have their own logic, and we need

only turn to Amter's former croniesi

the self-same Lovestoneites w!io flrst

employed these tactics against the I^eft

Opposition ; the Left Opposition will

wipe out this vilification of the move-

,raent together with the rest ot ihe Stal-

inist scourges that at present petrify it.

For the present, we will merely content

ourselves with saying that not even a

thousand Amters can succeed in separ-

ating the Opposition from the party

ranks. Our faction Is built on the sound

core of living Marxist thought, and

thereby alone its penetration into the

vanguard of the revolutionary movement

is inevitable. Means will yet be found!

Work In I.LD
OPPOSITION ACTIVE DESPITE

BDBEAUCBAIS
;We have received the official proceed-

ings of the I. L. D. Mooney Conference

of Oct. 11, in New York, sent out by llec-

ker. The proceedings protest, and right-

fully as that "the oi^anizatiou which for

years has used the poliey of mass protest

which Tom Mooiney now calls for,—the

International Labor Defense, was ex-

ciudad from this conference of the labor

bureaucracy", that is, the Slooney Con-
ference of Sept. 24 called by the Muste-

ites, S. P. leaders, Byrd Kelso of the

Mooney Committee, etc, iSo the 1. L I>.

took a leaf from th« S, P.Ites, Muste-

Ites and outright fakers and expelled

from the I. L. D. Conference the repre-

sentatives of the Left Opposition whose

members and supporters have for years

been leading fighters on behalf of

Mooney, Billings and all class-war pris-

oners. In view of the latter fact, the

official proceedings brazenly lie when
they declare that "the members ot this

organization (Communist League of Am-
erica, Opposition ) who until their re-

cent expulsion, were members of the I.

L. D., had carried on disruptive work
within the I. L. D." Our members in

the 1. L, D., those expelled and tliose

\yho remain tliere today, are among the

.most active of its workers, ready to carry

out all tasks assigned to them, and have

fought for a genuine policy ot labor

defense, which the I. L. 1). must espouse

again,—propaganda and defense for all

class victims of the capitalist class re-

gardiess of their polltcal or other views.

We will insist upon such a policy foe the

J. L. D.

The Party Discusses the Negro Problem

BOSTON LECTDEE!
^ lecture on the "Bfse and Fall ol the

British L^wr Govemoient" will be giv-

en by comrade Arne Swabeck, member
of the National Committee, CommunRt'
League of America (Opposition) on

Friday, November 37, 1931, at 8 P. lit,

at the Ambassado*- .Gardens, corner of

Berkeley and Warren Aves,, under the

auspices of the Boston Branch of the

Communist League of America (Opposi-

tion). The admission ts 25 cents.

Subscribe to YOUNG SPAKTACUS
oragn of the Communist Youth Opposi-

tion, Fifty Outs per year^

4.

5.

ft.

Canadian Party Lea
(Contiued from page 1)

tish workers from deportation

Right of asylum for foreign-born

refugees
Cessation of police terrorism

Freedom to form political associa-

tion .

Repeal of Section «8 of the Crimln

tt! Code, under which act the Com-

munist leaders were arrested.

This Bill was unanimously adopted.

It also resolved that the conference re

cognize the C. L. D. L. as the workers

defense organization In Canada, and also

undertakes to reach every labor O-rgani

zation for the aid of the arrested. It

accepted a Quota of ifSO.QeO.OO to be

raised, and endorsed the collection of

100,000 signatures for the support of

the Bill.

An executive of the conference was

elected of seventeen delegates, which in-

cludes a member of the Toronto Branch

of the (:;ommunist league (Opposition).

Our Btanch, under the specific prevail-

ing conditions, decided, for tactieiil rea-

sons, not to ask afilliation to the cocfer-

ence dlrectlv as an organization, but our

comrades are active in the conference in

the collection of money, signatures and

the general defense work. The Branch

is preparing a manifesto explaining our

stand, and calling upon all workers and

sympathetic elements to give full sup-

port to the Party in its fight tor a legal

existence,

"Oie Begimeof Police Terror

Mass Meetings have been called for

October 28th, under the auspices of the

I'nited Front Conference, and also for

November 2nd. t^ae day the trial begins

and a call to workers in the factories for

a one day strike Owfng to the un-

mitigated police terror in Toronto it was

Impossible to hold a meeting within the

city, and had to be held just outside the

city limits. Free assemblage in halls, or

in streets, is denied to the Pnrty, the F.

S. IJ. and all I-eJt wing organizations.

The ban now extends to the reformists,

and ever the Fellowship of Reconcilia-

tion is denied the rights of democracy,

i faw weeks ago at a gatherimr of soul-

lers on Trial
savers, the United Church of Canada,

Communism happened to be mentioned,

and the worthy reverends were visisted

by the minions of law and order. Our
ijranch has attempted to hire halls' to

hold a meeting, but it has bee» found

impossible to do so.

"The purpose of these united front

meetings is to imbed in the consciousness

of the workers that the attack against

the Party is a prelude to a further at-

tack against the whole labor movement;

that the interests of the Communists are

those of the whole working class. A
successful flght in this trial can only he

predicated upon a genuine mass move-

ment of all ranks of the workers.

A united front of all workers and poor

farmers, meployed and unemployed, for

the defense of the CCHjimunist Party.

TMs is our slogan.

AN EXECUTIVE MEMBER OP
THE WORKERS' RIGHTS AND

ANTI-DEPORTATION CONBFRKNCE
(The Militant endorses fully the efforts

of the members of Toronto Branch of

the Communist Lieague of America (Op-

position) on behalf of the indicted mem
hers and leaders of the OommunlBt Party

of Canada. We are however firmly of

the opinion that the Toronto comrades

made a serious errcir when they did not

send delegates ofticlaliy In the name «f

the Toronto Branch of the Communist
Ijeagua to the United Fr«nt Defense

Conference. We cannot think of any

tactical considerations that would per

mit of such a policy: Particularly in

view of the fact that the Workers' Rights

and Anti-Deportation onll:Ien^;e regards

Itself as a united front conference, is the

Toronto comrades' tactic not understand-

able. The way to fight best on behalf

of the Canadian defendants and against

the stiffing bureaucratic methods of the

Stalinists which prevail in their activ-

ities, is not to make such "concessions"

to Stalinism for the sake of formal un-

ity. Our comrades should at once put

the Stalinists to the test on their latest

"turn" on the united front in defense

work, by demanding admission to the

conference in the name ot tne Toronto

Communist League (Onoosition;

Litvinov In Turkey
A Moscow dispatch announces that

Maxim Litvlnoff, Soviet Foreign Com-

missar, left for Turkey recently to re-

pay a visit of the Turkish Foreign Min-

ister last winter. The press comments

that there is "no political significance"

attached to the trip. Perhaps not In the

ordinary run of things, jWhat is of mo-

ment, however, to revolutionists and

Communist workers is that a Soviet Com-

missar, functioning under the banner of

Communism, finds it easy to converse with

the persecutors of the Turkish Commun-
ists. Still, these friendly visits, of "no

political significance", are understandable

from the signer of the imperialist's Kel-

logg Pact, not to mention that "friendly

understanding" between Stalin and Kem-

al Pasha who exiles Leon Trotsky, the

world's outstanding living Bolshevik, to

a little island on Constantinople's out

skirts.

May we just add the swciety column

touch by Informing our readers that Lit-

vlnoff has not made a "friendly little

call" upon comrade Trotsky. Yes, in-

deed, such a visit w»uld have political

signiflcanees.

NEW I'OBK.

The Communist Ijeague (Opposition)

continuing with its efforts for comradely
discussion with Party members on var-

ious Questions facing the revolutionary
movement, again sent its representatives

(o the New York Party Forum on Sun-
day, October 25th, The subject was "The
Developing Class Struggle in the South",
with Tom Johnson as speaker.

Before the meeting begatt; comrades
Morris and Rose distributed The Mili-

tant outside the Forum hall. The at-

tack of tiie previous week upon us was
repented, the two comrades beaten and
forced away. Israel Amter ccme around
p short time after and was approached
by conii-ade Ben Grossman, not a member
ot the Left Opposition. Comrade Gross-

man informed Amter of what had oc-

cured and asked Amter it the Party ap-
proved yet of this hooliganism, such as

Ijhysically attacking workers who held

poiitieal views other than those of the

official party. The Infuriated Amter ans-

wered point blank : "Yes, this is the -poV

icy of the Communist Party!"

Policy on the Negro Question
At the forum Itself, comrade .lohnson

developed his subject in accordance with

the official party policy of the "right to

self-determination for the Negroes in the

Black Belt, if they so desire." But
Johnson went far beyond even this re-

iatively mild phrasing, A few outstand-

ing quotatiiOns from his speech will am-
ply illustrate.

"There is a growing national conscl

ousness arising among the Negroes, and
the proof lies in the fact of the Gar\'ey

movement." "The revolutionary nation-

alist movement ( i } of the negroes will

pass through the stage of the bourgeois-

democratic revolution. We must there-

fore support this nationalist movement
because it is a revolutionary movement

;

and we must develop the natloital con-

sciousness of tlie Negro people", ( 1

)

In those words are embodied the es-

sence of Johnson's position. He ad-

vocates, not an approach to the Negro
as a worker, a proletarian, but as a mem-
ber of a "nation", which has foundation

only in the head the speaker.

The Negro and the Class Viewpoint.

It took the floor and stated that as

Marxists and Communists, we approach

the Negro from a class viewjioint. We
aim to develop his class consciousness,

not "imtional", which means here racial

consciousness, I further quoted Lenin

on the slogan of self-determination, the

features which characterized a national

minority; homeland, language, culture,

religion. I applied this to the Negroes

in the United States, maintaining that

there was no Iiasis for viewing the Negro

as a national minority, either in theory

or fact. 1 also, in concluding, and
speaking as a member of the Left Op-

position, called for the unity of the Com-
munist movement, for the reinstatement

of the Left Opposition into the Party.

I asked for a comradely discussion of

this and other principle qiiestions in an

effort to come to a common ideological

viewpoint which would prepare us for

united struggle against the capitalist

system.

Comrade Lillian Bord then obtained

the floor, She.s[>oke on the Scottsboro

case and the necessity for a genuine un-

ited fi^nt of the working class, led by

the I L. D,, for the freedom of tliese

t)oys, of Mooney and all class war pris-

oners.

Johnson then summed up. Holding

bis remarks on my discussion to the last,

he proceeded to an outright demonstra-

tion of demagogy of the worst sort Im-

aginable. Johnson said : "The comrade

from the Left Opposition came here and

delivered a powerful argument against

the slogan of the right of self-determin-

ation, and as a final smashing blow he

tells us the Negroes have no music. (!)

"The comrade further quotes Lenin,

hut I do not believe Lenin ever said

those things" (why not try reading I.#n-

in, comrade Johnson?) "Didn't Lenin

support the Timpanny movement in Ire-

land and they had no language of their

own? Does the «)inrade want to foist

a religion uiwn the Negroes because they

have none? . . . Tiie Negroes have a

homeland, here, the United States—

(Here we applauded, as did the whole

audience, but)—"right here, in tiie Black

Belt . . . and we must develop their na-

tional consciousness to make them aware

of it" (!).

—HERBERT CAPELIS.

MASS MEETIJVGS
ST. LOUIS,—A mass meeting to cele-

brate the 14th Anniversary ot the Rus-

sian Bolshevik Revolution is scheduled

f»r St. Louis, Mo., on Saturday, Novem-

ber 7th, 1931 »t 8 P. M., at the CrudMi

Brancti of the Public Library. TJie

speakers will be Joseph Angelo of

Sprlngfleld, 111., John Roberts and Tom
Stamm. Admission is free. Tht; .meet-

ing is under the auspices of the St. Louis

Branch ot the Communist League of

America (Opposition).

Mass Meeting at Staunton, HI.

An anniversary meeting in celebration

of the 14th year of the Russian Rev-

olution will tjtke place at Staunton, 111.

on Sunday, November 8th, 1931, at 2 P,

M., at the Labor Temple, Lodge Hall.

The speakers are JJ^^^^Pb Angelo and
John Watt, representing the Miners'

Educational League and Tom Stamm for

the Communist League of America (Op
position).

A mass meeting to demand the release

of Tom Mooney and Warren Billings

will be held at Staunton, 111. w Sunday,

November 15, 1931 at 2 P. M., at the

Labor Teimpte, Lodge Hall. The* speak

ers will be Charles Bloom, representing

the St, Louis, Mo. Metal Trades Coun-

cil, and Tom Stamm for the Communist

League of America (Opposition).

MH-ITANT DAI¥CE
The Third Annual Militant Dance of

the New York branch, Communist League

of America (Opposition will be held Sat-

urday evening, November 21, 1331. The

place is the Stupvesant Casino, 9th St.,

and Second Avenue. Come and give us

Bit opportunity to get better aconainted

FOR YOrR LIRRARY
Bo»k9 by Leon Trotsky
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The New Party Turn
TKe Menace oF Fascism Increases

The dramatic and slKaifiL' coTivul^ions

of world capitaiism are at prcs<?iit «n-

Tolding over a inT vaster scene th«n that

of Germany, AH attentioii is (sjnveri^inf;

on England. However, from tlie point

of view of the revolution, the German
field mast not be lost sij;ht of ior a s!«-

gle moment, t'or the et-ononiio rt'.serves

of British imperialiani are incomi'arjibly

greater than those o£ Germitny, whieh

have been dilapidateU and wijxjcl otit Iiy

the war. Besides, and thiit is tht; main

factor as proven by the <L\-eryQiiy ex-

periences, no Communist party exists in

reality in Kngland; while in Uormany,
despite all the mistaltes, we have n Com-
mtinist party that counts as a serious

factor.

Nevertlteless, the internal situation in

Germany is not devoid in important

events these Inst few weeks. Above ail.

there in the reappearance of the Xation-

lal Socialists on the iwlitical arena, as

expressed on the one hand, by their re-

turn to parliftm'ent and, on the other,

by extra-parliamentary actions. Thus,

on the Jewish New Year the National

Socialists organised a vedt;thk' little

pogrom, similar to their att;i(-k on the

shop fronts last year. The measure

taken against thtmi are of no account,

the ring leaders were not even summoned
to oourt. We see therefore, tliat in view

of threatening weather, the bourgeoisie

Is once more forced to utilixe the Na-

tional Socialists after discarding them

tor six months, and despite the internal

successes of the Bniening i)Olicy, it is

ol:liK(>d to consider once more seriously

the prospect of Fascist arms.

FascLsm Again Sliows Its Fangs

At the time when the bourgeoisie with-

drew the Fit.st'ists from parliament and

the great strike struggles .^ihowed that

the trade union bureaucracy was still

(juite suflicient to *'pacify" the working

<'iass, we characterized this as :tu "hon-

orable" retreat of the National Social-

ists, as u clever economy action of the

bourgeoisie which only nottviishes its

bloodhoumis to the degree to which it

needs them—while several panic sowers

raved about an approaching Fascist

putsch. .\nd in the SHme maimer, while

Tliaelmann bragged a!>out the "decom-

position" of the Nazis we maintained

that they would return, becainse neither

the objective factors (the crisis, rain of

the petty bourgeoisie) nor the subjec-

tive factors (unsound policy of the C. P.,

the state of division and iwdeelsion of

the proletariat) had disappeared. Ex-

perience has proved our contentions to

be correct. In the meantime, fascism

has gone through several transforma-

tions in its structure ("le.^aliKation")

which makes Its dependence on finance

capital, if possible, even more apparent

than before and which has made th*

road toward coalition still more ac-

cessible than was previously the case.

On the other hand, Bruening is con-

stantly making attempts to extend his

base, since his position is extremely pi-e-

carious. The extra-parliamentary de-

teat at Geneva was this time quite com-

plete. Despite this, German capitalism

has as yet been reluctant to capitulate,

it still hangs on to its program: equal

rights, instead of suLiordination to the

other capitalist robbers. This position

is possible only due to the Incessant and

furious attack on the standard of living

of the working class, idue to the unlimited

and unheard of support granted to the

crippled private enterprises by the state.

With this aim in view, the different pro-

vinces, Prussia and Saxony among
others, have issued for their part,

decrees thiit grant the reduction of

salaries for tlie functionaries, lay-

offs, tariff increases, the suppression

of the budget for cultural subsidies, lay-

offs of teachers, reduction of pensions,

in siaert, all the measures that go under

the name of national self-defense. Sim-

ultaneously, there has been a new, vio-

lent attack against the working class.

The Communist Party Changes
Its Conrse

On the occasion of the mutiny of the

British sailors, which produced great

enthusiasm among the German workers,

more than half of the Communist papers

have again been proscrilied. In addition,

Bruening has ordered the creation of

special tribunals. This is very signi-

flcant among other preparations for the

winter, since a great number of militant

revolutionists have already been arrest-

ed. These events, the unadmitted de-

feat of the refeiendum and the directives

of the E. C, have forced the party to

change its course. This expressed itself

also in a change in the personnel. In-

stead of Thaelmann, the notorious Heinz

Neumann is now being played up. In

any -case, It is surprising (and after all

the years of the "third period" it la even

unbelievable) that offers of discussion are

made to the socialist leaders at public

mass naeetings, which has not failed to

produce an embarrassing effect on these

people, who have taken recourse to the

vilest sort of police tactics. In replying

to the program ;of "Naf;ion)aI Sejf-tte-

fense'' with concrete couniter-proposals,

with the program of the "Red Self-de-

renae", we find a crying contradiction

to the practice pursued up to Ihe pre-

sent by the party. In the same way, at

the last congress of the -Reid Trade Union
Opposition, there was no longer any talk

of the creation of new trade unions, but

rather the work in the Free Trade Un-

ions was stressed. But what is unfor-

tunate about all these healthy attempts.

is the fact, tiiat for reasons of prestige

the former policy cannot be liquidated

and continues in existence altogether in-

organically side by side with the latter

and in contra<3iction to it.

Social Democrats Dlsctisslng Kusso-

German Relations

The social democracy has likewise

been forced to take a much greater poli-

tical initiative. And it -cannot be denied

thitt it employs a certain aptness in do-

ing this. It is struggling persistantly

aitd even resorts to oLd articles by En-

rols to justify its theory of the "lesser

evil"-* It is particularly occupied with

an intense discussion on Itusso-German

relations, tor the present as well as af-

ter the revolution. It denies that Rus-

sian credits would have any effect in

obtaining work for the German work-

ers, bringing the most ridiculous argu-

ments against them, which shows what

a tremendous propaganda force Commun-
ism possesses and to what degree tiie

Opposition was justified when it pro-

posed, two j'ears ago, the slogan (the

slogan of large, long-term credits to the

Soviet Union~Ed,), which the partj-

characterized as "counter-revolutionary".

While we are writing these lines, a

very important crisis is taking place in

the Socialist party. The leadership ot

the party has put the alternative l)efore

the opposition to cease alt practical ac-

tivity or to fa<* expulsion. This crass

measure is undoubtedly explained by its

[ear of the winter. The leadership wants
hi advance to depriv,; itll eventuitl rebel-

lions of an organizing center. 'How can

all thfcs end up? The policy of the C.

I', during the last few years prevents

this opposition from turning toward the

Communists, If it does not capitulate,

it will be forced to create a new centrist

party.

The Social-Democratic Opposition and

the New Centrist Party

Such a party is historically outlived

in Germany and the historic failure of

the Two-and-a-IIalt international will

also always serve as an enormous obsta-

cle to such innovations. On the other

hand, the tendency in favor of such a

party is very strong,* This is due to the

fact that many have forgotten or have

not at all gone through the experience

of the Independents, whereas the mis-

takes of the C, P. exist before the very

eyes and in the memory of all. 8uch a

centrist party will naturally lead to a

ftreat confusion and will be a grcPt

obstacle in the development of the Ger-

man revolution.

In conclusion, I want to give another

example that illustrates vividly tlK

physical decline of the (Serman workiug

class under the crisis and uuider the yoke

of the decrees. The German profes-sors

!.o a 1 to noiv Have be-u so prou'i t]i;it

,ne so*^'"*'""-,
Qei-niany outnumbers Francs in jobless

party is also carrying on its agitation
] ^,,^ ^,.„,„„ fr^,,^v or/. Bm^^tinr cries of

Under that .same angle, the socialist

^,f
i

and cannon fodder, are emitting cries of

indignation and despair. For the first

time, the perjentage for the number of

birtiis in Gsrmir:n hn" fall, n t>elow that

on, "Is a Soviet Germany Possible?'

still "proving" in a dishonest and in-

ept manner, that a Soviet Germany
would not be able to get suflicient econ-

omic s\ipport from iSoviet Russia.

All this in reality only proves in

what an extraordinary dilemma the Soc-

ialist party already finds itself. It is un-

fortunate that even the leadership of the

G. P. is forced to recognize the fact

that iti: members in the factories arc in-

capable of facing this question, simple

as it actually is. This is the punishment

for the education carried on In the Stal-

inist spirit and in tise sermons on the

development of the revolutions in the

"national" framework during the

few years.

for France. While in France there are

18.1 births per 1000 inhabitants, there

;;re only 17.5 per 1000 in Berlin.

Berlin —E. BAUER.

Referring to the support ("tolera

tion") given the Bruening government

in view ot the "greater evir'^prospec-

tive fascist domination, —Ed.

* In the next issue of the Militant we
will bring an article riealing with the de

velit;iii.eiits of this tcii'ii iici' 'uA ^vith

last
j
creation of the new centrist '-Socialis,

! [.a.-.i.r -"'n - Ed.

In Oreat BM-itiaio

Developments in England and Ireland

Developments in England and Ireland

In less than a week from now the

General Election will be over ; in the

meantime all parties are as one in their

efforts to veil ths class issues that lie

at the root of the recent events in Great

Britain.

Mr. Snowden—two months ago the

financial genius of the Labour Party-
has described labour's policy as "Bol-

Khovism gone mad", Mr, MacDoaald,
now leading the Conservatives, explains

that he is still a Soetall'St, Mr. Thomas
endeavors to prove that the policy of

the late 'National' Government saved the

workers from increased unemploymem.
From the platform of the Labour Party,

Mr. Henderson explains that he Is not

oppo8«d to the Idea of a national govern-

ment, and spends most of his time try-

ing to convince his followers that the

Labour Government did not agree to

'cuts', or rather that they only agreed

"ppovistonally". All the old catchwords,

"tariffs", "free-trade", "currency re-

form," "nation before party" and so on,

are being trundled forth a hundred times

a day In newspapers, on poatera, and
from all platforms.

Sir Oswald Mosley's 'New Party' la

now openly fascist; Its programme is one

of open dictatorship and around its can-

didates are grouped trained athletes for

the defence of their meetings. But the

workers have replied to this in no un-

certain fashion. It Is Impossible lor

Mosley to hold a meeting without it

ending in a pitched battle. At Birming-

ham 15,000 workers howled down the

speakers aftd then, after dealing with

the stewards, chased the speakers from

the platform. In Glasgow an 'admission

by ticket meeting was stormed by thou-

sands of workers and broken up.

There are twenty-ftve Communist can-

didates ; already some eight or nine of

them are In prison. The authorities are

making every effort to cripple the Party.

(Candidates and their agents are jailed,

the printer of the D^Iy Worker has been

sentenced to nine months imprisonment

and scores of local unemployed leaders

are lit prison, mils is an Indication of

what will happen after the election, for

the employers will certainly begin a big

wage-redactIon offensive resistance will

tempt to organize resistance will be

met by all the forces at their command.
Provided the party works along the

right lines it should gain support amd

added Influence: this throws great re-

sponsibilities upon comrades of the Deft

Opposition for the pres«nt leadership Is

incapable of doing othtfr than blunder

from left to right and add confusion to

the already confused state of things ex-

isting.

The party's election campaign has bees

very badly organized and their policy

has been one of confusion from start to

finish. The Insistence of the locals In

putting up 'demonstrative' candidates

has partly prevented the carrying out

of the original plan of 'concentration'

upon selected constituencies. But In

London, acting under Party Instructions,

many party members are deserting their

areas and keeping In places where a.

party candidate Is going to tho poll. So

that in many areas the workers are left

leaderless as far as the party is concern-

ed. The Election Manifesto of the party

gives no lead for workers in constitu

encies where there are no Communist
candidates : that is, no lead as to what
should be done by workers on polling

day. Since there are over 600 seats and
only twenty-five Communist candidates

it will be readily seen how the policy

of 'concentration' will work.

More 'Self-Criticism*

At a recent meeting of London factory

group and local Party Committee mem-
bers, W. Rust opened a discussion on
the party's policy in the crisis. lie at-

tacked opportunist tendencies within the

party saying that the party had, during
the past few weeks, been dragging along
at the "tail" of the mass movement, that

it had pursued a conellHatory line to-

wards the Independent Labour Party and
had committed numerous Right errors.

This was true but Rust is as responsi-

ble for these mistakee as anybody in the

party leadersiiip. At a conference of

London party members, held early In

September, he ignored to answer ques-

tions on this point. He attacked the line

of the Left comrades in the party and
ignored the manifestations of the Right
tendencies at the conference itself. And,
as editor of the Dailf Worker, Kust has
help'^'d more than anybody to add to the

contusion existing In the party.

Tht fact that he is raising points of

crilicl«m shows that the leadership real-

izes its weak p-.sirion and that we can
expect, wlthli the near future, a stafe

jf "s ,f-crlticlsm" within the par .,:'.

The (omrad'^p 'f the Left Oppoji^ion

vh"uM be prsi-r;.'' for it and w;ii Ihe

membership to their point of view, not

merely by criticising the present policy

of the party but also by getting a policy

of its own for the party to adopt.

The Iristt Ferment

The new 'Coercion' laws of the Irish

Free State Government have drawn at-

tention to the tense situation existing

in the Irish Free (State. All ot the mili-

tant working class organizations have

been declared illegal. Including the var-

ious Revolutionary Workers' Groups, the

Friends of Soviet Russia and the '>Vork-

ers' Research Bureau. The Insurrection-

ary republican groups have also been

declared illegal, and flogging and the

death sentence are to be the punishment
for acts endangering the "Public Safe-

ty", Twelve people are already await-

ing trial before the special Military

Tribunals and there are signs that be-

fore long the threats of the Cosgrove
Government will be translated into deeds.

The party is extremely weak In Ire-

land, but apparently the Insurrectionary

section of the Republican movement /was

preparing lor some form of action or

other : this, coupled with the position of

industry, itas driven the Government to

harsh repressive measures. I will send
fuller detaiis when things are a little

clearer and more information Is avail-

able. In the meantime an agitation is

beginning here, and as far as possible

openly in IrelaiKi. —ANGLICUS.
London, October 21, 19S1

Manchurian Eventsand the Communists
(Continued from jMige 1)

year (1931) . . . the participators were
only the vanguard of the vanguard. The
proletariat la very weakly organized."

The defeat of the "red army" at Chang-
sha In August mso, and the subsequent
regime of white terror made the E. C.

(;. I. shudder at the consequences of its

own policy, and was the real reason for

replacing the Li-LiSian leadership in

order to save the face of the C I. and
to sidetrack the wrath of the Party
ranks.

The letter blamed Iji-Li-Sian for the

failure "to organize anJ strengthen the

revolutionary bt^e, to unite the Soviet

districts, to consolidate the conquests

already made . . , to organize the re-

treat and draw in the reserves", and
for the attempt to cary out "the tasks

of the occupation of C^hang.sha and the

preparatory iparch on Hankow which
the Red Army has not the strength to

fulfill." Upon such feeble arguments
the E. C. C I. announced the line of

Li-Ll-SIan to be principally antagonistic

and mutually exclusive from the line

of the E. C. C I. and to be anti-marx-

1st and anti-Leninist". They adopt-

ed two formulas : to consolidate thu

revolutionary base" and "to struggle for

the victory in one or several provinces".

The Protective Ambiguity of tiie

Stalinist Formulas
The Stalinist directives are always

double-meaning and therefore uifalltiile.

Since the sixth congress of the party

(Ii)28), tlie per.spt!ctive of the party had
be(;ii to ''a^Hrugtjle for victd|ry in one
or several provinces." Whoever was
doubtful of this perspective at the time

of low tide of the revolution was called

a liquidator and counter-revolutionary.

But when the most loyal and most con-

sistent Stalinist, Li-LI-Sian, seriously

strove for this persiiet^lve (capture of

Changsha and t!ie preparatory march on

Hankow), then he was all of a sudden

found not to have consolidated the rev-

olutionary base, he was branded as anti-

Ijenlnist and having principally noth-

ing in common with the line of the E.

C. C- I.

The letter of the B. C. C, I. was fatal

to the party and opened a new page in

its life or, rather, its degeneration. Poli-

tically it means the complete ideological

disarming of the part.v, the loss of its

perspective and orientation. Hitherto

the whole party had been educated by

the perspective, although a false one,

of the immediate seizure of power "In

one or several proviiices" and "the arm-
ed uprising In the big and bifstest cit-

ies", tmt with the downfall of LI-IjI-

Sian in the party, this ijcrspective was
scattered to the winds. This perspec-

tive is replaced by such empty slogans

as "Defend the Re<l Army", "l>efend the

Soviet Government", "Defend the Sov-

iet Union", "Down with the Kuo Min
Tang", "Down with Imperialism", etc.

In principle the party rejected the dem-
ocratic slogans. The slogans of armed
uprising and Soviets are not taken off

the agenda. It is necessary to prepare.

But either this i>erspective will not be

taken seriously by the party ranks, or

the party in the future will head Into

another catastrophe, the blame for which

will be laid upon the executors. Such
is the mechanism ot the Stalinist leader-

ship. Therefore, tlie letter of the E, C.

C. I. swore that only those who have

nothing In commoii with Bolshevism can

interpret this line as a line of retreat,

Just the contrary, this is a completely

disordered retreat which sowed confusion

among the ranks of the party and les-

sened their confidence in the party lead-

ership.'

Tbe Weukening of the Party Apparatus

Organizationally, the letter of the E.

C. C. I. means the mechanical removal

and the expulsion of responsible but not

so meekly obedient party workers. Mosi
of the old leading members and cair«
were removed and replaced by Inexperl-

nced and theoretically poorly educated

students returned from Moscow who en-

joyed absolutely no confidence in the

party and who are distinguished by their

absolute obedience to the directives of

the E, C. C. I. (Its representative was
Miff. Therefore, these students are also

called Miff*s*group) . Some of the form-

er leadero were relegated to local work,

ethers were expelled and formed a

Right opposition which bears a. promin-

ent economist tendency. This opposition

at first attracted many workers In Shang-

hai and North China and has Its own
centre and local organizations. Still

other Important workers, removed frwa

positions,) went over openly to the en-

emy, and organized skillfully the spy

work which led to the arrest of tens

of Important party comrades (among

them comrade Hsiang-Chu-Fa), to the

dlsclf^ure of underground party organi-

zations, and to the standstill of party

work. The arrested comrades were shot

immediately without any ceremony.

The party press often complains of

the unprincipled and personal fights of

the different groups. They become dis-

trustful of each other and lack the spirit

of comradeship. So long as the free

discussion of the problems of the revolu-

tion Is prohibited, and the leadership

dominated by careerists, and the party

demands obedience and lip-service from

the members (members wlio fear to be

expelled save themselves Vv firmfi re

cantatlons; those who are abij aul 1H.»

severing are found outside the party)

;

So long as these conditions exist, the

party, as an organization which groups

together men struggling for Ideas, ceases

to exist. The Chinese party is thus liq-

uidated and destroyed by SUlIn. He has

completed what Chiang Kai-Shek has

left undone, AH that remains is a taiut

shadow of the party.

yet we read in an appeal to the Com-
intern, R. 1. L. U., etc., by tlie C. C.

of the Chinese C. P. that it spoke as

"the Communist party of Clilna with its

190,000 members and the millions of

workers and peasants

—

"
'. (Inpreccor,

.No. 38). AJid still the rabid reaction

rages throughout China. In fact, in the

Shanghai JBastern distiticlj—the biggest

industrial district—there are party mem-
bers only in one big factory, numbering
about 20, but when meetings were call-

ed, those attending were not as many
as five! The late Hsiang Chu-Fa, in his

report to the fourth plenum of the party

(January of this year) said: "The red

trade union movement has sustained

great loss and damage, the membership
In the whole country greatly decreased.

To take the example of Shanghai, the

membership ( In the rad trade unions

)

has dwindled from 4,000 to about 1,000.

In Shanghai, we have no connection wiUi

many workers' struggles, there are ma»y
strikes which we cannot lead."

In other industrial cities, the situa-

tion both of the party and the red trade

union movement is only worse. There
is not the least indication to prove that

things have Improved for the t>etter.

The aforementioned letter of the E.

C C 1. has set the central tasks of the

day for the party as follows; (1) to sel-

ect and consolidate immediately the real

rod army ot workers and i)eaMants. Even
at the beginning It numbers only 40,000

to SO.OOO strong. (2) to establish Imme-
diately a powerful and capable Soviet

government with a majority of Commun-
ists and get the best non-i)arty worker.s,

Iieasants, and soldiers to join in it, (3)

In the non-BOvIet districts to develop the

economic and political mass struggle and
in the process of struggles to organize

the masses.

Actual Conditions in tlie "Soviet ' Areas

Thus the chief ^attention of the Stal-

inist bureaucrats is paid to the Red
Army and the Soviet government, and
the slogans "Defend the Red Army",
'•Defend the Soviet government" are

written as placards on all occasions

whenever there is a big event taking

place. The workers in the cities are in-

duced not to believe in their own organi-

zations and strength but to believe In

the liberating' role of some force outside

tiiem—the Red Army and the Soviet dis-

tricts. But wiiat are the real conditions

in the Soviet districts and the Red
Army?

First of all. It was Stalin who said

at the 16th Congress of the C. P. S. U.

that in China "it was said that there

is formed a Soviet government," Hut
later on the letter ot the E. C. C. I. cate-

gorically denied this and said: ''there is

not yet a Soviet government In China

;

if there is, It exists only in tlie leatlets,

on paper, and Is not a realized power."

A letter published I'y the party organ,

Party Construction discloses the real con-

dition in tti* Soviet districts which en-

tirely confirms the views expressed by

the Left Opposition. Let |ub quote a

part of it.

"Concerning the iaftuence of tlie party

among the masses," tlie letter from the

Western Hunan and Hupeh: Soviet dis-

trict runs, "because the propaganda work
was not done on a general scale and
done badly, the masses . . . consider t^e

tkjmmunist party is little better than tiie

Kuo Min Tang, and in many places the

masses adopt the attitude that since they

are the Ku!)jects, it doesn't matter what

party comes to rule them".

"Most party leaders in the Soviet dis-

tricts are kept secret fi-om tiie party

ranks. The Communist members do not

know what the Communist party is. At

the time of the suppression ot the Wang-
Ching-Wei group (Kuo Min Tang Re-

organIzation is ts ) , they wept at home be-

cause they thought they had joined the

reorganizatlonists. The responsible party

workers forget the party. For three or

four months, the party organizations and

nuclei have not htld meetings." In the

mass organizations there are no party

groups.

"The majority of the comrades of the

red districts are corrupt, become bureau

crats and express a Right wing tendency

They think that since political power is

already conquered, nothing more is to

be done, they engage themselves for

whole days In the hunt of women. . .
,"

"The responsible comrades of the Sov-

iet government do not give solutions to

the general practical demands of the

masses. At the same time the rich

peasants occupy two thirds of the posi-

tions in It. The majority of the com-

missars are bureaucrats, so that the

masses have no confidence in the Soviets

and address the' commissars as "sir".

just as they addressed the former gov-
ernors." .

"Owing to the fact that the masses
do not understand the Soviet, therefore

in the red districts tliere are concealed
liiauy rt'actionary elements, and the Sov-
iet.s are helpless to\\ard them ..."
"Party Construction"—N. K-;Mi)31),

Mismanagement In Peasant AlT.iirs

The editor ot this organ pointed out
that such things happen also in the
Kiangsi Soviet districts. The party press
aiwl the letter of the E. C.C. I. complain-
ed th»t the rich peasants, and even the

small landlords creep into the Soviets,

into the Red Army and into the new
organs ot power. The land was divided

in favor of the rich peasants ; the poor
peasants, the agricultural laborers and
the coolies are hot organized Into unions.

The Soviets are not elected but appoint-

ed, etc., etc. But the Chinese Stalinists,

together with the E. C. C. I. attribute

all thit, to the faulty line ot LI-Li-

Siaii. Therefore they issue on paper such
slogans as "Against corruptions",

"Against bureaucrac.v", "Against the

Right tendency"

They fail to understand that the

causes lie deeper : in the nature of the

Iieasautry. which is completely incapable

of independent political action ; that

when the city proletariat remains pass-

ive, it is inevitable tiiat the peasant

guerrila warfare degenerates.

The red peasants partisans have with-

stood three campaigns started by the

Nanking government against them dur-

ing the iwst year, even though troops,

armed with modern munitions, often out-

numbered them two or three times. Yet
the red partisan army has defeated them
successively, killing two divisions com-
manders. The weakness of the govern-

ment army lies in the fact that dissen-

^vions exist among the generals and the

soldiers are not quite willing to fight

(they complain against their officers,

underpay, ijad treatment), while the red

partisan army enjoys the support of the

pciisantry; this gives tiiem a tsig advan-

tage in coiwiucting the war. If Chiang
Kal-Sliek is helpless even in the face of

the red partisans in one province, Kiang-

si, when in the cities, dark reaction

governs, how can he coik? with the up-

heaval of the entire natiSn'i

The Kiangsi partisan warfare in a

certain sense is a standing indictment of

the crimes of Stalinist leadership in the

second revolution, when it capitulated be-

fore the bourgeoisie. This time the

Stalinist leadership capitulates before

the peasantry, concentrates its whole
work In the partisan warfare, dissolves

the party into tiie peasant masses, giv-

ing up city work ; makes the proletar-

iat look up to the red partisan army
as Its savior just as it formerly made
the proletariat believe in the bourgeois

Kuo Min Tang as its savior. Let us
entertain no illusions. The peasantry

either follows the bourgeoisie or follows

the proletariat.

It is just at this time, when the Man-
churian evenLs stir the whole nation,

when the broad masses are indignant

over the non-resistant policy of the Kuo
.Min Tang, when the mass movement
flows over the dams of the Kuo Min
Tang, when the students and the down-
trodden masses come out spontaneou.sly

and write in handwritten placards

against Japanese imperialism, just at

this time, when the leadership of the

Communist pstrty is required, there is

no Communist party. In face of such a

great hurricane which arouses millions

to the danger, the Chinese party com-

pletely tails bo understand the meaning

of this invasion as the grabbing of Chi

nese territory, the wringing of conces-

sions and special rights which are pos-

sible because the Chinese Revolution is

at Its lowest point. The party sees the

Japanese invasion only as an interven-

tion against the Chinese revolution and

the Soviet Union. Therefore tiielr slo-

gans, "Down with the intervention

against the Chinese Revolution and the

Soviet Union", "Defend the Red Army
and Soviets", etc., are not grasped by the

masses.

What an irony of leadership If we are

to remember the following part of the

letter of E. c: C. I. which said: "I'he

E. C. C. I, deems it not only feasible

but necessary to maneuver with the im-

perialists—we must at the same time

with all means weaken the alliance of

imperialism with the Chinese counter-

revolution, to avoid the decisive confllot

with It till we consolidate ourselves, to

postpone the decisive struggle with the

Imperialists."

The Manchurian event is a great warn-

ing to the revolutionary Communists In

China when a national ferment Is not

(Continued on page 4)
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EDITORIAL XOTES
T

AMTEB IVILL GET iOUR
MONEY BACK?
The N«w York municipal election

campaign of the Commuiiisit Party ttas

not been without Us funny fekle, even if

the joice Ms been at the expense of

Communism. This was to be expet'ted

with Israel Amter as the head of the

ticket. Amter is the (candidate for tioro

president of Manhattan, If he is not

elected it will not be because he did

not try; not because he stopi>ed short of

extraviiKsnt promises. The revolutionary

Marxists have always regarded elections

as an oi)Portunity for revolutionary pro-

pa (;amla Amter has been demonstrating

Iiow they can also be utilised for the

most vulgar reformist vote-tatchinfj. We
are well enoufjh acquainted with [be typi-

cal American bourgeois iwlitician, among

whom the rcformLst Hocialiats can be in

clud«l, who promise the voters anything

and t'verythlns. It i^ a strange role for

Communistfj, however, and not an edify-

ing one.

The Daily Worker of October 27th re-

ports !be appearance of otir candidate at

a meeting of depositors of the I). S. Bank

who are «till whistling for their money.

It was evidently an enthusiastic gather-

ing. "A great ovation was given Amter

when he was introduced"', says the re-

port. And the jubilation of his hearers

did not stop there. "Several times dnr-

ing his speetrh he wuk loudly applaud-

ed." If tliese ciieers were for Comi

mnnism one could only be glad. But

this, unfortunately, was not the case.

The depositors had ,s;omething far more

immediate in mind when they shouted

for the standard-bearer of the revolution-

ary party. They were iSiimply excited at

the prospect of the recovery of their

lost deposits, and were hailing the man
wlio <l*(ngled this prospe<;t before them.

The report in the Dflily Worker quotes

Amter as saying: "The Communist Party

pledges to you that if I be elected I'll

«se all my official power as boro presi-

dent to organize all the 400,000 workers

and small depositors for a militant

figiit to get their money ba<'k," Such are

the campaign aig»m*nts of Stalinist

Communism.
With all due respect to the intenti«ns

of ths candidate, we do not think he

could make good with this promise even

it he is elected Iroro president. We go

further and say such promises should

not be made by a Communist in any case.

It would be far better and certainly for

more in keeping with the elementary

eonceptions of Communism to ex-

plain to the depositors that t!ie ex-

propriation of*mall owners by bank

swindles is just as much a part of the

capitalist system as their ruin by com-

petition, and that salvation lies in the

rei-olutionary overthrow of the regime

and not In the promises of a city official

to halt it.? normal, processes and restore

that which existed yesterday.

Communism is the doctrin^ of the

socialization of property, including the

banks. The small proprietor engrossed

with his little store, hLs little farm or

his little bank deposit is not a Commun-

ist. He can tiecome one only insofar as

he comprehends tiie hopelessness of the

contest with centralized capital and ad-

opts the property viewpoint of the pro-

letariat. Communist propaganda among

the members of these doomed classes

should emphasize this idea all the time.

Such events as the bank failure create

favorable opportunities for its reception

Therein lies their chief value to the rev

olutionists.

The Stalinists, who stand everything

on its head, have not made an excep-

tion of this question. In their frenzied

endeavors to mobilize tlie petty-bourge-

oisie for tlie election they do not stop

at holding out to the samll owner the

illusion of security in his possessions.

They even promise to restore that which

has alreaidy been taken away. And this,

mind you, under the exiisting capitalist

regime in which the progressive expro-

priation of the small owners and the

small producer proceeds t)y a law of the

system itself. By such methods the pet-

ty-bourgeois ma.sses will not be won

o?er to Communism, but the Party itself

will be dragged into the petty-bourgeois

swamp.

THE OPPOSITION ON THE
OFFENSIVE
The correspondence from the field in

the recent issues of the Militant tell a

convincing story of the increasing ac-

tivity and aggressiveness of the members

of the Communist League. The reports,

show beyond all doubt that the system-

atic educational work, upon which our

faction is grounded, is being supple-

mented more and more by direct partici-

pation in the life of the Left wing labor

movement. The Oppositionists are pene-

trating into the unions and non-party

organizations. They appear at oonfeP-

FORCLARITYANDACTION
wYoung Spartacus* to Appeal to Membership of Y-CL
Three leading merobers in the Chic- Opposition is keenly felt. An organ that

ences, forums and other places where the

radical workers come together and de-

fend there the ideas of Marxi.sm on con-

crete issues of the class struggle. And

with a growing response. The Opposi-

tion comes out the gainer from eveiy

encounter.

Wherever we have forces they are ob

the offensive, and their confidence giwvs

every time they pit the platform of the

Marxist wing against Centrist empiric-

ism, whether it be in a general discus-

^on of principles or in the considera-

tion of tactics in a single action. In this

conllict of ideas wbicii is at tlie bottom

of the factional division in the Commun-

ist movement, even tiie youngest and

most inexperienced representatives of the

Opposition have an incalculable advan-

tage. The appalling ideological poverty

of the Centrist leaders is dejnonstrated

on every occasion.

The whole district apparatus of the

I. L. D. in New York had to be brought

down upon a single branch to eipel two

young Oppositionists \ntose (iuestio«a

and arguments regartliug the policy in

the liooney campaign tney could not

answer. The open forum condacted by

the oflicial I'arty in New I'crk has betm

enlivened lately by the participation of

ago District of the Young Communiat
League were recetntly expelled from tite

oi^anization. AH three comrades, Nor-

man Satir, Ruth Andras, and Nathan

Gould were foriijer members ol the Dis-

ttrict Bureau. They were expelled be-

cause of the ahttrp criticism they lev-

elled at the character of the regime that

prevails in the Y. C. L. In ess»nce It

was an a't.tack on the strangulating bur-

eaucratism in the Y, C. L.

The action of these comrades must l>e

hailed ae a progressive sign and a re-

awakening icy the ranks of the Y. C. L.

When it is recalled that practically the

one torm of expression of dissatisfac-

tion in the; Y. C. ]j. for the past period

has been an ever-accelerated turn-over

in membership, tlten this latest manifes-

tation is indeed insignificant. It ]>rovcs

that the Stalinist bureaucrats cannot

rob all the young (/(mimunlas of a sense

of self-reliance and capacity to think,

though they may clothe themselves in

the mantles of official Communism and

usurp the traditions of the October rev-

olution.

An interesting aspect of this latest re-

volt against the bureaucratic regime is

that It originates almost wholly on youth

grounds. It does not assail the policies

Tr«t«kyiUis" who have gained ground in of the Party, it is not organisationally

every discussion. It is true that the

bureaucrats revenged themselves by set-;

ling hooligans upon the young Marxists

to beat them up as they left the meet-

ing last Suudayl iiut that is a poor re-

comi>ense. The Communist workers will

know how to i>ass judgement on this

form of "debate". The political line is

stronger (t^an the hooJiigitn's fist ai^d

will prevail over it.

What is needed t<) hasten tbi^; victory

is an intensification of the political ac-

tivity of the Opposition, as was indicat-

ed by the National Conference, the iirst

fruitful results of whit^h have already

been rocorded. These activities and re-

sults demonstrate that Jhe adherents of

the Left Opposition arc learning how

to conduct the political struggle. This

is not a secret art. U consists primar-

ily in the assimilation of scientific' Marx-

ist ideas and the intransigeant defense

of tiiem. The Opposition is armed with

an invincible platform which has been

verified in every concrctj; question by the

test of experience. It is this fact which

gives the Opposition fighters such un-

bounded confidence and assures them an

increasing influence in the ranks of the

proletarian vanguard in proportion to

their activity and aggressiveness in ex-

pounding the platform.
—J. P. C.

Hail The Russian Revolution !
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related to -arty group in the Party, nor

does it connect it^If Ideologically with

any Party current, as for example, the

Left Opposition, ;Whtle this demonstrates

the vitality of the Communist youth and

augur-s well for the future—the ability

of the youth on its own Initiative to fight

for a correct regime—it at the time re-

veals a profound weakness. If this re-

volt were not to transcend Its present

stage, it would merely dissipate itself,

and lose the real value it could contri-

bute to the Communist movement.

We Must Reach \'. C. U
It is particularly when faced witli

such developments that the unpostpon-

able need for a youth paper of the Lett

would reflect these developments from

their inception,j Inftuence them with its

advice and criticism, point out the nec-

essary steps, and finally guide them into

the Marxist channels of ibe Left Opposi-

tion, is the next link that the Commun-
ist League of America must forge in its

chain of steady progress. Our Young
SpartQcus must become a powerful in-

strument for the intensifications of the

struggle against bureaucracy in the Y.

C, L. and for genuine Marxist education.

The Young Vanguard, even were it to

appear with unfailing regularity i» the

AliUtant could not i)ossibly have that ap-

peal for young Communists that a sep-

arate opposition youth paper would un-

doubtedly have. The appeanance of

Young Spartat;us will unquestionably

arouse widespread Interest in thg ranks

of the Y. C. L. It will immediately pose

in the minds of numerous Y, C. L. mem-
bers the fundamental questions that sep-

arate the Left Opposition Ideologically

from the Stalinist and Lovestone fac-

tions. For the (irst tSma young com-

rades who hitherto liave been oblivous to

these burning issues, and have followed

in blind faith the decrees handed down

from above, will concern themselves with

tiese problems, and will want to know

more about thorn.

Our Young Spartacus must become a

positive factor in saving fbr the Com-

munist movement those innumerable

young workers who are lost in the as-

tounding turn-over in the Y. C. L, Our

paper will explain to them the causes for

their unfavorable reaction t:0 the life

of the Y. G. L. and show them the way

which will lead to a Leninist regime in

the Y. C. L,

But in order to transform our good

plans into better reality, we mu^t have

the assistance of all those advanced

Communists who rciilize the significance

of our project. We are confident that

their response will be commensurate

with their understanding. —<i. It-

Activities in the Ranks of the Opposition

We have menUoned in a previous is-

sue our intention of organizing a group

of active Militant builders. This is now
taking form and has already some re-

sults to show. We named already In

our announcement some comrades upon

whom we relied to make this a live

item. This depends entirely upon their

activities. We have heard directly only

from two of these t-omrades mentioned

by name, Meanwliile a number of others

have already made their application and

become accepted in the group.

The qualifications for membership are

very simple. Just hustling for Militant

sub«. and in this manner building the

circulation to make the Left OPiiositiou

organ a much more powerful medium,

a much more powerful prganizer for our

movement. This Includes also the secur-

ing of renewals for -the expired subscrip-

tions. We are sure we have many com-

rades ready and willing to take up this

work.

We list under this heading only euch

new subscriptions and renewals secured

by the efforts of our comrades, not those

readers who on their own initiative

sent in their sub or their renewal.

I>uring the last two weeks the follow-

ing comrades have results to show for

their efforts, by way of a-etual subscrip-

tions secured.

Manchurian Events and the Communists
(Confined from page 3>

utilized owing to the al>sence of a Com-

munist party. The ferment is so deep

and strong that not only the lower sec-

lions of the Kuo Miu Tang are more

pronounced dissatisfied with the policy

of the o cial Kuo Min Tang, not only

is the military grip to a certain degree

slackened so tliat the masses are to a

great extent free to write slogan^, hold

meeting and express views; but even in

the Nanking government, the strong bul-

wark of reaction and counter-revolution,

certain opinions are expressed against

the random slaughter of Communists be-

cause they are vigorous youths, and that

the Kuo Min Tang itself is guilty since

it cannot put the country in order. The

irtasses need leadership. Provided with

correct tactics, the Comuntst party would

grow rapidly.

Progress and Hardships of nte

Left Opposition

The Chinese I^eft Opposition, after a

long period of disunity, no sooner bad

achieved unity under the leadership of'

the International Secretariat and com-

rade Trotsky, then the blows of the Kuo

Min Tang fell upon us. After the arrest

. . . . . . . . ij--- I
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on May 21-22 of 13 comrades, one of

whom is a member of the standing com-
mittee, another important Opposition

worker was arrested on August 16th.

Despite the blows dealt to our organiza-

tion, we still march forward, publishing

a journal organizing workers. In Shang-

hai, we are organizing anti-Japanese im-

perialism associations among the Kuo
Min Tang workers.

Our central organ, The Sparli, now
has been transformed from a semi-month-

ly into a weekly, unfortunately in mimeo-
graph form. Besides, there is a local

Shanghai semi-weekly for the workers

;

we are planning to start another legal

atid printed paper. The workers now
are beginning to move and we shall grow
with their- movement. The sustenance

of the national movement hereafter, will

chiefly depend on whether the workers
will actively enter the arena with anti-

Japanese strikes and manifestations.

liespite the fact that the Stalinists con-

tinue to slander u» and call ua liquida-

tors and counter-revolutionaries, the rul-

ing Kuo Min Tang has a sober view upon

us. The Stalinists fail to compromise

us by expulsion ; the public and the work-

ing-class recognize us as Communists,

just as we never fail to recognize Wang
Chang-jWel and Co. as Kuo Ming Tang-

ists despite their expulsion by Chiang

Kai-Shek, By the expulsions, the Stal-

inists only weaken Communism and
make possible their bureaucratic self-

preservation.

in the theses of the propaganda de-

partment of the C. C. oi the Kuo Min
Tang, sent to its local organizations, after

analysing the controversy between the

Stalinists and the Trotskyiste, they re-

acted in the following words to the con-

troversy: U»e tacacs'of the "Trotskyist"

group towards China are more venomous

and dangerous than those of Uie Stalinist

group. After the defeat of the Stalin-

ist tiactics of guerilla warfare, the Com-

munist party wilt io over to the Trotsky-

ist tactle. In the near future, theie will

inevitably be a split into two parties."

The Kuo Min Tang indeed knows which

of us is the more serious enemy. It is

a better answer to the Stalinist slander

than any on our own part. We -hope

only that Ute time is not far distant

when this "danger" will be turned Into

a real one.

Shcnghfll, China, October 2^ 1881

NIBLrSIH.

C. Sheckett, Boston 3

Joseph Carter, New York 1

H. Capelis, New York 2

P, 'Shulman, New York 1

M, Kent, New York 1

Sylvia Bleeker, New Y'ork 1

Jack Carmody, New York 1

I>, Plarinos, Youngstown, O. 1

Ij, Brayer, Cleveland 1

C, Sheckett, Boston 2

C. R. Iledlund, Minneapolis 1

Ijeon Goodman, Phila. 1

N. Y. CLASSES BEGIN
The class in the "Fundamentals of

Communism", conducted by comrade

Martin Abern has begun, and clas-ses arc

held each Monday evening at the hear-

quarters of New York Branch of the

Communist League (Opposition), 84 E.

10th Street. There is still opportunity

to enroll before the next class, after

whicii registration for this class is closed.

The class in "Marxism" to be con-

ducted by Arne Swabeck will !)egin on

Monday, November 9. Prospective stu-

dents should send in their names at

once.

STUDY GROUP
A stwiy cla*ss in the Fundamentals of

Communism, composed mostly of yonng

workers, is being conducted by the

Philadelphia Branch of the Communist
League of America (Opposition ) . For

particulars, write to Leon Goodman,

327 SiO. :ith St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHICAGO CLASSES
A class in the Fundamentals of Com-

munism is !)eing conducted by comrade

CJharlt^s Curtiss on Thursday evenings

at the headquarters of the Chicago

Branch of the Communist League (Op-

position), 1435 No. Western Ave.

Additional study classes are being con-

ducted by copirade Hugo Oehler in tise

form of a Marx-Lenin study gt-oup, and

also a class in the Fiindiainentals of Com-
jnui^sm by comrade John Edwards at

ms AVest Madison Ave.

Chicago workers wishing to register

in any of these classes may do so by

getting in touch through the Opposition

headquarters.

(Continued from page 1)

a world-wde campagn for the extension

of large and long-term credits to the

Soviet Union by the capitalist countries.

Stalin and his stupid lackeys branded

this living slogan as counter-revolution-

ary. It Conflicted with the theory of

"sticialism in one country".

The Conditions in the Factories

It is axiomatic from a revolutionary

standpoint and the aspect ot the develop-

ment of workers' control, that for every

increase in the productivity of labor in

the Soviet Union, there must result an
apiiroximateiy corresjionding increase in

the stitndard of living of the workers

—

their wages, working conditions, etc.

The industrial proletariat particularly,

the carriers of the future hopes of hu-

manity, must participate in every gain

made by industry and agriculture.

But under Stalin, there has been by

and large a iwlicy of production fcr the

sake of production, a false concept of

socialist construction ;
productivity has

increased at tlie exEWnse of the working

class; that is a damning indictment of

Stalinist practices. The regime within

the shops has deteriorate<l. More, not

less, control, must be vested in the

workers in their shoi>s, their com-

mittees, their unions. Instead, man-

agers, trade union olficlals and State and
p'arty bureaucrats increase their domin-

ation over the workers. Dissatisfaction

naturaliy arises with this non-proletarian

policy ; workers shift from job to job.

hoping for betterment; shop control and
discipline become weakened, which the

Stalinist bureaucracy thinks can be over-

come by decree. A principle of Com-
munist management and workers* con-

trol is involved in these prevailing Stal-

inist methods in the Soviet Union.

In the field of foreign policy, there

ha^ been a wide departure from the

early days of Lenin, Trotsky and Chich-

erin. It is indeed a long journey from

that period to the "diplomacy" of Stalin

and Litvinoff who finds it possible on

behalf of the Soviet Union, to sign the

Kelh^g Pa<^t of the imperialists and to

justify this non-revolutionary action on

the ground that the Kellogg Pact en-

forces "moral" (si-c!) obligations on the

capitalist i>owers who also signed it.

The Changes in tlte Communist Party

Li the Communist Party of the Soviet

Union there have been tremendous

changes, which took on the speed of a

locomotive with the expulsion of Leon

Trotsky and the Ijeft Opposition from

tlie Party. The Party, in a fundamental

sense, is non-existent :• it is melted into

tlie masses by the method of mass infil-

tration into the party by whole factories,

etc. The actual role of the Party as

the leaider of the masses is vitiated by

the bureaucratic control of the Staliii-

isl apparatus which tolerates no critic-

ism -or program other than Its own. Thus,

the proletarian dictatorship still exists,

but Stalinism is eating at its roots and

its heart, the Party.

The Stalinist policy Is the policy of

Isolation for the Soviet i;nlon, an under-

estimation of the role of a Communist
Party and ftie Communist International,

With the acceptance and espousal of the

anti-Marxian theory of socialism In one

country, it was Inevitable that not only

In the Soviet Union, but throughout the

C I., social-democratic theories would

in time take their hold.

lUie D«veIopment of National

Socialism

Theory has no boundary lines. Even

as the Left Opposition warned, national

socialism developed among the Commun-
ist Parties in other c-ountries (witness

the GeKnan Party and the recent refer-

endum). The theory of "socialism iii

one country" became "internationalized".

With It, to mention but this major cause,

there followed the decline of the Com-
munist parties. The War Danger and

Defense of the Soviet Union became,

without .reJatA>n and analysis to the

current situation and burning issues of

the day, the central slogans of the Com-
munist Parties. Lip service was given

to the fact that the best defense of the

Soviet Union and for the femporay stav-

ing off of another world war, was
best carried through by a consistent

struggle against one's own capitalism on

'4ving Issues, The Communist thirties

have in the main become reduced to au-

xiliaries for the Soviet Union.

During the period of Lenin's life four

Congresses of the Communist Interna-

tionai took place, as follows: First (Con-

gress—lOia ; Second Congress —1020

;

Third C-ongress^li»21 : Fourtii Congress

—1022. Leiiiu's dc;»tli followul in Janu-

ary 1!)24 and the Fifth Congress was in

iy24 ; four years clapped between the

Fifth lUKi sixth Congre.-;s of the C. I.

in 1028; three years have since passed

and there is not yet a word about a

Seventh Congress. TUus loudly, but

without w-ords, sliouts Stalin his con-

tempt for the Comintern,

Here we wili only mention that Stalin-

ism, carried over inUi many other coun-

tries, as in Creat Britain, hoped to jump
over the inevit;tble step of the develop-

ment of a British Conimuiiist Party, and
thus helped to carry out the mangling
of the British proletariat and Party

through tile "actions" of the now dead,

but unlamonted Anglo- Hu.-isian Commit-
tee. And the manner in which Stalinism

aided by Mensheviks like Mart j now,

helped to strangle for years to come the

Chinese Kevolution. Need wc mention
how the Communist liiternatioJial ignor-

ed, and Parvda lamented, that the Span-

ish lievolution, .still in niiglity motion,

miglit hurt the preservation of the peace

of Karo[K?: forjcot the cause of revolu-

tion and clung inslcail (o that pitiful

reed of peace by agreement with capi-

talism, "of ['oliaboijition peacefully of

the Soviet and capitalist viiorld." (Lit-

vinoff).

Soviet Russia — the Fortress of

World Kevolution

Despite all, Soviet Uus.-iia remains the

fortress of the world i\;voliition, its pre-

lude. The Itussian Kevoultion still is

powerful in its own right—despite Stal-

inism. The fundamentals remain—which
the second i>arty and fourth international

advocates fail to see— : The prevailing

property n?iations are the socrialined and
nafionalized means of production and
distribution; the monopoly of foreign

trade by the State remains as a bulwark,
The Proletarian Diclatership stands;

Soviet RutJsia is a WOKKKIt.H' GOV-
ERNMENT. The education of the mass-
es, the militancy and achievements of

the workers and Bolsheviks during all

the years of the Uu.-fsian Uevouition,

have planted deep the roots of revolu-

tionary practice and the doctrines of

Marx, Ktigels, I.,enin, Ti^tsky. On an
international scale, in varying degrees,

this is true also. Therefore, the Inter-

national stiH lives and the OppEtsitlon

calls for the policy of tiie regeneration

and reform of the Communist Parties

and the Communist International. The
Opposition and Its ideas live and will

conquer. The IIEUITACJE OF THE
IIUSSBAN OCTOBER STILL RICMAINS.

.It is for ns to be dedicated to the task

of preserving that heritage and. In-

creasing its wealth. Stalinism destroys,

but Leninism rebuilds again and again

on a higher plane.

The Platform of the Opposition—And
the Future

With comra<le Trotsky and the Rus-

sian Opposition, we say, even fis it was
sajjil to the Stalinist Central Committee
on 0<'tober 23, 1927:

"We stand at the helm of Bolshevism,

You will not tear us away fi-om it. We
are going to hoid it true. You will not

cut us off from the party. You will not

cut us olf from the working class. We
are familiar with represslon.s. ,W<i are
accustomed to blows. We will not sur-

remler tlie October Revolution to the pol-

itics of Stalhi—the entire essence of

which is contained in these few words:
Repression o£ the proletarian nucleus,

fraternisation with fhe compromi.sers of

all countries, capitulation before the

world bourgeoisie , . , ,

'The platform of the Ofiipositioii Is oii

the table of the Party. The proletariat

thinks slowly, but it thinks strong. , . ,

Tlie decision lies in the last ac4:oont

with the political course, and not with

the bureaucrat's fist, , . ,

"Your perstycutions, expulsions, ar

rests, will make our platform the most

popular and the closest and <learest docu-

ment of the internalional workers' move-
ment. Kxpcl us. You will not stop

the victory of the Opixi.-iition—the vic-

tory of the revohitionar-y unity :>i our

party and the Commnni.'^t International."

—MARTIN ABERN.

Gree1(^ Left Opposition in Appeal to British Sailors
(We reprint here the leaflet addres.s-

ed to and distributed among the British

sailors on October 10th at Salonica,

Greece by the comrades of the Left Op-

position in Greec-e, the organization of

the Kolshevik-Ijeninists ( Archio-Marx-

ists). The previous issue of The Mili-

tant mentioned this distribution of an
appeal at the time of landing of the

sailors from British boats. We are glad

to print the entire appeal as an evidence

of the policy of International solidarity

on behalf of the working class.—Ed.)

The appeal follows;

THE APPEAL TO THE BRITISH
SAILORS

"To the British Sailors,

"To the British Working Class and tlw

world proletariat,

"Comrades

:

"A month ago 12,000 sailors of the

British Navy struck in protest against

the attempts of British capitalism to

shift the burden of the economic crisis,

engendered by the capitalist system,

onto your shoulders and those of the

British Workers. They are cutting down
the unemployment dole, reducing wages,

while the expenses for armaments, for

the preparations of a new war are con-

tinually Increaaittg.

"At the head of these effort* the eapl-

taliste of your country put the traitors

of the Labor Party-the MacDonalds,

Snowdena and Thomases—who mad* an

open alliance with the landowners, mine-

owners, bankers and other big capitalists

and militarist*!. The same dirty job is

committed against the British workers

by the Hendersons, Maxtons and Kirk-

woods who are agents of the possessing

classes an>ong the British pnoletariat.

"The post of these traitors i*i full of

sneh treacheries against the working

class. In the General Strike of 1026 the

same leaders betrayed the struggle of

the British working class, with the col-

laboration In this instance of the Stal-

inist leaders of the British Communist

I'arty.

"When the Communist Party of Great

Britain could have really become the

vanguard of the struggling proletariat

-and unmaskedd the treachery of the Mac-

Donalds, Citrines, Purcells and Company,

the British Communists worked hand in

hand with them in the Anglo-Russian

Committee and on Instruction from the

Communist International from which the

best Bolsheviks, among them Ijeon Trot-

sky, the collaborator of Lenin, were ex-

pelled.

"Comrades ! Today, in the whole world,

in your country also, the great work

to redress the Communist Parties, with

the assistance of the International Left

Communist Opposition, is goiaag on. At

the head of this task la Trotsky, the

orgattizers of tJie Russian RED ARMY
AND NAVY. We all must do all In

our power to obtain the reinstatement

of all exi>elled Left Communists into the

Communist Parties.

Proletariat Greets Sailors' Strike

"Comrades! Your strike frightened

world capitalism and met with great en-

thusiasm from tlie wovl-d proletariat.

You, by your action, have forced the

capitalists to retreat. Y'ou have lesirned

from your own experiences that only

your organized and coiH:erted action

secures victory. Your example revives

the history of the Russian comrades
hoisted the Sag of the Revolution and
aided in tlie -destruction of czarism.

Hence, the world proletariat considers

your action as a good beginning and blow
against the British money bags. To-
gether with the prolefciriat of your coun-

try, you must accomplish the destruction

of your capitalist regime, under the

leadership of the Communists and tti*

International Left Communist Oppiosl-

tion.

"The Greek workers are whole-heart-

edly with you.

"Long live the British Sailors!

"Long live the British Red October!

"Long live the Soviet Socialist Work-
ers' Republic of Great Britain!

Long live the Soviet Union!

"Long live the International Left Op-

position and comrade Trotsky!

Long Live the World Social Revolu-

tion!"
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The Meaning of the Elections—

—

A Victory for Capitalism; A Defeat for Official Communism

On November 3rd, the vast majority of

tte voting population in the States of

New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania

and other sections of the country march-

ed to the polls and cast once again a

ballot of confidence In, and retention of,

the capitalist syatem. Reaction and con-

aei'vatlsm remain in the saddK\ though

liere a democratic, there a republican

rldeir, "isits in the saddie.

Prior to the elections, The Militant

(10-24-31) said:

"The elections wlU serve as a liaro-

meter of the maturity of tiie American

working class, to what iKiint it has been

heighteneid under the impact of the dis-

illusioning post—"prosjwrity" crisis. , .

The elet'tions will not create the rising

temper of the proletariat; they will re-

gister,lt within the narrow confines of

the ballot box - . , provided ... the

workers mobilize their voting strength

behind the candidates of the only rev-

olutionary party in the field—the Com-
munist Party."

Tile Capitalists >yin Again

The votes cast in the elections did in-

dicate some things, but not the desired

ones. The votes did demomstrate, by

and large, the swing of the voters back

to the Democratic Party. iWith this

Shift, the electors aimed to demonstrate

their resentment, and that of the mass

of Kon^oters, against the outrit;ht reac-

tionary, naked bourbon capitalism of the

Hoovep administration, which offered

nothing but a prayer to the mass of peo-

ple during the two years of economic

crisis. But fundamentally, tlie bourge-

oisie, the pet it-bourgeois middle class

and the voting proletariat, cast anoth«*

vote for capitalism, but proposed th»t

another courHoIaster be pasted on the

open cuts.

The American masses voted for the

capitalist candidates, because of lack of

clarity of a program by any #ther con-

tending group in the pariiamentary fleid.

and, most Important, because they are

not yet ready for socialism. The objec-

tive factors,~mass unemployment, the

rule of King Hunger, low wages, etc.

—

9Dfffi :^vorablfi fpr an_ increase in. radi-

cal and revolutionary aipn^^on. Icvea

though the origieal Hoover boast, and

then only a hope, of "a chicken in every

pot" found its realization in the soggy

handout on the bread-line though unem-

ployment and militarism, the opposite

polea of capitalist disorganization and

organization, stalked the land, the peo-

ple voted capitalist.

Hie Bo§aes Look Now to the Democrats

The next House of Representatives will

apparently have a slight Democratic

majority and will thereby be both a

plague to Hoover and an excuse for fur-

ther failures and inadequacies of the

Republican admin letration. The Dem-
ocrats will demand of the "sovereign"

people, in order to put over their "pro-

eram", complete control of the powers

of Government. Present indications are

for Democratic success in the 1932

elections which will enable them the«

to divide the spoils of victory and to

function in their particular manner a»

the executive committee of the capital-

ist class.

The discontentment that exists among

the masses continued the course of pre-

vious elections and canalized Itself In

support of the Democratic Party. But

as before, apart from individual, section-

al and secondary questions, the two main

capitalist parties are as like as tweedle-

dum and tweedle-dee In their support of

the powerful financial and industrial in-

terests of Wall Street; both parties re

)ect with equal equanimity any genuine

immediate relief on behalf of the jobless

appose unemployment insurance at the

axpense of the employers and govern-

ment; and both parties give uncjualified

ind enthusiastic support to Hoover's con-

cern for the bankers' welfare, a military

program, and an attack on the living

standards of the working c!a,ss. Thus

the workers who now voted for the

Democratic tit'ket voted to be duped
again.

The American Federation of Labor con-

tinued its former policy against Inde-

I>cndent working class political action,

and in the main threw Its "non-partiaan"
support to the Democrats.

The Elections In New York
The elections In New York City wher*

unemployment reaches over a milllOM,

and where all ejections of the labor move-
ment seek political expression, are per-

haps good examples to guage the signi-

licance of the elections, particularly In

relation to the Communists and the

Communist Party,

It is the viewpoint of the Left Opposi-

tion that the working class, in taking

its first steps politically, will follow

simultaneously the roads of the social-

democrats and the Communists. The ex-

tent to which the workers will be at-

tracted to the program of communism as

against the socialists will, apart from
the objective factors of economic and
social <.'onditlons, depend upon the abil-

ity of the Communists to present their

program in a clear, intelligent and un-

ambiguous manner. There is no reason

at ail ordinarily, so far as programs are

concerned, why a worker should not be

able, if he is looking for a revolutionary

way out of the capitalist impasse, to

make clear his preference for the Com-
munists as against the socialists. But
in the New York elections, the mish-

mash program of vulgar refonntsm and
revolutionary communism put forward
by the Communist Party, made for con-

fusion instead of clarity, and bimplifted

the tasks of the socialists.

The Petlt-Bwjrseols Appeal of the

Socialists

The Socialist Party of Norman Thomas
and Morris Ilillqult made its program-

matic appeal, in the main, to the die-

affected petit-bourgeois, the small busi-

ness man and shop-keeper, the profes-

sional man, the liberals, white-collar

slaves, etc. Wille, no doubt, it received

the votes of deluded industrial workers,

it hart no fundamental class onr,i-o(.-*i

to the workers. Aa lsf''*ftowit, xne ac-

ceptance of the theory of the class strug-

gle no longer appears in its preamble.

There ars those elements in the Social-

ist Party who, looking farther ahead
thau their brother reformists, would pre-

fer to have the Socialist Party appeal

to and base itis support on the labor bur-

eaucracy of the A, F, of L, and the as-

sistance it cMi give to develop a labor

budie.

But the Norman Thomas wing, steeped

in the Ideology and practices of liberal-

ism, though paying lip-service now and
then to the working class, does not con-

cern itself with the capitalist system

per se and the need for its abolition,

Rather it devotes Itself to a denuncia-

tion of and demand for a reform of the

rottener manifestations of capitalism,

with its sores and festers- The S. P.

concerns itself with such resultant is-

sues as Tarajaany corruption, graft, vice,

etc. The -vote for Norman Thomas, the

Socialist candidate for Borough Presi-

dent of Manhattan bitterly disappointing

to him, was 48, 438, (which was great-

er than his 1929 poll), represented, not

votes tor socialism, but for petit-bour-

geois reformism. His own comment on

the outcome of the elections was typical

and true to his own and the socialist

party propaganda in the campal-gn itself.

Thomas stated that the election reaultB

were a "blow against gooi government

. , . a triumph of orgajiized greed . . .

rampant gangsterism . . . there Is n*

hope for clean government". Nothing

is there but the words of disappointed

Hberaliam, of a program that would put

silk covering on a moth-eaten, ragged

capitalism.

(Continued on page 4)

Msk^^WskirInAflancliorlaJlflenaces
Som^et ^k ^Worlil Proletariat

^mmertcan iHaperlallsts Join In i^reparattons for World-wide Conflastratlon

At this writing the state of war be-

tween Japan and China on 'the fields of

Manchuria continues and the death toll

increases. All forms of "legal" and tlip-

lomatic measures, threats of economic

boycott and severance of diplomatic re-

lations, the demands of the League of

Nations, 'the invoking of the Kellogg

Pact, have failed to deter the Japanese
government from sharp military aggres-

sion and actions against the Chinese.

Japanese imperialism pillages and kills.

At Tien-stin, U, S. infantry troops have
been called out, prepared to add their

bit of slaughtering.

From the start it has been clear that

the Chinese National Government, dir-

ected by the policies of tiie Kuo Min
Tang and Chiang Kai-Shek, is helpless

in a military sense before the Japanese
(even as are the Northern war-lords),

and is compelled to call for a cessation

of hostilities through the medium of

the IjCague of Nations «nd for open or

secret s«pt>ort from the L'nited States.

Cliiang Kai-Shek, the militarist, the mur
derer of tens of thousands of the Chi

nese masses, is suddenly be<'ome an ad-

vocate of the policy of non-resistance

Such resistance aa has been directed
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against the Japanese agression, has
been the result of pressure of protest

from the masses, as well as from sec-

tions of the Chinese nationalist bourge-

oisie who see in Japan's invasion a blow
at their economic and political suprem-
acy in Manchuria.

Behind the Smoke-scre^i oi Japanese
Imperialism

Japan, to justify her invasion of Man-
churia, puts forward economic and poli-

tical considerations, legal excuses (vio-

lation of treaty agreements by China,

tliat is, the infamous 21 points enforce

upon them at the point of a pistol), his-

torical analogies with other nations, in-

cluding the United States. And, of course,

and not least, are not the Japanese keep-

ing the "Red enace" out of Manchuria!

The Nipponese maintain they are in

Manchuria merely to repair and protect

their railroads in which they have enor-

mous investments, and to protect tlieir

treaty rights. At the same time ,Tapan

is already directing her military opera-

tions to the south, as well as in Manch-
uria. Manchuria must be developed eco-

nomically, says .Japan; it is Japan's

"manifest destiny", its economic and soc-

ial necessity to do so. Their acts are

neither acts of war nor intended as such.

After «l\, the Japanese state, they are

merely following the "peaceful" proced-

ure of the United States in the latter's

frequent interventions into Nicaragua,

Santa Domingo, Cuba, Mexico and other

South and Central American countries.

The Japs therefore plainly say : What's

sauce for the goose is sauce for the

gander.

The United States Is still proceeding

discreetly, and in the main is giving its

support to the Chiding Kai-Shek govern-

ment from whom it is receiving and will

receive jnuch more support for iWall

Street in the future, if the Kuo Mln

Tangists last. While the economic and

physical partition of China and of Man-

churia is uppermost in the minds of tBe

imperialist powers, there must be method

in tlie slicing. All of them arc jockey-

ing for political, diplomatic, economic

and .military positions for that time when
the economic difficulties, ambitions and

contradictions of each imperialist nation

compel an attempt at a solution on the

arena of capitalist war on a world scale.

In the present Manchurian lighting,

therefore, there are all the ingredients

for immediate war on a world-wide

scale, although present indications are

thut these developments and war skirm-

ishes are only some of the preludes to

the impending world war crash.

Imperialist Provocations and Soviets'

Policy of Peace
The Japanese are now also in the

Soviet sphere of influence. All imper-

ialist powers, and the Chinese govern-

ment included, are endeavoring to place

the Soviet Union into a bad and false

position, to put the onus of difiicultles

upon the Workers' Republic, and are in-

creasing their propaganda and prepara-

tions for an imperialistic war combina-

tion against the Soviet Republic, The
Soviets are using ail efforts to maintain

a condition of peace, to demand the ces-

sation of hostilities between the Japan-

ese and Chinese governments. Everybody

knows that the policy of the Soviet Un-

ion is for peace; that the workers' road

iK the road of peace and coilaboration be-

tween the workers of all nations. The
lmi>erialists will not succeed in their

campaign to provoke the Soviets into

war.

Nevertheless, the Soviet Union and

tlie workers in every country are sup-

porters and friends of the Chinese mass-

es, and will do everything possible to

enforce the re3istan<;e of the Chinese

maasa^ against the economic and mili-

tary aggression of the Japanese impert

ialists, as well as to support the Chi-

nese people against the blood-brothers of

the Nipponese invaders, the Chinese

(Uiiang Kai-Shek government. Manch-

uria and China are the property neither

of the Japanese warlords nor the Chi-

nese militarists and bourgeoisie. The

American fwurgeoisie, too, are sticking

their tiands into the bloody affair, and

their paws drip with gold, coined from

blood. Sales of military supplies are

being made to Japan and no doubt to

China too. Every factory beocmes a

potential arsenal. The resources of

China and ManclnBia t)eIong to its mass

occiyiants, the workers andi peasants,

whose main job it is to wring the necks

of both the foreign and native exploit-

ers and establish their own Soviet gov-

ernment.

TOe Dual Task of the Momwit

Oh previous occasions TiM Militant

has examined the causes and objectives

of the Manchurian invasion by Japan;

the article in The Militant (11-7-31) by

comrade Niel-Sih of Shanghai has graph-

ically portraj-ed the political situation

in China, particularly tiie Impotence of

the Communist Party of Chimi and the

<:omintern in the present situation. Th^

official Communist movement is today

paying the price of Stalinist policies,

^uss oppositionists on Hunger Strikelf

We give here a brief account of the

)rutal measures employed by the Stal-

inist bureaucrats and G. I'. U. agents

ag-ainst the Left Opposition at Verchne-

Ilralsk where 130 Bolslievik-Lenlnists are

held at an isolation camp. This savage

treatment of the best revolutionists and

Communists is meted out to the thou-

sands of Lett Oppositionists who ere

5xiled and imprisoned In all parts of

the Soviet Union.

The disappearance of Christian Rak-

ovsky from BSLrnaoul, and whole present

iooation Is not knowntio this day, except

to Stalin and his jailers, is arousing the

indignation of revolutionists throughout

the world. It is not known whether

Rakovsky is alive or dead. This situa-

tion applies to others of the young and

old Bolsheviks being persecuted by the

Stalinist bureaucracy,

iWe demand a cessation of the persecu-

tion of the Left Opposition, The mili-

tant workers ,must insist upon a know-

ledge of Christian Rakovsky's where-

abouts. Stalin and his henchmen will

not be permitted to ignore or forget their

brutal actions, which include imprison-

ment, exile and murder of revolutionary

Communists. Time will yet give a
reckoning,—luti. .

MOSCOW.—
/\.t the isolation camp of Terchne-Ural-

sk, where 130 "Trofskyists" are kept, the

repression was so severe that the pris-

oners answered by a hunger strike. This

lasted eighteen days, aften-whlch the ad:

ministration restorted to lorcible feed-

ing. The result was resistance, the use

of brute force, shooting, with one com-

rade wounde, so far as -we know. The

treatment to which the prisoners are

subjected is sufficiently described by the

fact that thirty comra^des are sick wiiii

scurvy.

N. M.

What Laval Achieved by His Visit

THE CANADIAN TKIAL8
AND THE LEFT
OPPOSITT ON

See Page Two for Ijett:er of Maurice
iSpector to the Central Co^mmlttee of the

Oommuntat Party of Ca: aada.

Additional report on t tie trial and its

ouu.<ome, «s well as an estimate of the

condoct of thed^fendaute before the court

will be gIv^en hy comrade i Spector in sub-

sequent faaues of Him IK gift*"*

In the recent avalanche of diplomatic

visits are concealed many ominous signs

of our epoch being at the threshold of

new gigantic developments. Grim Indeed

are the forebodings when these pillaging

imarauders from the world's highwiiys

oome together to discuss new schemes
Qf division and redivlsion of spoils. It

is easily noticeable that the American im-

perialist highjacker holds the very cen-

ter of the stage. Most of the traveling

diplomats are steering their course to-

ward the United iStates.

These visits are themselves, of course,

results of important developments al-

ready in the making. They are results

of the Increasing pressure of the world
crisis upon tlie various capitalist powers
a fid their attempt to find a way out by

establishing a new relationship of forces,

Kach ixjwer is on the alert to endeavdr
to maintain and strengthen its place in

the sun. Naturally this was also the

primary intent of Premier Laval's visit

to the United States. Unquestionably

his visit is a part of a definitely emerg-

ing new constellatiop of forces which
may have the most far reaching conse-

quences, not only for the two powers in-

volved, but for the whole of the imperial-

ist vi-orld.

What are the S^ieeiflc Relations?

The question Immediately arises what
is it all about? One can, of course ,ea3-

ily conclude that there are now many
pressing problems before the main im-

perialist powers which they find require

discussion. But discussion among rob-

bers can become nothing else but a man
euverlng for position. And so it iis In

this case.

Nevertheless even among bands of rob-

bers a certain community of interests

can be found. In this respect we may
mention first of all the problem of in-

flation. These worthy diplomats still re-

member the dreaded spectre of the Ger-

man Inflation of 1923. They remember
with a shudder the narrowly averted

proletarian revolution. German capital-

ism is still financially very hart press-

ed. Lead by Great Britain, many less-

er powers have gone off the gold standard

Even the American dollar showed a few
sickly symptoms. The United States and
France, the two largest creditor nations,

who hold between them about two thirds

of the world's gold supply, have un-

doubtedly much at stake In such a sit-

uation.

Secondly, there Is the problem of war
reparations and Inter-allled war debts.

To the aristocracy of finanoe and lo their

diplomatic .marionettes, it is not at all

a problem of the point of view of the

staBering burden lodged upon the work-

ing class or upon the broad strata of the

population of the debtor countries. Not

at all. But they cannot ignore the plight

of German capitalism. They cannot even

ignore the difficulties of the British

bankers. And so; while these two of

the meat powerful creditor countries are

compelled to lend some assistance to

their fellow exploiters in Germany and

England to avert a complete breakdown

which would inevitably' drag them all In

its wake, they are also, by virtue of

exactly the same self-interest, continual-

ly applying the pressure which leads in

that direction.

Let the workers have no illusions. Any
apparent solidarity or mutual assistance

of the capitalist powers is not for one

minute Intended In the interest of peace.

Nor Is there any possibility of peaceful

solutions. An eventual modification of

reparations or war debt payments, any

assistance to prevent a too disastrous In-

flation will bring a further Jntensi

ficatlon of conflicts, not merely between

creditor and debtor nations but also

among the creditor nations themselves.

It will become only an instrument in the

hands of the strongest imperialist pow-

ers to further strengthen their position

for the inevitable war for redivlsion of

the world.

The Preparatloo for these CooSicts

This brings «s to the essence of the

apparently friendly diplomatic visits of

the capitalist nations. American imper-

ialism la more deflnltely, assuming world

hegemony. The devastlng crisis Is press-

ing it on toward a more aggressive posi-

tion. New developments are takli^

place with lightening speed. Events of

former decades are now being com-

pressed into a short span of time. Only

a few months ago American imperialism

held the revolver at the head of the

French bourgeoisie. Now there are clear-

ly tlie preparations for a powerful block

of the kings of capital of the United

States and France. The latter brings

along Its little entente and thereby hopes

to succeed In obtaining for Itself from

the hated uncle Shylock a greater ration

in world economy and greater degree of

hegemony In Europe,. Representativos

of other powers are still to come here.

The Fascist foreign minister, after a

hearty welcome in Berlin, Is now on his

way also to put in cl^ms fo» a. ration

In world economy. How many may edll

find a place within- this powerful block

cannot yet 1)6 foretold. After ail, agree-

ments among robbers stretch only so

f»r, and last only until the victim is

fleeced ; then new victims have to he

found. But one thing Is entirely cer-

tain. The aggressively growing hege-

mon_y of American imperialism In world

affairs is devoting itself diligently for

this bloeU, tio first of )*!il settle the

deadly combat with its main competitor,

England.
Yet above all, the Ameriean bourge-

oisie is asserting its world hegemony

and taking charge to .
strengthen the

whole imperialist front against the

working class, and with that against the

Soviet Union. It is fully apprehensive of

the tottering and decaying symptoms

recently so strongly manifested within

certain European capitalist countries.

It Is fully conscious of the effects of

the crisis upon the workers and appre-

hensive of their rapidly growing dissat-

isfaction. It sees the signs of coming

(Continued on page 2)

Htalinist "victories" and Soviets" in

China, by an inability to orgiiinlze the

Chine.se workers and peasants In the

dujil t^sk of resistance against the Japan
invasion into Manciuiria, and for the

overthrow of the Chiang Kai-Shek gov-

ernment and all other bourgeoisie and

war-lords in China. It is imperative,

moreover, that efforts in all countries

lie orfianized to the maximum against

the imperialist bourgeoisie in every na-

tion, in order for each Communist move-

mcnt best to &trry out its respective

tasks in defense of the Chinese revolu-

tion, a^'ainst tlie Japanese aggression,

for support and defense of the Soviet

f'nion against any and all forms of at-

tack, and against the war danger.

I'pr>n the Chine.se Communists, parti-

culaviy its most militant, resolute and

determined section, the Left Commun-
ists, devolves the task of mobilization

of the Chinese people against Japanese

imperialism, for resistance against the

invader.-*. The surest way to effect this

is ji struggle to defeat the ixmrgeolsie Of

China, to achieve the destruction of the

Kuo Min Tang .movement, whether that

ot the bloody militarists led by Chiang

Kiii-Shek, or the "Left" Kuo Min Tang
headed by Wang Chin Wei. The inten-

siflcatioii of tiie CIVIL WAR IN CHINA
is the best weai>on of defense against

Japan. It is fundamentiilly that correct

tactic propose<l by t!ie revolutionists In

1S70 during the invasion of France by

I'russia, when, as the best defense of

Paris against the Prussian invaders, It

was necessary and (Orrect to work for

the overthrow of the bourgeois govern-

ment of Thiers and itiS r*eplacement by a

people's government. The Japanese

Communists need to increase their strug-

gle against the Japanese imperialists.

In the last analysis, the native Chinese

bourgeoisie' will divide the spoils with

foretf;n exploiters, rather than to give up
everything to the masses.

Defeat the Aims of the War Lordisl

In the United States all forces must b

mobilized to demand that the imperial-

istic paws of the United States be kept

off China; to den>and that the Japanese

get out of Jfanchuria. War exists. It

can easily spread till it engulfs the en-

tire world. The propagation of the

ideals of the Soviet Union and «f the

principles of Communism must be in-

creased manifold as measures of pre-

paration and defense of the proletariat

against the objectives of the bourgeoisie.

Among the tasks and duties that fall

to the lot of entire working class, and

especially the American workers and

revolutionists, are the exposure of the

hypocritical game of the American im-

perialists who are getting ready, when

ihe opportunity arises, for military ac-

tion in the Manchurian situation, with

the aim to advance their own interests

in the guise of "protection" of China,

thereby accelerating a world war. We
must demand that the imperialist powers

end tlieir pillage of China.

Full support, must i)e given to the

Chinese workers and peasants in their

struggle against the foreign Japanese

invaders and their enemies at home—
the Chinese bourgeoisie, militarists and

landlords, their Kuo Min Tang agents

and the Northern militarists. The Chi-

nese Communist I'arty must adopt the

policy by the unity of all Communist

forces, particularly with the Left Op-

position, and gird itself for a bitter fight

against foreign ajid internal aggression

and exploitation. The attempts to pro-

voke the Soviet Union into war must be

combatted, and workers everywhere must

be on guard at all times for the defense

of the Workers' fatherland, the Soviet

Republic. All forces must be mobilized

against the world war which all the

imperialist forces a^e preparing.

—MARTIN ABERN.

The Militant Starts on ItsFourth Year

Three years ago to the day, on Nov-

ember 15, 1928, the first issue of The

MiUtaut came off the' press. In their of-

ficial declaration to the Central Com-

.mittee of the Communist Party of the

United States, the three expelled mem-

bers of the Central Committee, stated

their Intention to continue with the pub-

lictaion of Tlie Militant until the I^eft

Opposition was restored to their Party

rights. For three years now, The Mili-

tant, as the chief instrument of the Am-
erican Left Oppf^itlon, has carried on

the struggle for the re-organization and

itegeneratton of the Communist move-

ment on its original Ijeninist basis.

Shall we be able and permitted to

carry on this important work? This de-

pends now entirely on our supporters,

sympathizers and readers. We again re-

Iterate our appeal for IMMEDIATE FIN-

ANCIAL ASSISTANCE.

Must we again retreat from a Weekly

Htlttant to e semi-weekly? We count

.upon YOU who read this issue of Tiie

Militant to render financial support to

prevent such an unfortunate step.

Give Asttistance Today!

We aim ro EXPAND, The first issue

of the Opposition youth paper, Youog

Sp»rt»cus> is about to appear. It Is our

hope soon to issue a Jewish organ of

the Communist League, and perhaps also

a Greek paper. This is the way of the

Left Opposition: to build, to grow, to

Increase and multiply, to gather ever

more cadres and Instruments about the

Left Opposition. T'His ts the way to

Influence the ranks of the official Com-
munist movement, to win the Commun-
ists to the principles of the Left Opposi-

tton,

THIS "WEEK we must know your ans-

wer. Make your donatloii TODAY for

the maintenance of the Weehly MlUtaoi.

Then, continue regular support through

weekly, or oftener, donations.

The responses to date to our ap-

pael are as follows

;

N. Y. Branch membership 150.00

Carl Freda, New York 2.00

I. Dreyer, New York 3.00

L. J. Miller, Brooklyn 2.00

B. B., New York 5,00

Jean Allen, New York 4.00

Miscellaneous, Contributions

New York 6,05

Boston Branch 12.00

Chicago Branch <-00

T. Boisnert, Los Angeles lO.OO

Send funds to:

THE MILITANT
84 Eas*- tOth St., New York, N. "?•
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ON THE WORKERS' FRONT
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The Canadian Trialsand the Opposition
^

Maurice Specter Addresses iKe Central Committee of the Communist Party of Canada

Tororito, November !>, 1S}31,

Central Executive Committee,

Communist Partj' of Canada.

Dear Comrades

;

In the Issue of the "Worker of Novem-

ber 7th under the heading "The tspotlisht

on the Trial" tliere apijoars the foliow-

ins refereiK* to the undersigned: "
. . .

D«rins the trial he (Maurice Sjiector)

was in conrt but not in the prisoners'

dock. ..." Tht' implication ia drawn,

tending to prejudice readers of our party

oiuan, that I somehow voluntarily re-

tired from the revolutionary pjirty to

e>;cape tins prisoners' dock. This Is no

time for recrimination. I am j>rompted

to addres.s you, however, not as a mat-

ter of mere self-justification but in the

Interest o£ our common cause, an objec-

tive statement of the facts.
aaa _ _

to stem the tide of revolutlonarj- organ

Involuntary Exentption from Persecution i^ation by proserlbing revohitionlsts will

May I therefore be permitted to re- prove as futile as tht anti-sociaiist leg-

call tliat my momentary exemption from islatlon of Bismark or the corresponding

the list of the accused Is not ol my own provisions of the Criminal Code of ('xar-

Had the capltaist authorities ist Kussia.

i\Vhat follows is a matter of course.

In nn Oi>en letter to the Militant (Aug

choosing?
precipitated their attack on the legality

of the party on any occasion prior toOl lliV pa I Ly oil illl.V tw^^a.-iivi* t»i *vi vir ^11 itn ^^ii-^-- M^— -., —
the sixth ConsresB, the i^rsonell of the ^st St), 3331) Immediately on the arrrat

comrades in the prisoners' doclc wonld to

.some extent have been different, and as

a member of the Centra! Committee, I

should inevitably have shared the honor

of indi-ctment. I never withdrew from

the Communist Party in whose organi-

zation and development I am proud to

have participated. I was excluded,

against my protest.s, by the Central Com-

mittee for reasons well known to you

and to be found In the struggle over

questions o£ principle and strategy en-

suing in the Comintern after the death of

Lenin.

Since my exclusion I have never ceased

to be a member of a Communist com-

mittee and subject to its discipline. From

the fundamental program of Bolshevism

we have not, we believe, deviated a hair's

breadth. We were never more convinced

than to-day that the working class can

conquer political power and reconstruct

society on socialist foundations only by

means of the proletarian dictatorship in

the form of Soviet Power, and under the

leadership of the Communist Party,

Never were we more convinced that the

world is in the throes of the epoch of

the collapse of capitalism and the devel-

opment of the social revolution. To the

dOctober Revolution as the prologue of

the World Revolution, to the Soviet Un-

ion as the first proletarian state in his-

tory, we have nev«r ceased to give oar

unwavering allegiance. Nor to the Com-

mnnlst International which we have al-

ways regarded as the organiaation of the

revolutionary vanguard of the working

class.

Why Revolutionists Are Pr<»crlbed

The C/)mmunist Party of Canada is

under indictment not for any advoca<'y

of "force and violence" but for organ-

izing the resistance of the working class

to the burdens ot the economic crisis.
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CHICAGO XOUTH AFFAIR

A Dance and Entertainment will be

given by the Chicago Youth Group of the

Communist League of America (Opposi-

tion on Saturday, November 28, 1931 be-

ginning at 8 P, M. at 1435 No. Western

Avenue. All profits will go for the

against unemployment and wage cuts.

That is not to say that we make a secret

of our program which flows from the

scientific Jinalysis of the motive forces

of history. It is capitalism not (^m-
munism w^hich engenders revolutionary

crises. It is the tinbearable contradic-

tion between a mode of production ripe

for socIaliKation and the fetters of cupi-

talist private property relations. But

constitutional questions are primarily

<iuestions of power and the workers' con-

quest of political power demands as

pre-requisites a Kufficient degree of the

demoralization Of the ruling class in a

given country and a sufficient degree of

class consciousness in a majority of the

working class. In this sense there Is no

Immediate revolutionary crisis in Can-

But the attempt of the authorities

of the comrades indTcted nndei- section

98 of the Criminal CSodts we iiubli<'ly

declared on behalf of the Canadian group

of the Communist League of America

(Opposition) our complete ,=;olidarity

with the party in its struggle against the

capitalist attack on its legal existence.

In that connection we wrote that "there

can be no question of the position evt'ry

STALINISTS SLANDER EXPELLED
GREEK WORKERS

class-conscious worker must take up to-

wards this trial—absolute and militant

struggle against the forces of reaction.

The workers must organize in a broad

united front, whatever their political and

industrial afliHations, to protest against

the w^ave of terror which tlie capitalist

authorities have unleashed against the

militants of the working cla.'is".

Reinstate tlie Left Opposition!

We ere all aw^are that the <:!omniunists

of the Jjeft Opposition entertain signi-

ficant Infernal differences with the official

Iftajiership of tlH! Comintern touching

principle and iralicy. We do not seek to

minimiKe the Importance of these dif-

ferences for t!i(i correct .Marxian devel-

opment of the party. But the hour of

common i>eril and crisis demands the

utmost concentration ot revolutionary

forcos. Confident that our differences

can he resolved by the processes of party

democracy and on the basfe of the herit-

age of Marx and Jjonin, we appeal for

re-instatcment in our full membership
rights, prepared to submit to the require-

nwnta of party discipline.

In this spirit the members of our group

have taken an active part In the work

of defence of the .'irreste<l <'omrades, as

delegates to the Workers Rights and

Antl-Depnrtation Conference from vari-

ous labor organizations. We shall re-

main at the disposition of the party for

any tasks It may assign.

With Communist. (Greetings,

(Signed) Miturice Spector

On Thursday, November 0, the day be- and since the Spartacut; Club could not

fore the expulsions of four supporters recognize his talents* he had been out
• of the party for a long period.

The fourth comrade, llarniareiiis, had

dropped out from the party when the

of the I^ft Opposition,—comrades Petras

Katsikls, Haidous and Marmaellis,

from the Greek Spartacus Workers Clul

(issue of 11-7-al), renewed its struggle became sharp, and had excused

ST LOUIS OPPOSITION ACTIVE IN

MOONEY MOVEMENT
ST. LOUIS.—

Following Tom Mcwney's appeal tor

the organization of 'Pardon Mooney

Committees' as united front bodies, the

I, L. D, In St. Loui-s made no attempt

to initiate a movement along the lines
to ^^''«*'^^f'7~^/'""^/"e^bers gathering of this conference. The dis-

laid down In that appeal. The members h
stalinfst resolution con-

BOSTON LECTCBE !

A lecture on the "Rise nnd Fall of the

British Labor Goveramenf' will be giv-

J-"-"-'^;-; ^^gether^'w'lth Con.munists,
en by comra<le Arne Swabeck, member of I. l^«^^«^^o^f

^^^ ^^^.^^ „j ^he work-
of the National Committee, Communist

of the Left Opposition persuaded the St

Louis local of the Molders' Union to is-

sue a call for a United Front Conference.

Through efforts of Opposition com-

rades. It was a genuine united front.

Communists were not only not banned,

but invitations were sent to the Commun-

ist Party and Its auxiliary organizations.

The Conference took place on September

Ifi, There were same nineteen delegates

from local A. F. of L, unions, two dele-

gates from the Communist League of

America (Opposition), and two dele-

gates each from the T. U. U. Ij., L ^•

O the Unemployed Council, N, T, W, I.

O., I. L, D. and other party auxiliaries.

Although local party leaders were pre-

sent, the Party was not officially repre-

sented.

"The credentials committee reported

for tlie sealing of all delegates present.

There was no objection. The chairman

of the credential committee, Charles

Bloom, president of the Metal Trades

Council of St, Louis, made a short speech

in wliich he wel<!omed sH the delegates

to a genuine united front conference,

Stalinists Dismirt United Fi-ont

Conference

The conference then got down to busi-

ness. Tlie party comrades dtstribufed

leaflets to the delegates, calling on or-

ganizations and individual^ to attend a

Moonev Conference called by the I, L. D.

to lie "held September 20, This distri-

bution caused obje<:tion to be taken from

the floor. A discussion foHowed. In

this discussion, a delegate from the T.

r. i;. L, Introdu<:ed a prepared resolu-

tion calling upon the conference to re-

cognise the pending I. L, D. conference

by Ivaving all delegates present attend

the conference. In support ot Lhl« re-

solution, the Stalinists launcTied into the

familiar Stalinist tactic ol name-calling

ami slander. Imstead of greeting the

participation in the conference of A. F.

benefit "of Young Spartacas. Conference

as an evidence of the unity of the work-

ers which It Is the duty of the Commun-

ists everywhere to promot«, they repelled

these workers by heaping general abuse

on the A. F. of I^.

The delegates resented these methods

and a heated discussion took place. De-

legates took the floor and askd the Stal-

inists how they expected local unions to

participate in a conference with them

when all they could expect from the of-

ficial communists was slander. The

"third period" leaders had no answer.

Their stupid tactics had placed them in

the position of attempting to disrupt the

Qonfusion was the fruit of such a

discussion. In order to prevent its be-

coming worse, a Left Opposition delegate

introduced a motion to send a committee

of three to the I, L. IJ, conference vvltk

instructions to report to the second

cussion on the Stalinist resolution con

sumed so much tijne that almost all the

business of organization had to be tabled

to the second meeting of the conference,

L L. D. Holds Sectarian Meet

As for the I. Ia D. conference, It was

a narrow, sectarian affair, consisting

only of delegates from the Party and

Party auxiliaries. There was the usual

speech-making about unity, denunciation

of all non-communists and the I/Pft Op-

position, as counter-revolutionists, enem-

ies of the working class, etc, ad naus-

eam. The conference ran its appointed

course and accomplished nothing.

This, however, did not disturb the bur-

eaucratic complacency of the local Stal-

inist leaders. Nor did it teach them

anything. To the second meeting of the

United Front Conference, held after tlie

I. L. D.'s "nnit^ front" affair, the

I>arty auxiliaries again sent delegates.

Empros
campaign of slander in order to justify

the eipulsione.

The substance of Empros's maliciously

false attacks is as follows. First, com-

rade Koumeundoureas was denounced

as the devil who had poisoned the minds

of the oUter four comrades, Koumoun

doureas never had been a Party mem-

ber; he was rejected in the i>arty unit

because of his expression of sympatiiy

for the Ijeft Opposition. Of comrade

Petras, Empros told the tale that, among

other things, in order to avoid party

obligations, he went to sell Ice cream In

the streets during the summer months;

further, that in a demonstration some

months later before the Greek Consul-

ate, he had showsfd an attitude of cow-

ardice, that he w-as generally inactive,

and in the following summer again went

to seliing icp cream, and Justilied his

inaciivity on the ground of sympathy

with the Left Opposition, In addition,

that while he was a member of the dis-

trict Greek Bureau of the party, he

showed a contempt for the officials of

the Party among the Greeks.

As for comrade Katslkis, he was also

an egotist and even worse than I'etras

in his attitude toward the ofhclais, and,

like Petras, incapable of leanuug, and

he also was a victim of the devil, K-oum-

oundoureas.
Haidous who w^as active among the

proletarian artists's group, was obsessed

with the idea that he is a great artist.

Again they prevented any business from

being tran-i^acted.

Opposition Calls For Mooney United

Front

The third meeting of the conference

is called for the Ilth of November, Will

the Stalinists again attempt to disrupt

the conference? What was their pur-

pose in launching another conference,

when they were welcome In the United

Front Conference? When a genuine un-

ited front conference Is initiated and or-

ganized, which the I. L. D, and commun-

ists should welcome, why do the Stal-

inistiH persLst in discrediting Co.mmunism

in the united front?

The Left Opposition will participate in

the third gathering of the [Inited Front

Conference for M^:oney, It will fi^vht for,

and urge the party to fight for the unity

of the workers under the leadership of

Communists for the immediate and un-

.condltlonal release of Tom Mooney, W'ar-

ren Billings and all other class war

prisoners. The opposition calls ui>on all

party comrades and yympathizcris, its

own sympathisers, I^eft wing organiza-

tions, local unions and other working

class organizations to enter this confer-

ence and work to achieve its purpose,

and thereby genuinely Increa,«e the in-

fluence and prestige ot the I. 1j, U. and

the Communists,

—11. L. GOLDBKRG.

iiimsclf oit tile ground that his Iieart wa
weak, but now this illness does not pre-

vent him from being active among tlit

•'renegades".

This is tiie story of Empros, fypical of

all the Staiinist flunkeys and bureaucrats

of either high or low order. What are

tiie facts?

Comrade Koumoundoureas was actu-

ally one of th* few active workers in

the Spartacus Club. The apiicinted lead-

ers were offended and disgruntled be-

cause -comrade Koumoundoureas in a

brief time succeeded in winning tile re-

spect und esteem of the <'lass conscious

workers because of his devotion to the

movement. Hence, the party bureaucrats

closed the door to him, and tried in

every way to antagonize him. Thanks
iiowever to the comradely approach of

the present Opposition comrades, he

continued to remain active In the ranks

of the workers and disdained tlie un-

proietarian attitude of the bureaucrats

and their efforts to discourage any work-

er who shows capacities for leadership.

The St!vlini,st pen ^rlps tslander aif-

ways against loyal comrades and revolu-

tionists. The case of comra<ie Petras

is a case in point. The Greek comrades

I;now very well comrade Petras's activ-

ities in the class struggle on behalf of

the workers. That he went to sell ice

cream in the streets (well, isn't that

counter-revolutionary?) is true. Stalin-

ist,s find it necessary to do that too for

simple enough rca-sons. Botfi comrades

Petras and Katsikis were courageous

enough to propose motions at meetings

aimed to improve tlie functioning of the

various organizations and to promote

the movement. Such an attitude of im-

itiatlve is contrary to the methods of

Stalinism, It is very interesting to note,

in regard to the Consulate demonstra-

tion, that Petras, after a motion by com-

rade Petras on the demonstration, in

the name of tlie Greek Bureau, publish-

ed an article In Empros, which criticized

tht failure of the Party to organize ade-

quately the preparations for the demon-

stration.

Comrade Haidous served for years in

the proletarian artists group, gave liber-

al financial support to the movoemeat
and supported every working class strug-

gle, sueh as demonstrations, antt-evic-

tioiis, etc.

Lastly, comrade Marraarellis is still

suffering from heart trouble; and only

his devotion to tiie revolutionary move-

ment, causes him, in spite of everything,

to remain active and to carry out the

work ot the Left Opposition among tiie

(Jreek workers who are still under the

malignant influence of Stalinism,

No attacks from the Greek organ of

the bureaucrats will stop the Greek Op-

poiKition comrades from carrying out

tlielr revolutionary duty. The Greek

workers will continue to hear again

soon from the Left Opposition,

Furriers Need Real Move for Unity
Since the failure of the Unity Confer- Joint Council, these super-politicians

encrbetwrerVhrink7tria"rUniou"and proceeded to hold "elections" for joint

the Fur Workers International, there has council officers under their own auspices

been another United Front movement on In this manner they expected to .elect

themselves into the leadership of tlie

become an New York furriers.

Such a move might have been con-

coivd of if at last a great majority of

foot.

It has been known and

established fact that the conference held

during the month of September between

the Fur Department of the Industrial the furriers, members of the ["terna-
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Union, the International Fur Workers

Union, were only maneuvers. The pro-

posal for such conferences was only a

move on the i^art ot the right wing clidue

of the Fur Council to sbive off the press-

ure of the fur workers against the In-

tolerable conditions in the shops. An-

other aspect waa the fact that Stetzky

wanted to gain the upper hand in the

Council through the Unity maneuvers

and to give a blow to Kaufman. The

events following the break-up of the con-

ferences testify to tiiat. Since then Stet-

zky and afterwards the whole J-oInt

c;ouncil resigned. Kaufman aPi>ointed a

temporary committee to take charge of

the New York Joint Council.

Meanwhile activities are going on

among those furriers who are follow-

ers of the United Rank and Pile Commit-

tee—an organization prompted by the

Needle Trades Workers Industrial Union.

The original program of the Rank and

File (Committee was changed time and

again, until it is really impossible for

the fur worker to know S^hat It stands

for or what it strives to achieve. But

the recent manifestations were to the

effect that-the rank and file committee

will try to carry out the united front

in the shops. It will also try to influence

the thousands of fur workers and to

rally the sympathizers of the Left wing

for a Ught Inside the Internfttional

against the class-collaboration policies of

Kaufman and against the breaklag-up of

the shops under tlte Industrial Union con-

trol.

At present, this United Front Commit-

tee under the leadership and guidance of

the muddle-heads in the T, U. U. L. has

undertaken to execute a maneuver wiiich

is unprecedented in the straggle of the

Left wing. When the offices In the joint

couftcil became vacant due to the resi-

gnation of Stetflky and company, the

rank and file committee decided to ignore

Kaufman's appointment of the temporary

officers. Instead of advancing a demand

tional, were under their immediate influ

ence. As tlie division of forces stands

at present, this policy is a i>oIicy of suic-

ide for the Left wing in the Inltcrna-

tional. The giant minds who have con-

ceived this policy, are und-oubtedly

wrong, but they are not ftjols enough to

believe that upon the completion of tliese

elections, tl.e ,Toint Council will 6e

handed over to them on a silver platter.

This is why they will not be caught nnp-

r-ing when the leadership Is refused to

them. They already iiave their next

move on the chess-board, worked out

:

First, to go through with these elections,

fully confident that their officers would

be elected, regardless of the number of

furriers participating In the elections.

And, secondly, after the offices of the

council are refused them, to call a un-

ity conference with the Industrial Union

and bring forth "One United Union".

Demand Elections with Participation

of All Registered Furriers

I'jvery furrier in the trade knows that

the Rank and File Committee is the

Industrial Union, with the same leader-

ship and the same approach to the burn-

ing problems of the fur workers. The
policy of ignoring at this time the New
York Joint Council is a fatal mistake.

The results of this action will only re-

act against the Left wing in the imme-
diate sense and in the long run. Kauf-

man on the other hand will utilize this

mistake and consolidate his strength for

another crusade against the conditions

of the workers. It will give substance

to his cry that the Left wing is not In-

terested in real unity.

Our tactic «t this moment should be

;

To demand immediate elections of the

Joint Council with all registered work-

era, having the right to vote and to run

for office. Workers behind in dues be-

cause of unemployment should not be

disqualified. The Left wing, the Oposi-

tion, in the Intemati-onal should have

its candidates on the ballot, rumting onomcers. inuLtmt* *ji auvnuviu^t a ucji«*iiu iti» truuui^di-^a i/*^ ».i^t ^F«^l^y,,, ^ uu^^.^^ *,

for regular elections of officers lor the a Left vetng program which would es

iKH-ially emphiusize the need for unity of

all furriers In one union. We must urge

all workers to participate in the elec-

tion.s. The more workers who take part

in the elections through the influence of

the Ijeft wing, the more of a showing

will the Left wing make in the elections.

The I^eft wing would have a good

chance now to score a victory in the

elections of the Joint Council. Our call

and particpation in the elections would

prove to the workers our sincerity in

the fight for solidarity in the ranks of

the furriers ; it would prove our readi-

iie>;s to stand with the furriers and by

(he furriers in their struggle against all

t:hades of Kaufmanisra (Sorkin-Stetzky,

etc.). Through a consolidated. Left wing

v,-ithin the International we will herald

a fight for One United Union of the fur-

riers in New York and elsewhere, that

V ill exterminate Kaufmanism from the

links of the furriers,

IjCft Wing Mast Sui»port Striking

Dress Fuirie-rs

Our second step must be to advance
a call for a united front to, help the

striking fur dressers in Brooklyn and
Newark against the 2i>% wage cut. The
k)ss of this strike would be a defeat for

the furriers generally. Even though
this strike is at present under the leader-

ship of the Right wing bureaucrats of

the International, our aid to the work-
ers In their fight to maintain conditions

would raise the prestige of tlie Left wing
in the eyes of the workers.

The time of ttie expiration of the ex-

isting agreements between each one of

the Unions and the bosses draws near.

Our forces are broken up ; the sentiment

for unity among the furriers is grow-
ing stronger ; the offensive of the boss-

es against our standards Is gaining im-

petus. We must consofldate all our
strength to repulse this offensive. By
united action to help the striking fur

dressers, by a United Conference to work
out demands at th^ expiration of the

agreements, the fur workers will be

able to wield a united weajwn against

the onslaught of the bosses.

We propose these demands to the rank

and file of the fur workers of the Indus-

trial as well as of the International Un-
ions and call upon them to discuss these

proposals and to work for their adop-

tion, —RQBEKT BRILLIANT.

Lavars Visit

(Continued from page 1)

proletarian revolutions. It is taking all

measures to crush it if possible.

The French Bourgeoisie a Worthy Ally

Fmiice remained tiie strong Kuropean
capitalist power in face of the crisis,

iler internal market with its large pea-
sant economy proved itself a .>;trong ab-

sorbent. By virtue of low wages her
production for the foreign market was
cheap. Her tHiur^eoisie succeeded in

strengthening the tics with, and continu-

ally bolstering the little entenie, Tiie

pi'f'sent government i.s of tiie Bourgeois
Itigbt section, thougli headed tiy Laval,

the former '"socialist". Its economic
non-aggression pact with the Soviet I'n-

ion i« solely In the inte^e^it of niore ef-

fective e\ploitati(ui of tiie Ru.-isian mar-

ket. The French bourgcoisin in entering

into a marauders' block witii American
imtjeriaiism for the redivislon of the

world is, of course, nursing its own hopes

of thereby attaining a larger ration in

world economy.
American imiK^rialiam can well use

this aliy for tiie furtherance of its own
heinous designs, it was with this in

view that the .\merlcan (.-apitiiii^-^t press

called Senator Borali tactless when, at

the time of the Laval visit, he advocated

clianges of the Fnropeaa boundariea as

laid out by the Versailles Treaty, lie

was otherwise willing to leave the (jues-

tion of disarmament to Fi'aact; itself as

it see« fit--and why should he not leave

tiiat to the ally? While the latter iiro-

po.-^ition pleased the French bourgeoisie,

tiie former, being advanced, at tiiis mo-

ment, was somewhat painful. Hut then,

it may serve in good stead for Senator

Borah's real masters as a warning to the

ally as to jut^t Isow far it can go.

These definitely marked constellations

Of imperialist forces prove again that

the kernel of contenioprary international

relations is stlil to be found In the fur-

iously growing contest of tlie jiowers for

redivislon of 'the world market. More
precisely the contest l)etween the United

States and Kngland,

American imperialism has definiteiy

assumed its role of the msiin fortress of

world reaction. Under its direct tutel-

age there is a sweeping onmarch of re-

action throughout capitalist Kuroiie. In

France She Right bourgeois block is more

firmly in 'the saddle ; In Fngland tlie con-

servatives are in power stronger than

before ; in Germany a constant stitlen-

iiig of emergency decrees^ More serious

yet, however, arc the growing fascist

hordes in Germany. While American im-

perialism may not yet be ready to as-

sume the risk ot giving support to an

open rule of theise hordes, they are being

nourished as powerful reserves against

the proletarian revolution.

From these prospects tile important

question inevitably arises: What Is the

Communist International doing to pre-

pare the working masses to meet the

onslaught of reaction. Unquestionably

the immense pressure of the criiii^, the

ceaseless capitalist offensive and the re-

actionary governmental decrees, will

bring the struggles of the workers more

into the political field. It will favor a
Leftward development of tiie masses.

There are already such evidences in <Jer-

many, in its, embryo in England and else-

where. But at the same time It is im-

possilile to close one's eyes to the weak-

ening of the i>arties due to costly blun-

<lers of leadership in practically every

capitalist country. In Kngland this

weakening became particularly outstand-

ing in the r(X.'ent political crisis and tlie

elections. In France the strikes of last

Autumn brought victory to reformism

largely due to the party failure of ap-

plying the united front policy. In Ger-

many there can be no other results than

weakening from tiie dastardly adventure

of a reckless Communist leadership of

a united front with the fascists In the

Prussian referendum.

The "Tiiird Period" estimates spread

its diingerous illusion.s of revolutionary

upsurges not yet at hand. It deliberate-

ly aided Illusions of the movement, its

iwssibilities appearing strtmger than

reality. Its results became tile poilcy of

adventurtw. But worst of all, it pre-

pared a new "turn" to the lUglit whicli

iias alrwidy found its classical expres-

sion In tile united front poiicy «Ith the

German fascists.

The y-talin leadership carries the

heavy burden of responsibility for de-

cimating and ixilitically weakening the

Comintern forces, for reducing them to

a mere appendage of interest of state

of the J^ovlet Union, By the iiolicies

of this leadership, the progress of the
world proletarian revolution has al-

ready been put in a position of being
contradiction to the tH'onomic progr©.-;s of

the Soviet Union, This has become
.mainly expressed in the fear of upset-

ting the present status quo of the pow-
ers, that is, the capitalist equilibrium

prior to the completion of the Five Year
Plan. But the capitalist equilibrium

does not remain constant. From the

serious weakening caused by the econ-

omic crisis, we now have the new con-

stallation of forces; tiie powerful block
under American imperialist regemony to

further strengthen the capitalLst equili-

brium against the working class. It is

developing with breath-taking speed .ind

does not at all wait for the completion

of the Five Year Plan. It will aim to

take I'uthless advanltage of the weak-
ened position of the Communist parties.

Thus the chief contradiction is that

of the task of the epoch and the maitur-

ity of the CommunLst Party."

These imperialist preparations can
bring immediate revolutionary situa-

tions. To prepare^not 'to miss these

flituutlbns—is the pre.ssing need. This
has become mandatory upon the Comin-
tern leadership,

—ARNE SWABECK.

Agents and newstands throughout the

country that now handle The Militant

will also carry Youn^ Spartacus.
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Trotsky on Opposition
and the Party in Spain

The General Strike in Barcelona
^—__

The Failure of the Anarchist Policy and the Revolutionary Strategy of the Communists

The last general strike in Barcelona

had a fundamental importanoe for the

unification of the working cla.is of alt

Spain, based not so much on tht> extent

of the movement in itsulf, as on the Jch-

sons which we can learn from it, for fu-

ture tactics and for the orientytion of

8panii>h trade unions. W* face a pro-

found crisis in the Confederation, which

has been considerably deepened by the

last general strike, rjogitiilly ^^e draw
tht' natnral conscijntinces from it. The
Spanish Ccimmunist Opposition ciumot

follow the method of friticii;m used by

the official party, oonsisting of venting

epithets ngainst nnarcho-ayndicnlisra in

general. Wc must study the origins, the

causes and the results of the conliitt, as

is done hy our comrade Andres Xin.)

* * * *

The jjeneral strike declared in the be-

Kinnins of September hy the local Trade
Union Federation of Barcelona, and tol-

lowtxi up unnniniousiy and with adjnir-

aWe discipline by the proletariat of that

city and of the most important indtw-

trlal centers of CatHloiiia, Is »ne of the

most important episodes of the work-

ing class struggle ^n Spain between April

14 and the present time.

Militant revolutionists must analyse

carefully this movement, »o rich in ex-

perience. Let us limit ourselves today

to pointing out. briefly, some of the les-

sons which it tenches, and to noting

down the reflections which it suggests.

Strikes Und«r Present Conditions

The strike movement which had put

great masses of workers in motion on the

eve of the fall of the monarchy, has

taken on a truly gigantic increase since

tlie declaration of the repubiic. Tiiis

movement, in the majiority ot cases, has

had a purely spontaneous character, and

the trade union organlKations in reality

have done nothing more than to sanc-

tion it, place themselves at its head,

often against their will, in order not

to lose the confidence of the working

masses. At times, apparently the most

Insignificant occjvsion was enough to mob-

iliae great masses ot w^orkers. There is

nothing surprising about this. Those

who Are alarmed, or even indignant, at

the ''chaotic", "anarchic", ,"irrespousi-

hlo" character of these movements ap-

parently forget one essential point : that

Spain is in the midst of a revolution, and

that this sltuatSoK does not fit in with

any plan carefully worked out before-

hand. At sucii times, spontantHJus strikes,

"<;haotic" actions, disconnected and iso-

lated, and "excesses" of all kinds are a

purely normal phenamenon. To try to

oppose them is like trying to hold back

the onrushing of a torrent, or to chain

a tempest.

All revolutions, without exception,

have known such periods ; more than

that, they are inconceivable without

them. A revolution is not the act of

one day, of that ''Hig Night" o! which

tlie pre-war revolutionary syndicalists

used to dream. It is a prolonged, and

painful process, during which the mass-

es go seeking a path, In a struggle sown

with difiiculties, "choatic" actions, par-

tial offensive, victories and defeats. The

strike is one or the most characteristic

manifestations of this struggle. The

working class learns most by its own
experience. The important thing is to

draw the necessary lessons from this ex-

perience, so that the sacrifice ntay not

he in vain and the proletariat may suc-

cessfully conquer the obstach^s over

which it may stumble on its way.

The Character of the Septemher Strike

The Barcelona general strike wa*i, in

this sense, a typical movement of a rev-

olutionary period. Its starting-point was

a i>er£ectly correct protest against the

shameful Government imprisonments.

The movement bore the stamp of the

remarkaljle epoch which produced it.

The.se Government imprisonments, to

our shame, are nothing new. In this

respt>ct, as tn many others, the republic

only continues the inveterate tradition

of the defunct monarchy. Still it was

only in a clear-cut revolutionary situa-

tion that this prooedure, which former-

ly aroused indignation in the most ad-

vanced minority only, should excite and

set in motion liundreds of thousands of

workers.

"Why", clamored the vestal virgins

of republican "legality", "why do these

workers, who under the monarchy toler-

ated passively the mass detentions, the

systematic application of the "fugitive

prisoners law", the military dictator-

ship, wby do these workers rise up now,

when the consolidation of the ricw re-

gime ought to bo the chief consideration

of everylwdy, against the fact that a few

men here and there are kept in jail by

Government order? "Why do the same

people, who showed such patience for

years, show such Impatience now?"
Because—the situation is revolutionary

now, and was not before. Because the

military dictatorship and its bloody re-

pressions were not, as these gentlemen

think, the cause of the passivity of the

working class, but the result. Because

the energy, the aggressiveness, the fight-

ing spirit of the proletariat are not a

constant phenomenon of all periods, but

only of revolutionary periods. After

these periods of high tension, the work-

ing class, particularly if it has been

beaten, falls inevitably into a state «f

depression, of passivity,, which smooth

the road (or reaction.

To understand the profotind meaning

of the last general strike in Barcelona,

we must see It In its place in the gen-

eral picture of the revolutionary situa-

tion in Spain, Then we shall see clearly

the inconsistency of the opinion so wide-

ly spread, not only among the bourge-

oisie, but even, to our disgrace be it said,

among some working class circles, iiiat

this strike was entirely the work of a
group of irresi>onsible anarchists. We
shall not deny the importance of the

role played hy the F. A, I, In declaring

the strike. Yet tiiere can be no doubt
that if their action had been crowned by

success, if it had been followed by tlie

entire proletariat, !t would have been

due, not to their boldness or their "dic-

tatorial" methods, but to the fact that

the objective circumstances—tiie rev-

olutionary situation, and the subjective

—

the fighting spirit of the working class,

were completely favorable. In this sense

we can say without hesitation that the

elements of the P. Ad I. Interpreted tke

state of mind of the proletariat and Its

historial interests more faithfully than

I'estana, Peiro, Arin and other "reason-

ai)le" syndicalists who signed the famous
refor.mlst manifesto which won them such

praises from bourgeois circles.

We have had anarchist groui») before

this. The desire to declare general

strikes on any and all occasions did not

come with the republic; they would like

to call a general strike every Slonday.

Still, how often have they cried out into

empty space \ On the other hand, on
September 4 they found an ardent echo

in the working class, -Why? Because
the soil had been ploughed, because cir-

cumstances drove the proletariat irres-

istibly tp the struggle.

What Should Be Our Attitude to

"Chaotic" Movements?

We have tried to express one truth

:

that in the present circumstances, "chao-

tic" movements are inevitable. Does
this mean that they are not a danger for

the revolution and that they ought to be

systematically encouraged? By no means.

In the face of such movements, there

are three fundamental positions that we
can adopt;

First; To condemn them as a whole,

on the ground that at the present ttm«

the working class is incapable of making
a revolution and mnst limit itself to a

slow work of preparation, organization

and education, which is possible under

a regime of bourgeois democracy. TJils

is the position of Pestana, Peiro & Co.,

wiheh puts off the emancipation of the

working class to the Greek Kalends.

Second : To encourage such movements
systematically, driven on by Instinctive

revolutionary sentiment, but devoid of

revolutionary theory and tactics and still

lost in abstractions. We refer to the

elements of the F, A. I,

Third: The position of -those who,

while rejecting as absurd the pretension

of holding back the isolated, "chaotic"

movements of the masses at a time like

tills, understand the danger of such

movements when they lack objectives

and direction, and who try to take ad-

vantage of,such .movements to raijce the

working class understand the necessity

of a party, to forge it In th« fire of

struggle, and 3«lx)rdinate these move-
ments to the general revolutionary strug-

gle which is to lead the proletariat to

the seizure of power and the installation

of Its dictatorship. This ought to be the

position of Communists,
The first of these jjositions is dictated

by absolute lack of faith in the revolu-

tionary ability of the working class, by

the ungovernable fear of revolution, con-

ditioned by the lack of a concrete pro-

gram. It leads inevitably to a policy

of strangling the fighting action of the

proletariat and to collaboration, direct

or indirect, with the republican bour-

geoisie. The policy of the reformist ele-

ments of the C. N. T. in trying to hold

back the strike movements by moans of

a series of measures which lead back-

ward to the U. G. T. (remember the

leaflet of the Confederal Committee), the

shameful break-up of the metal workers'

aonflict, the abandonment of the tele-

phone workers, engaged in a struggle of

enor.mous importance, the giving up of

the most profoundly significant iwlitical

demands, such as the recognition of fac-

tory councils, etc., and finally, the policy

of direct support of the Catalonlan Gen-

eralidad, all prove our statement. This

tendency must be fought pitilessly, since

it constitutes a danger to the revolution

as serious as the reformist socialism of

Largo Caballero and Co., with which it

coincides fundamentally.

The second tendency is no less dan-

gerou*!, since it can, and inevitalily will

lead the proletariat to a bloody defeat.

The elements of the F. A. I. are cap-

able of provoking only mass movements
without a future or isolated actions,

heroic iiut in the last analysis sterile.

The magnificent defense of the Building

Trades Ifnion by ft few dozen admirable

militants have clearly revealed the trea-

sures of aggressiveness and seif-saeriftce

which the working class possesses, and
has demonstrated the miracles which it

can perform, given a consistent direction

and discipline.

Communists .must bend every effort to

make the best revolutionary elements

of the C. N. T. understand the neces-

sity for a party, and try to form with

them at least a united front for action.

Only their active, energetic and prude»t

intervention can avert a defeat of the

proletariat and the installation of a

bloody regime of bourgeois dictatorship.

In July, 1917, the workers and soldiers

of Petrograd launched an Impetuous

movement In favor of turning over the

power to the Soviets. This movenient

was completely spontaneous, "chaotic".

The Bolsheviks considered it premature,

irrevocably condemned to failure.^ Still,

seeing that it was imposKibie to hold it

back, instead of abandoning it 1o its

elemental force, they put theuiselvo!; at

its head and guided it along their chan-

nels. Thanks to this genuinely revolu-

tionary policy, this movement, which,

left to itself, would have been diverted

into a premature insurrection, was con-

verted into an armed manifestation, and

the working class was able to retre«t In

good order .with the minimum of Josses.

Had there been no Party, the working

class would have been crushed, a period

of reaction would have begun, and the

proletariat would not have been able to

seise power, as it did, three months
later.

For Factory Councils

We have spoken of the necesf^ity for

a revolutionary united front. But on

what base can It support itscif?

UndOu!)tedly the hi-story of the rev-

olutionary working class movem<!nt up

to now has offered us no organ of the

united front so perfect and efSicent as

tiie Soviet, an instrument of strugf?le

today, of power tomorrow, for tlie entire

working class, represented in tlie Sov-

iet by workers' delegates from all fac-

tories and workshops without distinction,

let their political and trade union or-

ganizations bo what they may. One of

the negative sides of the Barcelona gen-

eral strike, like tlmt of Seville before,

was the failure of such an organ to make
its appearance during the struggle, llai

It been otherwise, how different would
have been the importance and the poli-

tical consequences of the movement 1

Still, the fact is that Soviets have not

arisen in this or any other of the great

workers' movements wliith have taken

pla<'e in this country during the last

few .months, and that up to the present,

there is no sign of a tendency in this

direction among the 'Spanish working

class. Will it arise later on? We may
hope so, even though it is certain that

the working class of our country will

arrive at the creation of the Soviet.s by a

different road from that followed by the

Russian proletariat.

Yet we cannot adopt a passive attitude

until this moment is reached. We must
immediately lay the foundations for a

united front, we must create the neces-

sary prerequisites for the creation of

organizations destined to group the work-

ing class together and prepare it for

the struggle. This basis can fie supplied

hy the factory councils.

Up to now, including the period 1917-

1929, the peak years of, the revolutionary

movement, there have been in Spain no

factory councils, proiwrly .';o-called. Still

the system of delegates, of reprasenta-

tlves of the factory and the workshop,

has become widespread, and in recent

times 'the idea of factory councils has

made much headway and has acquired

a certain popularity among the raassfss.

We must therefore start from this

point and energetically encourage the

creation ot such organizations, assign-

ing to them, as an immediate aim, the

control of protluction. Tlie leaders of

the C, X. T. accept them, and favor them,

while they still conceive of them a,s trade

union organisms, designated from the

top, by the trade union committees. The
socialists, for their part, through their

representative in the Provisional (Jov-

ernraent, Senor Largo Caballero, are pre-

paring ft bill for workers' control which

in reality does not pursue revolutionary

control as our aim, but class collabora-

tion.

Communists must fight both conceit

tions with equal energy. The factory

council must not be api)ointed from Ihe

top, but must be elected democratically

by all workers without exception. The

purpose of the control must not he col-

laboration with the bourgeisie, but tak-

ing possfsslon of the means of produc-

tion.

There Is not a single revolutionary

worker who will not be disposed to strug-

gle jointly with the (Communists on the

basis of a struggle for the factory coun-

cils. And this struggle, correctly orien-

tated, cori'ectly guided, will irresistibly

be converted into a powerful movement
which will lead to the creation, on the

base of the factory councils, of Soviets,

or other organisms similar to the Sov-

iets in structure and functions.

For all these reasons, we believe that

the creation of factory councils should

be the basic slogan at the pnesent time.

Every important strike, every mass move-

ment, should be utilized in this dirac-

tion.

The Expeirience of the Guerrilla Fight

One of the most interesting episodes of

the Barcelona general strike was the

armed defense of the Building Trades

Union. For more than six hours, a few

dozen workers, insufficiently armed hut

fortified In the union local, kept at bay

a large force of police. Similarly, in

the neighboring streets, other groups of

workers, sheltered behind a barricade,

carried on a fight against the armed

force of the government, and after liours

of struggle, retreated strategically with-

out giving up a single prisoner into the

liands of the enemy.

This episode Is rich in lessons for us.

During the Insurrection of December,

1805 in Mmecow, a few hundred poorly-

armed wywkera obstinately sustained a

flight, thanks to a correctly led guerrilla

struggle, against thousands of perfectly

armed and equipped soldiers. First Kaut-

sky and then Lenin, drew from this ex-

perience the conclusion that guerrilla

fighting played a much more important

role than revolutionists had imagined up

to then.

Still the insurrection was defeated.

With the arrival of new reinforcements,

the Moscow workers had to give up. For
the final victory, it is necessary that a

large part of the army place itself on

the side of the revolution.

The heroic fighters of the calle Jler-

caders, at the end, had to give up, and
the combatants of the calle Moncada had

to withdraw.

What lesson can we draw from this

experience?

That the tactics of the anarchist

groups can lead only to gu«rrllla fight-

ing ; that this, combined with the gen-

eral strike and organized revolutionary

action, can constitute an auxiliary ele-

ment of the first rank as a means of

distracting the forces of the enemy which
will make it possible for us to strike

the decisive blow at the decisive points,

but is incapable, by itself alone, of giv-

ing us the victory ; that to achieve vic-

tory, today even 'more than in 190,'>, on

account of the enormous progress of

military technique, it is necessary to

win over to the revolution a good part

of the army.

The practical ^'onclusion wliich we
draw from all this is the urgent neces-

sity of intensifying the work of agita-

tion Jind propaganda ara^ong the troops,

and of undertaking without delay the

{reatioii of soldiers' Committees.

The Strike and Democratic Illusions

I'nquestionably the Barcelona general

.ftrike has otmsiderabiy weakened the de-

mocratic illusions among" t!ie working

class. Still it would be a prxifound mis-

take to think that these illusions have
lieen definitely liquidated. Maurin, for

instance, starts from this premise and
justifies the absurd position taken by

the Bloque Obrero y t;ami)t;siiio, (Work-
ers' and I'easants' Bloc), renouncing dem-

ocratic slogans and raising the slogan of

the taking of power by the proletariat.

The reality, which is the only thing that

can serve as the foundation for a truly

Jlarsist policy, is unfortunately quite

different. Only a part, and that the

smallest, of our working class, has com-

pletely lost faith in the bourgeois repub-

lic; another part is beginning to be as-

.'iailed hy doubts ; the great majority

stiU believes in the republic. They piX)-

test, they join the general strike, not

against the regime, but against the "itad

republicans". The majority of the work-

ers still think that if they took the power

away from ilaura, and the governorship

from Anguera de Sojo, and replaced

them by "real republicans", things would

he very much better.

Contributing to this illusion In the first

place was the policy of the anarcho-syn-

dicalists «tf supporting the radical petty

bourgeoisie, with its praise for the "ven-

erable", "most iutegral", "honorable"

Macia, expressions which you will find

repeatedly in Solidaridad Obreni; like-

wise responsible is Maurin himself, who
at a lecture in Madrid favored "the tak-

ing of power by the advanced element"

of the Aten'So", How can any one ex-

IMK't, under these conditions, that the

working class, which evolves slowly and

learns only with the help of its own ex-

perience, should abandon Immediately

and at one blow its democratic illusions?

These last have suffered a severe blow,

!)ut only a correct policy can contribute

to liquidating them definitively.

The Internal Crisis of the C. N, T,

Two W'Ords, in conclusion, on the inter-

nal crisis of the C. N. T.

The general strike, declared against

the wishes of the leaders of this rev-

olutionary organization, has undoubt^ly
sliarpened the crisis. The recent resig-

nation in ;! body of tlie editorial staff of

Sofidari<cktd Obrera is a clear ^ji-oof of

this. The tact that the orgati of the

Confederation, for the first time in the

history of our movenrient, categorically

condemns the strike in the first number

which appeared after it took place, la

sufficiently eloquent on this point, and

reveals before the eyes of the entire

world the grave sickness from which

the C. N, T. is suffering.

But the crisis will go still deeper. In

more or less normal times, suctt crises

can lie conjured away with relative ease.

Under revolutionary conditions like the

present, it is a mnch more difficult mat-

ter. The divergencies do not have an

abstract character, but are a logical cos-

sequence of the prwhiem which the sit-

uation places before the C. N. T. Inexor-

ably demanding from it a clear and pre-

cise answer—how shall we make the rev-

olution ?

The Communist Party cannot remain

outside of this internal struggle of ten-

dencies, whose outcome may have enor

mous consequences for the future of the

Spanish proletariat. Let us not forget

that this will depend 90% on whether

or not the workers in the C. N. T., who
are the flower of the working class of

our country, continue to give their con-

fidence to the anarchists. To win over

these workers should be the principal

aim of our party. This will be accom-

plished, not by the i stupid splitting tac-

tics followed up to now, but by an in-

telligent policy which will be able to

take advantage of the internal struggle

within the C. N. T. ; not by heaping In-

vective on its leaders, and putting into

circulation such idiotic eplthete as "an-

aicho-fascists", but by proving patiently

and persistently to the revolutionary

workers the sterility of anarclio-syndlcal-

ism and the necessity of a powerful Com-
munist Party ; to prevent the peasant

revolutionary situation, instead of lead-

ing to the victory of the proletariat, from

leading to the enthronemeht of a dic-

tatorship without a mandate, of the faae-

ist type. —AJiDRES NIN,

To Andres Nin

:

Dear Friend

:

First of ail, I'should like to clear up
for myself the disputed question in the
Left Opposition : a narrow or broad fac-

tion? I have received your opinion and
that of comrade Lacroix on this subject.

Comrade M. lias not yet submitted the
report that he promised.

I. must admit that the basis for this

dispute is not clear to me. Yesterday,
with regard to Catalonia, as I can see
from your letter, the question was posed
in the following ra-anner: Should we call

upon the worker to enter the official

Communist party or the Catalonlan Fed-
eration? From your last letter, it ap-
pears that the Cataloiiian Federation ex-

pels the Left Opposition from Its ranks,

that i^ to say, it proceeds in the same
imanner as the party does. This fact by
itself is quite logical. The Kight wing
and the Centrists manifest the self-same

hostility toward the Bolshevik-Leninists

in all countries, beginning with the U.

S. S. K. It would be odd for Spain to

be an exception to this. On the contrary,

iu view of th<; revolutionary situation in

Spain, all the political processes (in-

cluding all the mistakes) arrive at their

ultimate eonciusion very swiftly. But
is it still possible to speak seriously of

the Left Opposition calling on the work-
ers to enter the Catalonlan Federation?
I cannot understand itt We can, to be

sure, try to create our nuclei in the

Catalonlan Federation with the aim of

recruiting a maximum of followers In the

event of the inevitable collapse of the

llaurin organization. We can send In-

dividual comrades Into the Federation

with this aim. But can we openly call

upon the non-party workers to enter tlie

Federation? Never. It would be the

most monstrous mistake and would not

only weaken us but even disgrace the

Left Opposition.

Our Relation to tbe Party
In ;»ritMtpIe, the question of the official

party Is ixjsed differently, since we iave
not renounced the Idea of winning to our

side, the Comintern, and consequently,

each of its sections. It has alway^s ap-

Ijeared to ,me that nmny comrades have
underestimated the possibility of the de-

velopment of the official Communist
party in Spain. I have written you

about this more than once. To ignore

the officiai party as a fictitious quantity,

to turn our back to It, seems to me to

be a great mistake. On the contrary,

with regard to the official party we must
stick to the path of uniting the ranks.

Still, thLs task is not so simple. As long

as we remain a fe9!)le faction, this task

is in generable unachievable. We can

only produdce a tendency toward unity

inside the official party by becoming ft

serious force.

The opponents of the "broad faction"

reply to this : But it we group alvout us

a broad section of workers, we automa-

tically transform ourselves into a sec-

ond i>arty, I must admit that this argu-

ment astonishes me. If we are to reason

in such a formal manner, then In order

to avoid the danger of a second party,

the Bolshevik-Leninists must altogether

dLsappear from the face of the esirth.

q'hat is just what the Stalinists want.

Political malthusianism is the most un-

natural ot all the varieties of malthus-

ianism. Kvery political tendency that

grows in forces cannot help going in

the direction of uniting around It the

largest masses pos.sible. It is possible
to come to the party i>y different roads.
If the Left Opposition becomes stronger
than tlie present official party, that will

furnish us the iwssibility of struggling
with a hundred times greater effective-

ness for the unity of the Communist
ranks than at present when the Opposi-
tion in still weak. Isn't this clear?

But, the partisans of the "narrow fac-

tion" will answer, the Left Opposition
can only take into It,s ranks conscious
followers. Indeed ! But does not the
same thiiig hold true for the party? It

all comes down tt> this ; the Left Opposi-
tion .must not attract to Itself new work-
ers ; no, it is obliged to direct them to-

ward the ranks ot the party, where they
will be tauglit that the I'rotskylsts are
"counter-revolutionists". Then, and OMly
then, the Opposition will have the rtebt
to disillusion these workers, to reeduc-
ate them, to cure them of the contagi-

ous Stalinist slanders. lieally, I cannot
understand such a complicated mechan-
ism.

Growth and Scope of the Opposition

It seems to me that the Opposition
ha« not only the right, but the duty, to

group about itself all those that coane

to It, who respond to its appeals and
whom it is able to reach. Naturally, at

first, they will be far from convinced
and con.'X'ious Bolshevik-Leninists. But
this only Impo-ses the neees,slty of oc-

cupying ourselves seriously with the

education of our followers. iWIthtn the

scope of this education, there will alsto

enter the question, why we are tor one
party and why the Stalinists are for

two parties. If the fiow toward ua
proves to be too t»tai»stuous (which is

hardly to be feared!) then we can form
a clr<'le of sympathizers. A local organ-

ization of the Opposition numbering 20
members can assemble about It 2 to 300
Ej-mpathlzers. In this circle of sym-
pathizers, it will be necessary to clear

up the difference between Leninism and
Centrism. After the circle has reached

a certain level under our direction, it

can Invite the representatives of t^e

official party to present its views before

it. On this basis a discussion will arise

between our followers and the Stalinists.

Only this win bring about a serious re-

conciliation between the Left Opposition

and the party, and create a far more
secure path toward a united party than

the malthusian measures against repro-

duction.

The Left Opiiosltion would be transform-

ed Into ft sect it it were to come to the

conclusion that its task is only crEtielsn

of the actions of the official party and

of the mass organizations of the prole-

tarlct. q'he Spanish revolution is a fact.

We have already, without all this, lost a
great deal ot time, including the Lett

Opposition, in Spain. We will not b»

able to reproduce this revolutionary

situation, which we are passing up to-

day, at win next year. Precisely in

Spain the Opposition can within a brief

time grow into a great force. But the

first condition for this Is; not to tear

to become a force, but to strive toward

that.

That is ail I can .say in the meantime

on the disputed question, on the basis

of Incomplete information. I will be

very happy to receive additional infor-

mation,

September 27, 1931

—L. TKOTSKY.
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EDITORIAL XOTES
WHKBE IS THE MOONElf
MOVEMENT?

It is nearly three moiitbs since Tom
llooney issued his memonible apjieal

"To All Militant and Revolutionary La-

bor Organizations and Group«" tor un-

ited at'tioii in his beliaif. Tliert'by ht'

l>ut the fifteeti-yenr old t-ase once more
on Che agenda of the labor movement.
He aroused tlie enthusiasm of every oun-

sdentiOHS militant for a new strussle

for his liberation and for the cause of

the workiiijc class which he symboliKes

:In his prison cell. Because of Ihe pro-

foutid response whieh it called forth from
the depths of the movement, the call of

Tom Mooney sent the leaders of all the

faettons seurryinjf to prepare their ans-

wer. Tlie class war prisoner ha*; a great

authority and nobody dared to ignore

his api>eal. All the factions and groups
answered. Each in its own way madt;

a gesture of compliance. And there the

matter rests at the present moment.
Where is the new "Miioney movement"
which the rank and iile militants de-

sire with all their hearts, it is not yet

under way. Even the campaign to set

the great movement in motion still wuits

the initial steps of orKanixatton.

And this is not Iiceanse there Is no

basis for the issue. All the elements

for a truly gigantic moyement, one that

can reach into the very depths of the

most conservative labor organisations

and set its members into action, are at

hand. It is the method that is lack

ing: it Ls undcr.'itanding ami the will

of the leaders of the factions and groups

to whom Mooney addressed his appea.l

It .must be said plainly, because it is th(

bitter and incontestat)le truth: they hav<'

all diplomatized with the appeal: they

have played factional politics with it

they have sabotaged It, The problem is

t,o break through this rotten game. And
the best weaixm for this is the appeai

of Mooney himself. In that document the

means and methods for unEoldinjj the

movement can he found.

Tom Mooney's letter of August 18th is

a remarkable pr<;setitation of the (jues

tion in every respect. All the sabotagers

justify themselves on the ground that

"Mooney is In jail and doesn't under-

stand the situation". They are all wrong
The class war prisoner, immured In San
Quentin these fifteen years, understands
the question better tiian they do. It is

even passible that his superior wisdom
can be attributed to his imprisonment.

New turns and new periods percolate

through the prison walls only after a
icertain delay. Slooney has assimilated

the idea of the united front as Ijcnin

taught it. Perhaps he has not yet learn-

ed about the new amendjnents. At any
rate he has not been converted to them.

That is iiliS strength, and the strength of

his appeal That is why his appeal con-

stitutes the guiding line alone which
alone a real mass movement for his lib-

eration can proceed,

"The open letter of Tom Mooney was
and yet remains a great opportunity for

the Communist Party and the Interna-

tional Ijal)or Defense. On the one hand
It was a formal notice from Mooney
to the trade unions, to the socialists and

to the so-called pivgressives : no escins-

ton of the Communists from the Mooney
moTement. On the other hand^rightly
understood—it was an intimation to the

Communists : I depend on you to press

the issue and lead the way, to force the

reforml.sts and the trade unions, includ

ing the most conservative ones, to fight

with you in a common front, Mooney
meant to say, as he said personally to

the present writer three year.? ago: "The
retis are the dynamic element; they must
start the movement; they must set it

into motion."

It is had that the leaders of the Party
didn't understand this, and still worse
that they do not understand it yet. They
are people to whom the obvious Is al-

ways a mystery sealed with Ke\-en seals.

Any one who ha.<i as much as a causal
acquaintiince with the !in(*-up in the la-

bor movement ought to know that the

trade unions under their present lead-

ership, and the other groups addressed
in the letter, whether conservative, pse-

udo-radioal or socialist, will not make
a genuine and militant fight for Mooney
At best they will only render lip-service

In deference to the sentiments of the
Tanks, arrange a formal demonstration,
(make a mild, polite and orderly protest
—al! of which means nothing, or next
to nothing, in such a bitterly-eonteated
class Issue as the Mooney ease.

But Is It not equally clear that the
protests of the Communist,^ and their

•Close aympathisvers alone—-a mere hand-
ful -of the American working class

—

scare nobody, and least of ail the stifT-

necked and class-conscious persecutors
of Mooney? They do not care a fig for

the protests of the Communists so Umg
as these protests are not supported by

wider masses of the workers, ThLs is

the crux of the question. Without the

initiative and driving force of tiie Com-
munists—"the dynamic element", the or-

ganizing force—there citn be no militant

movement on a national scale, Kut tlie

agitation of the Communists cannot be

effective until it penetrates the masses

!(nd sweeps tiiem along in a joint move-

ment. Tom Mooney understoad this

as hLs letter shows. His letter created

the most favorable ground to realize this

necessary union of forces. Tiie Stalin-

ist leaders of the Party have bungled

the whole question. The next move is

up to the Com.mun!st workers. It is for

them to force the issue and compel a

change of course.

What does this mean, concretely, now?
It means for the Communist Party and

the I. Tj. D. to make direct, formal pro-

posals to all the organiKaiioiis and
groups mentioned in Tom Mooney 's letter

for joint action on tlie single issue of

the fight for Mooney. It means to give

up the hor.se-play of a united front em-

bracing only Communist organi:',ation.';

in which the Mooney case is tacked on
to a number of other issues, and in

which its speiciail api)eal is lost—thie

other cases will not lose by this tem-
porary segretation of the Mooney issue

;

th(jy will gain a hundred-fold by the

sweep of the broader Mooney movement
which can be created. To change the

course and correct it now while there-is

yet time means in New York and sueii

other places where separate conferences

have tieen organized—(>>mmunist and
reformist—1o propose to the reformists

a merger of the conferences into one. It

goes without saying that every direct

proposal to the -official leadership of the

reformist organizations and conferences

has to be accompanied and supplemented

by an intensive agitation in the ranks

of these organizations to compel an ac-

ceptance of the unity proposals.

This is the way to blow the brenth of

life into the Jlooney movement. This is

the tactic of the united front as Ijenin

taught it, and as Mooney appealed for

in his letter. The reformists are doing

everything in their power to make this

letter remain a scrap of paper. Hut we
have no advice to offer them. Our sug-

ge:itions are directed to the t'ommunists

as a means of forcing the reformists.

The Leninist tactic of the united front

is a powerful means to this end. That
is not the least of ils merits,

—J. P. C.

THE ECONOMIC MONTH

BBP.W.W.>,WJ.....M.......WJH......JJ,..,..,.,..,.. w»»B

The long-expected wfeve of wage-cuts
broke in the first week of October, in-

itiated by the Steel tX»rporation, and
quickly followed by iJethlehem the

Aluminum Co., Allied Ciicmical, etc.

C;apitalism. serves notice on tlie worker
that it fan no longer maintain the "Am-
erican standard of living". In previous

crises, too, wages have been cut, but

they have sjooner or later recovered, as

American capitalisim has increased its

productivity to new high levels. Unless
American capitalism can turn the trick

again, this time wages will not come
back.

American capitalism Beedts low wages,

first to meet the aggravated competitio*

of England and Germitny, second, to en-

able it to create new fixed capital at low

costs based on low wages plus low raw
material costs. The fact that there is

alreaidy an excessive supply of fiied otipi-

tal in the form of industrial equipment,

railroads, houses, will not hinder capital-

ism from adding tttill more fixed oapital

if it can be created on such a low cost

basis, due to low wages, that the newly-

created fisjed capital will produce a pro-

Jit. Such a policy may not make sense,

t)Ut it makes money.

The recently-announced decision of the

Interstate Commerce Commission deny-

ing the application of the railroads for

a 15% fiat increase in freighjb rates,

and suggesting instead a 3 to 4% in-

crease, whose proceeds are to he pooled

among the weaker roads, shows again
[

how hard is the way of the demagogue

and the social reformist In times of crisis

when a showdown is called for. The

maintenance of waga'?, "agreed to"- by

the railroads at Mr! Hoover's lfl29 con-

ferences, is a pleasant illusion shipwreck-

ed oil the rocks of reality. The only

reason why the showdown was deferred

so long is that the railroads fear the

strong railroad unions, and partieularly

the militancy of the rank and flie as

demonstrated in the 1922 strike of the

shopmen. How far this militancy has

been worn down by the growth of com-
pany uniotLS, B. and O.-ism, and the class

collaboration policies of the leadership

will be demonstrated in the next few

weeks. In Canada, the question of vol-

untary acceptance of a wage cut has

been put up to the workers and definitely

rejected.

The flood of gold out ol the country,

and the tendency to hoard twink notes,

have both subsided sharply, and Monday,
Nov.2, for the first time in six weeks,

there was an actual gain of soiae $25,-

000,000 of gold. These who expected a
spwtacular breakdown ol the banking

system are proiiably disappointed. The
American banking system-has a long way
to go yet, in concentration and the crea-

tion of still more gigantic banking mon-

oi>olies than have been known yet, be-

fore its interna! contradictions, together

with those of capitalism in general, apHt

it into pieces. There are still some 2;"),-

000 separate banks in this country, com-

pared with in Canada, and four that

amount to anything in England.

The price of wheat has recovered fnom

48 cents a liushel early in October to

67 cents ; cotton and petroleum have also

been strong. The bourgeois press, with

its imdestructible optimism, sees tiie be-

ginning of an upswing. The basic factor

appears to be the beginning of purely

artificial
* infiat.ion erpre>!sing ftse|f In

t lie pri<:e of commodities ; that is, credit

and paper values have lieen created at

a more rapid rate ihan physical goods.

The outstanding illustration is the fact

that the Federal lleserve banks, on Oct.

28, 3031, had outstanding in the form of

rodiscouiited paper and bills bought in

the open market, 1 1-2 billion dollars,

again.st less than a biilion six weeks ago
and less than 400 million a year agd—
a. year during which itusiness lias eer

tainly not improved. To be able to pump
these icredSfts into the mioncy market,

the ITederal Itest^ri'e had to create an
artiticial .money .shortage, which sent up
interest ratas quickly and commfcdity

prices more slowly. The imme<Hate pur-

pose of the inflation was to be able to

meet the outflow of gold—now that this

has bf«n achieved, the inilation will in

all probability either be cliecked at once

or if it gets out of hand, will itself jien-

erate the forces which will before long

counteract it and cause renewed decllnfte

in prices, intercsjt rates, industrial ac-

tivity, profits—and, If the workers do
not offer adequate resistam^e, wages too.

% • * «

Senator La Follette is sponsoring a bill

to create a national economic advisory

council. In this worthy effort he Is

seconded t>y the U, S. Chamber of Com-
merce aiid tlie A, F. of L. After all,

why not? Why should not capitalism he

able to plan a« well as t-ommunism?
Production for use, for which pJanntng

is necessary, is the same as producti»»

for profit, which will certainly be itrter-

t
fered with by planning ; in the eame way
as the worker's interest in his wages is

the same as the capitalist's interest in

hia profits. The advice of the advisory

council need not be taken too seriously,

if it comes to a showdown ; and after all,

it will help to amuse the working class,

particularly the most advanced workers,

in these gloomy times.
* * *

Capitalists are being kept busy tliese

days, when tliey have no business of

tlieir own to attend to, by . taking the

place of nice young ladies frctm the set-

tlements in doing social service for the

working classes. Unemployment relief

committees, money raising
.
activities.

ss B^S
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as necessary ideologically to the capital-

its as his profits and kis power. The
same broad social vision is applied to

relief activities for busted and mis-

guided bankers by the Hoover Banking
Plan. True, tlie bankers who need relief

have to come with hat in hand and three

different kinds of security before they

can g(>t a loan, and there is no telling

but that some of the relievers will need
relief themselves before long, but a good
game of ring-around -a-rosy with banking
funds will give evidence of constructive

activity from the greatly misunderstood
engineer in the White House.

—H. .1. F.

«yOUNG SPARTACUS»
OUT THIS 'MONTH!
The .\ational Youth Committee of the

Communist League of America (Opposi-
tion) is speeding the work of pub-
lication of the first number of Young
Spartacus. The ajinouncement of the
proposed publication of a youth paper
of the Left Opposition in the United
States met immediately with an enthus-
iastic response. In New York a drive
for donations and subscriptions is now
being carried on by the comrades, and
a number of donations and subscriptions
have already been received, aa well a«
bundle orders. 100 subscriptioifs is the
immediate goal of the Youth Fraction
of New York.
The subscription price to Young Spar-

tacus is fifty ($0.50) cent!* per year;
for Canada and foreigir, $0.65. Older
comrades and workers are asked to sub-
scribe on behalf of young people whom
they know, or for their children and
friends, and alBO to aid In th« general
subscription drive for Y<|ting SpartBous.
Bundle orders are at the rate of S

cents per copy in bundles of Ave or
more.

The first issue of Young Spartacus,
will go to press in less than one month.
The present editorial commRtee consUti
of Joseph Carter, M. Abern and George
Ray. Send danatlons. Bundle orders and
subscriptions to Young Spartacus, 84
East 10th Street, N«w York, N. Y.

- The Opposition Forum -

On Friday, Xovember G, at the Open
Forum of the New York Bram-Ii of the

Communist Ijeague of America (Opixjsi-

tion), comrade Arne Swabeck sixike on
"Fourteen Years of the Russian Revolu-
tion." The comrades felt tliat this forum
and anniversary celebration was worth-
while, for one of the heist .meth-ods for

joining in solidarity with our l{us.sian

comrades, is to under!>t»nd the nature
and significance of the October revolu-

tion, to appreciate its great achievements,
to know tlie dangers that threaten it

from witliout and witiiin so that we can
be armed to fight against them. Kquip-
ped with knowledge and tnsigtit, we are

prepared more realistically and enthus-

iastically to participate in the defense
of the llustsian Revolution. It was in

tills manner tliat comrade Swab(K;k
spoke. He made an analysis of the

economic processes developing in the

Soviet Union, and cited the tasks of the

Communists in the capitalist countries

in relation jio the Soviet Union, and spoke
of the role of the Left Opposition.

At the next forum, the chairman an-
nounced, oomrade James P. C;innon will

speak on "The Ilaymarkct Martyrs".
The workers of today can learn many
valuable lesisons from the great 8-hour

day .movement that culminated in the

Ilaymarket events of the '80s, particu-

larly now when the tremendous unem-
ployment puts on the order of the day

—

the 6 hour day. The lecture promises

to be an interesting one, and takes place

help keep them in trim and bring that t on Friday, November 13 at the I^bor
ro.sy glow of self-satisfaction which is

| Temple, 14th Street and Second Ave

Very Significant Facts! — hy Alfa

J

Even the bureaucratic sh iftings can
be of great significance. When Orjonik-

idze was transferred to the .\Il-U3iion

CJouncil of People's Economy, Yaroslav-

sky • undoubtedly expected the appoint-

ment to the post of chairman of the

Central Control Com,m^sion ; l»ut the

appointee was Andreyev, one who Is

much younger and who, It would seem,

"earned" it incomparably less, Tiere
were even whispers in Moscow, half

earnest, half serious, that Yaroslavsky

was going over to the opposition.

As a matter of fact the leadership of

the G. P. U. has been concentrated In

recent years in the hands of Y'agoda.

He seemed to be the natural successor

of Menzhinsky. Suddenly Yagoda Is

demoted to the post of second assistant,

and the little known Akulov is advanced

to first place.

.'What Is the meaning of this? Yaroslav-

sky and Yagoda are two figures of the

same order, of a similar type, as if

created for similar conunisKions. Closely

tied to each other, they were carrying

out, through the two organs of appar-

atus repressions—the C. C, C. and the

C. P. U,—ghilin's most delicate com-

missions in the field of struggle with

bis opponents, and even in matters of

personal revenge against all who at any

time, in any way, brushed agalnBt Stal-

in.

These people, Yaroslavsky and Yagoda,

could be assigned a«y sort of commis-

sion, without the risk of meeting with

their refusal. Who but Yaroslavsky

could be eommissioned to bring about

the suicide of pure Glazman? Who but

Yagoda could have been capabl* to

starve out the innocent Boutov? And
what other pair could better carry out

"the soviet and party order"—tlie scoot-

ing of Blumkln? One could consider

quite probable that the alleged article

liy Trotsky on the Five Year Plan was

suggested third hand to the reactionary

pn^s by Yagoda, after which Yaroslav-

sky, who 13 connected with him tluoug^

co-participation, revealed la Pr»vd«

Ttotsky's couttter- revolutionary crusada

that this is precisely how it hapiiened,

but every informed apparatus man ad-

mits tliat it miglit have been so. In the

past, there were hundreds of similar

feats carried out under the direct in-

structions of Stalin, or in the hope of

his approval.

It would seem : exactly who should be

put at the head of the C. C. C. if not

the incompa.-dbie Yaroslavsky ! And
who is more qualified than Yagoda at

the head of the G. P. U, to execute Stal-

in's most "intimate" commissions?

The Apparatus Men Are Nervous

Nevertheless, why was this so pic-

turesque Yaroslavsky pushed aside by

the pale, though zealous, figure of And-
reyev? And why did Yagoda, who is

ready for everything, have to concede

his place to Akulov? This is an inter-

esting question. In the impossibility

for Stalin to appoint to the most respon-

sible posts the people most necessary to

him, is expressed the unvoiced, almost
nameless, hat insurmountable resistance

of the apparatus against the latest re-

sults of the Stalinist system. In general

and in the main, the Stalinites will ac-

cept Stalin and all that is not alien to

him. But here we find that even Yaro-

slavsky and Yagoda cannot swallow ev-

erything down. Stalin has to make ^x-

traordinary efforts to retain the peo-

ple most needed by him even in second-

ary and tertiary roles. Here lies the

symptom, one of many symptoms, of the

fact that Stalin who was lifted up

through the apparatus, is in a constant,

voiceless struggle with the apparatus,

which somehow feels upon itself the

pressure of the Party, The passing by of

Yaroslavsky and the demotion of Yagoda

is a, singular warning to Stalin on the

part of the apparatus, one could almost

say a secret vote of lack of confidence.

Such symptoms, and even more expres-

sive ones, should be expected in the. fu-

ture and even in gneater numbers, A
growing alarm of tie apparatus precedes

the Inevitable awakening^of the Party.

In the future we ehould expect more and

The Meaning of the Elections

(Continued from page Ij

The Communist Party Vote

Aa interesting feature in tills con-

nection is that appeal to the secondary

or cancer gi-owths of capitalism,^cor-

ruption, gangsterism, etc.^had no effect

on the voters who overwhelmingly re-

turned Tammany politicians or their

blood-brother liepublicans to office. Fuu-

damental education on principle questions

of socialism, the class struggle, etc. was

naturally missing, with the exception

here and tiiere of a socialist candidate

who SEK>ke for "socialism" in the soc-

ialist manner.

And what wa^s the case with the Com-
munist Party and its election campaign.

To cite one example, I. Amter, Common
ist <>andidate for Borough President of

Manhattan, received the miserably, in-

credibly low vote of 1,789. Add what
votes were stolen or uncounted, as the

Party Claims, and it is still far beyond

Igitimate expt-ctations. The living is-

eue» were there : the economic crisis

and unemployment, around which tii^

Communists have centered their agita-

tion for two years. Why the pitiful

showing in the (-lections?

The Comaiunist Objective in Elections

We do not over-emphasize the count-

ing of noses at election time, but its

valuti as a partial barometer of work-

ing class development has been indicated.

For Communists, election time offers a

special opportunity to intensify the con-

tinuous, ali-the-year-round campaign to

reach the workers with the message of

communism, to explain the class struggle

and the solution. Even actual election

to office, unlike with the socialists, is

for Communists essentially but a chance

to uae tlie parliamentary tribunal for

Communist education, to point out why

tlie capitalist macliinery of government

cannot be used to achieve fundamental

gains for the working cl^ss, and why

a complete class change of government

and social system is the only bona-fide

solution.

Did the official New York Communists

carry out the tasks of Communists dur-

ing election time? The answer is NO.

If it is true that the Communist Party

and movement has an influence greater

than its organizational expression, it

failed indeed to consolidate its strength

and influence at the ballot box. Actual-

ly, however, misleadership and false pol-

icies of the Party in the trade unions

and in strikes reflected theniseh-es also

at the polls, in the failure of unionists

and strikers to vote Communist.

The N, Y, Party Program
The Militant has dealt before witlx the

crying weaknesses of the party program

in the New York elections, which found

similar manifestations in Philadelphia

and other points. There was first and

foremost a program of Immediate de-

mands with no less than 75 <lem«nd«,

good and correct ones mixed, like chop-

ped herring or choitsuey, with demands

of the most reformistic and petit-bourge-

ois kind, a mish-mash that left everyone

bewildered as to what it all meaut, Theae

demands concerned themselves with

cheaper .milk, ex-service-men's demands,

a limit of $3,000 salary for police cap-

tains (1 Yes, it is sad, but true), the

return of money to mulcted bank depos-

itors, for unempoyed relief, against the

war danger, defease of the Soviet Un-

ion, and, lastly, the 75th demand, for

a Workers' and Farmers' Government,

W(? are given to declare that no Social-

ist Party locral in American history ever

put *}gether such an enormous list of

demands without real examination as to

meaning or purpose in regard to class

content or reality to th*e situation.

The ma-^ses, it is true, again voted

overwhelmingly for the capitalist sys-

tem. But there were some thousands

who, thinking a little more clearly, voted

for the first time for what they regard-

ed as a "vote for socialism". They

voted either for the Socialist Party or

the- Socialist Ijabor Party. Why not for

the Communist Party, the official repre-

sentative of the future society commun-

Urn?
Because the Communist Party cam-

paign was scarcely distinguishable from

a stupid, near-sighted campaign such as

one expects from reformists and social-

is's. Under the conditions of a volume

ot reformist demands, why should any

worker choose particularly the Commun-

ist as against the milder-toned Socialist.

is just one way a worker could reflect

in' making his de<^iKion.

Wiiat Kind of Demands Should be Eaised

We are for immediate demands. But

they cannot he 75, or ,^0, or 25 or even ir>.

Tliey must be a few cleaTly and definite-

ly selected and centralized demands

which fit a given situation. Immediate

demands are not permanent; nor are

the same ones always emphast/jod. These

selected demands must appeal to and

against the SoTieta. ^e do not affirm more "very significant facte".

ATTEND « MILITANT »

ANNIVERSARY DANCE
On Saturday, November 21, 1&31. the

third annual Militant Ball will be held

in New York at the Stu.vvesant Casino,

ttth Street and Second Avenue. This will

be a grand get-together of all friends,

sympathizers and members of tlie Com-

munist league of America (Opposition).

Kach year the attendance at this annual

affair has measurably grown, and an

even larger turnout is expected at this

year's dance and entertainment.

The committee in charge Is utilizing

every means to have the Militant Ball

a spirited and happy gathering of the

comrades.
There will be good music for the

dancers and listeners, and at the tables

good food will be served. Comradeship,

good fellowship will abound.-

Keep this date open. Come to the Mili-

tant Ball on November 21, at Stuyvesant

Casino.
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meet the vital needs of the workers at

the moment ; but, moreover, they must
be linked with and be capable of caus-

ing agitation against, difficulties for, and
exposure of the capitalist class and
capitalist government who will and can
not carry out or concede to fundamental
demands of the working clas;?. Our ob-

ject in a class sense, in presenting imme-
diate demands in cimn<H:tion witli our
ultimate program, is iWOKIvINC. CLASS
EDUC.VnON AND OltCANlZATIU.N for

the principles of Communism,

Under the conditions, where king Hun-

ger held dominion in New York City with

an approximate miliion unemployed, the

issue of IMMEDIATE KEl.IKF, caiaa

first, Ajs natural corrolaries to achieve

real immediate relief, there followed th»

demand for unemployment Insurance, at

tlie expense of the bosses and govern-

iiien!, agitation for a si?: hour day and

tiv(> (lay week, and, from a broader but

ciirrcct politic:!! class jtngle, the agita^

tion for the widest ;>oss!l>le economic
coliahoration between the capitalist ITn-

ited States and the Soviet Hepublic

tiirough the medium of tlie extension of

iarge and long-term credits to the Sov-

iet Union. These immediate demands,
in election campaigns and NOW, remain

the immediate demands and issues for

the Comunists to present. These de-

man<l.s, alive and (^ompreliensiiile. if in-

telligently presented, more (ban adetiu-

ately cover the sum total of the actual

woriting Class demands set forth in the

75 demands by the Part.v. But it is even

far more important to pre.sent clearly

in the election campaign that tiiere is

no lasting way out for the working class

but the Social Kevolution.

Win Workers to Ooniinunist Principles

The object of the Communists in eky-

tion times and at all times, is to teach,

to develop and to organi7.e romniunists.

This y. simple, but primnry. If the

Communist Party had really had this

object in mind during tlie campaign, the

results, votes or no votes, would have

been i>etter from a (Communist viewpoint.

Far better to go To the extreme of al-

leged revolutionists as the Socialists

Labor Party, and put forward only the

demand for tiie realiKation of the Social

Revolution, than like the Communist
Parly to put forward ?"> demands which

smother the main task of Communist
education. The ComniHuists cannot cora-

Ijete wltli the reformists or capitalists

on the matter of amelinuration of condi-

tions of the workers ; to do' so means only

to sink into the (juagmire in which .'>oc-

ialist weeds flourish, or into the (iilick-

.sands in which the revolutionary out-

look is buried.

The Central Comjnittee on the Elections

On the day before the elections, the

Central Committee of the Communist
Party (Daily Worker, (11-2-31) said, In

its appeal to the workers to vote the

communist ticket : "Our party ... is

the party o£ class war ... It organizes

the proletariat on the basis of class

against class, working class against

capitalist class, for the struggle for

power,"

What a pity It is that the OommunLst
election campaign was not conducted on

the lines of this basic appeal. At least

then some workers would have undre-

stood the t)asic ^iistiiK'tions between the

Communists and the Socialists, not to

mention the cftpitalist partitv;. But it

is this same Stalinized Central Commit-

tee that formulated the election program

of 75 immediate demands. The result

is that the election campaign ii'itnessed

another brand of "socialist competition".

Tliat te, the Communists "competed"

with the socialists on the platform and

arena of the socialists and the socialists

naturally won this "competition" tiands

down.
The Communist Party forgot the main

issues in this campaign. In trying ^to

understand the workers, it fell to the

level of outlook of the. in the class

sense, undedueattid worker. The Party

dealt too much with the manifestations

of capitalism, and too little indeed with

the causes and cures for capitalism.

In brief, capitalism in America held

its ground, tliough getting ready to

switch tiie pensonneJ of its politi(?aI

committee, the government ; it made no

concessions and hol<Ls the fort. The Soc-

ialist I'arty, weak too, nevertheless de-

veloped ii& main ideology of reform and

poultices f-irr capitalism, and laid the

ground a little better for the period when
capitalism will need to seek them out

and use them as their cover and protect-

ons.

The Party Pays tfhe Price of Wrong
Theory

The working cla,3s as a class is still

capitalist-minded. It must yet take its

fir.st steps as an independent political

force. The Communist Party had great

opportunities to make forwjird .strides

for Communism, but failed almost tot-

ally. In a principle manner, there is

only one answer to the failure of the

official Communist Party. The Commun-
ist Party must once again set both feet

On solid theorefical ground,- it must ex-

amine its past and present. If it will

look straight, it will find that, wittingly

or unwittingly, it has been under the

insidious and corrupting effects •f Stal-

inist theory and practices, sinking, even

as other Communist Parties, into nation-

al reformism and even local provLncial-

iism, coupled as yet with a general out-

look and comprehension of communism.

The elections are but an outstandding ex-

ample. The Communist Party Is paying

the heavy toll of being wrong in theory

and principles. Party ignorance receives

payment in kind from the workers.

If the Communist Party will then ex-

amine a little further, they will see the

Lift Opposition standing by and offer-

ing the original Communist program of

Tjenin. Will, the elections help the Party

to learn, and to redress and reform itself

before it is too late?

—MARTIN ABBRN,
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The Gnadian Party Trial

The Government Outlaws the Communist Movement

TSe first state 'trial ot its kind in'-t.he

eiperionoe of the Dominion has passed

into history. On Friday NovemlKT 13,

eight leading members of the Central

Committee vf the Coramanist Party of

Canada were convicted at the I''an As-

sizes, under section 08 of the Criminal

Code on three counts : of beloriKins to an
unlawful aKso<'iation, of beinj; o/ficers ot

Biiih an aMsot!iation, and ot being parties

to a stKlitiOHs conspiracy. Seven were
sentenced to five years imprisonment

each on the first two counts atKl two
more years on the third <'OimE, the fien-

tences to run con«urrentiy. These are

Tim Buck, secretary of the party, T.

Ewan, s«;cretnry of the Workers T'nity

Tjsagde, Halcolni Bruce, editor (if The
Woriter, John Boychuk, M, I'opovitch,

Sam Carr. Thomas Caicic was sentenced

to two years. All those of foreign i)ivth,

tliough <-itizens, will be suijject to an

order for deportation under section

of the Naturalization Act which pro-

vides for the revocation of papers of

anyone "who has shown himself by act

or speech to be disaffected or disloyal

to His Majesty". An order has been

further issued for the confiscation f>f all

party property.

The Offensive Against the Workers
The pro.'^ecution has been the high-

water mark of the political reaction in

Canada since the economic crisis set in.

The army of the unemployed has risen

to tmpreccdented proportiions. The or-

ganlKCd workers are confronted with

attacks on their standards of living. The
wage icut offensive has been biuiK'hed

against wiilroad workers, mine workers,

•Icel workers and others. To the de-

mands of the workers for unemployment
Insurance or adequate relief the Bennet

Government has turned a deaf car.

Against the Soviet Union, it declared a

trade embargo. To crush the re.^iistance

of the masses, to terrorize them against

manifestations of discontent, the pos-

sessing classes through their police

power iiave practically abriO^ted the

civil liberties and other democratic
rights. Tills offenaive hag been waged
with i>articular bitterness and ruthless-

ne.-is against the Communist Party aa
the single political organization of "the

workers which dared to expose the bank-
ruptcy ot the capitalist class and to offer

leiuler.sbip against saddling the workers
and poor farmers with the burdens of

the crisis. Pin&Uy the Attorney-General
of Ontario instigated a aeries ot, raids
last August 11, which resulted in the

arrest of 'tiie party leaders under section

08 of the Criminal Code,

Prosecution Mobilizes Its Heavj
Artlllerj

The section in question was enacted in

191!) by the Conaervative Government in

office jit the time, and determined to
suppress the Winnipeg Strike, which was
a product of the post war crisis. The
section reads ; "Any association, organi-

zation, society or .corporation whose pro-

lessed or one of whose professed pur-
poses is tx) bring about any government-
al, industrial or economic change within
(jauada by usse of force, violence, terror-

ism or physical injury to person or pro-

perty, or by threats of such injury or
ii'hich t6a<:hes, advocates, advises or de-

feiKls, the use of force, violence, terror-

ism or physical Injury to person or pro-

perty, or threjits of such injury, in order
to accomplish such change, or for any
other purpose, or which shall by any
means prosecute or pursue such pur-

pose or professed purpose, or shall so

teach, advocate, advive or defend, shall

be an unlawful association".

In outlining his case, the special Crown
prosecutor charged that the work of the

Communist Party was "a deliberate, con-

tinuous, subtle conspiracy directed and
controlled by Moacow to overturn by

force, by violence, by bloodshed, all the

existing institutions ot church and state

in Canada". To this enti he proposed to

show that the Communist Party was
formed in 1921 as an underground il-

legal oragnization known aa the "Z"
party, while it carried on it^i public ac-

tivity under the name of the "A" or
Wwrlcers' Party. During this time, he
alleged, the Canadian party had been a
section of the Communist International

and was subject to the controi of the

K. C. C. I.

The Crown Spy A "Sensation"
The Crown entered on an elaborate

description of the internal structure of

the party, from the nucleus at the bot-

tom to the convention at the top, "the

division of labor on the Central Com-
mittee, the functions of the I^olitical

Burean, the role of the fractions. The
Workers Unity Ijeague and the Farmers
Unity League, stated the prosecution,

(Continued on page 4}

Japanese Imperialists Press On
Unite the Working Class Against the Capitalist War Plots

Opposition in Drive for

Jewish Paper

The Communist Lieague of America
(Opposition) is happy to announce a

step that will gladden the heart of every

reader of The MiKtant who is concerned

with the triumph of the ide^ of the Left

Opposition.

We have decided to publish a semi-

monthly paper in the Jewish Language

in order to bring the views of the In-

ternational Left Opposition and Its Am-
erican section, to the Jewish workers.

Over four yeaTs have passed since Stal-

in in a bloc with the Ilight wing (Buch-

arin, Hykov, Tomsky), and aided by the

very people who later hfld to stand trial

and were condemned as sabotagers, de-

cided to amputate the proletarian Left

from the Communist Party and the Com-

intern. Since then a campaign c^ ter-

ror, slander and villificatlon, which ha^
known no precedent in the history of

the internal struggles inside the revolu-

tionary movetnent, has bedn carried on

against the brave and sturdy fighters led

bp Leon Trotsky. These would not

falter in their principle convictions be-

fore the adjninlstrative wbipi

The Roie of the Pr^s
It is not our task here to recount

the details of the struggle. We wish

only to point out the tremendous role

that the press of the Soviet Union, as

well as that of the whole International

Communist movement, played in the at-

tempt to silence the voices of the best

revolutionary Marxists and the heirs of

Lenin. The Stalinist apparatus wielded

a whole net of newspapers, like so many
parrots repeating at a given signal in

almost every corner of the globe, the

same ^nder, the same lies about the

IjCft Opposition. Wherever the Stalinist

press did not carry its "message", the

capitalist newspapers did the job by re

peating in unison the legend that Trot-

Bky's program would lead the U, S, S.

H. to ruin, that Stalin is a realist, etc.

But the schemes of the conspirators

aid not fully succeed. In almt^t every

country where there is a Communist

Party, little grohps of the Communist

vanguard were begini^ng to doubt the

canned stories about the Opposition.

Very soon, when the rays of truth were

becoming discernible through the clouds,

these groups unfurled the banner of the

Left Opposition -and carried it forward,^

The I^eft Opposition was not silenced.

In the United States we are now wind-

ing up the third year of the existence

of the Communist League of America

(Opposition). We have consolidated a

group, which even though not as yet

numerotra, is nevertheless on the In-

crease,

But what is more, we are strong In

the conviction of the correctness of the

Ideas that inspire our stru^le, and are

confident of the ultimate triumph of
t^iese ideas. We have ploughed the
ground. We have sown the seeds. We
have published some of the fundamental
works of the Opjiosition in book and pam-
phlet form. Through the pages of The
Militant we have carried our message to

the workers and Communists, pointing

out the correct road to them when the

apparatus men were deflecting the work-
ers.

Next Step—A Jewish Paper
We must broaden our field q£ activity.

It is in thifi spirit that we have decided

to commence the publication of u paper
in the Jewish language. This, following
closely upon the publication of the youth
paper, Youi^ Spariacus, Is another pro-

gressive step for the Left Opposition.

It is incontestable that there ibj a
tremendous field for an Opposition paper
in Jewish. In New York City alone

tliere are four Jewish dally papers, read
primarily by workera, besides numerous
weekly and monthly publcattons. All of

them. In one way or another, befog the

issues confronting the workers. The
^'eedle Trades have been the arena of

many courageous -and bitter struggles.

There we have In miniature a display

of the profound problems that confront

the working class.

Raise Funds

More than ever do these workers need

a clear voice. More than ever they must
be imbued with a knowledge of what is

correct. Unfortunately not enough work-
ers could be reached solely through Hie
Militant. We hope that a paper in the

Jewish language will therefore prove of

a great service.

THK NEED FOK A PAPIQR OF THE
LEFT OPPOSITION IN THE JEWISH
LANGUAGE IS CLEAK. We are ready

to answer that need. But to get started,

we NEED THEEB HUNDRED DOL-
IjARS. The next step therefore belongs

to our comrades and sympathizers.

In its campaign of slander against the

Left Opposition, the Stalinist Freiheit

outdoes even the Etei^y Woriter. It real-

izes we had no Jewish medium to reply.

Only recently It carried two articles by
Larin who tried to deride comrade Trot-

sky's brilliant theses on the "Problems of

the Development of the U. S. S. It."

Banknipt as Larin's argument were,

still many workers are deceived thereby.

Make It possible for us to bring out

a Jewish paper,

SKKD YOUR DONATION NOJV ! Col-

lect from sympathizers.

Send all funds to

JEWISH PROPAGANDA COMMITTEE
Communist League ot America (Opp.)

% M. Lewit, 84 East 10th Street,

New York, N. Y.

S.O.Sf

Help The Militant I

Only by the closest economy was It

possible to get out the current Issue of

the Weekly Militant. Whether we can

continue for another issue as a Weekly

depends completely upon the money that

reaches us in tlie next few days. Unem-

ployment is heavy among our support-

ers, we know ; still, we count upon our

supporters and sympathizers -again to

rise to our need and send in suffScient

money to enable the Weekly Militant to

keep going during this difficult period.

In all directions, the activities of the

Left Oj^wsitlon—<:!onimunist Ijeague of

America—have extended. More than ever

before, the ideas of the Left Opposition

make tiielr way in the trade unions and
affect the trade union policy of the Com-
munists. Ktforts have increased to cor-

rect the narrow, sectarian line of the

L L. D. and similar organizations. Oa
the rank and file of the Communist
party ; the views expressed in The Mili-

tant meet more and more with a favor-

able response and sympathy.

An Internationa Paper

The Weetily Militant is the only paper

in the United States—working class or

bouregols, In the English or foreign

languages—that regularly and compre-

hensively informs the workers on the

events, developments and great signific-

ance of the Spanish Revolution. If but

for this service alone to the revolution-

ary proletariat, the WEICKLY MILI-
TANT must be maintained.

The WEEKLY MILITANT, better and
more accurately than any other working

class paper In the la!)or and revolution-

ary movement in America, informs its

readers on the events and developments

of the internatiortal labor and Commun-
ist movement. It is imperative that our

readers make it possible for The Mili-

tant to continue this historic work.

We ask you who read thL<i isSue ot

The Militant immediately to help by

SENDING IN A DONATION IMMEDI-
ATELY,

Help to build the SUSTAINrNG
FUND. I>ecide today that you will

make a regular contribution for the

maintenance of the WEEKLY MILI-

TANT. It is the best way to organize

and systematize the budget of The Mili-

tant. Become a SUPPORTER OF THE
SUSTAINING FUND.

DO YOUR SHARE TODAY !

SEND DONATIONS TO:
THE MILITANT

84 East 10th St., New York, N. Y.

There is no cessation of military ac-
tivities between Japan and China on the
Manehurian fields. On the contrary,
Japan has Increased her military forces
and magnified her agressions in Manch-
uria, Hundreds fall dead and wounded
in what the capitalist class merely calls

"skirmishes" between Japan and General
Ma's^Chlnese forces in Manchuria. Japan
now more brazenly aims for domination
of Manchuria and raises the prospective
penetration of Eastern Mongolia. Tsltl-

har may be taken and sacked any day
by the Japanese, who thus deliberately

aim at incitement of the Soviet Republic
within whose sphere of influence and
agreements with China, Tsitibar is loc-

ated.

The League of Nations is now meeting
in Paris to attempt to "settle" the Man-
ehurian invasion. The Japanese flatly

decline^ the Ijeague of Nations "demand"
to evaculate Manolmria of all armed
forces by November 16, The Ijeague of
Nations proves impotent, and the equ-
ally powerless Chinese government still

looks to the League for salvation. Nor
has the United States been succeessful
in her dli>lomatic approaches and nego-
tiations. On the war front against Jap-
anese Imperialism, apart from Incidental

resistance, China comes beseeching and
groveling for peace. Japan, aggressive

and certain of its powerful position,

sneers at file requests of the capitalist

nations, and demands unc»nditional re-

cognition of her "five pwints" first. f)nly

the prospect that the Soviet Union may
yet be compelled to defend herself

against the systematic incitement* by
Japan gives the latter pause.

The Japanese Demands
Japan's five demands upon China and

the capitalist powers are summarised as
follows : ( 1 ) repudiation ot aggressive

conduct by China and Japan (hear

!

heart)
; (2) respect of China's territor-

ial integrity (If Japan finds it not possi-

ble to slice a big chunk Immediately)
;

(3) suppression of all organized move-
ments interfering with trade and stir-

ring up of international hatreds {this

refers to the economic boycott of Japan-

ese goods by China, a thorn in the side

of Japanese merciiants and capitalists)

;

(4) effective protection of Japanese sub-

jects in Manchuria in their trade, etc,

;

(rt) acceptance ot the treaty rights of

Japan in Manchurln (that is, the con-

tinued acceptance of the Infamous 21

points forced upon China by Japan.)

According to reports in the capitalist

press, it is said that the "compromise'
plan of the League of Nations is as fol

lows : To have direct negotiations be

tween Japan and China on the first four

points, but that the completion of eva
cuation shall not depend on these direct

negotiations. Regarding the fifth i)0int,

involving the 21 [joints, negotiations

theron shall begin after evaluation has
been completed.

Situation Bemains Critical

As The Militant goes to press, affairs

remain at a standstill in respect to the

cessation of war hostilities, as well as
negotiations for peace. The situation

remains critical and the danger of a

coniHct that would involve all nations

in war has not been removed even for

the immediate period, Japan has con
tinuously and directly incited and pro
voked the Soviet Union ; t!ie other capi-

talist lowers, led by the United States,

have continued also to lie about and
-Slander the Soviet Union, which has a
determined peace policy. All the imper
ialist powers have the ultimate object to

unity their forces in a common front

of the imperialist bandits against the

Workers' Republic.

As a matter of fact Japan's invasion

of Manchuria has been given encotirage-

mont by some of the imperiali.st powers,
such as Great Britain, and, to an ex
tent by the United States also. Each of

them has a close eye to a prospective

share in the plundering of Manchuria,
Mongolia and China in the forthcoming
period. It is not to be forgotten that the

United States already has investments
of great sums in Manchuria; and
though hesitating at open warfare now
fears the constant encroachments of

Japan, It prefers at the present time a

settlement short ot war.
The United States lias tremendous

hopes, both in Manchuria and China, for

wide commercial relations and capital

investments. A unified National Gov
ernment, sufliclently unqualified how
ever to find it necessary to make con
cessions of an economic and political

character to the United State.s, la the

more desirable to her, as against a

completely disintegrated China, subject

to plunder by all the imperialist powers

Japan Determined To Dominate
Manchuria

Japan, no matter what the outcome of

the present embroglia, is determined to

intrench herself in Manchuria, having.

^ OPEN FORUM «

The Manehurian

Crisis

Friday November 20, 1931

Lecture by

ARNE SWABECK
at the

Labor Temple
14th Street andd Second Avenue

QUESTIONS and DISCUSSION
ADMISSION: 25 Cents

Unempiojed Workers Admitted Free

Auspices : New York Branch Communist
League of America (Opposition)

NEXT WEEK : Friday, November 27th-

Aiter the British Elections

L«ctur;e by JAMES P. CANNON

White Guards Plot Against Trotsky
The German Communist Party central

organ, the Rote Faime, rejwrts in its

issue of (X'tober 31 the discovery of a

plot organized by white guards to as-

sassinate leading Bolsheviks. The plot

is engineered by an organiaatiow called

the Russian All-Military A^oclation
whose main leader is the one time Czar-

ist general Anton Wasiliewitsch Turkul.

We quote from the Bote Fabne verb-

atim :

"An extraordinary piece of provoca-

tion, as planned by Turkul, is to be the

assassination of Trotsky . . . Ineiecut-

ing his plans the honorable general will

utilize the tact, which has already been

reported by his agents, that Trotsky is

poorly protected by the Turkish auth-

orities."

This is the stjory of the Ger.man party

central organ. It corroborates what we
have emphasized so many times, namely,

the danger of comrade Trotsky's life In

bis white guard-infested exile selected

for him by Stalin, The white guards

have no illusions, and do not for one
instant believe any lof the Stalinist slan-

ders of "Trotsky, the counter-revolution-

ary." They know comrade Trotsky ex-

actly In the same way as world capital-

ism does, as the closest co-worker of

Lenin as the one who stood shoulder

to shoulder with him in the October

events when most of those who now be-

smirch his name were wavering. They

know him as the main organizer of the

successful Insurrection, as the organizer

and leader of the Red Army and as the

still uncompromising revolutionary de-

fender of the proud banner of Marx and
I^enin. This is why comrade Trotsky's

life is in constant danger in Constantin-

ople,

Dfd LitvinofE know of this danger to

comrade Trotsky at the time of his re-

cent visit bo Kemal Pasha Undoubtedly

he did. Did Stalin and his clique of

bureaucrats know of this danger when
they decided upon comrade Trotsky's

exile to Constantinople? Without a doubt

they knew that. While we may not be-

come .more alarmed by the sinister de-

signs of a general Turkul than of any

other white guard mercenary, neverthe-

less the fact of the always existing ser-

ious danger remains. TJtiis particular

report lends additional emphasis to that
fact. But the all-important question

still remains: What is tlie Stalin regime
going to doV

This question every party comrade,
every revolutionary worker should ask
fram the party leadership. Will Stalin

take steps to lift the exile of comrade
Trotsky and to provide for his return

to the Soviet Union? Will Ktalin dare
to submit this question to the Russian
revolutionary workers for them to de-

cide?

Demonstration In Athens

Against Terror

—ATHENS, GREECE
Our Greek comrades , the Archio-

Marxlsts (Left Opposition) protested
before the Athenian Club In Athens
against the terrorist measures that the

Greek Government has openly carried on
against the striking shoe-makers.
During the meeting of the Cabinet,

groups of the Arcbio-Marxlsts appeared
and protested against the blood-thirsty

Venlzelos, the notorious lackey of the

Greek and foreign bourgeoisie. Within
a few minutes, the broad avenue Pane-
pistimou was filled with workers who
shouted for a hearing to be given the

Strikers' Commltteee. The Lsrikers car-

ried red banners. A strong police force

attacked the demonstrators; our com-
rades heroically resisted the attacks with
stones. With fresh reinforcements, tJie

police succeeded In smashing the demon
stratlon. The leaders and many strikers

were arrested,

A little later another group of Archlo-
Marsists were parading through the

Aeolou Street, shouting for the strikers

and for the Soviet Union, when a spe-

cial police squad again struck at the

demonstrators and arrested 60 ot them.

Many strikers were wounded.
The 60 arrested comrades of the Left

Opposition are charing with resistance

to the police, violation of the sedition

law, and illegal carrying of deadly wea-
pons.

Athens, November 1st, 1931.

in fact, eventual annexation in mind, as
well as the further economic penetrattft«

ot China proper.

Japan feeis quite cocky aobut it all

and says she can do a better job ot ex-

ploitation of tlie llanchurian masses
than others. In Manchuria, for in-

stance, Chinese war-lords have forced
upon the population some seven billions

of paper money, against which there is

a reserve only of GO inillion in Sliver

yens ($30,000,000). Of 200 million yens
K'ollected in taxes, 120,0(K),000 reached
the viceroy's office and of the latter

amount 80 million went Into armaments
expenditures. So as far as exploitation of
the Chinese masses in Manchuria Is con-
•cemed Japanese control would repre-
sent only a change of .masters, and the
Japanese feel they are more efficient at
exploitation tlian the Chinese militarists.

It is to be noted that of the 30 million
population in Manchuria, over 2D and a
half million of these are Chinese, and
the remaining half million composed of
Japanese, Koreans, etc.

The Capitalist Powers IV'jmt Their Booty
The Foreign powers are apprehensive

of Japan's Mancliurian invasion, feeling

that Japan is taking undue advantage of
the situation to create monopolies, and
that, they complain, would be "violation
of the open door", that Is, the infamous
;POlicy for vcommon capitalist explotta-

tion of the resources and population of
Manchuria and China. The complaint
of the capitalists is not at ail at the
exploitation engaged in by Japan, but at

the fact that the Japanese "have their
feet in every trough" and the others
can't get in. The Japs, In short, result
what may of the momentary struggle,

arc getting and expect to maintain a
tra*le grip in Manchuria, despite the
temporary stagnation of trade caused by
the battles and the economic boycott of

Japanese goods by the Chinese.
In Japan itself everything is being

done to foster tlie jingo spirit. While
clanging the fii-e-arms and beating the
war drums, the Japanese bourgeoisie ap-

peal to the narrow "national" interests

of the Japanese people. They jwlnt out
that Japan has already for decades been
speeding up iier Industrial development,
finding it necessary more and more to
push into Chinese territory for essential

raw materials, markets, and capital in-

vestment. To maintain her present soc-

ial, economic and industrial life, they
continue, it is necessary by all means to

hold and to extend their influence and
domination in Manchuria and China.
Tlie Aims of the Chinese Bourgeoisie
On the other band, the comparatively

young Chinese bourgeoisie, hoping to
inflict a final or long-enduring defeat

upon the Chinese workers and peasants,

want and expect to develop China great-

ly on bourgeois economic and industrial

lines. Hence they wish to exploit the

Chinese masses for themselves. Here
presents itself an immediate and out-

standing contradiction of capitalist de-

velopment in the Far East; and, further,

we must remember, both England and
the United States, especially, are making
every effort to increase their footholds

in China. These facts alone increase the

prospects of war on a world i«ale to the

bursting point.

The government at Tokyo constantly

emphasizes its economic problem. The
.Japanese envoy to France and to the
League of Nations Council, Kenkichi
Yosbinawa points out that "beginning
with the South Manehurian Railway we
have made investments of a purely econ-

omic character . , , For the protection

of this railway zone we have the right

. . , to stsftion 15,000 troops therein. . .

Our institutions, railway rights, mining
exploitation, timber feiling and the likt

are based upon treaties."

Hence, Japan concludes. It is only

exercising "self-defense" in Manchuria,

even as does the United States in Nic-

aragua, Haiti, Cuba, Santa Domingo,
etc! In brief, Japan operates in Man-
churia after the manner of the Western
powers that have for decades pilfered

and slaughtered in all parts «f the world
to make secure their pillage, piuticular-

ly in the exploitation of the calonial and
seml-ealonlal countries.

Japan is determined to rule in Man-
churia, In addition to seizing Mukden
and oocupying additional territory, the

Japanese are setting up a puppet Man-
ehurian government, a so-called "Inde-

pendent, autonomous government", which
simply* means a government of Japanese
tools easy to control. The "independ-

ence" movement in Manchuria Is there-

fore but another screen to mask Jaimn'a

depredations. Only when the Chikese

masses in Manchuria establish a Soviet

Manchuria, will there be a genuine In-

dependent and autonomous Manchuria.

Japan lays her base for any eventual-

ity—peace or continued war. Japan is

disturbed ^hat her gold standard also

may go into the discard. Her financial

(Continued on page 4)

Third Annual MILITANT DANCE Saturday, Nov. 21 at Stuyvcsant Casino
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A «New Era» in A. C. W.
The triumphant victory achieved by

SidJiey inUman in his ftjtbt nfjnin^t the

Orlofskj--H(.'(:kermim sisuig m ihe New
York c}rf;ai3iKation has been niarrt'd by

an iinplensaiit, thodfjh iti ordinary times

an irisij;nific;iiit inLi<lont.

While Hill!ii;ui wnK iireparin^' a jubil-

iuit L-C'U'bratioii of this tninnph on tise

<)(.'ca^ic>ii of the litjtiidatioa of the Orlof-

sky-IJc'ck<'i!n;m opposition racket, the

HcwN lo;)kcd out in the Frclheit of his

secret nc;;ol!atioiw witli Ihe underworld,

where the iinisiiin^ touchOii of the set-

tlement with the rjickeleers for tht; Uii-

uitlaiion of lUoir riieket were made. The
Freiheit even disclosed the details of the

settlemeiit niul Ihe various wmns p;ii(l

out to each of fhc important partiei-

panis in this nickf;!. There was a com-

pleto pietiiiv of ;i j^alw transaetioii i»

the old HiUnijin tradition.

Hillinait in ji Deal with the Rncketeers

Stireiy, it waw a d!s;if;reeable dlscloi^-

ure, boniid to defame Hillinan's oiitire

CHinpai.s;!! ajininst raeketc<?Hnf; whieh has

been so pramisin},' a Tonttire as well as

a vital neeessity for his pre>>jtij,'e. Ii!U-

inaii did not lose time. He hurried with

staieinents of denial to the pre.ss. He
rushed to the moetin;; «f the Cutters'

Ix>cal that took plijee In the eveninjj of

tht; same disy when the isews stp!'P*if&(l-

In an niifaiferinsj upeeeh lie condemned
the Communist attaeks «s malicious upon

the .Kood name of tlse Amal^'amated.

But, nias, tiie fiicts of the settlement

have already iieen widely broadeiist in

the elothiiif; market, so that llillmaii's

denials were of no iivail. Thus Ilili-

man's victory has been deprived of its

Hwectness. The effect was not <>ertaiM.

liiou^h (he c;esture w;ts so firm.

However, lUllniiiu's spirit has w-
mained undatinted. He did not hesitate

to declare to the world in jieiieral and

to t!ie ehithin.cr workers in particular,

the eomiu^^ of a new era in the Amal-

gamated with the cleansinf: of the or-

ganixatioii of its c<)rrii))t elements. Whst

this new era will represent and what !t

prorai'i(^•i to the membership he did not

make eiear, IJut he ur«ed the members
to be iKitienI, disband (heir irronps,

cense tiieir cril'i<!sm of the oftieiala, rest

their fate with (!ie latter, and their fu-

ture wili be secure.

Results ot the I.L.D.

Methods in St. Louis
ST. LOUIS.—
Because of (he stupid attempt of the

local Stalinists to disrupt the eonfer-

euce, the tirs( sessions of the St. Louis

I'nited Fre.iit I'iH'dou Jlooney Commit-

tee were devo(ed almost entirely to bit-

ter discussion with no benefit to Cora-

mnnism or its orticial representatives.

There was sharp resentment a^'ainst tlie

slandefs m;!de by the Stalinists upon

ever.vone not a member of the C. V. or

its auxiliary oriranixations, and their un-

warranted proposal to «nialf;ani;ite the

conference with the I, L. D. conference

which was not yet in existence.

At the November 11 se,<sion, the St;il-

inists for the greater part were absent.

A measure ot tpiiet obtaine^l. during

whieh the dele^-ates of the Communist
Le:is;ue of America (Opi>osition> suc-

ces'ded in introduejn;; a few orj,'ani?:ation-

a! measures which were carried. Basing

themselves on the release, read to the

conference, and is sued by the California

holders ])efeuse Committee calling for

demonslrai ions on November i;S ( the

Ijfteenth anniversary of Mooney's eom-

inu(ntio]i from a death sentence lo life

imprisonment), the Left Opposition de-

ley-ates inoved to hold such a demonstra-

tion. It was carried. A second motion

to elect a conimittee to work out the

details and wi(h power to act iiaa aiso

carried.

OpiwsitioH PrcposeM Mooney
Demons{ration

Tlie c-omn)il(ee met on Ha(ur<iay, Nov-

ember 14, It consis(ed of two delcfrates

froij! -V. V. of L. locals, an individual

No Clianges In Poilcies

(Will this new era brinj; iiaek the un-
ion conditions iii tiie sh(,ps, will it brinf;

a rever.-i^il of policy of the orfjaniKatioti

ot .serving the interests of the manu-
facturers, to tiiat of prctCH:(ing the inter-

ests of (he workersV Hillman did not

sta(e. Tlie membershiji will draw the
logical conclusions from Ilillman's it;eent

actions.

A certain change in the situation is

to l)e expected, hut this change will

hardly be for the benefit of tiie mem-
bership in sptte of all tlie promises of

the ofMcialdom. The regime in the A.

C. W. and the corrupt atmosphere have
not been ciian^ed with the removal ot

some of its corrupt ofhcials in the latest

eampai^n. The policies ot tbe organi-

zation have rensained the same as be-

fore the so-called campaign against rac-

Iteteering.

Before any improvement in tbe condi-

tions of the workers can be attempted,

the activity of the masses must be de-

veloped, self-expression of the memiier-

ship .must !)e assured and tiie policies

ra<lical!y changed. Ilillman's aniiounced

iiitroduecd to the conference by a letter

trim the California Holders Defense
Committee, and a delegate from the
Communist League ot America tt)pposi-

tion). The individual on the coinniit-

tee, not repre.sciiting an organiKation,
i'eter Kr.ank, is a Mooney minstrel who
.goes from cit.v (o'-city giving lecture
slides on (lie Mooney case, and is evi-

dently more interested in orsaiiiKJns
these lectures than in building a work-
ing class movement to force Jlooney's
release.

Through the garrulity and the pi-estige

with whieh tiie California Molders I)i^-

feuse Committee endowed him in the e.ves

of tiie A. F. of L. delegates, he pre-
vailed, despite the strenuous opposition
of onr delegate, upon one of the A. P.
of L. delegates to vote against the de-

monstration. The otlier A. F, of L. de-
legate iiesitatod and finally abstained
from votin?;. 'J'he vote was two to one
again.st the demonstration, one abstain-
ing. As far ns we know, (iie I'ai-fy will
h<;ld no Mooney demonstration in St.

Louis on that date.

The Opposition succeeded however in

having a recommendation passed to or-

ganiKe such a demonstration at « later

date. We will work for this. In the
meantime we will visit A. F, of L. locals

and other working class orj^anizations

in an effort (o build a bi'oader united
fiont,

Tlje Communists Must Lead and
Unite Movement

The committee meeting showed again
the inaiiility of workers ingrained with
tbe A. F, of L. ideology, to fjrasp the
working cla.ss nature of the solution to

the -Mooney case. Only a movement
wliieh 11 united Communist movement
initiaies and drives ahead with a clear-

cut class policy can aeliieve Mooney's
litieration, as weli as all oiher class war
!>risoners. This will require pitticnt,

.systematic work, a superior jirogram of
aclion and purpose. Tbe Kiaiinist tac-

tics of split and slander will not bring
about a mass movement; quite tiic con-
trary,

I'artv and I. L. D. sectartani.sm make
it possible fo!' minstrels, labor fakers
ajid reformists to decide the fate of a
mass movement on behaif of Mooney
aiid Billings. If is objective support
that Stalinism thus nnwitfingly gives to

such elements. These elements are
growing Ijolder all the time, assuming
leading iw.sitions In the Mooney move-
ment, in order to cut it to pieces, aiwl

excluding Communists. Yet the T. U.
r. L. resolution sa.vs, "the I. L| I>, is

leading tlie strnggie for the reiease of

Tom Mooney. . ,
,

"

Comrades in the I'artyl I^et lis join

together to hnild a unite<l fro-nt move-
nient in St. Louis for the liberation of

Moon<'y, Billings and all class war pris-

oners, aiid thereby enhance the prestige

and cause cf Communism.
-—CHARLKS MAHLKR.

The New Yor]<^ Opposition Forum
Tiie dealh of tiie I-laym;iri;et martyrs

forly-tour years ago was commemorated

at tbe open forum of the N, Y. branch.

Communist League of .Vmerica (Opposi-

tion) on Friday November Li. Comrade
James I'. Cannon In a lecture described

tbe events that are associated with the

name.-i of Ihe Hayinnrket martyrs, the

pi>werful movement for the eight hour

liay in the 'SOs. The Communists, he

said, are (he heirs of the ^reat tradi-

tion tiicy Cleared. Tiiis tradition must
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be pi-e.served by us. and .serve as a
source ot inspiration today. Comrade
Cannon analysed the struggle of tho«fe

days for the eight iiour day, and sliowed
how many valuable lessons are applic-

aide for a movement for the six hour
day. He analyiicd fhe philosophy of tJie

llayniarket martyrs, showing its weak-
nesses in its anarchists trends. "While

tiiey cannot be strictly identified with
any gi'oup or party today, they stand
closer to the Communists than to eitliev

the anarchists of the .socialists. An in-

teresting discussion from the floor fol-

lowed tlie speech of comrade Cannon.
At the next torum on Friday Novem-

ber 20, Arne Swalieck will speak on "The
Maiichurian Crisis". The (imeliness and
importance of this question needs no
comment.

fcVoung Spariacus» is Out
By the tim(; this issue of tbe Militant

icaches its roitders l^tiung Sl)arta<;us will

be off (lie press. ij<'t the first issue be

a spur for support to Y'otmg Spartacus.

Subscribe to it ! Send in your donation,

immediately! (Jet your bundle orders!

Distrii)ute it among the youth!

Fifty (Jents per year.

crusade against active groups in the or^

ganiKation can serve as a warning to the

memSiership of what they can expect in

the future and what Ililiman's new era

holds out for them.
The membership must give the aHSwer

to the attempts of the Iliilman bureau-

cracy lo further worsen their conditions

and sup[)res.s tlieir resi.stance. The
membership must .streui^thon their activ-

ity in their locals and groups if they

ever can ho])e to effect a change in their

conditions. They must launch their own
campaign aganist racketeering and cor-

ruption in the organisation whieh alone

Can guarantee tlie.m a clean organization

and a new era of impn>ved conditions.

—ALBERT OHLAND,
(Due to technical hindrances, tiiis ar-

ticle apiiears belatedly; it retains, how-
ever, its complete validity. Other arti-

cles on the A, C. W. will appear Inforth-

coming issues of The Militant.

THE MOVEMENT FOR MOONEY
IN BOSTON

BOSTON^
At the I. L. D.-Mooney Conference in

Boston on October 2i), comrades Coojier-

stein and Slsechet were delegates from
the C\)mmunist League {Oi)i>osition

branch. Comrade Shechet was elected lo

the crcdentiaKs committee and the Op-
l)osition was seated. It was a pretty

dull conference until comrade Cooper-

stein asked some questions i-egardiug the

last amneisty conference and criticiKcd

the lack of activity, {\;mrade Cantor
immediateiy interpreted this as an at-

tack uiion the I, L. I), in an attempt to

set the conference against uk. Hut this

macliine was sadly disappointed wheti

Soviet Celebration in Staunton,
STAIJNTON, ILL.
We worked ' hard to make a success

ot <air November 7th meeting in cele-

bration of the 14th anniversary of the
Uussian Bolshevik Hevolution. This meet-
ing was held under the auspices of the
Miners' Educational ' League and the
{'ommunist Leaj;ue of America (Opposi-
tion). ],eai!ets announcing t!ie meeting
were pos-ted osi the entrances to the
mines and on mine tipples in and around
Staunton,

Prior (o the opening of the meeting
the Stalinists appeared in the hall,

headed by .loe Tash, the latest scapegoat
for ihe mistakes of the leadership in

tbe National Miners Union. Tash dis-

tributed leaflets announcing a meeting
in celebration ot the 1-lLh Anniversary of
the Soviet Cnion, under the auspices of
(he {'ommunist Tarty, (o be held in the
same hall on Monday, November 9tb.

There is no doubt that this action was
inspired by the etfriier announcement of

our meeting.

The meeting opened with about one
hundred workers present, all miners.
Comrade Tom Stamtn, the speaker for

the Communist League of America (Op-
position), spoke on the Ijeft Opposition
and its attitude toward and relations

witii t!ie Comrannist Party and C-oinin-

teru. He gave an example of our policy

for unity of all Communist forces by
calling upon the workers also to attend
the party meeting. The workers listen-

ed very attentively.

When the meeting was thrown open
tor (lueslions and discu.sslon, the Stal-

inists came into their si>eei;tl element.

A misguided worker truculently attempt-
ed to provoke the meeting against'the
Left Opposition, but was promptly call-

ed to order by the chairman and by
the workers themselves. One or two
other questions were a.sked, and then

Tasb rose to fhe assault.

Tash Bungles Again
After a few nominal remarks, Tash

biuncbe<] into a denunciation of the

Watts, the Ailards and the JforjjRns!

lie was called to order. lie shifted the

ground of his attack—to slander comrade
Trotsiiy. With lightning speed be dis-

posed of the speaker, tiie Communist
League and the International Left Op-

position.

Getting his .second wind lie wanted to

know why the Opposition didn't speak
about the National Miners I'nion and the

situation in the Illinois mine fields, in-

stead of on the Russian re\^iIuiion, ete.

Comrade Goldberg later asked Tash why
tlie Party was calling a meeting in cele-

bration of the 14th anniversary of the

Soviet I'nion. In answer to the state-

ment th«t between the 10th and 11th
plenum of the Fi. C. C. L, Molotov had
been removed by Stalin from the praesi-

dium of the E. C. C. I. Tush critici/.otl

the speaker for mentioning "individuals

which even I haven't heard about". (!)

A little later Tash i-ailed against tiie

speaker for introducing theoi'etieal (jues-

tions in workers' di.'^cussions. In con-

clusion, Tash moved tiiat the meeting ad-

journ and give way to a meeting of the

Unemplojed Council which meets in fhe

same hall. The motion was ruled out
of order.

In genrai Tash dispinyed all the sipis

which a petty functionary gains in the

Stalinist school of theory and praet!(^e.

It was plain to see tliat his little influ-

ene<^ was coiisiderably less after llw

meeting. Nor did he add (o his pres-

tige by a.sking me after the meetinp; in

the presence of workers. "What kind of

a clothing store have you got?", and then
running away from the answer which I

made to the workers instead.

Many workers approached the Ijeft

Opposition comrades atfer the meeting
and expressed their thanks for an in-

teresting and instructive lifternoon, and
asked us to come again and «peak <in

other subjects. This we promised to do.

On November 15 comrade Stamm will

go to Staunton to speak at a meeting
to launch a united front movement, tor

the unconditional freedom of Tom Jloon-

ey and all other chiss war prisoners.

This meeting Is arranged by the Miners'

Educational League. What will be the

party's attitude toward the meeting and
conference'/ Will they practice the same
di.sruptive methods they used in S(. Ijouis

because the meeting has not been organ-

ized by them'? Or will they work with
the Left Opposition and other working
class organizations in a united front?

—H. L. GOLDBEKG.

BeFore the Party Control Commission

In my statement which I gave to the

District Control Committee of the Party

in New York on November 12, 1931,

when my hearing took place on charges
ot "Trotskyism" I wrote:
"Tbe bureaucratic degeneration of

the party apparatus, due to the anti-

Ijenhiist leader.ship of Stalin and his

Fosters, Browders and Weinstones, have
resulted, in a complete disappearnce
of a real proletarian democracy based
on Leninist understanding of centralized

democra<'y, and therefore tbe bureau-

cratic regime has deprived the party of

its Bolslievik-Leuinist character."

This .statement is fully aflfivmed by the

wa."!' niy case was handled and carried

through at the hearing before the Dis-

trict Control Committee. At the section

two member.ship meeting which took

place on October 27, I spoke against

Perila's report on party work among the

unemployed; I stressed the fact that

the "united front from below" as con-

ceived by the party is simply another

name for propaganda work, and not a
united front as understood by Lenin.

Perila then openly threatened to have

me before the Control Committee. That
called forth a protest from fhe floor,

aiid beciuise of the protest against such

tactics, Perila said that I would be given

a chance to explain my position to the

section membershiji.

At the Naeleas Meeting
Instead of that, the Section Commit-

tee issued an order to the nucleus unit

organi^.er not to a^dtnit jne Uy ynit meet-

ings unti! further notification. At the

unit meeting I Inade n statement; that

(his kind of persecution against a com-

ra<Ie who is involved on political mat-

ters, is open defiling of inner-party dem-
ocracy, and a bureaucratic transgression

of the political rights by the section

committee.

M'any comrades of the unit evidently

also saw it in that light. When a motion

was put to the unit that I leave tlic

mieedng in accordance w^th the edict

from above, about half the members pre-

sent alistained from voting.

Tbe hearing before the District Con-

trol (Committee further bore out the

Opposition contention that since the be-

ginning t>f (he campaign against "Trot-

skyism" in 1923, a Systematic revision

of Leninism was taking place under the

leaderBhip of Stalin and Buoharin.

thftt the stagnatioji of the T. L'. V. L.,

unions which are even officially reter-

iipd to only as skeleton organizations
(Siskind's report to (he Section Two Con-
vention) is largely due to the rejcctioii

of the united front tactic through the

bureaucratic invention ot a "united front
tram below" only.

The Party—Agoinst Lenin oti the

United Frojit

The same kind of Stalin-Molotov tac-

tics imiwsejj "a heavy burden upon the

revolutionary conscience of the party

as a whole'' in connection with (he case

of Tom Mooney. And at this very I). C,

C. meeting, Perila. who acted as the Stal-

inist attorney, asked me if it is correct

to u,se the united front tactics as formu-

lateid by comrade Lenin, ''in the present

situation"! So far lias fhe third period

ideology carried the bureaucrats.

To remain in the party and fci be active

means that I must reject tbe correct

views of the Luft Opposition, to repeat

all the criminal slanders and fabrina-

tions of the Stalinist machinery against

comradg Trotsky, the outstanding leader

of the proletarian revolutionary move-
ment today. I ehallenge<l the I>. C. C.

to print the statement that I gave them
in the Dally Worker.

I call upon all (he members of the

party and those workers who are in sym-
pathy with the communist movciuent to

not* the real situation in the Communist
Party today, and to study the platfinin

of the International Left Opposition and
tlie Communist Ijt^Tgue of America (Oii-

position). I give here excerpts also of

my statement to the Party District Con-
trol Coftnmittee

:

Follow the Road of the l^eft Opitesition

'*Sincc tiie time of my joining the

party in November, 1929, I liave wit-

nes-sed an incessant decline of our T. U.

L', L. unions. These Left wing unioinji

can justify their existence in the light

of comrade Ijcnin's criticism of them in

his work, "IjCftism, the Infantile Sickness

of Communism", only by the po!i<?y of

.such united front tactics as he iiiniself

usBid as a weapon to win the majority

of the working class, to expose the

comrade Shechet rose to say that critic-

isni should not be taken in that manner.
It- is only with the interesst ot the

work at heart that we criticise in order

to avoid repetilioii of neglect to carry
on (he work, comrade Shechet weiit on to

say. Tom Mooney, after spending iifteen

of the best years of hi.' life in a Calif-

ornia duugeen iias realiaed that the re-

actionary right wiiig has betrayed and
deserted him. He lias now turned his

face to the lA'ft wing of the moveinciit.

Let u^ prove to him, to the ciitire work-
ing class and to ourselves that we really

demand fhe unconditonal release of

Mooney. The only way to do this is to

set right to work instead of merely cal!-

ing confeieuces. We must ln^oaden the

base of our work by reaching the mass-

es On behalf of Mooney; to reach the

,mas.-ies we must penetrate every organi-

Ka{ion where workers are concerned, re-

gradless of all hardsidps. Comrade
Shechet concluded by saying that she
hoped that this coiifernce wili lay the

foundation for a sound, broad organiza-

tif.-n with the one objective in mind: the

unconditional release of Ton: Mooney.
What the Conference Did

This sentiment undoubtedly expressed

that ot the 72 (Wegate.-*. But the appar-

atus-man, Nat Kaplan, angry at the re-

ception accorded comrade Sheebet's re-

marks, delivered a speech at great

length to tell us that it made no dif-

ference whether we agrtv with the way
the Five Year Pl;in is being carried

out : and that whatever intentions of

clLsruption our militant phrases may
cover up, the work will go on! It is

quite obviiius that he came prepared with

this speech and had to say it regardless

of what we said.

The confercjiee itself oiily set up a

committee ot one delegate from each
organizjition represente<i. This cojnmit-

tee \\-as to meet November 1st to map out

plan^ for work. But when comrade
Shechet came to the appointed place at

the scheduled time, siie found no one

there except the ?;ecret.ary who told her

that tbe meeting was postpoi^ed duo to

the absence of the "leaders" and without
them nothing can be done.

"Ia'U" phrase-mongers and the fakers

in possession ot the apparatu.s of the

reformist unions. . . ,

'"ITie policy of the so-called "united

front from below" .... has reduced

our so-called revolutionary unions

to a .sick existence, i>erinitted it to

impose upon the member.ship sneh de-

mands as ruined this Independent Sl.oc

Workers' I'nion, led to the weakening
of tbe Communists and tbe strengthen-

ing of the reformists in the Xeedle

Ti-ades Strike, coal miners' strike, I'at-

erson strike and many others. Tlie same
wroiig policy is responsible for the . . .

sfagnatiiin, disintegration and bureau-

cratic regime in the Food Workers In-

dustrial Union, . . .

"The same 'nnite<l front from below"

. . . permitted them to make a factlona!

football out of the Mooney case . . .

and the luirty lost a splxidid chance

to come to the political arena ... as

the representative of the widest layers

of the workers. . . .

"Therefore, taking into consideration

that the Left Opiiosition. under fhe Len-

inist guidance of comrade Trotsky, fore-

told friHu the very inception the wHy
the party was traveling: taking into con-

sideration that the Ijcft Opposition was

the only force which , . . fights relent-

iessly iigainst all kinds of bureaucratic

liegeneration of the party under Stalin's

misleadershipi

I consider that the only way out ot

the present situation ... is the full ac-

eejitance of tlie platform of the Left

Opi-H>sition and a main road to it, a full

and exhaustive party discussion of the

linrning (piestiojis of the party line.

(Signe<l) Leon I,ogan

Party Member, Section Two, Unit 'A

District Two.

Tile Lawrence Strike

After tbe October 2.3 conference Itself

we went to what was suppesed to be

a mass iueetlng for the Lawi-cnce Strik-

ers. There were about thirty at this

meet ill!

Cantor
;. Listeniiig

;ind Haliam
tio tbe reports of

which contradicted

each other, one cottld almost laush were
it not so tragic. Cantor reported that

the woi'kers in Lawrence are paying

their own fines because they are not

ready to give the sacrilicc of staying in

jail. Right after he fiidshed, Ballam
didivered one of his usual orations, say-

ing that tiicre is a great movement in

Lawrence, that tiiC .masse.*; of the 2,';.fJ00

woi-kers are revolutiotuiry and at tbe end
of the strike there will be .shop nuclei

of Communists! It takes a low politic-

ian to make such a discovery, and trf

such tyiK's rf politicians, Ballam frets

the pri/,e. When one loeks at tlie true

picture of tbe strike, it's no wonder it

is in such a condition. When people

insist Oil tui-niiig a strike of backward
mill workers into a Communist cam-
paign, it can not be otherwise.

~ A CONFERENCE DELUJATE.
(Since this was written we have heard

from comrade Shet-iiet, who with com-
rade Cooperstein were dele.gaies to the

I. L. n.—MooiiCy Conference. The let-

ter, in part, fellows—Ed.)

'-The Headers" of the L L. I>. have
marked' time for three wee!;s. which has
not helju'd the Mooiiey movement, Pro<ff

of this was the attendance at the meet-
lug last Friday nitjiit, K()v«>mb<T l:j. when
out of 4(> delegates, ouiy eight were pre-

sent. Eight are suflicieut, however, for

fhe leadership ot tbe 1. L. ]». to carry
out its usual policy. When, in electing

an exw-utive coinmittee, 1 was nominated
for sei'retary and was fhe only one who
accepted. Cantor at once saw to it that

no "Trotskyite" be .secretary of a united
front Mo<iney comniiltee. and called for

more nominal ions 1 I assurc'd comrade
Cantor that the secretarysiiip was not

uppermost in my mind, but only (he

opportunity to work op behaif of I he

.Mooney mnvemenf, and, oliice or iio of-

iice, nobody <-ould prevent ine from put-

tiiig forward corect poli( ies or carrying
Oil my work.

After (he seftiiig up of part of the ex-

ecutive, the meeting pi-oceeded with a
report of the I. L. D. representative,

followed by what was suppo.sed to be,

according to the agenda, a report on tbe

Conference. Cantor elaborated on the

Lawrence strike with fhe news tiuit i!

came lo an end on Noveinber 11; that

the thousands of workers went back to

work uniier a lO'/f cut, with the Pacifje

Mill ^hut down entirely. That during
the strike 14.') strikers and strike lead-

ers were arrested and jailed. aa<l that
the I. L. I), needs funds to get these
prisoners oul. He concluded with eiiter-

taining Prager's motion to ad<l (he Law-
rence cases to tbe Mwmey campaign,
under the genei'al campaign for the re-

lease of all cla^s war prisoners.

In the discussion I asked Cantor whe-
ther he reported for the L L. 1). in g<'n-

eral or for the Mooiiey {'onfereiice. aiid

in my remarks, [lointed out that while

every strike is our strike and we must
give full sujijiprt to it and tiie arrested

and jailed ineii and women, we must not

forget that this is ihe duty primarily of

the 1. L, D. in its regular tasks,.

Rallying \ Mass Defense Movement
But the United Front Committee for

Mooney. tiiough called by liie I, L. 1).,

niust devote itself to tbe Mooney issue

aiid not allow it (o be side-tracked Iiy

other events of the day. Of course the

answer was wiiat we could expect. ,Iust

as the Staiini.sts argued that (he revolu-

tion in Spain was of no concern to us
htvause it was a distant event, so in this

instance came the remark, "^We must
bi'ing the case closer home."

is it it quesliofi wiiether this is a Calif-

ornia case or a Lawrence case or a

question of significance? We must lie

able to make this distinction. We must
reiili/.e (hat around Mooney, because of

his ioiig slandiiig in the labor nuivemenl

and tbe nati<;nal and inferafiona! signi-

ficance of tbe case, we can raiiy ilie

widest masses, and thus best aid all

class war prisoners.

We must sound a warniii.g. Let us not

give Mooney cause (o I urn his face away
from tiie Communists as he did from tbe

reactionaries. Tom Mooney is our niili-

talit fighter of long standing. Tlie Left

Opposition will work unceasingly for

the unconditional release of Tom
Mooney. —C. SHECHET.

ag«

Engdahl on the Mooney United Front

Young Spartacus will be obtainable in

Chicago at Ceshinsky's Bookstore, 2720

W. Division St., and at other points

where working class literature is' for

In my statement I also pointed out sale.

NEW YORK.—
At the Party Forum in New Yoik

held November Sth, J. I/ouis Engdahl
was tbe speaker oti fhe subject, "How
To Free Tom Mooney'', Kngdahl ap-

proached this queslion from the official

party viewpoint, the so-called "united
front fi-om below," He concerned him-

self a good deal wltli attacks upon the

Left Opposition because of its united

front ideas. The Left Opposition, coi-

rectly, demands a united front of all

workers' organizations—from the Com-
munists to the reformist and reaction-

ary labor organiKafions, feeling confident

that in the struggle for the release of

Mooney and liillings. the fakers and
insincere elements can be exjmsed most
easily to the workers for what they

really are.

But perhaps Engdahl could not be ex-

pected to grasp thi.s essential Leninifft

idea: instead he naively read from The
Militant the latter's scathing cojidemna-
tioii of the labor fakers, and then, turn-

iiig to the audience, inquired; "If that's

their opinion of these leaders, why do
(hey want a unitwl front with them?"
Thus always with ignorance.

The fioor was later thrown open for

discussion. I and other Left Opposi-

tionists a.sked for the floor, liuf the

Chairman, carrying out Amter's proscrii>-

tion of the Left Opposition, refused to

let us have the floor. So the torum no

longer was a forum. A whole string

ot "safe" speakers were given tbe op-

liortunity (o vent their customary spleen
— "renegade". "eounte-r-revoiuf ionary",

etc, - -against us. Comrade (ieltman was
accidenlally given the floor and poiiit<'d

out the experiences of the Saeco-VaiiKe(ti

case, upon which Engdahl had said not

a single word

!

A Negro Worker Protests

One Negro worker, a functionary, took

the floor, and stated that anyone in the

audience who wished the Hoor should get

it. and then the audience could judge for

itself on the various views presented.

This was a sound, healthy reaclion, and
Is to be welcomed as evidence that the

corrupting infiuenees and practices of the

party Imreaucrats are resented in many
quarters. But the (Chairman, ot course,

ignored tbe comrade's demand and re-

plied that it waji the policy of the Work-
ers' School not to grant the iloor to the

Left Opposition.

Engdahl then summed up in a cautiouK

manner. The meeting adjouriied, and we
fraterniKed with a number of the work-
ers. —HERBERT CAPKLIS.

CHICAGO VOL'TH AFFAIR
A Dance and Eiitertainment will be

given by the Chicago Youtii Croup of the

Communist League of America (Cipposi-

tion on Saturday, November 28, Wi\ be-

ginning at 8 P. M. at 1435 No. Western
Avenue. All proiits will go for the

benefit of Young Spartaciis,
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Conservatives PressAttackon Labor

Consequences of the Elections in Great Britain and Prospects for the Communists

Two days ago the General Election,

deacribeid by the liberal Manohestef
Guardian ss the "shortest, strangest and
most friiuduleiit of our time", ended.
Out of the oonftision and the turmoil
of the Ifist f«w weeks has conie the
Btronfjest reactionary Government this

t'ountpy 'hoa had since the war.

Mcst Mililant readers will be familiar
with the results of the lOIectloii before

this letter appears In print. Some com-
ment is however justified and necessary,

for the effects of the Election are like-

ly to he far-reaching. The clearer we
are as to why the National Government
was elected in this way, tlie nearer we
shall h(- to establLsbinfj a correct policy

for the English revolutionary movement.

First let it iie said that the recent
Election was the most vicious of modem
times. Tho Conservatives set out to

•!(raash Sociitlism" ami Its supposed
advocates, the Labour Party ( rather
puKzling this to our comrades who say
that Labour is the same las the Conser-
vatives and who call the Lai)o«r Party
"Social-Fascist" ! ) ; to establisii protec-

tion, to lower t!ie workers' wages and
to drive thousands off of unemployment
benetit. Their pet tj'-hourgeois servants,
the Labour I'arty, were too weak, too

vacillatinft to carry the program fhroug'h
effectively: so, as in 1024 when the first

Labour Government was swept aside to

fjive place to tiie Baldwin Government,
the Labour Party had to go in order to

.make room for more ruthle-ss Govern-
ment.

The Conservative Attack On Labour

To this end a sweeping attack was
carried through upon the Ijaboiir Party,

an attack waged by newspapers, the
wireless, the platform and the cinema.
The reply of tlie Ijabour Party was tirald,

cowardly innd confused. 'Slore and more
tliey were driven Into a position where
their only effective reply could be a
class reply, a Socialist reply. But how
could they reply in tills way? How
could they who decry class war rally the

working class against their masters?
How could men who had previously

agreed to "economies" protest effective-

ly against "economies"? With a shame-
ful record as a Government, with the

whole basis for their reformist policy

swept awiay, with the knowledge, behind
thetr semi-apologetic protests, that if

returned they could do nothing, how
could they rally the workers against the

employers?

Against the fierce attack of the rul-

ing class, the Labour Party could pit

0!i]y weak words land pledges that rang

false. By their timidity, by the oonfu-

sion they spread, by the policy they had

pursued when the "economy cuts" were

made, Labour helped to weaken and dis-

courage the working class and to expose

the whole movement to the attack whi<!h,

now begun, will be carried ruthlessly

through to the bitter end.

Seldom has the mailed fist of capital-

ist rule been so clearly visible througli

the velvet glove of democracy, "Dare
to demonstrate", said the National Min-

isters, "and we will have you betoned

down." "Dare to return a Labour
Government," said The financiers, "and

we will pull down the pound sterling."

"I>are to vote Labour", said the employ-

er, "and I shall have to close down my
factory." A lesson, this electlsn, in the

realihes of capitalist democracy, a les-

son soon to be expounded more clearly

by the Employers National Government,

Ift such circumstances it is not to be

wondered at tl*at the Conservatives

were able to pull over the petlt-bour-

geolsle almost ©n bloc and even to In-

fluence the waverers In the ranks ot the

workers. Decisiveness, power, confidence

and a bold working class program could

have won Labour tremendous support

;

but these things cannot, in a crisis, come
from the representatives ot the petit-

bourgeoisie; they can only come from

the workers' revolutionary Party. So

the strength of the Conservative's cam-

paign enabled them to march the mid-

dle-classes, with drums beating and

flagK flying, to the Poll. The six find

a halt-million votes cast for Labour were

working class votes, but they were v6teB

cast without hope and with the minimum
enthusiasm.
The weakness of Labour, together

with the peculiarities of the electoral

system, account for the weakness of the

Labour Party In the new Hoiise of Coih-

mons. Here are the principle figures.

Votes Seats

For the Govern-
ment (Tories, Na-

tional-liberals &
National-labour 14,2a7,59T 530

The Labour
Opposition 6,718,054 56

Communist party 72,824 Nil

It would naturally seem to follow that

the Communist Party would rally conial-

deijable support around Its candidates.

In a previous letter, the weakness of

the Party's line In the Election haa been

dealt with : the results certainly show
that there was much wrong. For the

Election weakened, es we predicted, tie

mass movement against the cuts and

also brought very few votas to the Party

candidates.

The Results for the Communists
Of the total Communist poll of 72,024

votes, 43,892 were cast In four constitu-

encies out of twenty-six. In the 1929

election the party xK>lled 50,000 votes

with twenty-five candidates contesting:

In some constituencies this election saw
-an Increase; in some, notably Greenock,

Battersea and Ogmore there was a de-

crease. Insofar as votes indicate the

amount of support existing for the

I'arty, the results show how very weak
the Party Is in England and how ef-

fectively its recent campaign against the

"economies" has been.

Prospects

It to clear that during this winter

the employers will attempt to reduce

wages heavily and that the application,

by the National Government, of the

"means test" to thousands of unemploy-

ed will worsen the conditions of large

numbers of unemployed and employed

workers. A correct policy, a clear fight-

ing call, and a sensible approach to the

workers will bring tremendous support

to the Party, "Without this the Party

cannot grow and cannot fulflU its duty

to the International working class.

But unfortunately we know that our

leaders are incapable of achieving real

and lasting results for the Party, and

are Incapable of playing a decisive role

in the big struggles ahead. We have al-

ready seen, time after time, that the

failure or treachery ot Labour does not

automatically bring Increased support to

the Party. Only if the Party member-

ship can force a full unfettered discus-

sion and from that discussion select a

Bolshevik leadership ; only providing

that the power of the Stalinist machine

can be broken and new life and vigor

brought to the Party, can we hope to

play a decisive part in the struggles of

the next few months. To this tmd the

activities of the Opposition comrades in

England must be directed,

Ijondon, October 29, 1931.

ANGLICUS.

Conservative Party would become fasc-

ist in fact but probably not in

name, (It is, after all, a conservative

party and its dislike of Innovations ex-

tends to names; e. g. witness its fidelity

to the old I7th century designation,

"Tory". Wliat have the politics of the

age of Charles 11 and Shaftesbury in

common with those of the age ol Im-

perialism and finance capital?'.

The actual development otrfoscism de-;

pends therefore on the British bourge-;

olsle as that of Mussolini did on the

Italian bourgeoisie ; ^nd, while the Ital-

ian ruling class had no alternative to

Mussolini, the Britisli have always the

Conservative party. As the crisis deep-

ens, as protection tails to do aught but

intensify the misery of the masses ; as

the Labour I'arty demonstrates more and

more clearly that it is a reformist party

with no possibility of giving any re-

forms; the British bourgeoisie will in-

evitably turn to fascism; and whether

Moseley Id the messiah or merely the

forerunner; the result will be the same
as far as the workers are concerned.

The British ruling class has nothing to

learn In ruthlessness from any bourge-

oisie in the world and it is merely a

matter of time before it learns to ex-

press Itself with a clarity of wdilch "II

Duce" liimself would t)e proud.

.In spite of Its numerical insignificance

the formation of the "New" Party Is the

most significant development of capital

ism in Britain since the General Strike.

But events prove to be moving at a

terrific i^peed and nowhere more so than

in Great Iti'itain. Under these condi-

tions it Is safe to infer that the supers

of today will occupy the centre of the

stage tomorrow.

—CAIUS GKACCHUS.

t^t

The Rise of Fascism in Britian

The Repressions

In Spain
Despite all the calumnies of Stalin's

disciples in Si>aWi, we have the honor
of being the first victims ot the new
Law for the Defense of the Itepublic.

On October 22, one day after the law

was passed, the General Direction of

.Security (Police) sent several agents to

our headquarters, to make a detailed in-

quiry ariici to confiscate whatever they

released. For t\vo days they went
through our files without finding what
they w^'re looking for. At the time of

the raid there was only one comrade
there, the watchman, aged 71, They de-

manded of our old friend that he leave

the place during the search. When I

arrived at the office, they had already

carried on for more than half an hour.

I protcstecl in vain. Galazza's police

wantatl to carry off the magazines, the

periodicals, the books. In short, every-

thing that we had in the place. Soine

of the comrades who had arrived Inter-

fered and the police calmed down a bit.

They gave up the idea of seizing the

periodicals and maga/ines that appear

legally. But they took all the docit

ments, the letters, etc. from correspon-

dents and subscribers of Comunismo a^d

our Communist Publlcatioils.

It Is clear that the new law authorizes

the police to confiscate all they please,

but we know that this authorization does

not produce the desired results. Our
protests, which were sent out to the

press, will not be published, nor heard.

But the fact that we, the Left Commun-
ists, are the first victims of the new Itiw

proves that the bourgeoisie do not seem

to take much stock in Stalin's opinion

on our "counter-revolutionary" attitude.

For many workers, this will be very in-

structive.

Madrid, October 25, 1931

—H. LACHOIX.

BOSTON LECTURE !

A lecture on the "Bise nnd Fall o! the

British Labor Government" will be giv-

en by comrade Arne Swabeek, member
of the National Committee, Communist
League of America (Opposition) on

Frlds^, November 27, 1931, at 8 P. M.,

at the Aimbassador .Gardens, corner of

Berkeley and Warren Aves., under the

auspices of the Boston Branch of the

Communist league of America (Opposl-

tloH). The admission Is 25 cents.

There is an old proverb to the effect

that "coming events cast their shadow

before them". It was not an accident

that, simultaneously with the dissolu-

tion of Parliament, there appeared the

first number of the first avowedly Fasc-

ist paper in British history; bearing the

significant title of Aetion. And it was

also no accident that the leader of the

"New" party la an ex-leader ol the

Labour Party and a former protagonist

of the "socialism in our time" policy

of the I. L. P. Nor la It by chance

that the editor of Action, Harold Nicol-

son, is a son of Lord Camock, (Sir Ar-

thur Nicolson) who as permanent iiead

of the British Foreign Office was as

i*esi)onstble as anybody for the imper-

ialist War of ,1914-18. This union of

social-democratic demagogues and cyni-

cj\J members of the official ruling class-

es ts a very significant beginning and

bears a close resemblance to the begin-

nings; of Italian fascism which was born

from tiie union of Mussolini with the

representatives of Italian Imperialism

whom Versailles had cheated ol thetr

expected prey.

It Is true that the pages of Action show

as yet little of the cynical Ic^io and

ruthless renlpolitik that characterizes

German fascism. We do not find In the

utterances of Mosely and his colleagues

anything of the clarity that character-

izes the utterances of Mussolini or even

of Hitler. But we have to remember

that the English are not a theoretical

people (not of course dtie to the fact

that they have a special brand of "hu-

man nature", but as a result of the

peculiar historical experiences of the

British people), and their Protestant

and Insular heritage does not make for

lucidity of thought as does the superfc

training In logic afforded to the Italian

people by the Roman Catholic theolc^

and the hard clarity of Latin literature.

Nevertheless English fascism is learning.

Moseley is an avowed disciple of Hitler,

whose methods he haa studied at llr«t

hand In Germany, His bodyguard of

thugs recall the squsdrlstl of early

fascism with the Inimitable "Kid" Lewli

as a pocket edition of Italo Balbol

Tfae Consenratlves and Fascism

Thus, It would be un-Marilst and pr«C-

tically the height of unwisdom to ign-

ore Or to underrate the "New" Party

(the name shows the naive inexperience

of Its promoters) merely because It le

at present crude and Inexperienced. It

Is a fact of Immense historical magnitude

that in Britain, the classic home ol

Constitutionalism, a f-asclst party should

have risen whose methods can only be

consummated by action that is "uncon-

situtional" and liable to end In civil war.

Only a stuSent of dialectics can apprfs-

bend In Its fulness tihe significance of

this apparition that finally nails the tie

that in England "human nature" Is

different, and that, therefore. Revolution

(and Counter-revolution) la impossible,

It may be added that the Importance

of the birth of British fascism would be
in no wise diminished even if the Tory
party decides to steal Moseley's than-

der and to run ,Winston Churchill (or

Lords Lloyd or Kothermore) for the of-

fice of British dictator. The fact would
still remain that Moseley iiad crossed

the bridge from democracy to fascism

and that the first step is always harder

than the last; actually, It is possible that

this mwy happen. The Tory Party has

a semi- Fascist wing which will be

strengthened as the progressive liquida-

tion of the British Empire sends its ha-

perlal proconsuls home to roost! This

wing is at present in the shade but with

the decline of British capitalism. It may
push the Baldwins and Oliver Stanleys

(the present and prospective leaders ofj

the democratfe Tories) Into the back-

ground.

The Boad to £vsdsia

Should this happen the British bour-

geoisie may prefer to establish fascism

by means of its old and well tried ser-

vant, the Tory Party, rather than by

.means of the new-fangled conttottieri

of the "New" Party. In that case the

MILITANT DANCE
TKis Saturday I

The Third Annual Militant Dance on
Saturday, November 21 promises to be
the best attended and highest spirited

affair yet held by the Communist Lea-

gue of Aineriea (Opposition) in New
York.

The Greek c<Jmrades who were recent-

ly expelled from the Party and joined

us as a group, will entertain with sev-

eral interesting numbers, A good band
will furnish the dance music, and on

the balcony tables will be arranged for

those who like to sit around to eat and
talk.

The main purpose of this affair will be

to afford an opportunity to all our

friends, sympathizers and members to

spend an enjoyable evening and get bet-

ter acquainted with each other, while

at the same time learn more about the

fundamental principles of the Left Op-

pfNsition.

According to reports received by the

committee in charge, tickets are selling

well, and (many who have never attend-

ed our previous affairs, have definitely

promised to come. Among them will be

several outstanding figures in the labor

movement, as well as the members of

the Marxian Youth Club.

Keep November 21 open. Come and
bring your friends. A good time is as-

sured to everybodSy.

The Date—Saturday evening,

November 21st

The Place—Stsyvesairt Casino,

2nd Aveane aX dtlt Skeet.

Russian-German

Trade Relations
The appeal entitled, "Is a Soviet Ger-

Inany Possible?" only proves all the

more how important it was at the time,

for the Soviet government to elaborate

a model plan of cooperation between the

Soviet Union and Germany, right at the

beginning of the crisis. That would

have had an incomparable agitational

value at the present time. The least

that could \x done now, is: to catch up

with what has been missed.

I have only cursorily glanced through

the anti-iSoviet manifesto of the Leitv-

ziger VoIksEcitung, (lack of time) but

its dull shallowness leaps right to the

eye. The Russian social-democnats Main-

tained In 1S17 that the dictatorship of

the proletariat was all right for a highly

indutstrialized country—but In no case

for a backw«rd Russia, for which It

could only mean disaster. Besides, the

dictatorship would not last more than

three days (later one, three weeks).

This was the social-democratic evalua-

tion "of the October revolution. Now,

after fourteen years, the German social

democrats says : Soviet regime, i. e;, die

tatorship of the proletariat?—In a back

ward country: very good; there are

wide dimensions, an overwhelming p^e^

ponderance of the peasantry, etc. For

highly industrialized Germany, the dic-

tatorship of the proletariat would mean

a complete collaisje.

On a Soviet Germany and Soviet

Russian Relations

On economic collaboration between a

Soviet Germany and the Soviet Russia.

Here, the German social democrats manl

pufete fche present day export and im-

port figures, in order to demonstrate

how insignificant the trade turnover

betwetm Germany and the U, S. S. R.

Is. That only proves that if Soviet Ger-

many were to work according to the

rules of capitalist Germany, It would

suffocate. Industrial Import into Russia

Is limited by the crodit conditions. In

the coXrae of several yearsi the col-

lectivized agrarian economy, now for

the most part merely « form of bur-

eaucratic coercion, could be made ex-

tremely fruitful, and the entire turnover

of both countries could be completely

revolirtionlzed by German Industry and

organizational capacity.

But w5iat of the transition period?

Evidently, Germany would have to go

through a few hard years. The work-

era, however, would at least understand

why they made such sacrifices. But

even iB theae most acute tranaition

years, assuming that the rest of Europe

would remain capitalist, Germany wouW
not be isolated from 'tthe world market.

'Once the proletariat has expropriatad the

landowners, the bankers and the Indus-

trial(st«, it ,will Immediately be able

to produce lor the world market at

cheaper prices than at present. Under

such circumstances, an economic block-

ade is ateolutely out of the question.

Direct contact with Soviet Russia

would Immediately be re-e^abllshed,

lor between a Soviet Gei^many and Sov-

iet Russia, capitalist Poland would soon

be cruBlhed. However, it Is quite Impro-

bable that European capitalism can re-

main firm for any considerable length

ol time, after a revolution In Germany.

It is really necesary to write a more

lengthy work on this subject. The Ger-

man comrades could perhaps divide the

material among themselves, take up the

work in >the different fields, and In the

first Instance collect Jmaterial to thd*

end. Dater on, I could also join in tlie

collective work.

(Signed) I Trotsky.

IJV SPAIN

The Political Situation

The Socialist-Republicans Support the Church

The socialist-republican bloc has been
showing us, since Its taking the power,
that if the elabonition of a democratic
constitution is much easier In theory
than in bourgeois practice, a reactionary

and anti-working class constitution, on
the otlicr hand, can be made very eas-

ily, both in theory and In practice.

The democratic bourgeois constitutions

of the past have lieen characterized,

above all, by the anti-religious spirit by

which they were guided and stimulated.

When a monarch has been dethroned,
the masses have always looked witli

sympathy on all revolutionary manifes-

tations against the clergy, which un-

doubtedly is one of the most oiiaracter-

istlc accompaniments of absolutism and
tyranny.

In Spain, the republicans and social-

ists, for lack of n solid and consistent

doctrine, have employed the bulk ot

their energies in combating the domina-
tion of religion, of that Catholicism

which since before the Inquisition has
inspired, and In pra<'tice exercised, the

power of the monarchy.

The Church Remains A Power Under
the Republic

Therefore, when the republic was in-

stalled in Spain, the iH.'ople believed

that, aleng with Alfonso de Bourbon,

the clergy would have to get out. The
republicans and socialists remained sil-

ent, Lerroux forgot his famous phrase,

"Enter the convents, rejinove the veil

from the nuns and raise them up to

the honorable rank of mothers". And
when 'the people of Madrid set fire to

the convents, the Government trembled

as much as the clergy.

The power of the Church was being

re-established, but the Government was
Icsing its prestige and tlie confidence of

the masses. Cardinal Segura was the man
who knew how to terrify the government

while apparently sacrificing himself, ani
he has succeeded In impregnating with

religious and reactionary spirit the en-

tire work of the Constituent Asseinbly.

As a contributing factor, Alcala Zamora
and Maura occupied the most responsi-

ble posts in the government of the rep-

ublic. These two dangerous men insist-

ed on sacrificing themselves at the last

minute, and left the Government to give

the Impression that something serious

was being accomplished. Still, In prac-

tice and In reality, tiie constitution ol

the Spanish Republic bears the impress

of the spiritual seal of the reactionar-

ies, Maura and Alcala Zaanora. Their

dropping out ol the Government is a

fraud and a deception on the people,

who see in them the black liand Of re-

action.

The religious orders, the "opium of

the people", will continue to exercise

their harmful Infiuence on the culture

and the interests of the people. Tiie

Spanish law to which they will be sub

mitted Is only an indecent masquerade

to conceal the truth. Only the action of

the masses will succeed In extirpating

this evil.

New Laws Against tiie ^Vorkeis

Moreover, our " rcpub liean-socia fists'

have passed a Law for the Defense c^ the

Republic, to use the organized violence

of the state power to repress all mani-

festations and prevent the people from

saying what it thinks and what It wants.

Any capricious and despotic Govern-

jnent minister can make and unmake,
at iiis discretion, the internal poiicies of

the country. The working class move-
ment, the sole victim of this law, can
be dissolved if the minister in question

thinks it deairai)le, and its militants

jailed or deported if he desires. The
workers cannot declare a strike except
on eigiir days' notice. The violiition ot

this rule involves the dissolution of the

organization, the confi.scation of its pro-

perty, and the Imprisonment or deporta-

tion of the violators.

Anyone who dares to denounce
tills evil can be included in the scope ol

the iaw and receive tlie punishment
whic It provides. It is a gag which
everyone is co>npelled to swallow who
does not submit to the reactionary rep-

ublic, or suffer the consequences.

This law was passed after the resigna-

tion of Znmora and Maura. Thi.'j proves

that tlie spirit of thi.i? law, and ol the

whole brand-new constitution which Is

being made, is inspired by the reaction-

ary doctrine of Zomora-Maura, Ihe two

most able ttnd determined jjieu in the

Provisional Government.
Azana's Idefis are no difterent from

those of Zamora. While he was Min-

iste of War he couUi save hlu repution

and perform his work more or le.'^s clev-

erly. On becoming President of the

Republic his first declaration wa.s "We
must make the Republic respected, er

if not respected, then feared".

The situation Is clear. The working

masse>!, lacking a Communist Party to

guide them in imposing tiiomselves on

the government, iiave tteen thrown back

Into second place t>y brutal repression.

The reaction, on the contrary, has been

gaining ground and Imposing its wishes

to the point of Impregnating with reac-

tionary wisdom the constitution "which

the Cortes is working out.

The Mnsses Dennand Bread
But this will in no way resolve the

social problem. The starving producing

masses ask for bread, with more force

each day. The governing classes are

making a constitution, and creating lawe

to deny bread to the starving In the

"most "legal" nranner possible. The

coming winter threatens to be stormy.

The Spanish Communist Party has a

great mission to accomplish, but the

correct policy is not that which if prac-

tices, of denying fciie importance of the

religious problem and hiding It-^ell at

critical imoments.

For us, Communists of the Left Op-

position, the religious problem, the rep-

ublic and the constitution have no Im-

portance in themselves, because they

are made for the bourgeoisie, our class

enemy. What has a great Importance,

what we iraust do, i^ to denounce these

laws, these problems, before the work-

ers, to explain to them that these laws

cannot solve our problems, nor can the

constitution nor the most democratic

bourgeois ropuljlle in the world.

The future of the Spanish Republic

can be changed only by the working

class, directed by a genuine Spanish

Communi«t Party. The anarcho-syndi-

calist Federation is terrorlKPd by the

new law for the defense of the republic.

Our task is enormous but full of great

perspectives aiwl possibilities.

—HENRI LACROIX.

Madrid, October 23, 1931

Agents and newstanda throughout the

oountiy that now handle The Militant

will handle Yonne SpartMus.
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THE CASE OF DREISER
The i(Ieolo(,'ital superstructure of

flaKH society is only a n;f!(ietio!i, aud

thereby a dcfras^, of its cMiiiomic basis

of exploitation This aiiplios also to

literature. Do not write against the

prevailiii;; socinl system, and abovo all

do not adv{K:att; anothier one : this is

aapitalisni's ri'iti standJird of literary

values. It is th(> decisive criterion

wiiicfi its iiiKii-priests and critics biiiig

to fiioir jud{;inent of literature, for all

tlielr prcteiitfs of artistic disiJiterest-

edness ami prattle about "art £or art'K

saite". Wc are witnessing an jllustration

of this law of class society at tlie pre-

sent nftiment in tlie IjOginninK of tlie

campaign to "revalue" .and discredit

Theodore I>rieser.

llidicule is tile first weaiion wltii which

they are attackiuf; the great writer whom
only yesterdoy they were hailing as the

Icing of American novelists. Throurfi

tho anthoritjitive medium of the New
York Times they are |>as.^ing the wiird

to make fun of Dreiser. This ' is the

way they treate<l his suit to re-s!rain the

exhil)ition of tlie motion picture distor-

tion of "An American Tragedy" as just

another murder trial. In like manner

the same paiier has .::;reeted his investi-

gations of the reign of terror in the

Kentncky mine field.s. Rest assured the

critifS will take the tip, a.s they always

do when -tli<> masters of the bread spesik

up. A general attack against Dresier's

(Commanding position on the field of

literature is in the cards.

Bourgeois literary opinion never wel-

comed Dreiser. liather it accepted him

after lie had hludgeone*! his w^ay to

eminence by the ^ruly colossal achieve-

ments of his pen. He ne\-*r painted the

social sy.stem t>f his day in rosy lines.

On the contrary. The nutiior of "Sister

Carrie" and "the Financier" sliowed it

up in ali its hideous ugliness and in-

justice down to the mo.st sordid detail.

In exposure of capitalist so<*iety as it

really is—not sparing the whiteil seiv

ulchre ot its "moralKy"—he blawd the

trail for other writiers. Among all the

American writer>< who. following him,

have taken the ^cial milieti tor their

theme, lie drciv the truest:, the most

striking and revealing picture, "lie

stands alone", said Jlencken, and in tiiat

he recorded uot so much an opinion as

an iufrscapable faiit.

But. it was not by virtue of tiiese

achievements alone that Dresier won the

universal acclaim that has been his in

ithe recent years. It was something in

the quality, or rather something lacking

in the quality, o£ his writings that made
it possible for him to gain the "recog-

nition" of all the iiterary critics. In-

cluding tlie little word-jugglers who com-

plained abiuit his "style". Dreiser drew

no conclusions from the tales he toid.

This was his saving grace in the eyes of

the iiourgeois censors. Over everything

he wrote there hung a heavy fog of pes-

simism, futility, fate. Bourgeois opin-

ion could tolerate that. Cynicism is Its

own creed, and designation is its pre-

scription tor tlie masses.

Preiser's fall from gra^'e is not due,

oS course, to any weakening of his lit-

erary powers. The shafts ot ridicule

that are being hurled at him now, and

the heavier atta<'k (hat can be exi^ected

to follow—witness his indictment in

Kentucky on a "monility" charge—pro-

ceed from the profound ctiange thiU ha,s

taken place in Dreiser's own ,'ittitude

toward social questjons. As Is known,

he has arrived at a positive commun-
istic social view, and with the intellec-

tual honesty and courage which marks

him .and distinguishes Iiim from Ids eon-

temporaries, he is speaking -his conclu-

sions out loud. This is his crime. Ftor

this tliey want to tear down and <lestroy

the titan of American letters.

Ijet tli<>m try. They will not succeed.

Every blow dealt at DreL^cr by the lit-

erary hessians of the slave system w^iJl

only endear him all the more to the

masses. Indeed, it is quite pQssible

ihat the gifted writer will begin only

now to find his own public and become

a real triltuue of the pt^ople.

That part of the proletariat which is

beginning to awaken, which is not re-

signed to slavery will hear him gladly.

The working class movement of l!ie pre-

sent generation has been i>oor and weak.

It had little to offer to tile intellectuals,

and be<'ause of that It had but tew of

them to espouse its cause, and out of

that few it can safely be said that ninety

per cent wore four-finshers and pre-

tenders. IE is growing stronger now and

It will gain In strength «s the exploiting

system reveals Increasingly the fatal

weakness which proceeds from its own

Inner laws. With this new strength will

come an nxieession of intellectual foices

^turning away from the hopeless, decay-

ing system. Theodore Dresier is a her-

ald of this development and a most wel-

come one. Ijet us Iiope that his first

courageous steps are motivated by a

conviction that will not be shaken and

by a determination to follow the path to

the end. If that proves ttr be the case

.bis loss ot prestige in the bourgeois

world will have abundant compensa-

tions, and will be in itself a tribute to

him.

be able tcTrecuiM^rate from their defeat

and undertake a fresh struggle—these

are (piestlons 'to iie answered In (he fu-

ture.

To our regrt^t tiie Militant was not in

a position to receive autlientlc informa-

tlon regarding the strike from respon

sibie comrades on the ground. For that

reason we were not able to comnien! on

its development or to offer oijinions

about tlie til ('tics fi-om week to we(;k.

For the same reason we refrain now /rom
an analysis of the defeat.

Attention is drawn hi're to only one
point, a very important one for the fu-

ture of the Lett, wing labor movement.
The statement of the United Bank and
File Strike Committee (a pseudonym
for the Xjitional Textile Workers T;nicn}

says in its statement of November llfh,

printed in the D^ily Worker of Novem-
ber ICth: "Tile splendid general strike of

tiie T/awrence textiie worlcers . . . was
broken ou November 11th, 1031 iu the

Arlington and American Woolen Co.
mills i>y (he United Textile Workers
Union'*. (Our emphasi.s.)

"\Vo are quite ready to believe that

statement, even without detailed informa-
toin to substantiate it. The Mcllalion
organisation has been a strike-breaking

organisation for dw-ades. Kverybody
who has followed the struggles in the
textile industry knows that. As far haclc

as ISll the same union under ,7ohn Gold-

en entered into a deliberate conspiracy
with the mill owner.s to break the strike

conducted by (be I. W, W. The attempt
how^ever, was frustrated. In 1913 the

same thing was tried at Paterson. Num-
erous other instances could he cited,

running frttm that timt; (o the present

day. The V. T. W. was long ago dis-

credited iu the eyes of the textile work-
ers. That is why, after tlie decline of

the I. W. W., the revolts of the textile

workers were expressed through inde-

pendent organizations—first through the

Aniaigamatwl Textile Workers and later

at I'assaic and other points through the

organlKalion led by the Communists,
There has been no lack of experience

with the trea,t;ber(>us gang which leads

the U. T, W, in tho interests of the

bosses, >.

Ttie question wliich logically arises Is

(his; How was it possible, after all this

exi)erien<>e-—and In Jjawrence, the very

citadel of jthe militant tradition, of all

places—^f^anottier strike to be "broken
by the United Textiie Workers Union"?
The I. W. W. was able to prevent it at

Lawrence inlSll. T])e Communists pre-

vented it at Passaic in 102(i, The ex-

perience of the past and the radicalism

of the times were two powerful elements

of suptKirt for a Ijeft wing vi<'tory. How
tlien, did the reactionaries get the tipi>er

hand and (liereby deliver the workers to

the bosses?

Tiie stab(^ment of the tinlted Bank and
Fiie Strike CommKtee contains no ans-

wer to (his question. And it <'an be as-

sumed iu advance that the impending
ilood of "self criticism" n^garding the

strike in the Party press will also pass
it by. Bui the question will remain a

pressing one for tlie Communist and Left
wing workers. They will find t!ie ans-

wer in the policy and methods of the

S(al!nist leadership. There is the real

source of the Ix?ft wing defeats and the

reactionary victories under circumstances
which are most faiiorable the opposite.

~,T. V, C.

Japanese Imperialists Press Attacks
(Continued from page 1)

and banking authorities profess to be
alarmed tiiereat, iieicause of the Mau.-
ciiurian situation and the speculation
lliat has already taken place with the
yen. It is desirous of checking the
steady outflow of gold but at the same
time must lufrench the iKJsItion ot the

.y<>n in other countries, particularly in

tiie UnitfSi States with whom economic
relations are Increasing. By the end of

November it is expei(!ted tliat 105 millions
of doI«rs in gold metal will have reach-
ed tiie Unitt^ States from Japan, by
which it is hoped to strengthen Japan's
position in the United States, as well as
to stop speculation over the yen at
iioine.

American UnLperialism At Its "Job"

The position of the Chinese National
Government of Chiang Kni-Sliek Is gro-

tes»iue throughout. Th« Kuo MIn Tang,
w-hich does nothesitate to slay tens upon
thousands of the flower of the Chinese
proletariat, is powerless before the Jap-
anese invasion. It continues to call

piteously upon the League of Nations and
American imperialism for assistance.

The latter is determining the best way
both to <'heck Jaimn and to plunder
China. So far tliere has been no inter-

ference with the siiipment of 6,000 tons

of nitroglycerin which the Japanese gov-

ernment is reputed to have ordered from
American manufacturers. The blo<)d-

profit is there, without as yet ally dif-

ficulties for the United States and is

tlierefore allowed.

The ITnlted States Government, through
Secretary of State Stimson, is winding
its way through secret negotiations,

which, no matter what the immediate
outcome, can bode no good for the work
ers of China, Japan, or America. When
the imperialists jire compelled to hide

their scheme*, they are more than ever
fraught with ill for the workers. War
alliances for the future are no doubt
iieing consummated in secret between the
imperialist powers. The outstanding aim
is a combination against the Soviet
Workers' Republic. All workers must
lie on guard, and demand that the sec-

ret treaties iie made imblic, ,so that the
war-mongers ican be unmasked. The be
hind-thtvdoars negotlati^ons must be made
known to ail. The imperialists are
preparing war; all workers must be
made to realize the danger and to work
for Its prevention.

Tactlcw for the Conimunists

l*i-eviou3ly ive have pointwl out the
necessary taictlcai lines for the Com-
munist movement to follow in the .lap-

anese-Chlnese wjir and in the prospective

war danger. These remain the same.
The defense of China and Manchuria can
best and only bo achieved by a strug-

gle of tlte Japanese workers against the

Japanese imjierial government ; by the
development of the struggles In China
of the workers and peasants against the

Chinese bourgeoisie, militarists and
landlords, for the overthrow of the

Chiang Kjit-Shek government and the

Kuo Min Tang, the hangmen of the Chi
nese proletariat and peasantry. There
is the most Imperative need for the

unity of the Chin(;ae Communists in this

terrific struggle. The Comintern must
be compelled to adopt this unity policy,

despite Stalin, the splitter of the Com-
munist moi'ement. In every country the

workers must be aroused to the dangers
of world war.

It is for tiie Comintern to adopt a
genuine internetionnl policy on all ques-

tions if there is to be a successful mob-
ilization of the world's proletariat

against the efforts of the bourgeoisie to

aiccoraplish a unity ot the capitalist

powers to destriiy the Soviet liepublic.

Le,ss talk fay the Stalinists of more or

less fictitious Soviet Kepublics in (^hina.

More concentration on tiie revi\al of

the morale and organizations of the

Chinese w'orking class; more eflforts to

rebuild a solidly founded C'hiiiese (jOm-

munist Party. No more t^ilk abfjut ixis-

sible "alliances" with the Chinese Kuo
Min Tang, either of the "Bight" or

"Left" variety. Kebuild the Comin(ern
on its original Leuinist foundations, so

that once again it will be firmly im-

1)ressed that a real defense of

the Soviet Union and ag^iinst a
growing world war danger, resis upon

the ability of the Communists in tach

country to organize the working clsiss

into labor unions, to draw them toward

the Communist movement, and to hring

them into militant struggles against

their native exploiters.

—MARTIN ABEKN.

Factory Councils in Germany and

Workers* Control of Production

The Canadian Trial

{Continued from page 1)

were auxiliaries of (he party. The Ukr-

ainian, Finnish, and Hungarian langu-

age organizations, were simiiiuly al-

leged to be controlled by party frac-

tions. Following the techiiieal ritual of

identifying the accused as meinbers ot

the Communist Party, the Crown sprang

its "sensation", which was no sensation

to anyone familiar with the course of

su<'h trials. The,v produced Sergeant

lieoimld of the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police, their under-cover man, who had
functioned under the name of I'Nelwein

as the government spy in the party frOim

its inception in 1021 nuti! liis exposure

and expulsion In I!)28.

Leopold-Bsehv^in deposed Ithat prior

to joining the party he had been a mem-
ber of the (). B. U, lie had become sec-

retary of the Regina branch of the party.

The Z or underground organization iiad

iieen formed under the mandate of the

Pan-American Bureau of the Ominlern
which wji.^ staffed by Charles Scott,

Lonis Fraina and Sen Katayama. The

(Canadian party, he alleged, had received

$3,000 to initiate (lie activity. The or-

ganizer of the party on a tour through

teh West, Jack MacDonald. has informed

liira that the purpose of the organization

was tlie overthrow of the existing in-

stitutions iiy tlie advcK'acy of force and

violence. The Z party had been liquid-

ated following the reports ot the Inter-

national delegates to the Fourth Con-

gress, Mauri<'e Si>ector and Jack Mac-

Donald.
—MAi:RrCIO KPKCTOU.

(These brief factual data of the Can-

adian Communist trial marks a certain

culmination oE a series of increased re-

acti*nary ou.slaughts. An estimate and

review by comrade Spector, of tiie is-

sues involved and of the conduct of the

party on trial will follow in our next

Issue—Kd,

)

Organization IVoteiS
Our recent arctivitles reflect the re- in the Fundamentals of Commnniam by

Lawrew-e
strike at

THE END OF THE
LA>VRENCE STRIKE
The general strike of the

textile workers—tlie second

Lawrence within the jear—which start

ed <Mi October o, has ended in a defeat

for the workers. The 10 percent wage

cut, the Immediate cause of the strike,

remains in force, and in all other re-

spects the victory of the employers in

this important struggle. Is Indisputable.

Such ia the immediate outcome. As to

how long they will hold the present ad

stilts of some of the important decisions

of tlie second national (conference. Steps

are being taken toward a general or-

ganizational tightening up. New adher-

ents have joined the Lett Opjiosltion.

Our members are Iiecoming more active

iu (He life of the Communist movement
and woi'kers' mass organizations. Ef-

forts toward a greater Marxian clarity

are expressed in educational and pro-

pagandit activities.

In regand to the first point, the New
York branich can show results, Evejy
member is being held to his obligations,

dues payments and remittance on the

sustaining fund pledge on time, with

assignments of specific activities for

each and a check up as to how It was
attended to. All are being assigned to

become direct i>articlpants In mass or-

ganizations and many have already ag-

};ressively filled their posts, 1'his has

bi?ii'ome particularly evident by the on-

slaught of the party bureaucrats against

Left OpiTOsitlonists voicing our views at

party forums as well as by the campaign
of expulsion of our members from the

I. L. D.

Since the second conference our New
York branch has recruited 12 new mem-
bers. Six Greek comrades who have for

some time adhered to the Left Opposi-

tion views, were among these twelve.

They were rewarded by the Stalinist bur-

eauicrats with- expulsion from the Greek
Spartacus workers club. These com-

rades are already functioning as a frac-

tion, preparing as a first step to Issue

some of our literature in Greek.

Educational Actlviti^

In this field the New York branch has

only made a beginning which sttll leav€s

it behind other Ivr^nches. But there Is

nevertlieless one gratifying aspect which

should be .mentioned at the outset. Heal

efforts are how being made to build up
the regular weekly open forum. The re-

sults have been a gradual Improvement!

The atttendance has reached around one
hundred. With continued elToTts that

number should aouu be far surpassed.

yantage or how soon the workers will T.wo daases are being condudcted: one

Martin Ahern, and the otiier In Marxism
by Arue Swabeck,

In otiier cities, results have also been
obtained. The study class conducted by

the Boston branch has an attendance of

30 nieju.bers. Partly and Y. C. L. mem-
bers were among them despite special

measures taken by party bureaucrats to

keep them away. In fact, prior to the

opening of the class, party functionaries

called a special meeting and gave orders

to all members not to a-ttend the lec-

tures.

The Chicago branch has made- a very
good start of Its educational activities.

Hugo Ochler has for some time func-

tioned as Instructor for a class of young
comrades under "their own group aus-

pices. Recently the branch has itself

organiaed two study classy, one elemen-
tary and one advanced. The latest re-

ports were that the former had an at-

tendance of 15 and the latter an attend-

ance of 19 members. This records only

a beginning. Since then the Chicago
branch has obtained its own headquarter
at 1435 N. Western Ave., and with a
ccntqr for all activities, progress is cer-

tain to be recorded right along. One of

the first steps is the decision to hold

weekly open forums at the new head-

quarters.

From Philadelphia comes the report

of 11 members attending their class in

Marxism. "We consider it quite a sue-

eess," writes the Secretary, comrade
Goodman; "the attendance Is composed
of mostly young fellows of promise."

Others who wish to attend can do so
by getting in touch with the secretary at

327 g. 11th St.

Ou,r two comrades, George Clark and
Tom Stamm are again in the field, help-

ing in building the organization. Com-
rade Stamm has now located In SL Louis
for the time being. We have there only

a small branch, but jthe effect of a lit-

tle help fropi, the outside is already in-

creased activity. As reported elsewhere

In these columns a successful Soviet an-

niversary meeting was held In Staunton,

III., which is close to SL Louis,

Mooney Greets

Soviet Russia

Tom Mooney, outstanding class war

prisoner In the United States aent his

greetings on the occasion ot the cele

bration of the 14th anniversary of the

Russian October Bei-olutlon. In a letter

to Trud, central organ of the Soviet

Trade Unions, he says:

"From this tomb of tlie living dead

where I have been burled alive for the

.past fifteen years because of my milt

tancy, devotion and fidelity to tiie work

ing class, I greet the workers of the

Soviet Union with outstretched eager

hands of genuine working class fellow-

ship and solidarity.

"As world capitalism sinks ever deep-

er and deeper into the Quagmire of its

own despair, corruption and brutal ex-

ploitation of the toilers, you, the con-

querors of Czarist tyranny, the builders

of a better civilization by your unbeliev-

able successes Iu socialist construction

in the Soviet^ Union are a sublime

inspiration to the workers everywhere.

You raise the hopes of tlie world prole

t^ariat ever higlier and higher.

"^Ve are miles apart, but space mesms

nothmg—the struggle is world wide. I

am with you In spirit aiid with all my
heart. I am with you in all your strug-

gles. I rejoice in the success of your

scK^Ial revolution. I " am with you un-

reservedly, and without equivocation."

DemonBtiatlons In SoTiet Russia

Mooney feels tliat he owes a del)t of

gratitude to the Russian workers be-

cause it was their demonstration In front

of the American Emb^y in Leningrad

in 1917 which called the attention of the

world to his case. The protest ot the

Russian workers wiis responsible for the

action of President Wilson in urging

that Mooney's death sentence be com-

muted to life imprisonment.

Demonstrations for the freedom of

Money arc now I>elng iheld throughout

the Soviet Union, as well as in all Eur-

opean and Asiatic countries, and will be

Intensified on the occasion of the anni-

versary of 'the commutation ot Mooney's

death sentence to life imprisonment on

November 28, 1918.

BuUd a. United Front Movement
For Mooney

More than ever is it necessary for the

American workers to mobilize for the

unconditional freedom of Mooney and

Billings, wlio have been imprisoned at

San Quentin prisons, and Folsom Calif-

ornia for fifteen years.

Mooney has demanded such a united

front. The socialists and similar groups

have naturally opposed such a broad

movemenL For the oflicial Communist

party and the I. Y. D. likewise to have

prevented ithe development ot such a

united front movement la both stupid

and criminal, and in direct violation of

the request and (hope of Mooney in his

call for the formation of the broadest

possible "Pardon Toan Mooney Commit-

tees".

Dear comrades

:

You refute the slogan of workers' con

trol of production in general and the at

tempts lo achieve it by tlie factory couu-

(iis, in particular. Your main reason Ls

the stsitement tliat the "legal" factory

councils are iiKide<iuate for the purpose.

Nowhere in my article have I spoken of

"legal" factory councihs. Not only that:

I have quite unequivocally pointed out

that (he factory couuciis can betrome or-

giins of workers' control only on the

premise of such pressure on the part

of the masses, tliat a double power in

the factories and in the country has

been partly prepared and partly already

estjibiished. It is clear that this can

happen as little under tlie existing law

on tlie Factory (Councils, as the revolu-

tion can take place in the framewori^ of

the Weimar Constitution.

And only anarchists can draw (he

conclusion (:lierefrom, as If it were im-

permissible to exploit either the Weimar
Constitution or the Linv on the Factory

Councils. It is nec*ssary to exploit the

one as well as the other. But, iu a

revolutionary fashion. The factory coun-

cils are not what the law makes them,

but what the workers make them. At

rt certain stage, the workers "dislocate"

the framework of the Iww or break it

down, or else slmpiy disregard it al-

togetlier. I'recisely therein <!onsists tlie

transition to a purely revolutionary sit-

uation. Still, this transition Is us yet

before us, and not behind us. It must

be prei>arod,

Tliat careerists, fascists, social-dem-

ocrats are very often to be found in the

factory councils, does not speak against

making use of them, but only proves the

weakness ot the revolutionary party. As

long as the workers toleriiite such fac-

tory councilmen, thoy will not be able

to make a revolution. Apart .from the

workers, the party cannot grow strong-

er, for the most important arena for the

activity of tlie workers is tiie factory.

The Empoyed and Unemployed
But, you will reply, there are the

thousands of tlie unemployed in Ger-

mmiy. I did not overlook this. But

what conclusion <:au be drawn from tbis'i

To neglect the employed workers entire-

ly and to wtake all hopes on the unem-

ployed? That would bo a purely an-

archist tactic. Niaturaliy, the unemploy-

ed form a powerful revolutionarj' factor,

particularly so in Germany. But not as

an independent proletarian army ; rtt-

(her as the Left wing of such an army.

The <!hiet kernel of the workers is al-

ways to -be sought in the factory. That

is why tlie question of the factory coun-

cils continues to exist In all its sharp-

ness.

Furthermore, even for the unemployed

it is not at nil ot no concern, what takes

placc> in the enterprises and in the pro-

cess of production as a whole. The un-

employed must unreservedly be drawn

in on the control of production. Its or-

ganijtational forms will be found. They

w^l result from the pnactical struggle

itseif. Naturally, all thi« will not take

place in the framework of the existing

laws. But forms must be found that will

(!mbrace the employed as well as Che

unemployed. One's own weakness and

passivity cannot be Justitiled by refer-

ring to the existence of the unemployed.

You say that the Brandlerltes are

for control of pro<luction and for the

factory councils. Unfortunately, I have

long ago ceased to follow up their liter-

lature, Ijecause of lack of time. I do

not know iiow they poise the question.

It is quite probable that here too they

have not rid themselves of the si>iriE

of opportunism and Pbilistinedom. Hat,

can the position of tlie Brandlerltes, even

in a negative sense, have a decisive im-

portance for us? The Brandlcrites

learned something at the Third Congress

of the Comintern, They distort the

Bolshevik methods of t.he struggle for

the masses in tiieir application or pro-

pagation. Blust we really, for this

reason, give up these methods?

As I can gather from your letter, you

are also oi>ponents of tlie work in the

trade unions and the participation in par-

Eiamont. If that Is the case, then we
are separated by an abyss firom one

another. 1 am a Marxist, not ia Bakun-

ist. I sland on the ground of the real-

iJiy of bourgeoisie society, In oi-der to

iirwl in it the forces and the levers with

which (0 overthrow it.

The German "Ultra-Lefts"

As agiiinst tlie factory councils, the

trade unions, parliament, you counter-

pns{^-the Soviet system. In this con-

nection, the Germans have a very excel-

lent verse: "Si'boen ist ein Zylinderhut

wenn man ihn besitzen tut". (Indeed a

silk hat is very fine, provided only it

is mine.) You have not only no Sov-

lets, you have not even a bridge to them,
not even a road to i lie bridge, nor a
footimth to tiie road. The Aklton has
transformed the Soviet.s into a fetich,

into a .super-,';oci:ii specti'e, into a re-

ligions myth. Mythology serves people

as a cover for tiieir own weakness or

at best as n con.soiatioii. "Because we
are powerless iu the face of death,

because we can do nothing In the fac-

tories, therefore . . . therefore, as a
rew^ard for tiiis, we rise lo such a
height, that the Kovieis fall from heaven
to our assisttuicc," There y<iu have the

eutiitt philosophy of the (Jerman Ultra-

lA'ftS,

No, .With this ivoiic.v, I have nothing

in common. Our differences of opinion

are not restricted at all to the German
"Fiictory (?ouncil Law"; they are related

to (he -Marxian I;tws of the proletarian

revolution. —TROTSKY.

Pliila. Defendants

Appeal
(We reprint U'low the ieatlet just is-

sued by the -Morgeiisterti-Goodman De-
fense Commit (ee ou behalf of the two
young working class victims of tli'" Flynn
Hedltion Act of Pennsylvania, Tho mo-
tion for a new tritil In (heir case will

come up on or about November 21fft.

The I. L. D. falied to defend tiiese work-
ers. It is the intention ot the Defense
Committiv to carry t.hi> ca>;e as far as

is passible in the courts, nnd to devel-

opment a miltant mass movement for

tiie release of .Morganst<'ni and Good-
man. AM jifosi-iible financial as.sistaiilce

should be reiiidered the Comittee and
funds should be sent to the: Morgan-
stern-Goodman Defense Committee, 327

So. 11th Street, Phitedelplila, I*a.—Kd.)

WORKEKK!
UNITE AGAINST BOSS TERROR
Once again, your interests as workers

are threateneiL This time in the State

of Pennsylvania, tlie government strike-

breaking law, the notorious Flynn Sedi-

tion Act, is being used to attack the liv-

ing standards of the working class,

I'M. Philiidelphia, two workers, Com-
munists, members of the Communist
League of .\merica (Opposition; have

been ma/le |he subject of an attack by

boss terror against tiie militant section

of our class. Leon (Soodman and Bern-

ard Slorgenstern, twio young workt^ra,

are charged with sedition and face up

to 20 years imprisonment for distribut-

ing leaflets presenting the Communist
position on unemployment. They told

the workers to struggle for unemploy-

ment insurance ; the G hour day—5 day

week without reduction in pay; for re-

cognition atui extension of long term

credits (o the Soviet I'nlon ; and against

wage cuts. These leaflets told the lab-

oring .'masses that unemployment, like

war, is an inseparaiile part of tiie pre-

sent capitalist hunger sj-stem: That only

the social revolution of tlie working

class. On a worid scale, can solve the

unemployment problem.

We must understand thnt the perfsecu-

tion of these two workers is not an

i.-Kiiated case, but Is part of a nation-

wide a((ack on the part of the bosses

against the living standards of the toil-

ing masses. If they are put in jail to-

ilay, any struggle you will put up to-

morrow will meet with the use of this

and similar anti-labor laws.

The united effort of all working class

orgaiuKations and friends is necessary

to protect these two young rebel.s and

free 'all class war prisoners. It is the

duty of every worker to come to the

defense of these two militant fighters

iu the o;iuse of working elti.ss emanci-

pation.

Goodman and Morgenstern have al-

ready been declared guilty in the courts

of Vhiladelpliia by Judge Reed. They

are out under heavy tail. An appeal has

been made for a liOw trial. In order

tihat tliey be freed: iu order, for

us to break the infamous ant i-labor

Flynn Swiitlon Act., the voice of «11

labor must be raised and heard In pro-

test. Fight for free speech, tree press

and assemiilage for the workers.

WORKERS! UNITE AND FIGHT FOR
THE FREEDOM OF MORGENSTERN
AND GOODMAN,
FOR THE IMMEDIATE RELEASE

OF MOONEY AND BILLINGS, THE
SCOTTSBOR* BOYS; AND ALI. CLASS
WAR PRISONERS.

Issued by the

MORGENSTEKN-GOODMAN DEFENSE
COMMITTEE

327 So, 11th St., PWla., Pft.
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Chinese Masses Develop
Struggle Against Exploiters

Japane.=!e imperialism continues to in-

trench herself more strongly in Manch-

uria, and pushes her military operations

jiersistentJy and sharply. Ftoxd. the Clii-

liese there is little or no resistance to

the aggresijions by the invaders. Tbe

sliiiighter of the vk-tims of capital-

ist war increases. Tsitihar, ten-

ter for the (Chinese Eastwn "all-

way, jointly operatt^d i)y China and

Soviet Kussia, has been seiat^d by the

JapaneKO. The latter are now massing

troops for an attack on Chlnchow, cen-

ter of the South Manchurian Itailroad,

owned by the Japanesie. ^itti the pro-

sppctive occupation of CWnchow by Xi])-

ponese trooijs, Japan will have direct

control of every city of consequence in

Manchuria, except Harbin.

Japan's position now in Manchuria is

powerful and is reflected in her adam-
amt attitude toward proposals for a ces-

KoWon of hostilities and arransjement of

terms between Japan and China. Japan
has set out to dominate Manchui'ia, and

to date is succeedin;; very well. The Un-

ited States, though not a member of the

League, and tbe powers dominant in the

League of Nations—Great Britain and
France—are having a trying time to save

the face of the Ijcague, so ot)viously Impo-

tent in the present Far Eastern war.

There is talk of invoking economic

measures against Japan, America's at-

titude on this appears to be negative.

The International Commission of Inquiry

At the moment, the League of Na-

tions Council is in session and is get-

ting ready to submit another proposal to

Japan an<J China; both turned down the

earlier suggestions for a cessation of

war-fare. The draft resolution calls fon

an International Commission of Inquiry

into the oifio Japan war; it concerns It-

self also witb the evitcuation, to be

started at once, of Japanese troops froim

China ami immediate stoppage of mili-

tarj i«;tivities.

This Commission also has in inind an

Iniiulry into the internal affairs of

Chins, thus laying .an additional base

for the spoliation and dismemberment of

China by the various imperialist powers.

Thus far there"*ls no indication whether

any or all of the proposals in tiie League

of Nation's draft resolution will bo ac-

ceptable either to Japan or China. The
latter, as matters stand today, really

has little choice in the .matter, though

stressing the evacuation of Manchuria

as a sine qna non for the settlement of

disputed issues. The Militant has gone

Into these issues before in detail.

The relations between Japan and the

Soviet Union remain the same, despite

the provocation by Japan with Its oc-

cupation of Tsitihar, As a matter of

fact, the other imperialist powers—-the

United States, Great Britain and France

—actually encourage acts and gestures

of hostility toward the Soviet Union, and

continue to plan ways and means for a

united front of the capitalist nations

against the Workers' Republic. They

Iiope indue time to be able to wage war
upon the Soviet Union in aa effort for

the latter's destruction. The Soviet IJn

ion thus far has refused to allow itself

to be provoked by the Imperialist powers.

She pursues a policy of peace.

Japan Acbieving Objectives)

In the main, Japan has achieved her

objectives in Manchuria. Anti-Japanese

elements have been removed from hlgb

post in Mandiuria. Her econamic inter-

ests, ])OSStssions and capital investments

are on a more solid footing than ever

before; Japan feels that any settlement

of the disputes will be largely in her

favor and that any existing or Chinese

government of the bourgeoisie to-be will

be tolerant of Japan's "rights" and in-

terests and treaties.

The Chinese National Government con-

tinues to do nothing to stem the Japanese

aggressions. There is much talk, but it

signifies nothing, for there is only wind

behind it all.

Dr. Alfred Sae, Chinese delegate to

the League of Nations Council at Paris,

knowing the flabbinesa of Ma govern-

ment, tries to pass the buck and wails

at the bourgeois League because the

"League has not lifted a finger in de-

fen.se ot covenants they have pledged to

defend." The Nanking Government,

knees bent in suppliance, complains be-

fore the League Council that the Japan-

ese have expropriated Chinece lands,

levied illegal taxes, disrupted Chinese

contmunif^atlons, interfered with local

municipal administration in Manchuria,

etc. While China protests that she will

not pay a ^litical price for Japan's

evaeuation ol Manchuria or again sign

another treaty embodying the notorious

21 points of 1&15, Japan and the Imper-

talist nations only give a mocking ans-

wer,

Kno Min Tang Uniting Bourgeoliie

From CaUang Kai-Shek, Chinese hang-

man of the proletariat, comes high talk

about going to the war front to lead tba

stnjggle against Japan." He exhorts the

K«o Min Taag Congress for unity of

all shades of the Kuo MMl Tang and

achieves reinstatement of expelled ele-

ments, among them Gen. Fng Yu-IIsiang

and Yen Hsi-Shan, now re-elected to the

Central Executive Committee of the Kuo
Min Taiig. The Fourth Congress of the

Kuo Min Tang—the asoeiation of Chi-

nese bourgeoisie, landlords and militar-

ists—meets in a tense atmosphere, feel-

ing and knowing the rising wave of in-

dignation and protest of the Chinese

proletariat and peasantry against them.

In China itself the situation has be-

come more favorable for the Lett wing
labor and Camimunist movement. The
Chinese masses are indignant and resent-

ful at the almost total failure of the

Chiang Kai-Shek government to resist

the Maufhurian invasion by Japan. They
are beginning to feel more surely, and
Correctly so, that the bourgeoisie of

China will capitulate before and com-
promise the historical interests of the

Manchurian and Chinese masses to the

Japanese. At the same time, they stead-

ily receive the blows of the Chinese bour-

geoisie.

Chinese Tollers O^antzii^ Resistance

The Chinese masses sharply resent the

efforts of Japan to .make what amounts
to a colony of Manchuria, The prole-

tariat is •compelled to carry the brunt of

the battles, not only its own, but that

of its enemies and exploiters. As point-

ed out in The Militant hitherto, demon-
strations and the economic boycott we»e
invo^jid at the outiset ot the present

struggle. These are now on the increase,

and the historical weapon of the Chi-

nese, the economic boycott, in this In-

stance of Japanese goods. Is being link-

ed up more andjuore with political mani-

festations against the Chinese bourge-

oisie.

Class forces are once again more cle«r-

ly aligning mid realigning themselves,

tjoth internationally and in China. The
bourgeoisie of other countries are com-

pelled to condone the Japanese agression

because of their own imperialist objec-

tives. They have not been able to find

a way out of the world economic crisis;

the Manchurian events are but an exten-

sion of this economl-c crisis on the poli-

tical and military arena. The basic com-

bination is fjhat of the capitalist powers

against the Soviet Union and the inter-

national working class which is gradu-

ally organiaing its forces for the defense

of the Soviet Union and against inter-

national capitalism.

In Japan there has been an increase ol

protest by workers and workers' organi-

zations against the Japanese government

and its depredations upon Manchuria.

In China the Chines^ bourgeoisie are

already calling upon "Left" fronts to

mask their schemes and exploitation, in

addition to attempting, as pointed out,

to unify the Kuo Miij Tang. The Kuo
Min Tang of Canton, South China, 1*

pressing Wang Chin Wei to the forefront

as the "Left" representative. These

maneuvres are some of the internal

dangers that the Chinese proletariat

faces and must meet.

Basic tasks remain as before; Unifica-

tion of all the forces of Communism in

China and internationally; revival and

reorganiKation of the Chinese labor move-

ment, oppressed mercilessly by Chinese

capitalism ; integration of the Commun^
ist forces in the United States in order

to he able to develop a common and wide

front of the American vyorking class in

struggle against the American bourge-

oisie, and to achieve a mobilization of all

posiisible forces in support and defense of

the Soviet Union from aggressions from

any quarter and against the ' grovring

menace of world war.

—M, A,

The Marine Workers Tortured in Jai
Defendants Plead Not Guilty to Charges in the New York «Dynamite Plot»
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On Tuesday, November I7th, the New
York newspaper!) came out with sensa-

tional stories about an allL^ed plot for

"the wholesale bombing of l)arges in New
York Harbor" which, it was claimed,

had been frustrated by tlie arrest of five

member.s of the Independent Tidewiiter

Boatmen's I.'nion. From the very lirst

we viewed the reports of the affair with

the deepest suspicion, all the more so

since it was being represented as a "Com-
imunist drive against capitalistlcally

owtied property and a campaign in a war
of Communists against conservative la-

bor". (Tile Times.) Since the opiKMition

of the Communist movement—ffl all of

its factions and groupings^to methods
of :ndivi<iual violence and terrorism is

clearly established and well known, this

attempt to pass the affair off as a
Communist action threw discredit on the

whole story of the police. The fact that

it is directt^d at the Boatmen's union was
anot lier sit.^picious feature. It had the

bad smell of another "plant" such as

has been encountered time and time

again in the experience of the labor

movement in America, In common with

all class conscious workers we watched
for furtl)er developmenLs with the most
intense Inter st.

Since we have had no asso<>iation or

direct at^uaintance with the accused

men ^ye did not feel that the initiative

in arranging a legal defense lor them
belonged to us, although we were of the

opinion tliat they were entitled to that

much in any case. The fact that the

revolutionary labor movement does not

advocate or practice the method of in-

dividual terrorism or sabotage is no

reason to fly into a panic when the police

find some dynamite or plant It. Neither

should we take a police accusation

against a group of workers as proof of

guilt. And finally we should not turn

mr backs on workers in the hands of

the police and leave them defenseless

under any circumstances. These elemen-

tary principles of labor ethics and soli-

darity—to say nothing of the Commun-
ist class point of view—which ought to

be taken for granted, are mentioned here

only because they seem to have been for-

gotten in this case,

* * * •

Therefore, when it became clear, af-

ter two days had elapsed since the ar-

rest without anything having been done,

the National Committee of the Commun-
ist League decided to come to the aid of

the prisoners and make provisions for

their legal defense. This was i)romptly

accomplished, thanks to the help and co-

operation of Carlo Tresca, editor of II

Martello. Since Wednesday a competent

attorney has been looking after the legal

interests of the accused marine workers.

The facts are now etiming to light and
the fog of police propaganda in the capi-

talist press is beginning to lift. Every-

thing that has happened since our in-

vestigation began has tended to confirm

the first suspicious about the case.

Every working class organization, and
above all the entire left wing of the

movement, is duty-hound to support the

defense of the arrested marine workers.

As we see it, this is a principle question.

The accused men have entered pleas

of not guilty. The letter of Soderbei^,

printed In another column, shows that

the police claim of "confessions" is the

confession of their own stool-pigeon and
provcateur. Even bourgeois justice grants

a presumption of innocence until guilt

has been proven at a trial. Can revolu-

tionary workers do less?

• * * *

From this point of view the strongest

protest must be registered against the

outrageous comments of the Dally Work-
er on .November 18th. There, instead of

a protest against the attempt to convict

the prisoners in the capitalist press be-

fore trial, we read a denunciation of

them. Without lifting a finger to investi-

gate the facts, without appealing to the

workers to at least suspend judgment
until the facts are known, they take the

police anouncements for granted and
abandon the helpless prisoners to their

fate, giving them a kick on the way.
Ot men who at that moment were being

beaten and tortured by the police, they

had only this to say

:

"Koderberg, secretary -at the Tidewater
Boatmen's Union, whom the capitalist

press calls a "Red", was expelled from
the Communist I'arty for being a sus-

picious element and also from the Marine
Workers' Industrial Union for disruptive

and anti-working claas activities. Trieger,

Kelly and Bunker were expelled from
the Marine Workers' Industrial Cnion
as bad elements." They do not belong

to our faction—do with them what you
will ! Shame on such people ! They are

without honor, without Bcntiments of sol-

idarity, without even the labor ethics of

an ordinary union member.
More than that. In their panic, in

their rabbit-hearted cowardice, in their

fool's delusion that they <'an save them-

selves by pointing the finger at others,

they approach dowjiright provocation

against the I, W. W. and the Lovestone
faction.

Consider tnis : "Treiger in his confes-

sion (who said he made a. "confession"?)

stated tfiat he was a member of the I,

W, W. and was not a Communist nor did

he believe in Communist political ac-

tion, but in direct individual anarchist

action."

And this: "The men arrested are not

imembers of the Communist Party, and
their actions are unknown tc it, with

tlie exception of one of them, who was
expelle<I from the Party as a suspicious

character and who has been since very

openly working against the Party with

the renegade I/Ovestone group."

It is not we who harl)or dynamiters

—

it is the I. W. W. and the Lovestone

group. ^ You are welcome to blame it

onto them, but leave ua alone. With
such a yellow and treacherous attitude

we can have nothing whatever in com-

mon. Our differences with both the I.

W, W, and the Lovestone faction are

many and R;>rious enough. We have
spoken of them beftjre and we will speak

of them again. But these organizations

cannot be accused, even by the remotest

implication, of the a<!vocaey or practice

of individual terrori.sm. It is not true.

And even if it were true we would not

say so in such a moment. We are rev-

olutionist, not infot-mers.

* * * «

We ca^ot believe that the Commun-
ist workers will let the position of the

Daily Worker prevail as the policy of

tlie Party, It is indeed a terrific reve-

lation of the political and .moral degen-

eration in the upper circles of the Stal-

inist faction. These processes of decay

expose themselves with devastating swift-

neK.'i in tim;'3 of crisis? and danger, when
leaders have to act quickly ; when they

have no time to dissemble ; wlien they

have to «bow at once the contents of

their minds and hearts. On tiie other

hand the time of crisis and danger calls

out the deepest class impulses of the

revolutionary proletariat and impels

them to assert their will in Irresistible

terms. An upheaval in the Communist
ranks against the cowardly and treason-

able attitude of the Daily Worker in the

ciise of the marine workers will be the

best thing that can happen for the good

Rail Bosses Drive for Wage Cuts
step by step the capitalist forces are

mobilizing their heavy artillery to make
certain of a wage cut on the railroads.

This important industry is one of the

remaining strongholds of the pre-crisis

working class standard which now, in

the view of the aristocracy of finance,

must be battered do\wi at all cost. Yet

In face of this, there Is no visible action

whatever of the unions preparing to meet

the onslaught.

Individually the railroad workers have

long ago been gradually put on reduced

rations by the "economies" effected by

the roads. Increasing use of heavier

materia], heavier rolling stock and long-

er trains have brougiht about constantly

reduced forces arkd a greater output per

man. This la vividly substantiated by

the reports of the umiona. According to

statements made by the president of the

Brotherhood of Enginemen and Kremen
before the La Follette Senate subcom-

mittee, labor saving machinery during

the last few years has displaced about

250,000 workers, and since the beglnttinfe

of the crisis, the owners of the railroads

have dropped an additional 500,000 em-

ployees. Many important regulations

gained during years of struggle hav«

long ago been lost in practically all ot

the railroad crafts, and some of them
have lost the eight hour day once in

ojxjration throughout the railroads,

H<»v the C^talist Pressure >Torbs

The first direct step in the assault

upon the prt^ent wages was taken by the

railroad owners fn their appeal to the In-

terstate Commerce Commission for a

15% rate increase. Their appeal was
predicated ui>on a denial, which prompt-

ly followed, to lay the basis for a wage

cut No sooner had the denial been ren-

dered, then several roads began some

by directly announcing wage cuts; others

l)y making a pretense of negotiations

with the unions, with the stage all set

of course and propeir pressure provided.

The Catradlan National Pacific lines de-

manded a wage cut. The New York Cen-

tra! lines, the largest single system in

this country demanded a 10% w;)ge cut,

to be voluntary and to remain i;i effect

for one year; evidently to prepiire for

further cuts after that.

The New York Central Lines alone

have reduced their working force from a

total of 170,061 on January fljst, 1930 to

123,448 on February 15, 1931.

Finally there is now additional press-

(Continued on Page 2)

of the movement and the honor of the

Party. That will facilitate the oi^anl-

zation of a strong working class front

againsst the new "dynamite plot" and

similar conspiracies of the ruling powers.

The militant workers must be aroused

and organised to fight. The Communist
Iveague sees no factional issue in the

case which involves the lives and li!>er-

ties of the marine workers and endan-

gers the entire Left wing labor move-

ment. The matter necessitates the co-

operation of all elements in the labor

movemciit, regardless of the differences

wiilch divide them, who are willing to

.stand together on this common class

point of liew. The labiu' .movement

shall not be terrorized and broken up by

dynamite plots. 'Wie arrested marine

workers shall not be abandone<l and left

defensele,.iS. They shall not be railroad-

ed without a figlit. We hope to see the

labor movement, and especially its en-

tire I^eft wing and militant section, un-

ited in this fight.

—.lAMES P. CANNON,

A Letter From One of the Defendants
The Tombs. City,

November 20, 1931

My dear Cannon

:

Have just received your special deli-

very letter and have also seen Mr. Sab-,

batino, the law.ver retained by you and

others on our liehalf. All tour defend-

ant's, Bunker, Treiger, Reilly and myself

discussed your l<>tter and arrived at the

decision that I was to write informing

you that we accept your cboice of coun-

sel, and I am further instructed by my
comrjides to express our unanimous ap-

preciation to you and those otliers in-
\

tercstt^ and assot^lated with you in sec-

uring counsel for us.

Yours was the first and only offer of

asskitance received by us since our ar-

rest. It is very gratifying to note that

you and other comrades liave done what

you have in order to see what can be

done in the matter.

All the defendants, except the agent

provocateur Hoyle, have entered pleas

of not gtillty.

As to our case. I cannot go into it in

detail due to the fact that the trial is

still pending. I can, however, show the;

role of a stool-pigeon ai>d SLgent pro-

vocateur of the first class. This animal

could sit in the next room contentedly,

eating a sandwk-h and drinking his cof-

fee while the police were beating me un-

cons<;ious in their endeavor to force me
to plead .

guilty. All known tortures

were used by the police (beating of

testicles with blackjacks, punching and

squeezing of same, etc.) Yet this sih;c-

les of human degradation could sit there

and laugh. He could go to Ilickey (own-

er of the 0'B<iy!e Towing Co. and com-

plainant in the case) in open court in

front of us all, ask for and receive $10.

on account for sending four men up the

river for 40 years or more. This rat

could do this and feel no pang of re-

morse. To such an extent is it possible

for a human being to sink under this

.system of society.

Who is this Iloyle? What is his re-

cord? A conviction 'in Providence for

lai^ceny—^not from anyone that could af-

ford it, but from a worker. Fired off

his last three jobs, not for organixatlo^i

activities but on account of drunkenness.

Unaiile to get a job in the harbor he hit

on the U\i*a. of niaking easy money by
frying to involve liis own union comrades
ill some tangle. He came to me months
ago with ail kinds of propositions, In-

s;uU' proposals. I already once stopped

him from committing a pertain act that

1 cottsidered woul<i not be the thing to

do.

This skunk— a nd as I write this in

my (.ell, he paws the tloor above, alone,

sliuuned and despised by his fellow-

prisoners—wi-'ut to the poiice on Sunday
afternoon and told them a tale ot terror

about to break Io<)i<e on the waterfront,

invoSving many others outside ot those

now in jail. He was told by the police

to go back to the otKce of the union and

watch for my appearaiu.e there because

"if I was not arrested first I may be

warned by other arrests, etc." (This

statement admitted by the pillce.) On
-Monday noon, upon ray arrival in the

office, he came In, said "hello", went out

around the corner where the dicks were

waiting and conveniently got lilmslf

"arrested". Half an hour later 1 was ar-

reste<l and in less than one hour Treiger

was brought in and shown to me Just

long euougli for me to see his swollen

and blood-smeared face (which was
shown me for effect). And «hortly af-

ter that Reilly and Bunker put in their

appearance.

There is nothing quite as low, as mis-

erable and destjicable a.'; an agent pro-

vocateur. He would step on his own
mother's neck for a few filthy sheckels.

He would stoop to anything for gain.

Take part of this rat's story. He stated,

among other things, that tlie office since

my election had taken the form of an

armed camp, with me handing out guns

to various bodyguards, etc. Yet, as far

as I know, the only gun ever carried in

that office was the gun of this stool-

pig(>on himself. And when I saw the

gun I toki Iiim to leave the oHice and

get rid of the gun. He later complained

to me that his gun had been stolen, I

,mere!y mention this ta show the charac-

ter of this species of human degradation.

You are free to use all or pstrt of this

for pubiieatiiin in The Militant.

(Signed) John C. Soderberg,

Secretary-treasurer, I. T. B. U.

!^^

Swahecli Starts On National Tour
A national tour for comrade Arne

Swabe(?k on behalf of the National Com-

mittee of the Communist League of

America (Opposition) has jjist begun.

Comrade Swabeck will cover the prin-

cipal cities of the country, as far W^t
ae Kansas City. Public mass meetings

as well as organization meetings with

the Jlranches of the League will be held

in .the various localities. The tot^r is a

result of previous plans of the Second

National Conference and of numerous

requests from the Branches to undertake

such a tour immediately. The tour will

begin in Boston with a lecture on "The

Rise and Fait of the MacDooald Govern-

ment" and will conclude in Philadelphia

jnnnnnnnnroTinrrrinrinnnnfTif^

Urgent I

Help The Militant

The regular appearance of TheJ

Mtlituit this week is due to emer-

gency relief on the part of the New<

York Branch ol the Communist^

League. It is imperative that a<

greater financial response be re-

ceived from other sections of thej

country. There has been a begin-<

nlng, but insufficient to meet thej

requirements, already scaled down'

fto the minimum, of The Militant,

budget.

We are compelled to continue'

our public appeal for financial as-]

slstance. Will YOU HELP to<

maintain the Weekly Militant?

Our appeal this time is brief,;

but absolute,

SEND FUNDS IMMEDIATELY;

THE MILITANT
ffk Elaftt 10th Street,

New Terk, N. Y. %

"rinnnnnnnnnnrrifrinnnnnnnrini'^

on January lOtii., The schedule of the

national tour follows:

Boston, Mass Nov. 27, 28, a»

Toronto, Out. Canada Dec. 2, 3.

Detroit, Mich Dec. 5, C.

Chicago, 111 Dec. 8, 9, 10,

11, 12, 13.

Sprmgfield, 111 Dec. 14,

St. Louis, Mo Dec, 15 16.

Kansas City, Mo Dec. 18, 19, 20.

Minneapolis, Minn Dec, 24, 25, 26,

27, 28 29.

C-hicago, III Dec. 31, Jan. 1

Youngstown, Ohio Jan. 3,

Cleveland, Ohio Jan. 4, 5,

Philadelphia,- Pa Jan. 10.

EL SOVIET CONFISCATED

The third issue of El Soviet (10-29-31),

weekly publication of the Left Opposi-

tion in Spain, has been confiscated by

the Civil Governor of Barcelona. Num-
erous difficulties "have been enconfttered

in the distribuyon of El Soviet due to

the suppressions by the reactionary soc-

ialist-republican government. 3,0((0 cop-

ies of the third issue had been printed

when the confiscation occurred.

The first and second number.-; were

also delayed in distribution by inter-

ference of the authorities. Various sub-

terfuges are employed to prevent Com-
munist propaganda, such as refusal to

stamp the copies, as required by law

;

at other times the governor delays au-

thor!Kition definitely.

« * + *

Upon receipt of knowledge of the con-

fiscation of El Soviet, the Communist

League of America (Opposition), New
York branch made arrangements for an

entertainment for the benefit of El Soviet,

This local aifair will take place on Sat-

urday, December 5th at 84 East 10th

Street, the League headquarters. Work-

ers are cordially Invited to attend. Re-

trestiraents will also be served.
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The Tom Mooney Case
«

Walker and the Labor Fakers in Altcmpsto Derail the Class Issue

The New York Taramatiy Mayor is in

California "pk-iuliiifc" for Tom Mooney

i^ent off wit.li the proper emotional touch,

InclHdiim a t(;lef;ram from the ased

mofhor of MoontTi he was hailed as "lib-

erjttoi" by "Ciipitalist pliilimthvopisl s",

by Mmii« lahor "lea<38r8" and by tlu;

Sooiiilist I'arty oiiicials. What a strange

aituationV Mnyor Walker, the bottom

friend of Tem Mooney's very jailor^f, or

—mttybe it is iiof so .striuiKe. Tlmsi Tam-
many hoiR'K to wasli off tlio blood-stidtis

of the innocent workerK whom it and

its v!cion>i police have (lone to death or

miiinietl.

Is the stase now all set for him to

be releasod iis a "mafinanimotis'' act of

hia jailors aiul tormentors? Wo do not

know. Perhaps they hiive tinnUy notieed

the power <if Tarn Mooney's cause to

oventnally kindle flie smoulderiiis flame

of workinf; chiss revolt. Perhaps they

cah'niate I hat the hest way to (ptench

thi.-i snmtilderin^ fhime wonid he to as-

sume the role of "lilieralors". With a

presidentia! election ooniinf; next year

such a "iiohle'' roie <'ould well serve the

democratic party headed by the ivaclion

ary, corrupt Tammany Hail. Jfut (io

they intend to extend this magnanimity

to other class war prisoners? Xot for

one instiiat. Their oniy object !s to try

to fji'asp a popnlar issne and Jiiake It

their own.

'I\) complete the moekery all the

frietids (if Ttunmany are s<-urry)n^^ to set

on tiie hand waiam. Wni. {ireen, evi

dently joined by the whole of tlie A. P
of Ij. executive council reaffirms the "be-

lief in Tom Mooisey's innocence". Wm.
Green asserts that the California Feder-

ation executive council is the oni.v labor

body anthorined to intervene and to re-

ceive funds for llooiiey's release. But
dnrinir tlie.-^e fifteen years which have
passed, this f,'alaxy of capitali.st agents In

lal>ors' ranks hiive tised every means
possible to choke siny effort on behalf

of Tom ^itooney. Hence his scorching

cendemnation of them.

To Whom Did Mooney- Appeal?

Despite ail this .stage setting; despite

ftll the capitalist mockery, if Tom
Mooney is soon to step out of jaii a free

man, the working cIiiks thrtmjrhout the

world will have eau,-;e io rejoiee. They
will welcome Tom Mooney io their

rank.s. Ili.s fisiit was and still 1.^ their

fight, and his cause belouf^s to them
only. They in Ilie Jirst instance <-ompel-

led his capitalist jailors to abandon the

execution which had been planned. But
there remains nevcrthele^^s a hlot upon
the America]! working <>liiss for its sub-

mission to all the deception ;ind betray-

als which iiave heii>ed to keep Tom
Mooney in Jail for so long. There rc-

imains especially a serious blot upon the

leadership of the official Commnnist
Party for its utter failure to rally to the

recent clarion call of Tom .Mooney,

which pointed the way not only to his

re!(?ase by working class action, but also

to tliat of a migiity movement toward the

reh^ase of all class war prisoners. Tliat

failure has cau.sed an indelible stain

upon the (Communist movement which

can be eradicated^ only by being laid

hare, by being honestly admitted and
by being decisively condemned.

Tom Meoney's appe;)l was addressed

to the working class and in particular;

to its most militant section, the Com-
muni.sts. Tom Mooney knew, as hi-story;

has proven, that only that section can

give the lite needed to bttild a powerful

movement on a class basis. liul Tom
-Mooney also definitely asked for "ii gen-

uine united front". He named the or-

ganixations and groups whi<'h should be

invited to participate in ttie movement.,

Among others he named the militant

units of the A. F. of L., the SociHlist

Party and farmer labor parties, the Com-
munist I'arty and the separate Commun-
ist groups, including the Cammunist
League of America {Opposition).

The Heavy Price of Stalinist Failure

This genuine united front, the titiUin-

ist bureaucrats of the ofliciai party fear-

ed. Their attitude was exactly that of

the social reformists. From that de-

crepit gentry it could l)e expected; it

should be otherwise with the Oommunist
I'arty. The issue of a pard<in for Tom
Mooney was made a factional football

While the social reformists called theii

own conference, and, as for example in

Pew York, excluded the Communists,
the Stalinist strategists emulated that

dastardly action in full. At a conference

called hy the New York I. I/. U., to take

up, among oUier issues, that of the lib-

eration of Tom Mooney, delegate.s of the

Ijeft Opposition were expelled.

Such is the miscarriage of a golden

(Importunity, "Tom Mooney is an ^his

torical sj'inbol of the American workers

—of'their weakness and failures of yes-

terdny and today and their potential,

dynamic power which alone will bring

victory tomorrow". It was the opixjr-

tunity to weld this potential, dynamic
power and to set it into motion. But in

tiiig great duty the ofliciai party leader-

sliip has failed miserably. Thus they

carry their heavy share of responsibil'

ity for having brought di^radation to

this issue so dear to the working class

and for jiaving played directly into the

hands of Its' enemies.

These enemies, whiie now appearing

in the role of liberators, ^nay hope to

<'hoke the glowing spirit of Tom Mooney,
iWe do not think we can. But their en-

deavor is to take his cause away from
the working class in order to obliterate

and crush it. The policy of the official

party leadership has helped to make
this endeavor an easy one. Thus once

more is recorded a heavy price paid by

the Communist movement for S^tallnism.

We will continue to bend all our ef-

forts for it.^ eradication m the future.

—A. S.

Rail Bosses in Wage Cutting Campaign
(Continued from page I)

ure for wiige I'uts on the railroads, Tlie

Investment Bankers A.-JSociation at its

recent ciinv-(4j(ion demanded t.hat all th

roads immediately institute a HK/r. all

around wage <:ut. This association in

cludts ali the biggest iianks of the coun
try headed by the firm of J. P. Jlorgan,

yWhat answer have the union leaders

given to the.se onslaughts? It is report-

ed that the ''t'hiefs'' of tlie four trans-

portation brotherhocnis recently attended

a dinner jointly with tlie representatives

of the I)iggest railroad magnates, osten-

sibly to discuss in n friendly mariner.

But, while this may satisfy tlieir culinary

tastes, it cannot give the .sllgbl.est secur
ity to the position of the railroad work
ers. On the contrary, that is the parti

cular method to pj'ejiare a soIl-ouL And
today there is no organized Ix>ft wing
force to effectively challenge such deals.

mil Tiiere Be A Repetition of the Past?
In lft21 and 1«22 the policy of th

railroad union leadership relied entirely

upon the railroad labor board for ad-

justment of grievan<:es. To the workers
it proved a deep disappointment. Tlie

labor board became the very instrument

to take away the conditions from the

unions one by one. In lO'Jl the train

service union.s threatened to strike, but
declared t.hey would look out oniy for

their own interests, leaving the shop
crafts to their own fate. The latter

were left to strike alone !n 1922. They
fought not the railroad systems as a
whole, but merely single roa/ls, and only

those ft'here tlieir grievances were the

most outstanding. The r)^ult became a
settlement only with minor roads, a gen-

eral defeat and decimation of the union

fopces from wlii<'h they have not since

recovered.

The railroad companies are now mak
ing their demands for wage cuts one i)y

one. Their aim is to repeat th(! experi-

ences of the piist, and ali indications are

that the union.s will fall into the trap.

As far as the union leaderships are coii-

oerned, there need be no doubt that it

its in well with their views. They have
no other interests than to serve the com-
panies hy helping keep the workers div-

ided and easy victims for defeat. That
the dangers in the present situation have
long ago been sensed by the workers is

quite clearly evidMit from the rank and
file pressure, particularly for a six liour

day. That pressure came to a head last

summer and culminated in a oonterence

of large representation by the five main
transportaWon unions held In Chicago.

But In anticipation, the leaders—diese

company lackeys—su<'ceeded in side-

1 racking the general ferment into pro

posals to ask for legislation for the six

hour day. This was but another repetl

tinn o! relying upon tlie capitalist gov-

ernmental machinery of "justice''. It is

doomed to disappointment and defeat.

What About the Left Wing Movement?

The situation growing out of the 1022

strike movements became ai.so the begin-

ning of a powerful I^eft Vi-lng movement,
at that time inspiring great hopes among
large section of railroad workers. At

the railroad amalgamation conference

held in Chicago in December 1S)22, over

400 delegates attended- Several ot the

railroad unions Indorsed the proposals

for amalgamation, despite the resistance

of the high salaried officials. The Jjett

wing movement experienced a growth
imtil th(> dsKzy "Thjrd Period" tactics

were inaugurated by the official party

leadership. The results were tile fatal

mistake by the railroad workers Left

wing movement—the adoption of the pol-

icy of building new "revolutionary un-

ion.s" on the roads. Of course no new
unions were built, but the IjCft wing

movement received a death blow and has

reniatned practically non-existent ever

since.

So much for the Left wing movement
ofticlaily under the leadership ot the T
V. V. L. We have not noticed any &ih

mission on its part of this fatal policy.

What the workers thought of it, how-
ever, they have <'learly shown by los-

ing confidence and remaining alisent.

But there has been anotlier ray of

Iioi>e shown since; a beginning toward a

correct rebuilding of the I^eft wing move
.ment. The railroad workers of Minn
eapolis set this example by the methods
and activities ot their local railroad

council. It became one of the effective

instruments in promulgating the demand
for tlie six Iiour day on the roads. Its

activities enjoyed the support of most of

the railroad locals in that center, It

showed a way for the rank and file to-

wards closer consolidation of the van
ous crafts. This is precisely the flrst

step needed in this present situation.

The railroad workers constitute a power

fnl army. A consolidation of their forces,

Tiow divided In the sixteen standard un-

ions ; a united taking up of flie fight to

at least maintain the present standard,

not by single unions or against single

companies, but by recognizing all of the

companies as the common enemy—only

in that lies the hope (or success.

—ARNB SWABECK.

Mooney Meet at

Staunton^ III.

—STAUNTON, ILL.
For the meeting at Staunton on behalf

of Tom Mooney, we distributed leaflets

and ha<l them [wsted on mine entrances,

mine tipples and the walls of buildings

on mine properties. A stool-pigeon ap-

proached a miner, whom he suspected of

posting these leaflets, and threatened him
with vague puni^nients. The burden of

ills remarks was : "Iley, you I)een liang-

ing around with them Trotskyites, IE I

catch you posting any of these notices

for their meetings, I'll fix you plenty 1"

strange words for a capitalist lick-spit

tie about "counter-revolutionaries".

We were on guard against I'arty "pic

hiets" ; iiooie ai)p^ired. The Stalinists;

famous in this vicinity for their boycotts

of the Belleville and St. Louis miners'

conventions, apparently had recourse to

this tactic again. Not only did they not

organize any similar meeting, but they

faile<i even to put in an appearance at

the oniy Mooney meeting held In Staun

ton in a considerable time.

Some 40 miners were in attendance.

They came from surrounding mining

towns and from Staunton itself. They
were among the most militant miners in

the coal fields.

Charles Ulome, prej;ident of the St.

Louis Metiil Trades Council and of the

Molders' Defense Committee, spoke first.

He reviewed Mooncy's militant labor

IXK^ord and the facts in the franie-up,

a.nd spoke of the black riicord of tiie

betrayers in the California Federation of

I^alior and the American Federation of

Labor. He called upon the militant

working-cla^s to fight for the freedom of

Tom Mooney and all other class war
prisoners.

Comrade Stamm of the Communist
Ijeague of America (Opposition) estab-

lished the connection of the fight to free

Mooney, the Scottsboro boys, the Harlan
miners, Morgenstern and Goodman, and

other class war prisoners, with the fight

for i)etter conditions. He read from

Mooney's appeal of August 20th and it

made a deep impression. He called for

a genuine united front conference which

would include all working-class organi-

zations irrespwtive of their political,

economic, social or other views. The
basis for participation in this united

front, said Stamm, iiliall he a sincere

intention to fight for Mooney's and other

class war prisoners' release, which will

be tested m the fight. He pointed out

there should he no slander, but that

everyone sh<>uld liave tiic freedom to

criticize. This explanation of the United

front as against the Stalinist approach

impressed the miners. It is for the

Coirimunists and the I. L, D. to lead in

the building of such a united fro«t move
ment.

Elect Committee To Initiate Movement
In ooncluslon, Stamm proposed that a

committee be elected to issue a call t(.

all working-class organizations in and

around Statinton to send delegates to a

united fi'ont I*ardon Mooney conference

and that the ta.sk of t^liis conferece he

to work out concrete plans for <:arrying

on- such a movement.
A committee of six was elected. On it

ftr^ two Party memtiers and a Party

sympathizer—all miners. This is a good

beginning The committee met with com-

rades Blome and Stamm immediately af

ter the meeting. Blome was elected sec

retary ; a letter was drafted to all

working-class organizations to send dele

gates to a meeting to be held in the

Lahor Temple, Ijodge Hall, in Staunton,

111., on Sunday, November 28th, at S

P. M. A collection to get the letter out

was taken up. Tliis committee, made
up of militant and best-known miners

in the coal fields, organized itself, for

obvious reasons into a Pardon Mooney
Club. Tite Club also instructed its mem-
bers to take up this question and to

support the invitations in their local

unions. They agreed to do this,

A beginning has been made. The Left

Opposition will help in every way it can

It calls on the Party and I. L D. to en

ter forimsilly and actively into this un

ited front In Staunton and in all other

cities in order to win the IcadersJiip of

the movement and to make it successful,

—JOHN SCOTT.

Build Communist Youth Movement

wYoung Spartacu$» to Work for Clarity and Action

ALREADY RECEIVED
Extra Copies of the RUSSIAN BUL

LBTIN—No. 23 and 24. Among the con-

tents' are

:

"New Zig-zags and New Dangers" by

L. Trotsky.

"On Workers' Control of Industry"

by L. Trotsky and others.

Comrade Sylvia Bleeker is now In full

charge of the sale and distribution ot

the Rassian Bulletin and all subscrip-

tions, bundle orders and requests for

singl(i copies should be sent to her.

Send orders at once. 25c per copy

;

18c in bundles ; subscriptions, $2,00 pel

year. Order from ; Sylvia Bleeker, for

Russian Bnlletln, 84 East 10th Street,

New York, N, Y.

(We reprint the following statement

and appeal of the Youth Fraction of the

Communist League of Ajnerica (Opposi-

tion) from the first issue of Yoimg
Spartaens. We feel sure that it will

prove of interest to all readers of The
Militant, and call upon them to give all

jiossible .support to Young Si)artacus

through donations, su!)3criptions, putting

young workers and comrades in touch

with the Youth Committee, etc. Readers
who wish to obtain a copy 'of the first

isue may do so by addressing Young
Spartiicus, 84 East 10th Street, New-

York, X. Y.—Ed.)
* * * *

With (his Issue we introduce Young
Spartacus to the Communist youtli and
young workers it? the Unite<l t^tates.

There is a sore need for what tiie organ
of the Comunist youth of the Communist
League of America (Opposition) sets

out to accomplish.

What "Hie Militant has lieen achieving

in its tasks of regeneration of the of-

ficial Commtini.st Party, now under tha

domination of the American politicjil

underlings of Stalin, the youth of the

CoramuniKt Left hope to carry through

on an ever wider fi'ont among the mem-
bers of the Young Communist League
ami youth in this country. Young Sliar-

tacus will be a spokesman and guide in

this neces.iary work. The confusion and
misleadership of the Y, C. I. and Y. C. L.

have brought the ofiicia! Y. C. L. to a

sorry state of theory and practice.

Young Spartacus, we hope, can cleanse

this Augean stjible with the fresh air of

Marxism and I.K;ninism. It is imi>erative

again to begin the work of clarification

and education of the American working

jouth along Marxian lines.

The Low Level of the Y. C. L. To-d»y

We but merely assert here, wiiat Young
Sl«irtac«s will have occasion again and
ag-ain to prove ; namely, that the Y. C. L,

like the official C<*mmuuist Party, hav
ing acquiesced in the expulsion, oppres

sion and exile of the Left Opposition in

the Soviet I'nion, led by I^eon Trotsky

and of countless liundrcds of Bolsheviks

in the other J^arties and Youth I^oagues,

has fallen also into a theoretical swamp
and adopted the pernicious practices of

the Stalinist bureaucracy. The result

has been that the Communist Parties

and Y. C. L.s everywhere are but cari-

catures of what genuine Conimunist

Parties and Young Communist I^eagues

should be.

By the printing and distribution of

the writings and platform of the Inter-

national Left Opposition and its sec^

tions, vve shall In time demonstrate that

the isalvation of the international Com-
munist movement, of the Comintern and

Y'outh Comintern lies,—first; in the

abandonment of the false, anti-Marxian

doctrine of ".socialism in one country"

the theory from which Stalin proceeds

and from which fiow tile other incorrect

doctrines and practices that prevail in

the official movement of Communism;
and, seeond; in the acceptance of the

platform of tha Left Opposttion, led by

Leon Trotsky, and which, in a few
words, is but the acceptance again of

the original theories of Marx and I^enin

and whieJi enabled the Comintern dur-

ing the first four congresses of its ex-

istence, to flourish.

The "leadership" of Mineriehes and
Greens

We state plainly and unequivocally

in here addressing ourselves to the mem-
bership of the Y. C. L. : Nothing can
be hoped for from a leadersldp of acquie-

scent Mineriehes and the tiny bureau-

crats like the Greens. They epitomize

the groveling type of "leadenship". As
they demand it from those lielow them,

so they, like fawning lap-dogs whining
tor a l>on6, submit unquestioningly to

the lash of those above them, to the

party whip. Stalin and Stalinism are

the source of the cancerous growth of

political boot-blacking in the Party and
Y. O. L, Will a thinking, red-blooded

Communist youth in the Y, C. L. long

accept such a situation We think not,

if the truth is laid before his eyes to

read and Judge,

The Dismal Y. C. L. Paper—"Young
Worker".

The official organ of the Y. C, L, is

the Young Worker. In its columns we
•can find the quintessence of the "ideas"

and practices of the Greens and Miner-

iehes. A paper should be one of the
best, if not actually the best, means for

the development of an educated, theor-

etieally clear and militant Communist
youth. In this fundamental task of edu-

cation, of clarity to achieve correct ac
tions, the Young Worker has signally

and woefully failed. We believe that

we are only stating what every honest
member of the Y. C. L. thinks, when we
say that the Young Worker is a crude
and vulgar mish-m»8h of Ideas and
events. In it is to be learned.—exactly
nothing. It is a perfect reflection of the

youth leadership that runs it and the
Y. C. L.

The members of the Y. C. L, are ex-

pected to accept policies from above
without question. Free discussion and
democracy, «s within the Party itself, is

on tile Catholic index, it does not exist.

Genuine examination of the validity of

theories and policies is not allowed ; the

practices and results are to be noted in

the low ideological and numerical

status and Influence gf the Y. C, L, Other
columns of Young Sfiartacus tell the

unpleasant story. What discussion takes

place in the Y. C, L. membership 1b

either in secret or in the secret cham-

bers oE their minds.

Young Siiartacus alms to assist in the
reformation of the Y. C. L. The youth of
the Left Opposition accept this policy
atid will work to revitalize the Y. C, L.
in all respects. A Y, C, L. must have
the spirit of youth, .militancy and In-
deiiendont thinking. It must aim to be
broad organiKationally, to make it i>ossl-
hie for young workers and youth who
WA.VT TO LEARN COMMUNISM to be
able to become members and to feel that
they have fuil rights in the organiKatlon,
In a Communist youth organization the
first task is to learn, to become equipped
wlih the theoretical -weapons of Marx
and Lenin which will best enable them
fo put them into practice in the shops,
in the factories, in the uniont;, in the
fields, among the student youth, where-
ever the youth is to be found. The field
is broad and immense. A Communist
youth organization must take this Into
consideration in outlining its tasks. A
youth movement is a young movement,
and there must be no fear about the
youth who wants to learn. Let there
be fearltsfsn#ss in expression. The youth
will learn through education, mistakes,
practices. It is necessary to follow a
routie instead of the rut that is the Y.
O, L. today. This Is tlie road toward
Communist CLARITY AND ACTION,

Trotsky on (he Youth

Trotijky, in his famous letter, on The
New Course to his Party nucleus, has
this to say concerning the youth :

"The bureaucratism of the apparatus
has its lieaviest consequences in the iii-

telectual-iK;i!tical growth of the young
generation of the party. This explains the
fact that the youth—tjie most reliable
barometer of the party—react the most
.sharply of eli against party bureaucrat-
ism. . . ,

"
• • It is wholly inadequate that

the youth should repeat our formulas.
It is necessary that the youth should
take the revolutionary formulas fighting,
transform them into flesh and blood,
work out for themselves their own opin-
ion; their own personality, and be able
to tight for their own opinion with that
courage which comes from sincere con-
viction and independence of character.
Passive obedience, mechanical drill, char-
acterlessness, obsequiousness, careerism
—away with these tilings from the party !

A Bolshevik is not only .a disciplined
man; no, a Bolshevik is a man who.
boring deep, has worked out for himself
in each given instance a firm opinion,
and courageously and independently de-
fends it, not only in war with his en-
emies, but also within his own organi-
zation. To-day he may be in the min-
ority in the organization. He submit*

because it is bis party. But that ob-

viously dotts not always mean tiiat he
was wrong. ..."

For Clarity unil Aetioii

The slogans of Young SlKU-facus, as in

the early and best days of tiie revolu-

tionary youth movement in the I'nited

States, the Young Workers I-oague, are
CI^S.HITY A^-D ACTION.
Young Spartacus espouses the cause of

the Left Opposition. It will, however,
endeavor to be a youth paper, reflecting

the attitudes and needs of the youth in

the fields of education, sport, economic,
trade union and political activity.

The youth of the Left Opposition re-

gard themselves as the Left fraction of

the Y. C. L., whether oifit'iaily members
or otherwise, and therefore endeavors to

redress the organization of t!ie Y, C, L,

At tlie same time, recognising the broad
field of work before them, and the fail-

ure of the official Y. C. L. to reach even
a fragment of the youth and young
workers that properly belong in a Com-
munist youth organization, the Commun-
ist Youth Opposition will try to draw
every pOfisible young worker info con-

scious, active, revolutionary work in the

Communist .movement. Through Young
Spartacus, we hope to be alile to achieve

a measure of success.

Young Spartacus will no doubt not be

all that we want it to be. Mistakes will

be made—errors of Initiative and lack

of knowledge and experience. But th.it

is not to be feared. The Communist
Youth Opposition WANTS TO LKABN
that it may be ABLIC TO TIOACII, or-

ganize and win the American youth to

Communism.

Tlie Couree of the Cconniunist Voutlt

Opposition
In Young Spartacus will li<^ reflected

the iKilicics and activities of tiie Com-
munist Y'outh Opposition on ali phases

of youth work. This need not therefore

be discussed here. In' line with the

program of ihe Conimunist League of

America (Oppo.Mtion) , the (Communist

Youth Opposition and Young Spartttcus.

will steer its in<lDpenden1 cour^ie oil all

youth and political issues before the

Communist movement. Alihough a frac-

tion of the Conununist movement, the

Conimunist Y'outh Opposition will en-

deavor, to Ihe extent possiiile under the

conditions, to develop its own indepen-

dent activity wherever the offichil Y'. C.

L, fails, is negligent or persists in a false

line.

Lastly, we have adopted the name
Young Spartacus in honor of Spartacus,

the great leader of the revolt of the oi)-

pressed slaves and gladiators in Home;
further, we fake this name in an effort

to foihtw in tlie traditions of the Spar-

tacus I^^ague of Germany, organised by

Karl Liebknecht and Ho.sa Luxcmberg
in their revolt against the German Soc-

ial-Democracy that trampled revolution-

ary theory and practices into the dust.

In the glorious name of Spartacus,

Liebknecht, Luxemberg and Lenin, we
pick np the banner of Communism now
being l>esmirched by the Stalinist (/Om-

intern; under tiie leadership of Leon
Trotsky, we will march forM-ard to

again win the Ciimintern and Y. C. L.

to Leninism,

Upon this progi'am we call upon the Y.

C. L. mejnhers and c!as3-cons<'iotis youth
everywhere to support Young Spartacus.

—JIAUTIN ABICRN.

TheRecord of A Party Bureaucrat
Soiilounias, the editor of the Greek

organ, Empros, of the Communist Party,
is one of the most virulent bureaucrats
in the attacks on the Greek members of
the I^ett Optwsition, and helped to expel
them. It is indeed most fitting that
.Soulounias should be in the forefnjnt in
carrying out the dirty work ot the Stal-
inist machine against the proletarian
Left. We have no doubt that the wtrrk-
ers und rank and file Communists will
understand Souiounlas'a actions when
tliey are acquainted with the "record"
of Soulounias in the labor and revolu-
tionary movement. A part of the "re-
cord" of the present editor of Empros
is here given :

Soulounlas's •'Record" in Ijabto- Struggles

L In the 1922 strike of the crew of
the Greek ship. Acropolis, Soulounias
was a member of the Strikers' Commit-
tee. He deserted the sti-ike and became
a strike-breaker for unknown reasons.

2. In the fall of 1926 when the Joint
I*Ottrd of tJie Furriers attempted to or-
ganize the Greek furriers, Soulounias
had to be pulled off tJie job by the Strike
Co.minitfee.

3. During the Saceo-Vanzetti .move-
ment, when the I'arty appealed to the
workers to strike in protest against the
execution of S«<-co and Vanzetti Soul-
ounias was at work in a fur shop until
midnight.

4. In 1027 and 1328 he was working
for Empros. Buf lie thought it more
profitable to leave this task in order to
undertake the organization of the Grange*
Fishermen's Cooperative in Florida, His
previous venture to supply the Soviet
Union with sixmges through his coun
trymen had failed,

5. When Empros was a daily paper,
Soulounias was on a tour. In Pitts-

burgh he was scheduled to speak in a
cafe. The same <lay "he received a let

ter from the then edltxir, informing him
that because of lack of funds, he could
not send him hb; wages. Soulounias be
cause ot this refused to speak and left

the workers waiting for him to appear

The Dedsion of the Central Control
ContRtittee

Lastly, we now (juote from the Party
Organizer of District Two of the Party,
New York, of April 9, 19S1, which gives

a decision of the Central Conttx>I Com-
mission regarding Soulounias. From Its

oontents our readers will note .what kind
of a Communist Soulunias is.

Central Control Commission Decision
on

:

"g. Soulounias (C, Solon), District

2, New York : formeirly member of unit

SB, Section 2. Furrier by trade, now
editor of the Greek paper, Empros; In

C, P, since 1924 ; lias not paid dues or

attended unit meetings since about Aug-
ust, 192(1; ai^pairntly dropped from mem-
bemhip hy the unit; has submitted a
statement recoguizing (lie impermissi-
bility of his ci'ror and negligence, and
explaining that at first he could not at-

tend the unit meetings on Tuesday nights,

then being unable to i>ay the dues, not
getting salary reguhirly from Empros
and having tried to straighten out the
matter with the help of the Greek Buro
some time ago,

"Decision

:

"To pass a severe censure upon com-
rade Soulounias; he is to i>e given a

new membership !>ook with this censure
recorded in it, while his status shall re-

main that of an old member; he Is in-

structed to attend unit meetings and pay
dues regularly and to be active iu unit
work; and at the same tinie the C. C.

C. criticises those leading <-omrades in

the unil and stn'tion, who are resi^nsi-

ble for i>ermittlng a national fuiictiiniary

of the Party practically to drop out of
the Party without the case Jieing -taken

up to the District and Central Control
Commissi OILS,"

From all the foregoing, it is plain to

be seen that Soulounias is just the tyix^

of party bureaucrat to expel the sup-
l>ortcrs of the Left Opposition.

Canton Insurrection

(Continued from page 4)

chronic and lasting character. The great-

est prot>Iem now is the renascence of the
Communist party as tiie orgaulxation ot

the vanguard of the proletariat.

These two conclusions are equally im-
portant. It is only by con.sidering thean
simultaneously that the situation can he
Judged and the perspectives fixed. The
Sixth Congress did neither the one nor
the other. By taking as its point of
departure the resblntions of the ninth
Plenum of the Executive Committee ef

tlie Communist International (February
192S) which assured us that the Chinese
revolution "is continuing", the Congress
slipped up in Its flight to the point of
deelaring that this revolution has now
entered into a preparatory pRase. But
this flight will not help anything. We
must speak clearly and sincerely, recog-

nize firmly, openly, brutally the breach
that lias taken place, adapt the tactics to

It and at the same time follow a line

of conduct which leads the vanguard of

the proletariat through the insurrection

to Its preponderating role in the Soviet

China of the future.
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Soviet-U.S. Trade Relations

The Slogan for Long Term Credits

"... There is every reason to couut

that under the conditions of the present

ooniniercial and Industrial crisis, parti-

cularly in case ot Its further aggrava-

tion, the Soviet government by a corteat

policy ,caii gain an IncomparaUly larger

access to the resources of the world
mnrket. Unemployment Is a factor ol

huge importance which <;ati make its ira-

prt^ssion upon tlie ivhole politics of the

near future . . . One of tiie moat impor-

tnnt slogans of the transition period can

and must become the demand for econ-

«mic collaboration with the Soviet Un-

ion." (L. Trptsky in "World Unemplor-

uient and the Five-Vear Flan".)

The recent announcement by the Am-
tovg Trading Conwratlon, the Soviet

commei-cial agency in the United States,

that orders placed in tJtb country had

fallen off 527o during the first ten months

of liJSl, as c^xmpared with a similar per-

!o<l in 1930, raises the protilem posed

by comrade Trotsky once again in a very

sharp and concrete form. On the ques-

tion of economic relations between the

Soviet Union and capitalist countries^

between the Soviet Union and the United

States—Trotsky's thesia today retains its

complete validity.

The Campaign Against the Soviets

The reactionary business and political

forces in the United States, led by the

Matthew Wolis, Hamilton Fishes and

Herbert Hoovers conduct a systematic,

unceasing, bitter and relentless propag-

anda against the Soviet Union on the

economic front as well as on the politi-

cal. The stupid and ostrich-like policy

of the American section of tlic Stalinist

Cumintern has played directly into the

hands of these hitter opponents of the

Soviet Heput)lic and all revolutionary

workers' movements,

Amtorg Asks For Bett«r Credits

The Amtorg Trading Corporation, in

its official statement, pointing out -the de-

cline of purchases in th<! Unitetl States

for the ten month period mentioned

from $102,800,000 to $48,400,000, says:

"Soviet commercial oragnizationa are

prepared to carry on and exi>and trade

^vith tlie United States only on condition

that long-t«rni credits are extended com-

parable ^vith tiioae received by other

countries in Europe, and on the further

condition that the exceptional obstacles

put in the way of the importation of

Soviet products into this country are

removed." Tlic credit terms now ex-

tended in the United States, continues

the Amtorg declaration, are not accept-

able, and are the sole reason for the de-

cline of trade relations with the United

States.

Its purchases, it points ont, have in-

creased in England by 3S% atid haie

doubled In Germany, due to the more

favorable credits established. In tlie

United States, however, ^-aah payments

Imve been .made In many instances. At

the same time, all payments of bills

have been made when they fell due.

The Department of Commerce of the

United States, though acknowledging

tiiat the Soviet U'nion has made good

on all its obligationa, now advises ofB-

cially business men to be "cautious" in

their trade relations with Soviet Itussia.

The reactionary element) are speeding

up their propaganda of hostility to the

Soviets, .Nafjrally there are protests

fram the friends of tlie Soviet Union,

from itself and Its tra^e agencies against

the attitude of the American govrenment

on business relations with Russia. But

what Is helng done, what policies are

put forward to tliwart these acts that

hinder the development, to the greatest

extent possible, of socialiat construction

in the Soviet Union, Has the Soviet

Union a political line on the immediate

issue of credits to the Soviet Union and

wliat is the line of the Communist Inter-

national, the "policy" of Stalin?

The False Doctrine of Stalin

Most unfortunately, tlie Stalinist line

has been tbe enunciation and propagation

of the false doctrine that the Soviet

Union can function as an isolated and

self-sufBcing economic and political en-

tity—as a Workers' State withim the

capitalist world—ajid In time even build,

barring military intervention, a complete

socialist society. The Left Opposition

condemned this tlieory of national soc-

ialism as inimical to tJie Interests and

needs of the workers of the Soviet Un-

ion and the international proletariat.

The Stalinist policy has already broken

a leg on the hard rock of world economic
facts, particularly aggravated la the

worhl economic crisis of wlii«h the Sov-

iet Union is a part, though a lesser one
because of the methods of planned soc-

ialist economy.

To develop its natural resources to the

utmost, to ptish construction ahead in

this period of the immature development
of Soviet economy, in the period of the

beginning of the socialist revolution <in

which Soviets Itussia is the first of the

fort resses established by the proletar-

iat) antl the international proletariat

revolution, the Soviet Union must utll-

ixe the resources of the capitalist world.

Concretely tills means that ecotiomic

relations on a jWlde-scaie must he estab-

lished between the Soviet Union and the

capitalist countries. Since, as affairs

stand now, the ready resources of the

Soviet Union are insufficient to meet the

de.mands of the capitalists in order to

make the necessary purchases from

them, it is plain tiiat the extension of

large and l<Mig4erm credits to the Soviet

i'nion is essential and imperative.

Otherwise, the Soviet Union cannot ob-

tain now the necessary industrial and

machine equipment required for its pur-

poses ; the development of socialist econ-

omy is necessarily enormously hindered.

It is an unavoidable contradiction be-

tween an economically undeveloped Sov-

iet economy existing side by side with

capitalist nations. Nor can credit ex-

tension.s remove the contradiction ; they

can only temporarily soften it a bit, and

at the same time permit the working

class in other countries to develop its

own revolutionary movement and strug-

gle for political power.

The Stalinists have been blind to the

obvious. The theory of socialism in one

country Is, after all, for magicians who
puil rabbits out of a hat. The Comin-

tern has been wholly wrong, politically

and economically, in its neglect and fail-

ure, and the more so during this period

of economic and social crisis, to raise

the slogan of economic (»1laboration, of

trade relations and the extension of long-

term credits to the Soviet Union, and to

call upon its sections to carry on a cam-

paign for their realization. In the United

States more t|ian elsewhere, perhaps,

could these slogans have taken hold

among the masses of workers and

been brought to some fruition.

Immediate Demands

It lias been pointed out time and again

in the columns of The Militant that these

slogans, connected concretely with the

issue of the millions of unemployed in

tlie United States, could have and will

yet make their way to the minds of the

American workers, if properly carried

out under the leadership of the Commun-

ists; and that pressure can be brought

to bear up(m the American bourgeoisie

to extend to a far greater extent than

now Its economic relations with the

Soviet Republic. For almost two years,

tiie American Communist Party, led by

the Browders, has ignored or derided

this burning question, doing great liar.m

both to communism in the Unltetl States

and to the requirements of the Sovie

Union. But facts have a way of making

themselves seen and heard. In recent

months, the American Party has smug-

gled the slogan of the extension of long-

term credits into its program, but has

not yet grasped its full signiticance and
carried on a wide campaign for Its

realization. The recent elections are an

example of this failure.

Immediate demands can never be ijer-

mitted to cloud or retard the main strat-

egical line or principles of Communism
in the struggle for political power by the

workers. Immediate demands, as formu-

lated and carried through by the liberals

and socialists, are aimed to draw the

workers into the field of reform as

against that of the proletarian revolu-

tion. The Communists aim to serve the

immediate und revolutionary needs of

the working class, and to develop their

demands in accordance with that line.

For Wori(ing Class Unity

It is necessary to point out to the

workers that the slogans for hroad econ-

omic collaboration with, and the exten-

sion of long-term credits to the Soviet

Union can serve two immediate objec-

tives : I, To aid in the alleviation of

unemployment in the I'nitcd States

through the employment of workers

needed to make the products to be pur-

chased by Soviet Russia; 2. To assist

thereby in the development of the Five

Year Plan in Soviet Russia and the de-

velopment of socialist construction.

Confidence and fraternal relations be-

tween the workers of the two countries

are thereby increased. Support tor the

Soviet Union by the workers in all coun-

tries must be built upon the understand-

ing and needs of the workers in the Sov-

iet Itussia; and, likewise the confidence

of the workers in Russia in fheir tasks

Is increased by the knowledge that they

can count upon the support of the work-

ers in other lands. The spread of the

ideas of internationalism is the best de-

fense of the Soviet fatherland.

America remains for the Soviet Union

the best market for its major needs:

tra<'tftrs, automobiles, electrical equip-

ment, machinery, etc. The Communists

must direct a propaganda to demand that

the U. S. government make possible econ-

omic and political relations (rec<^nitlon

of the Soviet Union) with Soviet Rus-

sia, Already the engineer Dr, Waiter

N. Polakov has brought forward the sug-

gestion for a billion <lo(lar pool for

the extension of credits to the Soviet

Union. Business selfishnefts and ^'reed

for profits can make It easier lor the

masses to carry through the demands

upon the capitalist government. The

slogans of the Left Opposition retafai

their full validity and strength for the

immediate interests of the American

workers and for the development of their

class conscious and revolutionary spirit;

for assistance to the Soviet Union in

its iftdustrial and[ agricultural construc-

tion; for the development of interna-

tioanl solidarity, understanding and the

unity of the working class on immedi-

ate burning issues and ultimately for the

international pijtjletarian revolution.

What will the official Communist Party

in the United States and the Stalinist

Comintern do? Will they correct and

change their line, or continue the policy

of isolated, national socialism In Soviet

Russia and the repudiation in fact, if

not in name, of the development of the

international forces tor Communism?

—MARTIN ABKRN.
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The I. Ia I), is iiow undergoing a pro-

cess of reorganization under the "group

system" The structure of this new

plan of reorganization up to date is as

follows :—

The maximum number of members in

any one given branch of the I. L, D.

shall not exceed TjO, These branches are

to be subdivided into groups of 10, Eaeh

group of 10 is to be headed by a captain.

The duties of the captains will be to

make contact with each of the remaliv

ing 9 members of their respective groups,

visiting them privately in their homes

once a month to sell dues stamps, I>abor

I>efender«, tickets, etc,, and also to urge

them to participate In a possible public

demonstration. The 5 captains of tlio

branch, together with the executive com-

,mlttee, are to hold one meeting a month

to be known as a "functionaries meet-

ing" at which all organizational activ-

ities are to be discussed and deiclded

upon. The general membership, by means

of a press notice, will be called together

once a month for educational and pro-

paganda purposes.

Just wiiat does this new organizational

play mean in actuality? 1. Each group

of ten will have no occasion to meet

together to propose, discuss and enaat

organizational activities la the interest

of the I- L. D., but Instead, each mem-

ber of the group will he personally told

by the captain when, how, what to do,

thus depriving the organization ot the

individual member's initiative ao neces-

sary in carrying on mass defense work,

2, By this new method the membership

is deprived of opportunities to come to-

gether wttSi their leadership and fane-

tionaries in meetings, where they can

contribute and receive the neceisary en-

thusiasm needed for carrying on defeoM

work. 3. The membership is prevent-

ed from infiuencine the organizational

activities of the 1. L, D. and for that

matter also the educational phase of the

arttvtty of the brarwh, because the sub-

ject matter for discussion, as well as

the selection of fie particular member

to lead the discussion, will all be brought

down to this one so-eslled educational

meeting, already cut and dried by the

functionaries.

The Meaning of the Re-Organiiation

This new organizational system Is

brought to us draped In all sorts of dft-

m^oglc phraseols^y to make us believe

that this new form will change the I,

L, D, Into a mass organlzatios. Those

of us, however, who realize that 1!t»

plan as such carries with itself the ex-

act contrary aims, must raise our voices

tb point out th* resultant evils thereof,

such as sectarianism, disintegration an4

finally demoralization of the forces.

Why is it that these petty bureaucrats

were compelled to conceive this new

plan ot organization? Is it because of

the criticism made on the American sec-

tion by the X R. A,? No, for to quote

only the first two points of the criticism

offered by the I. E, A. will suffice, "1.

Ijsck of political life in the organization

and irtsufflclent international educational

work performed", "2, Inability to en-

large Its organizational strength by

drawing in new members (stabilization

and eveo regress of Its membership)''.

What then are the ideas that ehe

playing in the brains of these master

minds In this re-oi^anlzatlon? Protest-

ing voices on the part of the rank and

file of the I. U. D, memberehip have be-

come effective in influencing the minds

ot the memlwrshlp at the regular organ-

ized meetings, where contact with them

was possible. So mucb to, tbat the i^tty

little bureaucrats have become terror-

strcken in face of the healthy criticism

exercised by the rank acid file against

their mis-leaders. This new re-organiza-

tlonal plan will well serve the aims of

these bureaucrats to further mechanize

the I, Ij, Ih, witli an object In view of

breaking that contact between member-
ship, so that <;omplete mechanical con-

trol of the organization can be easily

attained.

Violations of tlie I. L. D. Constitution

Already have we had occasion to hear

considerable protest from tlie rank and
tile against their mlsleaders for playing

politics with the Morganstern-Goodman
case ot Philadelphia, for maliciously sab-

otaging the defense work due them from
the I. L. D. as militant fighters In the

class struggle, only, because these two
comrades had the Communist courage to

oppose the anti-Leninist course pursued

by the Stalinist bureaucrats. This arbl-

tray action on the part of the National

Executive Comjnlttee of the I. L. D. is

In complete contradiction to Article II

under Aims, of its Constitulon which
reads as follows—"The International

Labor Defense Is a broad non-Party or-

ganization based on the class struggle

which alms to defend ell workers who
are being persecuted by the capitalist

government and various other agencies

of the employing class, for their parti-

cipation In the class struggle, by render-

ing legal aid, moral and financial sup-

port to these workers and their depend-

ents, by wide publicity, organizing mass

demonstrations of supjiort and protest,

both here and abroad."

Such matters as con

stltutionai rights mean ijut very little

to a bureaucratic leadership, even though

the Constitution of the I. L. I>. under

Article III Section 1, plainly reads,—

"Every person, regardless of political

affiliation, race or color, who signs an

application card sitbscribing to the aims

of the organization and agreeing to com-

ply with its constitution, shall be en-

titled to membersliip In the Interna-

tional Labor Defense".

The results of such mechanical, eli-

minating and splitting processes, to-

gether witk the arbitrary organization-

al proceedings, can best be illustrated by

quoting a statement made !)y a Section

(Jrganizer at a general meeting, "that

in one branch during Its short existence,

they had actually enrolled over HOO mem-

bers and at the present time lind them-

selves with 130 members on tlie books,

75 of whom are paid up and less than

half that number are active." This par-

ticular statement characterizes this

branch in iiuestlon more as an example,

tlian an exception, on the I. L, D.

Rank and File Proteste

Already do we hear voices of protest

on the part of the membership, so much

so, that the bureaucrats were compel-

led to strike out of the minutes, motions

of disapproval and constructive criticism

of the sectarian policy exercised by the

leadership of the I, L. I>. in the Mooney

campaign, motions demanding the correc-

tion of the mistakes in the mechanical

handling of the united front activities,

etc. These motions were arbitrarily eli-

.minated from the minutes, disregarding

the fact that they were actually voted

for by the membership.

Nor can we afford to over-look the

protests that have manifested themselves

at the Mooney-Harlan United Front con-

ference, coming from the A. F, of L.

delegation and also from the delegation

of the Workmen's Circle, against the

arbitrary actions from the 1. L. D.

branches, who, suspected of being non-

Stalinists, were refused the conference

floor in anticipation of a possible pro-

test on the ejection of delegates duly

repre.ie"-ting working class political or-

ganizations, who came with no other

motives than to give their best organi-

zational aid to the Jlooney *:nlted Front

Campaign. The "Out-Price Glory" of that

day can well be distributed evenly be-

tween such '<:onsistent" Communist lead-

ership as Carl Hacker and Maurice

Malkln.

It becomes the purpose and duty of

every militant worker In the I. L. D. to

be ever alert, utilizing every opportunity

that pre^fonts Itself to eradicate the de-

moralizing and bureaucratic actions ex-

ercised by the misleadershlp. The I, L.

D. Is Indispensable as the organization

for defense \vork In the class struggle

at all times. It is doubly Important now:

that the I. Ij. D. makes further Inroads

into the masses to enlarge its organisa-:

tlonal strength by drawing in new mem-

bers In order that Jt may be able to;

cope with its many tasks in face of the;

sharpening of the class struggle.

—R. UIjCHIN.

11^ SPAIiV

A Reactionary Gov*t.

IN THE NEXT ISSUE

"Political Banditry In The French

Communist Party" by Max Shachtman,

Comrade Shiichtman, Managing Editor

of The Militant is at present on his vaca-

tion and is traveling In various coun-

tries in Europe, The National Commit-

tee of the Communist League of America

(Opposition has authorized comrade

Shachtman to give full assistance to the

Opposition movements in Europe on be-

half ot the American Section, The first

of a series of articles by comrade Shacht-

man is the above-mentioned, Comriide

Shachtman Is now in Spain alii The

Militant will receive very soon first-hand

articles on t^ie Spanish situation.

* t * *

"The Canadian Trials—An Evaluation"

by Maurioe Specfwr is not printed in this

issue because of technical reasons, and

will appear In the foUowlBg Issue.

"The solution of the crisis", we said
in a previous editorial", means the con-
solidation of the block of the bourgeoisie

with the socialists at thp expense of the

democratic revolution." We added that
tre possibility was not excluded that, at

a definite time, the bourgeoisie might
permit the socialists to adopt an attitude

of timid opposition.

The political events of the past week
have fully confirmed this evaluation.

One ot the first acts of the new govern-
fent was to put through the Constituent

Assembly a "law for the defense ot the
Republic" which had no precdent In

Spain, even In the periods of blackest
reaction, and was openly directed against

the proletariat. It also struck a death-

blow at the Catalan aspirations toward
autstiKjtmy, favoring a formula with re-

spect to section 48 of the constitution

which practically reduces to zero tVie

powers, sulHclently mediocre as It was,

oontained In the Statute, In this second
matter, the government did niot present

a united front before the legislature;

the socialists had placed thejnselves in

opposition.

These two facts testify tliat the bour-

geoisie Is consolidating its position, and
that the offensive against the democratic
revolution will continue if the masses of

workers and peasants do not Intervene

In time. The new government Is there-

fore not a "typi<al petty bourgeois gov-

ernment", as "La liatalla" claLms, but

a typically bourgeois government. Tta

compare it with the Kerensky govern-

ment, as does the organ of the workers'

and Peasants' :6loc, is to understand ab-

solutely nothing of the situation. The
Azana government is rather a Miliukov

government, representing the big bour-

geoisie, which did not succeed in main-

taining Itself in Russia because there

existed there what, unfortunately, we
have not in Spain; Soviets or other or-

ganisms representing the great revolu-

tionary masses.

The Role of Demagogues and Charlatans

If anyone still iias doubts on this

point, Lerroux himself (the Spanish
J!!liuk<)v) took pains to dissipate tiiem.

In his apeecjt at Saiitamicr, t!ie Secretary

Ot State said, "It is all very well to try

one course and then another; the thing

to do is to carry our iiolicies to their

logical conclusion, and for tliJs we need

a tactic of succcsxive stages and of per-

severance in action". We could not

wish for grenter clarity. The situation

is not ripe enough for a bare-faced dic-

tatorship of the bourgeoisie, but we find

ourselves in <inc of the preliminary

statics, and one of the most important
at that, leading to it. In reality, the

master of the situation is I/erroux, that

Is, tiie big bou r,!,'coisie. Yet the time has
not arrived to tear off the mask, and
to seixe tiie rein.s of power in the name
of those who see in Lerroux, as he him-

self .said in the above-mentioned .speech,

"the life-buoy In which the shipwrecked
man sees the iiope of safety".

In tills rapid evolution of the republic

toward bourgeois reactiim, the represen-

tatives of the radical petty bourgeoisie

iiave sIiowh once again their Impotence
and tlieir inability to carrj' matters to a
concJusion. Only finir or five deputies

voted against the law for the defense of

Macia to the last deputy, gave it their

entire approval.

There is nothing surprising a!>out this

for us, revolutionary Marxists, who
know that tJic bourgeois reaction has no
better aiiles than tlie demagogues and
charlatans of iietty bourgeois radicalism.

In France, in 1848, IjOtiis Klauc prepared

the coming of Cavaignac, In Russia,

Kerenski preared that of Kornilov.

The lesson which the working class

should learn friim this iiLstoricnl experi-

ence Is—to trust nothing hut it.s own
foivo.s. solidly organ i'-iod, and to strug-

gle boldly hoth against tiie bourgeois

dictatorship and against the petty bour-

geois left, which [)avcs the road for re-

action. Ciijcctively, Macia is even more
dnnffprotis for the revolution than Ler-

roux.

R:trceloii;i, October 2i), 1931.

Move for New Trial in Phila. C
PHILADELPHIA.— Arguments were

lieard before Judge Reed of Cambria
county in Philadelphia on November 21

on a motion for a new trial for Leon

Goodmjin and IJernard Morganstern,

members of the Communist I.,!iegue of

Americsj (Opposition), who were con-

victed June 24 under the Pennsylvania

sedition act tor distributing an unem-

ploj-ment leaflet of the Ijeague. Decision

on the motion was reserved for another

date.

The argument was made by David

Wallerstein, Philadelphia attorney for

the American Civil Liberties Union,

which is supportijig the effort to upset

the conviction of the two defendants on

the ground that the state sedition law,

as applied to the leaflet, which led to

their arrest, violates tiie guarantee of

free speech and free press in the U, S,

constitution. The defendants, through

the Morgansterti-Goodman Defense (."om-

mittee. Is endeavoring to develop a wide

mass movement of protest against the

convictions.

In the indii'tment in this ca-ije, the

graTul jury cited as seditious a statement

in the leaflet, that "the solution of the

unemployment problem can be found only

in the proletarian revolution,," Both

comrades were tried before Judge Keed,

who was then slttimg specially in Phila-

delphia, On motion for a new trial the

court fixed bail at S1,(KX) each,

A single incident illustrates the "Ipi-

partiallty" of the capitalist courts and

Judge Reed, a month ago the defend-

ants received a letter frotm their attor-

neys informing them to appear in court

on the following Satnrday. Later we

Jewish Paper

Activities
The announcement in the last issue of

The MilitlUit that the Communist Ijeague

of America (Opposition) is projecting

the publication of a semi-monthly paper

In Jewish, had Che exitected rt^ponse.

Many workers have sent in inquiries as

to details; some localities have respond-

ed In a more concrete way, .Some have

even sent in their bundle orders. We
dan report prepress, but the drive for the

necessary three hundred dollars has only

begun.

The crisis has hit our members and

close sympathiKers hard. Many of them

are in no jwsition to contribute what

they would like to We must, therefore,

spread our appeal to a broader circle.

We Invite all those Jewish workers who
have been on the periphery of our or-

ganization, to joiil us in the execution of

this task, to work with us towards the

publication of the paper which will be

the Jewish tribune of the Left Opposi-

tion,

The New York Jewish-speaking group

of the League has called a meeting which

all those interested in the success of our

project for a Jewish paper are urged to

attend. The meeting will be held on Sat-

urday, December otn, 1931, 2 V. M., at

84 Bast 10th Street,

asz
were told to ignore tlie previous notl-

tication and that they would be called

later. What liad iiappened was this.

The judf;c sent tlie lawyers a notice that

the motion for a new trial was denied

and refuted the law3-cr's lirief. Rut no
hearing on the motion hud been held

yet! The attorneys protested and the

judire tiien apologlKCd, promising to hear
the arguments the following month.
No representative of International

Labor Lefense was prc.'^ent during the

arguments for a new trial. The I. L, D.

from tiie outset lias refused to assist

tiie defendants in any miinner, solely he-

cause the defendants are members of the

Left wing of the Communist movement.

LeonTrotsky
1. THE STRATEGY OF THE WORLD

BEVOLtTION
8(i pages, two-colored paper cover, 2oc

Introduction by Max Shachtman

2. THE DRAFT PROGRAM OF THE
COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL
A Criticism of Fundamentals
Introduction hy J. I'. Cannon

140 page?;, hard pai>er cover, 35e

3. THE SPANISH REVOLIJTION
30 pages, paper cover, lOc

4. THE SPANISH EVOLUTION IN
DANGER

(>4 pages, paper cover, I^c

5. THE REAL SITUATION IN RUSSIA
Introduction by Max Eastman

304 page book, formerly $2.(K>; now Sfl.OO

6. MY LIFE (Autohlograhy)

COO pages, $5,00

7. COMMUNISM AND SYNDICALISM
The Trade Union Questiwi

Introduction by J, P. Cannon

04 pages, paper vocer, I'lC

PROBLEMS OF THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE U. S. S. R.

48 pages, paper cover, l."tc

SINCE LENIN DIED
Ry Max Fjastman

158 page lH>ok, printed in London, 1924

50c

Special Rates in Bundles of 5 cr more.

Order through

PIONEER PUBLISHERS
84 East 10th Street,

New York, N. Y.

GREEK MANIFESTO

The Greek Fractitm of tlie Communist
League of America (Opposition) have

ju.'it issued a conijirehenslve manifesto

and appeal to the Greek (»ommunists and
workers, and have given it a wide dis-

tribution. Any workers who ivlsh to

obtain a copy may do so hy addressing

the (Jreek Fraction, Communist League

of America (Opposition), 84 East 10th

Street, New York, N, Y,
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EDITORIAL NOTES
THE MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN

Twelve new mt^mbera have been en-

rolled in ttiti New York branch of the

Commtitiist I-cas«e since the national

conference. In this can tic seen the iirst

tangihle result of the emphasis placed

by the conference on the orgjjniKational

side of our work. It is a (;ratifying

maJiifestation, inid it shows that our

m-odcst prOKi'am for the enlistnient ot

atty new members by the tirst of the

ye;ir has excellent prosiwcts to be iTown-

ed with wicct.'ss. Kvcry Oppositionist

will set his heart on the attainment of

this «oa!.

The American section of ihc Isiterna-

toina! Oiiiiosition has conducted three

years of solid propa.^anda worii. By

this an imshakeiiblc fomidation ot prin-

c5pk' has been lai<l under the or^'ani^a-

tion, Hnd a fiUrly wide circle of sym-

j athizers have hcen sained for tEte

Hlarxi>;t pro^'rnni. It is time now to be-

^in a deliberitle and syatemalic campaign

to enroll at least n part of these sym-

l)athi7,ev,-i iiito the ranks of the Oinunini-

1st Ijeajjue 'l^his is the next step. It

stiinds first on tile order of tlie day.

The discussion now taking place in

the Spanish swtion of the Opposition on

;he character of the I..eft faction has

an interest for us. The circuinstances

and the relafion of forces are not the

same here as there. In iispaiu the sit-

uation, as we see it, is sucli that the

Left wing hits expectionnlly favorable

oyportunities to srow and exi>and iin an

independent force in the class struggle.

For that reason all onr sympathies are

with tiie tendency for the organ iiCatSeri

of a "broad" faction, enrolling the rev-

olntionary workers of Si>a!n directly

into it« ranks without routing them

through tht? needless detour of the Stal-

inist official party.

(Jur own experience over a period of

tliree years, on a smaller and more Ilni

Ited scafc, at'Kues against uitra-conserva

tlsm on the question of recruitment. In

the formative period of our movement,

it is true, we made a somewhat strict

and narrow selection of forces. And
necessarily so. Without a tirm kernel

k> begin with, one already trained in

the Communist party principle, it would

have been impossible to maintain a con-

sistent line and work out a uniform pol-

icy for the coiKluct of the Ktruggle, But,

proceedin;; from that, we have already

had a fruitfni exiierieiwe in the enroll

ment of revolutionary workers without

previous party experience. In the New

The Chinese Revolution

The Permanent Revolution& the Canton Insurrection
York branch, especially, it can be said

tliat a number of the best workers and
defenders ot our cause belong to this

category. I^ack of party experience un

doubtediy lias its .siiortcomings, and some
very gijirin^ ones. Un the other hand

it has tomi>ensa(inj; a<Ivaiitaj{es. The
worker wlio comes directly to the Op-

IK>siton, skipping over the ofticiai party,

has fewer distorted and perverted teach

injts to unlearn.

The strength of the Marxist Opposi-

tion lies first of all in the system of

ideas which lie at its foundation. This

has been said many times and cannot

be repeated too often. From this it fol

lows that the Communist League can bj

no means open its doors to anyone and
everyone. Those with ideas directly pre

judicial to Communi.sm, or in serious

conflict with the Ijcague on settled basic

questions, cannot be regarded aa pro-

per candidates lor membership. The
admission of such people would only

confuse the issues and compromise the

principle struggle. The Left Opi)osition

cannot be a debating ground of diverse

tendencies. We do - not speak for a

"broad" faction in this sense.

The acceptance o£ unsclio«led but con-

scientious worlcers, who want to become
Communists, does not present the dan-

gers mentioned above. The League, for

such workers, can and will become a

school serving a double purixjse wherein

they wiil a<,'quire their education in the

elementary questions of Marxism at the

same time they assimilate llie standpoint

of the Opposition on the more compli-

cated prolilenis which have divided the

Comintern since Lenin departed from it»

leadership. The Opposition can teach

them far beMer than the Stalinists can

as has been <?oncreteIy deraonatratod al

ready.

It is to lie hoped that all the branches

of the Com,munist League will see the

question as the National Comittee sees it

and begin an earnest campaign for

new members among the sympathizing

workers. Every honest worker who hag

given practical indications of his friend-

ship for our cause should be invited to

join the organiKJition. The acces.sion of

fifty new members by the first of the

year will provide us with the necessary

forces for an expanded program of ac-

tivity. The gratifying results of the re-

eruiting campaign in New York point the

way and gii'e tlie hope for success on

a national scale,

—J. P. C.

The Reply of Trotsky to Weisbord
To Albert "Weislxml

New York, N, Y|

(Copy to National Executive Commitfee,

Communist lA'agnc of America
(Opposition)

Dear comrade:

I have received a number of documents
and letters fn>m you. 1 apologize for

answering .so late and in German at

that ; to write in English would be too

long and too ungrateful a task. Now to

(he iKjint,

I cannot adopt your standpoint, Y'our

criticism of the League seems to me one-

sided, artifjciiil and terribly exagv^^erated.

You tiirow the Ijeague and the Hight

wing together, which siiows that you ut-

terly disregard the fitness of things.

You .make fun of the pnblishing iictiv-

ity of the lA^ague and coutrapose your

"mass action" to it, Ilave you any

mass activity behind you? Before one

turns to the masses, one musA con^^truct

& principle basis. One begins as a pro-

paganda group and develops in the dir-

e<'tion of mass acti<)n.

In addition, your international connec-

tions, sympathies and semi-sympathies

speak against you. For even if I cannot

claim to be iin adept in present <lay Am-
erican affairs, still I know well enough

what the Landau group and the other

similar groups in Kuroi^ mean. "Tell

me with wliom you go, and I will tell

you who you ftre."

The International Opposition has no

use for two organisations in America.

Your group is new, has only recently

split off from the Kiglit, differs frsm

the Left Opposition oh a number of ques-

tions and flirts with those elements;

wliich split themselves off from the In-

ternational Left Opposition, Can you

ask us to prefer you to the Communist
League of America?

You declare yourself obedient to the

International Left Opposition. Organi-

zationally this is not the case. This can

therefore he understood only in the sense

of a general solidarity of ideas. But

now you must ask yourself a question,

how this will be expressed orgiinizn-

tionally. In your letter to the I.*ague

Conference, you propose a united front

but without the !ea<Ung comrade,-?. This

is the famous united front from below

which the Stalinists practice (in words)

tow^ard the social-democrats and the

trade unions. On top of this you at

tack the League for not applying the pol

icy of the unitt?d front. This does not

give the impression of being serious. If

the solidarity of ideas with the Left Op-

position really means anything to you,

you must build a bridge hack to the

League in conunon. This by no means

excludes Internal criticism on the basis

of a healthy revolutionary democracy.

With Communist Greetings,

L, TltOTSKY,

Kadikoy, October 10, 1931

Militant Builders
More active workers have joined The

Militant builders and our subscription

list is growing. When one of our sup-

porters secures a new reader for The
Militant, he has rendered a service to

the revolutionary movement and to his

class. If he stays actively within the

ranks of those building up The AUIitant

circulation, bis service will count that

much more : it will give more power to

our papt^r, Systematic build-ing of our

circulation is what is needed.

Below ^ve record the subscriptions sec-

ured by the efforts of our builders. We
do not record here those who sent in

their own sub, or their own renewal.

C. E?chechet, Boston 1

V, R. Dunne, Minneapolis 4

C. Skoglund, Minneapolis 1

J. D. Deutsche, I'crth Amboy 1

R, Sacharow, Chicago 1

H. L. Goldberg, St. Jjouis 5

A. A, Buehler, Kansas City 1

L. Goodman, Philadelphia 1

Morris Ijewitt, New Yorlc 1

H, Capelis, New York 1

From tame to time we will make a

comparison of re.=!ults obtained by the

various builders.

"The Oommuntsts disdain to conceal

their views and aims. They openly de-

clare that their own ends can be attain-

ed o*ly by the forcible overthrow of all

existing (conditions. Let the ruling class

tremble at a Communistic revolution.

The proletarians l^ve nothing to lose

but their ehains. They have a world to

win. Working men of all countries,

unite!"—CMninuirfst Manifesto.

pjJ................»..........J......J!'!'!i™ '"-^"-' m«imij.»j.>MBm
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In November 1927, the plenum of the

Central Commitee of the Chinese party

decided that

"The objective circumstances existing

at the present time in China are such
that the duration of a directly revolution-

ary situation will be measured not by
weeks or by months, but by long years
The Chinese revolution has a lasting

character, but on the other hand, it has

no stops. Hut its character, it constitutes

what Marx called a permanent revolu-

tion".

Is this right? Intelligently under-

stood, it is righL But it must be un-

derstood according to Marx and not a<:-

cording to Loininadae. Bucharin, who
showed up the latter precisely for hav
ing employed this formuU), was no closer

to Marx than the autlior of it. In capi-

talist society, every real revolution

above all if it takes place in a large

country, and more particularly now, in

the imperialist e[)och, tends to transform

itself into a permanent revolution; in

other words, not to come to a halt at

any of the stages it reaches, not to con-

fine itself to national Ixiunds, but to

extend and to deepen itself up to the

complete transformation of society, up
to the final abolition of class distinctions,

conse(iuently, up to the complete and
final suppression of the verj' possibility

of new revolutiotis. That is just what
the Marxian conception of the proletar-

ian revolution consists of, being dis-

tinguished by that from the bourgeois

revolution, limited by its national scope

as much as by its specific objectives.

The Chinese revolution contains withia

itself tendencies to become permanent in

so far as it contains the possibility of

the conquest of power by the proletariat.

To speak of the permanent revolution

without this and outside of it, is like

trying to fill the cask ot the Danaides.

Only the proletariat, after having seized

the state power and having transformed

it into an instrument of stru^le against

all- the forms of oppression and exploit-

ation, in the interior of the country as

well as hej'ond its frontiers, gains there-

with the jiossibiHty of assuring a con-

tinuous character to the revolution, in

other words, of leading it to the con-

struction of a complete socialist society.

A necessary condition for this is to carry

out consistently a policy which prepares

the jiroletatriat in gaod timie for tbje

conquest of power. Now, Lominadse has

made of the pos.sibility of a permanent
development of the revolution (on the

condition that the broadest policy he

correct) a scholastic for.mula guaran-

teeing at one blow and for all time a

revolutionary situation "for many years".

The permanent character of the revolu-

tion t^hus becomes a law placing itself

above history, independent of tJic policy

of the leadership and of the material

development of revolutionary events. As
always in such cases, Lominadze and
comimny resolved to announce their meta-

physical formula relative to the per-

manent character only after the political

leadership of Stalin, Bucharin, Tchen
Du-Siu* and Tang Ping Shan had thor-

oughly sabotaged the revolutionary sit-

uation.

After having assured the continuity of

the revolution for many years, tlie

plenum of the Central Cojnmittee of "the

Chinese Communist Party, treed from
any further doubts, deduces from this

formula conditions favorable to the in-

surrection,

"... Not only is the strength of

the revolutionary movement of the toil

ing masses of China not yet evhausted

but it is precisely only now that it is

beginning to manifest itself in a new
advatuw of the revolutionary struggle.

All this obliges the plenum of the Cen-

tral Committee of the Chinese tlommun-

ist Party to recognize a directly rev-

oluti<Miary situation exists today (Nov-

eml>er r.)2T) throughout China."

Tlie Objective Conditions on ttie Eve
of ttw Insuirection

The Canton in.surrection was deduced

from a similar evaluation of the situa-

tion with !a iierfect inevitability. Had a
revolutionary situation really existed, the

mere fact of the defeat of Canton would
only have been a special episode, and it?

an.y cjise, would not have transformed the

uprising of tit is city into an adventure.

Even in face of unfavorable conditions

for the insurrection at Canton itself or

its environs, the leadership had as its

duty to till that was necessary to realize

the revolt most rapidly in order thus

to disperse and weaken the forces of

the enemy and to facilitate the triumph

of the uprising in the other parts of the

country.

However, not after "many years" but

after a few months, it had to be ac-

knowledged that the politi<'al situation

had declined abruptly, and that before

the Canton insurrection. The campaigns

of Ho Lun and Yeh-Tin were already de-

veloping in an atmosphere of revolution-

ary decline, the workers were separating

themselves from the revolution, the cen-

trifugal tendencies were gaining !n

strength. This is in no way contradic-

ory to the existence of peasant move-

nnents in various provinces. That is how
it always is.

Let the Ctjinese Communists ask them-

selves now : Would they have dared to

decide-upon fixing the Canton insurrec-

tion for December had they understood

that for the given period the fundament-

al forces of the revolution were ex-

hausted and that the great decline had

commenced? It is clear that if they had

understood in good time this radical

break in the situation, they would in no

case have put on the order »t the day

the appeal for tie armed tTprieing in

Canton. The only way of eiplaiuiag

the policy of the leadership in fixing and

By Leon Trotsky

The following is a chaoter, "The Per-

manent Revolution and the Canton In-

surrection", from the book on flie Chi
nese Revolution to be issued in the near
future Iiy the Pioneer Publishers, We
reprint this chapter now by L. I>. Trot-
sky because of the general interest in

the subject, and particularly because

December marks the anniversary of tiie

Canton Insurrection. This material has
never before appeared in the Kngiish lan-

.iruage. Further information on the com-
prehensive book on the {"hiiiese Revolu-

tion will be forthcoming in the next few
days.—Kd,).

carrying out this revolt, is that it did
not understand the meaning and the con-
sequences of (he defeats of ^Shanghai
and llupeh. Thetc can he no other in-

terpretation of it. But the lack of un-
derstanding ciin al! the less excuse the
leadership of the Cominuni^jt. Interna-
tional, since the Opjiosition had warned
in goo<i time against flic new situation
and the new dangers. It found i^iielf

accused for this by idiots and calumn-
iators of having the spirit of li<piidators.

The resolution of the Sixth Congress
confirms the fa^t that an inadcimate re-

sistance to ''putschlstic moods" produced
the fruitless uprisings of Hunan, of
Hupeli, etc. /What is to be understood
by "))Utschistic moods"? Tlie Chinese
Communists, in conformity with the tlir-

ections of Stalin and Buoharin, judged
that the situation in China was directly

revolutionary and that the partial revolts

had every chance of being extended suc-

cessfully to the point of becoming a gen-

eral insurrection. In this way, the

launching of these surprise attacks re-

sulted from an erroneous estimation of

the circumstances in which China found
itself towards tlie second half of 1027,

as a result of the defeats suffered.

The Duplicity of the E, C, C. I.

In Jfoscow, they could prattle about
the "directi.y revolutionary situation",

accuse the OPr)ositionists of being liq-

uidators, while providing for themselves
beforehand against the future (especial-

ly after Oanton) by making reservations

on the subject of "putschism",. But on
the theater of events, in China itself,

every honest revolutionary was duty

bound to do everything he could in hi«

corner to hasten the uprising, since the

Communist International had declared

that the general situation was propitious

for an insurrection on a national scale.

It is in this (juestion that the regime

of duplicity divulges its deliberately

criminal character.

At the same time the resolution of

the Congress says

:

"The Congress deems it entirely inex-

act to attempt to consider the Canton
insurrection as a putsch. It was a heroic

resir-guard { ? ) battle of the Chinese

proletariat, fotight in the course of the

period wliioh has just passed in the

Chinese revciution ; in spite of the crude

mistakes committed by tiie leadership,

this uprising will remain the standard

of the new Soviet phase of the revolu-

tion."

Here confusion reaches its zenith. The

heroism of the Cantonese proletariat is

placed in evidence as a screen to»cover

up the faulty leadership not of Canton

(which the resolution casts oft complete-

ly) but of Moscow, which only j'oster-

day spoke not of a "rejir-guard battle"

but of the overthrow of the government

of the Kuo Min Tang.

Why is the appeal to insurrection de-

nounced as putschism after the experi-

ence of Canton? Because thanks to this

experience, the inopi)ortuneness of the

uprising was coniirmed. The l(?ader-

shtp of the Communist International had

need of a new lesson by example in

order to discover what already appeared

quite <'Iear without it. But are not these

supplementary lessons for behind-handed

IKSOple, given in lite, too costly to the

proletariat?

Lominadze, one of the infant prodig-

ies of revolutionary strateg.v, swore at

the Fifteentii Congress of the Commun-
ist Party ot the Soviet Union that the

Canton insurrection was necessary,

right «nd salutary, precisely because it

inaugurated an era of the direct strug-

gle of the workers and peasants for the

conquest of power. He met with agree-

ment. At the Sixth Congress, Lomin-

adEC recognized that the insurrection

did not inaugurate an era of triumph but

concluded one of defeat. Nevertheless,

just as before, the uprising is considered

necessary, right and salutary. Its name

has simply been changed : from a clash

between the vanguard of the forces at

hand, they made a "rear-guard battle".

Everything else remains as in the past.

The attempt to escape the criticism of

the Opposition by hiding behind the

heroism of the Cantonese workers has

as much weight as, let us say for ex-

ample, the attempt of General Rennen-

kampf to take shelter behind the heroism

of the Russian soldiers whom he drown-

ed by his strategy in the Masurian

swamps. The proletarians of Canton are

guilty, without having committed mis-

takes, simply of an excess of confidence

in their leadership. Their leadership

was guilty of having 'had a blind con-

fidence in the leadership of the Gt^mun-

ist International which combined poli-

tical blindness with the spirit of adven-

turism.

The False CMnparison Between Moscow,

1905 and Canton, 1937

It is radically false to compare the

Canton insurrection of 1927 with that

of Moscow in 1905. During the whole

of 1905, the Russian proletariat rose

from one plane to the other, writing

concessions from the enemy, sowing dis-

integration in its ranks, concentrating

around its vanguard ever greater popular

masses. The October 1905 strike was an

immense victory, having a world his-

torical im[)ortance. The Russian prole-

tariat iiad its own party, which was not

subordinated to any bourgeois or petty

bourgeois discipline. The self-esteem,

tite intransigeance, the spirit of offensive

of the party, rose from stage to stage,

TIvc Russian proletariat had created iiov-

iets in dozens of cities, not on fhe eve

of the revolt but during tiie process ot

a strike struggle of the masses, Througii

these Soviets, the party established con-

tact with vast m.isses ; it registered

(heir revolutionary spirit; it mobilized

them. The czarist government, *:eeltig

tliat each day brought a change in the

relationship of forces favorable to the

revolution, pa.ssed over to the counter-

ofTensive and thus prevented the revolu-

tionary leadership from being able to

gain the time needed for continuing to

mobilize its forces. Lnder these condi-

tions, tlie leadership could and should

have staked everything so as to be aide

to test by deeds the state of miisd of

1 he last decisive factor : the army. This

was the meaning of the insurrection of

December 1005,

In Ciiinn, tiie events developed in a

directly opposite way. The Stalinist

policy of the ('hinese Communist Party

consisted of a series of capitulations be

fore the boiirgeoisie, a<'Customing the

workers to support patiently the yoke of

the Kuo Min Tang. In JIarch 1926, the

party capitulated before Chiang Kai

Shck; it consolidated his ijosition while

weakening its own ; it discredited the

banner of Marxism ; it converted itself

into an auxiliary instrument of the liour

geois leadership. The party extinguish

ed the agrarian movement and the work
ers' strikes by putting into practise the

directions of the Executive Commi'ttee of

the Communist International on the

bloc of the four classes. It renounced

the organiKallon of Soviets so as not to

dist.urb the situation at the rear of the

Chinese generals. It thus delivered to

Chiang Kai-Shek the workers of Shang-

hai, bound hand and foot. After the

crushing of Shanghai, the party, in con-

formity with the directions of the Ex-

ecutive Committee of the Communist
International, placed all its hopes in the

Left Kuo Min Tang, the socalled "center

of the agrarian revolution". The Com-
,munists entered the Wuhan government,

whi<'h repressed the strike strugglt;

and the peasants' uprisings. They thus

prepared a new and still crueller de-

vastation o! the revolutionary masses.

After all this, an Instruction entirely

penetnited with the spirit of adventur-

ism, was issued, ordering an immediate

orientation towards the insurrection. It

is from this that was first born the ad-

venture of Ho Lun and Y'eh-Tln, and

She e\'en mor<! painful <>nc of tiie Canton

coup d'Etat.

No, all this does not resemble the in-

surrection of IX'cember IftOS at all.

An Inopportune Insurrection

If an opportunist calls the events of

Canton an adventure it is because it was

an insurrection. If a Bolshevik employs

the same deslgnatiijn for these facts, it

is because it was an Inopportune insur-

r«cti(Ki. It is not for nothing that a

(Jeiinan proverb says 'that w^hen two

men say the same thing it does not mean

the same thing. The officials a la Thal-

mann can continue, on the subject of the

Chinese revolt, to recount to the German

Communists the "apcjftacy" of the Op-

poi^ition. We will know how to teach

the German Communists to 'turn their

backs on the Thalmanns. In actuality,

tiie question of evaluating the Canton

insurrection is the (]uestion of the teach-

ings drawn fi'om the Third Congress, in

other words, of a lesson where the life

of the German proletariat was at stake.

In March 1921, the Communist Party

of Germany sought to engage in an in-

surrection by basing itself upon an ac-

tive minority of the proletariat in the

face of the passive spirit of the maj-

ority, which was tired, distrustful, ex-

pectative, as a result of all the preceding

defeats. Those who directed this at-

tempt at this time also sought to take

shelter behind the heroism of which the

workers gave proof in the Marcli battles.

However, the Third Congress did not

congratulate them for this attempt when

It condemned the spirit of adventurism

of the leaderaliip. What was our judg-

ment in those days of the March events?

"Their essence," we wrote, "is sum-

med up in the fact that the young Com-

munist party, alarmed by a manifest de-

cline in the workers' movement, made a

desperate altempt to profit by tlie inter-

vention of one of the most active detach-

ments of the proletariat in order to

'electrify' the working class and, if pos-

sible, to bring matters to a decisive bat-

tle." (L. Trotsky, Five Years of «te

Communist International, page 333.)

Thalmann has not understood a thing of

all this.

From July 1923 on, we demanded, to

the great astonishment of Klara Ketkin,

Varski and other old, very venerable

but incorrigible social democrats, that

the date of the insurrection in Germany

be fixed. Then, at the beginning of 1924,

when Zetkln declared that at that mo-

ment she envisaged ihc .eventuality of an
uprising with much -more optimism"
than during fhe preceditig year, wc could
only shrug onr shoulders. ""

"An elementary truth of .Marxism says
that the tactics of the socialist prole-

tariat cannot be the same in face of a

revolutionary situalion as wiien this sit-

uation does not exist." ( Lenin, Worits,

Vol. XV, page 41)1),)

Today, everybody acknowledges this

A B C verbally, Suit how far they still

are from applying it in reality!

Tlie Tasks of the Leadersliip

It is not a (luestion of knowing wiiat

the Communists must do when the mass-
es are relieiiing ot their own accord.

That is a six*cia! <iue,sti<ni. When the
ma.sscs arise, the Commuiiisfs must be
with the.m, organizing and instructing

them. liut the question is posed differ-

ently : What did the leadcr.ship do and
what should it have <lo!ie during tiie

weeks and montlis (hat ininH-dialoly jire-

ceded the Canton insurn-ction? Tite

lea<iership was duly bound to explain to

(he revidutionary workers (hat as a

consequence of defeats, due to an errone-

ous policy, the relationship of forces

had veered entirely in favor of the bour-

geoisie. The great masses of woriiers

who Itad fouglit Ircnifiidous battles, dis-

persed by the encounters, abandoned the

field of buttle. It is absurd to believe

that one can march towards a peasant
insurrection when the proletarian mass-
es are (leparting. T'hey must be group-
ed together again, fi.dit defctisive battles,

avoiding a genei'ai talttle, whic!) obvious-

ly does not liold out any hojie. If In

.spite of such a work of clarification and
education, contrary to it, the masses of

('antoji ha<l rebelled (whiih is very un-

likely) the Communists would Jiavo had
to put tiiemselvcs at their hciui. Hut it

is just the reverse that happened. The
uprising had I)ceii commandfvl in advance,
deliberately and with premeditation, bas-

ed upon a false appreciation of the whole
atniosphere. One of the detachments of

the proletariat was drawn into a strug-

gle which obviously held out no hope,

and made easier lor (he enemy Ihc an-

nituhitlon of (lie vanguard of the work-
ing class, .\ot to say this openly, is to
deceive tiie Chinese workers and to pre-

pare new defeats. The f^i^:th Congress

did not say it.

Does all this signifv that the Canton
insurrecti<m was only an adventure, al-

lowing of but one conclusion, that is,

that the leadership was entirely incom-

petent? No, that is not the sense of our
criticism. The Canton insuirection show-

ed that even after etiormous defeats,

with tlie manifest decline of the rev-

olution, even in non-industrialized Can-
ton, with its peity bourgeois traditions

of Sun Yat Senisui, the proletariat was
able to rise in revolt, to fight valiantly

and to conquer i)owcr. Wc have here a

fact of enormous importance. It shows
anew how coiiSiderai>ie is the weight of

the proletariat in its own right, how
great is the political role which it can
eventually plfly, even if the working class

is reiativeiy weak in numbers, in a his-

torically backward country, where the

majority of the population Is composed
of peasants and scattered i>etty bour-

geois. This tact, once more after iy05

and 1917, completely demolishes the

Philistines a la Kuusinen, Martinov and
consortis, who teach us that one cannot

dream of speaking of the dictatorship of

the proletariat in "agrarian" China, Yet

the Martinovs and the Kuusinens are at

the present time the daily inspircrs of

the Communist Internatiojial.

The Canton insurrection showed at

'the same time that at the decisive mo-
ment, the prol#jiriat was unable to find

even in the iietty bourgeois capital of

Sun Y'at Senism a single political ally

having a dis-tiiict form, not even among
the debris of tiie Kuo Min Tang, of the

Ijcft or the ultra-Left. This mciius that

the vital task of establishing (he alliance

between the workers and the jioor pea-

sjtnts in China devolves exclusively and

directly upon the Communist parly. The
,iccomplish,meiit of this task is cine of

the conditions for the triumph of the

<'oming third Chinese revolution. And
the victory of the latter will restore the

power to the vanguard of the proletariat,

supiwi'ted by the union of the workers

and the poor peasants.

Rebuild the Cliitiese Communist Party

If "apostacy" must fie spoken of, the

traitors to the heroes and the victims

of the (^aiiton insurrection are those

who seek (o rid themselves of the teach-

ings of this uprising in order to conceal

the crimes of the leadership. The les-

son to draw is ttie following:

(1) The Canton insurrection showed
that only the proletarian vanguard in

C^hina is capable of carrying out the

uprising and of caiyiuring power. The
revolt showed, after the experience of

collaboration between the Communist
party and the Kuo Jlin Tang, the com-

plete lack of vitality and the reactionary

eharact;er of the slogan <if the democratic

dictatorship of the proletariat and the

peasantry, opposed to the slogan of the

dictatorship of the proletarian drawing

the poor peasants behind it,

(2) The Canton Insurrection, con-

ceived and executed contrary to fcke

course of development of the revolution,

accelerates and deepens the decline of

the latter, facilitating the annihilation of

the proletarian forces by the bourgeois

counter-revolution. This stamps the in-

ter-revolutionary period with a painful,

Tchen Du-Siu since then has acknow-

ledged the incorrectness of his position,

and accepted the viewpoint ot the Ijcft

Opposition, His 'statement has been

printed in the Milltan^-lOd,

(Continued on Pawe 2)
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Japanese Achieving Objectives
Kuo Min Tang Attacks Rising Workers* Movement

Developments in tho Sino-Japanese

War in llantilinria have been rapid in the

past week. The Japanese armies pro-

ceeded so sivtftly to remove Chinese

forces from any control of Mfint-hurinn

soil thnt the foreign power;^, who had

not even sharply reprimanded Japan's

miliary a),'(,n'eM3ions before, (;alied upon

Japan to halt her advances. Great Bri-

tain and the United States particularly

intervenod when it appeared as if tte

Japanese would also seize the city ol

Chinchow, the last hold of China on

Manchuria. U. S. Secretary of Stabe

Stlrason's alleged statement that "Japan

was running amuck in Manchuria" tend-

ed to bring diplomatic parleys, carried

on for the moat part secretly, to a head.

For the moment, at least, the Japanese

march upon Chinchow has been halted.

But what is outstanding in the Man-

churlin situation is that the Japanese

imperialists have achieved virtually all

their objoctivea in Manchuria and are

now in a position to make "concessions"

to the "idemamls" of the United States

and the inxperiaiist ix)wers associated

tn the Ijeague of Nations. Japan hafl

cleared JIanchuria of nearly all Chinese

forces and influence for t!ie time being.

The so-called International Commission

of Imiuiry into affairs in Manchuria and

China will, when it begins its tasks <rf

legalizing ttie exploitation and dlsmem
berment of Manchuria find China, have

to do so while Japanese troops occupy

Manchurlan soil at all strategic points.

Japan has virtually forced the other im-

perialist powers (bourgeon China herself

had little choice in the matter) to recog-

nize the validity of her so-called treaty

"rights" in Manchuria, rights obtained

from a powerless China at Che point of

a gun.

The Ohtaese Bourgeoisie Capitulate

Before the Imperialists

The Chinese bourgeois government of

Chiang Kai-Shek has all but totally sur-

rendered to the demaniLs of the Japanese

imperialists, as well as to the pressure

of the capitalist powers led by the United

States and Great Britain. After much
MusteF tiiat the Chinese government

would consider no negotiations between

Japan and itself on disputed quMtions,

until Japanese military forces had eva-

cuated Manchuria, the Nanking govern-

ment is now ready to concede that vital

point and to place her reliance on the

International Commission of Inquiry. A
wad reed indeed to lean upon and which

foresiiadowa greater miseries for the Chi-

nese ptfflple.

Rarely has a government in ail his-

tory been ko suppine an<l groveling be-

fore Its foreign imperious masters,—
from Japan to Italy. Groat Britain and

the United States, as has been the <^api-

talist government of Chiang Kai-Shek,

The latter has not moved in reality one

lota to resist the Japanese invasion, de-

spite the strong and growing protest and

demands of all elements in China, par-

ticularly the workers and poorer peas-

ants. Chiang's boast that he would lead

the military forces against Japan on the

Manchurlan front has proved to he an

idle boast. He remains in Manking,

The Oppression Against tlie ChiiJese

Masses

But if Chiang Kat-Sihek and the rest o^

the bourgeoisie behind him have been

wholly weak and lax in opposing the Jap-

anese imperialists, they have been work-

ing overtime once again to smash the

rising movement of the workers, peasants

and students, whose wrath and demand

for struggle against all forms of imper-

ialism, foreign and native, has grown

rapidly again in the past weeks. But

Chiang denounces the demonstrators, not

only against his bloody regime, but

against Japan, The econttmic boycott

against Japanese goods and its possibil-

ities is frowned upon by the government,

and efforts are made to make the boy-

cott innocuous, oolorless and merely
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jjestures of defiance against Japan, De-

spite this, and the present bourgeois

character, in the main, of the boycott

it has been a thorn in the side of the

Japanese. The Kno Min Tang govern

ment of Chiang Kai-iShek further pro

coeds against the working class. It

iia.s forbidden strikes and brands tlic

suspension of work "as illegal in times

of crisis". Suppression of workers' or-

ganizations and execution of labor mili-

tants and Communists continue as the

policy of the Kuo Min Tang. Our read-

ers iu other columns of "Hie MiUtant

can read the Feiiprekor despatches which

give graphic first hand pictures and ex-

planations of the situation and actions

in China and the Far East generally.

Relations With the Soviet Union

Despite these actions and policies of

the Chinese Nationalists, there is consi-

derable effort being exerted for the re-

sumption of relations with the Soviet

Union, It is sad to have to say that the

Chinese Kuvolution of lfl27 was destroyed

by Chiang Kai-Shek and the Kuo Min
Tang which was then fully supported

and endorsed by Joseph Stalin and the

Comintern over the protests of the Left

Opposition. It is perhaps fitting that

the hands of Chiang Kal-SheH should

again seek to grasp those of Stalin wht^e
liolicy leads everywhere to the destruc-

tion of international socialism an(i solid-

arity of the working masses.

The Canton GovernTnent, of which Kng-

ene Chen is foreign minister, charges

Nanking with failure to resist Japan's

invasion, and decries reliance upon the

League of Nations. Tihis bourgeois gov-

ernment which has fundajnentally the

same aims as Nanking, realizes that if

the Chinese bourgeois is to develop as

a power and be able also to resist the

Chinese toilers, it will have to show at

least some semblance of resistance to

the invaders.

Arising out of She Manchurlan situa-

tion, Prav^ Moscow, raises the Ques-

tion of recognition of the Soviet Union

by the United States as one means where-

fiy confusion and understanding between

the various countries may be alleviated

or removed, citing the Sino-Kuss Eastern

Railway dispute as a point.

Winter will slow down military op-

erations in Manchuria. Meanwhile Jap-

an remains intrenched in Manchuria and,

on tiie whole, regards with equanimity,

the forthcoming commission of inquirj-,

to be extended to five members to In-

clude a small power. Only the Chinese

!>oiirgeoisie have cause to tremble in their

boots. Japan's capital investments of

$750,000,000 (figures of 1930, from World
Almanac of 1931) appear indeed to be

secure. Nor has it great qualms just

liow over Its investments in China itself

which, among others, include outright

ownership of 43 cotton mills, with 1,397,-

272 spindles and lS,fl81 looms.

The Importance of Chlnchow

Japan's hope to seize Chlnciiow, against

whioh the other iwwers set up a screech-

ing liowl, is easy to understand. It was

the last hold of China in Manchuria.

Chinchow, says a report of the National

Geographic Society, is the chief city of

Southwest Manchuria; it is the center

for Chinese trade. It is one of the most

sti'ategically locatt>d cities in the Far

East and has the only railroad which

links China and Manchuria. It is China's

.open "front door" to Manchuria which

China must hold to have any say in Man-

churia.

Now there are discussions for the es-

tablishment of a "neutral zone" about

Chinchow, and, further, December 15th

is sn^ested for the withdrawal of troops

from Slanchuria, Negotiations are slow

and, it is expected, will be long drawn
out, during which time, nevertheless,

fighting of one sort or another will con-

tinue, and working class victims of cap-

italist militarisun will be killed. The
Nanking government will accept what-

ever is handed to them by the imperial-

ists. The League of Nations is seeking

for a "formula", not a solution, to the

Manchurlan problems.

Revive the Workers' Movement
In Cblna

The Communists and militants m Jap-

an and China are increasing their activ-

ities. That Is the best hope for a cor-

rect ultimate solution. In Japan there

have been manifestations by the workers
against the Japanese attack uopn Manch-
uria. In China, as has been pointed

out, the working class is endeavoring to

rebuild its economic and political organi-

zations, and is arousing itself for strug-

gle against the Chinese bourgeoisie and
the Kuo Min Tang betrayers, against

the militarists and landlords of north

and south and the institutions of militar-

ism and capitalism in China. The Chi-

nese toilers ar« once again building for

the future, for the only lasting solution,

for a Soviet China. It is for the Amer-
ican workers to assist the Chinese mass-

es by organizing their forces against the

strongest of the Imperialist powers, the

United States, whose claws are sharp-

ened for a grip on China.

—MAETIN ABEEN.

Marine Workers DeFense IsOrganize
Militant Workers Rally to the Defense of Soderberg, Bunker and Trajer

d

statement and Appeal of the Marine
Workers' Defense Committee

To All Workers and all

Workers' Organizations:

Comrades and Fellow-workers:

On TuesdiU', November ITtii, the New
York newspai>ers carried sensational
stories of the arrest of the secretary and
f-our other members of the Independent
Tidewater Boatmens' Union on charges
that they had engagod in a piot for "the
wholesale bombing of barges in New York
Harbor". It was claimed that the guilt
of the arrestwi union members wa.s clear-
ly estaiilishwl and admitted; that they
had "confessed" to tiie crimes cliarged
against them. The stage was ail set for
the breaking up of the union and the
railroading of the arrested men to prison
terms of twenty-five to forty years.

An investigation of the case by lead-
ing members of the Tidewater Boatmen's
t'nion and others soon pirt anotiier face
on the affair. As a result of this in-

vestigation we say now:
^Worlcers, tliey are trying to put over

another frame-up; E)ay no attention to

anything they say in the capitali.st press
until you read the following statement
of the case on behalf of tlie defendants

:

1. They have not "confessed". The
only confession tiie police have obtained
is the "confession" of their own stool-

,
pigeon and ^ent provocateur, a police

character who has undertaken tile role

of a modern Harry Orchard. On this

point the defendants have made the fol-

lowing statement in a letter to the de-

fense committee:

"We want to make it clear to all those

concerned that not one of us, the under-

signed, is guilty of any part of the crimes
charged against us and have contended

I

case and the case ot Moyer and ilaywood
for an intelligent worker to be on his

guard against this factor iu the frame-

up game.

The ilimsiness of the present case was
given a striking illustration already at

liie preiijuinary hearing set for Tuesday,
November 2-1. Fearing to trust tlie agei>t

provocateur to cross-examination by the

defense attorney at an open court liear-

so throughout the whoie case, no matterj '"!?' }^^' prosecution rushed through a

what the daily press may have said to

the contrary. We are framed aiid ac-

cused by one William Hoyle, a raeraijer

of the union whom the police ai-e jising

against us. Our stand has been, is now,
and always will i)e, one of not guilty.

Our only crime has been that of organ-

izing workers In an industry where ex
ploitation has reached its very limit

If this is a crime, then we will continue

to be criminals, but we most emphatically

deny guilt ot the matter charged against

us l)y tho police."

3. The role of an agent provocateur.
The case again.st the accused union
w<)rkers <'onsists of the statements of
one man who has undertaken to furnish
tho necessary "evidence" to send them to
prison for the rest of their lives, as
so many police perjurors have been will
ing to do in t!ie well-known labor cases
of the past. It is suflHcient only to re-

call the Mooney base, the Ratx'o-Vanzctti

China Seeks to Renew Soviet Relations
SHANGHAI—Nov. I, 1031. Far East-

ern Press Correspondence—^(Penpreeor)
—While the terror against Communist*
and revolutionaries of every shade eoB-
tinuea unabated.d Nanking government
politlco-miiitary circles are being agitated
at the moment over the question of re-

suming relations with Soviet RuasLa.
Kelations were broken off In 1929 by tli»

U. S. S, R., as a conquance of Chines*
raids on the I'eking and Harbin con-
sulates during the Sino-Soviet; disput*
ever the Chinese Eastern Railway In July
of the year.

The current agitation for diplomatic
resumption is n direct outgrowth ot th«
Japanese imperialist Invasion of Man-
churia, A large bloc of Chinese politico-

military opinion Is convinced that only
through cooperation with the Soviet can
China effectively block Japan. The ful-

fillment of their dearest wishes would be
realized if the Soviet Union were to take
up the cudgels against Japan In the pre-
sent crisis.

As delegates from Nanking and Can-
ton met here this week to attempt a
rapprochement and redivision of th«
spoils, reports began emanating from
authoritative sources that negotiations

for resuming relations with Soviet Rus-
sia would soon be tentath-ely begun. The
Issue has been given additional impetus
by the patent failure of the League of
Nations to handle the Manchurlan situa-

tion and the expectation that the League
will be forced to recede before Japan,

Militant Situation

is Critical

The critical financial situation of The
Militant .makes it necessary to continue
our appeal for financial assistance for

the paper. There is no other way to

make certain the appearance of the
Weekly Mffitwri: but to ask our support-

ers and readers to help financially. Ev-

ery reader of The Militant, we feel sure,

will do everything possible to assure its

continuance. We now ask ior imvae^
ate aid; it is fbe only way out of our
present difficulty, and to enable us to

build more solidly for the future.

Our organization, the Cammunist I^ea-

gue of America, takes pride in the in-

tematioft&l character or The Militant, an
outsandlng feature which is not even
remotely approached by any other paper
of the Communist movement. With this

issue, stlil another development in this

respect Is recorded ; namely, the util-

ization Off the press service, Fenprecor,
which will enable us to furnish our
readers with accurate, detailed and com-
prehensive data on the situation In the

IP&t Eiast. So long as The Militant Is

able financially to do so, it Will continue

this press service.

Our situation remains precarious ; our
financial weakness hinders the develop-

ment of .many of our other projects. We
call upon all oui readers to help The
Mtntant NOW Make « donation TODAY.
And better yet, decld* to make a weekly
contribution for the sustenance of the

Weekly MlUtant.

Send all money inunediately.

THE MILITANT
S4 Eacrf iOth StraH,

New York, N. Y.

whose firm stand with regaro to her
position in Manchuria, far from weak
ening in the face of riv^il imperialiat
opposition, has stiffened into blunt de
fiance,

Urgent retjuests for resumption of re-

lations with the Soviet began pouring
down from the Nortlieastem provinces
shortly a-rter the Japanese occupation,
vihich began on September 19, Public
organizations of the most reactionarj-
t.vpe, chamber of commerce, merchants'
guilds, etc., kept the wires hot for weeks
with burning petitions on the subject.
Demand For Renewed Relations Increases

To'these pt4itions was added on Oct-
ober n the voice of Noh Teh-hui, chief
Chinese delegate to the Moscow confer-
ence on the Chinese Eastern Railway dis-
pute, Noh, who has b&en laaguisiiing in

Moscow since la.st March without mak-
ing any progress, wired Marsha! Chang
lis ueh-Liang, deposed Maachurian war-
lord,d to urge the iNationalist Govern-
ment to undertake resumption of rela-

tions "with a view to securing Moscow's
help in the solution of the Manchurlan
crisis" says a dispatch Un the Chkia
Press of Shanghai

Generally influential opinion in the
north among the bourgeois merchants and
military whose economic positions have
been jeopardidzed by the Japanese oc-

cupation s ion crystallized into wliat has
became a persistent demand for resuming
relations with China's northern neigh
bor.

Coincident with this agitation comes
a report from Harbin that distinct

changes have already taken place in

Sino-Soviet relationships up there in the
last two weeks. The press in Harbin
has suddenly been given permission to

freely publish news from Russian
sources, Chinese river craft are now per
mitted to carry grain through to Soviet
ports on the Amur River. Previously
tugs towing grain barg^ had been per-

mittied to proceed only as far «3 the
mouth of the Sungari River, where the
barges were taken over by Soviet steam-
ers. Now they are pushing right through
to Habarovsk.

On the 28th and. 29th of October alarm
ingly worded reports were circulated in

China from Japanese sources "disclosing

heavy .movements of Soviet troops on the

Manchurlan border, Tokyo's foreign

minister, Baron Shidehara, forthwith

instructed the Japanese ambassador at

Moscow to "express" Japan's concern at

the reports . . . and to ask the Soviet

Government to refrain from -ictivities

which are liable to arouse jnilitary ap-

prehensions". 'When Karakh-un retorted

with a sharp denial of the rumors, which
he characterized as "provocative", Jap-

anese official circles officially expressed

official relief, and declared they had
known all along the .rumors were
scarcely credible,

A transparent plan on the part of the

Japanese was seen in the exchange to

help justify before the world the> fail-

ure to withdraw from Manchurlan soil

before the date set by the League of

Nations resolution, which hatf already

been repudiated and characterized in its

true dimensions by Japan,

Although the Nanking Government is-

sued a statement on' the 30tb that no re-

quest has even been made to Soviet Ru«-

(Contiuued ob Page 2)

secret Imlictment by the Grand Jurj the
night before in order to avoid the hear-
ing. And they have already been obliged

to dismiss tiie charges against Keilly,

one of the original defendants.

Concerning the stool-pigeoii Hoyle and
his role, John {;. Soderberg, secretary

of the Independent Tidewater Boatmen's
Union and one of the defendants, writes

in a letter from jail

;

"Who Is this Hoyle? What is His re-

cord? A conviction in Providence for

larceny. Eircd off his last three jobs,

not for organization activities but on ac-

count of drunkenness. I.'nabJe to get a
job in the harbor he hit on the idea of

making easy money by trying to involve

Ms own union comrades in some tangle

. . . He went to Hickey (manager ot the

O'Boyle Towing Co. and complainant in

the case) in open court (at the arraign-

ment) in front of us all, asked tor and
received $10 or account for sending four
men up the river tor 40 years or more",

I'erjurers, stool-pigecms and agents
provocateur have played their perfidious

role in every conspiracy ;igainst mili-

tant labor leaders.

No intelligent worker who knows the

history of labor and the frame-up sys-

tem would convict anyone on such testi-

jmony.

3. They want to destroy the Boatmen's
UniMi. The Independent Tidewater Boat-

men's Union is tlie real target of the con-

spiracy of which the defendants are the

immtxliate victims. This la clearly

shown by the whole procedure during and
after the arrests. The police did not

simply arre.st tiie defendants as would
be done in an ordinary criminal case.

They raided the union hall and drove

i^^e^J'body out. They tore the telephone

from the wall and smashed the furniture.

They carried away the books and records

of the union. Then they put a police

padlock on the hall and barred the

members from admittance. And they

didn't stop there. In the days follow-

ing the arrests and the sensational stor-

ies in the press, police and detectives

went onto the boats, where tlie meml>ers

of the union were working, and warn
ed them tiiat if they did not tear up
their union books they would run the

risk of iKjing involved in the case. All

tiicse facts are testified to by officers

and lea<iing members of the union.

What is the reason for this campaign
of terrorism? II the case against the

accused men is an ordinary criminal

case, if they are interested only in ap-

prehending criminals, why is such an

assault made against the union? These

are questions which every worker must

ask. The answer Is simple enough. The
union, to which the defendants belong,

organizes the harbor boatmen and fights

for a .minimum wage standard for them.

In the recent period sweeping wage cuts

against these workers have been made
by various companies in the harbor. The

union fought this wage cutting campaign.

It upheld the standards on the boats

under its control while the unoiganiaed

boatmen had to submit to heavy reduc-

tions. The Tidewater Boatmen's Union

holds a position of gerat strategic im-

portance in the organization of all

workers In the New York Ilariior, It

has been established and functioning for

a period of more than t(Tn years and

has built up a stable group of union

fighters, Jotin G. Soderberg, a.s secret-

ary of the union, was one of the leading

spirits in the struggle. The other de-

fendants—ITiomas Bunker and William

Trajer— were active workers for the

union. Therein lies the explanation why
they were selected as the victims, and

why their arrest was ony a cover for

a terroistic assault against the union,

4. Bestial Third Degree Torture. The

laws of all the states prohibit the in-

fliction ol "cruel and unusual" punish-

ment on convicted criminals in prison.

But the New York police are not in the

least restrained by this prohibition in

thfir treatment of prisoners whose guilt

remains to be proven. Their brutal mal-
treatment of helpless prisoners who fall

into their hands is as notorious as their

graft, as their framing of women and
their support of the bosses in every
labor struggle. In the case of the ao-

cut^ed marine workers tjiey have out-

done them.seives. In their efforts to com-
pel tlie defenseless prisoners to "con-

fess" they have resorted to bestial and
inhuman torture. Itead the statement
of one of the prisoners,

"Half an hour later I was arrested,

and In less than an hour Trajer (a boy
of 20) was brought iis and shown to

me just long enough for me to see his

swollen and blood-smeared face (which
was shown me for effect)."

'The police were beating me unconsci-

ous In their endeavor to force me to

plead guilty. All known tortures were
used by the police (beating of testicles

with blat-kjacks, puncliing and squeezing
of same, etc."

They talk al>out crime? What crime
can Ite more terrible, what greater of-

fensive against humanity can there be

tiian the torture, by these methods ot

tlie dark ages, of helpless prisoners in

the diirk corners of their jail*? Yes,

crime has been committed; but it is you,

police guardians of property, who are
the criminals

!

No only do they condemn themselves
before humanity by these tortures; they

also refute their own accusations against

tlie prisoners. If tliey have proof of

their guilt, then why did they resorb to

torture to compel "confessions"? This is

the question which will logically arise

in the mind of every unprejudiced per-

son. And when, on top of that, it is

taken into consideration that. even this

torture could not exort "confessions",

the presumption of innocence on the part

of the defendants becomes overwhelm-
ing.

r>. Our Duty of Solidarity. From ali

that has been said it seems to us per-

fectly clear that this case has a vital

interest for all workers' organizations,

and that all workers owe an obligation

of solidarity to the defendants. Dynam-
ite plants and dynamite plots are a cora-

rmou menace to all. We have seen

enough ot this game in our own experi-

ence ; we have read enough about it

in the history of the labor movement in

earlier generations. We dare not turn

aside and let the arri'sted mai'ine work-

ers fight alone. If the movement can

be terrorizeid by the cry of dynamite, if

everyone turns away the minute the

police announce the "discovery" of

bombs, then no organization, and no ac-

tive worker in the labor cause is secure

from attack. They can plant a bomb
in any office, produce a stool-pigeon to

testify and railroad anyone they please.

They have done it many times before

and they will do it again if we do not

investigate and expose every ease and
come fo tiie aid of the intended victims.

The duty of all cht.ss c*<mscious work-

ers is clear. Soderberg, Bunker and
Trajer must be provideti with competent

legal defense. The labor movement must

be informed of the facts in the case and
the issues involved. Searching investi-

gations must be condudcted to unsover

the whole conspiracy and bring every

thing out into the light of day.

For these purposes, and at the urgent

request of the defendants, the under-

(Contlnued on Page 4)

Entertainment for

«tEI Soviet

»

NEW YORK ENTERTAINMENT
ON SATURDAY

An affair for the benefit of El Soviet,

official organ of the I^ft Opposition of

SSpain v,'ill be lield on Saturday, Decem
ber 5tli, 1S31, beginning at 8 P. M„ at

the headquarters of the New York

Branch of the Communist League (Op-

po,sition), 84 East 10th Street. Workers

are cordidally invited to attend. Refresh-

ments will be served.

Swabeck National Tour Well Under Way
The National IVur of comrade Arnej All the branches have written in to

Swabeck opened in Boston with a mass the National Office of the Communist

meeting on November 2Tth, Sessions' League of America, expressing great

were also held by Swabeck witli the' satisfaction that the national tour has

Boston Branch of the Communist League] l>een arranged. The remainder of com-

of America (Opposition) in connection rade Swabeck's schedule follows:

with various activities, among them trade| Chicago, III Dec, 8, 9, 10,

union work, the I. L. D., etc.
j

n, 12, 13.

From Boston comrade Swabeck was Springfield, 111 Dec. 14.

scheduled to continue on to Toronto,

Canada and thence to Detroit, and then

for a stay of 6 days in Chicago, com-

mencing on December 8th, where there

will be held open forum lectures, a mass

meeting and Branch gatherings. Detail-

ed reports an comrade Swabeck's tour

will b^in in the next issue of The MiU-

Unt.

St, Louis, Mo Dec. 15, 16.

Kansas City, Mo Dec, 18, 19, 20.

Minneapolis, Minn Dec. 24, 25, 26,

2T, 28, 29,

Chicago, III Dec. 31 and

January lat

Youngstown, Ohio January 3

Cleveland, Ohio January 4, 5.

Philadelphia, Pa Jjuaary 10.
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Boo]{ Review
"Lemin" by Prince D. S. MJrsky—Little

Brown & Co.

In a booklet on the history of Rus-

sia, Prince Svyatapolk-Mirsky concludes

wlWi the thouglit that Soviet Ituasia re-

present*! a new type of clTiliiiatlon--«

civilization in which Eastern (Asiaiio)

ideals predominate over Western (Eur-

opean) ideals. And that is good, be

thinks; fur Eastern culture (ignorance,

mysticism and mendicancy) is to him
superior to Western culture <th« mach-
ine and its rewultants )

,

That ie the springboard of his accept-

ance of the prescjjt—^Stalini&t—regime

in Itussia. Soviet liussia does not re-

present t« him the fulfillment of an idea

—a so(i;tl idcn^fhr' llnrxiim iiiea ; but

it roprc>cnt.s to him rH.ther :i cuunter-

posinfi! of cultunU forces—fhe Kiiat vs.

the West, .SiM'u.sier vs. Mar.v, And so we
have anrither npostle of Xa!ion;ii Social-

ism ;!3 Jtsiiin^t World iicvolutton.

Friends luid enemies are not the

choices of iiccidciit. Too, it is no acci

dent that Lenin should have at one

time chided Stalin for his nationalistic

compuisiuas. And when tlie latest of

the Trotsky ItiiliTs. ihe profes.sor and
Prince, Miisity, comes to maite his iwace

fourteen jears nfter the event, with the

Soviet Itevolut^n, iit is because^" the

Communists—were Iwtter patriots than

the Xiitional Itussians—" In fact it

was "this patriotic acceptance of Soviet

policy" fhat led him to undertake the

biography of the flrmeat disciple of

Marx—the creator with Trotsky—not so

much of '"a new State" Imt of the first

dictatorship of the proletariat over an

area comprising no less thas a sixth of

the eartli's sufracc. And why not? if soc-

ial patriots and epigones can write

books on Leninism why can't a reac-

tionary epigone and patriot write a liook

on Lenin. Of the two the latter is less

harmful.

Such belated courtesies to the Work-
ers' State from all manner and shape

of former aristocrats, inteliigenlsia and
down right red baiters seems to be tbe

mode now. All, however, under tiie guise

of the National Socialistic (socialism in

one country ) principle. In Germany,
recently, an entire group of intellectuals

and army men came out in favor of th«

C. P. G., declaring it the most patriotic

party in Germany and seeking a national

socialistic .solution for the economic ills

of the land. Each theory evolves Us
own practice. Strange theories —strange

Adherents,

The Prince's Hero Is—Strtin

As for the book itself, it Is the most
puerile attempt at biography since Em 11

Ludwig sat on a high chair. To attempt

the life of a great man and leave out

that period in his history which has been

most instrumentttl in bringing out his

greatness and Importance is, at best, an
effort at taxidermy and not biography.

There is nothing in the book that one
with a fairly adequate acquaintance of

revolutionary literature, especially tbat

pertaining to Soviet Kussia, does not

already know. There are a tew sjjecious

and rationalized defenses of his real hero

Stalin. Our author, seemingly under the

spell of Yaroslovsky, .tries a little jier-

version of I'arty history, himself. The
reference is to November the seventh.

According to .Tohn Heed (and you have
your cliolce as to your historiographer)

it was I/enin who insisted on that date

tor the Kevolutlon to take over power
wbcih proved to be an entirely success-

ful choice. Aocordlng to the Prince,

however. It was Trotsky, against the

wishes of 'Lenin who held to that date

and was almost responsible tor the

"Revolution ending tragically 1"

Every chance our author has of belit-

tling comrade Trotsky's r»le in (he Bol-

shevik Revolution ts well utilized. But
that should not be news to readers of

l^e Militant, considering the source from
which the vituperation flows,

—M.

The Defendants Before the Docks in Canada
4^

The Goverment Aims to Attack All of the Communist Forces ; An Evaluation of the Defence

LeonTrotsky
1. THE STRATEGY OP THE WORLD

REVOLUTION
80 pages, two-colored paper cover, 25c

Introductic«i by Max Sbachtmaa

2. THE DRAFT PROGRAM OF THE
COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL
A Criticism of Fundamentals

» Introduction by J. P. Cannon
140 pages, hard paper cover, 35c

3. THE SPANISH REVOLUTION
30 pages, paper cover, 10c

-!. THE SPANISH EVOLUTION IN
DANGER

64 pages, paper cover, 15c

5. THE REAL SITUATION IN RUSSIA
Introduction by Max Eastman

364 page book, formerly $2.00; now $1.00

6. MY LIFE (Autobiograhy)
600 pages, $5.00

7. COMMUNISM AND SYNDICALISM
Th« Trade Union Question.

Introdttctlon by J, P. Cannon
64 pages, paper voeer, 1,5c

PROBLEMS OF THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE U. S. S. R.

48 pages, paper cover, IGc

SINCE LENIN DIED
By Max Eastman

158 page book, printed In London, 1924

.Special Rates In Bundles of 5 or more

Order through

PIONEER PUBLISHERS
S4 East 10th Street,

New York, N. Y.

It was common ground that the trial

at the Tioronto assizes was not of the

accused as Individuals only but of tiie

Consraunlst Party of Canada. That cir-

cumstance placed a great responsibility

on the comrades to conduct their de-

fence in accord with revolutionary tradi-

tions and in a manner promoting the

political education of the masses. The
accused could not resort to a niorely

legalistic defence without grave .sacrifice

of positions of principle. It was patent-

ly in the nature of the case that the

rules of court procedure and the exclu-

sionary technicalities of evidence were

no less weighted in favor of the prosecu-

tion than the section of the Criminal

Code whkh was the basis of the in-

dictment. The presiding Judge would
not, for example, permit explanatory

statements where, in his view, the »iues-

tion -could be answered categorically.

The evidence of an interestefi witness

was not as "sate" as of a witness abso-

lutely disinterested in the outcome. In

the light of tiie empliasis it received in

the Judge's charge to the jury, the oral

evidence of the poHt^e spy Leopold was
presumably counte<l as "disinterested".

The court ruled out as inadmissabie all

evidence of the activity of the party in

t;he laiwr movement that it conceived

as not bearing on Jhe particular issue of

' "farce and violence". Wlb due regard to

these limitations, which operate in other

jurisdictions, it was still necessary and

possible to develop a revolutionary de-

fence. To what extent did the accused

succeed?

The Prosecution's Material

Following the testimony of Ijeopoid,

the Crown road an enormous numbei" of

exhibits, the booty of the police raids

Into the evidence. The prosecution quoted

profusely from the organ of the un<ler-

ground days of the party. The Commun-
ist, firom the Woiiier, the Communist
Manifesto of Marx and Engels, the

Theses and Statutes of the Comintern

the 21 points of admission adopted at

the Second Congress, the reports of pro-

ceedings of successive Congresses of the

C. I. and conventions of the party, the

program of the Sixth Congress, the min

utes of the PoliticJtl Bureau, cablegrams

that passed between the Comintern and

the party committee, etc. All this pain

staking accumulation was intended to

bring home to the jury that the Com
munist Party of Canada was admittedly

a section of the Comintern, that it was
subordinated to the "instructions'' of

Moscow, and accordingly the agent was
responsible for the plans and acts of the

principal. Mr. Norman Somerviile, the

Crown prosecutor, was not satisfied with

eloquent quotations from fundamental

documents. The police had also seiised

what purported to be a pamphlet of Vas

siliev of the Organization Department of

the Comintern, in which the author un

dertakes to discuss more efficient meth

ods of workers' self-defence for protec

tion of open air demonstrations against

any ensuing police attacks. The Crown
attempted to link tjhis pamphlet up with

a demoustration in Toronto in which cer

tain policemen were alleged to have sul

fered injuries.

But of course the crux of the Crown's

case was that the whole program and

strategy of the party were based on the

advocacy and defence of "force and vio-

lence", or as tJie Judge charged, "I must

instruct you that if you think force and

violence a logical, natural result of their

teachings, it is a matter of law that

they are advocating, advising and de-

fending force and violence for the over-

throw of governmental and industrial In-

stitutions. It is not a question of time,

but a question of the Intent and meaning

of their teachings and documents,"

Party History

The first of the accused who w«nt

into the box w^as Tim Buck, the party

s cretary. lie described the formation

of the Communist Party of Canada from

the various groups of the Communist
and United Communist Parties of Am-
erica, wiiloh had branches In this coun-

try, and from other elements of the

former socialist and trade union move-

ments. The period was overshadowed

by the Palmer raids in the States with

their mass deportation and the War
Measures Act and Orders in Council In

bhe Dominion which tad outlawed a

whole series of socialist organizations.

Here lay the reason for the underground

character of the party in the early days.

But in December 1921 the Workers Party

was organized from a preliminary Con-

ference, and in 1924 the underground

party was wound up and the Workers
Party became tlte sole Communist Party

in the country, frankly associated with

bhe Communist International, There

had never been any real difference In

the objects of "Z" and "A", It was the

lapse of the War Measures Act, the

widening of democratic rights which had

made an open party possible, wbieh

could participate in .munoipal campaigns

and parliamentary activity.

Trade Unlcn Policy

Dealing with Ohe trade Union Policy

of the Party, comrade Buck denied that

the Workers Unity League was the "In-

dustrial department" of the party. In

the first stage of the career of the party,

the emphasis had been on an amalgama-
tion campaign Inside tie ol4 craft un-

ions in favor of industrial unionism, a

campaign which had received wide sup-

port until the A, F. of L. bureaucracy

countered it with expulsion of the mili-

tants and closer collaboration with the

employers. Neitaier the Workers Unity^

League <nor tbe Farmers Unity League

had any "organic connection" with the

party. There had been no language sec-

tions of the party since tlie re-organiza-

tion in 1&25, and the Finnish Society and
rkritinian Farmer Labor Temple were
independent organizations. The minority

active In these organizations naturally

soui^ht to influence and direct their pol-

icies by the same methods of persuasion

open to others.

To tlie question If the purpose of the

Commnniat Party was to bring about a
chitnge of govern.ment by force and
violence the witness replied: "We teach

the inevitability of the collapse of capi-

(a!i^:ni. The present system was essen-

liitliy a system of govei'nment which had
grown out of private property relation-

ships ;ind so could not lie expected to

fiinclion for scclaliffm. When the work-
ers o!>tiiin«l political power they would
create their own state",

Tom K\\-an, secretary of the Workers
Ijengue, testifle<i that tills organiKation

had a inembersliip of 25,000 of which only

T> or d'/i were Communist.'!, He denied
ihnt tile Comnniuist Party advocated or

titUKht the use of force or violence for

industria! change. It was the capitalist

c'hiss w'hich reriorted to violence In the

class struggle. A clash in the distant

future was inevitable. The Communist
Pijrty speaks against force and violence.

The day to day struggle <^onceirned wage
reductions, unemploymenf;, etc. There
was no su.L'gestion of a present over-

throw of the system but an eventual

overthrow is what the party was organ-
izcti for.

Tliere was no .organic connection be-

tween the Comintern and the It. I. L,

V. He suggesied that there was little

cs.'iential difference between the work and
aims of the Workers I'nity League and
an ordinary trade union organization,

Tom Iliil was examined on the rela-

tions obtaining between the party and
file Finnish societ.v.

Brute's Testimony

Malcolm Bruce defied knowledge of

any workers ,self defense corps in Can-
ada. Violence had come from the police.

"We don't create or foment strife or
<lisconteiit or discord," declared comrade
Bruce in the course of examination by
defence counsel. "'We merely recognize

this discontent and distiord and regard
the con.seqtient class conflict as ultimate-
ly inevitable. Wc do not seek to Itring

about an armed revolution in Canada. It

la merely our Iiope that the workers'
oi)i>ortun!(y to seise power will come
when the revolution breaks out , . . our
uitiniate 4ii.m is a farmer-labor govern-
ment in Canada and a system of Etoviets

or councils but not necessarily by over-

tSiroM-. We feel that the system will

decay anti collapse of its own accord

, . . The present system of government
will not be in existence by the time the
inevitable struggle arrives ... all we
seek is the ameiLoratlon of the lot of
the workers, under this or any other
system . . . The tendency of capitalism;

was to supercede democracy by Fascism

;

. . . armed revolution lies in tlie lap of

history. Wc recognize an evolutionary

;

process going wifrb two currents in soc-^

iety leading towards a conflict. A rev-

olutionary crisis would arise from grad-
ual worsening of the conditions of the

workers whether there was a Communist
Ernrty or not . . , The program of the
Communist International was a question
not of application but of interpretation.

Some parts applied in Canada and were
carried out and some did not." He
agre(>d however that the Comintern pro-

gram contained the underlying principles

of the party operations so far as they
could be applied. In reply to ques-

tions of the Crown, Bruce denied know-
ledge of any Workers Defense Corps in

Canada or that lie had voted or advocat-

ed them. He agreed that he believed in

the proletarian dictatorship.

Bnck's Arguments

On the seventh day of the trial, Tim
Buck, who conducted his own defence,
delivered bis address to the jury. The
fact, be declared, that the party had
been in existence and operated publicly
£or ten years went to the root of the

situation. The Ju<3^e however refused
him the privilege of referring to the ac-

tivities of the party in the working class

movement "outside the evidence". The
Communist movement, be proceeded, was
world-wide. The present general pro-

gram was the historical continuance of

the Communist Manifesto of 65 years
ago, based on the principle that all his-

tory was the history of class struggle.

The prt^ram <yl the Comintern was also

an analysis of society and the present
crisis,

"Revolutions don't come because parl-

ies make them, bat because history pro-

ceeds forward from one epoch to another.

In each system is the germ of the next
one." Capitalism must eventdally fall

under the weight of its own contradic-

tions. The world war was an expression

due to the fact that the producing powers
of the capitalist world 'had come into

insoluble contradiction with state boun-
daries. ImperialiSim has developed the

pre-requisites for socialism. Communism
is the only alternative to fascism. The
class struggle grows wihether the Com-
munist Party was in existence or not,

for it came out of the struggle, not the

reverse. But the Communist Party was
increasing the resistance of the working
class by organization In capitalist coun-

tries.

"We are placed on trial as having ad-

vocated something we haven't advocated
or taught, "Force and violence was not

something wbtcit grew up by being ad-

vocated. "I don't believe In violence

nor does any Communist . , . While
tliere has been vIolenc^e in historic!

changes, it bas been the result of the
fight by the privileged classes to retain

tlieir privileged position," Violence is

coming and is bound to increase but "If

tile people are to learn force and violence

it is not from us." He concluded with
an expression of the hope that the out-

come of the trial would be an increased

realization of the need for working class

organization.

Prosecution and Judge in Joint Attack

The Crown Prosecutor addressed the
Jury last. It was a savage recapitula-
tiMi. He disclaimed tliat this trial was
an attack on socialism or communism
"if it could be advocated in a legitimate
fa^liion" nor was It an attack on trade
unionism which was "protected" by the
institutions of the country. "Nowhere
was there more freedom of speech than
in Canada". The men in tbe box con-
stituted the .general staff for civil war.
lie again quoted from tbe Statutes of
the Kecuiid Congress and alleged tliat the
!'c!e of the Comninnist Party had been
clearly set forth there. The time to put
out a fire was before tbe conflagration.

"To convict is to declare that revolution
shall not prevail in Canada, that Moscow
shall not dictate to Canada ..." He
wound up hy invoking the ".shadow of
Remembrance Day" and the sacrifices in

the war.

Aim To Attack AH Communist Groups

After the Judge's charge to the Jury,
the ver<llct was a foregone conclusion,
"The documents and testimony at this
trial", he said, "have drawn a distinc-
tion between two classes— tiie proletar-
iat, covering all wage workers, and tiie

bouA-geolsie comprising all others with
the petty i)ourgeoisie in between. In a
democratic country like this, w:here the
proletarian of today may be the bour-
geois of tomorrow. Is it just and proper
to set one of these clas.ses against the
other

, . , The law is the collective wis-
dom of our representatives in Parlia-
ment and must be obeyed. ..."
Tbe verdict is alwady known to the

readers of The MilKtant. The Attorney-
General of Ontario lias grjiciously offered
to make the mass of evidence available
to any provincial a( torney-general who
may undertake pivjsecutlons against other
members of the Communist Party or
against organizations with similar pol-
icies and principles. In 'a statement to
the press, the Crown prosecutor, Mr.
Somerviile, thought it best to add bis
own pleasant note. Not only were the
4000 memliers of the party liable to pro-
secution, but any who bave dropped
(membership or been expelled. "Umler
this last class," he believed, "would some
such former leading members of the
party as Jaek MacDonald one time party
secretary, and Maurice Spector, former
editor of the Worker."

Since this statement, the party hcad-
qparters in Winnipeg have been raided
and the District Ogranlzer there, C.
Marrlot, "has been placed under arrest.

Evaluation of the Defence

We have acknowledged the technical
circumstances that emt)ara3sed the de-
fence. We add that we do not impugn
the personal courage of tbe accused.
That indispensable attribute Is not, how-
ever, exclusively Bolshevik. Our criter-

ion of the merits of the defence must be
I»oliticaI, To the Communist, the court-
room is another forum tor the program
of class struggle. To dilute It before the
jury. is no more permissible than on the
floor of the House of Commons. "Ideas
have their own logic and explosive force".
The principal defect of tbe defence was
frhe lapse (at times amounting to a nega-
tion) from the Leninist conception of
the vanguard role -of tbe Communist
Party In the struggle tor the proletarian
dictatorship. The defendants' keynote
was that "parties do not make a revolu-
tion , . , we teach the Inevitability of the
Oollapse of capitalism, that is all , , ,

"

Though never guilty of the caricature
of it sometimes drawn. It Is for this very
theory of "spontaneity" that Eosa Lux-
emburg has been subjected to countless
post-mortems. In effect there was a re-

treat to Kautsky's apologetic theory of
"the level of the forces of production".

To explain the material and objective
pre-requisites of the revolution was en-
tirely correct. What was wrong was to
obscure and mlmlmize the function of the
revolutionary party. Our positions on
this head have been incontrovertibly es-

tablished by Marx and Lenin. {Jranted
that no social order disappears which
has not developed its maximum produc-
tive forces and that if there were the pos-
sibility of a fresh organic development
of capitalism today, the proletarian rev-

olution would be Impossible. What has
that In common with "economic deter-

minism" or fatalism? It certainly does
not mean that the old order collapses of
its own weight wilien it becomes econ-
omically reactionary. Determined by the
concrete situation, the will of the class

and its crystallization In the jmrty con-
stitute an integral element of the his-

toric process. Tbe bourgeoisie will not
abdicate : it must be conquered. Neither
bourgeois decline nor proletarian dicta-

torship are automatic. The epocih of im-
perialism has created the world-wide
conditions for the proletarian revolution.

In tlhls epoch It is assuredly not true
that "parties don't make revolutions".

Contemporary history alone affords a
dozen examples In Germany, Bulgaria,

China, Spain and elsewhere, of revolu-

tionary crises wihlch the ruling class

"surmounttd" in the absence of a com-
petent revoluttonaity party.

Lenin's classic opposition to this theory

of the "elemental development" of the

workers' movement is well known. "With-

out a revolutionary theory there can be

no revolutionary movement . . . tbe work-

ers do not automatically develop a social-

ist consciousness , . , without a party of

our own, it is impossible to wage such

a sf niggle for the dictatorship of the

proletariat . , , tbe revolutionary social-

democrat is a Jacobin bound up with the

organization of the class-conscious pro-

letari:it. . . ," He fought tooth and nal!

against the Mensbevik proposals to lil)-

erali^e tlie party by the atlniission of

the pre-October counterpitrts of some
"friends of the Soviet Union''. The
Communist Party of Canada is yet a pro-

paganda organization. Nobody pretends

that there is an immediate struggle for

power. For the final struggle the Com-

munist party must count its supporters

in tbe millions, not thousands. All tbe

more ncce.isary is It to emphasize the role

of t!ie revolutionary i^trty. The workers

liave paid dearly for their illusory hopes

of tiie Lalior Party and the Social Dem-
ocracy. The Comintern has paid for Its

cnteiiie cordlale with the British trade

union Inireaucracy and the Chinese Kuo
Min Tang and its reliance on "workers

and iieasants' parties".

Ofiier Shortcomings of the Defense

Anotiier marked shortcoming in the

defense was the obscure stand on the

fundamental problem of the ivevoliition

—

tiie comiuest of power, in other words the

dicUitorship of the proletariat. In their

natural desire to prove that "force and

violence'' were not the product of mere

advocacy or propaganda but of existing

property relations, the defendants leaned

over backwards and Involuntarily drew

a picture of an increasingly violent capi-

talism and a social-pacifist communism.

It was stated and repeated that no com-

munist "believes" in force or violence.

Of course no Communist believes in

"foix-'e and violence'' for its own sake.

Rut we Marxists do something more than

deplore the violence of the possessing

classes. We give no direct or indirect

aid or comfort to the constitutional il-

lusions fostered by the reformists of a

democratic transition to socialism. Capi-

talism, in the words of Marx, comes drlp-

]>ing from .jiead to foot, from every pore,

with blood and dirt. The capitalist state

has never yet been guided by faith, hope

and charity and it will not meet tbe rev-

olutionary challenge of the working class

with the Sermon on tbe Mount, It will

avail itself of the fraud of parliament-

arism while it is still an effective opiate

of the masses; it will resort to the un-

niaske<i terror of fascism when "dem-

ocracy" fails it. Against this State, with

its panoply of police, militarism, bureau-

cracy, judges and jailers, and its basis of

finance-capital and monopoly, the Com-

munists cannot advocate the policy of

the struggle for power with folded arms.

Lenin and Marx were in complete accord

that tbe proletarian revolution could not

be realized "without the forcible de-

struction of the ready-.made bourgeois

state machine and its replacement by a

new machine".

The standpoint of the Crown was tiie

continuity of the legal system before,

during and after a revolutionary crisis.

But law is the bandmaldeii of social

forces. The common law crime of Sedi-

tions conspiracy failed to overawe the

American Bevolutlon ; tbe Constitution

failed to defiect tbe American Civil war.

Codes and injunctions have notoriously

failed to solve tbe fundamental contra-

dictions of social systems in decay. The

proscription of tbe Communist Party is

the vindication of Its necessity, Tbe re-

peal of section 98 of the Criminal Code

should be Immediately inscribed in let-

ters of fire in the program of demands of

every working class organization in tlie

country.

—MAURICE SPECTOIl,

In the Far East
(Continued from Page 1)

sla for aid, nor has any offer ever been
received, tlie reports that negotiations for
resumption will begin are still circulat-
ing and are widely credited. A Peiplng
report on October SI in the Chinese ver-

nacular press announced tiie arrival of

a Soviet ivpresentative in the old capital
to discuss the matter with Marshal
Ciiaiig.

So Kuo Min Tang China Is again turn-
ing to Soviet Kussia, just as It did in

1024, The government now ,«eeklng to
resume "friendship" with the U, S. S. R,
is nothing more than a band of militar-

ists backed by bourgeois merchant-bank-
ers wlio sold tile revolution in 1027 for a
.mess of iinperiaii.st pottage, who Jiave

been waging ceaseless war against rev-

olutionary iiea.sant and workers and
students, who have washed tiie country
red in the blood of its own people. For
reasons of exi>edlency, the Soviet Union
may weicme resumption, if only because
it might have a restraining effect on the
White TerroT, which still continues in

all its ferocity.
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CL.4SS B.ASIS OF THE
ANTI-JAPANESE BOYCOTT

SHANGHAI— (Fenpreeor)—The lK)y-

cott movement against .lapaii, though
operating under anti-imi>erialist slogans,
ixissesses no real anti-imperialist cliar-

acter. This is clearly evidenced in the
class composition of the various anti-

Japanese associations and tile tyix^ of
activity which tbcy spon.sor,

Tlie leading group, with headquarters
here is the Anti-,Iapanese and .National
Salvation Association. Its me.uiborsbip
is composed of ijankers, merciiants, in-

dustrial operators, well-to-do .students

and professionals and it confines its

measures to driving Japanese goods from
the Chinese market. To give the move-
ment a popular character, it draws ba-

hind it the docile membership of the
yellow, Kuo Min Tang ctrntrolled trade
unions.

Attempts by the class conscious work-
ers to demonstrate tbelr genuine antl-

imperlalist sentiments, to raise genuine
anti-imperialist slogans and thus create
a mass movement which would logically

possess a revolutlonjiry character, are
ruthlessly suppres,'%ed by the autriorities.

Such a movement would be inevitably
directed dagainst the Kuo .Min Tang gov-
ernment which for tour years has acted
as the conscious agent of Imperialism on
behalf of the foreign powers.

In tiie sei-j!ure and conliscation of Jai>
anese .goods in tlie large centers, in the
i)enaiization of Chinese merchants handl-
ing such goods and in all similar activ-

ities, tlie boycott movement has reveal-

ed itself as a new .suid rather violent

phase of the inter-capltalist competitive
process of which it is merely an unusual
extension.

The Exploiters Band Togetlier

A genuine anti-imperialist movement
in China would have to dIrec^ Its ac-

tivities against ail the violators of

China's sovgrlgnity w^lthout regard to na-
tionality. But while proclaiming their
opposition to .lapanese aggression, the
Chinese bourgeoisie and their govern-
ments in Nanking and Canton still main-
tJiin and thrive on friendly relationshliw
Mith the other robber powers who for

a wntury have been filibustering in

(;hina. And tlie sincerity of their anti-

Japanese declamations can be measured
by tlieir strenuous efforts to "protect
Japanese lives and property" from tbe
threatened attacks of a real popular
moi-ement.

In Canton an anti-Japanese demonstra-
tion by students of the Sun-Yet Sen
University was fired on by tbe police.

Twelve students were killed and twenty
seriously w^ounded. To allay popular
feeling. Chief of Police Nin Wan oMered
the arrest of tbe ofiicers who gave the
order to fire. He released them a few
days later and resigned his position, be-

ing succeeded by General Neung Ken-
plng, commander of tlie Second Army,

Chinese Police Attack Demonstrating
Workers

The government proclaimed martial
law, machine guns were set up in the
streets and Canton became an armed
camp. Pedestrians were subjected to
rigid police Interrogation and searehlngs
at strategic points and approjiches to

government offices where armed iwlice
were reinforced by gendarmes and sol-

diers, 4,(X)0 soldiers were concentrated
in the centre o( tbe city; motor cars and
rickshas were stopped and searched.
Many arrests were made.

In Chapei, a working class district of
Shanghai, Chinese police fired on a party
of demonstrators, killing two and ser-

iously wounding seieral others. There
followed almost immediately a proclama-
tion of martial law in Greater Shanghai
and the Institution of regime similar to

that introduced in Canton,
The Anti-Japanese land National Salva-

tion Association in Shanghai passed a
resolution this week which states that
"henceforth badges shall be worn by of-

ficers of the Association and In future
persons found participating in patriotic

jnovements who are not wearing such a
badge will be branded as traitors and
treated as such".

Meanwhile news begins to trickle down
that the small CSiInese shopkeeper Is

beginning to suffer from the stoppage of

Japanese goods. From Tsingklangpoo,
Klangsu, comes a report dated October
28th that all shops in the city closed

down as retaliation for the Association's

sealing up and detention of all Japanese
goods.

Times have changed and historical

roles have been reassigned. Up to 1927
Chinese workers and students were the
victims of shots fired by foreigners la

defense of Imperialist privileges. Today
the shots come from riflteB handled by
Chinese soldiers and policemen.
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The Comirniniat movement in France

today finds itself in an extremely dif-

ficult position. Tiie trftmendons sweep of

entliusiaani for the Communist Interna-

tional in tlie early years following upon
the Russian revolution, reaching a hijjh

point when the Left wing won a maj-

ority at the Tours congrese of the French

Socialist Party, has been considerably ar-

rested in recent years. Here, as every-

where else, the ravages of Stalinism

have left their painful scars—more cor-

rectly, open wounds—on the body of the_

movement. A few instances, tersely

stated, will prove rtdequate,

A brief four years ago, the C, G. T, TI.,

the trade union center under the control

of the party, had at least as many mem-
bers as the reformist unions—some 400,-

000 in each. Today, the C. G. T. U. finds

itself in the grip of a profound crisia,

having lost almost Italf of its members,
while the C. G. T. has about 700,000 in

its ranlcs. The party has lost at least

a similar proportion of its membership.

The Y. C. L. reveals an even worse
state ot affairs. The central ovgan of

the party, rHumanite, reports an unin-

terrupted decline in circulation. Or, bet-

ter 3'et, let us quote directly from an

unpublishetl resolution adopted at the

enlarjred District Conimlttee meeting of

the Paris r^on of the party:

Revelations of the Party Conference

of Paris

"(a) The membership of the party is

stagnant. The applications made lianlly

suffice to compensate the losses suffered

in certain centers and the fluctuations

which continue to bo very substuntial.

"
< b > The Unitary trade nnlons have

lost, in 1030, an Important number of

adherents. In spite of the seriousness

of such a fact, the loss of members has

not been arrested in Hie first semester

of 1931,

"(c) The sale of THunianite has been

in constant regression for a long per-

iod.

"<d) This weakening of our organisa-

tion Indicates a loss of Influence which
manifests itself In the assemblages (less

attendance at meetings and demonstra-

tions) and in the course of certain elec-

tions where, aide by side with some pro

gross, we have observed retreats.

"(e> While the Socialist Federation

makes an effort to win the worlsers'

strata, while it fights stubbornly for our

troops, we record no work to win over

the socialist and C. G. T. workers.

"(f) One of the most disturbing and
most serious facts is that the offensive

against wages in the metal industry de-

veloped this year without our 'having

prepared and organized the resistance.

"(g) Our organizational positions in

the shops are becoming constantly weak-
er. One might say almost non-existant,

"(li) The demon.strations of February
23, of May 1, of -August 1, of Septem-
ber 6, brought out only a tiny number
of workers.

"(i) The district revealed an almost
complete passivity ,tu the course of im-

portant national and internati<mal

events: Spain, Roubaix, Germany, trip

to Paris of General Bono, voyage of

Keynaud to Indo-China, etc.

"(j) The Youth organization is stag-

nant and has found no support in the

party.

"(k) In the various mass organizations

(International Red Aid, Workers Inter-

national Relief, Friends of the Soviet

Iinlon, Tenants, etc. ) there is u stagna-

tion or a retrogression of m6nit)er,ship

Stated in moderated terms, the re-

solution of the Paris district indicates

the present stale of affairs in the ranks

of official Communism in France, based

upon conditions obtaining in the most
important and strongest sector of the

party—Paris. In the provinces, the

tableau is consideriibly more depressing.

Preparations For Another "Deeisive

Turn"

The "decisive turn" of the middle of

last year, even if one is to take only the

admissions made officially by the Stalin-

Political Banditry in the French Communist Party

The Party is Conducting Factional Struggles Without Principles or Platform
Ists, manifestly resulted in no ameliora-

tion of the failing health of the party.

If anything, it has gone from bad to

worse. And at the present moment, the

party Is threatened with heavy blows
directed at the most important domain
of Comranntst influence upon the work-
ing class : the trade unions. The details

of this phase of the problem must be
left for a more extensive account. It

is enough to state here that the reform-
ists of the C. G. T. have taken the of-

fensive against the C. G. T. U. and the

party all along the tine, and already
with considerable success. In the ranks
of the C, G, T. U. itself, a substantial

Right wing current has forged to the

front and is conducting the work of re-

formism within the revolutionary ranks
—on the que.stion of trade union unity—
which the helpless and hopeless Stalin-

ist leaders of the O. G. T. U,, whose na-

tional congress Is assembled in Paris as
these lines are written, show themselves
to be incapable of counteracting. When
one adds to this the fact that the dis-

contentment of the party membership
manifests itself not only by voting
against the bureaucrats with their feet,

but also by Jisutterings and even by
open protest, those in the slightest ini-

tiated into the methods of operation of

Stalinism will immediately realize that

the stage is ail set for a "new turn",

just as "decisive" as those wliich pre-

ceded it, ^
Another Seapegoat Is Discovered

But no "turn" is complete on the

Stalinist stage without a villain, that
is, without the revelation of a scape-

goat, or a number, or group of scape-

goats, to whom is attributed all the evil

of y*terday, all the maladies of the

party, and all the responsibility for

what has happened since the last "turn"
and frequently further back. This time,

however, the "discovery of those respon-
,-<il>Ie" has laid bare a case of political

banditry which, at least so far as the

writer knows, is unique in the records of

the international Communist movement.

In the columns of I'Humaiilte, one
reads now that most if not all of the tri-

bulations of the party are to be traced

to what Is currently known as "the

group", 'that Is, a clique of leaders of

the party and the Youth, Just what is

"the group"? One of its leading me'm-

bers, Billoux, gives the following infor-

mation about it (ail quotations are trans-

lated directly from I'Humanit* .Itself);

"Actually constituted since 1923 In the

struggle against the opportunist policy

of the party leaderships of those days,

this group, as leader of the Communist
Youth, helped greatly in the purging of

the party and in Its formation. The mis-

take of the comrades belonging to this

group is only the greater because of it,

"In the meetings ot the regions and
of the district committees, many com-
rades have asked for clarification on the

Central Caramittee resolution where It

says that we had constituted a group
without a political basis. It is a fact

that we had no special political platform,

liut wo considered ourselves as the only

ones capable of applying the correct pol-

itical line." (II-2-3I.)

Confirming the confessions of Bilious,

the representative of the Political Bureau
at the Paris district committee meeting
mentioned above, Frachon declared that

"the group constituted In the Political

Bureau has existed lor seven to eight

yeurs, that it had groups in the regions.

In the districts, in the Paris district, in

the Confederal Bureau [of the C, G. T.

U.]".

Explaining Away the "Excesses"

of Stalinism

The group disclosed, the new group

(for what else has replaced the old one

in the leadership of the party?) proceeds

systematically to demonstrate to the

membership what scoundrels their pre-

decessors were and what chemically pure

Ijeninists the party is now endowed with

in the person of the new leadership

:

Thorez, Frachon and Co. At the same
time, the "excesses" of last year's Stal-

inism are conveniently ascribed to the

poor scapegoats. For example ; Thorez
writes indignantly about "the group" In

these terims;

"A comrade of tlie group condemned
by the Central Committee thought that

the Communist International was back-

sliding to the Right and revising the

previous theses on social -faseism. And
what was the argument, or rather the

pretext. Invoked? Simply that we did

not repeat In every line of the theses

the term social-fascist. Tlie group was
impregnated with the sectarian. Leftist

spirit, the comrade considered as a step

towards opportunism th* effort, recom-

mended by the International, with a view

towards convincing the socialist work-

ers otherwise than with epithets [Aha!]

. . , And perhaps we shall still have to

establish to what extent the sectarian

practises of the group ccnitributed to dis-

orienting tlic party, to disarming it be-

fore the bourgeois and social democratic

enemy, to what extent, finally, the group

facilitated -the frankly opportunist mis-

takes which we must establish at the

moment when the party Is once more tak-

ing the first steps in the tactic of the

united front". (11-3-31.)

Bad? The Artful I>odger himself could

do no better ! And not only on the ques-

tion of "social-fascism". It appears that

all the biithders and crimes. In the theor-

etical as well as In the practical domain,

committed in the trade union question

Should legitimately be ascribed to "th«

group". The apostle Thorejs vouchsafes

us this revelation also: "By forgetting

or not knowing these elementary truths,

the group did considerable damage to

tlie work of redressment decided upon

by the party since July 1930, particular-

ly in the relations between the party and

the trade unions." (10-31-31,)

The Paris resolution referred to above,

to explain the situation which it speaks

about in such detail, announces that

"the fact that one of the principal lead-

ers of the district, comrade Color, be-

longed to the group constituted in the

leadership of the party, contributed

greatly to the development of .such a

state of affairs". And it is in this re-

solution that we learn for the first time

who it was that constituted "the group"

;

"
, , . the enlarged District Committee

approves the condemnation of the grave

mistakes committed by Barbe, Celor,

Rayinoml. Lozeray, Billoux, Coutheillaa,

Gal&pin and condemns the group work
carried on by Celor in the Paris dis-

trict".

Waio Are "The Group"?

The members of 'the group" are no

small fry, Tliey were the leaders of the

party and nothing less. Barbe was a

member- of the Political Bureau and of

the Executive Committee of the Com-
munist International, where he represent-

ed the French party. Color held the

same two positions. Raymond was on

the Paris District Committee. I.ozeray

was on the "Central Committee of t^e

party and a member of the Secretariat.

Billoux was secretary of the Young Com-

munist Ueague and member of the Ex-

ecutive ol the Young Communist Inter-

national. Couthelllas was on the sec-

retariat of the Y, C. L. Galopin was on

the Confederal Bureau of the C. G. T. V.

Their Influence extended far beyond the

limits of seven clansmen. Thfe report

of the Paris meeting tleclares that Ijar-
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riber, the secretiiry of the Paris district,

"denies having known of the existence of

the group but acknowledgdes having

worked under its influence." No less a

Stailnlst statesman than Pierre Semard,

secretary of the party until a short time

ago, made the same admission in a "self-

critical" confession in i'Humarute,

The question immediately arises

:

How was this group which, if we are to

believe Thorez, has neither a definite

political platform nor any principles,

and \^hich always voted- approval of the

decisions of the International—how was
this group able to exist for seven or

eight years as a closed and unknown
faction, carrying on i+s machinations and
maneuvers throughout the party, the

youth and the trade unions with the

single aim of gaining control Of the

party apparatus? How was it able, from

an obscure group of Communist Youth,

to gain suoh decisive control of the

party, to represent It in the highest In-

stances of the Communist International

—-the Executive Committee?

There have been numerous instances

In the history ot the Communist Inter-

national—In Its beat days and in its

worst—of factional and group struggles

for party leadership. But these were

carried on in taie open, their existence

was known, they had distinct patforms,

with very tangible points at issue. Around

them took place open, and sometimes

very violent, discussions. After a cer-

tain period, one standpoint or the other

triumphed and the course of the party

was clearly identifiable with the people

who directed it. Suc^i internal disputes

constitute the very life of an active,

lusty revolutionary political movement
which is closely connected with the

course of events and their constant per-

mutations.

Sordid Practices Repealed

But what w,e have Iiere is an entirely

and a radically different matter. The

"group" was constituted without any

political platform. Its existence was

never communicated to anyone other tlian

its own chiefs. It never strove to gain

places and posts In the party leadership

in the name of a political line different

fBom that pursued by the incumbent

leadership. All its actions bore a pure-

ly conspiratlve ciiaracter. Struggle for

political control without political -prin-

ciple, without a special platform, by ex-

clusively conspiratlve methods, is known
by the ^ort and ugly term: political

banditry.

A couple of instances will serve as

additional support for this desiijination.

What I'Humanite does not tell the party

members is an incident like the follow-

ing: When Tliorez was serving a term

in prison at Nancy in 1030 for "violat-

ing the press law", Barbe, who was in

the party secretariat at the time, .made

a whole series of demagogic arguments

against paying tlie fine which would have

released Thorez for party work: "Party

leaders should not be better treated than

the ordinary revolutionary worker". It

was only after an indignant intervention

ot a Comintern delegation that the sec-

retariat was obliged to pay the fine.

Barbe's reluctance to see Thorez at

lar^e is now easily comprehensible in the

light of the •revelations—Thorez and

Barbe were at sword's points in the

party and the bourgeoisie had simply

done Barbe a decent turn by Incarcerat-

ing Thorez! Only, it must be t>orrie in

mind that If such conduct cannot be

called Communist, it cau surely be com-

pared to the conduct of a gangster to-

wards his rival.

The writer recalls further an incident

at the 19!io Plenum of the Youn^ Com-

munist International. In the i>olitlcal

Commission, Doriot, at that ti;ue a con-

scious or unconscious agent of "the

group", launched a furious and thor-

oughly nauseating attack upon the then

representative In .Moscow of the French
Youth League, Mouton. The violence

and the gross language in which the at-

tack was made were Incomprebenfsible at

the time, as was the categoric demand
that Mouton be sent hack to France,

Now we learn the reason for the demand,
which was in no way at all motivated

by Doriot in his two speeches. It ap-

peared that at that time Mouton was a

political friend of Treint, tlie leader

of the French party in 1925." The group"

was busy cutting Treint to pieces and

Mouton was only one of many who bad

to be got rid of—^and were.

Who Are the Fighters Against tiie Left

Opposition?

Still another characterization of "the

group" and its members cannot be

omitted. As ^oiild be expected, all of

tliem were and are still to be found in

the very forefront of the struggle against

"Tortskyiiim". At the very moment when
Barbe and bis pais were carrying on

tiielr conspiratlve faction work, Harbe
proclaimed at the 192S congress of the

French party, in speaking about tiie ex-

pulsion of the "Trotskyists" from tlie

party: "It is to insult the memory and

all of the teachings of Lenin even to

dare to refer to the actions ot LeuIn

in order to render legitimate the fac-

tional work of the Opposition which only

leads to the demoralization of the work-
ing class, to deflecting it from the rev-

olutionary path." (2-1-28.) It does not

require penetrating imagination to pic-

ture to oneself the cynical laughter that

imust have shaken Barbe internally while

delivering himself of this righteous as-

sault upon the "factionalists" of the

Opposition.

And now, where was the party all these

seven-eight years while the bandits wcie
secretly at work? Where was the mem-
bership, with its control over party pol-

icies and party leadership? The only

answer is : it was there, but it had noth-

ing to say in the matter. Tht; niembei'-

»Mp became a mere shadow on the wail,

going through certain formal motions

which were never registered in actual-

ity. Everything was decided outside of

the ranks of the party itself, in the see-

ret meeting places of a self-perpetuating

clique without principles or a feeling of

responslbilitj'. In the face of the recent

revelations, what do all the discussions

in the French party signify? Wliat value

have all the party conferences and con-

gresses, whicli were supposed to decide

the questions of pai'ty policy and to sel-

ect the leadership of the party? In this

whole sordid history, where can one find

the merest trace of party democracy?

Nowhere, for in France as everywhere

else in the Stalinist International, jrarty

democracy has long ago been ruthlessly

etxermlnated ; only the most shadowy

recollections of it remain. And that is

in the very nature of Stalinism : a false

policy, a policy of blunders and uninter-

rupted defeats can be imposed upon the

worker-Communists only by a bureau-

cratic machine which crushes the party

to pieces as it rolis along, A more sali-

ent and unanswerable example of tills

process than that presented by "the

group" cannot be given in the recent

history ot Stalinism. To find a com-

parison one must depart from the domain

of the labor movement and search In the

sewers of bourgeois politics : the seven

years' history of "the group" is com
parable only to the conduct .and methods

of Tammany Hall. Its sucwss would

undoubtedly excite the admiration and

perhaps the envy of John Curry, McCooey
and yoss Vare ot I'hiladelphia,

« V • *

But, it will be said, the "new" party

IfMdersiiip nevertheless did uncover them
and pillory them in public. Like moat
half-trutlis this Is worse than a falae-

liood. Tile fact of the matter is that

"the stroup" was not uncovered In the

iutcrcsls of Conununist purity and pro-
!)ity of conduct. The fact of tlie matter
is, further, that Thorez and Co. knew'
ot file existence of "the group" many
mouths ago, «t least, and this by their
own admis.sioLi. in the very first arti-

cle mentioning even tlie existence of
"the gti-onp" (but taking care even then
to omit the munes), Thorez wrote at
tlte end of October:

"In July, the C. C. established, in spite
of its May resolution, not only tiie devel-
opment of the group spirit but also the
existence of a closed group whose mem-
bers submitted to the discipline of the
group, met ontsltle of the regular organ-
isms of the party in order to put their

heads together and to determine their
common iittltude in all the problems of
party policy." (10-23-31).

Tiie fact of the matter is, still further,
that "the group" was known even before
July, In the middle of 1930, at the mo-
ment of the "decisive turn" which fol-

lowed after the heights of the "third
period" had been attained, the Political

Bureau was reorganized precisely in

order to destroy the domination of Barbe
and Co. It was reconstituted with Thorez,
Moimiousscau, Sem.nrd, Frachon, Cachin,
Doriot and Barbe, leaving only the last-

named as a representative of 'the group".
Why then are tliey exposed only now, at
this late date? For the rea.^on we men-
tioned at the very outset. The condition of

the party has reached so serious a state

and a.roused so much disconentment in

the party tiiat another "new turn" haa
been decided upon, A Stalinist turn haa
as its sina qua none. Its absolutely In-

escapable pre-requisite, a group of scape-

goiats. In France, th« scapegoat Is "'the

group". It offers Itself willingly, as the

public self-flagellations of its adherents
demonstrate. As a reward for this final

phase of the conspiracy against the party,

they are let oft with a "punishment"
which is nothing less than a direct in-

citiition to a repetition of such work,
Lozeray, for example, after a public

avowal of t!ie fact that he had actM for

some eight years as a common bourgeois

politician, as a bandit instead ot a Com-
munist, is "punished" i)y being made
full-time treasurer of the Workers' Sport
Federation.

What Needs To Be Dpne

But Thorez, Frachon and Co., to whom
Cynicism and Stalinist corruption are not

alien qualities, are not Interested in that.

All they require is a scapegoat for thesm-

selves. The party membership is rest-

less? Tiien throw it a bone! That la

whj' the campaign is being conducted
so furiously in the columns of I'Humanite

against "the group". That is why the

attention of all the party meetings is

being turned in that direction. That la

wiiy it Is already common knowledge
tiiat, in face of the tremendous problems
facing Communism in France, the an-

nounced party congress will be held

shortiy entirely under the sign of "the

struggle against the group". That Is

how the Stalinists hope to distract the

attention of tiie party from their own
enormities, from their own incapacity,

from their own blunders in permanence.

Let us hope that the Left Opposition
in France, despite the fow-ness of its num-
bers, will be a!>le to arouse at least a
small but resolute section of the party

vanguard which will start delivering

some Impeiratively needed blows, not only

at political banditry but at the whole
rotted foundation of Stalinism wiilch un-

derlies it.

—MAX SHACHTMAN,
Paris, November 11, 1931.

On behalf of the International Sec-

retariat I visited the Greek comrades,

with whom I stayed four days. I became
convinced that the Left Opposition in

Greece has become a leading revolution-

ary force in the young working class

movement there. I must emphasize the

fact that the whole revolutionary move-

ment, both Party and Opposition, is be-

ing frightfully terrorized, that anti-

Communist laws and special courts are

prevalent, tbat severe penalties (lately

five and six years of prison) are being

imposed for mere membership in a com-

munist group, and finally, that the Party

and the Opposition work nnder strictly

illegal conditions.

In spite of all this, the Opposition Is

strong in numbers; counting all Greece,

it has today about 1,400 members. Its

strongest centers are Athens, Piraeus,

and Saloniki, which are among the most
important centers of the labor movement
in Greece. We must however remember

that these 1,400 members without excep-

tion ere firmly established in all mass
organizations.

All work Is strictly divided among the

members, the activity of each la under

exacting supervision, as all comrades
must give an accurate report twice a

month on their activity, and a true col-

lective cooperation rules in the organiza-

tion, I had the opportunity of talking

to a group of comrades from Saloniki,

who were in Athens for a conference,

They were almcrat without exception

workers. They are among the best-

trained cadres In the labor movement,

very active In dally work, fully pene-

trated with the convl^lon of the correct-

ness of the ideas of the Left Opposition,

and they carry on an untiring fight for

clarification among the workers.

The Opposition in Greece, called the

"Archio-Marxists", far outnumber the

Party, not only in membership, but also

In the number of readers of their press,

not to speak of its quality. Even if the

Party received more votes than the Left

Opitosition in tlie past, it must be re-

membered tlKit tlie Party carries tfhe

authority of the U, S. S. R. and of the

C. I. on Its banner. In all activities

outside the elections, as an organized

force, it Is clearly proven that hot the

Party, but the Opposition, enjoys tihe

confidence -of the Greek working class.

Let us let the facts speak for themselvea.

The Press

Our comrades began with a magazine
which appeared twice a month. Now It

appears twice a week with an issue of

6 to 7,000 copies. Our comrades are now
Issuing, or causing to Issue under their

Influence, the following papers: 1, A
theoretical magazine, appearing monthly,

with an Issue of 4,000 copies,

2. • The trade unions which are under
our influence Issue a number of papers

which are edited completely albng the

lines of the Left Opposition. To name
only the most Important, (a) A bakery
workers' monthly, (b) a slioemakers'

monthly, (e) a monthly paper., for war
invalids, "The Voice of the Sacrificed",

(d) a monthly paper for students. Each
of these has a circulation of 6 to 7,000

and . is distributed throughout the en-

tire country. All this work is control-

led and directed hy the strictly-organised

fractions of tiie Left Opposition in the

Left trade unions,

3. The Union ot Employees of Banks

and Corporations issue a monthly pub-

lication. This union has 1,200 members

and fully approves the political lines ot

the Lett Opposition. All the comrades

who issue this magazine are among the

old Party comrades.

Next week they will also begin the

publication of a new monthly In Jewish,

The Proletariat, in Saloniki.

Political Activities

These at first consisted of the offer to

the Party of a united froiit In the strug-

gle against terror and reaction. The

Party made no answer. They realized It

In spite of the refusal. It took place at

the well-known trial of the two soldiers,

Party menibers, who were condemned to

death. A demonstration was organized

In front of Athens University, at which

the majority consisted of oppositionist

comrades; a severe collision with the

police took place, some of the comrades

were wounded and some arrested, but

one comrade was able to deliver a speech.

T^en followed demonstrations In the

court-roam. In the course of the triall

of the two soldiers one of the Opposi-

tionist comrades were sentenced to tour

years in jail, only for shouting out to

the judges and the audience, "The work-

' era produce and have to starve, while

you gentlemen do nothing and live on

the fat oX the land!" For this insult

to the judges our comrade was sentenced

to four years in Jail, This action how-

ever showed good results for the future

sdevelopment of -the uhited front with

the Party, The membership began to see

tbat the Archio-Marxists are no "Archlo-

fascists", but together with the Party

are struggling against the hated sys-

tem.

Unemployment

Since February 1930 the work of or-

ganizing the unemployed has been be-

gun, accompanied by frequent collisions

with the police. In Athens, I'iraeus,

there is a committee ot 50 unemployed,

in Saloniki of 30 members, who direct

these organizations. Lately general mass

meetings have been organized. In Athena

there were l,ClOO participants, in Piraeus

1.500 and in Saloniki about 2,000. An
unemployment meeting in Saloniki was

charged by cavalry, and some were

wounded. As a result of our activity so

far, the unemployed already receive free

soup. Our Opposition was the first to

take up the struggle for the demands of

the unemployed, only afterwards did the

Arty take it up. One thing should be

pointed out^the class enemy, and its

savage armed forces, makes no distinc-

tion between the Opposition and the

Party,

The demonstrations of war orphans

should also be mentioned here. We car

ried through a demonstration in front

of the political office of Venizelos, in

which some 1,000 took part. In an en-

counter with the police a great many
were wounded.

Elections

At the elections the Party received

many more votes than our Opposition,

but this -is explained on two groundde

:

1. The members and sympathizers of

the Opposition In Saloniki are partly

grouped around young worker elements,

who have not yet reached the legal voting

age, 2. Although the Party la constantly

losing influence and now has little in-

fluence among organized trade union

workers, and although these same work-

ers follow our Opposition in the daily

struggle and in all extra-parliamentary

activity, ,atill at the elections they con-

tinue to regard the Party as the only

representative of the V. S. S, R. and of

the C. I. At tbs later elections our

comrades understood this mistake, form-

ed a united front with the Party and

called on all workers to vote for the

Party, This action was greeted with en-

thusiasm by the Party comrades and the

pr^sure became so strong that, recently

the Party leaderslhip was compelled to

take the Opposition back into the Red

Relief, In all the prisons, too, the Op-

position have been received into the col-

lective organizations of the prisoners,
^

This was accomplished only by a correct

united front tactic toward the party, -

Trade Unions

The work of the Opposition in the

trade unions is concentrated under the

sK^an, "For Trade Union Unity—Against

the Splitters!" Everywhere in the work-

ers' centers, among the workers of the

Party and those who ai*e under reformist

influence, this slogan flnds ready accept-

ance. For instance, as a result ot the

untiring work of the Opposition, reunion

has been a<^icved in the bakery and shoe

trade between our unions and the re-

formists. Now, after this reunion, the

leadership is in the hands of the Op-

position. The same res.ults were achiev-

ed with the food Industry workers. We
forced the Stalinists to accept the re-

union of both organizations and to take

the bakers' union into the general fed-

eration of food industry workers. The

Opposition hopes to win over the whole

federation In a short time. The same

tactics are being applied in the leather

and building construction trades. The

unions which are led by the Opposition

are the most active and the best organ-

ized.

Organization

The p,TrticipatJon of the Opposition in

the general clas.s struggles in Greece
forced a small number of Its adherents
to leave its ranks. These are the so-

called "Fr!K:tionists", who reunited with
elements which iiad already previously
been expelled from the Opposition, At
first this took on a purely personal char-

acter, through mudsllnging and slander

of various comrades. Later, however,
they took the viewpoint that the Opposi-
tion must give up all political as well
as trade union struggles, and thus Ideal-

ized the beginning stage of the Opposi-
tion, which had been based on work in

narrow circles.

Under this slogan they acquired a
group of elements who have tio under-
standing of mass struggle. The strug-

gle of the Opposition against this slogan

forced the "Practionsts" to drop it, but

later they took up the slogan of democra
tic centralism, which they understood a:

meaning tbat the majority must submit

to the minority. Tiie theses ot "Fraction-

ists" appeared In the "Pali" {(he theor-

etical monthly ot the Greek Opposition).

At the moment this group is in course

of disintegration; the honest elements

are returning ; the rest, consisting of

corrupt elements, lias formed a block

with the Spartacus group, and both ol

them support the Stalinists in their dirty

struggle against the Opposition ; in fact,

their slanders are more bitter and sav-

age than those of the Stalinists. On the

most important questions, such as tlie

evaluation of Fascism, trade union un-

ity, the immediate threat of war against

the U. S, S. R„ they take the same posi-

tion as the Stalinists, They have 411

formed a Holy Alliance with the pur-

pose of breaking down the oppositionist

organization.

(ofttinued on page 4)
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Marine Workers* Defense Is Organized
( Coiitiiuu'O from page 1}

sifjiied have taken ilie Siiifiafivt; to form

n defense <-omminee. l^c^'al eoinisel lias

been retained niid a ([lmp^ii}J;n of jiublic-

ity and (imitation has been mapped out.

The Independent Tidewater Boatmen's

Union,, three weekly labor piipers mid

sevei'iil orfjaninafions are already re-

presented in the defense Cfumniittee andd

biiekinfi its ii'^ht. This is only a be^'in-

ising.

It is the aim of the eommitiee to broad-

en its membership to ineliide represen-

liitives cif iiU tendeneies in the ]a!K>r

raovement. Tiie defense oominitlee in-

vites the cooiH'ratiiui and support of all

workers, of all organ iKations, jiartJes

and j;i"onps re.nardless of tiie differciiees

between tham on other questions, who
are wiiiiu}; to stand fosethcr in solidar-

ity with Soderberg^, liunker and Triijer

in a eonnmon ii);lit aj;ainst a bra/en

fram(;-up.

Address all tommunicntions and send

all funds to:

MAKINK WOKKKRS* DEFK.NSE
COMMITTEE

84 Kast lOHi Street, New Yorlt, N. Y.

Carter Hudson, (^hiiirinan

('alio Tresca, Secretary

.laniea P. Cannon
James Giiday

Hen Gitlow

Norman Ilawkitis

Sylvnn A. I'olJiiek

A. lUbarich

1, Zimmerman

A LETTER FROM
THE DEFENDANTS

Tombs Prison

New York Wty
November '^4, WAl

Dear Comrade Cannon

:

We want to make it clear to all those

e<>n«;rned that not one of us, the under

aifrned, is gnilty of any part of the erLmes

cfiiirges asalnHt ns and have contended

BO tlironf;hout the whole ease, no mat-

tor what the daily press may have ,-:ai<i

to the contrary. We are frsimed and ac-

cused by one Wiliian Hoyle, a member

of the union whom the i>olice are using

again.st us. Our siand hus been, is now

and always will be one of not guilty.

t)Hr only crime has been that of or-

jjaniKint' workt^rs in an iiiduslry where

pxploitation hits reached its veiy iimit.

If this is a crime tiien we are (viniirials

!U!d we will <oiilinue to bo criminal, i)ut

we most cmpbalically deny ^uill of the

matter eharj^ed to us by the polit-e,

We iiope Ihiil the workers of tiie un-

ion of which one of us is t*e<'relary will

see IhrOHgli the wliole miseraiiie frame-

up and will redouble their efforts to

organize an<l tifibt tiiosc responsible for

tJie miserable conditions existing in our

industry. We further trust that our union

memiiers individually and coliectively

will give the C'onimittee ail their support

linaiicially atid otherwise to tiftht this

frame-up to the bitter end. This is a

light, not of one or two or tliree in-

dividual member.-; but a fj{,'ht of the whole

working class, organiwd and unorgan-

iwd, ami just as the iiolitlcal opinons

of those in iiere may differ somewhttt, onr

ctimmon ciiiise still binds us; so must

all class conscious workers on the out-

side sink all tlieir political differ^jnccs

and get together as one with tile Comit-

tee and do their bit in the struggle.

We also wish to msike it clear to all

concerned that we leave our case fully

and unconditionaliy in the hands of the

Committee founded by yonrseif and (rom-

rade Tresca at the i)eginniiig and now

further augmented by otiicr workers.

We leave all details_ as to cur defense,

selection <yf attorneys, methods of <le-

feuse, collection of moiiey necessary for

the defense and any other matters per-

taininji to the case eutirly in your Jiands

iuid we are salisfied to trust to the

Committee's judg.ment in all mattorH in

the <'ase or pertaining thereto.

We hope and trust that tile Committee

will be suceess'ful in Its een<!eavor. but

successful or not, we want ,v«u to know

that we appreciate all you have tried to

do and we realize your tremendous ef

forts. We exiH'Ct no givitilude or mercy

from the boss cla.ss. We ask for none,

but we ask tiie workers to organiKe, or-

ganize and fight to the bitter end.

(Signe<l) J. ijoderberg, Wm. Trajor,

T. Bunker. Members of the

I. T. 1!. t;.

The N. Y. Forum]
•Wiiat Ne\t ill Kngiaud" was the

tiipic (iiscussed by .f. I*. Cannon at The

New York Forum of the Communist

League of America (Opposition) last

Kri<l!iy. November :iT, The defeat of the

Lalwjur Governmenl, tiie betrayal of

llaCOonald, the poor showing of the

British Communist Tarty in the elections

and the perspeclivcs for the Communists

were dealt with by comrade Cannon. A
preliniinary review of the economic sit-

uation in Britain acoompanicd the

speech. The role of the Inited States,

which has superceded {Jreat Britain as

the leading imperialist power, was dis-

cussed. The effect of the Sfaiinist pol-

icy on the British working class and the

Communist Party was .set forth, particu-

larly as arising from the Anglo- Russian

Committee, which made ineffective the,

independent role of tlie CommimisLs.

Questions and discussion followed, after

which the meeting adjourned.

At the next Forum, Friday evening,

December 4th, at the Babor Tempie, ISLh

Kt.. and Second Avemie, wimrade Cannon

will talk on tiie New York "Dynamite

Plot", its significance and the necessity

for all workers to rally on behalf of

the defendants. Workers are urged to

come early in order to get a .scat. Tiie

lecture starts at S P. JI.

Stalinist Attack on

Greek Worker
NEW YORK.—

At. a recent meeting of the Greeit Spar-

tiicus Workers Clu!) in New \'ork, com-

rade Papas, formerly a I*arty member and I do not want to give judgment about

and now a member of the Spartaeus what it leiarned, or whether it reaHy

A Letter to A Comrade -- by Leon Trotsky

The British Election and the Communists
Dear Comrade

:

One of my Knglisb friends wrote to

me on tiie «fh of October, prior to the

parliamentary i>lections, about the fast

growth of tiie Communist Party, and of

a certain approach of the rank and tile

members in the I, B. P. towards Com-
munism. My eorrespondiunt speaks also

of a regrowth of the Minority Movement
in (!ie trade unions and the growing lead-

ership of the same Minority in the spor-

adic strike movements. These tsoiated

instances in tiie backgi-ound of the world

crisis and the national crisis which

England is going through allows us to

accept the idfci that in tlie last two
years there has been a sti-englhening of

tiio Communist Party. Tlie elections

brought an absolute disillusionment in

this respect. Of the many hundreds of

thousands of votes which tlie Balioritea

!o-'=t, the Party at best swunj; to its sup-

port 20,(K)0, which is, .in consideration of

the increased total number of voters, an

invalid conjunctural fluctuation, and not

by any nieans a serious jiolitical con-

quest, Wihere is the intluence of the

Party among the unemployed? Among
the ooal miners? Among the young gen-

eration of workers who, for the first

time, voted? Aeturtlly, the election re-

sults are a horrible condemnation of the

policies of the Party and the Comin-

tern.

I have observed very little Uie tactics

of the liritisli Party during the last year

Chicago Lectures
The Chicago iirauch of the Communist

I.«!igue of America (Opposition) has or-

ganized a number of mass meetings and

oix^n forum meetings, since the opening

of its own headfjuarters. The following

is a partial list of scheduled meetings-.

Sunday. Deeember 6th, at %:M P. M.

.Subject : "The Imperialist Contradic-

tions in Mar*churia" by Hugo Oehler.

Ttnirsday, Deeember 10, at 8 P. M.:

Subject: "The Left Opposition and the

Economic Crisis" by Arne Swabeck,

Sunday, Deeember IStJi, at 2.30 P. M.:

Subject : "A Bourgeoisie Or Soviet L'nitcd

Ststes of E«roi>e," iiy O. Carlson.

Sunday, December 20tli, at 3.30 P. M.:

Subject : "Socialism in England," by

,Tohn Edwards.
Sunday, December 2(t;}i, at 2.30 P, M.:

Subject: "Can Capittilism Solve The

Economic Crisis," hy John llehley.

The meetings will be held at the head-

quarters liall, 14S5 No. Wesetm Ave,

Admission is tree. All workers itre in-

vited to attend.

*««* fesaBBBP*>ftBa**a>fefe

CHINESE COMMUNIST GETS
TEN lEABS

SHANGHAI—Nov. 1st— <Feni»recor)—
Zi-Ah-mei, Communist and trade union

leadei-, received particularly merciful'

treatment from the Chinese autiiorities

here this week. He was sentenced to a

mere ten years and •'^ix months for his

participation in a r«'ent strike of the

tramway operators and conductors in the

Shanghai Fench Concession. 'Incrimin-

ating documents" found in his (piarters

were Conimunisf panipiilets aiKl noteK

concerning the labor situation here. Zi

loses civil rights, whatever they may be

in China, for twelve years in addition to

his sentence. Ordinarily Communism is

punishable by death.

ii

JEWISH WORKERS
ATTEIVTfOiV

The Xew York .lewish grotip of

tiie Left Opposition i,^ calling upon

ail workers in sympathy willi the

project of a .Tewisii ])aper to come

to a meeting on iidturdity, Deceni-

iier 5th, 2 P, JI. The meeting will

be held at the beadi]uarters of the

Communist League, S4 Kast 10th

Street, New York, N. Y.

EXPIRATION OF SlliSCRIPTION

I.f the number of your wrapper is 93

or under, your subscription Jias expired.

To ensure that you do not miss a singie

issue of The Militant, send in your re-

newal immediat(-ly io The Militant, S4

ICast lOIh St„ New York, N, V.

It is necessary that evel'y memher of

the Pitrty .-should study enlmly and with

tlie greatest objixtivity, first the sub-

stance of the differences of oi>iu!ou, and

then the development of the struggles

vvitiiin tlie P:irty. Neither the one nor the

other can be done unless tiie documents

of both sides are published, ile who

takes somebody's word for it is a hoiie-

less idiot, who can be dispe.sed of with

a simple gesture of tlie hand."--Lenin.

Club, protested vigorously against the

Stalinists for the expulsion of supporters

and aympathinera of the Left OPiwsitiou

from the Club.

Ile also assisted the U'ft Opposition

comrades in the dtstribudon of the Mani-

festo of the Greek Opposition and of the

leaflets tidvertising the Oppo.silion forum.

,Vs a result he was summoned on Nov-

ember lilth i>efore the executive commit-

tee of tlie ('lub and reprimanded for the

distriliution of tlie leaJlets. On Sunday,

Novmber 22 he distributed the ilani-

festos and was tiireatened with physical

attack. On the next day, Monday, while

comrade Papas was sitting around and

discussing the Manifesto with other

workers, a member of tiie Greek District

Pureau of fhc Party tried to incite others

to t)eat up comrade Papas. A sympath-

izer protested strongly againsr such

.methods and advim'd the district bureau

member not to employ such 'ideologjcal"

weapons against Opposition .synipath-

iKors. IJut after this sympathiMr left

(he hall and comrade Papas descended

the steps of the VAwh, he w^as attacked

by iive'Party memiiers.

Comrade Papas was indignant at such

cowardly jitta<-ks and propose<l ft> ro

taliate, but the comrades of the Opposi-

li<ra cooled him down. The Opposition

comrades warn tiie Party members

against these fascist metliods of discus-

sion as against ideological arguments,

and will defend themselves against any

future attacks of the Stalinists if they

will not learn better nor desist from

such practices.

BOSTON MEETING
BOSTON.—

10\<s>llent Interest was manifest among
workers who attended Arne Sw abeck's

Iwtnre in Hoston on November 27 on the

results of the Pritish elections. Numer-

ous (juestions were a^ed of the speaker

even after tlie close of the lecture, by

close party syn!i>athiKers, including a

couple of Negro comrades. A good

(Ollection to defray the expeiLses of the

meeting was taken up.

inois Miners onthcGo for Tom Mooncy

COMMUNIST BEHEADED
PEIPING—Nov, 1st (Fenprecor)—

out here to see young Sung Mou-mei, 2t

years old, and oilicially 'listed as a "not-

Huge crowds of mijrbidly curious turned

orioius Communist", publicly beheaded

with a two-handed sword. lu cool and

bold reply to tiie howls of (iie mob Sung

announced iiis death would be worth

while it it heijied to lead to the estab-

lishment of the Soviet system in China.

TIENTSIN—Nov. 1st— (Feniirecor)—
Military and political authorities are

feverishly preparing precautionary mea-

sures here in view of a report (hat Chi-

nese ('ommunist.s are planning to hold

a congress on November T, iu honor of

the anniversary of tiie Ilolshevik Kevolu

lion.

STACNTON, ILL.—
The campaign for the release of Tom

Mooney has broken ground in the coal

field.s of Illinois. On the initiative of

the St. Louis Branch of the Communist

League of A.mcrica (Opposition) and

thru the instrumentality ot the St, Louis

rnited Front Moouey C'onfereuee, tlie

movement has got under way. Twenty-

six delegates,—from e'glit V. W, M. A.

locals representing approximately 5,000

miners, tin; Communist League of Amer-

ica (Opposition) and fhe Communist

Parlyl, resi>onded to the call of the

t^launton Pardon Mooney Club and met

in the Staunton Labor Temple, Lodge

Ilali, on Sunday, November 20, at 2 P.

M.

After disposing of preliminaries, the

conference Imckled down to business,

'J"he conference elected its ofiicers and

committees then proceeded to a discus-

sion on liiethods for the beginning Cff

systematic .mass activity for the release

of Mooney. The main speech in the dis-

cussion was made liy comrade Stamm of

the St. Louis Communist League of A,m

erica (Opposition) who, basing himself

on Tom Mooney's appeal of August 20,

w;^'-"":"

stressed the imiiortance of a genuine

.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...M !> .'.'.i .....I.I...........M.'.'.'.'.i.lJJ^^^^^
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united front; the broadening of the con

ference to incltide other organisations

in tile vicinity of Staunton ; mass meet

ings, <lemonstrations, ele. Klected on the

resolutions comniitfee were Tash of the

Communist Party, Clarke of tiie Com-
munist League of America (Opposition)

and Hede (C. M. W. A.).

The comniiKee presented two resolu-

tions. IJoth were adopted unanitnously.

Tiie resolution referring to the criminal

syndicalist law was amended following

a heated diseussion but the spirit of the

document remained unchanged. Tele

grams were sent to Governor Rolph, de-

manding the immediate and uncondition

al release of Tom Jlooney ; to the Pro

secntitig Attorney of Franklin County,

111,, demanding the (quashing of the in

diclment of tKt; seven victims recently

arrested, and their release ; to Tom
Mooney greeting him and pledging a

struggle on iiis Iiehalf.

A motion introduced by a U. M. W. A
delegate, placing the conference on re-

cord as denouncing a malicious slAnder

which appeared in the Illinois Miner of

November 2,S to the effect that Tom
i^tamm in the name of the Cojnmuuist

r^ea.OTe <if America (Opposition) was to

debate with Cha.s. lUome against the re

lease of Mooney, and demanding that

tiie Illinois Miner print a correction, was

unanimously carried.

An executive committee representing

each local union, the Communist Party,

the (Mmmunist League of America (Oiv

position) was elected and will work out

plans to broaden the conference and er-

tend its activity. We would like to in-

quire of the ('ommunist Party as to whe-

ther its piirticipation in this conference

is a ciiange of policy, and wliy tiie I.

Ij. 1), and the N. M- V- were couspici-

<ius by their absence?

The conference was a succeed from

many points of view. The delegations

were representative ones, and militancy

was outstanding.

—GEORGE CLARKE,

learned anything. However, It is clear

to me tliat Independent from its recent

and latest errors, the Communist Party

is paying by its impotence of the past

year, for the .shameful and criminal

politics ot the Comintern, bound up witsh

the Anglo-Russian Committee and later

with the "Third Period". These errors

were ruinous especially for Kngland,

Traditions of tlte Englisii i'loletariat

It surprises one anew, what a terrible

load of humilitation, wnservatism. Ing-

ot ry, conciliation, respect to the sum-

mits, to titles, to riches, to the Crown

drags in its thoughts the English work-

in g-ciass which is at the ,sarae time cap-

able of grand revolutionary insurrections

(Chartism, pre-war movements of lOH.

iHiovements following the war, the strike

movements of 192(5).

The English proletariat, the oldest,

with the most traditions, is, in its think-

ing uiethod.s, most empirical, carries in

its chest two s()Uls, and turns, as it

were, with two faces to historical events.

The contemptible mercenary and ser-

vile bureaucrats of the Trade Unions and

the Labour Party give expression to all

that is rotten, humiUating, serf-like and

feudal in the British working-class.

Against this, the tasks of tiie Communiet

Party consist in giving expression to the

potential revolutionary qualities of tlie

British working-class, which is very groat

and capable of developing immense ei-

plOBive powers. But in the very critical

period of lirltish history, 1925-1927, all

the iK)litics of the British Communist

I'arty and the Comintern consisted in the

slave-like assimilation of the Trade Un-

ion leadership, its idealization, blotting

out its treason, and fastening the con-

fidence of the working-tdass to it. The

young Rritish Communist Party was be-

cause of this deeply demoraliKed. Th«

whole authority of the October Revolu-

tion, v.. S. S. It., Bolshevism, was in thli

year attached to the support and solid-

ification of tie conservative and serviU

tendencies of the British working-claes.

The Laborites Use the Stallnltes

After the Laborites had utili/.ed the

SLalinites to the end and kicked them

aside, the chapter of Trade Unionism was

mechantc^ally .substituted under the cap-

tion of the ultra-Left jump to the glory

of tiie ''Third Period". The slogan ot

"Class Against Class" wiis now issued,

interpreted as a slogan of the struggle «f

a handful of Communists against the

"social -f.ascist" proletariat. When yes-

terday Purcell and Cook were friends

and trustworthy allies of the Soviet I'n

ion, today the workers ^vho vote for

Purcell and Cook transformed them-

selves into class enemies. This is the

political orbit of the Uritish Commun-

ist Party, or, rather, of the Communist

Iiiteruatioiial. Can wo expect another

surer way to trample the prestige of

Communism and to undermine the con-

fidence ot tlie Party by the awakening

workers?

The Moscow bureaucracy of the C. L

at every step runs against a blind "Hey

with its nose, eommands a turn either

to the I^ft or to the Right. That is

not diflicult. All these Kuusinens, 3Ian-

uilskys, Losovskya, etc., are apparatus

men, fi-ee not only of .serious Mar\ian

training and revolutionary horizon, but

also—and this is tlie important thing-

from every control of the masses. Its

politics has a pure chancery character.

A tactical turn is for them only a new-

circular. The C. C. of the British Com-

munist Party, according to its strength,

carries out tlie orders. But al! of these

circulars, through the corresponding pol-

itics, transport themselves into the con-

sciousness of the workers. The bureau-

cratic bankrupts believe that one can

mechanically fasten our leadership, onto

the working class; on the one side with

the aid of cash and reijression, on the

other side witii the help of abrupt leaps,

tJie blotting out of traces, with lies and

calumnies. But this is totally untrue.

Tiie English workers think slowly,

since Hieir o<jnsciousiiess is tilled with

the rubbish ot centuries. But tliey think.

Single articles, appeals, slogans, gener-

ally pass them by unnoticed. However,

whoh> periods of politics ( Anglo- liussiaii

Committee, -'Third Period") in no re-

spect iKiss without a trace, at least, with

the most progressive, militant, critical

and revolutionary section ot the working

class. When one imagines the education

of the revoiutionary consciousness as

the cutting of Mireads on a screw-, one

must say that thj leadership of liic Com-

intern, at each time, does not employ

the iiroper tool nor proper calii>er, and

not in tiie direction ne<'es3ary, thereby

breaking tiie grooves, crumliling and de-

molishing. Without the smallest exag-

geatkm one can confirm that from 1923,

(for England especially from 102')) had

tiie (.omintern not existedd, wc would

have today in England an incomparably

more important revolutionary party. The

last elections illustrate with power that

frightful conviction.

Tasks of the British Left Opposition

Here begins the task of the Left Op-

position. The English Communists,

among whom are naturally many devoted,

honest, self-sacr illring revolutionaries,

cannot but lie discouraged with the re-

suits of a decade of activity, and Hiat in

the exclusively opportune conditions,

pessimism and indifierence can. also take

bold of very good revolutionaries wlien

they do not understand the causes ot

their own weaknesses, nor lind the way

tmt. t'riticism, i. e., in the light of

Marxism that openly illuminates the path

of the Party, its zig-zags, its errors, the

theoretical roots ot tliese errors—that

is the foremost and necesary condition

for t'he regeneration of the Party. It is

especially necessary, when this has not

been done, to begin the publication of

the most important documents ot the In-

ternational Left Opposition concerning

the question of the Anglo-Bussian Com-

mittee. This is the point of departure

for the Engli.sh Left wing.

he Left Opposition in England, just

as Communism generally, has the right

to count ur>on a promising future: Brit-

ish capitalism falls from great historical

heights to an abyss—that is clejir to all.

One can, with assuredness, say that the

recent elections represent the last gigan-

tic rise of the national "grandeur" of

the British liourgeoisie. Hoivever, it is

the rise of a diving lamp. For these

elections, otRci^il English politics will in

the coming period pay heavily.

The bankruptcy of the great national

heroes of the three parties, just as the

bankruptcy of British capitalism, are

absolutely inevitable. Despite all ob-

stacles from the C. I., the mole of the

British revolution bori-ows much too

good its earthly path. One has every

right U-! hope tliat these elections are

the la.st rise of reliance of the millions

of workers on the capitalists, lords, in-

tellectuals, educated and rich persons,

those united w-ith MacDonakl and the

Sunday Pudding. These gentlemen will

find no secret. The real secret is tiiis:

the Proletarian Revolution, .lust as the

actual elections prepare tlie smas-h of

the conservative and servile soul of the

English proletariat, it will be followed

!)y the t>owerfui bpjssoin of their revolu-

tionary soul.

Yet, immediately [be vii lury of the

conservatives brings lieiivy trials for the

English proletariat and tiie deeijeiiing of

international daugers. Kspeciaily does

this endanger the f. S. S. li, iiere we
<-an see wiiat little aid was brought to the

V. S. S. 11. through the uniuierrupted

cry for her '-def'tmse ".. Por a period of

two or three years, one expected fiiis de-

fense from Purcell. llicks. Citrine- and

later tiiis defense was taken by the

('(.mmunist Pai-ty- against (he "Social-

tascist" proletariat. And now, it bas in

the defense of the U. S. S. K. al! in all

received TO,tiU() voles. All Ihat the Lett

opposition demaiKicd, the ruplure of the

siiamefu! block witii Purcell, was charged

by Stalin as a refusal to defend (he U.

S. S. K. from British imiterialisni. Now
we can draw the Iiaiance : Nobody has

given such service to IIk- expiring Brit-

ish Imperialism as the Staiin .scbuoi. Of

<l(iurse, the chief of tiiis school earned

tW(; orders of the (Jarler,

The British Left {)pposifion must be-

gin systematic work. Vou must estab-

lish our staff-center, (bough u small one.

You .must buibJ your own pubih-atiou,

even on a modest scale ... It is nec-

essary to have a steady, nninteriupted

activity, aiialysis, critique aiid piopiigan-

da. It is liocessary to educate our cadres,

although in tiie first stages few. The

fundamental power of liistory is in our

favor. When, in England, more .so than

elsewhere, Ouiimunism in a short time

can conijuer the consciousness of the

wide masses, so can conquer, in the

same short time, witiiin the Communist

movement, the supremacy of the ideas of

the Left Opposition, that is, the ideas

of Marx «nd Lenin. 1 sincerely wish our

British friends .sueeess ou tills path.

With best Communisf greetings,

Your.s,

L. 't'ROTSKY.

Kadikoy, Novcmlter loth, liKU

NOTES FROM EStiLAND

LONDON-Many workers were intim-

idilted into voting for a "Nationalist"

candidate ity a wariiing enclosed in their

pay envelopes. It was stated that, un-

less a iiatiouiilist government was re-

turne<l, tiie mills or works in <)uestion

would have to Im' closed,

* * * ?

Lawyers are more numerous in the

newiy elected House of (.'Oionions than

they have been in any previous Parlia-

ment. They number liJ^i. 121 are l>ar-

risters and U solicitors. The Common-
weal rightiy regards this preponderance

of the legal element "as very unhealthy

for the nation,"
* ^ +

The same paper, which stands for haid

restoration without compensation to pre-

sont hoI<!crs, al>o s(a(e,; that more than

;iO iieirs of i)eers and holders of courtesy

peerage tides Iiave been returned to I lie

House of Cenmious. To these must be

added the wife of a duke, the wife of

an Earl, tiie wife of a viscount, and the

daughter of a bar<in.

ft 1? * *

In a future i.ssuc (iie same w-eekly.

Commonweal, will publisii di'tails of tiie

laml-holdiug of those peers wlio have

heirs or other rt^attves in tlie (kmi-

mons, with some jiarticuiars of untitle<l

landlords who have secured election by

their dupes.

The Work of the Greek Opposition

CANNON TO SPEAK BEFORE
I. \v. ^y. FORUM

James P. Cannon will speak at (he

I. W. W. Forum in New York at 90

East 10th Street, on Sunday, Decemiier

6th, 1931. The subject of comrade Can-

non's lecture will be "Cllass War Pris-

oners and I^abor Solidarity." He w-ill

review the famous labor cases of the

past, the attitude of militant labor to-

ward them, and draw conclusions re-

garding the problem of labor solidarity

in. the cases of the present day.

{Continued from page 3)

This iias still further hardened the

Opposition, and in spite of Hie maebina-

fions, it has been successful recently in

strengthening its iniluente, particu-

larly among the party cadres.

Hts infiuence is growing in all

the cities, large and sm«l!. Entirely

new- grouixs have been formed in Mace-

donia among the tobacco workers, as

w-ell as in Larissa, Lamia, Thassos. They

are holding a grestt number of sport

meetings, and meetings of refugees. In

addition, they have two well-developed

artistic gi-onps. who carried on propa-

gandist performances with great success,

especiaiiy in Athens and Salonlki, and

among the sympathi/jers in rural dis-

tri<-ts. At present these performan<;es

have been forbidden by the police.

Formation of Cadres

The entire work of training which was

carried on in tiie past, has siiown good

results. Today they have a large num-

ber of trainwl workers who know how

to apply Marxist principles, in political

questions as well as in those of strategy

and tactics. Although the work was be-

gun by a group of intellectuals, about

8j to 90% of it now consists ot work-

ers, who are engaged in the productive

process. They have Marxist schools,

wiiich are attended by adherents. This

whole work is rei!ecte<l in the theses for

the organi-zation of their first congress.

The kasis of tiie local organization is

the cell. Through the press, in fly-

sheets, in strikes and through active

IKirticipation in all daily struggles of

the workers, the Opposition shows its

real face.

An organ for functionaries is pub

Ikshed whose first issue appeared after

Aug, 1, and whose second issue came out

the beginning of September.

Sparti^os

As to this sterile and petty-lwurgeois

group, they have already frequently giv-

en their views. Still, they tested tHem

again from a political standpoint tkrough

publication of an open ietler, calling U[>on

them for work in conimou, for discussion

of various questions of tactics, etc. This,

as they pointed out, wouid (hen lead to

a fusion in (be future. No answer. On
the contrary, the jietty struggles ot this

gorup became even sharper, and dirtier.

Our {Jreek comrades think it is the duty

ot the International Ojiposition to ex-

press its opinloii <if the Kpartakos group

and to condemn it as a group witii which

w-e have nothing in common.

Ttw Slogans of Our Organization

The Congress of the Opposition will

be held in atmut two months Against

the Party they put up the slogan of tha

reuhion of the two political organiza-

tions. Tliey have already published a

series of articles on it in their organ,

"Davlos" : 1. Eor trade union unity

—

^against tho splitters 1 2. A group ol

democratic slogans, (a) Freedom for

trade unions, (b) Freedom of the pi«ss,

(c) Freedom of Assembly, (d) Freedom

for political organisations, (e) Abolitton

of (he Anti-Communist Law. (f) Aboli-

tion of the Press Law, (g) Amnesty (3)

Struggle for the unemployed, struggle

for decent scx-iai insurance, support of

(he unemployed.

DiffcMiQces with the Party on Cwicrete

Political Questions

(a) Evaluation of Fascism, f b) The

imme<hl!afe threat of war against iiie U,

S. iS. R., (c) Trade union questions, (d)

Against the tiieory of socialism in one

country, (e) Against "social-fascism".

It should be mentioned here, that on

all these questions the Spartakos group

and the '"Fractionists" drift along at

tiie tail of the Ptirty.
* * i --t

We must develop and make closer our

contact with our Greek section so as to

exchange our experiences internafionally.

It is therefore of great importance to re-

port more often in our press on their

activities and to give them at the same

time for their press authentic reports

on the situation in tlie various European

eounrles, —^- S-In.

October 1931
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The N.y. 'Dynamite Plot'
Marine Union Supports Defendants

The defense of Soderberg, Bunker and

Trajer, indicted and facing' long prison

terms in the New York "dynamite plot",

waw put squarely before the working

L-las»j as a labor case by the action taken

txt last Sunday's meeting of the Indepen-

dent Tidewater Boatmen's Union. At
this meeting of the union, of which
Sotierberg is secretary and the other two
defendants are members, a nwolution

was adopted to stand on the basis ot

the statement sent from prison by ihe

three members and to defend them
against the frameup. The meetinj; en-

dorsed the actions taken by the Marine
Workers' Defen^ie Committee to defend

the brothers in prison and pledged full

cooperation and support In the work until

the prisoners are freed. Carter Hudson,
a member of the Executive Board of

the union, is the chairman of the defense

t'ommitt(?e. The meeting at which the

resolution was adopted whs prwided over

by .Tohn Moat, president of the organi-

zation,

Tlie work of defense of the franie-up

marine workers registered progress all

along the line during the past week. The
<Jetenae committee formed at the request

of the defendants held a meeting Wed-
nesday, I>ecemher 2 ut the office of II

Martello, 82 East 10th Street, wliere

temporary headquarters of the commit-
tee iiave been established. The meeting

adopted a program of systematic activ-

ity in behalf of the arrested marine
workers acid decided to broaden its mem-
bership to include representatives o£ all

tendencies in the labor movement willing

to cooperate on this i3su<? of common
interest and concern to tlie whole work-

ing class movement. The secretary of

the committee, Carlo Tresca, was autli-

oriKed to send invitations to cooi>erate in

the work of the <;ommittee to the Com-
munist Party, I. W, W., Conference for

i'rogressive I^abor Action, Socialist

I'arty, I. L, I)., lload to Freedom Group,

and to various trade unions sympathetic

to the defense.

Tb" mvefln^ decided to issue tiie state-

ment of the committee on tlie case, which

has already been sent out in mimeograph
form, as a four page leaflet for wide

distribution. It was also decided to hold

a public mass meeting around the first

of the year with representative speakers.

The first public discussion of the case

occurred at the Ijabor Temple last Fri-

day night when James P. Cannon spoke

on "The N-ew York 'IJynamite Plot'^a

conspiracy against union organiEation in

the New York Harbor", undtir the aus-

pices of the t>)mmunist League. Comrade
Cannon ME)oke on the same theme again

on Sunday night before .the I, W. W.
forum, in <;aeh case the audience re-

sponded warmly to the appeal and pledg-

ed solidarity and i;«pport to the prison-

ers in their fight against the frame-up.

Leh Opposition Holds First

Public Marine Defense Meet
Workers representing various sections

of -tlie labor movement—marine workers,

niemlters of the I. W.. W. and Commun-
ist Party members, etc.^wero present at

the Friday evening Forttra of the New
York branch of the Communist League

to hear comrade Jame.s Cannon tell the

fa<,»ts concerning the "Dynamite Plot" in

the N. Y. Harbor. After reviewing the

various dynamite plants and frame-ups

in labor history, in which th(> labor move-

ment has taken a traditional stand of

solidarity witli the victims of the ruling

class, he expressed surprise and indig-

nation that the latest dynamite frame-

up had as yet not brought out the com-

jilevte working <dass defense that is

needed.

Because of tlie failure of the Com-
munist party and I, L. D. to take up
the defense of the jailed victims—Soder-

ber.g. Hunker and Trajer—the (jonimun-

ist League of America (Opposition) bad,

in collaboration with Carlo Tresca,

formed a defense conunittee whicli will

see that the men get a working class

defense.

An appeal for solidarity of the entire

labor movement on behalf of the arrested

men was called for. Next Friday even-

ing, Dec, n, at the Labor Temple, 2nd

Ave- & 14th Street, comrade Cannon will

continue his series of lectures on the

viewpoint of the Left Opposition on the

labor and political field-

URGENT!
Help The Militant
We are endeavoring to hang on with

the Weekly Militant from week to week
until a wider response is obtained to

maintain The MJKtant. It is impossible,

however, to say bow much longer The
Militant can continue its weekly issu-

ance. We again call upon our «upix)rters

and sympathizer io increase their ilnau-

cia] support of our press.

The importance of the Weekly Militant

is keenly felt by our supporters. This
is evidenced from the excerpts of a let-

ter from a Minneapolis comrade and is

typical of many received from various

parts of the country.
" ' ' ' I realise The Militant is in

urgent needs of funds. The thought that

The Militant may he forced to go back
to a semi-monthly basis is not a pleasant

one, as in my opinion it is the only

paper available to the American work-
ers that gives a true Marxian analysis

on the events of international importance

and is of particular value to the revolu-

tionary vanguard of the English-speaking

proletariat.

"I will endeavor to have my subscrip-

tion paid up by the IMh of this month,

(I am one of the ten or more millions

unemployed) and will also approach

those friends of mine who are fortunate

enough to be employed and who I think

could be persuaded to support a revolu-

tionary paper."

"Hoping for the continued p«l)lication

of T!ie Militimt as a weekly, as well as

for the success of the Left Opposition, I

remain-

Comradely yours,

WILLIAM CURKAN,
This is the spirit and understanding

that have ma<le it possible to build o«r

organization, the Communist Leugue and
steadily to esijand its field of activities.

Further and immediate expansion is

again necessary, among which is the Op-

jMJsition drive for the i^iiance of a

Jewisii and a Greek pai>er, fcdlowing

<'lcisely upon the su<'cesful start of the

youth paper. Young Spart^tcus.

The MIKtant is the centra! iwint of

activity and direction of the Left Opposi-

tion- By all means the Weekly Militant

must be maintained- Will you assist?

TODAY! Send all funds to:

THE MILITANT
84 East lOth Street,

New York, N, Y.

Railroads in Wage Cut Drive
Mobilize Railroad Workers in Struggle (or Six Hour Day

The Exploitation of the New Yorl^ Harbor Boatmen
Very little, if anything, has even been

said about, the harbor boatmen, a branch
of the Marine industry until recently,

when some of us connected with the or-

ganization ot these workers were ar-

rested on a fram^-up charge of dynam-
iting some of these old floating coffins.

Very few workers eien in other branches

of the Marine Industry realized the ex-

tent of .exploitation of the barge cap-

taiiys.

There are employed approximately
4,000 men in the New York harbor In

this particular industry. Their wages
ranged from $110.00 iier month down as

low as $C5-00 pec month. Many com-
panies pay nothing to the captain when
the boat is empty; others pay, a dollar

a day when light, while some pay
straight wages, loaded or light. The
O'Boyle TViwing Co., for instance, (and
Incidentally the complainant in the

frame-up to keep us in prison and rail-

road ua for life ) is of the "dollar a
<iay" type. This company also has a

habit of having one captain take care

of 4 or 5 boats, even when these boats

are loaded and waiting for consignment.

When these boats are loaded, the com-

pany rectiives anywhere from 7 to 14

dollars jwr day .for each boat as long

as they are loaded ; yet they cannot af-

ford to iave a man aboard. I>ue to lack

of real militant organization among these

workers, conditions have grown so bad
that 'hundreds of boats today in New
York harbor are being taken care of

and kept floating by men who receive

no pay in any shape or form while wait-

ing for cargo. The remuneration is that

of being allowed to sleep on-the boat and
live there if they can steal, beg or bor-

row something to live on.

MIseraible and Degrading Living

Conditions

Wihat are the living conditions on
these boats? Take the iwat on which
William Trajer, one of the defendants,

was employed. Trajer, an active and
militant union man, had been out of

work for months due to his union activ-

ities, when he got -this Job. Naturally

he hft^i no money and the onl^ clothes

he possessed were those he wore. He
came abroad this boat and found a

"cabin-rdark, foul-smelling and overrid-

den with iied iiugs and roachc'S. The
total furnishing of that hole consisted

of one stove, one table and one soap
box that was used for a chair—no bed,

no blankets, no cooking utensils, H«
slept on the damp floor. He went out

and begged & coffee pot and some coffee

to put in it.

His pay day was 15 days off and In

the meantime he was compelled to beg

from other captaina—a loaf of bread
here, a little coffee there, a few potatoes

somewhere else suid so forth. The ex-

periences of Trajer are typical of all

the rest, i^anitary conditions there are

none- When a bath is needed, it is

taken by using a pail of river water

—

if you have the pail. The cabin is

the dining-room, bed-room, bath-r©om,

toilet or what have j'ou.

On the majority of these boats, captains

are compelled to bring up their families.

Five, six or more children is nothing un-

ustial. What chance these children have

to obtain even the most elementary edu-

cation can be imagined when one takes

into consideration the fact that the boat

moves from—say Port Reading today to

Harlem Klver, from Harlem Itiver nest

day to Perth Amboy and so on. Natur-

ally the children cannot attend school

under these conditions, as the pay is not

enough to allow the captain to rent a
place ashore for the wife and children

so that the latter may attend school. The
result can be imagined. The child is

born on Ithe river, growls 'up on the

river and dies on the river. The only

(!ducation such a child gets isf to iwcome

an expert boat captain when he is grown

up and to serve the boss well for little

or no pay- The life of a boat captain's

girl is to grow up and become ai good

boat captain's wife and In turn help

produce some more prospective lioat cap-

tains and boat eaptain's wives. Born in

misery. Live in unbeiievable misery and

poverty. Die In misery, poverty and suf-

fering. That is the outlook ami life for

these members of our class.

The working eonditions on these boats

are on a par with all other conditions

in the industry. No 8-hour day here.

No over-time pay- No regular house at

any time. Load the boat in the daytime

and tow up the canal at night time. A
i)oaE captain is expected to be on the

Our National Tour
The National Tour of comrade Arne

Swabeck is prtx-eeding well. Full re-

iwrts will l>e given in the next issue

of The Militant. The remainder of the

schedule follows

:

Springfield, 111 Dec. 14.

St. Louis, Mo Dec, 15, le.

Kansas City, Mo Dec. 18, 19, 20-

Minneapolts, Minn Dec. 24, 25, 26,

27, 28, 29.

Chicago, 111 Dec. 31 and
January 1st

Youngstown, Ohio January 3

Cleveland, Ohio January 4, 5.

Philadelphia, Pa January 10,

boat at all hours and be ready when
the tow boat blows the whistle to get

out and I'mako the tow". Fflilure to

b(( aboard means he misses bis boat,

which uever fails to mean that he also

has missed his Job. And when his job

is gone, his "home" is gone too, because

tliat dirty, foul-smelling aiid dark cabin

was the only home he possessed, and
he possesses it iu«t so long as tiie boss

allowed him and no longer. A captain

is expected to be everything from a deck

hand to an authority on naval architec-

ture. If the boat leaks too much, he

is expected to get down there and stop

the leak. But if he wants to keep ils

job, he had better not present a bill

to the company for materials bought to

repair that leak. He Is expected to al-

ways keep the boat jwinted and in

trim, but ean't ask for more than a

gallon of paint every year or so, or

he is accused of selling the paint-

Men and women are compelled to live

for years under conditions described

back to their tioating coffins called boats,

means of escaping this degrading and
miserable life where the most elementary

principles of decency and human rights

are denied them. There was no escape.

Nowhere to go- There remained but one

way—to Organize.

The Union Is Formed
The union was formed- It had its

flood and its ebb. Up and down. A
struggle with the bosses or their hire-

lings. Struggle against ignorance, bred

and fostered through the living condi-

tions and general environment. Step by

step these things were ovaincome, but a

struggle at every step. The union gradu-,

ally grew- It grew into fighting form.

It hit imck. Won a few concessions but

after a while lost them again. Men went

back to their fleating coffins called boats,

some disillusioned, some with all the

fight taken out of them ; others seemed

not to care any more and the bosses,

especially the type wf O'Boyle and Hour-

ahan, took advantage Cff this situation

and slashed the wages still more.

But there was a small body of men
who had not yet given up hope. A small

bdoy of men that realized that \ve could

only regain our lost ground by again

organizing, and organizing in sucit a way
that when the time came we would be

ready to fight; we would stop the re-

treat. From defense we would take the

offensive. The union came to life again.

It gradually grew. Already one of the

comi)anies was listening to the rumbling

undercurrent of revolt among its captains

and decided to recognize the union and

hire nothing but union men and hire

them out of the union hall. ARottei

{Continued on page 2)

Kastern Railway presidents and the

leaders of the four Brotherhood unions

held a four day conference In New York
during the last week of November. A
deadlock on all important questions was
the immediate outcome, neither group of-

fering at the .time to accept tiie other's

proposals. The Itaiiroad Executives re-

ceived a reiKirt ot the conferences on
November 24, but decided to defer fur-

ther action until after Dec. 8, when 1,500

Hallway Lal>or Union heads are to meet
in Chicago to receive official reports on

the New York conferences, and to take

up the entire railroad situation. The em-

ployers had dcmandcid that the railroad

workers voluntarily accept a 10% wage
cut, and .thus avoid the necessity for

them to resort to action under the Rail-

way Labor Act which would delay a de-

cision for at least a year. The beads of

tJie Brotherhoods, on the other hand,

proposed their plans for the stabiliza-

tion and increase of employment. Pre-

sumably nothing was settled at these

drawn-out conferences, but in reality the

railroad owners emergeti victorjous. De-

spite the failure to receive a ready con-

sent from the Brotherhood leaders, the

Railway employers are confident of en-

forcing at least a 10% wage cut, and feel

that they will shortly have the support

and agreement of the Brotherhood heads

for this immediate objective.

The Wage Cuts Be^n

The train service employees of the

Georgia & Florida Railroad have already

accepted a 10% cut beginning December
1. Tlie publication. Business Week (12-

2-;Jl), remarks that "it is significant that

this agreement was approved by the

grand officers of the Big Four brother-

hoods." The railway bosses cannot but

regard this as a precedent and forerun-

ner of national railroad labor policy and

are proceeding acordingly.

The Chicago and North Western Itail-

wity, one of the largest roads, on Dec.

1 proiio.sed that its union employees ae

cept u voluntary 15% cut ; other west-

ern railrads are expected to make simi-

lar demands in the next few days. Un-

ion ofiiclals were scheduled to meet in

t.'hicago on Dec. 8 to take up the entire

railroad situation. No comment as yet

lias tieen made iiy the union leaders on

the C. & N. W. Railway proposals. On
this road there prevails the B. & O. plan,

that is, between the railroads and the

union employees, which in every instance,

wliere it has been introduced, has de-

vitalized or destroyed the character and

militancy of genuine labor unionism.

On all fundamental issues Involving

the very existence and standards of the

railroad workers, both the enjployed and

unemployed, the Eastern Itaiiroad own-

ers, expressing themselves publicly

through Diiniel -Wiliard, President of

the Baltimore & Ohio, took a stone-like

standi. Theirs was an attitude that con-

templated a wreck and destruction of

what remains of the railroad unions and

their hard-earned riglits and gains, unless

the railroad workers will be able to

wage an effective struggle for their main-

tenance.

Bosses SJiandy Reject Six Hour Day

To the proposal of union labor for a

six hour day as a partial remedy for

unemployment in the railroad industry,

the Railway Executives categorically re-

plied:

"We have found ourselves unable to

accept your conclusion that the six liour

day Is necessary and that it must be

instituted in order to absorb the exist-

ing number of experienced employecB

without reduced compensation." Con

sequently, confines President Willard's

letter, "we would be unwilling to re-

commend the appointment of a commlfl-

sion to determine the ways and meant

of applying this principle to the differ-

ent classes of employees."

* OPEN FORUM «

Current Events
CANADIAN COMMUNIST TRIAL

WALKER AND MOONEY
RAILROAD WAGE CUTS

Friday, December 11, 1931

Lecture by

JAMES P- CANNON
at the

Labor Temple
14th Street and<l Second Avenue

QUESTIONS and DISCUSSION
ADMISSION: 25 Cents

Unemployed Woirkers Admitted Free

Auspices; New York Branch Comraanlst

League ot America (Oppositioa)

This declaration is plain, hard and
challenging: labor shall receive no con-

cessions ; the matter can not any longer

even be discussed (not eveii another of

those long, drawn-out investigation com
missions which always produce nothing

for the workers). This stand of the

employers in the six hour day is a direct

challenge to the very existence of what
remains of union railroad labor. The
struggle foi the six hour day and live

day week, without reduction in pay is

•the essence and kernel of the existence

and develpoment of militant unionism in

the railroad industrj'. All other issues

—amalgamation of the unions, organlza

tion of the unorganised, preservation of

seniority rights, alleviation of unemploy-

ment caused by extreme exiiloitation, the

speed-up system and technological im-

provements — now group themselves

around the central issue and struggle for

the six hour day.

Six Hour Day Is KtiUying

It is in .the militant fight of railroad

labor for the six hour day that it will

be possible to arouse ali the railroad

workers, organized and unorganized, em-

ployed and unemployed, skilled and un-

skilled tor a united struggle against the

railway (Kisses. Only the rank and Itle

of the railroad workers led by the mill-

.tants and Ijeft wingers will be ready to

initiate the necessary steps in prejiara-

tion for railr6ad struggles that will be-

gin on single roads l>ut which will ra-

ptdly extend their scope. Upon the

supine present day union leaders, they

cannot rely at all to defend their In-

terests. These misleaders of labor will

"negotiate" and sell out the rank and
file,

BroUierhood Heads Are tiie Allies

of the Bosses

The railroad owners feel, and rightly

so, that tliey liave allies in the ranks

of labor, -that is, "the labor lieutenants

of the capitalist class," in this case par-

ticularly, the heads of the Brotlierhooda.

They expect the latter, however they

plead or pretend -otherwise now, employ-

ees accept th« owners' demands for im-

mediate wage cuts. The railroad owners

know their union leaders. In addition,

they are preparing swiftiy for any even-

tualities, and tiiat includes, as their

foremost objective, tlie destruction of

the what .remains of unlojitized Iab»>r

on the railroads. The railroad workers

must have no doubts of that.

How supremely confident the railroad

bosses are concerning the union heads,

and how lightly they regard them, is

put simply and bluntly by Bnsiness

Week (12-2-31) :

"There are 2 reasons why the labor

executives could not accept the proiKisal

for a voluntary cut in wages- One was

that after sending men to Canada to

stiffen :the necks o! the rail employees

there in their fight against wage reduc-

tion, they could :»ot let tiiem down be-

fore the Dominion arbitration board Is-

sued its findings. The other is that, be-

cause of the temper of the men, the labor

executives—regardless of what they

themselv^ may tliink atwut u wage cut

—want to compel the managements to

carry the wage reduction projiosal to the

Board of Meditation where they will

show their liand."

Preparing Sell-Out Through Board of

Mediation

What could be clearer'; Already a de-

spatch from Ottawa, Canada reports that

tbe application of the railways (for a
wage cut) has been granifed". The
"Board of Conciliation" has acted; now
the union headj; will try to "conciliate"

and convince the men titat the wage cut

must be accepted ijecause of ithe "spe-

cial conditions". And before tbe "Board
of Mediation" in the United States, "they

win show their hand,"—the hand of

agreement with the bos.«»i' demands.
All the other negotiations and discus-

sions that took place at the New York
(conference between the Rastern Itaiiroad

Executives and the laiior representatlvea,

loom up as secondary beside the hard-

boiled stand of the railroad owners for

an hnmediate wage-clit ot at least 10%,
Railway Age (ll-28-;n) enters into de-

tails on the various pha.'ies ot this con-

ference. Above ever.vthing else, the re-

ports demonstrate the persistent demands
of the railroad bosses an<I the readiness

to yield of the Brotherhood heads, whose
spokesman was 1). B- Itobert»on, presi-

dent of the Locomotive Firemen and
Knginemen.

Conditions of Railroad

What, briefly, are the conditions pre-

vailing among railroad workers today?

More .{ban one-tliird of the employees
in the industry are unemployed- Only
part-time eniploymesnt exists for thou-

sands of the men. The statement ot rail-

road labor's situation and rs<iulrements,

as set forth in the labor manifesto pre-

sent-ed by the railroad unions to the

Confer(?nce, says. In part

:

"Thousands of train and engine ser-

I'ice employees work only from four to

eight months a year. Thousands of

maintenance men (in the shops and on

the right of way) are idle for a sub-

stjuitial piirt of the year. In the months
of employment their wages equal only

§1,000 per year,"

At the same time, comparing 1910 and

1!)30, "the employees o-f today handles

over fjO'/c more trattic and produce.s twice

US much revenue over liihor cost." With

this result of .fhe speed-up system, the

improvement of technique and the in-

creased exploitation, tlm railroad owners

still demantt a wage cut from the em-

ployees. From the megk shall be taken.

The railroad workers are being made
right along to hear greater burdens so

that tbe railroad barons may also re-

ceive dividends in times of capitalist

crisis, not to mention their swollen pro-

fits of the past- Itaiiroad increases in

traffic rates which will "produce $125,-

000,000 more revenue from the same

amount of labor" have been granted by

the Interstate (jommerce Commission,

but the gluttons demand more off the

backs of the workers.

{Continued on page 4)

THE ECONOMIC MONTH
The tenative signs of business recovery

which began to appear in October, fol-

lowing a temporary inflationist policy of

the Federal Reserve banks, have been

practically eliminated. Wheat, silver

and crude oil have gone back in price

toward the low points reached in the

first week of October. Steel production,

which reached as high as 'A2% of cap

acity a tew weeks ajro, is now back to

20%, Automobile production for Oct-

ober amounted to 80,142 cars and trucks,

or about the average inoi>'thly produc-

tion for 1915. Bankruptcies tor October

totalled 2,362, compared with l,93fi in

September and 2,124 in October, li)30.

Itoilroad car-loadings for the week of

Nov. 21 amounted to 653,000 cars, against

770,000 in the corresponding week of

last year.

In answer to a questionnaire address-

ed to several hundred bankers, about

79% said they did ont expect a recovery

in business before next Spring, about

21% not before next Fall. Another round

of wage-cuts is in prospeot, as capitalism

knows no other way out of its imme-

diate crisis than a vicious assault on

the standards of living of the working

class.

* • *

That capitalism is today a retrogres-

sive instead of a progressive force is

illustrated by the dispute now going on

between a group of associations of Braa-

illan planters and, the Braailian govern-

ment. The government wants to destroy

12 millions bags of coffee, all picked,

transported, packed, and ready to ship;

the growers are holding out for 18 mil-

lion bags. We can be sure that the

large plantation-owners will be properly

o»mpen»ttted by the governroent In any

csie.
* • * *

Sterling exchange reached a new low

of $3.25 to the pound .this week, the low-

est since the pound weni. off the gold

standard and witiiin a few cents of the

all-time low ot $3.14 reached in 1920

before the "stabilization" In August

tlie MacDonalds and Snowdens w-ere

clamoring for reductions in the dole and

in the wages of civil servants, painting

dismal jiictures of the downfall of Bri-

tish Imperiaiisni If the pound should

collapse. Now they are JubilaitL over

the increased stiniuiation to industrial

activity caused by the depreciation of

the pipund. British iron and steel pro-

duction went up in October, compared

to t^eptember, the first time in six months

that any imjirovcnient has been shown.

Big iron production gained from 248,000

tc>ns in September to 284,000 tons in

October, and exi>orts of iron and steel

from 139,200 tons to 158,800 tons.

Meantime the question of wages, salar-

ies and tbe amount of the dole is be-

coming more and more acute. From
September 18, ju.st before the abandon-

ment of the gold standard, to Nov. 11,

the general level of prices in England

went up 10%, the prices ot primary

products 10%. Any worker who received

the same amount of pounds for his

week's work got in effect a 10% cut in

wages. On top of this the National

Laljorites insisted only a few weeks ago

that the abandojiment of tlie gold stand-

ard would not ' make any difference to

prices of goods in England, and Mac-

Doald during the election campaign said

that the 10% cut in the dole had been

such a ccstly victory that it must be

retained no matter what happens.

The rising prices will bring the ques-

tion of economic class struggles to the

forefront in the very near future, an*

(Continued on page 2)
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For the6 Hour Day-No Pay Reduction
^—

The Importance of the Struggle for the Shorter Work Day

The motion within tlie working claas

osused by the present crisis l^ « fore-

runner to impeding historic ctiniiges. In

«uc;h a situation it ia the duty and taslt

of the Coramunist to point out the road

and iead the way. But once again we
_find the revisionists within o«r ranks,

the .Htaliniteg, pointing out the road,

flriit of adventure and .then of opiwr-

tuniam. This contriMlietory swing from'

one extreme to tlie other is most glaring

in the unemjiloyment activity. To tlic

Browdei's, Johnstones and the district

orjranizers throughout the eounrty, the

six hour day slogan is counter-revolu-

tionary, an<l a new name for the stagger-

system.

We present some facts fo^ the^ com-

rades. Our literature and propaganda

must f)e SE> conducted that we n<;ver loise

sight of our goal, which we must con-

stantly poJiit out to tlie working class.

The party in its Right swing has Jett

this by the wayside, and only now and

then in a mechanical way does one find

party functionaries presenting the rev-

olutionary eonfliJ«cions. When a Com-

munist party presents a string of im-

mediate demands for unemployment ac-

tivity and docs not connect them with

the ultimate aim, it ia a serious situs^

tion; ,to fail to select the DPn^EItMIN

IN'G connentinjf link between the present

class relationships and our goal is tO

blunt our weapons «nd sidetrack our

movement into an opportunist swamp,

no matter how loudly we proclaim our

support of the Soviet Union, etc,

ImmcHiiate demands, without proper:

connection with the revolutionary con-

tc^usion are of no value, and are of

:

great harm to the Communist movement.

But even if we properly connect the

immediate demands to the goal, but fail

to pick out the determining slogans in

a given situation wo also, "lag danger-

ouKly behind the task of organizing a

widespread movement of the unempley-;

ed." In the resolution of the Central.

Committee of the party (Daily Worker
11-28-31) the American birreaucrats list

one cent rill ^unifying siogan : Unemploy-

ment Insurance at full wages, a slogan

with 2!) words. They then present seion

main national slogaiiS. which include

everything, free rent, gas, light^ water

and immediale, extensive public' work

at trade union wages, and the seven

hour da,v.

This is wdi-.se tban the New York elee-

fion program which wa.s a local affair,

while this is a national directive for the

whole American working class. To these

^main slogiins, the resfolution ad6s, "It

is necessary to raise local demands iti the

various localities."

The Main Slogans

The parB y does not ijres'cnt txi the

workers one, two or tiiree short, snappy

slogans as the MAIN DETPMiMINING
slogans f<ir our class in the present sit-

uation; this is vitally necessary. In my
estimation the three otitstanding slogans

t(: i)e given nalional prominence are:

The Hix Hour day, the five day week

with no reduction in luiy, ;nid Immedi-

ate Relief and Social Insurance (Not

Socia! Insurance BIIJ.). 1'^f? Is^^t *wo

have been dealt wUb by the party; I de-

vote my.selE to the imixjrtance of the re-

duction of hours struggle.

Every workw wifh ordinary sense is

for the reduction of his hours of toil.

But the )>i-oblem does not sfop hei'e.

Some are working 12 hours, others 10

and some 8 hours. What should he the

slosfitn for this variation? Before the

w^orker will jump, he will want fo know

if he will receive less pay, because what

he makes now fcy working from S to .12

iLours is not enough, and if he gets less,

he just can't get by. The slogan for a

six hour day does not imply C liours of

work for evqry worker in the country

at once, no matter how we would desire

such. It means a», (for example, the 8

hour movement of the '80s) that this

slogan rallies the greatest class forces

in organized opposition to the capital-

ists, and where our pressure is the

sStrongest, forces a reduction of hours.

If we look back act the history of our

own pages of struggle, we can under-

stand the powerful movements organized

around the 10 hour struggle of the '30s

and the 8 hour struggle in the 'SOs.

Today, American industry has reached

a stage rotten ripe for the struggle tor

the 6 hour day. The American workers

,»t today must covtinue the heroi« ex-

amples (rf the proletariat before us. The
historic trend has witnessed the reduc-,

tion of hours as a national outcome oi

the class struggle, and with it has de-

veloped the intensification of their ex-

ploitation. You cannot iiave your choice.

If you "refuse" the reduction of hours

today—the spe(«i-up of labor will proceed

full speed anyway.

The Importaiice of the Struggle To
Reduce Working Hours

Its form may be altered somewhat, but

it would be the same speed-up wc all

know so well. The class conscious work-

er knows the jwsitive effect powerful

unions and successful strikes have on

real wages and the standard of living.

But in spite of this constant struggle,

I'eai wages show little change, that ia,

the working class in the past and now
receive an average wage that is equal

to the minimum subssistence level. This

is no argument against the s&ruggie for

these immediate demands, but it is a

powerful argument against those who
think they can gain their objective

through immediate demands as well as

those who lose sight o£ the revolutionary

goal. On the other hand, the abov«

shows the futility of the social reform-

ist struggle for immediate demands

alone, but on tlie other hand it does

not substantiate the 'uitra-Ijeftisrs" who
are' against all Immediate demands. Im-

mediate demands are the links for the

vanguard and the class. What kind of

imfnediate demands, how they are form-

ulated and fought for, is the decisive

factor. The slogans tlie Central Com-

mittee of the Party presents for unem-

ployment activity fall shor.t of this test.

The struggle. for the roduction of hours

is only dragged in i)y the tail as an

additional slogan, and is wrongly formu-

lated at that. If it were poss^ible te

add one more hour of work per day

to every emploj;ed worker, the resulting

re.action, in addition to increased unem-

ployment,' would be a reduction of pay

and leas workers doing more work. Th*

])roblem is stated wrong when one says

n low hourly wage rate brings long

hours— It is industries with long hours

that bring in low hourly rates, tin the

other hand, if the workers through

struggle are able to reduce the hours

of toii in decisive sections of industry

through(5Ut the country, the reaction

\v<!uld be more workers employed and

a tendency toward a ri-se in wages. The

reduction o^ hours from sum-up to sun-

down to the present standard has not

been accompanied by a proportionate

reduction in wages. On the contrary,

the reduction of hours through working

class struggle has witnessed an inci-easa

in wages.

Redaction of Hours Is Strong Blow

Against tlie Bosses

Considering the three overlapping

factors ; reduction of hours, social in

surance and immediate relief for the un

employed the one that will hit the

bosses the hardest is the reduction of

hours. The reduction of hours hits on

the source of profits, at surplus value by

reducing the hours of surplus labor-

time. Further, of the three, it will lay

the basis for greater contradictions for

tapitalism once a reduction of hours is

achieved. NeitKer inftnediate relief in

the form of government funds, charity or

social insurance will cause capitalism ae

many contradictions as the reduction of

hours. At the same time. It is a power
ful lever to unite the employed and un

employed, a weak side of the present un

employed niovement ; and enable th*

Communist vanguard to build a more
durable and stable, organizational struc

ture through the utdted front tactic

which in turn can tie -used more effec

tively for the other two V)ints—imme-
diate relief and social insurance, lu

other wordsd. It is not a matter of a

struggle for the reduction of hours first,

and the others later, or the sidetracklai;

of the oth(ir two factors. It is a ques-

tion, not only which has tlie most pro-

paganda value today, ^ social insurance,

immediate relief or the reduction of

hours, but a question of how to coordtn^

ate the three factors, laying a strong

organizatioiial ba.sis as wc go ahmg and

at the same time iinding the determin-

ing connecting link of the present class

relations and oui' revolutionary goal.

The reduction of hours struggle, tMn-

cretized by the slogan of the Six Hour
day, the five day week and no reduction

of pay is the fourfold factor.

The hopeless bureaucrat immediately

says.' Isn't it true that many capitalists

and reformers are for the six hour day,

and do not Green and the rest of the

fakers say the same'^ He draws the

etynclusion that it must be counter-rev-

ohvthmary—particularly since the Left

OpiKJsltion presented this slogan at the

verv'start. What more evidence does

anyone want?

Party Policy Makes Easier the RoI«

of Reformists and Fakers

For every capitaiist, reformer and

labor faker who i« for ihe six hour day,

I can point c-ut an eiiual number {with-

out trouble^ who are for .socia! insur

ance and particularly a Social Insurance

BILL, Further. if we count noses, we
will find that the Rwond International

numerically greater .than we Commun
ists, also say they are against capital

ism ami for the socinUst mode of pro-

duction. The main contending classes? in

aociety are vitally interested in unem-

ployment, but' tor opposite reasons. The

.same is true of «!I problems o£ the class

struggle. Only stupid bureaucrats, non.

Marxists could present sucii argnraents,

as the Centrists do.

The failure of the party to lead in the

struggle for the Wx Hour day, the five

day week and no reduction of pay and

the organizational weakness of the Com-

munist League to transform this correct

theoretical analysis into practice has re-

sulted in- allowing the social reEorinists

and reformers to obtaiti the lead. They

are making hay while the sun shines,

because they know the impa,sse America

is in with iier tremendous machine de-

velopment and the absolute decrease in

the numi)er of workers, in production.

American Imperialism, in order not to

allow the basic contradiction of her capi-

Perspectives of the Crisis in France
greater than that indicatted.(Continued from page 3)

and in valtte from 34 ,")!>1,000,000 francs

to 30,028,000,000.

Historkal Backgrotind of French
Capitalism

l^tking .the foregoing as a cross-section

of the present situation of French econ-

omy, let us trace certain lines of devel-

opment backward to tlieir iiistorlcal

roots,

1, French capitalism has never

'achieved tlie victory over petty peasant

agriculture which was so characteristic

of Hlngland, which has been carried

though in Germany, and which is marked
in tjhe 1,'nlted St-ates by the installation

of a permanent agrarian crisis. The
petty bourgeois peasant was the first

beneficiary of the French devolution, on

the 4th of August, 1789, when the nob-

ility, yieiding to peasant pressure, "re-

nounced" its feudal rights. It showed
its ]>olltical power under the first Bona-

tiarte, in the Kestoration, in the Instal-

lation of I.:Ouis Bonaparte as president

of the Second Republic, In the opposi-

tion to the Commime, and down to the

present time, when it forced through an

increase of 2(Xt to 300% in the tariff on

agricultural products after the 1930

break in world market prices.

Economically, it is still the dominant

factor in France. The value of its an-

nual output, estimated at 113 billions of

francs, is as great as that of all other

industry put together. Over half the

population of France still live in rural

communities.

Yet it is fundamentally insufficient and

una.ble to compete on an open market.

A tabulation of the distribution of farm

holdings, classified by size, was mads'

before the war, and while a little old.

Is the latest available. It should be oh-

served that some of the larger farms ar«

operated in small pieces by tenants, eo

that the process of splitting-up is ev«i

Tables for *'Perspectlve8 of the

Crisis of France"

Table 1

Clossjfleation of French Fann

by Size

Number

I.'p to 2 1-2 acres {-1 ha)

2 1-2—12 1-2 acres (1-5 ha.)

12 1-2—23 acres (5-10 ha-)

20-125 acres (10-50 ha}-

125-250 acres (uO-100 ha.}

250-500 acres (100-200 ha.)

Over 500 acres (200-ha,)

FconeiMt

Holdings

of Farms

3,235,4(X)

I,829,25i*

788,299

764,461.

52,04S

22,777

10,50S

Total 5,702,7Se

This shows that 85% of the farms of

France are of 25 acres or less. Kece»-

sarily, their productivity is small^
boundary strips alone reduce the aver-

age effective area, the small holding can-

not afford a high degree of m«chaniz»-

tion which involves capital Investment,

and Frnace is reckoned among the coun-

tries of low yieltLs. In wheat, for ex-

ample, along with the United States and

Russia, its yields range from 12 to 18

iiushels an acre, compared with AQ bush-

els or more for countries of highly-

developed agricultural technique like

Germany, Belgium and Holland. While

wheat represents less than 20% of th«

farm produdction of France, it allows

the possibility of international compar

ison.

This low level of productivity has set

its stamp on the entire development of

Fren«h capitalism. The small peasant,

to survive,has had to adjust his standard

of living to a low scale, which has been

reflected in .the wages of labor on an
international comparison ; in addition tt

has restilted in a domestic market of

low purchasing power. Still, even the

frugality, thrift and economic conserva-

tism of the small peasant has not been

enough to enable him to survive in com-

petition with woFid agricultural produc-

tion. He has forced through a system of

high protective tariffs which protect his

ineflicieney.

The liattle of 1S4S, in which Bngiish

capitalism through Its abolition of the

tariff on agricultural products, decisive-

ly defeated English agriculture, has not

even been fought in Frant*, because o£

the political atid economic strength of

the peasan-t. Protected by a high tariff,

French foodstuif* and consequently
_
the

French cost of living, are consistently

aiwve levels of other capitalist coun-

tries, and are now the highest in the

world, with the new duties. The cost of

living about the middle of 1931 was

112% of tha.t of 1S28 in France, while

in Great Britain it bad sunk to 90%
and Germany to 91% (no matter how
these figures may have been falsified by

the ofiicial sources from which they are

derived, the relation interna>tlocally is all

that matters here).

France imports foodstuffs to the ex-

tent of about 12% of the value of tts

total imports; England 45%, Germany

31% At the same time, and as a re-

sult, France exports less, proportionate

ly; its total exaorts are consistently

about 55% of those of Great Britain.

This apparent self-sufficiency, be It

noted, is based on a backward agricul-

ture and a consequently low level of in-

dustrial development, restricted .to a

home market which does not perthit ol

expansion of productivity.

Thig constitutes a liasic contradiction

in French economy. The capitalist wants

low food prices, a plentiful supply of

proletarian labor from ex-peasants, low

wages, maximum industrial output, max-

imum exports ; the peasant wants high

flood prices, must have them to support

his economically backward productiT*

technique, and clings to his scrap of land,

holding back to the limit of his ability

the progress of industrial capitalism.

{To Be ContinuedJ

t^llst system to mature, is forced tto

prevent such by taking steps and meas-

ure which are in -themselves contradic-

tions, and in turn pave the way for an

enlargement of the basic contradiction

she is hopelessly trying to sidestep. A
powerful class movement of the workers

for the reduction of hou?s can hasten

this contradiction upon capitalism, creat-

ing a condition where we have nothing

to lose and everything to gain. Provid-

ing this comes at)OUt .through class strug-

gle and not through SOCIAL KKFORM-
IST channels.

The American Stalinist i^adership,

with their present perspective and analy-

sis on the unemployment question, iiave

throw overboard (he very A B C o^

Marxism, not only on tiie theoretical

side, but also in elementary economics.

It is indeed time for the Communists

of America to map out a program o^

action in all its detail for the Six Hour

I>ay, the Five Day week with no re-

duction in pay.

—HUGO OKIILER,

(Supplcmcnfing comrade Oehler's valid

arguments, it i..^ necessary to add that,

particularly and directly in relation to

mass unemployment and efforts to re-

lieve it, the international slogan pro-

[Kjunded by comrade Trotsky and the

Left Opposilii>n, has llie necessary

strength, appeal and validity to arouse

and moiiilize wide masi^es of workers

around it.

That is the siogan of large and long-

term credits to the Soviet Union, a slo-

.gan that is api'Hcable on an internation-

al «cale, but is especially so In .the United

States. We have elaborated this (jues-

tion on previous occasions, and the offi-

cial Communist Party, though In a back-

lianded inadcfiuate and stupid manner,

has found it necessary to finally also

raise this slogan. With this additional

slogan, as mentioned above, the position

of the Communist Ijeague of America

(Opposition) is a comv>letely cori-ect

one,—Ed.).

Confonrusion among theFurriers
In my article in The Militftnt (Nov.

14, 1931) I wrote in part that the lead-

ership of the Needle Trades Union who
conceived the policy of electing a Joint

Council for the Furriers under the aus-

pices of theird cover name—Rank and

File committee—will not be caught nap-

ping when the offices are refused to them"

by the Internatiohal President, since they

had tbeir next move already worketl out,

namely, that the KO-ealied newly elect-

ed joint council will invite the Indus-

trial union to a "real" united front.

Our prediction was carried Into life

on Nov. 21. On this date the two "oi>-

posing" factions In the fur trade, namely

the Fur department of the N. T. W. U.

and the newly-born joint council of the

'Furriers Interna.tional", gathered In

llanhattan Hall tc^ consider ways and

means to bring about one union in the

fur trade.

The conference, which was scheduled

to start at 7.30, began mucivfater because

not more than two doztsn workci's, in-

cluding myself, came to listen to the

negf.tiations. Such an attendance at a

conference that was supposed to deal

with The most burning problem among

the furriers at present, was ample proof

that the furriers are tired and disgusted

with the comedy played at their ex-

pense.

Gold's Remarks

The meeting was opened Iiy I. Cohen

and in mechanical fashion Winogradsky

pi'oposcd him for chairman and Beerum

for scH-retary; tlie two groups were

given the honor to deliver uniform

speeches. Gold, who arrived late, was

disapiKdnted to find an empty hall, or

niaybt^ he did not expect any lietter—

who knows? In his speech Gold said

that they are glad to make a united front

with a rank and file joint council; for

unity with them means unity to Iwtter

THE ECONOMIC MONTH
(Continued from pagel

)

offer unwiualled possibilities for the

Communist Party of ICngland to broaden

its Influence with the masses.

* * *

The Federal Reserve Banks are beat-

ing a hasty retreat from t!ie policy of

abnormal stimulation of rediscounts and

purchase of hills in tlie open market,

which was a necessity of tlieir defense

of tlie d£>Iar against the flood of goW
oiports. The statement of Oct. 2;! mark-

ed the peak of the inllntionary move-

ment-bills discounted and purchased

totalled ?1 ,467 ,000,000, The Dec. state-

ment stiows tiiese two items at a total

of $1,141,000,000, Fe<lP!'al Reserve not*

issues, however, have not declined nearly

as much, from ?2,47S millions to ?2,3S3

during the same period. Money of all

kinds in circulation actually showed an

incroiise from $ri..")04 millions to $5,511.

The banks are still putting pressure

on the bourgeoisie to liquidate the pro-

ce*^=: of deflation and the strcngthenini;

of the banks is resumed, but the bour-

geois reacts as best he can by holding

on to his money, keeping larger ani

larger amounliS in "circulation", that ie,

in boarding. A genuine increase in note

discounts and purchases would represent

the beginning of a real induslrisJ re-

vival; the bank figures, however, indicate

only a temporary financial moneuv»r

which is now being liquidated.

t * * *

Wkewise belonging to the classes of

fnancial maneuvers arc the efforta «f

Mr. Hoover to bring back prosperity by

reorganizing the War Finance Corpora-

tion and creating a new bank for loaoa

against home building. When in doukt,

organi7.e a bank, appears to be his motto.

The Germans did the same thing after

the crash of 1023-24, and again In recent

weeks after the July crash. It all helps

to SHstain the illusion that capitalism

can find some other w«y out of the crlsi*

than off the backs of the working claa^

Exploitation of the Boatmen

(Continued from page I)

company was about to follow suit. Cap-

tains on the O'Boyle Line came back to

the union. There was talk about a

strike sometime in January on this line.

O'Boyie officials heard of it. Others

picked up their ears and suddenly real-

ized that the union was again about to

come to life and to become a factor on

New York's waterfront. Something had

to be done. The usual cry of "tJommun-

ist" did not seem to affect the workers.

Something else must be done.

The frame-up. I need not here go into

details. Workers Everywhere will soon

know the whole story. Enough to say

that three of 'the union's most active

members, including the writer, are to-

day about to be railroaded up the river

for life for a crime we did not commit.

Onr crime was the crime of trying, by

organtzaition, to rectify some of the

wrongs descritjed In this article and to

gain fof the members of the union an

equal and decent scale of wages.

If, with the assistance of the workers

everywhere, the Defense Committee suc-

ceeds in ^defeating this attempt of a

frame-up, we shall continue, no matter

where we are, to commit- the crime of

organizing the workers against their

common enemy, the boss. To conclude

this article I want to repeat my state-

ment to police captain Ijcnnard in the

station after my arrest and when told

to "confess". "There was not enough

noLOfney outside to buy me, there is not

enough terror in here to break- me."

Tha.t statement goes for all taree de-

fendants.

—JACK SODICRBERG,
Secretary-Treasurer of I. T. B, U.

The struggle of the capitalist class to

reduce the wages of railway workers is

one of the outstanding phases of the at-

tempt to solve the crisis In the capi-

talist way. The Tory element of the

financial bourgeoisie resents even the dip-

lomatic courtesies which the railway

bosses have seen fit to employ in their

negotiafions with the broflierhoods so

far. What they want was illu3trate<l by

the demand of Fred W. Sargent, presi-

dent of the Chicago and Northwestern,

for a 15% wage cut instead of 10%. He

threatened tha.t if the workers did not

immediately accede to bis demands, he

would expose the rotten financial sit-

uation of the road, and thus bring on

tiankruptcy. Point was given .to the

thi-eat by the receivership announced

during the week for the Wabash Rail-

road, whose last previous receive i-siiip

was in l'.>15.

In 1029 the railroads piiijl-out $2,942,-

000,000 in wages, and made a proiit of

?1 ,275.000,000. In 1931 the wage bill

be about $2,145,000,000 and the profits

about $540,000,000. A 10% cut in wages,

based on the 1929 payroll, would increase

profitsby $204,200,000; based on the pre-

sent payroll, by $215,000,000. This

would be far fi'om restoiing the $735,-

OOO.tXK) drop in profits caused by the

crisis, but when it is a question of

cho(5sing between cutting the wages of

over a million and a half workers and

cutting down the interest coupons of

iKindbolders by means of a receiveship,

wliat public^spirited railroad management

would hesitate?
—B. J. F.

Red Christmas Affair in N.Y-

On Christmaa Eve, December 34, 1931,

an entertainment for the benefit of The

Militant will i>e given by the New York

Branch of the Communist Ijcague of

America (Opposition) at its headquar-

tors, 84 East lOth Street. Refreshraets

will be served.

The entertainments of the I..eague have

been lively and pleasing to all who have

attended. Workers are cordially invited

to attend the Christmas Eve affair.

MEETINGS IN STAUNTON, ILL., AND
ST. LOUIS, MO., ARRANGED

FOB SWABECK

STAUNTON, ILL.—On Tuesday, Dec.

la, 1931, at 7:30 P. M., comrade Arne

Swabeck will speak In Staunton 111. at

Kolar Hall, His subject will be: "Un-

emidoyntent, the 6 Hour Da.y and t*ie

Conunimists." All workers are Invited.

ST, LOUIS, MO.—A lecture on "Unem-

pioyment, the 6 Hour Day and the Com-

munists" will he given by Arne Swabeck

OP De.ceinber 16, I33I at 7:30 P. M. at

the St. Lauls Public Library, I4th and

Olive St, All workers are invited to

attend,

KANSAS CITY MEETING FOK
SWABECK

KANSAS CITY, MO.—A lecture on

"The Eofflioimic Crisis and the Commuii-

Ists" will be given by Arne Swabeck in

Kansas City, Mo., on Friday, December

18th, 1931 at 8 P. M. at the Bro^lierfiood

of Railway Cleriis Hall, 223 East ^.Oi St.

All workers are cordially invited to at-

tend.

STUDY CLASS IN KANSAS CITY

A study class in the "Fundamentals

of (>)mmunism" is being organized in

Kansas City, Mo-, by the Branch of the

Communist League of America* (Opposi-

tion). The class will be conducted by

comrade George Clarke. Kansas City

workers who wish to join the class are

requested to get in touch with comrade

Clarke, aX Buehler's Book Btbre, 220

West 12th Street.

the conditions of the workers, whereas
a united front with -Sorkin and "Winick

would mean to give money to the above-

named to betray t!ie woi'kers.

Gold evidently forgot to mention that

he had made a united front with Sorkin

in 102S, after both Sorkin and Winick
were fully exposed as betrayers for try-

ing to sell out the i;)20 furi*iers' strike

and iiy inaugurating the expulsion of the

ImU wing ill 102T.

lie also forgot that Ills co-workers,

Potasii, Boruchowitch, Winogradsky and
the acting national secretary and o<Htor

of the Needle Worker, Henry Sazer, pro-

posed a united front with Sorkin in

March, 1931 and fought tooth and nail

at the Party fraction to railmad tiieir

motion. They wanicd to unite on the fol-

lowing basis: shat Sortsiii siiould go as a

representative o£ the union to the next

plenurp of Mie I'rofintern and Winick
be given a i^aid jcb as an officer. Only
the stubborn tight of n group of workers

in the fraction, including myself, stop-

ped tliis kind of a deal.

A Protest From the KutKs

lu answer lo the announcement about
the new hcadijiiarteis to bo engaged for

t!ie new council, one of our old mili-

tafs. i^haffer, rose with a pfotesi, which
in reality expre.-iscd The sentinu^nt and

attitude of the bulk of the furriers in

New York. He stated very dcliniteiy

that this idea of opening a third union

will only add more confusion to the al-

ready muddled state of affairs. Very il-

luminating was tile reply of .Tacjc Schnei-

der, manager of the Fur Department of

(he Industrial Union to the .sound ob-

jections of the old furrier. He motiv-

ated the opening of the new heaihuiarters

witli the fact that many furriers who
wouldn't like to tH)me to the Industrial

I'nion, must be provided with a different

office.

Feeling the embarrassment of (he sit-

uation. Winogradsky, thanks to his in-

genuity, rushed forward with an abso-

lutely harmless pi-opnsai to postpone the

conference indefinitely. But this pro-

posal does not solve the situation, nor

dees it diminish tSie confusion iirought

ationt by the mistakes of the I.rf'ft wing

leadership into the ranks of the Left

wing furriers. Our proposals made in

the pages of The Militant (November 14,

10,11) are correct. An explanation and

ackonwlcdgement of the misfakes in

policy would help to start anew the

struggle fr better conditicms against the

bosses and thefr agents of every shade,

—KOBEUT BRILLIANT.

ProgressforJewish

Paper
Work for the publication of n semi-

monthly paper of the Left Opposition in

the .Icwish languuge ia we!l under way.

The New- York Jewisii group of the

Communist League (Opiiosition) he!d a

meeting on nec<'mber 5tb, togctlicr with

a number of sympathizers and formed
an organization with (he aim of support-

ing and spreading the .Tewish paper.

Clo.'je to one hundr«i dollars wa.^ raised

in casli and pledg<'S. This group wlU
hold its lU'xt meeting on Wwlcsday, Dec-

einlter 1«, S P. .11., at S4 East lOtii St.

All syniiKithetic workers are urged to

attend this meeting. Comrade Jlarx En-

gel ia in charge of the work for New
York.

In MInneapelb

Comrade Rarach, is in <-hargo of the

work in llinneapolis ; he writes: "A
number of ,Iewish Communists are will-

ing to actively support the Ijeft fipposi-

tion press. Comhiittee clso.sen to arrange

list of names for s<dicitation, tag day,

and iKirty or lianijttet, tile latter in con-

junction witii Swabeck's visit . . . You
many exiK-ct funds to roll in very short-

ly". The spirit of fiie JIJnneaiKilis com-

rades is unite obvious.

Very much of the same spirit prevails

in St. Louis, where comrade (ioldbcrg

Is in charge of the work. He writes in

part: "I was the local manager of the

FreSheit for over four y-ears, I know how
to carry on tiiLs kind of work an<I you

can rest assured that 1 will be a worker

for uor semi-monthly paper,"

The following comrades are in charge

of the work in other ioeaiitles: Boslon,

Kva Weiner : Chicago, ,1. R. Booth: Tor-

onto, Harry Clairmont. We are now in

the process of organizing our work In

Montreal, Winnipeg, New Haven. Phila-

delphia, Kansas City and Cleveland.

The comrades throughout the country

are urged to rush ail available funds

immediately.

Send al funds to: Jewish Propaganda
Committee, C. L. A, (Opposition)

f/f Jt. Lewit

,S4 East lOth Street, New York, X. Y.

N.ANKING—November 8— (Fenprecor)

—t'nder the terms of a new conscription

law passed by the goveniment last

month, 470,000 additional men will be

added to the "Nationalist Army" each

year for the next three, a total of

1,140,000 additions to tiie swollen total

of men under arms in Cliina who now ex-

ceed 3,000,0(X).

"The Oomamunists disdain to conceal
their views and alms. They openly de-

clare that their own ends can be atSain-

ed only by the forcible overthrow of all

existing conditions. Let the ruling class

tremble at a Oommunistlc revolution.

The proletarians have nothing to io«e

bttt their chains. They have a world to

win. Working men of all countries,

unite !"—Commitntst Manifesto.
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The Problems of Revolutionary Struggle in Italy

Italian fascism has recently celebrated

the tenth anniversary vt Its coining to

power. At the end of October 1922, tHe

laselst coup d'Btat gave the Italian bour-

geoisie new means of eiploltJng and (iom-

inating the working masses. Since tbis

time, tlie situation of the masses has

griQwn continually worse. All their vic-

tories, the result of a Oialt-century of

struggle and sacrifice both 04 the politi-

cal and the economic fleld, were swept

away by brutality and violence.

What is the present situation in Italy?

This is what an old comrade, recently

returned from there, says

:

"Unemployment is terrible. Among
workers' families, there are few who
have jobs. Relief amounts to nothing,

and when-ihe relief chest is empty, even

tliose miserable payments are suspend-

ed. Small business is completely ruined.

The wages of those who work are very

low, and they talk of still further cuts,

A large number of factories have been

closed, with no improvement in sight. In

the country, poverty Is still worse. Poor

markets and bad crops have flnislied the

ruin of thousands ot peasants who will

not be able to pay even a part of their

taxes this year. From' all parts of Italy,

the people are trying to emigrate, liut

where to? The -frontiers, too, are closed

"Yes, but don't they try to get out of

sut!h a situation?"

"Everyiwdy says we ought to get out

of It, and everybody wants to get oat

of It, but how? That is not the pro-

blem. The right to complain is freely

eierciaed everywhere. Nobody Is satis-

fled with the regime. Only the other

day, I attended a meeting of podestas

{city authorities) of my province, where

I heard speeciiea strongly criticising the

central government. Then too, the lan-

guage of the Pope in his famous encycl-

ical is typical of the situation, In spite

ot the reconciliation which, inevitably,

bae come about since then. Openly, one

can iear criticism of the regime. This

is evidently a change from th£! situation

just past. But—tljp government still

strikes, and strikes hard. The blackjack

la not suffering from unemployment. The

fear of reprisals Is still strong. Binoe

the creation of the O. V, R. A„ the fear

ot provocation has become an obsession

lu all social circles. But the most serj

lo«a thing- is the regime of isolation In

which all of UB live, at the factory, even

at home.

The Difficulty In Spreading: Infornistlon

"Suppose, for example, that some-

where In the factory some comrades stop

work as a protest against some particu-

lar abuse. Do y'ou think, that we all

know about It at once? Not at all. It

is only a few days later that the whole

factory knows what happened. If In

some workmen's quarter 'the population

lias an encounter with the police force,

and shots are fired, do you suppose the

news circulates freely? It is only by

chance that they will hear about it some

days later in the other quarters, and

then In confidence, beeausfe such events

are kept in deepest silence. W'hat shall

we say then about things that iappen in

otHer cities, or in other parts of Italy?

We in Italy know nothing about them.

There were many things which happen-

ed there which I (lid not learn until I

got"^here. Besides, the fascist press has

not many readers. That is how a woMi-

eaten regime like fascism, hated by fte

entire population, worn out by a trem-

endous economic crisis, can continue to

l\ve.

"But we have gone a long way since

the time vvhen the ruling class, after

defeating and scattering the revolution-

ary forces, thought itself all-powerful.

It sees once again that th* ground is

slipping from under its . feet, and it Is

disturbed. Until yesterday, the only

clandestine paper circulating in Italy

was ours, that is to say, antt-fasci«t pa-

pers. There is another symptom of the

situation, Italian fascism Is on toe down-

grade. But in order to overthrow it, we

must organize the activity of the masses,

aroused: and driven on by the deepening

and broadening economic crisis,"

"How do the masses, especially the

workiug masses, look on the problem of

the succession to fascism? Bo they pose

It as, Communism or Fascism?"

"Of course for us communists^ the

question cannot be posed In any other

way. For us the dilemma, fascism or

communism, poses itself at once. But

to say that this is the dilemma which

poses itself before t!*e working masses

would be to deceive oneself grossly. I

would say, rather, that the dilemma
which poaes itself presently before the

masses Is, Fascism or autl-fasclsm. On
this question I have noticed your discus-

sions with the "Center" and 1 foresee the

objections which can be made against

my statement

TIi« Issik: ii^asctsm or CommunlBm
"Tiie objection will be made that we

cannot talk of true anti-fascism without

giving it a true class content, a prole-

tarian content ; that fascism is the spe-

cial form ol dictatorship of Italian capi-

talism under present conditions of Its

evolution ; that to overthrow fascism Is

therefore to overthrow capitalism, so

that the dilemma, fascism or anti-faac-

ism, has no other meaning in practice

than the dilemma, fascism or commun-
ism.

"All this is correct and perfectly clear

for us communists. But it must be

made just as correct and clear for the

masses, and we have not yet gotten ao

far. The masses iiave not yet followed

the entire process with understanding.

The daily news of the Special Tribunal

increases every day the general sympathy

for the Communists ; but we must real-

ize that today everything which goes

against fascism has likewise the sym-

pathy of the masses. The task before

u&. Communists, especially at the pre-

sent time, is not to turn our backs to the

anti-fascist aspirations of the maases; It

is to prove to them by our everyday ac-

tivities that only the proletarian solu-

tion offers a way out of the present

crisis and a guarantee against the re-

turn of fascism. This task demands of

us a ffesiblo tactic, capable of bringing

us closer to the masses and taking them

away from the infiuence of the bourgeois

anti-fascist parties, wht^e hold, even

among the working class. It would be

childish to deny,

"The activities of these parties, on the

contrary, are the more dangerous to u»

because they pose before the masses aims

which seem to tifem easier to attafh

;

so that In the last analyais bhey act as

a brake on the revolutionary forcea.

All this Is elementary. Is It not also

the lesson of the events In Spain?"

Lessons From Vations ConntrieB

We think so. If It is true that the

revolutionary Spanish workers must

never forget our Italian experience of

1919-20, and must cut off the road to any

true fascist dictatorship by accomplisli-

Ing the tasks which the Spanish rev-

olution puts brfore them {eiproprlatlOB

of the bourgeoisie, Installation of th«

dictatorship ofthe proletariat), It Is als»

true that the Italian Communists muat

learn the lesson of the events In Spain.

Whether It ]a Italy or Spain or Germany,

only the dictatorship of the proletariat,

the proletarian reyolutlon, can guaran-

tee the workers against a fascist dic-

tatorship. But fho proletariat can come

out the victor only if the Communist*

know how to conduct a consistent rev-

olutionary stru^le, combining the strug-

gle for Immediate economic and political

demands with the struggle for the over-

throw of capitalism.

This does not mean In any way that

we must combine Communism and dem-

ocracy. For the rule of capitalism caa-

not be overthrown by any kind of trans-

formation in the fleld of democraltc pol-

lUcs, but only through the proletarain

insurrection.

Paris, November 7, 19S1

^FEROCI.

Perspectives of the Crisis in France

Economic - Social Changes and Prospects
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It is proposed, in this and in follow-

ing article, to ei;amine briefly the ^tua-

tlon in Great Britain. In tWs way we
can best get some understanding ot the

English situation and formulate a pol-

icy upon which the Left Opposition .can

work atfd can develop its activities.

Clearly, the basic consideration must

be the changed position, of Britain In

the world market. The period of Imper-

ialism Is also the period of capitalist

decline. The intensification of industry;

the growth of the productive forces far

beyond the bounds of the narrow pro-

perty rights and national boundaries

—

these factors make for increased Imper-

ialist rivalry, for war, fop collapse and

crisis ; and for revolution,

Britain's old monopolist position dis-

appears; its financial and trade sup-

remacy are affected by new and strong

rivals ; its colonies, no longer passive

recipients of Britain's products or will

ing slavey .for the exploiters, are In re-

volt: even the necessary reorganization

of iU Industries Is held up by a host

of conflicting property rights, small

factors of production and parasitic in-

terests.

Paradoxically enough, while Britain's

powei has been declining and her basic

Industries fighting a losing battle, the

bourgeoisie have Intrenched themselves.

By their financial policy; by the exten-

sion of profitable Industries in the col-

onies; by their monopolist control of

certain commodities enabling them ^o

maintain bigih prices; and by certain

rapidly developed light industries, sec-

tions of the bourgeoisie have been able

to make high profits. But since tiielr

position In the world market Is based

upon the heavy Industries, upon coal,

iron and steel, textiles and engineering,

the actual position of Britain has been

worsened. The real effects of this de-

cline are to be seen in the weakening

of Britain's position on the world mar-

ket and the increasing unemployment

among the bulk of her working popula-

tion.

Coming on top 01 the long years ot

industrial depression the world crisis

has hit Britain severely, although she is

still protected In some directions by

monopoly. Ttoe chief results can be

seen In the following figures;

Exports
1929

Manufactured Goods 43ft

Total (All Goods) 543

Prodnction

112

97

114

121

All Industry

Mines
Iron and Steel

Engineering

The above table it even nlore signific-

ant when we realize that 1924 produc-

tion was about 10% below the 1013 level.

In the past the return from overseas

tribute has been sufficient to make up

the balance between imports and exports

and to leave a surplus for reinvestment

overseas. The following figures show

the amount available for overseas invest-

ment:

(MUlton)

1924 192S 1930

86 137 39

It is estimated that this y^r there

win be an actual deficit of some 60 mil-

lion.

Many factors are necessarily Ignored or

passed over In t±e above sketch, but in

general the posltisin should be attUu

clear: the decline is a real and perman-

ent thing and not a pass'ng phase to

t)e ignored or treated by superficial re-

medies.

The Changed Politieal Outlook

The changed economic ,';ituation has

brought about a change In the political

attitude of the ruling claas. Benlfic:ent

liberalism is abandoned -for "dle-hard-

ism" : capitalism ceases to give and com-

mences to take away: democratic forms

begin to give way to more effective die

tatorlal measures—femergency Powers

Act, Orders In Council and the suppres-

sion of the militant workers' movementa

The unemployed benefits, wrested from

the bourgeoisie by the power of the work-

ing class, is reduced; wages are attach-

ed; expenditures on health, education,

schemes of work and so on, are cut

down ruthlessly. Tariffs are proposed,

bringing dearer food ; taxes imposed and

the po^Ihllity of Inflation threaten the

upper strata «f the proletariat and the

petlt-bouregoisie with very much worsen-

ed conditions. Here and in other spheres

of social life is the political expression

of the economic decline of Britain.

In such conditions, the working class

movement cannot go on in the oid way.

The basis for the old trade union bar-

gaining is gone; no longer is It quite

safe for the unions to operate on tte

sphere ot wages and conditions; In

the period «f capitalist decline, wage

reductions become imperative and neces-

sary for the maintenance of capitalist

profits. Resistance to wage reductions

or attempts at wage increases is no long-

er an attempt to secure a share of the

margin left over after all Interests are

satisfied but an attack upon "fixed

charges". Industries are declared "In-

capable" of paying the old wage stand-

ards: to challenge this Is to challenge

the whole basis of the capitalist control

of indiistry.

The trade unions cannot, In the present

period, remain In the centre: more and

more are they forced to fight on political

issues, and to choose either to become

part of the machinery of the State or

to advaiKe to revolutionary struggle. The

old sectional methods of struggle are u9»-

leaa In the face of .modern conditions.

These conditions have, in every coun-

Per Cent of

1930 1931 1929

343 221 —35,0%

441 292 —33.T%

<I929 Equal 199)

1930 1931

1st Quarter 2aSi Quarter

103 95 92

91 95 92

88 68 63

117 102 100

try in the world, given rise to the rev-

olutionary mo,vement. The old move-

ments, built up under the old conditions,

reveal their inability to adapt themselves

to the needs of the present time. Today

It Is not sectional struggles but mass

struggle; not national movements but

international movements.

In England, as elsewhere, the econom-

ic conditions are ripe for revolution. Is

there the necessary readiness on the part

of the proleUrla-t and the necessary

break-up of the ruling class groups and

the weakening of its hold iipon tlie mid-

dle classes to make a political revolu-

tion pMslble? What are the Immediate

perspectives?

In our next article we shall try and

deal with these points.

ANQLICUS,

The world-wide crisis of capitalism

which began to manifest Itself In the

Uni-ted States In July, 1929, did not ser-

iously affect French economy until the

latter part of 1930. At the present time,

*ith a false dawn of recovery appear-

ing In England on account of Inflation,

and in a few partial and temporary

manifestations la the United States, the

trend in Franco continues downward.
What is the likelihood that the crisis in

trance may continue to grow deeper and
sharper, even in the face of the begin-

nings of an industrial upturn elsewhere?

The survival or partial stablllzdtion of

isapitalist economy In the United States,

in England and in Germany has been

based on attacks on the standard otf

living of the workers, whose resistance

has on the whole been limked and spor-

adic, lin France the problem has not

been posed in its full forms because of

the delay in the outbreak ot the crisis,

but already the sjrikes In the textile,

and metallurgical industries indicate

a high degree of militancy among the

rank and file, A further sharpening of

the crisis and an attempt on the part

of the French bourgeoisie to solve it

from the backs of tho workers will lead

•to an Intensification of the class strug-

gle on the economic fleld which Is bound

to have Its effect on political develop-

ments at a time like this when the

French C. P, has already indicated that

it acknowledges the need for a turn to

regain the confidence of the masses. The

following study attempts to outline the

economic background of the present

stage in the crisis and to Indicate some

probable perspectives.

The approach to its conclusions can be

outlined as follows

:

1. French industrial capitalism, be-

cause of the historical conditions under

which It arose, has met with more re-

slatance from other sections of the hour

geoisie than capitalism in other coun-

tries. As a result, capitalism has not

matured its basic contradidctiona in

Prance to the same extent as in certain

other advanced countries, and is there-

fore not so susceptible to the immediate

effects of a crisis.

2. This does not mean thai French

capitalism occupies an "exceptional"

position, but merely that its tempo of

develoment has lagged behind that of

capitalism elsewhere. The broad line of

development has been similar: increasing

displacement of agriculture, Increasing

concentration, Increasing development of

export market*, before and since the

war,

3. The specific circumstances sur-

rounding the post-war crisis of capital-

ism in France made It possible lo post-

pone bringing into the open the internal

class conflicts of French capitalism,

-against the proletariat on the one hand,

against .the petty peasantry and the fin-

ancial oligarchy on the other.

4. This period of truce Is now com-

ing to an end: the questions of bring-

ing down the cost o£ living at the ei>

pense ot French agriculture, of cutting

wages in .the interests of export com-

petition at the expense of French labor,

and of bringing finance capital Into Its

normal relation as advance agent and

leader in the concentration of Industry

into monopoly, and .the development of

export mr,;kets through the export of

finance capital, will break down the un-

stable equilibrium of the past -four years,

praised by bourgeois economists as the

"harmony, the balance, the sense of

measure of France". This unstable

equilibrium has been based on the pro-

tection of an inefficient agriculture

against tndudstry ; on the limitation Of

induatry to little more than the restricted

home market based on small-scale in-

dustry and agriculture; and on the dev-

elopment of a powerful financial olig-

archy on a relatively narrow industrial

base. These three policies are contrary

to the Iron necessities of capitalism

—

primitive accumulation through the dis-

placement of the peasant by the prole-

tarian ; expansion of production and

the consequent necMslty of a world

market; and a hegemony of finance capi-

tal based on the Interweaving of its In-

terests with those of a concentrated and

monopolistic industry, instead of a fin-

ance capital chiefly concerned with non-

"productlve" and non-indu<trial opera^

tlons such as short-term credits to for-

eign ba^ks, Stock Exchange operations,

and loans to foreign governments. The

industrial bourgeoisie can make Its peace

with finance capital, but sooner or later

with the Intensification of the general

post-war crisis of captalism, it will have

to come Into open conflict with the pea-

santry, which can find an ultimate solu-

tion only in the alliance of the latter

with the proletariat.

Kelrtive Mildness ot the French Crisis

In 1930, Increasing Sharpness in 1931

Only a few data are necessary to bring

out the relative lateness of the mani-

festations of the crisis In France. Steel

production in 1930 declined S,l% com-

pared with the previous year in France;

35% in Germany, 37% In the United

States, 21% for the whole world. Prices

advanced, the Index of the cost of living

for Paris rising from 556 In 1929 to 581

for 1930, wihtle prices were failing all

over the world. The cost of new capital,

indicated by the yields of new securities

offered to the public, declined from
5.36% la 1929 to 4.69% in 1930, indicat-

ing the abundance of capital and the

confldeuce of the bourgeoisie. Bank-
ruptcies showed only a small Increase,

from a monthly average of 508 in 1929

to an average 521 in 1930. In foreign

trade. Imports showed a small increase

from 59,461,000 tons in 1929 to 60,759,-

000 tons in 1930, while exports decreased

somew;hat fty)m 39,906,000 tons in 1929

to 36,759,000 tons in 1930,

In the course of 1931, the picture has

changed considerably, and the tendency

is still rapidly downward. Steel produc-

tion in' September, 1931 was 654,000 tons

against 680,000 In August 1931, 801,000

tons In January 1931 and an average

of 783,000 tons for all 1930,. Hetail pric*^

In October, 1931, were 571% of pre-war

against 588% In the preceding month
and «37% in October, 1930; wholesale

prices dropped still faster, being 423%
in October, 1931 against 437 in Septem-
t)er and 519 In October of last year. The
cost of new capital, which had declined

as low as 4.10% by February of this year,

has been rising steadily—4,60% In June
and July, 4, 75% In August, 5% in Sept-

ember. Bankruptcies amounted to 1,005

in October, 1931, nearly twice the month-
ly average of last year, against 675 In

September, 1931. Foreign trade for the

first eight months of 1931 has shown
a sharp decline In exports against the

con'esponfllng period of last year, in

tonnage from 24,787,000 tons to 20,399,-

000, and in value from 29,309,000,000

francs to 20,970,000,000, while Imports

have fallen off relatively little In ton-

nage from 40.313,000 to 39,910,000

{Continued on page 2>

Economic Crisis Hits Workers of Greece
Dear Friends :

Since I last wrote to you the situation

in our country has become worse. Tlie

fall* of the Knglish pound lias dlsturbeti

tiie economic life and especially the ex-

ports of tobacco, raisins and olive oil.

The income from the merchant fleet is

reduced, while individuals and banks

who had deposits In Ijondon lost tremend-

ous sums. The State Bank alone lost

'300,000 pounds, which reduced the paper

drachma and put the stab iligation of the

Greek currency on the edge of the abyss.

The state Income from taxes is reduced

by 60 million drachmas per month
($750,000), and It is forecast that the

total deficit ot the economic year will

total 300 million drachmas. The Gov-

ernment is preparing to reduce the

wages of .the State employees by 6%, but

it was met by unanimous protest from,

every side, so that action was deferred

to December 15th In the expectation of

an improvement of the world economic

situation after the victory of -the Tories

in England.

Worsensng of the Worlters' Situation

The maintenance of the drachma at

the stabiiized level of 20% over English

currency Is followed by the reduction of

Iildustrial production and an attack of

capital upon wages. ^Workers are will-

ing to fight, but they are In an awful

state of disorganization. The responsi-

bility for that situation rests upon Stal-

inism, which for ten years by its errors

and adventurism helped the reactionaries

to take foot In the trade unions, and

from an inslgnifleant minority to seize

the direction of the unions and the Gen-

eral Federation of Labor, with the as-

sistance of dictator Pangalos. Instead

of struggling against them to gain the

confidence of the workers, tlie Stalinists

withdrew from the tJ, F. L,, and founded

the Unionist G. F. L., which, through the

policy of the Third Period—the general

political strike and the like—became a

mere skeleton. In the same period they

dissolved the trade unions under their

direction and amalgamated them into In-

dustrial unions. But at the stage of

economic development in which our coun-

try was and still is this meant a suicide

crime committed against the organiza-

tion of the Greek workers. The Indu-

strial Leather Union for years was un-

able to get together in meetings of more

than 15 workers. For three years they

did not hold elections for Council re-

newal. We have resisted this crime -of!

Stalinism and In the midst of this strug-

gle our best comrade Theodore Ladas,

shoemaker-worker, was assassinated.

Our organization

strlved in this period to organize the

workers and succeeded to have fifteen

unions in Athens and Piraeus and ten In

Salonica. But this was far from group-

ing .the majority of the workers who are

90 per cent unorganized.

Trade Union Unity

It Is natural that the slogan for unity

should be at the heart of every worker,

and when our organization put forward

the slogan of the united front and later

of unity, the response from the workers

was unanimous.

In Athens there were two bakers' un-

ions, one of which was under reaction-

ury management, the other under ours.

Under our pressure, workers obliged

their leaders to accept -the unity pro-

pagated by the Archio Marxists. The

result was that we obtained the direction

of the amalgamated union.

Our slogan for unity meets the stub-

born resistance of Stalinists^ who prefer

to have lifeless unions Instead of having

the masses concentrated In them. In

the past, when the Archlo-Marxists be-

came a majority In unions under .the

Stalinist regime, they (the Stalinists)

expelled these majorities rather than to

surrender the union control. That is the

history of the great majority of the un

Ions which are now under our direction

Our slogan for nnlty la: ONE UNION
FOH EVERY INDUSTRY,

The only terms we propose are

proletarian democracy in the union and

liberty for the factions.

We also propagated this slogan at- the

YI Congress of the General Federation

of Ijabor, where Jouhaux of the French
C, G. T. and of the Amsterdam Inter-

national was in attendance. Our or-

ganiaation circulated a tract against this

traitor. Two comrades were arrested

and beaten up by the police who were
protecting him.

In Piraeus there are three bakers' un-

ions, one under our direction. In a com-
mon meeting, the workers accepted our
slogan and a committee of fifteen was
oleoted to carry out the fusion of the

unions. In Atheps, the same will take

place with another bakers' union which
was founded by the reactionaries, when
our comrades were arrested at the -be-

ginning of a general bakers' strike.

Under our pressure, Stalinists made a
turn accepting our slogans and declaring

that they :ire prepared to accept a union

Congress for the formation of ONE Con-
federation of Labor.

But in practice, they are putting up
Obstacles for every real effort for unity

and are even eollatwrating with reaction-

aries against us. This was the, case In

tile Bank Employees' Union, where Stal-

inists worked with reactionaries to de-

feat the Council composed of sympath-
izers to our organization. They did not

succeed ; we have retained o«r position

in the Council,

Internafioital Labor Defense

Our participation in the I, L, D.

groups continues, but we are met with

all the obstacles -that Stalinism Is cap-

able of. They took occasion to expel the

entire I. L.* D. group in the bakers' un-

ion which protested against the persecu-

tion of Rakovsky and Trotsky and the

Bolshevik-Leninists o& the Soviet Union,

The Kakovsky campaign was very suc-

cessful ia bringing to the knowledge of

the workers the situation of the Opposi-

tion in the U. S. S, K. The Stalinists

have been enraged at this exposure, and
they began a fierce campaign of calumni-

ation against Trotsky and Rakovsky,

whom they calumniated as counter-rev-

olutionists. For tile same reason, they

expelled I'vom the I. L, D. four of our

beat comrades who are In prison cells

at Syngrow. Now they are preparing

the expulsion of every Archio-Marxist

from the I, L. D.

In Salonica prisons, exasperated by
the criticism of our comrades In the

prison, they rushed against them, twenty

against five, and beat them fiercely. They
attacked comrade Cavilla, then secretary

of the Drama radio, and member of bhe

district committee of East Macedonia and
West Thrace, who lately joined our or-

ganization, after addressing an open let-

ter to the members of the Party denounc-

ing the crimes of the Stalinists, the

thefts, -treason, etc. They wounded him

in the heml with a rifle. Some days

later our comrade was discovered and
arrested by the police and Imprisoned

and tortured.

The Terror

The terror against the militant work-

ers Is Increasing, The courts are dis-

solving workers' unions; they imprison,

send to jail and deport for years. The
-foundation of new unions is forbidden.

On August 1st the police arrested soma
of our comrades at Agrini and attached

them' to the tall of a horse which was
galloping, I'n the shoemakers' strike,

which now involves 4,000 workers In

Althens and I'Iraeus, we liave twenty

comrades sentenced to years of prison.

The secretary and president of the shoe-

makers' union ( Archlo-Marsist) were
comiemned to eight months' imprison-

ment. The comrade who was standard-

bearer In a demonstration of strikers was
sentenced to eighteen months ia jail.

On November 7th at a demonstration

in favor of the Russian Revolution, fourr

teen comrades, members of our organiza-

tion, were condemned from two to throe

and a half years' Imprisonment and exile.

Among them are two working-women.
For a month now, 4,(KI0 shoemaker*

are on strike in Athens and Piraeus. In

this strike, Stalinism revealed Its hideoua

face. We will give you ^n account ot

this strike in the near future after the

strike ends.

Afliens, November 12, 1931

-P. P.
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EDITORIAL NOTES
ON WHICH SIDE?

Tasks oF the LeFt Opposition in England and India

- Some Critical Remarks on an Unsuccessful Thesis -

The defense of workers under peraeeu-

tion by the state autborities of capital-

ism for itbeir activity in the labor move
ment is a class question, and therefore

a question of principle. It malfes no

difterence what the opinions or affilia

tlons of the prisoners may be. Blows

directed against them are In reality dir-

ected against their class. In such an

issue there are only two sides, and tliere

ifl only one question to answer : On
which side do you stand?

This questln of principle is now com
lag to the front meet Insistently in the

case of Soderberg, Bunker, and Trajer,

the members of the Independent Tide-

water Bontmena Union, who bave been

selected for victimization in the New
York "dynamite plot". In reality the

frame-up Is directed against thetr union

and by that fact, against the entire

wotklng class. The members of the 1.

T. B. U. bave not been deceived by the

attempt to pass off the frame-up as a

prosecution of individual "criminals".

The union has already taken a decided

stand on the case. It has recognized

that the figbt against the frame-up Is a

flght for its own existence as an or-

ganization and has made tbe defensue

of Soderberg, Bunker and Trajer its own.

The qliestion now presents itself cate-

gorically : For the bQ«at owners, the pol-

ice, and the agent provocateur on the

one side—or, for the Tidewater Boat-

mens Union and Its persecuted mem
bera on the other. An ordinary trade

union militant who has been through A

few flghf« with .the boss class, to say

nothing of an enlightened class consci-

ous worker, should liave no difficulty in

deciding where he stands.

As in all anti-labor frame-ups of the

past tliere is a great deal of jiblloe

propaganda being carried ok to becloud

tlie issue and confuse the workers. This

propaganda has its unconscious mouth

pieces in the labor movement. In the

early days of the Mooney case and also

(n the Saoeo-Vanzettt case we saw the

same tbing. People who are naive

enough to believe anything they are told

by the frarae-up gang wBthhKjld. their

help from the defense. And to these

deceived ones must be added those who
slander the prisoners at the time of their

greatest need in order to cover up and

justify their own treachery and coward-

ice. One of the firat tasks in defending

workres in a case of this kind is to

tear the mask from the face of these

camouflaged police agents and show

them up In their true light belore -the

worker*.

The people wlio went around whisper-

ing that Mooney and Billings were really

*^gtflUy", and who did the same thing

in regard to Sacco and Vanzetti when

the case first broke, have tlieir counter-

parts in the case of the marine work-

era now facing trial. This treacherous

propaganda was strongest at the moment
when the prisoners were first arrested

and put through tie torture of the

thlnd degree, when they appeared to be

alone and friendless with ' no one to

speak for them or to help them. But

since the defense movement began to

take shape, and the union rallied Its

forces for the fight, the voluntary helpers

of the prosecution have begun to beat a

retreat. This process will be aicceler-

ated as the issue is brougb-t clearly Into

the open and Oie honest workers rally

around the banner of labor solidarity.

In a previous Issue we called atten-

tion to the abominable statement of • the

D^y Worker on the case—the statement

poisoned with the spirit of class treach-

ery. Some elements in the I. W, W,,

whose aim in life is to demonstrate on

every occasion th«t they are Just as

rotten as -the Stalinist bureaucrats,

brought out a statement of the same

character in tiie I>ec. 1st issue of

Indnstrifil Solidarity. But -this brought

a reaction from the I. W. W. members

THE OPPOSITION ON THE EVE
OF GREAT ADVANCES

In New York which is worthy of emu-

lation by the Communist workers In the

ranks of the party. Here is a copy of a

telegram sent to Industrial Solldwity

"Membership here demands retraction

of article signed H. K, pertaining to

victims on water front in recent "Solid-

arity". Soderberg, Trajer, and Bunker,

have pleaded not guilty. ,We consider

a«!usation against them an Injustice.

Non-I. "W. W. marine workers defense

committee defending cases should be

given support. Letter from victims fol-

lows. L. J. Seco, General Executive

Board Meml>er."

We also know of the protests that

have been made by Party members along

the same line against the position taken

by the Daily Wwlier. These are signs

that the rank and file militants are going

to say their word on this case and that

it is going -to be in f^vor of the de-

fendant and not of the prosecution.

This is the hope of the imprisoned mem-
bers of the boatmens union In their de-

sperate trouble. It is also the hope of

the militant labor niovement.

In the beginning of the year that is

now drawing to a close the Goidmunlst

League began an upward swing under

the sign oi a planned program of ex-

pansion. Tie plan worked out in almost

every detail. The reestabllshment ol

the weekly MiHtant, the organization of

our publishing house, the strengthening

of full-time staff, the publication of the

Ifltemational in English, the placing of

organizers in the field, and the national

lecture tour—all these projects of the

plan are today a reality. And as a re-

sult of these achievements the American

section of the Opposition is not exactly

the same as it was a year ago—It is

stronger in organization, more fortified

in principle and more confident of its

future. Only one item of the expansion

program remains unfulfilled—the theor

etlcal magazine. Our failure by approx

imately five hundred dollars to collect

the estimated two -hundred dollar fund

compelled us to cross the project off for

the time being. In all other respects the

program was realized.

In the meantime new developiAents and

new advances—the fruit of our system-

atic planed work of the year—are crowd-

ing upon i;s unannounced and urging a

r^eorlentatlon of our work with a still

briSader and more optimistic perspec-

tive. The planned prt^ram of expansion,

brides attaining its immediate objectives,

Is already beginning to bear fruit in

tangible advances which were not plan-

ned, nor even hoped for in so short a

time. A number of new achievements,

which'^Tvere not directly contemplated,

confront ua now as imminent realities,

Th'e first of these—first chronologically

and first in Importance and significance

—was the establishment of Young Spa*^

taeus, the voice of the Opposition youth,

the first youth paper to make its appear-

ance in the entire international organi-

zation of the Left Opposition. The found-

ing of Young SpEirta«uB, and simultane-

ously with it the organization of the

Marxian You-th Club under the aegis ot

the Opposition—there are the true signs

of the invincible vitality of the Marx-

ist wing of the movement.

To rtiis will soon be added two more

evidences of Opposition progress in other

fields. The 15tb of December will mark

the first appearance of Communtetes,

official organ of the Communist League

in the Greek language; and following

that, the publication of a Jewish paper

is scheduled for January 1st. Tlie enor-

mous significance of -these two events

needs no elucidation. They are the first

concrete indications of the slow but

steady growth of our infiueooe among

tile foreign language elements of the

Communist movement. The roots of our

movement are spreading wide and going

deep. In all. these developments we see

the proof that the conditions are matur-

ing for a ,tran8formatlon of the form and

character of our organization. There is

reason to believe that we are on the way

toward breaking out of the narrow con-

fines of a purely propaganda body. At

any rate we are moving In that direction-.

That is what these events foreshadow.

But we must see the whole picture,

which is by no means a one-sidedly opti-

mistic one. These expanded activities

In themselves involve -the organization

in a crisis which expresses itself most

acutely on the financial side. It is a

crisis of growth, to be sure, but it effects

our work most seriously at the moment

just the same. The new advances are

well grounded in all the circumstances.

They cannot be postponed. But they also

impose additional burdens and responsi-

bilities on ,the still limited number of our

supporters. These obligations cannot be

postponed either. Kverything depends

upon our comrade understanding tlite

and meeting it with tlie necessary addi-

tional activity and sacrifice.

-J. P. C.
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:

Two comrades, Ridley and Chandn

Ram, have worked out theses, dedicated

to the sltnation in England, tire Lrft

Opposition, and Its relations to the Com-
intern. The authors -consider themselves
supporters of the Left Opposition despite

bheir liaving serious differences with It,

In their document they defend several

times, the necessity of an open and free

Inner criticism. That la absolutely cor-

rect. This free and open criticism we
will employ, therefore. In relation to

their own tJieses.

1. "Great Britain Is at the present

time In a transitional phase between
Danocracy and Fascism". Democracy
and Fascism are here considered as two
abstractions without any socla) deter-

minants. Evidently, the authors wish to

say: British Imperialism prepares itself

to free her dictatorship from the de-

composing parliamentary covering, and
to enter upon the path of open and
naked violence. In general this Is true,

but only in general. The present gov-

erment is not an "Anti-Parliamentary"

Government; on the contrary, it has re-

ceived an unheard of jtarliamentary sup-

port from the "nation". Only the in-

crease of the revolutionary movement in

England can force the government to

tread -the path of naked, ultra-parliamen-

tary violence. This will without doubt
take place. Hut at the present time th^
is not so. To place today the question

of Fascism on the first plane is not here
motivated. Even from the standpoint of

a distant perspective one can doubt in

what measure it is in place to speak of

"Fascism" for England. Blarxlsts must,

in our opinion, proceed from the idea

that fascism represents a different and
specific form of the dictatorship of fin-

ance-capital, but It is absolutely not

identical with the imperialist dictator-

ship as such. When the "Party" of

Mosely and the "Guild of St. Michael"

represent t^e beginnings ol fascism, as

the thesis declares, it is precisely the

total futility of both named groups that

^ows how unwise it Is to reduce al-

ready today the whole iwrspective to

the Imminent coming of fascism.

The Kerensky P«riod for Great Britain

In the analysis of the present situa-

tion in England, we should not preclude

the variants through which the rule of

conservatism will pass, not directly to

the dictatorship of open violence, but
will put forward, as a result of a swift

parliamentary dislocation to the Left,

through any block of Henderson and
Lloyd George, a transitory, government

of the British Kerensklade, Lloyd Geoi^e
counts, manifestly, on the Inevitable Left

turn, of "open opinion", and, precisely,

therefore, does not fear to remain thday

in a futile minority.* In what degree

the BriUsh Kerensklade Is probable, how
durable It will be, etc., depends on the

further development of the ecouMnlc
crisis, on the tempo of the bankruptcy

of the "national" government, and, main-

ly, upon the speed of bbe radlealtzation

of the masses.

Obviously, the Kerensklade, when it

appears, must for its own part, uncover

its Insufficiency and consequently push

the bourgeoisie along the road of open
and naked violence. In this case, the

English workers must convince them-

selves that their Monarchy is not just

an innocent and decorative Institution

:

the King's power will Inevitably become
the center of the united imperialist coun-

ter-revolution.

2. A profwmd error Is to be found, in

the second paragraph, directed against

: the activity In the trade unions, with

the object of their capture, which for

a Marxist and Bolshevik is obligatory.

According to the thought of the thesis,

the trade unions from their origin re-

present "Imperialist organizations".

They can live so long as they benefit

by the super-profits of British capital-

ism ; now, when !her privileged petition

is forever lost, the trade unions can only

disappear. To struggle to capture the

present trade unions is nonsense. The
revolutionary dictatorship will. In the

proper time build new "economic or-

ganizations".

The British Trade Unions—Hielr Past

and Future

In this judgment there is nothing new.
: It renews long ago- clarified and rejected

propositions. The trade unions are not

,

considered by the authors as the bisioiie

organization of the British proletariat,

which refiects its destlriy, but as a crea-

tion which from its inception is pene-

trated with the sin of imperialism. But
the trade unions have bad their rich

and instructive history. They bad pre-

viously carried on a herolfc struggle for

the right to organization. They glor-

iously participated In the Chartist Move-
ment. They led Hie struggle ^for the

shorter working day, and these struggles

were recognized by Marx and Engels as

having great historical importance. A
number of trade unions enteied the First

International. Alas, history does bot

exist for our authors. In all their opin-

ions, there Is not a drop of dialectics.

They Iftnit themselves under ^metaphysi-

cal principles: "Fascism", "Democracy",
"Imperialistic organizations''. To the

living and r«al processes they oppose
their discoveries.

Wfe hear from them that the leadens

of the trade unions did not betray the

General Strike of 1926: To acknowledge
them as "betrayers" -would indicate to

acknowledge that they were previously

"revolutionary". See what kind of a

Name .

.

Address

eity ... State

• I have just received tihe "Demission

Letter" of Lloyd Qetwge to his parlia-

mentary Party, which totally confirms

this supposition.

derby Metaphysics runs. The reformists

have not always betrayed the workers.

In certain periods and under certain con-

ditions, the reformists carlred through

some progressive work, lusufiiclcnt

though It be. The epoch of Imperialist

decline snatches the bottom from under

the reformists. That Is why the reform-

ists, insofar as they are forced to at-

tach themselves to the movement of the

inasses, betray It at a certain stage.

Even so, Ube inasses accept the conduct

of the reformists. To this living con-

ception of the masses, the authors op-

pose the theory of the original sin of

the trade unions. This theory Is remark-

able in that it does not allow a be-

trayer to be called a betrayer.

The Road of the Workers Toward
Revolution

Since 1920, the trade unions have lost

more than 40% of fcheir membership. The
authors, therefore, say that in the course
of the next two years they will lose an-

other 40%. When these 80% of workers
come to Communism, comrades Ridley

and Ram can say : the prophet need liot

go to the mountain when the mountain
ocmes to the propheL But insofar as

we know, this is not so. Ridley and liam
have not a dozen workers behind them.

The trade unions still embrace millions

of workers who in 1!)26 demonstrated
that they are capable of carrying on
a revolutionary struggle. We must look

for the workers where they arc to bo

found today, and not where they may
be tomorrow—the organized as well as

the unorganized. The question does not

go so far as the economic organizations

which the future revolutionary dictator-

ship win create, but rather to the pre-

sent English worker, without whom to

speak of the dictatorship of the proletar-

iat signifies playing with phrases.

Can in reality the workers eut^r the

path of lie insurrection in one leap,

without in the preceding period deep-

ening its struggle against capitalism,

without radicalizing themselves, their

methods of struggle and tbejr organiza-

tions? How can the revolutionization

of the working-class take place outside

of the trade unions, without reflecting

Itself inside of the trade unions, without

changing Its physiognomy, and failing to

oall forth a selection of new leaders?

If it is true, that the trade unions or-

iginated on the fundamentals of tlie cap-

italist super-profits of Great Britain

—

and this is so to a limited degree-
so, must the destruction of the super-

profits radicalize tihe trade unions, un-

derstood, of course, from below and not

from above, understood in the struggle

against the leaders and (traditions. This

struggle will be all the more successful

If the Communists participate in It,

The authors of the thesis go so far

as to identify the struggle for the trade

unions with the Anglo-Russian Commit-
tee. An overwhelming argument! The
Left Opposition accused Stalin, Tomsky
and Company that through the political

friendship with Citrine, Purcell, Cook,

et al, tbe Communists in the trade unions

were hindered from unmasking these

traitors. Comrades Ridley and Itam

bring forth a new discovery : To unite

with the betrayers and to unmask them

tiefore the masses—are one and the same
thing. Can we take such arguments

seriously?

Lenin's Dictum: Work In All I^abor

OrgantzatioDs

The American comrade, Glotzer, in

speaking of the necessity of wtorking

in the trade union organizations for their

conquest, appeals in absolute correctness

to the pamphlet of Lenin's; "Infantile

Sickness of Communism—Ijcftism". To
this comrades Ridley and Ram answer
with four objections:

(a) They ask for arguments and not

appeals to authorities. This is true. But
the pamphlet of Lenin's contains many
arguments which tiielr thesis entirely

falls to answer.

(b) The authors deny Roman Catholic

dogmas of Infallibility. We agree with

that. But we counsel them to begin with

a criticism of tbe Infallibility of their

own gospel.

(c) "Lenin was neither God nor an

infallible Pope!" This is a repetition ol

the preceding argumenL Without a
Pope, Lenin successfully struggled

against Metaphysics and sectarianism.

(d) Lenin wrote in the year 1920;

the situation since then has flhanged con-

siderably. But the authors, abstain from

explaining In what these (Changes really

consist, aside from considering their al-

lusion to tbe diminishing membership of

the trade unons, which does not have a

decisive significance.

We see that the arguments of tie au-

thors have an extremely abstract ^i
even a purely formal character. The al-

lusion to the year 1920 is in direct op-

position to the fundamental thoughts of

tbe thesis. If. the trade unions from

their 'Origin were and remain to this

day pure imperialist organIzaitious Incap-

able of revolutionary deeds, the allusion

to the year 1920 los^s all slgnlfcance. We
would have to say simply that the atti-

tude of Marx, Engels and Lenin was
false to the roots.

The Left Opposition and the Comintern

<3) The third paragraph Is dedicated

to the Comintern, The authors stand

for the creation of a 4th International,

and, here too, manifest the fundamental

quality of their thoughts: absolute meta-

physics. We reply that Engeis, after

Hegel, understood metftpbyslcs as con-

sidering phenomenon, fact, power, tend-

«ncles, etc., as unchangeable substances,

and not as developing processes and,

therefore, devel<9lng In constant contra-

dictions. If the trade union is a vicioui

imperialist substance from below to

above. In all epochs and periods, so like-

wise the Comintern Is for our innovators

a vicious bureaucratic substance. The In-

ner processes of the Comintern, the In-

evitable contradiction between the mass-

es of members and the bueaucratlc ap-

paratus, are entirely left out of con-

sideration m their calculatlcws. The
authors ask us; Do we believe that the

bureaucracy under the Infiuence of our

thesis will surrender their Interests?

And is such a supposition to be de-

scribed as idealism or materialism?. In-

quire further Ridley and Kam witli In-

imitable irony, not observing that their

own posing of the question must be char-

acterizftd as lifeless metaphysics.

The bureaucrat'y Is very strong, but

it Is certainly not as omnipotent as

Itldley and Kara believe. In the U. S. S.

It., the sharpening contradictions of the

economic development pose ever more
before tbe millions of members of tlie

Party and Youth, the fundamental ques-

tions of program and tactics. Insofar

as the bureaucrats will not be able to

solve these contradictions, bhe millions

of Communists and young Communists
will be forced independently to think of

their solution. To these masses we say
today, and we will say tomorrow : "The
Centrist bureaucracy conquered the ap-

paratus of tbe Party, thanks to certain

historic conditions. But you, worker-
Communists, hold to the Party, not in the

name of the bureaucrats but in the name
of Its great revolutionary past and its

possible revolutionary future. We un-

derstand you fully. The revolutionary

workers do not leap from organization

to organization with lightness, as Indiv-

idual student^. We Bolsheviks-Leninists

are fully ready to help you worker-
Communists regenerate the Party".

Supporting the German Communist
Party are millions of workers. The cat-

astrophic crisis in Germany places be-

fore it revolutionary problems as prob-

lems of life or death. On this ground
without doubt will develop a deeper and
deeper ideological struggle In bbe Party.

If the few hundred Left Oppositionists

remain on the side, they will become
transformed Into a powerless, lamentable
sect. If, iowever, they participate in

-the inner ideological struggles of the

Party, of which they remain an integral

part despite all expulsions, they will

win an enormous influence among the

proletarian kernel of the Party.

The British Con^nnoist Party

No ; the Left Opposition has no reason

to tread the path which Ridley and Ram
call for. Within the Comintern—even

when one does not consider the U- S, S.

ii,—are to be found tellis of thousands

of workers who have lived through ser-

ious experiences ,tbrough a whole stream

of disillusionments, and are forced to

search for -correct answers to all funda-

mental questions of politics. We must
approach these workers and not turn our
backs to them. It would be very sad

if the critical members of the ofiielal

British Communist Party would imagine

that the opinions of Ridley and Itam
represent the opinions of the Left Op-

position.

(4) The authors of the thesis accuse

the Left Opposition, especially the Am-
erican League, of "absurdly over-rating"

the importance of the British Communist
Party, In no way do we over-rate its

importance. The last elections sufilcient-

ly, clearly and openly exhibited the weak-

ness of the British Communist Party.^*

But the Left Opposition in Great Britain

is today many hundred times weaker
than tibis weak party. Itam and Kidley

have as yet nothing. Supporting them
are nobody but individuals who are not

bound up with the struggle of the pro-

letariat. Have they really attempted to

draw an honest criticism of the Party?

Where is bbelr activity? ^here are

their program theses? Have they held

discussions with the rank and fie of the

i'arty? Have they tried to convert them

iiud win them to their support? Have
Ram and lUdley, out of the 70,000 voters

lor the ofiicial Party, 700 or even 70

tiupporters? But in spite of this they

£.re ready to oi^nnlze the 4th Interna-

tional: The proletariat must believe In

them Implicitly—by credit, that they are

really capable of building an Interna-

tional and to load it.

The entire posing of the question is

alBolutely wrong. To this we must add
that if the Left Opposition entertained

this pernicious error andj decided to

create today a 4th International, com-

rades Ridley and Ram, who differ with

us on all fundamental questions, must
openly and immedldately build a 5th In-

ternational.

Ilie Movement In India

(5) The paragraph which concerns It-

self with ^dia, also suffers an extra-

ordinary abstraction. It Is absolutely

indisputable that India can accomplish

Its full national Independence only

through a really great revolution which

will put in power the Indian proletariat.

Another path of development is Imagin-

able only, in this case. If the proletarian

revolution in England comes to victory

prior to the revolution in India. In such

an event, the national liberation of In-

dia would come before—one must sup-

It Is now necessary to repeat that

the elections are not tbe only and pre-

cise maasure of infiuence. In the strug-

gles a real retolutlonary Party always

ishowB Itself far more strongly than in

parliamentary elections. Nevertheless,

the statistics of tiie votes are a very

worthwhile Indication of tne strength oc

.weakness -of poliical parties. Only an
archists can ignore these indteadlone.

pose for a short time only—the dicta-

torship of the proletariat, uniting around

It the poor peasantry. But from .these

perspective, which are absolutely cor-

rect, it Is still a long way to alfirni that

India la already ripe for the dictator-

ship of the proletariat, that the liidian

proletariat have outlived tbeir couciltar

tory Illusions, etc. No ; before Indian

Communism stands a not yet nearly be-

gun tack. The Bolshevlk-Leuiuists in

India must accomplish an immense, ten-

acious, dally and difficult work. One
must penetrate into all organizations of

the working-class. One must educate

the first cadres of worker-Communists.

One must participate In the daily, "pro-

saic" lite of the workers and their or-

ganizations. One must study the rela-

tions existing between the cities and the

rural districts.

First Tasks First

To fulfill such a work, naturally, pro-

grammatical and tactical theses are nec-

essary. But it would be incorrect to

begin to work with tbe convocation of

an International conference over the ques-

tion of India, as our authors propose.

A conference without sufficient prepara-

tion will produce nothing. If the Indian

Ijeft Oppositionists will occupy them-

selves vtitU the selection of recent ma-

terial and working it up, or at least

translate it into one of the European

languages ^strikes, demonstrations, cen-

ters of the peasant movement, the parties

and the political groups of the different

classes, the activity of the Comintern,

its appeals and slogans), they will, with

such an important work, greatly facili-

tate tie possibility of a collective ela-

boration of the program and tactics of

tbe proletarian vanguard in India.

One must begin with tbe building of

a serious nucleus of tbe Left Opposi-

tion of Indian comrades, who really

stand upon the point of view of the Bol-

shevik-Leninists.

—L. TROTSKY.

Kadikoy, November 7, 1931

Railroads in Wage
Cut Drive

(Continued from page 1)

Seniority rights t<t older railroad men

In the service are gradually being pushed

aside. The manifesto points out that

"technological changes, reducing total

volume of employment, have limited

seniority protection to fewer and fewer

employees." Increased trafBc cannot

meet the situation. The employers would

not even consider tbe mild proposal of

tbe Brotherhoods for the adoption of

federal legislation for retirement Insur-

ance and for elective workmen's com-

pensation, ^ndeed, the employers will

give nothing that they are not compel-

led to. Instead of the mild Brotherhood

proposals, there must be a demand, link-

ed with the struggle for the six boar

day and 5 day week with no reduction

in pay, for genuine unemployment In-

surance, paid for entirely by the railroad

and other Industries and by the govern-

ment, and to be administered tlirougb

labor's agencies.

To the plea of tihe Brotherhoods that

the rights of the workers be preserved

In the consolidation of the railroads that

is going on apace, the Railway Employ-

ers' Executive gave a brusqe reply. Prcsl-

,dent Willard stated that "-tihe carrier

presidents were not in complete accord

on this question",, and hence nothing

<,'ouId be done about the matter.

Labor Heads and Bosses Congratulate

Eadi Other

It is a striking commentary that the

union head, I&obertson, could sny, con-

cerning the conferences, that there had

been "no encouragemwit that any action

wouM be recommended or taken by rail-

way managem^its to provide any sub-

stantial measure of relief of the present

Intolerance conditions." (Railway Age,

(11-28-31). But tbe railroad president,

Mr. Willard could say that "the con-

ferences had been carried on in a fine

spirit of friendship and that tbe discus-

sions bad been wholly devoid of any un-

pleasantness." To which labor leader

Robentson replied in kind in his letter to

Mr. Willard : "You have listened cour-

teously to our propositions and have dis-

cussed them to some extent ..." Thos

our railroad Damon and Pythias, The

exploiter of labor and the betrayer of

labor have every reason to 'be cordidal

to one another. It is not tihey who will

receive 10 and 15% wage cuts.

Biulroaders! Prepare For Stru^le

Railroad men! Another betrayal Is

being prepared for you by your leaders.

Tbe further and final destruction of

your unions, built by decades of militant

struggles, is being prepared for you by

the bosses, joined by the false leaders of

labor. Your milirtant resistance is the

only answer.

The rank and file must build their

moven»eiflp around the centfal slogan

of the six (hour day and five day week,

without reduction In pay. It is the

main slogan for the preservation of the

union and. union conditions and for

meeting the burning needs of all rail-

poad workers. The Minneapolis Railroad

Council, built around this centrtal

slogan, leads the way. Learn from

them ; work with them ; unite with them

to build a movement for militant rail-

road unionism—one that will make it

possible to 4rlve the betrayers of labor

out of your ranks. Unite the ranks ot

railroad labor. Prepare for struggl*

asalnst the bosses!
-^MARTIN ABBKN.
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Marine Defense Work Grows

New Forces Come to the Assistance of the Defendants

The Marine Workers IJefeitse (Jonimit-

tee which has been fonmecl to conduct

the defense of SoUerfier^, ]Junker and
Trajer, selected as victims in ti;c New
York "Dynamite I'lot" af^ainst (hu Tide-

water Iloatmen's IJitloii, recorded big

proj;ress in its work all jtlong the 'ine

this last week. A immber of new af-

filiations of various orf^uninatioiLs have

been secured and tbe comntit(**<» is be-

ginning; to take on the proportions of

a !;enutne unitiKl front moveraeul.

At tlie nieetiu^ held Wednesday, Itec-

embLT 7, at the headquarters, t;2 I'tost

Tenth street a number of practical mea-

sure.s to further the defense were de-

cided upon, with the enlarge*! commit-

tee participating'- In addition to those

who have been conducting tJie work up

to now the following representatives of

other orj^anivsatlons were present JVil-

liam tinker from the I. W. W. ; Sidney

<;ohn from the General Defenwe Com-

mittee ; A. J, Muste from the C- 1'. I^-

A, ; i>. A. Benson and C. F, Ilc^nw from

the I- li. I>. ; V. Lionetti from the In-

ternational Libertatarian Defense (Com-

mittee; Forest Edwards and Walter

Starrett.

The I, Ij. D. delegates presented a

letter from ,1. I^ouis Engdahl, General

Secretary, stating that it would be glad

to give assistance to the persecuted mem-
bers of the Indeiwndent Tidewater lioat-

men's Union and that tlie^r attorney had

been instructed to get in tou(;h with the

prisoners to offer them assistance. After

a discussion of the contents o£ the letter

the committee decided by motion that co-

operation from the I. D. D. In the defense

of the comrades would !)e welcome, but

that any cooperation in the cas<; should

take the form of <!Ooperation with the

existing committee whicli had been fonm-

ed at the express request of the defend-

ants and which had already retained

counsel for them.

Indicating the support which tiie com-

imittee is mobilizing are letters of sup-

port received by the committee from the

Intercollegiate Student Council of the

I.eagut; for Industrial Democracy and

also from the Marxian Youth Club,

A mass meeting in behalf ot the im-

prisoned marine workers will be held on
Thursday, January 7, at Webster Hall.

Among the speakers will be Carter Hud-
son, chairman, Carlo Tresca, J. I'. Can-
non, Ben Gitiow, A. J. Muste, and Walter
Starrett.

it was decided to organize a \vom*;n*H

group to carry on special work for the

defense among women and to organize

a number of affairs for the purpose ot

raising fnndK, Comrade liose Karsner
was plac<?d in charge of this work. Ten
thousand leallets giving an account ot

the case and an api>eal tor labor solidar

ity have been printed arid are now being

distributed among the various affiliated

grouijs.

Youth Organizations

Support Marine Defense

The Marine Workers' Defense Com-
mittee, with headquarters at 82 Ka^t 10th

Street, has made public tlie following

letters from two youth organizations

which iiave taken a stand for the defense

of Soderberg, Bunker and Trajer:

December 12, lOai.

Marine Workers Defense Committee,

,S2 East lOtb Street,

New York City.

Conirades

:

From new.siiaper accounts, and on the

basis ot information which has come to

UK from other sources, we feel con-

vinced that the arrest of John Sodeburg,

Secretary ot the Independent Tidewater

Boatmen's Union, of Thomas Bunker

and William Trajer, members ol' that

union, is a palpable frame-uP-

The charge of dynamiting, we know,

is one of the old standbys of the auth

orities when they wish to punish class

conscious workers for attempting to or-

ganise. In this case ex 11 the marks of

(Gontinueid on page 2)

Japanese Intrenched in Manchuria
Provocation Asainsl Soviet Union Fails; China Protest Grows

Japan has succeeded in her immediate

objectives in Manchuria. She remains

firmly lodged there, as predicted in The
Militant. Her steady display and use of

military force, her intrans^eancc in

achieving her aims in Manchuria, have

brought about the capitulation, at pre-

sent, of China, the fjeague of Nations and

the Unittvi States.

The League of Nations formulated <12-

10 31) an innocuous resolution on the

Sino-Jai>anese conflict in Manchtiria

which Japan readily accepteti, and China

accepted because there was no other

choice. The resolution does not even

anention the decisive question of the

control of the Manchurian railways. So

far as the moment is concerned, they are

Japan's to have and to hold. The much-

talked of commission ot inquiry into af-

fairs in Manchuria and China has no ac-

tual i)Ower, will make intiuiries" over

ft period of time, and then incorporate

tliem into an ofiicial record for time's

dusty files. Meanwhile, the Japanese

military forces are to evacuate Manch-

uria "as speedily as possible", a speed

which will make a snail's pace iook like

tliat of a harrier, China and Japan are

to continue direct negotiations for set-

tlement of the disputes.

Nothing Settled

Fundamentally nothing is settled in

Manchuria. The last word is jet to be
said: and that will be said neiiher by
the Japanese imperialists, the League of
Nations, the United States, nor yet by
the Chinese bourgeoisie—but by the Chi-

nese and Manchurian masses, the Jap-
anese and air other exploited people. On
that day there will real evacuation ; of
all exploiters.

In one important res;)cct in the day
to day events, neither tiie Japanese nor
the other imperialist iwwers have l)een

successful. They Muld not proioke the

Soviet Republic into the war and thus
make easier the aims of the bourgeoisie
to unite forces In an onslaught for the
overthrow of the first Workers' Hepublio.
Tliat is an evidence of the basic desire of

the workers for peace. But it does not

mean that continued provocations and
attempts against the Soviet Union will

always go unchallenged by the outraged

working masses of the Soviet Union and
the entire world.

Nor is Japan's immediate iiosition at

liome a roisy one. Despite efforts, among
tbera the steady export of gold to bolster

the yen and to jnaintain the gold stan-

dard, Japan on December 13 joined
England and other nations and went off

the gold standard. Speculation with the
yen has been continuous. Trade has
been stagnant; the boycott of Japanese
goods by Cliina has had sharp etTecta and
there has been a loss of trade in otlier
directions, plus the fact that Jai>an has

C-"istmas Eve. Affair

RED CHRISTMAS ENTERTAINMENT
IN NEW lORK FOR BENEFIT

OF THE MILITANT
On Christmas Eve, Thursday, Decem-

ber 24, I93I, beginning at 8 P. M., there

will Ix; an entertainment for the beueSt

of The Militant at the New York League
headquarters, S-t East 10th Street, 'I'be

New York Branch is sponsoring tiie af-

fair and has arranged for many features,

as well as tlie serving of excellent re-

freshments.

The entertainments of the League hsive

always been pleasing, lively and enter-

taining to all who have attended them,

and for Christmas Eve, the Committee
has gone to extrti efforts to as.sure a

good time to ail.

SupiK>rters and sympathizers of the

Left Opposition are asked to give their

full support to the Christmas Eve gatiier-

ing. With an evening of fun and div-

er.sions assured, the comrades will also

!)e giving a necessary assistiince to the

maintenance of the weekly Militant.

Keniember the time: Saturday, December
24, Ciiristmas Eve, Place: league head-,

quarters, 84 East 10th Street, N. Y. C

Hoover*s Message to Congress

Demonstrates Capitalist Bankruptcy

WRITE TO THE PRISONERS

Eeaders of the Militant are requested

to send letters to the imprisoned (mem-

bers of the Independent Tidewater Boat-

men's Zlnion. These workers are shut

away from active participation in tlie

labor movement, and aommutiications

from the outide with raeasagtv; of solid-

arity are very important to them. Those

who win afford to enclose a dollar with

their letter wiii thereljy help provide

the prisoners with tobacco and other jail

necessities. The names of the prisoners

are Jolin G. Roderberg, Thomas Bunker

and William Trajer, The address Is:

City Prison, 101 Center St., New York

City.

also been involved deeply in the world

economic crisis.

Japan's victory in Manchuria will yet

prove a pyrrhic oue. It presents itself

uefore capitalist judgment with Manch-

uria virtnally entirely in its possession—

and, by capitalist standards, po.-jsessiou

is nine-bentiis of the law. But the dis-

possessed will learn how to dcjil with

bourgeois standards.

The Movement In Chbta

In China itself, the rising wrath ot

the workers and students has been as-

serting itself in demonstrations agai"st

the ^,ankillg govenment of Chiang Kai-

Sin;k in pancular. The students have de-

imonstnuted en masse, iii a strike of 50,«tltl

participants on one occasion, for a more

ueternuned struggle by China against

the Japanese invaders ot Manchuria.

Strikes of woriicrs are suppressed or

outlawed by decree. The Chinese gov

ernmeut continues the policy of WniLe

Terror against the labor moveJnent and

CKpecially against the Communists, lie-

cent despatch^ from China show eft'orts

ot tile workers to revive and vitali/e

ttieir labor organisations, so brutally

and cruelly destroyed by Chiang Kal-

yhek and Co.

The Muo Min Twig Betrftjers

m the face of the attitude of the work-,

ers, peasants and students, the Kuo Min

Tang has been trying to unite its force.

The two main factions, that ol NaiiKing,

headed by Chiang Kai-Sliek, and Canton,

headed by the opportunist iJugeue Chen,

Mun Fo, Wang Chin vvei, have held uui-

hcation meets, but thus lar without suc-

cess. Both feel the necessity ol bour-

geois unity to beat down the working

masea anu to continue with the system

oi exploitation, but they have not been

able to agree on the division of the

spoils, A3 we go to press, there is re-

ported the reefignation of President

Chiang Kai-SJhek iis head ot Chinese Na-

tionalist .government. This does not

change anything essential ly.

Theie is of course no principle dif-

ference between these two bourgeois fac-

tions: both of them capitulate before

the imperialists—Ja i>an. United Status,

ureat Britain, etc. Both are alike in

their haired, oppression and exploitation

«E" China's toiling masses; both destroy

labor's organiaationa and forces—their

unions, political parties, etc.; both mur-

der labor militants and communists.

Both countenance betrayal and traitor-

ous conduct to tlic foreign enemy^ rather

than risk the loss of their privileges to

the plundered workers. Witness the re-

negacy of the Chinese general Ma, who,

first lighting the Japanese In Manchuria,

has now become Japan's puppet there.

Tie Chinese bourgeoisie have said noth-

ing about this, except to deprecate and

(Continued on page 4)

CHINESE LABOR FEDERATION
BLOCKED

SHANGHAI Nov, 15. (Fenprecor)—All
atteanpts on the part of the labor unions

of this city to form a central body is

being blocked by the Chinese authorities

on the grounds that "it represents an at-

tempt on the part of the Reds to gain

control of Shanghai labor organizations."

At tlie hejid of some fiO unions of var-

ious sizes, shiipes and ixiiicies, the

Shanghai Postal Workcr.s' ITnion and the

Printers' Union—-both militant organizsi-

tions, although not especially distingoish-

cd by any revolutionary character, at-

tempted tbi.s week to organize a "Gen-

enil Ijabor Federation", along the lines

of th>e Shanghai General Labor Union.

This totter was the actively revolution-

ary labor organ which existed here in

H)27 and which was stamped out with

every other vestige of t!ie R(?vol«tion

when Chiang Kai Shek won control of

the X'ationalist movement in that year.

Although no evidence wa,s produced to

show the alleged "Red" character of

the propo.'ied Federation, the Kuo Min

Tang authorities, fearful of any unity

of any kind among the workers in

China's largest industrial center, are

closing down hard on the proposition and

it is expected to die unborn.

jf Minneapolis y
c/lttention I

, .MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—A number of

lectures, meetings and banquet have been

arranged for comrade Arne Swabeck,

now on tour for the Communist League

of America (Opposition) during his

stay in the Twin Cities. The following

lists some of the affairs arranged:

FIRST LECTURE
"The Rise and Fall of the MacDonaW

Government In England, and the Role of

the Farmer-Labor Party hi Minnesota,"

by Arne Swabeck, TIME: Snnday, Dec-

ember 27, 1931, at 8 P, M. PLACE : Hall,

1530 East Franklin Ave., Minneapolis.

SECOND LECTURE
"Hie Left Opposition and the Economic

Crisis" by Arne Swabeck. TIME: Mon-

day, December 28, 1931, at 8 P. M.
PLACE: Labor Lyceum, 1426 Sixth Ave-

nue No,, Minneifpolis.

Tlie admission for both lectures is

2!) cents. There will be questions and

discuBSions. All workers are cordially

invited. The lectures are under the aus-

pices of th« Communist Ijeague of Ara-

erica (Opposition), Minneapilis Branch,

A BANQUET

For Saturday, December 26, 1931, at

9 P. M„ the Minneapolis Branch of the

League has arranged a JOINT BAN-
QUET to take place at Hoberman's

Home, 1326 Queen Avenue No. for the

benefit of Tlie Militant and the forth-

coming Jewish paper of the Left Opposi.

tion. Everyone is invited to attend. Ela-

borate preparations have been made to

assu're everyone a lively and pleasing

time. The admission is 25 cents.

On December 8, President Hoover de

Itvered his aimnal message to Congress
Every worker should be acquainted with

its contents. It ought to prove to every

intelligent and thinking worker that in

Hoover and the ruling capitalist system,

of which he is the official spokesman,

there is nothing but contempt for the

working clas.s and an insistance to con^

tinue the exploitation of the mass of

people, no matter by what extreme
mejins. The capitalist class has laid

down its law: maintain profits; for the

workers there will l3e the crutnbs from
the laden tables of the rich. Hoover, as

the leading executive and governmental

expression of the capitalist class, makes
public the law of his class,

A Bankrupt Capitalism

While Hoover's message is a salvo to

capitalism and a hope for its preserva-

tion, nevertheless, the sijeech demon-
strates the bankruptcy of capitalist soc-

iety and its eventual break-up. Ameri-

can capitalism, pride and leader of tlie

world's imperialist nations, is no longer,

as is already even more clear in the

case of the otiier <:apitanst nations, an
historically progressive force. It <:annot

any furtiier guarantee to the mass of

wage workers, from whom it must ex-

tract its profits, a minimum of subsist-

ence and existence.

The economic crisis, with its outstand-

ing effect, permanent mass unemploy-

imont, has deepened capitalism's contra-

dictions. It lias reduced the standard of

living of the employed workers, and it

has taken away any standard at all for

the unemployed, whom it is pushing to-

ward slum proletarianism, dependent

upon local relief, cliarity, etc. Bourbon

American capitalism, of course, is not

yet ready to aei:ept the "'dole" or un-

employment insu'rance even as an aid to

its own continued existence. line work-
ing class pressure will achieve that as a

demand and gain of a militant w<irking

class. All>eit, when a ruling clas.s can

not ensure the existence of those whom
it needs for exploitation, that class is

historicaly outlived. A chitngt? is due
and is being prepared, in this instance:

by the only force that has nothing to

lo,^ but its chains and everything to

gain—lUiimely, the modern industrial pro

letariat.

What does Hoover's message tell us

about the world economic crisisV That

the crisis exists—which every worker

knows and feels. i:nemployment is heavy

and bn'rdensome—he endorses ciiarlty

methods to alleviate the situation. And
wages—must go down ! We take up here

some of the more outstanding iKnnts

in the message.

The World We Live In

We are living in an epoch of wars and
revolutions. Economic crises only hast-

en the development of iimpeiialist war
or its development on a higher scale,

that is, the proletarian revolution. Hoov-

er cites as a fear, and we as a sign

of hoi>e, .tlie fact that "within two years

there have been revolutions or acute soc-

ial disorders in nineteen countries, em-
bracing more tlian half the population of

the world."

Though "the economic depression",

says Hoover, '-has continued and deepen-

ed in every piirt of the world" : "ten

countries have been unable to meet their

external obligalions; and "in fourteen

countries, embracing a quarter of the

world's population, the former monetary

Railway Union Heads Betray Workers
The wage cut wmve is sweeping across! emphasis as the genuine rallying slogan

another, decisive, section of the Amert-j of the moment.
Clin working class. The weed of bureau

cracy in the liaiiroad unions proved to

i)e a rather negligiltle hurdle in the way
of the traction bosses. Dispatches report

that "railway labor leaders iiave become
convinced tiiat a cut niust <'ome''. The
conferences in <;hieago and the dickers

to follow will merely serve as trim-

mings, A new betr&yal is being eonsum-

mated. If there is to be any resistance,

the railroiid workers must take their

fate into their own hands.

To justify their demands for pay re-

duction, the bosses are presenting all

sorts! of alarming figures, statistics to

"prove" how heavy the burden of the

crisis has i)orne down on the profits,

how insignittcant is the sacrifice asked

of laI)or. All that these figures actual-

ly prove, if they prove anything at all,

is the not at all surprising inefficiency

and waste of capitalist control, their

inability to cojie with the requirements

of society. A small sacririce on the i>art

ot the working class, indeed! Hnt where

among ail the figures are the more than

half a million unemployed and the 000,-

OtiO p:irt time railroiad men reckone<l

with? Where the tremendous increase

in tiio per capita output of railway labor?

The Sell-Out At Chicago

Tliousands of railroad workers are out

of jobs, thousands more are working

for less than a miserly $20 u week, but

still the mismanagement of the boss class

is to be taken out on the hides of the

workers. A 10 percent cut is hanging

over their lieatLs. Meanwhile their self-

styled "leaders" in Ghlaig.^ and else-

where are occupied only with the ways
and means of malting the rank and file

swallow this bitter pill. And in this,

tlie "captains of industry" are more

than willing to lend their latior lieut-

enants a helping hand.

For bargauitng purposcs^as one boss

siieet expresses it—the bosses will de-

cide to . . . officially demand a 15 per-

cent wage cut. And so allow Robertson

and his ilk to palm off the "voluntary"

(I) acceptance of a 10 per cent cut as

a victory in tiie eyew of the deceived and

pillaged mass of railway workers. The

labor skates are going aheatl with their

farcical mediation and conciliation plans.

But already pressure from below is mak-

ing itself felt.

Strike Votes

The maintenance oi way employees of

the Ciiicago and Northwestern Railway

have taken a strike vote. To be sure,

the misleaders have smveeded i:i canal-

izing the strike sentiment into the al-

together harmless path of d^>manding

that the bosses consent to mediation. But

the deeper force behind the vot;- is what

is important, for it is a sign that the

broad strata of the union rac nbership

are growing restless and contemplating

action.

It is neces.sary to point out in all

sharpness the danger Involved in these

fake >maneuyers to stem the resentment

of the workers as well as to raise the

banner of the struggle for the Six Hour
Day .Without Redaction in Pay, with all

The railroad workers first succeeded

in building up their unions by hard
fought, militant battles. They have a

fighting tradition in the American Iai)or

movement. All the hard«>fhips, all tlie

devibilijiing effects of rationalisation

that the capitalist class have had on the

lot of American labor—through consoli-

dation and speed-up—^are especially

shared by tlie railroad men. Itailroads,

the transportation industry is one of the

central pivots of United States trade

Thf! position of the railroad workers is

tlieretore of strategic importance from
the point of view of the proletariat.

Their reaction to the attack of the mas-

ter class will be of great signiiicancc

for the working class of the entire coun-

try. Their decision to fight will shiiw

the way to tiie rest.

For The Six Hour Day—Against

Wage Cuts

A struggle against the new wage cuts,

and struggle they must it they do not

want to lie reduced to sheer starvation,

will mciin a struggle against the be-

trayers of tlie raiiway workers. In the

course of open, class conflicts they will

quickly realiKe the n(?ccssiEy of a broader

political vision, their class consciousness

and tiiat of the class as a whole will

inevitably grow.

It is up to the railroad men today, to

take up tiie fight with the demand for

the Six Hour Day as their central slogan.

By a determined fight, they can give a

powerful impulse to the campaign for

Workers' Unemployment Insurance,

aganist speed-up und for the defeat of

the boss offensive. —S. O.

^ OPEN FORUM «

Lecture by

JAMES P. CANNON

The Soviet Union

and the World Crisis

at the

Lahor Temple
14th Street andd Second Avenue

Friday December 18, 1931

QUESTIONS and DISCUSSION
ADMISSION: 25 Cents

Unemployed Workers Admitted Free

Auspices: New York Branch Communist

League of America (Opposition)

EXPIRATION OF SlIBSCRIPTION

If the number of your wrapper is 95

or under, your subscription has expired.

To ensure that you do not miss a single

Issue of The Militant, send in your re-

newal immediately to The Militant, S4

East 10th St„ New York, N, Y,

standards have been temporarily aban-
doned."' Hoover explains it all away by
saying that "business depressions have
been recurrent in the life oE our country
und are but transitory."

Marx und Eiigels Corraborated
But Hoover does not explain why these

Cycles of depres.sion, of economic cri.ses,

occu'r and recur at greater frequency, at

greater depth, with sharper dislocation

of the produ<;tive forces and at such tre-

mendously greater sacrifices and .misery

upon the part of the working masses. The
reasons do not concern him and his kind,

so long as the profit ;<ystem Itself, con-

tinues.

Marx and Flnge!^, however, decades ago
pointed out the inevitaldlity of these

very developments of today, and proved

tiiat tile contradictions inlierent in mass
produclioii and individual distribution, of

prtRluction not for use, but for profit,

would finally bring about a collapse of

capitalist economy; and that only the

proietariat, through the organization ot

its ec-oncmic and political forces, could

reconcile this capitalist contradiction t>y

the establi.-ihment of an economic system
of social owner.ship and management of

tlie means of production and di.-itrubution.

Hoover's Internationalism

Hoover's concern, nevertiiele.ss, is with
a pixssil)Ie destruction of capitalist soc-

iety. For tills reason, the great nation-

alist and American, Herbert Hoover, be-

comes interisationai-mlnded long enough
to point out that unless America inter-

vened in Central Kuroix', particularly

in Germany, ''it was apparent tiiat with-

out assistance tile^e nations must col-

lapse'*.

But of Soviet Itussia, first fortress of

the international proletarian involution,

tilere is not even a mention. Tljere is

therefore, the continuation of the policy

of bitter hostility, toward, and encour-

agement of a unity of the forces of reac-

tion against, the Soviet Republic.

And what alxjut so-called <Ioimestic

policy? What of unemployment, of

wages, of working conditions of the

mass of people, of the exploited and per-

secuted Negroes, of the Mexicians?

The Facts and Results of Miins

Unemployment

Wo are told that ''the emergencies of

unemployment have been met by action

in many directions ; that "public and pri-

vate ageiK'ie,s were succeiwEuIIy mobil-

ized last winter to provide employment
and other measures against .distress.

Similar organizations gives assurance
against suITering daring the eoining Win-
ter."

But tlie claims are even greater. "The
Public Health Service," maintains Hoov-
er, "showri an actual decrease of sickness

and infant general mortality be!ow nor-

mal years. No greater proof could be

adduced that our people have been pro-

tected from hunger and cold, , . ,

"

These statements are appalling. What
are the facts? Has anyone disproved

the existence of ten or more millions of

unemployed iu the United States'^ How
does Hoover explain away the fact that,

IKirticuiarly in the industrial centers,

hunger and want are apparent every-

where, that jnen, women and children

dig in garbage cans to find something
to eat? It is a fact tiiat millions, under
the best of capitalist circumstances, re-

main permanently in the army of unem-
ployed, due to elimination from industry

by the machine and technical develop-

ment. Starvation and poverty while

granaries overfiow; overproduction of

other commodities is overwhelming. That
is the social economy ot capitalism. How
are tliese to be cared for?

The concern of Hoover over the chil-

dren is enough to wiuse oue to shed

tears. But evidently president Hoover
does not bother hiimselC with the facts.

The United States Health Service has
recently ttecliu'ed that more timn six

millions of ftie scftool children are sufTcr-

Jng from mal-nutrltion, making them
easy victims ot many serious distjaaes.

Hospital report an alarming rise in

types of physical troui»le due to under-

nourishment, and all scliools are rep<»t-

ing u marked decline of mental alertness

among the pupils and a marked aiHW**"-

ance of pliysical lassitude. Is tiiis what
Hoover -means by "proof of protection

from hunger and cold?".

But of course, this representative of

Wall Street jteclares himself "oji^posei to

any direct or indirect government dole"

or unemployment insurance. Insuntnee

and protection are only for the bosses.

Hoover Is For Wage Reductions

On the ffuestions of wages. Hoover now
openly espouses the wage-cutting cam-

paign and forgets his verbiage of some
time ago for the maintenance of the ex-

isting wage standard. He says, in apol-

ogia for t!ic employers, that "a large

majority ot them have maintained wages

at as high a level as the safe conduct of

their business would ijermit." There is

now full sanction to proceed with wage
cuts in all directions, and the railroad

barons are acting rapidly to effect such

wage cuts.

(Continued on page 2)
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News from China
EFFECTS OF ANTI-JAPANESE
BOYCOTT ON SINO-JAPANESE TRADE
..SHANGHAI—Nov. 6— <FeBprecor) —
Effects of the boycott on Sino-Japanese
trade have been outlined here In an il-

iuminuting survey released by the Jap-

anese coramerclal attache. For the first

half of 1931, Japan's China trade show-

ed a decrease of CT.OOO.OOO Yen or 32%
for exports and 42,000,000 Yen or 25%
for imports from the corresponding fig-

ures for the previous year.

For the latter half of :9S1, during

which period the t^^oubled complications

-of Sino-Japanese relationsliiiw reached

their climax in tlie Wanpaoshan affair,

the Korean riots leading up to the Jap-

anese military invasion of Manchuria.

Japan's trade with China sufTcied an

estimated loss of 76,000,000 Yen or

08% for exiMjrts and :«,000,000 Yen, or

1M% for imports as compared with the

figures for the same half of 10^0.

Manchuria's share in Japan's total

China trade during 1831 was fiS'l-i of the

exports {from Japan) and !>S% of the

iniiwrts (into Japan). The live years

average for the period iy2G-iy3] inclusive

found 43% of Japan's trade with China

devoted to Manchuria, the remaining

57% emhracing the whole of China

proper. For ll^^l Manchuria absorbed

6% and Ciiina proper 54%. of the trade.

Sharp Drop Since Jap Invasion

The sharp drop followinj; upon the

intensification of the boycott during Sept-

ember and Octolier after Japan's military

invasion is t'learly seen in figures below.

Japanese exports to ('hina dropped from

21,000,000, Yen in August t4> 2:i,000,000

Yen in September and like a .plummet to

15,000,000 Yen in October. Imports from

China dropiwd less sharply, decreasing

from 14,000,000 Yen in September to

11,000,000 Yen in October. It is estim-

ated that the total export trade for

lasi as compared wifh 1930 will drop

145,000,000 Yen and the import trade

65,000,000 Yen.

Japanese shipping on the Yangtse

River has been hard hit. The Misshin

Kisen Knisha, the largest <;ompany op-

erating oiit of Shanghai under the Jap-

anese fiag, claims not to have transported

a single Chinese passenger nor a ton

of Chinese freight since September 25.

Normally the N. K. K. vessels average

approximately $10,000 (Chinese cur-

rency) per round trip on tlie Y"angtBe.

At present thirteen shii>s are laid up.

For six weeks, the 34 Japanese cotton

spinning mills in Shanghai have only

been able to dispose of 20% of their

output. For the smaller concerns the

crisis is Immediate while It has been

stated that for the larger organiaations,

\l will ^ yio^sible to carry on -only

untii Tanuarj 31, 1932, when their finan-

cial -OHOtirires will be exhausted,

Cx)nti;rence3 are now in progress among
the mill-owners and complete closure is

being seriously considered. This move

will throw 00,000 Chinese workers and

2,000 Japanese workers out into the

sti-ects.

Japan's commercial rivals are taking

full advantage of Iier dilemma. English

textiles are finding their way Into Chi-

nese markets in increasing quantity,

Lancashire's mills have been enjoying a

distinct spurt since the boycott went into

effect in China against Japan. Tlie Min-

istry of Industries at Nanking is making

arrangements with Chinese cotton and

linen weavers for the shipment of raw

materials from (Jreat Kritain to take

the place of those ortlinarily imported

from Japan and has instructed Chinese

merchant's to use Chinese raw materials

as far as possible. The Bureau of For-

eign Trade lias been instructed to assist

the raercliants in forwarding tlieir or-

ders to England.

ST. LOLIS, MO.—The situation among
the needle trades workers in fc.t. Louis

is very bad. Ot the eleven lliousand

workers In the industry, mostly women,
seventy -five per cent, at a conservative

estimate, are unemployed. The wages of

those at woi'k in tne better trades have
fallen iltty per cent in the last Eew years.

Among tlie piece workers it is even

worse. Dresses which paid a dollar and

a dollar and a yuartcr, now ijay tweuty-

live and 'forty-live cents respectively.

Cirls who made twelve and tilteen dol-

lars a week now mate eight dollars.

Hours have been iengiiieued and sweat
shop conditions prevail throughout the

industry.

Against these terrible conditions there

is iio struggle. Tlie I. L. O. W, L'. which
deteriorated greatly in the •j>rosperity

years" now has only one sli0i> organ

ized and its entire dues paying member-

ship is less than fifty. Tne A, C W.,

although it has several shops organized

and a membership ol several hundred

never really got a foothold in the in-

dustry. The X, T. \V. I. U. has no

KUO MIN TANG BANS STRIKES

SHANGHAI, (Fenpre«or)— The Kuo
Mill Tang has issued a peremptory order

forbidding all strikes or suspension of

work, branding such moves as ''illegal

in times of national crisis". "In settl-

ing their differences," reads the order,

"the parties representing labor and capi-

tal in Shanghai industrial enterprises

are urged to :!!ii<k' by the direction andd

mediation of the proper government and

party leaders."

In the face of this order, COO workers

of the Ta Fung Dyeing and Weaving
Factory in Wost Shanghai struck in pro-

test against the 12 hour <lay being en-

forced in their plant, L'nder the threat

of a suimmary order from the authorities

aceomjianied by the promise of a "set-

tlement", they all returned to work three

days later.

The Shjaiigiial authorities this week
invaded the quarters of the Chung Ilwa

Book Factory whose workers struck last

week and were intimidated into return-

ing to work. The polioemen took labor

union memberhsip cards from more than

7{)0 workers.

The Needle Trades in Saint Louis

Youth Organizations

Support Marine Defense

(Continued from jjage 1)

police iraiming are prtsient. rhe w^reck-

ing by police of the union headquarters

and tne brutal third degree innicted by

them on Moderberg, BuiiKer and esiiecial

ly on Trajer, a boy of twenty, all point

to one conclusion.

,We assure you of our synipatfiy and

support in your efiort.s to expo.^>e and

deteat the attempt of the authorities to

railroad tiiese workers t<i prison an<l to

destroy the union wiiicli they have been

trying to build.

Yours,

MAU'IilCK GOLI>BI>OOM
Acting Chairman, N. Y. District

Intercollegiate titudent Council,

League for Industrial Dcmoci-acy.

December 12, 1»81

Marine ^Workers Defense Committee

82 East' 10th Street,

New York City.

Dear Comrades

:

At the last meeting of the ilavxtan

Youth Club we heard read to us a let-

ter from comrade Trajer describing his

experiences as a young worker and rev

oluEionist, The case of Trajer, Soder

berg, and Bunker was discussed by the

(membership and it wasi decided to en

dorse the iMarine Worlters Defense Com
mittee, and oifer our aid and assistance.

It was obvious to all present lliat the

thr(?e comrades were arrested, beaten up,

and face heavy jail sentences because

they attempted to organise the workers

iu their industry against the bosses

This challenge to the right of the work-

ers to organize and struggle, issued not

for the first time, must be met by the

building of a powerful mass movement

for the release of these comrades and

all class war prisoners.

Our Club has elected a committee of

three, comrdaes, 11. Stone, H, Milton

and J. Carter, which would be glad to

cooperate in any work assigned to it.

Fraternally yours,

LILLIAN BOllD
Secretary

Marxian Youth Club.

SHANGHAI POLICE SUPPKESS
STRIKES

SHANGHAI— (Fenprecor) — Tramcar
workers on lines operating in Nantao, a

section of Shanghai's native city, launch-

ed into a unique "go-slow strike", tun-

ning the lines and permitting all who
would to ride free. Workers of the

Nantao* Electric Company also walked
out. In all, for a space of three days,

(more than 1,000 workers were agitating

openly for better conditions.

Tile axe fell from the Bureau of Soc-

ial Affairs of the Shanghai Municipality.

The strikes were called "suspicious in

view of the national crisis" and the work-
ers were warned to return to their jobs

at once under pain of sharp reprisal.

Untrained and dunsupported, practically

all the strikers went back to work with
no gain to record. A notable exception was
the Nanteo tram strike

Minneapolis Opposition

Holds Open Forum

The Minneapolis Branch of the Com-

munist I/^ague of America (opposition)

is conducting an Open Forum each Sun-

(Jay uftemoon at 3 I'. M., at the new
iieadquarters of the Branch as -nell as

general ]>ublic meetings on general

.subjects, ileetings have been held on

the Spanish Kevoiution, the Manchurian

Situation and otiier subjects.

Among tiie lectul-es arranged for forth

coming weeks at the Minneapolis Forum
are the following:

All meetings, unless otherwise men-

tioned are at 3 P. M.t

Sunflay, December 20, 1931: "Froien

Assets or the Bonus to the lianks".

Speaker : Carl Skogluiid.

Stuiday, Becember tl, 1931; "The Fu-

ture of American Trade Liiioiiism"

;

Speaker : Arne Swabeck.

Sunday, January 3rd, 1932: Debate:

•Win A Farmer-Labor Party Emanci-

pate tlie 'Workers?" Speaker for the Com-
munist Leagw, Vincent li. liunne: F. L.

P. speakers to be announced.

Sunday, January 10, 1932: "Tom
Mooney and the American Frame-Up
System;" Speaker: Carl Cowl.

Sunday, January 17, 1933; "Imperial-

ism; What Next?. Speaker: Vincent H.

Dunne.
Sunday, January 24, 1932. DEBATE;

"Evolution or Kevoiution." Speakers;

Communist League and Socialist Party
—-to be announced,

Sunday, January 31, 1932: "The Pro-

posed Kallroad Wage Eeduetions",

Speaker : C. K. Hedlund.

All these lectures and debates will be

held at the Workers Open Forum, 1530

East Franklin Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.,

The Admission is free.

ceipt of $00 or more per month gained

an increase of 10 per cent; tliose receiv-

ing between $50 and §90 gained 25 per

cent, with a considerably larger increase

for those whose wage is under $50.

Though the full demands made were
not secured, tiie result is likely to prove

an added olijecfc lesson in the value of
Workers in re- the strike weapon.

shops organized and a dues payment
mem,bership of about fifteen, although

for purposes of record it can produce
the signatures o£ a great many "«iem-

bers". In the three years of existence,

its membership never exceeded lifty and
has not led a single strike struggle. Tiie

fifteen members are party members and
close sympathizers. They constitute a

local meeting once a month, discuss end-

lessly the problems of organizing the in-

dustry and are completely inactive.

The workers in the industry are most-

ly Americans. T,'nUke the nee<lle trades

workers of other cities, there are few
Jews and Itaiiaus among tliem. The un-

employed workers look for work in other

trades or wait hopefully and anxionsly

for the crLsls to lift. The employed

workers are passive. They are afraid

of losing their jobs. Almost all tiie

workers in the industry are strangers

to unionism, even the A. F. of L. variety,

and have no traditions of struggle.

Eiement'ttry Work Is Needed

In this situation it is necessary to be-

gin at once elementary working class

education to awaken the class conscious-

ness of the workei;s, to teach them the

necessity for struggle and the princlpes

of unionism. Classes, forums, and en-

fertainments should be held. A series

of sinip'e leaficts of the kind Trotsky

used to i.saue to the factory workers at

Nikoiaev should, be got u^ and distri-

buted. In these leaflets the unity of the

employed and unemployed workers must
fie emphasized. The slogans of the 6

liour day—5 day week with no reduc-

tion in pay, and long-term credits to

the Soviet I'nion, should go a long way
tovvard creating favorable sentiment to-

ward that unity. When this work is

launched and under way, a meanbershtp

drive can be held.

The situation is objectively favorable

for the Left wing uViion. Conditions are

bad. There are no powerful Itight wing

or reformist unions. The X. T. W. I,

i;. should begin systematic work to or-

ganize tiie workers. It can count in ad-

vance upon the support of the St, Louis

branch of the Communist League of

America (Opposition )

.

—CAROLINA ANDERSON.

ISJew YorJ(^ Forum
At the New York Forum of the Com-

munist League (Opposition) last Friday

evening, comrade J. P. Cannon spoke on
current events in the labor movement

:

The Canadian Communist Party trials

and on the Mooney case.

In his remarks on the Canadian trials,

comrade Cannon pointed out the degen-

erating effects of Stalini.sm on the Can-

adian party. Leaderless, with no advice

from the larger and supposedly more
mature American Communist Party, re-

fusing the assistance ofl'ered by comrade
Maurice Spector, leader of the Canadian
Communists up to the time of his ex-

pulsion as a IX'ft Oppositionist, the Can-

adian Party allowed itself to be drawn
Into legalistic wranglings with the gov-

ernment and prosecution, instead of bold-

ly championing the aims of the Commun-
ists to overthrow the capitaiL-ft system.

The Canadian Communist Party must
iinimediately inaugurate a campaign for

it.s right to exist as a legal party. To
do so, he went on, it must throw over-

board the Stalinist conceptions of the

united front and unite the entire work

The Message of Hoover to Congress

(Continued from ijage 1)

Capitalist spokesmen and apologists

try to excuse their acts against the work-

ing class, against those yet employed
and those jobless, by maintaining that

the cost of living, of commodity prices

has gone down and that therefore wage
cuts are in order. But even this argu-

ment is false to the roots.

Signifloant Fgures

Etiielbert Stewart, Commissioner of

the U. S. Bureau' of Labor Statistics,

says that from December, 1025, to June,

IWl, tlie workers cost ot living had
been reduced 15.5% while the emphiyers

iiad reduced the total wages paid work-

ers in the manufacturing industries dur-

ing that same poiiod almost 40%. Thus,

even according tp U. S. Government fig-

ures, wages have been reduced already

25% below the fall In the cost of living.

Stewart\s own statement Is tliat a sim-

ilar situation prevails in other industries,

Mary Anderson, Director of tiie Wo-
men's Depurt)ment of the II. .S, Deiiart-

ment of Labor, confirms Stewart's de-

class in a figiit for the rights of clarations, stating that "since 1920, while
Ins

free press, free spee<-h and assemblage.

Otherwise the Canadian Party will be

doomed to an illegal, sectarian existence.

In reference to Mayor Walker's es-

pousal of tlie Mooney case, comrade
Cannon reiteratfcd the stand of the Left

Opposition that the time is more than

ever opportu'ne for a wide united front

movement tor Mooney's and Biiilng's re-

lease, with the Comraunist.s as the dyn-

amic force in the movement.

ENTERTAINMENT FOR "CCMMUN-
ISTES", GREEK OPPOSITION

PAPER ON SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 19.

An entertainment to celebrate the is-

suance of the first number of Commun-
jstes, organ of tlie (ireek Fraction. Com-
muni.st League of America {Opiwsition),

will be held this coming Saturday, Dec-

eniher J9. I93I, beginning at 8 V. M.,

at the New York League headtjiiarters,

84 East 10th Street, Entertainment and

refreshmen t.s^ Miu-e iieen fully provided

for. All workers are cordially invited

to come.

the cost of living has declined 12%, the

income of factory workers has gone down
A'i%."

The above Jlgures, we think, expose

Hoover's claims regarding unemploy-

ment, wages, and the conditions of exist-

ence of the mass of workers in the United

States. But if presideht Hoover deals

blows against the working class, he is

gentle as a lamb and soft as silk with

hitj colleagues and bosses, the employing

class.

To take but a single example, it is

necessary, president Hoover says, that

the railroads *^bouId have more effective

opportanity to reduce operating costs by

proper consolidation." With w-age cuts

on the order of the day for the railway

workers. Hoover proposes to heip along

by throwing more men out of work. Oj)-

erating costs are reduced ; protits are

assured. Ail's well with the railroads.

Other questions in Hoover's Congress-

ional message are dealt with lliat con-

cern every working man: the advocacj'

of "certificates of residence" for aliens,

a revival of the campaign for the regis-

tration of the foreign-born, aimed main-

Perspectives of the Crisis in France

Economic - Social Changes and Prospects

{Continued from previous issue)

In the meantime, finance capital in

France has not developed on the basis

of an utifottered industrial bourgeois
growtli, as it did in England and in tke

United States. Because of the relatively

slow tempo of Industrial development,
finance capital has been disproportionate-

ly powerful, and its conflicts with indus-

trial capital have at times taken acute
forms. The class content of the revolu
tion of February, 1848, as Man taught
us, included the strtiggle between the

royalist and later Bonapartist element*
of finance capital, and the bourgeois re-

publicanism of industrial capitalism.

The inflation in France from 1910 to

1926 reduced tiie value of the franc by
80%, and on the face of it appeared
to inilict a corresponding loss on French
finance capital. Actually, however, a
large movement of capital abroad took
place, by direct flight of French funds
into foreign bunks and by export bal-

ances, stimulated by the depreciation ol

the franc, being left abroad in unusuallj
large amounts.

For this reason the financial stabili-

zation of France was accomplished very

easily under Polncore—an increase in

taxation to balance the budget, a refund-

ing operation which converted short-term

bills into two-year bills, tiie creation of

an atitotiomous bureau for the reduc-

tion of state debt, and a few other fin-

ancial devices, proved remarkably sue-

cessful in a short time.

French capital, convinced that under
the Poincares and Loucheurs it need
hav& no anxiety, commenced to flow back

into France, while still retaining huge
balances abroad, which were exchange
able for gold on demand. When the

world-wide crisis reached a point, in

May of this year, where the solvency

of Austria, then of Germany, England
and even tiie United States was called

into (I liestion, these halances were con-

verted into gold and returned to France.

As a result, the gold reserves* of the

Bangue de France, which amounted to

r)3,r)T8,000,000 francs at the end of 1030,

were up 27% to 67,844,000,000 francs ac-

cording to the statement of Dec, 3, 15131.

During the same period note circulation

increased from 76,436 millions to 82,-

542, indicating a slight degree of in-

flation in view of the lower industrial

activity and declining prices, but on the

whole the financial strength of .the

Banque, measured by the percentage of

gold cover, increased from 53.17 to over

57%.
The disproportion between the finan-

cial strength of France and its industrial

strength, however, is shown by tlie fact

that during this time, the commercial
banks have been calling in their loans,

reducing their lialances with correspon-

dent banks, while their own dcpoeits

have been increasing, all to the end of

strengthening their cash position. The
following comparison of outstanding

items from tlie statement of the four

largest commercial banks (excluding the

Banque National de Credit, which has

been closed, but whose liabilities are

not believed to run over 4 billion francs),

stated in millions, will show iow the

Dee. 31, 1930

3,957

4,G42

31,920

July 31, 1931

S,179

3!),869

38,181

position

:

Assets

Cash
Balances with

correspondents

Totai Loans
Liabilities

Current and
deposit accounts 36,681

While finanice capital has thus streng-

thened ite position, and is better able to

conduct purely tinanclal operations, such
as short-term credits, flotiition of for-

eign gvernment and colonial loans, etc.,

it is clear that this has been at the

expense of forcing tlieir customers, the

Industrial bourgeoisie, to pay up loans,

and of refusing to grant new loans as
lit)eraily as before; witness tlie unusu-

ally Jat^e numlier of bankruptcies in

recent months.

The domination of finance capital over

industrial capital is not based, as in

other imperialist countries, on a high

degree of concentration of the latter and
the consetiuent transformation of finance

capital from -a simple intermediary into

a vital factor of monopoly. The cause

is rather to be found on the one hand

in the low productivity of French econ-

omy, and the low standard of living com-

pelled by it, which results in the bour-

geoisie .seeking it-; salvation in thrift and

saving, instead of expansion as in Ger-

many or America ; and in the second

instance on the relative backwardness

of French industry itself. This dom-
ination in turn has temied to perpetu-

ate French industry since at all crucial

moments, (U'cisions as between the inter-

ests of the industrial and the financial

bourgeoisie? are decided to th(! advantage

of the latter.

Relative Backwardness of French
Industry

A vivid illustration of the state of

French indu.stry, and the rate of devel-

opment of concentration, is to l>e found

in the official record of the number of

establishments employing 100 persons

or more.

Table 2
Industrial Establishments of France
Employing over 100 Pei^ona-Percent-

age to Total Nunrtier of Indus-

trial E8tublishroent«

189S 0.62%>

1901 0.7O

1006 0.75

1921 1.19

1921* 1.22

* Including Alsace-Lorraine.

Considering coai and inon, the two
foundations of industry on the capitalist

SK'ale, France ranks sixth among the

nations with respect to coal reserv-es,

with 32 billion tons or 7-10 of 1% of

the total. Its position with respect to

iron ore reserves is stronger, with an
estimatetl 8,164 million tons, or 14.7%,

second only to the United States.

A .great part of these ore reserves,

however, consist of Iiigh-phosphorus ore,

which could not be utilized in Bessemer
furnaces which were the only important

large-scale method of steel-making until

after 1871, The Invention of the Thomas-

banks have been protecting their cash Gilchrist furnace, using a basic lining to

absorb the excess of acid-making phos-

phorous in the iron ore, and producing
a valuable fertiliiier as a by-product,

made tlie Lorraine ores commercial, and
lai<i the foundation for the present

Frencii steel industry, and conseiiuently

o£ most of French heavy industry. By
this time, however, England and Ger-

many were well into their period of In-

dustrial development and the growth
of American iieavy industry brought a

new competition to France which the

older industrial c-ountries had had to

meet.

Pig iron production of France in 1930

waj! 10,098,000 tons, against 9,000,000 In

1913, and steel production 9,407,000

tons against 4,687,000. Since tlie crisis

affected France later than other capital-

ist countries, by April of 1^(30 France
was producing more steel than Kngland,
and by December, 1030, more than Ger-

many, thus reaching second place imme-
diately after tiie U'nltetr States. It has
maintained its lead over England and
Germany this year in both pig Iron and
steel In most months.

There is much other evidence to show
that the trend tdoward industrlaljaation,

while slower in France than In some
other countries because of the resistance

of the petty peasant economy and its

economic basis in small production, small

consumption and savings eontraposed to

the capitalist ideology of rationallnatlon,

mass production, and export trade, iias

still been making progress, so that

France in relation to other capitalist

powers does not occupy an "exception-

al" position, but merely Hlustrates the

law of uneven development.

Coal consumption per capita increased

from 1906 to 1013 by 24%, from 101*}

to 1926, and from 1913 to 1926, 10.57c-

Steei output per capita incerased from
1901 to 1913 iiy 110%, from 1913 to 1920,

1.^%. Rated capacity of steam engines

per capita (a good all-over Index rof

mechanization), increased 33% from 1906

to 1913, 87% from I9I9 to 1024.

Another important indication is sup-

plied by the steadily growing importa-

tion of foodstuffs into France, contrary

1)0 the bourgeois economists' insistence

on "national self-sufficiency". Between
1899 ami 190!) food imports averaged
from 60 to 80 kilos per capita per year

:

between 1909 and 1913, about 110 kilos.

The lowest that it has run since the war
was 109 kilos in 1921; in 1929 It was
161, and the averaire for 1919-1029 was
157.5 kilos.

On the other hand, the proportion of

manufactured goods to total exptirts has
siiown a substantial gain. In 1913,

10.2% by weight of all exports consisted

of manufactured goods; in 1029, 13-3%
and in 1930, 13.2%, with an average of

13-4%.

To import more foodstuffs and to ex-

I>ort more manufactured pnKlucts is

typical of the tendency of all capitalist

countries, and justifies the prediction

tljat the broad trends of capitalism as

manifested hitherto will hold good in

France, subject to the law of uneven
development as affected by special pecti-

liarities of space and time,

—B. J. FIELD.
(To Be Continued)

ly at the radical workers ; the endorse-

ment of a huge army and navy policy;

tliere was a failiiYe to niention the pro-

blem of the l^esrro masses, and many
other matters. We shall have nccaslon

to return to Hoover's program for capi-

talist salvation and against the working
class.

Functions of Government and Taxation
One further point of some interest re-

mains. This refers to the Hoovcr-Melloii
policy of increased taxation for mainten-

ance of the government's functions. The
day of "cheap government" i.s gone for-

ever under capitalism. Modern Imperial-

ist development requires an ever-increas-

ing force of oppression and aulHifcsslon

of the working class: a huge military

eqifipment, army and navy, police, courts,

and other agencies of a wide description.

The increasing sharpness of t\\v class

struggle, strikes, mass uneuipioyment,

movements in the colonial and semi-colo-

nial countries, et>c,, call forth these

forces cf suppression of tlie masses to a
greater degree right along.

Tile employing ciass rccognijics that it

must pay to maiiit.Tin its governmeiltal

apparatus of oppression, ca;)itai!st pro-

paganda, etc. Within the ruiiiig class

tiiere is an effort to pass the bunion of

governmental costs from one group onto
another, and also to shift even these

burdens to the extent po-'ssible onto the

exploited working clai-iS, Tiiis is done
through taxation, direct and indirect,

tlie largest bulk of which comes from
the ii nance-bouriicolsie. To an extent

the bourgeoisie docs succeed in foisting

taxe.s uiion tb(? w<irkers. to inaiic them
carry a burden in addition to Ilieir ex-

ploitation directly by the emplo.ver. But
while such taxation is a sort of factor,

the working class need to rcco.;;;iHKe that

their basic and daily problem iie> in the

extraction of unpaid laiior, of surplus

value, from them ity tiie einiiloyeis. The
ofiicial Communist Party exaggeiale,'; the

taxation of the wtirkers and develojis a
petit-bourgeois outlook. But tlie ei'oiio-

mic crisis has naturally ofTected the re-

venues of the government, always ini

creasing In cost, and now the bourgcnisle

must pay more to their government to

help maintain "law and order", that is,

suppress and oppress the working class.

Building A Movement .Against Capitalism

Hoover's message of reaction and
challenge against the working class must
be taken up by the workers. In the im-

mediate sense, there is need to mobilise

and orga!!i;;e the working masses In a
common struggle for the six hour day
and five day week with no reduction in

pay; for immediate relief; for tineniploy-

iment insurance; for the extension of

long-term creditti to the Soviet Union as

a measure of relief for uuempoyment

;

for the recognition of the Soviet Onion
and against the anti-.SovIet phobia of

Hoover and the V. S. government.

Fuiidamentally the protilem remains

the same: the education and organiza-

tion of the working class for the niiii-

tant struggle for the -overtiirow of capl-

tJili.sm and tile establishment of the rule

of the workers, a Soviet Kepnblic. To
this end the Left Opposition directs Its

tasks. —IIAHTIX AIU-iUN'.

CHINESE COMMUNISTS ('ELEBK.\TE
NOVE.MBEK 7; MANY ARRESTS

SHANGHAI, Nov. 8 <Fenpi-ecor)—Fol-
lowing a week of exiiaustive preparation

on the iiart of l!ie milit;iry and police

authorities in nil the leading center.s of

China, tlie Eonrteeiitli anniversary of the

Bolsiievik Bevonltion dawned and set

over the Far East without any major

incidents occurlng. In .Shanghai the end

of the day found fiv<> young Comniuiiists

fating death at the hands of the poiice

and iwrtions of the city plast<>ied with

Communist handbills.

Carrying tlic lied Flag and the embleim

of the Sickle and Hammer, a iiand of

young Comnuiuists uttempled to parade

tiirough one of the city's main tliorough-

fares and .soon came to grips with the

police who arrested live, two of them
si.iiS SuttOiC

Wheels of (Chinese anti-Communist
"justice" move swiftly. The five young
men and women w^^re almust iinmcdiate-

ly turned over to the local military gar-

rl.son headouarters for "trial" iiofore a

military tribunal. For -protesting the

evils of the Kuo Min Tang regime, these

i\\v. like countless thousands before

tiieui, face the prospcd of Kuo Jlin Tang
bullets within tiie next 4,S hours. Pro-

tests to the authorities on liehaif of the

young prisoners have been ignored.

Tlw^ Chinese municipality of Greater

Shanghai was licld under martial law for

the entire day. IIe;ivi!y armed military

and police patrols inarched !lie streets

and a numiier of "lied suspects" were
taken into custody. No major demon-
strations took place.

Hundreds of Commtniist delegates began

gathering in Southeastern Kulngsi to

herald the anniversary and to formulate

a definite program on liehalf of the Chi-

nese Kevoiution.
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The French C.G.T.U- Congress—,—«

—

Issue of Trade Union Unity Confounded by Stalinists

Mtcvawi fctti

The last congress of the revolutionary

trade union t-enter ot the F/'encIi work-

ers—the C. G. T. U.—Unitary (Jonfeder-

ation of 'Labor—^was awaited with a

great deal ot curiosity and with mudt
hope. Curlfsity and to a cerOaiu degree

also anxiety, on the part of tiie bour-

geoisie and the reformists, for whom the

revolutionary center, no matter how
weak 'it may be, constitutes nevertheless

a consistent and serious obstacle to the

exploitation and the deception of the

workers, and particularly in times of

economic crisis threatens to become a

dangerous enemy and rally the musses

about it. In this sense too, were dir-

ected the hojKS ot the workers who had

expected from this congress that it would

correct the false line ot the patst few

years and establish a detuileii program

for the atrugglea to come,

A few months ago, the congress of :the

reformists had been held and had de-

monstrated the disorder and the weak-

ness of the reformists as well as the de-

sire of the broad masses under their

leadership in the C. U. T., to tiiilte witJi

the revolutionaries for mutual support

iu the future struggles. At the ttm*,

the C, G, T. U., which was Also sched«le<f

to hold its congress, had postpcned it

on the request of the K. 1. L- f • i^

order to be able to prepare it better by

prollting from the results achieved by

th* congress of the C. G. T. The pre-

Congressional discussion of the G, G. T.

U., which coincided with a new turn in

the French Comjnimtst party did In-

deed, despite the distortions of the Cen-

trists, appear to be orientated toward

serious reconstruction.

lost 100,000 members while the reform-

"Seif-Criticlsm"

Many of the mistakes committed in

the past, during the third period, had

been severely criticisied by the member-

ship of the unioiis as well as by the

leaders ; there was a real field day for

self-criticism and not even Monmouaseau,

the general secretary of the C. G, T. U,

had been spared. * Little by littic, there

was a return to trade union deniocraey,

which attained its apex when articles

ol Left Oppositionists (naturally, de-

ranged in the well known Stalinist man-

ner) appeared in the official party press',

on one of the most burning ciuestlons of

the trade union movement in France,

in the qifestion ot trade union unity;

the leadership of the C. G. T. U., after

several changes ot position, even appear-

ed to come clc«e to the position adopted

from the very first by the Left Oppoai

tion, and taken up later on by a number

ot trade union tendencies, that le to

say, the position of unity through an

amalgamation conference on the basia ot

the right to organize tractions and free-

dom of discussion.

To be sure, the bureaucrats gave their

own interpretations to this program be-

fore the congress, adding their own

formulas, such as "class struggle utitty",

in order to obscure the issues. But since

it had for once taken the correct path,

it was hoped that an unanimous solution

would be arrived at by the congress.

The belief that the C, G. ¥. U. had final-

ly found the road toward trade union

ulilty was strengthened' by the fact that

Monmousseau was sharply criticized in

the Cominunlst press by Losovsky him-

self for his article "A United C. G. T„ a

C. G. T. ot Betrayal", and by the fact

that even within the leading Communist

fra<>tion of the C, O. T. U. there was

a strong current in favor of reentering

the reformist 0. G. T, All hopes re-

ceived a brutal rebuff from the congress

of the C. G. T. U. itself.

Monmousseau Reports

The report on the activity since the

last congress, presented by Monmous-

seau, contained an open admission of

the false line and the heavy mistakes

committed by the Centrist leadership.

During this time the C. G. T. U. had

lets recorded a period of growth. Not

on$ of the many striken that had taken

place in the coirrse of the two years of

the third period had been successful.

According to the reporter himself, the

general, line of the C. O. T. U. itad been

impregnated with ultra-left sectarianism.

The only thing which Monou'sseau took

pride in, was the forecast of the criais

which they were supposed to have made
before anyone else.

To hide ithelr own sad balance, and
in order to distract attention from their

own mistakes, Monmousseau launched a

violent attack against the minority

groups of all tendencies. It was just

along this lino of hiding their own weak-

nesses as :iau«h as pc^slble, that the

congress proceeded, organizing all sorts

ot voctferoits demonstrations against

the various minorities. The tWO dele-

gates, 300 tmore than at the last con-

gress, were to hide" the loss of 100,000

members. The perfect unanimity in the

resolutions that were voted were to wipe

out -the barrenn^s of the discussion

among the delegates who were composed

for the greater part of appointees of

the party and the C. G. T. U,

The activity report, (and the discussion

that waa rushed through without arous-

ing very much attention,) received a

majority ot 1333 votes against 168, among
the latter being tBe 31 votes ot the min-

ority tendency in the Teachers' Union

which stands very close to our own con-

ceptions.

The Issue of Tntde Union Unity

The pivotal point of the coi^ress was

the question of trade union unity. Much
has been written about this question In

our Opposition press. Before the con-

gress, this question was posed In the

following manner : everybody expected a.

decisive step on the part of the C, G, T,

U. which was to represent, on the one

hand, « reply to the maneuvers of Jou-

haux at the last congress of the C. G. T,,

at which he Issued a demagogic slogan

in tavor of unity ; and on the other hand,

to show that the Communist leaders of

the trade unions are genuine protagonists

of wtiity whereas the chiefs of the min-

ority \tho have seized on the unity issue

>a a sort ot an old war horse, in reality

aim at the liquidation ot revolutionary

unionism, to the great advantage of the

relormlats.

The reporter on the unity question was

one of the younger secretaries of the C.

G. T, U.—Gitton—who has already, de-

spite his youth, accumulated in practise

all the stupidities ot the elder bureau-

crats. In tact that constitutes his fame.

His report didi not be^ie It. It was

a melange of ultra-Lett Ideas on the im-

possibyity Of ever having unity with the

reformists, on the "united front from

below", unity within the C. G, T. U., eitc.

At one point, his sweep of eloquence led

him to even go as far as to repeat Mon-

ousseau'a famous phrase ; "A Unified 0.

G. T,, a C. G, T. of Betrayal",

In brief, Gitton's report was decidedly

antl-unttarian and refuted everything

that had been written or done in favor

of unity before the congress in the ot-

flctal Communist press.

This position served as the best wea-

pon for the demagogy of the anti-Com-

mifniat minority leaders connected with

the "Unity Committee' and greatly fac-

ilitated their work of disintegration

within the revolutionary trade union

center.

Minority Delegates Propose Correct Line

The delegates of the Teachers Federa-

tion and the autonomous Federation of

Functionaries tried in vain to push

through a resolution in favor of unity,

stressing particularly that they had

nothing in common with the liquidators

of the "Unity Committee". The gather-

ing of appointed officials did not follow

them bpt obeyed Inatructions from

above.

The R. I, L, U. delegate, Dahlem, who
took part in the debates, on his own part

developed the sectarian theory of red

unions. He boasted of the creation of

sectarian oi^anlzations like the R, G, O,

in Germany, the "Reconstruction Com-
mittee" in Spain and declared himself

opposed to unity.

TlirfO motions were taken to a vote

:

that ot the Unity Committee for reentr-

ance iiito the- reformist C. G. T., that of

the Teachers' Federation (the same as

that of the Left Opposition) and that of

the majority ot the Confederation. Natur-

ally, the majority motion re<'.eived an

oyerwlielmlng majority. But one can judge

how serious this vote was by the fact

alone that the delegates were informed

about the contents of the majority motion

only after the congress had adjourned.

The formulation ol this motion represents

:

a document full of Centrist confusion, in

which the united front is confounded

with unity, hiding behind radical phrases

the clear intention ot the Centrist lead-

ers of the C, G, T. V. not to pay any

attention to the sentiment for unity,

Bnsh llirougb Agenda

Once the question of unity had been

decided on by the Congress, all the other

questions were ru'shed through hastily,!

desphe their great importance. The re-

ports on the Unemployment demands, on

the foreign-born workers, brought forth

no discussion whatsoever. The only ef-

fect of the turn seemed to be the re-

cognition of the necessity to fight for

immediate demands, contradicting there-

by the whole theory ol the third period.

Thts elementary truth was announced

triumphantly as a new discovery al-

though no concrete proposals of work

were made with regard to the organi-

aation ot the united front, the immedi-

ate tactic, etc. In one ot the mtrat burn-

ing questions of the present moment in

France, in the question of the foreign

born worker, who Is among the very

first victims of the crisis and ot the capi-

taliat repression, the Congress of the C.

G, T. U. had nothing to say. In short,

the congress was one of the worst in the

existence of the C. G. T. U,

If, from the point ot view of rev-

oliitionary importance, the congress ot

the C. G. T, U, cannot be compared with

the congress of the C. G. T., we can only

deplore the fact that so many hopes were

shattered, thit so much faith in the

congress was destroyed by its derisive

reply. A great deal of effort and many

months will be needed to bring the C.

G. T. U. back to Its correct path, to the

road of revolutionary unionism. The

economic situation in France is growing

worse every day, unemployment which

was negligible up to the present, is be-

coming a real menace, the working class

is preparing to react, the necessity of

a mass trade union organization with a

revofutionary prt^ram is becoming an

imperative necessity.

Left Opposition Has Correct Path

From the point ot view ot numbera and

strength, the activity of the Left Op-

position at the congress was very weak.

The mistakes committed in the past,

the errors of the "Unitary Opposition",

the absence ol theses on the trade union

question that should have been elabor-

ated by ou'r National Conlerence, all

this contributed to the tact that the

position of the Opposition was not de-

fended with the necesaary vigor at the

congress.

At the congress Itself certain mistakes

were committed in the vote on the poli-

tical report. This mistake was later

corrected by the Executive Comission,

On the other hand, we did not seek any

contact with the federation and unions

that defended the same point of view as

ourselves, which constituted q second

grave mistake, so that our own resolution

received only one vote.

In spite of all this, the perspectives

ol the Lett Opposition, which alone has

the correct path at the present, are very

good. Jts role will take on a greater

importance as the crisis will develop and

it should show itself capable of pene-

trating the broader masses.
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A Very Dangerous Strategic Error

Policy of the Communist Party Hastens Facist Menace

The external difflculties for Commun-

ism in Germany are growing. Every day

brings new advances of the fascists. Let

us enumerate them briefly: the gathering

of the forces of the reactionary coalition

at Harzburg, which did not, it Is true,

lead to the immediate collapse of the

Bruening government, but whose econ-

omic program Is becoming more and
more the common projierty ot the whole
bourgeoisie. The elections in Hamburg,
in Anhalt and in Hesse (the latter two

are small federated states) which led to

really phantastic successes for the Nazis.

They almost doubled their votes over

last year. Four parties are left alto-

gether! the Nazis, the clerical Center,

with Bruening, the greatly reduced Soc-

ial I>emocratic party and the Commun-
ist Party. It must be observed that tiie

C. P. G. did actually harness the great-

est part ol the votes (not the member-

ship) that have been swept away from

the Social Democracy and that only the

petty bourgeois camp followers have

gone over to the Fascists,

It is most noteworthy that the Fasc-

ists have succeeded in crushing the petty

bourgeois parties, hut have not pene-

trated into the bulk of the proletariat

Nevertheless, their parliamentary suc-

cesses are extremely menacing, all the

more so, since they are accompanied by

an ever growing extra-parliamentary ac-

tivity. The bloo^ terror, tolerated and

even encouraged by the police and the

courts of the republic, built up and

protected by the Social Democracy, is| on no less a question than that ot evhlu-

front, tlie party leadership has proved

itsell Idcapable of actually bringing It

about. It is too inextricably tied down

by its ultra-Left phrases, to be able to

build up a movement on a broad basis.

Jt can only conceive of that sort of a

united front with the social democratic

workers, which requires of the latter

adherence to its own organizations. Its

entire trade Anion work involves unsuc-

cessful and impotent attempts at the

erection of trade unions ol its own.

The sectarianism ol the party leader-

ship goes to such great bounds, that the

leadership of the S, P. G. can afford to

offer a united front to the party through

its spokesman, Breitscheld, although the

social democrats lear the united front

more than the devil himself. But they

know only too well that the party will

not at all try to force them to keep their

word. So they can afford this maneuver

as u concession to the sentiment within

their ranks and to bring pressure on the

bourgeoisie.

F^Ise Strategy of C. P. Hol^s

Grave Dangers for Workers

The real misfortune lies in the false

strategy that is behind the whole tactic

ol the Communist Party, a strategy

which, by disrupting the labor move-

ment Irom within, is much more dan-

gerous than the external enemy, the

Fascists. The German Opposition has

opened up a determined struggle against

this strategy In its open letter. It bears

constantly on the rise (Eleven workers

(murderd by Fascists in the month be-

tween October 18 to November 18 alone).

One of its classical examples is Bnimi-

wlck. There we already have Nazi

ministers. One hundred thousand armed

Nazis marched into the state, and un-

disturbed by the police of their party

comrades, they undertook a veritable

punitive expedition into the proletarian

quarters, after the style ol the Italian

model, announcing thereby their future

tactic. Finally, the underhand dealings

of the senti-fasdst Bruening gOTemment,

which enjoys the support of the S. P. D.,

with Hitler, ifhow with what speed we

are going over to Fascism.

E*r(rfetariat Develops Uplted Front

Against Fascism

Vifti&t must be done now? Instinctively,

the working class entered on the correct

path when it closed its ranks and dis-

regarded party affiliations in its active

defense against the Fascists by powerful

strikes on the day the victims of the

Fascists were buried. Here there was

formed the n]iK«d |ront» positive senti-

ment lor which has been very strong

in the factories, despite all illusions.

On this basis ot common struggle against

F^Glsm, the C. P. G, ought to have ap-

proached the reformist workers, and in

order to destroy their illusions—the re-

formist organizations as well, as was

already suggested by comrade Trotsky

a year ago. Ijikewise, it ought to ex-

ploit the strong sentiment against wage

reductions in factories in order to build

up the united front, which is the pre-

requisite for all further development of

the class struggle in Germany, But for

this, it was necessary to carry on sys-

tematic work toward the formation of

a Left wing in the rotbnmlst trade un-

ions. The extraordinary danger inher-

ent In the situation demands just such

a tactic. In an open letter to the Ger-

man Central Committee, the German

Opposition has made concrete proposals

leading to the establishment of the

united front.

C. P. Falls To Carry Oat United Front

Toward S. P- D.

Despite all Its talk about the united

ating the victory of the Fascists. After

confuting the question for years, de-

signating first the reformist, then the

clerical government as Fascist, the Party

today declares, in view of the threat

of a Fascist victory: "The Fascist gen-

tlemen do not frighten us,. .They are

going to go gmasii much faster than

«very other government." (Reinmele in

the Reichstag, Oct. 14),

What does this mean? The Fascist

upheaval is inevitable, we are not In a

position to prevent it, but that is no

cause to be worried, not a very great

misfortune; the Fascists will very ra-

pidly disintegrate ; under their blows the

united front will really have to be

forged together, the victory of Fascism

is a necessary step toward the victory

of the proletariat. This ideology is not

confined to the mouthpieces of the lead-

ership alone, but has, unfortunately, in-

fested the minds ol many sincere mem-

bers as well. All this sounds terribly

radical. And yet behind the radical

phraseolc^y (not for the iirst time, as

the Bulgarian June days have proved

among other things) there is concealed

what is most despicable for revolution-

aries, namely: eapitul^ion. Their par-

tial Ideological capitulation before Fasc-

ism, arising with the 'national program"

and the "people's revolution", of neces-

sity leads to what very nearly amounts

toT)etrayal in practice.

Stalinist Policy Leads to Capiiuation

Before Enemy

The roots of this sentiment are quite

obvious. They lie in the complete poli-

tical Impotence of the party in the lace

of its task to withstand the rise of Fasc-

ism by organizing the united front. As

always, the Centrist bureancrat-y is

transforming its own incapability into

a law of nature, and they stlli enjoy

the confi<lence of the membership, which,

with its equipment ot uitra-ljcft phrases,

likewise has no faith in the possibility

of estabiishli^ the united front and

gladly leave this task to Ilitler. This

sentiment is an expression of despair,

signifying that the party has landed in

a morass.

After the Prussian plebiscite, Trotsky

A tetter t» Amtfres Mio

T/ie Catalonian Separatists, Soviets, and the Communists

Dear Friend

;

I have received your letter of August

2Jith. You' pose the question to yourself:

shall we call upon the workers to join

the Party or the (Catalonian) federa-

tion? The local conditions speak in fav-

or ol the federation. The general-

Spanish—conditions speak in favor ol

the Party. From the practical point ol

view, that is, from the point of view

of the relationship of forces at the given

moment, it Is difficult to solve thts pro-

blem, but it seems to me that our prin-

ciple position is really of decisive im-

portance: we declare that we are a fac-

tion of the Party, a faction of the Com-

intern. The main stru^ie against us is

carried on along the line that we are

"enemies" of the U. S. S, R. and the

Comintern, Even Maurln lives on the

crumbs that fall from this table.

II we call upon the workers to Join

the federation, we compromise ourselves

on the whole Spanish and on the inter-

national scale. Do we gain at all, on the

the

the federation, we find that we have

derived more harm than profit from it.

The entire Comintern press, and the

Pravda in particular, has held us respon-

sible for Maurin's opportunist confuslon-

ism. Comrade Mill's articles In La
Verite also contributed to a great extent

in the matter, Nev,ertheless, we have

been forced to break with the federation

and we have left almost ermpty-handed.

In other words, the experiences ot the

co-operation with the federation have

weakened us on the whole Spanish, as

well as International, scale without

helping us any on the Catalonian scale

It is time to draw up the balance. In

my opinion, we ought to execute an

abrupt turn of policy here, to avoid con-

tinuing to be confused with Maurln—to

his advantage and to/ our own dtotdvan-

tage.

It would be most correct to call upon

the workers to join the Communist Left

faction, to build up their own units and

to demand admission into the Patry, That

does not at all prevent us from simultan-
ffttalonlan scale? If we consider _

-

_ . ,, , ,^ ,

pteaent results ot the co-operation with eously building up Left wing units in

the federation as well as in the official

Party. But such a policy requires an

official center, no matter how small, ol

the Left Opposition in Catalonia, Tou

will perhaps recall that I insisted on

this trom the very first day ot your ar-

rival in Barcelona, but, unfortunately,

without success. At the present time,

too, I cannot see any other way.

The Slogan of Soviets

Maurin has i»ued the slogan :
"All the

power to the proletariat." I think you

are quite right in pointing out that he

nas chosen slogans ot this sort in order V

to put UP a bridge lor himself to the

syndicalists and to lend himself the

appearance of greater strength than he

actually possesses. Unfortunately, the

pursuit of appearances is very strong in

politics, and very disastrous m revolu-

tionary politics. I ask myself (at times)

why there are no Soviets In Spain. 'What

Is the cause of this? In my former let-

ter, I expressed several ideas in this

respect. I have developed these much

more amply in the article I sent you on

workers' control In Germany. It ap-

pears that the slogan of the "juntas" Is

associated in the minds of the Spanish

workers with the slogan of Soviets, imd

for this reason It seems too sharp, too

decisive, too "Russian" to them—that Is

to say, they look at it in a different light

than the Russian workers did at the

corresponding stage. Are we not con-

fronted with an historical paradox, when

the existence of Soviets in the U. S, S.

R. paralyzes the creation of Soviets In

other revolutionary countries? I'his ques-

tion mulst be given the utmost attention

In private conversations with workers In

different parts of the country. At any

event, if ithe slogan of Soviets (juntas)

does not catch (not yet?), then we must

concentrate on the slogan of factory

committees, I wrote on this subject in

the article on workers' control mentioned

above. On the basis of factory commit-

tees, we can develop the Soviet organi-

zation without referring to them by

name.
Workers' Control

On the question of worl;ers' control,

you are, in my opinion, ab.iolutely co'r-

rect ; to renounce workers' control only

because the relormists—in words—want
it, would be an enormous* stupidity. On
the contrary, that is just why we should

seize upon it all the more eagerly and

force the reformist workers to put it

into practice by means of the united

front with «s, and on the basis of thitf

experience push them into opposition to

Caballero and the other fakers.

We succeeded in creating Soviets in

Russia only beeause they were demanded

together with uls, also by the Mensheviks

and the S, R., though for other ends. 'We

cannot create any Soviets in Spain pre

cisely because neither the Socialists nor

the syndicalists want Soviets. That

means that the united front and the or

ganizational unity with the majority of

the working-class cannot be created un

der this slogan. But here Is Caballero

himself, forced to it by the pressure of

the masses, seizing upon the slogan of

workers' control and thereby opening the

door for the united front policy and to

an organization embracing the majority

of the working-<Iass, We must take a

hold of it with both hands. Certainly

Caballero will want to transform work-

ers' control into the control of the capi-

talist over the workers. But that ques-

tion already belongs In the domain ol

the relationship ot forces Inside the

working-class. If we succeed in creating

factory committees all owr the country,

then In this revolutionary epoch that we

are witnessing, Messrs. Caballero will

have lost the decisive battle.

IHe Separatist Movement and the

Iberian Soviet Federation

You describe how one can aid Madril-

ene liberalism by distorting the idea that|«adlkoy, Sept. 1st, 1931

very correctly wrote of the "school of

bureaucratic centrism, as the school ot

capitulation" ( witness China, Germany
in 1023, England, Poland, Bulgaria, Fin-

land, etc.) It is well known that Stalin

counselled the German Communists even
in 1023 not to seize power themselves,

but to allow the Fascists to try their

hand first. In the latest Centrist strat-

egy of capitulation, the teaching ot soc-

ialism in one country also plays a not
unimportant part. They do not want to

endanger Russian construction, which Is

to complete socialism in a few years, by
risking a German revolution, but much
prefer to do the one after the _other,

according to tiie bureaucratic calendar,

forgetting all the while how greatly In-

tervention is facilitated by this very

tactic.

The Menace of German Fascism

The one and only Marxist fashion ot

po.^iing the question is to take into ac-

count the entire experiences of the Inter-

national working class (l.ta!y, etc.).

"The victory ot Fascism means the sup-

pression ot the German revolution lor

a period of years and Almost certain

death for the U S, S. R. It Is the rev-

olutionary task of the German proletariat

to prevent Fascism from seizing power.

The late of the proletariat is completely

and entirely bound u- with this pro-

blem." (Open Letter ol the German
Opposition )

,

Their policy ol despair is also expres-

sed in the fact that, at a time when
extra-parliamentary actions against Fasc-

ism and wage slashing constitute the

only proper weapons, the party relies

on parliamentary actions. Thus, it pro-

poses the dissolution of the diet in

Saxony, although the diet has become
completely meaningless in the eyes of

the masses, and although that can only

result in a "united front" with the Fasc-

ists, as in Prussia, and thereby only

serves to obstruct the genuine united

front ; and despite the fact that in con-

tradistinction to the Prussian episode,

it Is quite clear in advance that the

Fascists and not the party would be the

beneficiaries of such an action. But
such a policy of self-deception is quite

in line with and completely justified by

the latest strategy.

Fight To Remove C. P. Policy of Despair

We are approaching the end of a cer-

tain phase ot development. The ultra-

Left phraseology ends in rotten oppor-

tuniam, with a capltuiationist ideology,

which, transcribed into practise, is bound

to bring much worse results than In

1S>23. It cannot be determined in ad-

vance whether Centrism will follow this

path through to the end. It Is precise-

ly the nature of Centrism that makes
more turns possible—and more adventur-

ism. But the dangers of surrendering

without a struggle are very great. For

this reason, and precisely because Cen-

trism is in a certain degree susceptible

to persuasion, all forces must be set In

imotion against the disastrous strategy

of despair. It Is a matter of life and

death for German, even for international

Communism. —E. BAUBB,
Leipzig, Nov. 20, 1931

the Balkanization of the Iberian penin-

sula is inconsistent with the aim of the

proletariat, and by employing It indis-

criminately. You are quite right. If I

have not underscored it suffldently in

my preceding letter, I am prepared to do
so with ten-fold stress right now. The
analogy between the two peninsulas real-

ly needs to be completed. There was a
time when the Balkan peninsula was
unified under the domination of the Turk-
ish gentry, the militarists and the pro-

consuls. The oppressed people longed

for the overthrow of their oppressors.

If the Idea that we do not want any
partitioning of the peninsula had been
counterposed to these aspirations of the

people, that would have meant acting as

lackeys to the Turkish pashas and beys.

On the other hand, however, we know
that the Balkan peoples liberated from
the Turkish yoke, have been at one an-

other's throat for decades. In this ques-

tion, too, the proletarian vanguard can

apply the point of view of the permanent
re^-olutlon : liberation from the imperial-

ist yoke as the most Important element

of the democratic revolution leads im-

mediately to the Federation of Soviet

Republics as the state forni tor tlie pro-

letarian revolution. Not oi^posing the

democratic revolution, but, on the con-

trary, supporting it completely even un-

der the form of sepstration (that is, sup-

porting the struggle and not the Illu-

sions), we at the same time bring our
own independent position Into the dem-
ocratic revolution, recommending, coun-

seling, propagating the Idea ot the Soviet

Federation ot the Iberian peninsula as

a constituent part of the I'nited States

ol Europe. Only under this form is my
conception complete. Needless to say,

the Madrid comrades and the Spanish

comrades in general should use particu-

larly great discretion with regard to the

Balkanization argument.

—L, TROTSKr.'
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THE "HUNGER MARCH"

A^ a Communist propaganda demon
stratioii on the issue of unemployment
the "Hunger March" tc Washington at
the opening of Congress was an indubit
able success. Communist Initative and
organizing faculty were written all over
the affair. By the demonstration tlie

cause of the hungry millions was placed
on the agenda in the iqost dramatic
manner; the inability of the richest im-

peiralist powpr to i'srovide the necessi-

ties of life to tlie producers of its In-

credible wealth was called to the atten-

tion of the entire world. And before

the world the Communists appeared as

the spokesmen of the dispossessed, the

hungry and shelterless workers.

All that was lacking was the participa-

tion of the masses of the unemployed.
l>oak, the labor-baiting secretary of

labor, announced the "sensational" dis-

covery of his secret agents that the hung-
er march wa.s organized and directed by
the Commnnist I'arty. This revelation

needed no exceptional detectii'e work.

The fapts were all too obvious. It was
easy enough to point out the Communist
leaders of the march. They were every-

where for all to see. If the secret ser-

vice had been able to discover the uneia-

ployed massfts following these leaders

—

that would have been a real exposure
and, from our point o£ view, a most
welcome one.

But they could not do it ; the masses
were not there. The success of the

hunger march as a propaganda manifes

tetion of the Party was on a par with its

failure as a jnobi ligation of the unem
ployed workers. Uke nearly all of the

previous actions of the Party in the un
employment situation, this supreme effort

*as confined pretty closely—so far as

direct participation is concerned

—

to the

Communist workers and their close ss'm-

pathiuers. The crying disparity between

the burning importance of the issue and
the ability of the Party to draw the

masses into motion was once again de-

monstratetl on this occasion.

This proceeds inevitably from the

false policy and method of the I'arty.

You cfltmot whittle down a mass move-

ment by sectarian methods from day to

day and then expect to ha;^^ the masses

ready w^hen the great occasion comes.

This is the outstanding lesson of the

hunger march. By this we do not in the

least deprecate the positive sides of the

undertaking. Communist propaganda
•demonstrations have their importance.

But only a genuine movement of the

masses will get results. This is yet to

come, Stalinist policy and Stalinist

leadership of thf^ Party are the chief

tiaetors of olratructlon.

meet the heavy burdens imposed by

the trials. We do not mean by this to

express any approval of the propaganda

methods of the I, W, W. in the contro-

versy with the I. \j. D. They create the

Impression that their main Sght Is against

the Communist*.- This also hurts and

weakens the cause at stake. The real

enemy is the capitalist class and their

judical agents in Kentucky. We speak

for a union of all forces of the labor

movement in a conimon fight against

this enemy.

over, it owes a duty to the Party and
the Party leaders who have been pro-

scribed by- the Canadian Government.

We have liad a fairly rich experience

of the same kind. Our Party went
through a test ot fire in the Palmer
raida ; it lived as an illegal organlzatioa

for three years ; and after that, by a

combination of legal and illegal methods
of organisation and a determined will

to break out of the underground strait-

jacket, it re-conquered the right to a

l^a I existence as a Party. AH these

questions are rising up before the Can-

adian I'arty at the present mottient.

How does the leadership of the Ameri-

can Party evaluate the trial, and what
advice does it offer to the Canadian com-

rades in their difficult position? The

Dalty Worker answers these crucial

questions with a studied neglect. It has

nothing to say.

In a previous Issue of the Milituit

comrade Spector has given a report and

a political evaluation of the trial. With
his comments we are in full agreement.

His criticism of ther showing made by the

defehdants was a loyal criticism that did

not in any way impair the fundamental

solidarify of the Opposition with the

Party in its hour of persecution. And it

was absolutely necessary. The Canadian

I'arty will pay dearly for the attempts

to dilute the revolutionary essence o£

its doctrines before the court. That is

not the way (o fight for the legality of

THE KENTUCKY AUNEKS

The verdict of guilty in the case of

William B, Jones, Harlan County miners'

leader, with the accompanying sentence

of life imprisonment, again brings this

historic struggle sharply before the

working class and warns against any
further delay in organising a genuine

national movement in behalf of the In-

dicted men. More than a score of work-

ers are yet to be tried. Their Jives are

in danger, and with them the life of the

organized labor movement in the Ken-

tucky mine fields. The intervention of

a powerful workers' protest in the affair

is one of the most important (inestlona

of the day. Here Ss a case of vindictive

persecution, not of a few individuals

merely but on a wholesale scale. The
object is to wipe o)it unionism and ter-

rorize all of its advocates by a fearful

example of class "justice" and revenge.

Cau that bo allowed to happen in com-
parative silence?

It is by no means a one-sided battle.

All the strength is not on the side of

Kentucky "law" whi<?h licenses thugs to

.maim and kill and prosecutes workers

who defend themselves. The acquittal

of Burnett in the first trial a couple of

weekt; ago demonstrates that the,senti-

anent of the masses is not without ef-

fect even on jurymen selected from an-

other class. It shows also that the posi-

tion of the defendants is legally justified,

even from the biased standards of the

capitalist law. These two factors ex-

plain the acquittal of Burnett A relax-

ation of ^generjil labor interest in the

second case, whether from over-confid-

ence or neglect, turned the scale against

Jones and emboldened the prosecution to

go through with a conviction. The tide

must be turned before it is too late. The
legal defense, from all appearances, le

competent enough. What is needed now
Is its reenforcement by the mass demands
of the working masses.

The factional wrangling over the de-

fense has been a scandal and a direct

blow to tite men and the cause- on trial.

In the welter of charges and counter

charges around the cases it was hard

for a time to ascertain exactly who was

handling the defense. One got the im-

pression, in this disgraceful quarrel, that

the miners in the docks were regarded

as bones to fight over rather than a cause

tc defend by common efforts. It la clear

enough now that the General Defense

Committee of the I. W, W. is condu'eting

the legal defense. But Is that any reason

for Communists to stand aside, or—still

worse—attack the defense at the moment
it tg under the guns of the class enemy?

No, that is factionalism In the most

perverted form, a factionalism that loses

all vision of the class issues, and there

fore a corrupt and reactionary faction-

alism. Class conscious workers are

duty-bound to give financial and other

support to the defense in every labor

case. In the preseftt instance It means

to support the General De'fense Com
mlttee without a moment's hesitation and

provide it with the necessary futods to

GREETINGS TO "COMMUNISTES"

As this Issue of the Militant goes to

press we greet the first appearance of a

fellow-fighter in the ranks of the Op-
position. CoanmuiuHtes will carry to the

Greek workers in America the same
message which the Militant has carried

in the English language through storm
and stress for more than three years.

We see in the enlistment of this ally

an event of profound significance in the

development of American Commu'hism.
It yhows to us Liat ;in important section

of the Communist proletariat, which ias'
^jj^, p^^ty as a Communist Partry. It is

given pro< f in Llie past in labor and sac-ri-

fi-ce of its revolutionary spirit, Is find-

ing Its way, through a hall-storra of slan-

der and misrepresentation, to the plat-

form of the Opposition, which is the plat-

form of Man and Lenin.

The Greek Communists in America are

not to blame If they have been disor-

ientated and led astray on the great

questions of principle which have arisen

in the Comintern since Lenin's death.

They had no light to show them the way.

Their own paper, Empros, wtk-h they

established and maintained at sucli heavy
cost, became converted, in the bands of

corrupt and ignorant bureaucrats, into

an Instrument to deceive and mislead

them, to lie, to slander, to befoul the

banner of Communistm and trample It

underfoot. It took time for even a small

group of Greek Communists to learn the

truth. But the Ideas of Marxism are in-

vincible ; they make their way through

all barriers, including the l^arrlers of

language. Now, with an organ of their

own, we can expect a rapid growth of

our movement among the Greek work
ers in America.

The role of the foreign-born workers

in American Industry Is well known
Their shoulders are pillars upon which

a large part of the huge edifice of Am
erlcan imperialism supports ibselt. And
the relative Importance of these Imml
grants from other lands In the American
Communist movement has been even

greater. As a result of their inhuman
exploitation, their traditions and their

higher class consciousness, they turned

to the ideas of Communls'm sooner, and

in greater numbers, than did the native

born proletarians. They stood among
the actual founders of American Com-
munism ; they were its backbone, especi-

ally in Its early years.

If the ranks of the foreign-born Com-
munists did not grow and expand as

the social conditions matured for the

development of a genuine native move-

emnt, it can be attributed, in the first

place, to the degeneration that overtook

the leading circles of the International

movement. The international factors

are always the most decisve. But here

in America their was a contributing fac-

tor of deadly effect. The various langu-

age bureaus, without exception, becajne

transformed Into api>cndage8 of the Stal-

inist lying machine like branch oflices

of a businrss concern. I'hey became

jwisoned with the spirit of the small

business man who does not want to be

disturbed. In this atmosphere all crit-

icism was stifled and ail Independent

thought was beaten down. Instead of

instruments to carry the truth of Marx-

ism to the foreign speaking workers these

bureaus became so many sources of in-

fection to poison and destroy the move-

ment. Empros exiLsed for this purpose

In the recent years. The sad eftects of

it are to be seen In every pJiase of the

Greek workers' movement,

Communistes will have the task of un-

doing this damage. It will have to ex-

plain to the Greek workers the reason

for the failures and defeats. It will

have to restore and popularize again the

doctflnes which the bureaucrats have

discredited. It will have to arouse in

the Greek workers once again the spirit

of Inquiry, of criticism and Independent

thought, for it is these qualities—not

blind servility and automatic hand-rais-

Ing— that distinguish the revolutionary

Communist. It wil be a hard task at

first but it will be accompllahed. Bol-

sheviks were never arald ot difficulties.

The resurrection of the genuine move-

ment of Commuhism among the Greek

workers in America will begin with the

first issue of Camrauntetes. We are con-

fident that our Greek comrade-in-arma

will be fully worthy of their great hi^

toric tack.

If we were to offer one word of advice

to the newly organized group of Greek

Oppositionists it would be this: Do not

chase after quick .success. Stand firm on

the line of principle and organize your

cadre around it. The rest will follow.

THE CANADIAN COMMUNIST TRIALS

The helpless impotence of the Party

leaders on all questions which arise out

of the class struggle and dwnand a quick

answer is again illustrated in the most

striking manner by their clam-lIke sil-

ence on the Canadian Communist trial.

The conviction and sentence to five year

prison terms of the leading staff of the

Canadian Party Is surely an event of

extra-ordinary importance. Our Parl^

«anot be unalfected by sucih an alarming

development across the border, More-

the way, rather, to discredit its leader-

ship, to poison the ranks with an evasive

legalistic retreat from principle and to

rob the Party of tie power to stand -up

under the blows' of the class enemy.

When the leaders of the proletariat are

on trial they must not forget for a mom-
ent that they are speaking to the whole

country. Then of all times they must
say what they really stand for. You
cannot fool the masses into Communism.
You will only discredit your own move-

ment if you try.

In our opinion, comrade Spector
' sounded the right note when he said the

:
pr9blom at the moment consists in go-

ing to every working class organization

in the country with the slogan of a com-

mon fight for the repeal of Swtion 9S

of the Criminal Code, the section under

which the prosecution was conducted.

The Canadian Party should under no

circnmsbances accept the condemnation

to illegality and retreat into a restricted

underground existence without a further

struggle. Tlie proscription of the Can-

adian Party ig not grounded in the pre-

sent political situation and relation of

class forces in the country. Social con-

ditions for a r^ime of white terror,

such as prevails in a number of TCur-

opean countries, are not matured in Can-

ada. It is not the strength of the Can-

adian Party wliich the conservative gov-

ernment fears, but rather its weakness

^brought upon it by the cruel blows it

has suffered In recent years from the

Stalinist regime—that embolden the Gov-

ernment to experiment with a "red

scare". 1'he action against the Canadian

Party bears a close resemblance to tke

assaults we experienced in the Palmer

days, and lieas much of the same eon-

tenL The Canadian Party should profit

by the errors, and also by the victories,

which attended our struggle under some-

what similar conditions.

The Party sliould wage a determined

fight for legality. But it cannot fight

successfully alone. It must make its

fight the fight of the working class, In

the first place of the more advanced and

class conscious workers' organizations.

In order to do this it must, throw over-

{K>ard all the bizarre theories which

have been foisted upon it in recent years,

weakening and undermining it, isolating

it from the labor movement and ren-

dering it helpless before the Government

attask.

What the Canadian Party needs mc^t

of all is a realistic appraisal of the

situation and a deliberate tactic of the

united front It needs to approach the

workers of other organizations, not as

"social fascists" but as brothers in a

common cause. All workers' organiza-

tions have en Interest in the questions

of legal political rights. The Party

must become the champion of such rights

for all. If the Party approaches them

in the light way and with the right pol-

icy it can gain their support. There is

every reason for confidence that a united

struggle In the present situation will be

victorious. The 'Opposition will do all

it can to help the Party to find this path,

—J. P. O.

Chicago Opposition Meets

CHICAGO—The Chicago branch of

the Communist League (Opposition) is

putting in a busy week in connection

with the national tour of comrdae Swa-

beck. The first public meeting held at

tlte Headquarters Hall brought an audi-

ence of 50, The subject, '-The Economic

Crisis and the Left Communists" offered

an excellent opportunity for comrade

SwabeCk to discuss some of the most

pressing problems of strategy and tac-

tics facing the Communist movement
The lecture called forth a series of ques-

tions from the audience for Siirther eluci-

dation.

A Branch meeting of the Chicago Lea-

gue, as this Is written, is scheduled,

where comrade Swabeck will report on

the general situation and prospects of

the League

On December 12th, comrade Swabock

is to lecture on the "Manchurian Crisis"

before the Liberal Science Forum at

1118 W. Madison St. Special advertising

has been issued to ensure a large attend-

ance for this meeting.

On comrade Swabeck's return from

the Western meetings at Kansas City,

Minneapolis and other points, a stop-

over mass meeting will be held where
he will speak on "Trotsky on the World

Crisis."

On New Year's Eve the Branch will

hold an entertainment at the headquar-

ters, 1-^5 No. Western Ave.

What Is A Revolutionary Situation ?
_-

—

^

The Decisive Importance of the Communist Party

(The points enumerated below repre-

sent a summary of the views of com-

rade L. D. Trotsky. It is the outcome
of a discussion between comrade Trot
sky and comrade Albert Glotaer, member
of the National Committee of the Com-
munist League of America (Opposition),

who has been visiting with comrade
Trotsky for a number of weeks. Com-
rade Glotzer in forwarding these views

for publication,- points out that they

arose In connection with the situation

in England and the false views exprf^setl

by some English comrades (Kidley and
Chandu liam) who declare their support

of the Left Opposition. Comrade Trot

sky has been too busy recently to be

able to devote the time necessary for the

formulation of complete and thorough

views on the British situation, (an arti

cle on "The Tasks of the Opposition In

England and India" by comrade Trot-

sky did however appear in The Militant

last week (12-12-31) ; but nevertheless

the points presented below in draft form

offer a good basis for the discussion of

a very important question, namely : What
constitutes a revolutionary situation?—

Bd.},

1. For an analysis of a situation from

a reiolutlonary point of view, it is nec-

essary to distinguish between the econ-

omic and social premises of a revolu

tionary situation and the revolutionary

Situation itself,

2. The economic and social premises

for a revolutionary situation begin, gen

erally speaking, at that moment when
the productive powers of the country

are going, not up but down, that is,

diminishing ; when the specific -weight of

a capitalist country on the world mar-

ket is systematically lescned and when
the Incomes of the classes are likewise

systematically reduced; when unemploy

ment becomes, not a conjunctural event

of fluctuation, but a permanent social

evil with the tendency to growth. All

the foregoing characterize the situation

in Englan<l completely, and we can af-

finm that the economic and social pre

miscs for a revolutionar]; situation exist

there, in this form, and are always be-

coming more and more acute. But we

must not forget that the expression, rev

olutionary situation, is a political term,

not alone .wciologlcal. This explanation

inclU!!les the subjective factor, and the

subjective factor is not only the ques-

tion of the party of the proletariat. It

Is a question of the mentality of the

whole class, foremost, of course, of

the proletariat and the party.

The Beginning of A Revolutionary

Situation

3. The revolutionary situation, how-

ever, begins only from the moment that

the economic and social premises of a

revolution produce a break in the mental-

ity of society and its different classes.

Wiat must be produced In this way for

creating a revolutionary situation?

(a) In every situation which we must

analyze, it Is necessary to distin-

uish three classes of society ; the

capitalists, the middle class or

petty bourgeoisie, and the proletar-

iat. Those changes in the mental-

ity of thes classes in order to

characterize a revolutionary situa-

tion are very different for every

one of these classes.

(b) That the economic situation is

very acute, the British proletariat

know very well, far better than

all theoreticians. But the revolu-

tionary situation begins only at

the moment when the proletariat

begins to search tor a way out,

not on the basis of the old soc-

iety but along the path of a rev-

olutionary insurrection against the

existing order. This is the moet
important subjective condition for

a revolutionary situation. The
acuteness of the revolutionary feel-

ings of the masses Is one of the

most important measures for the

ripeness of the revolutionary slt-

uatio'i.

(c) But a revolutionary situation Is

one which must, in fihe next per-

iod, permit the proletariat to be-

come the ru'ling power of society,

and that depends In England, less

than in any other country, but

also there to a degree, on the poli-

tical thoughts and feelings of the

middle class; the revolutionary sit-

uation would be characterized by

the loss of confidence of the mid-

dle class in all the traditional

parties (Including the Labor Party,

which is reformist, i. e., a conser-

vative party), and its turn of Iiope

to a radical, revolutionary change

in the society (and not a counter-

revolutionary change, viz., a fasc-

ist change).

(d) Both the changes in ^he meutal-

Ity of the proletariat and the mid-

dle class correspond and develop

parallel to the change in the men-

tality of the ruling claiss which
sees that It has not the means to

save its system, lose? confidence

in itself, decomposes and splits

into factions and eliqu'es.

The Changing Outlooh of tlie Classes

4. It cannot be foreseen or indicated

mathematically at what point in these

processes that the revolutionary situa-

tion is totally ripe. The revolutionary

party can only establish that fact by

its struggles, by the growth of its forces,

tiirough its influence on the masses, on

the peasants, and tie petty bourgeoiee

of the towns, etc., and by the weakening

of the resistance of the ruling classes.

5. If we adapt these criteria to the

British situation we can see

:

(a) That the economic and social pre-

mises, as has been stated, are ex-

isting and becoming more effective

and acute.

(b) Tihe bridge, however, from theae

economic premises to the psychol-

ological results, has not been

crossed. For the revolutionary sit-

uation in England it Is not neces-

sary for great changes in the

economic <,'onditions, which are al-

ready unbearable, to come about.

What Is necessary is a new adjust-

ment of the mentality of the dif-

ferent classes to this unbearable.

Japanese Intrenched in Manchuria
(Continued from page 1)

cadone this act : no doubt having similar

actions on their part in mind for the

future. JIa does openly what the

Oliiang Kai-Sheks would rather do cov-

ertly.

The Communist Party

Events and affairs will continue in

Manchuria. But more now than ever,

the basic problem stands out: the strug-

gle of the exploited masses against the

foreign and native exploiters. The city

proletariat, headed by a Communist

Party, must lead this struggle and move-

ment. There can be no subordination of

the Communist Party to the boui^eois

Kuo Jiin Tang, as was the policy of

Stalin and the Comintern In the Chinese

Revolution of 1927-1929, which resulted

in the beheading of the Chinese Revolu-

tion. Nor can the peasant, the agrarian

masses, be permitted to assume, or even

to attempt, the role of leadership of the

struggle against the bourgeoisie, the

landlords and wariord.s. That role is

the historical one of the working class

and Its vanguard, the Communist Party;

It is for tie exploited peasantry of China

to march under the leaders'hip of the

proletariat and Communist Party, This

over-emphasis and over-evaluation of

the peasantry by Stalin and Bucharin,

guided by the Menshevik Martynov, add-

ed (further ruin to, and loss of thousands

of IIVES of the Chinese masses. It must

not be repeated: or the C5iiang Kal*

Sheks will have double duty as execu-

PRISONERS FUND DANCE
NEW YOBK—Efforfs are being made

by the General Defense Committee, I.

W, W. organization, with headquarters

at 555 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111, to fol-

low its annual custom by sending subs

tantial checks at Yudetide to many men
and women of the working class.

The New York City Local of the Gen

eral Defense Committee has arranged a

dance for the benefit of the Xmas Fund

for class war prisoners. The affair will

take place on Saturday, December 19,

at Clairmont Casino, S2 East lOSth SL,

New York City, Cascar's Harlemltes

will furnl^ music. Admission will be

fifty cents. Tickets can be purchased by

writing to Local 8, General Defense Com-
mittee, Box 51, Station D., New York

City.

tioners of the proletariat.

The working class movement of China

is again slowly rebuilding its forces and

organizations. All possible assistitnce

must be given to hasten the revival and

growing struggles against the Chinese

bourgeoisie In the struggle, among other

things, for democratic rights. The gen-

eration and growth of a genuine Com-
munist Party of China, linked in com-

mon effort with a de-Staliniaed and re-

generated Communist International, are

the best and only real hopes in the strug-

gle against the Japanese invaders, the

native Chinese exploiters and the for-

eign imperialists. That resolves itself

into the conscious and militant struggle

of tlie working masses everywhere

against the capitalist system,

—M. A.

Swabeck National Tour

The National Tour of comrade Arne

Swabeck has now carried him into West-

ern territory. After a stay of six days

In Chicago where public and Branch
gatherings were held, <:omrade Swabeck

went on to Springfield, 111,, Stau-nton,

III. and St, IjOuIs, Mo, for meetings.

After that, beginning December 18, he

was scheduled for a mass meeting, pub-

lic banquet and Branch meeting In Ksin-

sas City. From Kansas City, he will

proceed to Minneapolis for a six day

stay in the vicinity. There the Minn-

eapolis comrades have made extensive

preparations for a Chrstmas gathering,

public meetings a^d conferences.

Comrade Swabeck reports that the

proposal for the issuance of a Jewish

semi-monthly paper of the Left Opposi-

tion has met with enthusiasm, and that

the comrades are at their task of raising

the necessary funds.

The tour to date has proved successful

&nd beneficial for the organization. The

balance of the sChodtfle follows

:

Kansas City, Mo Dec, 18, 19, 20,

Minneapolis, Minn Dec. 24, 25, 26,

2T, SB, 29.

Chicago, III Dec. 31 and
JMiuary 1st

Toungstown, Ohio January 3

Cleveland, Ohio January 4, 5.

Philadelphia. Pa January 10.

catastrophic situation in England.

The Rate of Development
C. The economic change of society is

very slow and ts measured by centuries

and decades. But ivhen the economic con-

ditlonns are radically changed, a trans-

formation of the retarded psychological

factors can be produced \-ery quickly.

However, quickly or slowly, such changes

must inevitably bo effected in the mental-

ity of the classes. Only then can we find

a revolutionary situation.

7. In political term.^ it signifies:

(a) That the proletariat must lose its

confidence not only in the conser-

vatives and liberals, but also in the

Labor Party. It must concentrate

its will and its courage for rev-

olutionai-y aims and methods.

(b) That the middle class must lose

its confidence in the big t>ourge-

oisie, in the lords, and tu'i-n their

eyes to the revolutionary prole-

tariat.

(c) That the rich classes, the ruling

cliques, rejected by the masses,

lose confidence In themselves,

8. These phenomena will iuevltubly

come. However, they do not evist today.

They can come iti ;t short period of time,

through -the acute crisis, T4icy can ar-

rive in two or three year*;, or perhaps in

a year. But this is a perspective and
not a fact today. We must bai^e our

policy on the facts of today and not

of tomorrow.

The Decisive Importance o-f a Matured
Comma ittst Party

9. The political conditions of a rev-

olutionary situation are developing more
or less parallel and simultaneously, but

this does not signify that they all be-

come ripe at the same moment— therein

is the danger of the British situation of

tomorrow. In the ripening political con-

ditiona, the most retarded is the revolu-

tionary party of the pi-oletariat. It Is

not excluded that the general revolution-

ary change of the proletariat and the

middle class, and tiie political decom-
position of the ruling <'laS3, will develop

more quickly than the ripening of the

Communist Party. It si.sniMcs thiit it does

not exclude after tomorrow a genuine

revolutionary situation without an ade-

quate revolutionary party. It wou'ld be,

to a certain degree, a reproduction of

the situation in Cermany in 1923. But
to affirm that England is in such a sit-

uation today is absolutely false.

10. Wo say tliat It is not excluded

that the development of the Party can

remain retarded in relation to the otinir

elements of the revolutionary situation^

but that is not in any case inevitable. On
this qHesti<m we csumot make exact

prognoses, but the iiuestion Is noE mere-

ly a question of prognosis. It is a ques-

tion of cur own action.

11. How much time will the British

proletariat need In the present state of

capitalist society to break up its connec-

tions with the three bourgeois parties?

By a correct policy of the Communist
Party, it is entirely poiwible that its

growth will take place in proportion to

the bankruptcy and dcdomposition of

the other parties. It Is our aim, it is ouV

duty to realize this possibility.

Wliat Is Coming?

CONCLUSIONS: That explains suffi-

ciently why it is totally false to affirm

that England ]s now between Democracy
and Fascism. The era of Fascism be-

gins seriously after an important and,

for a certain time, decisive victory of

the bourgeoisie oyer the working-class.

But the great struggles in England are

not behind us, rather ahead of us. As
w-e discussed in another connection, niore

probably the next politi<:al chapter in

England, after the decomposition of the

national government and the conservative

government which will probably succeed

it, will be a liberal-labor reformist ic era,

whi-ch can, namely in Kngland, become
in the near future more dangerous than

the spectre of Fascism. We c:ilitd that

period, conditionally, the British Keren-

skiade.

But it iis necessary to add that the

Kerensklade is not oblige<i to be in every

sitautlon, in every country, as weak as

the Russian Kerenskiade. The weakness

of the Kerenskiade there was a result

of the great power of the Bolshevik

Party, We see now, for example, in

Spain, that the Kerenskiade—the coali-

tion of the liberals and the ".s-ocialists"

—is by no means so weak as it was in

llussia, and this is tie result of the

weakness of the ConMnuuist Party; and,

thereby, becoming a great danger to the

Spanish Revolution, The Kerenskiade

signifies for us the employment of re-

formist, "revol Iftionary", "democratic",

"socialist" phrases ; certain secondary

democratic and social reforms, while at

the aame time carrying on repr-essions

against the Left wing of the working-

class.

This method is contrary to the method

of Fascism, but it serves the same aim.

To condemn the future Lloyd Georgelade

to a weakness, Is only possible when we
foresee it approaching, when we are not

hypnotizing ourselves with the spectre

of Fascism which is further away than

Lloyd George and his instrument of

tomorrow—the Labor Party. The dan-

ger of tomorrow can became the reform-

ist party, the bloc of the liberals and

the socialists; the Fascist danger is only

in tie third or fourth stage away. Our
struggle to eliminate the Fascist period,

to eliminate or reduce the new refona-

iat period signifies for the Communist

Party the sfru^le for the winning of

the working-<la88,

—L. TROTSKY.
Kadlkoy, Nov. 17, 1931
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Persecution of Left Opposition
Stalin Works for the Physical Destruction of the

Bolshevik-Leninists

In a recent Issue of The Militimt w(;

<-!trrU'd an itfin nbont the heroic liunjji'r

strike of tlie Holshevilc-Leniiiists ivlio

art) jailed in tin.' iaoliifion camp at

Vertlint'-l'rulsk, This huligcr strike,

oauscd by the intolerablf a tJministration,

lasted eijihtt'oii days, after which the

jailers iL-iCd Eorciiilc feedin;; mctbmls on

(inr lUissi.'ui comrades, beat them and
Hwetl weaportK (one comnule ivas wottiid-

(>d).

Twenty-five i)or<'ent of the imprisoned

Ol)l)ositonist« sire sick witli scnrvy ; the

[jrevailiii-j severe stomach ailments con-

tiime : tlic cells are .small suid over-

crowded (iiEteen men in one narrow cell),

and the isolation from freedom is tom-

1)1ete.

The least protest of th(? imprisoned

Bolshevik-Leninists means new reprisaks,

savaf^e beatinjjs and a dousinj; with the

wnter-hose in fiercely crold weather (Feb-

ruary, 1931). Thij^ alone sufficiently de-

Kcrihes the administration to wJiich the

imprisoned Russian OppoMitions are sub-

jected in Stalin's jails.

The purpose of tliis itdministration is

the physical annihilation of the Left

Opposition. The bnreattcratLe cli(]ue is

i-learly headinj; for this <'Oiirse, with

Stalin at the head, takinj; the place of

tite Party and the working class. The
little c!ic[ne of ytalinistsis bendinj; ev-

ery effort to exterminate the bearers of

the ideas of I.enin, hoping in this way to

exterminate tiiose idt-as themselves.

In the isolation camps at Varehne-

I'raLsk and elsewhere are the flower and

Ihe futu'i-e of the Uolshevik Party, its

best cadres, devoted to the end. The

strus^le to save these cadres of the Rus-

sian Opposition is at the same time a

struttfr'e for the Communist Party, for

Soviet Russia, for the cause of the Oct-

oiier Revolution. Not a sinf^le working

cLasa piirty comrade can or dare pass t)y

indifferent to the fate of the Russian

Oppositionists,

Wlio Ate 't'tie Oi»position?

Btflow is im incomi)lete list of the

Oppositionist.s imprls(yned in the isola-

tion camp at Verchne-Uralsk, with a

few bio!j;raphleai notes. Ijater we hope

to give a report of the intellectual life

that flourishes in spite of jail bars in tliu

camp. There arc a total of over 130

prisoners at Yerchne-Uralsk, a numl>er

of tiiem now almost dhree years in jail.

List of the Bolsherik-Leninists (Left

Opposition) in the Verchne-

L'ralsli Prison

I. Abramski ; 2. Awojan ; 'A. N. Ald-

hauscii ; 4, Aloiz ; S. Akopjan ; «. Aronow
;

7. Ardsteiu ; 8. A. A.skakjan ; i). Autokol-

ski; 10. Arddaschelija ; 11. Asatjan; 12.

O, liarkin ; 13. lielinsik; 14. l^e^'asjan

;

l."f. liabajan; Hi, Hersina ; 17. Beradse;
IS. Hrik; 19, Rulnitschew ; 20. ISodrow;

21. Hufton: Zt. Nadjeschda Gerdobjan;
2;{. (Jorddjeew; 24. GlSstowski- 2i>. C.

(jcworkjan ; 2(J. Gruniann ; 27. Oogeras-
chwili ; 2S. (iowendo ; 20; Jefim (Jolub;

SO. (Irajew ; 31, Lisa Gokklberg ; 32.

Garbnmnn; 'S.i. Ilirschfeld ; S4. Ph. Din-

.^-elstedt ; 35. Drapkin ; 36. Dwinski ; 37.

Doiiadse; 38. .Saleski; 39. Saikow; 40.

Ssguski ; 41. Sitrabjan ; 42, M. Iwanowii

:

43. ,ioffe ; 44. Kasolapow ; 4u. Klaudia
Krcramer : 4(1. Koidinow ; 47. Kaslas ; 48,

Krainu; 49. Kakusin ; iH). Kwats(fhadse

;

."il. Kessel ; 52, Kopntov; 53. Koltow ; 54.

Kulikow ; 55. Komarowa ; 5B. Korsan-
idse ; 57. KameneKki ; 58. Kirscbin ; 59.

Lul)itko; (H). A. Lipatow ; (>1. Libktn; 62.

Ph. Ijai»?chin ; Chi. Lander; (54. Ida I,iem-

eljan ; 05. Musaj Majjid; (Hi. Melnais ; 67.

P. Maluj; (>H. Markua; 6S). Michaile-

wits<'h ; 70, Man Xewelsom
;

71. Osn-

jatsch : 72. Orjjanesow-Ter; 73. Posnan-

ski ; 74. I'odsemski ; 75. Ai^on Paper.mei-

ster! 7(>. Leo Pai)ernieister ; 77. Paul Pa-

I«»rmeister ; 7,S. N. I'erewersew ; 79. Ch.

Pensner; SO. Panow ; SI. Pazsehwili ; 82.

Pii^x'has!! ; H'.i. Popow ; 84. A. I'oHnnk

;

,S5. Piwner ; 8C. Psalmoix^wzew : K7. RaK

;

KS. Rapoport; 80. Reschetnitschenko ; \¥).

Q. Stopalow; 91, S, Klltiusky ; 92, Arno
Saakjan ; 93, Sosorew ; 94, Surnow : 95,

Selowjan ; 9G, Swiridow ; 97, E. KoIukcw ;

OS. K, Taliatachnik; 99. Twattscbiridse:

100. Ujtrjumow; 101. Ukrainnew; 102.

Frumkin; 103. FMks; 104. Fedortsch-

enko;'105. Chelidsdo; lOG, Chaschzewst-

aki: 107. Tschernuich; lOS. Tscherepa-

ciiin; lOJ). Lisa Scltaptro; 110. K. Kchei-

lat; 111. Schemes; 112. Schlcu'ratow ; 113.

Schpitainik: 114. .lasclnvill ; 115. ,Iako-

win; 116. Jakowlew; 117. W. Kizin.

Fedor Nikolalevitch Dingebtedt—Mem-
(Continued on i)iifc'e 3)

The Conspiracy Against the R.R, Workers
For some weeks now negotiations be-

tween the Railroad Kxecutives and the

"labor leader.*!" of the railroad workers

have been under way for the specilie

purpose of instituting wage reductions

for the industry as a whole. The com-

mittee of nine railroad presidents repre-

.sentin;; the leading roads in the {'ountry,

adamant in the begimting afjainst any

kind of joint discussions with the lead-

ers ot the railroad unions over the

qifestion of wftge-cuts, have finaily

agreed^ to snch negotiations. It is <|njte

nnderstandable that the Railroiid Kx-

ecntives saw that It wxtuld be to their

best interests to participate in such

negotiations a.s a pretence, in which the

labor officials take part as bhe "work-

ers' front'' protesting such reductions

or efft^'tin^ concessions from tlie ''cap-

tains" of the industry.

Labor Officials Betray Woriters

The committee of nine presi<ients, on

December 21, served formal notice of

their intentions to reduce wages 15 per

cent. The announcement is considered

as official aiid to the labor leaders marks
a ba.-iis for discussion revolving aroutid

'securities for the workers" in tixchango

for their acceptanc* of wage-cuts. The
raising of the proposed reduction to l.'i

per cent from tlie original proposal of

10 per cent, was instigated by the union

leaders themselves, the object being to

arrange a basis tor ''bargaining". What
this actnally .means i,s that the oflicial-

dom of the railroad unions are prei>ared

to accept the wage i-eduetiona of 10 per

cent. Theii' proposal that the Railioad

Executives add 5 per cent to the original

plan is done with the aim of presenting

the 10 per cent wage-cut as a victory

of labor over capital and the triumph of

worker-management cooperation. These

fakers will then turn to the railroad

workers and .say; (Witness the struggle

we itave put np for you. The Railroad

lOxecutives wished to reduce your wages
15 per cent. We would never stand for

this; we could not !>etray you workers

and so we finally convinced them to in-

troduce -only a 10 per cent wajje-ctit. In

return the Railroad Kxecutives promise

not to continue lay-offs and keep Miose

at work now, on the job. That i,s how
the situation stands today. Tho employ-

ers are pushing rapidly for wage reduc-

tions. The labor ofitcials are agreeing

but reijnesting in return the "distribution

of emphiyment on the wideat scale pos-

sible."

The railroad industry which is snf

fertng from the effects of tJie crisis, only

exhibits the decay of the capitalist .sys-

tem and the impossibility of "rejuven-

tatkm". Thctr solution is the capital-

ist solution—further repressions against

the workers. It is sought in increased

unemployment, part-time work and vic-

ious wage-cuts which spell further im-

l>overisiIunent of the workers in the in-

dustry. These efforts of the capitalists

would be mu<'h more difficult were it not
for the "splendid" support that it re-

ceives from the o;cialdom of the rail-

way labor u'liions whose role is that of

a che<?k upon any signs of workers' mili-

tancy and rebellion. Receivinj; now the

endorsement of the eoveriBnent (an en-

dorsement whioh was actually not needed
—and tlie failure of which would iiot

have prevented wage-cuts), the railroad

industry proceeds with confidence ajid

rathless iiess.

Workers Must Organize Resistnnee

The railroad workers, who Itave in

the iKist fought soiiie of the mo.st mili-

tant struggles in the history of the

American labor movement, find them-

selves at the present time in a weaken-

ed condition. In 1910 the labor unions

went on record for "government owner-

sliip and democratic .management ot the

roads". Tliey even favored indei)eiident

political action of the workers, and
showed an interwt in a Labor party.

Hu'ccundung largely to the ideology of

union-management cooperation, the E. &
O. plan of company unionism, the rail-

road workers are today disj>ersed. Tlieir

forces are weakened, their leaders have

betrayed them. They saw tlieir unions

sniashwl, exiKirienced n loss of riglits,

and lH>und Mieir wages cut constantly.

Thi.s drive against the railroad work-

(>rs while resulting in sporadi,^ strike

efforts from time to time, has been car-

ried (lirougii in general without resist-

ance on the part of the rank and file.

Rut tliis situation cannot be expected to

last. The offensive against the workers

is fiiiding a reaction in their ranks.

T!ie railroad workers mu'at cast aside

their officialdom. IE they are to effcc-

ti'ely resist the present offensive which

threatens their very existence they must

!«'gin now to organize a nation-wide

striite movement agstinst the wage-cut.

With the central slogan of the six hour

(lay and five day week without a re-

du< tion in pay, linke*! with the strug-

gle for unemployment insurance, against

the .speed-up system, etc., the railroad

workers have the possibilities to carry

out an effective struggle. Tiie needs of

the situation demand this from (he rail-

road workers. In this and developing

.stru'gglea against the railroad barons ts

involved the very existence and develop-

ment flf militant unloas in the railroad

imlu.stry.

—ALBERT QLOTZEU.

The Militant

Is in Danger !

Will You Help?
Sliall the Militant appear'^ This ques-

tion is posed <lefinitely before our sui>-

iwrters, sympathiKers and readers. We
have told our readers frankly of t!ie aer-

iou.s financial situation in which the

.Wlltant Jinds itself, l^o our appeals tor

money to maintain the weekly .Militant,

there has been a resiwiise sutlicient to

issue the weekly to date. IJut thcie ...

no assurance or certainty that another

week will pass before we are faced witii

the necessity to give up Uie Weekly
Militant. Thi.s is a statement of fact.

Now it is up to our readers and supjiort'

ers.

Yet the need for the weekly Milituit

is greater today than at any other time.

.More than ever do we need tiie Milititnt

to explain the workl-wide economic and
political events tliat shake the world on

its foulidations, to educate the working
mu.sses and its leading cadres, the Com-
munL>;t.s, in the fundamentals of Commun-
ism and the program, strategy and tactics

of the class-conscious workers and rev-

olutionaries.

The war in Maiichuria raises sharply

the dangers of another world war to

engnlt the working clas.s and all civili-

Kation ; bhe events in Spain; the siK>ctre

of fascism in Germany and its dangers

to tiie international proletariat; the eco-

nomic crisis that so cruelly affects the

working masses—all tliese need such an

organ as the Militant to interpret their

significance and to outline a program of

action for the working cla.ss in its strug-

gle asainat capitalism.

Official Communism, as expressed and

carried -ou't under the ieadersiiip of Stalin

and Xha Comintern, continuea to ravage

the vitals of the Communist movement
and to lead the working class from one

defeat to another. Oiiicialism Commun-
ism more and more neglects and snt^rs

at Communist theory and inovea toward

Wie theory and practices of national soc-

ialism as against internationalism.

In all the welter an<l confusion, the

Militant for three yesirs "ow has iieen

an ever-burning iieacon light and guide

to the English-spea ki tig workers and
('onimutusts. A retreat to a semi-mont!i-

ly existence again, or perhaps even worse,

viould be a heavy blow against tlie rev-

olutionary needs of the working class

and esixjcially to the Communis! move-

riient and its regeneration on its original

Communist fou'ndations.

Now our need is great. An IJIMEDI-

ATK RESI'OXyF with substantial dona-

tions is Imiierative. Do not delay

your assistance. IMMKIMATK SUP-
PORT means the (-ontinuation of tiie

Militant. We count ui>on our readers

to come forward at once and IIIOLP,

Send all funds to

:

THE MILITANT
84 East lOfh St., New York, N. Y.

NOTICE
NEW P.AMPHLET ON GEB.MANY

By L. D. TROTSKY

We have just received a brochure from

L. U. Trotsky on

:

"Shall Fascism TaJte Power?—Ger-

many, the Key to the International Slt-

liailon."

This important document on the mo-
mentous issue of Fascism in (Germany

and the tasks of the revolutionary pro-

letariat and Communists -lias been trans-

lated into English and will soon be is-

sued by us in pamphlet form, 32 pages.

Every worker and Communist will

want to read the ma.sterly analysis and

proposals of comrade L. U. Trotsky, the

greatest living exponent of Bolshevism,

to the (Serm-itn working class and Com-
munist movement. The issue is raise<l

sharply: Fascism or tiie struggle for

political power by the working class un-

der Hie leadership of tiie <;ommnuists,

Ttie pamphlet will sell for 10 cent.s.

IJtnidles rates of five or more arc; seven

cents per copy. Advance orders can now
be placed.

.Send cash, check or money order to:

THE PIONKEB PUBLISHERS
84 Sast 10th Street,

New Yorh, N, Y.

The National Tour
The National Tour ot Arne Swabeck

has earried him as far west as Kansas

City, Mo. and MinneaiMdis, Minn. Suc-

cessful gatherings, reported on elsewhere,

have been held in all the cities that com-

rade Swabwk lias visited. From hia en-

gagement.s in MinneaiwHs, he will turn

eastward for return meetings and a New
Year's Eve bantjuet in (Chicago and will

then proceed to Pittsburgh, Pa., Youngs-

town and Cleveland, Ohio and thence

to Phihidelpliia.

Palance of sciiedule follows

:

Chicago, III Dec. 31 and
January 1, 2, 2,

Clevelan<l, Ohio .Tanttary 5th

Youngstown, Ohio .January Gth

Pittsburgh, Pa .Tanuary 7tih

Philadelphia, Pa Januarys, 10.

Menace of Fascism Imperils Germany
United Front of Masses Needed to Ward off Danger

In the political complex which consti-

tutes the heritage ot the World War, Ger-

many has consistently occupied the most

valuable ijosition in European capital-

ism. As a consequence of this, the eyes

of (he world have always been concen-

trated on (Sermany affairs. CJerinan con-

juncture has played an effective part

in the lives of all the capitalist nations,

"lie Dawes plan, the Young plan, the

Hague Conferences, the Hoover Morat-
orium^all involving immediately the

fate of this war crippled (^^untry—have
been jniieatones in post-war history.

Today we are witnessing in Germany
a it'gime luirely .'<hort of Fascism, com-
parable only to the most destxjrate war-
time administration among the bourgeois

goverinnents. By ofliciai decrtje, (tlie

wages of the workers are cut ten per-

cent, prices are submitted to regtiiation

by a dictator appointed to this office,

interest rates are reduced, etc., etc.

NeedUscis to say only the wage-cut decree
actually remains effective. There is no
tool so pliant in carrying out tiie orders

of the IJruenlng Government as the re-

formist betrayers In the Trade Cnions.

The American press generally admits

as much and skeptically smiles at the

other decreeys.

How tlie Bourgeoisie Copes With
the Crisis

Police force and war ministry are
united in tlie hands of oiie of (;trmany's

"strong, men", the IlohenKollern <3en-

erat Oroener. Street meetings are pro-

hibited. Indoor political imeeting.s can
only take place in the presence of an
"officer of the Law". Groener raids

Communist headquarters, snsiK'uds Com-
munist newKt>apers, and encourages the

"marching Nationalist Youth" of the

Hitler forces in their murder expeditions

through the proletarian (piarters. Free-

dom of the press ia denied not only to

Communists l)ut eveu to th»> radical bour-

geois intelligentsia. Carl yon O.ssletaky,

editor of the radical Weltimehne and one
of his fellow journaiisLs have i-ecently

been convicted of "espionage", for an ar-

ticle published some two years ago! The
reactionary supreme court at Leipzig, in

the formation of which Fritz Kbert and
other Social-denuicra tie worthies, played

(juiet prominent parts, have di'scovered

'literary high-treason", with which to

incarcerate . . . novelists and fiction

writers sympathetic to the working class.

The tuieinploycd army has grown to the

five million mark n\ui there ii! talk of in-

stituting the Nazi propagated "Zwang-
sarbeit", a prajctice similar to that of

the chain-gaiig—so very popular in bhe

'South of the Tnited States—as a aoiu-

tion to the unemployed problem.

Tliis is the wiiy the bourgeoisie is

attempting to cope ivith the crisis at

present. It is quite well known at this

time that it enjoys tihe loyal support of

the aocial-dem<X'ratic "opposition" in the

Reichsta.g. The Social-democrats are,

namely, "tolerating" the Rruening regime

as the "lesser evil" In preference to an

oiionly fjiscist regime. As a result of

this there is a great deal of commotion
in tiie ranks of the social-democracy and

its electorate. That the Communists
'iiave no! been aiile fo ijenefit by this

situation to the full extent, is to be

a.scribed entirely to the stupid and ob-

durate tactical mistakes of the leader-

ship, receiving their instructions from

the (.Comintern. The Nazis however have

been (he greatest profiteers of the gen-

eral situation, roping ever-greater num-

bers of supiH>rters among all the declass-

ed eiements, by their political mimicry

:

She golden mean of their compound of

nationalism and "socialism". All the

local elections confium this trend com-

pletely.

Tite World Imperialists and German
Fascism

American finance and business, heavy

investors in Germany since the days of

the Dawes Plan—the present state of;

United States investments in Germany

iia,s been under discussion in the bank-
ers' testimony before t!ie Senate Finance
Committee this last wwk—have in the

IKWt been inclined to cast a not alto-

getiicr favorable eye on Hitler and Na-
tional Mocialism. There are too many
sacrifices at stake under a Hitler rule

and American Imperialism has always
been accuatoined to play the hypocrit-

ical democrat. Hut less (han two weeks
ago we were faced with a veritable Ilit-

ler'boom in the American press.

How is this to be explained'.' Quite
simply : For vvceks there have b(*n
.strong rumors of a 'Socialist-Communist
alliance" in Germany, based probably

on the many si>ontaneous and semi-

-spontaticou's united front actions of re-

formist and revolutionary workers
against tlie fascist terror and no dou!:t

also on tlie demagogic offer of coopera-

tion made to &!ie Communists by the

Sc^^'ial-democratic leader, Rrei!;sch!eid,

That all this hapi)ened under the press-

ure of the rank and file workers is in-

disputable. One ha.s only to he acquaint-

ed with (he daily anti-Bolshevik tirades

of tlie Rerlin Vorwaerts to realize this.

The rising sentiment for united action

in the German working class, the threa-

tened crumbling .of i^eformist infSuence,

aroulsed the American iraiierialists to a

new orientation for a moment. With the

apparent dissipation of- the rumored
ixkisibilities of united working class ac-,

tion, the Hitler boom once more sub-

sided. As long as reformism and soc-

ial-denioeracy can prevent militant, un-

ited action on the i>art of the German
working class, the American imiierialists

will witliliold complete support of Fasc-

ism. In the meantime, however, the

Hitler forces are steadily increa.sing, a

contiinied menace to tjie very existence

of the as yet divided German working
class.

Hitler's Nazi I^trty has recently made
a turn towards "legalism". That is,

they are staking their cards on a "i>eace-

ful" entry into the government either

by full control or in coalition with

Uruening, with tJie Clerical Party. Hit-

ler is not troubled by any theories or

principleis. His strength lies in adapt-

ing his reactionary motives to ilie cur-

rents in the mass. His penetration into

the proletarian camp has not met with
any degree of success similar to the one
lie iuis enjoyed a-mong tiie declassed

bourgeois elements. Hence, the "social-

ist", the "revolutionary", elements in his

program ibave practically been shelved

for the time being. Having succeeded in

rallying the papuerixed i«>tty-bourgtK)is

masses around him, he <p!ite naturally

apiK'als to ou'taide help to throw its

weight into tiie balance. His aggressive

tone, so familiar in referring to the

French ''arch-enemy'' has calmed down
considerably. He is negotiating, bar-

gaining for a compromise witii the for-

eign imperialists.

In an interview with a New York
Times correspondent. Hitler cynically

po.^es the question whether "the world'*

would not ''prefer German universal

military service"—that i>art of the Hitler

program hardest to (iigest for Ihe for-

eign imperialists—"to a German Red
Arniy"'^ In Kngland, iiis emmtsary
Rosenberg, according to another Titiies,

<ltspatch, openly speaks of ''a Germany
. , . throwing liu'r whole weight for the

coiKjiu'st of territory needed for her coi-

oniKation in Eastern and tlentra! Eu^roiie."

Ami more bluntly even, he predicts that

''.southern Russia will be thrown open
to German colonist.s". All of this, only

to show the trend of Nani "foreign pol-

icy". At one time, it .slmuld iie remem-
bered, when the Nazis were still very

weak and tishiug in all waters, tiiey

even sjioke ot an "ea'stern orientation"

against the enemy across tlie Rhine,

Hitlerlsm: Furce or Menace?

There is a tendency among (ierman

rtidicals as a wiiole to laugh off tiie

Fascist irieiiace, to regard the whole
Hitler movement as pure quackery. Hit-

lerism is a sort of "German Science",

a witty journalist once remarked. When
one considers tlie Teuton Cult, the fan-

tastic brand^^f anti-semitlsm and the

other ideological enibeliisiiments of Hit-

lerlsm, one is Inclined to agree in part.

Hut how is it iiossible to forget the gen-

eroua funds ot German heavy industry

backing Hitler, how can the wave of re-

action in Great Britlan, its strength in

PVance, in Italy, be left out of account?

An<i it is jnVit these factors that ultim-

(Continned on uage 2)

Marine Workers to Hold Defense Meet

CHKACO
Open Forum

CinCAGO-On Sunday, January 3rd,

193'3, at 3 P. M, sliHri>> comrade Arne
Swaheck will lecture on "Trotsliy's

Views on the World Crisis", The lecture

will be given at BEDIFEB'S HALL, 30

NO, WELLS STRKET. Room 403. Tlie

admission is 15 cents and the meeting is

under the auspices of the Chicago Rranch

of th*? Commtinist League of America

{ Opposition ) . All worjters are invited.

The Chicaso Branch liolda Open

Fi.rum.s every Saturday afternoon at 3

P. il. at its Headquarters Hall, 1435

No. Western Ave. The above lecture has

been trai!sferre<I to Redifer's Hall be-

cause of the large crowd that is expected

to attendd.

On New Year's Eve, December SIst,

1931, a banquet will be given at the

Ijeague Headquarters, 1435 No. Western

.Vve, for tJie benefit of the Militant.

Comrade Swabeck w.ill be present.

Attention in the movement for the

defense of &oderberg. Bunker and Trajer

—marine workers facing trial in the

dynamite frame-u^—is centering now in

tihe preparations for a public mass meet-

ing on the case which is to be Iield in

Webster Hull, on Thursday evening, Jan-

uary 7. A fepix'sentatire list of speaiters

will discuss the entire affair from all

angles on this occasion. The meeting is

expected to be the starting i>oint for a

really popular development of' the move-
ment through public agitation. Among
Mie speakers already schwluled to apiiear

in the Webster Hail ina.ss meeting are:

James P. Cannon, Ben Fletcher, Ben (Jlt-

low, A. ,T. lluste, Walter Sfarrett. Carlo

Tresca, ("arter Hudson will be chairman.

Leaflets and ixistei-s advertising (he meet-

ing have b(?en preiKired. Organizations

or individuals wishing to help in tiie

work of distributing the leaflets or who
wish to display the posters in tJieir head-

(luarters may secure tiieiii from the de-

fefise con>mittee.

At the meeting of the defense commit-
tee held on December 21, a sub-commit-

tee was apfiointed to organize tiie sen<l-

ing of speakers to labor organizations to

explain the cjise. A number of re<piests

for aix'akers have already come in. The
sub-com 111 ittee will now systematize the

work and will be prepared to furnish

.-iyeakers on request. In connection with

this a draft of a circular to be .sent to,

labor organlKations was approved and
ordered printed.

At the same meeting it was reported

that a group of ten or twelve former

class war prisoners in New York City

who have served terms in various peni-

tentiaries for their activity in the laiior

movement, had drawn up a joint state-

ment aptwaling for labor support of the

indicat<Mi marine workers and will re-

lease it for publication in the next few

days with their names and prison re-

cords signed to it.

The sutr-(iommittee which had been de-

legated to interview the Civil Liberties

Fnion on tiie case rejiorted the decision

of that organization to issue W public

statement condemning the third degree

tortures indicted on the prisoners and

the u.ie of a stool-pigeon and agent-pro-

vo<'ateur iii the case. Norman Hawkins,

who has acted as a provisional member
of tlie defense committee at tihe request

of two of the defendants, pending its

fiinii organization as a delegate body,

presented his resignation from the com-

mittee and the same was accepted. The

next meeting «f the defense committee

will take place on Monday evening, De<'-

ember 28, at the office of II Martello.

A LETTER FROM REILLY

•lames Reilly, one of the original de-

fendants in the marine workers' case,

who was first implicated b,5 tlie stool-

pigeon Iloyle and then dismissed because

of ail obvious descrepancy in his

st.ory in regards to Reiliy, is b(>ing held

at tiie ri3rd St. jail, under a thousand
dollars bail, as a "material witness",

Reilly's attitu'de towards the other de-

fendants is shown in the following letter

from him.

December 21. 1931,

Dear Friciid Cannon:
Received your letter and was sure glad

to get some news from the outside. The
days dr:)g along and are quite lonesome,

altho' we get the newspapers every day
and I watch them pretty clo.sely for the

developments that are taking place in

Germany and the Far Kast. How Is the

union making out) at presetit. I hope

that they have enough sense to put up
a fight not only in the case, but I hope
that there might Ik; a possibility of

uniting all existing organizations upon

a common basis for struggle against

wage cuts, speeding uji, etc. It is (pUte

an experience being locked up, with peo-

ple who.se intelligence is abaoluiely zero

as far as they are concerned. The place

is full of married men, who are in here

for non-support of all descriptions. There

are people here who wouid send their

own mother to jail, rats of tjie worst

kind. Give viiy regards to the rest of

the boys, Soderberg. etc. I have followed

the Mooney case daily but it looks as

tlio' he is domed to stay where he is.

So far no one has been to see me. I

guess no one will lie allowed to see me.

That will be all this time.

Fraternally yourSt

.iamp:;s reilly.

IN THE NEXT ISSUE

By LEON TROTSKY: "Stalin and the

Chinese Revolution—Facts and Docu-

ments", Contents:

'•How Did The shanghai Overturn

Occur 'y"

"The Organizers of 'Tiie Influx of

Workers and Peasants Bloo<i',"

"Stalin Repeats His Experiment With

the 'I>;ft' Kuo M!n Tang".

'•Against the Opposition—For the Kuo
Jlin Tang!"

"Stalin Once More Disarms The Chi-

nese Worker,,! and Peasants".

"A Sojourn With Trotsky" by Albert

Glotzer.
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Cantonese Continue Capitalist Policy

Chinese Proletariat Must Develop Struggle For Democratic Rights

The sMne of Far Kastern affairs has

shifted to China proper with the resigna-

tion of Ohiang Kai-Shelc as president of

the Chinese Nationalist Government and

the riwe to jwwer of ILi sonthern Canton-

ese fat-lion of the Ktio llin Tang, headed

by Wang Chin Wei, Kugene Chen and

Sun Fo. The vacillation and impotence

of Chiang Kai-Shek and the Nanking
faction in. the face of the invasion of

Manchuria by the Japanese, and the

pressure from the rising wrath of the

workers, peasants and students hastened

the downfall of Chiang and Naniting.

Tlia immediate basis of the differences

between the Canton and Nanking fac-

tions, apart from opinions as to how hest

to continue tlie exploitation of the Chi-

nese Jnasses, was the dissatisfaction of

the Cantonese clique of militarists and

politldans with tlie complete domina-

tion of the government tjy general Chiang

Kai-Shek and Finance Minister T. V,

Soong, who between' them controlled all

the guns and a!i the money—and there-

fore all the power.

The Caitton Bourgeois Clique

The Cantonese already last May set

up their style of "Xationallat Govern-

ment of China", but onrushing even^,^

especial4y the Maneharian war, forced

the Nanking and Canton clltities to dis-

cuss "i/nifi cation" of the Kuo Min Tang,

Since October "terms" have been dis-

cussed, and now, according to declara-

tions, these have been satisfactorily ar-

ranged. The Cantonese group of the

Kuo Min Tang becomes the open faco

of the capitulator before the foreign im-

I)erlalists and the oppressor of the mass-

es of China, Chiang Kai-Shek ami others

of his faction are to be adecjtiately cared

for, hiowever, hi the redistribution of

the spoils, offices and honors.

With this change of rule in China to

anotlier faction of tlie bonrgeois Kuo
Min Tang, nothing essential, as we
pointed oift before in the Militant, has

been changed, Wang Chin Wei, Eugene

Chen & Co, will talk atwut a more "de-

termined" stand against t)he Japanese,

but actually it will consist only of

phrases. Their real color was again

stamped when, within a day alter the

Cantonese were in control, troops In

Nanking were shooting and killing de-

monstrating workers and students. Chi-

ang Kai-Shek, of course, was particu-

larly reluctant to proceed against the

Japanese bourgeoisie, with whom he

had maintained friendli. relations. Most

of his w^eaith is deixjSted in banks of

Tokyo, Japan. Chiang loves his money
rnvst of all. It is fitting that the Can-

tonese propose Chiang Kai-Shek as

Chairman of the Military Council. He
is the most accomplished artist, thanks

to Stalin, of mutder of the Chinese pro-

letariat.

In brief, tlie Cantonese will continute

the policies of Chiang Kai-Shek, tndeav-

oring to change the forms to meet a

changing situation. There will he more

taik <rf "democratic rigl\te", eta, but

these will only be .'tchieved if the work-

ing mas=;es of Ciiina develop a struggle

to win them and succeed in drawing the

poor peaisants and students into such a

strngjrle nnder their leadership. A Chi-

nefic Communist Tarty tliat recognizes

the necessity for the struggle for de-

mocratic rights in this period and pre-

pares to fight for them, must lead and

direct the w>hole movemenL

The "Achievements" of Stalin and the

Browders

It is necessary to point out that the

Chiang Kai-Sheks, the Wang Chin Weis
and Eugene Chens, the Right, Center

and I..ert of the Kuo Min Tang in the

period of 192o-1027, all united in the de-

struction and massacre of the Chinese

workers and peasants. It Is equally nec-

(!Ssary to point out "that the cruel mass-

acre of the Chinese proletariat and the

Chinese Kevolution at its three most Im-

portant turning points . . . the party

owes principally qnd above ail to com-

rade Stalin" and to the lesser Stalinites,

the Karl Urowders, et al.

Stalin and Stalinism sowed the roots

of illusion and belief of the Chinese

masses in the Kno Min Tang by demand-
ing the su'bordination, politically, ideo-

logically and organizationally of the Com-
munist Party and the proletariat to the

bourgeois Kuo llin Tang. The blood

bath of the Chinese proletariat was the

price paid. Behind the sword of Chiang

Kat--Sliek, Wang Chin Wei and Company
was the approving head of Stalin and
his Menshevik supi>orter and advisor,

MartynoV.

In another section of the Militant there

begins the publication of "Facts and
Documents on Stalin's Role in the Chi-

nese Revolnfion," which comrade Trotsky

has assembled, Tliese further serve to

demonstrate the terrible degradition and
horror to which Stalin subjected the

Chinejie Communist Party and the pro-

letariat. It is proper that an Earl

Browder, who assisted in the betrayals

of tjhf! Chinese workers as an agent of

Stalin should condemn (Daily Worker,
12-19-31} Chen Du'-Shu, who, becoming
conscious of the crimes of Stalinism and
the correctness of the criticism and
program of the Left Opposition, honest-

ly declared himself in support of the Op-
position.

The Struggle For Democratic Kighte

Illusions concerning tihe Cantonese

Kuo Min Tang must be destroyed com-

pletely in the minds of the Chinese

maisses. In this period of capitalist dom-
ination of China, but with a ferment

constantly deepening among the Chinese

masses, the struggle for democratic

rights—for free speech, free press, free

assemhlase, for '^be right to organize In

labor unions and political parties, for

tihe right of legal existence of the Com-
munist Party of (jhina and the Ijeft Op-

position, tor the convening of a Con-

stituent Assembly, democratically elect-

ed, with the extension of the riglit to

participate in the elections of ait work-

ers and exploited peasants and " a safe-

gu'arding of their voting rights—such a

struggle will help swiftly to disillusion

the workers and peasants of China In

the new Nittionallst Government.

The student demonstrations must be

deepened socially and politically against

the regime of 'capitalism Itself rather

than only it« worst manifestations. The
proletariat and the Communist Party

must be responsible for this task.

There must be demanded an nncondi-

tional cessation of the White Terror

whioii has continued unabated. There

are other phases of the struggle, but

these must be placed in the forefront.

This movement must be directed by the

Chniede Communist Party, and the Com-
munist International mtist give it full

support. The lessons of 1925-1027 must
be learned, not only by the Chine^'e Com-
munists but by the Commuiiists in every

country. In one form or another these

questions will arise sharply, as they

diu in England, In Germany, in Spain,

etc. in each instance the Stalinized

(Comintern failed to permit the develop-

ment of an independent Communist I'arty

policy that could lead the struggles <Jt

the masses.

The Soviet Onion and the Imperialists

While tihe change of regime iti China

overshadows for the nroment the events

in Manchuria, nevertheless they must
not be overlooked for one instance. The
covetuous eyes of American Imperial-

ism note with dismay Japan's swift

moves to control Manchu'rla, and are

also apprehensive concerning the situa-

tion in China proper. It will work with

might and maintain to maintain its In-

fiuence over the Kuo Min Tang led by

the Canton faction, even as it did over

Nanking.

The provocations against the Soviet

Union by the Japanese and other capital-

ist powers have not abated, and the

Soviet Union is being pressed sorely. As

we have said before, the Soviet* Union

does not want war, but will not inde-

finitely, assuming a revolutionary pro-

leatrian policy on it« part, permit itself

to be provoked and to be placed in a de-

fensive position. The proletariat does

not fear the clash with imperialism. The

Soviet I'nion, as the first fortress of the

world revolution, may yet be compelled

to take an offensive step in the mainten-

ance of Its proletarian power and in

furtherance of the international prole-

tarian revolution. It is unfortunate

t?hat ttv^ Stalinist leadership leads to

defeat after defeat of the proletariat.

hiit the Bolshevik core everywhere is

gra-dually asserting its demands £or a
correct line.

That the imperialists of the world
have in mind a concentrated drive against

the Soviet Union cannot be doubted. They
bide their time and prepare their forces.

The Maachurian war is a phase, both of

the contradictions between the imperial-

ist powers and a move against the Sov-

iet Union. Tim visits of Premier L>aval

of France and Foreign Minister Grandi

of Italy are likewise, as is the develop-

ing force of Fascism In Germany, before

which the Communist Party of Germany
with its adopted policy of national soc-

ialism is impotent. The Dallj' Worlier,

reviewng the Manchuran and Chinese

events, the war danger, etc., aikl rais-

ing slogans thereon, adds confusion upon
confusion with its 36 slogans on the war
danger, covering literally every issue

before the working class. It makes it

more difficult to bring before the work-

era the essence of the problems both in

China and the American workers' duty

in the situ'ation.

For Communist Unity

The workers and Communists in the

United States have to understand the

imperialist aims of American capitalism

in China and against the Soviet Union

;

to demand that American ships and
troops get out of China ; to realize that

the powder of world war Is being mix-

ed by the imperalist powers, and ,an

explosion can easily occur. But before

all there must be, if our work is to

be effective, a repu<liatIon of the Stalin-

ist i)olicIes, a clarification of program,

strategy- and tactics, the reinstatement of

the Left Oppc^ition into the ranks of

the Comintern, and a unification of all

genuine Communist forces. This is the

pre-condition of a euc'cessfui revolution-

ary struj^lc.

—MARTIN ABERN.

Going the founds

in Moscow

COBBECTION
In the article on the French C. G. T.

U, Congress, printed in the Militant,

mention is made that the resolution of

the IjCft Opposition received one vote.

The voting was not by individuals but

by unions, so that the vote represents

the vote of a union organization. Fur-

ther, this refers to the specific resolu-

tion introduiced by our comrade. In ac-

tuality, as the article points, another

resolution, which defended the same

point of view as ours in the main, re-

ceived the support of a large group.

(It is quite understandable why all

the jokes that make their way about the

Soviet Union and in particuliir Moscow
and Leningrad are of a political nature.

There are literally hundred,s of them
and often they find their vvay outside of

tlie Russian borders. We publish two
forwarded to us by our comrades in

Berlin wdio received them from friends

in Russia—Kd.)
• * » *

A Russian peasant paid a visit to

comrade Trotsky in his place of exile

at Kadlkoy, Turkey. JVliile they were
fishing together, the peasant turned to

Trotsky and ii^an to tell him of thti

rumors traveling about Moscow.

"Do you know, comrade Trotsky", the

peasant sjiid, "they say that you are

dead. Is this ,so?"

Trotsky smiled and replied : "That
can't be so, comrade, because if I were
dead, I would not be here fishing now."
The peasant thought ^ moment and

then beamed. "I remember now," he

said, "fihey say that Stalin is dead".

To this Trotsky shook his ht^ad and
answered ; "There must be some mis-

take, comrade. If Stalin were dead,

then I would not be forced to live in

Turkey",
The peasant appeared troubled and

thoughtful. Suddenly he exclaimetl, "I

remember now, they say that Ijcnin has

come to life,"

Trotsky only oimckled and sai<l : "That
is an error. If Lenin were to come to

life, he would be here fishing with us,"
* • * 4

In reply to a query of a worker as

to the reason for Trotsky's deportation

from Russia, one of the officials in the

apparatus replied: "You see, comrade,

all of our best goods are exported,"

Menace o( Fascism Imperils Germany

FKEE SPEECH FIGHT
IN DENVER

DENVER, COLO.--Anna Gairaa, a

speaker for the Denver Nnemployed
Council, convicted of holding a street

meeting witlwut a license a few weeks-

ago In police (wurt, was discharged by

the cotfnty court recently when her con-

viction was appeaeld by Carle White-

head, attorney.'for the American Civil

Lil)erties Union. Testimony di-iclosed

that the Uneniployed Council and the

Communists had held numerous meetings

at 21st and Larimer Streets without u

permit, but that t,he_ police suddenly an-

nounced that met^tings must be held else-

where. It was decided to continue with

meetings at the old location with the

result that several speakers were ar-

rested. The discharge of comrade Gaims
is the first result of the fight of the

Denver workers to hold meetings when
and where they please.

(Continued from page 1)

ately motivate the Hitler policy.

Unfortunately, this light attitude wibh

regard to German Fascism, this con^

fidence in its Inevitable corrosion from

within has also been shared by the lead-

ership of the Communist Party of Ger-

many and has served to disorientate

many workers along the path of fatalism.

There is a wide-spread apabiiy in the

ranks of the proletariat. And this Is

precisely what accounts for the deadlock

between the forces of revolution and re-

action in Germany. It is on the basis

of such a situation that Bruening is

able to remain in power lor any length

of time.

The official Communist Party, with Its

utterly false strategy of awaiting the

coming into power and the subsequent

collapse of Fascism, has become entangl-

ed in a net of strangling contradictions

—

it has attempted to outwit Hitler by

imitating his rihtional slogans, "Peo-

ples Revolution", "National and Social

libetation of the German people" have

been inscribed on the banner of the Ger-

man Party. The necessity of casting

off all this national-socialist rubbish

has been gradually if not quickly

enough Impressed on the Party By reality

itself. The prophet of this reawakening

is Thaelmann, the leader of the C. P,

He writes in an article in the theoretical

organ of the Party, Die Internationale;

"For every Marxlst-I^nlnist, it should

he self-evident, that the first requisite

of Communist policy Is the struggle for

the winning over of our own clasH, of the

proletariat, Onlj after we have won
over a proletarian majority for Commun-
ism, can we realise tile further tasks. of

attracting the allies of the proletariat

in the middle classes to the anti-capital-

ist front of struggle and thereby create

the premises for a popular revolution in

the sense of Marx and Lenin. Every

attempt to distort these principles, every

attempt to deny the preponderance of

the struggle for our own class, means a

rapure with Marxism, with Leninism".

The Sigiilflcanoe of the Thaelmann
Article

It mu.st be added here, that this article

is heralded in the Comraunist press as

a sort of revelation. Thaelmann is not,

of course, speaking in the abstract. He
is attacking misfcikes in the paat, and he

is attacking per,<iona, in toe quite cus-

tomary terms oj the Stalinist bureau-

cracy : The (icneral Line w^as absolutely

correct, it was applied in the wrong
manner. It is signitica.nt, however, that

this time not only the fourth and fifth

line funclionarifts are under fire, but even

some of the top leaders, as well.

For the time being, anonymotisly, un-

der the cover of the Party's oragn for

(she furictionaries, the Propagondittt. The
editors of the Propagandist are accused

of considering a social democratic coali-

tion government more anti-working class

Perspectives of the Crisis in France

Economic - Social Changes and Prospects

(Continued from previous isue)

Special Factors in French Post-War
Crisis

In addition to the relatively slow de-

velopment of French capitalism in gen-

eral, based on the relatively high spe-

cific importance of a backward rural

economy, (here were sc^veral ,spt"eial fac

tors wh it'll came into play during the

period after the war, whi<ili iunL the ef-

fect of tending to stabilize capitalism

and soften the general post-war European
crisis.

1. First, the acquisition of Alsace-

Lorraine, adding a comparatively highly-

developed industrial market, with a sub-

stantial wealth in iron ore reserves, eteel

mills, textile plants, chemicals and cer-

tain natural resources such as potash

and petroleuta.

2. From the standpoint of real phy-

sical values, She reparations received

from Germany were translated into the

actual rehabilitation of the areas in the

north and east devastated during the

war. This served two purposes: it re

suited in the addition of new manufac-

turing capacity of higher efficiency than

the average of old plants, and it pro-

vided a market for Khe French construc-

tion, machinery and equipment Indus-

tries, absprbing a tremendous amount of

labor,

3. The financial rebahilitation of the

Frencli currency, following a breakdown
in the franc from par of 19,3 cents to

2 cents in 1926, was carried through un-

der Poincare on a basis which shifted

most of the burden from the grande bour-

geoisie to tllie proletariat and the petty

bourgeoisie, leaving the former In very

strong financial position. The franc was
finally stabilized close to 4 cents, which

was less than the world purchasing

power of the franc.

The petty bourgeoisie lost eighty per

cent, of its savings in gold value, by

the lowering of the fixed value of the

franc from 20 cents to 4, On the other

hand, the grande bourgeoisie, including

the banks, was busy depositing its francs

abroad (exporting Its capital) during

the inflation time. As .a result, they

maintained a much lower proportion

of the gold values of their finance cap-

ital. In addition, by 15*27 -the currency

had been well stabilized, by number

of simple methods: an increase in taxa-

tion to balance the budgdet, the refund-

ing of one to tlhree month Government

bills by two-year bills, some reduction

of the debt of the State to the Banque

de France, the creation of a separate

organization to handle short-term hills,

and the accumulation of interest-bearing

resources in the form of foreign bank
balance.^ in bills to offset the fioating

debt of the French government. By this

time, French capitalists were ready to

reijatriate their foreign balances, natur-

ally in gold. The larger part of these

balances represented the prfrcecds of the

expropriation of the petty bourgeoisie

through the writing-down of the value

of his savings by 80%.

As a result, Fren<:h banking gold re-

serves, which bad never been over ?900,-

000,000 before the war, have increased

to current levels around .$2,500,000,000.

At the same time, the inflation of note

issues during the period of currency de-

preciation 191&.1926 was never fully re-

duced down to a figure in keeping with

the general deflation program. Even dur-

ing the couVse of 1930, while all the

world was busy deflating bank credits

and note circulation, the amount of

Frencfh francs In circulation increased

by 10 billions.

As a result, prices expressed in paper
francs remained high during the post-

inflation stabilization, and actually in-

creased from 1929 to 1930 contrary to the

tendency in the rest of the world. This
meant, in effect, a lower wage to the

French worker, measured by actttal

puTichasing powor ; a wage cut for 1930
against 1929 and a lower wage measured
although conceuledly an upward move-
tment in French money wages, whether
measured in paper francs or gold.

The following figures will illustrate

this, in terms of pre-war prices as 100:

Papw Franc Gold Franc

Index Index

French wages,
except Paris 1929 685 137

1930 732 146.5

French "Wages,

in Paris 1929 624 125

1930 668 134

Compared with the 19,%0 figures for

France, English wages averaged 15% of
the pre-waf in sheltered trades, and
162 in umsheltered. The comparison Is

even worse for tihe French worker be-

cause of his longer hours and lesser soc-

ial welfare benefits. The French worker
was therefore being defrauded of part
of the redistribution of income as always
during an inflationary period, while the

hangover of inflation from the 1927 stab-

ilization and a mild increase during 1930

helped maintain the appearance of in-

duetrlal prosperity, again as usual in an

inflationary situation. To the extent in-

dicated, part of Shis prosperity was based

on the manipulation of inflation against

the French working class.

Howei'er, like all inflation, the tem-

porary advantages thus given tend to

disappear. The figures just cited show
that part of tlie advantage given to the

French industrialist by inflation and high

prices is being absorbed by flhe accom-
panying increase in cost of living and
consequently, under conditions of effec-

tive trade-union resistance, in higher

wages.

To this has been added the .sharp in-

crease in tariff protection for agricultural

products mentioned above. This is like-

wise a concealed attack on the standard
of living of the French worker, but un-

der present conditions of g growing in-

dustrial crisis within France, the econ-

omic class struggle is loaded to the

strategic advantage of the French capi-

talist, who Is now In position to carry

through a more aggressive program of

wage-cutting in view of the increasing

unemployment.

At the end of October, 1931, the offi-

cial reports listed 56,121 unemployed

against 38„'j24 in September, 36,000 in

August, an average of 2,433 for all of

1930 and an average of only 909 for

1929. French oflScial unemployment

figures are notoriously a cruel joke.

Even Leon Blum stated recently that he
believed the number of fully unemployed
in France (Sept. 1931) totalled 650,000,

not to mention 2,500,0(X) partly employed.
A bourgeois statistical service, the Bul-

letin de la Societe d'Etudes et dee In-

formations Finaneieres, considers the.se

figures too bl^i, but admits a decline of

8.4% in the number of employees in fac-

tories representing, about a third of all

the workers of France, and also that

33% are working on short-time, which
would make the latter group total about
2,000,000. As far back as May, 1S31, the

Labor Office reported 350,000 fully unem-
ployed and l,CjpO,000 on part time.

Perspectives

These are the first effects of the dc^ep-

ening crisis on the status of the worker
in France, The unstable equilibrium of

post-war France, based on a backward
rural economy restraining the develop-

ment and. the contradictions of a coun
try with a growing industrial bourge-

oisie, has been definitely tipped over,

now that France produdces more steel

than England or Germany, to take one
index. The flnAnelal juggling whereby a

carefully-judged degree of Inflation was
able to maintain industrial activity is

no longer possible, as witness the con-

traction of banking credit and the de-

cline in wholesale and retail prices.

It seems reasonable to expect that

the full force of the crisis has not yet

been felt in France, and that the spe-

cific reasons dec ribed above for its delay

will not operate to soften the intensity

of the crisis from this iwint on. It is

entirely possible that the crisis may con-

tinue to grow in Intensity even while

a vicious campaign of wuge-cuts in other

countries may have restored the profits,

and consequently the incentive to pro-

duce, of capitalists In other countries.

The great relative financial strength of

France will not ward off such a crisis,

any more than it did In the United

States.

To what extent are the workers of

France, and particularly the most mili-

tant section of them, tiliose who gather
around the tianner of Commu'nism, pre-

pared for the inevitable sharpening of

the oiass struggle? The effects of the

Stalinist trade-union policy are as clear-

ly marked in France as elsewhere; the

reformists of the C, G, T, are capitalizing

the mistakes of the G. G, T. U., increas-

ing their relative strength, and prepar-

ing for the inevitable capitulations and
compromises of their kind.

At a time when united resistance by

the working class to the attacks on its

living standards 'by the capitalists Is

more essential than ever, the I.,eft Op-
position must clearly set forth the es-

sentials of a Leninist trade-union policy,

baaed on the corre<!tly-applie<I united

front.

In the political field, a perspective of

a different kind is Indicated as one of

ffiie probable variants. Should capital-

ism meet with an energetic and correct-

ly-guided working class resistance to its

increasingly desperate efforts to solve
tiie crisis at the cost of the workers,
anotlier alternative would be open to it,

an attack on the small peasant proprlet-

er and on the small tenant and farm
laborer, through such means as the

breaking-down of the tariff wall and tilie

opening of French market on a competi-
tive basis to world producers of food-

stuffs. This would mean a political

struggle against a strongly-entrenched

section of the petty bourgeoisie and a
sharp awakening of the self-sufficient

isolated peasant to the fact that he too,

is in danger of Impoverishment for the

benefit of tihe capitalist Class, These
possibilities may not be immediate, but

they raise broad questions of revolu-

tionary .strategy which cannot be. solved

by a mechanical transfer of formulas
and slogans from other historical set-

tings where the agrarian problem is.

less closely combined with ownership

and coexists with a highly developed

capitalism. —B. J. FIELD.

than an openly Fascist Diehitorship; they

are accused of under-e,^ti mating Fascism
in the manner of the Kocial-democrats,

of lulling the m.Tsses fo ,sleep; tiiey are

accused of "sectarian fatalism", eti-. It

must be stressed 'once more that the

Propagandist is the Party oi^au for the

functionaries and constniuently liie

niouMipiece of its hij^Iiest body. Thael-

mann, therefore, appears to mean seLl-

ous liusiness. ,Whether this is jufet an-

other factional .maneuver ou the part of

a Stalin henchmnn or a really .sincere

move, remains to be seen. But the sit-

uation does demand an ideological re-

arming of the German Pjtrty, in the

first i^lace. Any step that would ;iid

it must be wehsomed.
Thaelmann does not as yet. despite the

correct resfciting of the prini'iple of

winning over the majority of the prole-

tariat, demand that the tactical mistakes

be corrected: that serious efforts toward
fruitful Imited front action with thfc

reformist workers be made. In fact, a
Breltschleld is still allowed to t;ike the

initiative to su'ch action without the

slightest intention of ifning throu^rhwith

it. It is true that it is hard for the

Party to extricate itself from the oc-

topus hold of its rotten past. But if it

realizes Phe ^seriousncw! of conditions,

tiien it will not do for it ti) conceal the

same tactical fallacies under the cloak

of a correct statement of principle.

The tactic of the working class united

front is at the center of the political

scene in Germany, It is a ([ucstiou of

Communists i-eaciiing the masses over the

backs of the decrepit .'iiicial -democracy

and all its centrist by-products—like
the newly formed Socialist Labor Party

—or of a victory for reaction tliat will

jiot stop at tile bonters of Soviet Knsii^in,

An enormous responsibilily rtvts on the

shoulders of the German Communists,
Upon their action or inaction depends
the fate of the world revolution.

—SAM GOltllO.X,

Swabeck Meetings in

St.Louis and Stanton
ST. LOUIS—t:in Tuesday, December

15. comrade Arne Swabeck spoke in

Staunton to an interested audience of

40 miners on the subject of "I'nc-mploy-

ment, the 6 hour day and the Commun-
ists," The miiiers listened attentively

to comrade Swaiieck's explanation of

the causes of the present and past crises,

the impossibility of a solu'tion under
capitall.sm and the newl for the revolu-

tionary overthrow of capitalism and for

a militant working class and Commun-
ist Party toward tnis end, ''ine imme-
diate o.emands of tihe six hour day, uh-

employtiient insuiance, long-term (Tedits

to the> Soviet Union, etc., were di.seusscd

in relation to the ultimate goal.

Questions and rliscnssion took place,

and the Stalinists who took t!ie floor

were repudiated for their slanders by a
miner wlio said that the workers resent-

ed the ofticial party's "splitting tactice".

In St. I..ouls

The St. Louis meetinj^ on the same
.Ju'bject was even more successful. The
audience of "iv'orkers, p,irty nienibcrs and
sympnthiKers numbered about 150. Tlse

attempts of the Staijnists were even
feebler than in Staunton. By their

clumpsy attacks on the Left Opposition,

they were placed in the ridiculous posi-

tion which discredited them. Comrade
Swabeck spoke for Communism, the' Am-
erican C. P., the Comintern and the Sov-
iet Union and the platform of the Com-
munist League of America (Left Opposi-
tion). Wlien the Stalinists attacked
what comrade Swabeck sai<i with slander
against comrade Trotsky, the woi'kein

placed fhem in the same category with
a "sclssior-biH" who openly and vehe-

mently defended capitalism. These in-

cidents enabled comrade Swabeck to

imnke even clearer to t!ie workers and
party members and sympatdnzers present

the position of the Left Opposition to-

ward the I'arty.

A large batch of the Militant and lit-

erature were sold. A number of party
members have taken the first correct step
by beginning (o stukly the issues in dis-

pute between Stalinism and the Left
Opposition, We will continue our work
to win the Party members to the plat-

form of the Left Opposition and for the
unity of the Communist vanguard.

—T. STAMM,

Mooney Protest

Growing
Protests from various sources demand-

ing the unconditional release of Tom
Mooney and Warren Billings are on the
increase. T5ie Minucnpolis Central Labor
Union, representing organiaed laboi-, re-

cently passed a resolution to this ef-
fect and denounced tlie capitalist forces

responsible for the fraujc-up and impris-
onment of Mooney and B!l!inss, The
pressure from the working class of Minn-
eapolis and the iState of Minnesota on
behalf of Mooney and Billings is so
strong that the Governor of Minnesota,
Floyd B. Olson, and the Mayor of Mim-
eapolis, William A. Anderson, a few
weeks ago sent letters to Governor James
olph, Jr. of California, asking that the
two victims of capitalist justice be re-

leased.

On December 7 flhe Jfetai Trades
Council of St. LfHiis and vicinity, repre-
.senting 15,000 organized unionists, de-
manded tke immediate release and un-
conditional pardon of Mooney,

From, vartous parts of the country
resolutions are pouring in upon Governor
Rolph on behalf of the two lal>or prison

era.
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Tbe Brittsb Scene

National Goverment in Sharp Attack

On the Workers' Standards

We Can now turn to the preseiit posi-

tion iu Knglftiid : one that arises direftly

from tiie conditions outlined, in the pre-

ceding article.

The National Government, returned by

a majority of voters at the (Jener^l Klec-

tion, is now in an extremely strong

position ; its huge majority In the House
oE Commons guarantees for the ruling

clasji a coniititutlonai cover tor iill their

iit'tivitics against the workers. Wiiutever

measures ure "necessary"; however
strongly the Government may att;ick the

workers' movement ; liowev<>r great the

misery and suffering indicted upon the

workers by the policy of the Govern-

ment; all can be done in the name of

"democracy", sinoe the Government is

constitutionally elected, was given a free

hand hy the majority of the electors,

and, whilst wielding the Iron hand of

the capitaiist dictatorship, can conceal

it beneath the silken glove of parliamen-

tary democracy.

(What <ioes the Im-mediiitc future

threaten? Not Fascism, as some would
appear to believe: that tan, and per-

haps will, corae in Kngiand, but only

when Parliamentary Government no

longer .has the support of th(> middle-

claws and sections of the working class.

Those olisessed with the possibility of

Fascism are apt to overlodk tlie pro-

blems of the present, the correct handl-

ing of which will, in advance, help to

decide the . tempo of England's advance

to Fascism

National Government Lowers Workers'

Standiu'ds

The jKJliCy of Uie National Government
is one of wage-reductions, tariffs bring

ing higher prices, inflation, and a ruth

less reduction in the number of unem-

ployed drawing benefit. I'art of this

program has been realiv!e<l already; the

wages of Civil Servants, teachers, and

of tiie armed forces have been reduced

;

the benefit of. the unemployed has been

cut and in one week alone, out of eighty

thousand workers lirought before the

authorities, seventy thousand have been

removed from the unemployed exchange

In India

The Significance of Kashmir

Tile resistance to tQiis attack offered

by some sections of the working class has

been dealt with in no uncertain manner

:

twenty-four sailors have been dismissed

from the navy for their part in the

mutiny of the Atlantic Fleet; al'. meet-

ings have been stopped outside Labor

Exchanges, u ruling enforced by the

batoning and imprisonment of numbers

of unemployed. The attack on condi-

ti<ms lias begun and any assistance by

tlie workers is to be crushed with ail

the force the employers can command.

Against such an attack resistance can

and will be offered by many sections

o£ the workerjj and iu the only way pos-

sible—strike action. But such strike ac-

tion must be general and widespread,

for the old sectional methods of strug-

gle can play no effective rgle in the

present period. A sectional struggle, as

a means of developing widespread strike

action, certainly : but not the old long-

drawn-out-certain-to-be-defeated strike of

Which we have experienced so much in

the last few years.

Such action however demands careful

preparation and considerable agitation.

A widespread strike can develop, of

cou'rse, without this pMliminary pre-

paration, but only under suc(h circum-

stances ais will ensure its crushing de-

feat. General strike action, with a lead-

ership prepared to face up to, and pre-

pare tor, all the implications of such a

struggle — this idea piust be spread

amongst tlie workers.

- Prepare For StruggteB

The General Strike of ly^tt was lead,

and to some extent, organized by the

Trade Union leaders. It represented an

attempt to tmeet the new conditioiiK with

machinery and ideas which had grown

u'p under old and very different condi-

tions. The Union leaders were more or

less forced into the struggle by the

employefs. Faced with the need ior rev-

olutionary mass struggle against the

State, the Union leaders could only cap-

itulate at the earliest possible oppor-

tunity. From then onwards the refoi-m-

ist^ could only follow the path of Am-removed from the unemployed exchange ist^ could oujy loiiow me yai^ "' ^^
register and from benefit altogether. .^erican Trade Unionism and advocate col

laboration with the employers as against

WAR CHIEF ADMITS FAILURE
AGAINST BEDS

NANKING, Nov. 10 <Fenprecor)—To
figiit the "Red Armies" of Kiangsi I*ro-

vince, it is necessary to fight the peo-

ple—and In this the Communist Exter-

mination troops of the Kuo Min Tang
have failed after eight Tnontflis' cease-

less campaigning. Such is the gist of

a report made here today by General

IIo-Ying-Ching, minister of war In the

Nanking government.

Two hundred thousand troops, Gen-

eral IIo reported, have been march-

ing and counter-marching since last

May and the announced objective

"extermination of the Ked Menace"—Is

as far off as ever. General Ho minim-

ined. Nanking sent more tiian 300,000

into Kiangsi, including some of the best

fighting regiments af the command of

the government. For three month.s dur-

ing the early summer they were ItKl by

Chiang Kai-Shek in pereon who directed

operations from Nanking.

'ITic War Miister revealed in his re-

port (hat the inhabitants of tiie ' bandit-

ridden" areas gave their wholehearted

support to the "bandits" and that "the

government troops find it extremely dif-

ficult to obtain the assistance of the

people in securing food or in the trans-

portation of their ammunition and mili-

tary equipment". lie expresses optim-

ism, fiowever, over the fact that "the

C^ommunists are l>eing driven towards

complete destruction". This is being ac-

complished, he states, not by the gov-

ernment troops but because "diseases of

epidemic proportions have broken out

in their camps ami because of lack of

medical ihelp many are perishing. With

the approach of the cold winter their

hardships are steadily growing worse as

very few of the bandits have winter

clothing."

General Ho, commander of the forces

wliich for nearly a year iiave Ixsen wag-

ing open warfare on millions of Ohl-

nc-^e peasants, sagely concludes his re-

port with tfie statement that "tiie trou-

ble has been caused t)y the frequency

of Internal warfare and the remedy is

the cessation of all civil fighting and

the restoration of peace in the coun-

try,"

\ the alternative of - revoluUonary strug-

gle. To expect such leaders, men who

have betrayed every strike that has

taken place during the last five years,

to lead and organize a .mass struggle

against the present attack ifi foolish and

unwarranted.

The recent struggle ol a section of

the FostBl Workers shows what role She

union leaders will play. The Manchester

Postmen carried on a "go slow" strike;

two of the leaders were suspended :
the

union executive protested at the suspen-

sion but only on the grounds that there

was no inquiry carried through flrst

before She men were suspended. They

then got the struggle called off on the

grounds that it injured the chances of

successful negotiations.

New leadership, new forms of organt-

Kation, revolutionary ideas and revolu-

tionary action are necessary in order to

wage effective stru^le under present

day conditions.

Such a leadership can only come from

the Communist Party, always providing

that its policy is a correct one. The in-

crease in the memberslhip of the party

during the past few weeks shows that,

to thousands of workers, it stands oift

as the revolutionary leadership which

nlone can wage effective struggle against

the employers' attack and ultimately

achieve tlie (wnquest of power.

London —ANGLICUS.
<To be continued)
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For the last few weeks the British

Press and especially The Times have
devoted enormous space to Kashmir, an
Indian State. The Round Table Confer-

ence, which, on the surface looks far

more important and is supposed to de-

cide the future destinies of India, almost

passed unnoticed, and has lately been

relegated to a page principally devoted to

Squash Backets and Association S^oot-

hall, Kashmir is in the north of India.

It is important as it guards one of the

approaches to India on the North West
Frontier. It forms an excellent air base

from which to wage war against the

U. S. S. It. Kashmir is the famous
health resort of the Bngllfih in JadlK<

In it oil lies hidden.

(When the former ruler of Kashmir, the

llaharajah Partap Singh, was told that

there was oil in his state he said, suc-

cinctly, "Let it remain there," He knew
that the moment oil wells were sunk the

control as well as the profits would have

to be passed to the British and that the

best thing was to keep quiet about it.

The oil yet lies unexploited and as the

British Empire is deficient in oil the

Britiah are naturally anxious to get hold

of it.

There were two candidates tor the

throne of Kashmir after Partap Singh

died. One of them, who was backed by

the British Government, unfortunately

for the British could not s-ecure the

throne and ttius made the way clear for

the present ruler, who, though a great

favourite of Partap Singh never found

favour with the British,

Maharajah Hari Singh, the present

ruler, was one of tSie representatives of

the PrincKi at the last Round Table

Conference. In the course of his speech

at that Conference he said: "We are

Indians first and Princes afterwards."

The British Government must have

noted tills sentence carefully. Hari

Singh seems to have shad a very short

memory. Had he so quickly forgotten

the fate of his neighbour the Amir Am-

manullah of Afghanistan? Ammanullah's

defif^nce of British authority cost him

Ibis throne. The ruler of Kashmir Is

even more dejiendent upon the British

than was Ammanullah.

Tile British are a very clever people

and they have not forgotten the Indian

War of Independence of 1857 (krffewn to

the British as the Indian Mutiny) and

they will never again take steps against

tSie Indian Princes in such a way as to

antagonise the masses. They will onjy

interfere when they profess to champion

the ^ause of the Indian subjects, though

li> reality to gain a cQiicession which

they have long coveted.

Living Conditions In Kashmir

Such at present is the case in Kashmir.

We do not pretend to be the champions

of Hari Singh, who is an oppref-sor. In

a few years the iron boom of the pro-

letariat will make a clean sweep of him.

Kashmir State was a creation of the

Britlslh and when they go it, too, will

disappear. The overwhelming popula-

tion of Kashmir, as throughout India

consists of peasants, but with this dif-

ference, that in Kashciir, 90% are Mos-

lems, The peasant all over India in-

cluding Kashmir is burdened by the

debts he owes to tlie moneylender and

the rent he owes to the landlord, Tl^

agrarian crisis has made his condition

situ worse. Life in a Kashmir village

is worse than hell. The houses are of

mud ; there is no ventilation, and often

tftie whole family sleeps in one room.

There is no water, no sanitation. The

men have nothing but the loincloth they

wear, and the women their saris. Only

an infinitesimal proportion of the popula-

tion can read or write, although we are

told that recently a few primary schools

have been opened. No wonder there is

a popular agitation against the Maha-

rajah who is notorious throughout Eur-

ope as "Mr. A."

Persescution of the Left Oppositionists
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FRENCH EVICT CHINESE

SHANGHAI, Nov. 15—(Fenprecor)—
More than 1,000 poverty-stricken Chi-

nece ooeupying mudhuts along Soccawel

Creek-bordering on the French Conces-

sion here, have been ordered to vacate

by the French police. Two weeiis is the

time limit set on their evacuation under

threats of forcible steps being taken to

demolish the miserable hovels iii whioh

the people were seeking to achieve some

protection against the coming winter.

"Civically" minded social welfare

gpou^s have raised a proteeet to the

authorities—not demanding housing im-

provoments—but merely asking that the

paupers be permitted to remain where

they arel An appesU was made to the

local Kuo Min Tang branch which re-

plied
—"We will see what we can do."

HANKOW COMMUNISTS EXECUTED

HANKOW, Nov. 9 (Fenprecor)—Ten

Communists were summarily and puTjlic-

ly executed here today on the public

square after "court martial" by the

Hankow Garrison Headquarters.

State

EXPIRATION OF SUBSCRIPTION
If the number of your wrapper is 96

or under, your subscription has expired.

To ensure that you do not miss a single

issue of The AUIitant, send in your re-

newal Immediately to Tbe AUUtant,* 84

Bast 10th St., N6w York, N. T.

The point we are concerned to press

Is that the British Government have

used the agitation against Hari Singh to

further their own ends. They have pro-

vided leaders to the movement, men who
are prepared to lick the siiocs of tiie

British Government at any time. That
is why the agitation has been allowed

to continue so long. The attitude of the

correspondent of the Times, who is al-

ways an otficial of the Government shows
Hhe hostility of the British towards Hari

Singh.

About the jatlias, {groups of volun-

teers), who were invading Kasiimir The
'rimes correspondent iiaj's : "Tliey are

splendidly loyal people who supplied

tne best troops in the British Bxi)edition-

ary Force and will not have any dealings

with ehe Congress crowd."
Two or three weeks ago jatbus began

to march into Kashmir, The British

Goveritment knew It was a breach of the

treaty between Great Britain and Kash-
mir, but it did not Interfere. The Times
correspondent in the same issue whicfh I

quoted above, (via, 4-11-31) remarks:
"The present situation was by no means
unforeseen."

Britjan Wants .Kasdimit's Oil

From The Times we ieani Lhat "a

committee of Inquiry has now beeji ap-

pointed by the Uoverijment of India, no
doubt with tile Maharajah's full consent"

as it the Ma,harajah had any consent

to give "to'' deal with Moslem demands."
The invading jatltafi demanded that the

British should appoiftt a Britisli minister

to the istate. Tne Maharajah iiad to do

so. With the appointment of the Bri

tish minister also entered the British

army and occupied ^Jammu, the winter

capital of Kashmir. A lew days after

wards The Times corresijondeut stated

:

''There Is the delicate iiaestlon of how
long Jaruniu' and other points are to be

occupied by the British tivops." He
argues tiiat if the British army leave

Jammu the whole Moslem population

would follow. From today's news we
learn that the Moslem leaders are send

ing telegrams to the Viceroy not to

withdraw the Britistti army. We need

not indicate who these Moslems are.

We should ivot be surprised If Uie

British remained in Jamma permanently

Nearly two years ago it was published

In the British Press that Jammu was for

sale. The Maharajah of Kashmir denied

it, but the news was not without loun

dation, as its source was the India Otlice,

Jammu is not the only thing for which

the British Government is aiming. There
also remains the 'hidden oil, Hindu-
Moslem tension is always fostered by

the divine power at the very moment
when the Indian National Congress is

meeting at Karachi or the itound Table

Conference in London, The whole atmo-

sphere in Kashmir has been created

while Ohe Itound Table Conference is

.meeting so that as few concessions as

possible may be granted to the Indian

capitalists. The British are, frym long

experience, masters ot the game of "div-

ide and ruie." If tiiey want to remain

in India it is essential that they play

off one community against another or

one class against another. I'ursuiiig this

policy they iiaie in-geuuiously diverted

the growing discontent of tne I'unjab

peajsautry, due to the agrarian crisis,

into a Hindu-Moslom feuu. Kashmir has

become tiie cetitre of tiiis maneuver, and

tlie target or the peasants' anger.

A te..' days ago the two sons of the

Nizam of Hyderabad, anothet- Indian

I'riuce, married tlie daugliiers of the ex-

Kiialir oi Turkey, The NiBam is a very

rich prince wno can (and does) siiuau-

der a few millions of pounds at a time.

The result of this marriage may be taat

upon the death oi Mustapha Kemal
Pashy, t(he Nizam's son, supported by

the British, will be declared the right-

Eul heir to the throne of Turkey. The

liiidla Office in Loudon is already busy

collecting all possible information and

material witli regard to Turkey,

Britain Supports Fan-Islamic Movement
m India

There is a good deal of talk about

the triendship between the British and

the Moslems. The British Government

has given its full support to the Pan
islamic movement iu India, tu the

NiKam's son, who may one day be de

clai^d the Uhalif of islam they may
find a nominal head for Biie Pan-Islamic

movement.
Such a movement will not only create

a still wider gulf between the two com-

munities In India but will also prolong

tlie life of British Imperialism. A suc-

cessful l^an-Islamic movement might

also become a great danger against the

U, tS. S. K, as Turkey is next door to

U, K. S. li.

These are the dangers which lie at the

bottom of the Kadhmir affair. The whole

movement is led by the leaders of the

Pan-Islamic movement. Jammu is in

easy reach of the other countries, Afg-

hanistan, Baluchistan, etc., an^I therefore

the occupation of Jammu is a nost sign-

Itlcant act. This clearly shows that

Britletti Imperialism is based upon "div-

ide and rule" whether it is in India,

Cyprus or I'alestine, Tills old principle,

the British are employing in a new way

aild we must warn our readers to recog-

nize this coming danger and be ready

to counterbalance the moveaaaent;

London, Nov. 11, 1981
—"A"-

its niemtttrrs iiave been lorn apart from
eacli oilier.

ttiau i>ewelsvii—member of the Party
siiiLc lUi I ; a Puny worker since the

uegiiuinig oi tiie rebruary revolatlon,

acuvc m tlie Communist "youtii organiza-

tion ot Petrograd, a meniuer ol lue Ked
Guard tiuring the Octooer insurrection.

i'Tom the beginning oi lyis to the middle

Ol il>:iu couiratJe Newelsoii fougnL in tne

Ked Army, as regtmental commissar, div-

isional political commissar and ciialrman

of tile Political department ol tiie army.
In econojnic \vorii since iy:i3 ; already
then a member of tile Upposition. in

e.vile since January lu:ii5; in prison since

tile middle of ]t):ilt, iirst in Tobolsk, then
m Vcrchne-Lralsk.

J. M. Fosnansky—member of the Party
since lUlT, and an active particpant iu

the Uctober insurrection in i'clersburg.

At the front throughout the whole civil

war; particularly as cavalry inspector

at tile Southern iront he successtuUy or-

ganized the mounted torces Oliere;

wounded. In 11121 he fought before

Kronstadt for the dictatorship of the

proletariat. After the end ot the civil

war and until his eiile coimrade Pos-

iiansky was Trtifsky s secretary (see

".My Life"). Arrested in Feoruary 10^8

and sent .>or[n by the U. P. U, lor his

attempt to toilovv Trotsky to Alma-Ata.
In pristm since I'JIJO.

Vladimir IvaJiovitch . Resdietnitelienke

—menii>er o( the Party since lUli. JlilV

I
tary worK-er and liero oi the civil war
(decorated with the Order of tne Bed
Banner) ; .Military Academy,
Musja ftlagid—member of the I'arty

Party since 1!)17. She work^^d illegally

in tlie Ukraine at the time ol the strug-

gle with Deiiikin. n prison for tlliJht

from (jitle.

auriiov—old Party member; until his

exile, Comniissar for Agriculture of the

tjiimean Uepubiic.

These brief items naturally give only

(continued from page 1)

ber of the Bolshevik Party since lUlO

;

member of the Petrograd Party (Joniniit-

tee during tne i'eoruary revolution, pitr-

ticpated actively m tiie Uctober insur-

rection.

Comrades Diagelstedt, Soliizev, Stop-

alov, Jakovln anu Kizin are all old i'arty

members. All ot them have written in-

dependent scientiiic Marxian works on
economic and historical questions. They
are no ordinary writers; they are the

young tlieorecicians ot die Left upposi-

tion. But their theoretical work was al-

ways tied up with j[)olitical struggle.

Alter the ena of tiie civil war they ex-

changed rifle for the book, to exchange

It again lor the riHe when tne interests

of communism demanded it.

Victor Uorisovit«it Etziii joined the

Party in lUlT, and participated In tne

preparation and execution ot the insur-

reciion of October in I'erm, Jn lyis he

was chairman oi tne executive commit-

tee ot tne Viatita Govern-ment. in lull)

and lUilO he was active on the JOastern

Iront, After the liquidation ot Lite Koi-

tsoak adventure he woraed as an ec.iii-

omlst. From l't)2'^ on he attended ses-

sions at tne institute ot lied Protessors

and ended (his studies in ItCib. Since

iy.iii he nas oelongeu to tne Opposition

and was one of its lea ifing woraers in

-uoscow, until his exile, lie eilited ine

coliecteu worKs of iTotsky. l-^jiiled m
January, luzs by Ktaliii, he has been m
pilsou since 1M'J,\).

.We ougnt to say a few "words here

about the whole l!;lzlu family, bt^ris

iViluiiallovltch Kilziii, lather of Victor

I'jlzln, >.; one ol tnu very old BolsheviliS,

atiu went tbruugh imprisonment a^id e.xile

under the Czar, lie is one of tlie lead-

ers of the Opposition. He signed the

lirst platform document ot tae opposi-

tion, the so-called "'Statement of the

iorcy-six", which became the center ot

the li)23 discussion. B. M. liiai» was ar- _, ^._
rested in Summer of lUiJLt and has been

' a part of the revolutionary activities of

imprisoned ever since, completeiy itso-

lated, entirely alone in the sudai jail.

Josepli KlzlH, the second ton of li. aI.

Blzin, has been in exile for more tlian

two years in old Crimea. He has tub-

erculosis In Its most acute form, and the

doctors assume that it means death un-

less his manner of living is not changed.

A Eouraii member of this family of rev-

olutIonari(»i, tiie daughter, B, IVi. Elzinu,

the comrades named, but they give au
idea of the "Verchne-Uralslaers" as a

type of Bolshevik revolutionary. They
took part in tlie October insurrection;

Oiicy took part in the civil war ; they

were economic or scientihc workers af-

ter the victory at tlie various fronts;

they struggled for seven years against

the Staiinist revision of Alarxism and
Leninism ; exiled, and jailed. Aiwayi

is in exile in Siberia. The whole kHzin'mid under all circumstances courageou*

family is therefore not only under lock' and devoted without limit to the cause

and key under the Stalin regime, but without a thought for themselves.

The Left Opposition in Switzerland
The Lett Opposition of tiiie Communist

Party of Switzerland arose in Spring of

this year out of tlie Communist iraction

ot the Marxist Student's Group of Zur-

ich. In this group there had been heat-

ed discussions between Left Opposi-

tionist's and the comrades of tile '"gen-

eral iine". In the course uf wliidh we
laid our platform before the i*arty.

Later we by no means limited ourselves

to discussions, but reached workers and

Party members tljrough tiie sale of Op-

positionist literature.

On Easter Youtli Lay we sold com-

rade Trotsky's i>aniplilet3 at the Party

celebration. The Party bureaucracy was
caught unawares, but by the end of tiie

celebration, when we had sold all our

pamphlets, we were insulted by some
functionaries as •counter-revolutionar-

ies" and threatened witili violence. After

these events we were expelled Iiom the

Swiss Party.

We refu'sed to be scared and continued

our activity, distributing literature,

carrying on discussions witii workers,

and after we had gained a few sympath-

izers, we began tt> hold public lectures

and forums. The iirst lecture on "Fasc

ism and Social -faseism" passed without

disturbance; the 'general line" was sil

ent. At the second lecture, on the

"Trade Union Question", au unsuccess-

ful attempt was made to disturb the

meeting. Our third meeting, on the

"Theory of Socialism in One Country"

was broken up by the appearance of num-

erous "comrades of the genera! line"

under the leadership of a cantonal coun-

cillor (!) The Stalinists were able to

carry tihrough their lecture "Against

Trotskyism" only after they had cleared

us Opposltionisiij by force out of the

hali. The next time they tried it again,

but failed; we left the hall and finally

continued our lectures elsewhere without

further disturbance. This was the end

at the comedy, for the time being. <Jur

next lecture, "On the Situation In the

Swiss Communist Party", was received

in a disciplined manner, although tlie

majority of the audience were regular

Party membera. The same was true of

the following lecture on "The German

Situation". So far, we have won.

By this time we had made up our

minds to reach a wider audience of

Party members and workers, and from

time to time to mimcograi»li and sell our

lectures. In this way we published an

essay on "Fascism and Social-fascism",

which was well received^ On August

Ist we distributed a leaflet among the

Party members which increased the ten-

sion between us and the Party. Our

first newspaper contributed further to

the tension.

Fublisb Newspaper

.We decided not to publish single ar-

ticles, but to get out a newspaper whJdh

should publish in each issue one fairly

long article and a number of shorter

items. The "Newspaper of the Left Op-
position of the Communist Party of

SwitKerland" Is the title of^ our organ.

The first issue of the News|»aper, which
appeared in August, was devoted to tttie

situation In tlie Swiss Communist Party,

an<l helped make u's known among the

workers throughout Switzerland.

The Haempfer, the Communist Party

paper in Zurich, could find nothing to

aiisw<>r except a few provocatory sen-

tences, iu "tvbich it vilified us as "agents

and accomplices of the bourgeoisie". The
Arbeiter-Zeituiig, Bhe Kight Opposition

paper in Schaffbausen, took notice ot as

in a cleverer way, but just as stupidly

in essence.

Tlie calm of tiie Party press however

dO(^ not at all reflect the real feelings

of the Party. Many i'arty comrades

were undoubtedly stimulated to think by

our pai>er. The l*arty maudarina are

trying to work up a pogrom feeling

against us, tiireaten us with blows, etc.

The real feelings of the members of the

party will be shown by future events.

In the meantime, the second issue of

ou^ Newspaper has apiieai-ed, in which

we state our i>03ition on the Ger-

man situation. We have grown a lit-

tle, a few workers have joined our

group, improving its purely intellectual

social composition.

Composed of Young Comrades

_We are all young comrades, and there-

fore for She next period will go out

after the jouth, first of all; the Com-

munist and the Socialist youth organi-

zations, other youth groups, etc. Defin-

ite Oppositionist tendencies are notice-

able In the Communist youth organiza-

tion, and we shall not delay in encourag-

ing them. The same Is true of the Soc-

ialist youtih organization, which has sev-

eral hundred members. Recently we

spoke at one of their meetings, Issued a

leaflet tor the Socialist youth, and

made a good i-mpression on them. "If

we become Commuiiist at all, then we

shall become Left Communists", we have

often heard them say. We also have

sympathetic contacts among She "Free

Sport Group", a youth jsport organiza-

tion.

In this way we shall continue our ac-

tivity, for the time l>eing. We hope

and feel sure that, if we do our work

intelligently, in the course of the coming

winter we siiall create a substantial,

fipmly-organi-zed section of the Interna-

tional Oppo.sition. We shall continue to

report on our activities In the Intema-

tioiial Bulletin. We ask those comrades

who wish to find out more about us, to

order our ne\i'^paper through the Inter-

national Secretariat, and will send It

regularly by mail.

Zurich, Switzerland
—WALTER NELZ.
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THK DOWNFALL OF THE
VOLKSZKITt.NG

The i-ct!!('!iiciit: oj' Linhvly Lore from

the editorship of tlio New York Volks-

leitung -ii;;iialliKes thu passing ot tjic;

l)iil)(>r frtim the Hi;;iit friiijiV vf the (.'om-

iinniisL nKjveuK'tii to tlic; (.iimp of social

iU'iiiiK-rm y. Dr. l.iyshitx, the; new editor,

comes from the <!ermaii Social Democjir-

lie I*;irty aiid owes his elt'ctioii to tlie

Inuiiijiii <i£ tUo lii.^ht wiiij; sueialist elc-

me!!ts ill Wie coiii)erjitive association

\ihi(-h ouiis the iJiiiii-T. The new poiiej-

of Ihe Volksxpituiis; ri'tietts tin? <lecisive

ehiiii^e. ] t;i!f-aiid-!!!ilf t'oniniuiiism wiiieh

in this ease-iis always^iireparcd tlie

way for outri};ht socialist veformijim is

filially replaced by it.

'Phis reactioiiary victory is u tragedy

fur the palJer that siMike for th(^ workers

over luaiiy decade.-:, not without eil'ec-

tiveiK'sa at limes and not witiioiit lioiior

on some cnieial oecasioiis when otller

oriians faUered and betrayed their trust.

It is likewise a 1ra5je<ly tor the man
who sloed at the helm and reflected iti

'Ids own ijersoii the (iiialitics of the

Volkszoitaiig throiijrhout Ihosie turbulent

year-:, j.ndwi,!,- Lore was tha Volksiei-

ttmg. Us st^o!i^ sides uiul its weak
sides, lis iiicoiisiatencif's, its f^ood inten-

tSfiiis and its freiiuently dubious ix'i'-

fonnaiices were o! one juect; with the

Ijcrsonaliiy of riie man. The shift of

cuiilro! jnits an end to ihe contradi<tion

iii the iiosition of the; pai>cr. In the long

inn (JK' change wil! help to clarify is-

sues tiiat have been muddled anti con-

fnse<l in the (jerman-American labor

niovenieiit. The immediate etfeet will he

lo strenjjilien the reformist jind reat--

tionary elemenls.

The downfall of the Vfrikszeitung dc-

znoiistrales oiice a^iaiii, by an example

[-.lose at hand, the instal>ility and the

transitory nature of in-between petitions

in ouV time. Since the world war the

issue and Mbe ohoice between social de-

imocracy and Comminiism has stood

calesorically. Xnbody has been able to

stand befwccn them or to reconcile them

And nobody will. Lore's Volkszeitung

aspired lowanl ('oininnnSsin, Hut it was

never able So make the clean and final

break with (lie routine, the traditions

and the materia! interests that weif;hled

it toward the past. The paper w^iis

bonnd up - -thruujih the shareholding co-

operative and in a hundrod other ways
—'wilii those sections of the German
movement for whom socialism had ions

ceascci to l>e a doctrine of action. Their

deadly conservatiKinij iufineiiee was upon

the [)aper all Ihe time, paraly-diuf: It at

every turn with contradiction and con-

fusion. The result was a mish-niasib ixd-

iL-y—to the rif;ht of oibeial Cinnmunism

and to lilie Left of .social democracy. Such

a position, by its nature itnd hy the lia-

lure of our eijoch. can have only a

transitory indnence.

The exceptional iiersoiiality of Lore

endowed tliss i>o!icy with an abnormal

endurance, lint tlie life ot the paper

was fran^rht with coutimial crisis and a

hnal sijow-dow ii was inevitable. The

speed with wlHeii this show-down came
after the retirement of Lore from the

(^litor.ship shows how shaky was the pol-

itical fonudaliou of the paper. In tiiese

events the similar ^loom of other politicai

movements of (lie same kind in fore-

s!irad<iwed. The "left" socialists (such

as Ihe JIusteiles) and the Hiyht Com-
mnnisis <sncb as fihe Lovestone faction)

which—in diffi'rent dejjrees and under

somewhat different eircumstances—re-

peat the CNperience of the Volkszeltung

are marcliinjr towards the same fate.

The middle f;ronnd between t'onnnuiiism

and social democracy is qoiclisand.

Tiie ])or,-^oual defeat of Ltidwij; Lore

in the rnin of the paper wliioh was his

life is sad to coideniplate. Amou« t'om-

munists, for whom political considera-

tions are the decisive criterion, personal

relations play a part that is necessarily

sulxirdinate. In Ihat sense and for that

rea.v-on we <lo not speak here as a friend.

We went part of the way togetlter, but

our paths were not the same. In re-

cent years Siliey diverjred more and more,

lint for al! that we never iost a re>!ard

for the admirable jiersonal tjualities ot

the man, Amontr the people who have

aciiuired prominence in the revolutionary

labor imovement of our day he has been

distiufiuished by an !nte;;rity and dignity

that is all too lUicommon, lie was not

one of the oflice boys who take orders,

not (aie of the scamps wdio slander for

hire and advance them.selves by iiitriijue.

In bis rebellion against Ihe regime which

elevates this canaille Lore showed the

character of a man and a fisliter. In

that fij,''lit we had conimon ground with

him. It was his failure to brin^ the

right political weapons to the fight that

marked otT his course from ours. And
fram this also arises his present political

defeat.

official ix)!icy. They are again beginnin.g,

in a cautious, surreptitious back-dof)r

manner, to api>roi>riate an idea from the

Opposition, We liear more and more talk

abont (!te necessity of credits to the Hov
iel Union.

In ihe New York Herald Tribune for

December 31th there appeared a letter

from the '-Friends of tiio Soviet Lnion",

signed by the national secretary, JIarcel

Schcrer, Aimon^ otiier things it say.s the

following:

"The Friends of the Soviet 1,'nion to-

day are working for the immediaie recog-

nition of the Soviet government by the

I'nitcHi States government, free trade

relations and the extension of credits.

Ttiis would bring vast Soviet orders to

American factories—at the rat* of

$l,0(Mt,flOO of orrters daily—and would
give einidoynx'iit to tiuntlre^ls of tliou-

sanrts of iiiiemployed workers." <Our
emphasis )

,

Thiit argument—as far as it K:<ies^iK

unassailable, TIio trouble with if is

(hat it presents only one side of the

Question, it is put forward hy an impro-

per agency and it is <!irected (o the

wrong address. The slof^-an siiould be

addresse.l to the workers, rathrr than

to the bourgeois jn'css. Jt should be put

forward by the i)arfy, instead of a cover

organisation the ciiief function of which
is to provi<!e a hunting gnrand for car

eerists and faise friends of the .Soviet

t'nion who will desert it at the first

sign of real danger. And it shosdd em
phasiae also tiie need of the Moviet L'n

ion for economic tollaiioration witii the

ad la need capitalist cou^itries—enforcer!

by the demand of the workers—in order

that it may build its industry tpiickly

and thns strengthen the economi<' founda-

tions of the workers' rule.

To Jtppeal to the workers for a slo.gan

of long-term credits on the ground of

their own immediate material interest

in the alleviation of unemployment is

quite correct. Its prac-ticality in this

resixK-t can be easily demonstraled. And
such an appeal to the material interest

of the workers will move them faster,

and iti far greater luimbers, tOiaii a Ibou

sand abstract arguiwents about the de

feuse of the Soviet Union. Itut to de

vehip the political implications of the

raovemiit and to strengthen its interna-

tional sjiirit it is necessary (o slKtw to

the workers tiiat by helping themselves

they are al.so helping the woi'kers of (he

Soviet Union, This is the way (o s(reu-

gtheu (lie bonds of internati<mali,-;m ; to

make the workers feel that they are

participating in the great ecom>raic a<l-

vances of tiie Workei's' state, not uioreiy

watchins; them from the sidelines, Hy
presciilijig flip slogan of the Opjiosiiion

iii its double asiX'Ct, and organizing a

proletarian .mass movement around it,

the workers will iiegin to identify their

own welfare witli the fate of tiie Soviet

I'nion. This i,s the chief nim and the

chief value of tiiie slogan.

() course, oiie (-annot talk in this

straigbtforw-ard and Marxist manner
while the workf^'s ttre being deluded with
the fiction that Russia can build social-

ism alone without any outside help. It

is this harmful fiction that stands in

ivbe way of a geimine application of the

slogan and the organiKation of a great

iiiternational movement around it. That
is why it is snealted in, distorted and
then promulgated in a polite letter to

ihe bourgeois press by a worthless .sub-

stitute organiKation which—out of "fri-

endship" for the Soviet U'nion—ought to

be abolished.

But that is Mie way they do tilings.

That is the way tiiey play with the great
sio.iirans. Hut in spite of tliat the slogan of

ecoiiomic collaboration and long-term

credits corresponds to realit.v. Its time-

liness grows more obvious with every

accentuation of the uiH^mployment sit-

uation in the capitalist couhtries and
the iiiereasing dilficultie.s in Soviet

economy, which ari,so in [Mrt from the

world economic crisis of capitalism.

For that reason it will make its way
through all machinations. The "co«ii-

ter-revolutionary slogan of Trotskyism"
must and will become oiie of Ihe inter-

iiational slogans of the Oimmunist work-
ers.

and the faint-liearts, would have tioth-l

log to do wilh Mooney, He was charged

with dynamiting, and they tied in teri-or

from tile issue,

it remained for a mere handful of

radicals to organize aiid lead tiie fight.

'I'he otiiers followed, but tihey did not

come in time. If Mooney's escape from
the gallows was due to the Jiandful of

militants who defended his cause against

the world—and that is the indubitable

fact— then the delay in organizing a

great mass movemciit of defense, and the

:
pussy footing poiicies later introduced

into it, wei-e and remaiii i-esponsible tor

his long imprisonment.

We face the SEime developments ami

the same dangers in tlie case of Soder-

berg. Hunker, and Trajer—(he union

w'ork<?rs who have been selected as tiie

victims in the New York "dynamite

plot''. They are no longer desertcu aiiu

alone. The influence of their api>eal

gaiiis ground from day (o day. The mili-

tant activity of the Defen.se Committee

is putting t'iieir case on the agenda of

the labor niovement. The blackguards

and scoundrels wiio attacked the help-

less prisonei-s iii the first days of their

ari-est—who spread poisonous slanders

agvtinst (hein in order to para!y/,e their

defense—art; being driven to cover. The

honest aiid elass-conscious elements in

all workers' organizations are asserting

tiiemselves in favor of a united movement

to defend the victims of the frame-up.

Tiie ,er<;atest danger now is that the

wi-despread and militant movement of

labor protest, which alone can save

them, will come too late. As in all the

cases which the labor movement has

known it is a race with time. Every day

sees new forces recruited for the fiffht.

But every day likewise draws us nearer

to the trial where the scales will be

tipped decisively one way or the other.

The labor movement of America has

spoken out lou<i on many occastoDS

against the frame-up system. JJiit Jill

ioo often this protest has been deferred

u'ntil the prosecution has gained the ad-

vanta^-e of a conviction on perjured evi-

dence. This was the case with llooney

and Billings. It was the ease with

Sacco and Vauzetii, and till too many

others. Let ns hope it will not be the

fate of Soderherg, Bunker, and Trajer.

The great task in ]>rotecting the labor

movement from this heavy blow is to

speed up the fight, to extend il oii ali

fronts a lid uiiitc all forces. Then it

will be a movement for victory instead

of a protest agaiiist defeat.

-.1. P. C.

A RACE WITH TIME

HOW THEV PL.W WITH THE
OBE.\T SLOG.^NS

The slogans of the Opposition travel

a uniform course in the Co^mmunist In-

ternational. First Ihey are denotmeed as

eouiiter-revoiutionary ; then they are

smngg!e<l into the oftieinl policy in mnti-

late(i form an<l misapplied. This is liap-

jtoning now to the slc^an advantcd near-

ly two years ago b,v comrade Trotsky

for economic coliaboration between the

capitalist conntries and tiie Soviet ITnion

aiid the extension of long-term credits.

A great deal of inic was spilled In de-

monstrating Ihe counter-revolutionary

nature of this slogan. It was hailefl on

,more than one occasion as the final proof

of the "complete renegacy of the Trot-

skyites". Now things are beginning to

loak a little different The logic of the

Police ffaine-nps are aii integral part
of American labor history, as every-
body knows, Throitgiiout the numerous
repititions of this phase of the class
struggle the saine general pattern has
appeared again and again. This applies
both to the prosecutions and the defense
movements against (liem. Tiie present
ease of the New York Marine Workers,
in all of its aspects, presents more aiid

: more the oid familiar pictui'c. It struck
:
the movement like a bombshell. In the

:
first days of panic (he frame-up gang

:
seemed to have everything their own
way. Then a defense inovement begaii

;

it gained momentnSm; and now its foi'Ces

grow from day to day. Hut the scales

are still weigiited heavily on tlie side

of the frame-up coiispirators of the riil-

ing class. The question : who will pre-

vail? remains undecided.

In all this there is nothing new. We
have seen it al! iiefore in almost every
detail. Even the slowness of the gcii-

eral labor public to recognize t-liat it is

not a "criminal ca.se", hut a direct blow
at the organiKod labor movement, has
many historic precedents.

In a cnapter of Emma Goldman's
autobiography she recounts the early
history of the Mooney case^a story that
is familiar to old-timers in the militant

labor movement, btit probably new to

many. In the first and most critical

days the official labor movement, the con-

New York Open Forum

NEW VOBK—"Tlie Soviet Union and

the W<irld CrLs-is" was discussed by com-

rade J. P. Cannon at the New York

Forum ot the Communist League of Am-

erica (Opposition) at the Labor Temple

last Friday. Many I'arty members were

present and a lively <iuestion and dis

eussion period ensned.

Since Christmas and New Year each

fall on Friday, tiie Oi>en Forum has bct;n

postjioned for two weeks. The FonHrts

will be resumed again on Fridaj, Janu-

tiry 8bh, 1931, at 8 P. M. at the Labor

Temple, 2nd Ave. & 14th Street. The

speaker and sul)ject will be aniiounced in

a tew days.

Stalin and the Chinese Revolution
Facts and Documents

CHINA'S SILK INDUSTRY STAGNANT
SHANGHAI, (Fenprecor). The silk

filature industry here remains in a con-

dition of chronic stagnation. Of 106

filatures in this city, which i.s the main

centre ot (he China industry, only 2r,,

employing less than H),O0O workers, are

fuiM-tioning at the present time, all

others having suspended operations.

Nearly 50,000 filature workesis are ««-

employed and su'ffering great hai'dships.

Tiic China silk industry has been effec-

tively throttled by .Tapanese competition

aiid the lioycott has afforded no relief.

Young Spartacus can be purchased at

all ncw^sstands, bookstores, meetings, etc,

where The Militant is how sold. If you

are unable to get a copy at these places,

write to Yo-ung Spartacus 84 East 10th

Street, New York, N. Y.

gititatlon has again collided wilh the aervativea, the respectables, the liberals

(Attention I

Minneapolis

Open Forum
The Minneapolis Branch of tiie Com

munis t Ijeagne of America (OPlJOsitlon)

is conducting an Open Forum each Sun-

day afternoon at 3 P. M„ at the new
!ica<l(lit»rtcrs of the Hranch as well as

general public meetings on general

subjects. Meetings have been held on

the Hpanish Itevoiution, the Mancliurian

Situation and other subjects.

Among the lectures arranged for forth

coming weeks at the Minneapolis Forum
are the following :

All meetings, unless otherwise men
tloned are at 3 P. M.:

Sunday, January Srd, 1332; Debate

"Will A Farmer-Labor Party Emancl-

l»afe the Workers?" Speaker for the Com
inunist League, Vincent K. Dunne; F, L
P, speakers to be announced.

Sunday, January 10, 1932 : "Tom
Mooney and ttie American Frame-Up
System;" S[)eaker: Oirl Cowl.

Sunday, January 17, 1933: "Imperial-

ism; What Next?. Speaker; Viitcent K,
Dunne.

Sunday, January 24, 1933. DEHATE

;

"Evolution or Revolution." Speakers:
Communist League and Socialist Party
—to be announced.

Sunday, January 31, 1933: "The Pro-

posed Railroad Wage Reductions",

Speaker : 0. K. Hedlund.
All these lectttres and debates will be

held at the Workers Open Forum, 1530
East Franklin Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.,

The Admission Is fr

Tlie Chinese Itevolution of lirJ.")-lii27

remains Phe greatest event of modern
history after the Revolution ot 11)17 in

Kussia. Over the problems of the Chi-

nese l{evolifti<ui the basic cttrrcnts of

Communism came to cla.sh. The present

official leader of the (,'eniintern, Stalin,

has shown himself in full stature in Ibe

events on tiiie Chinese Kcvolutiou. The
ba.sic documents pertainiiig (o the Chi-

nese Itevoiutiou are dispersed, scattered,

have been for.gotten, some are carefully

coi>cealed.

On the.*e pages we want to rei;roducc

the basic stages of the Chinese lievoiu-

tion in the iiglit of articles and sjiwches

of Ktaliii and bis ciosest aids, and also

decisions of Iihe Cominterii, dictated by

Stalin. For this purpose we use genuine
texts from ouV archives. We particular-

ly print tlie eJ^cerpt.s from the si)eecb of

Chitarov, u young Ktalinis!, at the l.'ith

Congress of the Communist I'aity of

the Soviet I'nion, which were concealed

fi'om the I'arty by Stalin. Tde readers

will convince themselves of the (I'emen-

dous signiticancc of the testimony of t'iii-

tarov, a young Stalinist functionary-

careeri.st, a participaiit in the Chinese

events, at present one of the leaders of

(he Y. C, ].

In order to make tlie facts and cita-

tions more compreheiisible, we tbink it

iHcful to re-mind tlU' readers of the se-

quence of the most important events of

the Chinese Kevolullon.

JIarch 20th, 3928—the first overturn of

Clhiang Kai-Shek in Canlon.

Auttimn of 1«2()—(he Vti I'lenu-m of

the K C. (,-. I- with the participation of

a Obiang Kal Shek delegate of the Kuo
Mill Tang.

April l.-i. 1!»27—the coup d'Etat of
(hiang Kai-Shek In Shanghai.
The end of May, 1927—tlie counter-

revolutionary overturn of the ''Left'' Kuo
Mill Tang in Wuhan.
The etid of .May, 3i>27—the VJIl Pieii-

uin of the F. C. C. I. proclaim.s the duty
of Communists to remain widliin the
"Left" Ku'o Miu Tsing.

Augu-:t 1027—the Chine.se Communist
Party proclaims a course (owai'd an up-
rising,

December, 1027—the Caiiton insurrec-

tion.

February, i;)28—the IX Plenum of the
K. C. C. I. prochilms fin- Chiiia the course
toward an armed insurrection and Sov-
iets.

.luiy, ]92«—the VI Congress of the
Comintei-n renounces ihe slogan of arm-
ed iiisu'rrection as a practical slogan.

1. The Block of Four Classes

Stalin's Cidiiese policy was based on
a block of four cias.se.s. Here is how hhe

IJerlin organ of (he Meii.sheviks evaluat-

ed this iKilicy ;

"p;ven on the tenth of April (1027)
Martyiiov argued in Pravda quite com-
prehensively and . . . altogether in Meii-

shevik style the eorrectnes.s of the ot-

ffcial position, which persisted on tSie

necessity of retJiining the 'block of four

classes', not to rush with the destruction

of the coalition government, in which the

workers are in session together witli the

big bourgeoisie, not to Siang on to tiiem

prematureiy 'Socialist tasks' (SocJalist-

Ichesky Vi^stnick No. 8 April 23 lft27,

page 4.)

What <lid the policy of coalition with
the bourgeoisie look like? Let us bring
an excerpt from the Communist Inter-

national, (theoretical organ—Kd, ).

"On tiie fifth of .January 1027. tlie

Canton govei'nment made public a new
law on strike-;, in which the workers are

prohitiited from carrying weapons at de-

monstrations, from arresting merchants
and indnstriaiists. from confiscating tlieir

corauiodities, and w;!iich e.slablisbes

compulsory arbitration for a .series of

conflicts. This law contains paragraphs
limiting the interests of the workers . . .

But along witii these paragraphs there

are otibers, which limit the freedom of

strita's more than is required )>y the

interests of defence during a Revolution-

ary war". (Communist liitentHfionar

li)27. No. K2, page 11).

In the rope placwl uiion (he workers
by the bourgeoisie the threads ("para-

graphs" ) favorable to ( lie workers are
traced. The sliortcoming of the noose
is in the tact that It is tightened mere
thaii Ls required by the interests of de-

fen<'e" ( of the Chinese bou'i'geolsie )

.

This is written in the central organ of

the Comintern, Who writes? Jlartynov.

When does he write it? On the '2r)th

of February, six weeks prior to the

Shanghai blood hath.

2. The Perspectives of the Resolution
.According to Stalin

How did Stalin evaluate the perspec-

tives of the revolution led b,v his ally

Ciiiang Kai-.Shek? Here are tiie least

^(^aiidalous of the declarations of Stalin

(the most scandalous were not publish-

ed) ;

"The revolutionary armies in Cliina

(that is, the armies of Chiang Kai-Shek)

lire the most imixirtant factor in tlie

struggle of the Chinese workers and
peasants for their liberation. For the

advancement of t^ie Cantonese means
a blow at imperialism, a !)!o\v at its

agents in China, and the freedom of

assembly, freedom of press, freedom of

organization tor all revolntionary ele-

ments in China in general, for the work-

ers In particular". ("On the I'erspec

(ives of the Chinese Revolution" i)affe

46).

The army of Chiang Kai-Shek is the

army of workers and peasant^:. It car-

ries freedom for (he whole population,

"for the workers in particular".

What is needed for (jie success of the

revoiution? Little:

"The student youth (the revolutionary

students), the working youth, the pea-

sant youth,—all this Is a force that cau

advance the revolution witlii seven league

boots, if it .should he snhonlinatett to the

ideological and political hiHuence ot the iiunior is (iiickiy colored wiiii Shanghai

humor, it is at any rale not arbitrary.

However, let us not fiugel that this

Kno Mtn Tang". (Ibid, page .')")).

In this manner the fiisk of the Com
intern cosisisted not in liberating the

workers and peasants from the mfiueiice

of the bourgeoisie, iiut, on tlie coiitrary,

in subordiiiating them to tlieir iiitlnence.

T'his was written iii the days when
Chiang Kai-Shek, armed by Ktallii, march-

ed, at the head of the workei's and pea-

sants -subordinated to ilim, ''with seven

leasruc iioots" towards - , . the Shaiighai

coup d'Ktat.

3. Staliu and Chiang Kai-Sliek

.\flcr the Canton coup d'Etat, engineer-

ed by Chiang Kai-hek in March, 10*2<!.

and which our i>!'ess passed In silence,

when the (,'ommunists were reduced to

(he r<de ^of sorry supplements of the

Kuo Jlin Tang and eveii signed an obiiga-

(ion not to ci-ilici/e Sun-Yat-Senism,

Chiang K.ii-Shek—a remarkable detail

indeed !- -started to insist oii the accept-

ance of the Kuo Mil! Tang into liiie

Comintern; In preparing himself for (he

i-ole of a!i exet'itt loner, he wanted to

have the cover of world communism and

—be achieved it. The Kuo Min Tang,

led by Chiang Kai-Shek and Wii-Wan-

niin, was accepted into the Comintern (as

a ''sympathising"- party). While in the

preparation -of decisive counter-

revolniionary acthm in April, l;)27,

Chiang Kai-Shek at the same time took

care to OYchange portiiiits witii Stalin.

This strengtbeniiig of the ties of frh'nd-

ship wa|i pi'epared by the journey of

Hubnov, a member of tiie Central Com
inittee and one of Stalin's agents, to

Chia!!g Kai-Siliek. Another "detail":

Unhnov's journey to Canton coincided

with the .March coup d'Eettit of Chiang

Kai-Shek. Wliat about ISubnov'; He
obliged the Chinese Communists to sub-

mit and fo keep quiet.

.\fter the Shanghai overturn, the of-

fices of the Comiiiterii upon Stalin's or-

der, attempted to deny that the exectt-

tioner Chiang Kai-Shek was still r&maiii-

ing a liiomber of tlie Comintern. They

had forgotten the vote at the political

bureau, when all against the vote of one

(Trotsky) sanctioned tlie admission on

Hie Kuo Min Tang into the Comintern

with a consultative voice. They had

forgotten that at the VII pienuni of the

Vj. (. C. I., which coiidemned (iie Left

Oppositi(m, "comrade Shao-Li-Dzi" a de-

legate from the Kuo Min Taug partici-

pated. Among other things <hc said

;

''Comrade Chiang Kai-Shek in hla

siMH'ch to the .memberj5 of the Kuo Min

Tang I'arty pointed out that tlie Chi-

nese Kevoiution would have beeii mcon-

ceivable, if it could not correctly solve

the agrarian-yeasant Question. ..What the

Kuo Min Taoj; strives for is that there

sliould not be created a Ixiurgeois dom-

ination after the nationalist revolution

in China, as happened in the West, as

we see it now in all the countries, except

the r. S. S. It. ... We are all convinced,

that under (he leadership of the Com-

intern, the Kno Miii Tang will fulfill

its historic task". (Kussian Miuutes Vol,

1. page 4.")!>>

This is how matters stood at the VII

pienuni iii (he Autumn of lfi2C. After

the member of the Comintern, "comrade

Chiang Kai-Shek", vMio had pi-omised to

solve all the tasks under the leadership

of the Comintern, solved, only one; pre-

cisely the task of a bloody crushing of

the revolution, the VIII plenum, in May.

1027. declared in the resolution on the

Chinese (juestion

;

"lilie F. C, C. I. states that the events

fully justified tlie programs of the VII

enhirged plenum". {Russian edition,

page 21!n.

Jiistified, and even in full! If this is

biooii,

4. The Strategy or' Lenin and the

Strjitegj of StaUn

What tasks did l.coin pose before the

Comintern in relation to the i)ai kw.ird

countries'/

"Th<' neccsslly of a decisive struggle

agaiiist the repaintiiig of [be bonrgeois-

democratic liberation lurrciMs in the

backward countries into (be color of

Communism",

Iii executing this tlie Kno Min Tan.g,

wbioh had proiiiiscd to eslaldisb in <'Iiiiia

"not a bourgeoisie regime", wa.s a<lnii[-

ted intii the Comintern,

lA'iiin, it is uiiderstoijd. rccogaJKed the

necessity of temporary alliances wilh the

boni'geois-dcnK.cratii- niovemeiil. but he

undi'rstood by tiiis, of course, iiol ;in al-

liaiicc with tlie bourgeois [)arlies, <le-

ceiviiig and betraying (be iietit-bnurgeois

revolutionary d<'iiiocracy (Die peasaiits

and tbi' small i iiy folk), but an alli-

ance with tiiie orgaiii/al ions and gi'oup-

ings of the masses themselves -against,

the national bourgeoisie. In what foiiu,

tben. did Lenin visuaii/.e the alliance

with the bourgeois democracy of the col-

onies*' To these, tco, iic gives an answer

in bis lliesls written for the Secolal

Congress :

"Tlie Cominu'iiist liiternatioiial could

enter itito teniporary alliances wilii the

bourgis)is democracy of the coUmies and
backward couiitries, hut siiotild hy no

means fuse wilh it and must uncondition-

ally retain tlie in(le|)ett<Iciice of ihe jtro-

letai'ian movement even in its inosf t'ni-

hryonic form,"

It scents (hat in execniiiig tiic decisions

of Ihe Second Congi-css, Ihe Communist
Party was made to join tihe Kno Min
Tang an<l the Kuo .Min 'I'aiig was iid-

mitlcd info Ibe Coiiiiiilern. .\il this in

the aggregiite is callcil Leiiiiiisiii.

\>. The (iovernnient of Chiang Kai-Sliek

As A Live Refutation «f The State

Mow the Iciidei-s of the Commiiiiisl

Party of th<> Soviet riiion ev;ilualcd the

government of Chiang Kai-Shek oiic year

after flic ilrsl CaJitnn coup d'Ktat (.March

20, li)2d) is well seen in the public

speeciies of the ineiiibers of the i'oiit

Itnreau.

Here i.s how Kaliniii spoUe in .March,

li)27 at the MoKei>w faclory tSosKuak:

•'All the classes in China, beginning

with Bbe jn'Oletarlat and c'udiiig with (lie

bourgeoisie, hate the niiliiarists as the

puppets of foreign capital; all the class-

es In Oiina equally consider file <'anloii

government the tiational government of

the whole of Oliintt." (Isvcstia, Marcii S,

1027).

Another member of the I'oiit i'.nrean,

Itudzntak, sjioiie a few days later at a

gathering of the street car Wi)rkcrs. Tlie

Prav(ta report states:

'rau'siiig further on the situation in

China, comrade liudKutak poinis oiii Ibat

the revolutionary government has !»eh!ud

it all tile classes of China", d'ravd*,

Maroh i), 1!)27).

Voroshilov s]>oke iii the same sjiirit

more Ihaii once.

Truly in vain did Leniii clear the

Marxian theory of the Stale from t!i»

petit-bourgeois gaibagc. 'I'be epigones

succeeded in a sh<irt time to cover it

with twice as much refuse.

Kvcii on April Ti Staiin spoke ui the

llall of Coluiiins in defense of the

Communists Remaining in fho I'iirty of

Ciiiang Kai-hek, aiid what is more, be

denied (iie daiiger of iieti-ayal on the part

of his ally; "Borodin is oil guard;*' The

overturn occnn>d exactly cnc week iater.

-L. l>, TltoTSKV.
(o be continiiei! i

SECOND ISSLE OF YOUNG
SPAKTACIS IS OUT

The second, the ,Ianuary, issue ot

YOCNG SFAJtTACUS is out. It contnins

many intere.sting articles and educational

features that are of value not only to

the Communist youth, but also lo the

adult iii tiie movement. There is a re-

pilnt of the historic i\-ord3 ot Leon

Trotsky at the time of the death of

Lenin, "Farewell liyitch", an article !)y

(Jeorge Kay on the student role in the

Conimnnist movement. The article by

.losepii Carter, on Lenin, Liehknccbl,

Liixenil)erg stresses the' determination

displayed by these revolutionary leaders

m <'ontiuu1ng the struggle in spite of

the fewiiess of followers that they at

tiines had—and as tile Left Opiiosition

is now doiiig. Also this is.sue contaiiiS

"Leiiin's Will"—the statemciit ot Lenin's

still hidden from tlie Ku.ssian Communist

I'arty by Stalin. On euri-ent events,

there appears an article on the Mariiie

Workers Defense and a statement by

one of the young defendants, William

Trajer. ilany oth-er interesting features

are to be found in this number.

The ilrst Issue wus well received and

widely circulated. Already the effects

of the issuance <if a I^ft Opposition

youth i^iper can be seen, not the least

ot wvhich is the beginnings of a "study

<*orner" in the Young Worker, YOCNG
SPAK'l'ACCS wi!l (wntlnue to appear re-

gularly. Copies of the first and second

numbers can be obtaiiied by writing to;

YOUNG SPARTACUS
84 East lOtli Street,

New York, N, Y-

LeonTrotsky

"The working men have no country.

We cannot take from them what they

have not got. Since the proletariat must

first of all acquire iwlitical supremacy,

must rise to be the leading class of the

nation, must constitute itself t,he nation,

It is, so far, itaelf national, though not

in the bourgeois sense of the word,"

Cotnmnntet Manifesto.
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